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Mamhrd

Is breg linn a fhOgairt go
bhfuil an chgad fhoilseachgn 6
Chumann na Teangeolalochta Feidhmi
ar fgil. T6 s6il againn go
gcuirfidh na daoine atg ag P14 le
maneadh agus foghlaim teanga go
ginearglta suim ann. Tg na hailt
atg san fhoilseachgn seo bunaithe
ar 14achtal a tugadh ag an chead
seiminegr bliantilil a bhi ag an
Chumann i mi Mhgrta, 1978, i
gColgiste na TrionOide. Is 4
cuspOir Chumann na TcEzngeolalochta
Feidhmi suim agus taighde sa
Teangeolaiocht Fheidhmeach a chur
chun cinn ar cib4 bealach ina dtig
a leitheid a dheanamh. Thig le
cgimi ar bith a bhfuil dlUthbhaint
aige le nO atg ag deanamh taighde
go lgnaimseartha sa Teangeolaiocht
Fheidhmeach iarratas ar bhallraiocht
sa Chumann a lorg. Is ball de
Chumann IdirngisiUnta na
Teangeolaiochta Feidhmi (AILA) an
cumann againn fein. Dg bharr sin,
bionn baint mhOr ag an Chumann le
cumainn as tiortha eile agus bionn
malartil eolais ar sicil go rialta
idir na cumainn go 14ir, an Cumann
Idirngisi(Inta san gireamh.

An tEagarthOir

Introduction

We are glad to announce that
the first publication from the
Irish Association for Applied
Linguistics (IRAAL) is available.
We hope that all those invclved in
the teaching and acquisition of
1-mguage EenPrally will have a
special interest in the publication.
The contents are based on the
pruceedings of the 1st Annual
seminar organised by the Association
in March 1978, in Trinity Colle7,e,
Dublin. The objectivPs of IRAAL are
to promote interest and research in
Applied Linguistics at every level.
Any grciduate who is actively engaged
in or researching in Applied
Linguistics may apply for membership
of the Association. IRAAL is also a
member of the parent body (AILA) and,
therefore, the association is in
contact with similar associations in
other countries and there is a
regular exchange of information
between the various associations,
including AILA.

The Editor
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THE STUDY OF INTERLANGUAGE

D6nall P. ei BaoiZZ

Institiid Teangeolaiochta fireann, Dublin

I would like to begin by reading to you a quotation by the famous linguist
Noam Chomsky, from a lecture he gave at the North-Eastern Conference, in 1966.
The relevance of this quotation will become obvious, I hope, as I go through
the lecture. Chomsky said: "I am frankly sceptical about the significance,
for the teaching of language, of such insights and understandings as have been
attained in linguistics and psychology. It is possible, even likely, that
principles of psychology and of linguistics and research in these disciplines
may supply insights useful to the language teacher, but this must be demonstrated
and cannot be presumed. It is the language teacher himself who must validate
or refute any specific proposal".

Now of course many things have happened since then. People who were
working in applied linguistics, and teaching, were looking very much at linguistics
to get insights into what might be suitable for, or applicable to their teaching.
But they soon got very tired of this, because what was going on in linguistics
was changing very rapidly, and a lot of the things they had been expecting were
not forthcoming. What happened then, was that a group of people decided that
they were going to start doing their own work on the speech of the learner, the
learner's language. That is what I will be talking about here, what I call the
study of Interlanguage, that is the study of the language of the learner at any
stage of his learning career, and the problems associated with such learning.

There are three competing theories or descriptions of the learner's language,
that we must deal with:-

1. Contrastive Analysis (CA);

2. Error Analysis (EA);

3. Interlanguage (IL).

Those theories are of course inter-related. They have developed in different
ways, and at different times, and I shall try, in the course of the lecture, to
describe to you how they have developed, why they have developed, and whether any
one of the theories is an improvement on what came before.

There are five different ways in which these theories can differ:-

(i) In the theoretical assumptions behind each;

(ii) The methodologies which they use;

(iii) The nature and scope of the data which they collect;

(iv) The kind of insights about learner's language
that we can get from them;

and (v) Their implications for practical classroom teaching.



The crucial point here is how the theory and methodology of Interlanguage differs
from Contrastive Analysis, and from Error Analysis, and whether or not the
difference amounts to an improvement.

Contrastive Analysis is mainly an American invention, in that it was pursued
mostly in American Universities, especially in the Univesity of Michigan, under
Lado; there are five characteristics that we can associate with C.A.:-

(a) That the main cause, or perhaps the sole cause of all the
problems that learners have, can be attributed to their
Native Language, henceforth (NL);

(b) That the difficulties of learning are due to the differences
between the NL and the Target Language, henceforth (TL), that
is, the language which the learner is trying to master;

(c) The greater the differences, the more acute the learning
problem;

(d) That a comparison between the languages beforehand is
necessary to predict the difficulties;

and (e) That one has to look at what the languages have in common,
and subtract that from the total of the two languages, in
order to see what difficulties the student or learner will
have to master.

This theory is by far the "best worked out" of all three. The only problem
is that there is no complete C.A. of any two languages in existence. People
worked on one ASPECT of the two languages, e.g. the deictic system; the use of
the auxiliary system; the use made of verbs like have, be and must, etc.;
the aspectual system as it differs from the proper tense system in a language,
and of course, most of all, phonology. Most of the studies have been done in
phonology, because it was more concise, and one could actually compare differences.
So a study was made of onc aspect of the two languages, to see what they both
had in common; then it was deduced that the problems would be, of course, things
that they did not have in common*.

There were many problems with this kind of theory, the first one being, that
the areas of contrast were not always the areas of greatest difficulty for the
learner. This theory was attacked, from all sides, especially because of its
claim, that most or almost all of the errors in T.L. learning were due to N.L.
interference.

This rejection of C.A. began around 1967. It was brought about mainly
through the observations of the language teachers themselves, which proved three
things:-

H.B. George, writing in 1972, estimated that 30% of all errors could be
traced to N.L. interference.

I 0
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(a) that there were more errors in learners' speech than
could be caused by interlingual interference;

(b) that if you use error analysis, which they were proposing,
you were actually working on the err-..)rs the student made,
rather than hypothesising about the errors he/she would make;

and (c) that in using error analysis you avoided another problem of
C.A., namely equivalence, that is, when is a phrase or
question in one language equivalent to the corresponding
phrase or question in the second language?

When those things could not be described under C.A., people began to work
on Error Analysis -- on actual data from learners. The goal of E.A. is to
facilitate the process of foreign language learning, by studying errors within
a scientific framework, consistent with both linguistic theory, and learning
theory. There are three steps in an E.A. scheme:-

(1) Description, that is, you set up a hierarchy of errors
the types of errors you can have in a language;

(2) Explanation, which is a much more difficult area, that is
trying to find an explanation for the errors. They can be
either social or psychological, or caused by teaching
methodology or by the T.L., or the N.L. The problem is to
try to explain them in detail;

(3) Therapy, which is the step they were most interested in,
that is how information about errors is to be used.

There were various ways in which this could be done:-

(a) by producing teaching materials;
(b) by having better grading methods;
(c) by revising syllabuses in a non ad-hoc manner;
(d) by objectifying grading;
(e) by having a proper ranking of teaching priorities;

and (f) by constructing tests, which would be relevant to the
different levels of learning.

There were also problems with this type of analysis, despite the fact that it
had some benefits as opposed to contrastive analysis.

Around the same time 1967, under the influence of British Applied Linguists
and people associated with them, a new type of study emerged, which is usually
referred to as the study of Interlanguage (IL). IL means a language somewhere
between the N.L. and the T.L. It can be at a ba:c stage, or at an intermediate
level or at an advanced stage. The person most associated with IL is Prof. Pit
Corder, of the University of Edinburgh. In an article written in 1967, he
catlined and described what he meant by IL, and how it might be beneficial to
look at IL, in order to see what we could fjnd there and then build our own
hypotheses, instead of depending on linguistic theory facilitating us in this
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direction. For the next six or seven years, Corder and other people associated

with him, such as Strevens and Richards produced a series of papers, dealing

with IL. They also used other names to describe Interlanguage. Corder called

it Idiosyncratic DiaZects, Nemser callet it Approximate Systems, and it was
Selinker who first used the term Interlanguage, and this has now become the

accepted term to describe the type of language that learners, who have not yet

got full command of the T.L., speak.

The main discovery this group made was that IL was rule-governed and,

therefore, that it was describable in linguistic terms. We might ask why IL

as a discipline has grown? The current approach to language treats child

language learning as a progression of self-contained, internally-structured
systems, getting increasingly similar to the adult language system. The

parallelism between this change of approach in developmental psycholinguistics,

and the change from traditional E.A. to the concept of IL is obvious, that is,

if a child learns his native language by approximating all the time to the adult

language, then why do we not think of the second language learner in the same way?

Interlanguage Studies versus Error Analysis and Contrastive Analysis

IL studies examine and describe the learner's language. They do nothing

else but that. E.A.'on the other hand, compares the learner's language with the

T.L. C.A. compares the N.L. with the T.L., to find out what the problem areas

will be. It then goes to work on those areas, trying to improve teaching. IL

co7,ares both the N.L. and the T.L. with the learner's performance. Therefore,

the study of IL contains both C.A. and E.A. In IL study, one is mainly interested

in the relation between what has been taught and the learner's language at the

time of investigation. People doing this kind of study think of the learner al;

a native speaker in his own terms (a "native speaker" of his IL, of the type .

of language that he is using). It must also be noted that they contend that no

errors are errors in themselves, that they are related to some goal. So, if you

want to say that something is an error, you must then compare it with the N.L.

or with the T.L. and hence the problems. The crvcial point is the interpretation

of the learner's utterances. What exactly is wrong with them? What is he/she

trying to say? etc.

At this stage we may want to ask the question:- "How does the theory and

methodology of IL differ from E.A. and from C.A., and does the difference amount

to an improven*..nt?"

The first thing to note is that E.A. considers errors harmful, and are

therefore to be eradicated. Errors are viewed from a teacher-centred viewpoint,

rather than from the child's. In IL, the deviations from T.L. are treated as

exponents of the learner's system. In C.A. there is a correlation between per-

formance and similarities in N.L., that is a contrast between what the child says,

what the N.L. is, and what the interferenc is going to be. IL avoids these

limitations, and the N.L. interference, according to those who propose the study

of IL, is only one of the explanatory tools, that you use to deal with the kind of

repertoire, that a speaker of IL has. IL is then, in a sense, more powerful,

in that it has more explanatory power than both C.A. and E.A.
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The other important thing to note is that the C.A. part of IL is just an
;nitial filtering devise for testing further hypotheses about what exactly is
determining this type of speech: why the learner is actually using this system;
and why he has not achieved native competence. I would now like to say a
little about the type of materials which are being used in the study IL. That
is part of the problem, and a cause of much writing back and forth between the
proponents of E.A. and those of IL.

Textual versus Intuitional Data

Textual data merely consists of materials written by the learner. The

analyst gathers such data and tries to describe it. When he/she has succeeded
one can state that the results are observationally adequate -- they describe
the data and no more. However, some additional information is required in order
to make the results more complete and satisfactory. Thus we must obtain some
intuitional data from the learner. When this has been achieved, we can say
that our results are descriptively adequate, that they account for the learner's
intuition about the language system he/she is using and the errors that he/she
commits.

The first procedure then, is to study a text or texts, whether written or
oral, and to describe what they contain. The next step 3.1, to find out why the

texts are structured the way they are, and what the learner thinks of this
structure. We may now ask two relevant questions:-

and

(i) What is lacking in the study of textual data?

(ii) If there is something lacking, how are we to fill the gaps?

There are many structures and forms of the T.L. that one will always find missing
in textual data from learners, because they have many ways and means of avoiding
answering questions and using difficult structures they have not fully grasped.
Therefore, textual data is limited, so all you can do is describe it as best you
can, and then use it as a hypothesis, a sort of supplementary hypothesis, to
carry out a more detailed examination of the learner's interlanguage. There has
been much debate about this, and the most common proposal has been to carry out
a series of casual interviews, in order to get the learner to talk naturally
about various things. You already know from your textual data, which structures
and forms he/she has avoided, so the object of the interview is to find out
whether he/she has a command of such structures or not.

The other point is that it is no use describing errors, and that has been
one of the basic faults of E.A. One must describe the learner's performace as
a whole, not only the errors he/she makes, but also the one he/she does not make,
so as to find out how much of the target language he/she really knows. The errors
reveal the different strategies used by the learner, as does the textual data
which does not contain errors.

People who have studied IL systems have noted that there are different
strategies that learners in general use., no matter what the T.L. is. They may be

defined briefly as follows:-
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1. Language Transfer:

This refers to how much of the N.L. system learners transfer
to the T.L., as they begin a second language.

2. Transfer of Training:

One would like to know how much of the actual teaching methodology
is transferred into the learner's speech and whether or not it
causes him/her to commit errors. Many teaching practices, which
are set up to eradicate errors, actually make students commit
errors, mainly because of the way drills are set up.

3. Strategies of Second Language Learning:

These include the elimination of many lexical and grammatical
items on the surface. Case systems and functional words are
reduced by learners and this makes language shorter, perhaps
simpler.

4. Strategies of Second Language Communication:

When a learner finds out that the type of language system that
he/she has is sufficient for most communication purposes, then the
tendency is to stop developing the T.L. further. We should think
of the Irish language in this respect. The type of pronunciation
used by learners of Irish today, which is in certain respects
functionally communicative, is still a far cry from native pronun-
ciation in the Gaeltacht or elsewhere. Becaus the language system
they have is functionally communicative, students make very little
or no effort to improve their pronunciation of Irish.

5. Overgeneralization:

This is a very common strategy, used not only by second language
learners, but also by children acquiring their first language.
The learner takes one of the rules he/she has acquired in the
language and applies im everywhere within a certain category.
A good example of this is someone trying to master the plural rule
of Irish, who picks out one plural form and attaches it to all those
nouns whose plural he/she is unsure of. The result is obvious
some nouns will have correct plural -- the majority will be incorrect.

Minor Strategies

The strategies described above could be categorized as "major". There are,
however, other strategies, which I will label "minor". I would like to say a
few words about three minor strategies in particular:-

(1) Hypercorrection;

(2) Spelling pronunciation;

and (3) Cognate pronunciation'.
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Hyperaorrection is not limited to the learning of L2; it can also happen in the
N.L. When a speaker or learner discovers that the type of pronunciation or
grammar that he/she uses is not socially acceptable, there is a temptation
for the speaker to acquire the more prestigious system. This is fine so long
as the speaker treads carefully, but as often happens, the new rules being
acquired are overapplied and ungrammatical forms are generated. Speakers of
Irish/English are known to produce forms such as the following; both forms
unacceptable in Standard English:-

(0 It was there and me coming in;

(ii) It was there and I coming in.

Spelling pronunciations occur when speakers try to pronounce words as they are
spelt. New pronunciations come into existence in this way. Note for exam,le,
the different pronunciations of 'often' in English, or of the preposition in
'ag briseadh' by learners of Irish as a L2. Cognate pronunciation occurs when
the N.L. and the T.L. are closely related, and when words are spelt in the same
way in both, but pronounced differently. Learners of L2, however, tend- to
pronounce them the same in both languages.

All the strategies mentioned above produce fossilization i.e. the learner
reaches a stage where he/she does not want to develop his/her IL further. The
teacher's problem is to try and defossilize the learner, so that he/she will
approximate more closely to the T.L. system.

Types of Errors and their Classification

We may now ask the following questions regarding the error types learners
of L2 commit:

(i) What types of errors are they and how are they to be classified?

(ii) How do people judge such errors?

(iii) Do different people judge them in different ways?

and (iv) Having classified the errors, how does one proceed to the next step?

Errors can,in general,be divided into five major categories as follows:-

(a) Grammatical vs Lexical errors

Grammatical errors occur when the case/tense or the aspect system of a
language is used incorrectly. Non-usage of the initial mutations by
learners of Irish also belongs to this category. Lexical errors occur
when words and vocabulary items are used incorrectly.

(b) Global vs Local errors

Global errors occur when large phrases or constituents of a sentence are
rearranged or placed in a wrong order. This may either alter the meaning

1 5
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of a sentence, or make the meaning unclear. Local errors on the other
hand are simple errors, which involve the use of the wrong case system
or the omission of plural markers etc.

(c) Elementary_vs Non-elementary errors

The former are simple errors which do not hinder communication. The latter
type, however, hinder communicPtion to a great extent.

(d) Classroom errors vs Student-competence errors

Student competence errors are committed by the students themselves without
prompting from teachers or exami..ers. Classroom errors occur when the
teacher is questioning the student. He will make errors in certain
constructions etc., mainly because he does not understand the constructions,
and so has not got that particular construction in his competence.

(e) Performance errors vs Competence errors

Performance errors are those that happen because of tiredness, drunkeness
etc. They are sometimes referred to as slips of the tongue. The learner
can correct these if they are pointed out to him. Competence errors are

those errors that occur continually. They have to do with lack of competence
in L2, lack of knowledge on the speaker's part. Learners are usually not
able to correct such errors, even when they are pointed out to them. These

occur systematically, while the performance errors are usually haphazard.

Judgement of Errors

Recently, Carl James published the results of a very interesting study,
in which he examined the gravity of certain errors committed by learners of
English as a second language. He supplied a list of error types to two different
groups of teachers, both native and non-native speakers, and asked them to judge
the gravity of the errors. He found that non-natives thought case and lex-goal
errors were the worst, whereas, native speakers thought tense and concord errors
carried the highest gravity. These results show that there may be a great
difference between the way in which native and non-native speakers view errors.
By multiplying the gravity of an error by its relative frequency, James was able
to rank the errors.

These results are based on limited data, on a limited number of teachers,
and so, we may not depend on them entirely. However, they may suggest to us the

various ways in which different people view errors. I am going to quote two

errors to you, to see whether you will agree or disagree about their gravity.
They are as follows:-

(i) I am going in Dublin next week;

(ii) I is going to Dublin next week.

6



Native speakers of English claim the error in (ii), namely, lack of tense and
concord to be more serious than the wrong use of the lexical item in in (i).
At this stage we might well ask the following question: what use can be made
of this knowledge about the gravity of various errors? Native speakers are
very consistent when judging varieties of language, which are not native.
From our knowledge of these judgements, we will be able to select the most
serious errors, which stymatize learners and cause many difficulties of commun-
ication, and propose various ways of correcting and eliminating them. It will
also suggest to us which errors of fossilization are to be dealt with first.

Errors in Learners' Irish

I would like now to say a little about common errors in learners' Irish.
The examples I give below are taken mainly from written sources, although many
of them occur also in speech. I will discuss each error as it is presented.
The incorrect variants are preceded by an asterisk.

(i) ,',Te an fharraige go hglainn nuair a bhionn....

Bonn an fharraige go hglainn nuair a bhionn....

It is an interesting fact that children learning Irish as a native language
take a long time before they master the intricacies of bionn. It is also
interesting that Irish-English speakers, although they have such phrases as
I bees, I do be in their speech, still find learning the correct use of bionn
difficult. I would suggest that it is the semantics of bionn that has eluded
them.

(ii) *T6 siad ann lengr mhaithe.

Is ar mhaithe linn ate siad ann.

If one wishes to emphasize a word or phrase in English, one normally stresses
that word or phrase. When we require to attach special importance to any
particular idea in an Irish sentence, we do so

(e) by means of emphatic suffixes;

or (b) by bringing to the beginning of the sentence with is
the particular part or idea to be emphasized.

Both methods may, if necessary, he used in a sentence, as 'is duitse a thug me
an duais'. The student, therefore, must be careful to use the emphatic mode
when the sense requires it, and sentences based on the analogy of the English
mode of emphasizing, must be carefully avoided.

(iii) *Li se minithe deibh agus iad an-bheag.

Minitear dedbh 4 agus iad an-bheag.

The meaning of these two sentences is usually expressed in English by the
sentence 'It is explained to them when they are very small'. This sentence
itself is ambiguous: it may have a passive and a stative meaning. In English,
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the passive-may be accompanied by the agent noun preceded by the preposition
'by'. In Irish:the agent cannot co-occur with the impersonal endings. On the

other hand, the stative form in Irish may co-occur with the agent form, whereas,
in English, this co-occurrence is not tolerated. The fact that the stative
sentence in Irish and its ambiguous equivalent in English have the same structural
form, except for word order, helps to confuse the unwary learner even more.

(iv) *T6 still agam go n-gireoidh mg an scr6dil.

T sCiil agam go n-gireoidh liom sa scrlidG.

Errors of this type are very common. The learner in this case fails to grasp
the important fact that girigh + le acts as a semantic unit with a special

meaning.

(v) The Irish consonant system is of a dichotomous nature, all consonants
are eitheP palatalized or velarized. Learners of Irish, however,
replace each series by the corresponding neutral consonants of
English.

h
In this way [-t

h
a:] becomes [t

h
a:], a:1 i] becomes [t

h
a:li] etc.

A similar situation obtains in India, where speakers of Indian
English often replace rany of the English consonants by a correspond-
ing retroflex series. Thus a word like [Iriia] is pronounced as

[India].

These examples show the transfer of a whole native series of consonants on to

the target language.

I would like now to speculate a little on the pedagogical implications
of what I have said, even if it only generates controversy.

1. Our main objective is to judge the overall competence of the learner, not
just his r,rrors, but his/her non-errors as well. We must compare the

proporti-n of the target language and of the native language which

manifests itself in the interlanguage system of the learner. What is

required then, is a radical change in th&teacher'soverall view of the
learner's performance.

2. We must try to relate errors to success or interference in communication.
Thus, instead of directing the main focus at linguistic conform'Ay,
perhaps we should ask how much real communication the learner can actually

achieve. An attempt must also be made to evaluate native speakers'
reactions to the different stages of the InterZanguage of L2 learners.
What we might want to do then, is to ignore conformity at the beginning

for the sake of communication. If grammar and grammatical errors are
important, then communication is certain to lack behind.

3. We must find the strategies people use in learning L2, and relate them,
if possible, to the psychological factors we mentioned earlier.
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Functionally communicative systems

In Ireland, the language system used by many speakers of Irish as a L2,
although deviant in many respects from the system used by native speakers, is
functionally communicative, with both native and non-native speakers. This
situation has been c..mditioned by two important factors:-

(a) The reduction in the number of competent native speakers;

and (b) Because of the fact that Irish is taught by teachers, many of
whom themselves are not very competent in the language.

If, therefore, grammatically deviant speech communicates the speaker's intention,
why pay further attention to it? In trying to find an answer to this question
we must consider the following. Speech varieties are usually associated with
certain social attitudes and social structures. Therefore, deviancy from
phonological and grammatical norms may classify a speaker unfavourably. People
who know Irish very well may tend to label those who do not. This kind of
situation is best avoided.

The effect of Instructional approaches

The overall effect of a particular instructional approach on the final
competence of a learner of L2 is very difficult to evaluate. It may be that
it will have no effect whatsoever on his final competence, because we do not
know whether the linguistic variables and the instructional variables we use
are n any way related to the psychological processes by which certain things
become part of a speaker's competence. Hence, what you do psychologically with
language, so that it becomes part of your competence, may not be at all the way
in which it is presented to you. There are three things that can happen:-

(i) Interference can occur. This happens when the child or learner
is not ready to absorb some structures, which are being taught to
him. We all know about the futile efforts by adults to correct
children's speech;

(ii) The learner may be psychologically ready to acquire certain
structures but does not receive the appropriate structures at
the correct time;

or (iii) The structures may be programmed in the wrong order.

Teachers, therefore, have to continually check the performance of learners, in
order to control the learning process.

Fossilized Errors

We have developmental errors, errors that disappear through time, some
that do not. Teachers might want to decide not to correct developmental errors,
because sufficient exposure to the target language may ensure their eradication.
In Irish, for example, there is not sufficient exposure and so many errors are
not eradicated.



The more grievous errors must be judged by native speakers, before we
can decide which ones we want to eliminate or improve. Another important fact
is that mothers, when talking to their children,correct only utterances which

are factually inaccurate. This might also be applied to second language
learning at the beginning.

Current views of language learning emphasize language cannot be taught;
it must be learned by the child. So, attempts to teach language by direct
imposition of an adult grammatical model seems in some sense psychologically
inconsistent.

CONCLUSIONS:

It should be fairly obvious from what I have said, and perhaps more
so from what I have not said, that our knowledge of second language learning
is still largely speculative, excluding the possibility of prescribing recipes
for teachers. I hope that this account of errors and strategies of language
learning has at least suggested some of the reasons why we hear what we do
from our students of second languages.
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IMMEDIATE UNDERSTANDING CF SPOKEN LANGUAGE

John Harris

institicjid Teangeolaiochta 2ireann, Dublin

Over the course of the last twenty years or so there has been a number
of major developments and changes of emphasis in the study of the immediate
understanding of spoken language. An incidental but initially puzzling
aspect of these developments is that they tend to be known only to the small
group of psycholinguists directly involved in the research itself. Issues
in this area do not usually interest clinicians, educationists and applied
linguists, nor do new findings appear to influence day to day professional
practice. I have been surprised, for example, at how rarely reference is
made in applied linguistics publications to the findings of,and issues in,
research on language understanding. Yet, surely the question of how people
understand spoken language is at the centre of most issues in applied
linguistics. Perhaps the main reason for the lack of communication between
researchers and practitioners is simply that psycholinguists have not yet
produced the kind of conclusive and generalisable findings which have clear
implications for clinical practice or teaching methods. In many instances,
it may appear to be little more than a matter of opinion how a total
clinical or teaching approach should be modified in the light of new
experimental results, particularly when the researchers themselves remain
divided about fairly basic theoretical issues. Practitioners, meanwhile,
compensate for this scarcity of basic information and direction by referring .

to their own experience or to the accumulated experience of others as
embodied in particular methods or programmes.

But this is not a satisfactory state of affairs for either practitioners
or researchers. Ultimately improvement in clinical and teaching practice
depends on the steady accumulation and interpretation of findings which have
the weioht of scientific evidence behind them. Even if, in the short term,
newresearch seems too limited to suggest any dramatic change in day to day
practice, it at least serves to adjust our beliefs about the nature of
language and language use, and to sharpen our perception of what is likely
to be a good or bad clinical or teaching approach. To be really advantageous,
of course, the exchange of information must be a genuine two-way process.
Practitioners have perspectives on theoretical is:Ju,s and see impli.??-:ic-s
of studies which are not so readily appreciated by re,carch
of the latters' more limited practical experience. Given that practitioners
have a reasonable knowledge of the basic issues, then, their experiences in
trying to implement findings at a practical level could become a major
influence on the course of research. This brings me, in fact, to the purpose
of.the present paper: to stimulate an interest in research on language
understanding among those who are concerned from day to day with problems of
language use. It is not my intention to present a detailed review of the
experimental work in this area, but siinply to introduce you to what I believe
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to be the most important theoretical issues. I think you will find that you
have already thought about many of these issues in one form or another in
the course of your own work. I nope that the brief discussion here will
prompt you to read more intensively in this area and, should you wish to do
this, you may find that the works listed in the bibliography are useful
starting points.

Grammar and language understanding models

'Immediate language understanding' is a description which has become
popular among psycholinguists in recent years. Quite simply it means the
perception/comprehension of speech as it is heard. But it also has a less
obvious implication which derives from changes of emphasis within the field
itself. The word 'immediate' acknowledges that speech is understood very
quickly and by implication suggests that some of the processes involved may
be different to those involved in other types of language perception e.g.
reading, judging the relative grammaticality of strings of words. Ordinary
speech processing has to proceed quickly simply because the stimuli replace
each other with great speed. unlike the letters and words on a page, for
example, which can be viewed at the reader's own pace. A perceptually
significant consequence of this is that the information conveyed by speech
arrives over time in a particular orcer which cannot be manipulated by the
listener. If ..pecch signals were not so transient, large 'chunks' could be
analysed at the same time. In this case, order of information would be less
important, since the material could be selected and analysed in any desired
order. While reading it is possible to do this, of course we can skip
ahead or retrace. As I hope to show below, the speed with which speech
stimuli arrive has important consequences for the kinds of pyscholinguistic
models which could possibly account for actual language understanding
performance.

A model of immediate language ulderstand5.ng tries to describe how the
normal adult listener uses the linguistic knowledge stored in his memory to
make sense of the sounds which a speaker produces. If the listener did 11.-Jt

have linguistic knowledge to bring to bear on a stream of sounds, these
sounds would not carry meaning would not transmit information. There are
two essential parts, then, to any model of language understanding:

(a) a description of the linguistic knowledge possessed by
listeners and used by them in the course of understanding
spoken language. (I use the rather cumbersome term
'understanding spoken language' rather than 'speech
perception' becausc the latter usually refers to the more
limited investigation of phonetic level processes to

the neglect of structural, semantic and 'higher' level
contextual processes.)

(b) an account of how linguistic knowledge is applied to the
speech stream in order to extract meaning from it in the
technical jargon of the area "the perceptual mechanisms by
which the speech input is mapped onto the linguistic
descriptio,ls in (a)".

2,*
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Given that these are the two components in a language understanding
model, it may appear that a similar division can be made between the
development of the corresponding linguistic and psychological theories
(a) being a matter for linguistics and (b) being the concern of psycho-
linguistics. In fact this is essentially how language understanding
research has proceeded for most of the last two decades. Psycholinguists
have taken descriptions of sentences developed by linguists and have tried
to show how these descriptions were applied to the speech stream as the
sentences were processed. It was assumed, in effect, that the
descriptions of sentences accepted at the time by linguists were.'correct'
in some general and permanent way, and that they represented the linguistic
knowledge which was involved in immediate language understanding. My main
argument here will be that whether particular descriptions are adequate or
not in the context of linguistic theory, these descriptions are not
necessarily the ones onto which the incoming speech input is mapped during
immediate language understanding. More specifically I will claim that
transformational generative grammar (TGG) type descriptions of sentences
are unlikely to represent the kind of linguistic knowledge used in such
primary language processing. They are inappropriate both because of their
form. (being "time-free") and because of the kinds of linguistic data
(native-speaker judgements) on which they are based. It should be noted
that this is not a criticism of TGG as a grammatical theory, but merely of
the tradition among psycholinguists of assuming, virtually without Question,
that TGG captures the kind of primary, immediately-usable linguistic
knowledge which must be involved in language understanding. The alternative
view which I will be advancing is one which has evolved over the last few
years among psycholinguists such as McNeill (1975) and Marslen-Wilson (1976).
It is also a view which has motivated, and has been reinforced by, my own
recent research (Harris, 1978a). To appreciate the significance of this
alternative view it will be necessary first to describe the major approaches
which have dominated experimental work in recent years. Three of these can
be distinguished:

(a) The derivational theory of complexity (DTC);

(b) The standard or deep structure view;

(c) The on-line interactive view.

What distinguishes the three approaches is the assumptions they make about
the linguistic knowledge which listeners use to understand speech as they
hear it. The first two approaches take it as given that TGG describes
linguistic knowledge but they differ in their assumptions about how that
knowledge is used in the course of understanding speech. The third, the
on-line interactive approach, mak,s no assumptions about how immediately-
usable linguistic knowledge is to 1,0 described. It does imply, however,
that such descriptions should be based primarily on immediate processing
performance. TGG descriptions in contrast are ultimately based on native
speakers' intuitions about whole sentences, judgements which are quite
distinct from the immediate primary processing of these same sentences. A

major goal of the on-line interactive approach is to try to specify the
various characteristics which this immediately-usable linguistic knowledge
must have, in order to account for existing experimental ,vidence.
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The first two models1, the DTC and the standard/deep structure model,
adhere to what McNeill (1975) calls the Miller-Chomsky requirement. This

is the crucial claim that the performance mechanism should produce only
the structures which are generated by the grammar of the language (Miller &

Chomsky, 1963). In effect, the Miller-Chomsky requirement states that TGG-
type grammatical descriptions are necessarily involved in the actual
production and understanding of language. Both the DTC and the standard
model develop this claim further and propose that syntactic deep structure
is the level of grammatical description which primarily determines the form

of the language understanding process. Their emphasis on deep structure is

due to the fact that in TGG, deep structure contains all the information
nee-led for the semantic interpretation of a sentence the semantic
interpretation being the final stage of the linguistic process equivalent to
understanding the sentence in a perceptual or psychological sense.

The derivational theory of complexity

Although the DTC and the standard view share the assumption that
immediate processing is geared to the recovery of deep-structure, they
diffcr in the kind of r2lationship which they posit between the internal
operations of the grammar itself and the actual processing operations by

which speech is understood. Of the two approaches, the DTC assumes the
closer relationship between grammatical operations and perceptual mechanisms.

According to one version Of this view, deep structure is derived from
surface syntactic structure by some kind of reverse application of trans-

formations. In transformational generative grammar exactly the opposite

happens: surface structure is derived from deep structure by the application
of transformations to the latter the 'correct' direction in which to apply

transformations. As actual speech unfolds, however, it is the overt surface
syntactic structure which first becomes available to the listener.
Consequently, according to the DTC, de-transformations are necessary to
reach deep structure. Many of the early TGG-motivated studies of language
understanding were concerned, implicitly at least, with testing this

hypothesis. Usually, the experiments involved comparing the relative
perceptual complexity of sentence types in which different numbers of
transformations linked deep and surface structure2. The prediction was that

the larger the number of transformational rules that had to be unpeeled,as

it were, the more perceptually complex the sentence should be. Incidentally,

1

2

I will use the term "model" from time to time for convenience although

labels such as 'framework', 'view' or 'approach' are probably more

appropriate.

The word 'derivational" in the name derivational theory of complexity

refers to the central proposal that the number of transformations needed

to derive surface structure from deep structure is fairly directly

related to the perceptual 'complexity" of the sentence.

2 3
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these experiments were not at the time considered to be testing what is
now explicitly known as the DTC the latter is a label which was
subsequently invented by Fodor, Bever 8 Garrett (1974). It is they also
who were chiefly responsible for assembling the various arguments against
the theory.

While it cannot be said that there has been any crucial experimental
demonstration that the DTC is incorrect, Fodor et al., were unable to find
any significant evidence in support of it. In fact they suggest that
there is informal evidence against it in the form of sentence types which
present particular perceptual difficulty for subjects, although that
difficulty cannot be related to the sentences' transformational history.
They cite the following sentences as examples1 which run counter to the
DTC's predictions:

(1) The first shot the tired soldier the mosquito bit fired
missed.

(2) The first shot fired by the tired soldier bitten by the
mosquito missed.

The second sentence has the longer derivational history because
passivisation has been applied twice (by the soZdier, by the mosquito).
Yet surely it is this sentence, contrary to the DTC, which is the easier
to understand particularly if it were heard rather than read. Fodor et
al. also mention a second sentence type which is not consistont with DTC
predictions: those involving adjectival constructions. In TGGadjectives
are derived from relative clauses so that, for example, tke cat which is
small becomes the small cat after the application of transformations to
the former. Consequently if we accept both the DTC and the TGG analysis
of adjective; we should expect (3) to be perceptually more difficult than
(4) contrary, I think, to most people's intuition:

(3) The small cat is on the dirty mat2.

(4) The cat which is small is on the mat which is dirty2.

To summarise, then, we can say that there is no significant
experimental evi'ence in support of the DTC and even sore informal
evidence against it. In addition, it will be noted that the objections
raised against the standard view in the next section also apply to the DTC.

The standard/deep structure view

Recently the DTC has been replaced by the standard or deep structure
approach e.g. Fodor et al. (1974). This latter approach also adheres to the
Miller-Chomsky requirement insofar as it claims that the primary goal of

1
Perhaps these examples are not entirely appropriate since even though
sentence (1) is grammatical, many linguists and psycholinguists would
now question whether such sentences would actually be spoken in any
normal context.

2
Fodor et al.,(1974), page 327.
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immediate speedh processing is the determination of the deep structur, ,f
sentences. Considered more generally the claim is that a particular 10-eel
of grammatical structure is directly involved in understanding lane:ue?e.
Unlike the DTC, however, the standard view proposes that the internal
operations of the ,7.rammar itself (such as the application of transformatons)
impose no constreints on the actual perceptual mechanisms by which deep
structure is recovered. Instead these mechanisms are considered to te
discoverable only Lv psychological experimentation and the collecticn
language understand: .g data. Although the latter part of the stancarn
view is a genuine progression from the DTC view, the retention of the deep
structure assumption nas had less desirable effects. To explain this
latter assertion itwill be necessary first to describe the language
understanding process according to the standard view.

The standard approach is composed of three related claims each being
supported by somewhat different .vidence (Bever, Garrett & Hurtig,
The first of these is that the deep structure clause is the primary
perceptual unit and the linguistie 'objeet' which the language understainit
system initially tries to recover. The most important supporting evidence
consists of the click-displacement effeets described by Bever, Lackner &
Kirk (19i:e?). t:lick-dieplaeemera is the phenomelm whereby subjects make
errors while reeallinc the loca'ioe of clicks w'eich occurred in sente,2es
they have already heard. Very :riefly, the ari,uent is that these erre-es
involve !r, 'diplacement' of exteaneous elicks towards the boundaries cf
perceptual units. The second ,laim of the staneard view is that as eaeh
clause is hear.-1, information a:el hypotheses con ,.rning its potential deep
structure(s) are accumulated by the listener, w:th the final decision about

particular corplete deep str,reture beine made at the end of the claule
(Bever et al., 1973). The experimental evidence in this case is derive.:
trom "on-line" measures of i7s. liate processinp ..uch as click monitori.
latency and click detection re:e. (Ahrams Bever, 1969; Holmes & Forslee,
1970; and Fever & Hurtig, in click monitesring the subject tri=,
to understand the speech materia '.1e hears and at the same time listen- ror
non-linguistic sounds, clicks, wnic!. occur perioeically. The subject
presses a key as quickly as possihle every tire a click is heard. Clic-
monitoring latency is considered to 1.e a measure of processing load,
cther words the amount of active attention being devoted to the analys:: ef
speech. Abrams S Bever (1969) found !hat Latency to respond to clicks das
longer at the end of one clause comcared to the beginning of the next
clause and this has been intetTreted as evidence that attention is divte7ed
away from t'ea click ds the deep streture analysis is completed at the -,ed
of the clause. The third clair. associated with the standard view is that
after each clause has been processed, its external (phonetic) form is
dropped from immediate memory. One :iiece of evidence for this is Jarve_La's
(1970) finding that although immediect- recall of the meaning of the first
clause o 0 clause sentences is vet accurate, recall of the precise
wording of that clause is relatively poor.

Two important points about this view of the language understanding
process should be noted (Harris, 1978a). First, it implies that languae-
understanding is a serial process, since a semantic interpretation of the
material compflising the first clause, for example, cannot take place untl
the clause boundary h,id becn relehed. This is because in the TGG linguistie
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framework a semantic interpretation depends on the availability of the deep
structure. In the standard language understanding (psychological) model
the listener is seen as engaging only in lexical and syntactic processing
as the first clause unfolds. Thus, processing at still higher levels, such
as the integration of the meaning of the current sentence with information
in previously heard sentences (e.g. language understanding in a conversational
context),should also not occur immediately as the sentence is being heard.
The second point is that the various kinds of evidence presented in support
cf the standard view are derived either from what might be termed post-
sentence measures of processing (click location, sentence recall), cr else
from 'on-line' measures of comprehension (click monitoring, click detectice)
in which the testing points are concentrated around the clause boundary.
Ch-line processing at the beginning of the sentence is s.t tested because,
presumably, "understanding" according to this view does not really take place
before the clause boundary.

These two crucial features of the standard view can he traced to the
initial lin.cuistically motivated assumption about deep structure rather than
to other independent motivations such as a detached consideration of the
experimental evidence or of the possible perceptual characteristics of the
language understanding process. In fact the serial nature of the model its
assumption that hiaher level processing is delayed until lower level
processing is complete is inevitable given the initial deep structure assumption.
This is hecause deep structure is "time free" in the sense that analyses at
this level cannot be conducted until all the elements to te considered are
simeltaneously available. Thus, any model which assumes that the computation
of deep structure is part of the language understanding prccess has to
involve the delay of higher level analysis cr understanding. Unlike
syntactic deep structure, however, actual speech does become available to
the listener over time in a more or less continuous stream. If we were
prepared 13 disregard the deep structure assumption of the standard model,
then, it is at least conceivahle that the meaning cf a ser.tence could be
accumulated on-line and that its relationship to the meaning of previously
heard sentences could also 1.edetermined on-line. The possibility, otherwise
stated, is that we interpret speech up to the highest semantic and contextual
levels right from the first word (or part of the first word) of the sentence
and before the first clause boundary is reached.

Now, it will probably occur to you that if this latter 'on-line' view
were c:%rreet, the language understanding data already available should
provile evidet,ee for it and should at the same time conflict with the
standard view. Put note that evidence collected in support of the standard
view consists either of post-sentence measures of comprehension cr of on-lih:e
measures around the clause boundary. To make the crucial test between these
two views, what we need is evidence about the kind of processing which occurs
early in the sentence before the first clause boundary. Incidentally,
sincemuch of the evidence presented in support of the standard view
acteally consists of data concerning the subjects'representation of assemhled
whole sentences, it is not surprising that it should confirm the validity of
deep structure descriptions of sentences TGG deep structure analyses are
themselves l'ased on nativespeakers' intuitions about the structure of, and
relation hetween, assembled whole sentences. We may summarise the position,
then, by saying that ciata presented in supp:\rt of the standard view can be
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interpreted as confirming the validity of deep structure analyses as they
apply to the description of assembled whole sentences. The evidence does
not show, however, that such analyses or descriptions play any part in
immediate language understanding.

The on-line interactive view

These objections to the standard view have evolved over the last few
years. They were raised in their original form by Marslen-Wilson (1973) in
the context of a discussion of the results of a series of 'shadowing'
experiments he had conducted. Shadowing is an experimental psycholinguistic
task in which subjects listen to speech on a tape and try to repeat every-
thing they hear as soon as possible. Marslen-Wilson found that people
shadowing continuous speech at an average latency of quarter of a second
spontaneously corrected errors which he .had included in the material. When
he examined these corrections he found that they were entirely consistent,
semantically and syntactically, with previous material the subjects would
have heard. This meant that they must have been processing the material at
the highest levels virtually as they heard it and certainly within the
space of quarter of a second. This result is obviously in conflict with
the idea that understanding speech is delayed until a deep structure
analysis of the material is completed at the clause boundary. In

subsequent experiments (e.g. Marslen-Wilson & Tyler 1975), it has also been
shown that as speech is processed at all levels right from the beginning of
the sentence, the partial interpretation being built up is used by the
listener to guide and facilitate subsequent processing. Still other
experiments (Tyler & Marslen-Wilson 1977) have shown, for example, that the
results of processing at one level (semantic) can facilitate processing at
another level (syntactic).

In my own experiments (Harris, 1978a) I have developed the on-line
interactive approach further to predict immediate changes in structural
and lexical processing activity as sentences are heard. Specifically, I
have shown that the order in which information becomes available in a
sentence affects the pattern of changes in immediate processing activity
right from the beginning of that sentence. Thus, rather than nd-of-clause
deep structure analyses being the determinant of changes in immediate
processing activity, order-of-information 'is isolated as at least one of
the crucial factors. In other experiments I have shown that information
derived from processing previous sentences is, with great speed, fully
integrated with information being extracted from the current sentence.
Results also show that the progress of this high speed contextual/semantic
processing can be predicted from an analysis of the informational
dependencies between context and target (current) sentences. For example,
when 'old information (i.e. information already stored in memory as a
result of processing the prior context sentence) is encountered again in
the target sentence, structural processing of the current material speeds
up. In contrast, when 'new' but context-dependent information is
encountered structural processing becomes more complex and slows up. Under
similar contextual conditions in lexical analysis, however, processing is
facilitated whether the information being encountered is 'old' or 'new'.
The sometimes opposite effects of prior context on current structural
and lexical processing can be explained in terms of the fundamentally
different nature of structural and lexical analysis (Harris, 1978b). Note
incidentally that these immediate inter-sentential context effects cannot be

(3A
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explained by the standard model which predicts that context effects will he
delayed until immediate deep structure analysis is complete.

Many of the major questions which arise from these results have not
yet been tackled in an intensive way. For example, in order to provide an
adequate model of langua&L understanding we need to establish the nature of
the linguistic knowledge which is responsible for this high speed immediate
language processing. How do we go about describing this knowledge, and on
what performance data should we base our descriptions? The answer is brief:
we do not know. Nevertheless, we can obtain a few basic 6-idelines from our
review of the issues. At the very least perceptually relevant linguistic
descriptions should capture the 'left-to-righ informational dependencies
within sentences, since speech arrives left-to-right in time and, as our
experiments show, is understood virtually as it is heard. These descriptions
must also reflect larger scale dependencies between contextually linked
sentences such as those which give rise to the old/new information distinction.
It is equally clear that the basis for these descriptions will have to be
actual immediate language understanding data such as that provided in my own
experiments and in Marslen-Wilson's. In this connection it can be appreciated,
retrospectively, why TGG descriptions of sentences are not directly relevant
to immediate processing of language TGG descriptions are based on the wrong
kind of linguistic data for this purpose. They are based on native speakers'
judgements about assembled whole sentences, judgements which are unlikely to be
directly or systematically affected by the primary processing of the same
sentences. In the words of Marslen-Wilson (1976) the problem is that TGG is
a theory of a "formalised static competence, of a time-free linguistic
knowledge extrapolated from the metalinguistic intuitions of the idealised
speaker-hearer".

Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of this question concerns the
relationship between grammatical descriptions of whole sentences such as
those provided by TGG, and performance-based descriptions which capture the
perceptually significant left-to-right informational dependencies within these
same sentences. More generally, the question is: what is the difference
between the kinds of linguistic knowledge captured in grammatical
descriptions and performance descriptions? Perhaps the best answer is that
given recently by V.:Neill (1975, p. 175-6):

"[T] here is a generic and somewhat impenetrable connection between
grammar and performance descriptions as.if they were related no
more than that they are different views of the same third thing..
Each is a special and partial view of linguistic competence. It
seems unreal to assume, as has been done, that a particular
method, that of relating linguistic structures to each other
within a systematic frarework, encompasses the entirety of the
true structure of language. A multiplicity of approaches seems
unavoidable".

Implications

It will be clear at this point that we have only recently got to grips
with the central issues in language understanding. As a consequence we have
relatively few facts of the correct kind facts about the progress of
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immediate understanding, as opposed to facts about what people know after
the completion of this high speed perceptual processing. Further, what

we do know only concerns the language understanding of normal adult native
speakers. How, for example, do immediate language understanding skills
develop in children, and how is immediately-usable linguistic knowledge
acquired? How does immediate understanding in a second language compare
to first language understanding? What is the nature of the linguistic
knowledge used in the former situation? And, if immediate language
understanding does not systematically or directly inv lve the computation
of grammatical descriptions, how likely is the teaching of grammar to
produce fluent comprehension in a second language?

I do not intend to discuss these questions here since any one of them
would take up an entire paper in itself. I do hope, however, that this
brief review of the main research issues will at least prompt you to reflect
on these questions yourselves. In this way the relative neglect of a rather
important and quickly growing body of research will be brought to an end,
and the lack of communication between researchers and practitioners will be
overcome. It is likely, in fact, that we will soon see researchers and
practitioners doing what they have done in other areas of linguistics and
psycholinguistics such as in the study of transformational grammar and
language acquisition namely, attempting to apply experimental findings and
hypotheses to the solution of practical problems in second language
learning, remedial teaching, and so on. Finally, because current language
understanding research focuses on dynamic real time processing phenomena, I
expect that the findings and hypotheses it generates will ultimately prove
to be more readily applicable to the solution of these practical problems,
than were the findings from the more developed branches of linguistics and
psycholinguistics.

1 I am currently carrying out research on some aspects of these questions.

3
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IDIOMS AND SECOND LANGUAGE TEACHING

Dino Bressan

University College, Galway

Idiomaticity has been a curiously neglected field in the West. Soviet
linguistics has dealt with it extensively, especially in the past three
decades, but in the western world it has been overlooked, for some reason
or other, or at any rate not studied in great detail.

There are two basic problems, which confront the linguist, who wishes
to deal with idioms: firstly, can idioms be clearly identified?; and
secondly, if so, can they be classified?

I shall begin by concentrating on these two issues on an intra-language
level, i.e. with reference to modern English. There are several attitudes
which one can take with regard to idioms. At one extreme, we find total
nihilism (e.g. Archangelski, a Soviet linguist, wrote recently that "idioms
are a sub-class of phraseological units not warranting a distinctive label").
This point of view is not a modern one: in the second century B.C., the
Patanjali collection of grammatical writings had arrived at somewhat similar
conclusions. In considering throw up, for example, we can decide to regard
it as an idiom tout 5ourt or, adopting Patanjali's criteria, we can regard
throw (written throw ) as a subsense of throwl = cast, and classify up as a
subsense selector. In this particular way idiomaticity can be dealt with in
a context of lexicographic dissolution.

At the other end of the range of approaches to idioms is Hockett, who
was the first western scholar to tackle the issue of idiom identification.
In his Course in Modern Linguistics (1958) he says: "Any grammatical form,
the meaning of which is not deducible from its structure in any occurrence in
which it is not a constituent of a larger form, is an idiom". Therefore, in
the sentence she wants a new hat, new is an idiom because we cannot deduce
its meaning from its structure. It is not, however, an idiom in the sentence
I'm going to New York, where it is part of a larger constituent New York,
which, however, is an idiom for the same reason. In The New York Times, New
York ceases to be an idiom because it is part of a larger constituent.

This is a gross oversimplification of Hockett's position but I think it
basically sums up his conclusions. On these premises we arrive at the
perhaps startling conclusion that the size of an idiom can range from an
elementary morpheme to complex structure such as it is time for all good men
to come to the aid of the party. This all-embracing attitude may seem extreme,
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but it may make more sense when we examine it later on in the context of L1

versus L
2 .

Most western scholars have adopted some sort of compromise
attitude to idioms, somewhere in-between these two extremes.

I shall begin by briefly examining the findings of W. Chafe who, as an
unrepentant semanticist, is mostly concerned with idioms on the semantic

level. For Chafe (1970), "A semantic unit which does not have a direct
symbolisation of its own but which trades on the symbolisation of another
(or others) can be called an idiom". Idioms can be 'restricted' (red in red

hair, make in make a bed), or unrestricted (off-base). If we take a word

like red, which indicates a colour and is not regarded as idiomatic, we find

that it can have additional connotations, one of which is the description of

the colour of human hair. When we say that someone has red hair, we do not
really mean that their hair is red in the sense in which we call red one of

the colours of the spectrum: it is something resembling orange or some shade

close to it. So we have to assume, in Chafe's opinion, that as the semantic
inventory expanded, a way of describing a certain colour of hair was needed,
the word red was (as it were) borrowed, or taken over, and acquired this

particular extension. The process goes from the semantic unit red (to

indicate the colour of hair), through what Chafc calls a postsemantic process
to 'the borrowing of the particular word red, which was taken over to
indicate the colour of hair, and chrough a process of symbolisation
ultimately leading to phonetic symbolisation we arrive at the phonetic

structure red. In this way we have a fairly precise framework in which we
can at least identify idioms.

Chafe's classification is not complete. He indicated certain guidelines
to enable us to identify idioms, but did not actually produce a comprehensive

classification. The following is a basic classification indicating in which

areas we can identify lexical idioms:

IDIOMS

'Adjectives': 0n-the-wagon
Off-base

LEXICAL 'Verbs': Spill-the-beans
Trip-the-light-fantastic

'Nouns': Red-herring
Lily-of-the-va1Ley

NON-LEXICAL Aspects

Progressive
(literalised be + ing)

Perfective
(literalised have +en)

Chafe's theory of idiomaticity seems an attractive one, although one is

tempted to say that if we have the red paint versus red hair contrast, it

would seem more expedient to solve the problem on a purely lexicographical
basis, i.e. if we attribute two subsenses to red, we really dispose of the

problem of idiomaticity.
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Chafe, incidentally, is highly critical of the Chomskyan claims to
provide a theoretical framework for idioms. I shall very briefly refer to a
short article by Katz and Postal (1963), which merely gives broad guidelines
for the insertion of idioms into the general TG framework. According to
Katz and Postal, an idiom is a "concatenation of two or more morphemes whose
compound meaning is not compositionally derived from the meanings of the
concatenated morphemes". If we take a sentence such as.John kicked the
bucket, say Katz and Postal, we find that it is ambiguous. It could have a
literal meaning and it could have the well-known idiomatic one. The way in
which they solve this particular difficulty is by assigning two readings to
this type of sentence: one reading is at the lowest terminal level, and
leads us to the literal interpretation. As regards the second, or idiomatic
meaning, their solution is to refer to a higher constituent, in this case
MV, which as it were, subsumes the terminal endings and assigns to them the
idiomatic reading.

This seems a neat way of solving this particular problem; we can
imagine a dictionary of the semantic component in which the two readings
depend on which particular constituent we select. However, there are
drawbacks in Katz and Postal's approach. First of all, they do not really
explain the transformational deficiencies of idioms. There are idioms which
are syntactically ill-formed (e.g. trip the light fdntastic), and it is not
easy to comprehend how a TG approach could deal with that particular type of
idiom. Another aspect, which Katz and Postal do not really explain
satisfactorily, is the seemingly higher frequency of idiomatic interpretation
as opposed to the literal one in idioms such as these.

There is also perhaps another, slightly ribald observation that one
might make: to say that John kicked the bucket is an ambiguous sentence is
somewhat disingenuous (it really is rather difficult to imagine a context in
which this sentence could genuinely be regarded as ambiguous).

Katz and Postal are fully aware of the difficulties involved in their
analysis and try to dismiss the question 'of syntactically ill-formed idioms
by relegating them to the rank of semi-sentences. This may be a neat way of
disposing of them in just one short paragraph. Is it really enough?

Concerning their attempt to classify idioms, they distinguish between
lexical idioms such as bari+tone, tele+phone and phrase idioms such as kick
the-bucket, the basic assumption being that idioms are "the concatenation of
two or more morphemes whose compound meaning is not compositionally derived
from the meanings of the concatenated morphemes". Thus, they introduce an
element, which assigns a much narrower scope to idiomaticity than Chafe, who
is ready to accept single morphemes into his classification.

Weinreich (1966) is partly Chomskyan in his approach but carries the
whole argument a stage further. His is a more sophisticated approach, and I
think a more sensitive one.

Weinreich starts off from the concept of phraseological units, and
defines one as "any expression with at least one polysemous constituent in
which selection of subsense is determined by context". An idiom, on the other
hand, is defined as "a phraseological unit involving at least too polysemous
constituents with reciprocal contextual selection of subsenses". We are thus
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arriving at a more rigorous definition. Here is an example of what he means:
if we have a phrase such as red herring, we can assign to it a literal
sense (a herring on a painting which happens to be coloured red); we can

assign to it a phraseological non-idiomatic meaning (the meaning of a
herring which is smoked.and cured with saltpeter, and which is called red
though technically not red), and ultimately we arrive at the idiomatic
sense, perhaps the best known one.

Weinreich defines three variables, which we may find helpful in arriving
at a fairly rigorous definition of idioms:

1. Amount of overlap between subsensqs, or ratio of shared to
unshared compornents A word like red can have more than one
meaning, and if we take the meaning we find in red hair ,
clearly this is a subsense of red but is not entirely divorced
from it (we are still talking about two colours though these
are not identical). If we proceed in this way, we find that
the overlap between subsenses will get wider or narrower
depending on the context and the particular words we use.

2. When a polysemous morpheme appears in a constuction, the
construction is not correspondingly polysemous (only one
of the subsenses is realised). If we take, e.g. row we can

imagine two contexts, one in which we assign to it the meaning
of paddle and the other in which we assign to it the meaning
of series, range. Clearly, the two share no semantic
components, and are mutually suppletive. On the other hand,

we may have a word like father v. to father. These are
mutually suppletive syntactically in that one is a noun and
one is a verb, yet they do share a certain amount of the
semantic component.

3. Two-directional selection. In blind date, bZind is used in a
subsense other than the main sense (unseeing), and the same
applies to date. The fact that this phrase only occurs in
that particular idiomatic meaning must mean that there has been
a two-way subsense selection.

Bearing in mind these three variables, we find, according to Weinreich,
that the highest degree of idiomaticity is registered when all three
variables have limiting values, i.e.:

1. The subsenses of the morphemes are suppleti-,;.-2.

2. Selection is determined by a unique contextual morpheme.

3. Contextual selection works both ways.

Weinreich provides the following specimen list of idioms and non-

idioms to show where the borderline should be. Those on the left are
idiomatic, in that both subsenses disappear and give rise to a completely

unconnected meaning. Those on the right will still have a basic connection
with the primary sense of the words:
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throw up stay out

look out keep in

IDIOMATIC water down NON-IDIOMATIC throw in

set off (explode) look away

pipe down send off

Like Chafe and Katz and Postal, Weinreich stops short at this rather
cursory attempt to identify idioms, and does not provide a comprehensive
classification.

The first major attempt in the West, not only to analyse and identify
idioms, but also to provide a comprehensive, all-embracing classificatory
list did not appear until 1972 with A. Makkai's book Idiom Structure in English.

Based on stratificationalist premises, Makkai's classification divides
idioms into two broad categories. One pertains to the third stratum of
the language. These he calls lexemic idioms and defines one as "any
polylexonic lexeme which is made up of more than one minimal free form or
word, each lexon of which can occur in other environments as the realisation
of a monolexonic lexeme". Makkai further subdivides lexemic idioms in
accordance with the following scheme:

L/1 phrasal verb idioms (e.g. make out, walk out on, be left
over, go through with)

L12 tournure idioms, which only partake of morphological
freedoms (e.g. do a guy, call a spade a spade, beat
around the bush, be up a creek)

L13 irreversible binomial idioms (e.g. time and again, gin
and tonic, heads or tails)

L/4 phrasal compound idioms (e.g. wetback, bookworm, turncoat,
red tape, pig in a poke, moth-eaten, old-fashioned,
downstairs)

L/5 incorporating verb idioms .(baby-sit, sight-see)

L/6 pseudo-idioms, i.e. those including a cranberry morph
(e.g. to and fro, zig-zag).

Lexemic idioms according to Makkai "differ from other lexemes in that
they are subject to a possible lack of understanding despite familiarity
with the meanings of the components, or to erroneous decoding: they can

potentially mislead the uninformed listener, or they can disinform him".
The distinction made by Makkai between misinformation and disinformation
would seem to suggest that a certain amount of subjectivity must inevitably
creep into his analysis: misinformation "does not occur as a result of
logical (but literal, therefore, wrong) decoding of complex polylexonic
lexemes, on the part of the listener, but as a result of accidentally
homophonous forms occurring in similar environments with equally meaningful
decodings". In a sentence such as a woman bears children, bears can have
two possible senses, and if we are misled by this we are mis-, not dis-
informed. Disinformation, on the other hand, occurs "when the structural
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composition of the utterance in which the idiom was heard allows the
listener to decode the idiom in a logical yet sememically erroneous way".
I do not know to what extent this can be accepted uncritically.

On the next stratum in Makkai's classification we find sememic idioms,
one being defined as "a polylexemic construction whose aggregate literal
meaning derived from its constituent lexemes function additionally as the
realisation of an unpredictable sememic network".

S/1 'first base' idioms (never to get to first base)

S/2 idioms of institutionalised poZiteness (may I -, would you mind -)

5/3 of institutionalised detachment/indirectness
(it seems that -)

S/4 proposals encoded as questions (how about, shall we, would yet:
like to)

S/5 institutionalised greeting (how do you do, how are you)

S/6 proverbial with a moral (birds of a feather flock together)

S/7 familiar quotations (not a mouse stirring)

S/8

S/9
institutionalised understatement/hyperbole (not my cup of tea,
won't lift a finger)

Here we have almost reached the point at which our analysis ceases to
be a linguistic one and becomes in effect a literary one. Makkai
postulates the existence of a fifth stratum, which he calls hypersememic.
One might assign to it irony, or any other psychological attitude which
affects linguistic performance.

We can now briefly consider the situation on the level of practical idiom
dictionaries and such sections of coursebooks as include a treatment of
idioms. This is how the recently published Dictionary of Current Idiomatic
English by Cowie and Mackin (1975), deals with the entry WRAP: Wrapped a
clean rag round his ankle: signposts .... wrapped in fog: that just about
wraps up our business: the sales team wrapped up a couple of deals before
lunch: 'wrap up', Dad: Mother wraps up the children's presents: the

children were warmly wrapped up in scarves: Annabel became wrapped up i_n a

society she keeps her children wrapped up in cotton wool.

Bearing in mind the definitions and classifications of idioms touched on
above, it is not entirely clear why a sentence such as he wrapped a clear rag
round his ankle should be regarded as idiomatic, except in the sense that
dictionaries of practical value are intended to help a learner of English tc,
find le moc juste. Other instances of this type of approach can be found in
the recently revised English Idioms and Hew to Use Them by Seidl and

McMordie (1978), which i.a. lists:
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open/close a bank account: put money into an account:
draw money out: current/savings/deposit account:
joint account: rate of interest/interest rate:
cheque bounces: (bank) dishonours a cheque: cross a
cheque: a crossed cheque: make out a cheque to
someone.

Let us now take a quick look at the way some bilingual idiom
dictionaries and grammar books deal with this problem on an interlanguage
basis. The following list is taken from an Italian grammar published in
1966 (with one of the possible Italian equivalents en face):

'IDIOMATIC USES'

That's good'.

That's right!

That's all!

That's enough!

That's wonderful!

That's awful!

Cosi va bene!

Ecco! Giusto!

Ecco tutto!

Basta cosi!

meraviglioso!

terribile!

It is not very clear in these cases why the English sentences on the left-
hand sideshould be regarded as idiomatic except in that they clearly do not
have a direct literal Italian equivalent, and the Italian-speaking learner of
English may find this a convenient way of acquiring a number of English
phrases. But they seem to have been assembled on a purely arbitrary,
intuitivo basis, without any reference to their actual idiomaticity.

Another textbook, published in 1972, furnishes a list of "Italian
translations of English expressions which are more or less idiomatic. The
Italian renderings may, or may not, be of an idiomatic nature, though
generally they are."

We must find a way to convince him (modo)

There's always a way out (via di scampo)

I lost my way (mi sono smarrito)

HP worked his.way up (da garzone diventat direttore)

George goes out of his way to help (si fa in quattro)

Am I in your way? (ti do fastidio?)

There is, obviously, a certain amount of ti.,eoretical groundwork to be
covered before issuing lists of idioms of the type given above.

Lastly, I have selected six examples of the sort cf diverse equivalences
one may come across in a classroom situation. Six current English idioms are
listed on the left-hand side, and the corresponding Italian expressions are
p-ovided on the right. Of the Italian cnes, the top three can be classified
as -che bottom three as non-idiomatic. The carital letters above
the line represent simply a string of morphemes, the srall letters below the
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line represent the deep structure of the sentence (i.e. its non-idiomatic
aspect). I have inserted prepositions and articles to show the manner in
which the two languages cope in different ways with the same type of
sentencP.

1. IRON CURTAIN

A + B

n + o

2. CASTLES IN THE AIR

C + prep. + art. + D

CORTINA DI FERRO

B 4. prep. + A

o + n

CASTELLI IN ARIA

C + prep. + D

3. A FLEA IN ONE'S EAR UNA PULCF NELL'ORECCHIO

art. + E + prep. + (pron.+gen.) +F art. + E + (prep.+art.) + F

4 . BAKER'S DOZEN TREDICI

(G + gen.) + H T_

t t

5. HIT THE BOTTLE DARSI AL BERE

L + art. + M (N+pron.) + (prep.+art.) + 0

n'+ o' n' + o'

6. BLIND DATE var. per.

P + Q v0VyY

vpvyy v0VyY

Notes: 1. There is complete correspondence between the two languages, both
above and below the line (apart from some syntactic modifications,
which -can be accounted for by descriptive morpholngy and syntax).
(n + o)/(o + n) represent an actual curtain made of iron.

2. English uses the definite article, Italian does not. Below the

line, however, q ( illusions, or similar) still corresponds to

q ( illusioni).

3. A correspondence exists above the line (disregarding syntax) hut
not below (r = rebuff, s = sospetto, i.e. suspicion).

4. Italian lacks an idiomatic equivalent and has to resort to a
non-idiomatic constituent with identical meaning above the line.

5. We run into further difficulties in the case of HIT THE BOTTLE,
which does not have an idiomatic Italian equivalent, that I know
of. We have to cope by using the literal equivalent DARSI AL
BERE, which simply means TO START DRINKING.
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6. Here Italian completely collapses and we must find an
appropriate equivalent on a contextual basis (bearing in
mind the degree of acquaintanceship or relationship
among the agents involved in the exercise). I have
expressed this by using Greek letters separated by the
sign v =. different from.

Can idioms, then, really be identified in a rigorous manner? Even
Weinreich and Makkai seem to suggest that some element of subjectivity, or
even arbitrariness inevitably creeps into our analysis. Weinreich: "Shall
we .... go ahead and dissolve all idioms, as can be done? Such a
procedure hardly can be adopted across the board. Some 'dissolutions' of
idioms seem to be too counterintuitive to offset the lexicographic
economies achieved. We, therefore, must look at some instances where the
dissolution makes us uneasy and see what formal features they contain that
might be at the roots of our intuitive objections". And, according to
Makkai, "Granting that idiomatic V + P/A compounds are less frequently
interrupted than literal ones, this remains an impressionistic judgment
heavily influenced by individual variation, stylistic prejudices, dialect,
and even so full of exceptions".

In other words, we find ourselves in a rather fluctuating border area
in which we have to introdure the concept of intuition. Didactically, the
problem remains whether idioms are meaningful entities or whether they in
fact complicate matters unnecessarily. When dealing with an inter-language
situation, it is tempting to come down on the side of Hockett and accept
that each language is idiomatic vis--vis all others.

In conclusion, one might perhaps quote Malkiel, who in 1959 wrote "one
does well to steer clear of any reference to the ill-defined category of
idioms".
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THE MODERN LANGUAGE APTITUDE TEST

Naureen S. Ryan,

University College, Galway.

Introduction

I had hop:d that I would be presenting to you a finished study, with
some norms established and some conclusions about t'-,e use of this text in
-reland. Unfortunately, we were unable to complete our third year testing
programme, because of illness in the faculty and we could not investioatc
the predictive validity of the MLAT, using the results of University
examinations as criteria, because the examination's office was not able to
release the student's marks.

So, I will be limiting myself to introducing the test to you and
presenting some criticisms of it, describing our results in Galway and
comparing them with normative samples in the United States and Britain, and
describing to you what we wish we had already done but will be doing next
year.

The idea of looking at the suitability of the Carroll-Sapon, Modern
Language Aptitude Test for an Irish population came from the French Department
at U.C.G. and Segn Mac Iomhair of the Language Laboratory there. They wanted
a tool which would predict the degree of success of first year entrants to
the French Department. We are often guilty of imposing psychological tests,
designed in and reflecting one culture, usually that of the United States or
Britain, on an Irish population, often without even establishing our own
norms. The Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities, hehceforth I.T.P.A.,
is confidently used here to diagnose the linguistic substratum of
communication and learning disorders. The Test was standardised on an
eastern seabord U.S. population; children were asked to recognise power
drills, food mixers, electric coffee percolators, parking meters etc., which
may not be familiar to some Irish children. Low scores could reflect a
different culture rather than impaired linguistic ability.

Similarly, it is not self-evident that the MLAT, designed for English-
speaking University studrits in America and vlieiated there, ic necessarily
valid in an Trish University situation. There are obvious differences 'n the
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varieties of English spoken in the U.S. and those here. There are differences
too, in the proportion of young people who have college education. Here

perhaps 6% of our college age population is in college. In the States it is

around 25%. If we assume that we are dealing with the most academically
talented segment of the population, then the Irish University group should be
a Lore highly selected population. Further, the Teaching Methods of both
schools and colleges and their instructional objectives are probably very
different and this may lead to the strengthening of different aptitudes.

The MLAT test

Firstly, the MLAT differs from traditional language tests because it is
aiming ts measure aptitudc not achievement. Traditional tests will tell you
how much French or German you have mastered but the MLAT aims to predict
your potential ability.

Description of MLAT: John B. Carroll claims that "The MLAT has been designed
chiefly to provide an indication of an individual's probable degree of success
in learning a foreign language, but it is also useful in predicting success in
learning to read, write and translate a foreign language. It is applicable in

connection with both 'modern' spoken languages and ancient languages such as

Latin or Greek". It is intended primarily for college and adult populatiohs.

The test is very easy to administer it has the advantaee of being a
group test so it does not take up 3 great deal of time as you can test

everyone together IT to about 100. Carroll estimated that it takes 60-70

minutes. We found that it took a little longer, principally because our
students were not as sophisticated in test-taking as American students and
needed more explanations of how to mark their answer sheets. The markers were

not as sophisticated either, and I found mistakes in totalling the scores by

even experienced psychologists. The problem is that scores from onP siae have
to be transferred and can be added twice, inflating the score. One advantage

is that unlike some other tests n use, such as the ITPA, you do not have to be

a psychologist someone who has had a lot of experience in administering

tests to use it. The timing and all the instructions are on tape. You just

have to turn it on and off at the right moments and ensure that }7,7,ti have
proctors around the room to see that pupils are loo;:ing at the right page at

the right time. Carroll suggests 1 proctor to 30-40 students. We found we

needed twice this many. The only problem that we encountered in actual
administration was.one of desk space. Each student has an answer sheet, a

Test Booklet and a Practice Fxercise Sheet. They took up a lot of room and it

would have been hard to manage in a language laboratory cubicle. The Test is

made up of five parts:

. . .
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Figure 1

STRUCTURE OF MODERN LANGUAGES APTITUDES TEST

1. NUMBER LEARNING

A. MEMORY

B. AUDITORY ALERTNESS

2. PHONETIC SCRIPT

A. SOUND-SYMBOL ASSOCIATION

B. MEMORY FOR SPEECH SOUND

3. SPELLING CUES

A. SOUND SYMBOL ASSOCIATION

4. WORDS IN SENTENCES

A. SENSITIVITY TO GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURE

5. PAIRED ASSOCIATES

A. ROTE MEMORY

1. Number learning

The students listen to the tape and re taught the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 10,
20, 30, 40, 100, 200, 300, 400 in a language unfamiliar to them. They are
given an opportunity to practise the numbers and correct their mistakes.
This is a good idea because it helps them settle down and gain confidence
before the testing actually starts. Then the numbers are read out at random
and the student has to write down the number he hears. After this he has a
few minutes to transcribe these onto the answer sheet. This was the only
place where we experienced any problems during the test. Some students
attempted to mark their answers on the an3wer sheet right away and as this
was a much harder task they got left behind and lost marks. When this
happened in the pilot run we turned off the tape and explained it again. We
also had mistakes in copying the number into marking slots. This section is
confusing and not well designed. Carroll feels that this measures two
aspects of foreign langw,ge aptitude (1) memory and (2) auditory alertness.



2. Phonetic script

A series of sounds is read, which corresponds to groups of phonetic

symbols printed on the answer sheets. Each of 4 choices in 5 multiple-

choice questions is read. At the second reading only one choice is read

and the student has to decide which one. The sounds in each group of 5

questions are phonetically associated.

Carroll says that this measures what he calls 'sound-symbol association

ability' the ability to learn correspondences between speech sounds and

orthographic symbols. He points out that it may also measure memory for

speech sounds and he claims that it correlates highly with the ability to

mimic speech sounds in foreign languages.

3. Spelling cues

A multiple-choice test in which the student is asked to decide which of

5 meanings corresponds to a word, which has a disguised spelling.

This does not appear very difficult '-ut 4.t is highly speeded and marks

depend not on seeing what the word is but how quickly you recognise it.

Carroll suggests this measures the same kind of sound-symbol associations as

in 2. Obviously, this also depends on students' English vocabulary

knowledge.

mblm

4. nme

11. knfrns

42. ntir

Figure 2

SPELLING CUES

A. BLAME

B. AMBULANCE

C. BLEMISH

D. SYMBOL

E. FLOWER

A. SEA ANIMAL

B. ARCHITECTURAL DECORATION

C. FOE

D. FRUIT

A. FUNERAL

B. MEDICINE

C. KIND OF TREE

E. NUMBERS

D. DISCUSSION MEETING

E. POLICE OFFICER

A. ORAL SURGEON D. WHOLE

B. PART OF AN AUTOMOBILE E. EMPFROP

C. FOREIGN

4
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4. Words in sentences.

Students are given two sentences. In the first sentence a word is
underlined and in the second sentence a number of alternatives are under-
lined. The student has to choose the alternative in the second sentence,
which hos the same function as the underlined word in the first sentence.
This part is thought to measure 'sensitivity to grammatical structure'.
The test is speeded as well, so it is not just how well you can see the
relationships but how quickly. This may well reflect formal training in
gramm3r b;lt at least no grammatical terminology is involved so the scores
do not depend on specific memory for grammatical terminology. This is a
definite improvemcnt on the Fisher & Masia Foreign Language Prognosis Test
1959, where a sentence such as 'Are you reading an interesting book?' is
given, which has to be changed to the future perfect tense. This obviously
confuses knowledge of terminology about the language with knowledge of the
language.

Figure 3

WORDS IN SENTENCES

A. AS HE SAT DOWN TO REST, A FEELING OF WEARINESS CAME OVER HIM

A

B. SWIMMING IS RELAXING EXERCISE FOR GROWING BOYS IN TRAINING

FOR WRESTLING

5. Paired association

Students are required to learn certain vocabulary items and then are
expected to choose the correct meaning of a foreign word from five
alternatives. This aims to measure the rote memory aspect of the learning of
foreign language.

ja = day

Ian = wolf

mi = touch

Figure 4

PAIRED ASSOCIATES

roo = art

hui = fall

tsep enter

nung = frog
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ADMINISTRATION IN GALWAY

In U.C.G. in 1974/75, 142 First Year students in the French department
were given the MLAT. In 1975/76 a further 52 First Year students took the
test. The mean score for 1974/75 was 113. The mean score for 1975/76
sample was 102.

Figure 5

MEAN SCORES ON M.L.A.T.

U.C.G. 1974/75 113

U.C.G. 1975/76 102

U.S. freshmen 116

Essex University 124

The results for both years were found to correspond to a normal
distribution. A test was computed .Elnd the difference between the means was
found to be significant at the 0.001 confidence level.

Consequently we decided that it would be impossible to use these two
figurcs to produce a norm. It was intended to test the next year's entry to
the French department this year but this proved impossible to accomplish
because of illness in the department.

The fact that the two years differed so significantly has implications
for the two earlier standardisations of the test one in U.S. and one in
Britain both of which were standardised over one year only. If years could
differ so much here they may differ there too and the norms presented in the
manuals may not actually represent the performance on the test for the
population in question.

When we compare Galway results with comparable norms from the U.S.
population of Freshmen reading French (314) we discover that the American
mean was 116 (sec Figure 5). The sample of 314 seems very small. Now if the
1974/75 results of. a mean of 113 are representative then there is no
difference worth talking about between the two groups American and Irish.
But if the 1975/76 figure of 102 was not a freak and the real norm for our
population lies between the two years then that is a very large difference in
aptitude between Galway and American students and needs explaining. In fact,
the difference is more unexpected than it seems at first. If 25% of
Americans enjoy college education and only 6% of Irish, then we might expect
Irish students, being a more highly selected group, to actually score higher
than Americans.

This indeed is what seems to happen when we go on to compare our Galway
figures with those from the University of Essex in Britain. Their mean is 124,

5 ,3
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significantly higher than either Irish or American norms. (See Figure 5).
The reasons for this are fairly straightforward. English universities
recruit only about 2-3% of the population so they are very highly selected.
Furthermore, the sample at Essex was predominantly majoring in languages or
comparative and social studies, which included a language element. By the
time they reach University at 18, British students have already selected
themselves and may have specialised in languages alone from 16-18.
Consequently, the MLAT is too easy for them but might be of more use at 16
when they begin their language specialisation.

In the States as in Galway many study French in the fivst year because
one language is a necessary requirement of First Arts and not because they
intend to specialise in languaaes. So it is easy to see that the reasons
for the apparent British superiority are to he found in the fact that wc arc
dealing with two very different kinds of samples. Tests are obviously much
more useful in discriminating between members of a heterogenous group.

The reasons for the possible American superiority are harder to fathom.
As I suggested, following the line of argument concerning the proportion of
the population involved, we would expect Irish results to be higher. I shall
suggest some reasons for the discrepancy.

Firstly, it is an American test devised for an American population,
reflecting American conditions. It is never easy to transplant a test to a
different culture. The test is devised for people whose first language is
English, but presumahly the American variety of English. We obviously
checked our populetion for native Irish speakers, but there were no students
whose first language was not English, so this did not appear to be a factor.

On talking to the students after the administration when I was giving .

them feedback on the test many of them mentioned that they had been annoyed
by the American accent of the man on the tape. Several admitted that they
had been disgruntled by what they subjectively experienced as a condescending
note in his tone. We know that the establishment of rapport is crucial for
optimum performance in test situations and this appeared lacking. Perhaps
better results would he obtained if the tape was re-recorded here. Our
students may well have had some difficulties in hearing the difference
between some American vowels: e.g. /a.1/ in 'bag' versus /a/ in 'dog'. This
might have limited their performance in areas like Part 2, where they worked
on the phonetic script.

Similarly, in Part 3 some words may have been easier for an American
population to recognise e.g. fragl which seems much closer to the American
pronunciation of fragile than the pronunciation of fragile used here.

Another striking feature, that emerged from sessions with the students
afterwards, was the large numbers who used no strategies, no mnemonics to
aid them when learning the Kurdish vocabulary in Part 5, Paired Associates.
Many just read and reread the lists hoping it stuck in their minds. This is
a very uneconomic method. Those who used mnemonic devices did very well.
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e.g.: ja day

jahr German year but this is smaller only a day

hui fall Wheel Noise you make wh,.n you fall

lah wolf

lah loup wolf

tsep enter

step in enter

mi touch

touch me not

nung frog

nung like sound of frog jumping,

roc art

rude nude art.

Possibly the greatest difficulty for our students was their lack of
practice, their inexperience of testing that Americans take as a matter of
routine. They had trouble sorting out the marking sheets and many were
obviously threatened by the procedure. Hopefully, as more and more schools
have guidance teachers, our studcnts will become increasingly familiar with
these instruments and this factor will be eliminated.

Lastly, because of constraints of time-tabling, finding a suitable
room and achieving peace and quiet, the test took place at 8.00 p.m., by
which time the students were pretty tired and not at theil- be.at.

PURPOSE OF USING MLAT IN GALWAY

We must now return to discuss our original purpose in standardising the
test for Galway. We wanted to know if administering MLAT at the beginning
of First Year would allow us to predict examination marks. Does it? Well,

we do not know because the examinations office would not release names and

marks. However, we have wcrkcd out an ingenious way around this and
details of this will be revealed next year. The best we can dc at this

moment is to look at experiences in Britain that might have significance
for us.

Results in Brituin

We know that in Britain, success at 0-Level correlates very highly with
success in foreign language learning. A study done in Sheffield by Austwick

showed that French A-Level results correlated very highly with final

degree level performance in French.



Davies found that I.Q. scores and achievement in major school subjects
is a good predictor of subsequent success in that language. Harding 1958,
suggests that a preliminary tryout of a foreign language is c good

predictor of subsequent success in that language. The MLAT has the
adv ntage, though, of being applicable to any language and it is much
quicker and cheaper. The information it gives in a couple of hours is as
reliable as that obtained in a couple of weeks in the tryout method.

In Essex they found that (i) Previous Larguage Study is a better
predictor of course marks and examination marks than the MLAT; (ii) there
is an improvement when you add the MLAT to thia, but very little; (iii) the

reason that Previous Language Stb.dy and achievement are better indicators
than th2 MLAT is probably because they tap, not just aptitude, but also
motivation and capacity for hard work. So we can conclude that, if our
Leaving Certificate results are as good a predictor as A-Level results, then
it is a waste of +ime and money to use Mf.AT As a universal selection
criterion for entering language departments. This we will know by next year.

General remarks and conclusions

If we find that we have other ways of predicting success is it worthwhile
bothering about the MLAT at all? I think that probably it is it has uses

other than that of mere selection. It can be used as a vocational
guidance tool. The Galway students seemed to find an examination of their
profilcs most useful as it gave them an idea of where their strengths arvi
weaknesses were.

It can be used to discover at an early stage, students who may fail,
so they can receive remedial help or a warning that they may not be making
a wise vocational choice. You have to be careful not to be simplistic in
interpreting these scores. Success or failure as we have suggested depends
not only on aptitude but also motivation And hard work. So all you can tell
someone is where they stand in relation to others in their class. Scoring
below average on the MLAT means that you will have to put in much more time
and hard work to do as well as someone with a higher aptitude. Knowing
where you stand in relation to a group can be useful if you are changing from
one university to another or moving to Britain or the States.

Of course we may not always have information concerning examinations
passed or school records to consult. This is especially likely in the case
of an adult. It can be impo.otant for a mature student entering university
to be able to see if he has a latcnt ability that has not had a chance to
manifest itself in terms of attainment in lancuage learning.

Now that W2 arc in the 2EC we can expect more courses to be provided
for people in government service and in industry and commerce. Mere adults

will be starting cxpensive series of classes. MLAT can help to select
students so the most efficient usc can be made of time, money and peeple.
In fact Carroll claims that it is in this area of intensive courses, where
motivation is uniformly high, that the MLAT shows the highest validity in
predicting success.

5.3
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The MLAT has a diagnostic function too. As we have seen, it can help
pick out areas of strength and weakness for particular students who could
be grouped on the basis of this for further practice at their own speed.

One of the things we are going to do next year is to corpare the
scores on the 5 different parts of the texts of the three populations so
far studied. We have not been able to do this yet, because Professor
Carroll has lost his data. When we do get all the data together we will be
able to see whether our scores are just generally lower on all 5 subtests,
or whether our overall marks are being depressed by problems in one
particular area. This could determine where we should direct the thrust of
our teaching strategy. If we do as well as other populations in phonetic
discrimination, but worse in grammatical sensitivity, perhaps the balance
of our courses could be modified accordingly.

On the whole, I think the test is worth persevering with, although it
is subject to criticism like all rests. The subtests seem to be measurinE
the students' ability to recode English. The sound systems, the structures
are all English. Even with the vocabulary items, the nonsense words are to
be substituted for English words. Language learning involves more than
substituting one set of words for another. So I feel the MLAT would be
improved if non-English linguistic characteristics were incorporated. One
would welcome the inclusion of sounds not used in EnglIsh and some non-
Roman symbolisation.

Of more general interest perhaps, is an elementary version of the test
EMLAT, in which a great many language teachers and vocational guidance
teachers have shown keen interest. We hope to look at this carefully during
the coming year with a view to standardising it for the whole .country, if
there is sufficient interest and we can find someone to give us the money
to do it.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL TEST IN SPOKEN FRENCH AT LEAVING CERTIFICATE LEVEL

Delma O'Callaghan

Institiuid Teangeolalochta nireann, Dublin

In 1975 I.T.E. decided to initiate studies and experiments on the
feasibility of developing oral tests in modern languages for use in this
country. The purpose was to determine whether oral/aural tests could be
designed which were suitable for general application and were reasonably
reliable and .consistent in their results. In Irish this work was undertaken
at the level of Sixth Class in primary schools and in French at the level of
Leaving Certificate.

My purpose here is to describe the experimental test of proficiency in
French which I developed on behalf of I.T.n. in the period October 1975 to
October 1977. I should like to acknowledge my appreciation of the very
favourable conditions under which this work was done in I.T.n.; the co-operation
of the participating students, teachers and schools and the expert guidance and
technical skill provided by St. Patrick's Educational Research Centre in
Drumcondra through its psychometric experts in particular Dr. Patricia Fontes.

My brief from I.T.E. was to devise tests of the oral-aural skills which
would be reasonably simple to administer on a national level, which would require
only a reasonably short time to administer and which would be as reliable as was
possible, that is, as objective as possible without detracting from the
potential of the tests for improving teaching approaches by emphasising oral-
aural skills.

I first collected information on aspects of behaviour known to be measured
in both the oral and aural skills. The sources of this information are now in
I.T.n. and are, largely, detailed in the bibliography on testing freely
available from I.T.E. I found that aural or listening tests variously included
auditory discrimination, identification of grammatical indicators or patterns,
and comprehension tests of various kinds and composite tests DICTATION, CLOZE
and NOTE-TAKING.

1. AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION TESTS could measure the student's,ability to distinguish
phonemes, or intonation patterns or tone or mood of utterances. The procedure
used was the matching of spoken items with pictures, with written items or with
other spoken items. From these possibilities, I selected phoneme discrimination:
single words and sentences to be adjudged same or different and the matching of a
spoken utterance with one of a set of written options containing phoneme
contrasts.

2. TESTS OF IDENTIFICATION OF GRAMMATICAL INDICATORS or PATTERNS could measure the
student's ability to match a spoken sentence with one of a set of written options
of varying tense, number, persons or patterns. I did not retain this technique.

3. COMPREHENSION TESTS could measure the student's ability to interpret precise or
general meaning (gist), the context, the mood or atmosphere, his ability to
complete a thought, to.give an appropriate response. All of these are normally
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tested on the basis of a verbal cue. The techniques involved the use of
pictorial and written aids. The pictorial aids ranged from pictures to maps,
diagrams, tables or time-tables, with the help of which the students would
solve problems given verbally. I did not retain the use of pictorial aids
at this level. From the range of spoken cues statement, question, dialogue,
narrative, informal talk, lecture, authentic newscast, weatherforecast,
advertisement, announcement, I retained statement completion, narrative and
dialogue for the purpose of testing interpretation of meaning and context
only

4. DICTATION is a test of composite skills including the ability to produce sound-
script correspondences from a series of sentences or a continuous passage
given orally. I retained this technique.

5. CLOZE involves the deletion of every 5th or 7th or nth word from a series of
sentences or a passage given orally. The student supplies in writing or
selects from a number of written options the precise missing words. Although
this is accounted an excellent test of composite skills, I did not retain this
technique.

6. NOTE-TAKING from a verbal stimulus is another composite skills test which, like
many of the other techniques, I did not retain at this time for this level,
although from the mere point of view of usefulness and relevance it also merits
testing at this level at a later state of development of oral/aural skills.

TEST OUTLINE

Levels

SKILLS TEST

Listening Speaking

1. Phonology Phoneme Discrimination Pronunciation
Intonation

2. Grammar and Lexis Sentence Completion
Definition in Context

Transformation

3. Context Continuous Passage and
Questions, Dialogue
Situations and Questions.

Answers to General
Questions,
Information-seeking
in Role Playing

4. Composite of 1, 2
and 3

Dictation Fluency

In the event, on the results of the very first testing the Phoneme
Discrimination test based on minimal pairs of words was discarded as being too
easy for Leaving Certificate level and, therefore, the Aural section consisted

of six subtests 2 Phoneme Discrimination sub-tests with 80 items, 2
Comprehension sub-tests (Narrative and Dialogue) 100 items, 1 Sentence
Completion sub-test with 20 items and Dictation with 80 items. These were

administered in 4 parallel tests with 70 items each.
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The aural tests were entirely objective and open to manual or computerised
correction. They were designed to be administered by tape to groups of students
and required 20 minutes to complete. They, therefOre, met the criteria
mentioned earlier ease of administration, reasonable timing, consistent
application and objective assessment while having potential for encouraging
stress on aural skills.

The literature on testing, however, provided less clear and simple
solutions to the assessment of the spoken language. Oral tests ranged from the
interview and general question type test to discrete point tests of pronunciation,
intonation, stress, rhythm, controlled expression (grammar and vocabulary) and
free expression (ease and fluency).

The Interview and General Question type test are those traditionally
associated with a global assessment of all those aspects of oral and aural
skills,which contribute to the level of intelligibility,and determine the level
of communication. Even if it were possible to devise a valid and reliable
single test of all these skills, it is questionable whether an individual could
reliably assess performance on that test.

Various attempts have been made to increase the reliability of such
assessments: small teams of expert examiners simultaneously assess each
candidate, or recordings are made of the total performance and the various skills
are assessed in successive auditions of that performance, each audition pin-
pointing a specific skill. The volume of speech produced in a specific time,
the variety of structures used, the range of vocabulary, have all been measured
and used as measures of competence in speech production in experimental tests.
However, they do not appear suitable for testing on a large scale because of
the complexities of administration, the time and, therefore, the cost factor
involved. Therefore in national examinations where relatively large numbers
of examiners with varying degrees of expertise are involved, it is necessary to
devise aids to standardisation and objectivity of assessment regardless of how
specific a training programme may be envisaged. It is in ,his direction that
most of the work on oral examinations has been aimed in recent years. Only
partial success has been achieved so far:

"The effort to test speaking skills entirely objectively is doomed
to fall short of complete success, for an evaluation of how well a
person speaks French requires judgements on the part of the hearer.
These are necessarily subjective". (Pimsleur. 1961).

"Some aspects of language cannot be measured by solely objective
techniques." (Carroll. 1973).

Nonetheless, if the various elements of ability to communicate verbally can be
determined and if separate and objective tests of at least some of these
elements can be devised, it should be possible to improve the standardisation
and reliability of the assessments.

The discrete point tests,I found,variously included tests of controlled
expression, free expression, pronunciation, intonation, stress and rhythm.

1. CONTROLLED EXPRESSION tests usually consist of
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(1) Mechanical drills requiring transformations or extensions
and they are used to evaluate the handling of structures,
grammatical words and vocabulary. I retained these and

for this purpose. The grading was on a RIGHT/WRONG basis.

(2) Natural drills -- general questions eliciting specific answers.

(3) Situational drills are used to elicit open response (they
wish, she says, it seems) or conventional forms (please do,
you're welcome) or manipulation of specific structures or
use of specific vocabulary. These situations can be given

verbally or by use of pictures. I retained an extended form
of the verbal situational drill in role-playing test.

2. FREE EXPRESSION tests usually consist of

(1) Interviews with open question and answer exchanges.

(2) Topics chosen either by examiner or student from a
specific range of topics, on which a number of set
questions are to be answered.

(3) Pre-set topics where the student makes a short prepared
speech on one topic followed by free question and answer
exchange.

From (4 & (3) I retained a range of topics from which the examiner would select
a maximum of ten set questions or was free to devise his own. I retained those

for the purpose of assessing fluency and command of language. Assessment of

performance was on a FLUENT/NON FLUENT basis according to defined criteria.

3. PRONUNCIATION, INTONATION, STRESS AND RHYTHM are variously tested by Reading,
Repetition and Structural Drills.

(1) Reading is used to test pronunciation and intonation by the
testing of underlined features only. I could find no clearly
interpretable system of indicating correct stress and rhythm
within a reading passage and so I used reading passages for
pronunciation and intonation testing only. The correct
pronunciation was indicated by the international phonetic
system; separate items in contrasting pairs were used for
testing the most widely recognised intonative patterns which
were indicated in linear fashion with numbers. All were

assessed on RIGHT/WRONG basis.

(2) Repetition of words, phrases, sentences (supplied verbally or
verbally and in writing) or of a memorised passage, is some-
times used for testing pronunciation, intonation, rhythm and
stress. I retained neither of these techniques.

(.3) Structural drills (statement completion or question construction)
can be used to assess students' ability to produce correct
intonation, stress or pronunciation. I did not retain this

technique.

5 3
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Thus the oral consisted of 3 sub-tests using reading texts for specific
pronunciation and intonation items, controlled expression tests using
transformations and situational drills and free expression tests based on a
range of topics to be selected by the examiner. An optional set of questions
accompanied each topic.

A first version of the test was completed and tested on a small number of
Leaving Certificate students in March, 1976. A rudimentary statistical analysis
led to a number of revisions. A revised version was.tested again on a small
number of Leaving Certificate students in May, 1976. This again led to
revisions. At this stage a reasonably satisfactory model had been arrived at
and four parallel versions of the test were devised. The oral section was again
tested with the help of seven practising teachers. Again revisions were made
in the light of their advice.

The final revisions were completed in April, 1977 and the four versions were
tested on 139 students in 9 schools throughout the country between April and
June, 1977. One hundred and eighteen (118) candidates took the Oral: 16% Boys,
84% Girls, 11.5% of the total being Vocational students.(In the Leaving Certificate
1975, 35% of the candidates were boys, 65% were girls and 7% Vocational). The
Aural test group of 139 candidates was more representative: 27% boys, 73% girls,
including 9% Vocational students.

The aural examination took 20 minutes (in each of 4 versions) and the oral
examination 15-20 minutes. The total number of items tested was 560. These
were distributed in sub-tests as shown in the following table:

Type of
test

Sub-test Number of
candidates
included

Number
of items

Aural Auditory Perception, Section A 112 40

Aural Auditory Perception, Section B 112 40

Aural Comprehension A, Dialogues 112 20

Aural Comprehension B, Continuous Passages
(8 1 to B 4) 112 80

Aural Comprehension C, Sentence Completion 112 20

Aural Dictation 108 80
Aural Test: Total 280

Oral Intonation -- Word Lists 93 40

Oral Fluency 93 80

Oral Grammatical Accuracy 93 SO

Oral Test: Total 200

Oral Intonation -- Additional Test 1 41 40

Oral Intonation -- Additional Test 2 45 40

Intonation: Total 80

GRAND TOTAL 560
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The test was designed as a norm referenced test that is one aiming to
provide an evaluation of the capacities of an individual in terms of
successes over a large number of items testing a variety of points and in terms

of his standing in a group of individuals somehow like himself. The intention

was to achieve the maximum spread and discrimination and reliability. Each

subtest, test and section was, therefore, analysed in terms of the frequency
distribution, that is the frequency of occurrence of each score from 0 to

maximum on the sub-test, test or section. This frequency distribution was

used to monitor the type of spread that each sub-test was contributing to the
final distribution. For example, one of the subtests testing auditory
discrimination of minimal pairs of sentences was eliminated after the first
analysis. It was a 40 item test with a reliability of .52 and was discarded

because it had inadequate difficulty, restricted spread and inadequate
discrimination. It was not required for face validity since the remaining
auditory perception test was better from the point of view of difficulty and

discrimination. After analysis, item selection was carried out and repeated

analyses done. The following are the subtests and items finally selected:

Items 1-15

AURAL TEST

Auditory Perception (15 items)

,

,

' Kuder-Richardson Reliability .'-' 0.71
i

Item
No.

Correct
Answer

Difficulty Discrimination
Item
No.

Correct
Answer

Diff-
iculty

Discrim-
ination

1 B 86.61 0.53 9 D 73.21 0.42

2 C 83.93 0.50 10 D 29.46 0.42

3 C 81.25 0.48 11 C 36.61 0.40

4 A 80.36 0.50 12 A 41.07 0.48

5 A 78.57 0.44 13 C 57.14 0.47

6 B 78.57 0.44 14 A 63.39 0.49

7 D 75.89 0.52 15 B 66.07 0.51

8 B 75.00 0.63

GJ
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Items 16-23 Aural Comprehension A- Short Dialogues (8 items)

Item Correct
No. Answer

Difficulty Discrimination
Item Correct
No. Answer

Difficulty Discrimination

16 C 67.85 0.59 70 B 61.61 0.52

17 A 66.07 0.59 21 D 61.61 0.45

18 C 64.29 0.54 22 D 56.25 0.53

19 B 61.51 0.49 23 A 53.57 0.50

Kuder-Richardson Reliability = 0.57

Items 24-38 Aural Comprehension B Continuous Passage (:5 items)

Item Correct item CorrectDifficulty Discrimination Difficulty Discrimination
No. Answer No. Answer

24 C 72.32 0.51 32 ,
L, 75.00 0.58

25 A 53.57 0.48 33 C 64.29 0.48

26 B 46.43 0.40 34 D 66.07 0.45

27 C 62.50 0.57 35 D 54.46 0.47

28 A 61.79 0.55 35 A 79.45 0.42

29 A 33.04 0.59 37 A 60.71 0.48

30 A 51.79 0.56 39 9 93.04 0.43

31 C 43.75 0.L.5

Kuder-Richardson Reliability = 0.73

Items 32-46 Aural CorTrehonsion C Incar:olte St,atements (8 items)

Item Correct
No. Answer

Difficulty Discrimination
Item Correct
No. Answer

Difficulty Discriminatior

39 C 74.11 0.48 L.3 D 57.14 0.50

40 A 67.95 0.48 4.L4 3 56.25 0.40

41 C 66.07 0.54 4r., C 45.54 0.49

42 A 51.51 0.53 LF P 41.96 0.51

Kuder-Richardson Reliability = 0.4A
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Dictation (10 items)

Item Number Difficulty Discrimination Item Number Difficulty Discrimination

47 85.19 0.49 52 67.59 0.70

48 73.15 0.67 53 29.63 0.67

49 19.44 047 54 54.63 0.70

50 45.37 0.73 55 37.04 0.68

51 43.52 0.65 56 57.41 0.74

Kuder-Richardson Reliability = 0.77

Items 1-10

ORAL TEST

Pronunciation (10 items)

Item Number Difficulty Discrimination Item Number Difficulty Discrimination

1 78.05 0.49 6 46.34 0.54

2 65.85 0.55 7 65.85 0.48

3 58.54 0.49 8 63.41 0.64

4 48.78 0.57 9 80.49 0.42

5 80.49 0.37 10 43.90 0.35

Kuder-Richardson Reliability = 0.60

Items 11-15 Intonation (5 items)

11 82.80 0.64 14 65.59

12 67.74 0.57 15 55.91

13 66.67 0.71

Kuder-Richardson Reliability = 0.60

0.79

0.78

Items 16-25 Fluency A General Questions (10 items)

Item Number Difficulty Discrimination Item Number Difficulty Discrimination

16 78.49 0.61 21 68.82 0.63

17 77.42 0.65 22 66.67 0.73

18 76.34 0.60 23 78.49 0.49

19 76.34 0.62 24 79.57 0.52

20 79.57 0.44 25 79.57 0.60

Kuder-Richardson Reliability - 0.72
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Fluency B Role Playing (5 items)

Difficulty Discrimination
Item
No.

Difficulty Discrimination

26

27

28

66.67 0.74 29 76.34 0.64

66.89 0.76 30 75.27 0.70

77.42 0.62

Kuder-Richardson Reliability = 0.59

Items 31-46 Grammatical Accuracy (15 items)

Item Item
No.

Difficulty Discrimination
No.

Difficulty Discrimination

31 75.27 0.63 39 68.82 0.63

32 65.67 0.60 40 50.54 0.62

33 45.16 0.63 41 45.16 0.42

24 58.82 0.57 42 61.29 0.55

35 62.37 0.63 L3 39.78 0.62

36 43.01 0.62 44 58.06 0.60

37 58.82 0.40 45 49.46 0.64

38 58.06 0.51

Kuder-Richardson Reliability - 0.81

The factors which govern the frequency distribution are item difficulty
and item discrimination. The item difficulty analysis showed the proportion of
students answering each item correctly. The item discrimination analysis
showed the consistency with which each item assigned students to the correct
group i.e. the group to which they were assigned by their total test score.
Tie items, therefore, were selected from each subtest on the basis of an
acceptable level of difficulty anJ the maximum discrimination inscfar as these
did not distort prior reasoning on :he nature of the test.

The reliability of each subtent and test section also was calculated,
using the Kuder-Richardson Formula. The reliability of an item or a sut-test
or a test is the consistency with wnich it measures what it claims to measure.
A highly reliable test wiil produce consistent or almost consistent results ,nen
use.: repeatedly in a relatively unchanging situation. Subtests of relative]y
low reliability may be included, provided they do not bring the overall test
reliability below an accepted level and provided that the subtests score:3 are
not used singly for decision-making. Thus, while the reliability of indi-;id.lei
subtests in both the Oral and the Aural Tests became quite low when the number
of items was reduced (i.e. when selections were made), the cverall reliabili!y
in both sections, containing 56 and 35 items respectively, is .91 and. .9s) en:
thus high. The K.R. reliability of the oral and aural combined can he
to be appreciably higher, given that an increase in the numbr of items !e
incroase in reliability. Tralitien:.:1 type tost,1 in the written skills c.)-!.
nJ.ow reliability co-efficiont-n of .50 and lower on appropniate reliability
ealculations. The table of 1',:.3r::,)n :'orrelations, which follows, nhows

relationship among the sub-tests and between th,-- sub-tests and the total
nctores.

6 4;
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CORRELATIONS: While the item discrimination shows the relationship between
individual item responses and total test scores, it is useful for a more
complete picture of a test composed of sub-tests to establish the relationships
among the sub-tests and between the sub-tests and total scores. These
correlations show whether the overall test is internally consistent and how
much the sub-tests, which purport to measure different aspects, actually do so.

Correlations of .90 1 (v. high) show very strong relationship

.70 .90 (high) show marked relationship

.40 .70 (mod.) show substantial relationship

.20 .40 (low) show definite relationship but a small one

.20 or less (slight) show relationship so small as to be
negligible.

Sub-tests should correlate only moderately with each other, otherwise they are
doing the same job and all but one are superfluous. The correlations between
subtests and between subtests and totals were calculated by the Pearson method.
By the above definition the subtests in the Aural correlate moderately with
each other dictation correlating most highly of any of the aural sub-tests
with all the aural subtests. The oral subtests correlate moderately with each
other the fluency and grammatical accuracy correlating most highly of the
subtests, not only with their own section but across into the Aural section.
Were psychometric and practical considerations the sole criteria in the test,
two subtests, dictation and grammatical accuracy could have been retained as
economical,objective and reliable instruments to summarise the sub-skills
within oral and aural proficiency respectively. The other sub-tests were, however,
retained not only on grounds of validity but because they were, in the context
of the total examination, relatively independent sources of information. Thus
the interplay of intercorrelations of scores on subtest, test and total test can
be seen to have been used to monitor the relative homogeneity within the oral
and aural sections and the relative heterogeneity across the sections.

In summary, the individual subtests,while markedly different from each other,
correlate highly with their total sections. This indicates a coherence within
the two sections, derived from a combination of contributions from each sub-test
and shows clearly the value of discrete point testing in both Aural and Oral
aspects of language. It also indicates that this test, while devised as a Norm
Referenced Test, has potential for use of a Criterion Referenced nature.
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PUPILS' FOREIGN LANGUAGE ERRORS AND TEACHERS' ERROR HANDLING PROCEDURES:

A DESCRIPTIVE MODEL

Rommond F. Mitchell

Department of Education, University of Stirling

INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with the way foreign language teachers in formal

classroom settings handle the errors produced by their pupils. It is very

much an account of work in progress; systems proposed for the categorisation

of pupils' errors and of teachers' reactions to them are outlined, and their

application illustrated in the analysis of a limited number of elementary
foreign language lessons. On the basis of this analysis the strengths and
limitations of the systems are discussed, and suggestions made for their
possible development.

The context of this study of teachers' error handling procedures is a

wider investigation of foreign language classroom teaching skills being under-

taken at Stirling. The general orientation of the Stirling project towards
the elucidation and analysis of a set of discrete, specific classroom teaching

skills arises from the failure of more 'global' studies of foreign language

teaching in schools to produce any definite conclusions regarding the relative

effectiveness of rival total methodologies. One of the main data-gathering

methods being used by the project as a whole is the systematic observation of

the 'natural' classroom teaching of foreign languages; this paper outlines the

systems we are developing to make sense of the classroom data, in relation to

errors and error handling. The systems proposed here derive in part from those

developed by other researchers working on error handling, in particular those

of Fanselow (n.d.) and Chaudron (1977).

The Importance of Error Handling Strategies

Widely different pres2riptions have been made by foreign language teaching

methodologists regarding the 'right' way to react to pupils' errors. These

range from exhortations to avoid the possibility of errors occurring in the

first place (e.g. Politzer 1961), to suggestions for a wide range of positive

remedial procedures (e.g. George 1972, Burt & Kiparsky 1972), and even the

proposal that errors not impeding communication might simply be ignored (e.g.

Cohen, 1975). These contradictory prescriptions have generally been derived

from theoretical assumptions regarding the nature of the psycholinguistic process
of foreign language acquisition, however, rather than from any concrete evidence

regarding their relative effectiveness in promoting learning. While we ourselves

make certain assumptions regardilv the probable general nature of the foreign

language learning process, accepting the view of the language learner as an
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active
processor of

linguistic
information, a creator and

tester of
hypotheses

regarding the
structure of the

target
language,

we considered
such a

theoretical

model an inadequate
basis for

making
prescriptions to teachers

regarding the

treatment of error. Thus we decided
to seek

evidence
regarding the current

error
handling

procedures of
practising foreign

language.teachers, and to look

for such
indications of their

relative
effectiveness as might

exist in the

classroom
situation.

In addition to
attempting to describe

the range of
error handling

strategjes

currently being used by
teachers, we are

looking for
evidence in

teachers'

classroom
behaviour

regarding the degree of
rationality which

appears to
goverr .

their choice of
strategies. Mehan (1974), and

Allwright (1975) have
suggested

that
teachers'

reactions to error are
unsystematic, unfair, and

irrational;

Chaudron on the other hand, in his study
of French

immersion
classes,has shown

the
existence of

systematic
relationships

between the
academic

to:1.u'; of
attentIon

at a given
time, and the

teachers'
treatment of pupil error. This issue is of

interest, as any
ultimate attempt to widen the

teachers'
repertoire of error

handling
procedures would be

pointless unless some degree of
rational control

over
reactive

behaviour is
assumed. Thus we are

looking for any
evidence

produced by the
analysis system

regarding
patterns of

variation among error

handling
behaviours, and other

aspects of
classroom

discourse,
which,might

correlate with them.

Collection of Data

The data
base for

which the
descriptive

systems
described here are being

developed
consists of a set of audio

recordings made in first year French
classef,

in
Scottish

comprehensive
schools.

Fourteen
experienced teachers have Leen

recorded
teaching a week's

work to
one class

each, in the first
term of the

present school year. These
same teachers

will te
revisited in the third term

of the
year, and a further

week's work
recorded. Thus for each teacher a ten-

or
twelve-lesson sample of

his/her
teaching

behaviour will have been
collected,

at intervals
selected so as to

reflect any changes in
teaching

strategy, which

may take
place in the course of

the first
year.

Scottish
schoolchildren rarely

study a foreign
language at primary

school; thus the
material so far

collected

comes from a very
early stage in the foreign

language teaching procen.The
Categorisation Of Pupils'

Errors

The first
stage in the

development of the
coding system was the

categoris-

ation of the whole of the
classroom

discourse by
language

French or English

and by
speaker -- teacher

or pupil(s).
This produced an indication

of the total

number of
utterances

produced by pupils
in French,

in the
course of one week's

work.

The next
stage, the first one directly

relevant to the
c..aret stu-!y, was

that of
describing the error-,

contained in the
pupils' foreir,n

T:.e first
problem here is the

development of a
satis:a7to!-y

of an
'err.-'.

Who decides
whetLer an error

has heen
produced

t10:! her

or the
rese-cher? And by what nandard is the

utteran,:e
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the variable standard of his teacher's own foreign language production, or some

absolute notion of 'correct French'? The solution adopted here was to take

as an absolute standard the descriptions and examples of French contained in

the course materials,
and to say an error had occurred whenever pupils' utter-

ances were judged by the researcher to have deviated from this model. In the

interests of comparison between the performance of different class groups, it

was felt that some absolute standard of error was needed.

Pupils' utterances were
judged correct or incorrect on three principal

dimensions: those of structural accuracy,
accuracy of content, and appropriacy

to the discourse context. On this basis a list of eight principal error types

was established:

Structure 1. Pronunciation;
2. Grammar;

3. Vocabulary;

Content 4. Factual content;

Appropriacy 5. Hesitation;

6. Comprehensibility;
7. Cohesion;

8. Teachers'special conditions.

The "errors of structure" are largely self-explanatory. "Pronunciation"

includes errors of phonology, stress and intonation (an arbitrary decision was

taken, however, to ignore a limited number of omnipresent phonological errors,

such as the use of Scottish /1/ and /r/, in the practical
interest of keeping

the data manageable). "Grammar" includes
morphological as well as syntactic

errors; "vocabulary" includes
deformation of foreign language words to the

point of semantic confusion, or
substitution of Ll words in foreign language

utterances, as well as the incorrect
selection of foreign language words.

"Errors of appropriacy", in addition to
hesitation and the production of

incomprehensible utterances,
consist of the production of foreign language

utterances not structurally incorrect in themselves, but inappropriate to the

discourse context in which they are produced. (Thus for example est dans

le jardin" is a structurally correct French utterance; it is, however, not an

appropriate reply to the question "Qui est-ce?"). A further category of

appropriacy error was considered necessary to take account of the frequent extra

restrictions the foreign language teacher imposes on pupils' utterances,

beyond those obtaining in non-teaching
discourse: when, for instance, the teacher

gives the instruction to "Answer with a complete
sentence", and treats approp-

riate shorter but structurally correct answers as incorrect.

The "factual content" category provides for the
categorisation of pupil

utterances, which are factually inaccurate,
though free of language errors.

1*

6.)
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Application of the Error Categorisation System

The analysis of the full corpus of the first-term lessons is not yet
complete. To illustrate the kind of descriptive information such a system
can provide, the next table shows its application to the lessons taught by
three teachers in a single school, during a single week and using the same
course materials (Longman's Audio-Visual French, Unit 6).

Fig. 1 ERRORS OCCURRING IN 15 FIRST YEAR LESSONS
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This table shows the total number of foreign language utterances produced by
pupils in the course of the week, in each of the 4''ree classes; the absolute
number of errors contained in those utterances, and the same errors expressed
as a percentage of total utterances. It goes on to show the distribution of the
error total among the different error types. Perhaps the most striking feature
is the high frequency of pronunciation errors; syntactic errors are also common,
but errors of appropriacy are much less frequent, and those of fact almost non-
existent.

The Categorisation of Teachers' Reactions

How did the teachers react to these patterns of pupil error? It will be
necessary to introduce and explain a further categorisation system for the
description of teachers' positive reactions and corrective feedback. But the
first option open to the teacher when a pupil error is produced, is whether to
react at all, or instead simply to ignore the error. The next table shows the
extent to which teachers did in fact ignore errors identified by the researcher
according to the absolute standards outlined above.
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Fig. 2 ERRORS IGNORED BY TEACHERS IN 15 FIRST YEAR LESSONS
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From these figures it is evident that a substantial proportion of pupil errors
were passed over by the teachers. The teacher whose pupils talked most also
ignored most errors almost half of those identifiable on the tape. Whether
the teachers did not consider an error had occurred, or whether they were
taking conscious decisions to ignore errors they did notice, cannot be deter-
mined from the data available. But the detail of the table shows that the
propensity of the teacher to ignore errors varied very much with the type of
error involved. The.three teachers examined here were very tolerant of pron-
unciation errors, whereas syntactic errors, the other common structural error
type, received a lot of corrective attention. Errors of appropriacy were also
rarely ignored; the few errors of fact were all corrected.

In reacting to pupil errors in a positive manner, the foreign language
teacher has three basic feedback options. The teacher can simply let the pupil
know that his/her utterance was unsatisfactory in some respect, and that he/she
must try again; or the teacher can model the required "correct answer", for the
pupil to imitate; or some sort of additional explanatory information or exempl-
ificatory material can be provided, as a basis for further pupil attempts to
construct an error-free utterance. From these three basic options the following
error handling classification system is derived:
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Negative 1. Repeats cue;
Indication 2. Indicates fact of error;

3. Indicates fact and location of error;
4. Indicates fact, location and

type of error;

Modelling 5. Supplies model response;
6. Supplies part model response;
7. Calls on another pupil;

Informing 8. Supplies alternative cue;
9. Provides comparative material or

alternative responses;
10. Explains error (in FL or L1).

To illustrate the application of this system, the next table shows the
categorisation of the error reactions of the same three teachers:

Fig. 3 TEACHERS' CHOICE OF ERROR HANDLING PROCEDURES IN 15 FIRST YEAR LESSONS
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That is, without going into the detail of the table too closely, of the errors
the teachers decided to treat rather than to leave alone, almost one half
were treated with some form of modelling -- "giving the right answer". Another
thirty-five percent or so were given a negative but non-informative reaction,
leaving fifteen percent or so to et some sort of rea;_tion providing additional
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information. Of tnis last group, the most favoured informative reaction was
discussion or explanation in English; the provision of additional foreign

language examples, comparative or contrastive, was resorted to in only two

percent of cases.

Teachers' Immediate Correction Success

There are serious problems involved in any attempt to establish the

relative efficiency of the various correction procedures available to teachers.

One possibility, proposed by Chaudron (1977), is to look at the pupil foreign

language utterances immediately following the teacher's corrective reactions,

to see the extent to which c)rrected utterances are produced!

In the light of the strong tendency of foreign language teachers to favour

modelling the right answer as their principal positive error handling procedure,

not too much can be read into the immediate subsequent ability of pupils to

produce corrected utterances. Even if the newly-correct utterance is the
product of mental processes higher than those of simple imitation, capacity to

generate it on the spot guarantees neither long-term retention of the structure

nor assimilation of the generative rules, which will produce further utterances

of its type.

However, this measure is the only one available for the estimation of

immediate correction success; its integration into the analysis system proposed

here presents no difficulty. The next table shows the number of errors success-

fully corrected, in this limited, short-term sense, as a proportion of the

total number of errors, which the teachers chose to treat.

Fig. 4 SHORT-TERM SUCCESS OF ERROR HANDLING ACTIVITIES

Teacher Total errors Errors
treated

Errors
"corrected"

J 353 198 122

56.1% 61.6%

H 111 85 47

76.6% 55.3%

L 282 169 83

599% 49.1%

Total
746 452 252

60.6% 55.8%

% of total % of errors
errors treated

/....
%.11
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From this table it is apparent that teachers are concerned with achieving
immediate correction success, and w;11 persist with error correction treat-
ment until it is achieved, for the m.;ority of errors they react to. A more
detailed examination of the full data should tell us in more detail which of
the correction procedures currently favoured by teachres are the more efficient,
in terms of immediate success.

Discussion

The anlysis system proposed here, and exemplified with a limited data
base, has certain limitations. It does not permit any detailed identification
of the discourse context, within which error incidents occur; thus, for instance,
it cannot show the relationship between the focus of the teacher's attention
at a given moment his intent to teach a particular language point -- and
possible differential treatment of errors related or unrelated to that point.

The error categorisation system also does not allow for the precise
identification of specific common errors; these certainly exist, and must be
formally categorised if patterns of change in pupils' error production are to
be traced between the first and third term of the school year. The listing and
tallying of common errors is an obvious, desirable development of the system.

The error handling system as it stands is limited in another way: it works
through the identification and counting of isolated events, and, therefore, is
not suitable for the detailed, sequential analysis of individual, error-handling
incidents. In this it is a more primitive system than that proposed by Chaudron,
for instance (1977). However, with all its limitations, I feel that in combin-
ation with the error classification system, the proposed error handling analysis
system does generate useful patterns of evidence regarding teachers' classroom
behaviour.

The three teachers, whose lessons have been described, are clearly
limiting the pos.siblities for the occurrence of several types of error. The
substance of what is talked about is kept simple enough to avoid most errors
of fact, and even errors of vocabulary; the small number of errors of approp-
riacy (apart from hesitation errors) suggests strict limitation of the opportun-
ity offered to pupils to string utterances together in any sequence longer
than the two-step question and answer. Thus, the rliscourse is controlled so
tightly, that the only substantial areas within which pupils have a chance to
make large number of mistakes, are the language structure areas of grammar
and pronunciation.

In the strict limitation of opportunitie3 allowed for error, these Scottish
teachers differ not only from rhe teachers of relatively advanced students in
the immersion situations studied by Chaudron, hut also from the EFL teachers
studied by Fanselow, who apparently allowed a wider range of errors to occur.
It will be interesting to see if by the third term of the school year, these
same teachers are allowing their pupils to make a less restricted range of
mistakes.
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These teachers clearly have different error handling strategies for the

different types of structural errors which do occur in their classes. For

pronunciation errors, little correction occurs, whereas for syntactic errors

the "ignore" strategy is much less common. There is some indication that

"modelling" is less popular as a treatment strategy for syntactic errrors than

for others, and that the "informative" procedures are more so, though confirm-

ation of this must await full analysis of the data.

From the data so far analysed, a certain number of "teachers' operating

principles" can be hypothesised, although on a very speculative basis. These

can be summarised as follows:

1. Pupils beginning foreign language study can cope with variety

only within the FL utterance, and in relation to options of

linguistic form.

2. The active correction of pronunciation errors is not a
centrally important teaching procedure.

3. The active correction of grammatical errors is a central
activity of foreign language teaching.

4. It is important to get students to correct themselves on the

spot, and modelling is the most efficient way of achieving this.

Full anlaysis of the classroom data will show whether these "operating principles"

in fact hold good for the full sample of teachers. If they do in fact reflect

general assumptions,concerning the way foreign language learning works in the

classroom, and if they are held by practising classroom teachers, and govern

their classroom teaching behaviour, then these hypotheses, which are very

different from those of psycholinguists and many methodologists, will be

good candidates for further empirical investigation.
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PROLEGOMENA TO A STUDY OF LANGUAGE ACQUISITION IN IRISH

Sgamus Mac Alathitna

Roinn na Nua-Ghaeilge, 011scoil na Gaillimhe

Introduction

There has been a growing awareness in recent years of the importance
language acquisition studies can play in increasing our understanding of what
language is and of how it functions. These studies can, and indeed have,
contributed to the perennial debate as to whether humans are born with an
innate language faculty or whether language is acquired through experience
with primary linguistic data. The debate has centred for the most part on the
former as it is now a proven fact that an input of basic data is a necessary
prerequisite to the attainment of language. It is also clear that just as
there are various stages and levels of perception, of information storage
capacity, and of cognitive abilities as the child grows, so are there similar
milestones in the development of language. Furthermore, while strategies
such as imitation obviously play an important role in language learning, the
ability to speak and understand a language involves much more than this. This

paper accepts the proposition that when a child learns a language he succeeds
by various strategies, albeit in internalizing a system of rules (a grammar)

which maps thoughts (or concepts) into words in case he is the speaker and
decodes words into thoughts (or concepts) in case he is the listener.

Since language is chiefly used as a means of communicating ideas from one
person to another, it goes without saying that the more we know abc-rt the
language learning process, the more the benefit that will accrue to society in
general. More specifically, the present paper will furnish some corroborative
evidence for the view that the earlier the child is exposed to primary linguistic
data in Irish and in English the easier it will be for him to become a competent

bilingual. As is well-known, of course, second language teachers and learners
can glean a lot from acquisition studies; in fact, teaching techniques have

been largely based on the insights gained over the years from these studies.

It is rather unfortunate in the light of the foregoing remarks that
research into language acquisition in Irish lags so far benind the rest of the

field. It is imperative in the Irish context that we should realize the
importance of such research and undertake to remedy the deficiency with all due

speed. If we do not hasten our step, it may be too late by the time we get
around to it. The slate may have been wiped clean.

The aim of the present paper, which is based on on-going research into
the subject, is to make an initial modest offering in this direction. The paper

will be divided into two distinct but nevertheless interrelated parts, the
first setting the scene for the second. In the first part attention will be
focussed on a particular segment of a Gaeltacht community; an attempt will be
made to assess the present state of the language there among the younger age
groups; and a rough classification of possible informant types will be set up.
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In the second part, after a brief discussion of language acquisition in general,
an analysis will be made of the speech of two children from the area under
consideration. One of the children was about to begin Stage I when the data was
collected and the emphasis in this particular case is on phonology; she was not
yet at two-word utterances proper. The other child, by way of contrast, was
highly developed for his age and was well into Stage IV.1 Emphasis in this
case is on syntax.

The Gaeltacht community under investigation is a segment of the Cois
Fhairrge district which stretches from the village of Bearna, some four miles
west of Galway city, to Ca.A.a (Costello), approximately twenty miles therefrom
along the coast road. In his study The Irish of Chois Fhairrge (1945), Tongs
de Bhaldraithe was able to make the strong claim that "apart from the street in
the villages of Bearna ard An Spidgal, Cois Fhairrge is practically one-hundred
per cent Irish-speaking".2 Needless to say, the situation has changed consid-
erably since that time. This has been due to a number of different interacting
factors, the primary ones being:-

(i) the growth of Galway's suburban tail to include the majority of the
stretch from Bearna to Furbo and a deal beyond this;

(ii) closer contact with the city and with outside influence due to the
changing nature of the society and the growth of road and tele-
communication services, the motor car and the television particularly;

(iii) the influx of immigrants, both native and non-native, during the
sixties and early seventies.

In the Survey of the Galway Gaeltacht carried out between the years 1966
and 1969, four districts were studied to ascertain the influence of newcomers.
The areas concerned we,.,e Furbo, Spiddal, Killanin and Salerna, the latter two
being in the parish of An Cnoc. The total population of these was 2697 in 1966.
85 adults, of whom four-fifths were female, were non-native, .i. 3.15% of the
population. English was the native language of 83 out of these 85 and over
half knew no Irish at all. 64 spoke English to their children and 69 spoke
English to the native people. When we add children into the reckoning we are
talking about upwards to 10% of the entire language community of the four areas

1
Stages are defined not so much by age as by mean utterance length. In this
paper I follow Brown (loc.cit.) in taking Stage I to be characterized by an
average length of one and a half to two morphemes. Our first subject (Meadhbh)
was still at the one word holophrastic stage (also called Stage 1 by some
commentators), notwithstanding the fact that she could imitate two-word utter-
ances without much difficulty. Our second subject (Mgirtin) was at what I
call Stage IV here, a stage characterized by four to six word utterances and
containing the structures outlined in the body of the paper in addition to
fairly simple co-ordinate structures and the tag question, nach ea?

2
Tomgs de Bhaldraithe, The Irish of Cois Fhairrge, p.ix.
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who spoke English as their basic means of communication. 3
The same survey

noted that some 895 television licences were held by people in the Galway
Gaeltacht at this time: this is one set per twenty-three persons. The country
as a whole showed a one per eleven ratio at the same time and the latter is a
much more realistic figure for the present state of the Gaeltacht area.

My investigations point to a definite deterioration in the percentage of
Irish speakers in Cois Fhairrge since the 1969 Survey. This has been as a
result of an accentuation of the factors enumerated above. The early seventies,
for example, saw a new wave of immigration into the area as many old emigrants
returned home due to the prospects of work in the native community. And it is
true to say that employment opportunities are much better now than they have
ever been before, thanks to the efforts of semi-state bodies such as Gaeltarra
Eireann who originally aimed for full employment in the Gaeltacht areas as
a whole by 1986 -- and of the local co-operative. The language of the return-
ing emigrant families was in nearly all cases English and this, coupled with
the inflow of personnel (non-natives) attached to the new industries, has been
a significant factor in the balance of power between the two languages. It is
easy to agree with the Committee on Irish Language Attitudes Research (1975)
when they say that "people who were born and reared outside the Gaeltacht are
much less likely to be favourable to Irish as an ethnic symbol and are much
less likely to be committed to its use. They are also much less favourable
towards Irish as it has been taught in the schools. Immigrants into the
Gaeltacht, therefore, appear to be a significant force for weakening the
language there".4

The segment of the Cois Fhairrge Gaeltacht which I am presently concerned
with is the parish of An Cnoc (Knock). It stretches from Spiddal village
(including the townlands of Bothitna and Boluisce) to Teach Mar, approximately
seven to ten miles along the coast road to the west. The parish may serve as
a microcosm of the Gaeltacht in its entirety although it is still stronger than
a number of other such Gaeltacht communities. Irish is the predominant language
in most speech event activities in the parish and is particularly strong in the
home-neighbourhood domain among the older age groups. There is also a high
level of commitment towards the use of Irish, this loyalty being greatly
fostered by the local co-operative (Comharchumann Chois Fhairrge Teo.), by the
local parish council, by the teachers, the church, and by Raidi6 na Gaeltachta.
Against this, however, we must face the reality of the very strong dynamic being

3

4

Prof. Mac Aodha (Director of Survey) does not quote the 10S figure in his
survey but I have had the opportunity of consulting him on the question and
he takes the figure to be approximately correct, although not scientifically
verifiable. I am grateful to Prof. Mac Aodha and The Social Sciences
Research Centre at University College, Galway for allowing me to make use of
their findings and for permission to publish the map of the four areas under
review.

Report of Committee on Irish Language Attitudes (1975), p. 104. For more up-
to-date figures, facts and trends on the position of Irish and English in
Gaeltacht areas, see Hilary Tovey's important article: The Use of Irish in
Gaeltacht Areas: Naintenance and Erosion, in Teangeolas (Autumn 1977),
No. 6 pp. 15-20.

8
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produced by English,especially among the younger age groups.

The infant classes in the National School were split approximately 50:50

between I-Ash and English when the data for the present paper was being

collected.5 This is nothing exceptional for this parish. If anything, English

is stronger in other Gaeltacht schools. In any event, two important conclus-

ions emerge fron an ex:lmination of the speech patterns of children in our

parish; in the first instance, nearly all children are bilingual to some degree

-- to a greater rather than lesser degree, I should say -- by the age of six

or seven, and it will be argued infra that the process of bilingualism prob-

ably begins at the earliest stage of language acquisition. Secondly, about

half the children between the ages of two and seven find the reinforcement for

Irish outside the home domain. With respect to these children, it seems that

they acquire their bilingualism more through the co-ordinate mode than through

the compound type.6 This group,generally, includes the children of returned

emigrants and those of non-natives who have taken up residence in the area.

While a certain amount of compound bilingualism and code switching would occur

in these households due to the influence of relatives, neighbours, or one or

other of the parents, English would probably predominate in the home neighbour-

hood domain while Irish would be the norm in the classroom, at church, and at

official functi.ons in the parish. Exceptions, of course, occur as in the case

of highly motivated non-natives, who have come to the parish, in order to bring

up tho.ir families through the medium of Irish. Many natives of the area who

have never been out of the parish for any considerable period also speak English

to the children in the home domain, so that the overall trend in the final

analysis appears to be towards the co-ordinate mode with English taking over

the crucial home domain. I allow these remarks to speak for themselves as it

is not the aim of the present paper to suggest any plans of action. My concern

with the evidence at present, for what it is worth, is the extent to which it

impinges upon the study of language acquisition in Irish in the parish and of

the necessity for the researcher to analyse the various groupings of informants.

Competence in either language will be directly related to the amount of exposure

in the home and among close friends and relatives. As the child increases in

age, the number of possible speech events also increases and this brings him

into contact with more people in the community. He also becomes aware of the

feelings and aspirations of the community in general and can make intellectual

decisions based on his observations. It should be noted in this respect that

Irish is much stronger among the older children in our area.

Returning to the classification of informants, who will ultimately becon

bilingual in Irish and English, the researcher should acquaint himself with the

speech patterns of the home domain in the first instance. In our area, for

example, we have the following rough groupings:-

5

6

I have been recently informed that the position this year has improved over

last year. Indeed, the school is a veritable breeding ground for Irish

speakers. Within six months, children who come into the school with little

Irish, are capable of taking and passing the 110 Gaeltacht grant examindtior"

irrespective of whether they meet the "other requirements necessary for the

attainment of this grant. This is an excellent achievement. It is imperative

that the 50:50 ratio be maintained, or the assimilation of the incr,minc,

English speakers will prove impossible.

See Mgirtin O Murch6, Language and Community, p. 15ff. I am not claimih,-, heic

that there are no monolingual children but the point must he stre:-.0,i lhat

would be hard-pressed to find such children over the age of five.

/ . .
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1. Irish is the language o, both parents which they speak to the
children. Grandparents and immediate relatives also Irish-
speaking. Code switching and interference minimal. Reinforce-
ment of English comes from outside the home domain.7

2. Irish is the language of both parents but they speak English to
children, frequently Irish between themselves and with parents,
relatives and friends. Grandparents of children and immediate
relatives Irish speaking. Competence in Irish dependent on
latter. Reinforcement of Irish may come later from these and
from other agencies outside the home domain.

3. Irish is the language of one parent, English of the other.
Grandparents and immediate relatives Irish-speaking. English
dominant (except among highly motivated parents in some instances)
but code switching common, in extended family situation.
Reinforcement of Irish comes from outside the home domain.

4. Both parents English-speaking. Reinforcement of Irish comes from
outside the home domain. Bilingualism achieved slightly later
in this group than in any other.

Since the children in groups 2, 3 and 4 speak English for the most part between
themselves, and since there is an on-going shift from group 1 to group 2, it
would appear that the community is on its way to monolingualism in English unless
the trend changes in the very near future. However, as has already been stated,
we are still at the bilingual stage and this fact must play a large part in any
study into language acquisition in Irish.

Earlier studies into bilingualism tended to be primarily interested in
interference or language contact, and concentrated on how bilinguals mixed
their languages.8 Interference has been shown to be a potent :orce in language
change and when it is combined with child language, as is the case in the
majority of my informants, we encounter a most fruitful and stimulating area
of linguistic research. Let us look briefly at one fairly extreme example:

mAIRE

t4ire, who is a non-native of the parish, is three and a half years old.
She is already a relatively fluent speaker of English which she has been
exposed to both at home and at a day-school in Galway. She has also been
exposed to a limited but consistent amount of Irish since birtl- from one of the
parents ashave her brothers and sisters. The latter speak English between
themselves although they have a good grasp of Irish also. The extent of MA'ire's

7
I take it that all these rough groupings will have subdivisions. For example,
I include in Group 1 households in which parents speak Irish for the most
part among themselves and to their children irrespective of whether the two
parents are native Irish speakers. Thus I would include M6irtin in this
group. This is, of course, an arbitrary decision; a new grouping could also
be created to cover such subjects.

8
See (5 Murchtl, 2E.cit., p.13ff.
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exposure has not been sufficient for her to acquire the basic syntactic

structures of Irish. She mostly, but not always, imposes Irish lexical items

on to a basic English word order. She does however, have a certain number of
pivot words in Irish which she combines with either Irish or English words.
Her main pivot words are Zeatsa and miss. Leatsa is used as (a) subject

personal pronoun: e.g. leatsa dgna "you are bold"; (b) object personal
pronoun: e.g. mise mhaith Zeatsa "I want you", and (c) possessive pronoun:
e.g. nil sin Zeatsa "That's not yours". She is more likely to place the

substantive verb in initial position if it is negative as in (c) which is
codeswitched with English wording not that yours and that not yours and this
can be compared with utterances like ni mhaith mg leat "I don't like you",

not that yours is a direct translation as it seems from her Irish nit sin leatsa

and we have comparablesubstrate Irish syntax in examples such as what for it?

"Cgard le haghaidh g?". Interrogatives are mostly English -- where, who's, and
what'(s) although what'(s) is constantly switched with Irish cgard: e.g.

ceard g sin?, whats é seo (sin)? I have also noted the following examples from
her corpus: who's g sin school?; where is leatsa?, and where Zeatsa anois?
The foll-)wing examples with mise as pivot have been recorded: mise have pockets;
mise can't walk; mise mhaith le page. Much more could be said about Mgire's
speech out the following example showing the logicality of her system will have

to suffice for the present: mise mhaith le talk with leatsa again.9

We shall proceed now to our next chapter in which something will be said

about language acquisition in general and in which two case studies will be

discussed.

II

The onset of language occurs at about the same time in every healthy child,

beginning at approximately eighteen months when he starts to join two words

together. Before this, however, he has already gone through a number of stages,

which usually overlap, cooing, babbling, and use of single words from about
the twelfth month on in some instances. In the neonatal period, the sounds

produced by the child are as a result of changes in his physiological and

anatomical structure, and particularly of the mechanisms of respiration and

phonation. During these first months, cries, coos and chuckles are the order

of the day. As he matures, his physiological structure also changes and this

enables him to increase his sound repertory. Babbling with consonantal sounds

begins usually in the sixth month. It starts with single syllable utterances

but quickly moves to a stage characterized by the repetition of the same syllable

until finally long sequences of . :rigs are produced, with varying intonational

patterns. It overlaps with the o:iL wo:f stage in most instances and may indeed

continue a little longer. The babbling period usually ends, however, by the

9 Mgire never uses leatsa in the meaning 'with' although she clearly knows
that it can be equated with that English preposition; nor does she use it

with certain verbs that normally require it. For example, her talk with

leatsa underlines this point nicely as she has in this case imposed an

English wordingon.an underlying Irish structure: caint/Zabhairt Ze.

She has already overgeneralized most.generously but if she allowed herself

such structures as miss mhaith le labhairt le Zeatsa she would soon generalize

her vocabulary out of existence.
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time the child is eighteen months old. Although there appears to be some doubt
as to the significance of the babbling period for the learning of a language's
sound system, there is no doubt as to the fact that the child is using
phonatory and articulating organs and is also producing certain sounds
which he will later use in the production of the sounds of his native language
or languages.

Acquisition and Development of Phonological Systams

Lewis (1936) and Kaplan (1969) have claimed that the child begins to
differentiate between intonation patterns by the eighth month and that he is also
able to imitate his parents'patterns around about the same time. The association
of these patterns with specific situations can be said to lead to the use of
words as responses to parental or adult speech. It appears to have been gener-
ally accepted and corroborated then that the child has certain prosodic features
of language before he develops his phonological system proper. His imitation
of the sounds of adults, especially of the mother, leads eventually to single-
word utterances, although it should be added here that the first word may not
be a direct imitation but may be due to the child's juggling with certain sound
patterns until he arrives at one that has some semantic content for him.
Imitation, however, clearly plays a major role in the acquisition of the sound
system of a language, and while one might not agree entirely with Fry's (1966)
account of what is involved in acquiring a new word, he cannot be far off the
mark:

First, the baby hears a group of sounds associated with a
given situation; second, he learns to recognize the sounds;
third, he makes his own attempt at reproducing the word, at
first without associating it with the situation; fourth, he
says the word in the situation in order to call forth a
response; fifth, he changes his own utterance to make it
match the pattern he has heard in order to obtain more
certain and more satisfactory responses; sixth, he continues
the modification process until the word gains the desired
response from all listeners in all appropriate situations.

The phonological system of a language is acquired by degrees and is usually
complete by the age of six or seven. in the earliest utterances, only two or
three phonemes are involved. The ordep 1,1 which the phonemes are added depends
on their relative articulatory difficuj.v and on their informational loading.
The latter point is 'important, because n order to decode the sounds the child
must do more than simply imitate; he must learn which sounds signal a difference
in meaning. Inductive intellectual reasoning and imitation are prerequisites
then to the acquisition of the phonological system of any human language.1°

10
It should be clear here that the imitation and reinforcement thesis concern-
ing the acquisition of phonology is not the one being advanced in this
paper, although it could be argued that Fry's account appears to accept
that hypothesis. However, Fry has other things to say about the question
and no-one would seriously dispute the view anyway that imitation is an
important strategy in the acquisition process. There is a strongly held
view that phonology is acquired according to the systematic application of
phonological rules. This is no doubt true but the question arises as to when
the child actually begins to form such rules. Does imitation precede the
differentiation between,say, distinctive feature bundles and redundant
features? See Jakobson (1941) on the distinctive feature theory hypothesis.

S;)
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We shall now proceed to our first informant in this chapter. We will be

concerned with a number of things in this discussion but particularly with
how her phoneme inventory tallies with that of other children, whose
acquisition and development of phonology has been studied in monolingual

communities. It is held, for example, that the child will probably have
eight to ten vowels in his vowel system, including one or two diphthongs, by
the age of eighteen months. How about Meadhbh?

MEADHBH

Meadhbh, who was eighteen months old when the following data was collected,

is a native of the parish of An Cnoc. Both her parents are native Irish
speakers, one born and reared in our parish, the other from an Irish speaking

parish to the west. Close relatives live nearby and one grandparent lives in

with the family. The child has a number of brothers, all older and of school

going age. Irish is the language of the home domain but all the family are

bilingual. Meadhbh fits nicely into group 1 of our classification outlined

above. It.might be added here that there is a television in the house which

gets a number of contact hours per day.

The data below is based on personal contact, on information supplied by the

mother, and on tape recordings made by the mother and father with the child at

my request. Monologues have not been recorded. Four extracts from her corpus

have been chosen and we will deal with each of these in turn.

Extract 1

In this first extract three vowel phonemes occur, /a/, /i/, and /o/;

some short, others long, one diphthong /ai/ (with long /a/), and two consonants

/b/, and /d/. Note that the mother is going through the English alphabet /a:/,

/bi:/, /si:/ etc. and that the /d/ is of the English variety. The dialogue,

if we can so call it, and I think we can, -- had already begun when the tape

was switched on. Meadhbh's initial /a:/, /bi:/, /a:/ shows that she has success-

fully imitated the opening cues. Despite the following cues of the mother,

however, she practises (?) certain sounds of her own, namely /a:/ and /o/, before

taking the /di:/ cue in hand with intensity and effort, the /d/ being heavily

loaded: (In the following Meadhbh is abbreviated M and 0 stands for mother).

M: /a:/, /bi:/, /a:/ 0: /bi:/

M: /a:/ 0: /bi:/

M: /a:/ 0: /si:/

M: /a:i/, /a:i/ 0: /si:/

M: /o/ 0: /di:/, /abir'di:/

M: [d
hi:h]

0: /i:/

M: /o/

cir
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Extract 2

In this extract a new vowel, /e:/, is added and it is combined directly
in the word /be:bi:/ which was the first occurrence of a word in this particularrecording. The child appears to be practising short and long varieties of
certain vowels here, notably /i/, /i:/, /o/, and /0:/, and these she uses in
various combinations with the consonant /b/. Of particular interest is herword (?) /o:bih/. It is to be noted that she has clearly taken the initiative
from the mother whom she cues for /i:/ and /o:/ and that, when the first word
proper appears, it is not a direct imitation:

0: /d'as/

0: /d'as/

0: /i:/

0: /o:/

0: /bi:/

0: /a:/, /bi:/

0: /be:bi:/

0: /o:/, /be:bi:/

0: /be:bi:/

Extract 3

M: /o:/

M: /o/, /bih/, /bi:/

M: /o:bih/

M: /bi:/

M: /a:/, /bih/

M: /be:bi:/

M: /o:/

M: /be:bi:/

This extract has been chosen for the following reasons: the use of
English /d/ in the words /de:rd?a/ and /do:di:/ (pet name for D4irdre); the
introduction of the new phoneme /r/ which, if my ear doesn't deceive me, is
of the retroflex variety in its second occurrence in the word /de:rera/; and
the imitation of the word /bo:/ which occurs ten times in sucCession:

0: /taig'/

0: /do:di:/

0: /dadi:/

0: /baba/, /ka:wil' baba/
C6 bhfuit baba?

0: /be:bi:/,/ta: baba aNfin'/
T6 baba ansin.

0: '/be:bi:/. /a: bo:/
(b6 heavily loaded;
There is a pause between
/a:/ and /bo:/ also).

0: /bo:/

0: /bo:/

0: /bo:/, /fin' bo:/

0: /bo:/

87

M: /de:rde/

M: /do:di:/

M: /baba/

M: /be:bi:/

M: /be:bi:/

M: /bi:h/

M: /bo:/

M: /bo:/, /bo:/

M: /bo:/

M: /bo:/
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Extract 4

In the following extract the vowel /u:/ and the consonants /S/ (which

appears to be acquired before /s/), and /n/ are added to the phoneme inventory.

Note also here the use of the negative verbal response /no:/:

0: /du:n suas/

0: /du:n suas/

0: /no / (with rising
intonation);

/du:n suas/

REMARKS

M: /Su: Su:/

M: /no:/

M: /no:/

In all the recorded material from Meadhbh, I have counted some seven vowel

phonemes including the central /a/ vowel, one diphthong, and at least ten

consonants. Her vowels are /i/ /e/ /a/ /3/ /o/ /u/ /a/; the diphthong is /ai/;

and the consonants include /b/ /d/ /d'/ /d3/ /p/ /m/ /f/ /r/ /n/ /S/ (and

possibly /t/ and /g/ if her mother is right in saying that she can pronounce

Tadhg). One should also include /h/ and the semi-vowel /w/ in the reckoning.

She has also learned something about the restrictions placed on the distribution

of phoneme sequences. For example, she used the sequence /pw-/ on a couple of

occasions, but was corrected each time with the effect that,she discontinued

using it.

Meadhbh's lexicon includes the words Mammy, Daddy, Dody, Diddy, baby, baba,

George, wuffi and no to name but a few. She can imitate the phrases shut up,

ditn suas, oiche mhaith, and suigh sios, and has probably in the region of

twenty to thirty words all told.

What emerges from this cursory look at Meadhbh's speech is that she would

seem to be in the process of acquiring the basic units of the phonological

systems of both Irish and English. This is apparent from her actual corpus

of sounds, from the method of instruction on the part of the mother, and from

the fact that her lexicon is fairly equal:y divided between the two languages.

If she possesses a grammar at this stage, then it is a holophrastic one in the

sense of Piaget, that is to say, words are taken to function as predications

in that they assert or affirm something. It would be necessary, of course, to

take into account the context in which her words are spoken as in Bloom (1970),

if this were an in-depth study of Meadhbh's cognitive and linguistic ability.

This is something, however, which has been left aside in the present paper since

the aim has been to focus attention on the acquisition of phonology in the

first instance. 11 It may be finally added here that while one can hardly speak

11
As the extracts in the present paper show, Meadhnh's single word utterances

convey more than simple labelling. Her response to the command 6n suas is
conclusive witness to the fact that when she says no!, she means, no, ni

dhnfaidh m6 suas (no, I will not shut up), or something of the sort.

Moreover, her affirmations and retorts in Extract 3, for example, are more

involved than might appear at first-sight. See Cromer (1974), p. 204ff.,

for discussion of this topic.
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of bilingualism in the normal sense, in Meadhbh's case at this point of time,
I should think it is nevertheless clear that the phoneme inventory which she
is now acquiring will stand her in good stead in becoming a competent
bilingual later on.12

EARLY GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURE

A number of recent detailed longitudinal studies of the early grammatical
structure of childrents language have been made and researchers have attempted
to write grammars, which would generate the possible utterances of the child,
at different stages of development. There appeared to be a great deal of
similarity in the records at the two-word utterance stage and two proposals
were made to account for these. Brown (Brown and Fraser, 1963; Brown and
Bellugi, 1964) used the term telegraphic to characterize two-word stage speech,
while Braine (1963) and Miller and Ervin (1964) constructed what they termed
pivot grammars. With respect to telegraphic speech Brown based his proposal on
the analogy with adult language in telegrams, that is to say, only essential
information necessary for decoding the message is given. He divided his
grammatical categories into two classes, namely contentives (nouns, verbs, and
adjectives) and Anctors (inflections, prepositions, conjunctions, auxiliaries);
the former contains many members while function words are few and are frequently
omitted. The pivot grammars are likewise divided into two classes of words:
pivots (P) and an open class (0). Pivot words have high frequency (like
contentives), have a fixed position, do not occur in isolation, and do not occur
in combination with each other. Open words, on the other hand, can occur in
any position, in isolation, in combination with any pivot or with each other.

The recent studies of Bloom (1970), Bowerman (1973), and Brown (1973) do
not bear out the claims of pivot grammar in particular. It has been shown that
pivot words do occur both in combination and in isolation; that more than two-
word classes occur at this early stage; and that children use the dominant wcrd
orders of their languages to express semantic functions. It is not my ihtention
to dwell on this crucial two-word stage in this paper but researchers into the
topic in Irish should bear in mind the very strong possibility that the
acquiltion of syntactic structures of language, if you will -- is dependent
on the prior acquisition of certain cognitive abilities. In other words,
semantics takes precedence over syntax.13

We proceed now to our next informant from the parish of An Cnoc.

12

13

I am overgeneralizing here to a certain degree in two respects. Firstly, by
taking it that the corpus provides sufficient evidence for assuming that
Meadhbh has acquired approximately the same number of vowels as have other
children who have been studied in differing language communities. It is quite
conceivable that she has more than seven vowels but that tney have not
turned up in our samples. (Back /a/, however, is notable by its absence).
In the second place, the general hypothesis forwarded here that the bilingual
process begins .1 the very initial stages of phonological acquisition is
based specir.: .ly on an analysis of Meadhbh's speech although it can be
taken witho :urther ado that the same would be true for children brought
up in homes in which code-switching takes place. Group 1 type children are,
at any rate, the most interesting in tills Lespect and the hypothesis should
Le easily testable on them.

This is not to say that language does not have its own dynamic. On the

contrary, certain linguistic capabilities are essential in order to be able
to express meanings that have already been acquired. See Cromer (op.cit.),
p. 243ff. on this.
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MAIRTiN

Our discussion of Mgirtfn's speech is based on data collected when he
was 33 months old, that is, some fifteen months older than Mgadhbh. 1161x-tin's

father is a native of the parish of An Cnoc; his mother is a non-native of the
area who has learned Irish as her second language. Grandparents and close
relatives of the father live close at hand and the boy spends a fair portion of
his time with them. He also fits into our category 3 (see footnote 1). His

linguistic development has been rapid with Irish dominating in the home domain
despite a certain amount of code-switching with English also. He was already
producing five to six word utterances when my recordings were made. There is
apparently no question of a pivot type grammar being involved here sinCe we
are clearly dealing with the grammatical categories of adult grammar for the
most part. However, he still does on occasions use two-word utterances to
express his views on various situations, and it is usually fairly clear from the
context what he has in mind. For example, on one or two occasions while himself
and mother were involved in conversation (commenting on pictures in a book),
father entered and attempted to take over the role of interlocutor.. The child
was having none of it and informed father quite curtly sin Mamai (lit. that
Mammy) which could be expanded as déanann Mdmai (6) sin (Mammy does that) or
perhaps as that book and what it involves has to do with Mammy / is Mammy's.
Again, when he wanted Mammy to speak to him on another occasion he simply said
Mamai aris (lit. Mammy again) but expanded this a couple of seconds later
himself as Beidh Mamai ar ais aris (lit. Mammy will be back again) which could
convey the meaning I want Mammy to come back again or Mammy must come back again
or Let us have Mammy back again.

Closely allied to this fairly sparse use of sentence words is his handling
of function words, the article and prepositions in particular. He frequently
omits both although it appears that he has a rule which allows him to either
use or leave out the article as he wills, e.g. cezil muc? (where is the pig?),
cail cata dea5g? (where is the red cat?); sin an bezda m6r (that is the big boat),
sin an fear mor milteach dana (that is the great big bold man). Although he
understands a number of other prepositions he uses only two consistently,
i 'in and ar 'on'. The former is always combined with the article usually in
the phonological shapes of sa (so siopa) and isa (isa mb6d),these being also
used for the indefinite form i(n) and sometimes for ar also.14 The following
show his omission of certain prepositions:

tez m6 duZ Mam6 anois (I'm going to Mam6 now);

(ii) Nil me dul toiZet (I'm not going to the toilet);

(iii) ta siad sin rait incint (They are somewhere/sentence
repeated by mother as:
tel siad sin in 6it éicint).

14
One instance each of san and insan have been recorded, both before vowel
sounds and both in non-imitative contexts: Ta siad san abhainn/Crann insan
fharraigc. Note that in Brown's data only in and on were used sufficiently
frequently in English at the early stages to be analysable.
See Cromer (op.cit.), p. 211ff. for discussion.
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Mgirtin also has a rule which allows him to omit the substantive verb in
the present tense. For example, consider the followingexcerpt from a conver-
sation between himself and his mother concerning a giant in the picture book:
(M: stands for Mgirtin, 0: for mother):

0: Cen t-ainm ate air? M: é déna.

0: Sea, sin an fear dgna. M: Sea.

0: Cen t-ainm atg air? M: Se mór.

0: Tg se mOr. Cen t-ainm
atg ar an bhfear mOr dgna? M: Té sé deina.

0: Tg; fathach, mach ea? Sea.

A number of further instances of the same phenomenon occurs in the recordings
and I think that we can cover his uses of the substantive verb and the article
by assuming that he has a rule such as the following in his grammar:

S (V sub.) + (Art) NP + Adj./Prep. Phrase15

At the earliest stage verbs are not marked for tense durative present,
future, past -- although the situational context has led researchers to believe
that such meanings are indeed present or intended in children's two-word utter-
ances. As regards Miirtin, he often marks present temporary duration by using
the verbal noun, sometimes preceded by aa, sometimes not: Céard t6 sé dhiana?
(déanawh); té re, ag diana rud td -Z a splashetil etc. Intentionality or
imminence is usually expressed by g'iarra (ag iarraidh) or dz./Z. He has in
addition mastered the future tense of the substantive verb as can be seen from
the following extracts:

0: Bhfuil tCi a dhul slos go dti Mama' améireach?

M: Beidh me.

0: Ce eile bheas ann?

M: P6 me dhul Mara') anois.

Compare the above with this piece; (father (F) talking to Mgirtin):

M: Sin Mamal aris.

F: 6, ar ball, beidh Memel arL againn, sea.

M: Sea.

F: Méirtin

M: Beidh Mairtin air am6rach.

I have no instance of the past tense being marked but this could be due
to a lack of material. Moreover, he has not mastered the future tense suffixes
and endings of other verbs as yet although he recognizes them when addressed.

L5
If expanded in full this rewriting rule (for such rules, see Chomsky, 1965)
would e,enerate structures such as (i) Td an par mér d'ebta and (ii) T an
crann s,-r_fharrai47. The expansion ART + NP + Adj./Prep. Phrase has not been
recorded in Mairtin's corpus (that is, a structure like *an crann san
fhnzrraig) and there may 1)(2 some constraintat work here. NP (-ART) + Adj./
Prep. Phrase is, of course, common, e.g. crann san piarraige/s6 déna etc.
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He differentiates at all times between the substantive verb and the copula,
no and niloccurring in free variation as negative of the former. It is worth

noting also that sea and ni hea are used as responses not merely to copula
type questions but also to other verbs. Perhaps this potent use of the forms

in child language has something to do with their development into yes/no

equivalents.16

Mgirtin is presently at the stage of acquiring
In the earlier recordings he clearly had difficulty
construction as witness the following:

0: Bhfuil cat ag Mgirtin? M:

0: Bhfuil cat ag Mgirtin? M:

0: Bhfuil? M:

And later:

0: An bhfuil cat dearg ag Mam6? M:

0: Nil.

Compare with this still later extract:

the canstruction Td X ag Y.

in understanding the

Eh!

Eh! Ah!

6! Ah! T.

T.

0: Is cad e sin. M: Teddy.

0: Teddy. Cg bhfuil Teddy? M: Sin 4.

0: Sea, cg bhfuil se?
Cad 4 an rud sin? M: T6 s6 Aoife.

0: Tg, tg an rud sin ag Aoife
allright. Cad e? M: Sin 6 ag

0: Te an rud sin Aoife
allright. Cad e? M: T.

0: Sin dribbler, nach ea? M: Sea, dribbler

0: T6 dribbler ag Aoife.

To go into a lengthy discussion here about the construction T6 X ag Y on the

one hand, and is le X Y on the other would take us beyond the scope of the

present paper. In any event, Mgirtin does not as yet according to any data

have the structure is le X Y. On the other hand, however, it is equally clear

that he can express the concept by using other structures, for example, by

combining two noun phrases as in cat Mam6 (MamO's cat).

It would seem that transformations occur at a fairly late stage in child

speech and this rather superficial study of one child's speech in Irish appears

to bear this out. The question demands a much more detailed analysis than can

be allotted to it here. The present paper will suffice with just one clear

example from Mgirtin's speech. It turned up in a copula classificatory structure

and was creative and non-imitative in the context, which goes to show that

Mgirtin had incorporated it as a rule of his grammar:

16 See Michegl 6 Siadhail (1973) on this topic.

1..f:4
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0: Agus cad e sin?

M: Muc.

0: Ay!

M: Sin muc a cola (= Sin muc ina codladh)

0: Is cen t-ainm ate air sin?

M: MUc a cola é sin.

This is as a good a point as any for us to close this survey of M.5.irtin's
syntactic development as the acquisition of this particularly productive
transformation in Irish in conjunction with what has already been said about
his speech patterns demonstrates that he is well on his way to becoming a
fluent and competent speaker of the Irish language. Like transformations,
morphophonemics are also acquired quite late but this final excerpt from a
conversation between father and son serves to remind us that syntax and
phonology should not be divorced from one another:

F: Cil Beairtle?

M: Te se thlos sa teach.

F: Cen teach?

M: sa teach.

F: Is ce bhfuil se? Ina shul slos sa gcathaoir?

M: sa cola.

F: (5, ina chola. Cen eit?

M: sa cathaoir.

F: sa gclathaoir nO sa leabhar?

M: nO sa gcathaoir.

F: T6 s6 ina chola ar a(n) gcathaoir.
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REMEDIAL LINGUISTICS

Fidglis Mac Einri

Dublin College of Speech Therapy

Introduction

This lecture is addressed to several groups of people, to those of you
who are concerned with the remediation of speech and language disorders, to
those of you involved in various types of first-language teaching, and to
those of you who are interested in clinical work mainly insofar as it provides
data for evaluating various theories in linguistics.

Remedial linguistics can be tentatively defined as a branch of applied
linguistics which aims to provide practical guidelines for assessing, diagnosing
and treating speech and language disorders. It is related 'o those branches of
applied linguistics dealing with the learning of first and second languages by
normal children and adults but differs from them in several ways. First, it
deals with a very specialized form of first-language learning by those who are
unable to learn their first language in the normal way or by those who have to
reacquire it or retrieve it. This group of people I will call patients for the
present, that is, children and adults referred to the clinician. Second,
remedial linguistics focusses on the individual patient, not on groups. Third,
it tries to account for acquisition and dissolution of language in terms of
anatomical, physiological and neurological correlates.

Remedial linguistics can be distinguished from clinical linguistics. The
former is poised between the academic search for greater insight into the
nature of human language and the practical alleviation of disorders of verbal
communication. The latter is a branch of theoretical linguistics, whose aim is
to dcscribe and explain the nature of language as revealed by clinical data.

Although linguists such as Jakobson (1977), are interested in the theoret-
ical implications of clinical data, very few of them ha/e provided specific
procedures to help the speech therapist or the teacher of the deaf in the clinic
or classroom. Speech pathologists are more aware of the contribution of linguis-
tics to their work. One example is Lee (1974), who has provided clinicians with
a very useful assessment procedure for children's acquisition of grammar called
"Developmental Sentence Scoring". Russell, Quigley and Power (1976), is another
example of how useful linguistics can be in the description of the language of
the hearing-impaired. One group of linguists who make a practical contribution
are Crystal, Fletcher and Garman (1976). They have provided a linguistically
principled procedure (LARSP) for assessing grammatical development in children,
and have also indicated techniques to be used in remediation.

According to Corder (1973), there are three orders in the application of
linguistic theory to language teaching:-

(a) description;

(b) selection;

(c) ,:..-ganisation and presentation of syllabus and teaching materials.
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Corder's distinction between these orders of application is useful in the

context of the type of language teaching that occurs in the clinic. In this

lecture only the first two orders of application will be discussed. The third

order, that dealing with the syllabus and teaching materials, demands the close

co-operation of many specialists. Remedial linguistics must come to the aid

of the psychologist by specifying the language component but must be aware of

the.various learning and teaching strategies involved in the acquisition and

reacquisition of a first language. Just as there are many kinds of second-
language learners, .o also there is great variation in the ability of first-

language learners. In the planning of teaching materials, remedial linguists

must also take into account the world of social interaction. The patient must

be able to talk to his family, his peers, and all the members of the speech

community around about him.

Description

The first order of application of linguistics to remediation is description.

A linguistic theory is applied to the data uttel.ed by the patient and gives a

decription of these data, which serves as a basis for assessment and remediation.

However, a description of the patient's utterances is not enough in the work of

remediation. Two other kinds of description are necessary: a description of

normal adult language and a description of normal language acquisition. Each of

the three descriptions must be relevant in the clinical situation and compreh-

ensive enough in its coverage to be useful to the clinician. Each of the

descriptions should consider language as a set of forms used to convey meanings

in social interaction.

Until recently linguists were very much concerned with the description of

forms. Descriptions of normal adult language neglected to specify the mean-

ings of forms described. With the advent of a greater interest in semantics,
linguists began to pay greater attention to the relationships between forms

and their meanings. A more recent trend is for linguists to show interest in

the way that forms and their meanings are used in the complex interplay of

participants in conversational interaction.

Normal adult language description

A description of normal adult language is necessary in order to assess the

extent of the adult patient's deviation from normal verbal competence and

performance, and in order to provide a realistic target for remediation purposes

so that the patient becomes, if at all possible, a fully fledged member of the

adult speech community. Such a description is also necessary in the case of

clinical children, because they too must eventually reach the same language

maturity.

As Crystal (1972) mentions, there are a number of descriptions which give

a fairly straightforward inventory of the facts about the sounds, grammar and

vocabulary of adult language. Such descriptions, however, contain a wealth of

material that may be quite irrelevant to the clinician. In phonology, for example,

detailed det,criptions of vowel variation in regional and social accents may not
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be entirely relevant except to make the clinician aware of the complexity of
normal language variation.

What is needed is a clinically useful description of adult language so
arranged as to reveal patterns of interest in assessment and remediation, a
description that is based on a linguistic theory sensitive to clinical data.
One such example, for adult grammar, is that of Crystal, Fletcher and Garman
(1976), who give a very useful fourteen-page summary of the main points of
adult grammar.

Normal language acquisition

A description of normal language acquisition is necessary in order to
provide norms for assessing the language-disordered child. Normal children
go through different stages in the acquisition of the sounds, grammar and
vocabulary of their native language. Language learning takes time. A descrip-
tion of each of these stages for each of the major components of language is
needed as well as an indication of the length of time taken by the normal child
at each stage on the route towards maturity. Once the stages are explicitly
stated, assessment procedures can pinpoint where exactly the clinical child has
arrived and how far he is from normal development. It follows that remedial
goals can be muLh more precise.

The presumption is, of course, that the clinical child will learn his
language in due course by following the same path as the normal child. This
may not be the case. Hopefully, too, we are right in presuming that the adult
patient can relearn or retrieve his language by passing through stages similar
to those taken by normal children. This may not be necessarily true.

There is need for an increased understanding of how adults keep on acquiring
their language as they grow older. Such knowledge of the learning strategies
used by them could help in planning remediation programmes for clinical adults.

Mittler (cf. Berry, 1976) has stated that despite all the research on
child language, there is little interest shown by researchers in the kind of
infornption required by the first-language teacher. A fully comprehensive
description of the stages of normal language acquisition does not yet exist.

An adequate description of child language must show how the child acquires
the ability to use forms and meanings in a socially acceptable way when in
interaction with children and adult,.. Assessment and remediation involves all
three aspects of development: forms, meanings, uses. Bloom and Lahey (Forth-
coming), as reviewed by Berko-Gleason (1977), take all three aspects into account
in their description of child language. It is of little use to the child to
teach him the negative forms no and not unless he is at a stage in semantic
development when he is able to understand the meaning of negation and wants to
express it. Teaching him the socially appropriate ways of expressing negation
can be efficiently done only when he has reacd a certain stage in the
socialization process.

A description of child language must be relevant to the needs of the
clinician. The theoretical linguist, fascinated by the intricacy of verb phrase

01
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development in children, may be carried away by the Lore interesting details in

the later stages of such development and may neglect the more clinically relevant

earlier stages. He may propose five stages as follows:-

Stage 1: Main verb on its own, e.g. He watches.

Stage 2: One auxiliary and main verb, e.g. He will watch.

Stage 3: Two auxiliaries and main verb, e.g. He should have watched.

Stage 4: Three auxiliaries and main verb, e.g. He should have
been watched.

Stage 5: Four auxiliaries and main verb, e.g. He shouZd have

been being watched.

The clinician, however, is mainly concerned with the initial stages of verb
phrase development and needs far more detail about these stages than is avail-

able at present.

Description of the patient's idiolect

A description of the patient's utterances is required at regular intervals,

initially for assessment purposes, and at various points in the remediation prog-
ramme to evaluate the effectiveness of the intervention.

Not only must the patient's expressive abilities be studied and a descrip-

tion made of the corpus of his utterances, but his language comprehension must
also be investigated in order to determine how much he understands of the language

used in his environment.

Descriptions will vary from patient to patient and will naturally depend

on the type of disorder. In remedial linguistics the patient is not regarded

as a representative of a speech community, as a typical informant along tradit-

ional lines, who sums up in his speech the patterns present in the speech of

other members of his speech community. If each patient differs, then not only

must a description be made of his own idiolect, but at least part of the remed-

iation programme must take his individual needs into account. Both descriptions

and remedial guidelines, for the present at least, must be patient-specific.

There are very few linguistically adequate descriptions of patient idiolects

available. Those that do exist are only partial descriptions and are more
concerned with the application of some linguistic theory to a corpus of utterances

in order to show the usefulness of such a theory, than they are with the useful-

ness of such a description for remedial purposes. Furthermore, they are

generally descriptions of expressive abilities.

According to Crystal, Fletcher and Garman (1976), seven stages can be

distinguished in the remediation of grammar:-

1. Sampling;
2. Transcription;
3. Grammatical analysis;
4. Structure count;
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5. Pattern evaluation;
6. Statement of remedial goals;
7. Statement of remedial procedures.

These seven stages, mutatis mutandis, can also be distinguished in the
implementation of other procedures such as the remediation of phonological
problems. The first four stages belong to the first order of application,
namely, description.

Sampling

The sample of both expressive and receptive abilities must be respresent-
ative of the patient's general verbal competence and performance. It must also
be adequate as a basis for the type of treatment envisaged.

Methods of obtaining speech samples to assess the child's command of the
sounds of his language are critically evaluated by Ingram (1976), who classifies
them into three main kinds; naming methods in which the child is asked to name
objects, pictures, etc., and finally spontaneous speech samples in which the
child is allowed to talk freely.

The role of remedial linguistics is to indicate the areas of phonology to
be assessed: the system, distribution and realization of phonemes, stress,
intonation and the phenomena of connected speech.

The child's command of grammar can be assessed by using elicitation tech-
niques such as phrase repetition or sentence repetition, or by sampling spontan-
eous speech in conversations. According to Crystal, Fletcher and Garman (1976),
a thirty-minute sample of the child's spontaneous speech is quite adequate.
Care must be taken, however, to ensure that the child is not inhibited by factors
in the clinical setting which reduce the amount of spontaneous speech he utters.
Social interaction often demands the abolition of silence in conversational
encounters. Because of this, there is a great temptation to fill in for the less
talkative or silent partner. This attempt to reduce the intervals of silence
may lead to what has been called "turn grabbing" on the part of the clinician
taking the sample and so bias the results. Written transcripts of clinical
sessions, in which the utterances of both the patient and the clinician are
found, may lead to a.greater awareness of the tendency we all have to speak for
the pati:mt, when we should allow him more time to express himself.

There are various types of conversations even in the clinic. Conversation
about toys may bring out the child's fluency more than talk about pictures. The
immediate play-situation may lend itself to one type of conversation, whereas
a discussion of the child's activities outside the clinic may lead to a different
type of interaction between clinical child and speech therapist.

Methods of obtaining samples of adult speech vary. Traditional sampling
by remedial personnel has been criticized by Jakobson (1977). Preliminary
medical sampling for certain types of adultpatients consisted in as,.ing questions
and giving directions such as the following:
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What's your name?

Where do you live?

Say the Lord's Prayer.

Count from one to ten.

Name the Pllowing objects....

Jewesbury gives a recording of dysarthric patients repeating complicated
tongue twisters such as:-

"Eleven benevolent elephants made a preliminary

investigation at the Methodist Episcopal Hospital".

There are two important considerations here. One is that repetition on demand
happens to be only one type of verbal behaviour and is not representative of
the general verbal behaviour of the adult. Another point is that nobody talks

to a doctor the same way he talks to his family and close acquaintances. The

spontaneous speech of the patient, when at ease in social interaction with his
peers and friends, must also be sampled in order to have a more accurate
collection of utterances.

The type of disorder will also dictate the type of sampling procedure to
be followed. The stutterer differs from the dysarthric patient, so the sampling
procedures should differ as well. For the stutterer an adequate sample could be
a few hundred words of solo speech, a few hundred words of conversation and a

few hundred words of reading.

Transcription

Once a representative and adequate sample of the patient's speech has been

obtained it has to be properly transcribed. A readable and accurate transcript
is needed so that the clinician can see at a glance a visual record of the
patient's speech without having to veplay the tape recording. Details of good

transcriptions are given by Ingram (1976), and Crystal, Fletcher and Garman (1976).

Analysis of samples

Consider the following speech samples from a five-year old child referred

to a speech therapist:

shoe /fu/ pronounced as [du]

boat /bot/ pronounLed as [bo]

plane /plen/ pronounced as [ben]

nose /noz/ pronounced as [no]

.3oo /zu/ pronounced aS [du]

coat /kot/ pronounced as [do]
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bat /bat/ pronounced as [ba7]

room /rum/ pronounced as [jum]

A small speech sample such as the above, in which eight adult words are pronounced
by the child, can be analysed in various ways. One type of analysis is to
examine the sound substitutions, omissions, distortions and metatheses found
in the child's pronunciations. It is clear in the above sample that there are
many sound substitutions, a number of omissions of final consonants and no
distortions nor metatheses. Another analysis would pay greater attention to
the number of phonemic contrasts signalled by the child. One such adult contrast,
the distinction between shoe and zoo is not signalled at all, both words being
pronounced [du].

A third way of analysing the speech sample is to examine the phonological
processes used by the child (Ingram, 1976). Notice the following:-

1. Consonant cluster reduction, e.g. /pl/ as [b].

2. Deletion of certain final consonants, e.g.
nose as [no]; boat as [bo]; coat as [do].

3. Stopping, e.g. /z/ pronounced as [d] in zoo.

4. Fronting, e.g. /k/ pronounced as [d] in coat.

In the case of the clinical child, comparison must also be made between that
child's utterances and those expected from a normal child. Is it normal, for
instance, for a five-year-old child to use the phonological processes of simplif-
ication discussed above? Most children by age three have acquired the ability
to pronounce word-final consonants in CVC structures.

Once these systematic comparisons have been made, there can be a selection
of those items which have to be learned by the patient and taught by the clinician.
The patient cannot learn all the items immediately nor can the clinician be
expected to provide instant remediateion of all problems in one clinical session.
However, there must be some explicitly principled basis for such a selection.

Several criteria for selection are mentioned in the literature on applied
linguistics and second-language learning (Corder, 1973). These could be applied
also to this type of language learning.

Usefulness to the learner is one such criterion. Those forms should be
selected which are most useful to the patient. Given the seven phonological
processes operating in the five-year-ola child's speech sample above, the process
most useful should be selected first for remediation. Stopping is one type of
simplification, which greatly increases the number of homophones used by children.
Should this process be the first to be eliminated? Or should one focus attention
on prevocalic voicing, which is also a source of a large number of homophones?
The reduction of many CVC-type syllables to CV-type syllables is also high on
the list of priorities, as this too reduces the number of distinctions between
words.

5. Prevocalic voicing, e.g. /k/ as [d) in coat.

6. Glotalling, e.g. /t/ as [7] in bat.

7. Palatalling, e.g. /r/ as [j] n room.

1 (4.4.
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Apart from the qualitative analyses mentioned above, there is a need for

a quantitative analysis as well. For instance, there are three occurrences of
word-final /t/ in the adult words given above, in the words boat, coat and bat.

The child omitted the final consonant in his pronunciation of the first two words

but substituted the glottal stop for the adult /t/ in his pronunciation of bat

as [ba2].

Consider the following sample of grammar from a four-year-old child referred

to a speech therapist:-

1. Boy ball window. (= 'The boy kicked the ball through the window').

2. ii/V Daddy gone. (= 'My Daddy's gone').

3. Put doll chair. (= 'Put the doll on the chair').

4. Big doggie nice. (= 'The big doggie is nice').

5. She not like me. (= 'She doesn't like me').

One traditional form of analysis would be to count the number of words in each

sentence and to estimate the mean length of utterance in the speech sample.

This is one type of quantitative analysis, which has its uses in the very early

stages of normal language development.

Another traditional way of analysing is to study the parts of speech or

form-classes that occur in the sample, nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, etc.

Another type of analysis will focus attention on all the omissions in the

speech sample:-

1. Omission of the verb kicked.

2. Omissions of the copula.

3. Omission of the definite article.

4. Omission of the prepositions on and through.

5. Omission of the auxiliary do.

A less negative method of analysing the child's corpus of utterances is to

concentrate on what he has acquired and to use it as a basis for remediation.

At the level of clause the child has acquired subject (S), verb (V), object (0),

adverbial (A), compleMent (C). The child shows the ability to put three clause-

level elements together in one sentence. Consider the structure of each sentence:-

SOA: Boy ball window.

SV: My Daddy gone.

VOA: Put doll chair.

SC: Big doggie nice.

SVO: He not like me.

At the level of the phrase, the child shows his ability to put two phrase-level

elements together, e.g. My Daddy, big doggie, not like.
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The two speech samples given above and the various phonological and
grammatical analyses briefly discussed indicate that the job of description is
not an easy one even when the samples are very short. The role of remedial
linguistics is to provide a principled and systematic analysis of much longer
and more representative samples.

Selection

Once the patient's idiolect has been described, it must be compared to
that of the normal adult in order to determine what is to be learned and what
is to be taught. This was alluded to above when discussing the child's pronun-
ciation of shoe and zoo as [du]. The child has to learn to distinguish the two
adult phonemes /f/ and /z/ so as to differentiate the meaning of words such as
ash and as, fishing and fizzing, etc.

Another criterion of selection is difference. Those items which cause
great differences between the patient's speech and that of normal adults or
children should be considered first before sorting out minor differences. In

the speech of the four-year-old child mentioned above, the sentence most different
from that of the normal child of four is "Boy baZZ window", which leaves out the
appropriate form of the verb kick as well as the definite article and the prep-
osition through. The other four sentences are much more interpretable. It seems
then that such a sentence consisting of the clause structure SOA, should be
singled out as inadequate and the child should be taught to expand it into a SVOA
structure as soon as possible.

A very relevant criterion is that of difficulty, although such a psycholog-
ical notion and all it entails must be considered as outside the bounds of
remedial linguistics as presently conceived. The easiest items should be taught
first. A rank ordering of items from easiest to most difficult is a desideratum
in all aspects of remediation work, but it still remains to be thoroughly
investigated. It is true of course that the first three stages in the acquisition
of syntax are distinguished by means of length in the analysis presented by
Crystal, Fletcher and Garman (1976). It follows that the shortest items seem to
be the easiest, a two-element sentence being easier than a three-element sentence,
etc. It does not follow, however, that the longer the sentence the more difficult
it will be.

Conclusions

Remedial linguistics, in close liaison with other disciplines concerned with
remediation, must attempt to bridge the gap between assessment and remediation.
As Tanz (1974), points out, there are .cognitive, as well as linguistic, principles
underlying children's difficulties with certain pronouns having subject and object
forms such as she, her. Moran and Byrne (1977), in their study of one hundred and
twenty children acquiring the appropriate forms of the verb for signalling past,
present and future time provide some interesting information about the differences
between normal children in regular classrooms and learning-disabled children in
special classrooms. There is some evidence from their results that learning-

1 1 3
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disabled children differ in a number of ways. For instance, they are threetimes as likely as normal children to use the uninflected form of the verb toindicate past tense.

Remedial linguistics is unable at present to give all the guidelinesnecessary for making an explicitly principled selection of items to be learnedand taught. But it has a very important
contribution to make to assessment,insofar as it provides theories, which can be applied in the description ofsamples of patient idiolect.
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THE ADVANTAGES OF LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS IN PROGRAMMING THERAPY

IN A CASE OF LINGUISTIC DEFICITS

Sr. Marie de Montfort

Dublin College of Speech Therapy

Yoe have heard T.:r. Mac Einri speak on Remedial Linguistics, I propose

to describe its application in the clinical situation.

Great changes have taken place in the past two decades in assessment and

treatment of linguistic disorders. In the early 1960s few, if any, forms of

standardised assessment tools were available to the speech therapist and one

had to rely on subjective
assessments, in conjunction with case history and

cbservation, in the making of a diaRnosis and establishing a level of

competence. The case history and observation, I would like to stress, remain'

two llid and important factors in assessment, and subjective assessment,also,

still has a certain place in the clinic. Generally, however, subjective

assessments have been replaced by standardised tests and by the mid 1970s

there was a large variety on the market. Recently the word 'scale' has tended

to replace 'test', it being considered that one is attempting to place an

individual's linguistic ability on a scale of normality, as opposed to

examining to see whether they pass or fail on a particular item.

Broadly speaking one can divide these assessment tools into two

categories, those assessing receptive abilities and those assessing expressive

abilities. One can also think of them as either scales, which provide

informatioz; that can be used as a basis for therapy i.e. The Preschool

Language Scale, and those, which are limited to giving information about the

individual in relation to the norm, i.e. The English Picture Vocabulary Test.

Many problems exist in relation to standardised tests, as those of you

working in the field of remedial .,ork will be well aware. Many of the tests

have been standardised on very small populations, while others are standardised

on groups, representative of only one section of the community often the

children of the colleagues of the test designer; others still have been

devise(1 by theorists, who
have little, some even no experience in the clinical

field. A further problem as McKenna (1971) states, 'tests standardised in

one culture lose a degree of their reliability when translated to another

culture" the degree of contamination being dependent on the degree of

cultural difference between the two populations.
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To date we have no tools for language assessment standardised on Irish
children I will be asking for your co-operation in this matter! However,
even if such a thing as a perfect assessment tool existed, results
obtained through its use would only be as good as the use made of it by the
clinician and the extent of co-operation of the individual being tested.

Several factors have led to the development of a new assessment tool
that of linguistic analysis, as detailed by the previous speaker.
dissatisfaction with the available assessment tools, the growth of the
discipline of linguistics and in particular, the interest of some linguists
in the area of what we choose to term remedial linguistics and of some
speech therapists in the area of linguistics. It is interesting that the
main forms of linguistic analysis described by Fr. Fidglis, were designed,
one by a speech therapist with a linguistic orientation, Laura Lee, and
the other by a linguist with an interest in speech therapy, David Crystal.
Many other forms of linguistic analysis are available and only this week I
saw a very useful one devised by Roy McConkey for recording two-word
utterances, designed primarily for use with mentally retarded children.
The main point of my paper is to describe the use of linguistic analysis for
the practising clinician. Linguistic analysis can be a time-consuming
method of assessment and unfortunately this deters some therapists from using
it, thinking that time could be more profitably spent on therapy. I would
like to emphasise that detailed linguistic analysis is by no means necessary
or indeed useful for the majority of patients, and in those cases where it is
useful, the time is well spent. It ensures that the therapist has the
information required for designing his/her remedial programme for the patient,
that he/she is not spending treatment time in attempting to elicit stluctures
way beyond the patient'scompetence, nor working on structures already
acquired. So in fact, one could say that the time spent is time saved! Also
many different forms of analysis exist, some being more detailed than othrs
and, therefore, mor.-: time-consuming. Of course from a practical point of
view the more experience one gets in carrying out linguistic analysis, the
less time it takes.

The case I wish to present is that of a child with a partial hearing
loss, who was five and a half years of age on referral to the speech clinic.

A. Mc. N.

Date of Birth 26th November 1970

Date of Admission 4th May, 1976

Referred by Peripatetic Teacher of Deaf and G.P.

History of Rubella in Pregnancy. Birth induced, normal, mile stones
other than speech.

First words at 13/12, Mama, Dada, all gone.

Phrases and sentences quite a few at 5 years.

Hearing lorl suspected by parents at 2 years 9 months.

Hearing aid issued in August 1974. (C.A. 3.9).
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ASSESSMENTS

Chronological age 5 yrs. 6 mnths.

Auditory Comprehension 5 yrs. 0 mnths.

Verbal age 4 yrs. l mnths.

Language age 4 yrs. 6 mnths.

SPACE QUANTITY TIME MISC.

16 9 7

7 5 4 0

Hearing for speech: using picture cards from Stycar
Hearing Test.

2 errors out of 30+ L.R.

L.R.

-H.A., + L.R.

-H.A., L.R.

(Hearing Aid Lip Reading)

7 II T: II

1 error

No response

As regards phonology she was signalling the following sounds incorrectly

/s, t , z, d I. Work was carried out on discrimination between these

fric,r.tives and the plosive sounds, which A. used,to signal them. Work was

also done on the production of /s/.

Some general work on language was carried out between October and

early December, a few concepts were taught but no great progress was seen in

the area of syntax. In November a language sample was taken consisting of

95 utterances. This sample was elicited by a student, using miniature toys,

a puppet and story book. Eliciting a sample with young children requires

skill and practice, especially to obtain spontaneous language. Sometimes

this can be seen more clearly when expertise is lacking. Recently a student

took a language sample, did an analysis and found that the young patient

had achieved a lower score than when assessed six months previously.

Knowing the student and the child I Suggested that she may have spoken too

fast and too much, and that when the child paused she possibly started

talking again, not giving him the opportunity to use language to his

potential. The taking and analysing of a further sample proved this to be so.

One also has to be careful to stimulate the child so as to ensure the

production of original utterances as opposed to echoed utterances this

can often best be done through the use of forced alternatives. It is

necessary also to note what the child is doing when making an utterance, as

this can make the difference between accepting an utterance as valid for

inclusion in the sample or of excluding it. This will be seen when we look at

a short sample of the language of the child in question. Ideally a video

tape-recorder should be used when taking a sample, however, most clinicians

must, at least for the present, make do with an audio tape-recorder the

Canon Repeat recorder being the most useful instrument for this purpose. It

will be necessary in this case to note activities during collection of the

sample.

lii
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We will now look at part of the sample taken to obtain the linguistic
analysis.

CONTINUOUS SPEECH SAMPLE FOR LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS

4th November, 1976

MAJOR/MINOR UTTERANCE ACTIVITY PHRASE CLAUSE

Elipitical Major

Minor

Major

Elip. Major

Elip. Major

Elip. Major

Major

Elip. Mdjor

Minor

Major

Major

Minor

Major

Minor

Major

Major

T. Can you hear me?

P. A little bit.

T. Is that the right one?

P. fio.

P. I got one like that.

T. What do you do with
that?

P. Go to bed.

T. And in bed?

P. You sleep.

T. What are you doing?

P. Trying to open them.

T. What is it for?

P. You can put things in
it.

T. And what's this?

P. 4 thing for party.

P. Thest: things the same.

P. look it broken

T. Oh what happened?

P. r didn't

T. No it was anoth.,r
little girl.

P. Too fat

P. she got a fat ono

P. Looking at the mirror

T. I can see her

P. I can sce ry:;elf.

P. Fld it in hero.

Points to switch D Adj. N
on speech trainer

T. picks up book

P. picks up toy
bed

Prom Pr L

Pr N

(Aux V Pr
Pron.

DN Pr N

uN D Pron

Aux (?) V

V Nei;

P. picks up dol Int Adj

puts doll in Aux (?)
front of mirror VDA Pron

picks up plate

Pr D

Aux V

Pr A

A

SVO

VA

SV

VO/vo

S./0C

SC

V -SV

SV

SVO

VA

SVO

VOC
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Results of Analysis 4/11/1975

Unanalyse4

I Unintelligible 1 2 Symbolic Noise 3 Deviant

Problemstit

1 Incomplete 5 2 Ambiguous

B Responses

Stimulus Type Totals

Questions 39

Others 4

Repet
itions

Normal Response Abnormal

Prob-
!erns

Elliptical Major
Full

Major Minor
Struc-
tural 0I 2 3 4

39 11 5 2 12 9

4 1 2 1

C Spontaneous 63 4 Others 59

Minor 9 Social 9 Stereotypes Problems

a
1"u
t.,
=u
c

cX

Major 101
Sentence Structure

Excl. Comm. Quest. Statement

.v.14 .0 2 'AP 1 'N' Other .1. Problems

Conn. Clause Phrase Word

vx Qx sv 10 v C/O 7

S C/O 2 A X 3

Neg X Other

DN VV

Adj N V part

NN Int X

PrN Other

-ing9

pl 5

teal

-en 3

3s 1

gcn

n t 4

*copIS

.2UXL4

-est

-Cr

-ly

N., X r 6

lei X Y

rip X Y

QX Y

VS

X S:NP 6 X V:VP 10

SVC/0 36 VC/OA 4

SVA 3 VOdOi 1

Ncg X Y 1 Other 2

X CIO:Np35 X A:AP a

D Adj N 5 CoP 16

Adj Adj N Aux 9

Pr DN 5 Pron 86

N Adj N 1 Other 8

r S OVS 2

OX YZ

X Y S:NP X Y V:VP

SVC/OA 4 AA X Y

SVO.I0 Other 3

X Y - C/O:NP X Y A:AP

N Pr NP 1 Neg V4

Pr D Adj N Neg X

a 2 2 Aux

Xc X 6 Other 8

how

Ow

tag

and 8

c 3

s

Other

Coord. I 4 1 2

Subord. I 1 .

Clause: S

Clause: C/0

Comparative

Postmod. 1 I
clause

Postmod. 1

phrase

: - ) ()
NP VP Clause NP VP Clause

initiator

Coord

Other

Complex

--

Passive

Complement

Pron 1 Ad) seq

Oct N irrcg

Other

Modal

Tcnsc

v irrea 1

Concord

A position

W order

Discourse Syntactic Comprehension

A Connectivity ii

Comment Clause therr 1

Emphatic Order Other

Style

Total No. 95
Sentences

Mean No. Sentences 3
Per Turn

Mean Sentence 3.2
Length

f,g) D. Crystal, P. Fletcher, M. Garman, 1975 University or Reading

113
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You will note that in two instances it was difficult to ascertain if
the patient used structures containing the phoneme /s/, "Look it broken"
and "She got a fat one". Thus, it can be seen how deviant phonology can
effect syntax. Now we will look at the result of the analysis of the
sample. You will see that the majority of stage 3 structures, at both
phrase and clause level, are being used, as are some stage 4 structures at
phrase and clause level. Sho is also using coordinated structures stage
5 level. Word level development shows gaps; this is very likely due to
her hearing loss resulting in problems with the high frequency sounds, and
thus affecting plurals and genitives, demonstrating one of the ways in
which phonology affects syntax. She also shows delay in acquiring the
structures -er, -est, and -iy. The patterns of deviant, in addition to
delayed language is typical of the child with a partial hearing loss.

From January to March a programme of syntactic development was carried
out,based on the information of this linguistic analysis. The following
structures were taught:

Adj Adj N = Big red book.

V 0
d

0
1

= Give the card to Mammy.

N e g X Y m-: (No, it is the biagest./No, it is bigger.

N Adj N = Pzddy's blue car./Mammy's big boy.

2Aux = He has been crying.
He has been there.

AAXY Down there over there up here

QXYZ = How many legs does he have.

PI = 1 cup 3 cups

'C 0 P = He eats nuts

g e n = Daddy's blue car

X Y Z = Symbols for elements of structures.

'C 0 P = Contracted copula Form.

A. McM. made good progress and by March, (approximately 3 months later), was
using a number of level 4 structures and some structures from levels 5, 6 and
even 7. In therapy, picture cards and stories with modelled imitation and
forced alternatives were used to elicit the structures. At that time she was
still having difficulty with "which" and "how' and in the use of two
auxiliaries. A linguistic analysis in March 1977 can be seen on the chart
on page 110.

The structures acquired since the November analysis are underlined ,

and those used with far greater frequency (at least 50%) . It will be
seen that she progressed approximately 12 months during 3 months therapy.
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Resul:s of Analysis 5 '3/1977

Unanalysed

I Unintelligible 2 2 Symbolic No se 3 3 Deviant 1

Probkmatic

I Incomplete 9 2 Ambiguous

B Responses

Stimulus Type

Questions

Others

Totals
Repet

Normal Response Abnormal

Prob-
lems

Elliptical Major
Full

Major Minor
Struc-
tural flitions I 2 3 4

49 3 2 2 20 19 4

1 1

C Spontaneous 76 Others 72 4

t"..1

00,0

Minor Social 19 Stereotypes Problems

g

If:
(..,

cv
c

Major
Sentence Structure

Excl. Comm Quest. Statement

.0' 2 'V"N. 1 Other 21 Problems

Conn. Clause Phrase Word

vx Qx sv 7 v CIO 1

S C10 A X

Ncg X Other

DN 40 VV

Adj N '4 V part 5

NN Int X

PrN Other

intIC

I

-ed 2

-en

3s26 I_-

gen

n't 14--

'aux 2

-est

-er

-ly

vx r 1

ier X Y

do X Y

QX Y

VS 7

X S:NP 12. X v:vP 13

SVC;0 143 VC;OA 1

SVA 10 VO,JO,__

I'veg X V 3 Other 1

X C/O:NP27 X A:AP 10

D Adj N 18 Cop 25

Adj Adj N 1 Aux '77.1

Pr DN 114 Pron132

N Adj N 1 Other 10

S 5 QVS 5

QX YZ

X V S:NP5 XY - V:VP

SVC/OA 16 AA X Y 5

SVO.10. 1 Other 1

X Y - C;O:NP27! Y A:AP 20

N Pr NP 7 Neg V li-i

Pr 0 Mj N 3 Net X 1

tX I 3 2 Aux

XcX14 Other 6

how

what

tag

and 1:4

c I
s 9

Other
7

Cr d. I 9 I 5

Subord. I 1

Clause: S

Clause: C/O

Comparative

Postmen'. 1

1
I

clause

Postmod. I 1
phrase

(+) (-)
NP VP Clause NP VP Clause

Initiator

Coord

Other

Complex Passive

Complement

Pron 5 Adj stq

Det N irreg
Noted outside sampl_

Other

Modal
I

Tense

v ii rcg20

Concord i_
A position

W order

Discourse Syntactic Comprehension

A Connectivity 4 ir

Comment Clause 1 therr

Emphatic Order Other 1-.(:, .F.

Style

Total No.
Sentences 126

Mean No. Sentences
Per Turn approx. 2

Mean Sentence
Length approx. El words

0 D. Crystal. P. Fletcher, M. Garman. 1975 University of Reading

1 1 o

rrors are
tabilising

3

noted
outside
sample



It is extremely unlikely that such progress would have been achieved had
not formal teaching of the structures taken place. Also,one must add that
she was fortunate in having parents who were capable and willing to work
with her at home,and a nursery school teacher who reinforced in school
work carried out in the clinic.

During this period work was also successfully carried out on the
acquisition of those concepts which she was slow in acquiring,and also on
the correct use of those phonemes signalled deviantly.

I have attempted to demonstrate the usefulness of linguistic analysis
when used as a tool to programme therapy. It should be obvious that
techniques of linguistic analysis are useless, unless one knows how to avail
of the results in planning and carrying out therapy. Similar techniques of
linguistic analysis have been devised for use with adult patients, i.e.
patients who have suffered loss of linguistic competence due to CVA or RTA
etc.

It will be seen that linguistic analysis is concerned mainly with
syntax and that work on semantics verbal concepts needs to Ite carried
out simultaneously with work on remedial syntax; additional remedial work
on phonology may also be required. Generally one can combine the exercises
so as to increase vocabulary, and at the same time work on remedial syntax.
Linguistic analysis as an objective tool can be extremely useful,
provided that the clinician is aware of its strengths and limitations.
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HOW KNOWLEDGE OF PHONOLOGY HELPS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF

PHONOLOGICAL DISORDERS

Susan Afacken,

Dublin College of Speech Therapy

Before going on to discuss a particular case, I want to talk initially
about phonology in general. In the treatment of phonological disorders,
therapists have generally worked on the basis of the developmental sequence in
the acquisition of phonemes or on the selection of those sounds that are most
easy to produce. The logic behind this would probably seem to indicate that
individual phonemes develop in a definite sequence, possibly based on the
order of difficulty of production. However, Jakobson 1941, suggested that a
child does not simply learn individual phonemes, rather his phonemic
acquisition is a function of feature-contrast acquisition. There is a
developmentAl sr.quence in these features and production of some of the features
is prerequisite for, and facilitates the production of later features.

A feature encompasses a group of phonemes e.g. the feature voice includes
the phonemes /b/, /di and /g/ among others. The child learns the phonemes of
a feature because he gradually learns to contrast the smallest distinctive
meaningful unit of sounds i.e. distinctive features, and as more features are
learnt so will more phonemes be added to the child's phonemic system. The
implications of this theory for therapy are important. If we ass,,me that a
child acquires features rather than single phonemes, should we then concentrate
on teaching features to those children with phonological disorders rather than
training them in the acquisition of single phonemes based on the order of
development of plonemes? At present, not very much conclusive evidence is
available as to tle advantages of applying such a theory to the remediation of
phonological disorders. However, if one decides to choose distinctive feature
theory as a basis for remediation, one selects a tarRet sound (a) by examining
the features a child is and is not using and (h) by choosing a phoneme that is
composed of a feature he is already using, and also of the feature that one is
attempting to elicit. For example, consider the child who substitutes velar
plosives by alveolar plosives, i.e. uses it/ and /d/ for /k/ and /g/,
respectively. It is hoped by establishing the correct use of the /k/ phoneme,
which contains the velaric feature, that spontaneous generalisation of this
feature to other sounds it encompasses will occur. The question is, however,
does generalisation of the featurr, being trained spontaneously transfer to the
other phonemes within that feature? McReynolds and Bennett 1972, developed
procedures to obtain information regarding feature generalisation during
acquisition and results of their studies indicate that, in general, this does
happen.

1 1 3



Figure 1

ADULT
SYSTEM

CONTEXT SIGNALLED CONTEXT NOT
SIGNALLEDnon-deviantly deviantly

P P-
b

t

b-, -b-, -b
t-, -t-, -t

p-, f-, v-
ch-, -sh-, -p, -sh, -ch

d d-, -d-, -d t-, k-, g-
s-, z-, -s-, -v-, -s, -z

k -k

g
f

v

s

s

sh
ch

-g-, -g -k-, -f-, -3

-z-

3 3--

1

r

1- L-

-r

w

h

w- r-, -r-
h-

Y
m

n

ng

m-, -m-, -m
n-, -n

-ng-, -ng

n

In Figure 1, I have illustrated the phonemic system of a four year old
patient F., who is currently attending my clinic. F. has normal intelligence
and hearing; but her expressive language, both syntax and especially
phonology, is severely disordered and her speech is at times totally unintelligible.
The adult phonemic system is listed in the extreme left-hand column. Consonant

clusters are omitted principally because F.'s system contains no clusters. F.

correctly produces the adult vowel system. In the next column, headed Non-
Deviant, are listed those phonemes which F. uses correctly in her system the

dashes indicate the positions of the phonemes in words i.e. /b-/ means /b/
initially, /-b-/ means /b/ medially and so on. From this column it is evident
that many of the adult phonemes are omitted entirely from F.'s system. In the

next column, headed Deviant, are listed those phonemes which F. produces
correctly but are distributed incorrectly in her system, e.g. consider /b/.
From the column headed Non-Deviant it is evident that F. produces /b/ correctly
in all positions but, as the next column indicates, F. also produces /b/
incorrectly to signal the phonemes /p/, /f/ and /v/ in word initial position.
Finally, in the right-hand column headed context not signaZled, are i.cluded
those sounds which F. does not use in her system but neither does she substitute
any other sound in their place.

I would like to look briefly at the sequence of acquisition of features for
the normal child. McReynolds and Engmann 1975, suggested the following sequence:-
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(i) Vocalic/consonant contrast the difference between
vowels and consonants;

(ii) Nasal/oral contrast;

(iii) Separation of nasal and oral sounds on the basis of
place;

and (iv) distinction of phonemes within a class.

With this pattern in mind, we can examine F.'s system. It is evident that the
first two steps in feature acquisition have been established, i.e. she
correctly contrasts consonant and vowel sounds and oral and nasal sounds.
Manner of sounds produced is extremely limited her oral sounds being limited
to plosives, frictionless continuants and.the liquid /1/ only. Fricatives and
affricates are entirely absent from her system at present. This initial
sample was obtained by getting F. to name pictures of common objects.
Production of the same words in imitation of the examiner showed no change in
their realisation. Another sample, this time of spontaneous speech, was then
recorded during a period of free-play at the clinic and in Figure 2 are
listed some of the words transcribed from that recording.

SAMPLE OF WORDS TAKEN

Figure 2

FROM SPONTANEOUS CONVERSATION

1. cup [kAp] + [dAk] 11. shop [Sap] + [dat]

2. did [did] + [di] 12. water [wotar] + [woti]

3. some [sAm] + [dAm] 13. hen [hen] + [cm]

4. please [pliz] + [plit] 14. win [win') + [win]

5. ball [bol] + [bp] 15. lamb [lam] + [jam]

6. five [faiv] + [bai] 16. one [wAn] + [wAm]

7. short [fot] + [do] 17. yes [jes] + [jet]

8. dog [dag] + [dag] 18. pipe [paip] + [baib]

9. fish [fil] [bi] 1,-). chop [tfap] + [dap]

10. like [laik] + [lai] 20. mug [mAg] + [mAk]

I will consider these in relation to the features of place, manner and voice.

Difficulties in place of articulation:

(i) Nasal: [win] [wim] [hen] + [hem]

Here /n/ is realised as /m/, and whether it is due to labial assimilation in
"win" or not, is hard to say.

12,0
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(ii) Oral:

[frf] [bi]
(fish)
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[kAp] [dAk]

(cup)

these examples also indicate a difficulty for F. in establishing

place of production of phonemes.

Manner difficulties:

F. is using plosives to signal fricative phonemes, e.

[sAm] + [dAm] [fort] -3. [do]

(some) (short)

Let us go on and look at the feature voice. On examination

words obtained in spontaneous speech, it is evident that at

initial position are voiceless phonemes used e.g.:-

[tfap] + [dap]

(chop)

(farv] [bax]

(five)

of the samples of
no stage in word

where the voiceless /tf/ is replaced by the voiced /d/ There are several

other examples of this.

In addition to all these problems, we can see that F. contains many

inconsistencies in her speech, e.g. consider /p/ in word,final position in

the following three words where it has three different phonetic realisations:

[kAp] + [dAk]

(cup)

[fap] + [dot] [tfap] -4- [dap]

(shop) (chop)

A possibility in relation to this inconsistency may be that F. is now in the

process of establishing the sound correctly in her system, so that she is

half way to ccquiring it, but has not quite taken it into her system

completely and stabilis...d

Finally, another aspect of F.'s system, which is significant, is the

frequent omission of final consonants of words, so that:-

[dId] + [di]
(did)

Ingram,
often in the
their way to

[bol] + [bp]
(ball)

in his examination of child phonology, says that children very

process of acquiring phonology, use a number of processes on

acquiring the adult system.

I will look briefly at some of the processes that F. is using in her

speech. (There are several more that Ingram mentions in his examination of

phonology but I am referring only to those relevant to this case).

Firstly, as previously mentioned, there is deletion of final consonants

a common normal stage in the acquisition of phonology at an early age but

which should be resolved by four years of age. Yet F. appears to be 'stuck'

at this lower level, inappropriate for her age. Secondly, consonant cluster
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reduction is also a common feature in the developmental sequence of phonology.
No examples are included in the Figures, but F. simplifies all clusters in
her system. Interestingly, you will see in her realisation of 'please',
included in Figure 2, she does actually produce the full cluster but this is
unusuzl fcr her and included here to illustrate how inconsistent the system
is. Thirdly, assimilation, again a common feature in child phonology, is
also a feature of F.'s speech. Here is a rather interesting example: pipe
is produced as bibe and what is probably happening is that /p/ is substituted
by a voiced plosive in word initial position, and /p/ in word final position
is then assimilated to the initial phoneme, and so is also replaced by a
vciced plosive.

Fourthly, we will consider stopping, i.e. substitution of plosives for
other phonemes. Many of the examples referred to earlier indicaie this
phenomenon e.g. the fricatives /s/ being replaced by a plosive in the
production of the word some. Fifthly, with reference to the development of

Tngram mentions three stages of development. According to this
scale, F. is at stage two i.e. where liquids are replaced by glides, so that:-

[lam] + [jam] [rAn] + [u-m]
(lamb) (run)

Th, sixth process, obvious in F.'s system is that of pre-vocaZic voicing.
This was referred to earlier when discussing the use of voiced phonemes only
in word initial position. The last process to be included here is that of
fronting, where wc get the initial consonant being replaced by another sound
produced further forward in the mouth e.g., the It!! of chop is brought
forward and realised as /d/ and similarily /f/ of fish is brought forward to
a /b/. Many unpredictable things are also, however, happening in F.'s
speech which at first glance seem to be unaccountable. llot alone is F.'s
phonological development delayed, it also in some instances seems to be
developing along deviant lines i.e. it includes processes not normally
apparent in the sequence of development of phonology of the majority of
children. F., therefore, appears to be doing two things she is at a lower
level of de,:elopment than most four year olds and she is also developing at a
tangent in that she does not always develop along the expected developmental
sequence.

The implications of all this for therapy are important. Where, for
instance, does remediation begin? Edwards and Bernhart 1973, made three
suggestions:-

(a) One may decide to begin with those processes which result in the
greatest unintelligibility;

or (b) if this is not possible, one should select those plsocesses that
are optic.ral i.e. that only occur occasionally;

or (c) if neither of these are possible, one should work on those
processes most characteristic of young children.

With regard to F.'s speech, both the process of pre-vocalic voicing and that
of stopping, appear to be occurring over and over again in the realisation
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of the majority of words included in the sample. Therefore, it could be

suggested that either of these would be a suitable start in remediation.

For example, with reference to stopping, one might decide to work on the

phonemes /d/ and /f/ with the expectation that feature generalisation would

occur gradually and that the other phonemes of the feature would begin to be

included spontancously in F.'s speech.

Therapeutic procedures to bring the above change in F.'s speech have

altered slightly over the past few years, in that there is a shift of

emphasis from the training of production to the training, firstly, of

perception. Ingram 1976, stated that perception precedes production,

although it is not fully established for a number of years. Edwards 197,

also indicated from findings of texts involving discrimination tasks for

twenty eightchildren,that children as late as three years do not have

complete phonemic perception. Phonemic perception develops gradually in

advance of production and the order of acquisition tends towards uniformity

but is not universal. Therefore, from this, one expects that training for

F. will initially involve training of perceptual skills rather than

immediately teaching or attempting to teach correct production of sounds.

It is hoped that once perceptual skills are improved, with the notion that

perception precedes production in mind, spontaneous progress in the

acquisition and production of phonemes of the adult system may occur.

As yet, it is too early to say how successful this type of remedial

programme will be for F. as she has only attended the clinic for four

sessions to date. She is having difficulty in attention and has poor
concentration, so at present I am simply trying to improve her attention and

concentration. However, prognosis is good: F. has .normal mental ability,

is bright and co-operative, has excellent parents who are helpful and

interested. Therefore, the next twelve months should show a considerAble

amount of progress.
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PARENTAL SPEECH TO YOUNG DOWN'S SYNDROME CHILDREN

Ro& McConkey Sally Cheseldl:ne

Senior Research Officer,
St. Michael's H)use, DIblin.

Introduction

Research Fellow,
rester Adrian Researeh Centre,
University of M-:nchester.

In spite of the recent emphasis on the importance of the child's verbal
environment in thP development of language skills (Cross, 1976: Snow, 1972),
relatively little is known as yet about the language parents use to their
mentally handicapped children. This is all the more surprising given the
inevitability of a delay or disruption in language acquisition with these
children.

We lack information on two important topics. Firstly, in common with
most studies involving children, only maternal speech has been studied. But
information concerning fathers' use of language is needed to ascertain
whether the children experience different and possibly conflicting linguistic
environments. Marked differences could make it harder for the child to learn
language.

The second topic, which has been largely neglected, is the effect of
context on parents' language usage. Studies with normal children (e.g. Dunn
et al., 1977) suggest that parents do vary their language according to the
activity they are engaged in. Previous studies with mentally handicapped
children have not investigated this effect, and indeed, have tended to
suggest that parents of these children have rather stereotyped language
strategies.

Observation study

This study involved 11 Down's Syndrome children (6 girls and 5 boys)
with a mean chronological age of 58 months (range 33 69 months). All could
be credited with using 20 clear words; they could imitate single words and
were able to follow simple commands. During play sessions with their parents
checks were made on their M.L.U. These fell within the range 1.00 to 1.89
words.

The parents Twenty parents took part in the study. This group was
made up of 11 mothers (mean age 35 years; range 27 to 44 years) and 9 fathers
(mean age 37 years; range 30 55 years). The socio-economic status of the
families was as follows 2 families were in Class II (managerial); 8 in

I
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Class III (skilled manual and non-manual) and 1 in class IV (semi-skilled).

Procedure: Two different sets of toys were used; picture-bricks

(15, 3" cubes with pictures of common objects on four sidec) and doll play

materials (2 rag dolls and accessories bed, cup etc.). We chose these

as both had been used in previous language facilitation work, the former in

the learning of object names and the latter in the learning of action words

(Jeffree & McConkey, 1976).

The parents were asked to play with each set of toys on eight differPnt

occasions over a period of two weeks; four sessions with mother and child,

four with father and child. Each session was to be about 10 minutes long.

The sessions were held in the home and audiotaped by the parents.

Data Analysis: The parents' tapes were then transcribed and coded. In

all we had 35 measures of parent language. These measures covered three

aspects of adult language structural (e.g. parent's M.L.H.; utterances

without a verb), functional (the reason for talking, e.g. to make demands,

to give feedback) and interactional ke.g. using language to initiate an

interaction or responding to the child's use of language with an expansion of

his utterance).

Results

Mother-father differences: On all but one measure (that of expansions)

there were no significant differences between mothers and fathers. On the

exceptional variable of expansions, fathers had a higher score than mothers

with the bricks than with the dolls, whereas with mothers it was the converse.

The effect of context: Several changes were evident in the parents'

language according to whether they were using dolls or bricks. By and large

these seemed to be directly attributable to the propertics of the play

materials. For example, with the picture bricks the parents used

significantly more single-word utterances, fewer closed questions, more

statements, more utterances without verbs and responded to fewPr non-verbal

behaviours.

Conclusions: Contrary to the implications of earlier research in this

area (e.g. Buium et al., 1974), these results tend to confirm Rondal's (1977)

conclusion that parents provide a language environment for their mentally

handicapped child, which is at least comparable to that provided by parents

of normal children at a similar stage of language development. Furthermore,

our result show that parents tailor their language to the situation and

materials provided, they are consistent in their use of language and mother-

father pairs tend to use language in similar ways.

Objective study

Thus, it wou]d seem that parents of mentally handicapped children are

doing just as wuch as parents of normal children to help their child learn

language. Is there anything more they could do? Recent studies in language

. . .
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faeilitation with the mentally handicapped child would
suggest that there is.

The
argument used is that

because the
language of the mentally

handicapped is

developing so slowly, they are more dependent on their
parents to initiate

change in the interaction,
i.e. change in the parents' use of language

precedes
developments in the child's language. Bet past

studies have tended

to confound
two variables.

Not only have they given parents a language_

objective to work
towards but they have

also instructed
parents on how to

interact .,ith
their child, so as to

attain this
objective. And while these

studies show that parente can change the way in which they talk to their

child (MeConkey
et al., 1978),

they are
experimenter-initiated changes.

Could
parents initiate

their own changes in order to achieve a desired

objective? This was the theme of our
second study.

Procedure: Seven children
were chosen from the first study, so that all

the parents could be given the same or very
similar

objectives. During the

observation study we had.noted that these
children used very few verbs in

expressive language. Their vocabulary was mostly labels. The objective

chosen was to
encourage the children to use words

like gone, give me, down.

(For the other four
children in the observation

study, we felt that this

objective could have been too
advanced.)

Two
mother-father pairs took part in this study; with 4 children it was

mother only and with 1 child it was father only. The parents
were given the

choice of either using the dolls or the
picture-bricks but this time it was

suggested that they
concentrate on the objective

and to do this in whatever

way they
thought best.

No instructions
or suggestions

were given. Again,

they were asked to record at least 4 ten minute
sessions over a two-week

.

period.

Results: Three of the children
started to use the new words but four'

did not. The parents
were then

divided into two groups;
those whose

children had
improved (N---4) and those

whose children did not
improve (N-5).

The parents'
use of language

was then
compared; particular

attention being

paid to the
parents' use of the

target words.
Although the

'improved' group

tended to use them more often,
the difference was not

significant but the

way in which
they used the target words was

very different.
Without

exception, the
parents in the

improved
group frequently used the target word

in statements; the mean
percentage of all target word

utterances, which
were statements

was 69% (range 64% 79%), whereas comparable figures for

the
non-improved group was 15%

(range 3% to 30%).
However, the parents of

the
'non-improvers' did change their language strategies too. The parents

opted for a verbal.demand
strategy (e.g. "Say, Ball gone"),; another used

questions (e.g. "show me where the ball has
gone"), while another gave the

child commands
(e.g. "you make the ball go".)

Conclusions: These results
indicate that there are some

parents, who,

if given an appropriate
objective to work

towards with their child, do
successfully change their language

strategies. One change is most
effective;

using the target words in short
statements.

In a third
study, we were able to bring

about changes in the
'unsuccessful'

parents' use of language
with the result that

these children too improved
(Cheseldine

McConkey, 1978).
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Implication for language facilitation work

On the basis of these studies it is possible to draw some tentative
but nonetheless important implications for future language facilitation work
with mentally handicapped children:

1. Parents on the whole provide a very suitable language
learning environment for their children. It is both

logical and feasible to build upon this and implement
language facilitation programmes in the child's home,
thereby overcoming the problems of generalisation, which
have beset previous approaches.

2. As the children's expressive language is developing
slowly and at times may even be static, the initiative
for change may well have to come from the parent. Thus
parental expectancies and the selection of appropriate
learning objectives is crucial. However, there are some
parents, who, if given this information, will bring
about the change in their child's language. They do not

need to be told how they should act, only what they
should expect.

3. From our studies it would seem that the two strategies
often used in previous language facilitation work, i.e.
verbal demands and questions (e.g. McDonald et al.,
1974) are not particularly effective, at least with the
learning of verbs, over a short time span. Instead, an
information giving strategy, i.e. providing the child
with models of the language you want him to use, seems
preferable. It this respect, our findings would tend to
concur with Bandura's (1971) social learning approach to
language and are contrary to the operant approaches to
language learning (e.g. Guess et al., 1974). However,
a great deal more information is nr.eded on the type of
parental language usage, which is most conducive to
helping a child's learning of lr.nguage. This applies
just as much to normal, as to mentally handicapped
children.

1 2
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LANGUAGE IN AUTISTIC CHILDREN

Margaret Daly McGinley

University of Leeds and Woodlands Centre, Galway

Autistic children have difficulty in understanding and in using speech.
The impairment in autism affects all areas of communication. Autistic
children cannot compensate by understanding and using gesture, mime, or
facial expression as deaf children can. The impairment of communication
skills may be manifested in widely varying degrees of severity, and thus much
confusion arises in considering what and how to teach language to autistic
children. Some children may be mute, and remain mute all their lives. Some
children may eventually develop the use of grammar appropriate to their age
level, but even this small group of children will have communication problems.
They can speak on simple concrete subjects but become confused or silent when
a more complex topic is discussed such as when they are asked to give an
opinion or discuss an idea, or plan for a future activity. When asked about
what book they enjoy best they may respond by giving a recital of all the books
they have, rather than choosing a favourite book.

Language problems of the autistic vary gr-;atly and include the following
problems. Speech may be entirely absent, and the child may be mute. He may
say very few, if any, speech sounds. Some mute children may have had some,
words and then stop speaking at an early age. Speech may be present, but the
child may use fragments and contractions of words which make it difficult for
others to understand him. These fragments may have been preceded by the correct
whole word or phrase. A child may say table and then later refer to it as 'ble'.

Very simple speech similar to that of a two or three year old may be used.
The child may rep-dat an adult's phrase, but when he tries to produce his own
phrases these will often be very slow and halting attempts. The autistic child
may also use a special voice especially in repeating another's speech. The
words and phrases he generates himself though may be in his normal voice. Often

the child has difficulty in producing anything except the simplest labels, and
will take the adult by the hand and lead him to what he wants. This reliance
on a non-verbal form of communication can lead to a dependence on co-operative
adults, and lessen the possiblity of any speech developing.

The parrot-like echoing of other peoples words is well known. This gives
rise to the reversal of pronouns and the use of incorrect statements, such as
the child asking for juice who says, "Do you want juice?" as he is echoing his
mother's words. Children may have a mixture of echolalic and spontaneous speech.
In teaching the child, one must be careful to encourage the spontaneous words
and discourage the bizarre echolalic content.

In teaching the autistic child, other problems arise such as difficulties
in volume control. A child may become inaudible. Shaping of sounds may be
very poor. Pronunciation is often poor with words truncated. Attention may be
poor due to interfering behaviour such as temper tantrums, and also due to
motivation problems. Previously mastered material will often be lost, and so
constant practice and repetition is necessary.
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Generalisation

Poor
generalisation has been noted in work

with autistic
children. Speech

training with one person in a room may not
generalise to another

person or

setting. Thus the child may need to be taught by a variety of people, in more

than one
setting, not just in an experimental

setting as sometimes has been the

case.
Teachers and therapists need to involve parents, so that

generalisation

from the training situation to home is
increased.

Initial learning can be

extremely slow:
autistic children may require

numerous trials to learn a word

or a phrase.
The

generalisation of spaech
training has been found to be more

successful with
younger children than with

older children.
Some of the older

children Lovaas (1973), reported on, took
hundreds of trials to learn words

and phrases.
Younger autistic

children, about ages three to five
(Lovaas 1977),

seem to learn
faster and generalise better. Provided the teacher is aware of

the possibility of poor
generalisation, this problem can be overcome by teaching

generalisation through
communication with the

parents, and by direct teaching

in several
settings, by more than one person. This

incidentally would lead me

to question
the somewhat

traditional idea that a cne-to-one
therapist who forms

a special
relationship with the

autistic child is necessary. Perhaps a one-to-

one ratio is
beneficial in the initial stages of

learning, but in order to

improve
generalisation such a ration

with a specially loved therapist would not

be the ideal.

Bizarre Content and
Repetition

The content of the language of an older child,
who has

speech,but who has

not had the
benefit of skilled teaching, may sound bizarre. However, the skilled

observer will often be able to make
sense out of the child's speech. The child

may be repeating
a phrase heard a week

ago; he may be asking for something when

he says "You want
orange juice".

Additionally, if the child possesses some

islet of ability this may have been
developed by parents and

teachers, and the

child may constantly express his one skill, which often
appears very odd to

casual observers. A child may spell words with blocks constantly, or a child
may constantly talk about algebra problems.

Research in Autism

Studies mainly fall in two categories
those which are more

theoretical,

and those which are mainly practical but controlled efforts to teach children.

For those
interested in arriving at the theory to explain autism, or to

ascertain the basic defects of autism the work of
Hermelin and

O'Connor (1970),

and Frith
(1970), should be consulted.

Wing (1975) is also a very good text

to consult on the diagnosis
and treatment of autism.

Aa there are a number of people here today with an interest in and great
expertise in

linguistics, the recent work by Pierce and Bartolucci (1977), may

be of special
interest. These authors

examined the
appearance of phonemes in

an autistic and a retarded
group. The autistic children showed a delayed but

normal sequence in the
appearance of phonemes. The mastery of syntax in autistic
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children lagged behind both young normal and retarded children of similar
performance abilities. Autistic children also used less complex language,
in terms of transformation types, than normal children matched for performance
ability. Autistic children appeared to be able to construct rules similar to
linguistic rules, but are deficient in the ability to apply these rules. Thus,
the authors concluded that autistic children's grammar is rule governed but
less complex than retarded or young normal children. Some bizarreness of
language was seen as due to extreme delay, such as the case of an eleven year
old speaking at a stage similar to a two year old child.

Teaching the autistic child to speak

The initial step in teaching an autistic child is to train attention.
Usually some type of interfering behaviour will have to be eliminated such as
self-stimulation, acts li!,e jumping, or banging, or finger flicking. Once
attention can be maintained for short periods, even for two or three minutes,
teaching can begin. The second difficulty is then to provide some motivation
for which the child will work. Some children require a concrete motivation such
as a reward like a sweet, or biscuit. Other children will respond to a social
stimulus such as a smile. However, a very distinctive reward may be required,
and a strong smell or taste may appeal to the child. Bits of strongly flavoured
onion, for example, worked well in one case -- much to the horror of all those
who worked with the child.

The first step for the young autistic child is verbal imitation. If you
work with a child of about three years, who is not speaking, you have to
somehow get a response, in order to use behavioural principles. If there is no
response forthcoming, you are really stuck, because no matter how nice a reward
you have, you cannot give it. With a very young child who is not speaking, or
who only has just.a few words or a few sounds in hi, repertoire, the sort of
programme necessary will be playing with the child, tickling him and then if
you get any sounds at all, reinforcing these. In the literature the area of
starting off with a child who has no speech at all is not really dealt with.
There is a book written by a parent (Kaufman 1976), which goes through the steps
which these parents used in order to arrive at the first stage of getting sounds
and getting words. Once the child does produce sounds, then you can go on to
teach words to label objects.

Usually one starts with motor imitation and uses no verbal cues at all: just
sit opposite the child with a suitable reward for which he is willing to work
and start off by getting him to touch his ears, or his nose, and so on. The

trainer does the actions. If the child will not imitate the motor actions, you
need a second person who may be used as a model, or who may put the child through
the actions. The step between non-verbal imitation and verbal imitation is a
very large one. Some autistic children make the transition, others do not. It
is not clear how or why children progress from motor to verbal imitation. An

interesting study would be to compare the results of teaching a group, which
did not do motor imitation, but went straight into verbal imitation with a second
group, who did both motor and verbal imitation, and judge by the results whether
motor imitation is a beneficial or a necessary initial step. But unfortunately
it is very difficult to do verbal imitation with a child who will do nothing:
you are just sitting there getting a blank response. In practice, I find that

,r3
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if I do motor imitation, it gives the teacher and the child something to do,
something to start on and it is usually possible then to make the transition
to verbal imitation.

As soon as verbal imitation is established, the teaching of labelling
words without meaning is usually possible. Next the child is taught the
meaning of these labels, and also taught that the labels can apply to another
setting. In the case of the word

'chair' the label would be paired with a
variety of chairs, in several rooms, and the parents would be asked to rein-
force the use of the word

chair at home.

After the first words have been taught, it is necessary to teach the
relationship between events and words.

Prepositions, pronouns, time-related
words such as first, last, and useful concepts such as yes or no can be tackled.
Kent (1974), gives a lesson by lesson approach to teaching some of these words.
A number of autistic children will master these words and concepts. For these
children a further programme to make speech

spontaneous and appropriate in new
situations is necessary. Lovaas (1977), outlines the training of spontaneity
and conversational

speech. However, this sort of spontaneity
training should

not be viewed as the final step in a programme.

Spontaneity training should form a part of the
autistic child's programme

even from early on. To do this you can start with
pictures and ask the child

"Tell me about the picture", "Tell me about your toys" and give general open-
ended questions,

although this is
particularly difficult for autistic children

to cope with. They can answer a question which is very specific, for instance,
if you ask "What did you do at school

to-day?", they simply do not know how to
answer, whereas, if you ask the question "Did you do number work to-day?", they
can answer correctly. Spontaneity training using general

open-ended questions
is possible from the early stages of teaching

language. This type of spontaneity
training leads on to story

telling, looking at pictures and telling the story.

Echolalia

When one is teaching verbal
imitation, echolalia can be quite useful, if

it is already
within the child's

repertoire. You can utilise it and get the
child to echo what you wish him to learn.

The trouble is that sometimes, later
on, when the child

has developed a flow of speech, he cannot stop echoing and
everything the teacher says, the child echoes. If you say, "Would you close the
door" the child will probably reply "Would you close the door" and go and do the
correct action thereby showing

comprehension. Thus, echolalia if it continues
will have to be stopped.

One technique of doing this is to use volume cueing.
Pronounce the words you want the child to echo or imitate loudly and pronounce
the words you do not want him to imitate softly. Some autistic children will
benefit from learning the rule, "Do not echo". It is probably easier to utilise
a model and say "Do not echo,

close the door", and then have the model go and
close the door. Thus the autistic

child learns the cue "Do not echo" and
gradually he learns to do actions without echoing. Later on, the cue "Do not
echo" can be utilised inwtoqyverbal situations. In general, it would seem
that the autistic

child who has
progreSsed through a stage of echolalia does

better than a child who has been mute or almost mute. The presence of echolalia
in a young child should be seen as a somewhat posi-cive sign for languagetraining. The child, who is mute at about

age four or older, and who subsequently
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learns to speak as a result of language training, seems to develop a rather
narrow range of language so that much of what he says is tied to exactly
what he has been taught in specific situations.

The older autistic child

As autism has only recently begun to receive attention in Ireland, little
opportunity has been available for the intensive teaching of young autistic
children of age three and four. We still come across autistic children of ten
years and older, who have not had the benefit of intensive education, and these

children pose great problems. In the case of an older child, who does possess
some skill or some ability, it is possible sometimes to use that ability to

help communication. A child of fourteen had from early childhood a particular
ability of spelling words using alphabet blocks and yet he did not speak.
His spelling was very good, and if you spelt out a word wrongly with the blocks,

he would correct you. This particular skill could be utilised, even at the
late age of fourteen, to try and establish some sort of communication with him.

Suggestions were made that instead of allowing him to spell words of his own
choice always, to get him to spell some pivot words such as "I want" or Zike",

rather than letting him spell a word which he enjoyed. The blocks which he

used were one-inch cubes, and so very small flat letters like Scrabble letters

were suggested. It is possible, even with older children, if they do have some

skill, to try and channel it into more useful communication.

Any response a severely sub-normal child, who is also autistic makes,

should be utilised. One of the children I was working with on a toilet-training

programme, made a clicking sound. This sound was most annoying to everybody
and teachers would say "I am going to get rid of that sound". It was very

tempting to draw up a behaviour modification programme for staff, so as to

eliminate this clicking sound. We did not though, because that was his only
sound, that was the only sort of response he could make and eventually, when
he was partially toilet trained, we were able to utilise this clicking sound.

When he said "Click, click" with his tongue, that meant toilet. This was not

a hundred percent successful, but some of the time he would utilise his click

sound and that was a cue to take him to the toilet. For this particular boy

and his parents and teachers, that was a very big advance. If you are faced

with an older autistic child, one has to be very careful to look at the skills

present no matter how few they are, and see if one can utilise even what initially

may appear rather an annoying response.

In summary, it is possible, given massive amounts of time and practice, to

teach autistic children to speak. Lovaas and his colleagues (1977), mention

the figure of fifteen hours a week of intensive therapy. This was usually

carried out by a post-graduate student working with three or four under-graduates,
so that the fifteen hours represented a very intensive teaching effort. A major

variable seems to be the motivation and enthusiasm of the teacher or person

working with the child. Autistic children can be unrewarding to work with as
they give very little, or they seem to give very few responses in return.
Although enthusiasm is very important, a programme for teaching language to
autistic children requires the skills of a highly trained and competent prof-

essional teacher. Such a teacher may be able to avail of parents, students, or

others to supplement his sKilled teaching. Enthusiastic workers could assist by

giving intensive follow-up practice after the initial teaching.
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Introduction

We are glad to announce the appearance
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Evaluating Language Success in an Irish Context.

D6nall P. (5 Baoill

Institidid Teangeolaiochta

My original idea when I thought of this lecture was to talk basically about
testing and what exactly we are testing. As I began, however, to put my ideas
down on paper, I thought it might be more beneficial not to talk about testing
alone but to talk about what we actually do before we test. We must first of
all evaluate.and define what we teach before defining proper tests.

I would like now to try and show how we might reasonably evaluate language
acquisition or learning in three groups.

(i) the average L2 learner,

(ii) slow learners, and

(iii) deaf children.

Most of the discussion will be about L
2
learners but towards the end of my

talk I will briefly outline the linguistic problems associated with the other
two groups. I would also like to try during my lecture to focus on some of
the research that is going on in Applied Linguistics and show how some of these
ideas might apply to the situation obtaining in Ireland.

The first question I believe we must ask ourselves is what are we testing ? and
how is this testing to be carried out. There aretwo basic areas in which one's
linguistic competence could be tested.

(i) The four basic leanguage skills comprehension, speaking, reading
and writing could be evaluated to see how they have developed in
relation to each other and the correlation between them examined.

(ii) We could also look at what level ( if we can define level) of
language is actually attained and define what exactly it means "to
know" a language.

If we succeed in answering those two major questions, then we miglre want to ask
Whether the answers to these questions lead us to a reanalysis of what is being
taught and what we are actually teaching? The major part of what I have to
say will be dealing with this reanalysis.

It seems to me that we have here in Ireland as in many other countries a
dilemma between written and oral language, the emphasis being almost entirely
on the written form. This is expecially true of deaf children and necessary
because for many of them written language is their language. Why then do we
place so much emphasis on the written form in the case of the average L2
learner? Many factors contribute to this strategy:

(i) Tradition it fits well into the Irish situation to continue the
tradition of the classics where one studies texts for comprehension,
grammar mostly for translation purpoJes.

(ii) Teacher's own fears and incompetence in many spheres of oral language.
This lack of competence is due to many influences including the
teachers' own schooling and training. The social reality of Irish in
Ireland is one of non-usage outside cf well defined domains which on

14i
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the whole are not very influential in spreading the use of the language.
Such domains are curtailed and usually belong to the "inside world" of
teaching, the Civil Service etc. and hence have very little influence
on what goes on in the.outside world'in our cities and towns. One
would expect that high competence in the oral use of Irish might
penetrate or break down the barriers involved. This is not the case
however. CLAR in its report in 1975 showed that only 33% of those
with very high eompetence in Irish made use df this advantage in
passing Irish onto their children at home. About 5% of the population
covered in the report have high competence in the language - which
leaves us with only 2% who use Irish frequently/always at home.

(iii) Writing is easier to evaluate. When one writes something down on
paper it is easy to pinpoint errors and faults and to give a score.
To evaluate a communicative effort by the same learner(s) is a much
more difficult job because of the different dimensions of language
etc. involved.

(iv) The large number of teachers involved in the teaching of Irish. Almost
all of our teacher of Irish are themselves native speakers of English.
They are trained within a system which is not geared to using Irish in
normal everyday affairs and so they tend to follow tradition and this
creates generations of learners competent in writing and comprehension
but most inadequate in communication in a functional manner. Because
of the large number of teachers being trained yearly and because of
uneven standards attained by them it seems the unending cycle will
continue unless some drastic action is taken at the top by those
involved in educational administration.

Let us now look at the four basic skills comprehension, speech, reading and
writing and see how they develope in the normal child acquiring Ll.

First of all you have comprehension of speech and a lot of comprehension before
any attempt is made at speaking. The acquisition of reading and writing normally
takes place school and usually in that order. In most of the teaching that goes
on throughout Ireland it seems that these skills come in the reverse order
writing, reading and then perhaps comprehension of speech. For this reason it
seems to me that there is too much emphasis on the content of texts and on texts
themselves and their evaluation and not enough emphasis on the oral production
of language. This situation has also come about because of the types of exam-
inations that we have. All the teachers have to do is to consult previous
examination papers and infer from these an appropriate and variable content to
be taught in their classes. The consequences of this approach are most
destructive for the different kinds of skills involved because the skills involved
in using oral and written language are quite different. I believe str, ,ly that
if we don't have oral language as a first priority and consolidate that with
actual writing that we can't show tl,e learner the real connection between the
spoken and the written forms of language.
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A good example of the consequences of using written language to the detriment
of the spoken form is seen in the following histograms from the Error Analysis
on written Irish at present being conducted in I.T.E.

ERRORS IN SEIMHIO (LENITICN) AND WO (NASALIZATION)

Overall C>Age ot N61u4itu
100 (Lenition) & UrG (Nasalization)

Overall Error in Usage

90

Overall Usage 05
(lenitive plural

SimhiG (Lenition) Ur6 (Nasalization er (Nasalization)

70 Nouns (Genitive Plural)

crIART NO. 1

The percentage of errors in the usage of certain categories is hardly better
than chance. The use of Uri: in the genitive plural is omitted 70% of the
time a very depressing statistic.

Although certain consonants may cause more trouble than others in terms of
articulation, it is quite obvious that it is the processes of Seimhid and
Uri.: as a whole that are creating the difficulties.*

These processes are usually conditioned by prefixes or preceding particles
but not necessarily so, especially in the verbs. The changes which are con-
ditioned by Seimhid and Uri' are summarized in the following tables:

Seimhild Urd

All stops become fricatives; s-i-h and f +zero. p, t, k b, d, g and

b, d, g m, n, p



0

20

Cause of Error

English
Influence
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ERRORS IN SYNTAX

Direct
Translation

Sot
known

English

I

or

Irish

IllOvergeneralication

III ill is Other

!

Overall Cause of Error

Overall Error in Usage

Breakdown of Erros Due to English Influence

The
Copula "Is"

of
Phrase

Indirect
Speech

Wrong
Order

Other

CHART NO 2

In looking at the errors in nyntax we see that the learner is guided more by
his knowledge of English structures and semantics and tends to make use of
such structures when s/he is unsure of a certain expression in Irish. If
writing is this poor we can expect the spoken language to be much worse and
recent studies and research bear this out. What then are the conclusions we
can drawfrom suchresults? I think that we can argue that the oral discussion
between teacher and pupil and especially between pupils is of the utmost
importance in language learning. This oral discussion is far more useful
than the stage of writing and should be an integral part of every language
lesson. In this way we would eliminate many error types such as those we
lave been discussing here. I have nodoubt at all but that it is best to
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see the writing as consolidation of the oral stage. As a guiding principle
one might suggest that any lesson in which at least half of the time is not
given to oral work is a wasted opportunity for learning.

Hamayan et al. (1977) have concluded from their research that (a) learning
a second language is more effective when the language is practised and
(b) the interaction of the 2nd language among students encourages sociability
which may be more beneficial to the 2nd language learning process. This social
usage is a particular problem in the case of Irish, because of the social
patterns already established, through the use of English.

TESTING:

Before we can test someone we must ask ourselves what we expect of the learner.
What does it mean to know.a language? What it means in an Irish context is
that you must be able to answer questions in writing, mostly. If we want to
break this chain of events and help learners use the language, we must aim
to encourage students to interact through the new language about things that
vitally concern them,here and now, in the classroom rather than with native
speakers in some far away communication in the future. This is an important
fact and we must always ask ourselves how likely it is that any of our
students will ever visit the Gaeltacht, France etc. and even when they do
are they likely to use the language as native speakers do?

Teaching should not in my opinion be defined by the language syllabus the
learner should know or find useful, but by his social psychological develop-
ment as an individual. Should this occur it might restore a central educational
role to language teaching in addition to its academic and utilitarian roles.
We must also I think reconcile ourselves to the fact that some students above
the age of about twelve may never lose their foreign accents. If the learners
speech is comprehensible, we should not insist on allophonic or intonational
perfection unless the student is planning to teach or to become a radio
broadcaster. Heresy! perhaps; but our acceptance of that suggestion would
save us and our students endless frustation. Rosalind Mitchell's conclusuions
in her paper (TEANGA 1,1979) are very interesting with regard to the preceding
comments. Her conclusions are based on observations of teachers working in
the classroom. She concludest "The active correction of pronunciation errors
is not a centrally important teaching procedure" but "The active correction
of grammatical errors is a central activity of foreign language teaching".

This state of affairs the non-correction of pronunciation and greater
emphasis on grammar correction must affect testing and the evaluation of
language. The tests that result will Place all the emphasis on grammar and
perhaps meaning in the production of spoken language.

However, in Ireland modern languagesincluding Irish are taught in a non-
supportive environment, often created by suspicious or hostile attitudes on
the part of parents and school administrators, unrealistic expectations on
the part of the learners themselves, low value assigned to a knowledge of
modern languages by the community, etc. In that learning context it may be
that the achievement of even a minimal level of communicative ability serves
as potent motivation and is a more suitable objective for the average learner.
Indeed, students often recognise active oral production as a central objective
in foreign language study, and state a preference for course options that
stress it. Though they would scarcely have the opportunity to engage in
authentic speech acts Irish second language learners may assign a high surrender
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value to a minimal level of ability in the use of the second language. By
granting minimal achievement in the language a high priority at the early
stages of instruction, they might be induced to persevere and, in this way,
attain greater overall profiency and knowledge than if oral practice were
deferred to more advanced levels.

The syllabus design that underlies the current design for 2nd language
materials and classroom practices is totally incompatible with the
attainment of communicative ability. Foreign and 2nd language instruction
is dominated by the teaching of language structure for its own sake. At

the end of the nineteenth century there arose, in reaction to the innovative
foreign language teaching approaches stressing the acquisition of functional
skills championed by Henry Sweet and F. Gouin among others, emphasis on the
teaching of grammar for its own sake. Since then, syllabus design practices
have given a central place to structural features of language (phonological,
syntactic and lexical). Firstly, the number of features selected for
presentation at any level is overwhelming, and far beyond the capabilities
of the learners to cognise let alone internalise. Secondly even in materials
that adopt a situational format, the situation presented, usually in the
form of a dialogue serves primarily as a vehicle for the introduction of
grammatical features that will be drilled in a particular unit.

SYLLABUS DESIGN:

In the absence of knowledge about psycholinguistic processes that guide 2nd
language learners and about the organisation and structure of speech acts,
it is difficult to abandon linguistic features in the design of syllabuses.
Four new orientations may be followed that lead more directly to language
use than to monolithic and paradigm-oriented linguistic features:

a) frequency and utility indexes,
b) intralinguistic analysis,
c) language acquisition and processing universals and
d) observation of second language learners.

Many learners of L2 reach a stage when their use of language becomes fossilised.
If this period of fossilitation is extended over a long period then the
motivation to change in the direction of the target language is weakened.
This state of affairs creates certain tensions between teacher and learner
and the problems that arise are seldom solved satisfactorily. One of the
factors that helps the defossilisation programme is some extrinsic motivat-
ional aspect such as gaining entry to certain jobs or to third level
educational institutions.

ACQUIRING versus LEARNING L2:

We must now ask ourselves is what we are doing actually impossible? Is it
?ossible to createlnative speaker!) in a language learning environment such
as at school? It is highly unlikely that our success rate is going to be
very high and this is expected when we consider all the handicaps that the
learner of L2 has to overcome. The student and the adult already possess
an effective method of communication and have already formed concepts about
their environment. They do not hear the 2nd or foitlign language continually:
for them, learning a second language is usually a collective, part-time
activity in artificial surroundings. Their attemts to communicate in the 2nd
language are more often than mit thwarted by their selfconsciousness, their
lack of knowledge or the disapproval of the teacher when they make incorrect
responses. They are expected to make fast progress in a languagethe sounds,
structures and concepts of which differ considerably from those of their first
language. Although they may have other considerations to spur them on, they
have neither the compelling motivation nor the unique situational opportunity
of the languageless infant.
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The two situations being so dissimilar, it would be unreasonable to suggest
that the order in which the child learns his mother tongue should nevertheless
be adopted for learning a second language. It may well be that it is the most
logical and the most effective method of learning a foreign language but it
is equally possible that teenagers and adults learn more rapidly from visual
than from aural materials (or from a combination of the two) and that a
different order of presentation and a different method of exploitation would
therefore be advisable. There is no evidence that one approach is superior to
the other.

WHY DO ACQUIRING AND LEARNING DIFFER?

Why do children acquire languages efficiently while adults learn them
inefficiently or so it would seem? Let us look at some socio-psychological
and neurophysiological factors that are involved.

SOCIO-PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS:

Young children, whether they acquire one language or more than one language,
enjoy socio-psychological conditions optimally suited to their task. Without
these conditions, the biological bases for language acquisition cannot express
themselves properly, as can be seen in so called "attic" children who do not
have language because of prolonged isolation from human contact. Let us see
what the major factors are:

a) Adults gear their speech to children by pronouncing distinctly,
by using simple grammatical structures, by referring to simple
and concrete concepts, and by often repeating essential items or
whole utterances.

b) The immediate family members are attentive and indulgent, and
provide warm emotional support to children. Children's 'errors'
are objects of delight, not of ridicule.

c) Sentences used with children are disambiguated-they are hardly
ever ambiguous.

d) The language is used continually in their environment.
e) The language is used by almost everybody that they know:
f) And last but most important of all, we must realise that the

language(s) they are learning is/are the only means of communication
and they must use these languages in everyday activities - asking,
arguing, denying etc.

It is impossible,therefore, to have all these optimal and supportive
social-psychological factors behind you in learning L2. So the 2nd language
learner is already 'doomed' to fail to a certain degree.

LANGUAGE ACQUISITION CRITICAL PERIODS:

Not only does a critical period for language acquisition exist, but indeed
there may be a series of them. In the earliest period up to age six, the brain
rapidly matures while remaining very plastic. In this period most phonetics,
simple syntax and (concrete) semantics are established and people who learn
their second language before this age are often taken for native speakers,
especially in terms of their use of the sounds, intonation and rhythm of L2.
After this period it is nore difficult to acquire a nativelike competence
in the area of phonology.
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The phonetic system is masterd earliest because it is the most basic yet
simplest component of language. There are only twelve to seventy phonemes
in any language, and almost all of them have to be put to use in any speech
act, allowing them sufficient time for consolidation. At this stage children
are incapable of, and have no need of, complex syntax and abstract semantics.

In the next period, between ages seven and nine, the brain is still in the
process of maturation, and hence is plastic, though less so than at an
earlier age. Even subtle phonologiCal rules are mastered during this period.
Such complex sytactic features as passive negatives and embeddings are
established, building on the already established basic components. Semantics
of course grows continually.

In the third critical period, between ages ten to fourteen (and this is the
time at which many of our children begin to learn L2) a child's syntax is
mastered to an adult level. In semantics use and organisation of words
based on abstract markers develop up to the age of puberty.

The suggested series of critical periods for L1 acquisition has implication
for L2acquisition and learning. A child younger than six is in the first
critical period. He has a good chance of acquiring nativelike competence in
the phonetics and basic syntax of L2, including the use of simple grammatical
morphemes, because he is still in the process of establishing these components
in his Ll. The earliest established component, namely, the phonetic system
of Ll, may cause some slight persistent interference ae early as age six or
seven, but it causes more and more persistent interference as the learner's
age increases. Some grammatical morphemes cause subtle but persistent inter-
ference perhaps from age nine on. Semantics causes occasional interference
mainly in the form of overloaded L1 words coming to mind instead of L2 words.
Learning abstract semantic markers, for which the critical period end,-; at a
relatively late age, if at all, should not pose difficulties for adults. I

think we must bear all these things in mind when we are evaluating the language
used by our learners of L2.

SLOW LEARNERS:

There another group of important learners about which I would like now to
say a few words, namely, the slow learners. They make up about 10-20% (or
even higher) of our students, especially in the first three years of the
postprimary cycle. Such learners are problematic and the type of curriculum
that we have often ignores entirely the problems that they face. The follow-
ing six characteristics are usually associated with slow learners:

i) They have difficulty in recognising patterns in language.
ii) They cannot focus directly on anything by sight or through

listening.
Their attention is very poor they are easily disturbed.

iv) They take a long time to grasp new ideas.
v) Their's is a short term memory they tend to get boped very

easily.
vi) Since language is learned bit by bit, they make no headway at all.

It is quite obvious from looking at those six characteristics that slow
learners must be given a longer time to master new material and new skills.
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Slow learners should not be excluded fromsecond language learning but
their needs may be very different from those of the abler students.

I would like now to argue strongly for an entirely new syllabus for slow
learners as there is a strong case for redefining objectives to meet
the pupils different needs. Clear and limited objectives should produce
more satisfactory results in their case.

Thereis one important fact we should bear in mind about language learning
, namely, that a very low correlation if any at all, exists between the
comprehension of language and I.Q. Bearing that in mind it seems to me
that the main emphasis for the slow learner should be on comprehension of
speech and that this skill should be developed to a fery high degree. This

also points to a non-academic approPch to L2 plus reading and a small amount
of oral practice. Teaching for them must be cyclic so that certain structures
etc. are repeated over and over again. The best way of assessing them is
by continuous evaluation and not to have them write everything down which

creates all sorts of extra difficulties. The evaluation should be carried
out by their own teachers

EVALUATING THE LANGUAGE OF DEAF CHILDREN:

This is a most difficult job. We can divide deaf children into two groups
those with a hearing loss of 90db or more and those with a hearing loss
in the range 50-80 db. The latter group can hear a lot of language with the
help of a hearing aid but still have a lot of problems with certain sounds
etc. The former group are quite isolated and the amount of language they
hear is minimal. They depend entirely on lip-reading for comprehension.
Reading is a recording of the oral conversation for deaf children. They

can often pronounce words without really understanding what they mean.
Deaf children in general have three main problems in using oral langauge:

Fau:.y Rhythm which causes 30% of their speech to be incomprehensible.
Included in this is the proper use of stress which is so important
in English.

ii) Deletion and epenthesis of sounds which causes changes in rhythm
hence blow becomes below etc.

iii) Word order and agreement or concord between certain words or parts
of a sentence. There is also a problem of semantics especially
in verb particle/preposition groups run off, eat up etc. The

use of Tense and P.spect in the verb are extremely difficult for
them. To the deef child in the chair, the chair in seem to be
pretty much the same. So why all the emphasis on word order?

Theroare no reliable tests that are satisfactory for the evaluating the
language of deaf children. The tests that do exist are vocabulary and

comprehension tests but because of the poor production of speeuu oy
the deaf child and the way in which such tests are scored I must

admit I find such testing most unsatisfactory. What we need are continuous

evaluation sheets filled in by their teachers who understand them and
work with them daily.
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So what can we conclude from all this? As I have said if the emphasis is
on written language, then obviously our testing is going to be based on
the written form. The consequences of this may be quite destructive to the
learning of normal communicative oral language. I have also tried to show
that acquiring L1 and learning L2 may seem parallel in many ways but that
a great deal of caution is to be exelncised in drawing conclusions about
shared similarities. The goals or objectives we set for our learners must
be attainable, well graded and realistic - above all the teacher has to
recognise the active cOntribution made by the learner regardless of what
the teacher wants him/her to do.

We might, therefore, come to terms with some general principles or guidelines
and draw some conclusions from what I have outlined for you based on the
most recent research in applied linguistics:

a) I would suggest language learning should be meaningful and realistic.
b) Translation,which is often used,is a specialised skill and is inapprop-

riate for the beginning language learner to rely on as a method of
language learning. The problem with it is that it gets harder and
harder to throw away the longer you stick with it. If you are
reasonably competent in the language then you may find it quite
useful for certain purposes.

c) Language teaching should be done mostly in the target language.
d) Mimicry and memorisation and drill practice do not teach language-

they may sometimes be appropriate for a variety of classroom needs-
but generally disfavoured because of their mechanically, meaninRless
nature and their overuse by teachers. They are also boring and stilted.

e) The learning of vocabulary shoula De dealt with in meaningrul context.
Retention is not requird of all items but continuous appropriate
usage is to be encouraged.

f) The first step in any language programme is to find out what the
students need to learn and define the courses of instruction and
the use of materials with these needs in mind.

g) Our basic aim should be to make every learner competent to some degree
in using communicative everyday language.

h) I would like also to suggest that language learning will not occur
unless the student is able, wants to and makes a personal commitment
to learn. No matter how you define motivation, it will be the
student's choice and decision that will determine his language
learning success.

The expectations of the teachers and the support of the parents will greatly
influence that decision.
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LECTURE TO IRALL - 10th March, 1979

St. Patrick's Training College
Drumcondra
Dublin 9.

"Facilitation of Language Development in the Deaf Child"

Sr. M. Nicholas Griffey,
Department of Education of the Deaf
University College
Dublin 4

I would like to begin by expressing gratitude to the members of

IRAAL who are NOT working in the field of speech and language

pathology for the sharing which takes place at these meetings. For

many years, teachers of handicapped children; especially teachers

of the deaf, had to soldier along in a very difficult field, without

help from other disciplines. Happily, this has all changed. My hope,

is that what I have to say may Be of some little help to those of you

who are not concerned mainly with the treatment and education of

language handicapped children.

The title of my talk has been chosen with deliberation. It indicates

a shift of emphasis in the approach to the development of language in

the child who, because of a hearing loss, fails' to benefit from the

linguistic stimulation in his environment. I use language in the

sense of the child's inborn capacity to talk or to learn a mother tongue.

As you know, a baby who hears the language with which he is surrounded

can, through a combination of pretty complicated physiological,
neurological, emotional and social events, learn to understand what is

said to him and to speak his native language. The process which takes

place very early on in the life of the child is usually automatic.

However, when we view it from the standpoint of children who have problems

in learning their first language, then we realise that the task is quite

a complicated one. We never refer to the TEACHING of a mother tongue to

a non-deaf child yet in the history of the education of hearing impaired

children we find that the teaching of language has been the main aim of

parents and educators alike. Faced with a child who could neither hear

nor speak, it was natural for the early educators Lo turn to the written

form of language in order to help those who were utterly dependent on

visual impressions. They invented an ingenious and unique system of non-

vocal communications by spelling each letter of words on the hand or,

as it were, a system of writing in the air, which involved the visual-motor

channel rather than the auditory-vocal one. It is significant that this

system of manual communication for the deaf was not widely developed until

the 18th century. Up to that time, the problem of developing language

in the deaf was considered insurmountable. Eventually, most forms of

manual communication consisted of finger-spelling and sign language.

Looking at the Irish system (1) which has been used here since 1846 - when

it was imported from France and modified to reflect English syntax - we

find that it consists of:-

1. Natural gestures

2. One hand finger-spelling
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3. Methodic or conventional signs which are usua'ly based on
the initial letter of a word. These methodic signs include
linguistic markers.

4. Signs which are a combination of natural gestures and methodic signs.

When a sign for a particular word is not available, finger-spellingis used. The Irish system of manual communication is systematic,
derivative and has a modified linguistic structure. An American
linguist - Professor Stokoe of Gallauded College, Washington D.C. -has noted similarities between it and "Signed English" currently usedin the United States (2). This is not surprising because both
systems stem from the French form of manual communication. Other earlyeducators of the deaf emphasised the oral form of communication whichconsists of the use of lipreading or "speechreading" to develop
receptive language and speech for expressive language. As in manual
communication, the written language was used as a basis. In theteaching of speech an analytical approach or the articulatory method
was used. Through the years this structured and programmed methodof teaching language was used extensively. The child was taught
gestures, finger-spelling, arbitrary signs and writing. He washelped to construct sentences according to a pattern - first in manual
communication with or without speech and then in writing. In schoolswhere the pure oral method was used, signs and finger spelling wereexcluded. The sentence was programmed. It was divorced from conversationand from the experience of the child. Nouns were taught first, thenadjectives, verbs, pronouns, active and passive voice as well as a host
of conjunctions and relatives,. Grammatical terms were taught to sevenyear olds. Likewise, the approach to speech teaching was analytical
beginning with phonemes which were programmed so that there was a
definite order in which they were taught. From phonemes the child
progressed to syllables and finally to the utterance of words, phrasesand sentences.

When I first entered the field of education of the deaf in Ireland, manual
communication was used in the schools. The teaching of language washighly structured with emphasis on the grammar of the traditional linguists
(3). We concluded that, by teaching language as we ourselves had learnt
a foreign language, our pupils would develop a mother tongue. I had learntFrench and Latin from the written form and this was considered a good
preparation for the teaching of English to deaf children. At that time
instruction began when the deaf child was seven years of age. There was
no pre-school guidance for parents. Somehow, it was assumed that ONLYteachers could teach language to a hearing impaired child. In the schoolgreat.stress was placed on the accuracy of the adult models of signlanguage. Teachers were expected to be proficient in signing as well asin reading back sign language. It was maintained that inadequate modelsused by adults constituted

an additional handicap for the deaf child. Asa young teacher, I was expected to sign in conventional English at alltimes the order of the signs being the same as that of the words. Itwas, however, a great disappointment to me to discover that, among themselves,the children resorted to non-linguistic forms. The language they used
was situation linked, crude and pictographic. When accuracy was required
the message was written down. (In fact, this is still true in the case
of even those deaf people who are expert signers). Stokoe refers to alow and high version of American Sign Language. The same can be said ofthe Irish system. I must confess that I used the low version when I
wanted to get a message across quickly. Of course, I was then re-inforcingpatterns which differed considerably from the acoustic language patternsof the environment. I was shattered when I discovered early on in my
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teaching career that my pupils did not always understand when I
used correct sentence patterns. They singled out key words - usually
nouns - while they failed to grasp the significance of structure words.
I very quickly realised that I had to TEACH language.

There is much controversy today concerning the mode of communication
best suited to the needs of the hearing impaired. Those who advocate
the use of speech accompanied by manual communication or "total
communication", as it is now called, maintain that it will enable
deaf children to reach higher levels in language. This view is
challenged by those who advocate a pure oral/auditory or an auditory/oral
approach. While not wishing to dwell on the current controversy, I
would like to say that, as a practitioner, I do not support the introduction
of supplemental manual communication - be it systematic sign language,
finger-spelling or cued speech (which is a manual system related to
the phonemic system) for pre-lingually deaf children as soon as deafness
is diagnosed because I believe that perceptions are adversely affected
when simultaneous oral and manual presentations are available to
children who are developing a mother tongue. Neurologically speaking,
it must be extremely difficult for the brain to cope with two quite
different systems. If a child is to learn to use spontaneous speech he
must be exposed to consistent, meaningful and pervasive rhythmic speech
stimulation. His level of attainment will depend on maximum exposure
to speech and on early speech production. Like the non-deaf child, the
deaf child learns to talk by talking. When using 'total communication'
I find that deaf children are more interested in manual communication than
in speech signals. This is understandable. Manual communication is
more attractive, is seen with comparative ease and is more static than
running speech. In the 'total communication' environment, the deaf child
tends to neglect the use of any remnants of hearing which he may have,
with the result that signs dnd finger-spelling predominate n his thought
processes so that speech is rarely spontaneous and his lip-reading skills
are poor. This is a great disadvantage to the deaf person who, unfortunately
for him, has to live in a hearing world. Research has clearly shown that
deaf adults who speak and lip-read well have a higher professional
standing and a wider range of vocational opportunities open to them.

Here I would like to refer briefly to hearing loss so that we may have an
understanding of the term "deaf" as I use it. Hearing impairment may
be regarded as a continuum ranging from a mild impairmant to total deafness.
Language and speech development will vary from the practically normal
production of the child with the mild hearing loss to the laboured and
unnatural speech quality and esoteric language patterns of the profoundly
deaf. Even with the use of a hearing aid, the child with high frequency
loss will characteristically omit the sibilants and some stop consonants.
The child with the loss in the low tones will tend to produce incorrect
vowel sounds. In the case of the mildly and moderately hard of hearing,
perception of speech by audition may be appropriate; for the hard of
hearing with a more severe loss, audition, supplemented by vision or
"visual listening" may suffice. For the profoundly deaf, the main avenues
for the speech code are vision, sound perception, touch and kinaesthesis.
The 90 dB level is critical. Children who are hard of hearing are more
auditory than visual. Their hearing loss is above 90 dB. They are
"hearing beings" while the deaf are "visual beings". (Recording of
filtered speech). I want to concentrate on the deaf because their hearing
loss is so great that its implications from the point of view of language
learning are hard to grasp. The child with an auditory channel which
is almost completely blocked so that the auditory development and comprehension
of speech and language, with or without amplification from an early age,
are precluded, is one of the greatest educational challenges.
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Since World War II, some drastic changes have taken place in the
field of the education of the deaf. Because of technological
advances we now have more powerful and more efficient hearing aids.
Hearing loss in children can be diagnosed in the early months
of life and a baby can be fitted with hearing aids in the first
year of life so that he is experiencing sound at a time when he
is physiologically constituted for the development of a mother
tongue. The deaf child will not hear speech but he will receive
sound cues which enable him to get information with regard to
duration and intensity of speech. He will thus be helped to get
rhythmic patterns which are essential for language development.
Parent guidance is also available. The guidance is more parent
than child-centred because the mother needs help to ensure that
the linguistic environment is conducive to the development of
language. Language and speech are not separated - speech is now
treated as language behaviour. Our primary aim is not to improve
speech - at least initially - because we are more interested
in the psychological progresses which regulate speech. We are,
in fact, facilitating the development of a mother tongue. Findings
in the field of psycho-linguistics have helped teachers of the
deaf, especially over the past ten to fifteen years. It stands
to reason that data from normally hearing children should provide
basic information against which the non-communicating child (or the
one with deviant language patterns) can be compared. To me, the
following factors which find support in psycho-linguistic theory
are important if deaf children are to acquire language.

(a) The Quality of Environmental Language

There is sufficient evidence now to show that, if the speech input
is right in the case of a deaf baby with intact central nervous
system and no additional handicap, he will go through the normal
stages of language development though, of course, his progress will
be much slower than in the case of the baby with normal hearing.

Whereas in the 1940's we were told to fit children with hearing aids
and, "talk, talk, talk" now we are paying more attention to the
quality of the speech stimulation. Recently, professional workers
have been emphasising what Bruner (4) has referred to as "inter-
subjectivity" between mother and child as an important ingredient
in the language acquisition process. Early pre-language interaction
is social and affectivelt, It leads to the building-up ^e a world of
attention between parentrchild. Mother observes the baby; she
follows his attention; she assumes intention on his part as she
verbalises. She carries on an endless conversation with the baby
who is beginning to talk. There is a circular reaction process at
work. Mother stimulates the baby who then responds. The response
on the part of the child provides motivation for further stimulation
by the mother. A Mother who receives no responses to her stimulation
as is the case when the baby is deaf, is under great stress. She
is not likely to persist in interaction unless she receives support
and special guidance in the early post-diagnostic period especially.
Once deafness is suspected and confirmed the mother may change in her
attitude towards the deaf child. This is one of the disastrous
results of early profound deafness. Accumulated feelings of tension
in parents are often the basis of poor language development in pre-school
children. If a deaf child is to make progress, the parents need help
to accept him and to provide an environment which will contribute to
the development of healthy parent/child relationships. Conversation
tends to develop automatically in the case of the non-deaf child
but, in the case of the deaf child, it must be consciously developed
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by the mother. She uses what Van Uden (5) calls a "seizing method".
She follows the child's interest. He makes a gesture "car".
The mother responds - "You want to go in the car: Oh, Daddy did
not come yet. Let's see. Open the door " The child's
speech behaviour is shaped by the response of the environment.
Helen Keller - who was deaf and blind from the age of eighteen
months - was taught in this way by her teacher. Helen writes:
"If I did not know the words and idioms necessary to express my
thoughts, she supplied them; even suggesting conversation when
I was unable to keep up my end of the dialogue". This is very
different from the type of identification language which teachers
of the deaf used in the past:- "This is a ball.... This is a baloon".
Now we are advised to use anticipatory language. We want to teach
the word 'car'. We ensure that the child has a toy one. One day
we hide it; the child looks for it. Then we can introduce questions
such as - "Where is the car", "Is the car upstairs?", "Is Daddys
car outside?". Another way is to advise the mother to otalage a daily
routine in the life of the child. Try to explain "Today we are
going to see Granny". Produce a picture. We then wait for a reaction
from the child be it a gesture or a spoken word. A transformation
of the child's utterance is then made. "We are going in the car.
It is outside " The same approach is followed in the Nursery
class for deaf children. Teachers then keep a written record of
conversations with the children. They can be written in comic strip
form or in "baloon writing". The written language is more a support
to the spoken language. These written conversations help the child
who may have short term memory problems. They are intuitively understood
by the deaf child as a result of experience which includes oral
communication or conversation. To quote from Van Uden "Only a method
of language acquisition can be recognised as psycho-linguistically
correct and effective which places conversation and not the sentence,
in the centre of the entire didactic activity. The child does not
learn language because he receives instruction in its use, but because
it is part of his daily life and experience. Talk is the basic form
in which language is manifested!'

The type of speech patterns used in the environment is also aportant
for the deaf child. We know that normally-hearing children who are
learning to talk are exposed to parental language which differs
considerably from family to family both in style and amount yet virtually
all learn the grammar of their native language easily. McNeill (1966)(6)
referred to adult speech, which children have to process, as being a
completely random, haphazard sample, in no way contrived to instruct
a child in grammar. Since then, several studies have shown that, on
the contrary, there is a specific style of speech which is used in
addressing young children learning to talk. It is adopted not only
by parents but by other adults with little experience of children and
even by children as young as five years if they are speaking to children
under three. Drach (1969) (7) pointed out that the language everyone
uses to young children has shorter, syntactically simpler sentences,
a smaller vocabulary and slower delivery than adult to adult speech.
It is also more repetative (Kobashiqawa, 1969) (8), more redundant,
makes more use of concrete references, less use of pronouns and seems
designed to assist the young child in identifying grammatical categories
and phrase units within sentences (Snow 1972) (9); Frazer and Roberts

1975) (10). The recent findings of Howarth (11) in the area of
parent/child and teacher/child verbal interactions in the case of deaf
children aru similar. Formerly, teachers of the deaf and parents used
very simple sentences and exaggerated speech patterns in their anxiety
to get children to lipread. Now they are encouraged to use the normal
adult pattern. It is essennrithat the rhythm of speech be present
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to a marked degree for children who, through their low note hearing,
can perceive this important feature. The perception also of
intensity as it relates to stress is possible for this type of child.
In this way a lip-reader is helped to know the intention of the
speaker. A deaf child, in the absence of these cues perceived
through sound perception, is not aware, for instance, of the
different meanings attached to the following sentences:

Mary will go home on Friday

Mary will go home on Friday

Mary will go home on Friday

Such acoustic information is a great help to the deaf child. The
environmental language has a direct bearing, too, on the type of
speech production among deaf children because perception and
reproduction of speech must be regarded as two processes which are
closely linked. All types of hearing impaired children learn to
talk by talking as well as by observing the speech movements of
adults and siblings. Speech production facilitates the perception of speech
when both are trained together. Lipreading, for example, can
be well nigh impossible for a deaf person who has never learnt to
speak. The deaf child must have constant repetition so that he is
able to transfer information gained through residual hearing, vision,
vibration-feeling and tactile impressions, into his own speech
movements or articulatory acts. He internalises for his own use what
he has seen, heard and felt of his own speech movements as well as
those in his environment. His parents and teachers act as monitors.
Later he becomes dependent on an internalised model - or kineasesthesis
in order to check his production. In the case of the pre-school
and nursery-school deaf child, speech acquisition is regarded as a
developmental process. The child imitates the speech of his environment.
His efforts will be approximate. When fluency has been established,
intervention takes the form of isolating defective sounds and perfecting
them. The correct form of the sound must be automatic as a result
of therapy. As quickly as possible it is replaced in words, otherwise
the utterance will be laboured and unnatural because a given speech
sound is not represented by a fixed acoustic pattern in a speech wave.
Automatic blinding of phonemes which results from practice in speech
drill is necessary for intelligibility. By automaticity in articulation
the deaf child will achieve a rate of utterance which approximates that
of normal speech. There is a correlation between 'quick' speech and
intelligibility in the case of the deaf child (12). This is an area
where the teacher of the deaf is concerned with the production as
distinct from perception. Some teachers, however, do not approve of
any kind of intervention as they believe that the speech will be more
natural if the child is allowed to make use of available cues rather
than concentrate on individual speech sounds. I think that intervention
is necessary but the time when it should be introduced depends on the
quality of the child's utterances and his hearing loss. In teaching
speech to hearing impaired children we realise that the production will
deviate from the normal since their problems ih perception affect
their production. The speech of the child with residual hearing will be
intelligible to naive listeners while that of the profoundly deaf will
be understood by the family, a particular school, friends and co-workers.
Inexperienced listeners will not understand the speech patterns until
they become familiar with them. The various studies that have been
undertaken since 1940 have shown that poor levels of speech achievement
among hearing impaired children are commonplace. The typical errors
relate to respiration, phonation and the rate of utterance.
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One of the important developments in the field of the education of
the deaf which one would like to see in the future is the production
of a satisfactory model for the production of intelligible speech.
This may be achieved if a developmental approach, coupled with an
emphasis on the phonetic level, is used. If, in phonetic practice,
the child is enabled to produce sound patterns automatically, then,
in phonological speech, conscious attention can be directed to
what the child wants to say. With a set purpose in producing speech,
rate of utterance, phonation and respiration will be dynamic. I have
called this approach "natural intervention", suited to the age level
and the speech quality of the child. It will not work, however,
without suitable and adequate environmental stimulation from an early
age. Frequency of language usage is an essential component of the
linguistic environment of a child. It is missing in the case of the
deaf child so that steps have to be taken to make up for this serious
deprivation. Reading is one of the main ways of compensating. For
him, reading of dialogue can make up for the lack of incidental
conversation in his life. This type of reading has been referred to
as "visualised conversation". For young children it is a reading
of a convensation which has been understood and which is related to
personal experience. For older children it is a means of entering
into conversation with an author.

(b) Discovering the Structure of Language

To me, the most startling change in our approach to teaching language
to the deaf is the use of natural methods and the emphasis on the
deductive method in order to develop structure. The non-deaf child
finds the structure of the language for himself. He discovers the
rules. We know this because he often misapplies them. Following
a developmental programme with the deaf child, we encourage him to
discover structure only when he has established some oral language.
The pupil may then be eight or nine years of age so that he is reading
and writing. He reads aloud or his teacher reads to him. By this

he is helped to find the accent groups. He makes a collection of
similar structures. When he is ready to learn the rules by a process of
deduction, he is given grammatical terms. This is a far cry from the
structured approach referred to earlier. It is based on modern psycho-
linguistic principles. Yet, as far back as 1879 (13) an Irish teacher
of the deaf Father Thomas McNamara, C.M. wrote the following which
I would like to read for you because I am convinced that it is relevant
to all language learning.. "I have no hesitation in saying that the
system that dispenses with grammar until the children have made considerable
way in learning language is preferable to that which mixes up the
learning of grammar with the learning of language. Grammar- what is
its object? Is it not to regulate the us,2 of language? But, language
to be fixed and regulated must already be in existence. It was in
this order that we, speaking people, learned language first and grammar
after and, if we were required to learn grammar at the same time with
language, our progress in the latter would have been very slow if at all
possible.

The greater part of mankind dispe'ses with grammar in the use of language.
Either they did not learn grammar at all or, if they did, they forget it.
How few are capable of applying the rules of grammar or even would be
able to recite the parts of speech? Yet they use language for the ordinary
purpose for which it is destined.

We are witness here in Paris of constant examples bearing upon the
subject. A family comes to spend a year or two chiefly on account of the
young people, that they may learn French in the French capital.
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They have a servant or two with them. What occurs? The best teachers
are employed for the members of the family, to teach them scientifically
according to grammar, whilst the servants are allowed to get on as well
as they can amongst the servants of the hotel or the house. A year or
two passes over and who are the most expert in speaking French? The
young people of the family or the servants; those who are taught
scientifically or those who.are taught by the mere practice of speaking
or, in other words, by the use of the language? Experience is there
to give answer and to bear testimony in favour of the servants".

Language Disordered Children

Although my training and experience are mainly in the field of audiology
and education of the deaf I am also interested in language disordered
children especially those with a predominantly receptive problem.
In 1954 when I was working n a School for the Deaf I discovered that
these were children enrolled in the classes who did not respond favourably
to teaching methods found to be effective with their peers, despite the
fact that there was empirical and clinical evidence to show that their
intellectual potential was within normal limits. Their ability to solve
environmental problems was as good, if not better, than that of the most
successful oral pupils. It was possible to rule out emotional disturbance
or lack of stimulation or motivation as primary factors related to their
poor achievements in language learning. Faced with this paradoxical
situation, a closer analysis of the children's functions was begun in
order to determine the most appropriate type of educational treatment for
them. This study (14) revealed some of the specific difficulties in the
area of perception which are now considered characteristic of this group
of neurologically impaired children that have been described as 'language
disordered'. In the 1950's however, many questioned the very existence
of a developmental language disorder, something that is now internationally
recognised as a communication disorder in children.

Language disordered children have two main characteristics which I would
like to refer to:-

(a) Impairments in aspects of auditory perception necessary for language
learning.

There is evidence that the child with neurological disorders deals with
incoming speech signals in a deviant manner. He cannot listen rapidly.
In his case, peripheral deafness is often suspected because of his lack of
interest in environmental speech and language. These children behave as
if they have a hearing loss yet it is quite obvious that they respond to
noise rather than speech. Audiometric evaluation shows three types of
children in the group. Those who have normal thresholds for pure tones;
those who have an established hearing loss which is usually in the higher
frequencies and those who show a marked hearing loss. I have worked with
all types. Most of them were wearing hearing aids but, after a period of
intense-traini.A in listening in slow speech, isolated phonemes, syllables,
words and finzily sentences, I was satisfied that some of them had normal
hearing. Yet they had previously accepted high amplification without showing
discomfort, as if they suffered from recruitment of loudness in reverse:
We have much to learn about the perceptual behaviour of children with
neurological disorders.

(b) The second characteristic I have noted in language disordered children
is defective short term memory for speech. They cannot remember a succession
of sounds that make up a word. If we ask them to repeat a series of babble
sounds, they cannot do so accurately. Oral dyspraxias are common among them.
Their first repetition of a word may be correct but, because of poor memory
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span, they do not persist in producing the sounds accurately. Paula
Menyuk (15) compared a group of normal children and a group of language
disordered children in their ability to repeat sentences. Deviations
were found among the latter group and Merykspeculates that the
difference appears to be due to defective memory for speech. She notes .

that, in some cases, the children repeated one or two words in a sentence -

usually the final word or words. This is characteristic of the language
disordered child. He forgets the beginning of a sentence by the time
the final words are uttered. He appears to listen to every sound and
then fails to hold these sounds in memory. He seems unable to anticipate
or feed forward as in the case of a normal listener. As a result, he
does not acquire language unless he receives intensive training in the
phonological, syntactical and semantic aspects of it. If language
disordered children are to be helped with the perception and reproduction
of speech, they require an analytical approach. Instruction in
perception and reproduction of speech begins with isolated phonemes.
The child lip-reads, reads, writes, utters and listens to a particular
phoneme until he is able to discriminate. Then phonemes are put
together to form syllables and, finally words. There seems to be a
concensus of opinion now that the language disordered child requires an
analytical and highly structured approach. Eventually, the child reaches
a stage when he can receive and produce environmental language. I am
convinced that the initial exercises are crucial. Many teachers hurry
over them because they are unused to such a structured approach. As in
the case of the hearing impaired child, early intervention is essential.
However, a conclusive diagnosis of a language disorder is usually not
made until the child is about four years old. A team approach to diagnosis
is essential. The milder forms of the problem are not easily recognised,
yet all teachers should be aware of them as pupils who have a problem in
learning a mother-tongue may be expected to reach normal levels in a second
language with resultant stress for pupils, parents and teachers.

Deaf Children with Multiple Handicaps

Mentally handicapped deaf children and those with additional handicaps such
as blindness and.cerebral palsy need very special treatment if they are
.to reach their highest human level. With them,manual communication is used.

Some will learn systematic sign language while others - such as the mentally
handicapped deaf blind are capable of learning mere signals. In their case,
a broad view of language is taken. That is, the sending of messages from
one person to another. This includes facial expression, eyepointing, gestures,
mime, finger-spelling, sign language, writing, drawing, lip-reading and
speech.

Hearing impaired children are individuals whose educational treatment needs
to be designed to suit their special communication problems. An individualistic
approach by teachers who are well aware of psycho-linguistic principles can help.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THEMATIC INTERFERENCE BETWEEN IRISH AND ENGLISH

Markku Filppula

Department of English, University of Joensuu, Finland

The language situation in Ireland presents a fascinating field of
study from a general linguistic point of view: what happens when two
languages come into contact which have, first, a different basic word
order (VSO and SVO) and, second, different THEMATIC systems? The two
systems are, of course, interdependent to a large extent, as we will
see.

By thematic systems I mean the language-specific devices that a
speaker may use to organize his utterance as a message, which is syn-
tactically and semantically well-formed and, besides that, appropriate
in the given context. A central idea in this kind of pragmatic or
functional approach is the division of clauses into "theme" and "rheme".
In the definition of these I have adopted a position which originates
from a Finnish linguist, Nils Erik Enkvist, and which is fairly close
to that of Michael Halliday. A theme is defiqed as the FIRST part of
the clause, extending usually up to the verb. It may consist of a
number of "subthemes", which are normally sentence-initial adverbials.
A rheme is, quite simply, the rest of the clause in this binary system
(Enkvist 1976, 63-4 n.).

Enkvist also makes an important distinction between the concepts
theme and "topic", which are often used as synonyms. A topic is a con-
stituent which also occurs at the very beginning of its clause, being
preceded only by connectives and conjunctions, which at the same time
can be regarded as having been FRONTED from some other, less MARKED,
position, and which, fin4lly, does not tolerate any other fronted con-
stituent next to itself.` A clause-final constituent similarly moved
to clause-final position would be called a "comment". If there is a
topic in a clause, it is considered to be part of the theme (ibid.).

There is one more formal criterion which helps to distinguish
between theme and topic: topicalizations, i.e., the fronting operations,
never change the SYNTACTIC relations within a clause, as opposed to
thematizations and rhematizations, i.e., the operations leading to the
choice of theme and of rheme, which may (ibid.). The following ex-
amples perhaps clarify the point:

1

In a VSO language like Irish, the verb is usually the theme.
2
Adverbials sometimes present special problems. Here, too, I have
followed Enkvist's classification of adverbies into adverbials of
"setting" and "valency" adverbials (for discussion, see Enkvist
op.cit., 54-6). Another clue is the placement of main sentence
stress (which marks the information focus): if it falls on a clause-
initial adkerbial (excluding the so-called sentence adverbials),
we are dealtng with adverbial topicalization.
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1.a. These men built the house.
1.b. The house was built by these men.

In 1.b. the thematic structure of the clause has been r.versed through
a syntactic change (by choosing the passive). This is NOT an instance
of topicalization; that occurs in 2.b.:

2.a. They were big giants of men in them days.
2.b. Big giants of men they were in them days.

Here the difference between a. and b. is not one in the syntactic func-
tions; big giants of men remains the subject complement in b., which is
thematically marked.

The functions of the theme-rheme and topic-comment systems are to
help to embed a clause or a sentence in its textual and situational
context. The theme is often though not necessarily - "what the sen-
tence is about", and it usually conveys "given" or "known" information.
The rhematic part of the sentence often carries "new" informatjon. Top-
icalization serves such purposes as emphasis, contrast, or the linking
of a constituent with the previous text (ibid.).

The thematic systems of Irish and English differ in some crucial
respects. First of all, the possibilities of thematization are more
restricted in Irish than in English because of its very consistent
verb-initial word order. Stenson (1976, 269) notes that Irish lacks
most of those thematic movement rules which involve a change in "basic"
word order or in syntacfic relations within a clause such as Tough
Movement, Raising, Dative Movement, There-Insertion, Passive, and
Topicalization (in a narrow sense, cf. below), all of which are found
in English and other Indo-European languages. Left Dislocation and
Extraposition are both possible in Irish, but even they are subject to
severe restrictions.

Another striking difference is in the ways in which contrast and
emphasis are expressed. Irish again displays some peculiarities not
shared by English or most other Indo-European languages. According to
Professor Geariiid Mac Eoin (personal communication), Irish does not
use sentence stress to convey contrast or emphasis; instead, either
word order or certain synthetic particles are employed. Ahlqvist
(1977, 274) also points out this special feature of Irish. What is
meant by word order arrangements here, is the fronting of the consti-
tuent to be contrasted or emphasized, i.e., topicalization. Here,
too, Irish has its own restrictions: the rigid VSO order and the con-
sequent pressure of inserting a verbal element even before a fronted
constituent has led to a near monopoly of thq so-called copula (cleft)
construction as the means of topicalization. In compensation, the
use of the copula permits the fronting of almost any constituent of
a clause, with the notable exception of the finite verb, which would
have to be transformed into a verbal noun in order to be clefted.
(For a discussion of the limits of the Irish clefting system, see

1

I will be using the term "topicalization" to cover cleft construc-
tions as well. The stresslessness of the copula is (and of the
introductory it is in English) and its frequent omission point to
the same basic fronting operation as in "simple" topicalizdtion
despite the surface-syntactic differences. It would hardly make
sense to consider the copula as the theme of its clause, which
would be the case with a "full" verb.

165
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Stenson op.cit., 150-3). In English, topicalization, either with or
without clefting, is often blocked by syntactic restrictions unknown
in Irish. It is particularly hard to topicalize constituents which
have a close bond with the predicate verb, or which belong to certain
parts of speech. This is why contrastive or emphatic sentence stress
alone, without any change in the word order, is used in English as an
important alternative of thematic marking.

A third difference follows directly from the foregoing: in Irish,
the THEMATIC part of the clause, the clause-initial field, is the most
central and frequently used means of giving emphatic or contrastive
colouring (through topicalization), whereas English employs - as it
has to - more alternative means. The special role of the thematic
field in Irish is also seen in certain clause-types, such as clauses
expressing classification, ownership, or identification. These all
share the peculiar feature that, in the unmarked case, the NEW infor-
mation carried by the constituent immediately following the copula PRE-
CEDES the GIVEN information conveyed by the rest of the clause. This

is an obvious counterexample to the often cited universal principle
(see also Stenson op.cit., 201 n.), and it may have had a certain in-
fluence on Hiberno-English.

It is these differences between Irish and English that have pro-
vided the theoretical basis for my empirical study of interference
phenomena in Hiberno-English (H-E). In order to be better able to
document traces of the substratum influence of Irish, I iyave compared

three H-E dialects, those of Kerry, Wicklow, and Dublin. A compara-
tive method was chosen, because not all of the interference phenomena
are QUALITATIVE, and even those which are have often a QUANTITATIVE
aspect: they may have optional Standard English counterparts, or they
may be only seldom used. The quantitative aspect is particularly
relevant, since the interfering thematic systems of Irish and English
are both structurally and functionally close to each other.

There were four informants from each dialect, their ages varying
from 54 to 81 years. None of them had any more than National School
education. No questionnaires were used in gathering the corpus, since
the aim was to obtain discourse material which was as natural a-
possible. To further minimize the negative effect of an openly re-
corded interview, I worked under the pretext of studying the local
traditions. The topics of the interview were, however, more or less
the same: they included aspects of the personal life of the informant,
local affairs, traditions, and views on the future. The lengths of
the interviews varied from 25 minutes to 1i hours, the totals being
4 h 25 min for Kerry, 3 h 45 min for Wicklow, and 2 h 35 min for Dublin.

The criterion for choosing these dialects was the assumed STRENGTH
of Irish influence. Kerry, or more exactly the district round Caher-
daniel near the Gaeltacht area of Ballinskelligs, represents here the
most recent and most direct impact of Irish. All the informants had
spent their childhood in a strongly bilingual environment. They still

knew some Irish, although it is not spoken there any more. Their first

language had always been English. Wicklow, and there the district of

1

I am indebted to Professor Alan Bliss of University College, Dublin,
for his invaluable help in the planning of this project.

1 6
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Calary, is a place in which Irish died out as early as the mid-eigh-
teenth century. Here the informants had virtually no knowledge of
Irish, and three out of the four had not even studied it at school.
Dublin, finally, might be assumed to be at the weakest end of the con-
tinuum of Irish influence, being most open to the outside world. The
informants here, too, had very little or no Irish.

In addition to the H-E dialects mentioned, I have gone through a
British English corpus of 2i hours of length. This was collected by
one of my English colleagues, and it consists of the openly recorded
interviews of five people whose speech can be taken to represent Edu-
cated Standard English. Their ages varied from 40 to 73 years.

In discussing the results of the comparison, I will limit myself
to what appears to be the most prominent area of interference, viz.,
TOPICALIZATION. This includes both cleft constructions and frontings
without clefting, as was noted above.

Cleft constructions taken as a whole turned out to be most fre-
quent in the Kerry dialect, which was quite predictable. The rela-
tive frequencies have been counted in relation to a time unit, which
is here 45 minutes (this being the recording length of one side of the
type of tape used, and the most frequent length of interview). One
could, of course, count the numbers of tone-groups, or even words, but
I do not think that that would change the overall picture. In Table 1

I have given the average frequencies of clefts per speaker per 45 min-
utes. I have not included the so-called there-clefts, nor pseudo-
clefts; the former, incidentally, were also most frequent in Kerry.

Kerry 14,8
Wicklow 6,5
Dublin 5,3
British English 2,0

Table 1. Average frequency of clefts per speaker per 45 minutes.

On the basis of the above figures, one cannot discern any significant
difference between Wicklow and Dublin, but Kerry English and British
English seem to form categories of their own. This, I think, clearly
points to the continuing influence of the thematic systems of Irish
on Kerry speech, and, to a lesser extent, on H-E in general. Certain
qualitative features of H-E clefts, which I will discuss below, pro-
vide more evidence towards the same conclusion.

Most of the H-E clefts serve the same functions as in Standard
British English. In one type, the focal 'onstituent receives con-
trastive or emphatic stress, and it usually represents information
which is new or contrastive. The that-clause, on the other hand, is
normally wecAly stressed and generTiTy7 carries information which is
either known or knowable from the context. Prince (1978, 896) calls
this type the "stressed-focus it-cleft". Ex. 3, which is from Kerry
speech, illustrates this (for explanation of the transcription symbols
used, see the appendix):

3. /since we got our own independence/.../it have died away/,
/it is more Englis177/they are speaking now/
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However, H-E clefts sometimes have qualitatively distinctive fea-
tures, which in this particular type of cleft is manifested by greater
syntactic freedom. The focal constituent may be a subject complement,
an adverb of manner, or even (part of) a verb phrase just as in Irish
(for a discussion of Standard English restrictions, see Quirk & al.
1972, 952; Emonds 1976, 133). There were very few instances of these
in my corpus, but similar observations by Henry (1957, 193) support the
existence of these patterns in H-E. In ex. 4 from Wicklow we have part
of a periphrastic verb phrase as the focus. This sounded very odd to
my two English colleagues, whose intuitive judgments I have relied on
here.

4. /ah very little's (i.e., few farmers) give up farming round =
this area/A/it's looking for more land/ a lot of them are/

Another striking feature is the indifference to the sequence of tenses,
which is seen in examples 5 and 6 from Kerry:

5. /I think/A/this year./A/this year he bought it/AA
Q/isn't it Tirely he boutfft=that/

6. /I and my brothers didn' go to America/A/but all my./
/all my uncles went to America//I remember/I remember =
when I g6TFTTo school/A/I remember it'Tthree of my uncles =
went away/ /three of'm/

The second major category of cleft constructions consists of cases
in which, first, there is no implication of contrast, or at most an in-
direct one, and, second, the that-clause is normally stressed. As to
the presuppositions, these clefts differ from the stressed-focus type
in that the hearer is not expected to KNOW the information in the that-
clause. According to Prince, "the whole point of these sentences is
to INFORM the hearer of that very information" (Prince op.cit., 898).
Rather more precisely, the function of such a sentence is to present
a piece of information as FACT, as something which is commonly accepted
and already known to some people, but not yet to the hearer (ibid.,
899-900). For this kind of cleft Prince uses the term "informative-
presupposition it-cleft". Surprisingly enough, grammarians have almost
invariably overT6oked this function of clefting. Examples 7 and 8
from Prince (op.cit., 898, 902), and ex. 9 from my Kerry corpus perhaps
make the distinction clear:

7. It was just about 50 years ago that Henry Ford gave us the
weekend... he decided to establish a 40-hour week, giving his
employees two days off instead of one.

8. But why is the topic so important? Apparently, it is the
topic that enables the listener to compute the intended ante-
cedents of each sentence in the paragraph.

9. /and there's a holy well there'n/ that well was that he./
/it is there he used 5E5./ he was aierTH-6- was a monk/A
/a holyIi57,/and it is there he used to baptize fh-e7:
children/

Note that in ex. 9, the focal adverb there does not receive contrastive
stress (Prince's examples have been taken from written sources). Prince

1

Despite occasional borderline cases, the difference in presuppcsitions
is usually clear enough to warrant the distinction.
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mentions some other characteristics of this type of cleft, which are
also confirmed by my findings: they usually have an anaphoric focus,
which is most often an adverbial of setting (defining the place or the
time in which the action itself takes place) or a subject noun phrase
(op.cit., 899). The focal constituent could be said to act as a kind
of MARKED THEME, to which the subsequent bit of new information is
attached.

Prince finally notes a tendency for informative-presupposition
clefts to occur in formal, often written, discourse (ibid., 899).
This receives indirect support from my results, since the instances of
these were so few in my BE corpus. On the other hand, the same appears
to be true of all kinds of clefts. In H-E, however, informative-pre-
supposition clefts seem to be a characteristic feature of the spoken
language. They are, in fact, proportionately more frequent in Kerry
than in the other two dialects: well over half of all clefts were of
this type there. In Wicklow and Dublin they accounted for about a
third of the instances. If this was on4 an ARCHAIC feature of H-E,
one would expect the Kerry and Wicklow figures to be at least a little
nearer each other, since in many other respects the Wicklow dialect
displays.truly archaic features. Therefore, one is inclined to con-
sider the possibility of Irish influence here, too.

The Irish cleft construction has, indeed, a functioniequivalent
to that of the English informative-presupposition clefts.' Besides
that, it has certain subsidiary functions, in which there is also no
implication of contrast. Mac Cana (1973, 110) has observed that some-
times the marked character of a cleft sentence may apply to the total
statement rather than to the focal constituent alone. He gives ex-
amples like the following, which according to him are extremely common
in spoken Irish:

10. Is tü ariamh ndr choisg do theangaidh "you never bridled
your tongue" (lit. "it's you who never bridled your tongue").

11. Ba é a bhi cosamhail len' athair ar lorg a leicinn "he looked
like his father from the side view" or "he was strikingly
like his father ..." (lit. "it was he who ...").

(Mac Cana op.cit., 11D)

There is a certain element of emphasis in these sentences, but it is
not contrastive. A more suitable description would be EMOTIVE or EX-
PRESSIVE emphasis (Mac Cana, personal communication). Yet another
area of usage, in which clefting is widely used without the customary
implication of contrast, is RESPONSE-sentences of an explanatory na-
ture (Mac Cana op.cit., 104). Here is Mac Cana's example:

12. "Faoi Dhia, goidé thainig ort?" ars an t-athair. "Micheal
Rua a bhuail me", ars an mac "In God's name, what happened
to you?" asked the father. "Micheal Rua gave me a beating",
said the son (lit. "it was M.R. who ..."),

(ibid., 106)

A few more constructions using the copula should be mentioned

1

This conclusion was reached in discussions with both Professor
Mac Eoin and Professor Proinsias Mac Cana. Here, too, Irish has
certain oddities which are not important in this context.
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whose functions are also closely related to those of the informative-
presupposition clefts, viz., is é rud, is amhlaidh "it is a thing that",
"it is a fact that", and is é an chaoi "it is how". (For a comprehen-
sive discussion of the different uses of these, see especially
6 Cadhlaigh 1940, 543-556). Reflections of these are sometimes met in
Kerry speech in sentences where there is emphatic assertion of a fact
(only the first it is-clause in ex. 15 is relevant here):

13. /and it is the matter these places are away/underneath the=
ground/ big tunnels/ righti,/under the effirrnd/

14. /it (i.e., a ghost) seemed like to be. in the field/A
/in the field where it is the house were/

15. /but./ /'tis more the Irish died since they./since they gave =
that employmeaFecause./A/irR- all English that's spoken =
there no7

These sentences are not clefts, of course, but more or less direct
translations of the corresponding Irish patterns. They were also
judged to be clearly nonstandard by my colleagues.

Returning noW to H-E, it seems plausible to argue that the greater
frequency of informative-presupposition clefts in Kerry speech than
elsewhere is due to the analogical infl-nce of the corrsponding Irish
system, which has, moreover, such widel5, used non-contrastive sub-func-
tions a's those discussed above. lhe diversity of.functions of clefting
in the substratum language has obviously shaped the English language
in Ireland so that its SENTENCE RHYTHM has been slightly altered. The

general tendency of Irish to prefer the thematic part of the clause for
thematic marking is clearly discernible in H-E, particularly in those
dialects which have been in close contact with Irish. Henry (op.cit.,
195) has observed the same tendency in the dialect of North Roscommon.
According to him, a speaker of H-E sometimes uses the cleft construction
as a device for presenting the chief burden of his thought (i.e., new
information in my terminology) as directly as possible. Some of the
HESITATION phenomena found in my corpus lend further support to this
assumption. Consider the following examples from Kerry speech:

16. /before the Irish farrineWin eighteen forty-seven/A
/it was mostly./ lTke Ireland/ Ireland was anT7TE was./
/Ireland was a Cath./ TCatholic country/

17. /but it was tw.two./porter was for./ two pence a pint/

These sentences reveal the existence of a conflict between two types
of sentence rhythm or thematic organization. The nonstandard tendency
is also evident in certain clause-types such as existential there-
clauses. In examples 18 and 19, also from Kerry, the "logical" sub-
ject has been topicalized through clefting. Here the intuitions of my
colleagues differed: one of them did not consider them acceptable, the
other accepted them as colloquialisms. In any case, my data su9gest
that these are more typical of Kerry speech than of the other dialects.

18. /they've died and emigrated and /everything/A
/it is alTT5reigners that'll be Fere before./ you know/
/after a time/ as far as I can see/

19. /probably it was thatched4,/because it was all./
/TTwas all thatched houses was here one time/ you know/
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Finally, I would add the evidence obtainable from the relative fre-
quencies and the qualitative features of topicalizations WITHOUT CLEFTING.
As Table 2 shows, these were also most frequent in Kerry speech. There
are no significant differences among the others.

Kerry 10,7

Wicklow 4,2
Dublin 5,3

British English 3,7

Table 2. Average frequency of topicalizations without clefting
per speaker per 45 minutes.

A comparison between Kerry and Wicklow suggests again that the higher
frequency in the former cannot be explained as archaism alone. More-
over, the Kerry dialect seems to allow itself more syntactic liberties
than the other two, let alone British English. The following examples
fro6 Kerry sounded more or less odd to my colleagues:

20. /my brother that's over in England/A/when he was./ when he =
was young/A/a story now he T-61-ci me/ when he was young/

21. /he is working over there/,/in some building he is working/
/with th-eCouple of weeks/

22. /two lorries of them (i.e., turf) now in the year we do burn/

The commonness of such nonstandard or odd topical;zations partially
makes up for the admittedly low absolute numbers of occurrences, and
it provides one more proof of the influence of the thematic systems
of Irish. A bigger corpus might also bring out more clearly the slight
tendency of Kerry speech to favour topicalizations of SUBJECT COMPLE-
MENTS. The differences between the dialects found here are too small
to be significant, although intuitively, one would expect that the
Irish copula clauses of classification, owners:rip and identification
would have some influence on topicalizations of not only subject com-
plements, but of other constituents as well (cf. above).

All this evidence drawn from spoken H-E indicates the continuing
influence of the Irish thematic systems: frequent clefts and simple
topicalizations and their qualitative special features underline the
importance of the thematic, sentence-initial field. The concomitant
change in the distribution of SENTENCE STRESS is one of the factors
behind the distinctive Irish "accent", which is most clearly notice-
able in those dialects which have been most directly subject to the
influence OY Irish, although it is not totally lacking in other areas,
even in Dublin.

APPENDIX: Explanation of transcription symbols used

= tone-group boundaries.
/he was./ = phrase discontinued; hesitation

= tone-group continued in the next line

Q/ / = question
/it's me/ = normal main sentence stress
/it's me/ = contrastive or emphatic sentence stress

"". = pauses of different lengths

17;,
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JEFFREY L. KALLEN

A GLOBAL VIEW OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE IN IRELAND

Background Discussion

The semina, sponsored by the Irish Association for Applied Linguistics,
titled, 'The English Language in Ireland,' represents an important turning point
in the study of English in this country. It was not that long ago that a
well-known writer on linguistic topics was able to state that

by the little Englanders we are told that the Irish speak, not
English but Anglo-Irish; yet many educated and cultured Irishmen
spesk and write the most admirable, if slightly old-fashioned,
English. (Partridge 1951: 65.)

Fortunately, events such as the IRAAL conference show the seriousness with which
this field is now taken, and one hopes that this event will be only one of many
more gatherings devoted to related topics. During this discussion, I should
mention, the term 'Hiberno-English' will be used synonomously with the more
cumbersome phrase, 'the English language in Ireland,' without prejudice to the
rural/urban distinction between 'Hiberno-English' and 'Anglo-Irish' that is
sometimes suggested.

The scope of thispaper can perhaps be understood best by looking at the term
'global view.' There are two senses in which this term is especially signifi-
cant. The common-sense meaning suggests that English in Ireland should be seen
in a world-wide context that includes not only other varieties of English (e.g.,
the English of India, North America, or Australia), but other examples of
languages in contact (e.g., pidgin and creole languages as well as bilingual
communities such as French Canada or Paraguay). A more specialised definition
of 'global' derives from the use of this term in linguistic theory, where, in
this case, it would be suggested that the analysis of English in Ireland should
(a) examine all facets of grammar, i.e., syntax, phonology, morphology, semantics,
and discourse phenomena, and (b) be free to examine data from related areas such
as child language acquisition (both deviant and normal), second language learning,
historical change, and comparative linguistics. Though this paper is concerned
more with the geographical and grammatical sense of 'global than with the sense
referring to related areas lying outside the bounds of grammatical theory,
it will at times attempt to sketch some of the ways in which research from areas
such as second language learning may also elucidate topics found in the study
of Hiberno-English.

From the beginning, one may question why the approach developed in this paper
puts particular emphasis on the development of linguistic theory, or is addressed
to theoretical arguments with implications greater than the subject of English in
Ireland alone. In particular, it could be argued that theoretical arguments
would be out of place at a conference sponsored by the Irish Association for
Applied Linguistics. The theoretical emphasis chosen in this paper is based on
an examination of some of the goals of language study in general, and suggests
that a dichotomy between 'applied' and 'theoretical' linguistics is not only
misleading but counterproductive to the geals of anyone studying in the field
of language, whether one is a Professor of Linguistics or a Second Language
Curliculum Development Specialist.

Reason to look briefly at linguistic theory before proceeding with the
collection or analysis of data comes from an examination of the goals of linguis-
tic inquiry. King (1969: 13) has summarised approaches to the study of language
by denoting three levels of inquiry: 'observational adequacy,' which develops
what he terms 'an account that describes a finite corpus of primary data': 'descrip-
tive adequacy' which provides a grammar 'that gives a correct account of the
primary data and of the speaker's tacit knowledge': and 'explanatory adequacy,'
in which 'a linguistic theory (not a grammar) ... provides a principled basis
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for the selection of descriptively adequate grammars.'

In the context of the English language in Ireland, this division of goals
has direct parallels not only in the work which has so far appeared in public,
but in work which remains to be done by those interested in the field. Pure
description is an essential to any kind of analysis, and much of the published
work on Hiberno-English falls into the category of description. One may look
at P.L. Henry's survey (Henry 1958) of English in Ireland and note the optimism
with which a nationwide survey of, particularly, rural varieties of English is
suggested. Regretfully, such a survey has yet to be undertaken, and the
linguistic situation in Ireland has changed to an extent that whatever would be
studied today would yield a far different picture from the one which might have
been found in 1958. Recording and making available speech samples, designed
to provide syntactic and morphological data as well as the more traditional
phonological and lexical information, is still a vital part of research that must
be done. This type of recording is useful in providing basic and objective data
from which other analysts may work; in providing data for purposes of historical
comparison, both retrospectively and for future diachronic study; and in
providing a cultural record of national attributes which may disappear or be
preserved in an era of increasing international contaci; and exchange.

Yet the goal of linguistic inquiry can never be seen in purely descriptive
terms. Even time-honoured techniques such as the use of word lists for
phonological elicitation and the plotting of isoglosses, though on the one hand
consisting solely of linguistic description, presuppose a theoretical point of
view, albeit one which is rarely stated explicitly. Following the completion
of some of the classic dialect atlases of British and American English, German,
French, etc., Brook (1968: 16), for example, observed that

most dialect speakers today are bilingual or multilingual. We should
now try to distinguish the various strands that make up the complicated
pattern in the dialect of such speakers... It is well to remember that the
older rural cLialects are not the only forms of speech that are worthy
of study.

Though Brook's observation was not entirely novel even in 1968, Bailey (1973:11)
was also compelled to note that

if cross-hatchings of class, sex, age, and other social differences
are superimposed on maps of regional variation (for some given combination
of social parameters), the traditional notion of dialect becomes hope-
lessly inadequate and at war with reality.

I would suggest that an analysis of the history of dialect study in most
countries shows an interest more in the exotic than in the linguistic, by which
is meant that the study of dialect has yet to rid itself of the more popular idea
which contrasts a 'dialect' with a 'standard' or 'normal' manner of speech. A
survey of literature on the English language in Ireland still shows an emphasis
on forms, in syntax, phonology, or whatever, that are felt to be distinctively
Irish, seen in contrast to some notion of 'standard English.' What Brook,
Bailey, and others working with linguistic variation suggest is an important
point with which I will deal specifically in this paper -- that any variety of
speech must be seen not simply in contrast to a 'standard' or to any other
variety, but both (a) in its own terms as a set of rules which generate the
speech corpus of the native speaker, and (b) as one of a set of interrelated
rules which may all have an effect on the multidialectal native speaker. The
description of any speech variety would not be complete only in noting
'peculiarities of the dialect,' but must also note the way in which particular
features that may be of interest are embedded in an overall context of speech
in the community and in the individual. I would suggest that an overemphasis
on the 'distinctive' aspects of speech in a variety under study implies
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erroneously (a) that speakers speak only and always 'in the dialect,' and
(b) that non-contrastive relations between 'distinctive' varieties and
putative standard or general varieties are not of linguistic interest.

If, as I have suggested, pure description cannot validly be seen to be the
only goal of linguistic inquiry, and if, too, any kind of descriptive statement
must necessarily be seen in a broader theoretical context, one might well
want to suggest a second goal for linguistic inquiry -- the provision of explana-
tions as to why observed phenomena are the way they are. Considering
Hiberno-English, three reasons are generally given for explaining the
particular characteristics of the variety: (1) historical facts relating to
the survival of forms brought to Ireland and subsequently lost or changed in
England, (2) the influence on English in Ireland of teachers and others in
authority for whom English was not their mother tongue, and (3) the influence
of prolonged and varying contact with Irish. (For a concise summary see Bliss
(1977), but other authors as well.) Often, it seems sufficient to explain
particular features of English in Ireland by recourse to one of the three
historical factors above. In a sense, these factors provide a type of
'descriptive adequacy,i in making arguments of the type that 'A given feature
X has arisen "under the influence" of Irish, prior historical formation, or
perpetuated error by the non-native speaker.'

Yet the approach which I wish to suggest raises a further series of
questions which cannot be answered by recourse to the facts of historical
development. Linguistic theory requires adequate description, for without
data theories cannot be constructed or evaluated. Likewise, empirically
verifiable phenomena (e.g., the presence of two languages in one speech
community) must be accounted for in formulating linguistic explanations.
But the ultimate goal of linguistic inquiry should not be simply the descrip-
tion of speech or the correlation of observable phenomena. Rather, one hopes
by analysis to obtain a greater understanding of the human linguistic faculty
and ultimately the structure of the human mind. Concommitantly, linguistic
study should facilitate the formulation of universal principles of linguistic
organisation and behaviour, and suggest a continuous process of refinement
of linguistic theory to account for language and the language-mind relationship.

Having said this much, what linguistic theory can one in fact turn to
in order to provide the kind of background which might be useful in the study
of Hiberno-English? All theory is, by definition, in a state of continuing
development, so it would be impossible to point to any one body of literature
or the work of any one author and say that a Theory X had been provided by
which all further hypotheses could be developed and evaluated. If our linguis-
tic and geographical orientation is to be global, perhaps, then, our theoretical
orientation must also be global. Rather than absorb theoretical approaches
without evaluating them, though, some choice must be made as to which general
approaches show the greatest promise in providing the most probable explanation
for the greatest amount of data in the simplest fashion. Generative grammar,
by which is not meant 'Transformational Generative Grammar,' provides a starting
point in defining language as the outcome of a system of rules, internalised
by the native speaker of a language for generating an infinite number of
utterances from a finite number of units. This system of rules, which Chomsky
(1951) termed 'competence,' is not competence in a normative sense -- speakers
do not have greater or lesser deLrees of competence, and deviant speakers,
whether speakers of a 'dialect' or those in need of speech therapy, do not lack
competence but merely generate language by a system of rules which is different
from the system used by other speakers. Generative grammar has freed linguistics
from positivist requirements which would otherwise require the detailed study
of individual utterances without generalisations of any far-reaching type, and
which would prevent exploration in the relationship between the structure of
language and the structure of the mind. The generative approach constitutes
a diversified field still in the process of development, and is not an ortt,odoxy
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which prescribes a narrow set of tools and constructs to the exclusion of all
other approaches. While retaining a belief in the importance of a 'global'
theoretical view, I would sugge4a generative paradigm as a starting point not
matched by any other paradigm for its usefulness in guiding research with the
aim of establishing universals and exploring the mind-language relationship.

In viewing language as the outcome of rules internalised by native speakers,
several claims are made, while others often attached to the basic generative
notion are not made. First, not all generative grammars are transformational
grammars -- transformations refer to a specific construction in generative
grammar, and while transformations may provide the best means to generalise
between related utterances (e.g., 'Linguists eat exotic food' and 'Exotic food
is eaten by linguists'), they may not be the only generative rules which may
do so. Brame (1978), for example, specifically denies the existence of trans-
formations, but is clearly generative in approach, specifying that surface
structures must be composed of units required by abstract rules generating
grammatical structures and preventing ungrammatical utterances. Generative
grammar, then, may have recourse to transformations, but may also write rules
describing grammatical competence without using transformations. Second,

a generative approach is not to be equated simply with the notion that language
is 'creative' or even governed by rules -- generative grammar makes predictions
about the types of rules which may be suggested, the formal structure of these
rules, and the means by which rules may interact and operate to produce surface
utterances. It is an integral part of grammatical theory to favour some analyses
over others on a principled basis, and a part of linguistic study to evaluate
proposals which may be made concerning rule structure and interaction. The
ultimate goal of universal explanation and exploration of the language-mind
relationship is always of prime importance.

Given, for the purpose of this paper at least, that generative grammar
offers insight into the nature of language in general, can it be of help in the
study of the English language in Ireland? The answer at this time must remain
a qualified yes. 0 MurchLi (1967: 215) observed that

before the development of Transformational Grammar, there was no
really efficient technique available for the description of interdialectal
variation in syntactical structure.

Generative grammar -- transformational or otherwise -- has seemed to offer a
valuable tool for the analysis of language and, hence, linguistic variation.
Yet generative grammar has, classically speaking, concerned itself only with data
from what what Chomsky (1965: 3) termed the 'ideal speaker-listener in a
completely homogeneous speech community.' Just as the argument against
traditional dialectoirgy rests on the observation that dialects are rarely,
if ever, 'pure' in their distribution across geographic and social variables,
an argument against the 'ideal speaker-listener' notion can be made by the
observation, readily verified empirically, that few, if any, specch communities
are linguistically homogeneous. The lack of ideal speech communities in this
sense does not invalidate the generative approach to linguistics, but it does
suggest that generative grammar may not offer specific tools which are useful in
the study of linguistic variation.

The contradiction one faces is thus as follows: on the one hand, generative
grammar provides important insights into the operation of language and a valuable
means to explore universal principles of linguistic organisation. On the other
hand, generativists have yet to provide specific theoretical constructions which
may be of direct use in the study of Hiberno-English as a subfield of linguistics.
This contradiction is a further reason for suggesting a 'global view' of the
problem. A theoretical basis is necessary for inquiry, yet standard linguistic
theory does not readily offer a mechanism to account for a situation like that
found in Hiberno-English, characterised not only by bilingual contact and
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historical isolation from sources of linguistic change in Britain, but by
multidialectism brought on by intra- and international travel as well as
communication via television, radio, and cinema. A global view would call
for the incorporation of explicit theory into empirical research, and for
the extension of the limits of standard generative theory into the study of
linguistic variation and relations among varieties and languages.

Independence and Dependence in Dialect Relations

Luelsdorff (1975), in a summary of generative work on dialectology, has
described what he terms an 'Independence Principle,' in which grammars are con-
structed without recourse to data from other dialects, and a 'Dependence
Principle,' in which dialect forms are related from common underlying forms
by a series of rules applicable to individual dialects where appropriate.
Conflicting results are obtained in the following analysis.(Luelsdorff 1975:
22-23. Luelsdorff's phonological notation, which is not consistent with
other notation in this paper, is retained in this discussion.)

Black English Vernacular (BEV), a type of American English associated
with black psople of lower socio-economic status, generally shows a lax
/I/ before a nasal consonant, where Standard American English shows /E/. The
following data illustrate this distribution:

'pen'

'hem'

Std.Am.E. BEV
pEn pIn

hEm hIm

According to Luelsdorff, the Dependence Principle would require a statement
that BEV has a rule in which

E ---> I / &nasal]

i.e., underlying E is realised on the surface as I in the environment preceding
a nasal.

An Independence Principle, on the other hand, simply states that BEV has an
underlying /I/ where Standard American English has an underlying /E/.
Luelsdorff (ibid.) ultimately favours the application of the Independence
Principle, preferring to conclude 'that there are underlying differences in
the phonologies of Standard and Black English.' In preferring the Independence
Principle to a Dependence Principle, Luelsdorff (1975: 21) observes that

A sharp distinction should be made between writing grammars underlying
the speech behavior of individual speakers (=grammars) and statements
relating the grammars of individual speakers (=metagrammars). The
goal of the former is the accurate and complete description of the
linguistic competence of selected members of the speech community. The
goal of the latter is to relate these grammars in an accurate and
illuminating way.

The logic of the notion of linguistic competence would seem to argue for
an independence principle along the lines suggested by Luelsdorff, perhaps, yet
a linguistic theory should, I would suggest, also allow the analyst to make a
comparative statement noting correspondence among the grammars of different
speakers. A crucial distinction is made, though, in recognising that this
comparative statement has no reality as far as competence is concerned -- it
does not provide a means to account for the use of language by actual speakers.

To transfer Luelsdorff's suggestions to the case of the English language
in Ireland, one would suggest that Hiberno-English cannot be seen primarily in
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opposition to other varieties (e.g., 'Standard English' or 'British English') or
in opposition to Irish. The following example, from Henry (1977: 33), chosen
nearly at random from one of many works which follow a similar approach, illus-
trates this point. Consider the following 'equivalent expressions:

(1) Anglo-Irish: 'The bate of him ishn't in it.'

(2) Irish: 'Nil a bhualadh ann.'

(3) Std.E.: 'He has no equal.'

Sentence (1) would safely, I think, be seen as distinctively Irish, specifically
the nomimal construction 'the beat of him' and the prepositional 'in it.' A

generally accepted explanation for a sentence such as (1) would be that it
is derived 'under the influence of Irish,' comparing (in (2)), the nominal
'a bhualadh,' literally this beat,' and suggesting that the Irish preposi-
tion 'arm' would be translated as 'in it.' Sentence (3) is seen in marked
contrast.

This picture of the influence of Irish, however, may run counter to the
fundamental concern of linguistics with the competence of the native speaker.
It is logically impossible to suggest that a speaker using Hiberno-English
who does not speak Irish with a fluency liable to create synchronic interference
is in fact acting under the influence of Irish. Historically, it may be true
that phrases and translations or calques may come into one language from another
as part of the language contact situation, yet what is equally significant is
not the historical source of the construction, but its synchronic status. For
a borrowing to survive in a language or to extend itself beyond the bilingual
community (which a phrase like 'in it' has clearly done), it must be interpreted
by speakers as being an integral part of their own competence. What the
analyst then seeks to look for is the specific structure and rule-derivation of
all surface structures, without recourse to the structures of other languages or
historically related forms. Lightfoot (1979: 148), in a discussion based in
part on the work of Andersen (1973), illustrates the relationships among grammars
in the language acquisition process and historical change as below:

Grammar
1

Outpu

iGrammar
2

)

Output2

In other words, the grammar of a language at a given time (61) serves as an
input for the linguistic output only at the given time (01). This output (01),
not the grammar (GO, serves as the input for the construction of grammar at the
next stage (62). this grammar (62), but neither (G ) nor (0

1
)

'

serves as the
input for the output (02) Neither the grammar not

1
the surface structure of the

earlier stage underlies the output of the later stage -- only the synchronic
grammar of the appropriate stage underlies speech. By extension, in Hiberno-
English, neither the grammar nor the surface structures of Irish would underly
Hiberno-English except in cases, possibly, of synchronic bilingual interference.
The 'influence of Irish' is to be seen in the way that Irish surface structures
may have affected the structure of the underlying Hiberno-English grammar.

The above argument -- for separating the competence of the native speaker
from considerations introduced by other languages or historically related forms --
is an overall theoretical consideration with specific relevance to the Irish case.
A second argument in favour of an English-based analysis of Sentence (1) is
found by looking at the specific structures involved in this example. Consider
the following tree diagrams of (1) and (2):
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pp
(neg)IIis n

De PP

nil bhualadh ann

Clearly, (1) is a sentence of English, while (2) is not. Strucural parallels
to (1) abound in English, e.g., (4) 'A picture of him isn't in the book,' (5)
'The likes of him aren't in Chicago,' or (6) 'The riches of Croesus aren't in
Portumna.' No verb-initial parallels to (2) can be found in English.

The Lexicon and Dialect Differences

Any kind of structural analysis shows examples such as (1) to be cases of
English generated, from an abstract point of view, in a relatively non-distinctive
fashion. Yet the surface structure of (1) is clearly different from what would
be found in other varieties of English, so the question still arises as to how
one can account for such differences. In the case discussed here, recourse can
be made to the lexicon as defined in the generative model. In addition to the
better-known syntactic and phonological components of generative grammr, there
is jncluded also a lexicon, in which units are stored with a phonological
representation, a semantic representation, and information concerning the distri-
bution of units in sentences. Though neglected in the early days of generative
grammar, the lexicon has become an area of increasing importance, particularly
since Chomsky (1965) and as evidenced in collections such as CLS (1978).

Following the model proposed by Hust (1976, 1978), I would propose a branching
tree diagram in which the apex contains the phonological, syntactic, and
semantic features common to all forms of an entry, while descending branches
contain features specific o related but distinct entries, as a lexical means
of accounting for examples such as (1). In this example, a lexical entry for
'beat' in Hiberno-English might be the following:

(Phonological entry)

(Syntactic environment)

(Categorisation)

(Semantiu entry)

NP

veiD

'te strike'
'to surpass'

(Other features
--

To generate (1), then, a lexical insertion rule in the syntactic component
allows for insertion of the second node in the above diagram in the appropriate
syntactic environment. This node shares some features with other forms, but
is not found in some other varieties of English. A phonological rule converting
/i/ to (()in this and some other Hiberno-English words may then operate.

beat
/bit/

Det

Noun

'equal or 'superior'

,..]

(Other features)
t......

of NP ot

forms
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Further research would be necessary to refine lexical entries such as the one
proposed for 'beat' here, but the general approach is one I would suggest. In

this analysis, basic structures found in dialects of a language may be relatively
consistent, yet alternations in the lexicon may produce surface structures that
differ visibly from dialect to dialect and, in a case such as (1), may resembla
surface structures of another language.

similar analysis may hold for the phrase 'in it.' The syntactic structure
of any dialect of English allows for the combination tin it' to occur in some
forms, as in, (7) 'I looked him up in the phone book but he wasn't in it,'
or (8) 'I'd like to be included in it.' The 'it' of (1), however, differs
significantly in that 'it' does not refer to any other NP. Syntactic parallels,
in which 'it' can be used with a preposition in a non-anaphoric sense, are to
be found in other English constructions as well, e.g., (9) 'We're really up
against it now,' or (10) 'Come off it!'. The tit' of (9) and (10) refers to no
specific noun, but functions as a particle in part of a prepositional phrase
closely linked to a verb phrase. The function of tin it' in Hiberno-English
is roughly equivalent to what Jackendoff (1977: 79) terms ' "adverbs" without
-ly such as here, there, outside, downstairs, beforehand, and afterward.'

The foregoing examples suggest that in language or dialect contact neither
base nor surface structures are borrowed from variety to variety. I have suggested
thus far that a primm means of interlanguage influence may be found in the
organisation of the lexicon -- that changes (1) enter into a dialect or language
through the lexicon, and that (2) in some cases lexical changes may be extended
through interaction with the syntactic component to alter syntactic structures.
Similar processes may occur in the realm of phonology. One syntactic example
of extension may be the Irish construction using 'after,' as in (11) 1He is
after getting the paper,' or (12) 'She was after her lunch,' in which it may
be suggested that 'after' has now acquired the syntactic subcategorisation
that allows it to be placed in the main verb or auxiliary phrase, and that a
reanalysis of the rules governing verb phrases and their constituents has taken
place in such varieties of Hiberno-English. It is unduly complicated and counter
to the notion of linguistic competence to explain this use of 'after' via Irish
tar eis. Rather, a more comprehensive approach suggests that differences in
verbal structure in Hiberno-English are to be found scattered throught the lexicon,
syntactic component, and semantic component of the grammar.

Non-Grammatical Approaches

A second point which I should like to make in discussing a 'global view'
actually leads away from the grammatical analysis proposed thus far. Lightfoot
(1979: 405) has called for the analytical separation of 'changes necessitated
by various principles of grammar...and those nrovoked by extra-grammatical factors.'
One device which cuts across levels of phono' syntax, and semantics, and
which correlates linguistic variables with non-linguistic variables quantifiable
by empirical observatf.nn is the limplicational scale.' As pointed out by
Luelsdorff (1975: 18), implicational scales are not statements about individual
grammars, but rather a means of comparing individual grammars -- what Luelsdorff
terms 'metagrammars.'

The following discussion illustrates the application of implicational scaling,
using a scale for Jamaican English developed by DeCamp (1971) and discussed by
Luelsdorff (1975: 17-18). Certain critical variables are isolated and assigned
plus or minus values, plus values indicating non-inclusion in a Icreolisedl
variety of English, minus values indicating creole status. The following list is
illustrative:

+A child
+8 eat

+C 0/t distinction

+D distinction

pikni
-B nyam
-C t
- D



+E granny
+F didn't

-E nana
-F no ben

-40--
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Each speaker in a speech community is then given a profile of plus and minus
values for each variable. Judgments of values may be based on habitual use or
judgment of grammaticality by the speaker, depending on the approach taken. Once
each speaker has been given a profile, all speakers in the sample are compared
for interrelationships, as in the following:

Speaker: 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

+A +8 +C
-A +B -C
-A +8 -C
-A -8 -C
+A +8 +C
+A +8 -C
-A -1-B -C

, etc.

The arrangement of different variables acrossspeakers is then shown in an
implicational scale, in which tho! e speakers with the greatest co-occurrence
of variables are grouped closest to each other, ranging, in the process, from
minimal to maximal co-occurrence of 'creole' features. In this example, such
a continuum would begin as below:

Variable: +D -D+C -C+A

Speaker: 5 1 6

-A+F

2

, etc.

This continuum would be interpreted to say that Speaker 5 possessed a plus
value for variable D, while all speakers to the right on the scale possessed a
minus value. The next speaker, Speaker 1, would share the feature +C with the
speaker on the left (Speaker 5), but would have a minus value for D. All other
speakers would have minus values for variable C. Speaker 6, then, would have
minus values for variables D and C, but a plus value for A. Speakers to the
right would have minus values for A,D, and C. Such an ordering can thus show
empirically verifiable implications, e.g., if a speakel uses the word tnyamt
(variable 8), then the speaker will also use 'pikni,"nana,' and other words
or features associated with minus values on the list of variables. Such
correlations of variables can then be matched with non-linguistic variables such
as age, income, social status, etc., to y!_eld a profile of linguistic and
non-linguistic relationships. In contrast to the generative al.,oroach found in
the syntactic example given earlier, implicational scales do rot discuss the
competence of individual speakers -- rather, they are a device ihich can be used
to note inter-speaker regularities, substituting in a more pre ise fashion for the
cross-speaker empirical data obtained in traditional dialect study.

Such'metagrammaticall statements may well be necessary in writing adequate
explanations of variation phenomena. In studying Hiberno-English, features might
be arranged in a scale with implications for identifying an Irish vs. non-Irish
continuum of English varieties. Bliss (1976: 21-22), for example, suggests that
'yoke' denoting a thing in general is peculiarly Irish, and that 'gas,' as in
lIt was a great gas, is also not to be found elsewhere. In terms of an implica-
tional scale, 'yoke' might be seen as clearly Irish and widely spread across
space and social parameters. 'Gas' in the above sense, though, while not, perhaps,
found in England, is found in the U.S. with virtually the same meaning. An
implicational scale could reflect that 'gas' is not English, but is shared by
at least two 'overseas' varieties of English. Similarly, mention could be made
in an implicational scale of the many varieties of English (including many
types of Hiberno-Cnglish) which have lost a /0/-/t/ and /6/-/d/ distinction in
contact situations. A network of scales relating different clearly defined
variables could show important relationships among many more varieties of a
single language than is otherwise possible.

18i
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Implicational scales could also be developed within Ireland to suggest
relationships among different varieties using only Hiberno-English data. Such
an approach may present a more realistic picture of the description of the
English language in Ireland than discussion in monolithic terms such as 'common
Hiberno-English,' 'the Northern isogloss,' or 'the Kerry accent.' A great
deal more research will be necessary to establish critical variables and their
relations.

Condlusion -- Towards a Global View

From the point of view of linguistic theory, it is not sufficient to
stop at the observation that English in Ireland either exhibits certain forms
not found in England but found there at an earlier time, or that certain
Hiberno-English forms parallel those in Irish. This insufficiency rests on
two main grounds: (1) that linguistic description must account for use by a
speaker at a given time -- a speaker who has acquired language without knowledge
of its history or, quite often, of any other language, and (2) that examples
of putative conservatism and bilingual influence are so widespread in the world
that a more adequate description of any particular case (e.g., Ireland) might
require a theory based on universal tendencies in language spread, isolation, and
interaction. To pick out two of many examples, one might look at the case of
Jamaican English or South American Spanish. Cassidy and LePage (1961: 19-24),
for example, cite many processes in the development of Jamaican English which
parallel those discussed by Bliss (1976: 18ff; 1977; 1979) for Hiberno-English,
e.g., local innovation, local meanings attached to words used elsewhere with
different meaning, the use of items which have died out in other English-speaking
areas, and the influence of other languages. In discussing South American
Spanish, Blanch (1968) gives a review of arguments concerning the development of
various national varieties, centering on theoretical and social controversy
concerning the relative importance in the development of 'overseas' varieties
of structures in the grammar of Spanish vs. the influence of native languages.
Ultimately, Blanch's discussion tends to favour the development and use of
Spanish-based and universal explanations over 'substratum' accounts. These and
hundreds of similar discussions around the world suggest that a large body of
data may await correlation with observations of the Irish experience.

What, then, is a'global view' of the English language in Ireland as I would
define it? I would summarise this perspective with three major points: (1) The
intuitions of a native speaker of English or any language must be accounted for
by synchronic rules. The 'conservatism' of Hiberno-English may be discussed in
a historical treatment, but the synchronic vitality of any variety spoken is of
paramount importance for the linguist. Similarly, influence or interference
from.Irish may account for features in the corpus of a particular individual whose
firat tongue is Irish and who is learning English as a second language, or in a
historical discussion of such individuals, but it is not linguistically valid to
discuss such interference as part of the synchronic rule system of a mother-tongue
Hiberno-English speaker. Internal features of English may economically
coincide with a possible interpretation of surface structures in Irish -- the
possible interpretation of Irish data made by present or historical bilingual
speakers may be influenced by the degree of harmony with features in the abstract
English system. (2) Rules which are proposed to account for any features of
English in Ireland should at least be in broad harmony with a major body of
linguistic theory -- Hiberno-English rules may offer refinements or arguments,
within a theory, but explanations and descriptions should be undertaken with a
clearly expressed theoretical basis. (3) The data available for analysing
English in Ireland should not be limited to those forms which are felt to be
'peculiar' to Ireland, nor just to forms which are found in Ireland. Restriction
of data to Ireland may miss identical or parallel forms and processes occurring
in other areas of the world, while concentration on 'characteristic' Hiberno-
English forms commits the linguistic fallacy of not placing these forms in the
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broader context or continuum in which they inevitably occur.

Finally, I would suggest that a 'global view,' in which attention is paid
to all realms of grammar and discourse phenomena; in which linguistic solutions
are developed to discuss bilingual relations in the generation of English in
Ireland; in which the social and other non-linguistic variables that may have
bearing on language are correlated with precisely-defined linguistic variables;
in which English in Ireland is seen in context with other varieties of English
but not just in contrast with a supposed 'standard' English; and in which
processes occurring in Ireland can be compared within an adequate theoretical
framework to similar processes occurring in other languages, will greatly
facilitate research that will yield both a richer and more realistic understanding
of the English language in Ireland, and that will make a significant
contribution to an overall theory of universal tendencies in language diffusion
and interaction and to a theory of grammar and the language-mind relationship.
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The three tests that are the focus of attention of this study were devised
to quantitively and objectively assess various aspects of children's language
ability. They may be described as diagnostic tests because they may be used to
help determine pathology. With the advent of more thorough linguistic assess-
ment procedures their use is probably more appropriate for screening assessment,
that is, to indicate where further investigation is necessary. The normative
data on which the tests are based coupled with their ease of administration
render them useful clinical aids for the therapist in early contact with the
client referred for assessment.

However, since these procedures were created specifically for, and
standardized on, populations in Britain (in the case of two of the tests)
and in the U.S.A. (in the case of the third test), the norms they provide may
pot be valid for assessment of Irish children's linguistic abilities. Never-
thelss, they are widely used in this country and because they provide quick
measures of the skills that are sampled, and because of their inexpensive
availability, it is likely that they will continue to be used. It would,
therefore, seem timely to examine their suitability for use with an Irish
population.

The tests in question are:

Test 1: The English Picture Vocabulary Test (Brimer fi Dunn, 1973);

Test 11: The Preschool Language Scale (Zimmerman, Steiner & Evatt, 1969);

Test 111: The Renfrew Action PiCture Test (Renfrew, 1971);
hereafter referred to as the EPVT, the PLS and the RAPT respectively.

A brief description of each test follows.

Test 1: The English Picture Vocabulary Test (EPVT)

The full range version of this test (age range :.;0 - 18;0 years) was
used. This most recent (1973) version of the EPVF incorporates the 1962
version of the test which was comprised of a series of four tests of varying
age ranges from 3;0 - 18;0 years. The EPVT is based on the American Peabody
Picture Vocabulary Test (Dunn, 1959) and it was standardised in Britain in
1962. The manual of the full range version (1973) states that this version
was re-standardised by the authors but information relating to this is not
yet available.

The test is comprised of a book of plates of line drawings, an ad-
ministration manual and score recording sheets. There are four pictures on
each page of the book. Having explained the procedure to the child, the
tester says a word and requires the child to choose the corresponding picture
from the four presented. The student's response to each is recorded and
the raw score calculated. This is converted to a standard score which is a
normalised score with a mean of 100 and standard deviation of 15.

Test II: The PreschoolLanguage Scale

The PreschoolLanguage Scale was devised as a procedure to provide an
evaluation of a child's language developmental status in the first seven years
of life. The two major dimensions of the scale, Auditory Comprehension and
Verbal Ability, are considered to be complementary.

16
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The Auditory Comprehension Scale is designed to assess auditory dis-
criminations end the ability to respond to these. Such aspects of comprehension
as grammar, number sense, logical thinking, self-concept, time-space and memory
are tapped. Results of the administration of the Auditory Compiehension Scale
are expressed as an Auditory Language Age and can be converted to a quotient.

The Verbal Scale is designed to provide a measure of the expressive
ability of the child. Among the aspects of expression tapped are grammar,
number sense, logical thinking, self-concept, time-space, memory and articula'don.
The Verbal Ability Age can be converted to a quotient.

Items are arranged according to sequential language progression on the
basis of empirical, evidence of the average age of attainment by preschool and
early primary American children. Normative and standardization data for each
item are listed in the manual along with the sources from which these dats are
drawn. These sources draw on the work of various specialists including that of
Gesell, Binet, Piaget, Brown &Terman and Merrill.

Test III: The Renfrew Action Pinture Test

The Renfrew Action Picture Test (hereafter RAPT) forms part of
the Renfrew Language Attainment Scales, a series of short standardized
assessment procedures which also includes an Articulation Attainment Test
and a Word-Finding Vocanulary Test. The RAPT was developed in recognition of the
need for a standardized procedure "to stimulate children to give short samples
of spoken language which could then be evaluated in terms of information given
and grammatical forms used" (1971 p.2). The test elicits the child's use of
words that convey information about "verbal formulation" (nouns, verbs, adverbs)
and various morphological rules including verb tenses, nominal pluralization.

The test is comprised of the Action Picture Test manual and a series
of nine coloured action pictures. Each child is presented the series of
pictures and asked a standard question about each one. Answers are scored
in terms of the information given in his response and the grammar used.

The RAPT was standardized on an English population of approximately
500 children between 3:0 and 7;0 years. Nursery schools, more than half of
which were in lower working class areas, were used and consequently according
to Renfrew (1971, p.21) "tne norms for the 3;0 and 4;0 year old children may
be a little lower than they might have been had the social classes been pro-
portionately represented".

It should be recalled by the reader that these were first attempts at
devising a short useful procedure for use by speech therapists in asseosment and
would no longer be considered either sufficiently comprehensive or detailed to
be used as diagnostic tools. Their main function would be considered by the
author to indicate on initial contact with a client whether further language
assessment is indicated and, if so, what form it should take.

The population whiih participated in the research was chosen from three
junior classes in six Dublin schools and in one County Monaghan school. All
but two of these schools were co-educational to some degree and this allowed
matching of male and feTale subjects. Table 1 (p.3) shows the composition of
the research population.
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SCHOOL SEX N AGE RANGE
IN YEARS;

AREA
MONTHS

1 Boys 18 4;3 to 6;5 North Co Dublin
Girls 20 4;3 to 5;1

11 Boys 27 / 4;0 to 5:1 West Co Dublin
Girls 19 4;0 to 5;2

111 Boys 14 4;0 to 5;3 South Co Dublin

IV Boys 20 5;4 to 7;2 Co Monaghan
Girls 23 5;2 to 7;4

V Boys 44 4;11 to 7;0 South Co Dublin

B oys 30 4;1 to 6;2 South-West Co.VI

Cirls 33 4;6 to 6;0 Dublin

VII Boys 20 4;1 to 6;1 South Co Dublin
Girls 12 4;1 to 6;9

Table 1: Research Population

RESULTS

Statistical tests were carried out to provide:

(a) a comparison of the Dublin scores with those for the population on
whom the tests were standardized;

(b) an analysis of the effect of socio-economic status on the tests scores;

(c) an analysis of sex differences in the scores of the population studied.

The test results are given in the following series of tables followed by a
brief interpretation of the data.

TEST I, The English Picture Vocabulary Test (EPVT)

AGE RANGE IN DUBLIN POPULATION
YEARS AND NONTHS

S
xRaw Scores

ENGLISH POPULATION
(STANDARDIZATION SAMPLE,

X

Raw Scores

4;0 - 4;5 51 20.00 8.30 19.88
4;6 - 4;11 76 25.05 9.70 25.00
5;0 - 5;5 56 30.20 10.80 32.00
56 - 5;11 40 39.10 9.00 37.83
6;0 - 6;5 13 38.00 11.30 43.00
6;6 - 6;11 8 42.80 12.39 46.50

TABLE II

Mean raw score and standard deviations in 0;6 age groups for Dublin pop-
ulation and equivalent English raw scores.
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With one exception, raw scores of the Dublin population increase as age
increases. There is a steady increase in the raw scores for the standardiza-
tion sample. Because the sample size of the two upper age groups (6;0 - 6:5
years and 6;6 - 6;11 years) is considerably smaller than for the other groups,
the Dublin scores carnot be considered representative of these age groups in
the population studies. However, they indicate a trend in the scoring of
these groups. A further breakdown of the age groups was carried out to
compare more directly with the scores given in the EPVT manual for the
standardization population.

N -5-;

RAW SCORES

SD AGE EQUIVALENT

ENGLISH

SCORES

t SIGNIFICANCE

VALUE LEVEL

5%

10 21.00 8.68 4;0 - 4;1 17.7 1.21 NS
13 17.38 7.50 4;2 - 4;3 20.0 2.11 NS
28 20.89 8.60 4;4 - 4;5 22.0 -0.68 NS
19 22.89 8.76 4;6 - 4;7 23.0 -0.05 NS
25 27.84 7.59 4;8 - 4;9 25.0 1.87 NS
32 26.56 11.50 4;10- 4;11 27.0 -0.22 NS
23 28.00 9.43 5;0 - 5;1 30.0 -1.02 NS
19 29.42 11.31 5;2 - 5;3 32.0 -0.99 NS
14 35.00 11.75 5;4 - 5;5 34.0 0.32 NS
12 39.67 8.96 5:6 - 5;7 36.0 1.42 NS
17 38.70 10.20 5;8 - 5;9 38.0 0.29 NS
11 39 36 8.54 510- 5;11 39.5 -0.05 NS

TABLE 111

Breakdown os raw scores of Dublin population age 4;0 - 6;0 years in
0;2 intervals. The equivalent raw scores and the results of t-testing to
compare differences in scores are given on the right of the Table.

Since the sample sizes for each group are considerably smaller for these
0;2 month age groups, these raw scores cannot be considered as reliable as
those of the larger sample. When compared with the equivalent English scores
by carrying out 3 t-test there was found to be no significant difference
between the two sets of means at the five per cent (5%) level of significance.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC

STATUS CATEGORY

(SES) sx

1 19 107.11 9.29
2 28 127.71 10.37
3 42 105.92 23.00
4 27 93.07 10.79
5 42 95.07 13.80
6 16 90.37 9.95
7 20 86.10 22.42

unknown 86 96.11 12.92

1.S()

TABLE IV

Breakdown of scores and standard deviations by socio-economic status
wa determined by matching parental occupation (whore information was available)
L lig the procedure described by Hutchinson (1969) based on the Hall-Jones scale.
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There is a large difference between the highest mean scores and the
lowest mean scores indicating that the achievement of those from lower socio-
economic groups is considerably poorer than for the higher groups. The
trend is for mean scores to increase as socio-economic status ascends but there
are two exceptions to this (SES 4 and 1).

N x Sx STANDARD DEGREES t- SIGNIFICANCE

ERROR OF VALUE LEVEL 5%

FREEDOM

Males 135 102.59 14.49 1.25 220 2.45
Females 87 97.56 15.60 1.67

TABLE V

TEST 1: Breakdown of scores by sex for the urban population of less than
6;0 years (scores given are transformed scores).

A t-test was done to compare the mean scores of these two groups and this
showed a significant difference in achievement in favour of males at the
significance level of five per cent.

TEST II: The Pre school Language Scale (PLS)

Test IIa Auditory Comprehension Section;
Test IIb Verbal Ability Section.

Table VI shows the mean scores and standard deviations of the entire
population studied and also for the DJblin population under 6;0 years which
participated in the study.

a) Test lla
llb

b) Test lla
Test llb

-
x Sx

STANDARDIZATION SAMPLE

SD

280 116.47 21.06
280 120.47 23.18

52 87.2 17.79

222 116.02 17.10 85.4 21.43
222 121.94 18.29

TABLE V1

TEST 11: Mean scores and standard deviations on:

Test lla and Test llb for a) entire research population
and b) Dublin population under 6;0 years.

The average score on this test is 100, therefore, the achievement of the
Irish population on this test indicates an above average achievement which
is significantly higher than the achievement of the American sample studied.
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Table V11 shows a breakdown of Test

SES

CATEGORY N TEST lla

11 scores by socio-economic status.

TESTS lla AND llb

TEST llb

1 19 118.58 22.57 119.35 32.56
2 28 126.03 15.32 125.53 15.81
3 42 124.09 35.29 126.17 36.89
4 27 118.46 17.67 120.25 17.66
5 42 114.34 12.91 121.50 16.95
6 16 109.13 9.06 111.82 10.05
7 20 104.09 16.68 115.35 16.35

unknown 86 113.04 17.42 118.65 21.05

TABLE V11

Breakdown of scores and standard deviations by socio-economic status (transformed
scores given).

For Test Ila, the trend is for mean scores to increase as socio-economic
status ascends, with the exception of status group 1. This trend is not
repeated however for Test 11b. The highest mean score in Test llb is achieved
by socio-economic group 3 and the lowest by socio-economic group 6 so there
seems to be no direct relationship between socio-economic grouping and mean
achievement for the verbal ability section of Test 11.

Table V11 shows the breakdown of Test 11 scores by sex.

TEST lla

Sx

TEST llb

Sx

Males 135 118.36 17,15 123.19 19.58
Females 37 112.38 16.47 119.99 16.01
t . 2.59 ',not sig. at 5% level) t . 1.32 (not sig. at 5% level)

TABLE V111

Breakdown of scores for Dublin population for males and females.

The mean scores for males in both sections of the test is higher than for
females. Test llb (VA) mean scores surpass the lla (AC) mean scores for both
sexes. The difference in mean scores was not significant at the five per cent
level.

TEST 111: The Renfrew Action Picture Test (RAPT)

The RAPT is divided into two sections yielding an Information Score and a
Grammar Score. These sections are designated as Test 111a and Test 111b
respectively in the following tables.

Table 1X provides a breakdown of the mean raw scores and standard deviations
of the urban population test who were under 6;0 years of age. The equivalent
mean scores (test norms) for the English population are given for comparison.
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RESEARCH (DUBLIN) POPULATION

AGE Sx

(RAW SCORE)

N

ENGLISH POPULATION

NORMS FROM t-
TEST 'value

SIG.

LEVEL 5%

4;0 - 4;5 19.94 4.94 50 19 1.35 NS
4;6 - 4;11 21.12 4.60 74 21 0.22 NS
5;0 - 5;5 21.76 4.62 49 23 -1.88 NS
5;6 - 5;11 24.97 3.60 37 24 1.64 NS
6;0 - 6;5 24.34 3.56 13 26 -1.68 NS
6;6 - 6;11 28.00 2.60 8 27 1.09 NS

TEST IIIa

4;0 - 4;5 19.98 6.55 50 22 -2.18 S
4;6 - 4;11 21.32 5.83 74 25 -5.42 5
5;0 - 5;5 22.63 5.45 49 26 -4.30 S

5;6 - 5;11 27.70 6.00 37 28 -0.30 NS
6;0 - 6;5 27.46 7.16 13 29 -0.78 NS
6;6 - 6;11 32.70 5.80 8 31 0.83 NS

TEST IIIb

TABLE IX

Test IIIa and Test IIIb: mean raw scores and standard deviations
of the urban population. The equivalent mean scores (norms) for the English
population are given.

The mean raw scores for Test IIa and IIb tend to increase gradually with
age but there are two exceptions to this trend. These are between the 5;6
years group and 6;6 years group in both sections of the test where the mean
score is slightly less for the older age group. The equivalent English mean
scores increase by two points for Test 111a and by one point for Test 111b.
The variation in standard deviations is small for both sections of the test;
for Test 111a, standard deviations range from 2.6 to 4.9 and for Test 111b
the range is from 5.45 to 6.55.

The differences between the Dublin mean scores and the standardization
sample mean scores were analysed using a t-test (t-values given to the right
of Table X). No significant difference was found between the mean scores
for both groups on Test lla. For Test llb however, a significant difference
(at the 5% level of sig.) was found between the means for the age ranges 4;0 -
4;5 years; 4;6 - 4;11 years and 5;0 - 5;5 years. There was no significant
difference between the two samples for the remaining three age groups on
Test 111b.

Table X gives the breakdown of scores by socio-economic status for
Tests 111a and 111b.

1 9 2
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SES

CATEGORY

TEST Ma TEST IIIb

Sx

1 19 62.58 21.61 56.79 21.51
2 28 64.14 21.83 55.25 28.39
3 42 67.11 22.15 60.67 29.99
4 27 66.55 18.19 59.89 22.18
5 42 58.86 18.33 53.72 18.88
6 16 55.50 19.54 49.50 21.30
7 20 66.40 12.22 48.60 12.90

Unknown 86 55.65 22.89 47.81 27.12

TABLE XI

Tests IIIa and IlIb: Breakdown of scores by socio-economic status.

Mean scores for Test Ina (Information Section) are consistently higher
than those for Test IIIb (Grammar Section). Socio-economic status group
3 achieves the highest mean scores for both sections. The lowest mean scores
are achieved by status group 7. Mean scores increase with socio-economic
status up to group 3 but this pattern is not maintained after that.

Table XII provides a breakdown by sex of the mean scores for Test IIIa
and IIIb.

TEST IIIa

Sx

TEST IlIb

Sx

Males 135 59.76 21.54 t . 1.07 56.79 19.19 t = 1.50
Females 87 52.46 25.19 47.30 24.84

TABLE XII

Test IIIa and Test IIIb: Mean scores (transformed) and standard
deviations for males and females.

The mean scores for boys are higher than those for girls on both sections
of the test. This difference was not significant at the five per cent level
of significance.
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The principal objective of this study was to determine whether the norms
provided by the three tests used are relevant and meaningful for use with Irish
children. As Parastevopoulous and Kirk (1969 p. 50) state .... "Norms should
be devised for every subgroup with which an individual's test scores might
reasonably be compared", since the use of irrelevant norms may be misleading.
The main reasons to question the relevance af using English or American .-orms
with Irish children are firstly, that the English language as spoken by the
Irish is distinctive; and secondly, that Irish children who attend primary
schools where they are subject to a bilingual education may be "different"
linguistically speaking, to children who are taught exclusively through one
language.

The achievement of the Irish pop-lation studied showed that there were
no significant differences between the Irish mean scores and the English mean
scores on both of the English tests, Test 1, the English Picture Vocabulary
Test and Test 111, the Renfrew Action Picture Test, except for the 4;0 - 5;6
years age group on one section of the RAPT (Grammar score). This indicates
that these tests in their present state may be used with confidence on Irish
Children, but that caution should be exercised when assessing 4;0 - 5;6 year
old children with the RAPT.

However, the pattern of achievement of the Irish population on Test II,
the Preschool Language Scale, is quite different. The Irish mean scores are
much higher than the equivalent American mean scores. The PLS in its present
form is therefore unsuitable for Irish children.

These results confirm the findings of previous research done using this
test in Ireland (Supple, 1976). Zimmerman (1976) reports however, that the
PLS items are probably "too easy" and subsequently (1979) the test has been
upgraded.

A number of patterns emerge when the breakdown of the results,according
to so:do-economic status of the children, is studied. (Tables IV, VII, XI).

For Test I, the EPVT, the tendency is for the mean scores to increase
as socio-economic status ascends. The average mean score on the EPVT is 100
with standard deviation of 15, the three higher socio-economic status cate-
gories achieved mean scores of over 105 and the four lower categories
achievement ranged from a low of 88 to a high of 95.07. This finding for
lower status groups to perform poorly on the EPVT is also reflected
in studies done by Kelleghan (1974), and Kelleghan & Edwards (1973),
and Kelleghan & Greany (1973) in Dublin and also work done in Manchester
by Harpin (1973). The EPVT is thought to be an indicator of socio-economic
factors in the sense that some childrwl may be familiar with objects illustrated
by reason of economic conditions (Schonell & Goodacre, 1975), or that some
children may not be familiar with the convention of two-dimensional repre-
sentation of objects (Yoder, 1974).

In view of the evidence presented above, it seems that the EPVT may
indeed be "culturally biased" as Irving (1972) stated in relation to the
American version of the test.

The pattern of scoring on Test IIa, the Auditory Comprehension Section
of the PLS, is similar to that of the EPVT and this would be expected since both
tests measure aspects of language comprehension. But, on the Verbal Ability
Section of the test (lib), there is no consistency in the scoring trend.
The lowest mean scores are achieved by the lowest socio-economic groups,
but groups four and five show a higher achievement than group one, and
group three scores F.r. higher than those for group two. Perhaps the
"limited ceiling" (Ward, 1970) for older children is reflected in this
trend, since 70% of the population studied were over 6;0 years.
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The mean scores for Test IIIe, uhe Information Section of the Renfrew
Action Picture Test, reflect the higher scoring capacity of the top four socio-
economic status groups on this test. The achievement of Groups Three and Four
is the highest and the achievement of foup Seven is the lowest. Two factors
that may have been responsible for thi. are: a) that the lower socio-economic
groups tended to give short, elliptical answers to the questions asked,
continuing the pattern of answering with which test begins; and b) that
many misinterpreted pictures 5 and 9 and so failed to gain marks for
Information.

The Test IIIb results indicate a similar pattern to those of Test
IIIa, that the four socio-economic groups achieved higher mean scores than
the three lower ones. Uroup three again has the highest mean score with
group seven showing the lowest. The tendency is for the scores to increase
with socio-economic status up to group three and they decrease for groups
seven and two. The reasons for this decrease in the higher socio-economic
status groups is not clear. This sacion of the test measures Grammatical
Ability and it is reasonable to expect differences in the syntactic structures
uttered by the different socio-economic groups. Other research measuring
the syntactic knowledge cF different social classes (Frasure & Entwisle, 1973)
and the ability of the lower social class child to produce "correct" gram-
matical constructions (Bruck & Tucker, 1974) have found similar trends as
this.

It is a widely held generalization that females are superior to
males in language development. Some studies indicate this female super-
iority in learning early vocabulary (Nelson, 1973; Clarke-Stewart, 1973)
and others strongly suggest that girls progress more rapidly than boys
in syntax development (Ramer, 1976; Koenigsknecht & Friedman, 1976).
Mc Carthy (1953) found "small butimportant"differences in favour of'
girls in general language skills, but in a later study (Mc Carthy & Kirk, 1963)
no sex differences were reported except in one area (Auditory Vocal Ass-
ociation subtest of the ITPA) at 5;0 and 5;0 years only. In a review
on the literature on sex differences in language functioning, Maccoby &
Jacklin (1974) suggested that the advantage of females, if it exists, is
small.

Contrary to the evidence in favour of females in lenguag^
Brimer & Dunn (1962) cite a number of studies where orally administered
vocabulary test results show a consistent direction of differences in
favouz of boys (Templin, 1957; Sampson, 1959; Spearritt, 1962). From their
standardization study of the EPVT, they concluded that the EPVT results
represent "a characteristic vocabulary difference between the sexes, when
this is assessed through oral administration" and that this difference is
in favour of boys.

In the present study, only the results of the EPVT indicate a
difference in scoring achievement between boys and girls. The difference
is in favour cf boys and it was found to be significant at the five per
cent (5%) level. The results of the other two tests showed no significant
differences between sexes in their scoring even though the boys' mean
scores are higher than the girls' mean scores.
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REMEDIATION WITHIN THE LANGUAGE ENVIRONMENT

We are all aware that there are many different kinds of English. The
Officialese and the Religiousese, to mention just two, and we cope with
these with varying measures of success. The child with a speech proble.d
may, however, be in extraordinary difficulty with English, when it is
presumed by the adult that he should be coping. The previous speaker
has discussed the results of her research into the way in which Irish
children cope with the tests of verbal communication which were standard-
ised on nan-Irish children. It is now important to decide to what extent
cultural and dialectal differences of both patient and therapist affect
remediation for those children where a language problem has been identified.

It is an important part of a therapist's evaluation to conside_- the child's
utterance in the context of his environment. Scheflen (1972) states
"the ability" to speak is universal; but language is culturally determined".
If in this definition, speech is considered as the mechanics of being
able to produce sounds, and language as the modification of these sounds
into words and sentences, it can be recognised that the way which I,
as a Southern English speaker, organise my sounds and structures is
different from the way that those of you who are Irish s:eakers of English
organise yours.

Perkins (1977) defines language delay as "the failure to understand or
speak the language code of the community at a normal age". Implicit in
this is that remediation of language delay requires the therapist to have
a working knowledge of what is the norm not only for the child's age but
also for the Community in which he is living. What is right in one
Community is wrong in another, and thus would require remediation.

A problem frequently encountered is that of confusing normalcy with perfect
speech. Perfect speech is possibly an unattainable goal in any speech pro-
duction, but normalcy is what each one of us here has achieved. For pro-
duction to be normal, it must conform to certain criteria. It must be
intelligible to the listener; it must conform to the vocabulary and syntax
of the Community, or culture; and it must employ the prosodic features, ie.,
intonation, stress, and pausing patterns of the culture. It must not offend
the ear of the native listener!

Quirk (1972), in describing what he calls Standard English, states that it
"is that kind of English which draws least attention to itself over the
widest area, and through the widest range of usage . As we have seen, this
norm is a complex function of vocabulary, grammar and transmission, most..
clearly established in one of the means of transmission (pronounciation).

This statement can be interpreted in the terminology of Semantacs, Syntax
and Phonology when looking at normalcy in Expressive Oral Language.

So called Standard English and Normal Speech and Language are synonymous.
The speech therapist is not concerned with arbitrary and imposed standards
if correctness, but with normality of production. Who is to adjudge the
relative correctness of one utterance against another in a different culture
when both convey the same meaning with equal ease for the listener.

The speech therapist aims to assess and remediate where appropriate the speech
and language of the patient. These skills would be assessed in the afore-
mentioned areas of Semantics, Syntax and Phonology. The tests used would
be standardised on a non-Irish population, as currently there exists no
Developmental Language Test designed with Irish children in mind. A

commonly used test for Phonology is the Edinburgh Articulation Test,
standardised, as the name implies, on children in Edinburgh, and latterly
on Nottingham children. When using this test in England, the children
automatically achieved a score of at least One (3) because the word
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"soldier" is given an Edinburgh Realisation (rid a final retroflex /r/ is included.
The scoring instructions allow for a subjective assessment of the child's
environment ana states in the discussion dealing with local variants; "These
variants are then accepted as Right." This subjective assessment
is viable only as long as you know the Variants. It is in this area that
the therapist experiences the most difficulty. Some of the variants are
very well known, such as the Cockney use of the glottal stop in place of the
medial /t/ in such words as Butter, and of course, the dentalisation of /th/
as in English spoken in Ireland. What is more difficult to assess, particularly
for a foreigner such as me, are the particular regional differences like the
retroflexion of the /s/ as is heard in the West and the commonalisation of
the /i/ and /e/ as is heard with some speakers in the area around Cork,
where 21.22 means either 'pint or'pent. These, to someone not tin the know'
could constitute a speech defect. A very common occurence in Upper
Middle Class English is the labialising of the /r/ sound. To most people
"wabbit" for "rabbit" is definitely wrong, but you only have to listen
to some Politicians or members of the aristocracy to realise tha': in certain
strata of society, not only does this not constitute a defect, it is a
positive social asset!

In Semantics, the vocabulary usuage shows differences and individualism.
There are words used by all of us, which are peculiar to our Cultures
and Environments.

These must be identified and credited when assessing both a child's
receptive and expressive vocabulary, and a mistaken diagnosis of poor
vocabulary skills be avoided.

An example of this is apparent in the Reynell Developmental Langjage
Scales, a test of both receptive and expressive language, where the child
is presented with a sentence:- Bobby pushes baby over, who is naughty?
"Naughty" is a common word in England, where the test was standardised,
but in Ireland, it is used much less frequently. The likelihood is that
a child, particularly one who is having difficulty in language skills, will
be unfamiliar with this word, and as contextual clues are minimised in the
presentation of this test, is likely to make an error. If however, the
phrase:-'Who is bold 7 ' were used, the chances of a correct response are
enhanced. It may be argued that in the overall score a difference of only
one point in the raw sco:.e will make minimal difference, but if this type
of cultural error occurs on several occasions, a different interpretation
may be the result.

Assessment is an integral part of any remediation programme. Assessment
fulfils several functions:-

1. It enables the child's performance to be compared with that of his
peers.

2. It enables a child's progress to be charted over a period of time.

3. AND MOST IMPORTANTLY:- It provides a focus for therapy.

It is, however, the interpretation of these results in the light of
previously noted knowledge of the norms of the community that allows
this final function to be achieved. It is essential that therapy Gssisis
the patient towards normalcy, and enables him to be more closely integrated
into his language community. Therapy must never alienate the child in
his community because of imposed linguistic standards, but approximate
his linguistic behaviour to that of the community in which he lives.
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So far, the child's performance has been under discussion. It is important
to remember that a major factor in remediation is the verbal input by the
therapist. As Barnes (1962) states, "The teacher teaches within his frame
of reference, the pupils learn in theirs, taking in his words, which 'mean'
something different to them, and struggling to incorporate this meaning
into their own frame of reference." As therapists we need constantly to
remember that, firstly, the children we are involved with have a basic
language problem, otherwise we should not be seeing them, and secondly,
we may be complicating this problem by the type of utterance we are
using. It is necessary for us to employ, syntactically, structures within
the child's usage, semantically, words within his knowledge, and phonologically,
sounds within his repertoire. It is necessary to have at least a reasonable
working knowledge of what is the norm for that region, and to adopt this as
the norm for that child. This is an almost impossible task, and you are
constantly having to revise your own knowledge in the light of your own
experience. As a comparative newcomer to Ireland, this has latterly been
my lot: The English as spoken in lreland has many individual differences
compared to the Southern England English to which I am accustomed, in all
three Linguistic areas previously identified. A few examples I have
noticed may highlight this. Firstly, there is the difference in the use of
the verbs "oring" and "take". The uord "bring" is often used where I would
use "take", for example, "Bring your copy home with you." is normal here,
whereas I would say "Take your book home with you.". "To make strange" is
a structure I have never heard before and have had to have interpreted, and
still do not fully realise its meaning. I have noticed, also, a different
form of question, and I have not yet determined whether this is a general,
or specifically, local usuage, (perhaps you could tell me), when a question
is posed in the positive, and then immediately negated to form a negative
question, such as "You're going out - no?" My form of utterance in this
case would be "AreInt you going out?". Crystal (1976) describes in "Development
of syntax", the emergence of the double auxiliary (p. 74) and cites the
example "He have been crying". He puts this structure into Stage IV
and suggests this occurs normally at the age of 2;6 to 3;0. This structure
is one not normally used by Irish children, and remediation of this would
be superfluous. Another structure not normally used in England is dealing
with negation of some verbs. Notable among these are "amn't" and "usen't".
Contraction of these verbs tend to be "I'm not" and "I didn't use to" or
the full form "I used not to" in Southern English production. It would
be easy for an uniformed outsider to raject structures not conforming to
their ideal, and attempt to impose their syntactical standards on the
child. Phonology is the area which people get most concerned about.
Children can be corrected for sounds which are:-

a) developmentally not in the child's repertoire, OR
b) culturally different in the phonological system.

Undue correction of sounds in either of these categories can produce an
unwillingness to communicate, frustration, and can even result in creating
problems in speech fluency. I have already mentioned a few examples of
these, but others come to mind, such as the different realisation of the
/1/ phoneme, the Irish speaker of English using a clear /1/, and the English
speaker of received English using a dark /1/. /w/ is seldom aspirated in
England, although it is in Scotland and in Ireland, where /hw/ is a common
and correct realisation of the initial phoneme in "where" and "when" and
other words beginning with "wh". This would be considered rather theatrical
and the hallmark of a person who has had speech training lessons in the
aeneral English environment. Particular cultural words and expressions do
not concern the teacher as much as these differences in phonology, perhaps
this is because we as adults are skilled at extrapolating information
from all the linguistic cues, and even I understand what is meant by
"It was gas", and "we had great crack". It is on the input side that we
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must guard against unfamiliar vocabulary, whereas in the child's out:put of
speech we are likely to correct that which offends our ears by what we
consider to be its non-conformation to our standards and self - and culturally
imposed norms. If I, as an interested adult , am having difficulties in
extracting the meaning of some structures, how much more must the child,
with an inherent speech and language problem, be in trouble, if unusual
utterances are used. Do we, therefore, expect the child to conform
to OUR model and reject his attempts when he does not? Are some children
given the label speech and/or language handicapped, when they in fact are
not, but we are, when it comes to using their language code? Latterly,
there has been an increase in the use of formal lenguage programmes. These
programmes are available in some instances in commercially published form,
and parenf.s may go to any bookshop and purchase them. It becomes increasingly
important to remember local variations and to adapt the programme accordingly.
There can be a danger that a child, who is having extreme difficulty in ac-
quiring even the languageof his community, is expected to understand and use
sentence structures and vocabulary which he will never hear used naturally
in his environment. A slavish adherence to these programmes can be as dam-
aging as no intervention at all, and each programme should be carefully
examined and adapted before it is recommended to a parent.

Berger and Luckman (1966) state that, "Language originates in, and has its
primary reference to everyday life". The role of the remedial linguist is
to provide the child with a competent linguistic vehicle to cope with the
everyday life that he leads.

DOREEN WALKER,
Trinity College,
Dublin.
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SECTION/ROINN 3A



The acquisition and usage of interrogative 'and negative forms by Irish

schoolchildren learning French.*

By Roger Bennett Trinity College, Dublin

Some differences between learning a language in a "natural" and a "non-natural"

environment are highlighted by the acquisition of interrogative forms. In a

natural environment, where the target language is being used for normal

communicative purposes, the learner is accustomed to asking questions; in a

non-natural environment - the classroom the learner spends more time answering

questions than asking them, and may therefore have a much better passive than

active knowledge of such forms.

As for negative forms, many learners have difficulty in learning constructions

involving "ne...pas", especially in word-clusters where the two negative markers

are widely separated. In a non-natural environment, this difficulty may be

compounded by curricula in which items for learning are sequenced according to

supposed order of complexity, so that a learner does not encounter such word-

clusters until at an advanced stage of the course.

What type of survey to use? A longitudinal survey, often used in research into

first language acquisition and second language acquisitin in a natural

environment, would he unsuitable because of the relatively sl w rate of

acquisition in a non-natural environment. But I intend to monitor the progress

of a limited number of beginner-learners longitudinally.

The principal source of data will he a cross-sectional survey. I will make
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two comparisons: 1. between the performances of students with a largely oral-

aural learning background.. and of students who have followed a more "traditional"

syllabus; 2. between the oral and written performances of these groups.

Performance will be correlated with socio-economic beckground. The survey

will be administered to students in the pre-Leaving Cert. year.

Elicitation procedures:

Both oral and written tests will be used.

A. Oral test for negatives:

i an imitation exercise

ii a picture test

B. Oral test for interrogatives:

i an imitation exercise

ii an exercise in which the student performs communicative tasks

involving the use of questions.

C. A representative sample of students will be recorded in conversation with a

native French speaker.

D. Written test for negatives:

i a translation exercise

ii the transformation of model sentences from the affirmative to the negative.
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E. Written test for interrogatives:

i a translation exercise

ii the student is given a series of answers for which s/he must suggest

questions

iii see Bii above.

F. Free composition:

To reduce artificiality, the test items are related closely to normal

communicative needs. Questions and sentences to elicit specific structures

are randomly interspersed amongst others which do not have this aim.

Lexical and semantic content is kept simple.

*Summary of a paper read at the Irish Association for Applied Linguistics

at Carysfort College on 7 March 1981.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A PHONETICS LABORATORY

FOR USE IN LINGUISTIC RESEARCH *

Ailbhe Ni Chasaide.

Centre for Language and Communication Studies, Dublin University

"The rain in Spain
falls mainly on the plain."

The perception of phoneticians and their work by the general public
rarely extends beyond the eccentric antics of Professor Higgins, the
famous G.B.Shaw character, and his attempts to correct a flower girl's
pronounciation of the immortal lines above. Indeed, Professor Higgins
has done much to foster the myth that phonetics is limited to establish-
ing norms of pronounciation.

The study of phonetics, which has been traditionally concerned with the
description and classification of speech sounds in terms of their artic-
ulation, has been revolutionised by the technological advances of this
century. The scope of the study can be outlined with reference to
fig. 1, and divided into three main areas.

Figure 1

A. Production. Speech is the result of an airstream, usually set in
motion by the lungs, which is interfered with to produce sounds
as it travels through the vocal tract, e.g. at the vocal folds,
tongue, lips etc.

B. Acoustics. The speech waveform as it travels from speaker to
listner can be recorded and analysed into its component frequenc-
ies. Traditionally, the device used to do this was the sound

* This article describes the phonetics laboratory which is currently being
developed in the Centre for Language and Communication Studies, Trinity
College, Dublin University.
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spectograph. Nowadays, most acoustic analysis of speech for
research purposes is carried out by computer. Fig. 2 shows a
spectrogram of the phrase 'cois na leapa.'

The more popular term 'voiceprint' may be familiar to some, since
there has been considerable controversy surrounding their use
in criminal investication. The acoustic description of speech
sounds is linguistically interesting insofar as it can be related
to the production of speech and its perception. Indeed, acoustic
description is a prerequisite for most work on speech perception.

C. Perception. The question inevitably arises as to which features
of the speech waveform are extracted by the listener to reconstruct
the message. The main technique used here is speech synthesis,
whereby the most important parameters of the acoustic signal to
our perception are artificially synthesised. These parameters
can be manipulated (removed, added to, changed) in various ways
to test their relevance to our perception.

As the first stage in the development of the phonetics laboratory, we
are concentrating in particular on the area of speech production. The
configuration of the system which is currently being set up is illustrated
in fig. 3.

The aerodynamic unit (1) registers information concerning air-flow rates
and pressures during speech. To obtain air-flow rates, the informant
speaks into a mask, (2), with two compartments to measure flow from nose
and mouth separately. By inserting a catheder containing a pressure
transducer, (3), through the nose we can obtain oral pressure
(if the transducer lies in the pharynx), or the equivalent of subglottal
pressure (if the transducer is swallowed into the oesophagus just below
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Figure 3
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the glottis). These, along with a larynx microphone signal, (4), are
recorded on a multichannel F.M. tape recorder, (5). The signals are
digitised, stored in the computer, (6), and displayed on a monitor.1
Using cursors, various measurements and calculations are made from the
displayed traces, and the results are processed by the computer. The
ultra-violet recorder, (7), gives a permanent hard copy of the signals.

Fig. 4 shows a number of possible traces that might appear on the monitor.
With the exception of the nasal air-flow trace (for which I have added
freehand to the original record a typical sample for the purpose of
the illustration below) they have,been obtained from a mingograph
printout for the phrase; 'Ddirt se "leapa" liom'. The traces show, from
the top: Audio waveform, taken from a larynx microphone signal, Oral
egressive Air Flow, Nasal Egressive Air Flow, Intensity, Laryngograph,
and Fundamental Frequency, or pitch. (The last three of these have not
yet been incorporated in our system).

AUDIO

eecrelOmm I

ORAL At.

NASAL A. F.

INTENSITY

LormacaRow

Fe I (TCH

tutia
fituri,4

1. The interfacing of external equipment with the.computer and the
software development involved, are being carried out by Mr. Eugene Davis
of the Centre for Language and Communication Studies.
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These traces yield a wealth of information,not only on the aerodynamics
of speech, but also on its articulatory and temporal organisation. A few
examples may help to illustrate their use. Looking at the Oral Air Flow
trace one can tell there is complete oral occlusion when the trace reaches
zero, and also the duration of such occlusion, e.g. for Cp] in leapa
and Lmj in liom. If we relate Oral to Nasal Air Flow we will see that
the importiaaistinction between the two segments mentioned is the
presence of nasal air flow for [m]. From these traces, it is possible
to see and make quantitative measurements of nasal coarticulation with
the preceding vowel (anticipatory velic opening). The degree and
duration of coarticulation could be expected to vary somewhat between
languages, and even between dialects of the same language. Coarticulatory
evidence in general has served as the starting point for some important
theories on the neural control of speech production.

In a clinical application, nasal leakage, characteristic of the cleft
palate condition, would be visible during speech and, particularly,
during the oral closure for pj. A quantitative assessment of cleft
palate damage and of improvement subsequent to speech therapy, or
surgical intervention, can thus be aided by this type of instrumentation.

By relating more traces to the two already mentioned, one can add further
dimensions to the picture one is building up of a particular aspect of
language structure. An inspectinn of the audio waveform, from which
voicing and aspiration can be deduced (top trace), shows voicing to be
another distinguishing feature of the two segments CO and DT At a
more detailed level, one can investigate the temporal relationships
between laryngeal and supralaryngeal activity in voicing contrasts.
These traces, along with further dimensions, are central to my current
research - an investigation of the phonetic realisations of phonological
voicing oppositions in a number of languages including Irish, Icelandic
and Scottish Gaelic.

The laboratory has been designed in a modular fashion. Further development
is envisaged in two stages. In the immediate future, it is planned to
expand the present system by adding the means to analyse further types
of information, e.g. the laryngodraph, glottograph, pitch and intensity
extractors. One important Addition will be electropalatography on
which work has already begunL. This technique yields precise
articulator.; information, which is obtained by wearing an artificial
palate (similar to a dentist's plate) into which electrodes have been
inserted. A picture of the roof of the mouth showing the areas of tongue
contact can thus be obtained. This we hope to be able to display
simultaneously with the range of information already discussed. The
picture will be dynamic, changing as a cursor is moved from left to right
on the monitor screen.

Longer-term development will be aimed at the investigation of the acoustics
and perception of speech. This will require in the first instance an
expansion of computer storage and memory facilities. In the development
of acoustics (and synthesis), we hope to work in close contact with the
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, where development

2
This project is in collaboration with Frank Heuston of the Dental School,
Dublin University.

2
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work in the area of speech recognition is in progress.

As the first of its kind in the Republic, the phonetics laboratory
should greatly extend the potential range of linguistic research here.
The Irish language has an unusual sound system which presents the
phonetician with a number of interesting problems, and it is expected
that the laboratory will be used by American and European, as well as
by Irish scholars.

Centre for Language and Communication Studies,
Trinity College, Dublin University.
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ERROR ANALYSIS OF IRISH STUDENTS LEARNING
FRENCH

METHODOLOGY

At the outset, the research was intended to include study of certain
morphological and syntactical phenomena as well as the phonetic and
phonological. However, it was soon restricted to pronunciation because
of the extent of the material to be treated under that headiog. The
corpus consists of material recorded, using the C.G.M.62 test, devised
by C.R.E.D.I.F.; this test provides a series of pictures, depicting
everyday family life, which the subjects then describe in their own
words. An obvious advantage of this type of test, is that one does
not have the problem of mispronunciation due to a lack in reading
skills.

Subjects

The subjects chosen for the test are girls preparing for the Leaving
Certificate Examination. It was felt that by choosing students at
this level, (i.e. end of Secondary School, beginning of Third Level),
the analysis could be useful to both Second and Third Level teachers
of French pronunciation. It is, at the moment, repional in it E. scope,
since the students involved are all natives of Cork. This is largely
for the purpose of having a reasonably homogeneou5 group, fron the
point of view of lingui.stic background.

2. PRELIMINARY CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS

I have also undertaken some research on contrastive analysis of French
and Eiberno-English, (the first language of the students recorded).
There is quite an amount of work available on French - notably that of
lierre Delattre. His comparative work, however, refers more specifically
to American English. Other useful work has been published by Pierre
and Monique Leon and by researchers in the Institut Phonetique d'Aix
en Provence, for example, Georges Faure and Albert Di Cristo.

Unfc,rtunately, many researchers in the field of pure phonetic des:rip:icr
of varieties of English, give too limited descriptions, confinini
selves to comments on the / 1/, the post-vocalic / I./ and the

/ t/. It is surprising, for instance., that J. D. O'Connor in h.s
Phonetics, published by Penr,uin in 1973 (4th edition 1977), shou:d
ignore the reduction of some R.F. vowels to pure vowels in PibErn:
Fnelish. The prcl-ler. is create:- in the field of Applied Fhonetic,
since very little wor i. has beer dcne tht specific f2e3d cf lr::
students learning French.
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3. TRANSCRT1-TION

Symbols and Abbreviations

The average number of phonemes per student is about six hundred.
Their transcription is based on the International Phonetic Alphabet,
with some deviation in the use of diacritic signs. Each segment,
(rhythmic group), is first transcribed graphically, disregarding
morphological and syntactical errors, then a normative transcription
is given, followed by the actual phonetic transcription as recorded
on the tape. The final step, at 1-177Ti-iie, is to give the"Ecare;
i.e., the distance which separates the pronunciation from the norm.

Examples:

T.N.

T.P.

"Ecart"

Norm

C

ssJ
t-/

it

To establish this norm, I have used Pierre Lgon's book entitled
Prononciation du Francais Standard, published in Paris by Didier, in
1966. I also decided to use the maximum phonological system of thirty-
six phonemes, in order to give as detailed a description as possible.

Description of Error

Finally, a commentary is given on each phoneme, describing

the phonetic nature of the error
its context
its frequency in relation to the total number of realisations of
the phoneme

- possible reasons for the appearance of the error;

The overall results of the research will then be based on the
accumulation of information obtained from each individual recording.

Classification

At this stage, also, errors will be classified according to their
gravity from the pcint of view of the function of communication. In

this light, the most serious errors are the phonological, whicl can
lead tc misinterpretation of the message. Phonetic errors are less
important in that they are unlikely to lead to mininterpretation,
but would probably reveal a "foreign accent". Finally, the least
serious would be the use of regional cr stylistic variants (provided
they are used consistently).
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4. CORRECTIVE EXERCISES

This classification will indicate where the need for corrective
exercises is greatest and these will be devised accordingly. It

will also permit an appreciation of the adequacy or otherwise, in
an Irish context, of exercises devised by, for exanple, Pierre and
Monique Leon, Georges Faure and Albert di Cristo.

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

From the transcription so far, it seems that premises based on
preliminary contrastive analysis are justified.

1. POSITIVE TRANSFER

Generally, Hiberno-English speakers, have some advantages over their
RP counterparts in learning French. These are, notably

the smaller number of diphthongs,
(/ai /, 0I/)

the pronunciation of a "clear" / 1/ in all contexts,

the pronunciation of the Rr /e / and /,/ as dental stops
(opposed to / t/ and / d/ alveolar stops).

This favours positive transfer to French, which has no diphthongs,
clear / 1/ in all positions and dental / t/ and / d/.

NE:ATIVE TRANSFER

Nevertheless, one must conclude that the possibilities for negative
transfer are greater, given that the phonetic bases of French and
Eiberno-English are diametrically opposed. This can be seen at all
levels, in the phonemes themselves and in prosodic features.

H.E. French

1. diphthongs 1. no diphthongs

2, lax vowels 2. tense vowels

3. neutralisation of vowels
in unstressed syllables

3.

4. nasalised vowels 4. nasE:2 vcwels

fron: rounded vowcIs 5. cf frcr:
vowLE

2 1.;
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6.

7.

aspiration of consonants

alveolar /r /

6.

7.

8. / j/ not appearing in final
position

8.

9. / t/ sometimes pronounced as 9.

Ci3
10. free stress 10.

11. tendancy to closed syllables 11.

no aspiration

uvular /r /

/ j/ in all positions

fixed stress

tendancy to open syllables

All of these differences have led to errors of varying gravity.

Vowels

A large number of errors are related to stress and rhythm, in
particular, the neutralisation of unstressed vowels. A striking
example is the sound Id / which would not appear tc present any
great difficulty to the H.E. or indeed English speaker. However in
a sequence such as,

"Il est .A table"

EtZtabfj

the second Ea 3 is frequently found to be correctly pronounced (at
most, it would have slightly closer quality than in Standard French),
whereas the first ra :I is almost inevitably pronounced as the neutral
vowel [33. One must therefore ensure that the learner is able tc
prnnounce the phoneme in all contexts, (including stressed/unstressed)
whether he already possesses the phoneme in his native system or not.
The importance of context is also seen in the fact that ; j / in final
position will tend to be pronounced as [ L ] or CI 3 because /
doesn't appear in this context in English.

Linguistic distance has also to he considered in that phonemes which
exist only in the target language have caused difficulties - in
particular the series of front rounded vowels, /y /, / 0/, /04 and
also the nasal vowels /1: /, /cc /, /3 / and /c I. In the case of /y /,
for instance, the most frequent mistake is tc confuse it with the back
rounded vowel /Lk/. With regard to nasal vowels, there is usuallr the
addition cf a consonantal appendix, usually /12 I. Example rrlaew:L93
Another big problem is the lack of tension in vowels this leads to
diphthonEisation which is particularly noticeable if vovels are
lengthened by stress, or where there is hesitatio:.. IC7 example,
in the sequence,[ t:Jidcy,:lit_] if is stressec:, it is likely
tc become D:273

Consonants

Tne phoneme :r ! seems to preseri. MCF- :z

frequently pronounced as the alveolar ir

215
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Aspiration is also noticeable, as can be expected, in the voiceless
stop consonants. /t/ and /d/ are sometimes pronounced with an
alveolar articulation.

There are also some isolated mistakes of devoicing consonants:

"maison"

This would seem to be by association with the spelling.

Conclusion

Errors recorded so far would seem therefore to confirm initial
expectations except with regard to one phenomenon - the "soft"
/t / - contrary to what, was expected, it is not a frequent mistake;
in fact only 2.5% of / O's transcribed are pronounced in this way.
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SIMPLIFICATION PROCEDURES IN THE INPUr AND OUTPUT OF 2nd LANGUAGE LEARNERS.

Sean M. Devitt, Dept. of Teacher Ed. Trigity College, Dublin.

In my research I set out to attepmt to establish a developmental sequence for the
acquisition of French in the area of verb morphology and personal pronouns. Initially

I was inspired by the research of Heidi Dulay and Marina Burt who showed that immigrant
children from very different language backgrounds (Spanish and Chinese) learning
English in a natural environment in the US acqui.red a certain set of grammatical items
in a fixed order. (cf. Dulay and Burt 1973, 1974a 1974b) They argued from this that
the children were showing evidence of a creative construction mechanism, that their
learning was largely independent of input and that there was a natural order for the
acquisition of at least some parts of syntax in English. My question was: Could this be
true of French? Is there a natural order for the acquisition of certain items of
French syntax?

It has also been suggested by Corder (1979) and others (cf. for example Schatz and
Gelman 1977, Newport, Gleitman and Gleitman 1977) that native speakers of a language
regress to an earlier stage of their own development when they are interacting with
novices in the language, that they simplify their language to a stage which they
themselves passed through as children. But there is some dispute about just how far
native speakers will simplify. It struck me that by examining also the speech of
French people to foreigners I might be able to establish a simplification sequence, or
a series of stages in the simplification process, which could have points of
correspondence (but in reverse) with the developmental sequence of learners.

With this dual purpose in mind I began data gathe.ing in summer of 1980 in France.
In order to test just how far French people would go in their simplifying processes
I gathered data from a wide range of people of different social backgrounds and in
different situations, pretending to have very little knowledge of the French language,
and speaking to people in shops, on the s'reet, at the dentist's, in social gatherings,
etc. There were many of the features listed in the literature for Foreigner Talk,
slower rate, higher pitch, overall simplification, etc. However in the area of
morphology or syntax, there were only two cases where one could say the level of
broken French or ungrammaticalness may have been reached. One was in the course of
an explanation by a Metro information officer on how to use the Metro:

Alors, un ticket. 1h ticket vous. Ui ticket Madame. (pour ommitted)

The second was an assistant in thef1aleries Lafayettes speaking about reductions on
arti.cles being exported.

- Et cadeau....femme? Assistant: Oui, cadeau fenm pareil, 13%.

The second case may be an instance of the native speaker being influenced by the "input"
the .foreigner. It would seem from this data (which is still in the

process of being analysed) that in these cases at least French people were not prepared
to descend to the level of pidgin or broken French.

The other side of the research was in the language of learners of French. For

this purpose I interviewed some 15 students of different nationalities at the Alliance
Francaise in Paris, but the principal data gathering was from three Irish children
aged 6,9 and 12. They had never learned French in a formal way, and in the summer of
1980 they spent five weeks in France; three of these weeks were spent largely in a
type of holiday camp - Centre Aere by the kind permission of the Parisian municipal
authorities. All the other children in the camp were French. The three Irish children
were recorded three to four times each during and immediately after this period.
Seamus, the eldest, gave evidence of the following transitional grammar:

Verb Morphology: a reduced but well-defined system. He had readily distinguishable
forms for the following tenses, and the correct functional distinction

in the use of each, but usually had one form throughout for all persons and numbers.
Thus: Present: a short form, usually corresponding to that used for singular.

Passe Compose: a + a form of the verb (frequently the correct past participle)
Imparfait: the ending throughout.

va + infinitive.
There were also scattt:red examples of Conditionals and past conditionals.

21,3
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Sub'ect: correct choice for person, number and gender.
Indirect Object: Correct use in a communicative context of
all except 3rd p!rson plural. Uncertainty appeared when
his attention was drawn to form.
Disjunctives: Correct usage for ail except 3rd person plural.
Direct Object: Total ABSENCE for 3rd person. This was not
an avoidance strategy, since the context frequently demanded
a pronoun. For example:

Ii va utiliser comme des chaises. (les ommitted; standin(
for les banes)

Syntax: Totally correct use of the simple negative ne ... pas, but no use of
ne rien ne personne.

Complementizing: Where ther was a question of deciding between an infinitive or a
sentential complement, he made the correct choice 99% of the time,
though frequently there were errors within the sentential complements

e.g In answer to the question: Qu'est-ce qu'il leur demande de
de fdire? Ii demande qu'ils vont... ils jouent.

This data provides evidence that Seamus was coming to grips with the French language
at several different levels at once. In the area of verb morphology he seems to be
acquiring the verbal system in the following order: Tense and aspect markers first;
Person and number markers later. (The first person plural ending was beginning to appear
in later recordings. As for the pronominal system the total absence of the direct
object pronouns was surprising.

When analysing the data the question kept cropping up of WHY this was so. Also it wa..
apparent that the data was very restricted, having been collected in artificial and
limited contexts in conversation with the researcher, using the Bilingual Syntax
Measure Il of Burt, Dulay and Hernandez-Chavez 1977, or talking about his holiday in
France or the journey. There is no data on the input of the French children in the
holiday camp, or of adults around him. This would be essential for a full and proper
interpretation of his output.

Many researchers have stressed the importance of considering input data in any
analysis of language acquisition. (cf. for example: Snow and Ferguson, 1977, Hatch,
1974 and 1979, Wagner-Gough and Hatch 1975). We have already looked at features of the
language of native speakers interacting with novices in the language. The question must
now be asked: To what extent (if any) does the modified input (in which the native
speaker simplifies the language and clarifies the message) make the target language
easier for the novice to LEARN.? I intend to continue collecting data, but now, rather
than separate the two areas, to draw them together and record both output and input data
for the same learners in differerit situations. The objective is to see if it can be
established that any features in the input may have a facilitating effect on the
learning process. There are many possible such features: frequency of occurrence of a
particular form; its phonetic simplicity, or regularity; its grammatical or semantic
simplicity; its value in communication, etc. etc. There are obviously many difficulties
in such an attempt. For example it has been pointed out that the fact that a feature
or a set of features exists in the input does not necessarily mean that it influences
learning. It might just as easily be the case that it is the linguistic level of the
learner that causes certain features to occur in the speech of someone addressing him
or her. Dulay and Burt (1977) themselves recognize the need for this type of research
and analysis and suggest that

"the formulation of accurate and predictive principles concerning the effects of
input factors on progress in acquisition might best be accomplished by3SPECIFYING
CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH EXTERNAL FACTORS WILL HAVE AN EFFECT. Such conditions
may have to do with relationships among several factors operating at the same time
and between input variables and internal processing factors." (p. 109)

While this appears a daunting task, the techniques for carrying it out would seem
'to be available now in the form of implicational scaling analysis which is used in the

analysis of variation in language
in sociolinguistics and in Pidgin and Creole

2 1 3
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linguistics. Use has been made of this method of analysis in second language acquisition
research by Roger Andersen (1977 and 1978). It would be beyond the scope of this
short paper to go into this in detail. But it would appear that it should now be
possible to move closer to isolating in input what are the facilitating factors for
learning and their relative weighting.
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Comhshamhlti Tadhallach

Cgit NI Dhomhnaill, MA., PhD., Colgiste na h011scoile, Gaillimh

Le haghaidh chomhshamhlii na Gaeilge, bailftear consain ina dtri aicme:

(i) dgadaigh, ailbheolaigh, stuaigh, taobhaigh, creathaigh;

(ii) frithchuimiltigh, liopaigh;

(iii)frithchuimiltigh, taobhaigh, creathaigh

NI deacair an tsiollaireacht riachtanach chomhbhallach a chur ar chaindfnl

na haonaicme. In mo chanant fgin (An Cheathril Rua), -Ca. coibhneas 25::5

idir comhshamhlia siar (regressive) and comhshamh16 ar aghaidh (progressive).

Is iondial dhg athrd nO a trf i gcomhshamhlri, mar tgann sg i gcion orthu seo:

glotas, siollaireacht, caoile is leithead.

Tugtar thfos dhg eiseamlgir shuntasacha as a :aibh uilig san alt iomlgn.

Freagraionn an peire don fhoirmle ghinearglta, -D T- --)DC, git a dtuigtear

D deannach focail, T, tilschonsan focail, C ,comhshamhlii (ar D nO T).

1. Ta" an comhshamhlii seo i gcl6:

tsl.-t

T still agam lena chruth6 ar ball nach stuach mIr theanga, It] , ach

stuach lainne, , atg pgirteach I dtoradh an chomhshamhlaithe sin.

2. Tg an darna heiseamlgir ina comhshamhlii stairial sna cairn, Ers,

agus gheibhtear i sulomh sandhi freisin iad (chuir se, d'fhOgair sf, etc.)

Siollaireacht ar leith, Cs', 0 alafOin, at g. ar a samhail i nGaeilge Leath

Chuinn, agus I suntasach i mBearla an limistgir chganna, ina cheann sin.

NI heol dom in urlabhra Leath Mhogha I.

2 21
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haonfhocal do na scolgirl a d'fhoilsigh comharthafocht shiollaireacht

na heiseamlgra (Gaeilge is Bgarla). Luaigh cuid acu athchasadh teanga lei,

ach nf 14ir dhom athchasadh uirthi, agustgna foghair in mo chuid

Gaeilge fain. Gngth-chreathach stuach atg san /r/. Frithchuimiltigh

stuacha iad /s', s/, le mir na teanga crochta, in ionad a bheith iseal

ar chi1 an draid lochtair, mar atg le siollaireacht normal an dg s-fhOingim;

is inspgise suforrh ard nO sufomh Iseal mhfr na teanga in /s', s/ Bhgarla

Shasana freisin.
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ABSTRACT

Research in Progres: Marie de Montfort Supple

The effect of auditory perceptual functioning on acquisition of phonology:

A large proportion of the speech therapist's time is spent treating delayed
and disordered phonology. Van Riper (1978) estimates that 80% of therapy
in School age population is of this nature. Therapy for these children
often takes the form of auditory discrimination drill, sometimes betwaen
target and substituted sound but more often it takes the form of a general
nature. It was decided to carry out a study on Dublin School children to
determine the part played by auditory processing in the development of
phonology and thus, its relevance to therapy.

Method:

Sixty subjects; twenty-six male and thirty-four female were assessed in
their first term in primary school to establish:

1) Phonological development using Edinburgh Articulation Test.
2) Auditory discrimination using (i) Picture Sub Test of Stycar Test.

(ii) Picture of Minimal Pairs,.
3) Auditory memory for digits using Aston Index Sub Test.
4) Auditory memory for phonemes using Test designed for project.
5) Auditory memory for sentences using WPPSI Sub Test.

Results:

Significant but low rank order correlations were found between phonological
development and 2 , 3 , 4 and 5 above.

Subjects were also grouped according to the number of errors on the Edinburgh
Articulation test as follows:

Group (1)
Group (2)
Group (3)

0 - 3 errors.
4 - 10 errors.
11+ errors.

The scores for each group on the auditory processing tests were plotted:

It was found that the highest scores on tests 2 -5 were achieved by subjects
in group (1), and the lowest scores by those in group (3). However, some
subjects in group (1) received low scores on these assessments but none of
the low scorers on the Edinburgh Articulation Test received higher scores
on these tests.

Discussion:

No very definite conclusions can be drawn from the results to date. The
lack of sensitivity of the test of auditory discrimination used is con-
sidered to be a factor in that area. Unfortunately none of the current
commercially available tests satisfy requirements in that they do not use
relevant contrast, the reason for this being that these contrasts cannot
easily be represented with pictures,(Locke (1980).).
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Future Work:

A more sensitive test of auditory discrimination is being designed and in
April 1981 will be administered to the subjects in the original sample as
will the Edinburgh Articulation Test and tests of memory. Results will be
analysed to discover if the results of this phonological assessment relate
to:

(a) the initial assessment of auditory memory and discrimination

and

(b) to present assessment of auditory memory and discrimination.

A group of children with phonological disorders will be assessed on tests
of memory and discrimination to establish if a greater correlation exists
between the variables than was found in the normal school population.

In the event of the newly designed test of discrimination proving more
sensitive than the test previously administered, an attempt will be made
to standardize this test.

References:
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THE TRINITY COLLEGE RESEARCH PROJECT ON INDEPENDENT

LANGUAGE LEARNING

D.G.Little and D.M.Singleton

The Centre for Language and Communication Studies was established in 1978
as a special development project of the Higher Education Authority. Besides
offering a range of audio-visual facilities and services, contributing to a
variety of undergraduate courses, and providing supervision for postgraduate
students, the Centre exists to conduct research across the spectrum of language
and communication studies. To date research has been established in applied
linguistics and phonetics. This report is concerned with developments in the
former area.

Our research project on independent language learning inaugurates a new
approach to the service teaching of second languages in Irish universities.
Irish university education rarely has a second language component in subject-
areas other than Classics and Modern Languages. The desirability of such a
component, either to broaden the base of study or as an element in vocational
training, is obvious in view of Ireland's membership of the EEC and her
involvement in international affairs. Many university courses demand that
entrants should already have a modern Eu:opean language; but the leyel achieved
by Irish school-leavers in European languages is (quite properly) rarely
sufficient for the specialized applications that might be required at university
(e.g. the ability to read historical documents in French or scientific papers
in German). Furthermore the university curriculum may develop a need for
languages that are not taught at second level.

Now, the hard reality is that the resources are not available for the
recruitment of additional staff to provide instruction in languages so required
by students. In any case, it would not always be easy to find teachers
qualified to mount appropriate programmes (e.g. in non-European languages).
Accordingly, any attempt to increase students' language learning opportunities
will have to rely heavily on materials designed for "independent" or self-
instructional use. Moreover, in order that such materials should be relevant
to students' needs and optimally suited to self-instructional purposes, it has
first to be established what students' language needs actually are, and what
kinds of attitudes and experience they bring to the learning task.

Our project, which was launched in January 1980 and is scheduled to last
for five years, is designed to meet these points. Early in 1980, with the help
of our sociologist research assistant, we devised a questionnaire that would
enable us to gather information about students' second language needs, their
previous experience of language learning, the methods and materials they had
been exposed to, and their reaction to the learning task. The questionnaire
has been administered to random samples of the graduate and undergraduate
student population of Trinity College. In order to gain a sense of the extent
to which the data thus collected are typical of Irish third-level institutions
generally, much smaller samples of the student population in other institutions
are at present being surveyed. The final report on this stage of the project
should be ready by the end of 1981. In it we hope to present nctonly a clear
view of second language needs at third level but also a series of well developed
learner profiles.

225
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In November 1980 we increased our research team by two assistants and began
work in the area of language learning materials. The data produced by the survey
of the student population of Trinity College made it possible to begin to identify
needs in relation to western European languages, including Irish. Accordingly
our two new assistants have begun to analyse existing self-instructional materials
with a view to identifying methodological problems and drawing up criteria by
which these materials could be supplemented to meet specific learner needs. These
analyses will be published in due course. At a later stage in the project we
expect to produce our own learning materials.

We are not yet far enough advanced in the project to have begun to involve
ourselves in the organizational problems attaching to self-instructional language
courses. We expect that two areas in particular will require close attention:
motivation and feed-back. How is a student who is teaching himself French to
maintain his interest at a level that will make his learning effective? And how
is the same student to measure his progress? Various commonsense solutions suggest
themselves to these problems. At this stage it is enough to report that we are
investigating the feasibility of using microprocessor technology to develop a means
of self-assessment. If our work in this area is successful it will have
implications for developments in the area of programmed language learning.

The ultimate result of the project will, we hope, be a significant improvement
in the range, relevance and efficiency of the self-instructional language
learning facilities in Trinity College. In addition, we expect eventually to
be in a position to offer new insights, materials and technology which will be
more generally applicable.
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Linguistics - How are you!

DOnall P. O.Baoill

Institidid Teangeolafochta L.reann

My purpose in this paper are twofold:

(a) to outline the strengths and failures of present linguistic
programmes at third level, and

(b) to make recommendations on how best to cater for the needs of
those pursuing the study of linguistics in our Colleges and
Universities.

Linguistics as Theory Building:

It is quite clear from a short perusal of current literature in phono-
logical, syntactic and semantic works that linguistics is principally
concerned with theory building. The questions being asked are of a very
general nature and are quite basic in their content, such as the nature
and legitimacy of evidence etc. Since current linguistics is preoccupied
with theory building, the concepts being elaborated are not likely to be
of any immediate relevance to language teaching or other practical
concerns.

There is also no doubt in my mind that linguistics has been oversold in
recent years. This overselling was the result of the Linguistics boom
of the late sixties and early seventies, when the subject was introduced
into Universities and Teaching Colleges by lecturers whose enthusiasm
was for linguistics rather than for teacher training or for application
in classroom teaching. Many of the things taught in such linguistic
courses were in almost all cases irrelevant to the classroom teacher.
This cycle of irrelevance must now be broken.

Before discussing how this might be done we must first look at what a
teacher needs to be and do. There are of course many students of ling-
uistics who will not end up as language teachers or therapists. One must
therefore ask if their needs are different from the needs of those who will
be trying to apply their new skills to the solving of language problems
among different types of learners? I myself am enclined to the view that
we have here two different groups with rather different objectives while
one would agree that they should all be well grounded in disciplines within
linguistics - it is not clear to what extent the study of such disciplines
should continue. Since my own bias is towards the influence linguistics
training should have on language teachers, in its broadest sense, I would
like now to list certain requirements thatteachers must have if they are to
have any success as professionals and practitioners in their own jobs. The
requirements given below would be expected of the teacher of English.

Language Skills:

(i) The teacher must be a good model of English speech.
(ii) He/She must be thoroughly conversant with modern English usage.

(iii) He/She must also be aware, through his/her own experience of the
potential difficulty (phonological. Irammatical etc.) for the
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learners in his/her classroom.

Professional Skills:

(i) The teacher should understand the principles that lie behind the
preparation of language-teaching syllabuses.

(ii) He/She should be familiar with the various methods and techniques
of classroom presentation and the rationale behind them. The
teacher should also be able to modify and supplement material
according to the needs of the class.

(iii) He/She must be familiar with current developments in language
teaching and language learning theories and should be properly
critical of claims made by their advocates.

Evaluation of Linguistic Influence on Language Teaching:

With the preceding remarks about the Language and Professional skills that
should be required of teachers,let us look at what "linguistics" has
achieved:

Recent statements pointto a growing gulf between linguistics and language
teaching and to a cautious evaluation of the desir, le relationship that
should exist between the two fields.

Wardhaugh 1972 TESOL COnvention ".... that the current
preoccupations of theoretical linguists have
little if any relevance to language teaching."

Bolinger talks about "organized intervention of linguistics" and fears
that current linguistic theory may finally turn
language teachers away from linguistics as a
source discipline.

Selinker in his paper "State of the Art" says that to have Linguistics
as the sole basis of a theory of language teach-
ing is a discredited hypothesis because many of the
problems central to language teaching are of no
relevance to current theoretical pre-occupations
in linguistics. Linguistics is also in an
uncertain state of development marked by constant
dispute and doubt.

It has often been remarked that "What is valid in linguistic theory must also be
valid in language teaching". This is a dangerous hypothesis and a great deal
of valuable and sensitive work has been marred by the tacit acceptance of such
a view.

Any discipline can be made to seem relevant to foreign language teaching. One
can find applications and implications in many fields cognitive psychology,
speech perception, anthropology, sociology and a whole host of others.

The jump from theory to practice, from a principle to its application is no
easy c'ne. An oversimplified interpretation of theory and a facile expectation
that theoretical constructs must find similar counterparts in an applied
field such as language teaching,destroys the independence of the two
disciplines.

2
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What linguistics hasn't achieved:

One can summarize here by saying that failure is evident in two main areas:

(i) The content of pedagogical grammars, and
(ii) The attitude of teachers.

The Teacher as a Model of English speech.

Here, the study of linguistics should aim to help to improve the teacher's
own language performance and his performance as a teacher. When one observes
current speech closely one often discovers that the facts are very different
from what they are popularly held to be. Many students need considerable re-
education in the area in order to disabuse them of wrong ideas of correctness
and to clarify for them the relative status of pronunciation in general for
intelligibility as compared with the importance of correct stress, rhythm and
intonation. A fresh look at the phonology (the sound system) of English, through
linguistics can thus be invaluable in its effect on the student's attitude to
his own speech. This of course does not mean telling the students that his own
speech is seriously deficient in certain respects. Instead through an 'objective'
study of the facts the student is able to recognise the truth for himself.

Cross reference can be made to method, to explain why certain contrasts are
relatively unimportant and why improvement is so essential in other areas', i.e.
rhythm and stress. The student, therefore, who is well equipped with the
metalanguage of linguistics, will be better able to think about and discuss
techn'-al problems related to learning and teaching speech. Such a student
shoulo know immediately where the fault lies and should go about finding a
remedy. The teacher not trained in linguistics will not be able to detect or
discuss in a technical way why certain errors occur in both the sound system
and in the grammar.

In the study of word formation and meaning, the insights provided by the
linguistics course can be related to the problems of language learning for
example, the inefficiency of decontextualized word-lists, the rationale for
maximizing exposure through reading, the interrelation between words and
structure. In the study of syntax (the various possible orderings that can
occur in language) the aim should be to make him aware that grammar is
essentially an account of the structural possibilities of various concepts
related to communicative purpose. In this case cross-reference will be to
the uses of transformations (rearranging word order) in learning new
language patternsor in explaining ambiguities or errors. The study of
syntactic possibilities can be linked to the principles of selection and
grading involved in syllabus-construction.

It is true to say of course that the selection and grading of materials are
rarely the responsibility of the classroom teacher; however, an understand-
ing of the principles applied by the materials producer should help the
teacher in his preparation of supplementary materials.

One of the most fruitful areas of language study at the moment is child
language and the strategies used by children in acquiring their mother
tongue. This is something which is not accomplished in one whole swoop but
is built up bit by bit through exposure in many different situations.
Language learning is seen clearly as a hypotheses testing one, by which ' .e

child accumulates knowledge about the structures acceptable in adult speech,and

230
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in this way he makes the final breakthrough to fluency. The teacher should also
be aware ofthe various techniques of testing and the theory behind them. He
should be aware of the use of transforms in testing, in the construction of
drills etc.

The aim of all this is to make the student/t2acher aware of what is going on
and why, in the language teaching profession, and to enable him to read
intelligibly on his own.

What we need then is a broad course in linguistics to suit diverse interests
as a beginning point. This should cover the areas of phonology, syntax,
semantics, pragmatics, social usage etc., sociolinguistics, psycholinguistics
etc. from a theoretical point of view. This should be followed by particular
courses geared towards the needs of particular students. These latter courses
would be of an applied nature and would cover among other things the following
topics:

(i) Language Acquisition/Learning.

(ii) Syllabus Design, Curriculum
Development and Methodology.

(iii) Testing and Learning Objectives.

(iv) Contrastive/Error Analyses of
different languages.

(v) Language Change.

23t

Li &
1

acquisition/learning.
Tne course should cover all the
linguistic, social and psycho-
logical problems that obtain in
such circumstances. This would
include the study of Interlanguage,
language usage among different
learners, immersion programmes,
development of the brain, periods
of language learning etc.

Type and content of teaching
materials etc. order and
presentation. The theories that
lie behind the preparation of such
materials and the methodology used.

The importance of objectives in
language teaching. Different
types of tests and the advantages
and disadvantages associated with
them.
This course would build on the
information given in the broad
course in linguistics the study
of phonology, syntax, pragmatics,
social usage etc.

Normal developments in language
change simplification of
language structure etc.
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We should now contemplate the words of one famous linguist M.A.K. Halliday
(1970) when he says "Replacing good teachers with no linguistic knowledge by
teachers trained in linguistics does not of itself make much difference to
the effectiveness of the language teaching taking place
the place for both phonetics and linguistics is behind the language teacher,
in the training he received for his job as a teacher, in the preparation of
the syllabus according to which his teaching programme is orgainised, and in
the preparation of the teaching materials of all kinds that he makes use of
in class". And that is precisely why teachers should be familiar with
linguistics with special reference to the topics discussed above.
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LINGUISTICS AND CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

AT THIRD LLVEL

D.G.Little

My concern in this pape is not with linguistics as an academic
discipline or a subject of academic study, but with the contributions
that various areas of linguistics should be making to the development
of courses and teaching at third level. No doubt one could argue
plausibly that the insights of linguistics are relevant to many third-
level courses in both arts and science. But talk of linguistics in a
university, especially if that university has no linguistics department,
will tend to focus on the language-and-literature departments. They are
my focus too. It is my contention that the teaching of literature, the
definition of language teaching syllabuses, and the development of language
teaching materials and methodology ignore at their peril what linguistics
in one form or another has to tell them.

It is hardly news that in the English-speaking world during the past
two decades linguistics and literary studies have not always been on good
terms with one another. If one reads some of the disputes between linguistic
and literary scholarg, for example the one between Roger Fowler and F.W.
Bateson reprinted in Fowler's The languages of literature (1971), it is
often difficult to see what exactly the source of conflict is; and tempting
to conclude that much of it derives from prejudice and incomprehension
at any rate on the side of the literary traditionalists. But the fact is
that the medium of literature is language. To the extent that it is not
to be merely a branch of philosophy or theology or sociology or social
history or the history of ideas, literary study must concern itself with
the linguistic means by which literary effects are achieved. Modern language
departments are appealing to this fact when they insist that their students
must read French novels in French, German poetry in German, and so on.
It is important not to overstate the case, of course there is a great
deal more to literary studies than linguistics can possibly encompass;
yet a core linguistic element is inescapable. The situation has been
stated with perfect clarity by M.A.K.Halliday (1966, p.67):

Linguistics is not and will never be the whole of literary analysis,
and only the literary analyst not the linguist can determine the
place of linguistics in literary studies. But if a text is to be
described at all, then it should be described properly; and this means
by the theories and methods developed in linguistics, the subject
whose task is precisely to show how language works.

If an undergraduate's literary studies are to be first-hand, involving
more than the assimilation and reproduction of what others have thought
before him, he must be equipped to describe and analyse literary works as
text and as discourse. In other words, ne must be able to relate the way
in which they work to the way in which the language works in normal social
(i.e. non-literary) communication. A careful linguistic description of a
text should act negatively as a check on wild speculation but also positively
as the first step in the exploration of the text's meaning. Halliday's
analyses of the use of the definite article in Yeats's poem "Leda and the
Swan" (1966) and of the linguistic means used by William Golding in
The Inheritors to suggest the thought processes of Neanderthal man (1971)
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are models of what can be achieved.

It is true that many literary courses these days contain an element
of practical criticism, whether it is called by that or some other name,

such as textual analysis. But how many graduates of literary courses have
been thoroughly equipped with the basic tools I am talking about? In my

experience very few. It is not of course necessary for undergraduates
taking literary courses to be acquainted at first hand with the theories
and methods developed in linguistics, but it is necessary for them to be

able to describe how language works. Excellent primers exist which can

be used to give a basic linguistic orientation to courses in textual
description and analysis for example Geoffrey Leech's A linguistic guide

to English poetry (1969) or H.G.Widdowson's Stylistics and the teaching

of literature (1975) or Anne Cluysenaar's Introduction to literary stylistics

(1976).

I am convinced that if descriptive linguistics were permitted to make

a more explicit contribution to literary courses, these courses would show

a significant gain in intellectual discipline. Teachers and examiners

would read fewer effusions masquerading as analyses, fewer statements of

the student's mental state and emotional prejudices claiming the status

of criticism. I cannot pretend, however, to know how to bring this trans-
formation about in practical as opposed to theoretical terms. For the

prejudice against linguistics among literary scholars remains as strong
now as at any time in the past twenty years; just how strong is shown by

the fact that the current conflict in the Cambridge English Faculty between

traditional empirical criticism on the one hand and structuralist and post-
structuralist poetics on the other has been widely represented as literary
scholarship once more resisting the incursions of linguistics.

If linguistics can make a direct contribution to literary study at

university, helping to provide the student with tools of description and

analysis, its contribution to language teaching is indirect and behind the

scenes. Language teaching has long been acknowledged as a problem by
teachers and students in modern language departments. The problem has

presented itself in various guises. The traditional exercises (prose,

unseen and essay) have been declared unsuitable vehicles for language

teaching; students have demanded more "relevant" language teaching; it has

been thought desirable that students should attain greater fluency in the

spoken language; language teaching has been seen to be divorced from the

rest of the modern language course. But however the problem has been

presented, its root cause remains the same: there is no language teaching

syllabus for modern language courses, no clear statement of what the aims

and content of language teaching should be.

In recent years there has been a great deal of interest in the problem

of dtfining language teaching syllabuses for adult learners and schoolchildren.

Perhaps the chief stimulus has been the idea of "communicative competence",

which was developed in opposition to Chomsky's distinction between

"competence" and "performance" (see for example Chomsky 1965 and Hymes 1971).

Work in speech act theory and linguistic pragmatics has provided categories

of definition and description. The idea of communicative competence focuses

on language as a medium of communication rather than as a system of rules for

2'14
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generating sentences; its implication for language teaching syllabuses may
be summarized as follows.

If the aim of language teaching is to enable the learner to communicate,
what is taught will depend on the kind and range of communication that the
learner is to achieve. Thus the first step in syllabus definition must be
to describe in general terms the minimum linguistic behaviour that the
learner should be capable of the tasks he should be able to perform in the
foreign language and the meanings he should be able to convey. Once this has
been done, it is possible to attempt a fuller and more precise definition of
the concepts to be communicated and the purposes and contexts of communication.
The Skeleton Syllabus devised by I.T.E.'s Modern Languages Syllabus Project
for Post-Primary Schools (revised version, 1980) provides a ready example ofsuch a definition. It specifies the minimum linguistic content of the post-
primary syllabus ia terms of communicative functions, general notions,
topics (speciric notions), and situations.

There is no reason why the same principles of syllabus definition should
not be applied to the language teaching component of university courses in
modern languages. In order to draw up a general behavioural specification
it is necessary first to know what the course is about. Modern language
courses draw predominantly on the disciplines of literary and linguistic
study. The corpus of language and literature which forms the basis of
each course must be given precise definition, bearing in mind that an
undergraduate course cannot possibly cover all of a language and its
literature except by a series of evasions (see Little 1976). From here it
is possible to proceed to some such broad behavioural specification as the
following: "Students will be expected to understand, by reading or listening,
the corpus of language which is the object of their linguistic and literary
study. They will be taught to use the foreign language as a vehicle for the
analysis and discussion of literary and linguistic texts and problems." And
from here one could go on to specify in detail the minimum productive
competence that the student should attain in the language. Modern language
departments might shrink from binding themselves to such a specification,
but there is no doubt that it would provide useful guidance for teachers,
students, and examlners. Equally there can be no doubt that a language
teaching syllabus of this kind would do much to remove the uncertainty as
to aim that characterizes so much language teaching in modern language
departments.

However, it is one thing to define the language learner's aims, quite
another to arrive at a satisfactory methodology for fulfilling those aims.
A great deal more will have to be known about the processes of language
acquisition before our methodology and learning materials can be developed
with total confidence. Nevertheless, some of the central insights of
recent linguistics can at least offer guidance. To take perhaps the most
obvious example, Chomsky's discrediting of Skinner's behaviourist theory
of language acquisition as a process of habit formation has implications
for the input/output theory that underlies audiolingualism: the theory that
our teaching puts a given quantity of language into the learner and in due
course extracts the same quantity of language. As common sense already tells
us, our receptive competence in any language will always be greater than
our productive competence. Some of the best recent language teaching

2 3
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materials recognize this fact quite explicitly. For example, each unit
in the Langenscheidt course Deutsch aktiv for adult learners begins with
a text (printed or spoken) which is both authentic and beyond the learner's
power to produce. The unit proceeds by analysing the text in various ways
and thus providing the learner with the means of reconstituting for himself
at least some of the text's meaning.

This approach might be adopted in the development of language
teaching materials for traditional language-and-literature courses at third
level. A teaching unit in a French course might consist of a passage of
French literary criticism, analytical exercises designed to lay bare the
structure of French literary critical discourse, extension exercises that
teach different ways of conveying a given range of meaning, and a creative
exercise that requires the learner himself to invent a ftw paragraphs of
French literary criticism. Here as in so many other areas of language
teaching there is much to be learnt from developments in the teaching of
English as a second language. An excellent illustration of the kind of
teaching materials I have in mind is provided by the English in Focus series
(Oxford University Press), which is concerned with the teaching of English
for a variety of academic purposes. Certainly materials of this kind would
make a great deal more sense to most students than prose composition, which
in any case is founded on the false assumption that the student can produce
the foreign language at the same level and in the same range as he can
receive his own language.

I have spoken somewhat skeletally of three areas in which I believe the
insights of linguistics .can make a significant contribution to the development
of curriculum and teaching. My motive for choosing these three areas was
not simply that linguistics is commonly thought of in relation to language-
and-literature departments. I believe that linguistics insights provide the
means of integrating the customarily disparate elements of modern language
courses. Literary study that is in part founded on linguistic description
is also linguistic study; and language teaching whose content is defined in
relation to literary study and which proceeds from analysis through
reconstruction to creation, is closely akin to literary study. Clearly there
is room here for a major effort of curriculum development; though I do not
expect it to be an easy task to persuade my modern language colleagues.
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sf go fldirseach ar an Sbhar sin.
Bhf se mar chartlannaf cantina san
Ulster Folk and Transport Museum.
Cha raibh aon deireadh ar a fhios-
racht faoi theangacha agus faoin
teangeolafocht. Crothaddh muid
uilig a raibh se de Sdh orainn bualadh
leis uainn

An tEagarthOir

Introduction

We are glad to announce the appearance
of TEANGA 3. We hope that our new
format will appeal to our readers.
The material in this edition is taken
from three different seminars held by
IRAAL in the last two years. The
papers on Irish-English were to be
published in TEANGA 2 but unfortunately
the contributions had not reached us
in time for inclusion in that volume.

The death of Mr. G.B. Adams

We are sad to announce the sudden and
tragic death of Brendan Adams on 9
October, 1981, leaving a widow and a
new-born child. It came as a deep
shock to all of us who knew him. He

was meMber Of IRAAL and attended
many of its functions and one of his
many fine contributions is contained
in this number of TEANGA. He was an
expert on Ulster dialects and had
written profusely on this subject.
He held the post of Dialect Archivist
in the Ulster Folk and Transport
Museum. His curiosity about language
and linguistic studies knew no bounds
and he will be greatly missed by all
of us who had the pleasure of knowing
him.

I lea:-.aidh na Naomh go raibh a lui deiridh.
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LINGUISTIC CROSS-LINKS IN PHONOLOGY AND GRAMMAR

BY

G.B. ADAMS, M.R.I.A.

ULSTER FOLK AND TRANSPORT MUSEUM

For the last three or four centuries Ireland has been affected by a

process of language shift. A linguistic interpretation of the difference

between the two population groups recorded in Petty's census of poll-tax

payers compiled in 1659 suggests that Ireland was then about 82 per cent

Irish-speaking and about 18 per cent English-speaking. Our next more or

less reliable estimate was made by Christopher Anderson, based on'the

population figures of the 1821 census and published by him in 1828, i.e.

for a period about 160 years later than Petty. His figures suggest that

Ireland was then just under 55 per cent Irish-speaking. Thirty years

later, according to the first official language census the proportion

had dropped to just over 23 per cent, but thrs is generally regarded as

defective, perhaps to the extent of recording only about two-thirds of

the Irish-speakers then existing, which would put the true figure at

about 34 to 35 per cent. After another thirty years the 1881 census.

which is regarded as being more accurate, recorded the number of Irish-

speakers as being abut 18.5 per cent of total population, but thereafter

the decrease became slower, reaching not quite 13.5 per cent in 1911,

the year of the last all-Ireland language census.

In the half-century after 1659 there was some fresh immigration, not

all of it, however, English-speaking, for it included French-speaking

Huguenots and German-speaking Palatines, while Gaelic-speaking Scots

continued to trickle into Ulster from the Highlands until the middle of

the 18th century. Between 1660 and 1900, over a period of 240 years

or about eight generations, some two-thirds of the people of Ireland

changed their language, in the great majority of cases from Irish to

English.

If we consider in greater detail the time-scale over which this process

took place - provided people stayed in their own area and did not

migrate into an arca where the other language was commonly spoken - we

realise that the whole process at the individual level could extend
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over four generations of a family. namely:-

1. The monoglot Irish-speaker who in adulthood picked up some English from

English-speaking immigrants but could not speak English effectively.

2. His son who learned some English at school and later improved his

knowledge to the point of speaking English semi-fluently but only as

a second-best to Irish.

3. His grandson who spoke both languages fluently but had more occasion

for using English and probably failed to pass on Irish to his children.

4. His great-grandson who spoke English only from childhood but perhaps

had a limited passive knowledge of Irish derived from his grandparents

rather than from his parents.

For simplicity I have here described the process of language shift in

terms of transmission through the male line of descent over four generations

but the process could be speeded up or retarded by differential linguistic

behaviour on the part of males and females within the family or by

various other factors. At the social as opposed to the individual level

within this four-generation time-scale it would be the two middle

generations who would be effectively bilingual. With an overlap averaging

30 years between each generation the combined life-span of two generations

could run to about 90 to 100 years. but the period of overlap between

the two languages would be of the order of about 60 years.

When we place such a 60-y(ar period against the whole 240 years between

1660 and 1900 we see that in different parts of the country as many as

four distinct periods of language-shift could be covered by this total

time-span without any chronological overlap. I would reckon that in the

Saintfield area of north Down the language shift took place about 1670

to 1730; in the Moira area on the borders of west Down and south Antrim

it took place about 1750 to 1810; in the Drumaness arca of mid-Down it

took place about 1810 to 1870; a ong the north Antrim coast it took

place about 1840 to 19001 on Rathlin Island it took place about. 1900 to

1960. These places all lie between 10 and 60 miles from Belfast. There

is some chronological overlap and also some gaps between some of them

but the whole process extends to a time-span of almost three centuries.
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In the half-century before 1660 political and social conditions were

GOO chaotic for the ordinary process of language shift to operate in
a regular way. Since 1900 the one-way shift from Irish to English

has been overlaid in parts of the country by the reverse process.

It is therefore to the eight-generation period between 1660 and 1900

that we must attribute the language shift in its classic form, with

variations in its rate of progress from one district to another. This

is the classic period of language shift and of language contact between

Irish and English when cross-links between them in phonology and

grammar were established.

In phonology the most striking result of this language contact and of

the shifting bilingualism resulting from it has been the expansion of

the English consonant system. Early modern English. introduced in the

half-cencruy before 1660 had a consonant system of 25 phonemes, one of

which - the voiceless /m/, written wh orthographically has since been
lost in Anglo-English, while in many forms of the latter /r/ has also

been lost when not followed by a vowel. it had a numberof consonantal

allophones, notably clear and dark /1/ occurring before vowels and

consonants respectiiiely; and velarandpalatal forms of /k/ and /g/

occurring before back and front vowels respectively though here the

distinction is no longer so prominent in modern standard Anglo-English

pronunciation as it once appears to have been. The Lowland Scots form

of the language lacked these allophonic variants but it had a more

robust pronunciation of /r/ which remained in all positions and produced

interdental allophones of alveolar /t/ and /d/ before it, even when
the schwa vowel intervened. As well as this there were three additional

phonemes - the voiceless velar fricative /x/ and palatalized Irl and /p/,

making a total of 28.

Contact between Irish and English in the three southern provinces and

between Scots plus English and Irish in Ulster has produced slightly

different consonant systems in southern and northern Hibernn-English.

In both. however, the number of consonantal phonemes has been raised by

the ..)honemicization of allo!,honic variants and this haS hannened ,here
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these corresponded with sounds that were separate phonemes in the Irish

consonant system. Here of course we run into the problem that Irish

dialects differ to a greater extent than English dialects in the total

number of phonemes that they use. Leaving aside voiceless liquids

and nasals and certain nasalized fricatives whose separate phonemic

status in Irish is secondary and recent, Donegal Irish has 39 consonantal

phonemes whereas Munster Irish has 33 and Scottish Gaelic has 31 - near

to Munster in total numbers but quite differently arranged - and English

RP has only 24 which is considerably less than any of the Gaelic

dialects, Irish or Scottish.

Basically I will describe northern Hiberno-English which is better known

to me than southern with its various sub-varieties. Northern Hiberno-

English can have up to 36 consonantal phonemes which is much nearer the

39 of Donegal Irish than the English RP total of 24, though not all sub-

varieties reach this high total. The point is that although the Ulster

English and Ulster Irish systems are not identical there are no extra

phonemes in Ulster English that do not exist as separate phonemes in

Ulster Irish. In Ulster all 28 phonemes of the Lowland Scots consonant

system have been preserved, not just in Ulster Scots dialect but in the

regional standard pronunciation of English, though in Belfast working-

class speech there is a tendency to loose /x/ and /m/ in the case of

speakers who have no country background. Phonetically /m/, when not

lost, is frequently pronounced with considerable bilabial friction and

so falls together with Irish broad f, which it represents in loanwords

and proper names e.g. whillogie from faoile6g. Whelan from 8 Faolgin.

Bilabial /1/ and /v/ have also been heard in place of the English labio-

dental /f/ and /v/ around the southern and south-eastern shores of Lough

Neagh. even in one case from a speaker named O'Hagan who did not know

how many generations back his forebears had spoken Irish. The /x/ phoneme

occurs in loanwords and proper names from Irish - where Dublin speakers,

like the English, usually replace it by /k/ -, in non-standard dialect

words from S-mts, and in the Ulster Scots pronunciation of general

English words that have lost it, but it has failed to form a basis for

introducing its voiced counterpart which exists as a separate phoneme

in Irish. and ef course it would have no orcas;on to arise in English
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except co a very limited extent in loanwords from Irish. The /x/ phoneme

is sometimes weakened phonetically and then falls together with /h/ but

thereby acquires a wider distribution than original /h/.

In addition to these 28 phonemes all forms of dialect and non-standard

speech in Ulster have added four interdental or ambidental phonemes

/T, U, L. N/ by phoncmicizing allophonic variants of alveolar It, d, 1. n/.

To take the lateral and nasal pair first, minimal pairs illustrating the

contrast between interdental /N/ and alveolar /n/ are provided by:

east Antrim /waNsr/ wonder versus /wAnsr/ winner, with the same vowel

sound hut different nasal phonemes, which would be written bhonnar and

bhonar respectively in Irish orthography;

Man/ hold versus /hoN1/ howl.

When to these arc added the palatalized h7/ and /11, we sec that northern

Hiberno-English is a language with three 1-phonemes and three n-phoncmcs.

like Scottish Gaelic rather than like northern Irish which has four of

each. This leads us to ask what has happened to the four 1 and n phonemes

of Ulster Trish when proper names and other loanwords arc transmitted to

Ulster English. Curiously, although interdental /L/ and /N/ survive in

northern speech their incidence appears to be goverened by the phonology

of English rather than by direct survival in individual loanwords from

Irish. Thus tulach and mullach, which do not form a perfect rhyme in

northern Irish, survive as tullagh and mullagh in placenames, which do

form a perfect rhyme with plain alveolar /11 in both. In Ulster English

the interdental or emphatic phonemes occur in situations deriving from

the phonology. e.g. where /d/ has been lost after /1/ or /n/, or after

/r/, and where allophonic variants have then been phonemicized because

of changes in other parts of the sound system. In the case of the two

palatal forms of 1 and n, two developmentsare possible when Irish words

pass over into English. Either the distinction between palatal and

non-palatal is lust and Irish slender /1'/ and /n'/ fall together with

broad /I/ and /n/ as ordinary English alveolar Ill and /n/, or else the

slender lenited sounds are emphaticized and appear as /../ /.-1/ (the

IC/ had /N'/ of traditional phonetic transcriptions from Caelic dialects).

Thus we Itivv. Lough Gu l l ion from Loch G o i i i n and S I i eve Go 1 l ion from SI i abh
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gCuilinn. In English words the sounds IR1 and 4n1 appear for English

RP /1/ and /n/ plus yod /j/. I am not sure how far south this system

of three 1-phonemes and three n-phonemes extends in southern Hiberno-

English. On the basis of the Irish substratum one would expect it to

be present in Connaught and north Leinster but it may not occur in

Munster and south Leinster where Irish had only two lateral and nasal

phonemes and not four. It is also not quite clear how far the threeway

contrast in Ulster English may be due to the influence of Scottish

Gaelic which has a threeway contrast in the matter of 1 and n phonemes

as opposed to the fourway and twoway contrasts of northern and southern

Irish. It is interesting that in both Loch C6illn and Sliabh gCuilinn

the intervocalic unlenited slender 1 has been made emphatic after a

stressed vowel to preserve its palatal quality whereas the final slender

n, lenited in the first case and unleniced in the second, standing after

an unstressed vowel has been depalatalized along with this vowel and the

distinction between lenition and non-lenition in the two words has been

lost. Thus the fourway system of oppositions at phonemic level has been

recast in passing over from Irish to English.

The function of interdental /T/ and /0/ differs in northern and southern

Hiberno-English. The boundary between Ole two areas runs roughly along

the county boundaries between Bundoran and Cuilcagh Mountain, then north

to Upper Lough Erne and follows the lough to the point where Cavan,

Monaghan and Fermanagh meet. After this it runs across Monaghan just

north of the barony of Farney into Armagh at Cullyhanna and thence over

Slieve Cullion through Jonesborough and across the Cooley Mountains to

Dundalk Bay. North of this line the English interdental fricatives /0/

and /3/ have been preserved - and it is noticeable that some bilinguals

pronounce Irish broad s as almost an interdental rather than an ambidental

fricative - whereas south of this line thay have been replaced by the

corresponding occlusives /T/ and /D/. Apart from this /T/ and /D/ occur

in all parts of Ireland as what were originally allophones of /t/ and /d/

which have later become phonemicized owing to other changes in the

sound-system, at least in dialectal and non-standard speech, giving a

total down to this point of 32 consonantal phonemes for northern Iliherno-
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English, will, the reductions already mentioned in the southern variety.

To this lise must be added the four palatal phonemes /k-, g', o', x./

corresponding to velar /Is, g. 0, xl, all of which can occur in both

northern and southern Hiberno-English, though only the last occurs in

Ulster Scots dialect and there only as an allophone of velar /x/. This

brings us up to a total nf 36 consonantal phonemes for many varieties

of Hiberno-English, thoogh with some reduction in the total number for

its southern variety on the one hand and for Ulster Scots dialect on

the other. The two systems are at their closest perhaps for Ulster

Irish on the one hand and Ulste English in the narrower sense - exc'uding

Scots on the other. There are, however, the following points of

difference:

I. Ulster Irish has not adopted the voiced sibilants of English nor

Hiberno-English the voiced velar fricative of Irish;

2. Northern Hiberno-English at least, and possibly some southern

varieties as well, has adopted three of the four 1- and n-phonemes of

northern Irish but has reduced the r-phonemes to one only;

3. Hiberno-English has lost the broad/slender contrast in the case of

the labials /p. b, m/ and non-lenited /1/ and /n/.

Among the vowel phonemes there are no specific cross-links at phonemic

level of the kind that exist among the consonants, though the phonetic

realization of some phonemes shows traces of Irish influence. The most

notable example is perhaps the Hiberno-English development of Middle

English short u which in most parts of the country has become /6/.

though not in the strongly rlster Scots dialect areas.

When we turn to the realm of grammar we come to a field where there is

considerable slope for cross-links to develop. At the level of

morphology there exist both resemblances and differences between the two

languages. In the noun both recognise the difference between singular

and plural - though Irish has a more extended use of singular nouns after

numerals than English has - and between the common case and the genitive.

but Irish uses the genitive to a greater extent than English, which in
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certain cases prefers an uninflected attributive noun or one linked with

the preposition of. In both languages plurals can be formed by internal

vowel change or by adding a suffix, but the former are far more numerous

in Irish than in English and there is a far greater variety of plural

suffixes. Singular nouns in Irish have the gender distinction between

masculine and feminine which English lacks, but both agree in making no

such distinction in the plural. Finally, some Irish nouns have special

forms after prepositions, for the vocative case and for the dual number,

all of which things English lacks. In adjectives both agree in lack of

inflection if the adjective is used predicatively but the Irish adjective,

unlike its English counterpart, may have both inflexion and initaial

mutation when used attributively. With a single elacive form to express

the comparative and superlative degrees, which is invariable because

construed as being predicative in a subordinate relative clause, and with

no adverbial derivative other than the use of the preposition go before

it, the Irish adjective is simpler than the English adjective which

fluctuates between the suffixes -er and -est or the prefixed adverbs more

and most in the first case and somewhat variable use of the suffix -ly

in the second.

As usually happens between languages belonging to different branches of the

Indo-European language family, the differences in their verbal systems are

much greater. An English verb has only four forms, except for a minority

of about 60 verbs that have five forms and another minority of about 30

verbs that have only three. The verb be with eight forms and half a

dozen modal auxiliaries with only one or two are really outside the

system. The -s in the third person singular of the present tense is

the only personal inflexion left: the suffix -ing forms a derivative

which has both gerundial or nominal and participial or adjectival

functions; the past tense and past participle are now identical except

in the minority of 60 verbs that have an extra form, while in the other

minority of 30 verbs thay are even identical with the present tense

except where the latter adds -s in the 3rd person singular.

In Irish as in English the Imperative singular is the root from which the

rest of the verb is derived but the Irish Imperative has a special plural
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form. The Past tense is simpler than in English since it is always

formed by initial prefix or mutation, but it is never identical with the

past participle or verbal adjective which always has a distinctive

suffix. The Present tense has the suffix -ann throughout and not just

in the 3rd person singular where English has -s. The English gerundial

participle with suffix -ing and its uninflected infinitive with prefix

to arc both replaced by a verbal noun which can have gender, number and case

just like any other noun and take A dependent genitive instead of a direct

object. Thus the basic parts of an Irish verb differ in the system by

which they work from the equivalent parts of an English verb. hot

differences between the two languages go much further for the Irish verb

possesses infivctd and in some cases initially mutated forms expressing

.ategories of meaning that are either not explicitly expressed at all or

are quit.e differently expressed in English. These are five kinds:

I. S.ilfixially derived forms to express the Habitual Past, the Future

Tense, and the conditional and Optati've Moods:

2. Synthetic forms, more nu.erons in southern than in northern diaiects,

to express the person and number of the subject instead of usinr

separate personal pronouns with a fixed form for each tense;

1. Impersonal or autonomous forms for each tense to express an undefined

subject;

4. In northern Irish a speial relative form in the present and futere

tenses;

i. A serivs ot derived participles formed by prefixes added to the verhal

adjective.

Finally. while the range of personal pronouns in Irish is somewhat simpler

that in English mans prepositions have conjugated forr.r to exPress

pronominal object.

,imilarities in Ow ,Irt tote of the two languages .1% .tre lislcd

above aro not dne to .ross-links established by language .onta,t over a

lonr period 01 hilinruaIism like the miwli more nuracrouS differences.

arc dile to the separate development ol two branches of lndo-1 nropean
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over a long period of time. It is not in the morphology of the two

languages that we must seek cross-links but in the realm of syntax.

Time permits the mention and examination of only a few points.

The first is the use of the definite article. Early Indo-European

had no article either definite or indefinite. English developed both,

but Iris developed only a definite article, and having done so it uses

it somewhat more extensively than English does. The definite article in

Irish is used beflre names of abstracts, diseases, languages, countries,

and except in the case of countries we find this usage also in Hiberno-

English where standard English would normally omit the article.

A second point concerns the distinction between the momentary present

and the habitual present in the verb be. Standard English has only one

present tense: I am, you are, he is, but Irish distinguishes between the

momentary present tSim or tfi mg, tl tG, ti se and the habitual present

btm, btonn tG, btonn se. In Hiberno-English the traditional present

tense is usually restricted to the momentary meaning while a new habitual

present has been formed which is either I do be, he does be or else I be,

he bes. I have the impression that the former is more common in the south

and the latter in the north, except in the negative and interrogative form

where this tense takes the auxiliary verb do just like any ordinary verb.

A third point concerns the lack of the auxiliary verb equivalent to the

English have which means that there is no series of perfect tenses. For

the pluperfect tense of standard English we use the simple past, while

for the perfect we either use the simple past aswell, which is less

explicit than standard English or a periphrasis, dealt with below,

which is more explicit. If the verb has PA object the verb have may

indeed be used but the past participle then follows it as a predicative

adjective and the sense is then not quite the same as the English perfect

or pluperfect tense.

Fourthly, there is the series of continuous or progressive tenses that

distinguish even standard English from several of its closest relatives

on the Continent. These are formed with the verb be plus the present
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participle or gerund. In Old English this was preceded by the proposition
on which survives in worn down form as the prefix a- in Wessex English
and it oas been said that English developed

this construction through
contact with Welsh and Cornish. It corresponds to the Irish verb ti
followed by the preposition a and the verbal noun, but Hiberno-English,

like Irish, goes much further than this for by using the preposition

after between the verb be and the present participle a series of perfect

tenses is produced, and by using the proposition for - corresponding to
Irish le - we get a series of tenses denoting future intention.

A fifth syntactical feature is the omission of the relative pronoun,

not only when it is the object of the
relative clause, which can be done

in general colloquial English, but even when it is subject, while a sixth
feature is the use of and to introduce

certain subordinate clauses that

need a different conjunction plus finite verb in standard English; this
and is followed by the present participle or sometimes the English infinitive.

Finally it may be pointed out that sentences like: he's big the man, they're

dear the eggs now for standard English 'he's a big man', 'the eggs are
dear now' point to literal translation from the structure of Irish

classificatory sentences. All these idioms are evidence of cross-links

between the tvo languages that arose from a prolonged period of bilingualism.
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Oral and Written Language in Middle Childhood.

Oven Egan

Educational Research Centre,

St Patrick's College,

Dublin 9

Introduction

There are two comparisons which I wish to develop in this paper.

The first is between the language of adults in oral cultures and the

language of children in all cultures. We are in a strong position in

this country to make such a comparison, thanks to the work of the

folklorists and linguists who have given us so detailed a description of

one particular oral culture, the Irish-speaking culture along the west

coast. Perhaps it sight be useful if we temporarily adopted the

perspective of the folklorists, looking on the written word with a

certain resentment on account of the many fine things it brings to an

end. Perhaps we eight even look at the arrival of the written word in

childhood in this way, though we are more accustomed to look on this

event as the beginning of real civilization. At any rate we might

consider the possibility that we sometimes introduce reading and writing

to children in ways which are disrespectful of their own oral culture.

Such an anxiety has been expressed
in the past by Goethe, by John Stuart

Mill, and by Rudolf Steiner, for example. I wish to take this theme up

again, looking at some of the difficulties which children experience

when they are learning to write, and also at the early writing efforts

of adults brought up in an oral culture.

The second comparison I wish to make is between inferential and

representational theories of language in contemporary

psycholinguistics. At present inferential models are dominant, largely

through the succ sssss of transformational grammar and computer-based

theories of language. These are models which focus on the linkages

which exist in word strings, abstract sequential linkages and meaningful

semantic linkages, in virtue of which it is possible to infer the total

meaning of an utterance by attending to the clues contained in its

various parts. Language, on this view, is essentially a matter of
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grasping or conveying meanings, and the fact that there are meanings

to be grasped or conveyed is not a major issue. It is taken for granted

that elementary eanings are there to begin with, like the word-meanings

in a dictionary, or the items of Information to be gleaned by correctly

recognising the individual words In an utterance. Representational

theories of language, on the other hand, ask about meaning itself: how

it comes into existence, how it grows as a sentence is being created,

how it changes with the style and format of utterance. The event to

which all representational theories return, as if to a shrine, is the

one described so vividly by Helen Keller (1958): the emergence of names,

not merely as labels for meanings already grasped, but as a unique form

of representation which somehow enriches imaginative life in a way that

signals in other media can never do, however much information may be

reliably inferred from them.

Representational theories, unfortunately, have tended towards

romanticism and have often been anti-empirical in tone. For this reason

they are no longer very popular in psycholinguistics. But they have not

died out completely, and indeed there are some recent signs of a

revival. I believe that it is only a representational theory which can

do justice to the complexities of children's language in the period when

they are normally introduced to the written word. If we are too firmly

committed to inferential theories and the -skills-based- approach to

language teaching that goes with it, I fear that there may be an

impoverishment of linguistic representation during this period, with the

result that children will not take with them into their later reading

and writing that natural enjoyment of language which is characteristic

of their oral period. We are vulnerable in this regard if we do not

have some representational theory of language, however crude, to

acknowledge what is a basic truth about language: that its unique

contribution to cognition is not in the matter of precipitating

inferences but in generating representations, quite regardless of what

may or may not be inferred from them in given context.

Folk Writing

For a start, consider some examples of writing produced by adults

in the older, oral culture. It may be called folk writing for want of a

better description. I am hope.ul that it will suggest ways in which we



might smoothen the transition from spoken to written language in primary
schools. Folk writing, which in this

country we associate most with the
books written on the Blasket island, has a distinctive style, though it
is by no means as unusual

as some commentators and translators have made
it out to be. In ether countries too, when odern civilization is
superimposed on a developed oral culture, it hat this particular
style of writing flourishes

briefly before the old culture is finally
swallowed up in the new.

(Various examples from Russia are to be found
in /abovitz, 1977.)

The passages I hi:ye chosen are entries from a diary kept by Tomas
Criomthain in the years between 1918 and 1922 (6 Criomthain,
1928/1977). The author was 62 years when he tarted to write Irish,
which was virtually for the first time, although he learned the basic
skills of writing in English some 50 years earlier in primary school. I

have reproduced his own punctuation in the passages that follow.
Do ghaibh an Captaen timpeall

aria. Do thainig i dtir, do
bhuail b6thar an ri suss, a chaipin I mbarr cina aige, e chomhbeo, chomh hanamilil le slataire fiche bliain. A ri go hard goraibh an tsrochiin deanta,

go mbeadh gach ra go maith cars
fade. POgadh cailin 6g, Hi, Hi, Hi. Baineann amach tigh an R1den scrlob sin. Deireann se leo, go bhfuil an tAimireal le
teaeht go hobann, chun feachaint ar an hit. Nuair a bhl se
sista, leis an skid gaolthe-e6ire bhionn ligthe amach aige,
bualleann an b6thar cianna sloe claim ar bord, d6irt go mbeadh
anseo, tar els, Lae Caille,

sr a laethanta sitoire, an hit ba
bhreita leis ar bhuail se tosach a bhiid riamh ann. Deirim
fein an meid seo leis.

Ba mhinic chugainn e, 4 ba mhinicwarm e, On uair nir thuill se aon mhallacht uainn, go raibh
ir mbeannacht go liir lets, ntl son spots le cur ins choinneagainn nh gur dhuine uasal nista I.
Cad deire, le Sein Eoghain, nh go raibh d'iarraidh ualaigh
eile mina an là seo. Nuair

a shroich se an tigh, do rith Neinf
chuige, feach snots an bhfuil an tsfochiin dianta, ar sise.
Ce dilirt leat i ar seisesn. Dilirt His, inniu I, sr sise, gobeire an diabhal uaim agat i, ar seisean, an fear eithigh ism6 ar chests Chiarraf, ni Eirean. (pp.4-5).

Li Nollag. ?if raibh son naomheig amuigh chun an Alfrinn. Bhf
droch-chuma ar an maidin, ce gur dhein 11 brei de. Bhf na
hoilehnaigh mfshista mar gheall ar sin, Dar bhur n-anam
gleigeal, arsa Sean, mairsin,

nf mile material s bhf I ngachnaomh6g acu, is sibh ni fanfadh le chiile chun dul amach leo.
ti eagla orm, ar seisean, gurb I galar na Caelinne a bheidhar an gcreideamh agaibh

sara fada, mi leannan sibh ar anbhfuadar ati fabh, phaca, ar seisesn.
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Tar els dinneir. Buaileann an Rf amach 4 an mAistir, chun
bailie beag a dheanamh do no sagairt. Ach nf raibh aon
mhearbhall orthu a dtithe fein a bhaint amach, toisc, gur
fforulace a bhf ag bualadh leo tn ionad an uisce beatha. Nf

bheadh &on chogadh againn araon ag tathant ffona ar a cheile
mbliana de mbeifei anseo. Mac, nualr gheobhalr: Firfn buf.

(pp.7-8).

Buaileann chugam suas, mar a mbfm ar chliathAn an chnoic mar a
mbfm ag baint dornin m6na, gasra de ghramaisc mhion mar a
mbeadh scata caorach. Stadaid im' theannta tamall. Cuirim
ceist orthu. Cad a thug an b6thar sin sibh. Bhf ceann acu
cufosach m6r 6 d'fhreagair sf I gceann tamaill. Ti craobh
uainn, cad chuige, chun tine. Ni full man agaibh, nfl, is fada
go raibh. An bh'fuileann sibh tar kis scoile anois. Ti sf
dlinta inniu agus Ar laethanta saoire againn, an fada, coicfos,
an mbeidh an mAistir dfomhaoin ar feadh an skid sin, nf bheidh
ndomhnach, cad e an aram a bheldh aige I dheanamh, tA

prAtaf gan cur uaidh, agus m6in gan baint aige, craobh atA
ualbhse anois, sea, an fada siar at5nn sibh chun dul, star don
D6n is dlicha, an mbeidh sibh ag baile chun bfdh, beam, a
bhuachaill. Mar ti sc6p chun si6il ora1nn, toisc sinn a bheith
istigh I gcOnaf. Arbh fhearr libh a bheith ag baint chraolbhe

gcOnaf ni ar scoil. A Mhulre do b'fhearr, ansin, is ea a
bhogaid chun sl6i1. 6 nf s1.61 go dtf 6, I gceann clipla ualr an
chloig teim suas go fforaf an chnoic, mar a mbfonn radharc ar
dhe thaobh an chnoic agam. Bhf deich bpearsana fichead ag
teacht 6n dtaobh thuaidh, de gharsan, A a bheart fel° ar gach
duine acu, an oiread ckanna de ghearrchailf ar an dtaobh
theas, an ceann ba mh6 chun tosaigh ar gach treibh acu, & iad
mar sin de reit a n-aoise slat go deireadh, tamall ina stad
acu. Taman ag feadiil, & tamall ag amhrAn. Pi caitheamh
aimsire a bhfodh ar bun acu I bhfaid na slf ag baint an tf
amach, do dheineadar e leiri6 gan baint le Marla.

Fonn: BAn-chnuic Eireann 6
Bfonn mo thaisteal de shfor go ffor gan staonadh,

Ar bhinta an Bhlascaeid MhOir,
NI iontaisf ach a gcfm nf breag sin,

o bhinta an Bhlascaeid Mhbir,
An ScolOg thiar ar iarthar gireann,
Na loingeasa thar lear sa dtaisteal taobh 161,
Feicim ansin na bric sa trianmhuir,

o bhAnta an Bhlascaeld Mt:61r (pp.64-44).

Is li geimhridh 6 4 a chuma air, tA seideadh °a gaoithe-mOire
ag cur na (arraign lastuas de gach Sit a bhfuil s4 ar a tunas
6 a dhéanamh, Nfl aon radharc agat ar na stocSin mhara ati san
fharralge le hanfa agus le clirin bAn ag gabhill lastuas dfobh,
tA an fiat a bhf glas inni feotte inniu, ti craiceann na
ndaoine filo ag athrii leis an ndrochaimstr, tS caoirlgh an
chnolc siidthe dna n-Alt lonnalthe agus lad a d'iarraidh
teacht isteach sna tithe chugainn, an breac a bhfodh ar feadh
na bliana agus a bholg in airde le gran 1 mbar!' an uisce

ti SC curtha AS amharc ag an sfon, an Ogbhean ate chomh
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pioctha ar feadh na bliana leis an eala ar an linn, an uair a
thagann ir isteach le buiciid den uisce ',form an raca a bhfonn
ina cOl sclobtha ag an ngaoth uaithi, a cuid grusige ag teacht

ins béal, rfoball ax cuid eadaigh, leach an bhuickid
doirtthe aici 6 f chomh gruama le duine go mbeadh ceal tobac

air. Na daoine aosta a raibh a gcnimha chomh bog chomh brel
ar feadh na bltana, le tess na grEine, th cos ag crapadh faol

dhuine acu, fear eile agus a limh ag bagairt air, duine eile
in imeall na tine 6 sOil j thsbhairt air sula dtitfeadh se
isteach inti le codhladh. Is lad leigheas bhfonn san almsir

bhrei & is m6 dochar leanann an droch-Aimsir.(p.306).

Nach mar an li gainisul an li inniu arsa seana-Tom, aside ina
theannta sige, meigeall feasage air, é ag fiachsint I gcoinne
na scamsll, 6 brescshiil elle sr an mbrmhuir aige. Imeacht

faoi ar an gcums seo, go dtabharfadh duine nA beadh aithne
aige air an leabhar gur sean-Aimiria le Sean Buf é a bhi
caite ar an bport tsr eis a thiarma. Ls 06 rud go meabhrafonn
an dfomhaointeas air arsa bean leis le linn gabhAil thairis

di (p.231).

Ti traen an Daingin ina stop arfs, tuairisc a thiinig
isteach. Mhuise is minic sin aici arsa Micil, ba chirte doihh
f a chaitheamh le gleann iigin an chead 1. Ach, dar muire nf

fada 6n iit seo Ufbh Rithach nO Cathair Luimnigh is minic bAid
on iit seo dulta iontu cheans, sr seisean. B'fhAidir go

stadfadh bid Spiller sa Bhealach linn, ars& Michell. MA tl

do dh6thain airgid agat, arsa Mien.

Ts an ghrian chugainn ag taitneamh go hird,
Ti sciimh ar na binta mar bhfodh,
Ti an fharraige caiaaa brei,
Is na hganaibh ag sngmh inti sfos,
Tagann macnamh in aigne Thomlis,
Mar bhfodh Brian liom go ribach sa tslf,
Is n'fheadar an fada uaim an dita,
Go gcroithfimid limh ann arfs.

Sin C Tools agat.(p.269).

Space does not permit me to give a more representative selection,

but the style will be familiar enough in any case. It has been the

subject of analysis by Mac TomAis (1977) and (5 DOshliine (1974).

The most distinctive features of this style of writing may be

summarized as follows. It uses a lot of very concrete images, and many

of the sentences are short and solid. It thrives on dialogue. (The

diary was eventually called "Allagar na hIntse", L.e."Island Talk" or

-Island Arguments".) It moves around freely between different linguistic

forms: narrative, direct speech, quotation, proverb, prayer, song. It

hover., between poetry and prose. (Note that prosody determines the

punctuation more often than semantics does.) It is always grounded in a
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sharp observation of people ond events. It is extremely funny, though

in a way that is hard to describe. It is a Zen-like humour, harping on

the very limited capacity of men for good deeds, or even for intelligent

ones. And finally. all of this is held together by a world-view which

may be described as pantheistic on account of its great respect for

nature, its somewhat.cynical attitude towards the doings of men, and Its

fatalism. This has reminded some of Wordsworth. But I think something

more primitive is there too.

Children's Speech

Consider now the kind of conversation which goes on between

children (aged 4 to 8 or so) when they are engrossed in their own

activities. You will have tO listen to it :n the mind's ear since I

cannot play tapes for you now. But you will accept, I think, that it

has some features in common with the kind of writing we just looked at.

Concrete images and short sentences abound--if only because abstract

thought and longer sentences are still difficult. The variety of

linguistic forms through which language meanders is quite amazing.

Indeed only a very small part of children's talk is conversation in the

sense that requires several statements on one topic. More often

language wanders from speaking to shouting, to singing, to various forms

of chanting and incantationmuch of it a kind of musical accompaniment

to action--to monologue, and many kinds of word-play and mimicry which

are as attentive to the form of language as they are to its content.

Children's language is also firmly grounded in the perception of people

and events. Indeed it often seems no more than the vocal expression of

the imagery and emotions in which the children are immersed. (No doubt

it is partly this "embededness- of children's language which makes it

change topics and styl.s so quickly.) The humour of children's language

need hardly mentioned, though it should be noted that like the humour of

all oral cultures it is unreflective and has a strong sense of the

absurd. Finally, the pantheism or animism of the child's world-view is

well known. It is most obvious perhaps in their drawings, which so

often lay out a kind of map of nature: sun at the centre, region above

the sun, region at this side of the sun, region of clouds, region of

birds and treetops, earth, and on its surface, the world of ordinary

events, often scaled down to insect proportions in order to give nature

the prominence which evidently it has in the child's mind.
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Teaching Children to Read and Write

But even If your are prepared to accept, for the sake of argument,

that there are some similarities between children's language in middle

childhood and adult language in an oral culture, what use can be made of

this observation? Very little, I think, if we are basically happy with

the way in which children pass from oral to literate cultures in the

course of primary education. But if for one reason or another we are

unhappy with this transition--and in a moment I will present reasons

why we might be--then it will be of interest to examine some of the

difficulties experienced by adult exponents of oral culture when they

tried to read and write. For it is very likely that children have

corresponding difficulties when they tackle the written word.

We need be in no doubt that children do in fact have great

difficulty with writing at first. Children (of 7 or 8) to whom I told

stories were virtually all greatly interested in them and anxious to

talk about then or to paint pictures from them. (The stories were myths

and folk-tales, and they were told in the clasroom.) In addition, their

ability to retell them in their own words, several weeks after hearing

them, was so good and so evenly distributed among children of different

intelligence that I eventually abandoned the idea of measuring

individual differences in .this regard. On the other hand, individual

differences in writing ability are striking. Children who retold the

stories eagerly often had little or no interest in writing about them.

Writing, of course, Is more like school work than talking or painting.

But even children who were eager to comply with my request for a written

version of the stories soon ran into great difficulties and only a very

few went the full distance. In this situation writing takes on some of

the features of an IQ test. It is more like an abstract puzzle than

a form of self-expression, and it quickly sorts the class out into

the bright and the not-so-bright.

Teachers of reading and writing cannot afford to philosophize for

too long on this phenomenon. Their task ts to compensate for the

inequalities, so that every child will leave primary school literate, in

some minimal sense, in spite of the fact that some are much less

intelligent then others. By and large teachers are successful in this

undertaking, and thanks to them we have a literate society. And yet I
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am suggesting that there are reasons to be dissatisfied. For a start,

the vast majority who learn to read and write is not quite as vast as

some suppose More important, there are indications that those who do

learn do not learn very well. Teaching people to read and write should

also include teaching them to enjoy good writing. But the experience of

many reputable journalists makes it clear that the English-speaking

world in general falls far behind some non-western countries in teaching

its general population to enjoy literature, while at the same time far

outstripping them in the production of poor quality reading materials.

No doubt the ides of "good" reading and writing will sound somewhat

elitist, and in any case it may be argued that people's tastes in this

matter are really their own business, not the business of the reading

teacher. Even so,. it may be worth the trouble to look for a connection

between western reading habits and the conception of the written word

which is inherent in our reading texts.

It should be noted that younger children have excellent taste in

stories. They e-, mad for stories of all sorts, it seems, and therefore

easily pleased. But they are also critical listeners, well able to

appreciate any deftness of language or imagery that the story-teller can

manage, and able to tell a great story from a good one. (This no doubt

is the reason for their phenomenal powers of recall.) In addition they

can enter easily into the drama and mystery which abounds in the old

myths, sagas, and folk-tales. The question is why so many of them, a

decade or two later, can enjoy only the poorest kind of story.

Part of the reason, I believe, is that the read ng materials we

give to children fail to match in richness and depth of meaning the old

folk tales which they are often purporting to retell. But this very

general consideration about children's literature would take us away

from our present concern with language so we will not pursue it further

here. (For a critique of children's literature on these lines see Cook,

1969, and Egoff, 1970.) Let us turn instead to the corresponding

criticism which can be made about the language used in first reading

books. It two appears very flat by comparison with the children's own

spoken language. Some of this is inevitable, of course. One must start

the reading programme with very simple sentences. But the

simplification one witnesses is far more severe than anything that is

called for on these grounds, and it seems to me that it imposes a view
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of the written word which is one-dimensional in a way that makes reading

and writing unattractive for children.

One-dimensional Language

Let me give some examples of the kind of one-dimensionality I am

talking about. The great diversity of linguistic forms in children's

oral language Was noted earlier. Most of the speech-acts of adult

language are present--declaration, question, command, protest, greeting,

and so on--and in addition a host of others that we adults would

associate with poetry, song, and word-play. Now it s.tems to be a first

principle of some reading schemes that the child must be fixated in a

matter-of-fact attitude before words and sentences can be learned. So

on th. first page we encounter sentences like "This is Tom"

(accompanied by a picture of Tom), "Tom has a dog" (picture of Tom with

dog), and later on, passages which describe the most ordinary events

that the writer can think of. If this technique is based on the idea

that children previously learned to speak largely in question-and-answer

sessions it is certainly mistaken. Questions are important too, of

course. In the second and third years of life they sometimes play a

very large role in language acquisition. But they are only one way of

learning new words. Already by the time children are 8 months or so,

they can express several different emotions or attitudes: contentment

and discontent, happiness and amusement. A little later there is

"exclamatory delight" (Tonkova-Yampol ' skaya 1973), and eventually,

usually no earlier than 12 onths, interrogation. These are not Just

states of mind but genuine speech-acts or speech-modes (Egan, 1980),

identifiable, for example, as dist:nctive intonation-contours. Now the

point is that rudimentary speech-acts are also different channels

through which language may bt acquired. Names for things demanded and

received, names for things not wanted st all and still received, names

for things found delightful, names found pleasant to say (whatever they

might mean)-- all of these are stamped into the child's mind equally as

decisively as names used in a rarified question-answer context. Indeed

there can be little doubt that it Es those names which are woven into

the child's exchanges with its parents and its environment, and coloured

by its own emotional and imaginative responses to them, which are most

quickly learned in the beginning.
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Similar comments apply to the acquisition of written names. The

names that occui in rhymes, riddles, songs, chants, prayers, greetings,

are no less clear in their meanings than the names that occur in

ponderous acts of ostenslon, and they may be a good deal more alive in

the mind of the child. From a psychological point of view there are no

grounds for thinking that one is somehow isolating the most elementary

units of written language by imposing a rigid attitude of declaration.

What is basic or simple about the sentence "This is Tom", for example?

What is "This" the name for? Hot for Tom. He has his own name. To make

a long story short, the word "This" has a complex linguistic function

here, one which groups it with question-marks and exclamation-marks and

not with words in the usual sense. From this point of view there is

nothing elementary about it, and one might wonderhy it is so common in

the first pages of elementary reading texts.

More generally, what is simple about narrative? Like ostension, it

too is a relatively abstract and sophisticated creation, in which a

certain detached, observational pose is established and maintained in

the description of some even which usually involves the viewpoints of

several different people. But if we are talking about people, dialogue,

with its shifting viewpoints, is often a more natural idiom. In 6

Criomthain's diary one sees an interesting struggle going on between the

two. Dialogue was certainly far easier for him, and his judgment is

surer for dialogue than it is for narrative, or for the combination of

bdth. In some entries there is nothing but dialogue--a simple record of

words spoken by two people, without even an introduction or a quotation

or a "said he- or "said she". And often the author feels that he must

revert to direct speech to round off an incident properly.

Children too are drawn towards dialogue. In describing some

exchange between people it is much easier for them to put themsel%es In

the shoes of the various speakers and write their lines directly than it

is to maintain the unchanging perspective of the narrator, which demands

indirect quotations and all the problems connected with it. Time after

time, in the written stories I examined, a crisis develops when the

children try to report speech. They feel they should be writing

narrative hut dialogue is uppermost in their minds. Sometimes it breaks

through the narrative, producing passages like
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...he said please give me the ring and so she gave

it to him and he said to the woman can I look at

your garden and he said yes...she said you have to

go home and get the box...

One can readily understand how the teacher, in this situation, will

be tempted to impose a narrative format. But children find it

difficult, and in the task I gave them, to write a story in their own

words, it often proved to be the last straw.

Here then are two examples of unnecessary narrowness in the first

approach to reading and writing, an emphasis on descriptive, preferably

ostensive sentences, and its counterpart in larger blocks of writing, an

emphasis on narrative. I have suggested that it is a mistake to think

that ostension, description, or narrative, are somehow "basic" or

"elementary" linguistic forms, or that the meanings of words are any

clearer in these cases than they would be in songs or riddles. /t is

only from the highly specialized viewpoint of epistemology that any

primacy attaches to ostension and factual description. As truth-claims

they have the distinciton of being easily verified or falsified, and to

that extent they may be considered the least controversial of statement-

types. Narrative is elementary in the same sense since, unlike

dialogue, it is a series of statements delivered from one viewpoint

only, and as a result accountability for correctness is more clearly

defined. But such considerations have no relevance in the context of

language learning--uniess, of course, we have already begun to equate

language with fact-reporting.

It would take ut too far afield here to suggest ways in which this

fact-bound conception of language might be kept at arms length when

children are first learning to read and write. Certainly children

should be given the grammatical and orthographic licence necessary to

allow them to switch into direct speech whenever they feel like it. The

writing of pure dialogue might be encouraged. Direct speech might be

written with different colour pens, one for each speaker, to avoid the

dreaded "He said" or "She said". More generally, the focus on narration

might be softened. It makes up only a small portion of children's

speech, and why should it be any different in their reading texts? It

is true that songs, prayers, lists, riddles, and so on, are plentiful in
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reading texts. But often they are used as fillers or as decorations,

and the impression still remains that the essence of language is

narration.

The important point here is that mere diversity of forms is not

enough: it must be clear too that one is as much writing F7 the other,

that the writing In a song or a riddle is serious writing just as much

as prose narrative. Moreover, in recognition of this fact it should be

possible to move easily from one literary form to another. In the old

fairy tales, for example, narrative can easily move into verse because

it already has a certain incantatory quality. In o Criomthain too we

noted how easily narrative can move into prayer or song, since his prose

already has a certain song-like quality. Interestingly enough, when he

went on from his diary to write a book-length autobiography he Included

several songs and was greatly puzzled when they were removed in the

editing, since he felt that any proper book should have "half-a-dozen

good songs here and there in it" (6 CoileSin, 1979, p.171). Like (5

Criomthain's editor, many editors of folk tales remove the verse they

formerly contained. The reason is not hard to find. The "simplicity"

and "ordinariness" which they aim for in their narration make it

impossible to introduce the verse passages in a way which sounds

natural. And so they have been quietly dropped.

Language and Imagination

I must broaden the discussion briefly, even at the risk of getting

too far away from language as such. The tendency to push all writing

towards narrative, and narrative towards a certain Ideal of simple,

colloquial description, seems to be part of a more general tendency to

"clean up" the imaginative materials we provide for children. In the

modern retelling of the old folk tales everything ornate or archaic in

the original Idiom Is removed, and in addition everything dark and

enigmatic in the stories themselves is taken out. The same abstract

Ideal of simplicity, brightness, and goodness is imposed on the imagery

supplied with reading texts. Consider, for example, that well-known

style of illustration, often encountered in first reading texts, which

uses only the most basic colours and shapes, so that a face, for

example, will become a coloured disc with dots for eyes, a line for the

mouth, and so on. Here again it is worth noting that it is only from a

very specialized, adult point of view that such a style Is simple or
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natural. From another point of view it iss very unnatural, just as

narrative is a unnatural when we consider the diversity of children's

oral language. Now I am as worried about the cleaned-up imagery in

reading-texts as I am about their cleaned-up language. The imagery can

be very tasteful, now that it is mostly in the hands of professional

graphics people. Yet it has a fleshless quality that is disturbing. It

gives us visual tokens of real things, with coating of sentimentality,

instead of getting us to explore again our images of the things

themselves. Children readily adopt such hieroglyphs and accept them as

valid pictures. (There are other well-known symbols for the sun, a man,

an animal, a crow or a seagull in flight, a cloud, and so on.) This is

all the more disturbing because children are great observers of nature.

The trouble is that we hand them lifeless tokens of the real things and

do not give them enough encouragement to bring them back into contact

with their own perceptions and memories.

Names, no less than pictures, need to be immersed in the images

and emotions which surround their counterparts in the real world. In an

inspired book on children's paintings, Richardson (1948) tells us what

is wrong with the kind of face described above. She asks:

Are the children using a kind of shorthand formula in their
drawing? A dot for an eye, a slit for a mouth, and so on. Let
us look at a face, at a face we love, father's face, or
other's face. As we draw the eyes let us say to ourselves,
"Eyes that see'. They are looking at us now; there in a
little black bit in the middle, then the coloured ring round
it, then white, then the part that comes down when we go to
sleep. It is up now, of course. And don't forget the
lashes. Row look at the outh. It must open and shut to be
able to eat and to kiss. It will never do just to put a line
for this. How can we ake a nose, a neck, hair--hair that
grows on the head? What a wonderfully full picture it can be
with just one face. Draw a fine frame for it and try (p.22).

Notice the importance which the author attaches to language in

the art class. Sometimes she would get her pupils to shut their

eyes and slowly describe, in words, the scene they wanted to

paint. Art becomes an enrichment of language, just as language

itself should be an enrichment of perception and imagination.

Perhaps all of this sounds a little too romantic. But listen again

to 6 Criomthain. He describes, in his diary, the method adopted in the

island for teaching Irish to visitors.
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Ti fuinneog ar a bpilis seo a bhfuil a haghaidh amach ar an

6rahuir. Ti bord an duine uasail trasna ag a bun agus a

chuid leabhar ar leathadh aige sir, a chathaoir orniideach

faoi ague cathaoir elle faoin te ati i mdineadh ag an gceann

eile den bhord. Nil aon bairt is fiidir leis an mbeirt
chur ar bun 4r an mbord seo ni go bhfuil brf agus bun na
habairte sin le feiscint le do sh61.14 trfd an bhfuinneog seo

amach agat. Is 6 o thuairim ni fuil aon fhuinneog coliiste

sa tir chun dulta sfos l6f chun samhlaoidf a thabhairt do

sh6ile an mhic Ilion, gach duine a ghabhann tfmpeall arb ansa
leis blas agus crfch a bheich ar a chuid Caelainne atge. Nfl

aon dath di bhfaca sdil de ghorm ir, d'uaine is bin, de

chorcar, de dhearg agus de bhuf ni go bhfuil le feiscint de

shfor as futnneog an ph414is (pp.19-20).

And speaking of onq particular student (Brian (5 Ceallaigh) he adds:

Is iomdha trithn6na suaithinseach ni bacaimfs ceacht ni

lettbhar ag feachaint amach trfd an bhfuinneog seo agus is

minic a diart se gurbh fhearr d6 an tamall cOtahrilidh a bhiodh

againn ni seachtain ana leabhartha (p.20).

It would be easy ro misread all of this as if it merely advocated a

"cultural- or -interoisciplinary- approach to language teaching, the

sort which nowadays often masks a loss of .nterezt in language. But o

Criomthain is talking all the tire about words and sentences, Theft-

-meaning and foundation-, he says, is in the world beyond language and

the richer one's contact with this world, the better the words are

learned.

Inferential and Representational Theories of Language

We return to the contrast between inferential and representational

theories of language. The inferential theories which are now dominant

in paycholinguletics attach little imoortance to the question of imagery

and representation. Sentences become streams of clues about the

intended meaning of the speaker or writer, and the task is to show how

we move from the clues to the final solution. For this kind of analysts

one uses sentences which are clearly true or false, clearly the same or

different in meaning, clearly Erammatical or ungrammatical. The

important task is to describe how the linguistic subject understands the

sentence correctly, and the kinds of imagery aroused in the process are

of AS little importance as the highly personal tricks that people use to

do mental arithmetic or to solve any other kind of puzzle. On this view,

young readers may have any images they please in their minds as long as

they can correctly identify an increasing number of words. At this

point I would want to introduce a distinction between bare recognition

2 6
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and deeper form of recognition, the sort which some philosophers

called "knowledge by acquaintance- as opposed to "knowledge by

description- (Russell, 1959). But any such distinction, however valid,

is entirely beside the point in inferential theories of language since

knowledge by description is entirely sufficient for their purposes. In

fact it is the only variety of knowledge that they can handle.

There are some hopeful signs of a swing away from inferential

theories, or at any rate an attempt to bring up the question of

representation in theories of language understanding. McNeill (1979)

made a valiant effort to get things going. Bates (1979) attempts to

revive the old Germanic psychology of language which stretches all the

way back to the Wundt and the and which culminated in odern

psychology in Werner and Kaplan's (1963) book, Symbol Formation.

Another recent book, en the unlikely topic of sign-language (Klima E.

Bellugi, 1979) promises to be influential precisely because it opens up

once more the distinction between symbol and icon, and many other

distinctions which help to loosen the stranglehold which inferential

theories exercise on our ideas about the meanings of words.

From the vantage point of mainstream psycholinguistics all efforts

to introduce the topic of representation, with its various types and

levels, will be seen as "soft-headed humanistic stuff" for some time to

come, and perhaps indefinitely. But there are many who cannot effort to

wait for a more respectable approach to emerge. For example, in training

colleges for primary teachers there is now a great need for a theory of

symbolism general enough to range over art, drams, poetry, and music,

and at the same time precise enough to have definite things to say about

the various forms of linguistic expression, spoken and written. At

present such a theory, or at any rate an approach, is presented

informAlly through the blendir.g of humanities courses with technical

courses on language teaching. But increasingly the Leaching courses

adopt the inferential model of language, since this is the direction

dictated by the scientific study of language. As a result it Is

becoming more difficult to bring them into meaningful contact with

courses on literature and the humanities.

While we are waiting for a fuller flowering of representational

theories in psycholinguistics, there arc a few approaches which might

serve our more immediate needs. A very general theory of symbolism,
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which easily spans the domains of art, religion, literature, mythology,

and folk-tale has been proposed bw Jung (1964) and his followers.

Eliade (1958) provides a u4cful class:fication of symbols in mythology

and religion. A geneeal theory of symbolism with more specific

applications to language is developed in the work of Cassirer (1944,

1953) and Langer (1963). Some writers and critics have also tried their

hand, Wheelright (1968) for example, and Louis MacNeice (1962). In all

of these works we can find speculation on the difference between signs,

Icons, metaphors, and symbols, and on the importance of such

distinctions for our understanding of language, whether it be ordinary

language or language which is "sacred", "mythic", or "poetic", in the

various senses proposed by these authors. These are speculative works,

to be sure, but still precise enough to contain theories about the

syntax of poetry and the invariant structures in myth and folk tale. In

very general terms we might describe them as theories which try to

distinguish between the rational function of language (exercised through

ordinary syntax and semantics), and the non-rational function it

exercise through quite different means in poetry, rite, myth, and

story. They are theories concerned to show how language may be

transformed so as to create and enhance a non-rational content, turning

ordinary words into "symbols- in Jung's sense, and ordinary narrative

into what MacNeice calls "parable".

Above we looked briefly at some writing from an oral culture. L'e

should not forget, however, that a far more comprehensive and authentic

record of the language of this particular culture is contained in the

many stories taken down from its exponents by linguists and

folklorists. If there Is any truth to the comparison we made between

oral cultures generally and the oral culture of childhood, then the

corpus of stories provides us with material which, In content and

format, has much in common with the outlook and the linguistic

preferences of children at the time when they are first learning to read

and write. It may even be, as some psychologists have argued (e.g.

Bettleheim, 1978), that the traditional folk tale is far more

appropriate, in structure and imagery, for use with children than a lot

of modern writing created especially for them. If this is so, as I

suspect it is, then we can draw not only on the speculative theories

just mentioned but also on an existing thesaurus of spoken language

which is rich in the very things which the theories were anxious to

talk about.
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THE HIBERNO-ENGLISH "I'VE IT EATEN" CONSTRUCTION:

WHAT IS IT AND WHERE DOES IT COME FROM?

John Harris
Sheffield University

1. Hiberno-English as a contact dialect

Hiberno-English is the name given to the collection of English dialects
spoken in Ireland. I take it as beyond dispute that much of what sets Hiberno-
English (HE) apart from Standard English is due to the influence of Irish. The
linguistic consequences of the type of language contact that has given rise to
languages and dialects such as HE are well documented (e.g. Weinreich 1953).
What is in dispute here is the degree to which Irish has influenced the evolution
of HE. While some writers have acknowledged that the nonstandard element in HE
may owe at least something to British varieties of English (-zhether regional
dialects or earlier forms of the standard language), they have often failed to
pinpoint examples of such influence. The result is that some nonstandard HE
features have been wrongly attributed to Irish influence alone.

The exclusive contribution of Irish to some areas of HE nonstandard
syntax is beyond doubt. For example, the failure of negative attraction (which
transfers the negative from pre-verbal position leftward to be incorporated with
indeterminate any - Anyone won't go No-one will go), illustrated in (1), seems
to be peculiar to HE and is clearly related to the fact that Irish has no
expression that directly translates the determiner no. (Labov is therefore
wrong in describing negative attraction as a 'general and compelling rule of
English which is equally binding on all dialects' (1972a: 47).)

(1) Anyone wasn't any good at it at all.

Other examples include: the use of co-ordinating the way in place of Standard
English (StE) so that (2); prepositional usage (3, 4); and the adverbial phrase
and - pronoun-ing7particip1e (5).

(2) They make poteen away 9ut on the hill, the way you wouldn't
know a thing about it.

(3) He didn't come back with (=StE for) twenty-eight years.2

(4) Ye broke me pen on me.
(=StE You've broken my pen.)

(5) He waved at me and he coming down the road.?

Similar examples could be cited of direct Irish influence on HE phonology and
lexis.

In certain other cases, on the other hand, the evidence for direct Irish
influence on HE is somewhat ambiguous. There are several UE constructions, for
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which Irish origins are claimed, which turn up in other nonstandard dialects
where the possibility of Irish influence seems remote. For example, the

operation of subject-verb inversion in embedded questions in HE (e.g. (6))
is said to reflect the word order of Irish (Todd 1975: 210; Lunny 19a1: 130).

(6) I wonder is he home now?

However, this construction is by no means uncommon in certain other parts of
the English-speaking world, as.anyone familiar with the dialects of Scotland
or the north of England will know. HE has special habitual aspect forms
which contrast with other tense-aspect forms; compare continuous He's workinr
with habitual He be's working. It is alleged that these habitual forms
derive from the Irish consuetudinal (Henry 1957: 168; Bliss 1972: 75;
Todd 1975: 208). While it would be foolish to rule out Irish influence in
this case, it should nevertheless not be ignored that similar forms are attested
in earlier northern British English dialects (Traugott 1972: 191-192) and are a
well-known feature of Black American English (Labov 1972b: 51-53). Similarly,

in the realm of deixis, although the HE nonstandard tripartite system of
demonstrative pronouns and adjectives (this/that/thon) is very similar tc tne
Irish sin/seogid distinction ([+ near to speaker) vs (-near to speaxer,
to hearer) vs [7near to speaker, -near to hearer)), it is also found in 01r11.,r
StE as well as modern Scots, as Todd points out (1975: 187).

The English language with -thich Irish-speakers originally came in
contact was not homogeneous: 1c das a mixture of many varieties includ'rn:
not only the standard dialec: of London but also many regional standard and
nonstandard dialects. It wculd be perverse to ignore the fact that man;
nonstandard features of HE phviology, morphology and syntax for whicn Irisn
origins have been claimed, are also attested in some of these British recional
and/or nonstandard varieties. In such cases, it would probably be nearer
truth to say that the influence of Irish has been 'preservative' Neinrelen
1953: 36) or 'selective' (Bliss, no date: 5) rather than direct or exclusive.
The facts suggest that, during the formative years of HE, Irish speakers
acquiring English were free to select, from the variable range of Englisn
available to them, those forms that most closely reflected Irish cistinction:
they felt it necessary to preserve.

I want to look in some detail at another HE construction tnat na, see%
assumed to derive from Irish. This is the so-called perfect found in sentenc-
such as:

I have me dinner eaten.

In rarticular, I would like to examine two claims tnat .:ave neen mase wits
regard to this construction: (a) that it is simply a nonstandard variant of
the StE perfect (I have eaten my dinner), deviating from the latter onl, :n

terms of word order, and (b) that its nonstandard word order stems from 5--
fact that it is a calque on a particuiar Irish construction. : snr. t-

that there are differences between this HE perfect and its alleged S5E
that aro not superficial but located close to the grammatIcal core. The
constructions turn out to be referentially non-equivalent, which stems in i.ar5
from u more general structural disparity between the verbal syntem.: of ah:

StE. This disparity raises certain questions, whicn I Ave gone int.:, elzeu: .r

!Narri, 1d2), about the alleged underlying identity ,f all tjp-.
: will al the claim that the HE rerfecf .:. in .
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loan-translation from Irish. While Irish may have had a preservative
influence on the construction in the sense outlined above, there is evidence
to suggest that the construction is a continuation of an older English perfect.

2. The HE PII construction

Although the StE perfect occurs in standardised HE, it is absent from
basic HE vernacular. Instead a range of tense-aspect forms is available to
the HE speaker which covers roughly the same scope of time reference as the
StE perfect. HE has two completives which Greene refe:s to as PI and PII
(1979: 122). PI, the 'immediate perfect', which is realised as a conjugated
form of be followed by after and an -12E7participle, refers to an event or
action that occurs immediately before some point in time (the moment of speaking
in the case of the nonpast form, or some specified point in past time in the
case of the past form):

(8) I'm after seeing him. (=StE I've just seen him.)

PII, illustrated in (7), only occurs in transitive sentences,where it
superficially resembles the StE perfect but for the fact that the -ed-participle
is placed after the direct object. It should be pointed out that sentences
such as (7) do not have a causal meaning in basic HE. PII has no intransitive
counterpart formed gith have. There is an intransitive construction with be
followed by the -ed-participle (e.g. They're gone), but this is mostly restricted
to a small number of verbs of motion and is probablyAsest analysed as copula
plus subject complement by analogy with sentences such as They are agreed.

In addition to the two completives, HE employs a range of tense-aspect
forms which are also found in StE but occur in contexts where the perfect would
be appropriate in StE:

(9) I know his family all me life.
(=StE I've known his family all my life.)

(10' Were you ever in Bellaghy?
(=StE Have you ever been to Bellaghy?)

(11) Are you waiting long on the bus?
(=StE Have you been waiting long for the bus?)

(12) I vas living there a year whenever I met him.
(=StE I had been living there for a year wrier; I met him.)

The HE rule governing the use of past and nonpast verb-forms in noncompletive
contexts sues as these appears to be: in 'extended-now' contexts, where an
action begun in the ;ast continues through the moment of speaking, a nonpast
form is used; the past form is reserved in these contexts for indefinite past
time reference in a period leading up to the moment of speaking.

PH has been the subject of much discussion among writers on HE lJoyc-
1910: dl; Henry 1957: 176-176; Bliss 1972: 73-71; Sullivan 1976: 125fr:
Greere1979). For .lome writers such as Joyce and Sullivan, the construction is
simply a nonstandard variant of the StE perfect. There appear to be at least
four reasons why they hold this view. Firstly, in neglecting thP relationshi;
of iI I to otner tense-aspect categories in HE, some writers have assumed it t.
be pe.tedded in a ver:)al system that is, if not identical to that of :ItE, at
leas: v,ry rimi:ar it. fA oyc.-;!1-,1 i H,nry
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since basic HE lacks a construction with exactly the same word order as the ;LE
perfect, PII is thought to be merely a nonstandard substitute for it, the deviant
constituent order of PII being ascribed to Irish interference. Thirdly, although
StE does possess a construction which is identical to PII in its order of
constituents, it is very rarely given the same sort of completive reading (at
least in southern British StE). It is much more usual for the StE construction
to have a causal meaning (JOe has his boat sold = Joe gets someone to sell his
boat), a reading that is not usual in basic HE. When the StE construction does
have a similar reading to PII, it seems to be only possible with a very much
smaller number of transitive verbs than in HE. (For example, although a non-
causal reading of I have the tickets booked may be acceptable StE, sentence (7)
wiith eat would most certainly not be.) The StE causal have construction is
therefore not felt to be related to HE PII. Fourthly, a difference between PII
and StE constructions with the slim,. constituent order is that the have form can
be contracted in the former but not in the latter. Thus, while Joe's his boat
sold is possible for PII, it is not an acceptable realisation of the atE causal
construction with the same constituent order. Since contraction is typical ef
auxiliary have in StE, the have in HE PII has often been assigned the same
auxiliary function as that in the StE perfect.

The difference between PII and the StE perfect then is felt to be merely
one of surface word order, which might be expressed in terms of a postposing
transformation that moves an -ed-participle to the right of an object noun phrase.
PII thus would seem to bear a striking resemblance to the German Satzklammer
(compare I have the boat sold with Ich habe das Boot verkauft) and in this form
appears to be a very old Germanic construction. However, writers on the subject
have preferred to attribute the constituent order of PII to Irish influence
(Henry 1957: 178; Bliss 1972: 73; Sullivan 1976: 128). One way of expressing
HE I have the boat sold in Irish is (13), where the constituent order noun (L5d)
plus verbal adjective (dfolta) is allegedly the source of translation-borrowing
for the sequence noun plus -ed-participle in PII.

(13) T5 an b5d dfolta agam
BE+nonpast THE BOAT SOLD AT-ME

The assumption that PII and the StE perfect are underlyingly equivalent
means that they can be derived by phrase structure rule as the 'same' construction,
which tallies with the view that all types of English share an underlying
structural identity. The difference between the grammars of StE and HE is
therefore only a superficial one at this point and can be expressed in terms of
the addition to the HE grammar of the late transformation that moves an -ed-
participle to the right of an object noun phrase. I want to argue here, however,
that, for various reasons, it is wrong to assume referential equivalence for the
two constructions. One important reason is that HE PII is embedded in a tense-
aspect subsystem that is quite different from that of StE. As has already been
pointed out, PII is just one of at least five tense-aspect forms that can be
used to render the StE perfect. Because of this, it is often impossible to
decide, when the StE perfect occurs in the standardised speech of a HE speaker,
which RE tense-aspect form could potentially have been used in the same context.
A simple sociolinguistic analysis taking PII and the StE perfect as variants of
one syntactic variable is therefore not possible. But there are other reason:.
why Pll and the StE perfect cannot be equated, and these have to do vitt: the
internal structure or PII and the special co-occurrence restrictions that are
lied up.m it.

If Pli wore introduced by Ihrase structure rules that are i.lent. '11
,r with the
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same constituent order as the StE perfect). the ed-participle movement trans-
formation needed to generate the correct surface constituent order in Pll
would run into serious difficulties. For example, the transformation would
wrongly generate future conditiorfal sentences from past conditionals. The
structure (14a) (after affix-hopping), for instance, which underlies the StE
past conditional sentence (14b), would wrongly surface as the future conditional
sentence (15) after the operation of the participle right-movement transformation.

(14a) JOE CAN+past have WRITE+ed THE LETTER.

(lhb) Joe could have written the letter.

(15) Joe could have the letter written.

The appropriate HE past conditional PII sentence that corresponds roughly to
StE (14b) would be:

(16) Joe could have had the letter written.

On the basis of sentences such as (16), it would be necessary to include two
have constituents in the relevant HE verb phrase structure rule, if it were
insisted that PII should be derived like the StE perfect.

In fact there is a much more satisfactory solution to the problem
which enables us to get maximum mileage out of a transformational rule that
must be included in a grammar of HE for other constructions. This is the
raising rule associated with complex sentences such as:

(17a) I want this wall painted.

The structure underlying (17a) can be analysed as consisting of a main clause
containing the verb ,,RU= and an embedded clause, to which passivisation applies,
containing the verb baint and a dummy agent:

(17b) I WkNT G THIS WALL PAINTED b./ X

The embedded clause is raised into the main sentence and the dummy agent
deleted transformationally. This type of operation is needed for a number
of verbs which can take the same construction, e.g. need, get, keen. If we
,.alyse PII sentences in the same way, we not only eliminate the problems
associated with the participle postposing transformation, but we are also able
to capture much more satisfactorily the semantic characteristics of the
construction (which we look at in Section 3). The structure underlying (7)
is tnus (18), on which the agent deletion and raising transformatione
obligatorily operate.

(18) I HAVE A !..'E DINNER EATEN bv ME

According to this analysis, have in P11 constructions has the status, hot of
a tense-marking auxiliary, but of a full lexical verb whics can be treated as
being identical to have in possessive sentences. Have in ill is thul seen to
be related to causative have (19) and have in benefactive and other indir..ct
passive constructions (20, 21), where raisine is also involved.

(1?) Mary had tne wail painted (by her brother).

(201 4oe like- Swine nis hack n,ratc":,A (by his eirlfrien1).

-le ins?' rroken dawn
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One difference between PII and the constructions in(17, 19, 20jand(21)is
that agent deletion is obligatory when, as in PII, the main clause subject
and embedded clause agent are coreferential (equi-NP deletion) but optional
in the other, related constructions where there is no such coreference.

To summarise some of the ways in which PII, according to the
analysis proposed here, differs from the StE perfect: PII is not introduced
by phrase structure rule as a discrete tense-aspect category, as the StE
perfect is, but is a complex construction consisting of a main have clause
and an embedded clause containing an ed-participle; have in PII is not a
grammatical formative, as in the StE perfect, but a lexical verb denoting
possession.

3. The meaning of PII in HE

Several writers have pointed out that PII has a statal connotation
not associated with the StE perfect (Henry 1957: 177; Bliss, no date: 17).
Whereas the StE perfect describes an action or event, PII focuses more on the
state that results from some anterior action. Henry notes that this is houn,i
up with a possessive connotation to PII which is carried by have (1957: 177-178i.
The analysis of PII as possessive have plus an embedded clause reflects quite
neatly this possessive element and the preoccupation with the result of an
action as opposed to the action itself. The subject of the main clause
experiences or is "in possession of" a state of affairs which has been initiate.:
by an action that is referred to in the embedded clause. Furthermore, :lorry
claim that the object in PII constructions "stands in a passive relation to
the agent" (1957: 178); this is captured in the embedded passive clause cf
our analysis. Treating Pll simply as a compound tense form would neglect
these semantic characteristics.

The statai nature of PII is borne out by the findings of a study
of northern HE carried out in Belfast. Examples of PII were collected from
over 150 hours of the tape-recorded speech of sixty Belfast speakers, drawn
from five areas of the city. The construction cropped up on average only
about once an hour, but in the overwhelming majority of cases dynamic verbs,
of activity were involved, the most frequent being do, make, finish, write.-
To supplement this material by further analysis of tape-recorded speech woalu
be a very time-consuming task, given the relative infrequency of the conitruotion,
so a written questionnaire was designed to elicit, among other things, res;.an.:ee
on the acceptability of certain verbs occurring with PII. A pilot study was
carried out on 145 university students, all from the north oC Ireland, with a
view to extending the investigation to cover a representative sample of Belfust
speakers. In one question, the respondents were presented with tweIve
sentences, each containing PII with a different verb, and asked to judge th-
acceptability of each. The twelve verbs had been carefully selected in group:-
of three from four categories: dynamic verbs of activity, dynamir mnmentary
verbs, stative verbs of inert perception, and stative relational ver8s. Ther:e
were presented in random order to the respondents, along with context sonten-e:
(road aloud by the researcher) designed to exclude any possible cau:11 readin:s.
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TABLE 1: Judgements by 145 northern HE speakers on the
acceptability of twelve verbs occurring with PII.

N 145 Acceptable Acceptable

Dynamie verbs .-.A.. activity Stative verbs of percention

BOOK 138 RECOGNISE 17

WRITE 136 UNDERSTAND 11

MAKE 125 SEE 10

Dynamic momentary verbs Stative relational verbs

JUMP 39 OWN 13

HIT 28 RESEMBLE 12

KICK 20 RELY ON 7

The questionnaire results, set out in Table 1, are striking confirma-
tion of the findings based on the study of tapc-recorded Belfast speech. PI1

is much more likely to occur vith.dynamic verbs (particularly of activity) than
with stative verbs. It may at first seem to be a contradiction that the statal
construction should appear most frequently with dynamic verbs, until it is
appreciated that, for the state referred to in PII to exist, there must have
been some prior action to bring it about. Our analysis of Pll accounts for this
quite nicely. The state described in the underlying main clause is seen to have
been initiated.by the action referred to in the embedded clause: hence the
tendency for dynamic verbs of activity to appear in the embedded clause. In

sentence (7), for example, the dynamic verb eat refers to an activity which has
resulted in a state which the subject is now experiencing. A stative verb in
the underlying embedded clause of the PII structure can obviously not initiate
another state to be referred to in the main have clause. One state cannot give
rise to another state without the intervention of some process or other. The

probable reason that dynamic momentary verbs are much less likely to appear in
PII sentences is that the effects of the action described are not felt to last
long enough i'or the subject to experience them as a state.

The statal nature of PII is further exempl.fied by the severe
restrictions on its occurrence with temporal adverbs; here again it differs
widely from the StE perfect. One commonly accepted view of the StE present
perfect is that it refers to "extended-now time" (McCoari 1978: 123-163), that
is to a period leading up to and including the present. This characteristic
distinguishes it from the StE preterite which refers to time anterior to and
separated from the present ("then time"). Restrictions on the type of temporal
adverb that can cooccur with the present perfect and preterite in StE reflect
this distinction. Adverbs such as yesterday, the other day, in 1916 refer
to then time and thus may appear with the preterite but never with the present
perfect. So far, as yet, since Monday arc examplen of adverbs which, sine
they refer to extended-now time, occur with the pr,snt perfect and not with
the preterite. Some temporal adverbs (for exampl- never, always, often) can
occur with either tense-aspcet form. Sentencer 09 to (27-rfru:tra.c.
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cooccurrence restrictions in British StE. (Assignment of tempura: a:ver:f

to the three categories is slightly different in American StP, in (2:1 1,

for :dxample, is acceptable.)

(22a) I bought a red balloon yesterday.

(22b) *I've bought a red balloon yesterday.

(23a) Have you seen Anne yet?

(23b) Did you see Anne al?

I never wrote to him the whole time I was away.

(214b) I've never written to him, although I know he lie,

:he temporal adverbs in these sentences refer to te-

described by the verb in its preterite or present perfect form. :n nh, on

the other hand, any temporal adverb that appears in Pll senten:es

the,event described in the past participle but to lexical have. 7n-

of a temporal adverb therefore depends partly on the tense if na-. :1-17' in

its past form admits then time adverbs, as any verb in itr sim:1-

(25) I :lad tho letter written yesterday (but 1 tore 1- :

NI sentences with nonpast have exclude then time adverbs, in tr am-

that the StE perfect does. 3ut not all extended-now time alver:- --.r

with PII: the choice of adverb is dependent on its being ctm: it:: .

statal nature of the construction. In its nonpast form, PI: wl::

admit adverbs which refer to a state located in a period Ieadinr

present time:

(26) I nave four books read so far.

out adverbs describing indefinite events in a period lealinr t m -:*

are excluded from PII:

(27) *I have "Ulysses" read only once.

t:entences su:h as (27) arc further evidence that P:1 is nAt

perfect with a transformationally postposed past partici;.1e.

participle movement transformation to StE (23) would yiell in E

ana-ceptahle sentence (27).

1 nave r:ad "Ulysses" only once.

:n .ther case.i, the tram.iformation wo.ild generate i-rs:n1- :h

which, however, have quite different readings from tneir d

-ounterparts (in contravention of the princinl,, that transforn-c.i-% .

nut change n-anings). 3eatences (29) (ntE) and l'') e-

are n-st. elaivalent:

)
never arring...d anytninr.

(
navenr, ,npast AI3Ati ; ;,:;-;-;-,;,;1;

I. a ve r -in:. thi rig arranyed.

I. dAyEo e.;

2 7j
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In (29a), never refers to indefinite events in a period leading up to the
moment of speaking. The same adverb in (30a), on the other hand, refers to
a state of affairs which extends to time both anterior and posterior to the
moment of speaking. The different behaviour of temporal adverbs with respect
to PII and the StE perfect is quite clearly reflected in the scope of the
adverb in the structures underlying the two constructions. In (29b) the
scope of never is the whole clause, including the verbal group have arranged.
In (30b) the scope of never is the main clause only, including the verb have;
the embedded passive sentence, including the participle arranged, lies outside
the scope of the adverb. In the StE perfect construction, the temporal adverb
refers to the action described in the verb in its perfect form, while in PII
the adverb refers to the statal element carried by lexical have.

Where a temporal adverb is required to modify directly a verb
describing an event or events in extended-now time, HE resorts to one of the
noncompletive tense-aspect forms illustrated in sentences (9) to (12). In
the case of intransitive verbs and transitive stative verbs, of course, these
and PI are the only tense-aspect forms available to refer to extended-now time,
since PII is restricted to transitive dynamic verbs, as has been already pointed
out. The extended-now time element which is present in the StE perfect verb-
forms in sentences (9) to (12) is lacking in the simple and continous verb-forms
of the corresponding HE sentences, where it is left to the temporal adverbs to
carry the aspectual information.

The statal analysis of PII brings it into line with other HE verbal
constructions which show a clear preoccupation with the result of an action
rather than with the action itself. The presence of be in PI (sentence (8))
and in constructions such as I'll be gone point to a consciousness of state
as opposed to action. Henry claims that this is characteristic of much of the
verbal system of HE, setting it apart from the StE system (1957: 179).

4. The origins of PII

Some writers 'nye argued that the verbal system of HE is essentially
identical to that of Irish, in terms of the tense-aspect distinctions it operates
with, and that these categories are realised in the shape of English morphemes
(Henry 1957: 161-17y; Fliss, no date: 15). This would partly account for
the matching ranges .n Irish and HE of tense-aspect forms that correspond to
the StE perfect. Iri. lacks a grammaticalised perfect like that of StE,
using instead simple past or nonpast verbal forms, a situation that is closely
paralleled in basic HE:

(31) Chuaigh se. amach.
GO4liast HE OUT

HE He went out.
StE He has gone out/He went out.

(32) T se marbh le fads riamn.
BE+nonpast HE DEAD WITH LONG-TIME EVER

HE He's dead (with) a long time.
StE 4c has been dead for a lone time.

In addition, Irish has two 1.eriphrastic -on:Ar4ction i,11'
resembl. HE r: and PII:

ci t )
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(33) Tg sg trgis An bgd a dhfol.
BE+nonpast RE AFTER THE BOAT SELLING

HE He's after selling the boat.

(34) an bgd dfolta aige
BE+nonpast THE BOAT SOLD AT-HIM

HE He has the boat sold.

HE PI is quite clearly a calque on the Irish 'immediate perfect illustEated
in (33). No British English dialect apparently has this construction.

Similarly, most writers on the subject claim that HE PII is a
calque on the Irish construction in (34) (which Greene also refers to as PIT)
(Henry 1957: 177; Bliss 1972: 73; Sullivan 1976: 125; Greene 1979). On
the face of it, this claim seems plausible. If we compare the Irish and
HE sentences in (34), we see that they have similar constituent order as wel,
as semantic content. Both constructions contain tbt: sequence noun (bgd, boat)
plus some verbal form (the verbal adjective dfolta and the -ed-part'ciple
sold); both have statal and possessive connotations. The a - NF - sg+pron
construction in (34) is Identical to that which occurs in simple potsessive
sentences without a veibal adjective:

(35) Tg bgd mOr aige.
HE+nonptist BOAT BIG AT-HIM
'He has a big boat.'

A problem with the claim that HE PII is a translation-borrowing
from Irisn relates to Ihe history of PII in Irish itself. Greene claims
that PII in Irish is of relatively recent origin, dating back to the seventeenth
century (1979: 136). This hardly leaves the construction much time to establish
itself as a model for translation-borrowing into HE which had already begun to
emerge in the seventeenth century. Moreover, Greene points out that PII in
Irish is only common in Connacht and Munster (1979: 131). However, HE PII is
to be found throughout Ireland. If Irish were the only source for the develop-
ment of HE PII, it would be difficult to explain how the construction has come
to be so common in northern HE where the predominant non-English influence has
been Ulster Trish in which, according to Greene, PII is rare (1979: 137).

The widespread use of PII in HE points to other origin.; of the
construction. Clearly we must not overlook the fact that have - NF - V+ed
structures do appear in StE and other English dialects. Although the most
usual interpretation of such structures in StE is a causal one, otner readings
are uzcasionally to be found. (Chomsky discusses a possible possessive
interpretation of the sentence I had a book stolen (1965: 21-22).) Completive
readings are quite common in many non-southern British English dialects (Kirchner
1952: 403, 406-409), and there is documentary evidence that completive
have - NT - V+ed structures were once much more common in the standard dialect
of London than is now the case. Kirchner (1952: 402-403) and Visser (1)73:
2169-,10) cite numerous examrles from tAc history of English of 'split'
perfects, ineluding following from Shakespeare (Kirchner 1952: 40.-1:

whiea with y...ur noble father slain. (Hamlet IV, 7, L:

hay. y-A th. lion's part written? (Midsummer Night'- 2ream I,
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It is generally agreed that the completive have - NP - V.Ped
construction is a relic of an "old" perfect which served as a model for the
development of the "new" perfect in StE (Jespersen 1949: 29-30; Traugott
1972: 93-94; Visser 1973: 2189). This development is shared with other
European languages that have a periphrastic perfect construction. The have
of the old perfect is assumed to be a lexical verb denoting possession and
the participle a complement of the object noun phrase (Visser 1973: 2189).

The rise 'Of the StE modern perfect can be seen in terms of the
development of syntactic constructions via the grammaticalisation of discourse.
In this connection, Giv6n discusses tvo extreme poles of communicative mode:
the pragmatic and the syntactic (1979: 97-98). Certain syntactic, tightly-
bound constructions can be shown to have arisen from looser, conjoined
constructions that are typical of the pragmatic mode. Giv6n cites the
development of auxiliary verbs into tense-aspect-modality markers as an
example of grammaticalisation (1979: 96-97). Two loosely concatenated
clauses, each with its 'own verb, become subjoined; then by a diachronic
process of raising they become condensed into a single clause. The verbs
from each of the original clauses amalgamate to form a complex verbal group.
The verb from the first clause becomes morphologised as a marker of tense,
aspect or modality, while the second verb becomes the sole full lexical verb
of the new sentence. In a process such as this, the most common verbs to
occur in the first clause, in a uniform cross-language fashion, include want,
go, be and, most importantly for the present discussion, have. The process
can be seen at vork in the development of the StE rev perfect as a periphrastic
tense-aspect construction. The two underlying subjoined clauses of the old
perfect (one containing lexical have, the other an -ed-participle) have become
condensed into the single clause of the new perfect. Have has been relegated
to the.status of tense-aspect marker within the verbal group which has as its
head the verb from the original embedded clause. The cohesion within the new
verbal group is reflected in the diachronic movement of the participle to the
immediate right of have, a position it had already held in intransitive
constructions, where the have perfect was replacing the older be perfect.
The development of the new perfect from the old has been accompanied by a
semantic change. In the old perfect, attention is focused on the state
resulting from the action described in the participle, while in the new the
focus is shifted on to the action itself.

The new construction has not entirely replaced the old one. The
older perfect has steadily lost ground to the new, but in the seventeenth
century when the increasing influence of English in Ireland was giving birth
to early HE, the old perfect vas more common than it is today (Visser 1973:
2189-2190). Judging by the perseverance of the older construction in modern
regional varieties of English, it was probably even more common in the seventeenth
century in the regional British English source dialects of HE than in the
standard dialect of London. It seems likely then that the English old perfect
was the form on which HE PII was modelled. Only now is the new perfect making
inroads into HE, via those varieties that are most influenced by StE.

A second change in English that is relevant to a discussion of PII
in HE involves an alteration in the status of have in certain environments.
In StE, have is increasingly becoming reserved for auxiliary functions. Where
it originally had the status of a full verb denoting possession it is being
replaced by have got (Quirk et al. 1972: 80). The construction in (36a) is
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much more usual in southern British StE than that in (36b):

(36a)

(36b)

Have you got a pen?

Have you a pen?

This change is also affecting the old perfect where have denoting possession
is increasingly being replaced by have got (compare the StE sentences I have the
tickets booked and I've got the tickets booked). Not all dialects of English
have adopted this newer have got form in possessive and old perfect constructions.
Have in sentences such as 3 b) is common in many regional,varieties of English
and is certainly the usual form in basic HE.

It seems then that, in certain varieties of English, including StE,
two related innovations arc affecting the old perfect: (a) its replacement by

the new perfect, and (b) the replacement of the have of possession by have wot.
HE can be numbered among those dialects where these changes have had little or
no impact. HE PII can be viewed as a continuation of the English oll perfect,
with lexical have, preserving the original statal, possessive connotations that
are now absent from the StE new, actional perfect.

5. Conclusion

I have argued here that, for various reasons, HE ?II is not simply a
nonstandard variant of the StE perfect. While the latter is a grammaticalisea
tense-aspect form that is fully integrated into the verbal system of StE. HE
is a looser expression consisting of two underlying subjoined clauses. Whercar

have in the StE perfect is a tense-aspect marking formative, in HE PII it has
the status of a full lexical verb that can be analysed as identical to possessiv,
have. The meaning of HE PII shows a clear preoccupation with the state that
results from the action referred to in the -ed-participle, while in the StE
perfect attention is focused on the action itself. It is tempting to see this
disparity as the outcome of the StE perfect being imperfectly adopted in HE
because of Irish interference. However, while many features of HE nonstannarc
syntax are clearly Irish in origin, it would be a mistake, in the case of ?II,
to ignore the fact that the construction is attested in some nonstandard and/or
regional English dialects as well as in earlier forms of StE. In fact, it turns
out that the differences between PII and the StE perfect stem from the fact that
the former preserves features of an older English perfect which has been almost
completely replaced in StE by the latter.

That is not to say, however, that Irish has had no influence at all
on the evolution of PII in HE. The similarities between HE PII and Irish Pll
are obvious. But this influence is more likely to have been reinforcing or
preservative rather than exclusive and direct. From the seventeeth century
onwards, as English gradually gained ascendancy in many parts of Ireland, Irist,
speakers were exposed to many varieties of English: the standard dialect of the
landed gentry and senior administrators and the regional dialects of British
settlers. No one variety alone served as a model for the ccquisition of Englisn.
As HE evolved, Irish speakers were presumably able to select from this variable
English speech those grammatical features that most nearly approximated in function
Irish features they felt it necessary to preserve. Thus speakers who were loat
to lose the Irish connuetudinal aspect category may have found, in the nonstandar.i
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English dialects with which they came in contact, a rough equivalent that
was missing from the standard dialect of London. Similarly, the
have - NP - V4-ed construction, which was more typical of regional British
English varieties, is likely to have been taken as a model for HE PII,
since it contains the statal elements of Irish PII which the StE new
actional perfect lacks.

FOOTNOTES

1. I am grateful to Roger Lass, Jim Milroy and Lesley Milroy for their
helpful comments on an earlier draft of this article. Final
responsibility for what appears here naturally rests with the author.

2. These examples are from Lunny 1981 (138-139).

3. Casual observation of spontaneous Belfast speech found PII to be m're
common than its occurrence in the tape recordings would suggest. The
relative infrequency of the construction in the tapes can probably be
ascribed to the constraints of the recording situation. Much of the
taped conversation consisted of narrative, banter and reflection on life
in Belfast, all of which tended to favour the use of simple and
continuous past and nonpast forms over PII.

I. John Widdowson reports that PI is found in Newfoundland English which
is strongly influenced by Hiberno-English (personal communication).
Visser notes He's behind telling you ('He's just told you') as
occurring in Devon (1973: 2211). This too is probably Celtic in
origin and might be attributed to earlier interference from Cornish,
cf. Welsh Yr wyf wedi canu (literally 'I am after sing').
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THE SIMULTANEOUS ACQUISITION OF FRENCH AND ENGLISH BY A CROUP

OF CHILDREN LIVING IN IRELAND.

Christine Helot, St. Patrick's College, Haynooth.

INTRODUCTORY

The acquisition of language by any child is nn outstanding intellectual

achievement. When a child acquires two languages simultaneously, when

he uses them effectively in controlling the world around him, when he

does so seemingly without involving any conscious effort, his accom-
i
plishment impresses us adults, who have had to struggle hard and for

a long time at mastering a second language, as something extraordinary

and wonderful.

The area of Bilingualism that this project mainly focuses on, is Infant

Bilingualism or Family Bilingualism, rather than School Bilingualism,

or National Bilingualism.

Infant Bilingualism concerns itself with the early exposure to language

other than the mother tongue. Whether it becomes an asset or 'a liability

will depend on a number of variables such as genetic endowment, parental

education, economic status, cultural background, social class and life

opportunities. Many other factors are important too, such as age at which

second language Learning begins, the degree of proficiency in the first

Canguage, the quality of the language experiences, and the relative

political position of both languages, as well as the acceptance afforded

the speaker in each cultural ilieu.

The project described in this article will study the simultaneous acquisi-

tion of French and English by a group of children living in Ireland end

whose home background is bilingual. There will be three main parts to

the study (only the first of which is discussed in details in this paper):

1. An analysis of the conditions in which bilingualism has developed.

This will involve the elaboration of a language background

questionnaire.

2. A linguistic analysis comprising:

a) A description of the language development in French and English

of the children concerned.

b) A comparison with the language development of unilingual

speakers of French and English of roughly the same age.



c) A comparison of the rate of development of'the two languages

being simultaneou;ly acquired by each child.

3 An attempt to correlate the results of part 2 - "success" and

"failure" in the simultaneous acquisition of these 2 languages -

with the extra-linguistic factors analysed in part I i.e. com-

munication in the home, degree of contact with unilingual native

speakers, physical contact with France etc.

niE STUDY: (FIRST ('ART)

1 Twentl-four bilingual families living mostly in Dublin have been

briefly interviewed either face to face or on the telephone.

n.e total number of children in these families is 43, 22 boys

and 21 girls, whose ages range from 3 months to 16 years.

have provisionally decided upon 6 age-grOups:

from 3 to 12 months

from 18 months to 2

firm 3

from 5 to 6

from 7 to

from 12 to 16

In 15 of those 24 families the mother is of French nationality anc

the father is Irish.

In 4 families the father is French and the mothers are English,

French, Irish and Dutch.

In 5 families, both parents are of the same nationality famille,

are French, 2 families arc English, 1 is Irish).

II THE LANGUAGE STRATEGIES OF THESE BILINGUAL FAMILIES

The bilingual family has to choose the medium of commuqtcatter in

the home and several choices are possible:

Everybody speaks the language of the fae.cr.

- Everybody speaks Ole language of the mother.

. Both languages are used freely or according to an Implicit

or overt pattern.

n.. language spoken in thv home is dilfrcnt ftnm the I Ihguag.

of On community.

The language spoken tn the home is dtlterent Irnm the 1
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of the community and different from the native language of

both parents.

The language spoken in the home is the native language of

both parents but not the language of the community.

The results of the first short interviews with parents involved

in this study show that In 17 of the bilingual families both

languages (i.e. French and English) are used in the home:

16 of these families use the 2 languages according to

consciously chosen pattern.

In one of these families both parents (of different nation-

alities) speak both languages to their 2 sons, indiscriminately,

without separating the 2 languages in any way.

It is interesting to note, even at the very early stage of this

project, that only one family out of 24 did not consciously decide

on a particular strategy - all other families discussed and decided

on a particular strategy in order to foster bilingualism in their

children.

One u.ould tend to conclude that in that particular case the language

of the community would prevail (i.e. English) but other cases were

reported in the other families,of English being the dominant

language.

This case will be studied further on in this research.

Of the 17 families who use both languages in the home 16 are families

where the parents are of different nationality: in one family both

parents are English and French is spoken in the home.

Of the remaining 7 families in the study, 1 speak French only in

the home and 4 English only.

In the case of the 3 families who speak French at home the parents

are not always both Fr,nch, indeed, in one of these families thy

parents are both English.

Of the four families who speak English At home. in one case both

p.trvnts are Irish, in 2 eases the fathers are French and the mother,

Are English and Irish (and know only a littiv French) and tn the

last case the father is French and the mother is Irish but thy

parents are now separated.
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After this preliminary description of the families involved one

can try to explore the various strategies they use to foster bi-

lingualism in their children.

"A policy of planned repartition is composed of one or a number
of language strategies. For purpose of analysis, these can by
divided into two categories - strategies of dichotomy or fixed
alternatives, and strategies of alternation involving the practic.
of spontaneous switching from one language to die other".

(Schmidt-Mackey 1, 1977, p. 132)

As was mentioned previously only one family out of 24 chose

strategy of alternation, where both parents use both languayes

indifferently when speaking tc their children.

All other families use the strategy of dichotomy or fixed al-

ternatives.

Strategies of dichotomy can be divided into those of person,

place, time, topic, activity.

a) The Strategy of person (one person, one language) is 4iso

called the Grammont method - Grammont's theory was that

if one separated the two languages from infancy it woule

help the child learn two languages without additional

effort or confusion. (Grammont, 1902).

It is the most common formula reported in most studies

of child biling.nlism and it seems to be the most common

strategy of the families involved in this research.

The families using this strategy are the families where

parents are of different nationality and in all of those

families except one, it is the mother who is of French

nationality.

Ronjat in 1909 reported such a case: his son spoke French

to him and German to lis mother. Ronjnt believed this

strategy would place both languages on an equal footing

but his study over 5 years shows that there were switches

in language dominance.

Then from 1939 Werner Leopold used the same strategy wtta

hts daughter to whom he spoke only Germin and hts wife

spoke onl English. She achieved mastery of hoth langulge,
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but they were never equally strong.

Leopold's results are very similar to those of Ronjat and in

both cases it is concluded that the child's learning processes

were not badly affected because of their childhood bilingualism.

Another interesting report of the use of the strategy of person

is the experiment carried out by G. Sauders, an Australian

teacher of German who taught German to his two sons by speaking

German to them all the time, even though German was not his

native language. In an environment far removed from Germar/

the children acquired a mastery of the German language almost

equal to their mastery of English without any negative effects

on their learning processes.

b) The Strategy of place is a common practice also but often im-

posed by necessity, as in the case of immigrant families

(comaon in France, Germany and the U.S.A.).

This strategy is used by 8 families in this project. For only

3 of them the parents are of different nationalities and in

those 3 cases the language of the home is English. French is

acquired in the French school.

For the remafning 5 families, French is the language of the

home t4.: in those families, the parents are not always both

French (only 2 such cases).

There are problems associated with this strategy if the lan-

guage of the home is not the language of the community. The

status of the home language can be eroded by the incursions

of the community in the home (visitors, friends, neighbours etc.)

But there can also be problems in the strategy of person: how

can one keep speaking French when living in an English speaking

environment? Interestingly though there does not scan to be

problems of language dominance in the cases of families speaking

English at home and whose children attend the French school

in Dublin. Seven of the children in this study attend the

French school. All those cases will be analysed in more

detail further on in the project.
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As for the strategy of person, there arc published reports

o, research in child bilingualism fostered by the strategy

of place:

Hilivoie Pavlovitch in 1920 describes the acquisition of

French and Serbian by his son. They were living in France

and chose Serbian as their home language. His study covers

the first two years anly but he comes to the same positive

conclusions as Ronjat.

Then in 1930 the Kenyeres family studied the language of

their daughter who at the age of 7 was sent to a French

school in Geneva. Their home language was Hungarian. They

report that after 6 months French became the dominant lan-

guage in some domains and that it was acquired faster than her

first language but obviously also acquired differently. Then

in 1959 the Penfield family, wbn were English speaking decided

to make German the language of the nursery and they employed

a German nurse. The parents spoke German (or tried to) every

time they entered the nursery. Penfield reports no confusion,

believing that the language switch according to place became

a conditioned reflex.

In 1959 also,the social anthropologist, Robbins Burling studied

the language development in English and Caro of his son. He

had heard English only until he arrived in India at age 1 anc

4 months and he was then in co.:tact mostly with Caro speakers.

In 1970 Oksaar studied her 3 year old son's use of Swedish And

Estonian. The home language was Estonian and Swedish the lan-

guage of the community. She reports her son keeping the two

languages apart in the home and outside the home, except some-

times when both friends and parents were in the home, when

Swedish would be used.

In 1972 Harumi Itoh and Evelyn Hatch studied the acquisition of

English by a Japanese child who started attending a nursery-

school in Los Angeles at age 2k. This study is interesting,

for the child went through a period of rejection of the
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English language. It was the affectionate interaction with

an adult, his aunt, which produced the change In attitude

toward learning the second language. One could say in that

case that a change of strategy was involved to overcome

negative effects.

From these studies as welt as others one could say that a

change of place will promote the learning of another language.

However it can also be a factor in the forgetting of a language.

An example of such a phenomenon is reported by Desire Tits

who studied the language of a 6 year old girl refugee from the

Spanish Civil War. She was adopted by a Belgian family in

Brussels and within 3 months had forgotten Spanish, her native

language and replaced it by her second language, French.

It would seem that it is possible for children at a very early

age to associate even without conditioning, the right place

with the right language sometimes even with stubborness.

Several families in this study report their children systemati-

cally refusing to speak any English when they are in France.

c) The third type of Strategy is that of dividing language accord-

ing to time, topic or.isCii.112.

It is the least comnon strategy because it is not always easy

or workable in the home.

"The switch from one language to another must be innerdirected"

says 1. Schmidt !lackey (1977, p. 138).

With the strategies of place or person there seems to be a con-

ditioned reflex and unconscious associations impose the approp-

riate language on the speaker. In 1976 a Doctoral thesis by

Past reports on his daughter's acquisition of English and

Spanish in Texas. Both parents spoke Spanish to their daughter

one and a half hours per day.

One family in this study is using the strategy of time: both

parents (French mother, Irish father) speak French to their

children in the home or outside on one day of the week, usually

Saturday. The children are reported to find it difficult to
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remember that they are supposed to speak French but the

parents try to make it a game, despite many difficulties.

The strategy of time could also involve the learning of

a first language first and after a few years Ale learning

of a second language.

Topic or Activity divisions are not often chosen a priori

as a basis for language strategy but quite a few of the

children in the present project are reported by the parents

to switch to English (or French in other cases) when talking

about their experiences at school or playgroup. The switching

to another language seems to be conditioned by the fact that

the topic or activity referred to is associated with groups

outside the home.

In bilingual schools the strategies of time, topic and activities

are used a lot and the working language will change according

to those divisions with many fewer problems than in the home.

It should also be added after describing these three types

of strategies that they could be mixed, or changed after a

while, different from one child to another. This project

offers one case of a family who switched from the place

strategy to the person strategy after the child started to

show dominance in EngliSh.

III LANGUAGE BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE (L.B.Q.)

After examining the different possible language strategies of

the bilingual family, it is necessary to find out more about

the reasons for such strategies and get a clear picture of the

home linguistic environment of the bilingual children involved.

A language background questionnaire will be devised to probe

a range of environmental variables in order to try and define

a bilingual child's sociolinguistic milieu.

Ihe method used in the questionnaire is self-report from the

mother and later on from the father to Gest reliability.

293
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The aim is to try and calculate the overall respective language

use in the home as well as language specifically directed to

and from the child in terms of mean language input, mean language

output and "background noise" or language spoken between family

members in which the child is not directly involved.

The aim of the L.B.Q. is to get an insight into the nature of the

child's exposure to the two languages and to find an answer to the

question of who speaks what, to whom, where, when, how and why,

in the bilingual hoMe.

There are several language background questionnaires published:

In 1934 Hoffman designed an L.B.Q. for school children but it

is noc applicable to pre-school children.

In 1971 Skoczylas designed a questionnaire for investigating

home bilingual usage.

In. 1977 Wendly Redlinger produced a very interesting L.B.Q.

for getting information on the home linguistic environment of

bilingual children. It is the first questionnaire to take

into account the relative amount of time spent with the child

by the various interlocutors. It was designed to evaluate

the language of children belonging to linguistic minorities

in the U.S.A. as they entered the school system in order to

place them in the best possible learning situation. The

questionnaire was used to get sociolinguistic data on 43

bilingual pre-school children, who were tested later on for

relative language ability. Environmental variables were

associated with three bilingual conditions; Spanish dominance,

English dominance, and balanced bilingualism.

In 1981 an L.B.Q. was designed by C. Harrison, Bellin

Wynford and B. Piette for bilingual mothers in Wales and

the languar- of their children. The aim of the questionnaire

was to find out more about the mothers' attitude towards Welsh,

and tovards bilingualism tn their children.
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The conclusion of that questionnaire is an interesting one

for this study. It is that mothers' attitudes strongly

influence the language of their children.

The language background questionnaire designed for this project/

will be divided into five parts:

The first part will set out to discover

I. Who speaks what language to whom, when, where, how and why.

The amount of time spent by different people (father, mother

or caretaker) speaking different languages will be calculated

on a weekly basis (most mothers being working mothers a daily

calculation would not be representative).

2. The attitude of the parents towards bilingualism in general

will be investigated.

Parents will be asked whether they chose consciously to make

their child bilingual and for what reasons, whether both

languages are h:ghly valued in the home, and whether they

believe in the intrinsic value of a knowledge of more than

one language, whether they believe bilingualism is a positive

asset or were ever afraid their child's language development

might be slowed down. Family, affective and cultural reasons

for wanting their children to be bilingual will be investigated.

3. The attitude of the parents towards language use, lAnguage

quality, their own language aptitudes in French and English

will be investigaged also.

Each parent will be asked to evaluate the other parent's competence

in his/her respective second language. They they will be asked

whether they consciously avoid transfer, language mixing and

to describe the difficulties involved.

They will also be asked whether they ever depart or have departed

from their original strategy (when, where, why), what language

they use when they quote and how they feel about supplying a

word in the second language when the child is having difficulty

293



expressing himself or herself.

They will also evaluate how difficult it is to speak to

their child in one language only.

This particular part of the questionnaire is designed to

clarify two different stages in the simultaneous acquisition

of languages fostering bilingualism and maintaining bilingualism.

Among all the families involved in this project none report great

difficulties in fostering bilingualism in their child but there

are many problems involved in maintaining French in a predominantly

English environment, particularly after the child enters the Irish

school system and has more and more contact outside the home.

It would seem though that children attending the French school

have no problems of English dominance. Whereas one family where

both parents are French and whose 5 year old daughter started

school last September is already showing English as her dominant

language.

4. The fourth part of the questionnaire will deal with the various

problems and solutions to maintaining bilingualism.

Physical contact with France will be analysed in terms of degree,

quantity and quality. Parents will be asked about what other

kinds of reinforcement in French or English is given to the child

(books, magazines, records, radio etc.) and whether their children

are in contact with native speakers of French in Ireland. Reading

and writing in both languages will be considered also as well as

attendance at the French school or bilingual class in the Alliance

Francaise of Dublin.

5. The fifth and last part of the questionnaire will investigate

the attitude of the child towards his or her use of two

languages.
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Parents will be asked whether their child ever refused to

speak English or French and in what conditons, whether their

child feels more Irish than French or more French than Irish

or more English than French in some cases.

In the case of both parents being English or Irish the parents

will be asked how their child feels about speaking French in

the home for example. Attitude of the child towards France

and his or her visits there, whether the child has a particular

accent and whether he or she ever addresses a native speaker of

French in English or the reverse will be studied also.

Lastly the questionnaire will give the opportunity to parents

to recount examples of transfer or language mixing they will

undoubtedly have noticed in the language development of their

bilingual child.

CONCLUSION

According to Vernon Jensen (1962):

"There are several conditions known to be conducive to promoting success
and prevent failure for children engaged in the acquisition of two
languages or more. Parents and teachers should keep language in
separate contexts so that a coordinate language system will develop.
It is vital to have the best language models available in both
languages as children will readily imitate phonology, intonation,
form, syntax. Since language grows out of experience, it is essential
to provide children with a rich and varied background of environmental
encounters so that sensory impressions, images, percepts and concepts
may be tested, verified, encoded in language".

There are of course many other factors, social, economic, political,

affecting the outcome of dual language learning.

I would hope that observations of thq degrees of success or failure

of diiferent language strategies of bilingual families would throw

some light upon the question of how man acquires the ability to speak.
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CHILD SYNTAX IN CONTEXT

leffrey L. Kellen

Trinity College Dublin

The study of syntax in children is today an academic growth

industry. Developments in cognitive psychology and transformational

theories of universal grammar have opened the field of child language

to a host of investigators of various persuasions. Teachers, speech

therapists, and others working with children may have had cause for

optimism, that theories were being developed which would help make

sense out of the puzzling facts of children,* linguistic behaviour.

Yet progress in theoretical insight that informs the 'applied, fields

has been slow, and from a linguistic point of view, I seriously

question whether most recent work in child language has even begun to

address the fundamental issues involved. This paper is intended as a

brief look at soma of the background to current approaches to child

language, and a proposal for the further study of syntax in children.

Language as discussed in this paper is an act of negotiation of

meaning and intent between two or more people, using definable objects

(phonologi.al words in syntactic structures) as a medium. It is 7

system af pragmatic, syntac tic, phonological, and social rules which

are negotiated every time people speak. Typically, language is

concerned with change: in social relations, in information states,

In behaviour, in the nature of the conversation itself, and so forth.

To conceive of language in such a way is to make certain statements

about how language is to be studied: in particular, this paper

starts with actual speech as a basis for systematic study, rather than

starting with abstract representations and working down to

interactional language use.

To avoid the ambiguity which often plagL child language study,

I distinguish here between 'child language' and 'language acquisition.'

Though the two terms are often used nearly synonymously, they imply

quite different concepts. 'Child language, refers to language

produced by children in interaction with others, understandable as a

system for relatimg sound to meaning, while 'language acquisition,

refers to the process of acquiring mental representations which will

work to produce specified linguistic forms.
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This distinction has important implications for the study of

language in children. Child language must be analysed according to

the rules by which all language is analysed, in ways determined by

particular linguistic theories. Linguistic theory, by extension,

must have a developed concept of child language and be ablo to

account for it in the data base. Child language thus is not a thing

apart from adult language: if e conceptual construct is necessary

for understanding the language of a child, then there must be a

principled relationship between that construct and the ana/ysis of

adult language.

Language acquisition, as a fundamentally psychological process.

proceeds in the individual as a result of his or her experience with

language in a social environment. Theoretical constructs which are

not necessary in the analysis of language become strictly necessary

in explaining the acquisition of mental repret.entations, whether

these are representations of language, time, space, social structure.

body parts, or anything else. Conversely, some specifically

linguistic constructs may not have an implied isomorphism or even a

topographical similarity to psychological constructs, in that language

as a collective behaviour with a semiotic base has a different

ontological status from the structure of individual psychology. The

overlap between child language and language acquisition is by no means

self-evident, and constitutes a major area for further theoretical

investigation.

Models of Syntax in Children

The dominant model in applied fields dealing with language in

children (e.g., speech therapy) is that of the performance structure
treatment. (I refer he,oe to the well-known distinction between

'competence' and 'performance' developed by N. Chomsky (1965).)

Specifically, child syntax is analysed on the basis of actual

utterances, rather than through any abstract mechanism which has

recourse to structures not readily observed in performance. This

approach is succintly summarised by Crystal, Fletcher, and Carman

(1976. p. 35) who express the d to 'make the fewest possible

assumptions about the nature of the mental reality underlying speech,

3 oi
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and concentrate instead on en exhaustive account of the 'peach

actually obearved., Thay not (ibid.) that they 'have never found

an analysis in transformational terms to be useful tor more then a

small pert of the 00000 11 pictura., Les (1974, p. 3) similarly argues

for an approach which 'does not adhere strictly to any formalised

grammatical thaory or method.'

A second group of child language studies lies in the

transformational tradition. HcNaill (1970). for example, presuppossa

more than argues /or the.validity of transformational grammar, stating

(p. 62) that the qusetion of 'how era transformatioMal grammars

learned?...remeins one of the major mysteries in the acquisition of

language., C. Chomsky (1969, p. 3) clearly contradicts the performance

structure approach:

a child who is acquiring language has tha task of constructing
for himself a... set of rules which will characterize ths
language that surrounds him... When the child *peaks, he gives
us evidence of various aspects of his intarnalized grammar,
but there are certainly many aspects of grammar that are not
st all evidant from epontemous speech.

More recent work (e.g., Wexler and Culicover (1960) and Hornstein

end Lightfoot (1961)) has continued the transformational approach,

coneentrating particularly on the notion of uni 1 grammar and

restrictions on the power of transformations.

The work of Slobin (1973, 1979, etc.) and others presents a

third approach, emphasising the acquisition process much more than
child language itself. Thus, for xample, Slobin's (1973) 'Operating

Principles' in morphophonology sra designed to account for the

sequential emergence of *pacific morphological forma in various

languages in terms of hypothesised cognitive strategies. They do not

attempt to account for the structure of language in general, nor do
they rely on an xplicit relation to a particular linguistic theory.

Like performance structure trastmonts, most psycholinguistfc

acquisition research concentrates on ability as shown tn behaviour

(either production or comprehension in a task setting), but like the

transformational approach, cognitive psycholinguistics has recourse

to abstract structures se explanatory principles. Whereas the

transformationalist abstract principle is strictly grammatical, the

abstract structure In cognitive psycholinguistics is psychological and

31_12
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not specifically linguistic

Child Language in a Came Model

In what follows, I argue for at linguistic theory which effectively

encomp sssss child and adult language. In particular, I Support a

theory which (1) uses language behaviour es the base for linguistic

analysis, without prejudice to the value of native speaker judgments,

hypothetical examples beyond a given corpus, specialised tests,

stc., (2) makes use in describing syntax of a generative grammar

which is not transformational, (3) places language in a pragmatic

context for syntactic-end semantic interpretation, and (4) is amenable

to well-constructed psychological theory. Grammars such as those

developed by 8rame (1978), Dik (1978), and Kac (n.d.) do not use any

transformations, yet they can still be seen as generative in that they

explicitly 'express structural relations.among the sentences of the

corpus and the indefinite number of sentences generated by the grammar

beyond the corpus' (Cnomsky, 1957, p. 49). Such grammars provide the

analyst with explicit tools meeting criterion (2) above. For

discussion of points (3) and (4) within the concept of 'levels of

adequacy, see Oik (1978. pp. 2ff).

To make sense out of actual linguistic utterances, I Propose to

analyse language as an interactional game, in which participants

Proceed on the basis of a ,for all intents and purposes, sharing of

values on planes of pragmatic, syntactic, and semantic representation.

Linguistic games have been defined by Jens Allwood (quoted in Kiefer.

1980, p. 149) as interactions in which:

(i) a sender tries to verbally display or signal information
to a receiver,

(ii) a receiver apprehends end reconstructs that information,
(iii)a receiver understands and takes a stand on the

information,
(iv) a receiver behaviorally reacts to the information, within

a relatively short period of time after he has apprehended
and understood it.

In elaborating this definition, note that games are not always

successful in Allwoodas.terms; they may break down and require

repgir with reference to pragmatics, syntax, or semantics, or they hay

be terminated entirely at some stage. Pragmatic mismatches between

3 3
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perticipants, for xample, may create difficulties in stablishing

the game. Consider the following conversation between two psoPle

in adjacent rooms, with e curtain drawn port-way between them:

(1) A: There's some miso soup there if you want it.

(15 seconds of silence)

A; Did you hoer me?

8: I did, you said there was soup. I donet know if I
want any or not.

In (1), Speaker A initiates a conversational g.me with a declara-

tive sentence that can be interpretd both as an offer and request

for a response, beyond its statue as a statement of fact. Speaker 8

violates the expectations of A's opening move, and requires A to

return with a re-definition, ascertaining whether or not 8 has heard

the conversational demand. 8's response is significant: II did,

answers the re-definition move made by A; ,you said there was soup,

establishes that the semantics of A,s first utterance was received by

8; and the final part of O's response attends specifically to an

implied offer of soup, while giving a justification for not responding,

i.e., not playing the game.

Consider now a dialogue between a mother and her four year old

child, who is playing with a balloon in en adjacent room.

(2) A: Mummy, how much do we have to buy for these?

8; Do we have to buy these? or course we do, we
got it st Moon's.

A: Mummy, how much do we have to buy for these?

8: We had to buy it. It cost pound.

In (2), Speaker A has Initiated a conversation with an utterance

that 8 accepts as a question, and to which 8 responds with

pragmatically appropriate answer. Ms utter:Ince, however, cannot

be generated by ,s grammar, and is both ungrammatical and ambiguous.

That the logical possibility of stopping the game on the basis that

Ass remark is ungraimiticol not only did not arise in (2) but doss not

arise in general suggests that conversationalists interpret utterances

wherever possible, regardless of grammaticslity. Using this

characteristic of texts as starting point, the relative importance

of grammaticality judgments in linguistic theory may be questioned.

3 4
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Interactional language games can be analysed according to the

following rubric grammar, that is, a system or rules (grammar) which

provides an overall heading (rubric) under which more detailed theory

can operate to explain the details of the interaction. In the rubric

grammar, a conversation is analysed at gross levels of pragmatics,

sentential syntax, and semantic interpretation, simply to display

whether or not a "for all intents and purposes, match has been shown

betwihrn speakers at each stage in the interaction. The various

devices by which discourse is tied together, and the different

structures which particular types of discourse exhibit,can be seen

within the rubric. further analysis can Lake many paths: pragmatic

theory will be needed to specify the nature of speech acts found in

the text; syntactic theory will apply to both sentential stru.-ture

and what Palek (1968, 1977) terms 'hyper-syntax, (cross-reference and

textual inter-conneCtion); and semantic theory will be necessary to

analyse reference, interpretation, and so forth.

A fourth level of analysis should properly be included in Al full

treatment 0 conversational interaction: a social plane, on which

conflict and solidarity, equality an6 inequality, as expressed through

language are analysed. Due to the restricted nature of this paper,

such a plane is not included in further discussion.

The rubric grammar thus indicates values attached to pragmatic,

syntactic, or semantic functions manifested in each expression of the

conversational text. An ,expression may be (maximally) a single

sentence or (minimally) an utterance interpretaole es a single word.

Each expression is a 'move' in a conversational game, such that a

speaker uses one or more functions at each level per expression. The

notation lfi(xn), in the grammar signifies for each function f
i

(pragmatic, syntactic, or semantic, denoted by a subscript P. y, or

e, respectively) a unique argument xn within tho expression. Each

argument x is numbered sequentially through the text. Thus
r 1

denotes the first syntactic argument of the text, ,fp(x1,x2), denotes

an xpression with two pragmatic interpretations, and so forth.

Several further notational conventions ore necessary in defining
the rubric grammar. While single brackets around given xn ace

interpreted as 'value xn selected,' double brackets signify a



reformulation of an earlier function, that is, paraphrase in

pragmatic, syntactic, or semantic terms. The notation
P 5

for xample, denotes that the fifth pragmatic argument has boon

reformulated by subsequent expression, rather than fully responded

to.

An asterisk denotes the selection by a conversational partner

of a functional value introduced in an earlier expression: thus

Ifp(x1)*, signals that the first pragmatic argument of the text has

been responded to appropriately by a second speaker. A refo.mulation

which involve, the introduction of new syntactic or semantic material

is seen as a rewriting operation, denoted by an arrow, as in the

notation ofy(x1 x9), in which the first syntactic argument has been

rephrased by substituting new material. Such rewritings are typically

framed in constructions such as 'Oh, you mean X, not V.' Like the

clarification act performed in the second line of conversation (1),

rewritings are part of language ability which is learned rel3tively

late in the acquisition process.

A rubric grammar matrix for conversation (2) is displayed in

Table I. Each expression is denoted by 'El with a subscript for the

initial of the speaker and the ordering of the expression in the set

of that speaker's conversational turns. Key words in the expression

Pro.i.de en index to the actual text. Each value on each of the

three planes discussed thus far is then listed for *act expression.

The matrix allows one expression to have multiple functions, so that,

for example, Ebl below is both an appropriate reply to Eel (a demand

for attention) end reformulation of the question in Ea2 . One-word

utterances having no syntactic interpretation receive the notation

'fy(xds. Ambiguity at any level is denoted by assigning more than

one value x to the appropriate function f.
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In viewing conversation (2) as a game, the rubric grammar shows

precisely where the game has gone ahead and where it ha$ failed to do

so. Thus where £2 is semantically and syntactically ambiguous

(arising from its ill-formedness in adult terms ). Ebi iS Clearly a

selection of one of two interpretations at each of these two levels.

shows the child's strategy in a game where his opening move hasEa4

been misinterpreted, i.e., the game has not gone ahead. If one assumes,

following the remarks at the beginning of this paper, that language

typi'*Ily involves change, repetition of £2 in Ea4 can be readily

understood as a means of expressing that the desired change has not

come about and that another attempt is being made. Speaker 8 is thus

in a position to scan £4 and look for another interpretation to Which

can respond.
he represents a transition from one interorr.tltion
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to the next, re-establishing the information presented in Eb2, which

was itself a response to re-formulated version of the child's

initial utterance. Ebs thus responds directly to the interpretation

of which had been unrecognised until then.Ea2,4

The rubric grammar is context-sensitive. In assigning values for

any function f(x), judgments are made by examining the relations

exhibited in the text as a whole, not by recourse to, for example,

ambiguity-as defined in a context-free grammar. If the text reveals

that the context has forced a single interpretation on an utterance,

then the utterance is not ambiguous in the rubric grammar. Conversely,

if a text shows multiple interpretations of an utterance which a

context-free grammar shows to be unambiguous, the rubric grammar must

note the ambiguity which has evolved in the actual conditions of use.

The rubric grammar does not require a reformulation of observed

semantic arguments, a classification of speech acts, or other analytical

operations. It is sufficient to observe from the text the

contextually-defined moves made by each expression in the game, and to

note the relations among the arguments put forward in the text.

This approach implies that all language is inherently ambiguous -- that

language's status as social semiotic contains within it the possibility

that any expression can be ambiguous or unambiguous, meaningless or

meaningful in any of an indefinite number of contextually-defined manners.

Child Syntax

Since the rubric grammar does not analyse structures within any

level displayed schematically in the !matrix, further theory must bc

applied in examining any conversation or its sub-components. In

Table I, the ambiguity of E52 , together with the successful resolution

of the problems created by the ambiguity, constitute the most marked

feature of conversation (2). The acquisition of syntax typically takes

place under similar conditions of output and feedback, such that the

child's outppt is ungrammatical and uninterpretable or ambiguous in

adult terms often enough that only a restructuring of the child's

grammar will generate an output that in turn receives a succussful

outcome fir any language game. The study of syntax in children can go

on to specify the nature of the syntactic structures which they produce,
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where the Go is not treated as Obj. Had this Go been so marked,

expression rules and lexical insertion would have yielded the

grammatical expression, 'How much do we have to buy these for?'

Speaker 8 in (2) is faced with three strategies of interpretation

for (a2, which she recognises (via her reformulation) to be anomalous.

first, the verb 'buy' can be attended to as most salient, and the

Quantity argument for the Inst omitted from interpretation. This

Procedure is followed in Cbl_3. Alternatively. the Go that A has

not marked as Obj can be interpreted as an intended Obj, or, with

equal results for semantics, the verb 'buy' can be interpreted as an

intended verb 'pay.' a verb which does allow the functional schema in

(7). Following either of the last two strategies yields the correct

result in the case we have been examining, In general, I suggest that

the structural problems and interpretive strategies found in texts

of conversations with children have fundamental importance both fer

describing the nature or child language and in understanding the

structural aspects of the acquisition process

At this stage in the development of non-transformational

generative grammars, it is not possible to go much further in the

analysis of non-adult syntax. A grammar of Oik's type might well be

modified to include a principle of functional deviance (PFO) in the

manner of firame (1978), so that a principled account can be given of

syntactic ill-formedness by the failure of lexical insertion rules to

apply correctly to necessary functional arguments. The acquisition

of language may be seen as the acquisition of rules for interpretatiot,

and predication using semantic and syntactic schemata in interactional

,ettings, made possible by a cognitive operation which recognises tn,

dependence of certain linguistic constituents on others. Interchange!.

such a': (2).th!,n, provide the child with the Opportunity to test

nyCothetical predication schemata, and by success or failure in

laeguaut c.ames, to revise rules in order to ensure successful outCeme.

Th.c preceding approach can be used to m-ke a number of more

general hypotheses about languade. Language change and linguicti,

variation nay bect be understood in t:tiCh a fra7mwork, in that

lac-.uagt contact (dialect contact, etc.) taker place under l,a

310



conditions of social interaction in which language games must b

played successfully by speakers in spite of formal differences in [Mei:

speech. The structure of such gamos and the successful points of

contact between speakers across formal boundaries have important

consequences for theories of language variation and change. .11

theory conception may help to explain communication which occurt

linguistically between speakers who share no language in a rnal :nrna

(as travellers often experience), or may explain how spea.crs arc:v.

at judgments of mutual intelligibility or lack thereof. In tn

. Of :Mild language,. _such a game. approach. together with in-aept^.

investigation nf particular problems, should speak to te nei

the analyst who is committed to analysing performanc, rat,er t-.ar

..bstrant concapts. yet whO Is also rommittod tO a :"1

description of syntax and an understanding of tnf'

character of linguistic .anility.
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DEARCAIOH, SPRIOCANNA AGUS CUR I GCRICH FOGNIAIMEOIRI GAEILGE

Liam Mac Mathimi.

'olSinte PhSdraig, Baile Xtha

Cur i ta.thair an abhair

D'fh4adfal rangG teoiriciriil a dh6anamh ar lucht foghla-31 nt
.1.101,-,c mar dhara tcanga dc r4ir a n-acmhainni cumarsSide, e r%ir
A :umais chun an tcanga labhartha a thuiscint is a ghinirlint:

(1) Na daoine ar cum., n6 cainteoirf d4chais Gaeltachta iad. 75
mSistreacht iom1Sn fhulangach agus nonh.ic ac ar eh6rai
na Gaeilge idir fhuaim,anna, infhilltcacha, chnmhritir
fhoclOir.

(2) Na daoine ar f4idir leo .:i.enarsSid a dheananh le .

dUchais tharla e.c bhfuil mSistrea3-ht fhulanitach ar

na Cacilve ae.us tharla go hhfuil cainteoirl egnai<- 't ar

a n-iarrachtal lahhartha a thuiscint.
(I) Na daoine at5 suite Sit 4igin idir a gcCad teano cy,un an

sprioctheamta - idir an B4arla apis an Ghaeilge; na
bhfuil idirtheanga ('interlanguage') acu a dh4anann znin
diSibh mar uirlis humarsSide ina measc f4in, is 4 sin I.

daoine eil, ati SA staid ,h6anna len

haon rud n,anhghnSch Cgc mheacn an roinnt s,t 1, d4anamr.
ir fhoehlaineoir! dara teanda ar hith. Is "...-nar fozhlaimeoir,
hnainoann amarh foirfeacht an chaintora fhilchais in ion 1.anri.

FS,-ann 54 seo e.ur i ndi1..adh na hhfo,thlaiseoir na d ght-11;,a ni!-
an difrtocht I. trath idir h5s na Saeilge aeus eAs theine.ac".

na ..e.6r-4ioinne in Nrjnn. Ar ndSigh, is heag fcidhm a h.headh 1.

hidirth-anga rraineise, (:,armSinisc n4 ell. la t r sen.. Is imnlii::
t hgtonn fntin m4.1- ar fhoghlaino,irc Theatyacha no MSr-Foino- hrn

cins oiread c-a-bta Vun is f4idir loci 3 fhS11 ar an
sprin,Theanei, d'fhonn Tearmh511 le lu.'nt a labhartha. idir
cec aeun n55 na T5 huan6 trait:e ar idirthcanta foehliienin!

ni 1511 nd4antar romparAid idir nhaeba na itl 3-

tel_ht chun cinn I :.easc fn..hlaimeoirf aeus sagha,. an :-.N4arla a
saolatedh in firinn Tar 4is an athraithe toanrt. In 4ard at; 167
dh4ininh phflipAAr n5 carrall.h, t bhaint
rui11.1-ht411 in ir -hut i .irl

1-n 1, fianain! dtanhh dotreadh i-us nprie-inn, 3:

tti Ir. 14irin i ,brnin.
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Cainteoirt dUchais ina ionlach de chainteoirf Gaeilge

Is t an chtad.phointe atS le tabhairt faoi deara nS gur
lionehaire go fads astr na foghlaimeoirt a bhfuil labhairt na Gaeilge
acu nS na cainteoirt dGchais. De Tsar paonSireamh na htireann 1971
bh1 Gaeilge ag 789,429 duine sna 26 contae, lion arb ionann I agus
28.3% den daonra iolm1Sn a bh1 3 bliana d'aois n6 os a chionn (lch. x).
55,440 duine le Gaeilge n6 2.2% den daonra iomlAn a bht 3 bliana d'aois
nt s a chionn a bht Ina gc6nal sa Ghaeltacht (lch. xi). D'fhSgfadh
seo coibhneas de.c. 12 foghlaimeoir le Gaeilge i leith gach cainteora 6
dhGchas. TS a fhios againn, Sfach, 6 TuarascSil An Choiste um Thaighde
ar Dhearcadh an Phobail i dTaobh na Gaeilge go bhfreagr6dh Gaeilgeoirl
dhaonlireamh 1971 dS sample fain 6 1973 ar scSla cumais Guttman anuas
go dtt 'limited conversational ability° (lch. 129). Mar sin e'fhearr
clot leis an gcoibhneas in TuarascSil idir 'at least fairly fluent non-
native speaker' (74%1 'njtjve (1.91), coibhneas arb
ionann 6 agus c. 4:1 (lch. 129). Chun 6 a chur ar shlt eile, ntl an.
teanga 6 dhGchas ach ag 20% de lucht labhartha reasilnta ltofa na Gaeilge:
mionlach de lucht labhartha na Gaeilge is ea muintir na Gaeltachta.

Dearcaidh an phebail i dtaobh na Gaeilge

reachaimis anois ar dhearcaidh an phobail i dtaobh na Gaeilge mar
chomhartha eitneach, I dtaobh na Gaeltachta agus i dtaobh oiriGnacht
na Gaeilge don saol nua-aimseartha, mar a leirttear iad 1 dtorthat
shuirbheireacht TuarascSil:

TSbla 1 (a)

ATTITUDES TOWARDS IRISH AS A SYMBOL OF ETHNIC IDENTITY, AND TOWARDS

EFFORTS TO MAINTAIN AND TRANSMIT IRISH

Very
Negative

Fairly
Negative

Negative-
Neutral

Neutral- i

Positive i

Fairly
Positive

Very I

Positive

7* 13% 16% 20% 1

I

20% 24%

TStla 1 (b)

(Iiaraseda, 43, 28)

ATTITUDE TO IRISH AS AN ETHNIC SYMBOL

!Ems tospinion DisaRree

Ireland would not really te Ireland
without its Irish-speaking people 64% 3%

Without Irish, Ireland would certainly
lose its identity as a sepu...ar. culture

No real Irinhman can he arainst the
reviv11 of Iri-01

314'....

77". .3" ".
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/dor mhbr a mheabhrG nach ionann tuiscint an duine gan Ghaeilge ar
cad is 'Gaeilge' ann agus tuiscint an chainteora Ifofa a bhfuil tedcht
aige go direach ar chultdr na teanga.

Tuairimi i leith na Gaeltachta agus i leith oiriiinacht na Gaeilge do

shaol na linne seo

Cuirimis tuairird an phobail i leith na Gaeltachta i gcomparSid
le tuairimi an phobail i dtaobh oiriGnacht na Gaeilge mar chain cumar-
slide I saol na linne seo:

Tibia 2 (a)

ATTITUDES TOWARDS GAELTACHT PEOPLE AND TOWARDS GOVERNMENT POLICY ON

THE GAELTACHT

Highly
Negative Negative Neutral Positive

Very

Positive

4% 7% 16% 26% 48%

Tibia 2 (b)

(Ti4arascdil, 50)

BELIEFS ABOUT THE VIABILITY OF IRISH

If the Gaeltacht dies out, Irish
will die out also

Gaeltacht areas are dying out at
present

If nothing is done to prevent it
Irish will disappear in a
generation or two

Agree No Opinion Disagree

60%

53%

71%

315

7% 33%

19% 28%

54 24%

(Tuarasciiil 42)
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Ttbla 3 (a)

FEELINGS OF APATHY ABOUT IRISH AND EVALUATION OF ITS UTILITY AS PART

OF THE 'MODERN' WORLD

Strongly
Negative

Negative-
Neutral

Neutral-
Positive Positive

Strongly
Positive

44% 29% lift 6% 6%

fruaraseeiit, SO)

TIbla 3 (b)

FEELINGS OF APATHY ABOUT IRISH ... AND ASSOCIATED BELIEFS, ABOUT THE

RELEVANCE AND FATE OF THE LANGUAGE

Ames No Opinion Disagree

Irish is less useful than any
continental language 79% 3% 18%

The Irish language cannot be
made suitable for business and
science 62% 11% 28%

(Tuarasedi1 46)

Is 1Sir mar sin go gceaptar coitianta nach bhfuil an Ghaeilge
'nua-aimseartha', nach mairfidh sf, go bhfuil an Ghaeltacht ag flil bhSis.
CS hionadh arbh fhiG Is daoine strb a chur orthu ftin chun leagan den
*lhaeilge ati ann, go hiirithe /taw di a labhraftear sa Ghaeltacht, a

fhoghlaim? T1 fianaise ann ar mheon daltaf tirithe iar-bhunoideachais

ar an gceist: Liirtonn staidSar comhriochta ('matched guise study') a
deinoadh i mease daltaf iirithe bn geiad is bn sid bliain meSnscoile go
raibh buanchruth ar thuairim lucht na chSad bhliana, ar a dtuairim de

chainteoirf Gaeilse. Ceistiodh na daltaf i dtaobh cainteoirf Biarla is

Gasilge a raibh a nguth taifeadta ar thip. Nforbh eol do na daltaf gurbh

ionann na daoine a bh1 ag labhairt as Gaeilne anus AS BSarla. Na difrfochtaf

a shamhlaigh na freagr6ir1 idir an cainteoir channa an lahhairt as G4eilge

astir' as Blarla, cuirtear sios tad do dhearcadh na bhfeambirf I leith an

di theanga. Seo a leanas toradb an tminhie:

'These tables show a clear stereotype of an Irish
speaker emerging amongst the 1st year punils.

He is seen as being smaller, uslier, weaker, of .

poorer health, more old-fashioned, less educated,
poorer, less confident, less interestihg, more
teligious, less likeable, lower class, of lower
leadership ability, lazier and more submissive
compared to an English speaker ... locinIly, an
Irish speaker is more undes!rahle ... He is mnve
likely to be a farm labourer or a small

ito



farmer... In the case of the 6th years there are
still highly significant differences between the
guises. However, other factors have obviously
become important and there are no stereotypes based
simply on language.

(narasetril, 454, 453 - 57, 300)

In fact, for one of the speakers - with a Dublin

working-class,accent in English and a clear Dublin-
cum-Connemara accent in Irish -the nuise seemed to
have been almost completely reversed. That is,
where the first year.pupils gave a sirnificantly
higher evaluation to the speaker in his English
voice the sixth year pupils completely reversed
this. An additional and related finding to this
was when one compared the three different voices
in Irish for both groups the most highly evaluated
"voice" in Irish was that of the school-learned
Irish accent and not that of the naiive Gaeltacht
speaker. The former is, apparently, taken as a
"marker" of educational success whereas the native
speaker is evaluated as of lower status and lower
acceptability.

(Tuarascail, 300 - 07)

iifeacht na Gaeltachta ar 6slid na Gaeilge i measc foghIaimeoirt

TS liri1 ar laghad na teagmhSla leis an nGaeltacht agus ar easpa
iifeacht na Gaeltachta ar 5sSid Ghaeilge taobh amuigh di le fSil sa chur
sfos in Tuarasc111 ar shufomhanna Wide na teanga. TS na sufomhanna
rangaithe anseo in ord tibhachta a us an ciatadin den iomlin frearr6irf
taobh amuigh den Ghaeltacht a n-fis idtear an Ghaellge n6 frSsaf Gaeilre
sa bhalle acu gc6naf'/'go manic' agus 'ualreanta' sulmIthe le cheile:

TSbla 4

Ord TAbhachta

1

Sufomh Ceadatgn

15 Helping children with homework 7.5%

25 General conversation 6.6%

35 At mealtimes 5.6'.

ud At family prayer, church 4.n

55 When in Gaeltacht

6d When abroad 2.5"-

75 Dances, concerts, pubs. meetings 2.2%

86 So others could not understand 1.9%

94 When angry or excited 1.7%

317

Marascail, 140
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C6 go bhfuil tionchar r6isse na scolatochta lc 16aah ar an hprtomh-
shutosh, is suimiGil laghad de rian institiGidiGil atl ar na suloahanna

i gcoitinne. P6 scial 6, ntl an Ghaeltacht ach sa chdigiG hionad ar an
liosta sae agus 'thar liar' ar na slla ski! Ar nd6igh, nt a6r sonrG a

chur in Isle an leibh6i1 GsSide tr1 ch6ile.

TS a thuilleadh eolais ar 6ifilacht trilahse sa Ghaeltacht ar fhogh-
laimeoirl Gaeilge la fiLl i dtuarascSil a riitigh an t-Gdar seo do Bhord

na Gaellge 1977: Dearcadh na Bac Liinn i Leith Cdrsat na gColSistt

Saahroidh. Is lard ati sa tuarasciil seo ii suirhhisreacht ar shampla
irliar('iandom sample') 5% de na sic 16%nn go 16ir a d'fbraastail ar
Cholliste Saahraidh_sa Ghaeltacht sa bhliain 1976, d'fhonn eolas a chur
ar a gefilra, ar a dtuairla faoi na drsat saahraidh ague ar an tionchar a
bht ag na collistt orthu aaidir le dearcadh i leith na Gaeilge. Is trld

an-hpost a deineadh an tsuirbhlireacht, agus figann an rSta ard freagartha

de BM% go hhfuil Donn auintneaCh staitistiGil faoi na torthat.

TIbhacht aheSnach a chuir na freagr6irt seo leis an sulomh Gaeltachta
nuair a iarradh orthu na slite a chabhraigh le feabhas a chur ar an F.:limas

Gaeilge a lua.

Tihla

SLITE INAR CABHRATODH LE FEABHAS A CHUR AR CHUMAS GAEILGE NA BHFAISNEISEOIRT

AGUS A N-ORD TSBHACHTA

Ord Slt inar cahhratodh le Cladadin de iomlin

Illahacta cuma* Camila* na bhfaisngisenirf

1G Tr! ranganna 75.0%

26 Tr! chaint 1e mGinteoirt/eagraithe 56.3%

3fi Trt chaint le auintir an tt 54.8%

4G Tr1 hhualadh le auintir na hSite 33.0%

sG Trt chaitheamh aimsire 27.5%

56 Trt chaint le mic ISinn elle 27.5%

(Mac 142thlina, 83)

Seo a leanas an teagmhSil a bht ag na mic llinn le muintir an tl ar.us

1, mulntir na hilt* faoi 3each:

TSbla 6 (a)

MINICOCHT CHOMNRA GAEILGE LE MUINTIR AN TI

Roinnt uaireanta gach IS

Uair gach hi n6 mar sin

Gach cGpla 16

Anois agus arts

Nt raibh riamh

318-- (4ac Mau:ma, el)
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Tibia 6 (b)

LE MUINTIR NA HAITEHIMICIGICHT CHOMNRA GAEILGE

Roinnt uaireanta gach 14 23.3%

Uair gach 11 n6 mar sin 17.3%

Gach cdpla 14 9.6%

Anois agus arts 31.4%

Hf raibh riamh 18.4%

(Atm 142thiusa, 63)

Ar nd6igh nforbh fhlidir a liamh ar na figidirf seo leo flin cad
ina thaobh go raibh an easpa teagmhSla le muintir na Gaeltachta ann, c4
acu an easpa faille, tola n6 cumais faoi dear 4. Is ffor go rbfonn s6
deacair go leor ar aon duine teagmhSil le muintir na hlite agus I ar
saoire i gceantar nua d6.

D'fhoilsigh Bord na Gaeilge tuarascSil le E. A. Hilliard der teideal
Llirmheas ar Dhianchdrsaf Fhoras na Gaeilge (1981). Is lard ati sa tuarascSil
seo ni toradh sudrbhlireachta ar na daoine uilig a d'fhreastail ar na dian-
chdrsaf Gaeilge a d'eagraigh Foras na Gaeilge, faoi choimirce Ghael-Linn, le
cabhair airgid 6 Bhord na Gaeilge, le linn na gceithre bliana 1976 - 60.
Scrddaftear inti na dllaf inar tharla mladd ar GsSid Ghaeilae na bhfreagr6irf.
Is ts chdigid hSit (30.4%) a bhf an dlii 'Sa Ghaeltacht, le muintir na
Gael.t.-ichta'. Chun tosaigh uirthi seo bhf:

Tbla 7

In Ord Headaithe Mladd IomlIn % DSil

(1) 40.6% Leis na leanaf am ceachtanna

(2) 40.5% Eagrafochtaf n6 gnfomhafozhtaf a
bhaineann leis an nGaeilge

(3) 38.2% Leis na leanaf in amannaf eile

(4) 33.3% L. leanaf eile.

(Hilliard, 18)

Cuireann na torthaf seo le fianaise Tuarasclii An Choiste um Tbaighde
ar Dhearcadh an Phobail i dtaobh na Gaeilgo. Is 1 ir gur fusa leis na freag-
rlirf p14 lc leanaf agus iadar labhairt sa Ghaeilge mar dhara teanga, ar an
Sbhar is d6cha, gur Id an baol go spreagfaid:r a n-iarrachtaf fonn fondide.
Is suntasach go bhfuil comhthlacsanna Gaelacha lasmuigh den Ghaeltacht chun
cinn go maith ar 'Sa Ghaeltacht, le muintir na Gaeltachta'. San 11.5 Sit le
mladd i gcSs 25.6% freagrdirf a bhi an dSil 'Sa Ghaeltacht, le cuairteoirf
eile'. Ar nddigh bheadh an mladd teagmhila le muintir na Gaeltachta taobh le
turasanne saoire don chuid is m6; d'fhiadfadh 6clidf Gaelacha a bheith ann
uair ar bith i gcaitheamh na bliana. B'fhAidir mar sin gur m6 is Abhar
iontlir; airde lifeachta na Gaeltachta ar na freagrdirf :IS a rhalairt.
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Saghas na Gaeilge ati ag foghlaimeoirt

I suirbh6ireacht Hilliard ar na dianchdrsaf, "Iarradh ar na freagrdirf
an m6id deacrachtaabhf acu i gcSs gach uile cheann de cheithre scil ar leith
teanga a 16irid. Ba iad sin:

(1) Fuaimnid ceart.

(2) Cruinneas gramadaf.

(3) Td fiin a chur in idl.

(4) Aistrid focal lirithe.

Rinneadh comparSid ar chumas Gaeilge gach son fhreagrdra rash an gc6rsa agus
ina dhiaidh le teacht ar an m6id treisid n6 neart6 a d'faadfadh tarld.
Dtanadh i sin le haghaidh cumas tuisceana agus cumas labhartha. Scr6dafodh
freisin na scdranna ar gach son scil teanga rciimh an gc6rsa agus ina dhiaidh.
Baineadh daid as an difrfocht a bhf eatarthu lena chruth6 ar fheabhsaigh
scileanna teanga n6 ndr fheabhsaigh." (ffiltiord, 9)

Tainig an feabhas ba mh6 ar a fifeschtal is a bhf freagrdirf in ann iad
gin a chur in i61 (i gas 40.7% de na freagrarf). Ina dhiaidh sin tainig
feabhsdchlin maidir le gramadach chruinn a daid (i gcSs 31.3% de na freag-
rdirf). Ansin thSinig feabhs6cain maidir leis an leagan Gaeilge ar fhocla
Sirithe a bheith'acu (27.9% de na freagrdirf), agus feabhsdcain 6 thaobh an
fhuaimnithe de (27.3% de na freagrarf). CS gur bhain an faabhas ba 16 (go

comhaireach) Is deacrachtaf 6 thaohh an fhuaimnithe de, nf mdr a shsabhrd
gurbh f a chuir dua ar an lfon ba 16 freagrdirf. Ddirt duine as 'Filch uile

cheathrar nach raibb deacracht ar bith le fuaianid acu roimh an godrsa (24.4);
gcompariia Isis seo, ni raihh ach duine amhSin as gach uile scdr a ddirt

nach raibh deacrachtaf acu maidir len iad fSin a chur in idl (6%) nd le stdr

focal (a). (Uitch Hilliard, 12 13)

Bailfodh eolas in TuarascSil chomh maith i dtaobh na riimsf ina raibh
deacrachtaf ag na foghlMMITagus iad ag iarraidh an Ghaeilge a labhairt.
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Tibia 8

SOME OR MUCH DIFFICULTY WITHIN NISH WOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVFiJosr,

National Sample

ckill 4one Some Muct:

Pronunciation 70 2u 54

Making (my)self understood 15 72 51

Expressing what you mean 12 23 (.2

Using correct grammar 11 15 67

Thinking quickly enough to
keep up with conversation

rinding right woro for spc-cial

topics

8 12

1:

7o

*MuCh category combines 'much' with 'not applicable' - those people who

did not answer the question because they had no Irish at all, and thus

presumably would have 'much' difficulty.

(ruarascl, 122, 471)

Mar sin ba 1 an fhoghrafocht ba ld deacracht ag an sampla nSisidnta

agus cdrsaf focl6ra teicnidla ba mh6 deacracht acu, dfreach faoi mar a bhf

i gcSs shampla na Gaeltachta! (cf.TuarascSil, 122). Toradh suaithinseach

ait is ea S seo, gan dabht.

Faoi mar a Iiireofar thfos, is fSidir amhras oibiachtdil a chaitheamh

ar thuairiscf suibiachtdla mar gheall ar easpa deacrachta leis an bhfoghrafocht.

Is spiisidil a thabhairt faoi dears, ifach, gur chlofgh lucht reitithe

TuarascS5l le tuairim iseal seo an phobail d'ionad na foghrafochta, agus ia.

----Trielagtch an scila Guttman ar deineadh tagairt d6 cheana, mar atS,

'Construction of a Guttman scale for the National Sample based on Speaking

Ability and Self-Report on Six Conversational Skills'. Is 1 an aicme 'No

Difficulty with Pronunciation' is Id thhacht ar na se scil cainte a girftear

agus f le fSil mar thrift!. mheSnach i measc an dreama a bhfuil cumas 'parts of

conversations'acu. (itorcacgil, 127 - 28)

In eagmais faisneis oibiachtdil fhoilsithe i dtaobh cunas labhartha

caithfear dul i mbun na hoibre ar mhodh timpeallach. Ach comparSid a dheanamh

idir Ghaeilge agus 84arla cffear Aithreach go bhfuil an c6ras claochluithe

tosaigh sa Ghaeilge, c6ras morfafhSineimeach
('morpho-phonemic') ar na

difrfochtaf is bundsaf idir an dS theangs: Is athrd Miniimeach ar chonsain

atS i gceist le seimhid; is athr6 f6ineimeach ar chonsain agus ar ghutaf araon

atS i gceist le hur6; cuircann an di shaghas athruithe claochld ar dheilbhfocht

focal; nf mor a mheabhrd go bhfuil feidhm ghramaddil ag an di chdras -herfa-

fh6ineimeachd.

Is rfleir ar an dS imleabhar de Earrlidf Scrfofa Gaeili,,e a d'ullnhaigh -^-.

DomhnallSin agus DOnall 5 Saoill go bhfuil an prdiseas a bhaineann le

s6inhiti/urii ag ur isteach ar na foghlaimeoirf. Ce go maftear 'nlch deacrachtaf

consan AtX ar cur isteach ar an bhfoghlaimeoir' (Cuid I, 26) agus 'nach gcuir-

eann siad (i.e. lur-ht forhla-al an
siinhid i bhfeidhm bear beann ar na consai-

"!
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a bhionn i gceist (Cuid I, 47),(cf. Cuid I, 50 i dtaobh an uraithe),
msolaftear ar an dearcadh seo lbhairin i gCuid II, 74 mar a ndeirtear
'eurh an prgiseas a bhaineann le sSiahifiiurd, agus nach deacrachtal
consan or fad, atS ag cur isteach ar an bhfoghlaimeoir'.

TS TSbla 9 (a) bunaithe ar LearSid 7.3 in EarrSid1 ScrIofa Gaeilge
(Cuid II, 141), a ISirionn an scaipeadh ar earriidi de reir thGs
litreacha na bhfocal cl11Itheach.

Tibla 9 (a)

T6s1itreacha Lion EarrSidi

119

104

34

30

30

20

12

11

6

Seo a leanas ord miniciochta th6schonsan na bhfoca1 clilitheacn
a tharla i 100,000 focal de ghnithchaint Ghaeilge na Gaeltachta a ndearnadh
mionanailis orthu in Buntds Gaeilte:

libla 9 (b)

Tdslitreacha

(Edrraidt Scr(CP Gdeilge Nid JZ, 142)

Tugtar faoi deara an toradh i gas c, d agus g go hiirithe. Tiann E.S.G.

Cuid II, chomh fada lona rS 'Is cos6i1 mar sin go bhfuil baint Sigin ate
fuaimni6 le minicfocht na n-earriidf ati I gceist.' (lch. 142) Is baolach

nach ligfidh an fhianaiss ddinn dul nios sia ni sin go fall. TS
mionanailis ar chaint Ghaeltachta againn in Dunt6s Gaeilge aeus 0 H. Hartmann,
o Writhe in Zeitschrift fUr Celtische Philologie 33(1974) agus 37(1979),

agus ti E.S.G., I agus II againn ar shampla de 200 aiste ardteistim6ireachta.
Ti anailii7177chaint daoine a dfhoghlaim an Ghaeilge mar dhara teanga uainn
(tS D6nall 0 &mill ogus Deirdre Ni Cheallaigh, Institidid Teangeolaiochta
Cireann i mbun taighde uirthi seo) agus ini6chadh ar shaothar scrfofa 6
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shampla de dhaltaf 4n nGailltacht,d'fbonn compariide leis an sampla
nSisiGnta. Ach aon duine a bhfuil cluasa chun eisteachta air tS a fhios
aige nach ionann foghralocht foghlaimeoirl Gaeilge agus foghrafocht
cainteoirf dGchais, go mbionn foghrafocht na bhfoghlaimeoirf go mOr faoi
thionchar fhuaimeanna an Bhearla agus gur deacair do malinteoirI tabhairt
orthu aithris nfos dldithe a dhSanamh ar chainteoirf pa Gaeltachta. NI

idirdhealaionn siad idir chonsain leathana agus consain chaola sa Ghaeilge
faoi mar is gS go Mineimidil. Agus tS col acu le fuaimeanna ar n6s Ix /,
Ilc'/, If/ agus /p/ nach bhfuil sa 8h4ar1a.

An treoir atl ar flil d'fhoghlaimeoirf

Ba mhaith liom anois an dearcadh atS ag ciiras oideachais an StSit i
leithsnrioc teanga aguti cul,tGir na Gaeilge mar dhara teane.a a ini6chadh,

feachaint cen treoir atS ar fSil d'fhoghlaimeoirf. D'aithin an t011amh
R. A. Breatnach, 'Revival or Survival? An Examination of the Irish
Language Policy of the State', in Studies xlv No. 178 (Summer 1956)
129-14S, an fhadhb a bhf ann is ni raibh aon amhras air i dtaobh an rogha
a dheanfadh se'fgin, mar atS an Ghaeilge dhGchasach 'traditional Trish'.

Many people are disposed to regard the development
and spread of incorrect Irish as an inevitable phase
which in due time will give way to a second in the
course of whiLh the "incorrect" in sc.a.e unexplained way
will become "correct". But in the field of language,
no more than elsewhere, good does not come out of evil.
If, by some strange.chance, the language as school-
children speak it should become the vernacular of any
part of the country, without the exertion of an
extremely powerful influence and check from the
Gaeltacht, it is certain, on the basis of the clear
evidence of linguistic history, that it would develop
according to laws of its own and diverge still further
from traditional Irish. Hence, especially in view of
the weak position of the Gaeltacht, it is no mere
pedantic predilection to reject "school Irish" as a
norm which must be temporarily accepted. Further it
may be noted that the establishment of a standard
literary language would be powerless to impose any
real check on the natural development of the new
parole, for a spoken language evolves independently
in accordance with tendencies peculiar to itself.

To countenance in th* schools or anywhere else,
then, a norm of speech that is not as close an
approximation as circumstance allow of a living dialect
would seem to be a fundamental mistake which, bv
abrogating traditional standards of correctne-.5,
only result in the stultification of the efforts heinr
made to teach and extend Irish as a spoken language.
( l4l-w2)
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Cuirtear tfbhacht mhdr le Gaeilge na Gaeltachta in Runtds Gaeilge
Riamhthuarascfil:

MS ti an Ghaeilge le bheith mar ghnfthmhean
cumarsfide ag daoine, nf folair bheith ar
a gcumas acu a bpearsantacht fain a lairid go
saorSideach cruthaitheach sa teanga sin le
linn ddibh bheith I gcorhluadar cainteoirf
ddchais Gaeilge. (lch. 2)

Os 6 cuspdir na hoibre a chur ar churas an
fhoghlaimeora gabhail i hplirt chainte agus
comhri le Gaeilgeoirf ddchais a luaithe is
faidir 6, nf radide gur abhor iontais le
hainne m deirtear gur sa Ghaeilge sin
faoi mar a labhraftear coitianta sa Ghaeltacht
anois f a chaithfear an t-Sbhar foghlama do
na tosaitheoirf a lorg. Mar sin, is ar bheo-
chaint na Gaeltachta, mar atS sf i lathair na
huaire, a bunafodh an taighde seo. (lch.10)

Trf eilimint ati in corpus Buntds Gaeilge fain,mar atS:
(1) ComhrS mhuintir na Gaeltachta:

Tuairim 180 cainteoirf ddchais, fg is Aosta,
ina gotart-timpeallacht fain agus ar 6c1idf
nfddrtha, a chuir na comhriite ar fail ddinn.
Le leargas a fhail ar chdras na Gaeilge amhail
mar is Deo faoi lathair di, mar mhean cumar-
slide ag pobal na Gaeltachta fain, i gcoibh -
neas le daonra ffor-Ghaaltachta na gCdigf
fagsdla is ea cruinnfodh na solaoidf. (lch,11)

(2) Sainfhocail riachtanachas sholithraighcainteoirf ddchais Gaeilge:

lorgafodh fianaise 6 260 cainteoirf
ddchais Gaeilge faoi na.focail ba riachtanaf,
dar leo, chun tracht ar ghnIth-Sbhair Sirithe
chomri. Ar an mbaalach sin tiousafodh breis
r 100,000 focal ar fad, scrddafodh iad, agus,
di thoradh samhlaftear nfos md na 10% de na
caintsoirf ddchais Sna ndearnadh an tiomsd
a bheith ar aon intinn i dtaobh gS a bheith
le 1,000 Sirithe focal diobh sin. (lch.14)

(3) Sainfhocail riachtanacha Bhfarla na Galltachta:

Nfor mhbr don tf ar mian leis Buntlls Gaeilge
a tisSid mar bhun dl chuid mdinteoireachta sa
Ghalltacht aird a thabhairt ar sheon agus ar
theanga na bhfoghlaimeoirf. De bharr taighde
breise a rinneadh ar thuairimf 260 duine de
mhuintir na Galltachta i dtaobh na bhfocal is
md, dar leo, ba OS, do ghnSth-Sbhqr comhr5
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(i mElearla) cuireadh focail Sirithe breise
leis an mBuntds Focail iad seo a bhfuil
a gcomhshamhail go hArd ar liosta minicfochta na
Galltachta ach nach bhfuil ar liosta na
Gaeltachta, n6 nach bhfuil slch ard air le
go dtuillfidis Sit sa Bhuttds. Fuarthas an
leagan Gaeilge de na focail sin 6 liostaf na
Gaeltachta (nuair b'ann d6ibh) n6 6 chain-
teoirf ddchais ddarisacha 6 na cdigf 4agsdla.
(lch. 15)-

Is ar thorthaf taighde Buntds Gaeilge a bunafodh an cdrsa foghlama .

Buntds Cainte, a d'ullmhaigh TomSs 0 DomhnaIlSin,agus cdrsaf comhrS
na bunscoile.

Dealrafonn sg, Sfach, nach bplatear saghas na sprioctheanga nS an
spriocchultdir in Buntds Cainte nS in Curaclam na Bunscoile. LSmhleabhar
an Oide. Cuid I sna codanna 'Gaeilge sa Ghaeltacht' (igh. 27 - 54) nS
'Gaeilge sa Ghalltacht' (lgh. 55 - 77), taobh amuigh den chead bhunt5iste
a shamhlaftear a bheith ag baint leis 'Na Nuacharsaf Gaeilge':

'TS na buntSistf seo a leanas ag baint leis
na nuachdrsaf agus leis an modh teagaisc a
ghabhann leo:-

(i) Is de thoradh taighde ar an teanga bheo
a roghnafodh agus a cgimnfodh Sbhar na gceach-
tanna idir fhocldir, chomhrtir agus dheilbhfocht.'

(CuracZarn na Bunscoile. LdWaeabhar an Oide.
Cuid I, Ich. 55)

Is cosail nach bhfuil aon tagairt ach oiread do shaghas na sprioctheanga n5 an
spriocchultdir sna 'LSmhleabhair don Oide' a d'ullmhaigh An Roinn Oideachais,
agus a ghabhann leis na CUrsaf ComhrS Gaeilge.

Ar an tacafocht a mheasann an 1Smhleabhar do mhdinteoirf sna se chontae
a bheith ar fgil do theagasc na Gaeilge mar dhara teanga tS:

(i) fianaise is eifeacht (a) shloinnte is chiadainmneacha
(b) logainmneacha

(ii) Bearla na heireann

(iii) cOnvaracht na Gaeltachta; feach:

In dealing with the teaching of :rish in the
primary school, consideration can be given
to certain environmental factors which bear
on the subject in Ireland. Unlike other
languages, Irish does have immediate historical
relevance for school pupils here. Surnames,
Christian names, names of towns, counties,
rivers, fields and numerous other geographical
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features are in moat cases derived directly from
Irish.... e.g. Shankill, Knock, Belfast, Sean,
Nuala, Erne, Lagan, Armagh, Fermanagh, O'Neill,
Mac5hane, Devennsy. In everyday conversation in
town and country children here make use of words
and idioms which are obviously peculiar to our
language environmont and cannot be overlooked in
a consideration of the teaching of Irish. Since
children here are in relatively close proximity
to Irish-speaking areas thay can familiarise them-
selves with Irish sounds and speech withoOt serious
difficUlty. Those factors are of considerable help
in the teaching of Irish and_confer_certain advan-
tages which no othar second language can claim to
the same extent in Ireland.

(Primary Ethwation. Teachers' Guides,ich. 106)

Ba mhaith liom anois compariid ghairid a dhSanamh idir an treoir
a thugtar in An Roinn Oideachais, Rialacha agus C15r do leith MeAnscoileanna
1981/82, i gcis na Gasilge agus i gcfs nuatheangacha na Mdr-Roinne. I gc5s
na Gaeilge sa Mheinteistimdireacht maftear:

Is 6 is prfomhchusndir do na cGrsaf seo nf a chur
ar a gcumas do dhaltar an ttanga a thabhairt leo go
cruinn agus go lfofa, agus is den riachtanas 4 go
nd4anfaf an ghn4 labhartha a shaothr4 6 thosach
amach. (lch.48)

6 thaobh na Gaeilge san Ardteistimareacht deirtear:

Is 4 an aidhm ati leis na cdrsaf seo ni a chur ar
a gcumas do dhaltaf an teanga a labhairt agus a
scrfobh go beacht. Ba chdir cdram ar leith a
dhfanamh d'fhoe ...focht na teanga 6 thosach amach
agus moltar an mow-cdfroach mar mhodh teagaisc i
gcoitinne. (lch. 158)

Ach dfrftear aird mhdinteoirf is fhoghlaimeoirf na Fraincise, na Gearmfinise,
na SpSinnise is na hIodfilise ar 1.4obal is ar chultdr na sprioctheanga.
Cuirim i gas i fiamhri na NeSnteistimdireachta luaitear i measc nithe eile:

The main aims of the teaching should be to enable
the pupils (a) to understand tha target language
as spoken by an educated native, (b) to develop
accuracy and fluency in oral expression ...
exnrc!ses in thi sounds and intonation of the
target language together with conversation practice
should be a regular feature of classroom activity.

The pupils should gradually be acquaint,4 with th_
life and culture of the peonle whose language they
are learning. (lgh.95 - 95)
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Ce go samhlafonn Skeleton Syllabus (Principles and Guidelines) aidhmeanna
ginearSlta oideachais le mdineadh na dteangacha iasachtacha pleitear:

The role of 'civilization'

The pupil should know where and by whom the target
language is spoken. He should have a critical
awareness of some salient features of- the way of
life of the speech community in question. This
awareness should be in part derived from and
always related to the linguistic_ content of the
course.

Languave skills

The linguistic aim of foreign language teaching
is to develop communicative skills in the target
language. (lch.7)

Concldidf agus impleachtaf

Maidir leis an nGaeilge de, chonaiceamar go bhfuil tuairimf an phobail
an-mheasctha. Cuirtear tSbhacht mhdr lei mar chomhartha eitneach ach tSthar
go m6r in anhr.v .. facina hOiridint don saol nua-aimseartha; tSthar den tuairim,
fi amhain, gur ar éigean a mhairfidh sf mar theanga. TS an pobal go m6r I
bhfSbhar na Gaeltachta, ach arfs ceaptar nach mairfidh sf agus nfl aon eifeacht
mh6r aici ar dsSid na Gaeilge sa tfr i gcoitinne nS ar shaghas na Gaeilge inti.
Is an chuid is suaithinsf den staidear seo ng a dhoileire is atS na sprioc-
anna a ghabhann le cl5racha mdinte na Gaeilge. Nfl aon riang cruinn iom1Sn
deanta ar spriocanna mhdineadh na Gaeilge i gcomhtheacs shaol na linne seo agus
na haimsire atS romhainn. Nfor mhdr ceann a th6gSil do chultdr na Gaeilge,
do chumarsSid le pobal na Gaeltachta is do chruthd is chothd pobal Gaeilge ar
fud na tire. Is ffor, ar nd6igh, gur socruithe polaitidla atS i gceist ar
deireadh thian ach nf d6igh liom go dtugann na treoracha oifigidla a cheart
don chomhaont5 nSisidnta at5 ann i gcSs na Gaeilge agus atS leirithe 1 .suir-
bh4ireachta1 dearcadh agus i gclAracha na bpSirtithe polaitfochta. 7S n3
siollabais doileir maidir le saghas na Gaeilge atS le mdineadh agus maidir le
comhdheanamh agus r61 phobal agus chultdr na sprioctheanga. Is baolach zo
bhfuil an doileire seo ag dianamh a cion fe'n chun idirtheanga Ghaeilge a
bhuand i mbeal foghlaimeoirf. Is d6cha go hfSsfadh idirtheanga eigin i ncas:
foghlaimeoirf is cuma a iontaobhacht a bheadh na spriocanna foghia-^a,
shamh16dh duine gurb 4 gn6 na gclSracha teagaisc staid shealadach idirtheacgach
a shSrd. NSrbh ait an sceal 4 dl nbeadh an scolafocht ina bean chabhartha are:
crib]. nua Gaeilge/S4arla 5 shaold?
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ALIEN INTRUSIONS IN LEARNER FRENCH:

A CASE STUDY

David Singleton,

Centre for Language and Communication Studies,

Trinity College,

Dublin.

1. Introductory

1.1 Background

In spring 1980 friend of mine, gentleman by the name of Philip

Casey, approached me and asked if I would give him some French lessons.

He told me that he had visited France a few times (see Appendix A), had

picked up a little French, and would now like to build on his knowledge

of the language. I agreed to his request, and, in AA attempt to

discover what kind of level my prospective lessons would need to be

pitched at. I interviewed him in French for about half an hour.

Given his relatively scant 'exposure to the language. Philip's

communicative range in French was surprisingly extensive. It was this

that initially aade me think.that it might be interesting to record

Philip interacting in French with some native-speakers of French.

When 1 put this idea to him, he reacted very favourably - eager as he

was to practise his French!

Accordingly, over the next couple of months I arranged for

Philip to meet and talk to three native-speakers of French - Brigitte

Petersen, Juliette Pichenart and Claude Aschenbrenner. Brigitte and

Juliette were language assistants attached to the French Department

of Trinity College; Claude was taking a pootgraduate course in the

College. Substantial parts of all three encounters were recorded on

audio tape.
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1.2 the recordings

The first recording, which took place on May 21st, 1960, and

involved Brigitte, was rather a rough-and-ready affair. Philip

and Brigitte simply sat in my office chatting to each other in

French for about half an hour, unattended except by a Uher 4000

portable tape-recorder.

The second recording, involving Juliette, took place a week

later (May 26th, 1960) and was ade in the sound recording studio

of the Trinity College Centre for Language and Communication Studies.

A section of con ***** Lion in French and lasting again about thirty

minutes was recorded.

The third recording was made in the same recording studio on

June 16th, 1960. This time the subjects, Claude and Philip, were

asked to converse for a while in English and then for a while in

French, but to keep as far as possible to one language at a time.

About fifteen minutes of thin: French conversation were recorded.

1.3 Focus of the analysis

As the recordings were transcribed it became clear that they

contained data that were interesting from a number of points of view.

One aspect of the data that immediately caught my attention was the

wealth of examples they d to provide of 'language transfer'.

Philip had English as his first language and had learnt two other

languages (excluding Latin) apart from French - Irish and Spanish

(see Appendix A). My very first impression on listening to the tapes

vas that much of what Philip was producing in French, or as French,

vas strongly influenced by his knowledge of these other languages,

and especially by his knowledge of Spanish.
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It was, In fact, on this aspect of the data that I first focused.

I decided to analyse everything Philip had produced when he was

supposed to be speaking French which deviated from French norms and

which eeeee d to show the influence of another language/other languages.

The present paper reports on the results of that analysis and discusses

some possible implications of these results.

2. Changing views of language transfer

Before entering into detailed discussion of these particular

data, It may be useful to examine briefly how ideas about the general

question of language transfer have evolved over the past two or three

decades. (1)

2.1 Contrastivs

During the late 1950s and throughout the 1960s the phenomenon

of language transfer was a dominant theme In linguistics, and

especially in applied linguistics. A particularly influential book

during this period was Robert Lado's Linguistics Across CuZtures (1957),

in which he discussed some practical implications of what he regarded

as a self-evident fact, namely

... that Individuals tend to transfer the form and meanings,
and the distribution of forms and meanings, of their native
language and culture to the foreign language and culture -
both productively when attempting to speak the language ...
and receptively when attempting to grasp and understand the
language ... as practised by natives.

(Lado 1957, p.2)

This assumption gave the impetus to the widespread interest in and

rapid development of contrastive analysis, that is, the detailed

comparison of languages In order to establish where their forms and

structures diverged, since its corollary was that in the comparison

between native and foreign language lay 'the key to ease or
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difficulty in foreign language learning' (Lade 1957, p.1).

2.2 Error analysis and 'transitional competence'

From the late 19601 the capacity of contrastive analysis

con LL ly or acc LLLLL ly to predict second language learners'

difficulties began to be called into question (see, e.g., Corder 1967;

Wilkins 19611; Lee 19611, N 1971). Moreover, the results of

number of studies suggested that no more than a third of second

language 1 errors were attributable to language transfer

(see, e.g., Lance 1969; George 1971; Brudhiprabha 1972; all reported

in Richards and Sampson 1974, p.5). Most resear chers continued to

assume, however, that whether or not contrastive analysis could predict

second language learners' errors, at least a proportion of such errors

could be accounted for in terms of contrasts b eeeee n language systems

and of language transfer.

Nevertheless, interest began to shift away from the specific

question of language transfer to the learner's global 'transitional

competence' (Corder 1967), otherwise known as his 'interlanguage'

(Belinker 1969) or his 'approximative system' (N eeeee 1971). What

all of these expressions refer to is the 'highly structured'

(Belinker 1969, p.24) 'deviant linguistic system actually employed

by the learner attempting to utilize the target language' (Nemser 1971;

reprint p.55), the assusption being that 'the 1 is using a

definite system of language at every point in his development'

(Corder 1967; reprint p.24).

Furthermore, the proc eeeee operative in second language learning

were compared to those creative proc eeeee manifest in first language

acquisition which had led to the postulation of the so-called

'innateness hypothesis' (see, e.g Corder 1967; reprint pp.21-22).

Studies such as those of Roar Raven (1966; 1970) revealed 'striking

similarities' (Raven 1970; reprint p.140) between the stages passed

through by first and second language learners in the acquisition of

particular struc eeeee .
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2.3 'Cm.ativ. .,onstruction'

This last-mentioned line of thinking was taken much jurther in

the work of Heidi Dulay and Marina Burt who propounded the view that

both first and second language learning was to Mlle extent independent

.'from external input factors such as the exact form of the modeled

utterances, frequency of occurrence, or rewards for correctness'

(Uulay and-Rurt 1977; reprint p.67) and that the essential process

operative in both was 'creative construction':

... learners gradually reconstruct rules for speech they hear,

guided by innate mechanisms which cause them to formulate
certain types of hypotheses about the language system
being acquired, until the mismatch between what they are
exposed to and what they produce is resolved.

In its strongest version the 'creative construction' hypothesis

was exp d in the equation:

L2 acquisition = LI acquisition

(Dulay and Burt 1974a, p.96)

which clearly allowed little room for the notion of language transfer.

In fact, the evidence of Dulay and Burt's own studies (1973, 1974b, 1974c)

obliged them to retreat somewhat from this position (1974d, p.225),

but transfer has continued to be de-emphasized in their work. One

reason for this may be that their research has concentrated on

morpheme-acquisition; it is, as John Schumann suggests, possible that

'morphemes do not lend themselves to interference' (Schumann 1975, p.16)

Another reason for this diffidence of Dulay and Burt (and their

collaborators) with regard to language transfer is, for sure, its

(from their point of view) dubious psycholinguistic associations
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2.4 Tho psychological debate

When language aaaaa fer became fashionable as an object of

sy ic study and as a factor to be taken account of in the design

of language courses, the dominant psychological model of language

learning was that propouaded by the behaviourists. According to this,

language learaing is matter of habit formation, of particular

linguistic responses becoming associated by dint of repetition with

particular linguistic and extralinguistic stimuli.

Language transfer, on this view, is explained in roughly the

following terns:

An old habit (that of using one's first language) hinders
or facilitates the formation of a new habit (learning a
new language) depending on the differences or similarities,
respectively, between the old and the new.

(Dulay and Burt 1974a. p.97)

Thus, in Linguistics Across Cultures Ledo argues that educational

psychology should recognise the 'importance of the native language

habits in foreign language learning (9.2). speaks of the sound-system

of a languaaa as 'a system' of autonatic and semi-automatic habits'

(p.11), describes grammatical structure as a 'habit system' (p.56),

states that reading and writing depend on 'sets of habits which

involve automatic association between the symbols and the language

units they represent' (9.96), and so on.

Now. as is well known, the work of Moan Chomsky and his

followers has, more recently, seriously undermined the habit-formation

view of language learning. In his review (1959) of the most highly

developed behaviourist account of language learning and use -

B. F. Skinner's Verl.c: - and in many subsequent publications

(e.g., 11165; 1966; 1972) Chonsky hos argued that tar from being

fixed repertoire of stimulus-bound verbal habits, human langusce is

typically open-ended and stimulus-free. For Chowsky and Chowskyns,

therefore, language [earning is appropriately described not in terms
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of the formation by conditioning of habitual behaviour p a

in terms of cognitive development, that Is to say, in terms of the

evolution of (tacit) linguistic knowledge.

Linguists who broadly share this Chomskyan perspective are

faced with a problem when they come to deal with language transfer.

Since they reject the behaviourist model in g 1, they can hardly

accept the behaviourist claim that transfer is a matter of one set of

habits interfering with another. One way round this problem - the

one followed by Doti), and aurt (so. above, 2.3) - is to attempt to

argue the phenomenon away. Another solution - the one favoured by

Stephen Pit Corder and others - is to seek to accommodate language

transfer within a cognitive framework.

Corder's original explanation of transfer errors was that they

were symptoms of a hypothesis-testing process by which the learner

resolved the questions:

'Are the systems of the new language the same or different
from those of the language I know?"And If different
what is their nature?'

(Corder 1967; reprint p.27)

On this view, such errors

... are best not regarded as the persistence of old habits, but
rather as signs that the learner is investigating the systems
of the new language.

More recently. Corder has added new dimension to this

account. He now makes distinction between transfer features

resulting from this 'pro a ive restructuring' of the mother tongue

system 'to approximate it ever more to the target' (Corder 1975. p.75)

and 'borrowings' resulting from 'resource expansion'. 'Resource

expansion' he defines as 'risk taking strategy'
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... aimed at increasing by one means or another our linguistic

rrrrrr cos, ither by skilful manipulation of what we already
know: paraphrase, circumlocution or principled guessing, word-
coinage, borrowing from whatever resources we have available,
notably our mother tongue, but often from other languages we
know, greater recourse to paralinguistic behavior (gesture,
etc.), and only in * rrrrrr cases switching to another language
or seeking our interlocutor's help by asking for a translation,
or picking up clues from his language.

(ibid.. p.84)

'Resource expansion was earlier proposed by Leonard N

snd David Reibel as a general explanation for transfer:

... a person knows how to speak one language, say his native one;
but in his early stages of learning the new one, there are
many things he has not yet learned to do ... What can he
do other than use what he already knows to make up for what
he does not know? To an ob rrrrrr who knows the target
language, the learner will seen to be stubbornly substituting
the native habits for target habits. Rut from the learner's
point of view, all he is doing is the best he can: to flll
in his gaps of training he refers for help to what he already
knows.

(Newmark and Reibel 1968, pp.159-160)

The same kind of notion has also been explored by Eric Kellerman in

the last few years (Kellerman 1977; 1978).

The connexion between 'restructuring' and 'resource expansion'

is made by Corder in the following terms:

The risk-taking strategies ... may all yield, in principle,
learning outcomes. If guess is accepted by our interlocutor.
then the form is incorporated into our repertoire as part of
the target language. A translation or borrowing that succeeds
is similarly incorporated. Those that fail provide information
about the limits of.the target language ... Principled
guessing and hypothesis testing are one and the same thing.

(Corder 1978, p.85)

... successful borrowing may lead to learning - incorporation
into the 1 's interlanguage system. In the end the only
way we can distinguish between the two is the systematic
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n ***** of transfer features and the nonce occurrence
of b lugs.

(ibid., pp.85-86)

In other words 'restructuring' and 'resource expansion' are both

seen as aspects of the learner's response to his ignorance of the

target language and as aspects of the progressive reduction of that

ignorance.

It has to be said that such efforts to reconcile language

transfer with the cognitive approach to language learning and use

have not net with universal acclaim. Carl James, for example, has

recently cast on them a very cold eye. The following quotations

are taken from Chapter 2 of his book Contrastive Analysis (1980):

We must ... beware of confusing shifts in terminology with
nor* fundamental shifts which really offer alternative
explanations of observed phenomena.

(p.21)

It appears that attempts to accommodate CA [contrastive
analysis) under cognitivisa are not very profitable:
thinking in terms of a 'strategy' of transfer sssss to
dd little to our understanding of the mechanisms
involved.

(p.25)

2.5 71.,c quostions

From the foregoing discussion at least two questions ewerge.

i) Is language transfer, in fact, a feature of second lanuage

learners' output in their target language'

it) If language transfer does take place is it wore plausibly

explained in behaviourist cr in cognitivist terms'
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It is hoped that the study reported here will make some small

contribution to answeriag ***** questions.

3. The analysis

Returning now to Philip's French, the three samples thereof-

collected in the described earlier were subjected to an analysis

which comprised tdo principal stages.

3.1 Stage one

The first stage was concernee. with identifying errors explicable

in terms of language transfer and categorizing them according to their

source language(s) and the particular norms they violated. It proceeded

as follows:

1) An attempt was made to isolate all utterances which were

judged to deviate semantically or grammatically from French

norms and whose deviancy could plausibly be related to Philip's

knowledge of another language/other languages.

11) The utterances so isolated were then classified according to

the language(s) which were deemed to offer a plausible source

for their respective deviancy.

iii) Utterances which were judged to exhibit the same pattern of

deviancy (e.g., 'pour for pendant in the expression of

duration', 'onission of subject pronoun', 'omission of

partitive article'. etc.) were grouped together and recorded

as 'occurrences' of that particular pattern or 'intrusion--

type.

This description calls, perhaps, for a few comments. First,

it will have been noted that only deviant utterances tame within the

scope of the analysis. The reason for this is quite simple: where

there is no deviation from the morns ot the target I It I.
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extremely difficult to argue that the 1 is doing anything

other than exercising his knowledge of those norms (or, in

behaviourist terms, exhibiting successful conditioning) - however

much one, may suspect that so-called 'positive transfer' from

another language may be operative.

Secondly, it will have been observed that the analysis focuses

exclusively on the 'primary level of articulation', that is to say

grammar and semantics. This limitation springs from the purely

practical considerations of time and space.

Thirdly, there is no denying that there is a large element of

suUectivity in this kind of analysis - implicitly referred to in

words like 'judged', 'plausibly', etc. Findings based on such an

analysis must therefore be treated with due caution. As Gerhard

Nickel has recently remarked,

... there is no doubt that the number of 'ambiguous errors'

is quite large and that according to one's point of view
they are either interpreted in an intra- or interlingual

way.

(Nickel 1981, p.9)

Actually, it say be impossible to prove conclusively that the cause

of any particular second language error is its perpetrator's

knowledge of another language (rather than, say, the overgeneralization

of target language rule). All one can do, it eeeee to me, is clearly

to present the evidence on which one's judgments are based and to

hope that one's judgments are, by and large, shared.

Finally, as far as the postulation of transfer sources is

concerned, there are many eases where more than one of the 1Rnguages

known by Philip offers a possible source for a particular deviation.

In such cases all possibilities were noted without any attempt being

made to pick out the prime or most probable source. (Thus, the

ordering of postulated sources in Appendix 8 os no significance.) (2)
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3.2 Stage two

The second stags of the analysis wee am attsept to extract

from the data some clues about the circumstances undr which and

the process by which knowledge of/conditioning in one language can

become operative is the use of smother. The key issue was taken to

be whether or not Philip's aaaaa ftrs were a funetioa of ignorance.

As should be clear from earlier discussion, ig aaaaa ce is seen

by cogaitiviste as the root cause of language transfer. Whereas the

behaviourist accouat relies on the motion of 'interference' by one

(or more than one) set of habits with the acquisition and operation

of another, cognitivists see transfer (including what Corder calls

'borrowing') as one moans by which the 1 aaaaaa altigates the effects

of his ignorance and reduces it.

James, whose attitude towards the cognitivist approach has

already been iedicated (sec above, 2.4), devotes more than three

pages (pp.22-25) of his recast book (1980) to critique of ignorance

aa a 'cognitivist alternative (p.22). First he argues that ignorance

and interference 'do not refer to, or explain, the sane phenomenon'

(p.22). He cites vidence from a study carried out by Libust Duikova

(1969) to show that learners ignorance of a particular construction

may result not in traLsfer but in avoidance of that construction

(pp.22-23; cf. Xchachter 1974; Kleinman', 197$). He also contends

that trtasfer may occur when there is no question of ignorance, as,

for example, in the case of 'backward laterference from second to

first language (p.22).

H. goes on to sake throe more points on the subject of ignorance

and transfer. He dismisses Kell 's suggestion that 'the learner

his knowledge with respect to Particular TL [target language]

and finds it lacking' (Kellerman 1977, p.73) as logically

unsound:
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Who supplies the particular L2 form for him to ssssss his
ignorance of it? If he can supply the form himself ...
then how can he be said to be ignorant of it in the first
place?

(James 1980, p.24)

He then claims that equal ignorance with respect to a given second

language structure on the part of speakers of different native

languages will not result in equal transfer problems if the native

languages in question diverge from the target language in different

ways (ibid., p.24). Finally, he casts doubt upon the idea that

'any mildly conscientious teacher' will ask his pupils 'to perform

specific £2 items before giving then some reasonable access or

"exposure" to the 12 item in question' (ibid., p.24).

.Cognitivists might counter these points as follows:

i) Ignorance without transfer does not undermine the cognitivist

position in the least, since in the cognitivist account the

transfer process is seen merely as common consequence of

ignorance - not as identical with it, nor as

triggered by it (cf. Kellerman 1977, p.72).

ii) Transfer without ignorance can only be deemed proven by

examples of 'backward interference' if one is prepared to

exclude from one's definition of ignorance the concept of

temporary ignorance, e.g., the momentary forgetting of parts

of a language system (cf. below 4.2).

iii) It is not logically unsound to say that learners may know

they do not know particular part of the target language

system very well (such consciousness of ignorance is precisely

what underlies the 'avoidance strategies cited by James with

reference to Duikova's work); nor is it logically unsound to

say that learners may not know whether or not a particular way

of saying something which exists in, say, their first language

also exists within any other language (cf. Kellerman 077,

pp.99-130).
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iv) It is not suggested by cognitivists that native-spekers of

different langusges who are learning the same target language

and who are equally ignorant of that target language may not

experience different kinds of transfer problems - only that

in all cases ignorance is at the bottom of such problems (but

cf. Kellerman 1977, pp.77-80).

v) Any validity which the 'conscientious teacher argument might

have is strictly limited to the artificial domain of the

conventional formal language class; in natural communication

the I may often be stretched beyond the range of

language of which his learning experience hes given him any-

thing like a sure grasp. Indeed, oven within the most

traditional language class there is always the possibility

that a 1 ****** may wish to express something his 'conscientious

teacher' has not yet covered!

The conclusion to be drawn from the juxtaposition of such

arguments, pro and contra, is, surely, that the substantive iksue

remains unresolved: is transfer a consequence of ignorance or is it

not? It was this question that stage two of the analysis sought

chiefly to address. (3)

Two principal kinds of evidence were considered: distributional

and contextual. In the first place, it was ascertained to what extent

Particular transfer errors were consistently produced by Philip

throughout, and to what extent they alternated with non-deviant

equivalents. For example, it having been noted that Philip often

omitted the partitive article, the data were scanned for instances

where this article was required and where Philip employed it

appropriately.

Secondly, the immediate contexts of Philip's transfer errors

were examined for overt indications of ignorance. In order to

discover what such indications might be, a close study was made of

Philip's lapses into English. the assucvtion being that where he

had recourse to English this was by and largo because he was at
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loss for, i.e. ignorant of, a particular word or construction in

French.

In fact, three of these unadapted English 'intrusions' turned

out to be merely 'pseudo-intrusions', since, although their larger

context was on interchange in French, at a 'local' level each of

then can be seen as part of an English interchange initiated by one

of Philip's interlocutors:

Brigitte: sans aucune idie precise en tate
Philip: nn hn
Brigitte: oui
Philip: exactement oui
Brigitte: precise ... er precise idea
Philip: without any precise
Brigitte: of what you were going to ds
Philip: exactly
Brigitte: oui oui

(Appendix 8, 5)

Brigitte: est-ce que icrire un poime
Philip: mis

Brigitte: pour toi c'est une chose asset facile? facile
means easy

Philip: oui oui hut em did you say pourquoi ou pour toi
Brigitte: non pour tol pour toi

(Appendix 8, 16)

Philip: mais mon instru instrument
Juliette: oui oui
Philip: lfava'rit] ... est ... les !pi a 'pipal er
Juliette (miming): ga?
Philip: oui
Juliette: uileann ,7ipes?
Philip: ui/eann T.ipes yeh

(Appendix 0, 22)

As far as the seventeen other occurrences of unadapted English

'intrusions were concerned, their immediate contexts were

characterized as follows (Appendix D (a)):
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- in all but one case there were 'hesitation phenomena' -

p 'era and/or stuttering

- in five cases there was some other attempt, in French, to

ssssss what was also exp ssssss in English

- I. three cases there were features often associated with

frustration or exas sssss ion - 'oh!' and/or noisy exhalation

- in three cases there was question intonation not in keeping

with the global meaning of the utterance

- in three cases there was laughter

- in two cases there was an explicit query about the form (to be)

used - 'comment 'tu comprends?'

- in one case there was an apology - 'pardon'

In addition, the switch to English can itself be considered a

contextual feature - p sssss t here, of course, in all cases. The

immediate contexts of 'intrusions' other than these lapses into

English were ssssss igated with a view to discovering how many of

them were also characterized by such features.

Apart from distributional and contextual evidence, two further

subsidiary kinds of evidence bearing on the circumstances and process

of transfer were taken into account. These were, on the one hand,

a few ks of Philip's, made when he was listening to the tapes

being played back, and which were noted et the time, and, on the

other, the comparative showings of English, Irish and Spanish as

possible source languages for Philip's transfer errors.
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4. Results and discussion

4.1 Stage onL

The results of stage one of the nalysis are set out in some

detail in Appendix B. In terms of figures they can be summarized

as follows:

i) The total number of deviancy patterns judged to be 'alien

intrusions' (including the 'pseudo-intrusions' discussed

earlier; cf. 3.2) was 55; these 'intrusion'-types between

them accounted for 157 deviant utterances.

ii) Of the total number of 'Intrusion'-types 18, accounting

for 20 deviant utterances, were unadapted English expressions.

iii) Of the total number of 'intrusion'-types 2, accounting

for 15 deviant utterances, were unadapted Spanish expressions.

iv) The remainder - i.e. 35 'intrusion'-types, accounting for 122

deviant utterances - were all to some extent 'Francized'.

It is of course this last-mentioned, 'Francized' category of

'intrusions' that would normally be described as transfer errors.

and they are nothing if not abundant. Given that the conversation

samples lasted about an hour and a quarter in toto, it is an easy

matter to calculate that, on average, one of Philip's transfer

errors zanifested itself roughly every thirty-seven seconds.

Moreover, taking into account the fact that about half the time

specified was occupied by Philip's various interlocutors and the

fact that pauses often occurred between conversational turns, one

can infer that when Philip was speaking his average rate of transfer

error production was no less than three deviations a minute.

Thus, with reference to the first question posed earlier in

2.5, as far as this particular second language learner is concerned.
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language transfer certainly does seem to be feature of his

output la his target las ggggg and a fe aaaaa of some significance

at that.

4.2 Stage two

Detailed results of aaaaa two of the analysis are aaaaa nted

in Appendices C and D.

The distributional evidence can be summed up as follows:

i) As far as Philip's spontaneous production is concerned, 25

Francixed 'intrusion'-types, accounting for 84 deviant

utterances, were used with complete consistency throughout;

i.e. Philip used aa indefinite article with autre,

never used par before memple, eeeee used the partitive

article except in immediate word-for-word repetitions of

expressions used by the native-speaker, etc. (Appendix C (a)).

ii) Non-deviant versions of three further Francised 'intrusion'-

types, accounting for three deviant utterances, only began

to appear after Philip had been explicitly and specifically

'corrected' by the 'Wive speaker; thus, when, early in the

first recording. Philip used the form le !ter] for 'in the

evening' Brigitte 'corrected' this (incorrectly!) as dans /a

soiree; in the subsequent recording Philip appropriately

used soirge: sinilarly; Philip used both pays and charpa for

'countryside' before Brigitte gave him the word oampagne,

after which hit consi eeeee ly used carpagne of rural parts

(Appendix C (10).

lit) Added together these two categories amount to 28 Francixed

'intrusion'-types (out of a total of 35) with between them

$T occ eeeee ces (out 'xi a total of 122 Francised 'intrusion'

occ eeeee ces).
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Thus, In large majority of cases of transfer there was complete

consistency of use - at least up to the point of 'correction by

the native-speaker. Such consistency can, it eeeee to me, be

taken as at least prima facie evidence that very often when Philip

produced a transfer error he simply did not have 'productive

knowledge' of the non-deviant alternative. This interpretation

becomes all the more plausible if one considers that when an

alternative was actually brought explicitly to his attention by

his native-speaker interlocutor the 'intrusion' was immediately

abandoned, never (in these data at least) to re-ap0ear. (4)

Consistency of use was not exhibited by seven of the thirty-

five Francized 'intrusion'-types:

- pour for pendant/0 in the expression of duration

(Appendix B, 6)

- failure to distinguish appropriately between sc.;:ir and
connaftre

- pour for 0 in the expression of point of time

- omission of subject pronoun

- pourquoi for parcc qui?

(Appendix B, 7)

(Appendix B, 27)

(Appendix B, 30)

(Appendix 9, 34)

- omission of definite article with names of countries

- omission of 4, after expression of quantity

(Apoendix U. 44)

(Appendix B, 46)

In all of these cases there was fluctuation between deviant and

non-deviant alternatives. For example, alongside the three

instances of being used with the meaning 'because' there
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are two instances of parce cue being (spontaneously) used with the

sane meaning; alongside the 4 instances of omission of the definite

article with names of countries there are three instances of the

definite article boring (spoetaneously) mployed perfectly

appropriately with names of c nnnnn ies; alongside the two instances

of failure to distinguish approp rrrrr ly b eeeeee eavoir and connaftre

eeeee are twenty-four instances of savoir and connaftre being

(spa. ttttt usly) utilised in manner which properly reflect this

distinction.

At first sight cases such as these appear to lend support to

the behaviourist vision of coapeting sets of habits 'interfering'

with one another. There are, however, other possible interpretations.

One is that inconsistency simply retlects the dynamic nature of

language learning, the fact that the learner does not move Jerkily

from state of knowledge A to state of knowledge B but smoothly

along a continuum from not knowing to knowing. This dynamic model

of language learning implies that there are phases i diate

between complete ignorance and secure knowledge:

There is a time at which the learner does not appear to
know or use some bit of language, and there may be a
later time when he always uses it correctly when the
context requ:res, but in between these times there is
a longer or sh.:.:.er period during which he sometimes
uses it and sometimes doesn't, when his behavior is
apparently inconsistent.

(Corder 19711, p.74)

On this view the alt ttttt ion between 'intrusions' and their non-

deviant versions night simply reflect a state of uncertainty -

intermediate between ignorance and full productive knowledge, and

the proportion of transfer errors produced in respect of particular

aspects of the language as co ttttt 4 with non-deviant forms night

reflect whereabouts the I is on the continuum between knowing

and not knowing those aspects of the language.

Another, though not inceepatible, interpretation would he th*t

tat occasional t in particular sub-part
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of target language nay reflect temporary lapses into 'productive

ignorance (cf. note 3). Even in our native language we are prone

to forget fleetingly, for example, what a partirular word neans or

to have moments when we 'cannot find the right word', 'the right

turn of phrase. Second language 1 s are LA immune to such

experiences; on the contrary. Whether or not one wishes to describe

them as the disruption by 'performance' factors - such as tiredness -

of underlying linguistic knowledge, or 'conpetence (cf. Chonsky 1965,

p.5; Corder 1167; reprint pp.24-25), their reality can hardly be

denied. If, then, it is true that consistent patterns of transfer

relate to complete and 'ongoing' ignorance, it is logical to suppose

that inconsistent patterns of transfer nay relate to temporary states

of ignorance.

Turning now to the contextual evidence, It was found that

J.) The immediate contexts of 13 of the 35 Francized 'Intrusion'-

types each exhibited on at least one occasion 2 or sore of the

features which co-occurred with unadapted English 'intrusions'

(Appendix D (a) and (c); cf. 3.2).

II) Of these contexts 4 exhibited 3 or more of the features in

question.

Thus, the proportion of Francized 'intrusions' in

the company, as it were, of contextual features which were

postulated as symptoes of ignorance was euite small.

Nevertheless, occurrences provide further evidence of a link

between Philip's production of transfer errors and ignorance.

Moreover, contextual features such as 'other attempt (in

French)', 'indication of f ion', 'apology', 'explicit query',

etc. suggest not just ignorance, but consciousness of ignorance

(cf. Kell 1977, p.99), lf, when communicating through a second

language, one makes more than one attempt at **nothing, exp

ion, apologizes, asks how to ssy it, end so on, one car

hardly remain unaware that there Is a gap in one's knowledge. What

this seems further to imply is that Abe transfer (or 'borrowing')
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process Itself may in some instaaces be a conscious sled deliberate

act.

Certainly, Philip described his adaptation or assimilation

of Spanish tarde to [tar], of Spanish despuis to depuis and of

Sptaish campo to champ as pram f which he was fully

whilst they were happealag. With regard to another case, that of

huit kiLomitres de Paris, he ttttt d that his hesitation and query

were occasioaed by the fact that he did not know or could not

remember the French for 'near', and that he eeeeee ally produced

huit kiLomitres de as a way round the problem. The transfer in

this particular case (mission of d) does not appear to have been

consciously arrived at, but the g 1 interpretation of the

contextual features in question as indicative of Ignorance,

consciou sssss of ig aaaaa ce sad the conscious Implementation of a

ssssss ce expansion strategy is aaaaa theless supported by Philip's

ks

It is striking how 'nay of the thirteen 'intrusion'-types

occurring la contexts aaaaa d by the featur.ts discussed have Spanish

as postuiated source. Spanish is judged to be the only possible

source for aaaaa of them and one of two possible sources for two

more. The obvious question which arises is: if in such eases

Philip was engaging la eeeeee ce expansion', why did he choose to

'borrow' from a language be knew only imperfectly rather than his

'bother tongue?

One answer ay be that Philip had certain notions about the

degree of relatedness and similarity b ee French and Spanish

as opposed to French and English (cf. Sell 1977 pp.115-99;

Corder 197$, p.$4). If he had read or been told that Spanish was

closer to Treed' than English was, and/or had previously experienced

more communicative success la French with fare from Spanish

the& with transfers fres Kaglish, he night have developed g 1

policy ot preferring Spanish as a aaaaa for source. Such a policy

night then have been both consciously and unconsciously p

(cf. Rellemsa 1977, p.S11).
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Support for the hypothesis that Philip was using Spanish as

a preferred transfer source is provided by comparison of the

figures for Prancized 'intrusions' with, respectively, a possible

English, Irish and Spanish source;

(rescind

'intrusions' with

a possible

English rrrrrr

English postulated as
only possible

English postulated as
one possible courts

OMNI

Total no. of Francitod
'intrusions' with

passible English source

typss
Occurresces "'"uisn'-

types
Oc rrrrr no. "nrruiion'-

types
Occurrences

r 11 17 g7 24 111

Francisel

'intrusions' with

possible

Irish susses

Irish postulated as
only possible cccccc

Irish postulated as
one possilo source
amongst thers

Total no. of Francited
'intrusions' with

possible Irish source

'Intru'-si on

types
Occurresces .1

-
types

Ck cccccc tee
'Intrusion.-

types Occurrences

0 0 11 60 II 60

froncised

'intrusions' with

a po

Spanish sours*

Spanish pos slated as
nly possible source

Spanish pas slated as
ne inassib source
amongst thers

Total no. of francired
'intrusions' with

possible Spanish Souse.

4" yccc ( cc ''tpes Occurreoces 4 '-
type*

Ore rrrrr ces
'Istrusion,

types
...

u ccurrences

10 22 14 OS It 107

It transpires that in terms both of its postulation as sole possible

source and of its total showisig as a possible source Spanish, as well

as leaving Irish far behind, also has the dge over English (cf first

impression referred to above in 1.3). Moreover, the distribution

and contexts of the two unadapted Spanish forms used by Philip - ES

and ALIJ - are interpretable as evidence in favour of the suggestion

that Philip might conceive of French and Spanish as related and

similar.

ALL{ falls, distributionally speaking (see Appendix C (b)),

into the same category as 'pays for campartc'. '1c [earl for if .1:fr'

and 'champ for campagne'. That is to say, its non-deviant

alternative - la - was not used at ll by Philip until, quite late
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in the first recordiag, Drigitte latroduced it explicitly as the

correct substitute for ALIA. This suggests that at the time of the

first recordiag up to the momeat of arigitte's correction the

Preach word for 'there' was not part of Philip's productive knowledge.

IM contextual terms, ALL( is comparable to the 'I mmmmm ions'

listed la Appendix D (c) (cf. Appendix D (b)). Each of its

oecurreaces is aarked by two of the coatextual features derived

from occurrences of unadapted English fora, and taken to be

indications of both ignoraace and coasciousness of ignorance (see

above). A possible reconstruction, then, of Philip's uses of

ALL( would be thit having realised that the French word for 'there'

was not part of his productive knowledge, he consciously 'borro.wed'

the unaodified Spanish form in the hope that it would at least

approximate to its French equivalent. This may seem crude tactic,

but it is worth bering that if employed in order to communicate

cosmos notions such as 'to' (Spanish a; French a). 'from' (Spanish de;

French di), 'well' (Spaaish bien; French bien), 'badly' (Spanish ma;

French mal), 'to come' (Spaaish venir; French venir), 'to leave'

(Spanish partir; French partir), etc. it would be extremely effective,

and the': Philip say well have often employed it successfully previously.

ES is a more complicated case. Its use is not consistent - it

altermates with est (Eel) - and none of its occ rrrrr ces yield obvious

clues as to the pro underlying its use. What any be ling

is the fact that in twelve of its thirteen occ rrrrr ces it immediately

precedes que. (In the one instance where it does not it is followed

by a slight pause, which may indicate a 'false start'.) In each of

welve cases where ES and quo are collocated the global

measiag of the utterance makes it clear that what is intended is

something like east quo (lit. 'it is that') of which the Spanish

equivaleat is cS que Ica kel. Now, nowhere in Philip's data do we

fled c'est qua - which appears to indicate that this exp r on was

aot available to him for productive purposes. It may be relevant

also that ES in cemblaation with French qui. sounds like the normal

speed pronunciation of cat-es ow (lit. 'is it that' - indicating
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question), and that Philip's questions in French are eeeee marked

with est-ce que.

What could have happened, I sugge-t, is that Philip, having

heard est-ce que on a number of occasions, identified it with Spanish

es que and then himself employed (es ice) in French as If it were the

equivalent of Spanish es que. Clearly, such an identification could

only have occurred if Philip was operating on the assumption that

French expressions which sounded like Spanish expressions often had

the same eaning.

5. Conclusion

It is, I believe reasonable to claim that the study reported

in this paper demonstrates the reality of the phenomenon traditionally

termed 'language transfer as a significant aspect of at least one

second language learner's output in his target language. This study'

also provides support, again in the case of one particular second

language 1 for the postulation of ignorance as the under-

lying cause of transfer. It further suggests that in some instances

the transfer process may constitute a conscious act, and that a

learner's perceptions of relationships between languages may

influence his conscious and/or unconscious choice of transfer

sources. In other words, insofar as it contributes to an under-

standing of the transfer process it tends to support the cognitivist

rather than the behaviourist account of this process.

The degree to which Philip draws on his knowledge of other

languages when speaking French may well explain his communicative

range in that language, which - as was entioned at the beginning

of this paper - is surprisingly extensive given his very limited

exposure to French. I have focused on transfers which manifested

themselves as errors, but it is probable that at least as many

transfers again came out as non-deviant utterances (cf. Kellerman

1977, pp.73-77). Indeed, even Philip's e fer errors were in the
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mai successful in cemmualeative terns - that in to say . most of

them seemed to aaaaa y the intended meaning with little, if any,

00000 rtion. The fact that all three native-speakers of French

involved knew English sad had a smattering of Spanish may have

assisted Philip in this regard, but it is likely, in my judgment,

that entirely Epanish-less mom-English-speaking Francophones too

would have grasped kis massiag without difficulty in most cases.

Inasmuch thn as Philip was able with the help of transfers

to xpress more is French than he would have been able to express

withoui them, the 'alien intrusions' in his French can be seen

not as reprehensible disfigurenents but as useful supplements.
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APPENDIX A

Philip's second language learning experiences

recounted in his own words

Born in London of Irish parents in 1950, ay first encounter
with the notion of language as something one ,earned was at six -

years old, when my family settled in Ireland.

I had already been at school for 2 - 2i years in London, but
was demoted to junior infants because of my lack of Irish. Quite
possibly my resentment at this, combined with the mechanical way
Irish was taught, ensured that I never acquired a real grasp of the
language. In 1961, I moved homes and schools to North Wexford, and
here I acquired sufficient Irish to pass ny primary certificate
in 1964.

There followed a period of almost continuous hospitalization,
and I did not officially begin my secondary education until I was
eighteen, and even then it was interrupted on ****** 1 occasions.
Because of my ago, it was decided I should skip 1st year. the
result being that I encountered difficulty in every subject except
English, History and Geography. No modern Continental language
was taught In the school at that time, and I had to make do with
Latin, which I found boring - mostly because I never discovered
what Pluperfect Subjunctive actually means.

N eeee theless, with a basic vocabulary, I found I had a knack
of 'sensing' what an unseen passage meant, and this, coupled with

good grasp of Roman history, ensured that Latin as well as English
Imre among the honours I acquired in the Intermediate Certificate.
I p Irish.

In the Leaving Certificate, my teacher asked ne to take a
Lower Course paper in Latin, but aaaaa of its strong emphasis on
grammar, t opted for the Higher Course with its emphasis on
unseen passages and Roman history, and passed it. I obtained
Grade C in Higher Course English and Grade 0 in Lower Course Irish.

My younger brother, who was in the same year, went on to
become teacher of Irish at secondary level, and it was through
him and later acquaintance with Irish lit in translation

that I developed sympathy for and an interest in Irish. For

example, when I was abroad, he would sometimes write me bilingual
letters, and invariably end with a phrase like 816inte an hhraialin
agat, which I thought wonderfully poetic. However, my subsequent

resolve to learn Irish has come to very little.
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la 1973 I 'eat to France for the first time aad spoilt ten days
in Paris, aloes and without a word French. t still have the
phramebook with the words Quel est le prir par nuit? etc. underlined.
AAAAA from a brio-ekes conversatlos with an Apache Intl= alcoholic.
sad smother with a Froackman in which he used the ton English words
he knew, aad I the ten French words I had acquired, I heard little
or no realise' during my stay. My 'eoa aaaaaa ion with the Frenchnan
was the rrrrr time I *Frelachified' an English word, and as far as I
remember, he at least pretended to understand. It was also the
first time, apart from reading Quel est le prispor nuit? to the
patron twat I attempted communication in a foreign r go.

In 1974, 1 spent two nights la Parts a route to live la Spain.
I arrived in Spain with less Spanish than French, althoUgh I had
tried to learn Spanish by Linguaphone tor brief period beforehand.
The first phrase I learned in Barcelona was in fact not Castilian,
but an obscene Catalan toast.

hy companion and I became habitues of a hotel bar close to our
pension, and when the staff saw that we tried speaking to then in
our very broken Spanish, they made point of speaking slowly for
us and actually teaching us words and phrases. The friendships and
tuition fl rrrrr hed to such an extent that within six weeks I attended
a Spanish wedding and swaged, with the aid of an endless flow of
wine, to spask ay few words with as many people as had the courtesy
to listen. I'a convinced I learned most of the Spanish I know during
three nestles of sitting la the Motel Park Bar every night, and that
duriag the rest of my time la Spain, it gradually 'came to the
surface' and improved with practice.

Unfortunately, linguistically speaking I very rapidly became
acquainted with the English speaking f 1ty and because of my
livelihood (TEFL) unwittingly began to socialize almost exclusively
with then and their Spsaish friends, who for the most part spoke
fluent English and liked to practise it on me.

During ay last wise months, however, I realised I was wasting
a unique opportunity and applied myself more effectively, reading
some books in Spanish mad even studying little foraal grammar -
a feat of endurance for ma. I was very pleased when la Andalucia

was taken for a Northern Spaniard, and while I don't conilder
myself fluent, I can think and sometimes eren dream in Spanish.

la 1971, oa ay way back te Spain (I spent the summers in
Ireland, there being no work for me la Barcelona) I was invited to
pick grapes for the weekend in Champagne. Although the work was
hard sad commumicatiee nig rrrrrr , I enjoyed myself and agreed to
/mewls the following year, which I did.

having left Spain that mummer (1977), I was in a positive to
stay for the full season of twelve days. Again I was fortunate in

meetiag native Speakers who were paragons of patience and who taught
met a great deal of what I know. I didn't actually learn very much
on this occasion, but I returned again in 1979, this time briaging

grammar to piece together what I was absorbing. By friends were



ven more nthusiastic when they saw I was progressing and by the
end of this, my second full stay, I was joining in co eeeee ation and

even arguing. I don't remember studying French in the intervening
periods, apart from two or three lessons given me by a Barcelona
girl in 1976.
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APPENDIX B

Complete inventory of what were judged to be 'alien

intrusions' In Phillp's French - categorized

according to the postulated source language(s)

(Capital letters, as in I TRIED TO GET, BUREAUCRACY, etc.,
indicate an unadapted non-French fora.)

English

1. THE EVENING

2. I TRIED TO GET

3. BUREAUCRACY

4. WITHOUT ANY PLANS WE
WENT WITHOUT ANY PLANS

1 occurrence

1 occurrence

occurrence

1 occurrence

3. WITHOUT ANY PRECISE ... EXACTLY 1 occurrence

S. pour for pendant/I in the
expression of duration

7. failure to distinguish
appropriately between
savoir and oonnattre

S. I DIDN'T KNOW ANYBODY

O. A GLASS

10. OPEN

11. CLOSED

12. pays for calpagne

e.g., nous sommes resUs
[...] pour trail annges;
cf. English we stayed for
three years; 3 occurrences

je ne sais pas personne;
je connais o!.1 ...; cf.

English / don't know
anybody; I know where ...;
2 occurrences

1 occurrence

1 occurrence

1 occurrence

1 occurrence

cf. English country
'pays' and 'caspagne');

1 occurrence

13. THE COUNTRYSIOE 1 occurrence
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14. TO BEGIN 1 occurrence

15. SUDDENLY 3 occurrences

16. RUT DID YOU SAY 1 occurrence

17. PERHAPS 1 occurrence

18. I HAVE TO WRITE IT 1 occurrence

19. THE TENSION 1 occurrence

20. WELL (interj.) 1 occurrence

21. ressembler used with direct ressemblent les [...]
instead of indirect object arbres; cf. English

resemble the trees;
1 occurrence

22. UILEANN PIPES YCH 1 occurrence

23. lkoemopoli'tan] for noso,ITolit.- cf. English cosnopcltan;
1 occurrence

24. PcBstrva.tif] for conservateur(s) cf. English conservstidc;
2 occurrences

25. !tipi'kal) for typiquds

Spanish

cf. English typical;
1 occurrence

26. ES
present 3rd person singular
of Spanish ser - 'to be;
13 occurrences

27. pour for e in the expression e.g.. pour matt,z; cf.
of point of time

Spanish por Za ma.:an: -
lit. 'for the !morning':
3 occurrences

26. le Itsr) for le cf. Spanish taric -
'evening' ; 1 occurrence

29. jcpu:..; for (adv.) cf. Spanish :csouJJ -
'afterwerds' ; 3 occurrences

30. omission of subject pronoun e.g.. son: for
cf. Spanish sor - 'they
are; 7 occurrences

31 ALL(
Spanish adverb - 'there' ;
2 occurrences
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32. champ for campagne ct. Spanish campo -
'countryside'; 1 occurrence

33. (prin'sip] for abut ef. Spanish prineipio -
'beginning': 1 occurrence

34. pourquoi for parce que cf. Spanish porque -
'because'; 3 occurrences

35. T3mwents) for jeunes cf. Spanish jovenos -
'youngpoople; 1 occurrence

30. WI for ensemble cf. Spanish junto -
't ***** er'; 1 occurrence

37. ra'prisl for se presse cf. Spanish tener prise -
lit. 'tohave haste':
1 occurrence

Irish/Spanish

38. omission of indefinite
article with autre

Irish/English

30. oniss,ion of a in the
xpression of distance

401. histoires Tkur] for nouvelles

41. Jtre for avoir in the
expression of age

42. les Ppipal for la corremuse

3 6'

e.g., autre amie; cf. Irish
cora eile - lit. 'friend
other' ; Spanish otra amigo -
lit. 'other hi/1nd';

3 occurrences

e.g., huit kilomètres de
Paris; cf. Irish ocht
goilimladar 4 Phdras - lit.
'eight kilometres from
Paris'; English eight
kilometres from Paris;
1 occurrence

cf. Irish gearrscéalta -
lit. 'shortstories';
English short stories;
2 occurrences

le fermier !...] est
trente-trois; cf. Irish
t6 an feirmeoir tri bliana
dJag is fiche d'aois - lit.
'is the farmer three years
ten and twenty of age';
English the farmer is
thirty Clree; 1 occurrence

cf. Irish na pioba; English
the pipes; 1 oce rrrrr ce



English/Spanish

41. !cs'pcsialral for particuligrement cf. English especially;
Spanish especialmente -
'especially' ; 5 occ rrrrr ces

44. omission of definit article e.g., je connais Espagne;
with names of countries cf. English I know Spain;

Spanish conozco Esparla -
lit. 'Iknow Spain';

occurrences

SS. !part (with uvular r) for partie cf. English part; Spanish
parte - 'part' ; 2 occurrences

46. omission of de after beaucoup Jtrangers;

expression of quantity cf. English many foreigners;
Spanish muchos estranjeros -
lit. 'many foreigners' ;

10 occurrences

47. fameux for connu(sJ cf. English famous; Spanish
famoso - 'famous' ;

2 occurrences

48. linklu'i) for y compris cf. English including;
Spanish incluiendo -
'including' ; 1 occurrence

49. pcur :e for par exemplc cf. English for example;
Spanish por ejemplc - lit.

:ris;:/Fn.:lish/Spanish

SO. I for en with names of
countries and provinces

51. omission of partitive article

361

'for example' ; 2 occurrences

e.g., l vien: d
ci. Irish tagann scf g:
hEirinn - lit. 'comes he

to Ireland' ; English he
comes to Ireland; Spanish
viene a Irlania - lit.
'hecomes to Ireland' ,
8 occurrences

e.g.. ils s'oucnt
lraaq:ionelle cf. Irish
seineann siad
trai.1:3:.1nt: - lit. 'play

they music traditional' ;
English they play
traditional music; Spanish
tocan tra.diciongl

llt. 'theyplay music
traditional' ; 27 occurrences
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52. en/dans for d witk
names of towns

53. (fah) for tous in the
xpression of frequency

54. dtre intiress4 en/dans for
s'intgresser datre int6ress6 par

55. onissioa of definite article
with asses of languages

362

e.g.. j'ai eu amis en Paris;
ct. Irish bhi cairdi agam
i bPdras - lit. 'were friends
atm. in Paris% English
I hod friends in Paris;
Spanish tenia amigos en
Paris - lit. 'Ihad friends
in Paris'; 9 occurrences
with tn. 1 occurrence with
dans

tfak] f...1 trois mois; ct.
Irish gach trid mi - lit.
'every third nonth';
English every three months;
Spanish coda tres. meses_ -
lit. 'every three months' ;
1 occurrence

e.g.. Cu es intaress6 en
musique; cf. Irish ta
spiis agat i gceol - lit.

'is interest atyou in
music': English you are
interested in music;
Spanish te interesas en
masica - lit. 'yourself
youint eeeee in musie;
2 oc eeeeeeeee with en.
1 occurrence with dans

e.g.. passer I...1 dS
anglais (...) a frangais;
cf. Irish dul 6 Eihaarla
go Fraincis - lit. 'togo
fron English to French';
English to pass from English
finite, French; Spanish
pasar de ingUs a frances -
lit. 'torass fro. English
to French' ; 3 occurrences



APPENDIX C

Distributional evidence

(Figures refer to itemization in Appendix 11)

Franced 'intrusions' non-deviant versions of whic;1 Phiiip
never praiuced unprompted

ressembler used with direct
rather than inoirect object (21)

fkozmpp*li'tan] for cosmopolite (23)

tk3serva'tif] for conservateur(s) (24)

(tipi'kell for typiques (25)

depufs for acres (adv.) (29)

[prin'sipl for lebut (33)

(3wvOnts] for jounes (35)

W] for :nsem:o: (36)

(a'prisl for s. presse (37)

omission of indefinite article
with au:re (38)

omission of in the expression
of distance (39)

ticur] for velles (40)

..'!rc for in the expression
of age (41)

Ppipal for :ruse (42)

!WpcssalmS] tor (43)

24rt 1 tor (45)

(47)

'Lricle't1 for -4 (46)
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pour excnple for par ezemple

a for with names of
countries aad proviacos (50)

omission of partitive articl. (f1)

en/dans for d with slums of towns (52)

(411)

[fah] for tous fa tho impression
of froeuelacy (53)

'sr, int4ress4 n/dans for
s'intiresser a/ltre intiressé par (54)

onission of definite article
with panes of languages (55)

b) Francized 'intrusions non-deviant versions of which Philip
began producing spontaneously only after explicit help/correction
from the native-speaker

pays for campagne (12)

le !tar) for Le soir
(correctod . as dans la soe)

champ for campagne

(ALLI - tor la - also follows this pattern)

364
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APPENDIX 0

Contextual vidence

(Arable figures refer to itemisation in Appendix A; small roman
figures refer to occurrence number - e.g., (71) . first occurrence
of item 7) :

a) Contextual characterization of unadorned English 'intrusions'

other
attevnt

(in french)

h cc i cc tion

indication
f

f aaaaaa [ion

inaPPr0prls1r
question
intonation

laughter

(e(SSSSS
apology es7licit to 1

query Engl.,

Tie EVENI,C (I)

. ,

, 1

I

: TRIED TO CET (:) -".. .../.
._ .

W.I.( )VCIACY (3) ..,
Ni A:0( PLaS

WE 1WEST .IThOCT

Arriz.x.S ()
,7

,-

i

: DIDN'T ENO*: ag)1100Y (8) ,,,

A CLASS ()

OPE% (la) ,/ ,/'
7 i

- I

C10SED (II) /
TOL CMTRYSIDE (1)) _...., ./. i

TO STX1s (14) ,, ..,°'
../.

SUDDLNIT (1541

SCDDENIA (151i)

SCDDENLY (l5iii) ,../ ....,'- ../

PCO.14-05 417) ,./

I KAM TO WRITE IT (IO) ../". ..
.

ME TE'SlOh (11)
..'

....7

/
.......,-

/
1 v

WELL (inter].) 001 , ../ ...../'
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b) Contextual characterization of occurrences of ALL.I

ther
ttempt

(1a Trooth)
ha

iod

ir

of
istopo

qmootioo
lotoftation

losghtor apology osnl icit
gooey

to
Englich

hu.i (31i) ae" ..//'

a21.1 01(1) ..../.

e) Characterisation of adapted 'intrusions' with at least tvo of the
contextual, features notsd in connexion with the unadapted English
'intrusions

IlIttl...pt

(ia recast.)

indication

of
I

i ppppp

4
.

loughter ontology xplicit
suety

fCCOUTSt
to

English

I. !tar! (7S) ...,
.....7.

is no sais pas
person/ono (71) v/' ,,'

dopoill (172)
...,-

.../

suit kilolitres
do Paris (74)

says (12) .7 ,,e'' ../. ..../

.hama (32) .r. .7' .7
5.'1110.41 (13) .07 ..../

tosseoblant leo
(II) V.' s

.../7.

Imous (Oh)
.....,''

Ittdilo'll (al) v/P si'.-

Ijoventol (73) w/' ,,,' .Z.

(7/1 IX) V. ./..

(eyrie) (37)
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NOTES

(1) For further discussion of sow* of the following see, e.g.,
Singleton (192)).

(2) &Alain was xcluded as possible souree language. According
to Philip's own account (Appendix A) he never really had
productive knowledge of Latin, and approached it rather as
kiad of pusxle.

(3) Since this study focuses on utterances which deviate from
French norms, the Ismoranc* ref ***** to here would presumably
be classed by Kell as 'ignorance-by-oh ***** tion' (1977,
passim) - i.e. what the 1 does not know rather than
what he thinks he does not know ('ignorance-by-self-evaluation%
ibid., passim). The question of 'ignorance-by-self-evaluation'
is, however, add d in 4.2.

It should also be clear that, since this study deals with
samples of linguistic output,_what it Is about ignorance
has regard to 'prodiictive ignorance' - i.e what is not
available to the 1 hen he is trying to produce
utterances (cf. note 4).

(4) I do not, of course, wish to suggest that single correction
can rrrrr Ily he expected to suffice to ake a particular item
permanently part of a 1 's productive knowledge. I suspect
that the three items discussed hero had already been encountered
by Philip said would have been understood by him if uttered by
another speaker - i.e. were known 'receptively' - and that the
native-speaker's int ****** ioss had the effect of 'topping up'
this receptive knowledge and transforming it, at least
temporarily, into productive knowledge.
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A STUOY OP THE EFFECTIVENESS OF INTENSIVE SPEECH THERAPf

IN THE REM:NATIO OF DELAYED MONCLOGY.

Mrs Doreen Welker, M.Sc., LCST., ALM,
Deputy Director,
School or Remedial Linguistics,
Trinity College,
Dublin 2,
IRELAND.

In order to provide the most ffective Speech Therapy service for

children in Primary School who have problems of delayed phonology,

.it is necessary to xamine the role of intensive therapy Visavis

the more traditional once weekly visit to the Speech Clinic.

Traditionally, there has evolved a pattern of therapy, where the

child attends the clinic once a week for a period of half an hour

to an hour's duration. This practice has developed, partly in

order to see as many patients in a week as is possible, partly to

allow for a peripatetic service so that as many centres can Se

visited as possible, and partly because the demand for Speech

Therapy services far exceeds ths nueSer of therapists.

These reasons are now becoming eroded, and with a more plentiful

supply of therapists it is becoming appropriate to consider whether

this traditional approach is the cost effective.

Cooper, Moodley and Reynell (1978) comment that:-

"The more normel half an hour a week with a Speech Therapist is
not enough for young children. A week is too long a gap, and a
half hour session too little."

They further comment:-

"Most Speech Therapists are short of time, so it is wise to Se
econsmical with the Speech Therapist's and ths parents' time, so
that this may Se used to the best advantage of the children."

Marge (in Irwin and Merge 1972 p. 303) discussing duration end

frequency of clinic visits comments thst the severity of the

disaSility, the age of the child, the co-operation of the parents,

together with the limitations in staff and clinical facilities

determine how often and how long the child should be seen. He

recommends that for an/ effectiveness to be shown in therapy, the

seseionl should be from half an our to one hour in duration aed

:he frequency shouldbefrom2- 5 times weekly.
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It also needs to be considered whether children should receive

therapy in s one-to-one situation or whether therapy is more

useful as a group activity.

Merge (in Irwin end Marge 1972 p. 302) stets* that the rguments

for or against ither arrangement concern what is best to: the

child. On the one hand, some:authorities hold that individual

training allows for greater depth and intensity of progreseing

resulting in s more effective effort which will take less time

to reach a successful termination when compared with grouP

sessions. On the other hand, some feel that group aeasions,

especially if the groups ere small, provide communicstive exper-

ience anion; the peer-group commJnications which enhance the

training and cannot be offered by individual sessions. Ii is

further argued that since children do learn from ons another as

readily es they do from adults, and since peer-group commJnice-

tions are an important function in a child's life, group

sessions are not only useful, but also essential.

Kluppel (in Irwln and Marge 1972 p. 315) comments that soma kind

of communication takes place in inter-action within s groJp. If

this is so, and if ths Oject of any speech end language rimed-

iation is to improve comejnication, one co.ild argue that group

therapy would be a more seaningful environment in which effective

corm.anication could flourish. Hs further states that a critical

variable in optimal learning is arranging for the appropriate

environment.

The physical environment is one which :an '32 thsrapeuticelly

manipulated. Ths child may be seen at hove, in school or in the

Speech clinic. At hove or Ln the clinic the parents may 5e

Present in the seasion, whereas at school this is unlikely,

although there will be ready access to ths class teacher, which

msy be denied in the other situations. S711, authors, for

xample We're* and McConkey, (1976) Cooper et el, (1976) conSidqr
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the awareness and involvement of tha parents in the management of

the child's commonication problem to be of paramount importance,

whereas others, for example Kluppel (in Irwin and Marge 1972 p. 366)

take the opposite view. hs caements:-

"Therapy for the child's language deficits should be provided by
professionals outside of the home. The parents should net be
involved with therapeutic and teaching procedures. Porents
direct ttempts to teach their own children to talk, read, write,
and/or compute are seldom satisfactory, and, if effective, are
too costly in emetional flate-mPs."

Cooper (1970 also sounds a warning note, about over involvement

in the problems of parents who accompany their children to the

clinic, thus:-

"less often recognised is ths need to avcid over involvement in
the personal problems of the parents. It is not the role of the
Speech Therapist to become a psycho-therapist for the parents ..

Clearly this sort of support cannot be avoided altogether,
net should it be, but it is to* sasy for parents to use a weekly
session for working est their own personal problems with the
therapist, and tieing the therapist as a Ileanihg post, rather then
focussing on the child"

There is 3 need in Speech remediation for the work of the remed-

iator to be evaluated. Ventry and Schievetti quote a report from

ASHA in 1474 where it is stated that only 1.7% of their members

reported I rcht iS their principal activity. In 1974 3iSO, in

Britain in the findings of the Government enquiry into Speech ther-

apy services this comment is made.

"There is ample room for more evaluative studies of the effects of
various kinds and patterns of treatment."

It goes on further to state:-

"There is already 30413 pressure for new patterns of Speech Therap,
treatment other than short periodic treatment sessions, usuelly at
weekly intervals W3 hope to see xpansion and further exper-
imentation aith grosp end intensive therapy".

This pilot study seeks to mike an attempt to determine whether

there is a greater advantage to the patient in sttending the Speech

Clinic inteneively, or whether the child receives an equal or

greeter benefit from attend:ng once o week. Modever, it is necess-

ary to comment that on:. ths therapeutic programme hae been devised,
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it,is important that the therapist has freedom within that

framework, to implement the therapy in the most effective

manner for both the patients and him/herself. Morley (1972)

makes ths point:-

"Many tharapir:ts develop their own methods of treatment through
experience and such methods may be more successful in their henda

than any other".

Bearing this in mind, in this study, aras of therapeutic inter-

vention were identified, but the therapeutic strategies which

were employed were individual to the therapist. It-was never

intended that this study should assess therapists' skill, but

thet of therapeutic timing. The study was set up, with the

co-operation and support of the City of Southampton Edu:ation

0epartment, to the proarlss or childran whoee prasentinq

speech problem gas of phonological delay.

Oramistion of the Study.

Thechildren ger* selected initially by the teachers in Primary

schools in the designated area. This area was a large, modern

rnaJncil housing estate on the East of the city. It %me chesen

because of the large number of children living in this district

who had been reported to the Speech Therapist as having some

Problem needing investigation. Thera was s vary high incid-

en:e of non-sttendance at clinics. The teachers in the three

primary schools on this estate wars asked to submit lists of

children in their schools whoa. speech :aused them concern.

These schools were then visited and the children's speech

d using the Edinburgh Articulation test. This teat,

devised Dy Anthony, Bogle, Ingram 4 Mc/saac (1974) samples

phonemes within rords, and both a quantitative and qualitative

Judgement Is mede. The quantitstive scars is translated into

both a standardscore, and an articulation age equivalent. The

qualitative result llows for a judgement concerning the

maturity or the devian,4 of ths child's utteran:e. On the

quentitstive result, a st,snderd score of mere then 15 points

below the mean standard sc!Aa of 100, warrants investigetion end

Possible therapy.
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All children selected for incluaion in the experiment obtained

standard score of between 70 and 65. Any children who achiev-

ed a score of less then 70 were excluded fros the study, but

were referred to the speech clinic for immediate attention by

the therapist.

Ths parents of the children who fulfilled ths first criterion

of matched standard scores on the articulation test were then

visited. Prior permission had been obtained for the Speech

Therapist to see the'children in echool for purposes of testing,

but the hose visit fulfilled several objectives.

1) The purpose of the study was explained.

2) Permission ras sought for the inclusion of their child in

ths study, and

3) A developmental questionnaire was cospleted, concerning the

child's other development and his speech development. This

gave an aaaaa noes as to whether the speech problem was an

isolated problem or whether other areas of developmont were

affected.

The children in the study were mstchsd for sex, age, social

class, and educational atteinment. Information sbout these two

last criteria was obtained from thy class teacher. All children

were aged under six years and were in the entrants class of their

primery school. This ;in necessary for two reasons.

1) The Edinburgh Articuletion Teat is standardised on children

ognd 3 - 6 years, and

2) To eliminate as far as possible, the effects on speech, of

the child's participation in school.

The study Wcs organised_to start during term 2 of the school

year, i.e. 3anulry to larch. This tern Aes chosen in preference

to tht first term, in ordqr that the child shojld have an

opportunity to settle into school before any interruption Was

made to his school day, and in order thst his teacher may

become well acquainted with ths child's achievements and problems.

3 P7 5
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Six children were randomly lanceted to group A (intensive group)

and six to group B (once weakly group).

The location of the st4dy.

The intensive therapy was carried out in a vacant class room in

a primary school, the nonintensive therapy in the neighbourhood

Speech Clinic. The aim hare wee to mirror as far as possible

traditional speech therapy conditions with this group, except

in the factor of ettendence in a group rather than an individual

situation. These children were brought to the clinic by the

parent, whereas the children who were attending daily were

transported to the school by taxi, financed and organised by the

Education Department.

In the intensive group 100% attendance was recorded, whereas in

the nonintensive group 1 child was lost from ths study through

non attendance and ttendance of the others was erratic. This

is whet would be expected in the traditional attendance paradigm.

The timetable pf the studs,.

In *a=h group a total of 25 therapy sessions were recorded.

GrouP A attended daily from 10.00 a.m. until 12 noon 'er fivs

weeks ....25 se.sionS.

Group 0 attended once weakly for two hours in a groJp, for 25

weeks.

The Speech Thermal, Personnel

There were two Speech Therapists involvtd in each group. There

was one therepist constent in sech group, but the second therapist

varied from session to session in srder to allow for her to remain

involved in her oion tainical duties.

These *temperer?' therapists spent tom, time in both groups, in

order to allow for some consistensy and unity between the grouP=.
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There were also Speech Therapy helpers attached to each group.

These were semi-trained personnel aith strict conditions regard-

ing their involvement, and their purpose was to attend to the

physical needs of the children, to arrange and replace equipment,

and to make necessary games and materials for the clinical

session. This left the therapists free to attend solely to

the therapy session.

Assessments

Assessments of progress was carefully monitored.

The assessment programer. was:-

Schedule Assessment

Emsua.1 Grouo B

1. Prior to treatMent 1. Prior to treatment
2. After five weeks 2. After five weeks

therapy (treatment therapy
completed) 3. After twenty five

3. Three months after weski (therapy
therapy comuleted completed)

4. Three months after
ae ssssss nt three.

1. Selection a sssss mant:- children were sssss sod to determine

ir they fulfilled selection criteria.

2. Children were sssssss d immediately prior to treatment: in

order to have a bass line prior to therapy.

3. Both groups were sssssss d after a period of five weiks

therapy. This was at completion of therapy for Group A,

but after only five sessions for Grojp B.

S. troup 8 only after 25 weeks, at end of therapy period.

S. Groups A end B three months after completion of each groups

therapy.

The aims of these ssssss merits were tO:

1. A sssss the immediate value of intensive versus no-intenliva

therapy.

(a) over en identical time span, i.e. five weeks.

(b) s'ter an identical number of sessiOns i.e. 25.
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2. To $sssss tho stability and maintenance of any perceived pro-

gress in phonology of the intenaive group Ver3U3 non.

intensive group three Months after therapy has ceased in

each cese.

3. To determine whether progress which it I. anticipated would

have been achieved mare slowlyikas in non.intensive therapy)

is more stable than thst which it is presumed will be a

more rapid acquisition.

The therepy session

Each session for each group was of two hours duration. The

session varied between improvement of perceptual skills, i.e.

auditory discrimination, memory, and sequencing. Tactile and

motor'skills, for both gross and fine movement *waterless, and

visual skills, for visual reinforcement snl monitoring.

Sound work. Specific work graded to suit children in the growl,

on sound making, speech drills, and +sound blending. Specific

tasks on leoguage stimulation were not included, although this

was dealt with informally, in word games, story telling end news

of current activities. During each session there was a break of

a quarter of an hour, when the children could play outside

(weather permitting) or hava free play indoors. Each therapist

was allowed freedo* within the programme framework, as the

intention was not to assess therapist skill, but therapy timing.

The presence of the "temporary" therapist in each voup, helped

maintain some natiol of conuistency.

Results

Results were analysed using a t-test. Intensiva therapy results

were compared, as were the results of non-intensive therapy.

Then each group was covered, at specific points in the sssss -

ment timetable.
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The results of tne assessment prior to treatment were compared in

tha non-intensiva groups

1) after five weeks treatment,

2) after 25 weeks treatment,

3) after th:ee manths stabilisation.

Tnis latter howed the only statistical difference, a probability

of 1117?0 than .01.-

The assessment after five weeks was compered with that after 25

reeks and also 3 months after therapy ceased. Significance Was

shown only in the comparison between five weeks end after three

montha stabilisation. p>003

Finally in this group, results after 25 weeks ware covered with

results after 3 months, and no significance was found.

NOV-INTENSIVE THERM/ RES0 TS

...

GROUP t df SIGNIFICANCC

A v 8 1.24. 9 NS.

A v C 1.04. 9 NS.

A v 0 3.45 9 0.035

8 v C 0.94 9 NS.

9 v 0 2.21 9 0.05.

C v 0 3.88 3 NS

A Assessment immediately prior to treatment.

9 After five reeks therapy.

= Afte: 25 weeks therapy.

0 . Three months after cessetion of therapy.

In the intensive therapy gro.th similar a sssss events were compered.

Significance wes shorn i,p5 0.01) when the assessment immediately

orior to treatment was compered with results otained after five

weeks (25 nessions) therapy, and significance of ,) 0,035 when

the assessment results immadietely prior to trie:apy Jere Coll?ered

with VIII,' re*ulte vchtevad after 3 ealtha stailisatioe.
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No significance was noted when results obtained after five weeks

were compared with those obtained after three monthe stabilisation.

INTENSIVE tHERAPY

GROUP df SIGNIFICANCE

v 3 2.79 11 0.01

A v C : 3.174 11 0.005

9 v C ; 0.487 11 NS

Finally results ware compared between the non-intensive and the

inteneive therapy groups. There was only one area of signific-

ance, when the results achieved after five weeks were compared.

This was efter 25 sessions with the intensive group, and only

five with ths nsn-intensiva group. Significance was shorn

>0.005. There was no eignificance when comparing the five

weak (intensive) group results with those achieved oy the non-

intensive grosp at 25 walks. Both groJps in this analysis has

had 25 therepy sessions. Significance was not shown when

comparing the intensive therapy grorp after three months stabilisa-

tion with the non-intensive gro.sp immediately an completion of

therapy, and similarly, no significance emerged when compering

both groups after three months stohilisation.

INTENSIVE v NOI:INTENSIVE CRUD

GROJP df ;

( 1 )

90)
r

v a(u) 6.72

0.31

10

10

cB

(t) .1 c(N) 0.017 10

s(t) J D(N) 1.173 10

SIGNIFICANCE ;

8(1) Assessment after five weeks therapy (25 sessioes)
(Intensive group).

e(N) A men!: after five weeks therapy (5 sessions)

(Nol-intensive groro).
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C(1) Assessment after three months stabilisation perice:.
(Intensive group).

C(N) Assessment after 25 weeks therapy.
(Non-inteneive group).

D(N) Assessment after three months stabilisation period.
(Non-inteneiva groe?).

There is as to te expected, significant improvement shoen after

five weeks intensive therapy, versus five weeks weekly therapy.

In both groeps there is significant difference in the results

achieved after the period of therapy, so it can be assumed that

the therapy, W3S effective in achieving an improved result.

However, factors other than therapeutic progress need considera-

tion.

1. The time factor.

Is it more viable for the child to be absent from echool every

merning for a coeparatively short period of time, or for the

child to be absent from scheol once a week for a longer perioe

of time, bearing in eine that at this stage of education, a

leeson is liable to be repeated several times before it is

coesidared that the class should knee it. The child miss-

ing a lesson more sporadically is at leaat likely to avail of

it sometime during the teaching, whereas a child absent from

school every mousing may miss an importent aspect of teaching

coepletely. Conversely, one coeld argue that the child ehose

speech improves more rapidly, becomes a mare effective comeinice-

tor in a shorter period of time and this may have more fa,ourable

educationl and psychological implications.

2. W33 the time span of the experiment the OPtim3m one?

It must be considered that the total number of sessioes each

group could attene might not be the mast effective in term; of

progress. The decision to have 25 sessions per groun eas m)le

on the grounds that this Was roughly equivalent tO 6 months

traditional therapy, and therefore there should De meslurable

progress.

3 c4 1
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3. The speech therapist may not be available for intensive therapy,

particularly where a strong reliance is placed on part-time staff,

and also on the number of sessions iny one centre has arranged for

in a week.

A. The Speech Therapist programmes. It may be easier to arrange

for a period of intensive therapy for ona particular speech problem,

and then efter a specified period of time this session is closed,

to re-open in a different place. It may be a good strategy to

smPleY speech therapists with particular interests, to develop 3

service to a large geographical area, so that.one aspect of

therapy can be concentrated on for a period of time in one place,

and when that ceases, intensive therapy in another problem area

can be provided onder the guidance of a different therapist.

S. For this type of programme to be viable, a sufficient numher

of suitahle patients must be available.

6. The provision of suitable accommodation can often proie

difficulty. It is sometimes difficult to provide even minimally

suitable accommodation, on a once a week basis, without seekir.g

accommodation which may be in use for two months and then not

needed again for another four.

7. The convenience of the parents must be considered. It is

vnlikely that transport could be male available, as it W33 With

one group in this study, and 30 it would be necessary to rely on

the parents to bring the child to the clinic. Public transport,

Particularly in rural areas can he very spasmodic, it if exists

at all, and it may be that if th2 child attends only once 3 week,

arrangements can he made whereby one or other of the parents

could bring the child, but to ask them tc do this every day may

be a finencial es well es a physical imooesibility.



8. Finally, and very importantly, the therapy prescribed must

be in the patients bast interests. With sone children, growp

therapy is contra-indicated, because of the particular therapeutic

needs of the child, and intensive therapy create: too much of a

pressurising situation for therapy to be su:cessful.

This study would suggest that there is little advantage in

intensive therapy compared to the more traditional therapy method. -

It must be remembered that this Was 4 pilot study, carried out on

a very small sample, and, therefore, the results must be inter-

preted with caution. It can only be stated that ith this

sample, there is some evidence to suggest that although therapy

with intensive methods produces an initial a:celerated result,

that over time these advantages are minimised, until eventually

they become non-significant. This study would need to be

repeated with a m.ich larger sample, for valid reliable implica-

tions to de drawn.
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to compare nAtive French speakers' and Ulster speakers' rroderioqc of

the same material with A view to analysing what mistakes are made hy the

Ulster speakers in their production of French utterances. We have chosen

for this purpose a number of dialogues from an article hy WiolAnM and

Wenk (102) in 'Le franiais dans le monde'. These dialogues are

recorded nn a disk which i5 distrihuted with the journal.

In order to understand !hy. certain errors are tieing mad., by IlIcter

students in the production of French, we need a conceptual-framework

which will show how English and French differ in the way in which they

achieve their intonational effects. In an attempt to expose the hasic

mechanisms nf interference between LI and 12, we shall consider first of

all rhythm and stress and secondly intonation patterns.

RHYTHI AND STRESS

Wank and Wioland (102), in a scholarly article, have developed A

rhythmic typology fnr French which will serve to mediate insight intn

the intonation nf French. Refore summarising the main points nf the

article, however, it is essential fnr us to note one important point

about the way in which 1nformat4on is structured in French and in

English. French is divided up into sense groups (or as Wenk and WinlanA

call them 'rhythmic groups'), whereas English is broken up intn tone

groups and feet. The fnot is the unit upon which the rhythm nf spoken

Fnolish is 'laced and it always hegins with a salient syllable ('ictus'),

even if this hreaks up A word. French rhythmic groups. however, do oot

violate constituent boundaries and never twain in the middle of A worm,

Compare the fnllowinq sentences:

Fnglish: //Yes//I'll/leave you my ad/dress//.

Here the foot breaks up the word address.

French: /Oui,/je vous laisserai/mon adresse/.

In French the sense groups do not cross the constituent

hounearieS.

Now, let es turn to AM examination of Wank and Winland's rhythmic

typology of French:

I. 'Leader-timing' versus 'Trailer-timing'.

French is characterised as a trailer-timed language and Fnglish AS

A leader-tined language. That is, French is regulated group-finally,
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whereas English is regulated
group-initially. The term 'regulator it

used to descrihe that
Ahstract rhythmic unit which determines the limits

of rhythmic groups.
The 'trailer/leader' distinction is related to the

different tendencies exhihited by French And English with respect to
stress placeme:It. French stress is fixed and copes nn the last syllable
of a word and the list unit in a rhythmic group. in English, however,
it is the first syllable

of a word which tends to receive the main
stress and in the font, which is

the hasic unit of rhythmic nrganisatinn
in English. the tonic also occurs At the beginning (ter Delattre, 063).
The trailer-timed/leader-timed

concept has important inplicatinns for
the pronunciation of French and English.

2. Tense versus Lax Articulation.

French as a trailer-timed
language will display A tensinn

huild-up, tending towards release only At the end of the utterance.
This results in A greater degree of hahitual muscular

tension, nroducing
a more tense articulation than

is to he found in leader-timpd languages.
It can he very difficult

for native speakers nf Fnglith to learn tn
articulate French in a sufficiently crisp manner. It is hard for them
to avoid putting strong stresses on snre syllables, weakening other
syllables and realising adjuncts in a neutral tone. The !lore lax style
of delivery affects the quality of English vowels, making the Fnglish
4iowel system full of diphthongs and schwas. The anglophone student nf
French may well find it difficutt to produce the precise And steady
articulation necessary tn On justice t French vowels, because the tense
articulation of segments actually derives from the rhythm.:, trailer-
tined organisation of the French language.

3. Stress.

Ai The Importance of Duration in French

menk And Winland point
nut that there exist eifferent cues for the

realisation nf stress in French and in English. Stress in Fnglish is
Associated with pitch variatinn. The native English-speAker tenAS to
hriog to the French

language his expectations of increased force. pitch-
jump And peculiar type of VOMOi roductinn. This mental %et sometimes
renders nim incapable of detecting

French stress, let alone realising it
in a convincing manner.

Whereas in Fnglish, pitch is the mast NunrtAnt (nrrelAte At
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stress, the same is not true of French. Delattre (193R) has identified

duration as the element most closcly associated with stress in the

French language. In fact, in Delattre's 193R study, the duration of

stressed e was on average twice that of the unstressed e. Imre later

study (Delattre 1966), the research results reveal that the physical

intensity of final-syllable vowels in Freech is in fact 10% lower than

that of non final-syllable vowels. It is thesi lower-intensity, long,

final syllables which are critical in contributing to the realisation of

stress in French.

b) Delayed Pitch Change

We have seen that the correlates of stress are different in French

and in English. There is yet another respect in which stress is

realised differently in each language. Wenk and Wioland show that

French intonation contours are often characterised by delayed pitch

change and that in French sentences which are syntactically identical

(e.g. interrogative and declarative sentences), but distinguished from

each other by intonation, listeners may he unable to differentiate

question from statement if the last portion of the sentence-final vowel

is eliminated through tape-cutting or some other technique.

The extent to which pitch change is delayed in French has been

high-lighted by Faure (1973) who showed that interrogative and

declarative utterances only differ in the melodic variation of a small

portion of the last syllable. Faure segmented the final tonic syllable

into 6 portioes, almost identical to each other. Each segment was 1/6

of the total duration of the syllable. It was discovered thit most

subjects took until the Sth segaent to decide that the sentence was

interrogative.

It can be difficult for the anglophone student of French to

develop sufficient auditory discriminatioe to be sensitive to the

interplay of pitch change, duration and intensity which characterises

French intonation. The native English person tends to aply his 11 habit

of pitch jump in contexts where delayed pitch change is called for.

4. Pause Placement,

*ink and Wioland draw attention to the importance of pause

placement in French. One of the nom noverning such placement is that

trailer-timing does not allow pauses in the middle of rhythmic groups.
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Pauses may occur

al hetwern any two rhythmic groups

hl at the heginning and/or end of A rhythmic group cnntaininn markedly

tower syllahles than A neiqhhoering group or groups.

Pause placement may servo a donarcatnry function, especially when

it occ.:rs at major syntactic hnendaries. Alternatively, iC may he used

to equalise the duratinn nf adjacent rhythmic groups, when nne rhythmic

group has many more syllahles than the neia.

Example:

/Notre indestrialisation/ commence/.

The dots indicate pause placement and the pause tends to make the snout

rhythmic group last almost as long as .the first, even though there is a

disparity in the number of syllahles cnntained in each group.

5. Syllahle Count in fach Rhythmic nroup.

w,nk And winiand (hp, cll., nn,vuh-ll note that French speat.ers

tend to produce tuccessive rhythmic groups of equal nr nearly equal

syllah)e count, Also, rhythmic groups lend to he small - on average twn

and a half syllahles per rhythmic group. ThuS. Winland fINA7111. in

elahorating pedagngical principles for foreigners to apply in speaking

French, advocates that learners should express themselves in short

rhythmic groups hecause this facilitates cnmprehensinn. A long sequence

of nnn-delimiton syllahles is difficult to understand even in one's own

language. lot alone in the mouth of a foreigner.

h, Syllahic Structure.

Wioland (19e7a) draws attention to the imoirtance in French ruf

syllahic structure. There exists in spoken French a very strong trend

towares npen syllahicity - open syllables represent.RO.3h% of

occurrences (CV: 70.66: V:N.MS). Consequently, the syllable-final

position is weak for A consonant, whereas the syllahle-initial position

is strong. Syllable-final consonants, therefore. must not he too

energetically articulated. within rhythmic nrnups, words tend to lose

their individuality in favour of rhythmic groups,and consonants seem to

function more like initial phonemes of the previous syllahle. ThuS.

violand (1q112h) advises students nf French to retard As long as enssihle

the beginning of the following rhythmic grow rather then tn concentrate

on prolnnging each appropriate syllahle. This makes it easier to



produce a lax artirulation nf the syllable-final ronsnnant and to

achieve a delayed pitch change.

g/

I TONATI:1N VATTruNS

/ Intonation contours nr pAtternS deSCrihe the general speech melody

of a sentencn %hich derives from the ,itch of the voice. The use of

pitch rn tom intonation cnntnurs has been studied by Helattre (1966)

fnr French. We shall compare these with certain equivalent English

utterances using mainly thP system nf Halliday (1967; 197(1) and also

considering the worP of Jarman and Cruttendon (1976) on the speech nf an

Angln-lrislidialect of qelfastl.

Delattre taxes the function of intonation to he a dual rine. It

operates, first of all. AC a signal of grammatical structure, allowing

us tn toll rine logical mode nf expression apart from another, e.g.

questions, statements. commands etc. Secondly, it allows us to

communicate personal attitudes such as surnrisn, curiosity, impatience,

joy, fear etc. ifelattre's analysis. however, mnstly disregards the

Second of these functions and confines itself tn the first.

The contours fall into four groups: derlaratives intorrogativos.

parenthotics and o_xcla,hatinn.

First of all, we shall consider the derlarativos. Tnese consist

of mijot and inor continuations, finality. implication and com-land.

The major cnntinuati.oi is A ni:1-to-hich rise (2-4), wherKIS the

minor continuation is a slight rise from mil (7-3).

4

23

major continuation

ninnr Cnnt4r,latit)n

Ono way ir which the nppoSitinl hetween major nd minor

cnntinuarinns functions it rn unite short sons,' ornups (hearing the

minor cnntinuatinn contour) 4nto nno larger sense group which will

finish off wit;, m.aior c.ontinuation contour. The tiqn different types

of runtinua. fun car alsr ho hcod f' 41sa,YmplAte snntonres (se,

0010iro,
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In Southern Standard foglish, (SSfl, the minor and major

continuations would probahly correspond tn Halliday's protonic And tone

4 res)ectively.

Tnno 4 is as follows:

There is a slight rice in the approach AC the speaker moves intn

the falling tonic hut the maximum force nr intensity-comes on the fall.

The pretonic has nn ono particular tone associated with it, only a

charactoriStic-contour. which Halliday suggests ic determined by the

tone of the tonic in the tonic segment. In Ulster Fnglish, there is

eith.nr a maed st ep-down (1AF4LL) or step-up (ON41SE) from the last

syllable n' the pretnnic to the 'irst syllable nf the tonic (Jarman and

Cruttenden, 1176, p,4), This recalls 3olinger's pitch accents C and

np.47-:.1). The nearest Ulster English equivalent to nelattre'S-

major continuation stay he Jarman and Crgttendor's trine 1 which. with a

hir pretnn:C, iS the semantically unmarke4 tone for statements. It

usually occurs towards the end of a tone-group and is rarely followed hy

mnre than two nr three syllahles. ft is a low rise. Another tone 4hiCh

nften "ollows eh !;=ALi. iS tOle 2, a high rice, which is a more marked

tone than the l'hd rise. It indicates mnre personal involvement and

interest than !one 1.

Tones 1 And 2 in Ulster fnelish Are as follows:

Tone 1: lew rise Tone 2: hich rise

/; think it's quite nice./ /teAchingn/

(0 represents ACcented cyllahles ot-er than tie tonic O:

represents unaccented syllahleS.1

It shnuld on notre' that tho Uistee tones 1 and 2 aro the opposite

in eealilation to SSF tone 4 whiCh has the n,a,n force nn the fall.

An0 Cr.i.tpnel"n domnCtrdte that leltast intonation mal.ec

extensive use of rising Pich, where SST would use a falling pitch.

?" ol all tone grottos had C risinc nuclear tone", they

state 're. c'T.. p.111. 'e 'lily note that althe,wh thiS rising tnne IS
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strange to the SSF Speaker,'It may Cnincide tn some extent at least with

french pitch movement, thus perhaps ensuring that Ulster speakers of

French will have rather leSs difficulty than SSE speakers in "keeping

their voice up" at this end of major and minor continuations. Thorp is,

however, the danger that Ulster English speakers with their tendency to

pitch rise, may 'have difficulty in learning the delayed pitch change

which is characteristic of French, They may tend tn hegin the pitch

champ, too early or to 'jump' in a way which would he alien tn a native

Feench speakee. We note the statement of Jarman and Crnttenden that in

ulster Fnglish: "The tonic syllable is marked hy a dramatic change of

pitch" (op. cit.. P01).

So much then for the continuatives. The two types nf cnntinuatinn

often work together with another declarative contour - finality. This

is a low fall in French (2-1).

finality

This contour must he CPA's in contrast with cnmmand which falls from A

much higher level than finality (4-1),

command

In SSE. Halliday clops not devnto much attention to the tone(s)

characterising finality. However, he sees command as being conveyed hy

a comhinatinn nf tones 1 and 3. There is also a farm of crimmand

expressing compromise or concession which uses tone 4. Tones 1 and 3

are AS follows:

Tone 1: falling Torte 3: low rising

In 91stoor Fnglith, the unmarked tnne for Commands iS tone I, low

rise, At for stepments.
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Implication is Delattre's fifth 4pciarative contour snd is

different from the others in tpat it cmmminicates personal attitudes

rather than signalling grammatical structure. It is A mid-to-high

rise+fall (2-4).

implication

In SSE. the nearest equivalent to Oelattre's implication is probably

Halliday's tnne 4. This tone can he used tn imply some, snrt of

reservation or contrast hut the specific interprotatinn varies according

to the actual speech situatinn.

//4 it's/very ef/ficienta/

Here, the use nf tone 4 conveys something like: "there's a hut about

it".

In Ulster English, the nearest functional equivalent of 0elattre'A

imilicatinn is prohahly Jarman and Cruttenden's tone I which generally

larks contrast nr correction. Sis is A rise-fall, involving a sharp

rise from low to high, followed hy A slow fall to mid, usually drawn out

over several syllables.

Tone 3: rise fall

OI e S

e 0
0

/Are you going for generalities then?/

The major part nf the pitch movement of this tnne is risinn.

Now, having dealt with the declaratives, lot im proceed tn

Consider the interrogatives. Here, we have two types of question. polar

(yes/o0), which Orlattro terms question, and non-polar which flelattre

term% interrnqative.

These tone% are as follows:

gilt=
/-

mid-to-high rising

3(4r1



interrogative
4-1

high-to-low fall

In SSE, Halliday's tone 2 is the neutral tone for yes/no

questions.

It is either 2 high rising or 2 falling-rising (pointed)

The high rising form is the neutral type.

For Ulster (Belfast) English, Jaraian and Cruttenden (op. cit.)

derive tone 2, a high rise, as the equivalent of Halliday's tone 2. It

takes the form nf a rise from mid to high or to a higher point than the

level of the preceding pretonic and is the neutral tone for hoth yes/no.

and WH-questions. This tone 2 can he'used therefore, to indicate the

equivalent of either question or interrogation in French. The SSE tone

for conveying interrogation is tone 1. In bath Ulster English 4 d SSE,

there is a falling pretonic, hut in Ulster English, the pitch level on

the 'onset', i.e. the first sal4int syllable of the pretonic, is higher

than in SSE. This 'stepping-down' movement is followed: --------

1. in Ulster English by a rise-fall

2. in SSE hy a fall, hut there is a rise in pitch preceding the fall.

The declarative and interrogative contours constitute the major

speech functions. Turning now to the minor speech functions, we notice

that cho and parenthesis are in complementary distribution.

echo parenthesis
1-1

Parenthesis is used after falling contours and echo after rising nnet,

Exclamation is the inverse of question.

exclamation

The closest SSE equivalents to Belattre's parenthetic categories

are probably Malliday's apposition and 'tail' (197003A-7). Itewis in

apposition display tone concord, and a 'tail' simpli continues the pitch

movement of the tnnic segment, falliog if the final contour of the tonic
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fs falling and rising if it is rising. Tho SSf equivalent for

lelattre's exclamation can have several variants (see Halliday, 1970,p,

29). Tune 1 is the neutral tone for xclamations, indicating simply

'information recelyea and noted', Tone 2 seeks confirmation, while tone

5 expresses surprise nr conveys Sudden realisatinn. For Ulster fnglish,

Jarman and Cruttendon (op. cit.) make no mention of apposition or 'tail'.

hut they dn state that their tone 4 in statements iS confined almost

entirely to those,nt an exclamatory nature.

Toni. 4: fall (high to mid).

/It must he just/

We notice that in Ulster English thre is a marked step-up from the

pretonic tn the tonic whereas in French, there is no comparable jump in

pitch. Ue shnuld also, en passant, nnte that speakers of Ulster English

have a teneency to place the tonic on non-lexical iters which would not

usually attract an accent in other forms of Rritish English.

Example:

/ and the microphone stuck up it./
Thrman and Cruttenden, 19760pP)

This is a tendency which Can cause difficulty
when an Ulster student iS

learning to speak a foreign languane. Now let us turn nur attention tn

some concrete examples of French ornOuced hy Ulster students.

ANALYSIS OF DIALOWES

The corpus et' material which we have chosen to analyse is a series

nf three French dialogues composed hy Winland And Went (14)112)2. The

native speakers of Ulster English (2 females and I male). whn read these

dialogues have all studied French at school for five years and have

obtained gond narks in the subject in their public examinations. TheY

are now mature adults. The two fnmales are both teachers and the male

is a customs officer. Pim, hay-. been attending a course of evening

Classes in French at which they have the opportunity to listen to

tape-recordings of native French speakers, ennage in conversational

French and dn drills in the language laberatory. They have tint,

however, received any explicit instruction in the intonation of French,
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So far as their linguistic background goes, they are all fairly typical

intermediate-level language students with a favourable attitude towards

French and a desire to improve their command of the spoken language.

They were simply presented with the written dialogues, given a minute or

so to scan each one, an then asked to read into a microphone. They did

not hoar the model utterances before they produced their own rendering,

so they cannot have heen influenced by them.

Text: Dialogue I Reader: Miss M.

11 fait free' aujourd'huil

moins quatorze l'ahri 1 six heueeS.
A Je n'sais pas si JP sors.

Les trottnirs soot sablils.
A J'ai neur oe tomher.

Le verglas! A mon ige, vous savez.
Vous *hes jeune; vnus verrez.

Analysis

/ 11 fait froid / aujourd'hui/ /

ThP adjunct in French is given more-prominence than in English. Miss
'taiTTTray as she wnuld do in Li post-tonic. She appears to take the
sentence as A statement rather thAn as A question.

/ Moins 140 / l'abri / six heures. /

In French, ear h rhythmic group henins lower than the last. miss M's
glissando in eaCh group betrays an RP consciousness and her finality is
different from the french fall. It is gentle and gradual, whereas the
French fall is abrupt, 'normal' pitch heinc :!,intained until the last
minute. The three rhythmic groups are in paratactic relation and even
though each begins lower than the last, they have the same intonation
contours.

/ Je ne sais pas / si je sors. /

In 'Ulster French' pas is de-stressed and the main stress is {wrongly)
on the penultimate sacs. On sors the delayed pitch change (nPc) is not
achieved.

/ Les trottoirs / Sont sablgs. /

In English, the first, rather than the second syllable of trottoirs, and
sahlgS is stressed and is given A sliohtly higher pitch than the second
syl,able. In French, the rise at the end of trottoirs and the fall At
the end of sahlgs are very slight hut in Fng1171777Tstudent produces
long glides up and down at the end of each rhythmic group.
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/ J'ai trnp peur / de tomber. /

Miss M. says tout instead of trop and emphasises the word by rising to a
higher pitch, no doubt because she is transferring to L2 her LI habit of
realising stress hy pitch, rather than by length.

/ Le verglas! / A mon age, / vous savez. /

Miss M. stresses the first instead of the second syllable of ~etas.
She fines nnt make the ez on the end of saver long enough. In-77Pa%
the throe rhythmic groups step down in W.F.

le vergIas grip.

vous savez.

Miss M. does not impart this stepping intonation to the phrases. They

are in fact in paratactic relation and so there should he pitch concord
between them, hut Miss M. takes ,ige to he the nuclear stress of the
'sentence' and chooses tn give it the greatest prominence. This she

does by uttering the word at a hinher pitch.

/ Vous Ates jeune / vous verrez. /

Whereas the French speaker gives emphasis to one weird in thr sentence 7
ieune, Miss M. emphasises twn wores, vous and ieune. cf. English:

// You're / young // There is mach more movement on Hiss M.'s vowel in
jeune than there is the native French version.

Text: Dialocue 2 Rnaeer: mrs. M.

A Qu'est-ce qui t'arrive? Tu tesens pas 'ien?
J'ai des vprtiges. Teas del'aspirine?

A Assieds-toi lA. Cenerve pas.
tieste franquillp! Je teen apporte.

R J'ai mauvaise mine?
Teen 'ais donc pas. Tees magnifique!
JP nesens (1'9 PliPtlx.

Analysis

/Ou'est-ce qui t'arrive?/

The student makes the sentence into 7 rhythm groups.

/Tu esens pas bien?/

gain, the student breaks up the htterance into 7 grovs when it should
he one breath growl.

/J'ai des vertiges./

The PC nn vertines is nnt achievel. She falls on the tonic hut there

4iO
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PUBLIC SPEAKING

SPEAKER:

TOPIC:

APPENDIX 1

DATE:

TIME:

4

ASSESSMENT FORM I

STAGE:

2
EXCELLENT VERY GOOD GOOD FAIR POOR

I. CONTENT:

II. ORGANIZATION:

III. DELIVERY:
a. Eye Contact:

b. Stance/
Movement:

COMMENTS:

13



PUBLIC SPEAKING

SPEAKER:

TOPIC:

APPENDIX 2

5

DATE:

TIME:

ASSESSMENT FORM II

4 3

STAGE:

2 1

EXCELLENT VERY GOOD GOOD FAIR POOR

I. PERSUASIVE RATING:

II. CONTENT:

III. ORGANIZATION:
a. Introduction:

b. Body: .

c. Conclusion:

IV. DELIVERY:

a. Eye Contact:

b. Stance/
Movement:

c. Gestures:

CO/VENTS:

4



PUBLIC SPEAKING

SPEAKER:

TOPIC:

APPENDIX 3

5

DATE:

TIME:

ASSESSMENT FORM III

4

STAGE:

2 1

EXCELLENT VERY GOOD GOOD FAIR POOR

I. INSTRUCTIVE RATING

II. CONTENT:

III. ORGANIZATION:

IV. DELIVERY:

a. Eye Contact:

b. Stance/
Movement:

c. Gestures:

d. Voice
Quality:

V. USE OF A-V AIDS:

VI. USE OF NOTES AS
AIDE-MEMOIRE:

COMMENTS:
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APPENDIX 5

Please fill in the following: AGE: SEX:

1. Have you come to the College directly
from Secondary School?

2. Have you had any experience of any kind,
in Public Speaking before coming to the
College?

If YES, please explain, what kind, how much.

3. Are you going to compete in the public
speaking competition at the College?

4. Do you participate in the Debating
Society at the College?

5. Do you like public speaking?

6. Do you like other forms of Public Speaking?

If YES, please give examples:

DON'T
YES NO KNOW

7. Is improving your public speaking an important
goal for you?

8. Do you think improving your public speaking
will help you later in your career?

17
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DON'T
:as NO KNOW

9. Do you think you have improved in your
public speaking this year?

10. Is the progression, with more time etc.,
helpful?

Please fill in the following with comments on the oral communication
section of the course that you have found most helpful and how it could
be improved.

46
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USING THE_FACE-I0-!FACE INTERVIEW:TO ASSESS THE COMMUNICATIVE

COMPETENCE OF FIRST-YEAR L2 LEARNERS

Marie-Annick Gash,
Trinity College, Dublin.

This paper presents one aspect of a longitudinal evaluation

of first year pupils learning French through the communicative

approach. The data were collected during the school year

1982-1983. The pupils and their teachers were using I. T. E.

Modern Language Project Materials. there are three parts

to the evaluation : one, a classroom observation instrument,

based on Sinclair and Coulthard's 1975 model, analyses

extended chunks of classroom discourse recorded at regular

intervals throughout the year. The second is a pencil and

paper test administered at the end of the year. The third,

the focus of this paper, is A face to face interview. It

aims to evaluate the communicative competence of the learners.-

Definition of Communicative Competence

Communicative competence is understood to include three main

competencies : 1 grammatical competence which is the knowledge,

implicit or explicit of lexical items, of morphology, syntax

and phonology : sociolinguistic competence which includes

socio.cultural rules of use (what Hymes (1972) has described as

the knowledge of whether (and to what degree) 'comething is

appropriate in relation to a context in which it is used and

evaluated) : 1 strategic competence which car be further

described as being of.five types : paraphrase, borrowing,

appeal for assistance, mime and avoidance.(Canale and Swain

1980, Tarone 1980)

Princinles of CommunAcstive Testing

The aim of communicative testing is "to carry out a rigorous

measurement of language-based performance and yet keep intact

the essentia: features of communicative behaviour" (:arroll 1981)

A test of communicative ability must have at least tne follow-

ing characteristics :

- Be criterion-referenced ; that is to say, show whether or

not the candidate can perform a set of spec.ified activiti.s.

- 1,ave content, construct, and predictive validity.

- '.'ust establish it's own rrliability.
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neacriptiom of the Assessina Instruments

1. Classroom observation instrument. The Sinclair and

Coulthard model was selected to analyse the data because

it is a rigorous instrument which would ensure an objective

coding of the data and would enable one to make valuable

comments on the linguistic dimension of the classroom and on

it's social organisation. The main objective here is to

analyse the communicative nature of the classroom and to

describe the communicative behaviour of the learners and

their teachers.
:

1

2. The nencil and DaDer test. It was felt t at such a

test was necessary to assess the learner's comm nicative

abilities other than spoken, and further that this information

strengthens one's confidence in the data eathereid in the

face-to-face interview.

3. The face-to-face interview. The underlying principle

for usinA the face-to-face interview is that it is closest

to a real-life situation, in which, ultimately learners of

a 1.2 would-be able to function successfully.

It is a valid teat of communicative behaviour as.it does not

alter the features of language in use as defined by Morrow (1978).

These are that it is unpredictable : the nrocessing of un-

predictable data in real time is a vital aspect of usine

Language. Contextualized : a language user must be able to

handle appropriacy in terms of the context of situation.

It has a purpose : the learner and the interviewer exchange

talk to fulfill a purpose. It is authentic : the interviewer

won't use simplified foreigner talk. It is behaviour based :

the participants will achieve something through language.

A description of thu interview was distributed to the learners

prior to the assessment day for three reasons : to minimise

organisation requirements at the d.me of testing, to ensure that

all learners would be given the same instructions, and to

reduce learner anxiety about the interview..

There are two parts to the face-to-face Int rview, the first

1wholly authentic and the second role-playin .

In the first part of the intervlew the interviewer asked the

learner a minimum of six questions about him/herself : name,

age, family, likes, dislikes etc. The learner was then

20
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instructed to do the_same with the interviewer. The learner

was given a list of items s/he was to find out about-the inter-

viewer. For example, find out if she is Belgian, if she has

a pet, where she lives etc..

This part of the interview lends itself to the asking of specific

questions the answers to which are very predictable, this, in a

sense is a "mise en train" for the learner. It also allows the

examiner to judge the communicative abilities of the learner

stringently. Each individual learner utterance was graded thus

- acceptable answer/question

- acceptable prompted answer/question

- unacceptable answer/question.

The main criterion for acceptability is the learner's ability to

communicate rather than perfect accuracy in grammar and pronunciat

ion. I take the view that to communicate means to respond in

an appro.:xiate manner in speech to some meaningful utterance

and to initiate appropriately. This means that the learner will

get a response from the interviewer which will allow the learner

to carry on with the exchange. At tht end of such an interview

it is possible to say whether or not the learner is able to

impart and.seek out simple personal information.

The coding presented so far is done in real-time, that is during

the interview.

-.:xamples : CodingData

Tu as des fre'res

: Je n'ai pas de fre're Accept. arts'''.

Des soeurs

Deux soeurs

Deux soeurs/ C'est quand leur
anniversaire?

em, mon anniversaire est le 23 juillet

Et l'anniversaire de tes soeurs c',st
quand ?

Accept. answ.

P : Unaccept. answ.

P : em, comment t'appelez-vous ?

euh, je m'appelle Franioise

P : em, em, c'est quand ton anniversaire,

I : le cinq Aoet

P : em, oa habite-vous ?

I : euh, A Dun 14oghaire

: em +4. em++ tu as des :rires, et em,
vous as des frires and des soeursor

11409

Accept. question

Accept. question

Accept, question

accept. question



I : Oui, j'ai un frire et une soeur.

P em, tu as un enfant ?

I : Non, pas d'enfant

I : Interviewer P : Pupil rising intonation

t a short pause ++ a longer pause

dodin,

accept. question

In the second part of the interview, the learner takes part in

two role-nlaying situations selected from a set of six. The

constituents of the communication process are specified on the

cards selected by the learner : addressee/addressor, setting,

topic etc.. For example :

Place : your home
Your are : yourself
The interviewer is : a French girl slightly older than you.
Situ tion : You are showing photos of your friends to a
French girl who is staying with an Irish family in your
neighbourhood. Using the photos nrovided, describe your
friends to her.

The method of assessment for this part of the interview is done

as follows : can the learner carry out the activities described

in terms of functions on the a-tivity cards : yes/no

In addition there is an overall asSessment of the learner.

.1 - Above minimum competency : the learner is a highly effective

communicator : strong underlying communicative competencies.

(Grammatical, sociolinguistic and strategic)

2 - Adequate minimum competency : the learner can communicate

meanings adequately although there are errors of grammar and

rules of use in her speech.

3 - Below minimum competency : communication with the learner

is impeded because s/he does not understand the language properly

and maivis mistakes which lead to misunderstanding.

There are effectively three bands inside each of the three

categories : a learner tending towards the top of cateTTy 2,

for example, would be graded 2+ whereas a learner assessed as

being less competent would be rated 2- ; a learner whose

competence was considered to be middle of the range would receive

a 2.

The interviewer is not the assessor for the following reasons :

1- Paving a non-assessing native speaker interact with the learner
adds to the authenticity of the communicative situation
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and is less threatening to the learner. With a person

introduced as speaking no English, the pupil mould more readily

make use of communicative strategies which have been described

as being part of a communicative competence.

2- There are aspects of language use which are not perceived

by an interviewer who is concentrating on communication. The

examiner who does not interact with the learner is responsible

for the coding. The interviewer nOnetheless assists the

examiner at the end of the interaction by proiriding a

participent's view of the verbal interaction.

The auestion of validitv and reliability

The validity and reliability of previons language tests were

based on an atomistic view of language.

The validity and reliability of communicative tests, based on

a global view of language is necessarily different.

On the question of validity, does the test measure what it is

supposed to measure, I am prepared to say, with other researchers

(Rea, 1979, Walker, 1983) that criterion-referenced tests are

inherently valid am they relate immediately to some predetermined

language behaviour. I claim that content, construct and

predictive validity are present in a face-to-face interview.

Content validity : the test accurately reflects the syllabus

on which it is based : the functions and notions tested are

directly taken from the syllabus.

Construct validity : the test reflects accurately the principles

of a valid theory of foreign language learning.'

As argued by Little (1982) the communicative approach to learning

and teaching "coincides with the findings of much recent research

into second language acquisition among older children and adults"

The research referred to here is mainly the work of Freshen (1981

Tn :'rashen's view two processes are involved in the learning of

a second language : acauisition which is a subconscious operation

and Learninp which is conscious. For acquisition to take

place, meaningful interaction is necessary. During such

interaction the speakers are concerned with the meanings they

are conveying and not with the form of their utterances. The

face-to-face interview which concentrates on, language as a

medium of communication is therefore in line with Freshen's view.

23
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In order to achieve meaningful interaction, authenticity is
essential. When designing the role-play activities, great
care was taken to promote authenticity

: the roles assigned
to the learner and the interviewer were defined in such a way
that they would match reality as closely as possible.

For example, a learner would not be asked to take on the role
of an adult in a totally adult situatlon,'say, buying a car.
The method of assessment in terms of efficiency of communication
rather than correctness of form also coincides with Frashenos
theoretical view.

Predictive validity : the face-to-face interview does not
violate the features of language in use. It should therefore
be a valid predictive way of assessing the communicative ability
of the learners in real life.

The nroblems with the face-to-face ipterview would therefore
seem to be one of reliability. Until there are precise ways
of identifyi-ngHthe-s4iills underlying a communicative comnetence,
assessment of learners will have rely partly on the subjective
judgment of trained testers.

Two points can be made concerning this matter. First, a
number of studies (FS1 -Iral Interview, Pea 1979) have established
degrees of rater reliability. Second, I would go along with
Pea (1979) who writes that

:

"In the real world the extent to which a message
has been communicated and understood by the
target audience involves to a great extent a
subjective judgment. By the same token, I
can see no justification in regarding the test-
ing situation as a special case and for viewing
subjective judgments as harmful and incompatible
with the validity of the measures concerned".

I am now developing a discourse analysis instrument based on
Coulthard and Montgomery (1981). This instrument will then
be applied to the data recorded during the interview and transcrit,-
ed. Such treatment of the data on a fine level could then be
used randomly to verify that the assessment is consistent and
reliable. I hope to report on this research in the near
future.

24
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a

This paper has described face-to-face interview techniques

and has argued that such an assessment method is a valid

means of testing the communicative competence of learners of

a 12. Further research should go towards establishing the

degree of its reliability.
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P.°

A DIFFIARRT KIVU OF FAILURE:
APPROACRES TO Tit TRANSLATION OF POETRY

Comae 6 Culllosaiia

Usiversity College Dublin

This article is based on a paper read to the IkAAL
Seminar on Translation in March 1984. Its starting-
point is an earlier

paper, presented at the IRAAL
Symposium, *Language Across Cultures" in July 1983.
My title on that occasion was "The Value of Literary
Translation in Language Teaching*, and the attempt to
establish that value was made in several ways. Firstly,
I argued that literary language should be seen not as a
negation of common speech, but rather as a central
feature of any language - as George Steiner (1975,p.233)
puts it, & maximal, not

a marginal, use of language.
I looked at Northrop Frye's analysis of the relations
between prose, poetry and speech (Frye, 1963, pp.18-21),
suggesting that conventional prose is not as close as
poetry is to the rhythms

of'everyday language. If that
is true, then studying "neutral" or "objective" or
predictable texts may not always be the best way of coming
to grips with a foreign language.

The next step in the enquiry was to consider the
general value of translation within foreign language
learning programme, including its usefulness for semantic
demonstration, for teaching grammatical rules in the
target language, and for the contrastive study of mother
tongue and target language.

The third and final stage was to bring together the
two concepts of literature

and translation, and see how
the practice of literary translation might contribute
to the student's understanding

of a target language.
My main conclusion,

paradoxically, was that the vs'ut
of teaching translation is to teach untranslateedeness,
giving tht student a rtal sense of what can and cannot
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be transferred across languages, showing what is typical

of one language and not of another. The unsatisfactory

art of translation, I suggested, is implicit in all

attempts to communicate through language; the failures

of translation are the failures of language itself, and

these are failures which language teachers must set out

to teach.

1 questions arose from this argument which

could not be dealt with within the confines of my

earlier paper: for example, how to define and how to

teach the skills of literary translation; whether

translation works across cultures as well awacross

languages; . where the limits of translateableness are

set; how the constraints of literary form affect the

translator's enterprise. To these questions the present

article returns, laying heavy emphasis on the twin

concepts of limitation and failure.

Of all the characteristics of literary language,

it is the criterion of structure, of literary form, which

presents the most daunting challenge to the translator.

The hardest thing to translate is the most extreme

manifestation of literary form, a poem, which is a

closed system self-governed by the internal relations

of its constituent language. There is a wide critical

consensus on this point, summarised by David Lodge

(1966, pp.6-7) as follows: "a poem is autotelic,

non-paraphrasable, non-translatable, a verbal object in

which every part is organically related to every other

part and to the whole, something which 'should not mean

but be'." In passing, we may note that this definition

of poetry incorporates a ban on translation which had

already been made famous by Robert Frost's definition

of poetry as that which gets lost from eeeee or prose

in translation; Dante (Convivio I, vii) held that

whereas the "sentence* or meaning of a poem may be

exposed to foreigners, its beauty, sweetness and harmony

will inevitably be broken in transit.
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Let us return to the special character of language
within a poem. The poem is a self-contained ***** tic
system, cut off by its own bound from the everyday
eanings of its constituent woPds. W.H. Auden cites
Karl Kraus's expression of this fundamental duality:
"Hy language is the uni 1 whore whom I have to make
into a virgin". Auden (1973, p.23) comrpts:

It is both the glory and the shame of poetry
that its medium is not its private property,
that a port cannot invent his words and that
words ars products, not of nature, but of a
human society which uses them for a th
different purposes.

Words, then are common property. Once inside the poem,
however, the words can no longer be interpreted piecemeal
in their everyday meanings, but must be taken all
together as a unitary utterance, within the poem's
language and culture. And it is the unitary nature of
the poem's meaning which presents the translator with
the stiffest challenge. The literal meaning of each word
must be caught in the network of their interconnected
meanings, within the literary convention that gives the
poem its character, and presented in the translation as
a seamless web of language. Roman Jakobson (1959, P.238)
sees the verbal structuring of poetry as ruling out
translation:

In poetry, verbal equations become a constructive
principle of the text. Syntactic and
morphological categories, roots and affixes,
pho ***** and their components (distinctive
features) --- in short, any constituents of
the verbal code --- are confronted, juxtaposed,
brought into contiguous relation according to
the principle of similarity and contrast and
carry their own autonomous signification.
Phonemic similarity is eeeee d as semantic
relationship. The pun, or to use a more
erudite, and perhaps more precise term ---
paronomasia --- reigns over poetic art, and
whether its rule is absolute or limited,
poetry by definition is untranslateable.
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But perhaps it would be better to say, not completely

translateable. Auden (1975, p.23) admits the impossibility

of translating 'the sound of the words, their rhythmical

relations, and all eanings and association of es

that depend on sound," but points out that the case is

different for elements not based on verbal experience,

"for example, images, similes and metaphors which are

drawn f y exp ." A very important part

of the translator's skill lies in discerning which

elements can be fully translated; and which can only

be atched by a roughly comparable set of syntactic,

semantic and phonological relationships within the

translation. Jackson Mathews (1959, p.67) describes

this risky but inevitable undertaking:

In the "approximation of form" (a tern
which I have borrowed from Valery) the
motive is invention, not imitation. The
translator has to invent formal effects in
his own language that give a sense of those
produced by the original in its own. This
is working by analogy.

And the most important formal effect is the fact of the

original poem being a poem. Dudley Fitts (1959, p.37)

insists that even the most competent prose paraphrase is

not a translation of a poem at all. "Soimething is

si g, and what is missing, of course, is the complex

of detail that establishes a poem and distinguishes it

from any other kind of utterance." Wentworth Dillon,

fourth Earl of Roscommon, expressed the same judgment

in his Essay on Translated Verse (Dillon, lines 41-46):

Serene and clear harmonious Horace flows,
With sweetness not to be express'd in prose;
Degrading prose explains his meaning ill,
And shews the stuff, but not the workman's skill:
I, who have 00000 d him more than twenty years,
Scarce know my master as he there appears.

The translation of a poem, then, must be another poem,

complete in itself end ponding in its entirety to

the original poem. Exact correspondence of parts is

not possible when poems are written in two different

languages with widely divergent grammars and two cultures
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differing in their expectations of poetry. Eugene
Nide (1976, p.52) points out that even when perfect
imitation is achieved in one element, the effort may
be largely wasted because the receptor culture does
not understand the medium; a complete ccccc teen-
syllable haiku will not carry the same significance for
literate English speaker es for a literate Japanese.
The question must always be asked, says Marry C. Triandis,
(1976, p.229) whether the element to be translated is
culture-specific (emit) or uni 1 (*tic). "By
definition, it is impossible to translate perfectly an
emic concept." Yet another definition of impossibility;
but it is well to remember that translation does not aim
at total communication,

because the reader always has
to translate the words for himself in the end, even
from a text in his own language. As Auden (1975, p.3)
put it, "to read is to translate". In his chapter on
"Understanding as translation", in After Babel, Steiner
argues that "any thorough reading of a text out of the
past of one's own language is a manifold act of
internretation"; and that 'we possess culture because
we have learned to translate out of time" (Steiner.
1975, PP. 17,31)*

Translating across.cultures is a more dubious
enterprise; Steiner quotes a remark by I.A. Richards
regarding the possible translation of Chinese philosophy
into English: "We have here indeed what may very
probably be the most complex type of cvent yet produced
in the evolution of the cosmos" (Steiner, 1975, p.48).
The same Richards qUotation is reproduced no fewer than
three times (pP. 1,79,247) in the comg3site volume
entitled Translation: Applications and R h edited
by Richard W. Brislin, which also includes some intriguing
worked examples of literary translatici in an article
on "Multi-Dimension

Translation: Poetr,", by Lila Ray,
a professional translator

from Calcutt- (Brislin, 1976.
pp. 261-278).
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Brislin's book includes substantial theoretical

contributions on the problems of translation, by

scholars.such as Eugene Rids and Wolfram Wilss.

Lila Ray, too, cites an impressive list of the

techniques of surface and depth analysis which she

uses when approaching a translation. Phonetic,

grammatical, sociolinguistic and stylistic analysis

are examples of her surface analysis procedures,

while the depth analysis includes aaaaa tic analysis

and the investigation of meaning, sense and "experience"

(but "experience", as we shall see, is a very

dangerous concept). Her main example of how these

methods work is a translation from French into Bengal.;

first, however, she clarifies her approach by contrast

with the practice of another translator (Brislin,

1976, pp.269-270):

Before going on to consider the examples of
my methods of analysis which follow, I wish
to show briefly what happens to a translation
when the person who makes it does not take
the trouble to analyze the experience
behind it. This three-line poem by
Quasimodo was translated into English by
Allen Mandelbaum. The original is as
follows:

Ede subito sera

Ogmeno sta sole sur cuor della terra
traffito da un raggio di sola
edé subito sera

Mandelbaum's English runs as follows:

Each alone on the heart of the earth
impaled upon a ray of sun
and suddenly it's evening

It [sic] roughly means (this rough step might be

taken at A very preliminary stage):

Alone we stand upon an earth pierced by the
rays of the sun, each alone on its breast.

I humbly submit that Allen Mandelbaum did not
realize what it WAS the poet was saying. The
experience he was recording was the comfort of
companionship, of being together in the heart
of the earth and at the same time accorded
individual recognition. The event is a sunset
that the poet and h)s friend or friends watch.
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Darkness follows the moment of illuminationswiftly. The poem makes sense when this isvisualized. The transla,.ion should runsomething like this:

As we stood together
in the earth's lapthe rays of the setting sun touched us,piercing our breasts
separately with light.The evening was sudden.

It may be appropriate
to begin our assessment ofLila Ray's technique by looking up the Kondadori

edition of Salvatore
Quasimodo: Tutte le Poesie,

which begins with a poem entitled "Ed
subito sera":

Ognuno sta solo sul cuor della terratrafitto da un raggio di sole:ed è subito sera.

This reading of the poem has the advantage of being inItalian.

Quasimodo's poem is an enigmatic little structure,suggesting large horizons of thought and emotion. Onthe surface, the words mean more or less exactly what
Mandelbaum's translation says they mean. Mandelbaumhas rightly elided the verb "sta" from the first line,as its usage in Italian is not "stands" but merely
"is", and it tends to be glossed over in speech as therhythm seeks out the meaningful element in the
proposition, which tends to be the next word after"sta". Mandelbaum has reduced the relationshipindicated by the copula "sta" to simple apposition,each element propped against the other. And it works.

. The surface meaning has therefore
been accuratelyrendered by Mandelbaum,

unlike Auden's
characterisationof the bad translator,

who"interprets literally whenhe ought to paraphrase and paraphrases when he oughtto interpret
literally".

There are other reasons too why Mandelbaum'stranslation is a good one. The poem's effect dependson the interrelation
of a number of

factors, and his
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translation makes a solid effort to deal with them.

Quasimodo's first line contains twelve syllables and

four t , setting up a metrical expectation which

is diminished by the nine syllables and three at aaaaa a

of the second line, and left completely unsatisfied by

the -syllabled, two-stressed third line which is

left hanging in the air and in the reader's mind.

Mandelbaum gives us nine syllables and four etre ****

in the first line, shrinking to eight syllablesland

three stresses in the second, and to ***** syllables

with two st in the third.

Another important effect in the phono ogy Of the

poem is the uniqueness of the high frontal /i/ phoneme

1
of trafitto among the darker sounds of the othei.. vowels.

That contrast in Mandelbaum is rendered nol by phonemic

contrast but by the choice of an unusual aglisfi word,

"impaled", which denotes a violent act whose sharpness

elatelvaothe Italian /i/ sound, and whose explicit

connotations of violent death compensate for itt

I phonemic violence than the Italian in comparison

to the other sounds in the poem.

We are now shading into matters of interpretation

rather than word-for-word translation. Lila Ray is

right in suggesting that our judgment of the cotrectness

of a translation will depend largely on our sense of

an underlying spirit being conveyed -- though her

narrativ^ idea of an "experience" impossi'lly

narrow. i think Mandelbaum's "impaled" is right

because I think I know what the poet is saying. I Unlike

the recorded experience proposed by Lila Ray, the

spirit created by the poem in me as vtader is an

illuminating f death as man's inevitable destiny.

Rather than gathering friends for a sunset, the poem

seems to isolate everyman on the edge of his own

extinction. Sudden evening is a metaphor for death---

a simple, commonly found metaphor from the passage of

time.
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The meanings of Quasimodo's poem dawn on the
reader through the ambiguities and dis.atisfactions
of the text. Discords or emptinesses in the visible
text cell for a deep underlying harmony that will
resolve their differences. Even a short,text like
Quasimodo's can make demands of unity and coherence
on the reader as well as the translator. Commenting
on a two-line fragment Jonathan Culler (1975,p.1261
writes that:

reading poetry is a rule-governed process of
producing meanings; the poem offers a structure
which must be filled up ... the most obvious
feature of literary competence is the intent
at totality of the interpretive process:
poems are supposed to cohere, and one must
therefore discover a semantic level at which
the two lines can be related to one another.

In the case of the Quasimodo poem, a sense of death as
isolation, as crisis, as possible illumination and as
darkness would appear to satisfy this requirement.
The ambiguities of the syntax would also appear to
point that way. Is it the "ognuno" or the "cuor" of
line one that is "trafitto" in line two? If the
indeterminacy of this relationship were seen as a
device for associating the "everyman" with the earth's
"heart", then the man shares in the piercing of the
earth by the sun, and the paronomastic rapprochement
of solo and sole, which so dazzled Lila Ray's
typesetter, adds a further verbal quasi-equation to
the interrelated .hemes of the earth's wound, the
man'a wound, and nis isolation at the moment of
realising his position. The association of "cuor"
with "ognuno" also helps to remedy the facile,
ingratiating lilt of "cuor della terra", which on
first reading seems such a soft option: the earth's
hard crust would have been a better locus of
alienation, but the soft heart as target for the
sun's shaft is a far more vulnerable, and telling,
image.
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Mandelbaum, writing in English, cannot reproduce

the phonemic similarities of a minimal pair like

solo/sole in Quasimodo's Italian; these are resources

hidden in the language, and hard to duplicate.

Likewise, the conclusive rightness of sera as a

phonemic amalgam of solo/sole and terra cannot be

mimicked in English. The nasal oboe-music of o nuno

will not match its English meaning, "each", but its

echo in subito might perhaps have been better caught

if one translated "Everyone" or "Everyman" for the

first word, which would also lengthen the first line

by two syllables, and create a more flowing beginning,

being finally echoedby another dactyl, "suddenly".

But this is a quibble. Mandelbaum has done well

within the constraints of his medium. He has stuck

faithfully to the literal meaning, preserving its life-

giving ambiguities in his syntax, and letting the poem's

spirit emerge, so far as possible, from its letter.

The beautiful cadence of his last line creates a

pattern of movement and fading which makes an effect

in English quite as strong as Quasimodo's in Italian.

Passing to Lila Ray's alternative translation, we

may note firstly how her method of translating the

underlying experience has led her to expand the length

of Quasimodo's poem from three to four lines: a very

dangerous procedure, as the Earl of Roscommon could

have told her:

The genuine sense, intelligibly told,
Shews a Translator both discreet and bold.
Excursions are inexpiably bad,
And 'tis much safer to leave out than add. (2l4-2l7)

Next we may note her high-handed remoulding of the

poet's present tense into a narrative past. +sastrously

undermining the philosophical cast of his poem as an

eternally true proposition about the human ccilndition.
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We will note her elimination of evetyran, with its
connotations of oneness in the sense of isolation but
also the sacramental oneness of the human race, and
her substitution of the close social grouping implied
by the narrative formula "we plus past tense". The
expansion of trafitto into "touched us, piercing" is'
misleadingly redundant, replacing a lettial skewer with
a touching injection.

"Our breasts separately" is an
unfortunate ambiguity suggest..4 some wild Renaissance
martyrdom; while "with light" is too soothing, as it
detracts from the lethal layers of meaning in trafitto
(though a stronger,

more violent rendering of trafitto
would make the "light"

proportionately less reassuring,
as we have seen). Why "cuor" should have sunk to "lap"
is completely unclear; the lap is maternal or sexual,
while the heart is the seat of life and love, and
although Bible translators tell us that the heart must
become the liver in certain African countries, there is
no justification for a transplant between Italian and
English (though the organ is better connected in the
rhyme-scheme of Italian pop music to amore, fiore and
dolore while English lyricists are forced to lump
heart with we're apart, and love with stars above).

Enough has been said to suggest that Lila Ray's
interpretation is misleading and her choice of words
unfortunate. Like the fox in Aesop's fable who knew
a thousand tricks but was still savaged by the dogs,
all her arsenal of linguistic techniques of analysis
cannot compensate for a fa.Oure to respond to the
possibilities of Quasimodo's little poem. But the
dangers of mistranslation

could have been minimised if
she had kept scrupulously

to the words and syntax of
the literal text. Translation is an inherently
treacherous enterprise, as the Earl of Roscommon warned:

'Tis very dang'rous tamp'ring with a Muse;
The profit's small, and you have much to lose.
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But by limiting the tampering to the necessary minimum,

by respecting the modest limits of the original's

language, one may hope to avoid the worst pitfalls.

Admittedly, scrupulous fidelity is not the highest

value in translating verse; some distortion of the

original is inevitable and enjoyable. An issue of

20th Century Studies on "Translation and transformation"

(September 1974) included a stirring manifesto by

Professor Guido Almansi, "In detence of mistranslating"

(Alpansi, 1974, PP. 64-67:

From time immemorial the nine Muses have been
held to be pure and virginal ... Such a tenacious
and aggressive habit of virginity can only
rouse our repressed rapist instinct...
the best candidate for the role of raped virgin
must be (Erato],the Muse of lyric poetry, who
unwisely boasts an untouched and untouchable
maidenliness ... Among the various ways of
taking revenge on a poem we are too fond of,
of unleashing a combined lust and vendetta on
to it, is the noble and time-honoured__
perversion of translation. The genuine
translator is driven both by his vocation and
personal inclination to be unfaithful: he
rejects the facile temptation to pay
respectful devotion to the text in its
literary meaning, and locks himself into a
fight to death with the language of the love-
hated poem. If the pristine language wins,
the translation fails: if the language of
the original is defeated, humiliated, routed
by the onslaught of the aggressive translator.
then some new phoenix-like creature may
rise from the ruins.

The example chosen by Almansi to illustrate this

method is Robert Lowell's Imitations, offering "violent

(or should one say 'violating'?) expansions of what the

original text merely suggested ... The so-called

Imitation is therefore neither version nor creation,

but an authentic bastard production ...". Violence and

madness, Almansi specifies, are necessary in conducting

this operation, and Lowell's A.eclaration of his method

38
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amounts to a "poetics of anti-translation". Obviously,
this approach involves "tamp'ring with a Muse" with
vengeance, and the standards applicable when judging
such an effort will have to lay heavy emphasis on the
skills or the violating anti-translator and the
excellence of the resulting poem, giving secondary
importance to the correspondence of the "imitation"
with the original.

In a literary translation (or
anti-translation),

all deviance from the original will be evaluated
according as it derives organically from the
stimulations of the original text. In a non-literary
setting, a far wider textual freedom is claimed as a
matter of necessity in another article in the Brislin
collection, "Interpretation, a Psychological Approach
to Translating", where Danica Seleskovitch describes
the kind of grasping at meanings which must be under-
taken by the professional

conference interpreter, and
states that even in simultaneous interpretation, "the
better the interpreter understands the meaning of what
the speaker is saying, the less linguistic similarity
there is between his discourse and that of the speaker"
(Seleskovitch, 1976, P.112). But in the multi-layered
realm of poetry, this is exactly the sort of liberty
that can lead a presumptuous translator into disaster.
Whatever the difficulties of comprehension, poetry is
written on the principle that the meaning inheres in
the form of the words, and it is only through them
that we can approach it. At the very least, scrupulous
attention to words will tend to facilitate the
composition of a good verbal structure in the translation,
whether or not it corresponds to the meanings of the
original.

The moral of the present essay is that translators
should cleave to the words of the original, respecting
the limitations and impersonality of poetic language,
rather than rashly casting aside the text And venturing
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in search of the "underlying" experience. 4here words

fail the poet, they should also fail the trnslator.

And if this sounds too easily defeatist, it Ilehould be

remembered that the logic of failure was implicit also

in the poet's own original attempt to transliste

experience and meaning into language. In Four

puartets, T.S. Eliot that "the past has another

pattern" and that attempts to recover and express

the meaning of past experience lead inevitably to

distortion ("The Dry Salvages", 86, 93-5);

We had the experience but missed the meaning,
And approach to the meaning restores the experience
In a different form ...

In this pessimistic view, the past is irrecoverable,

its language unintelligible. As Eliot's ghostly

interlocutor tells him in his superb "imitation" of

Dante's meeting with Brunetto Latini ("Little Gidding",

78-140), "last year's words belong to last year's

language/And next year's words await another voice".

One might recall again Steiner's remark that "we

possess culture because we have learned to translate

out of time", and apply it to the deliberate non-

translation (and deliberately subversive translation)

of the fragments from a lost culture which Eliot had

"shored against his ruins" in The Waste Land, twenty

years earlier. But if the past is untranslateable in

terms of the present, it is equally truf that the

present is inexp 'ble except in terma of the past

and its dead language ("East Coker", 172-8):

So here I am, in the middle way, having had twenty years--
Twenty years largely wasted, the years of l'entre deux ruerrea
Trying to learn to use words, and every attempt
Is a wholly new start, and a different kind of failure
Because one has only learnt to get the better of words
for the thing one no longer has to say, or the way in which
One is no longer disposed to say it.

Poetry is an attempt to transcend this language barrier,

"a raid on the inarticulate/With shabby equipment

always deteriorating/In the general mess of imprecision
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of feeling* ("East Coker", 179-81). Eliot's view of
the problems of writing poetry is not merely personal,
I suggest, but has a general application, although
other poets might express differently the relation
between feeling and expression. And if the poet fails
to transmit a personal experience, but instead akes
a successful poem out of the failure of language to
tally exactly with feeling, then it eeeee to me that
the translator must refrain from officiously resolving
the ambiguities of the text and presuming to complete
the original meaning which the poem deliberately
leaves unfulfilled.
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INTONATION ERRORS MADE HY ULSTER STOUNTS OF MACH
Rosalind N.O. Pritchard,The New University of !lister

THE IMPORTANCE OF INTONATION

Nowadays in the domain of language teaching, we can discern a

shift of emphasis away from grammar an4 towards communicative

competence. This focuses attortinn upon discourse and promotes a

consciousness that language needs to he situatinnally appropriate as

well as structurally correct.

In keeping with the change of emphasis is a new interest in

intonation. In the field of discourse analysis, we linow that intonation

is semantically extremely potent. It is not tht cnntent of a statement,

it is the manner in which it is uttered that makes the strongest

impression upon one's interIncutor. Re could regard intonation as the,

linguistic equivalent of non-verbal cues, which have been analysed inter

alia by Michael Argyle fl(167016,1). Argyle has shown that non-verhxl

Style has ahnut five times more effect than the verbal cnntents of an

utterance and that when the verbal and non-yerhal messages are in

conflict, the verbal contents are virtually disregarded. Similarly in

Conversation, we tend to attach much more weight to the intonational

Colouring of an utterance than tn its semantic content, when the two are

in conflict. Perhaps this is hecause the suprasegmentals are

developmentally prior to the segments. Crystal (147S p.1531 points nut

that at an early age. children respond to prosodic parameters at the

expense of structural information and that non-segmental patterns Aro

understood and produced prior to anything conventionally syntactic.

James (IH7e) has Carried nut experiments to determine which is mnre

important tn successful communication in A foreign language -

articulation or prosody. His results indicate that even when

articulation is poor, an utterance with correct intonation is very

acceptable.

If native speakers are so sensitive to intonational contours, then

it is nhvinus that there is a strong possihility of an anglnphone

foreigner with incomplete mastery of. say, French prosody, being

misunnerstood. It is probable that wrong intonation patterns will

greatly impair the learner's ability to use the language in an

intelligible and acceptable way. The objective nf the present paper is
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A Model for the Programmed Development of Oral Competence

Dr. Penelope P. Croghan

College of Marketing,

Dublin 1.

The majority of people in the world use oral language as their

primary means of communication. In our daily routine of work and leisure,

speaking is taken for granted as another one of our many spontaneous

behavioural processes. We speak to one individual normally with little

reservation; we speak in most small intimate group settings with little or

no consciousness of how we are speaking, or indeed of the fact that we are

speaking. However, when you move out of the intimate face-co-face

situation, or the intimate small group setting into a formal structure

where soma type of active oral communication is demanded, then many

problems may be enc'ojintered by the speaker (Croghan, 1933).

Speaking in the non-intimate or public forum has been a subject of

discussion and academic writing in America for many years. 'Speech', has

been part of the American academic curriculum particularly in third level

and second level colleges since the last century, but not usually in the

contemporary European educational system, except as an extra-curricular

activity in debating societies.

The first assumption made in this paper is that reading about public

speaking will not give the reader any pract.cal skills in speaking in the

puolic forum; and that the confidencc which enables one to speak efficientl3

in public will not be gained without organised practical training. The

second assumption is that only a small percentage of-people can speak

effectively and confidently in public without some practical training or

extended practice. Traditionally in our educational systems we have not

always made clear enough distinctions between imparting information and

skill training. Learning to speak in public is learning a skill.

Mnst of the literature dealing with the broad subject-area of speech

deals either with a lingeistic or discourse analysis of the type of language

used in public (Golub, 1969; anlon, 1981). or with elements of communicatic

theory (Allen and Amlerson, 1968); or with an elocutionary or how-to-speak-

in-public approach (Horner, 1975; Mears, 1974). lat it is difficult to find
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a framework or model which can be used for practical training in a graded

programme which allows the student or client to progress in a developmental

fashion. The non-Iinguistic type literature usually discusses the nature

of public speaking, and deals with uhat to do and what to avoid; or deals

with particular types or styles of public speaking.

While this paper uses some cf :he traditional material for developing

oral competence in students or clients, the particular emphasis is on the

developmental aspects of a model which has a logical or progressive

structure. This model is not based on any theoretical linguistic or

psychological framework, but is the result of practical experience which

necessitated a logical framework to enable people to develop through

different eraded stages of speaking in formal and non-intimate situations.

The framework is called A Model for the ?rogrammed Development of Oral

Competence, whereby the client proeresses from a short, personal-type

talk to the final stage of an impromptu speech.

The emphasis throughout the model-is on monitored practice, through

the nine gr:::-d stages of development, and the use of three different kinds

of assessment (instructor, self and neer). An important and integral part

of the training using this developmental model, is the activt role the

client plays as speaker, observer and assessor. The client will also

avail of and operate, whatever au:.io-visual equipment is available.

If audio and video recording is available the students will be

introduced to the equipment after the completion of Stage I. The

instruction will cover the use of the tape-deck, the microphone, the

camera or cameras, vision mixing, sound mixing and so on, depending on the

kind of equipment available. An audio recorder would be regarded as

minimal equipment. Students will be introduced to the overhead projector

(OHP) at this stage also, if a machine is available. Other A-V aids will

also be introduced depending on availability for student use (flip charts,

flannel boards, magnetic boards, tape-slide mazhines, projectors etc.).

Students will participate in public speaking with sound and if

available, with picture playback; use and monitor the equipment for the

production; and provide a formal assessment for each speaker. (See

Appendices 1-4). The studente will rotate their role :icipation from

speaker to time-keeper, to sound manager, to camera operator, to vision
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mixer, to membership of the participant audience. All the members will

be active participants in the development of the model from Stage III

onwards.

Examples of readings are given throughout the different stages.

The readings and the model itself can be adapted to suit particular

circumstances, as long as the basic logic of progression is retained.

STAGE 1: 2-3 minute talk, Introducing Oneself.

In this first stage the student will deliver a 2-3 minute prepared

talk introducing himself or herself.. The content of this exercise is

also useful in allowing a new group of people to learn bout each other.

There will not be at this stage, a lecture by the instructor on 'what to

do'. Instruction generally, will be given only in the context of practice.

Timing will be strictly enforced in the first stage to induce timing

discipline from the beginning. It is probably best not to use a tape-

recorder at this stage.because it may increase the stress load on the

speakers; playing back a speech at this early stage-miTi-ilso be too

embarrassing and discouraging, particularly for the weaker students.

ASSESSMENT:

1. Give the exact time of the talk.

2. In the first stages the instructor will be as positive as realistically

possible and restrict the critique to one or two fundamental points

(speaking slower, louder, looking at the audience etc.) for each speaker.

Reinforce these same points when nec sssss y, as other speakers give their

talk.

3. Response and discussion will be elicited to initiate the 'audience' into

the role of participant observers and sssss sors.

4. When a few people have given their talks, stress the importance of

oral rehearsal with a tape-recorder, as well as the preparation of the

content of the speech.

5. Students will be inclined to use a variety of delivery devices including

reading from a complete text. Students will be encoeisged to use notes

only: the so-called 'extemporaneous' method where the structure and ideas

have been worked out in advance and then set out in headlines and key

sentences on note cards.
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6. For the last five inutes of the period the two most important points

for general improvement will be repeated and shown on the blackboard,

whiteboard or lverhead Projector.

7. The topics for Stage II will be discussed when all students have couplet&

the first stage.

STAGE II: 3-4 minute talk, an Incident that had an Impact on my Life.

1. Audio recroder used to record each talk.

ASSESSMENT:

I. Give the exact time of the talk.

2. Play back tape recording.

3. Open the assessment to audience, encouraging them to be positive and

to give advice on improvement to the speaker. The instructor will have

to restrain any very negative and potentially damaging remarks by leading

the discussion and prompting with key questions.

4. Give the speaker the opportunity of self-assesstent.

5. The instructor gives each speaker two points to work on.

6. At the end of class, stress the use of three aspects of human non-verbal

communication: grooming, posture/stance, and movement.

PREPARATION FOR STAGE III:

1. Allocate students to give a 4-5 minute talk on a topic of their choice.

2. Allocate READINGS:

a. "Speaking in Public" (Gondin and Hammen, 1979, pp. 36-59).

b. "Public Speaking" (Campbell, 1975, pp. 110-134).

c. "Notes and Memory for Lubrication" (Mears, 1974, pp. 33-42).

STAGE III: 4-5 minute talk, topic chosen by student.

I. Allocate recording duties for the period.

2. Distribute copies of Assessment Form I (Appendix 1), which enables the

instructor to get the students to concentrate on the aspects important for

this stage of development. This does not stifle discussion of other

aspects of public speaking which may come up in the assessment discussion.

3. At three minutes a card will be displayed showing one minute remaining

for the minimum time requirement; at four minutes a card will show one

minute left for maxieum time limit. At five minutes the speaker is stopped
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even if the talk is not finished.

4. The extemporaneous mode will be encouraged, using note cards.
ASSESSMENT:

1. The speaker is told how long the speech took.

2. The recording is played back.

3. The audience completes Assessment Form I.

4. A brief discussion on sent, with the instructor stressing the

importance of the opening sentences and the endings. Examples can be
given and solicited on the use of humour and anecdote.

5. The speaker will give a self-assessment, with the instructor eliciting
points about delivery.

6. Completed Assessment Forms given to speaker to study eval_ ion by
audience.

PREPARATION FOR STAGE IV:

1. Allocate studcnts to give an Informative Speech for Stage IV, on a
subject of their choice, using the extemporaneous mode. Give and solicit

examples. (Physical Fitness, First Aid, Magic, Development of the Jet
Engine, The Brendan Voyage, Superstitions, The Civil Defense etc.).
2. Allocated READINGS:

a. "Presenting Information" (Nadeau, 1969, pp. 140-164).

b. "Speaking to Impart Knowledge" (Allen and Anderson, 1968, pp. 325-360).

c. "Speaking to Inform" (Wilson and Arnold, 1976, pp. 133-136).

STAGE IV: 5-7 minute speech, Informative.

1. Allocate recording duties and distribute copies of Assessment Form I.

2. Time is indicated at 4 minutes and at 6 minutes.

ASSESSMENT:

1. The speech is played back.

2. The Assessment Forms arc completed.

3. The instructor opens the discussion: "Did the speaker inform us on ---?"

4. The speaker gives a self-assessment.

5. The instructor puts on black/white board or OUP, one or two points the

speaker should concentraie on. Start to encourage the use of the OOP, if
available.

6. Assessment Forms are eiven to the speaker.
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PREPARATION FOR STAGE V:

I. Allocate speakers for the next stage, a persuasive speech. Topics

are chosen by students or allocated by the instructor. Encouragemcnt

is given to the students to cooperate
with each other, and to use notes

only.

2. Allocate READINGS:

a. "Understanding Uses of Persuasion" (Barrett, 1981, pp. 128-165).

b. "The Basis of Persuasion" (Hailing, 1976, pp. 77-83).

STAGE V: 6-8 minute speech. Persuasive.

I. Allocate roles for recording and
distribute Assessment Form II

(Appendix 2), which is designed specifically for persuasive speaking.

2. Time is indicated at 5 and 7 minutes.

ASSESSMENT:

1. Play-back.

2. Complete Assessment Forms and
discuss assessment: "Did X persuade

you ---?"

3. Self-assessment by speaker. From now on the speaker will prepare a

very brief written assessment of his or her own performance to be

submitted for the next period.

4. The instructor will elicit or
suggest one or two points for improvement

and these will be shown on the black/white board or 0141'.

5. The instructor will stress the importal,ce of not depending on a fully-

written out speech; that writing and
speaking are two different media;

and that the written form is not usually suitable for oral compre,ension

or oral interest. Reading a fully written out speech can also cause

difficulty with time limits.

6. Give speaker the Assessment Forms filled out by the audience.

PREPARATION FOR STAGE VI:

1. Allocate speakers for the next stage, the instructive speech. Topics

can be chosen by students or suggested by the instructor (e.g., a sporting

topic, a 'how-to-make-a-' topic, a lesson),
but the emphasis should be on

personal interest.

2. Students are encouraged to use the OHP, pictures, graphs, diagrams,

maps, recordings etc. A student must use at least one A-V aid.
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3. Allocate READINGS:

a. "Aids to Speaking" (MacKay, 1971, pp. 41-53).

b. "Developing Ideas with Audiovisual
Aids" (Barrett, 1981, pp. 76-92).

c. "Preparing your delivery: the demonstration speech" (Hasling, 1976,
pp. 106-111).

STAGE VI: 7-10 minute speech, Instructive.

1. Allocate roles for recording and distribute Assessment Form III
(Appendix 3), which is designed for instructive speeches.

2. Time-is indicated at 6 and 9 minutes.

ASSESSMENT:

1. Play-back.

2. Complete Assessment Forms and discuss the speech: "Did you learn ---?"

3. Disc.ass the use of the A-V aids.

4. Self-assessment by speaker.

5. The instructor will sum up reaction by reinforcing one or two points

for improvement and will stress the importance of Pre.p.a.ratiOn.--

6. Assessment Forms given to speaker.

PREPARATION FOR STAGE VII:

1. Allocate text-based readings or memorization based on a text.
2. Allocate READINGS:

a. "An Approach Through Drama" (Wise, 1967, pp. 122-132).

b. "Reading Aloud" (Adams and Pollock, 1964, pp. 254-290).

c. "Should a speech be written, memorized and recited?" (De Saint-
Laurent, 1951, pp. 71-78).

STAGE VII: a. Reading from another author's text.

b. Reading from one's cum written text.

c. Memorizing a text and presenting this material.

The instructor will decide on how many of the three sub-sections of

Stage VII will be treated, depending on the needs and the progress of the

particular group of students and the time available. It is recommended

that at least one item of poetry included under (a) or (c), as poetry

reading can be 1 help to many people to gain insight into problems of

internretation and delivery.
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In undertaking (b), the opportunity arises of comparing the

recordings of the presentation by a student of material delivered by

reading from a full text and material delivered in the extemporaneous

mode using note cards.

ASSESSMENT:

1. Play-back.

2. During the assessment
discussion, the instructor uses the opportunity

of highlighting the importance of rhythm. intonatian, and other nonverbal

aspects such a-s eye contact and-gestures.

3. Self-assessment by speaker who is encouraged to compare his or her

reactions to using this reading or rote mode of delivery.

PREPARATION FOR STAGE VI/I:

1. Allocate speakers for Stage
VIII, debating, with two teams of two

speakers each, a topic and a chairperson. Each speaker will speak for

five minutes.

2. Notes only, to be used in debating.

3. Allocate 11..

a. "DeNacing issues in a Fret. Society" (Nadeau, 79(9, pp. 243-253).

b. ....ting" (Adams and Pollock, 19(,4, pp. 218-2;2).

STAGE VIII: 5 minute speeches, Debating.

I. Allocate recording duties.

2. Distribute Assessment Form to the others who will act as adjudicators.

(Assessment Form IV, Appendix 4).

3. Time is indicated at four
minutes and the speaker must stop at five

minutes.

ASSESSMENT:

1. Play-back of full debate.

2. Assessment Form completed on speakers and chairperson.

3. During the assessment discussion,
review the importance of team-work

in debating and the duties of the Chair.

4. Announce the result of adjudication.

5. Choose the topics and teams and other roles for the completion of

Stare VIII.

8
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PREPARATION FOR STAGE IX:

1. Allocate READINGS:

a. "Special Occasions" (Shearring, 1971, pp. 112-95).

b. "Exercises in Impromptu Speech"
(De Saint-Laurent, 1951, pp. 151-156).

e. "Preparing for Specific Occasions"
(Sarrett, 1981, pp. 218-232).

STAGE IX: 1-5 minute speech, Impromptu.

I. Recording duties are allocated.

2. A topic is allocated to a student five minutes before he or she is
due to speak. No notes of any kind are allowed.

1. Time indication at two minutes and at four minutes.

ASSESSMENT:

I. Play-bock.

2. Assessment discussion, with the stress on the importance of being able
to mould mentally a short speech around two to three points.
3. Seir-assossment.

FINAL PHASE: A nt of Course and Self-development during
the Course.

(Assessment Form V, Appendix 5).

Discussion of the Final Phase:
The final Assessment Form (Appendix 5),

was administered, for example, recently to a group of first-year third
level students who underwent a course in oral communications using this
Progressive Mbdel. Sixty-seven percent (672) of the respondents said
that improving their public speaking was an important goal for them, and
762 said that improving

their public speaking will be halpful to them in
their future career.

The progression aspect of this model was deemed important and helpful
by 70% of the respondents.

Some comments on the model in general and the Assessment section in
particular, written by the participants, were:

I. "Watching other people speaking
helps you to realise your own.mistaltes.

Cooments fro. both teacher and pupil. are helpful. The sore that is done
the more confident I beteg*.

2. flaking speeches in front of the class helps build up your confidence
and after a while you become less self-conscious.
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3. It helps to develop your ability to reproduce the information which

you have stored in a logical and interesting manner using it minimum of

notes; and, having to look
critically at yourself and realise and admit

your shortcomings.

4. Listening to advice given to
the different people wee helpful because

the mistakes usually applied to everyone.
Your confidence builds up as

you continue to make speeches.
The last speech doesn't bother you as

much as the first speech.
Having to limit your time was also very helpful

as you have goal, a set time to aim for. You learn to make out notes

which are concise and clear and not simply a passage to be read.

5. I found that the first speech vas
extremely hard and as it moved onto

the next speech it seemed
I hate doing the speeches and would

prefer to avoid doing them altogether
but I realise the importance of

public speaking to a career . . . and therefore I am willing to participate

in the class in an attempt to improve. I found that the fact that you

have to get up in front of the class vith the speech helps build up your

confidence for the next speech and there is definitely a progression.

You improve with the number of speeches you do."

CONCLUSION:

It is believed that the strength of this developmental model lies

in its graded and orderly
progression; in its system of formal and informal

a sssss sent from the three sources, self, peer, and instructor assessment,

in the understanding that
"effectiveness of communication from speaker to

listener is the only real criterion by which a speaker's ability can be

guaged" (Horner, 1976, p. 9). It is also expected that self-assessment

also matures the patient development
of the critical faculty in other

areas of life whore we can learn by realistically and positively monitoring

our behaviour and from progressive and constant repetition in developing

not only a varied oral competence
but other social skills as well.

While role play can never fully duplicate the reel life situation,

the model because it is developmental,
constantly introduced the student

to a new phase of progression.
The relative formality of the delivery

and the assessment procedure are
helpful in not allowing the peer-audience

context to generate complacency.
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is no direct transfer nf Ulster intonation.

IT'as d'l'aspirine?/

The question is broken up into twn tone groups. The first syllahle of
as irine is stressed and the penuE,imate vowel is centralised in a way
wh ch is acceptahle in English hut not in French.

/Assieds.-toi ll./ /Me t'inerve pas./

The stress is incorrectly placed on the first syllable of assieds.
is elongated and drawn nut, just as nelattre (OW descriE;;77-1ne
sentence tie tquIerve pas is broken up into twn tone croups with a
fall-rise on as.

/ Reste tranquille! / / Je t'en apporte. /

The French e iS sounded at the end of reste and the student fails to do
this in her rendering. She also omits to put the ynd into tranquille.
She gives foot boundaries to the statement Je ten appnrte.

/*Pal mauvaise mine?/

The student has failed to contextualise and so utters this AS a
declarative rather than as an interrogative sentence. She lengthens the
last Syllable of mauvaise, which may he the signal for A new tone qrnuip-
boundary. Mine is a most given a separate contour.

/T'en fais donc pas./

Thr French nas is mno Innw. The "Ulster French" falls whereas the
French rises, at least until pas.

/T'es magnifiquel/ /Je m'sens d'ji mieux./

In this sentence, she makes twn rhythmic
groups out of what is one in French.

This student seems to hreak her utterance up into tnne grnups hv
decoding as much as she can handle at a time. It is very obvious that
She has a tendency tn impose English feet on the French language.

Text: nialonue 3 Reader: Mr. H.

A Je %gnus trouve un lieu bizarre!
Vnus trouvez? C'est pourtant faux.
Jo cos mni et rvais hien.

A Mais vos yeux,

volts n'pouvez pas les ouvrir correctement!
Toujours faux. J'peux les ouvrir, voyez-vnus.
Mais k quni hnni
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Analysis

/ Je vous trouve / un peu bizarre /

The student repeats the word
tromp twice in tones which are reminiscent

of Jarman and Cruttenden's
toW;F-ror 2; however the native tone is

somewhat modified. There is 4 pftch jump after un to give prominence to

ptu which the speaker
obviously interprets as the tonic.

/VOuS trouvez?/
/C'est pourtant faux./

This is similar
The French pretonic is level hut the Ulster

to the French.
onset is high. The Ulsterman rises on pourtant

and slides down on faux. The French pourtant by

contrast falls and faux rises.

/Je suis moiaet j'vais hien./

The word mni instead o being uttered with
UPC rises and falls in A way

which recalfs Ulster tone ? (high rise). The Ulster vowel iS 'stretched

nut compared with the compact French vowel. The clause et Pvais hien

is much flatter in native
French than in Ulster French,

/ Mats vos yeux, / vous ne
pouvez pas / les ouvrir / correctement! /

There is much mere pitch movement .on yeux in the student's speech than

in tho model tape.
This is evidence of a tendency to realise stress by

means of pitch rather than by means of duration. There are strong

%tresses upon the first syllables of pouvez and ouvrir so that the

sentence is. to All intents and purposes, realised in feet:

// Vous ne / pouvez pas los / ouvrfr cor / rectement //

Correctement is uttered with
snmething like Ulster tone 3 (rise-fall).

/Toujours faux./ Wpeux les ouvrir, voyez-vous./

There is a fall (SSE Tone I) on peux, and English information structure

is used: one tone group is marked in tonicity.
The phrase Toujours faux

is contextually and
informationally recoverable and sn is de-stressed.

The phrase voyeZ-vous is stressed
in a way which is a carry-over from

English; thimizn-ri on voyez.

Piais guoi bon?!

The word vials shows the tendency
to a high onset. followed hy a

step-downZirch, as we have seen is typical of Ulster English. The tone

nn hon recalls Ulster 3.

Mr. H. is probably the most
interestinn of our three Ulster readers fr

the point of view of hiS tones. He has a clear tendency to transfer the

Ulster speech melody to French and to pronounce French words with ulstor

tones.
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CONCLUSION

To recapitulate. Me might summarise the major errors made hy

Ulster speakers of French as follows: failure to achieve delayed pitch

change; use of pitch jump and increased intensity in inappropriate

contexts: realisation nf stress by means of pitch rather than duration;

incorrect placement of stress (often on the first syllable) hnth,in

pnlysyllahic words and in sense groups; division of utterances into tone

groups or feet rather than sense groups; use nf schwa when a vowel

should he given full value in French: transfer nf Ulster tones.

particularly tones 1. 2 and 3. to French; failure to achieve a tense

articulation; diphthongisation and glissando applied to french vowels.

This litany nf errors may sound depressing hut it is hnped that it

will provide guidance fnr teachers interested in helping their pupils to

achieve a more authentic intonation in French. Often the teacher has

difficulty in pinpointing precisely what are the causes of students

failing to achieve a 'correct' intonation in French. These causes can

really only he fully understood in a linguistic frameeork....Yowever.._the

analysis presented in the present paper does not depend on instrumen-

tation of any kind (apart frnm the use of a tape-recorder) and this muSt

make it less intimidating and more accessible tn teachers than if

phonetic research techniques had heen used. The present work deals with

Ulster English hut it would he a simple matter to work nut similar

cnntrastive analyses based upnn various dialects nf Southern Irish

English.

NOTES

1. An analysis of a different Ulster dialect is As follows:

"Intonation in Perry English: A Prelinary Study" 4 0.0, Malbnlm.

The 414 University of Ulster: 1.A. Oissertation, Ng?. Tn he

puhlished in 19R4 as an occasional paper of N.O.U.

?. A tape nf the French and Ulster renderings nf these dialngues may

he borrowed from the author of this PAN'''.
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naTILINGUALISM AS A PELAXED AFFAIR t

THE CASE OF THE WESTERN CANADIAN

HALFBREEDS

patrick C. Douaud

UCD / NIHE

1. Historical Outlook

In the present climate of linguistic militancy and
arguments about the meri-ts and drawbacks of multilingual-
ism it may be refreshing to consider groups which make
little fuss about language or languz.ges. Such groups can
be found among the Canadian Halfbreeds or Metis of the
Irairie provinces. The Metis are culturally and -- in
Alberta at least -- legally distinct from the Indians
and the Euro-Canadians. They used to be a frontier people,
born from the interaction between predominantly French
Europeans aril predominantly Algonquian Indians in the
Great Lakes region during the 17th and 18th centuries
(Douaud, 1985, pp. 31ff).

Acknowledged as cultural brokers by Whites and Indians
alike, they moved west with the frontier, providing the
pemmican necessary for the fur trade and guiding the first
White explorers into the Canadian Northwest. aThen the

frontier eventually vanished in the second half of the 19th
century, they were forced to settle down and eke out a
living on a land to which they had no right of ownership.
Today they have joined the Indians in those endless land
claims which aim at amending older treaties or establish-
ing new ones.

The I,,etis are thus genetic and cultural halfbreeds
straddling two antagonistic worlds the materialistic
world of the White man and the contemplative world of the
Indian. Their cultural flexibility is nowhere more obvious
than in their multilingualism, usually expressed through
the triad Cree/French/English. Three mental sets are
therefore involved Algonquian, Romance, and Germanic.
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The resulting compoaite worldview can be sutmed_up in a few

words -- resourcefulness, self-reliance, and an unbounded

love for the bush (Cree sakiw, French les bois). Settled

as they may be, they still manage to lead a semi-nomadic

life, surviving mostly on trapping, fishing, hunting, and

:,easonal employment ; and they communicate actively with

all neighbouring ethnic groups.

2. Areal nultilinPualism

The netis are multilingual because they have-to be --

for both historical and geographical reasons. They general-

ly live in close contact with a Cree-speaking Indian reserv-

ation and a French Canadian settlement, and are of course

exposed to the Anglo world whose influence has spread far

and wide since e:orld ,iar I.

For them language is not a "problem". Nor is it a

cultural item to which one pives conscious thought : it is

rather an essential component of the bushman's panoply, and

like everything else in this panoply it has to be tough,

reliable, and unobtrusive. Typically, the !,.etis attitude

towards language is, "If you speak Cree I speak Cree,;

French, I speak French ; same for English". This statement

is not as circular as it may sound : rather, it emphasizes

the fact that the crucial determinant of language choice

is not ideology, but simply the trigger-utterance in a

particular situation.

This explains why the Canadian netis is rather confused

as regards the status of any one of his languages. iihen

asked which of them he prefers, he often answers : "Cree,

because it was my mother's language" then he will contra-

dict this expression of loyalty by adding, "But I like

French just as well". Gnly English is somewhat left in the

shade in terms of emotional commitment, as it entered the

\letis' linguistic economy only a few generations ago. How-

ever, its prestige is unanimously acknowledged t it is the

language of the media, of the "American States" south of

the border ; and more importantly perhaps, it is the tongue

the younger generations need to know in order to find jobs.

Not surprisingly, the :etis have no stylistic repertoire as
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such. Labov (1963) found the same situation on Martha's

Vineyard, and ielated thi8 fact to the absence of extremes

of wealth and poverty on the island. Ihe Canadian Metis

can also be said to be classless, but one can argue as well

that they wield languages instead of styles because the

presence of a stylistic repertoire in three languages would

constitute a non-adaptive cerebral overload ; a similar

situation seems to obtain among the Guarani of Paraguay

(Trudgill, 1974, p. 125).

It is clear that we have here a case of areal multi-

lingualism, contrasting with the-oolitical multilingualism

characteristic of Canada as a nation and of countries such

as Ireland. l'olitical multilingualism is often aberrant

from a geographical point of view : speakers of language X

may live in the east, speakers of language 1 in the west,

and there often is very little overlap between the tWo

linguistic areas. A stiff dose of diglossia normally

accompanies such enforced multilingualism, as one variety

is always more prestigious or more versatile than the

other(s) ; but the lower variety, artificially boosted by

generous handouts, can be given temporary prestige by

certain segments of society that wish to use it as a social

foil (this is the case with the upper-middle class in

Canada and Ireland with French and Gaelic respectively).

Political multilingualism arises from conflicts and

creates more conflicts. Like diglossia it provides only

social, not individual, competence ; but unlike diglossia

it is socially dysfuncticaial for many speakers, because the

lower variety is associated with particular groups instead

of aFplying throughout the speech community. Areal multi-

lingualism, on the other hand, Originates in a natural

situation of contact, and is of necessity socially functional.

3. The 3ole of Interference

Cultural overlap does not go without a certain amount

of linguistic overlap. Mien a number of languages are in

everyday use, a delicate balance must be struck between

linguistic ease (convergence) and linguistic effort (compart-

mentalization). In the absence of sociolinguistic stigmatiz-
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ation among,the etis, .stylistic levelling operates in all

three languages : although the speakers are exposed to

varioum styles of Cree, French, and English, they produce

only the vernacular register in each of these languages ;

they do not for example have any active competence in Hil:h

Cree (the ceremonial register), in educated French (the

lingua franca of Catholic missionaries), or in the educated

English they hear on radio and TV.

The cement of this style-free triad is a pervasive

interference of two kinds -- grammatical and situational.

A few examples of each will be given below.

(i) Grammatical interference. There is a clear pattern

of interference from Cree at.all gxammatical levels. This

pattern is so strikina that many aspects of it are used as

stereotypes of Aetis speech by ghite neighbours trying to

typify them. Nost conspicuous of all is an intonation

contour characteristic of Cree which distorts the prosodies

of French and English, making them fit into its own pattern

of stress, pitch, and length. Put very simply, in Cree

stress (which is phonemic) is accompanied by high pitch,

while the contiguous vowels are somewhat lengthened :

--e5.1
Lnt5jAn wijtsj "I have some meat".

This suprasegmental pattern is added to the intonation

contour of both French and English, putting a distinctly

Netis mark on them (see Douaud, 1983, for further analysis).

For example :
---/I

Freral qr.rt]17ga "0n connait comment
les tirer"

Enalisti [ij drijv mij trAk] "I drive my truck"

There are several examples of segmental phonetic inter-

ference as well, involving mainly palatalization and vowel

raising, and diagnostic of an attraction of French and English
into a general Native linguistic area characterized by allo-

phonic raising (Douaud, 1935, pp. 110ff).

At the next level of analysis we find an obvious morpho-

syntactic influence from Cree. Cree has no genders, but a

distinction r animatel e.g., yiias "meat" is E- animatel
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(it is dead_flesh), while m6swa "moose" is E., animate] .

Thus pronominal distinctions in terms of I!: masCI forms

are simply not relevant to a speaker of Cree. The Metis

extend this feature to il/elZe in French, and heabs/it in

English, and exhibit a total disregard for gender : "Ma

femme il parlait Cree", "My grandfather shg died when she

was a hundred and five", etc. This confusion of pronouns

is common among speakers of gender-marked languages who

have a genderless language (e.g., Hungarian or 1-ersian) as

their native toncue ; but here no effort is made to fight

this interference, and the confusion is so consistent as

to deserve being called systemqtic. This may well be one

of the few examples of genuine free variation -- a concept

otherwise abhorrent to socially oriented linguists...

The last example of grammatical interference presented

here will concern word order and the expression of possession.

In Cree, possession is expressed as follows : if the possessor

is represented by a_morpheme with the function of possessive

adjective, we have the same word order as in English or in

French, viz., [adj+ object] , as in o-masinahikan "his

book". However, if the possessor is represented by a noun

(preceded or not by an adjective), the pattern becomes

[(adj). + noun.] + [adj.+ object] , as in ki-kosis o-masina-

hikan "your son's book" (lit.: "your son his book"). Again.

this model has been superimposed by Z.etis speakers on the

French and English regular word orders, and we can hear

sentences thus construed : sister, his boy he's in Fort

NcMurray". Although such a construction can be heard occasion-

ally in familiar English or French, older >ietis speakers use

it so consistently that it may be said to represent the

regular possessive construction in their speech.

(ii) Situational interference. This type of interference

involves automatic code-switching and code-mixine. Code-

switching characterizes whole sentences, whereas code-mixing

characteriZes morphemes and lexemes (Labov, 1971, p. 457 ;

Gumperz, 1971, p. 317). Loth are tied to the situation

(who you are speaking to, and where) and to the content of

discourse : while talking to me in Cree and French about job
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opportunities- in his region, zn older-netis gradually lapsed

into English -- simply because it is the language of employ-

ment. Also, when part of the discourse cannot be readily

expressed because of a lexical.gap in one language, one

switches to another language without any pause or hesitation

(a seeminely common phenomenon among illiterate or little-

educated multilinguals).

If the two conditions are present -- a lexical gap and

a particular language connotation -- and if moreover the

interlocutor is known or felt to be multilingual, one often

observes copious code-switching and spectacular code-mixing

involving both morphemes and lexemes, of the type :

"un stakait des claims, 1A, la mit',

or "Il voulait climber un tree".

In these examples [ntejk] and Lkh jlaml lose their character-
r

istically un-Cree diphthong Eq and consonantal aspiration,

and become Estekliklajmi while receiving French suffixes

and becoming oxytones. There are of course many opportunities

for Cree to get involved more directly in code-switchine

and mixing.

These phenomena seem to be directly proportional to

the degree of emotional involvement in the discourse.

Together with grammatical interference, they point to a

cohesive linguistic system where separate languages are

treated as related varieties of the same language. 1.erhaps

it is this fundamental unity of.speech and culture which

is expressed in the netis most often heard statement about

their linguistic economy : "It's all the same to me -- all
mixed".

4. Modern Trends

Unfortunately, the linguistic versatility described

so far applies almost exclusively to the older (56+)

generation Metis culture is now paying for its relaxed

attitude towards language. Like the Louisiana Cajuns (3old,

1979), Metis elders have acted as passive repositories of

traditional lore and have failed to foster defensive

militancy among the younger generations. As a result, there

has been in the last twenty years a steady linguistic and

cultural attrition of the following type
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ape

subsistence
Activities

7roup
activities

economy

50 +

traping, fishing,
huntinA, seasonal
employment

Metis music and
dances, Church

active competence :
Cree/French/English

30-

steady employment

Rock and Country
music. no Church

active competence :
English

As part of their liberal attitude towards modernity

the etis show a great deal of respect for education -- an

instrument both of acculturation and of preservation. Even

though hooks are not seen among the normal household'items

a feature shared with most Indian communities (see e.g.,

:111ips, 1975, p. 373) -- children are dutifully sent to

school. But the old missionary schools where French and Cree

were spoken or at least tolerated have closed down ; they

have been replaced by a centralized ti..'hool system that gathers

children from all ethnic backgrounds and educates them

through the sole medium of English. The future is bleak, then,

cs;)ecially since the fluidity thac characterizes historical

and contemi.orary Metis structures has caused them to be over-

looked in the school curriculum : whereas there are many

Indian reservation schools that teach Native languages and

traditional lifeways, there is.no such thing for the Netis,

except in some areas of Manitoba.

Tf it is difficult to preserve the Metis linguistic

economy, at least a great deal can be accompl:shed for the

ethnic identity and self-image of Metis children by putting-

greater emphasis on literacy. That literacy has played only

a minor role in the traditional Catholic schooling of the

Canadian Fetis is obvious from the fact that they have

produced very few priests, brothers, or nuns in some 150 years

of close association with the missions. This holds true for

the Indians as well (Flanagan, 1979, p. 6) ; apparently the

goal of the Church in North America was simply to save

savage souls from damnation : the spiritual steadfastness

of the aboriginal population was generally not deemed fit

to be trusted with the proselytizing of other people.

It is now time for literacy to be conveyed seriously to

r..ctis children in order to replace those traditional activities
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which the elders do not teach any more. Literacyshould.

be rxesented as a collective, rather than solitary, activitY,

and should concern itself with local materials such ds

customs, family names, :,enealogies, and traditional narratives.

Althouei a recent study (Cronin, 198C) has shown that the

Indian and netis pupils of a centralized school system are

acculturated enough to recall stories with conventional

European structure better than stories with traditional Cree

structure, it should be possible to use the Cree structure

in English so as to familiarize Indian and letis children

with the culture they are.in danger of losing (see Cronin,

19%1, for further. elaboration). In this way cultural

continuity could be preserved within the dominant scciety :

this, after all, is the goal of what has been called thc

"Fourth ::orld" of minorities.
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CHRISTINE HELOT: LANGUAGE CENTRE, ST. PATRICK'S COLLEGE, MAYNOOTH.

TITLE: TESTING A GROUP OF BILINGUAL CHILDREN WITH THE

BILINGUAL SYNTAX MEASURE.

INTRODUCTION:

This paper proposes to discuss the problems involved in assessing the

language proficiency of young bilinguals. The definitions of several

notions associated with descriptions of bilingualism will be reviewed

such as: assessment, discrete point test, integrative and pragmatic

tests, proficiency, dominance and balanced bilingualism.

In a second part, the paper will report on the use of the Bilingual Syntax

Measure (I and II) as elicitation procedure and measure of proficiency, with

eleven children (of two different age groups) being brought up bilingually

in English and French in Ireland.

The translation of the Spanish version of the 8SM (1 and II) into French

was used after having been tested on 3 French children in France. The

language productions of the bilingual subjects are compared to the language

productions of 2 control groups of monolingual children of the same sex,

age and socio-economic background, one living in Ireland and the other

living in France.

The 8SM (I and II) scoring system was calculated for all subjects tested

(monolingual and bilinguals) and the reliability and validity of scores

are discussed in the light of background information about the bilingual

children such as the nationality of parents, language(s) spoken at home

and in school and attitudes towards French and English.

While scores obtained by the use of an instrument such as the BSM must be

interpreted as being to some extent a reflection of the instrument as well

as of the linguistic reality under investigation, the scores obtained by

the subjects in this study indicate that a considerable amount of French is
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or has been acquired by the bilingual children and this at no expense to

their English.

It should be stressed though that the BSM only measures structural profic-

iency and does not describe the real language behaviour of the bilingual

children. To have any real validity 1-nguage productions elicited with

the BSM should be compared to free speech samples. Yet the BSM was found

easy to use with children from 4 to 8 years old who were not very familiar

with the interviewer and it was quite productive as an elicitation

procedure.

DEGREE AND FUNCTION IN BILINGUALISM:

When describing bilingualism one must distinguish as W. Mackey (1968) points

out between degree and function. While function refers, to when, where and

why and with whoma person uses the two languages, degree refers to the

competency an individual can demonstrate in two languages, to the skills

and abilities of the bilingual person in using each language, to proficiency

and performance.

Tove Skutnabb-Kangas(1981 , p(94-217) also points to the same distinction

she writes

"There are 2 different measures of bilingualism:
reported linguistic behaviour and observed linguistic

behaviour."

Reported linguistic behaviour is usually provided by interviews and

questionnaires and the first part of my research project was an analysis of

two language background questionnaires (LBQ) which provided a lot of

information concerning the functional bilingualism of 54 children ranging

from 1 to 16 and being brought up bilingually in French and English in

Ireland.

The second part of the research project concerns degree of bilingualism or

observed linguistic behaviour. It concerns language assessment and how

language proficiency can be measured.
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LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT:

There are many approaches to language assessment and more research needs to

be (Ale, particularly on the nature of language proficiency (see Ch. Rivera

1983 and J. Cummins 1984, p.142-144). What should the main aims of language

assessment be?

Language Assessment should determine certain facts about language use and

enable the rating of bilingual proficiency; it should give valid information

about what language or languages the child speaks and understands and how

well, and language assessment should also show to what purposes the child

can use both languages. The most common way of getting,a measurement of

bilingualism by objective observation is by means of tests.

TESTS:

Different kinds of tests have been used to measure bilingual language

proficiency, tests which were developed by linguistis, psychologists,

sociologists, educationalists end which measure different aspects such as

interference, speed and automatic functions, in what situations the

bilinguals use their two languages and the size of the repertoire in both

languages.

Most tests for bilinguals use methods of measurement which test each of the

bilinguals' two languages separately with monolingual proficiency as the

norm. Such tests are based on the dual code theory which assumes that

bilinguals have two separate linguistic rule systems. The dual code theory

is challenged in particular by Jim Cummins (1984) who proposes the one-

code theory and a very interesting model of bilingual proficiency (Cummins,

1984. p.138).

DOMINANCE:

The dual code theory has also led to the notion of dominance in bilingualism.

In many tests the balance between two languages has been used as a measure-

ment of bilingualism. The assumption is that the more equal the balance

between the languages the more bilingual the speaker is and the language
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receiving the highest score is said to be the dominant one. Since 1968

Fishman has been criticising the use of balance between languages as a

measure of bilingualism on the grounds that this defines balanced

bilingualism as the ideal. Balanced bilinguals are very rare: Fishman

(1968) writes:

"Bilingual societies do not produce bilinguals whose
Languages are in balance. Bilingual societies produce
those kinds of bilinguals whose one language is
dominant in one area and whose other language is
dominant in another. A method of measurement with

balance as the ideal is unrealiStic."

Fishman goes on to say that bilingual dominance varies from domain to

domain and this must be taken into account when deciding on the selection

of content used in a test to measure bilingual proficiency.

Another aspect to the notion of dominance is discussed by Burt Dulay and

Hernandez (1976) who write:

"The lard:meters that comprise language domino-lc.: are

as follows: lexicon, structural proficiency, phonolog-
ical control, fluency, contmosicative skills. Dominance
in one parameter does not imply dominance in the
others."

Shuy (1977) criticizes Dulay Burt and Hernandez's definition of dominance

because dominance tests only address themselves to a spoken competence in

specific areas of language but say nothing of one's ability to communicate

effectively. The problem of measuring a bilingual's ability to communicate

raises other theoretical considerations concerning the elaboration of tests.

DISCRETE POINT TESTS AND INTEGRATIVE TESTS:

When looking at language tests one must distinguish between discrete point

testing and integrative or pragmatic testing.

Discrete point tests generally means that each point of language is tested

separately, whereas integrative tests look at language as a whole and

focus on the total communicative effect of an utterance. The main advocate of
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pragmatic testing is J.W. 011er. He writes in "Focus on the Learner"

(1973) (edited by 011er and Richards):

"Tests which aim at specific points of grammar are
less effective than tests that require the
integration of skills. Integrative tests more
closely parallel, the anmmunicative use of language."

The debate between the two approaches goes on and both kinds of approaches

are interdependant and necessary (see E. Ingram, 1978)

There are many theoretical issues which have important implications for

the techniques of language testing and which are being discussed today.

(see Shuy, in "Focus on the Learner", 1973), but all this research interest

has produced very little up to now:

"Despite all this research interest , disappointingly
little has happened. Finding a test or elaborating
a test is a very serious problem."

(T. Skutnab-Kangas, 1981, p.210)

Apart from books and articles reporting on the use of tests for bilinguals

three volumes of published tests were consulted: Synes (1975) describes

and analyses nine tests for the bilingual child. The Northwest Regional

Educational Laboratory in Los Angeles published one volume in 1976 where

24 different tests are described. The tests purports to assess oral

language skills but none of the 24 tests are rated above fair in a 3 point

scale of good to poor in terms of validity or technical excellence.

The second volume published in 1978 is a descriptive catalogue of 342 oral

and written tests.

THE BILINGUAL SYNTAX MEASURE (BSM):

For various reasons such as the age of the subjects, the attractiveness

of its drawings and ease of administration, the Bilingual Syntax Measure

(1975) was chosen for this project.

There are two BSMs, the BSM I to be used with children from age 4 to 7 or

eight and the BSM II to be used with children age 7, 8 and older. The
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EtSM consists of two colourful
booklets of cartoon style pictures without

any text. The aim of the authors were to design an instrument to measure
children's oral proficiency in English or Spanish grammatical structures,
by using natural speech as a basis for making judgments.

"The BSM encourages children to express their thoughts
and opinions freely. The syntactic structures that
the children use to express their thoughts are the
important factorrs of structural proficiency. If both
English and Spanish are used it can be used as an
indicator of language dominance with respect to basic
syntactic structures."

Burt Dulay Hernandez (1975)

The BSM is based on discrete point theory and on the notion of dominance.
It's administration is very simple: an examiner asks specific questions
written out in a student booklet

and writes down exactly in the booklet
the answers given by the child. The answers are scored later. The questions
are formulated to elicit obligatory

uses of the grammatical forms wanted and
the test in one language lasts from 10 to 15 minutes per child. The BSM I
and the BSM II each contain twenty five questions which are designed to test
syntax, not vocabulary, pronunciation

or functional use of language.

The BSM has been used and assessed by many researchers since its publication,
such as Boyd (1975), Cohen (1976),

Gil (1976), Harrison (1976), Helmer
(1977) etc. The strongest and most interesting criticism of the BSM are to
be read in 011er (1979),

Skutnab Kangas (1981) and in a very good review of
the BSM by Ellen Rosanski (1979).

Rosanski (1979, p.116-139) seriously
questions the reliability and validity of the BSM.

HOW THE BSM WAS USED IN THIS PROJECT:

The Spanish version of BSM I and II were translated into French and tested
on three French monolingual children of age 5, 8 and 10 living in France.
A list of the French structures

elicited was drawn up and analysed.

See Table 1.
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TABLE I

Structures elicitées par la BSN II Francais

I. Futur immédiat
SN pluriel

3. Passé Compose & place
pronom direct pluriel

4. Ct de nom-
du - de la

5. Question directe

6. Condel passe avoir

SN sing. 'etre

7. parce que + SN + SV

8, Subjonctif ou
donner un ordre
demander de faire q.chose

el ,
9. C present SN pluriel

sing

0. present ind
SN sing

11. question directe ou

indirecte

14. article t nom masc/fem

ind.

15. subj. present (id)
& Ind present
(vb regulier ou irrégulier)

16. Futur immediat

17. avoir faim
SN sing

18. Condel present
SN sing

Cond
el

passe19.

20. question directe
ou indirecte

22. passé compose
avoir SN pluriel

23. passé compose
avoir ou etre
SN pluriel

24. passe compose
avoir ou etre
SN sing

25. Co nd el passe

reg ou irregulier

While the BSM was developed as a test as culturally fair as possible the

author of the translation being
of French nationality but having lived

in Ireland for 10 years, didn't notice any element that might be unknown

to children living in France. Yet the younger subjects didn't recognize

the picture of sandwiches which do not have the shape or colour of French

sandwiches and which in France, would only be eaten in a picnic situation.

Another example of cultural
differences between the French subjects and

the bilingual and Irish subjects was
expressed in answers to the following

question: "Why were the rabbit and frog so scared?" Only the French

children answered that the animals were afraid to be cooked and eaten!
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SUBJECTS:

18 subjects were tested with the BSM I and 15 with the BSM II. The first

group of subjects consisted of 6 bilingual children (5 boys and 1 girl)

ranging in age from 4.6 to 5.8 and 2 control groups consisting of 6

monolingual French subjects living in France (age from 4.7 to 5.7) and

6 monolingual English speaking children living in Ireland (age from 4.11

to 6.)

The second group of subjects consisted of 5 bilingual children (3 girls

and 2 boys) ranging in age from 7.8 to 8.9 and 2 control groups consisting

of 5 monolingual French children living in France (age from 7.10 to 8.10)

and 5 monolingual English speaking children living in Ireland (age from

7.11 to 8.10)

The bilingual subjects were selected among 54 bilingual children whose

mother and father completed extensive language background questionnaires.

The control groups were chosen to match the sex, age and socio-economic

status(SES) of the bilingual children. Profession and level of education

of both parents were asked as an indicator of S.E.S.

Testing:

Three examiners were involved: two in Ireland who are bilinguals themselves

and raising their children bilingually (though the subjects were not their

own children) and one examiner in France who is a monolingual French speaker

and works as a child librarian.

Usual problems with testing young children were encountered such as shyness,

tiredness, colds and cough as testing toak place in Winter. Testing the

older group was much easier, though some children were shy and some parents

were reticent. However, when the BSM was shown to parents and %ten they

realised how little time it would take, parents were reassured and happy

to cooperate.

While monolingual children were given either the English version of the BSM

or the translation into French, bilingual children were given the BSM first
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in French, then in English. One child only (in the younger age group)

couldn't answer the examiner in English after having answered her first

in French. He continued answering in French despite her asking the

questions in English. The test was discontinued and redone a few days

later with the child's father who is of Irish nationality. All questions

were answered in English.

The whole test was tape tecorded for all subjects and transcribed, since

the aim of the research is to obtain samples of French and English rather

than just scores indicating dominance.

Scoring:

Scoring according to the guidelines laid down in the technical handbooks

by the authors was also calculated and found to be easily and quickly done

in most cases. The scoring recommended for the BSM I will place the

child at a level of proficiency going from level 1 to level 5 and from

level 1 to level 6 for the BSM II.

TABLE 2

BSM I BSM level of proficiency

BSM II

level 1 Children are at the beginning of the
process of learning a language.

level 2

level 3

level 4

describes receptive language only.

survival level ability.

intermediate level for children aged 7,8.
proficient and comparable to NS for
children aged 4,5,6.

level 5 proficient - NS.

level 1,2,3

level 4

level 5

level 6

sane as BSM I

internediate level - errors often made.

: high degree of proficiency approaching native
speakers for younger children (7,8)

: fully proficient - NS.
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Sone of the answers though were difficult to score since the children

didn't always produce the expected grammatical forms. In several cases

the children simplified.

Example:

Question Comment la famille a retrouve la
nourriture?

Expected answer : . les oiseaux l'ont rapportee

answer given by 2 : grace aux oiseaux.
children

The authors of the BSM recommend that 1 point should be scored for each

answer which is grammatically correct and appropriate. The simplified

answer given by the two children should then be scored as correct but it

certainly doet not show that they are able to produce a "passe compose"

with a plural subject and a direct pronoun properly placed.

Analysis of scores obtained by the SS in this project:

It should be stressed at this point that results obtained by the use of

an instrument such as the BSM must be interpreted as being to some extent

a reflectiun of the instrument as well as of the linguistic reality under

investigation.

The scores in Table 3 and 4 are only an indication of the children's

structural proficiency in English and/or French in relation to speech they

produced, answering the questions of the BSM.
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TABLE 3: BSM I

RESULTS

Ss Sex B B

.

B

_

a
.

B G

6

Mono
English

Age 6 5.9 5.2 5.1 4.11 5

Soone E 5 5 5 5 5 4

6

Bilingual
French/
English

Age 5.8
A B

5.1 4.11
C

4.10
D E

4.6 4.6
F

Score E 5 4 4 3 4 4

Score F 4 2 1 2 4 4

6

Mono
French

Age 5.7 5.0 4.10 4.10 4.5 4.7

Score F 5 5 3 3 4 5

E: English. F: French.

Ss

Nationality Lang ai

School Language(s) at home

Scores

French EnglishMotherlFather

A F I F Mother speaks French. Father
speaks English.

4 5

B F I E Mother speaks French all the time
Child refuses French.

2 4

C F I E Mother no longer speaks French 1 4

D ; : I E Mother speaks French all the time.
Child refuses French.

2 3

E F 1 F Mother speaks French. Father
speaks English.

,,,,r
4

F F I E Mother speaks French. Father
speaks English.

4 4
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Ss

,

Sex

-

G G IS G B

5

Mono
English

Age 8.10 8.7 8.4 7.11 7.11

Score E 6 6 6 6 6

5

Bilingual
French/
English

Age 8.9
A B

8.4
c

7.9
D

8.0 7.8
E

Score E 6 6 6

Score F 5 6 2 5 6

5

Mono
French

Age 8.10 8.7 8.2 8.2 7.10

SODre F 6 6 .6 6 6

Bil

Ss

Nationality
I

Lang at

School

Language(s) at home Scores

Mother Father French English

A E E F English and French 5 6

B F I E Mother speaks French all
the time.

6 6

C F I E English mostly. 2 6

D E F F English mostly 5 5

E F I E Mother speaks French all the
time.

6 6



The scores go from 1 to 5 for the BSM I and from 1 to 6 for the BSM II and

correspond respectively to 5 and 6 levels of proficiency. (see Table 2)

BSM I: SUBJECTS AND RESULTS

The six bilingual subjects were chosen according to the information given in

the LBQ and to enable comparisons; 5 children have mothers of French

nationality and fathers of Irish nationality whose first language is English

or Irish.

SUBJECTS D AND B:

One child (subject D) has two_ Irish parents but his mother speaks French to

him all the time. (She was a teacher of French before she had children). He

achieved a score of 2 on the 8SM I in French and the language he produced

was compared to the productions in French of subject B, who also scored 2.

Subject D produced more French than subject B and indeed produced whole

sentences (short) whereas subject 8 only produced words and one short

sentence.

Examples:

Subject D : il a enleve les chaussures
il est un roi
il a mange
il mange

nenge tout

Subject B : manger

a mange
donner tout ga

While the two boys agreed to look at the BSM booklet and answer the examiner

in French (up to a certain point) both are reported by their mother to refuse

to speak French. Both have been on holidays in France which could have given

them negative feelings towards France. Subject D was lonely in France and

while he used to speak French to his mother before the holidays, refused to

do so on his return to Ireland.

Subject B (according to his mother) has always refused to produce any

sentences in French, he only produces words. His holidays in France were

also disturbed by a lot of family confrontations but his parents hope that
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his next holiday in France will have a positive effect since the child will

be with cousins of his 9wn age.

The scores in English for subjects B and 0 differ substantially. Subject

B has a high score in English (4) whereas subject D has a low score (2).

It is interesting to note that the 13SM E gave this low score for it seems

to confirm what the child's parents were told by the primary school teacher

when the child entered school, i.e. that his level of English was lower

than other children (monolingual English-speaking) of the same age and

living in the same area.

SUBJECT C:

Subject C is a boy aged 4.11 at the time of testingswhose mother is French

and whose father is Irish. His mother spoke French to him all the time

when he was a baby but stopped when she heard from another French mother

that her child could be refused entry into an Irish primary school if the

child didn't speak English. She now speaks French only occasionally

having lost the habit of addressing him in French all the time.

This example shows the problems facing parents wanting to speak a language

other than the majority language to their children, and how lack of proper

information can lead to abandonning such an endeavour. It should also be

pointed out that children in Ireland start primary school at age 4 which

is a crucial period for 1,anguage development.

SUBJECTS A E F :

Subjects A and E are boys and subject F is a girl. As well as sharing

high scores in English and French they also share other characteristics.

The three children have French mothers and Irish fathers and in the three

families the strategy of person is used with the mother addressing the

children in French all the time. The difference between these children is

that subject A and E have been attending the French School in Dublin for

several months but subject F attends an English-speaking school. While

the scores for the three children are the same in French, subject A has

a higher score in English which is probe:Ay due to his age. He is a year
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and two months older than subject E and F.

A more detailed linguistic analysis of the children's production in French

will be carried out later on.

RESULTS OF THE BSM II:

lhe scores obtained by the children after answering the questions of the

8SM II in French and in English are more uniform than scores of the BSM I.

SUBJECTS B & E and A & C:

The interesting differences are between subjects B and E and A and C.

Subjects 8 and E (a girl aged 8.7 and a 1)6, aged 7.8 at the time of testing)_

both go to an English-speaking school and speak French at home with their

mother all the time. Subjects A and 0 (two girls aged 8.9 and 8.0) have

both been attending the French School since age 4. In the case of subject

A, both parents are of English nationality but fluent speakers of French

and they speak French and English with their children. Subject 0 has a

French father and an English mother and very little French is spoken at

home.

The scores achieved by the two children speaking French at hone with their

mothers are higher than the scores of the two children attending the French

School. It would seem to indicate that children (of 7i and 8i years old)

tested with the BSM II achieve a higher level of structural proficiency

than children of the same age being educated in French. It would be inter-

esting to repeat such a study on children one or two years older or on the

same subjects in a year or two and check whether children speaking French

at home only6still achieved higher scores than children in French schools,

on tests of oral structural proficiency.

Obviously as mentioned before the BSM only tests structural proficiency and

reading and writing should also be tested to give a more integrated view of

the language achievements of the children under study.

4 7 6
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Subject C:

Subject C is a boy aged 7.9 at the time of testing, the third child in a
family of three children and his mother (of French nationality) speaks
mostly English at home (the father is Irish and knows little French). The
boy certainly understood the questions in French but had great difficulty
answering in French. He is reported by his mother to manage quite well
when he goes to France on holidays.

Some differences in the language productions in French of the bilingual
children and the monolingual French children:

On the lexical level, Frenrh
children used words such as "picorer" (present

in textbooks used in France) and familiar words like "la bonne femme" and
"piquer" instead of "voler".

On the morphosyntactic level,
the bilingual children do not always produce

the obligatory liaison as in for example:

"il les a enlevees."

On the syntactic level, the place of direct and indirect pronouns is also a
difficulty for bilingual childrem and on the cultural level it was amusing
to note that French children thought the bad family was going to catch the
rabbit or the frog in order to eat them:

There were also some similarities in the errors (developmental) of bilingual
and monolingual French children, for example:

"ils cro rent" instead of "ils croient"

was produced by two French children
and two bilingual children.

Comparisons of scores in English and French (BSM II):

If one looks at the
scores obtained by subjects 8, D and E. they are equiv-

alent in English and French. Yet more detailed analysis of the language
productions shows that the three.bilingual children (subjects 8, D, E)
produced a greater number of correct sentences in English than in French.
In one case the speed of answering was much quicker in English than in
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French but this could be due to the fact that the questions were the same

(as far as content) in English and in French.

If the BSM gives an indication
of achievement in French on the structural

level it is not a refined enough
instrument if one only takes into account the

scores. While the scores in English confirm that the children's English is

the same as monolingual native
speakers of English, the scores in French do

not account for differences between monolingual native speakers of French in

France and the French produced by the bilingual children growing up in Ireland.

CONCLUSION:

The scores obtained by the
children in this study are very encouraging for

parents speaking French to their children at home. The samples of French

elicited with the BSM II (by the subjects in the older age group) show that

some French, indeed quite a lot of French, is being acquired by the child-

ren who communicate only in French with their mother
(and also by the child-

)en who attend the,French School). But again, what the BSM gives is in

indication of structural proficiency
in French and English but it does not

describe the real language behaviour of the children. One example of this

is that the language elicited
by subjects in the second age group shows no

language mixing and very little
interference. -This does not reflect the real

language behaviour of the
children but the design of the test (the children

were asked to answer questions in French first and then in English). Subject

B for example, did not mix English and French in her answers but often does

so in conversation with the interviewer.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect to the results obtained with the BSM in

this project is that children
who spend most of the day in an English-speaking

environment but speak French to
their mother at home (all the time), achieve

equal or higher sc,)res than
children going to a French-speaking school (and

speaking some French at home).

Further linguistic analysis of the French samples elicited with the BSM II

in French by monolingual
French speakers living in France and by the

bilingual children in this study will be carried out.
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Haire Owens

Trinity College, Dublin

TWO YEARS CN : A SN4PLE OF MOTHER CHILD INTERAcrIal IN A SECOND

IANGUICE

0 DrricarrIa4

The tape (and transcript) on which this papPr is based is a sample

of Irish produced by myself and my daughter Eithne during a

conversation we had in NoveMber 1984. She was then 5 years and 5 mths.

old. It is my intention to use it as an example of what can be achieved

informally in terms of second language acquisition, comment on some of

the constraints imposed on interaction between mother and child by use

of a second language and indicate some features whidh reveal the

processes by which one small child is learning to communicate in a

second language.

1 BACKGROUND

Until Eithne was 3, no-one had ever spoken systematically to her in

Irith. She may have reccgnised some sounds; we speak same Irish at

home, mainly in oonnection with school (her older brother and sister

and since last September Eithne herself attend an all-Irish school); we

have Irish-speaking friends, go to Irish functions and spend same of

our holidays in the Gaeltadht. Aged 3 years and 3 months She began

attending a Naionra, where as one o2 a group of 10 children the

stidrth6ir spoke only Iriah to her and this was reinforced to same

extent at home. I began to take a specific interest in her lan7uage

development just over a year ago, developing a policy of using Iriah

with the children in anything connected- with school and spending on

average, one hour per week with Eithne, reading to her in Iriah and

encouraging her to speak in Irish.

The recording was made two years into her exposure to IriSh. It is

worth cannenting on the fact that after one year in the Naionra, while

she showed evidence of oomprehension, her production was limited to a

series of context-baand utterances, most of which had been selectively
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encouraged and practised there.
eg Dia dhuit, a bhean!

Is liamsa 6.
Ba mhaith liam briosca/bainne/p6int dearg/leabhar.

It was only in the second year that she began to show signs of refining

and developing systems for herself in ways that did not reflect directly

the input of the Naionra.

2 ATTITUDES

Since her mother turned into a wculd-be linguist, Eithne finds

hereelf encouraged, cadjoled and sametimes thieatened into maintaining

use of Irish in the contexts of school, church ard Irish-speaking

friends and beyond. Of the three methods, neither threats nor

surprisingly encouragement are really effective. Threats, because being

of independent mind, she simply refuses to cooperate, resorts to tears

or stops talking.

Parental encouragement is often cited as a prime motivating factor

in the learning of Irish in school. But Eithne frequently declines to

follow me in speaking Irish, protests that she doesn't- tt'ant to,

produces a few words and asks "Can we not talk English now." At this

stage ehe is reasonably fluent and is ekilled at borrowing, so lack of

ability is not the problem. She visits a lot with an Irish-speaking

friend and takes for granted the fact that she must speak Irish to the

adults *here. In fact, before she goes, she practises phrases shd might

need, like haw to say what time she has to come'hame at. Last

Christmas, in the company of her non-Irish-speaking Granny and an

Irish-speaking stranger, she embarked on a complicated explanation, in

IriSh,' of a card game they were playing, with no hint that ehe felt

inadequate for the task. It is not that ehe is unaware of the

limitations of her LIAltA,Itence in Irish; initially ehe was very

reluctant to attempt to say anything she felt unsure of, but her

confidence has increased with her (AJuvetence throughart the last year,

given an interlocutor ehe accepts.

A clue to her attitude is revealed in a comment she passed to a

friend recently. Mary-Anne, who is also English-speaking but encouraged

to use the Irish she nas picked up at school, was visiting and thanked

me for something saying "Go raibh maith agat!" Eithne Untediately

rounded on her with "You don't have to speak Irish here; this isn't an
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Irish house"!

It seems then that Eithne thcugh now a fairly competent speaker,

has her awn-found objections to eaqual language switching. She is noc

willing to substitute one language for another without good reason. Her

criterion may be that the interlocutor consistently use one language

with her although all the Irish-speakers she meets do sometimes resort

to English if she has difficulty understanding cc there are

English-only-speakers present. Equally it might be that She imitates me

and speaks Irish with people with wham She observes me speaking Irish;

exceptions to this would be other Children with Wham she almost always

speaks English. Even in the contexts of church and sobool where my use

of Irish is fairly consistent, she tends to limit herself to Short

transactions and quidkly resorts to English. On occasions she

negotiates a limited period during whiCh She is prepared to humour me

on condition that we shift back to English afterwards. This tendency

was less marked while She attended the Naionra and may even only be a

passing phase. It does however indicate the existence of constraints,

tied up with the whole mother-child relationShip and the movement away

from familiar circumstances into a new world where so much is different

that the child is inclined to cling to what She is used to.

It is because I have undertaken a longitudinal study of Eithne's

language development that many of these factors have became apparent. I

have had to find ways of recording material and getting her to respond

to my prompting. This is Where the cadjoling method comes in, by whiCh

I mean going out of my way to coax her to respond, inventing contexts

in which She can safely cooperate, being prepared to Shift from reality

into a dimension of play and fantasy. After a year of my "linguistics",

she knows all about the tape-recorder and is thoroughly bored with it.

Initially She was persuaded by the novelty of hearing herself on tve;

now that novelty has worn off, it has become increasingly difficult to

get her to perform at my convenience. Of the half-hour sessions same

stand out as being particularly productive in terms of her

participation in the interaction and in the range of expression She

uses. A good example is the one here reproduced in transcript form,

dated 23/11/1984.
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3 TRANSCRIPT

To outline briefly what is happening - Eithne came in to where I

was reading the paper in the kitchen and agreed to speak on the rap..

She elected to tell a story and found an annual "Twinkle" and proceeded

to outline several of the stories thereJnot reproduced) I tried to

persuade her to talk about what had happened that day, ending up with

her in tears When aked About an incident in school. She Ruch preferred

the impersonal exercise of story-telling. (T57-83)

I then smt her upstairs to get Miffy, a favourite toy rabbit,

which the did switching imrediately into a much more cooperative mood,

singing and laughing. We played a Red-riding-hood and the wolf game

where I asked about Miffy's big eyes, ears, mouth and legs, to which

She responded innovatively (T162), illustrating her answers (r170). She

then directed the conversation to another toy, Mrs. Tittlemouse and

went off to find her. (T188) She invented a story About her,

reintrcduced the carrot (1.238) and set About providing food for both

toys, with commentary.

my attempts to bring the conversation back to reality were given

scant attention (T276), she was much more interested in her cwn game.

Her attention was attracted to some extent when she invented an Irish

version of Shepherds' Pie - Aoiri Tarta - and began thinking of

outlandish replies to my queries About what she has for dinner

(ridiculous queries anyway because I'm the one who provides the dinners

and must know what's in them.) This quickly led to her growing bored

with the whole affair and demanding an end to it.

The tape Shows clearly then, evidence of the constraints I have

spoken of - willingness to cooperate for a limited period, for the

reward of hearing herself speak on the tape and also to please me. She

rejects personal communication with her mother About an incident at

school. There is a complete switch in the nature of the interaction

when it develops into a game and return to lack of interest as the game

peters out. Her interest is sustained as long as her terms are adheLou

to. While there are same grammatical inaccuracies, she always

communicates. She has to resort to English for lexical items but there

is only one complete code-switch during the game (T250) and that

fact constitutes a demand outside the game which She quickly corrects.
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The language she uses though, in the game section, is spontaneous

and in her role as Miffy CT Mts. Tittlemouse She is conducting everyday

transactions. The running commentary she gives on her actions is

unusual for her; this sort of natural monologue I had only ever heard

from her in English before. She enters fully into the context of the

game, carrying over appropriate language behaviour and showing a

remarkable flow of IriSh with dcilymilor hesitation.

4 ANALYSIS OF LANGUAGE USED

There are mony aspects of the content of this transcript worth

examining - her noun morphology, use of prepositions, code switching,

complex sentences. I intend to concentrate on one - her developing verb

morphology and in particular her responses to questions.

Over the last:year, I have observed her progress from a point where

She loaded a single word, usually a noun, with enough intonation to

convey the meaning of a complete sentence or assembled unanalysed

chunks into an approximation of her meaning, from that to the point of

this transcript and beTcod. Evidence cf this progress is clearly

visible in the transcript. One example is her alternation between

Future and Present Continuous forms of the verb "bheith" in an effort

to find the required Pres. Cont., a form non-existent in English. I

cannot say with any certainty whether her use of the Futnre form is

based on a formal or a semantic similarity; I have noticed that she

generally acquired Future forms before Present and used them,

apparently indiscrindnately for both tenses. She Shows here (r72,. 138,

168, 229, 300) that she is aware of a distinction, can reply

apprppriately and in one or two instances find the correct form for

herself. A further example of her developing ccmpetence is to be found

at T252. Lacking an alternative, She uses the most salient form She

knows of the verb without adding an appropriate ending but with enaugh

markers to make it an unmistakeable inteirogative -"An oscail ta md?"

There is only a limited range of verbs used in this text but the extent

to which she has refined her use of the fast tense can be seen in her

ability to prefix the required d' to "ith", a new element in her

production. (r296)
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Given the conditions under which she is operating, I find it

difficult to understand the campulsion whiCh forces these efforts, her

continued search for the exact form to suit the occasion. It is in part

the compulsion to adhieve accurate communication but it seems also to

have a mcmentam of its own.

Cf particular relevance in this context is her whole approach to

the answering,of questions. When I.reviewed the first recordings I made
with her, I was worried by the inordinate number of questions that

formed my Share of the discourse, while her contribution was limited to

answering, often in only one word. Many of the studies of child

language_pay special attention to the child's development of question

forms but gave me no material with which to compare the answers Eithne

was producing. I was afraid, not only that the type of language I had

taped was unnatural, but also that her development of Irish would be

affected by this one-sided interaction.

In fact, studies of mother-child discourse show this predominance

of questioning by the mother to be quite normal in first language
development. (01sen-Fulero and Contorti, 1983) The questions serve -a

wide range of fanctions and acoording to the authors

"play a critical role in child development".

As well as enabling her to participate in an interaction while

possessing only a minimam of vocabulary and syntax, this

question-answer structure can be seen to have played an important role

in Eithne's development of the verbal system of Irish. I have no

information as to whether this also applies to Irish acquired as a
first language.

Irish is a language without positive CT negative answering

particles -- there is no yes or no. Questions are answered by echoing

the verb of the question. Micheal 0 Siadhail has examined the system in

Enid 24 (0 Siadhail 1973) where he notes that native speakers in

various ways have adopted yes/no equivalents under the influence of the
system of EngliSh.

When first began to take an interest in Eithne's linguistic

development a year ago, it seemed that she, and the other children in

the Naionra were using "tS" and "nil" as yes/no substitutes. These are

possibly the most salient positive/negative elements in the data
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presented to children by speakers who resist borrowing yes/no from

English or using any of the Gaeltacht sdbstitates. (Certainly in the

present transcript, appropriate, forms of the sabstantive verb "bheith"

were by far the most predominant.)

From the data presented to her, one might wonder haw Eithne ever

discovered the declarative form at all, much more so what mativates her

relentless progression towards accuracy. From the t5/n/1 stage I

mentioned above, it has been possible to Observe a steady developnent.

The first indication was a growing awareness of tense which is quite

clear in her answer to the following question dated 10/2/84

M: Ar thSinig Santa chuig Eithne? E: TS

M: TS? E: BhI

The same conversation goes on to show the beginnings of an answering

system

M: Bhi ... cad a thug s6? E: Sindy

M: Thug sg. Sindy duit? Ar thug

s6 Sindy do Rbisin? E: NI thug

M: !dor thug - ar thug s.g Sindy

do Cormac? E: NI(r) thug

This led to errors in the case of the irregular verbs, where she

tended, and still occasionally does so, to return the dependent form of

the question. Her answering of "raibh" to the question "An raibh" is

perhaps the most notable example. It is curious that it persists

despite the fact that she now contrOls the past tense cf this verb and

uses it frequently.

I was surprised by Eithne's ability to utilise this type of formal

strategy in a highly profitable way. It not only revealed her grasp of

the concept of an echo-stategy but also the depth of her cammittment to

the VS0 word order of Irish. The echo strategy is simple in that She

needed only to isolate the salient verb and return it, but complex in

that She did in fact distinguiSh a whole range of sentence initial

particles - cad, cS, c 1 is, c hSit, cones. She also distinguished

copula + adj. forms which are similar in surface structure to questions

involving verbs -

eg ar mhaith leat?

an fAidir leat
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Initially she had some difficulty in distinguishing between "ar" and

"an" in these constructions, answering both "ar mhaith leat" and "an

maith leat" (wculd you like and do you like) with "ba mhaith liom"

(Iwould like) but as can be seen T146-149, this is no longer a preblem.

She is attentive to changes in meaning caused by these initial

particles. This process seemed to be occurring at the same time as she

was sorting out questions involving verbs.

I have no examples of her confusing forms like "an maith" with a

verb form and answering "mhaith", omitting the, copula, She kept the

two systems separate until the period reflected in this transcript -

T307, 365-367, 376 where She begins overgeneralising, taking forms

appropriate to copula +adj. constructions over into verbal

oonstructions, on what basis it is difficult to say. "Is thaitin" is

perhaps semantically similar to "Is maith" and even formally, both

require use of a preposition to express the agent, but "thaitin" is a

verb and is used witt a subject in the question "Ar thaitin s6 leat?"

"Is bhfaca" is a verb to which she has often replied in the form

"bhfaca". She has not yet correctly sorted out its past tense,

confusion arising because its dependent form, used in the question "An

bhfaca?" is cumpletely dissimilar from the declarative "chonaic". To

that extent it is a candidate for experimentation but the same cannot

be said for "Is bhfaigheann". It seems counterproductive here to have

chosen to transcend the system but there may be a positive benefit in

that it shows increased awareness of the copula. From the beginning she

used copula + adj. constructions freely but recently she has begun to

extend its usage, being able to ask

"An 4 sin no cheannsa?"

Whether She will ever make it beyond the stage of saying"T1 56 mo chara"

remains to be seen.

Along with the echoing strategy, she also acquired the ability to

know when it could be used appropriately and when one might reformulate

the answer with no or sea, or as in T255

M: Ar 6irigh leat? E: Is f4idir

Ability to answer yes/no questions may not seem such a huge

achievement, but it is something that many learners of Irish never

accomplish. It also played a crucial role for Eithne in that it seems

4 8 8
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as thcugh verbal forms first appear used in answering position and

after that in independent usage, very mudh as in the process she can be

seen to be developing here for the Pres. COnt. "bionn".

There are other aspects of her control of syntax which did not

appear overnight but which give evidence of dedicated attention to

detail -

eg Ar nhaithleat mg chloisint ar an tSp?

Is Midir liam tuMbles a dh6anamh

Ca'thfidh ta iasc a piocadh suas

TS s6 in am dinn6ar a fhSil

Again one is faced with an imponderable - why when She already

controlls one language system, is She prepared to invest so much time

and troUble in another which she can only perceive as being of limited

use?

I have no ready explanation to account for it, but I feel it is a

phenomenon well worth exploiting. The most obvious characteristic of

her methods is a functional one - she ignores vast tracts of grammar

and syntax, concentrating on what is required immediately for accurate

communication of her message. Despite constraints, she is willing and

eager to progress towards competence in a second language.

At the time this tape was made, the input had been largely from

the Nafonra with same back-up from home. The result is, I think,

impressive, not as an example of individual brilliance, but as an

example of what can be achieved informally by children of this age.

4S9
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M Inis dam anois, inis don tSp cS raibh tusa anois
dfreach bala dtSinig td isteach.

Bhi mg ag Macdonalds innid.
An bhfaigheann td Pizza istigh i Naodonalds?
Nior bhfaigheann td Pizza.
Cad a fhaigheann td istigh i Macdonalds?
T1 sg cogar.
Bhuel cogar. Gaeilge le do thoil.

(T59)

E I don't want to. Nfor mhaith liam a thuilleadh.,

M Pfosa beag eile.
E Ba mhaith liam scgal a leamh.
M Ach inis rudai a dhein tg innid. Ba mhaith leis
an tSp a chlos - cloisint faoi na rudal go Idir a
dheineann railin beag. Cad a dhdanann td ar scoil
gach lS?

Beidh mi bf muid ag canadh.
Blain sibh ag canadh?
Sea
Aon rud eile?
No - agus ag scrlobh
An mblonn sibh dSna?
NI bhionn
Dgirt Comae go raibh tusa dana innig.

(T70)

Tell me now, tell
the tapP where you
were just now before
you came in.
I was in MS today.
Do you get Pizza in Ms?
You don't get Pizza.
What do you get in MS?
Its a whisper.
Well whisper, Irish

I don't want any more.
A little bit More.
I want to read a story.
But tell things you did
today. The tape wants
to hear about the
things a little girl
does. What do you do
in school every day?
We will - we sing.
You sing?
Yes
Anything else?
No - and write
Are you bold?
NO
Cormac said you
bold today.

(E starts to cry, throws over her chair and runs away.)
M TUsa an cailin crosta. (TN You're the cross girl.

E ...leigh mg an scgal seo. LS amh6in bhf cat
)

agus bhf madra beag. Cat beag agus madra beag.
Agus bhf siad - nI raibh - bhf siad ag imirt
chin-chin agus bhf an cat ag rith suas an crann
agus bhf an muc ag rith suas an crann. Sin an mgid.

%sere

M Rith alas staighre agus faigh Miffy go bhfeice
mg an bhfuil aon Ghaeilge ag Miffy.

(E goes upstairs singing)
E Dia dhuit!
M Dia dhuit Miffy. Cad 6 sin atS a /5 agat?
Cheap mg go raibh tusa ag caint as Gaeilge, an
raibh?

E BhI (laughing)
M An bhfuil Gaeilge agatsa?
E TS
M CS hAit a d'fhoghlaim t(1. Ghaeilge?
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(T90)

I'll read this story.
One day there was a
cat and there was a
little dog. A little
cat and a little dog.
And they were - they
they were playing chin-
chin and the cat was
running up the tree and
the pig was running up
the tree. That's all.
Run upstairs and get M
till I see has M any
Irish.

Hello
Hello M. What's that
you're saying? I thought
you uere talking Irish,
wore you?
I %es
Do you speak Irish?
Yes
Where did you learn I.



E Cogar.
M Cogar? C4n Sit 6 sin? Abair le Eithne cS hSit
a d'fhoghlaim td do chuid Ghaeilge.

E T1 s6 cogar. I Eirinn.
M In Eirinn. An bhfuil s4 deacair
fhoghlaim?
E Nil.
M Nil. An bhfuil m6r6n Gaeilge agat?
E T.
M C6 mh6ad?
E CSad.
M C4ad-cad 4?
E Gaeilge.
M C6ad Gaeilge? Agus abair liam rud agin eile
go bhfeice mg - b'fh6idir nach bhfuil agat ach
cdpla focal. ('rn())

E (ar) mhaith leat - ar mhaith leat m6 - eh -
chloisint ar an tSp?
M Ba mhaith liom i gcionn tamaill ach ba mhaith
liam cdpla focal eile. Sin deich focal a chuala
m6. Nior chuala m6 c4ad focal uait. Seas suas,
ni f6idir liam td a chlos. Cad as duit? An as
an Fhrainc dititse?

(rloo)

Gaeilge a

E Nil. Neo.
M Cad as duit? CSr rugadh td? Agus inis dam,
c6n dAth atS ort? (1120)

E Ban.
M An bhfuil td cinnte?
E T.
M Cad a tharla duit? T5 td rud beag liath.
Cad a tharla duit?

E Nil fhios agam.
M Conas a d'6irigh td liath?
E Bhi m6 just - nil fhios agam. (r130)

M Sin an m6id Gaeilge atS agat, an ea?
E No.
M An bhfuil nios n6 Gaeilge ag Eithne n5 mar at5
agatsa?
E Misc.
M Bhuel, inis dam - inis dam cad a dh6anann td
an 15 ar fad, thuas ansin sa seamra leapa?

E Bi in6 ag l6amh leab - sc6al i gc6ir Racoon
agus bi mg ag l4amh an paipdar. (laughing)
M Ar leigh td aon rud suimidil ins an phSip(ar
innid? (r140)
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A whisper
Whisper? Where's that?
Tell E where you learnt
your Irigh.
It's a secret. In Ireland.
In Ireland. Is it hard
to learn Irish?
No.
No. Have you mudh Irish?
Yes.
How mudh?
A hundred.
A hundred what?
IriSh.

A hundred IriSh? Say
something else till I
see - maybe you only
have a few words,.
Would you like to hear
me on the tape?
I would in a while but
I'd like a few more
words. That's 10 words
I heard from you. I
didn't hear 100 words.
Stand up, I can't hear
you. Where are you from?
Are you from France?
No. .

Where are you from?
Where were you born?
And tell me, what
colour are you?
White.
Are you sure?
Yes.
What happened you? You're
a little bit grey. What
happened you?
I don't knuw.
How did you get grey?
I was just - I don't know.
That's all your Irish,is it

Has E more Irish than
you have?

Well tell me - tell me
what you do all day, up
there in the bedroom.
I read boo - stories for
R and I read the paper.
Did you read anything
interesting in the paper
today?



E Nyea - nyea.
M N6 inn6?
Agus inis ckxn cad a dh4anann t6 ag an deireadh

seachtaine.
E Beidh m6 ag snAMh.
M 0 - an maith leat dul ag sn5m1-i?

E Is maith.
M An fadir leat snlmh go maith?
E Is f6idir.

M (Inis dein c4n fSth a bhfuil cluasa chomh)fada

sin ort. (r150)

E Cloisin daoine
M Cloiseann tusa na daoine n6 cloiseann na daoine

tusa?
E Clcdseann mase na daoine.
M Tuigim, agus t5 sane ana-mh6r ort freisin.
C411 fath 6 sin?
E T5 fhios agam. Feiceann daoine.
M Tuigim, agus tS b6a1 culosach mdr ort freisin.
C6n fSth 6 sin? (T160)

E I go6ir ithe cair6id1 m6ra.
M An 6 sin an rud is fearr leat, cair6idi?

E Sea, sea, ba mhaith liam cairdid.

M Gheobhaidh t6 ceann
criochnaithe.
Inis lom - t5 cosamdra ort -

nuair a theidh td

E T5 fhios agam
M Cad a dh6anann t6 leis na cosa mdra sin?

E Beidh m6 ag 16im
11/41 Tuigim, agus cad eile? (T170)

E Beidh m6 ag rith. Agus f6idir liom - eh - eh -

tuMbles a dh6anamh. (with actions)
M 0 - ta t6 ana-mhaith.
E TS fhios agam.
M Ach an eireahall atS ort - tS s6 sin ana-bheag,

nach bhfuil?
E TS fhios agam
M C6n ffith nach bhfuil eireaball nic- m6 ort?

E Nil fhios agam
M An bhfuil sdile m6ra ar Eithne?
E T5
M Cdn f5th 6 sin?
E Nil fhios agam
M An oaiMhin leat an sc6a1 faoi Peter Rabbit,
Peter Coinin?
E Sea

(T180)

492.

Or yesterday?.
And tell me what you do
at the week-end.
I'll be swimming.
Do you like going
swimming?
Yes.
Can you swim well?
Yea.
Tell me why you have
such big ears.
Tb hear pe_ple
You hear people or
people hear you?
I hear people.
I see, and you have very
big eyes too. Why's that?
I know. TO see people.
I see, and you have a
fairly big mouth too.
Why's that.
For eating tdg carrots.
Is that what you like
best, carrots?
Yes, yes. I'd like a
carrot.
You'll get one when
you're finished.
Tell me - you've big
feet -
I know
What do you do with
those big feet?
I'll be jumping.
I see, and what else?
I'll be jumping. And
I can do taMbles.
Oh - you're very good.
I kncoW.

But your tail, that's
very small, isn't it?
I know
Why haven't you got a
bigger tail?
I don't know
Has E got big eyes?
Yes
Why's that?
I don't know
Do you remember the
story About Peter R.?
Yes



M Inis don tSp faoin gaga) sin. Nfor mhaith

leat nI maith leat an sogal sin?

E 0 is maith. LS aMhSin bhI Mrs Tiddaemouse
tS Mrs Tiddlemouse mo chara - tS saga.' agam

Ghed:haidh mg an leabhar faoi (I) - faoi Mrs

Tiddlemouse (r190)

Oaes to get the book and cames back with a toy mouse
one She went to find)
E Dia dhuit!
M Dia dhuit Mrs Tittlemouse! NI raibh fhios agam

gur sin an t-ainm atS ortsa. CS mblcon tusa i do

dhgnal?
E Isteadh sa leaba Raisin-
M Tuigim, agus tS sdgal agat, an bhfUil?

E TS
M Hhuel, inis dom faoin scgal atS agat.

(T200)

E Cad 6 - tS s6 an leabhar seo - ral an page sin -
no - IthI mg ag dul amach agus 1.1 aMhan bhI tusa -
let's see

M Gabh mo leithscgal. Sin leabhar aisteadh. Cad
a dhganann td leis an leabhar sin?

E 0 bhuel - tS s6 - tS fuinneag istigh anseo.

M Agus cad tS tachh thiar den fhuinneog?
E - gan mdr!
E Agus-1S arhSin bhf giant agus bhl mg - hel s6

ag seasamh orm.

M An raibh? Nach eisean a bhi dAna. (r210)

E Agus bhf gan agus bhI sg ag fhfiil mg i gear a
dhinngar agus bhI mg sa jungle agus bhl sssss

snakes

M Nathair niahe?
E Agus bhl mg sa jungle agus bhl piggy-back agam

M Conas a ndeadhaigh td isteach sa jungle?

E Caithfidh td dul go dti America - bhI mg i

Meiricea
M An ndeachaigh td ar an mbSd?
E Sea agus
M Chuaigh mise go Meiricea ar an eitleSn (r220)

E Agus chuaigh mg go dti New York ar an mbSd.
Sin an mgid.
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Tell the tape about
that story. You don't
want to - you don't
like that story?
Oh - I do. One day, Mrs T
- Mrs T is my friend.
I have a story About -
I'll get the book about
(hem.) about Mrs T
and a bock, not the

Hello!
Hello Mrs T! I didn!t
know that was your name.
Where do you live?
-In the - Roisin's bed.-
I see, and you have a
story, have you?
Yes
Well, tell me About your
story.
What - it's this bask -
not this page - I was
going out and one day
you were
Excuse me. That's a
funny book. What do you
do with that book?
Oh well - it's - there's
awinJaw in here.
And what's hehind the
window? Oh - a big bird.
And one day there was a
giant and I was - he was
standing on me.
Was he? Wasn't he bold.
And there was a bird and
he was getting me for
his dinner and I was in
the jungle and there
uere sssss
Snakes?
And I was in the jungle
and I had a piggy-back.
How did you get to the
jungle?
You have to go to A.
I was in A.
Did you go on the boat?
Yes and -
I went to A by plane.
And I went to NY on the
boat. That's all.



M Sin an m6i1. Bhuel Mts Tig - Tittlemouse tS
mile hufodhas ag gabhSil duit. Go raibh mile
maith aaat.
E FSilte ramhat.
M An maith leatsa MIffy ansin?
E Is maith. Td s6 mo chara.
M An ea? An mbfonn sibh ag sagradh le ch6i1e?

E Mann
M C6n saghas cluichi a imrionn sibh? (230)

E Mamais agus Dadafs - em - cats in the corner -
sin cluidhe le - em - iascannai - caithfidh (Jr'
iasc a piocadh suas le -em - hook, fishing rod

M Ap maith le Miffy iasc a ithe?
E Is maith.
M Cinnte? Nfor chuala mise faoi coinIn ag ithe
6isc riamh?
E Nach maith leat? Is maith. Ba mhaith liom
cair6ad.
M Bhuel cuir ceist ar Eithne agus b'fh6idir go
bhfaighfidh sise cairgad duit.

E Agus piosa cgis duitse.

M Nior chualain6. Ar iarr Miffy ort go deas
b6asach cairdad a ft-Ail d6? Cad a Wirt s6?

(240)

E Sea. Ba mhaith liam cair6ad.
M Abair 4 sin 6s Srd.
E Ba mhaith le Mrs Tittlemouse pfosa cSis.

M OK Faigh tusa d6ibh 6.
E CS bhfuil na cair6idf? Istigh ansin. Sea.
Istigh ansin. Mammy will you open this knot?
M Nfor chuala m6 tha. (250)

E An oscail ta mi6 an knot seo?

M Nfor dhuala m6 sin.
E 0 - tS s6 all right.
M Ar 6irigh leat d a oscailt?
E Is f6idir. An ceann seo, no, an ceann seo.
( ) f6idir leatsa ...?
M An bhfuil s6 glSn?
E Nil.
M Ar oh6ir duit 6 a nl?
E Sea. Sin i! (washing the carrot) (260)

M Ceapaim gur maith le Miffy cair6idi. TA si ag
tnath leis. Brostaigh ort Eithne, brostaigh ort
Eithne.

E Now ith an ... agus beidh an piosa cSis agat
i gceann n6im6id. (Ba mhaith liom ) scian.
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That's all. Well Mrs T
we're very grateful to
you. Thank you very much.
You're welcome.
Do you like Miffy there?
Yes. He's my friend.
Is he? Do you play
together?
Yes.

What sort of games do
you play?

that's a game with fish - -

you have to pick up a
fish-with a hook,
Does M like eating fish?
Yes
Sure? I never heard of a
rabbit eating fish.
Don't you? Yes. I'd like
a carrot.
Well ask E and maybe
she'll get a carrot for
you.

And a piece of cheese for
you.

I didn't hear. Did M ask
you nice and politely to
get him a carrot? What
did he say?
Yes. I'd like a carrot.
Say that out loud.
Mrs T would like a piece
of cheese.
You get it for them.
Where are the carrots?
In there. Yes. In there.
I didn't hear you.
Will you open me this
knot?
I didn't hear that.
Oh it's all right.
Were you able to open it?
I can. This one, no, this
one. Can you ...?
Is it clean?
No
Should you wash it?
Yes. That's it.
I think M likes carrots.
She can't wait for it.
Hurry up E, hurry up E.
Now eat the ... and you'll
have the piece of cheese



(goes bo get a knife)
M Bi cdramach leis an scian sin!

E 0 - beidh m6 cdramach. Blarney - is maith le
Mrs Tittlemouse Blarney. (280)
M An maith?
E Is maith - tS s6 a cSis favouritesa.

M Abair 6 sin aris.
E TS 56 a cSis favourite lest. Favourite cheese.
M Is fearr liamsa Brie nS an cSis sin Blarney.
C6n cSis is fearr leatsa Eithne?

E Blarney agus Cheshire.
M An ddigh leat cfricSis is fearr le RoisIn?

E Brie. DhS plosa i godir (280)
M Is fearr le Roisin Brie? Agus cad faoi Cormac?

E Is maith le 6 Blarney.
M Nil aon rud ar an radio agus nil aon telefis
againn. Cad a dh6anfaimid anocht.

E Nil fhios agam.
M Beidh orainn leabhar a l6amh.
E Seo, seo dhuit! New - nyum, nyum! F6ach Mamai!

M TS m6 ag fdachaint. NI ddigh liamgur fdidir
l6i(an m6id sin cSis a ithe. TS an iamarca agat
ansin, nach bhfuil? Beidh Mrs Tittlemouse, beidh
sI tinn ma itheann sl an mgid sin cSis. (290)

E Nfl m6 tinn, nil ug.
M Bhuel beidh td.
E Cabbage away (preparing a leaf of cabbage for
M Agus ar ith seisean an cairdad mdr sin?

E Ith - d'ith.

M Agus an bhfuil sibh sSsta anois, an beirt
agaibh?
E T.
M T. Cad a bhionn agaibb de gnSth don dinndar?

E Beidh cairdad ag Mrs Tittlemouse agus beidh -
bIonn cSis ag Miffy. (300)

(laughing)
M Coinin ag ithe cSise?
E laughs

M Cad a bhionn ag Eithne de gnSth don dinn6ar?
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in a minute. I want a
knife.
Be careful with that
knife!
Oh - I will be careful.
Blarney - Mrs T likes B.
Does she?
Yes - it's her favourite
cheese.
Say that again.
It's her cheese ...
I prefer Brie to that
Blarney cheese. Which ,

cheese do you prefer E?

Do you think ... which
cheese does Roisin like
best?
TWo pieces for ...
Raisin likes Brie best?
And what about Cormac?
He likes Blarney.
There's nothing on the
radio and we've no TV
What will we do tonight?
I don't know.

We'll have to read a book.
Here, here you are!
Look Mammy!
I'm looking. I don't
think ghe can eat that
much cheese. You've too
much there, haven't you?
Mrs T, she'll be sick
if ghe eats that much
cheese.

I'm not sick, I'm not.
Well you will be.

Miffy)

And did he eat that
big carrot?
Yes.

And are you satisfied
now, the two of you?
Yes
Yes. %hat do you usually
have for dinner? .

Mrs T will have a carrot
and M will - has cheese.

4 95

A rabbit eating cheese?

What does E usually
have ')r dinner?



E Nil ihios agam
M Nach bhfaigheann tusa aon dinndar?
E Is bhfaigheann
M Cad a fhaigheann td?
E Eh - Mrs Tittlemouses - nil fhios agam.

M Cad a fhaigheann tusa don dinndar?

I don't know
Don't you get any dinner?
Yes, I do
What do you get?
Eh Mrs Ts - I don't
know

(310) What do you get for
dinner?

E Shepherds' Pie
M Faigheann td Shephet.ls' Pie. An bhfaigheann

ta aon rud eile?
E Aoirl Tarta, Aoirf Tarta.
M Cn saghas tarta 6 sin?
Shepherds' Pie, Aoitf Tarta.
M An ceart agat, Tarta Aoiri. Agus nach bhfaighear

ta aon rud eile seachas Tarts Aoirf'

E Deoch.
M An bhfaigheann - nach bhfaigheann td tarta 511

don dinn6Ar? (320)

E Sea, sea.
M Agus nach bhfaigheann td stdic agus sceall6ga?

E Sea, sea.
M Bhuel cad faoi, nach bhfuil aon rud eile go
bhfaigheann td?
E Sicin, sceall6ga, tae, mince meat.

M Cdn dinndar is fearr leat?

E Marbles.
M Eh - don dinndar? TS td ag magadh fam. (330)

E No - eh - ispini agus sceall6ga.
Mammy I don't want to speak any more. Ba mhaith

liam dist le mo ghl6r.

M Cdn fAth? this dam cdn flth gur mhaith leat

disteacht leat fdin?
E Nfor mhaith liom thuilleadh. TS m6 ...

Cdn ffith? TS td tuirseach?

Sea
Ar nhaith leat dul a chodladh?

E Nior mhaith (tries to switch off tape) (340)

M Gabh mo leithscdal. Just fSg cdpla n6imdad

-elle. Inis cad tS. td ag dul a dhdanamh amIrach.

Dul ar scoil
M TS td ag dul ar scoil amdrach?

E Nil, tg m6 ag dul go dti Aifreann. ( ) amSrach

Domhnach?
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You get Shepherds'Pie.
Do you get anything else?-
Shepherds' Pie.
What sort of pie is that?

You're.right, Shepherds'
Pie. And do you not get
anything beSides SP
A drink.
Do you - do you not get
apple tart for dinner?
Yes, yes.
And do you not get steak
and chips?
Yes, yes.
Well what about, is there
nothing else you get?
Chicken, chips, tea,
mincemeat.
What dinner do you like
best?

For yourdinner? You're
making fun of me.
No - sausages and chips.
I'd like to listen to
my voice.
Why? Tell me why you went
to listen to yourself.
I don't want (any) more
I'm ...
Why? You're tired
Yes
Wbuld you like to go to

bed?
No
Excuse me. Just leave it
for a few more minutes.
Tell what you're going
to do tomorrow.
Go to school.
You're going to school
tomorrow?
No, I'm going to Mass.

( 1 tomorrow Sunday?



M NI hea. Amfirach an Sathairn.
E Beidh m6 ag dul go dti an Top Shop.
24 Cad a bhfaighfidh td ins an Top Shop?

E MilseSin.
M C6 thabharfaidh na milseSin duit?
E An siopaddir.
M Cad a dh6arfaidh td leis an siopaddir?

(350)

E Ba mhaith nom. milsedin.
M C6n sdrt milseSin?
E Nil fhios agam c6n cinn a bhfuil sin.

M Inis dom - cuir ceist ar Miffy, ar mhaith leis
dul svas go_dti an leaba?
CG Srd.
E Miffy, ar mhaith leat dul go dti n leaba?

M Abair leis an bhfuil tuirse air.
E Nil.
M Cuir ceist air ar thaitin an cair6ad leis.

(360)

E Is thaitin.
M Agus abair leis an bhfaca s6 Mrs Tittlemcuse
aon sit.

M Nior - ach nil cead agat bheith ag
Bearla. Abair 6 as Gaeilge.

caint as

(370)

E Mrs Tittlemouse
M Miffy, An bhfaca td Mts Tittlemouse aon Sit?

An bhfaca?
E Is bhfaca. Tabbh thiar.
M TS si ansin. Ceapaim go bhfuil si tuirseach
TS s6 in am di sidd dul a lui.

E Nil s6.
M T.
E TS s6 in am dinn6ar a !Mil.
M Tar 6is an mdid sin cSis a ithe. Beidh td tinn.
TS td tinn cheana fdin. Feicim. F6ach an bolg
ort. 0 Mts Tittlemcuse, mo Mire thin

18:))

E F6ach ar seo Miffy.
M OK An bhfuil tusa ag dul a lui?
E TS na daoine seo ag dul a lui.

M An mdcnfaidh m6 an tip?
E Sea. Ba mhaith liom 4 a chlcdsint.

No. Tomorraa is Saturday.
I'll be going to the TS
What will you get in the
Top Shop?
Sweets.
Who'll give you the sweets?
The shopkeeper.
What will you say to the

shorkeecer?
I:want some sweets.
What sort of sweets?
I don't know what sort
themare.
Tell me - ask M does he
want to go to bed. .

Out lcud.
M, do you want to go to
bed?
Ask him is he tired.
No, he's not.
Ask him did he like the
carrt,c.

He did.
And say to him did he see
Mrs T anywhere.

You're not allowed to be
speaking in English.
Say it in Irish.

M, did you see Mts T
anywhere?

Did you?
I did. Behind.
She's there. I think She's
tired. It's time for her
to go to bed.
It's not.
It is.
It's time to get dinner.
After eating all that
cheese. You'll be sick.
You're sick already. I
see. Look at your tummy.
Oh Mks T, Shame on you.
Look at this, Miffy.
Are you going to bed.
These people are going
to bed.
Will I turn off the tape?
Yes. I went to listen to
it.
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be interpreted in other ways.
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SCHOOLING THROUGH L2 - ITS EFFECT ON COGNITIVE AND

ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT

GearOid Ciargin

Trinity College, Dublin

Introduction

The phenomenon of bilingualism as it occurs in modern

industrialized societies has been the subjec!: of a great deal of

scrutiny,Ly investigators for a number of decades now. Language

contact in pre-literate socie,'.ies more typically produced varieties

of oidgins and creoles which tend to be regarded as unacceptable

in societies which place a high emphasis on literacy. Increasingly

there is a tacit acceptance that a bilingual refers to a person who

has competence to generate, in unplanned situations, novel utterances

in either of two languages. The utterances in either language are

expected to be intelligible to monolingual speakers of that language,

and should be widely acceptable as being well-formed. Schools have

frequently been given responsibility for producing such bilinguals

and second/foreign language immersion programmes have emerged as a

significant modus operandi - sometimes out of necessity but frequently

out of choice. The present paper addresses itself to one such

programme, Trish language medium prirary schooling in the Dublin area,

and asks if it can be as successful as English language medium

schooling in fostering the cognitive and academic development of its

pupils.

Background

The effectiveness of schooling through the learner's weaker

language has for decades heen a contentious issue among psychologists,

educationalists and administrators. Darcy (1953), in a review of

the literature on the effects of bilingualism on intelligence, found

a considerable body of evidence to support each of the three possible

outcomes - positive effects, negative effects and no effects. No
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clear distinction is made in his review between studies which invclved

bilingualism as a naturally occurring societal phenomenon and those

which involved various forms of bilingual schooling. A decade later

(Darcy 1961) the major trends in the research questions of the

intervening years and the findings from empirical research had not

changed substantially. It was generally accepted that bilingualiam

and bilingual schooling had no influence on a child's level of non-

verbal reasoning ability but a majority suggested that it hindered

the development of verbal reasoning. A more egalitarian approach to

the provision of educational opportunity emerged during the sixties

and with it a profusion of bilingual education programmes. One also

detects a greater acceptance of diversity in cultural identity at

this time and this also led to the emergence ot bilingual schooling

or schooling through a weaker language, as a means of providing

societies with greater numbers of balanced bilinguals. Bilingual

education has by now two separate connotations based on two

diametrically opposed assumptions, one associated with what has been

termed 'folk bilingualism and the other 'elitist bilingualism'

(Caarder 1972). The former is hased on the belief that the most

effective means of educating a child is through the medium of his

mothe, tongue even though he belongs to a minority language group

which, it is hoped, will eventually become annexed to the dominant

culture (United States Commission on Civil Rights 1975). Elitist

bilingual schools are so called because their pupils are generally

members of the dominant linguistic grouping who have accepted the

legitimacy of other linguistic groups and have chosen to become

.-,,grated with them as a means of expanding their own cultures

rat er than having thcm subsumed.

Many of the more recent reports of research on the cognitive

and academic development of children in bilingual programmes give

inadequate descriptions of the language patterns of the groups being

investigated. As in previous decades the results of these

investigations likewise do not create a clear pattern. On the

negative side Skutnabb-Rangas and Toukomaa (1976) report what has

been termed 's.mi-lingualism' (Hansegard 1968) among Finnish migrant
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children attending Swedish comprehensive schools. While the concept

of semilingualism is difficult to pin down precisely, it refers

generally to a less than normal competence in each ot two languages

with resultant communicative, intellectual and emotional problems.

Myres and Goldstein (1979) report lower than normal levels of verbal

reasoning ability among lower class English-Spanish Puerto-Rican

school children. Japanese-English :,ilingual children in grades 4

and 5 were reported to be inferior to a monolingual control group in

terms of verbal and academic skills (Tsushima, Hogan 19/5). Similar

inferiority among bilinguals has been reported in the case of

divergent thinking (Torrance, Cowan, Wu and Aliotti 1970), vocabulary

scores (Ben Zeev 1977), general academic performance (Macnamara 1966),

arithmetic problem solving ability (Macnamara 1969). On the positive

siZe the following features are reported: increased cognitive

flexibility, creativity and divergent thought (Lambert and Macnamara

1969; Ianco-Worrall 1972); greater metalinguistic awareness (Cummins

1978; Cummins and Mulcahy 1978); higher levels of arithmetic and

computational skills (Tucker, Lambert and d'Anglejan 1973) and

increased performance levels in tests of LI skills (Swain 1975;

Geneese 1976)

The explanations for these apparently contradictory findings

fall into four main categories based on the following criteria:

I. Linguistic factors. Included here are

(a) The 'balance effect' hypothesis which claims that the

acquisition of proficiency in L2 is associated with

retardation in the development of LI skills (Macnamara 1966).

(b) The 'mismatch' hypothesis which claims that academic

retardation results from home/school language switch

(Cardenas and Cardenas 1972; Downing 1974).

2. Socio-cultural factors (Brent-Palmer 1978).

3. School related factors (Bowen 1977).

4. Interactions between factors 1, 2 and 3 (Cummins 1979).
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The present study is based on an interactional paradigm.

This suggests that in certain socio-cultural situations the language

medium of the school may have positive effects on the cognitive and

academic development of pupils while in others the effects may be

negative. One explanation for thii position is based on Cummins'

twin hypotheses - 'the threshold hypothesis' and 'the developmental

Interdependence hypothesis'. These claim that a high level of

proficiency in a second language is aore likely to be achieved if

the learner has already a high level of what is termed 'cognitive

and academic language proficiency' (CALP) before being introduced

to L2. CALP refers to those aspects of language proficiency which

are associated wi,h verbal reasoning ability and other aspects of

academic achievement. It is claimed that unless one has a certain

minimum threshold level of CALP in L1 before being introduced to L2

then the bilingual experience is likely to hinder the development

of both languages. A high Level of CALP in L1 will transfer to L2

allowing bilingualism to become an enriching experience. Socio-

economic status (SES) and non-vE.rbal reasoning ability are important

determinants of CALP. One may therefore expect, on the basis of the

hypotheses, that for working class children who have a low level of

non-verbar reasoning ability, a second language immersion programme

may lead to retardation in academic development, while the

achievement of middle class children with nigh non-verbaI reasoning

ability will be enhanced. Non-verbal reasoning ability is considered

to be an independent variable since no previous study l'AS found that

either bilingualism or immersion programmes influence it (Macnamara

1970).

The Sample

The sample was composed of an 'experimental' group (N..73)

drawn from three Dublin Irish language medium primary schools and a

control group (Nm68) drawn from English medium schools situated in

the immediate locality of the Irish medium schools. All subjects

were in 5th standard. The experi .ental group was divided into

'working class' (N-30) and 'middl class' (N..43) on the basis of
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their father's occupations using the 'Hall-Jones occupational scale
for males'. Each socio-economic grouping was further sub-divided into

three units corresponding to high (R), medium (4) and low (L) levels

of non-verbal reasoning ability for purposes of statistical analysis.

This gave a total cf six cells each of which was matched to similar

cells drawn from Engltsh medium schools (MSc). A language background

questionnaire completed by children from Irish medium schools (IMSc)

revealed that English was the dominant language used in 90% of their
homes.

The Tests

I. Raven's Progressive Matrices

2. Drumcondra Verbal Reasoning Test

3. Drumcondra Attainment Tests, Level 111, Form A

(a) English Comprehension

(b) Engltsh Vocabulary

(c) Mathematics - Computation

(d) Mathematics - Problem Solving

(e) Irish Comprehension

( (d) was translated into Irish and the translation standardized using
a group of children from Irish medium schools (N=33) who were not

participating in the main study. TMSc children took the Irish form
of this test).

Results and Discussion

It was found that the language background of IMSc children
did not significantly influence scores derived from each of the tests

administered vie, SES and non-verbal reasoning ability were controlled.

The two-way analysis of variance technique used, revealed that the

most dramatic difference found between school types is in the scores

obtained from the Irish comprehension test. The full extent of the

influence of schnol type is most likely underestimated in the present

analysis since very many members of the MSc sample reached the test

ceiling. A similarly unambiguous result was found in the case of
scores derived from the verbal reasoning test.
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The language medium of the school was not a significant determinant
of scores for either the WC or the MC sample.

A great deal of caution needs to be exercised when interpreting
the remaining results if some of the apparent inconsistencies

are to
be explained. The MC sample in IMSc appears superior in mathematical
ability but this

superiority does not hold for the WC sample. A
likely explanation for this result is that the MC sample from the
EMSc had lower scores than might be predictable for such a group.
Because the scores for the WC sample from EMSc are closer to what
might be expected for this group the between school differences
disappear. One may reasonably conclude,

therefore, that the language
medium of the school did not exert an independent influence on the
mathematics scores.

Table 2 shows the significance
of the independent influence

of SES on scores as calculated by an analysis of
covariance technique.

The values obtained in the case of EMSc 'English
Comprehension' and

'Problem Arithmetic' were got from a test of the homogeneity of the
regression lines of the WC and MC samples. These values show that
the independent influence of SES was significant only for those with
lower levels of non-verbal reasoning ability.

Table 2

The Independent Influence of SES

Summary of Tests of Significance

F-Ratio

IMSc EMSc

Verbal Reasoning 6.91* 10.71*

English Comprehension 2.26 6.83* (interaction)
English Vocabulary 2.8 7.79*
Mechanical Arithmetic 1.55 0
Problem Arithmetic 4.01* 10.93* (interaction)
Trish Comprehension 2.6 475*

*Significant at .01 level
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SES exercised a strong
independent influence on all but one

set of scores derived from the EMSc sample. A similar influence

was not found in the case of the academic
achievement scores of the

rMSc sample, suggesting
that the WC section of this sample is not

subject to th, depressing
influence of SES that exists in the case

of their counterparts in EMSc. It is clear, for example, that the

superiority of the IMSc WC sample in English vocabulary and

comprehension is due to the failure of SES to depress their scores.

One cannot give a definitive explanation for
this occurrence but it

seems especially
unlikely that the language

medium of the school

could be responsible.
The trend does not hold in the case of verbal

reasoning ability scores
which could be_expected to be more

independent of teaching
techniquer and the conscious control of

parents than would be the case for scores from tests of academic

achievement.
This leads one to tentatively

suggest that it is these

latter factors, rather than the language medium of the school, that

are responsible for the trend.

Conclusion

Irish language medium
primary schools sampled in this study

were particularly
successful in giving their pupils a high proficicAcy

in Irish language comprehension.
A similar level was not reached by

English language medium
schools which spent at least one hour per day

teaching Trish as a separate subject.
Evidence from the study

suggests that pupils in IMSc did not have to suffer a lowering of

their potential
academic standards in order to achieve high L2

proficiency, i.e. results did not support the 'balance effect'

hypothesis.
While pupils from IMSc were

superior to their counterparts

from Et.r.c in a number of areas the evidence does not suggest that

this superiority could be attributed
specifically to the language

medium of the school.
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POIENUAL FOR IRISH-flisLISH DUAL-MEDIUM INSTRUCTION IN THE

PRIYARY SCHOOL-

Liam Mac MathUna

ColSiste PhSdraig, Haile Atha Cliath

1.0 The enthusiastic establiahment of so-called 'all-Irith' primary sohools

outside the GaeltaCht.during the past fifteen years has come to contrast

markedly with what has often been perceived to be the general decline of the

IriSh language as a school sUbject over the same period (e.g. Andrews, 1978).

The study by Harris (1984) provides evidence of the considerable difference in

aChievement by pupils of both types of school (cf. pp.-7-3): 12 of the 16

speaking and listening Objectives of the Nuach6rsai Conversation courses

measured by Bealtriail Ghaeilge - IV were mastered by less than 50% of

pupils, but the rate for those attending 'All-Irish schools was 97%. The
recent growth in 'all-Irish' sdhooling has not been paralleled by any suCh

resurgence in bilingual schooling, despite the fact that the survey of 6

RiagAin and 6 GliasSin (1984) reports five times as much support for bilingual

as for 'All-Irith' instruction, 21% as opposed to 4%. Harris (1984, I:4 144)

was moved to suggest that there would be considerable support for bilingual

programmes bridging the poles of the 'all-Irish' approach, in WhiCh the

language of instruction and the school in general is Irith, and the

restricting of Irish to sUbject lesson periods, and he suggested that specific

programmes might be more successful than 'encouraging limited Irish-medium
instruction in a more generalised way as happens....now'. A similar concern

has prompted thir paper, Which sketChes very briefly the history of

dual-medium education in Ireland, examines its present extent and state and

makes some suggestions as to the type of institutional framework thief.: would

be necessary if bilingual sChools are to offer a vibrant alternative to both

their English and Irish single-medium counter-parts.

2.0 Constraints of time and space clearly preclude a detailed survey of the

fortunes of the Irish language within the National School system establithed
in 1831. However, a brief outline of the major stages in the integraticn of

the Irith language into the system may help not only to trace the changes in

its relative position but also the perception interested parties had of the

'importance being accorded to it.
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The National School Hysterias set up in Ireland in 1831 had no place for the

Iriah languager-either as an Object of study.or as a medium of instruction.

This was the case despite the fact that the proportion ot dhildren born in the.

32 countiee in the decade 1831-1841 Which Fitzgerald (1984, p. 127 and map 7)

has estimated as Irish-speaking was 28%.

This all-EngliSh educational system establiehed by the Londurcentred State

reflected on the one hand the language change from IriSh to Englidh WhiCh had

already taken place in much of the country and was in fact even then gathering

momentum in the Irisirspeaking areas of the South and West, and on the other

hand of course it facilitated the language thangeover by giving it added

impetus. However. it needs to be borne in mind that the uniformity of usage

of EngliSh as a medium of instrudLion throughout the National Sdhool system to

some extent masked two quite different linguistic-settings: (1) In those areas_

Where the language switCh to English had already taken place the pupils were

being taught through the medium of their native or home language; (ii) In

those areas where Irish was still the vernacular a massive programme of total

immersion in the seoond language was being undertaken. In the vast majority

of cases this second approadl had the active support of parents, who often

reinforced the sdhool stance with What may seem to us today to have been a

brutal disciplinarianism. (cf. 6 HUrdh6, n.d., pp. 20-21).

If there were Iridh people Who doubted the wisdom of the language practice of

the National School system, few braved to pierce the Great Silence. as BeAn de

Freine (1978) has so aptly described the pUblic atmosphere in Whidh the

language change took place. Thomas Davis did so in The Nation in 1843, as did

the redoubtable ArChbiShop of Tuam, JOhn Mac Hale - the 'lion of the West'.

Sir Patrick Keenan, Inspector of Sdhools and later a Commissioner ct

Education, tellingly showed up the deficienceis of this system in Co. Donegal

in his General Reports of 1855 and 1856. But it was not until 1879 that Iridh

was admitted to the Primary Curriculum as an optional extra sUbject. This

advance was due to the vigorous lobbying of the Society for the Preservation

of the IriSh Language, founded in 1876. The Commissioners of Education

adopted a resolution in 1878 stating that they were 'prepared to grant

Results fees for proficiency in the Irigh Language, on the same conditions as

are applicable to Greek, Latin and French.' From 1883 Iriah could be used as

a medium ct instruction in Iriah,.speaking areas 'as an aid to the elucidation

of Engliih' (Coolehan, 1981, p. 21). Whereas the Society for the Preservation

cl the Iriah Language had been concerned 'To promote that the Irith Language

Shall be taught in the Schools of Ireland, especially in the Irieh,speaking
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districts The Gaelic League, founded in 1893, sought that 'the national

language Shall be the medium ot instruction in the National Schools in those

districts Where it 4s the home language of the pepple, and that greater

facilities than at present be afforded for its teaching in the National and

Intermediate Schools in all parts of the country.' (Leabharlann Niisitinta na

hhireann, 1981).

After overcoming same tepporary difficulties the Gaelic League secured the

position of Irish as an optional sUbject within the ordinary National Sdhool

programme from 1901 and further succeeded in Obtaining The Bilingual Programme

of 1904. In accordance with this Programme the Whole school work in Irish-

speaking and bilingual districts could be conducted on bilingual lines.

Patrick Pearse, influenced by his experiences of Wales ana Belgium was writing

a mnth later (24.9.1904):

Though it seems paradoxical, it is a profound truth that it is easier
to teach two languages than to teach one. If we had the direction of
education in this country we Should make all education bilingual, and
Should require the teaching of at least two languages to every child
in every sahool in the country It would be as easy to work the
Commissioners' Bilingual Programme in a Dublin or Belfast school as
it is to work the present unilingual programme (0 Buachalla, 1980,
p.53).

As wati his custom Pearse backed up his theoretical contention with the

practical example of a school, nanely St. Enda's School for Boys, Whith he

establiShed in 1908 and was described by him as being 'bilingual in method'.

A Prospectus of the following year tells us:

in the general curriculum the first place is accorded to the Irish
Language, which is taught as a spoken and literary tongue to every
pupil Iriah is established as the official language of the
School, and is, as far as possible, the ordinary medium of
communication between teathers and pupils.

All teadhing other than language teaching is bilingual - that is to
say eadh sUbject is taught both in Iriah and English. (ibid., p.317).

We are also informed:

As regards procedure, occasionally a lesson is given in Irigh only or
in English only; but the rule is, whether the sUbject be Christian
Doctrine or Algebra, Nature-Study or Latin, to teach the lesson first
in Irieh and then repeat it in English, or vice versa. In such

subjects as Dancing and Physical Drill English can practically be
dispensed with. As a general medium of communication between masters
and pupils in the sthoolroom Irish is the more commonly used of the

two vernaculars. (ibid., p. 325)

Ptiblic Notice No. 4 issued by the Ministry of Education of the IriSh

Provisional Government on 1st February 1922 decreed: 'Concerning the Tee.hing

of Irish Language in the National Schwas' that from 17th March 1922:
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(1) The Irish Language shall be taught or used as a medium of
instruction, for not less than one full hcur each day in all national
schools Where there is a teadher competent to teadh it. (Hannigan,
1984,ip.., 72)

This decision followed On the adoption of a report at a conference convened by

the I.N.T.O. in 1921. It included the statement that 'the work cd the infant

school is to be entirely in Iriah'. A later conference in 1926 allowed

EngliSh to be used before 10.30 a.m. and after 2.00 p.m. Various Changes

increasing and decreasing the amount of time spent teadhing through Iridh

occurred between the twenties and the sixties. The statistics for all-Iriah

Primary Schools over the same years offer a good indicationof the way the

wind first blew strongly, then slackened, before virtually dying away in the

sixties. In 1931 there were 228 all-Iriah Primary schools, in 1939 there were

_704 and 1951 the number was 523 (cf. Coolahan-1981, pp. 40=43).

3.0 The distinction mentioned already between 'all-Irish sdhools and those

teaching-Irish as a subject only is not as clear-cut as it may seem.

Firstly, in theory at least, the latter would appear not to exist at all. The

latest edition of Rules for National Sdhools (An Roinn OideaChais, 1965)

aIlows individual teachers of infant classes to transfer the erphasis from

teaching through Sri-art to the teadhing of Iriah Conversation but teadhing

through Irish is regarded as the norm. Furthermore, 'A teadher Who is able to

teach Irish, but is unable to use IriSh as the sole medium of instruction, is

required to teach Iriah as a subject and to use it as mudh as possible as the

medium cd instruction and as the sChool language.' (p. 39) Similarly the

Teacher's Handbook (hn Roinn CideaChais, 1970, Part I, pp. 55-6) states (in

translation): 'The teacher and the pupils Should not be bound by the amount

of Iriah in the lessons, nor by the amount cd time Whidh is spent on the

formal teadhing cd Irish. IriSh ahould be generally used inside the school

and outside it - when the Ohildren are working and when they are at play; it

is in Irish that the normal directions of the sdhool will be given, that the

ncamal conversation cd the class, words of praise and correction and the

normal greetings will be."As the curriculum is a unit in idlich the various

activities are integrated, Iriah will be in use to a greater or lesser extent

during all activities. Its use will be extended as the knowledge and Ability

of the pupils in IriSh develops. The extent of its use will depend on the age

and the maturity of the pupils. The sipple normal prayers and the normal

greetings could be said in IriSh. The conversation lessons will be joined to

the other curriculum activities ' The Handbook then proceeds to outline

briefly how Irish could be linked to Physical Education, Music, Environmental

Studies and Projects on various aspects of the curriculum. And then secondly,
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While the actual practice falls very far short ct these official guidelines,

some instructional use is made of Irith outside the formal Language classes in

a minority of sdhools, in-approximately 36% of them according-to the

Department of Education's Statistical Report for 1961-62, WhiOh incidently is

the latest pOblimihed and only became available in December of 1964 (An Roinn

Oideadhais). The medium of instruction in the RepUblic's primary sdhools is

there set out as follows (Table 20, p. 31, in translation):

(i) Sdhools in Whidh all classes are taught completely through Iriah
In the Gaeltadht 131
Outside the Gaeltacht 31

(ii) Sdhools in which some classes are taught completely through Irieh
(iii) Sdhools in Whidh at least one class group are taught some of the

sUbjects (activities) through Irish - at least one sUbject apart
from IriSh 1

15

161
(iv) Other Sdhools 1 942 -

The organisation Gaelscoileanna informs me that the numbeeof sdhools in the

all-Irish (i) category is currently 42, including one in Belfast. An IriSh-

language stream sudh as falls into category (ii) exists in Derry. A request

to the Department for the location of the 15 sOhools of category (ii) yielded

a list of 23 such sdhools for 1962-83, distributed as follows:

DUblin city 3

Rest of Leinster 6
Munster 10
(Cork 3, Kerry 4, of which 3 are in Tralee, Whidh also has an all-IriSh
sdhool)
Connadht 2

Ulster (3 counties) 2

However, for the purpose of this paper we may turn our attention to category

(iii), that is Chose sdhools reported as using IriSh as a second medium of

instruction as proposed in the TeaCher's Handbook.

my first source of information on the use of IriSh in the various sUb3ect

areas is 6 Dorihnalliin and 6 GliasSin (1976) Whose respondents were teaChing

standards V or/and VI. One Should bear in mind that 6.1% of the schools in

question had Gaeltadht, Breac-Gaeltadht or all-Irith backgrounds. Only in the

case of MUsic can it be said that the official recommendations have found a

generally positive response, althoujh substantial minorities report some use

of Iriih in the teadhing of Physical Education and Art/Crafts (ibid., Table

16).
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Table 16

Usiglage used in the teaching of:stria:4e
subjects to

stamelende v or/and VI

r-

sajget.
Percentage or schools te.vung that sub ect

Totel
respondents

Entirely-

through
Irish

Pore
Irish than
English

Both
lanuagges
equally

less
:rish than
English

Entirely
throuv)
English

1-

Belie°. 2.0% 0.2% 0.2% 2.0% 95.5% 443

Matbanatics 2.9% 0.5% 1.4% 3.6% 91.7% 444

Art/Crafts 3.1% 0.21 6.4% 14.12 75.52 425

Environmental
studies 2.8% 0.7% 4.0% 11.4% 81.2% 437

NistorY 2.7% 0.7% 1.5% 6.1% 58.7% 442

:ivies 2.6% 0.5% 3.62 5.4% 67.9% 389

0vogrsNN7 2.92 0.9% 2.5% 12.9% 60.6% 442

Mimic 4.6% 4.4% 26.5% 32.0% 32.5% 434

1 Physical Ed. 3.7% 0.3% 6.9% 24.7% 02.2, 364

Table 17 .

Ti,te per Jeek devoted to teaohing enbjeote otAer
choi Irish through Irish

Time given per week to teaching subjects other than
Irish through Irish

Number Percentage

No subject (except Irish) is taught through Irish 159 36.3%

less than 2 hours per week 225 51.4%

Between 2 end 4 hours per week 30 6.2%

Between S amc 6 hours per week 3 0.7%

Between 6 and 6 hours per week 5 1.15

Between 6 and 10 hours per week 0 0.0%

Between 10.and 12 hours per week 3 0.72

Every subject !except English) is taught tnrough Irish 13 3.0%

Total respondents -- 438 100%

Table 17 cd the same Report dispels any illusion remaining about the

realisation of the commitment to Iridh as a second medium of instruction in

the standards in the study. Only in 6.9% of general schools does the time

given to Irieh-medium instruction exceed 2 hours per week, and in these it

does not exceed 4 hours - out of approximately a 25 hour week. The other

corner-stone of the Department's envisaged back-up for the audio-visual

Conversation Course, namely the use of Iriah as a medium of communication

outside the forual teadhing situations is 'Seldom/never' adhered to in 45.3%

cd cases, with 39.3% reporting 'half and half' adherence and a not

insignificant minority of 15.4% reporting its rate of compliance as 'Always/

frequently (ibid., Table 21).
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Table 21
. _

LW of Irish as a reediart of carranica via", brume.,
tsaohers and pwiZs oh:side foretal teaching et:than:ohs

childnood home lonowage of infornanro

Childhood
iregOtaCy home
of ,se for 'nivogo
coistazication

Engllsh
mm4

Yore
Ingl:sr.
than :mon

hotm
Ia.:guava

eqma-11y

More
1.n.smtvan
Fni....:ton

1rish
only

Al:
informants

Alsays/frequently 11.95 16.4 11. -Z 1C. at: 26. ;5 15-4

"Ralf and half 37.15 t4.75 17.1% 34.65 35. A 39.a

Seldom/never 50.75. 3,,..il 25.1% 31..6: ae.2% 45.0

Total respoodenis 4 z66 76 21 26 3'. 1,03

The second source of information on the extent of the use of Irish as a medium

of instruction has just recently become available, 6 DUbhghaill (1984). It

relates to Fourth standard in the Limerick region. Its results are parallel

to those of 6 Dochnalliin and 6 Glias&in (1976) but dhow lower percentages of

teadher use of Iriah as a teadhing nedium for most sUbject areas.

3.1. James F. Lindsey (1975) undertook a survey of teadher perceptions of

Irish language teaching in structured interviews with a sample of 125 primary

teachers. He reported majority attitudinal support for optional Irisn-medium

streams in large Engliah-speaking sdhools and a sUbstantial minority approving

the teaching of subjects through Iriah, although the ranking of sUbjects

considered appropriate for this contrasts somewhat oddly with the actual

position outlined already. We may quote Lindsey (1975, p. 102).

A suggested alternative to all-Irish sdhools has been the provision of
Iriarmedium streams in large Englith-speaking sdhools. A plurality of

49% supported while 46% opposed the propceal. Opposition to streaming on
principle was voiced by some teadhers, while others felt it was organiz,
ationally impractical. Many of those favouring the Irian-medium stream
concept emphasized that their approval was based on the provision of a

genuine option.

Another proposal often heard is that one or more sUbjects be taught
through Irish. Sixty-five percent rejected this idea While 34% approved

it. Those in favour were asked Whidh sObject(s) they would recommend.
Most frequently mentioned were Irith. History and Geography (62%), music
and art (24%) and physical education (14%).

With regard to the scmemhat vexed question of the competence in Irish of

College of Education graduates, it may be noted that in most instances the

B.Ed. degree has a component deeming successful students to have acquired the

same standard of Irish as obtained on the two-year diploma course Whidh was
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replaced after 1974. This latter standard was deemed to test one's competence

in teething through Irigh. It can scarcely be doUbted that a large minority

-of today's graduates wouldnot feel at home in suth a situatiOn, for unlike

their diploma predecessors they-theuselves receive virtually no instruction

outside Irish itself (Language and methodology) through Irigih. At best they

are preathed to by the Irith departments on the value of integrating the

language with other sthjects and activities but receive little encouragement

and almost no direction elsewbere.

3.2. Table 15 of 6 Riagain and 6 GliasSin (1984, p. 25) records how muth

Irish respondents considered suitable in the educational programmes of most

Children today:
TABLE 15 : SCHOOL PROGRAM PREFERRED FOP MS:S7 CHILDREN

Amount of Irish in Programme

. All Erglish (with no Irish taught)

Z. Irish uught as a subject only

3. 411-Irish (with English as a subject only)

primary

I S

1

4. Bilingual with (i) more subjects through
English than through Irish 4

3

72

4

(ii) about 50/50

(iii) more subjects through Irish!
than through English

16

Post-Priniaryi
7

a
72

4

4

15

100

As the authors note, the 25% minority Who would like some use of Irish as a

medium of instruction is sUbstantially larger than the proportion of Children

currently receiving such education (ibid., p. 26), for they also state (ibid.,

p. 21): 'Such infornation as we have to hand suggests that the under-30 group

have received very little bilingual education (i.e. 6% in primary sthool; 4%

in post-primary sthool).' The attitude to Irish-medium education expressed in

response to a qmestion on all-Irigih sohooling was even more favourable: 24%

said they wculd send (or would have sent) their Children to an all-Iriah

sohool if one were available in their locality (ibid., p. 26). This of course

contrasts with the 5% of their Table 15 above Who expressed such a preference.

3.3. It might be useful at this point to try to bring the different strands

together before proceeding to have a quith glace at bilingual education Abroad

and making some suggestions that night aid its extension here in Ireland.

The Department of Education officially eXhorts sthools to employ Iriah in

general conversation as the language of the sthool and to extend its use as a

medium of instruction as the pupils' mastery of it improves. But the

Department would appear to set more store by the informal incidental general

use of Iridh than by its more formal use in instruction - perhaps a

consequence of dothts raised by Mumma/a (1966) and not yet dispelled in

officialdom by later studies suth as Cummins (1977). Although a majority of
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teachers report sUbstantial use of IriSh as a general means of communication

in school, instructional use of Iriah is confined.to a significant minority,

Who hOWever uSe it for the most part fOr lesa than 2-hour:a Per-week. This

rather low 1^ve1 of functional use of Iriah in the primary schcod system

Obtains de the existence of sUbstantial minorities of both parents and

teathers %du, ,tate that they would be in favour of bililgual programmes. The

weakness of the present poeition cd Irish as a medium of instruction outside

the 'all- Irish' sdhools may well stem from the random distribution cd these

minorities of parents and teachers throughout the country and the lack od

appropriately cthesive central planning and administration. There is a

tendency for native scholars to exaggerate the !uniqueness' of the Iriah

linguistic condition (see for example Harris, 1982, pp. 19-20), but While it .

is undoubtedly a truimt: that no two national language situations are precisely

similar, one suspects that any 'unique' quality "in the Iriah language

situation is to be sought rather in the half-hearted nature of polioy

resolution than in the general features of the situation itself.

Consideration of the bilingual education experience of other countries need

not therefore be irrelevant. On the other had, any attempt to transplant

programmes whidh have proved successful elseWhere without due regard to the

position of Iriah here would be unwise. Fidhman (1976, pp. 52, 73)

demonstrates that Ireland's promotion of a second medium of instruction is

paralleled throughout the world. He estimates that there may have been as

many as 2,500 bilingual secondary schools programmes in operation in 110

countries in 1972-73, and possibly 20 tines as many sudh programmes in

operation at primary level - perhaps 50,000 programmes - we are not alone.

And there is no difficulty in identifying our allegedly 'unique situation

with the first of his two categories of programme types (ibid., p.'76):

For some educational systems bilingual education is an alternative
option equivalent to vernacularization or self-recognition, an educational
trend Whith began with the modern period of history and Which has not yet
run its course.

For other educatiomal systems, bilingual education is an alternative
option equivalent to internationalization or other-recognition, an
educational trend which began in the earliest forms od elitist education.

The simple theoretical distinction drawn between 'marked' and 'unmarked

languages' in the same work (pp. 99-100) also helpe us to understand the role

od

That language is marked in a bilingual education setting Whidh would most
likely not be used instructionally were it not fox bilingual education,
i.e. to say, it is precisely bilingual education that ths brought it into
the classroom. Conversely, that language is unmarked in a bilingual
education setting Whidh would most likely (continue to) be used
instructionally, even in the absence of bilingual education.
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Cohen (1975) reviews the international literature on the outcome of bilingual

education programmes awl shows (p. 22) that the results are mixed: prcgramaes

in Canada and South Africa have been deemed successful utile others in Ireland

(Machmara, 1966), Mexico and the Philippines have been deemed unsuccessful.

We may follow Cohen (ibid., p. 2) in quoting from an earlier study"

Fishman and Lovas (1970) state that most existing bilingual programs have
not utilized reoent insights into societal bilingualism in their program
designs. Staff personnel offer educational, psychological, For linguistic
reasons for project characteristics, bot ignore the language situation
existing in the community involved.

Therefore the success or otherwise of bilingual education programmes cannot be

divorced from the interaction of the two languages in the society in question,

nor from that society's attitude toward them. Even the small number of

practical models outlined by Cdhen (ibid., p. 18) beings inmo Sharp relief the

contrasting haziness of the model officially expounded in Ireland: (i) a

lesson in one language in the morning followed by the same lesson in the

second language in the afternoon, (ii) a different medium of instruction on

alternate days, (iii) use of simultaneous translation, (iv) functional

specialization - certain sUbjects being taught in eadh language, and (v) one

language predominating at first, with Shift to the other language.

Cohen (ibid., p. 19) sumarises Mackey (1972) on the approadhes adopted by

teachers in the J.F.K. School (seoondary) in Berlin, Which drew 50% of its

Pupils from German families, 40% from American families and the other 10% from

'the international community'. Continual alternating is prevalent at the

Berlin sdhool, with teachers alternating considerably between languages within

the same lesson. Teadhers there adopted at least five awroaches: (i) they

gave part of a lesson in one language, another part in the other language,

(ii) they presented all material in one Language with repetition of the same

material in the other lavivage, (iii) they presented all material in one

language and gave a smeary in the other language, (iv) they employed

continual alternation of one language and the other, (v) they spoke to some

persons in one language, to others in the other language. Fishman (1976, pp.

94-107) and Mackey (1972, pp. 149-171) offer complex typologies of bilingual

educational models but I suspect that the example of this single German sdhool

*loud be enough to prompt us to analyse and describe our own bilingual

programes.

It would seem too that foreign experience can offer reassurance as well.

Given that the principal mociocultural conditions that define Immersion can be

summarized as: '(1) Immersion programs are intended for Ohildren Who speak the

majority-group language, WhiCh in the case of North America is English.... (2)
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Educational, teaching, and administrative pereonnel working in Immersion

pmograme value and support, directly or indirectly, the Children's home

language and culture. (3)-The participating Children And their perenti

similarly value their home language and culture and do not wieh to forsake

either. (4) Acqpisition of the seoond language is regarded by the children

and their parents as a positive addition to the dhildren's repertoire of

skills (Genesse, 1963, p. 4), Genessee (ibid., p. 40) concludes that the

benefit of such Inmersion programmes is not confined to advantaged pupils:

Majority-language students with characteristics that customarily limit
their addevement in conventional sdicol programs with English instruction
have been Shown to attain the same levels of achievement in basic academic
sUbjects in Immersion progrars as do =parable students in regular
native-language school programs. At the same time, these types of
"disadvantaged" students achieve much higher levels of second-language
proficiency than they would were they receiving core second-1=page
instruction.

Anothrx conclusion of Genessee is relevant to the Irish context, nanely the

question of the hvortance of the geographical setting of the sdhool:

since their inception Immersion programs have been instituted outside
Quebec and are now available in communities where there is no large local
population of target-language speakers, such as Frendh Immersion in
Vancouver or Toronto the existing research findings indicate that
students in communities or settings that do not have large numbers of
target-language speakers and/or that do not officially reoognize the
target language can benefit from participation in an Immersion program,
perhaps even to the same extent as Immersion students living in bilingual
communities. (ibid., pp. 32-3).

5.0 An awareness of bilingual education programmes in other oountries and of

the state of international research on such programmes would widen the range

of experience available to project planners and practitioners here in

Ireland. But they Should complement studies of our own experience - not act

as substitutes for our own investigation and reflection. Any ill-considered

attempt to graft what appears to have been successful elseWhere onto an

inadequately researched home situation would be folly. We must note what we

have, gauge its strengths and weaknesses, and on the basis of this study

devise and implement coherent rojects whicct are reviewed regularly.

Thus, for example, any reconsideration of the role of Irish as a second medium

of instruction in the primary school shoulu begin with those schcols which are

already making some effort in this direction. It would seek to harness the

active co-operation of those sUbstantial minorities of paxents and teachers

Who favour dual-medium instruction. In fact it is interesting to see that the

practice in one of the very few sohools Which explicitly organizes itself

bilingually is clearly an intensification of the bilingual approadh operating

weakly in over a thousand other sdhools. In Scoil MisiUnta Realt na Mara,
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Skerries, for instance, the staff speak IriSh anong themselves, use Irisih as

far as possible as the language for ordering sdhool affairs and this use ct

Iristiln informal Situations finds a logical extension into Physical EduCation

and Art. Whidh also provide a setting for the reinforcement of sUbject matter

introduced via the Conversation Courses in the language. The sdhool is the

smallest unit likely to be in a position to pursue a coherent bilingual

programme over a rumber of years. To operate sudh a programme successfully

the sdhool would need the active participation and co-pperation of suitably

qualified and motivated teachers and principal and at least the passive

co-operation and support of parents. It is hard to envisage long-term success

for the more usual position obtaining in sdhools today, where the decision as

to the Choice and proportion of instructional medium rests with the individual

teacher, a consequence of circular 11/60 (cf. An Roinn Oideadhais, 1965, 13.

119). .For sudh an individualised and fragmented approadh to bear fruit one

inagines that there would need to be sore general guidance given to teachers

wishing to use Irish as a second medium of instruction. They could be advised

to teadh certain subjects/activities through IriSh - Music, Physical Education

and Art, for instance, or they could be advised to use English in the morning

and to use Irish both as a teaching medium and for general purposes after

lunch, or to use Irish between 11.00 a.m. and 12.00 noon, or Whatever. But

some such guidelines Should be provided to end the isolation of the teadher

using Irish as a medium, to facilitate continuity within the sdhool and to

promote cOhesdn in the primary system. The individual teadher could be

further assisted by pre,service and in-service courses designed for

dual-medium instruction. Sdhools should get the active enoouragement and

assistance of Department of Education insFectors and administrators. A new

classification of the various types of Irish-medium prirary sdhools,

incorporating the features of post-primary sdhool classification might well

help to concentrate the minds of all concerned with the well-being and

efficiency of IriSh-language teadhing in the primary school. A supportive

framework could also be set up, facilitating contact between the sdhools

employing IriSh actively as a medium of communication and proviang a type of

liaison service with community bodies both within and outside the Gaeltacht

whidh use Irieh.

I wish to preface my conclusion with a number of quotations. The first is in

fact a quote of a quote; it is taken from Cohen (1975, p. 266) and stresses

the need for attitudinal change:

As Rodriguez (1969) so eloquently put it, "What is not spelled out in any
recommendations, however, is the imperative need for drastic

-attitudinal change both within the dominant cultural group and within the
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Mexican American Community. And the attitudinal dhange must be the
primary concern of the public school. Every person in the sobool dealing
with a student must become culturally cognizant of the significance of
recognizing the enriching values of cultural heritage. It must pftrmeate
their very being that the person with a bilingual, bdcultural asset is
'Advantaged' and from that position can be a vital factor in the enrith,
ment ct the sdhool, the thanunity, all od society."

Mackey and Anderson (1977, p. 331) offer a general guiding principle:

In any social system where there is a various widespread desire or need
for a bilingual or multilingual citizenry, then priority for early
sthooling Should be given to the language or languages least likely to be
otherwise developed or most likely to be neglected.

Fishman (1976, p. 43) stresses the interdependence of bilingual sdhooling and

the overall sociolinguistic setting:

Bilingual education in which the languages taught are related to real,
live communities, on the one hand, and are utilized as media of
instruction and real, live communication, on the other hand, is
understandably a truly natural way to teach and learn languages
effectively.

Of course in the case of Irish one has the added dimension of aligning the

school experience to outside efforts to extend the role and use of the

,language. It was because this alignment was seen not to have been athieved

that the sixties witnessea a retreat frau extended programmes for Iriah in the

schools to core programmes. It was evidently hoped that the audio-visual

methouology sUbsequently introduced would allow the same standard of IriSh to

be attained in approxinately half the time. Harris (1984) indicates clearly

enough that this does not seem to have happened (direct comparisons are of

course not possible). The cnoice facing us now is therefore either to reduce

our expectations of what core teadhing of Irish can adhieve or to revert to

extended prograhmes of IriSh. It has been the contention of this paper that

tne establishment of a range of bilingual programmes on an optional basis is

feasible in the context of our present language situation, and can count on

the support of substantial minorities of parents and teadhers. The challenge

is therefore twofola - there is need for a policy initiative and there is need

for co-ordination of effort. The establidhment by the Department of Education

of a cmprehensive administrative framework Which was flexibly operated might

well act as a catalyst to praiote dual-medium education and thereby take a

significant step in reversing the decline ot the language in the primary

school.
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Discourse analysis and language acquisition

Michael F McTear

University of Ulster

The study of child language acquisition has moved through several

phases during the past few decades. In the 1960s the main interest

was in the acquisition of syntactic structures, while in the 1970s

semantic and cognitive approaches predominanted. More recently,

greater attention has been paid to advances in discourse analysis,

conversation analysis and pragmatics (i)roadly speaking, the study

of the use language in context), and this focus has been reflected

in child language studies. Two separate strands can be discerned

in this more functional and interactive approach:

(i) the explanation of language acquisition with reference to

interactional contexts (input studies):

(ii) the acquisition of separate skills involving the use of

language.

It is with the second of these themes that the present paper is

concerned.

Some aspects of discourse analysis

It might be helpful to brieflf review some of the main issues

which have been discussed during the past few years in the area

of discourse analysis. These include the following:

1. The form v function relationship

Briefly, this involves a distinction between the linguistic form of

an utterance and the function it might serve in a particular discourse

context So, for example, a sentence such as "it's cold in here"

has declarative form and an obvious literal meaning, yet it could

function on a given occasion of utterance as a request to close the

door. This non-literal meaning cannot be derived from an inspection

of the sentence alone.
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2 The role of context in utterance interpretation

One of the aims of discourse theory is to specify the contextual

features which have a bearing on how an utterance is interpreted.

In the example quoted above, reference might be made to knowledge

shared by the speaker and the hearer, for example, that the door is

open, that open doors cause draughts, that draughts cause rooms to

be cold, that cold rooms are undesirable Such knowledge would

be necessary for the hearer to arrive at a suitable interpretation

of the utterance.

Appropriacy as opposed to grammaticality

Traditionally linguistics deals with the description of rules for

well-formed sequences. However, there are also rules for the

appropriate use of language. . The clearest cases involve rules of

politeness. So, for example, it would be considered inappropriate

to use a direct requesting form such as "close the door" to another

adult (though probably not to a child).

4. Discourse structure

This involves the structural relationships between utterances.

The clearest example would be question-answer sequences, although

there are many more complex structures in everyday conversation.

5. Discourse content

In discourse analysis one important topic has been the way in which

information is handled within a text. For example, once an object

or person has been mentioned, it can be treated as old information

and referred to with pronouns or definite expressions. A further

aspect of content concerns the notion of relevance, for example, in

determining the extent to which a particular utterance is relevant

or not to the preceding discourse.

6. Interactional aspects of discourse

it has become clear that, as far as conversation is concerned, an

approach which focuses on the analysis of utterances in isolation

is unsatisfactory. Basic aspects of conversation, such as turn-
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taking, are.accomplished in a collaborative manner r_d cannot be

treated as the outcome of any one individual's contribution.

It has also been argued that other &spects of discourse, such as

the negotiation of meaning, are achieved interactively.

7. Features of spoken discourse

Finally, it should be mentioned that most work in discourse analysis

has paid attention to the finer aspects of speech production,

including in transcriptions items such as false starts, hesitations

and other dysfluencies which are nomrally disregarded in the more

idealized citation forms discussed in traditional linguistics.

This is not just because of an insistence on accuracy; indeed, it

has been demonstrated that these features of spoken discourse

exemplify many of the complex processes involved in the collaborative

production of a conversation

It should be emphasised that this is a necessarily brief account which

has disregarded many important theoretical distinctions in the

literature. The term "discourse analysis" is being used here

generically. It is also used to refer to a particular analytic

approach developed at the University of Birmingham to describe

teacher-pupil interaction (Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975). A

different approach, which developed out of ethnomethodology, is

referred to as "conversation analysis" (see, for example, Sacks,

Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974). Other terms include "text

linguistics", which refers mainly to a European tradition of text

analysis, and more generally, other terms used include interaction

analysis, face-to-face interaction, and interpersonal communication.

For further details,the interested reader is referred to texts

such as Brown and Yule (1983), Levinson (1983) and Stubbs (1983).

Developmental discourse

Most of.the above aspects of discourse have also been studied

developmentally. In particular, there have been studies of the

development in children of turn-taking, requesting, narrating,

referring, as well as the use of devices for initiating and

5 26
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sustaining coherent dialogue. Reviews of this work and accounts

of further empirical research can be found in Garvey (1984) and

Mc:Tear (1985). The present paper will examine a further aspect

of discourse - the use and development of conversational repair

Put simply, repair refers to the devices used to sustain conversation

in the face of actual or potential communicative breakdown. This

'can include simple cases of non-hearings and misunderstandings,

checks for confirmation and elaboration as well as 501f-corrections

Repairs can be initiated by either the current speaker whose utterance

occasioned the repair,,or, by the other participant. Similarly,

once repairs have been initiated, they can be carried.out by either

the current speaker-or the other participant. By using the term

"self" for the speaker of the repairable utterance and "other" for

the listener, we can isolate four types of repair in conversation:

1 self-initiated self-repair

2. other-initiated self-repair

3. Self-initiated other-repair

4. other-initiated other-repair

In this paper only the first two types will be examined. For a

detailed account of conversational repair, see Schegloff, Jefferson

and Sacks (1977). The first type, abhreviated for convenience to

"self-repair", refers to cases whore the speaker self-corrects without

any prompting from the other conversational partner. The second

type, usually referred to as "clarification request", occurs when the

listener requests some clarification which is then proferred by the

speaker of the utterance which occasioned the request. These will

be discussed first.

Clarification reouests

Clarification requests can be classified across two dimensions

Firstly, they can be classified in terms of whether or not they

address a specific part of the repairable Utterance. in this sense,

requests ran be non-specific. The second dimension refers to the

type of response expected - repetition, confirmation or specification.
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The following examples (based on work by Garvey, 1977 might help):

1. Nonspecific request for repetition

A; Do you like his big brother7
B; What?
A; Do you like his big brother?

2. Specific request for repetition

A: Do you like his big brother?
B: His what?
A: His big brother

3- Specific request for confirmation

A: Do you like his big brother?
B: His big brother?
A: Yes

4. Specific request for specification

A: Do you like his big brother?
B: Which one?
A: The one with the curly hair

Types 1 and 2 differ in that, although they both request repetition,

type 2 requests repetition only of a specific part of the utterance.

This difference may be carried by intonation alone, with a rising

tone on "what" indicating type 1 and a falling tone indicating type 2.

While the response to type 1 requires only simple repetition, type 2

requests require their recipient to isolate the appropriate item

(in the above example, the object noun phrase). In this way type 4

is also more complex. It occurs in the environment of insufficient

information, when for example, the speaker has made false assumptions

about what the listener knows. This is often described as

communicative egocentrism in the case of young children. In this

request type the listener has to specify which aspect of the utterance

is unsatisfactory, while the speaker has to supply the appropriate

requested specification. The ability to make and respond to specific

requests for specification requires a considerable degree of interactional

and linguistic competence.

As far as the acquisition of clarification renuests is concerned,

Garvey (1977), in a study of 48 children aged 2;10 to 5;7 in dyadic

peer interaction, found that chldren were able to respond appropriately

5 2 8
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to requests for clarification, with the older children making

fewer null responses (i.e failure to respond at all). Non-

specific requests were the most frequent, but all types were

represented in the data for both younger and older age groups,

suggesting that even young preschool children acquire early the

ability to request and give clarification in everyday conversation.

This conflicts somewhat with results of experimental studies which

suggest that young children are unable to take account of listener

indications of misunderstanding (for example, Peterson, Danner and

Flavell, 1972), although this could be explained partially in terms

of the higher cognitive demands placed on children in many experimental

communication tasks

A detailed analysis of children's clarification requests can yield

useful information about their linguistic abilities. A comparison

of utterance 1 in the sequence (the repairable) and utterance 3

(the clarification) can show the child's ability to segment surface

strings and produce semantically, functionally or formally equivalent

phrases. Children rarely give an exact repetition following a "what"

request. Phonologically there can be a reduction in tempo, more

careful articulation, widening of pitch range, and the use of

contrastive stress As far as the grammatical form of the utterance

is concerned, often only essential content is repeated or the utterance

may be expanded by adding further relevant material. For example,

in the following sequence, the connective "sure", which occurs in

Ulster English before a justification in the domain of a prior

reversed polarity utterance (i.e. "yes" in contrast tb "I didn't"),

is omitted in the repeated utterance:

(1) Heather: I didn't
Siobhan: Yes
Heather: I didn't

sure I've got it on me there
Siobhan: What?
Heather: I've got it on me there

Other connectives and items such as "I think" were similarly omitted

in such cases, indicating that the children were paying specific

attention to the selection of the particular elements in the utterance
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which required repetition and were able to distinguish these from

other items which served a discourse function only in respect of the

specific position in the sequence in which they occurred The

interaction with linguistic ability is also to be seen in responses

to requests for specification, as in this example:

(2) Siobhan: I see shells on that lorry
Heather: What lorry?
Siobhan: That one that's blue

Here Siobhan has to specify which lorry she is referring to. This

involves in this case the use of a restrictive relative clause as

well as the substitution of the pronoun from "one" for the noun

"lorry". It is possible that exposure to such sequences forces the

child to become aware of the need to make utterances specific to the

requirements of particular listeners_ It may also be the case that

grammatical structures such as relative clauses emerge as the child

becomes aware of their communicative functions. However, much more

empirical research is required before this hypothesis can be

substantiated.

Leading on from this, it is possible to point to the possible

educative function of clarification requests, in that they force

children to test their current hypotheses about the form and use

of their language, for example, by trying alternative forms instead

of repeating. In the following example, the child corrects the

grammatical form of her utterance following a clarification request:

(3) C: Ch, she ate me
somebody else wants to be ates

A: What?
C: Eaten

In some cases, the "correction" can result i- an ungrammatical

utterance:

(4) C: I'm gonna let one dry out
A: Huh?
C: I'm gonna let one.

I'm gonna let one dries out
A: Oh

5 g0t)
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Children's developing linguistic systems are generally unstable

with the result that their production of well-formed utterances is

variable. It would be interesting to investigate the potential

educative role of such self-corrections of grammatical forms in the

domain of clarification requests.

Self:repir

Self-repairs have received little attention in the developmental

literature, possibly because they are unconsciously edited.out,at

the transcription stage and simply not noticed. Indeed, it requires

repeated listening with particular attention to_ repair phenomena

such as cut-offs and hesitations in order to avoid this editing out.

It is also possible that the significance of repair phenomena is not

appreciated and that they are dismissed as purely "performance

features". Certainly, self-repairs can be occasioned by a variety

of factors, including speech planning and production processes,

emotional state, memory lapses and other degeneracirs of performance.

These have been studied particularly by psychologists. However,

self-repairs can also reveal aspects of a speaker's linguistic and

interactional competence, as will bP seen in the following analysis

of grammatical self-repairs

The following are SOW' examples of self-repairs to grammar taken from

a study of pre-school children (McTear,

(5) Siobhan: Do you want more some books now. Some more books

(6) Heather: Well I hurt Hie
I hurt myself

(7) Siobhan: and there's a rhe the biggest gardrn

In () Siobhan has probl.-ms with the ordering cf premodifying items

in noun phrases and first produces the ordering of quantifier "more"

follnwrd by determiner "some" before correcting to "some more".

In KO Heather corrects the pronoun "mr", replacing it with the

rerlexive "myselr" which is renuired in the syntactic environment
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of "I hurt X/X= I". Finally, example (7) is a case of syntactic

relations, where the choice of a superlative form "biggest" requires

the prior use of the definite article. Sioblaan begins the noun

phrase with the indefinite article "a", which in usually required

after "there", but -eplaces with "the" in anticipation of the

superlative form. The repetition of "the" is a further indication

of 'trouble' at this precise point.

,As well as straightforward elf-corrections, children may often

produce a different grammatical structure as in the following example:

(8) Siobhan: and this is junt the table that you, like that table
over there

In this case there is a change from a projected relative clause "the

table that you ." to a comparative construction. This may have

been i-imply because Siobhan changed her mind about what she was about

to say. However, a further possibility is that she encountered

difficulties with the projected relative clause and changed to a

more manageable structure. This is also a common phenomenon in

adult speech, where speakers cut off a problematic structure and

replace it (Ochs, 1979). In some cases a lexical problem may by

resolved by using a different grammatical structure:

(9) Heather: so your na- so your name hasn't got. um
so your
so. so you aren't a girl. you're a boy

Here Heather is having trolible finding a suitable object noun phrase

to express the idea that the addressee is male. Instead of supplying

this missing lexical item, she restructures the idea with different

syntax.

Self-repairs also indicate the child's awareness of constituent

structure. Many of the children's repairs involved a cut-off in

mid-sentence after the subject-auxiliary or verb, resulting in a

recycling or restructuring which involved a full clause structure:
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00) Weather: I was going to r-
I was gbing to run down to your house

In cases where the trouble occurred in a subordinate clause, then

usually only the subordinate clause was recycled:

ill) Siobban: you can't do it in the care because my house isn't very em
my house isn't very far

Where the trouble occurred towards the end of the sentence in the

prepositional phrase, then only this part was recycled:

_(12) H: where's the old witch in this...on this book

In sum, it would seem from evidence such as this that young childre- s

self-repairs demonstrate their awareness of constituent structure in

grammar

Concluding remarks

This brief illustration of some recent work in developmental discourse

nas shown the interactional and linguistic skills possessed by young

preschool children. Most of the emphasis has been on describing the

discourse skills of conversational repair, although the relationship

between these skills and the children's linguistic abilities has also

been outlined. Future research will need to address further the

interesting relationship between linguiStic and interactional

competence. Functional explanations of language development suggest

that grammar emerges because of communicative requirements. A

detailed examination of children's linguistic and interactional

development could shed light on this important theoretical issue,

-81-
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PRE-PRIMARY EDUCATION THROUGH. THE MEDIUM OF LESSER USED LANGUAGES

Helen 6 Murchil.
T.C.D.

This paper reports briefly on a Survey carried out during 1983-4 at

the request of the Commission of the European Communities. The

Dossiers on which the Final Report/Synthesis is based were established

as a specific activity of the European Bureau for Lesser Used Languages

which was subvented by the Commission, on behalf of minority languages

and cultures within the Community. (For a fuller account of the Bureau

see 0 Riag5in1 or 6 Murchil-).

METHODOLOGY

The directions given in relation to this specific activity referred to

"the establishment of dossiers regarding the trends,
provisions and problems in the field of pre-primary
education including the participation of parents, which
could serve as the basis for a future Conlerence at
European level."

In accordance with these directives, Guidelines were prepared and amended

in discussion with the Commission. These Guidelines covered 5 areas -

history/motivation behind current forms of pre-primary provision,

essential statistics, linguistic and educational aspects of provision,

future development - which the recipient was asked to treat in discursive

form in his reply. These Guidelines (in four languages) were then sent

to individuals and organisations in 6 of the 10 member states, inviting

them to participate. (Accounts of statutory provision in countries of

the Community were fairly readily available). This preliminary list was

determined on the basis of the participants being known to be actively

involved in promoting pre-primary provision in a lesser used language,

either to the compiler of the Synthesis or to constituent members of the

European Bureau. It was not an exhaustive list, nor did it contain some

groups who, while not currently having any form of pre-primary provision

in a minority language, would wish to be involved in a planning exercise

towards future provision and therefore to have their views recorded in

a Synthesis of this kind. Within the constraints of time and funding it

was hoped to present a reasonably representative account of current

"trends, provisions and problems" as directed, to include any suitable
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materials provided from other sources, and to try to ensure that the

information gathered would be later disseminated as widely as possible,

and in that process refined, updated, and perhaps provide the basis

for pointers towards possible policy. The Table below shows by under-

lining the eventual numbers of participants from a possible total

drawn from Stephens.
3

TABLE 1.

EEG MINORITY LANGUAGES 'PROJECT

I. IRELAND (1)

Irish

2. UNITED KINGDOM (4)

Irish, Welsh, Gaidhlig, Cornish

3. FRANCE (7 + I)

N. Basque, N. Catalan, Breton, Occitan (@ 2), Flemish,

Corsican

Alsace Lorraine

4. ITALY (5)

Slovene, Sudtirol, Ladin, Friulan, Val d'Aosta

Sards, Piedmontese, Occitans, Romagnols, Greeks, Croats,

Albanians

5. NETHERLANDS (1)

Frisian

6. LUXEMBOURG (1)

Letzeburgisch

7. DENMARK (1)

German (N. Schleswig)

Greenlanders, Faroese

8. GERMANY

Danish (S. Schleswig), N. @ E. Frisian, Platt-Deutsch

9. BELGIUM

Flemish, Walloons, Germans (E. Cantons)

10. GREECE

Turks, Albanians, Romanians
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Of 22 invited to participate initially or at a later stage, there

were 15 positive responses (not in all cases through the actual

contact made), with the addition of 6 participants who provided

information of their own accord as they became aware of the Survey

through members of the Bureau. This ensured a total of 21 out of 27,

with two reports from one region (voluntary agency and mainstream

system) counted here as I. Given the difficulties associated with

voluntary agencies often without a fixed address, whose honorary

officers may change annually, the size of the survey area involved

and inevitable delays with the necessity for translation, this

response was considered satisfactory. Of those responding, there

was no pre-primary provision in only one region. Of the 10 member

A states, contact was either made with or received from 9, Greece

being the exception.

In the Guidelines sent to participants, suggestions were made as to

how the data sought under the various areas in the Guidelines might

be obtained, i.e. essential statistics from existing primary sources,

or information based on sample questions in Guidelines by mean of

oral interview or mail-questionnaire. Different methods of gather-

ing the relevant information were used by the various contributors.

In some instances an ex t researcher was retained, in others the

dossier was compiled by individuals within the organisations themselves.

It can probably be assumed that, in some cases, a degree of sympathy

at least, and possible of subjectivity, informed areas of given data.

This in no way detracts from the whole exercise, which was basically

one of gathering information not only on what various groups are

doing in the field of minority language medium pre-primary provision,

but on how they perceive themselves and their work and others'

perceptions of them. Inc:eed, one of the more valuable off-shoots

of establishing a dossier ray well have been the opportunity it

afforded groups to examine their own situation and attempt to

exnlain it to others, and in so doing to deepen and broaden their

own knowledge of it.
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TERMINOLOGY

As is already apparent, there exist problems of terminology

(i) with regard to the areas of educational provision under

survey and

(ii) with regard to the participant groups involved.

Point 3.0 of Guidelines uses the term pre-primary and, for purposes

of this work, defines it as "pre-compulsory primary schooling". In

the same spirit, "provision/service& are defined as any efforts,

whether statutory or voluntary, at education outside the home setting,

through the medium of the lesser used language." For a fuller

discussion of the possible connotations attendant on choice of

terminology in this area of education, the reader is referred to the

Introduction of Publication No.12 in the Education Series of the

Commission of the European Communities.4

Rather more emotive are possible pejorative nuances of the

term "minority" whether in reference to a community or- a language.

It may also be innacurate as a term, since a numerical minority

within a particular state may well be

(i) a numerical majority in a region of that state, (a fact

which assumes even greater importance if the region is an

autonomous region);

(ii) speak a language which is the majority language of another

state, as in some Italian border regions for example, or

(iii) as in the case of the Republic of Ireland and Luxembourg,

the language nay in fact be the first official language of

the state or national language respectively.

Other considerations which had to be taken into account

pertained

(0 to the perceived links between ethnic groups, language

and cultural identity as well as

(ii) questions of nationality, citizenship and their being

co-terminous with different language-speaking groups.
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All this then influenced the choice Of the qualifier "lesser used"

in relation to the linguistic groups involved. It also led to the

use of the terms "indigenous" to describe a linguistic gro,lp such

as the Welsh in Britain and "extra-territorial" to describe a

linguistic group such as the Slovenes of present-day Trieste.

The problems of immigrant groups were not considered-to

come within the current definition of the work of the European

Bureau for Lesser Used Languages.

RESEARCH IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Recognition of the possible advantages of early intervention

as a compensatory mechanism in the education of socially or economic-

ally deprived groups together with a growing awareness of the crucial

importance of the early formative years for all facets of the child's

development has led in the past twenty years to research and report

programmes all over the world. Many of these have focussed on

language and the possible determining effects of language variety

on life chances, and have, in some instances, for a time at least,

influenced public policy.

Psycholinguistic studies have provided studies of child

language acquisition, including specific examples of bilingual

children. Studies are also available of bilingual educational systems.

In Europe, bodies such as the Council of Europe, UNESCO, the

European Commission and the Centre for Educational Research and

Innovation of the OUP :;-ave set research in train and published

several significant"reports' for ex. in the areas of early child-

hood education for immigrant children. Very little, however, is

available on such a scale in the field of pre-primary provision

for linguistic groups of the type described above, although all-

usions to education for linguistic diversity can be found throughout

the major reports on early childAood education. Goutard (1979)

and Woodhead (1981) however, do tend to treat societal pluralism

and bi-cultural education for the young in a context that includes
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native, as.well as immigrant, cultural minorities. The Summary

Report
6
(1984), of the Van Leer Foundation Seminar in Granada, Spain,

also mentions, in the discussion on bi-lingual and bi-cultural

education in the classroom, the particular problems of the EEC's

lesser used languages, the levelling effects of mass media, the

importance of the minority language having a role in domains other

than education, to support the work of the classroom, as well as

the disadvantages of "minimal and disjointed provision" (p. 18).

(These remarks are confined to reports from EurOpean bodies. The

work of, for example, the UK Mother Tongue Project7 is not included).

PROBLEMS OF SYNTHESIS

Provision of a clear Synthesis on comparative lines implies

an ordering of material according to selected criteria. There were

several choices that could have been made as to what constituted

a suitable framework. Initially, when the Guidelines were prepared,

with the purpose of making comparative work more manageable across

a range of contributions, it was felt that the five main areas would

prove useful starting points. The dossiers, however, provided such

a wealth of information from differing situations that this approach

proved ultimately less feasible. Description and analysis by country

would not have done full justice either to the similarities between

countries nor to the differences within them. While the whole

question of language was central to the work, the psycholinguistic

and sociolinguistic (and indeed socioeconomic) iMplications of this

approach could only be adequately dealt with within a broader frame-

work. Since all the dossiers were concerned with the issue of pre-

school provision as an important mechanism in the maintenance of

minority languages and cultures and their transmission to the next

generation with the attendant problems such a stance imposes,

concerned with statutory support or the lack of it, and voluntary

efforts to fill the void, it was eventually decided to order

material in the Final Report basically on whether the educational

provision in the different regions was (i) voluntary, (ii) statutory
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or (iii) a combination of both, as Table below indicates.

TABLE II

PRE-PRIMARY PROVnION

1. STATUTORY ONLY

Luxembourg (1)

Italy (5)

2, VOLUNTARY ONLY

Gaidhlig, UK (1)

Cornish, UK (1)

3. BOTH STATUTORY AND VOLUNTARY (not necessarily all cases)

Irish (1)

Frisian (1)

France (6)

Welsh, UK (1)

Irish, UK (1)

4. PRIVATE

German, North Schleswig, Denmark (1)

5. NONE

Flemish, France (1)

The German minority in Denmark has private education which is state

funded. It is the level of recognition and funding it receives that

distinguishes it from the type of private educational provision

described here as voluntary.

ETHNOLINGUISTIC VITALITY

A paper of this length precludes the possiblity of providing a

comprehensive overview of the 21 situations on which information

was provided or of discussing fully the many inter-related variables

involved. The following framework, however, drawn from Saint-Blancat's8

discussion of minority group vitality, which she bases on Giles et

al.
9
and Tajfel

10
, may provide an introduction to the general
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conclusions. Saint-Blancat suggests that the ability of a minority to

survive derives not only from the objective conditions of the socio-

structural context but also from social-psychological processes that

have to do with ethnolinguistic identity and the minority's subjective

perception of its own vitality. It is the interaction thus produced

that determines the type and strength of the strategies used by the

minority in its efforts at self-maintenance.

ETHNOLINGUISTIC VITALITY

determined by

SOCIO-STRUCTURAL CONTEXT

1. STATUS variables (economic

[political

linguistic

+ PRESTIGE

2. DEMOGRAPHIC factors [numbers

birth rate

j geographical concentration

mixed marriages

1

in-migration

out-migration

3. Institutional SUPPORT r mass-media

factors education + RECOGNITION

government + REPRESENTATION

industry

{_religion

culture

HIGH VITALITY = HIGH ABILITY TO SURVIVE AS COLLECTIVE, RESIST

ASSIMILATION

BUT ALSO SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCESSES -

ETHNOLINGUISTIC IDENTITY
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1. SOCIAL CATEGORISATION 2. SOCIAL IDENTITY

3. SOCIAL COMPARISON 4. PSYCHOLOGICAL DISTINCTIVENESS

NEED : POSITIVE DISTINCTIVENESS

ACTUAL LEVEL OF VITALITY + minority's PERCEPTION of that vitality affect

SALIENCE OF ETHNOLINGUISTIC IDENTITY (+, -) and therefore ABILITY FORGE

SURVIVAL STRATEGIES

STRATEGIES TOWARDS MORE POSITIVE SELF-CONCEPT

1. INDIVIDUAL MOBILITY (assimilation, dominant group)

2. SOCIAL CREATIVITY (redefine/reverse/re-interpret negatively valued

elements)

3. SOCIAL COMPETITION (direct conflict)

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Leaving aside in this paper discussion of the criteria by which a minority

may be defined, it is certainly possible to describe as heterogenous .

those communities that are commonly included in the minorities of Europe.

In numbers, for example, they range from under 1,000 with the Germans of

Sauris in Northern Italy to the 21 million Occitans in the southern half

of France. Regions in the border areas may date annexation from as far

back as 1659 (Northern Catalans and Basques), or 1860 as Val d'Aosta.

In the case of the Slovenes of Trieste, it was not until 1975 that the

present Italo-Yugoslav border was ratified. They may be citizens of one

country but regard themselves as nationals of another, or of part of

another (France, for example, is considered to contain a 1 Of the Basque

nation). They may have no share in government, or be an autonomous region

created by special statute.
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In spite of this heterogeneity, however, many of the linguistic

groupings discussed above reveal certain common characteristics :

they are communities on the margin both of their own states and of

Europe. They are peripheral geographically, economically and cultur-

ally, currently in a state of transitional societal bilingualism.

They have endured out-migration of their own members and in-migration

of a kind that led to economic and linguistic imbalance. The traditional

values of their cultures are being eroded in the face of a changing

social environment with a rapidity that leaves little room for

adaptation. The critical mass of community speakers necessary for

their survival is decreasing at a rate that could soon reach the

point of no return. The birth rate is falling. Intergenerational

transmission of the language is not occurring al it should.

They have in common also, however, a realization of their

own precarious state and a determination to take preventative

stabilizing action. To take any action at all, however, requires

power and resources, both either scarce or lacking. There exists

a growing demand for the right to self-determination, to take

responsibility for their own future.

"Political autonamy, while not itself a solution, is
clearly considered a pre-requisite for the maintenance
and development of regional languages and cultures"
(Riccardo Petrella, public lecture, Dublin 1981)11

Local needs are best met by locally determined solutions.

The school as an agency which transmits the language and values

of the communtiy, which has the possibility of ensuring a viable

community of speakers, is probably the most important domain in which

to have communtiy control. Language is central to education, so

education must be central to the language community's field of power.

The very young are central to the future, so the linguistic education

of the very young is of paramount importance.

Bilingualism is not the issue, but the type of bilingualism and

the route towards it. Stable bilingualism is a real possibility, but

it can only occur by positive discrimination that favours the status

of the minority language, by its extension, or restoration, into as
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many domains of use as possible, public and private. Monolingual

vernacular education of the very young then has been found one

solution by many minorities; others, by reason of existing statutes

have settled for bilingual pre-primary education. There are

difficulties with defining this monolingual education as mother

tongue education:

(i) because of the mixed linguistic characteristics of communities

and families;

(ii) because it is also widely taken up, particularly the voluntary

variety, by majority speakers, for either ideological or educational

reasons.

The monolingual variety appears to have effects wider than solely

linguistic, on a population wider than the school population itself.

It tends to influence attitudes

(0 in the minority language community itself, leading to a new

perception of the importance of the native language and culture and

so increased language loyalty. This in turn has meant some impact

on linguistic behaviour in the family and a greater acceptance of

policies leading to increased public status for the minority language.

(ii) In the wider community, leading in some instances to

hostility/resentment, but in general to an awareness of others'

linguistic rights, paving the way for possible statutory policy

initiatives. Because the linguistic objectives of monolingual minority

language education is clear, those involved in it tend to be convinced

in their approach. Such education, even by those who cannot provide

it (the Ladins for example), is generally considered the best

solution to the present dilemma, leading to some degree of equality

between the language for the individual, and hope for the future

for the community.

Bilingual education, especially at the pre-primary level,

suffers several drawbacks. Since the linguistic outcomes expected

are difficult to state unequivocally, the advantage tends to lie

with the majority language, which tends to dominate, even though

- or indeed because - it is dominating anyway. It is difficult for

the minority language to win this unequal battle, especially within
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current sociolinguistic conditions. The effect on staff, for example,

may tend to be one of ambivalence. The economic arguments in favour

of majority language mastery are naturally highly regarded by both

parents and teachers. This may lead to no more than transitional

bilingualism for the individual and the community, reinforce existing

transitionalism, or be merely assimilationalist.

The numbers of children involved in voluntary pre-primary

minority language education are very much smaller than those in

the statutory variety, in Europe. Paradoxically, however, the

linguistic and attitudinal effects of the former may be of greater

importance, both now and in the future.

If community viability depends on increasing the number of

speakers and/or on planning and implementing a situation of stable

diglossia, the role of the minority language in the domain of

education would appear to have to be a dominant olAe, which may mean

monolingual particularly at the pre-primary level. "Not to learn

the language, but to learn through the language" vas a recurring

theme in the Dossiers.

Whatever the choice, monolinguality or bilinguality, the

range of problems described tends to similar, having their base

in the linguistically mixed classroom that confronts the teacher

in both types of provision, although the urgency to find solutions

will, of course, depend largely on commitment and aims. For some

indigenous minority languages, there still exist areas of corpus

planning that need completion, although most now have institutions

established for this purpose. There is still, despite an increase

in children's publishing a dearth of suitable (culturally,

linguistically and pedagogically) learning materials. There is not

sufficient research into the processes and products of differing

systems to offer objective guidance on language approach (although

those that exist are encouraging, c.f. Ireland and Wales). There is,

above all, no suitable training for teachers to operate efficiently

in such conditions, although by now there exists a large pool of

collective wisdom. There remain some attitudinal problems (among

staff and parents) that may more easily lend themselves to solution

if the lacunae already enumerated were filled. (Doubts about
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majority language monolingual education, even for non-majority speakers,

are rarely e.2ressed). There are also some problems of credtbility due

to the perceived sweep of demands in relation to the relatively small

size of some communities.

These very difficulties are not, however, without their

compensations. The freedom of not having easily accessible models has

led to experimentation and innovation in education that might not have

been otherwise possible.

Linguistico-educational considerations receive high prominence:

the cultural identity of children; the benefits of early exposure to

more than one language; bilingualism of necessity and bilingualism of

choice, effects on minority and majority children: a complex of

attitudes, beliefs, values relating to education for bilingual results,

differently held by different groups, within both minority and majority

communities.

In this situation, parents have new roles and new needs. Most

have, and they want to have, a more powerful and decisive role in all

aspects of their children's education. In some instances they work

closely with school personnel towards the fulfilment of the educational

objectives. (In some extra-territorial minority areas, the teachers

seek this liaison towards the common goal). Majority language parents

may be helpful and encouraged into the minority language community and

education. This is particularly the case where, for differing reasons,

they have chosen minority language medium education for their children.

The fact that, in some areas at any rate, their numbers are still small,

and that the percentage of the pre-school age cohort receiving this

largely private education is not highly significant, is due more to

lack of resources, especially financial, than to any lack of determination.

The demand for such provision, whether private or etatutory, is so

constant across the minorities of Europe that it must be taken very

seriously as a phenomenon that will not easily burn itself out. The

accompany demands that voluntary minority-language medium education

be integrated into the statutory system while leaving a degree of

control to parents/ voluntary organisations/ community require

imaginative solutions.
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The question of language and languages is central to the

question of Europe. Document PE 86 480 (04/11/1983), Projet de

Rapport sur La diffusion des languages dans la Communautg

(Rapporteur: Luc Beyer de Ryke), of the European Parliament and

Commission states clearly the political choice made with regard to

language(s) by the signatories to the creation of the European

Community.

"refus d'imposer une ou deux langues dominants mais
ggalement mise a l'ecart du gaglique et de toutes
langues rggionales ou minoritaires".

It goes oa to point out, as did the Arfe Report 1,2 that

"la diversitg culturelle de l'Europe ne peut etre
considerge come une richesse que si elle est
partagge."

Ironically, it would appear that it is the minorities of Europe

that are the real Europeans, for it is they who, not always of

their choice perhaps, share most in the cultural diversity

of Europe. All they appear to be asking now is to be allowed to

continue to do so.

"The compatibility of regionalism and European integration
is possible. It will depend on the will of Europeans".
(Petrella, Dublin, 1981)11

The implications of current trends in minority language maintenance

in Europe (and indeed elsewhere) appear to be sociopolitical,

linguistic and educational, in that order.
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BilingUalism and the Ganesis of Hiberno-English Syntax

Jeffrey L. Kallen

Trinity College Dublin

Introduction

It is commonly accepted by specialist and non-special-

ist alike that at least some of the distinctive qualities

of the English language in Ireland arise from contact with

Irish. The precise mechanism by which the contact betwee%

Irish and English has led to apparent restructurings of

English grammar has not, however, been discussed in any

detail, either with respect to the social environment of

language contact or with regard to particular linguistic

structures.

The following paper addresses two points in the social

and linguistic history of Hiberno-English. The first

point concerns the structure of population distribution

and possible patterns of communicative activity, particu-

larly in the formative years of the 17th century. I sug-

gest that the towns of the lith century, consisting of

populations with large numbers of both English and Irish

speakers, may have assumed a role in the spread of English

in the 18th and 19th centuries that was greater than the

numbers of people living in the towns would imply. The

second point concerns some of the linguistic structures

usually associated with Hiberno-English, notably the

co-occurrence of do+be. Concentrating on English do, I

suggest that 'standard' English periphrastic do may have

had a greater effect than is commonly realised, due to

the re-interpretation of do into two separate lexical

entries.

In the absence of a comprehensive theoretic:xi model

in which to study Hiberno-English, the discussion in this

paper is more suggestive than conclusive. The issues which

it raises, however, are intended to provide a background

5 5
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both for continued development of a theoretical model for

Hiberno-English, and for further research into the history

of it.

Population and language distribution

The legal, administrative, and anecdotal evidence by

which the changing distribution of English and Irish can

be established is well documented by Hogan (1927), Ocun,

(1951), Henry (1957), Bliss (1977a,b; 1979), and others;

it will not be repeated here. Several legal documents,

though, stand out in suggesting the nature and significance

of bilingual contact surrounding the towns in various

periods. In the Statutes of Kilkenny (1366), for example,

it was forbidden for any 'Irish minstrels, that is to say,

tympanours, pipers, story tellers, babblers, rhymers,

harpers, or any other Irish minstrels' to 'come amongst

the English,' or for any English people to 'recieve them

or make gift to them.' (Berry 1907, p. 447.) Note as well

the complaint of the Irish Parliament of 1431 that 'Irish

enemies of our lord the King raise and hold amongst them

different fairs and markets, and sundry merchants, English

lieges, go and repair to the said fairs and markets,'

sometimes with the help of 'their servants or people called

"laxmen".' Since this practice wr,s said to benefit the

native Irish population, it was prohibited. (Berry 1910,

p. 43.) Finally, consider the Dublin Municipal Council

petition of 1657 which noted that

whereas by the lawes all persons of this land ought
to speake and use the English tongue and habitt,
contrarie whereunto, and in open contempte whereof,
there is Irish commonlie and usually spoken, and
the Irish habitt worne not onlie in the streetes,
and by such as live in the countrie and come to
this cittie on market dayes, but also by and in
severall families in this cittie

and called on the aldermen of the towli to 'reade and

consider of all lawes and ordinances which are most
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materiall against the thinges complained of in the said

peticion' (Gilbert 1894, pp. 118-119).

In all of the above cases, a significant degree of

social and individual bilingualism may be inferred: Irish

minstr,:ds would hardly have been entertained by the English

community had the possibility of mutual comprehension not

existed, and the trade proscribed in 1431 must have required

a stock of bilingual individuals for it to take place. I

interpret the resolution of 1657 to suggest that it was

expected that Irish would be brought into Dublin by com-

merce with the surrounding countryside, and that it was the

public use of Irish by city residents which threatened the

petitioners. What this resolution omits is the very real

possibility that such incursions of Irish were equally in-

cursions of English into the Irish-speaking community:

rural traders must have come into contact with English, and

it would not be surprising if Irish-speakers in Dublin also

had at least some command of English.

Such bilingualism need not have been pervasive, nor

would it need to require a large proportion of the popula-

tion to he proficient in English and Irish, in order for

bilingualism to have had an effect on the development of

Hiberno-English. Diebold's (1961) study of Huave speakers

in Oaxaca, Mexico, for example, found that traditional

definitions of bilingualism only in terms of the 'ability

of the speaker to "produce complete meaningful utterances

in the other language" ' obscured the 'question of minimal

proficiency,' for which Diebold reserved the term

'incipient bilingualism.' (Diebold 1961, p. 99. Quoting

Einar Haugen.) By administering a lexicostatistical test

to his Huave-speaking informants, Diebold (1961) noted that,

whereas co-ordinate bilinguals were able to give Spanish

equivalents for Huave words in 97% of cases, while subor-

dinate bilinguals offered equivalents 89% of the time, even

those classed as monolingual Huave-speakers gave
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appropriate responses at a mean level of 37%, exhibiting

a range from 11 to 68 per cent. (Diebold 1961, pp. 110-111.)

From this evidence, Diebold (1961, p. 111) argued

that 'if incipient bilingualism is excluded from the

investigation, we further conceal the initial learning

stages; yet it is here that many of the interliagual

identifications are set up which profoundly affect the

shape of subsequent interference.' Following Diebold,

then, I suggest that the minimal bilingualism which may

have accompanied the English-speaking communities in the

towns of 17th century Ireland, and which may have gone

unnoticed in contemporary accounts, could have provided

exactly the environment for the restructuring of English

grammar that resulted in modern Hiberno-English.

To illustrate the distribution of language groups in

the middle of the 17th century, consider the results of

the Census of Ireland from 1659. This census is surrounded

by some doubt as to its authors and origins, but it appears

to have been executed by workers under Sir William Petty

between 1655 and 1659 (Pender 1939, pp. i-ii). The Census

divided the popUlation into 'English,"Scots,' and 'Irish,'

making a reference as well to the 'Old English' in Bargy,

Co. Wexford. Though Pender (1939, p. xiii fn.) points out

the possible ambiguity of these classifications, and notes

Eoin MacNeill's suspicion of their validity or completeness,

he ultimately concludes (p. xviii) that the classifications

reflect language use rather than ethnic descent.

With the above limitations in mind, the census can be

analysed to yield a rough picture of the linguistic group-

ings of the period. The pattern which consistently emerges

is that of a rural countryside which is overwhelmingly,

though not exclusively, 'Irish,' interspersed with towns

consisting of an urban 'English' core surrounded by suburbs

and liberties which are largely Irish. Some of the data

from the Census are summarised in the following table,
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adapted from

relevant information

towns as Galway

Pender (1939 passim.).

is not available

and Drogheda.

TABLE

Regrettably, the

for such major

Suburban AreaUrban
Town Dwellers (%) Dwellers (%) Totals (%)

Corka 38 - Irish 72 - Irish 67 - Irish
(N=4826) 62 - English 28 - English 33 - English

Kinsale 57 - Irish 72 - Irish 62 - Irish
(N=2197) 43 - English 28 - English 38 - English

Carlow 52 - Irish 87 - Irish 74 - Irish
(N=1517) 48 - English 13 - rnglish 26 - English

Limerick 47 - Irish 94 - Irish 74 - Irish
(N=3105) 53 - English 06 - English 26 - English

Dublin 26 - Irish 75 - Irish 55 - Irish
(N=21,827) 74 - English 25 - English 45 - English

Kilkenny 61 - Irish 87 - Irish 75 - Irish
(N=1722) 39 - English 13 - English 25 - English

Dundalk 71 - Irish 93 - Irish 87 - Irish
(N=2536) 29 - English 07 - English 13 - English

Wexford 56 - Irish 82 - Irish 62 - Irish
(N=902) 44 - English 18 - English 38 - English

Athlone
b

60 - Irish 86 - Irish 44 - Irish
(N=948) 40 - English 14 - English 56 - English

Sligo 73 - Irish 91 - Irish 85 - Irish
(N=1398) 27 - English 09 - English 15 - English

a
Includes 7% soldiers; 7% Irish, 93% English

b
Includes 38% soldiers; 17% Irish, 83% English

Table II sees the towns of Table-I (omitting Athlone,
for which the necessary data are lacking) in comparison
with the population of the counties in which they are found.
(From Pender 1939, passim.) Column I lists the per

centage of the total county population found in the town
and surrounding area, Column II lists the per centage of

55,4
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the total county population represented by the English

population of the area, and Column III shows the per centage

of the English population of the county as a whole that is

found in the particular area. Table II thus shows the

extent to which the urban population is overshadowed by

that living in rural areas, and to which the English popu-

lation is concentrated in towns.

TABLE II

Town

Cork 12 04 25

Kinsale 05 02 13

Carlow 28 07 52

Limerick 12 03 41

Dublin 100 45 100

Kilkenny 09 02 30

Dundalk 26 03 18

Wexford 07 02 21

Sligo 20 03 39

The pattern of settlement suggested by' the above

Tables, in particular that of the urban inner core of

English speakers surrounded by increasingly Irish districts,

is seen in the following maps of County Dublin, based on

Render (1939) and the Civil Survey of 1654-1656 (Simington

1945). Though it has proved impossible to represent the

different parishes found on these maps in clear proportion

to each other, they can be interpreted wita the census data

in Pender (1939) and the land ownership information of

Simington (1945) to suggest the population distribution much

more clearly than is possible with the anecdotal evidence

generally cited. (Note that it has also been impossible

to represent the discontinuous Barony of Uppercross on

these maps; see Simington (1945) for details.)
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Language input and language change

Using the preceding section as abase, it is possible

to sketch the development of a fragment of Hiberno-English

grammar by considering the linguistic structures which

were available to learners of English in the 17th

century. These surface structures are not models to be

imitated directly, but raw data from which language learners,

whether learning a language as a first or a second language,

must intuit a grammar. It is in the process of construct-

ing grammars from output data that language change may

occur, given that the structural interpretations made by

learners may not be isomorphic with the underlying struc-

tures in the grammars of native adult speakers. (For a dis-

cussion of this issue see Andersen 1973.) In illustrating

the type of research that can be done in this area, -I con-

centrate here on the well-known Hiberno-English do+be con-

struction, which I wish to consider not in relation to

Irish, as is usually done, but in relation to dc forms in

early modern English. I suggest that Hiberno-English do+be

results from a re-interpretation of the periphrastic do of

earlier English, in which periphrastic do was divided into

two lexical entries. One of these, regular tense-marking

do, became obsolete in Hiberno-English, just as it did in

most other dialects; the other do, marking habitual, dura-

tive, or generic aspect, was brought into juxtaposition

with be and remained as a Hiberno-English aspectual marker.

In examining the English input data for the habitual

do, I do not examine the possible Irish-language sources

for do+be. I suggest that Irish may have provided the

conceptual basis on which bilingual speakers looked for a

habitual marker in English; since do+be cannot be seen as

a lexical translation of Irish aspectual markings, it can

only have arisen through a more complicated process of

semantic association between the Irish aspectual category

and an English aspectual marker that had taken on similar

-107-
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functions for independent reasons. Such a hypothesis may

be supported by comparing the emergence of do+be construc-

tions ith Hiberno-English after (I'm after breaking the

window). While the latter construction, which is much

more clearly related to Irish lexical items with similar

function, makes its first appearance in print in 1681

(Bartley 1954, p. 130), do+be has so far not been found

before 1815. (Bliss 1972, pp. 80-81. Even the example

cited by Bliss can be questioned, as_it is given not as an

example of actual speech, but as a grammatical gloss in an

Irish instruction book.) Lf it is the case that these two

constructions have clearly separate histories, then it

should not be surprising that they should have arisen by

different historical processes.

With this hypothesis in mind, consider the uses of

periphrastic do exemplified below.2 This structure, about

which Visser (1969, p. 1488) says that 'there is hardly a

point of syntax on which there is a greater cleavage of

views,' is usually exemplified as below.

Periphrastic dol.

(1) monkes and prestes deden messe singen.

(ca. 1300. Visser 1969, p. 1499.)

(2) They dyd let fly theyr quarrelles.

(1523-25. Visser 1969, p. 1504.)

(3) a braying ass Did sing most loud and clear.

(1783. Visser 1969, p. 1510.)

(4) how many peckes every brewer dyd brew.

(1527. Gilbert 1889, p. 181.)

(5) We enjoyned him to forbear teaching; and I the
Chancellour did take a Recognizance of him.

(1615. O'Flaherty 1846, p. 215.)

(6) notwithstanding all the caution and care he and
those employed under him do or can take to prevent
persons from diverting the water ... the same is
frequently diverted.

561 -106-
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Periphristic do as cited above was often used to

denote states of affairs which were general or ongoing,

rather than tied to a specific moment of the past or

present. By the 16th century, a pattern starts to emerge

in which do is used in phrases which denote habitual or

generic actions. Such phrases often contain adverbs such

as 'usually,"regularly,' etc. It is this do which I

suggest provided the model for do+be. The first three

examples below, of which (1) and (2) are British, illus-

trate general uses of periphrastic clop while the remaining

examples show what I have termed periphrastic do2.

Periphrastic do2

(1) and well she may be named a woman, for as much as
as she doth bear children with woe and pain, and
also she is -57-ject to man.

(1542. Furnivall 1870, p. 68.)

(2) I flatter my self that I do from Day to Day contribute
something to polishing of Men's Minds.

(1711. Visser 1969, p. 1508.)

(3) By my fait, Dear joy, I do let de Trooparr ly wid my
wife in de bad, he does ly at de one side and myself
ly at de toder side, and my wife do lye in de middle
side.

(1705. Bartley 1954, p. 111. See
also Bliss 1979, p. 145.)

(4) citizens of this cittie ... do sondry and often refus
and gywe over ther said fredomis.

(1554. Gilbert 1889, p. 439.)

(5) dyvers and sundry persons ... doe in pryvy and secret
places usually and ordenarily shewe

(1612-13. Gilbert 1892, p. 31.)

(6) the said merchants did usually ay the said custome.

(1631. Gilbert 1892, p. 558.)

(7) and yet she doth continually extort on poor people

(1634. Gilbert 1892, pp. xxiii-
xxiv.)

(8) the geese and ducks repaire into their Master's yard,
and the cockes and the hennes doe goe to roost for

oe- 5 6
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that time.

(1682. Hore 1862-63, p. 87.)

Conclusion

The foregoing discussion can only be seen as a

suggestion for further research. What is suggested here

is that the historical reconstruction of Hiberno-English

must make use of (a) historical reccrds of population dis-

tribution in as detailed a fashion as possible, (b) theore-

tical models of societal bilingualism and language change,

and (3) a close analysis of the types of primary linguistic

data to which speakers may have been exposed in the process

of grammar formation in various historical stages.

In regard to the first point, the data which I have

presented here are quite amenable to analysis in terms of

Trudgill's (1974) discussion of linguistic diffusion, in

which he notes, following W. Christaller, that 'diffusion

patterns are ... mediated through a system of urban centres

(central places ...) in any given area "where diffusiOn is

primarily dependent on individuals in one central place

communicating with those in another".' (Trudgill 1974, pp.

223-224.) Here it may be suggested that the towns of

post-Cromwellian Ireland played the role of 'central

places,' providing concentrated communities of English-

speakers, who, as administrators and entrepreneurs, shared

a common cause. Though the diffusion of English out of

the towns throughout the country did not occur with force

until the 18th century and was not ultimately successful

until the 19th century, these towns may nevertheless have

been important in the development of the Hiberno-English

which eventually came into being.

As regards the third point, there is a great need to

collect further information on the emergence of linguistic

variables in Hiberno-English. If, as Bliss (1972) suggests,

do+be did not emerge until the 19th century, then its

emergence after the general obsolesence of periphrastic do

5 6
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(do,± ) cannot be accounted for by reference to the peri---
phrastic do of 17th century British English. Rather, a

Hiberno-English do would have to be seen as based either

on a relic form of periphrastic do (such as the innovative

don) or on some other source. If, however, the form

occurred in the 18th or 17th centuries, then do+be may

be more directly related to periphrastic dol. Investigating

detailed grammatical questions such as those raised by

Hiberno-English do+be, in conjunction with social-geograph-

ical diffusion models, can contribute not only to the

study of Hiberno-English, but to the understanding of the

effects of language contact on change within a language

in general.

1
I am indebted to Margaret Mannion for drawing the maps.

2
In general, I have preserved the original spelling of

these examples, with the exception that I have modernised

the use of 'u' and 'v.'
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Languaie and the Med ia

Nora French

College of Commerce, Rathmines

Introduction

The title of this paper covers a wide area. I am concerned with

the contribution of linguistics to the understanding of language in the

media. It is a topic which arouses much interest amongst the general

public, usually from a prescriptive point of view. It is often a cause

of letters being written to the papers, for example, with complaints

about how language is being used in the media, whether it is the pro-

nunciation of a particular word, a structure which is considered un-

grammatical, the use of a word with the "wrong meaning" or whatever. It

is also a topic of relevance to those involved in the media as, taking

the media as a whole, it is primarily, if not solely, through language

that communication takes place.

What use, then, can linguistics be in this area ? Firstly, it can

be used to study the linguistic content of a partic6lar broadcast programme

or newspaper article. This will involve the application of linguistics

to the area of content analysis in media studies. Secondly, linguistics

can be used to study the language found in particular areas of the media,

e.g. the language of news programmes, of sports commentary etc. Thirdly,

linguistics can be of use in studying the language policy, whether implicit

or explicit, of any given media institution. The three areas have to do

with language use, the choice of one particular use of language rather than

another. Sometimes the choice may appear to be determined by the con-

straints of the context, the nature of the medium, technological require-

ments or whatever but very often the choice is determined in reality by

socio-cultural factors, norms and expectations. This is particularly so

for the language used in a specific programme or article and also for the

language or variety of a language chosen to be used by a given media

institution. As I will be dealing at greater length with these two questions,

I will first talk briefly about the registers or styles of language used.
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General Description of Language used in thu Media

To give a general description of the situation, one is dealing here

with public communication rather than private communication, that is,

addressing a large number of people who are not known, addressing them

over space and ever time, very often. Public communication is especially

distinctive in being unidirectional in almost all cases. There is there-

fore a need for the message to be clear and unambiguous because of the

lack of feedback which is immediate in private communication. This is

the danger point also because as access to the media is very limited, it

is difficult to ensure that the public can have full and accurate inform-

ation from the media and that it is not controlled by some to the detri-

ment of others.

The nature of the different media very clearly imposes c.mstraints

on the form of language used. The print media are confined to the written

language, although the layout, the particular print used, photographs

and other devices all contribute to the message conveyed. The broadcast

media have the extra dimension of prosodywith its possibilities for subtle

distinctions of meaning, expressivity and emotional content. On television

or film compared with radio, the visual element allows paralinguistic

features to provide additional information which can considerably alter

the meaning decoded by the viewer. For example, in the television debates

in this country, before the elections in 1982, between the leaders of the

two main parties, it seemed to those listening on the radio that Garret

Fitzgerald got the better of Charles Haughey, whereas those watching

television judged differently. This raises the question of the relative

impact of the visual and oral media in communication, which I do not intend

to deal with in this paper.

It is not possible to make a straight-forward distinction between

print media and the written language compared with broadcast media and

spoken language because many broadcast programmes are scripted. This is

particularly true for news programmes which, because of their importance,

are the most tightly controlled and so the most completely scripted. To

use written language in an oral medium may seem contradictory. Written

language compared with speech is more highly polished and edited and has

little redundancy because normally it can he re-read and thus can use more

complicated sentence structures. Speech, on the other hand, has less complex

structures and more redundancy in order to be more easily understood and

remembered.
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Why ig written innytunge used for the newn 7 Apnrt from tho centrul
which can be exercised since a written Script has to be prepared before-

hand, there are two other important factors. Firstly, in our culture,

greater authority is given to the written word as can be seen in the

deference given to the holy books of the different religions, the books
of law, and the authority given to anything published in a newspaper or
book. Secondly, there is the supposed objectivity and lack of emotional

content in written texts, their greater exactness and accuracy compared
with speech. On the other hand, it seems that we find conversational

style easier to remember, that we retain more from this than from scripted

speech, (Darian 1983). The old rhetorical devices of repetition, rhythm,

rhyme, alliteration were developed to aid people to retain what they

heard in public formal speech. The only one of these used in the news
is repetition.

However, nowadays there is much less scrtpting of programmes, and
so, less control, than previously. Troesser (1980) states that in the

early days, there was no unscripted speech in broadcasting. This was so
in Germany from 1923 to 1927 and in Britain until the 30's. In Ireland,
the introduction of unscripted discussions on controversial topics by

Erskine Childers in the early 50's created controversy (Gorham 1967).

The loosening-up may not be a matter of less control but more a recognition
of the media not requiring formality. Radio in particular is now perceived

as an intimate medium, even if public.

With regard to the style of language used in different types of

programmes or press articles, there are few thorough analyses available.

Even though news texts have received much attention generally, there is

litte basic research that would provide an accurate description of

"journalese". Instead generalisations tend to be made about the use of

the passive, nominalisation and cliched expressions. Advertising, on the
other hand, has been given considerable uttention, going back to Leech's

1967 study, which has been followed by others. Some other studies of
interest, though less complete, may be found in Crystal and Davy (1975).

Gumperis (1982) and Ferguson (1983).

Linguistics Applied to Content Analysis

Content anilysim in media studies is concernd with examining the

meaning being put across both overtly and covertly through media texts.

The media do not &et as a mirror of some objective reality but reality is

5 72
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mediated through the language used, the visuals-and the story:line.- The

media are seen to represent the
underlying values of society and the purpose

.of content analysis is to discover the values, the reality that is being

put across often in an oblique way. (flske& Hartley, 15821.

Language is one of the main elements to be studied in content analysis.

The concern is often not with the referential or denotative meaning of a text,

but with the connotative meaning. The general point of view taken is that

language can never be purely objective or neutral, that it always embodies

a set of cultural values, a conventional view of the world. Language thus

will always give a biased account, though the bias may be intentional or

unintentional. If intentional, it is propaganda by some interest group or

other,forexample, governments (such as the Nazis) or commercial interests as

in advertising. However, the bias can and probably more often is uninten-

tional because of the difficulzy of using language objectively. At any one

time, the message conveyed is likely to be in agreement with the values of

some and not with those of others. In private communication this can also

cause problems but the problem is much greater in the media because of the

lack of opportunity to reply and because of the official authoritative stamp

on any item in the print or broadcast media. The study of language in this

context becomes involved with questions of culture and ideology.

The use of linguistics in this area vas slow to get off the ground, in

spite of the recognition that it was one of the major subjects which should

contribute. This can be seen in tha work of the Glasgow University Media

Group (1976, 1980) and, in Culture, Media and Language from the Centre for

Contemporary Cultural Studies at the University of Bermingham, the authors

speak of the marginalisat'on of language studies. They put it down to the

lack of specificity of the early work in this area by people such as Hoggett

and Williams, where language was seen as so subjective that it is transparent

and so they went behind it without really looking st language itself.

But starting from the point of view of linguistics, there vas also

plenty of cause for its lack of contribution to this area. During the 60's

and first half of the 70's, Chomsky was concerned with linguistic compe-

tence, our knowledge of the structure of the language and the implications

of this for the structure of the brain. He was not interested in

performance which deals with language use, its variety and appropriateness.

On the other hand, for analysis
of how language is used in the media, this

in precisely the dryd or interest; a given piece of language in a given

context snd what it means; the different nuances of meaning; the different
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messages. The difference between "terrorist", "guerilla", "freedom-

fighter"; between "The man we's shot by the police, the police shot the man,

the police were forced to shoot the man!"

In the European tradition of linguistics, however, there has

always been concern for meaning and function as well as structure.

Saussure's notion of "langue" has a social aspect as the "langue" is

shared by a community of speakers compared with "competence" as an

individual's knowledge. Jakobson, like the Prague linguists before him,

vas concerned with language function and the differentsorts of meaning

conveyed through language. In Britain, Halliday haadeveloped a linguistic

theory which starts with language function. Structure is seen to reflect

function.

How has linguistics been used in content analysis ?

Firstly, semiology, based on Saussure's theory of language, is used

as a technique for media analysis, providing the general framework for the

analysis of all aspects of programmes, not only language but all sound and

visuals too. Semiology takes the basic tenetsthat Saussure used for the

study of language, langue, parole, sign, systems of signs, syntagmatiz,

paradigmatic etc. and uses these notions in the study of everything that

has meaning in a society. But perhaps the greatest impact of semiology

has been the adoption of the general structuralist approach where all

meaning is considered culturally based, where all experience is seen to

be mediated through cultural values, where there is no objective static

reality out there.

The Glasgow University Media Group, for example, takes this approach.

You may have seen their programme on Open Space last Monday, (B.B.C. II,

7.45, Oct. 7, 1985) which dealt with the media coverage of the Falklands

War, the Coal Strike and Northern Ireland. This is very much A continuation

of their previous work in Bad News and More Bad News, although, for the

Falklands War, they dealt more with actual censorship than slanted news,

showing all the same, the compliance of the B.B.C. and I.T.N. with the

government. The work of this group is much concerned with ideology and

their analyses reflect their own ideological point of view which is left-

wing.
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An example of thin type of analysis whore considerable Attention

is given to the language used may be found in Davis and Walton's study

of the coverage of the death of Aldo Moro in the eritish, U.S. and

German media, where, through their analysis of the news reports and

film, they argue that "the visual and verbal content of the Moro news

story tells more about the maintenance of an ideologically safe version

of consensus by media demarcationthan it does about the events which

constitute the news". (Davis E. Walton, 1983, p. 48).

In these studies, the treatment of the verbal element remains.for

the most part, an examination of the vocabulary used, the connotative

meaning of the words used to label people and events, the categorisation

of those involved in political violence together with criminals and

deviants of all kinds. There are other analyses which focus on the use

of various syntactic structures, where it is argued that different

structures imply a different way of looking at an event and by examining

the syntax of a text, one can deduce the ideology behind the surface

meaning. Fowler et al (1979) and Kress and Hodge (1979) represent this

approach and attempt-to present a coherent framework for using linguistics

for the analyses of cultural forms, ideological bases. They approach the

study from a Marxist view-point and in linguistics follow the Whorfian

tradition which, with its hypothesis of language not merely expressing

but shaping our thoughts, fits in well. Theirs is then also a structur-

alist approach but from American structuralism this time. They apply

Whorf's theory not across languages as Whorf did, i.e. that the world is

perceived differently through Hopi than through English, but within the

one language, the world is perceived differently depending on the

different options chosen to express oneself. Like the Glasgow group, they

are concerned that language imposes the values of the powerful on society.

They do not restrict themselves to language in the media but are interested

in how language is used generally as a means of control. For the most

part, their theory is built on Halliday= linguistics. although Kress and

Hodge devote a chapter to transformations such as the passive and nominal-

isations from Chomsky's standard theory model, to support their arguments

about the particular ideological implications of these structures.

Obviously from the linguistics point of view, this is unfortunate as

transformational theory at the time maintained that transformations were

meaning-preserving and nowadays, neither passives nor nominalisations would

be derived transformationally. In other words, Kress and Hodge mmuld have

been better served to tick to the Mallidayan framework, es indeed, Kress
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coherent arc t

Discourse analysis has also been used in this sort of analysis.

Lerman (1983) has studied the Nixon tapes from the Wate'rgate scandal,

focussing on the control of the discourse, turn-taking, topic trans-

formation, which are obviously crucial in the analysis of all types of

media interviews and discussions.

So far, the work mentioned has been carried out by non-linguists,

by sociologists or researchers in communications studies who have

adopted what they have found in linguistics for their own purposes.

Linguists have remained, for the most part, remote from this particular

area of applicstion, perhaps because they have little knowledge of the

media. It is easier to become involved in the application of linguistics

to language learning and language teaching which is the background from

which most linguists come. There is also the fact that this whole area

of ideology, politics, propoganda gives the impression of being polemical,

uncertain, unscientific, and so to be avoided. The only major linguist

who is involved and concerned is Dwight Bolinger who has argued

(Bolinger 1972) that linguistics should deal with such matters. He sees

this sort of study as a study of the appropriateness of language, that

communication presupposes non-concealment between interlocutors, which

logically excludes all form of deception not merely propositional lies.

Even if less polemical and less explicitly concerned with ideology than

the others I have discussed, basically, his concern is the same: public

language and lack of equal access to it; distortion of langnage through

the propogande of powerful groups such as government or commercial

interests. He has written on the use of metaphor in modifying our world

view (Bolinger 1979) and on syntax where, like Iltess and Hodge in parti-

cular, he argues that any change in form involves a change in meaning

(Bolinger 1977). tie talks of the necessity to safeguard public language

and to ensure the public have full and correct information from the media.

The linguist, he says, can contribute to this by using all he knows about

presuppositions, entailments, concealed agents, existentials, deletions,

hidden sentences of all kinds, question-begging epithets and the running

commentary of intonation and gesture - every form of indirection in word

and structure. (Bolinger 1980, p. 188).

To end this section, let me mention that this sort of approach to

content analysis was used by Senator Brendan Ryan in his submission to

am4 then to the Broadcasting Complaints Commission on the Today 576
Tonight programu e. of la February, 1,04 on the travellina proplo. Nnwever

hie allegation that the programme vas biased against the travellers vas



not upheld.

Language Policy and the Media

The previous section of this paper was concerned with a particular

application of linguistics. On the other hand, this area of language

policy fits in to sociolinguistics as I mentioned at the beginning. Most

attention is given to language policy cf the media, as in language policy

matters generally, in bilingual and multi-lingual situations. In this

country, the quextion of Irish on R.T.E. has always been a topic/pf

concern and controversy. But there is also the question of what variety

of a particular language is to be used. As a language is a composite of

different varieties of that language, of different dialects, it is

important to know what choice has been made in regard to the variety of

language to be used in the media and why the choice was made.

The B.B.C. is an excellent example in this regard, having long

been concerned with the type of English to be used in its broadcasts. In

1926, an Advisory Committee on
Spoken English (A.C.S.E.) was set up which

included phoneticians such as Daniel Jones, Lloyd James, W. Wyld and H.

Orton. G.B. Shaw was one of the representatives of the Society for Pure

English. In the late 70's, R.Burchfisld,
D. Donoghue and A. Timothy were

asked to examine the language of B.B.C. radio. They did so and published

a booklet on "The Quality of Spoken English on B.B.C. Radio" in 1979.

The Broadcasting Authority
in Ireland set up a committee on the

Standardization of the Irish Language in 1961. This was to establish a

'standardized' form of Irish to be used for news programmes and station

announcements. On the whole, it favouredConnacht Irish a bridge between

the Munster and Donegal dialects.
However, the English used on R.T.E. has

never been examined, although there is a person in charge of speech stand-

ards there. So whereas the E.E.C. has an explicit policy towards English

to be used on its programmes, R.T.E. has not and its attitude towards

English must be deduced from other factors.

There are three steps involved
in the development of a language

policy. Firstly the selection of a language, languages or variety of a

language to be used, whether all the languages in the country will be used,

all varieties of languages, which is extremely unlikely. Secondly, the

language or variety of language chosen may be codified, as with the E.E.C.

- _pronouncing dictionary,'the R.T.E.
committee on the standardization of

Irish, Thirdly, the policy must be
inplementsd,through the training of

Iqrsonnel, the selection of personnel, the appointment of linguistic
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advisors. ln Britain f.r a long time, B.R.C. anni.oincers were recruited

from Oak. 141xe PH anal M. %WI tt.

To return to the first point, what are the factors which determine

the selection of the language to be used on the media.? Leitner (1983)

although workiug specifically with radio, implies that the following

factors apply to the media in general:

1. Media status, structure including a) its legal basis
(public corporation, commercial or a mixture of both),
11) its reach, national, regional or local, c) the
number of channels. (The most status is given to
public, national institutions).

2.- Media goals. The overall objectives - to inform,
entertain, educate and their particular interpretation
at a given time.

3. Programming policy. With more than one channel,
whether there is streamed or mixed programming.

4. Wider media context. Overall media pattern in a
country and the use people make of the different
media e.g. radio faced with competition from
television, the new changes that will come with
cable and satellite networks.

These factors are not static but are constantly changing and,

as they change, the language used in the media will change also. This is

well illustrated in Leitner (1980) with regard to the B.B.C. and to

German broadcasting. For example, with the setting up of the B.B.C. in

1926, goals focussed on high culture were established, with the R.P.

accent being used exclusively. However, during the war, there was less

emphasis on education and high culture, more emphasis on national unity

for the war effort and a widening of the accent spectrum found on radio.

There is then no single style of language used in the media but a

range of speech styles which will be found on different stations depending

on these factors listed and on the target audience. Most is known with

regard to national broadcasting stations which tend to be public or st

least partially public corporations and to have high cultural goals. These

stations also tend to use the standard variety of the language, in spite

of the counter-example I have given above and the language of the media

is often identified as being the standard form of the language, in Britain,

in the U.S. with network English and in Ireland which I deal with later.

'Chore is problem, however, in establishing what the standard ii
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and, for example, the existence of network English in the U.S. is disputed.

However, I am accepting that it is the variety which is generally accepted

as the norm, the correct form of the lang-age as found in grammars and

dictionaries, that it is the national form of a language not restricted

to any particular region of the country, the form used by the leaders in

a country, the people power, including the media. It is used in the

media largely because of its prestige, though often the reason given is

because it is most easily understood. As the standard is spoken in other

public domains such as the law courts, educational institutions, so it is

also used in the media. The announcers are also recruited from social

groups who speak the standard. National broadcasting is concerned uith

.disseminatinghigh culture, as representing the serious side of broad-

casting. Finally the standard language is regarded as authoritative and

objective compared with orher varieties. Within the station, the highest

standards of speech are required, and so the tightest control exercised

over continuity presenters and newscasters. These are the people most

closely identified with the station itself, and, in the cast of the news-

casters, the alleged authority and objectivity of the standard form of

the language is obviously important. Journalists and presenters of other

programmes have more freedom. There is often considerable difference

between the accents used by journalists and newscasters, not all of which

can be explained from the fact that newscasters are reading from a script

whereas journalists are more likely to be giving oral reports.

Tha use of the standard on national media is a two-way process.

It is not only the media taking and using the prestige form that already

exists in society at large but the language used in the media is regarded

as being the standard, a- having high status and it is claimed, although

unproven, that the media a. spreading the use of the standard form

generally throughout the speech community. Broadcast language is regarded

as the standard because the fact that it is used in broadcasting enhances

its prestige. It is also the most widely available model of what is

regarded as correct,good speech.The general concern of the public of

maintaining a high quality of language in the media, the fear of standards

slipping, of mispronunciations being used testifies to what expectations

are held about media language. Research on attitudes towards different

accents in the U.S. by Tucker and Lambert (1969) showed speakers of Network

English were rated highest on both personal and social status attributes.

In Britain, there is little doubt that R.P. has the highest status and that

D.S.C. English is regarded as exemplifying R.P. It is more relevant, per-
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Belgium with ita hilingualiam, both French and Flemish being 'teed in

neighbcnring countries also.

/n New Zealand, firstly, the prestige accent is R.P. with the New

Zealand accent being perceived as inferior. (Bell, 1983). Secondly, the

National Programme (I.Y.A.) is the prestige service of the public cor-

poration Radio New Zealand (N.Z.) and B.B.C. world service is rebroad-

cast on New Zealand radio. Bell has shownthat B.B.C. English is regarded

as the most formal, most prestigious style, followed by the English used

.oe the National Programme end then the other stations. In Quebec, it is

reported that European French has the highest status, followed by the

speach of the professional classes in Quebec. Broadcasting language is

the quasi-official embodiment of standard Quebec French (Forget, 1978)

and the prestige speech of Radio Canada is said to be very close to

European French (d'Anglejan, Alison and Tucker, 1973). In Belgium, there

are the two main languages French and Dutch, both of which are triglossic.

There is a supranational standard for Dutch, shared between

Belgium and Holland and for French between Belgium and France. There is

a Belgian standard for Dutch, Zuidnederlands Standard and for French, the

Brussels regional form. There are local Flemish and Walloon dialects also.

All six varieties are used on the Belgium media. (Baetens, Beardsmore and

Van &Neck, 1984). A study by Geerts et al (1978) into attitudes towards

different varieties of broadcast Dutch found that 86.2% objecied to local

dialect forms on radio and television; at the same tine only 35.3% would

choose to use Algemeen Nederlands themselves if they were to take part in

a programme, so the favoured dialect presumably would be the Belgian

variety of the standard. Belgium would thus appear to differ from New

Zealand and Quebec in favouring the national standard other than an

external one where New Zealand has R.P. as the prestige standard accent

and Quebec, European French. However, there must be some reservations

about this conclusion as the Belgian research is reporting on what people

sav they would doVhereasthe evidence frlm the other two countrios is

empirical research on what actually happens.

The situation in Ireland

Most of the attention given to the language policy of R.T.E. has

always centered on Irish, vith very little being said about English.

There is much debate on whether it has fulfilled its statutory obligation

with regard to providing programmes in Irish and great concern that Irish

hould be used in the media because of the reputed effects of the media

em lemgwage behaviour, i.e. that become the media have prestige, the
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Ittogungo Hand will he intitatod. However, I want to look at thy Ettgliah

used -on Whether R.T.E. English it regarded as stmndard Hiberno-

English, what you would expect going through the factors listed by Leitnet

and what form of English you actually get.

A major difficulty is that there is no thorough research on stan-

dard Hiberno-English. Much work has been done on the dialects of Northern

Ireland and Belfast in particular (Milroy 1981)-but nothing comparable is

available for the Republic of Ireland. This does not seem to have caused

difficulties for researchers carrying out attitudinal surveys on different

Irish accents. Edwards (1979) Masterson et al (1983) and Killian (1986)

all include "standard" speakers amongst their sample. Also, it would

seem that people have no difficulty in defining the standard in terms of

the English used on R.T.E. Barry (1982, p.10I) states that "Educated

Dublin speech as used by R.T.E. newsreaders seems to have ousted the old

'ascendency accent' - the form of speech used by Anglican clergy trained

at Trinity College in Dublin and by the old landed gentry as the most

desirable form of speech". Killian (1986) also found that her subjects,

when asked to guess the occupation of the standard English speaker in her

research, were likely to put him down as a newsreader. Donoghue (1979)

in his contribution to The Quality of Spoken English on the B.B.C.

dissents from this view, "In Ireland, --- radio is not deemed to have

any particular care for correct or handsome speech, or indeed, any special

responsibility in that respect" (p. 17).

Assuming that there is a standard Hiberno-English accent and that

this standard is identified with the English spoken on R.T.E., what form

does that standard take ? Would we expect to find that the real prestige

accent in the country is R.P., similar to the situation in New Zealand and

Quebec and that the newscasters on R.T.E. have accents close to R.P. ?

Or is it the case that R.T.E. English has a strong Irish identity of its

own ?

Looking at R.T.E. in terms of Leitner's factors, it is a national

corporation but it has always been a partially commercial enterprise

because of its reliance on advertising for some of its funding. This has

caused many difficulties over the years, how to combine its role as a

national, prestige service on the one hand and at the same time, be a

viable commercial enterprise. With regard tn ita goals, from the very

start, broadcasting was regarded as necessary for maintaining national

identity. It is said that the first broadcast communication in the world

was that from the C.P.A. in Auhlin during the Rising in 1916, when a
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ehip's radio tr./animater wee need in an attempt to get news of the Rising

uut.hayund nritish cunirul. Thu govurnment.in the twenties was eager lo

set up a-radio station, their awareness of the ;qportance of broadcasting

-both nationally and internationally is evident from the Dail Debates of

the period. The Post-Master General, J.J. Walsh, speaking of the setting

up of the national radio station in 1926, concluded a fiery speech with,

"Any kind of Irish station is better than no Irish station at all". Prior

to this, the Dail Special Committee on Wireless Broadcasting had stated

in 1924, that. "The Committee --- is --- co:winced that the control of

broadcasting in Ireland must be rigourously preserved a National control

and that the transmission service must not be permitted to become a mono-

poly in private hands" ( 15, 2nd Interim Report). Broadcasting remained

under direct government control until, officially, the passing of the 1960

Broadcasting Authority Act, which made R.T.E. autonomous. During the 50's,

the Minister for Post and Telegraphs, Erskine Childers, had, in fact,

appointed a Comhairle of 5 to assist him in the running of the service,

so that it was already semi-independent. Concern for the reflection of

the national outlook and culture in broadcasting was very evident in the

report of the Television Commission in 1959 and also in the Broadcasting

Authority Act of 1960.

17 "In performing its functions, the Authority
shall bear constantly in mind the national aims
of restoring the Irish language and preserving the
national culture and shall.endeavour to promote
the attainment of these aims".

From this, one would expect R.T.E. to use an identifiably Irish accent

of English. There have, however, been changes since 1960. In the amendment

of the broadcasting act in 1976, the functions of the broadcasting service

were defined very differently.

13 In performing its functions the Authority shall
in its programming:-

a) be responsive to the interests and concerns of the
whole community, be mindful of the need for under-
standing and peace within the whole island of
Ireland, ensure that the programmes reflect the
varied_elements which make up the culture of the
people of the whole island of Ireland, and have
special regard for the elements which distinguish
that culture and in particular for the Irish language.

b) uphold the democratic values enshrined in the
Constitution, especially those relating torightful
liberty of expression, and

c) have regard to the need for the formation of public
awareness aad understanding of the values and
tratditions of countries ether then the State,
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including in particular those of much
countries which.are members of the European

Economic Ccamunity.

The definition of the functions, apart from being more detailed and

specific, no longer talks of one nati:onal culture but of varied elements,

differentstrands which go to make up our culturv. Why was there such a

change between the definitions given in 1960 and 1976 7 It was a period

of great change, with major economic development in the 60's, changes

brought by the introduction of television itself, by greater travel, educ-

ation, more contact with the outside world and a general opening up to

ou-tside influences compared with the more insular, narrow outlook of the

50's and earlier. The situation in Northern Ireland had led to a r sssssss -

ment of history, with a recognition of the diffet:ent eleMents that make

up the Irish people, who are not by any means pure-blooded Celts.

The actual working of this section also no doubt owes much to the

then Minister for Posts and Telegraphs, Conor Cruise O'Brien, who was to

the foreground in revising the accepted version of modern Irish history.

He was more extreme in his views than others and when this Bill was first

being debated in the Senate, he was also proposing to re-transmit B.B.C. 1

to the country as a second television channel, a proposal which vas widely

rejected, even by his government colleagues. Section 13 did not get an

easy passage through the houses of the Oireachtas, especially through the

Senate. Many felt it did not emphasise enough what should be the

specifically Irish character of the broadcasting service. The opposition

spokesman, T. J. Fitzpatrick proposed a rewording of the original :17

which was based on the 1973 proposal of the Broadcasting Review Committee.
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17 lj In performing its functions the Authority
shall in its programming be mindful of the
need for the safeguarding, enriching and
strengthening the cultural, social and
economic fabric of Ireland.

2) The Authority shall aim to provide a
service that is essentially Irish in content
and character and which in particular
encourages and fosters the Irish language.

3) The Authority shall be responsive to the
intervrits of the whole communit and be
mindful of the need for understanding and
peace within the whole island of Ireland.

4).This service should -

n) he n balanced service ot information.
solightsnmernt and enimrtsinurftf 141,

people of different sees, interests

sod tastes revering the whole rens,



of prnvnoming in fnir prnportion.

b) be in Irish and English, with
appropriate provision for other
languages.

c) uphold the values enshrined in the
Constitution.

d) actively contribute to the flow and
exchange of inforaation, entertainment
and culture within Ireland, and between
Ireland and other countries, especially
her partners in the European Economic
Community.

e) provide for a continuing expression of
Irish identity, and

f) be made available so far as practicable
to the people of the whole island of
Ireland."

However, this amendment was defeated and it is under Conor Cruise

O'Brien's wording that R.T.E. now operates. From reading it, one might

well expect that R.T.E. is closer to New Zealand and Quebec radio than to

the broadcasting service envisaged by J. J. Walsh and others in the early

days of the Dail.

What kind of English is used on R.T.E. ? Is it distinctively Irish

or has R.P. prestige here as in New Zealand ?

There is little research on the attitudes of the Irish towards

speakers of R.P. Killian(1986) did include a speaker of British English

in her study, although the precise accent of this speaker is not mentioned.

This speaker did tend to be rated negatively by the judges.

Wells (1982) and Barry (1982) provide descriptions of Hiberno -English.

Both describe it as distinctive from and not owing allegiance to R.P.

Wells, p. 418 "Neither R.P. nor popular accents of England exert much

perceptible on Irish English - In Ireland, R.P. is in no way taken

as an unquestioned norm of good pronunciation." Yet, for both of them,

changes coming into educated Dublin speech reflect R.P. pronunciations,

which Wells put down to the influence of British T.V. along the east coast.

Croghae(1884)also argues that the tendency with Hiberno -English is to adopt

mere R.P. forma, and a student of his (Corless, 1983) in a study of R.T.E.

newsreadoreacceets, supports his argument. The difficulty, once again,

ie the wagammee 04 the term standard Miberne -English. I find ome of the

plieeitic features intkoshanssid Cortes, to be more typical of a conservative
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rural Irish accent than any standard from, e.g. /0/ instead of /au/ in.

"knav", "show"; /e/ instead nf /ei/ in "hay, "they".

The following list of features are commonly accepted as distinguishing

standard Hiberno-English from R.P.

Features of Standard Hiberno-English compared with R.P.

H.E. R.P. Example

1) hw v which, white, when

2) rhotic non-rhotic far, here, mother

3) clear 1 dark 1 feel, milk, double

4) ; 0 thin, wealth, then, weather
Note the pronunciation of
Taoiseach, Tanaiste

5) t t but, Saturday, not at all

6) a: a: aunt, forecast, France

7) 3 A Dublin, cup, public.

It would seem that newsreaders tend to adopt forms closer to R.P.

for most of the above features vith the following exceptions:-

1) w is always pronounced hw; 2) both Wells and Barry mention that there

seems to be a change towards the use of the dark 1 in post-vocalic position

in Ireland and this is evident in news broadcast; 3) Riberno-English is

said to be firmly rhotic, yet the r's are less strong and at tines disappear

in newsreader speech; 4) alveolar fricatives are commonly used on R.T.E.

instead of the more usual dental stops. Rypercorrection leads to Irish

words with dentals being given the same treatment, as in "Taoiseach",

"Tinaiste"; 5) the split alveolar fricative in medial and final position

scarcely oceurs in newsreaders speech perhaps because of the formal reading

style; 6) 8 7) both of these vowels are usually given R.P. pronunciation

on R.T.E.

My suggestion that the prestige accent in R.T.E. is changing from a

more distinctive Irish accent to something closer to R.P. needs empirical

research to sustain it. It does, however, fit in w:th the typical way in

which nationalism and strong national identificatior through a language

or variety of language evolve, (Fishman 1964). To atart with, the emphasis

of nationalism is on the inherent unity of a population and language is

oenAlly one of the most important symbols of national identity.
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However, nationalism does not remain at constant pitch. When Oa national
identity has been more firmly established, there is declining need to

assert this identity as separate and unique; the problematic nature of

identity declines and with it, the centrality of language can and does
decline too.

In Ireland, the Irish language has been symbolic of the whole of
Irish culture but with emphasis on the uniqueness of the Irish as nation,
this was going to flow Over onto the.perception and use of English also as

having a distinctive Irish fora and not referring to any British fore of

English as s model. English ve r. and-is the mother tongue of the vast

majority in the country who have never regaretsd their language or literature

as being inferior to that of Britain.

Conclusion

The language used in the 'media is a concern not only to linguists

and those working in the media. It raises questions of public concern

because of the interaction between the form of language used and questions

of v3lues, culture and ideology.

I have discussed the use of linguistics in content analysis vhere
it can show up the emotive, evaluative and prescriptive elements of

meaning in so much of language. This is what Kress and Hodge refer to as

critical linguistics and is obviously an important application of linguistics

even if it receives little attention from linguists. Greater public aware-

ness of how language vorks would be of benefit in leading to more vigilance
about bias in media texts.

With regard to language policy, much attention is eiven to language

as a symbol of national culture, the Irish language, that is. There is

little or no concern about the variety of English used. Yet this has

repercussions. I have argued thlt the media in this country conventionally
use the standard form. As the majority of the'people do not speak the

standard fore, what effect has this on non-standard speakers ? Also there

is a related problem raised by research into reactions to different types

of accents. Consistently it has been found that non-standard speakers are

rated negatively with regard to competence (Edwards, 1982). This has been

a matter of concern in education for some time, that teachers could have

negative expectations, which tend to lie self-fulfilling, of pupils with

non-standard accents. But whet about the effect of this im the media 7
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When speakers with non-standard rural or urban accents appear in interviews,

discussions or other programmes, the audience are prejudiced against the

content of what they are :eying because of the way in which it is exp d.

IL is another Case vheremore knowledge of linguistics by the public at

large could be beneficial as there is some evidence (Masterson et al, 1983)

that those with linguistic knowledge are less prejudiced by accents than

those without.
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Li LADO DR LANGUR: MORT OU SURVIV

C. Mat haris-Annick Gash,
St. Patrick's Canape, Maynaoth.

Alors que le laboratoire de langues avait une place bien dffinie dans les

mfthodos audio -visuelles on peut se demander aujourd'hui quel rgle ii devrait

jouer 1 l'intfrieur d'un programme d'enseignement communicatifi Si 1 premi1re

au*, il **able gvident qu'on ne pout pas communiques de fason naturelle dans un

labo devons-nous toutes et tous,professeurs de langues ayant la chance (ou la

mashes:se) d'avoir un labo dens sots* Seol. ou mosso universitf, le fermer 1 clf

pour toujours et oublierl jamais les exercices structuraux et la phase de

rfpftitiont

Zi les laboratoires de league ont ftf tent sritiqula durant les annfes 70

c'est surtout 1 cause du genre de travail que l'on y faisait.

Et en retournant un peu en arrilre on peut.comprendre pourquoi; dans les annfes

SO les mfthodes audio-orales recommemdaient l'utilisation du labo. On ne peut

cependant s'empicher de remarquer que les figments linguistiques prfsentis aux

ftudiants au labo ftaient souvent denude sans contexte. Ttis souvent le sena

(aspect essential du langage) aquas pas travaillf ou du mins nfgligg au profit

de la arammaire.

Ceci fut corrigf dans les annfes 60-70 avec les :Dished** audio-visuelles.

Les Slaves ou ftudiants comprenaient le contenu linguistique des exercices et, si

ces exercises ftaient souvent Men choisis, suivaient une progression bien dffinie

et ftaient controlgs. Par centre, on me se posait pas asses souvent le question

de leur fficacitf en dehors du labo: Qu'est-ce que l'Ellve ou l'itudiant(e) allait

faire des flfments linguistiques acquis (on l'esplre) au labo, une fois sorti(e)

de ce lieu clos?

Depuis les annfes 70 il s'est produit une visitable rfvolution dans les

installations de lobo: ii y a eu d'abord l'adaptation du magnftophone 1 cassette .

puis la iniaturisation des flfments it Ilinformatisation des micro-processeurs.

Une rfvolution semblable a eu lieu en mfthodologie : les exercises structuraux

basis sur le behaviourism* sent petit 1 petit remplacfs par l'utilisation du

language rffl, authentique et contextuolisit. De grands chaneements d'attitude se

sons produits fgelement: on est pass& de ce que l'on voulait enseigner 1 cc qui
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est sppris et du lansage en génfral (universal et impersonnel) 1 la notion de

communication qui est quelquechose d'individuel, de personnel, et nfcessairement

situf dans un context. social. Dans la class. de lingua ( et pourquoi pas au

labot) de nouvelles stratIgits d'apprentismage seront dfveloppfes et les activitfs

seront diversififes, specialisfes at individualisfes.

Quel peut donc itre le rble du laboratoire de langue dans le context. d'un

apprentissage des langues communicatif?

Caractfristiques essentielles d'un laborstoire de Langue.

Alors que certains ont penal durant les amides 70 que les laboratoires de Dingus

allaient disparaftre, de nouveaux males de plus en plus perfectionnts sont

apparus rigularement, et de plus en plus d'Icoles secondaires en Irlande

s'Iquipent en labos.

ii existe deux sortes de labos: les Iabos AA (Audio - Actif) et les labos AAC

(Audio-Actif-Comparstif). Les labos AA sont surtout presents dans les fcoles secon-

daires et permettent aux fillies d'hcouter une bande et de rfpfter, tandis que les

labos AAC sont prfsents dans les universith et lcoles de langues ainsi que

certaines fooles secondaires et permettent aux *laves non seulement d'icouter mais

Igalement de s'enregistrer pour ensuite pouvoir comparer leur production orale 1

celle du modale sur la bande.

Le sort de ce matfriel n'est ividemment pas de remplir une pike. Un labo de

langue peut aider les naves et Ie professeur 1 aieux organiser ou au mains 1

rationaliser le travail d'apprentissage,1 gagner du temps, et I construire une

collection de satfriel enregistrf qui devra Etre facile d'accts et facile 1

utilix.:.

Certains principes de base devront Etre respectfs telle qu'une bonne qualitf

technique des bandes mitres et un bon fonctionnement du matfriel. Si le

laboratoire est utilisf souvent ii faudra changer les cassettes plusieurs fois

pendant l'annfe. Il est fgalement dlconseillf d'utiliser de la craie dans un

lobo. Tout matiriel achetf est enregistrf sur ce qu'on eppelle une band. maftre.

Les bandes maitre. doivent Etre eopides dl. qu'elles sent achethes catalogufes et

rangfes soigneusement, Seules les copies scrota utilisies au labo.
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Le labo pourra ainsi Stre utilisf avec une classe muds aussi comae centre de

ressources et de matfriel audio-vieuels, On notera d'ailleurs qua mime la

terminologieachangf et que dans beaucoup d'fteblissements I. laboratoire de

/ensue est devenu "Centre Audio-Visuel", ou encore "Sonovidfothique" (Language

Centro, Language Learning Centre, Language Resource Centre etc... en anglais).

Le travail au labo.

Si l'on essay. d'appliquer los principes de l'approche communicative dans un

programme d'enseignement des langues en class* et au labo on s'adressera en

- premier aux besoins des naves.

Les Eaves du secondaire et_de l'enseignement supfrieur, en Irlsnde, entendent

tres peu de Francais peril "authentique".

/Is ont fgalement des problimes de comprftension et des problemes d'expression.

Ils sont limitfsdans leur production orale.

A ces problimes linguistiques s'ajoutent des problimes psychologiques. Les

Hives ou ftudiant(e)s dans l'ensemble, ne sont pas sar(e);d'eux/elles, ne se

sentent pas capable de parler la langue cible, sont Onf(e)s devant les autres

Eaves dans la classe et parfois mime ont pour du professeur. Si ces remarques

sont valables pour la classe, elles le sont peut-Stre encore plus au labo.

Un questionnaire fut &labor* en 1983 au Language Centre de Maynooth College

et distribuf aux ftudiants de Francais, Allemand et Irlandais de lare, 21111e, et

3
1
se annfes. Ces ftudiants doivent velar au labo 1 haute par semaine, par

langue. Le but du questionnaire Etait de dlcouvricles besoins et problimes des

ftudiant(e)s au labo ainsi que leurs attitudes envers les difffrents types

d'exercices faits au lato et onvers l'utilitf du travail en labo en ginfral.

A la questiOn: "Qu'est ce qui vous gine le plus au labo

I. les ftudiant(e)s atf de vous
2. le professeur qui vous fcoute I votre insu
3. la meuvaise qualitf dee bandes
4. mares.

162 des ftudiants oztt rfpondu -
"les Itudiants A atf de mai"

122 settlement: "le professeur" 5 9 2
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Ces rEponses furent d'autant plus surrrenantes que les Etudiants au labo (I

Maynooth) sont sfparfs par des cloisons qui persettent une certaine

insonorisation de cabine A cabine.

Caractfristiques principales de l'approche communicative

II faudra d'abord tenir compte des besoins des flaves pour ftablir le contenu

d'un programme d'enseignement et tssayer de rEpondre aux besoins rfels des

apprenants. L'acquisition de nouvelles connaissances devra atre baste sur ce

qui est dfj1 su.

Les activitds receptives surtout (l'fcoute et la lecture) devront itre

ddveloppées au dfbut. L'utilisation de matEriel authentique est tras importante

pour motiver les ;laves et il est recommandf 1 l'enseignant de faire preuve d'une

certaine tolfrance envers les erreurs des Caves.

Le rale de l'enseignant a aussi change dans l's.pproche communicative et

celui - ci ou celle-ci est devenu animateur. Les Raves occupent une place

centrale dans la classe. Ceci se refltte dans l'isportance donnfe au travail de

groupe ot le professeur encourage la communication entre flaves.

La compahension orale et fcrite joue un rOle tras important dans un

apprentissage communicatif sans oublier qu'un acte de parole devra etre prfsentf

dans une situation et un contexte qui seront xpliquEs et/ou illustrfs.

Comment tirer parti du labo pour alipliquer certain* de ces principes?

A. L'ECOUTE AU LABO.

Il est Evident q-e le labo de langues peut Etre un instrument de travail tras

pratique pour l'Ecoute de-matfriel authentique. Le langage authentique avec

ses bEsitations, ses erreurs, ses rEpftitions (cf Oral Niveau I Lion 1982)

pourra Etre prfsentE en labo et permettra l'ecoute de voix diffirentes,d'accents

diffErents, de niveaux de longue difffrents etc... Certains labos equipfs de

projecteurs de diapositives (et maintenant de moniteurs TV) persettront une

illustration des situations dfcrites.

Dana note* isetivItf langaglare de tons lee Jones, c'eot l'froute qui eat

l'actIviti I. plus filament.. Les diffiroatos recherches varient event A leers
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rfsultats mais dans l'ensenble nous passons 502 du temps 1 Scouter, 252 1 parler,

152 A lire et 102 4 Scrire.

Weaver (1972) fcrit: "For several centuries we have devoted our study and
teaching to the expressive part ot the commmicative process which we use
only half as much as we use the receptive skills. Most people are unware
of the amount of time they spend Listening. After all listening is neither
so dm2m2tic nor so noisy as talking. The talker is the centre of
attraction for all listeners".

- De nombreuses raison. expliquent que cette activitf d'fcoute sit Etf

nfgligfe,entre autres,l'idfe fausse scion laquelle Pacte d'écouter est un

act. passif. En fait, on no sait toujours pas comment on fcoute et comment

on eonprend et l'acte d'Icouter est xtrEmement conplexe. De noabreuses

mfthodes basles our l'ecoute ont ftf flaborfes depuis les annfes 70 telle que

"Total Physical Resronsem(TPR) ou les efthodes de suggestopidie.

On ne discutera pas ici des milrites de ces mfthodes mai* si l'on considlre

le labo de langue conme instrument de travail, il peut Etre le lieu privilfgif

de nombreuses activitts d'Scoute. Dependant, il est Evident qu'on ne pourra

apprendre 1 parley une langue Strang/re qu'en parlant.

B. SmIs types d'exercices communicatifs soot faisables en labot

Des enercices basis sur des jou: de rine peuvent Etre intfressants: on

demandera aux Slaves de prftendre qu'ils sont quelqu'un d'autre dans une

situation bien dffinie:

M. Legoux (SPEAQ, p.I12-113) donne trls bon ertnple: "Vous Ices la

sfcretaire du patron, ii est absent , q elqu'un tfllphone rfpondez".

L'exercice est accompagnf d'une fiche sur laquelle le patron a laissf ses

coordonnfes, heure di retour etc... Ainsi que d'une autre fiche sur laquelle

la secritaire doit noter les noms adresses et numfros de tillphone des

personnel qui appellent.

On trouve fgalement ce genre d'exercices qui peuvent Itre faits en class.

et au labo dans "Prints la Parole" (DRADOCE M, 1982).

Dans l'unitf 6 par exemple, l'Slive doit prftendre Etre la femme de Marcel.

L'exereice ue peut se faire qu'avec l'illustratiou qui soutre Marcel au lit.
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Son patron talIphone, sa femme ripond et doit expliquer pourquoi ii n'est pas au

travail. En prftendant Etre cette femme,l'fltve doit 1 la fois faire passer la

message du patron 1 l'employf et de l'employf au patron. Grace 1 l'illustration la

situation est prisentle trts clairement. D'ailleurs l'exercice n'est pas faisabl

sans cette dernitre. La situation amusante et rfaliste ne peut que stimuler

l'iltve 1 faire l'exercice.

11 est fgalement possible au labo de travailler les activitis pricommunicative

"Prenes la Parole" (op.cit) offre dli l'unitf I, des exercices, encore une fois, do

jeux de rifle, sur les diffirentes fasonsde se prisenter. Des fiches de

renseifnements sur difflrentes personnes sont donnfes en illustration et 141Iva

doit prftendre se prfsenter. Dans le cadre d'un apprentissage communicatif,

l'attitude de l'enseignant au labo devra changer fgalement. Plutiot que d'itre un

"espion" qui icoute ses fltves, les coupe et les corrige en milieu de phrases,

l'enseignant.pourra participer au travail en lab* et insfrer entre les exercices un

certain dialogue avec l'fave. Ii faudra tolfrer un certain nombre d'errturs tant

qu'elles n'entravent pas la comprftension, et eider les illves 1 faire les excrete.

plutit que les corriger ou les espionner.

C. Si l'on consider. maintenant les difffrentes stratifies d'apprentissage d'una

langue seconde,on citera Dulay and Burt (19811 qui estiment que lorsqu'on appre

une langut ftrangtre on passe au moins par trois types de phases communicatives et

l'ordre suivant:

(1) "One way communication": lorsqu'on lit ou icoute en L2 (radio, journaux,films).

Il est tout 1 fait possible en labo de lire et icouter en mime temps, ou

bien de regarderdes dtapos et d'icouter en mime temps.

(2) "partial two-way communication" a lieu lorsque les fltves rfpondent en

hochant la ate ou en utilisant leur langue maternelle. On ne demande

pas 1 l'ilive de produire la langue cible.

(3) "Full two-way communication": les ilives doivent Ecouter, comprendre et

ripondre en parlant.
11 est tou 1 fait possible de suivro l'ordre de ces 3 phases dans un

programne d'exercices pour le labo priparf sur une annfe scolaire par exempla.

Au labo,des exercices faisant t:availler la communication rfduite (2) sont par

exemple les exercices Vrai/Faux. Ces exercices ne devront pas tester la mfmoire

mais la comprihension. Le contenu des exercices devra itre intfre,sant et stimulam

et no dovra pan mewl. loe Myr* our 1* difensive °freshen 19a(i).
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Au niveau (3) l'enseignant devra participer et crier un dialogue avec les

Gives et si possible simuler au labo une situation de classe. Au lieu d'arriver avec

une bande prfenregistrfe.l'enseignant se souviendra que les labos de langue

possident un simple micro 1 partir duquel des exercices ou un dialogue peuvent

litre enregistris sur la bande des flives.

Il est possible d'Etablir un certain "dialogue" entre le professtur et les

ilives au labo. Ii ne faudra pas oublier quo dans la communication rfelle ii doit

y avoir transfert d'information. Le professeur ne posers done pas de questions dont

ii congait les reponse* et Valve qui Sinai se sentira impliquf resevra un message

authentique auquel ii rfpondra de fason tout aussi authentique.

Il est evident que pour ce genre d'exercices les eaves doivent comprendre

les questions et avoir les moyens de repondre. Si l'enseignant est capable au labo,

de tout simplement parler avec les flives, (bien sOr par l'intermfdiaire du micro

et des ecouteurs) ii arrivera 1 crier une atmosphite plus dftendue et 1 faire un

peu oublier la presence des machines.

exemple: "Bonjour. Nous voill au labo. Essayez de rfpondre 1
mes questions, comme vous le desires, par oui ou par non.
Essayez, si possible, de faire des phrases.

Alava vous ites prits?

- Est ce qu'il y a un garion ou une fille 1 ate de vous?

C'est quoi son nom?

et devant vous? qui est devant vous?

au fait, qu'elle beure est-il?

00 allez-vous sprig le tours?

- Est-ce que ces questions sont facile. ou difficiles 1 comprendre?

- Est-ce que vous aimez travailler au labo?

etc...

Finir par "est-ce que vous simeriet fcouter une chanson frangaise?"

Ce-genre de dialogue en labo dew& Stra prepare 1 l'avance mais enregistre

sur place, par l'enseignant ou mime l'assistant de Francais. Ainsi l'enseignant

participe au travail des &lives en labo, Il n'est plus seulement l'espion qui icoute

et guette les fautes et il n'est plus question d'enfermer les flaws au labo et

d'aller prendre une tasse de cafe!
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Autres idles d'exercices.

1. Trouvez les mots qui manquent Oral Niveau 1 (op.cit).

Les exercices de ce genre peuvent également etre faits par groupe de deux

fltves. Donner une photocopie du texte complet 1 cheque fltve et uric

bouteille de tippex. Cheque fltve efface un certain nombre de mots, et

donne la feuille au voisin -(il gardera une liste de ce qu'il a efface).

2. Des tests vrai/faux peuvent etre faits en labo les rfponses correctes seromt

donnfes sur la bande.

Des exercices dediscriminationauditive, ou testant des connaissances de

civilisation peuvent etre élabores facilement partir de ce qui a fte fait en

classe (et permettront de verifier ce qui a ftf acquis ou non acquit).

Exemples:a I.Un grand festival de Cinema a lieu tous les ftfs i Cannes

Vrai/faux - rfpondez.

ihl

2.Un grand festival de Cinema a lieu tous les ftes i Cagnes.

Vrai/faux - rlpondez.

Reponse: C'est le lere phrase qui est vraie:phrase 1 rfpftee

Catherine Deneuve ales cheveux blancs.
Catherine Deneuve a les cheveux blonds.

Le Sahara est un desert.
Le Sahara est un dessert.

b. En Frarce les gens boivent du the avec leur repas.

Vrai ou Faux, repondez -

Exempla de reponse possible donnée sur la bande:

Faux. En France les gens ne boivent pas de the avec lour repas.

Ils boivent du vin, de l'eau, ou de la bib* parfois.

- En France ii n'y a pas d'lcole le mercredi apris-midi.

Vrai ou Faux.

Reponse donnée:
Vrai, mais II y a de l'lcole le samedi satin.

- Un lievre court aussi vite qu'une tortue.

- Ii y a 4 chaines de television en France.

etc... etc...
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3. Il est fgalement possible au lobo de faire scouter de petits dialogues et
de demander aux &laves de deviner la profession de I. personne qui parle ou
la situation.

- elms le dentist,
- en class.
- dans une boulangerie
- au tflaphone
- dans unm discothaque etc...

Cet exercice peut se faire &galavant avec des diapositives illustrant les
dialogues. (ou bandes dessinfes).

4. On pourra aussi entratner les naves et ftudiants 1 une meilleure comprfhension
de la radio en passant des enregistrements courts piqufs sur difffrentes radios
francaises(ef "Le Frangals chez les Francais).

En conclusion on remarquera que tram pou d'ouvrages sont maintenant destinfs

uniquement au travail en labo. Dans une appioche communicative de l'enseignement

d'une league seconde,le professeur pourra dfcider de faire certaines taches

pricommunicatives ou d'Ivaluation ou un entrainement 1 l'Icoute ou 1 la

comprfhension orale et fcrite, au labo. Ce genre de travail sera d'aillours

facilitf dans le futur par les nouveaux labos tel le SONY LLC5510 New Computer

Control Intermedia System dont Is design permet une installation dans la salle

de clause, incorporant magnftophone 1 cassette, video et ordinateurs.

Ii ne faut pas oublier quo les Slaves d'aujourd'hui,dans l'ensemble,ont une

attitude positive envers cette technologie 1 laquelle ils sent habituls parce qu'ils

out grandi avec . Pourquoi done ne pas tirer profit de cette attitude positive

et prfsenter au labo des types d'exercices qui stimulent les Raves, qui les

amusent et sur des sujets qui les concernent. Le labo peut les eider 1 mieux Icouter

1 ieux comprendre et peut-ltre aussi 1 mieux juger toute l'information que l'on

resoit aujourd'hui.

La laboratoire de languas est done un instrument de travail qui peut eider les

Slaves 1 acquerir les skills dont ils/elles onc besoin pour exprimer et transmettre

leurs idles personnelles et si grace 1 une nouvelle attitude du professeur au labo

et grace 1 de nouvelles aches on arrive 1 mieux faire dialoguer les *laves, on aura

peut-ftre commencf 1 humaniser le labo et 1 conqufrir la technologie.

Finalement, si l'on considare les trois aspects fonds.. taux de la notion de

communication (recevoir, donner et fchanger des informations, opinions, sentiments

etc..) il est fvident qua l'Iducation en Onkel s'oriente vers ees besoins. Mame

ei Is rale du labo de leagues reste molest. dans ce proefoif Si peut tout de mama

dIdgir de Mlles possibilitis.
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SPEECH DISFLUENCY IN THE DONEGAL GAELTACHT:
A REPORT ON A SURVEY.

Margaret M. Leahy, T.C.D.

Reports on the study of fluency in first language acquisition

are not too numerous and there is a significant dearth of

studies of fluency in bilingual children. With regard to

first language fluency, the studies that exist focus

attention on disfluency in emerging grammar with reference

to the frequency, type and location of disfluencies in

children's speech (Davis, 1939, 1946; Metraux, 1950;

Zwitman, 1978; Colburn a Mysak, 1882). The major findings

from such studies include: the recognition of the frequent

occurrence of disfluency in the language acquisition between

the ages of 2 and 7 years, process which is referred to as

developmental disfluency or normal nonfluency; the pre-

dominant types of disfluency include, frequent pauses,

repetitions of whole words and phrases, prolongation of

syllables particularly of interjections, revisions of phrases

and sentences and "loosely coordinated clauses" (Crystal

Davy, 1971).

In contrast to the relatively few studies in this area, the

relationship between developmental disfluency and the dis-

fluency that constitutes a disorder is well documented

(Johnson, 1939, 1959; Bloodstain, Apler h. Zisk, 1965;

Bloodstein, 1970, 1974). The latter disfluency encompasses

stuttering (or stammering) and the less common disorder

cluttering, and can b defined as "a word improperly

patterned in time and the speaker's reaction thereto".

(Van Riper, 1971). As such, the focus rests on the temporal

and sequential disruptions in speech and their psychological

correlates. The overt characteristics of stuttering and

cluttering include rapid, tense repetitions of syllables and

part-words, blocking behaviours involving breathing disruptions

at laryngeal and/or articulatory levels, rate variations from

toteemmtvel rmpld to ottemmmtvely atom, with romultmnt offoctm

-OM prosodic, syntactic,- lexical and semantic levels..
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Factors that serve to differentiate between these two

fluency disorders include reduced awareness and anxiety

with a breakdown at the articulatory and/or phonological

level and an increase in oral and visual language problems

associated with cluttering.

In all of the major approaches to the study of stuttering -

the most common disorder of fluency there is varying

emphasis put on:

a) the speech act per se(Ryan, 1974; Webster, 1975;

Perkins, 1973).

b) the anxiety involved and whether it is a causative

or resultant factor (Van Riper, 1971).

c) the role of the speaker's attitudes to speaking,

to stuttering and to personal interaction in general

(Sheehan, 1968; Williams, 1968; Francella, 1972).

Regardless of the approach favoured however, important facts

regarding stuttering have emerged that have to be considered

in any aspect of intervention. These include the following

findings selected from the review presented by Andrews,

Craig, Feyer, Hoddinott & Neilson (1983).

Stuttering children show many times more part-word repetitions

and prolongations than non-stutterers, this is a dimensional

difference rather than categorical.

The vast majority of stutterers begin stuttering somewhere

between the onset of speech and puberty, most between

2 and 5 years, the mean age of onset being about 5 years,

the median about 4 years. (In at least half of the cases,

speech development is well underway when stuttering begins).

The probability of recovery by age 16 is 785., this is a

cumulative figure since 75% stuttering at age 4 will be

better, as will 50% stuttering at age 6 and 25% stuttering

at age 10.
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Three times as many boys as girls stutter and this_dis-

proportion increases with age: (Environmental or genetic

attributes which inhibit recovery should be more evident

in the few women who continue to stutter).

Perinatal brain damage is the only environmental event.likely

to be a cause of some ideopathic stuttering because it is

associated with epilepsy, cerebral palsy and other neurological

syndromes associated with higher than expected prevalence of

stuttering.

Conversely, deafness is the only condition associated with a

reduced prevalence of stuttering.

There are no other established facts about the more obvious

features in a stutterer's environment that might point to

the cause or maintenance of stuttering, be they family

structure, race, socio-cultural factors or parental character-

istics.

Stutterers appear to come from the same environment as non-

stutters, with one exception: they come from families with

an excess of stuttering relatives.

There ie general agreement that stutterers differ from

non-stutterers in speech and language development. First,

that they are approximately 6 months late in passing their

speech milestones. Second, that they perform more poorly

on some tests of language (14117, and subtests of ITPA).

Third, that stutterers show three times greater risk of

articulation disorder than non-stutterers. In the recent

neurological studies, significant findings include: the

demonstration that stutterers are more inclined than non-

stutterers to process linguistic material in the right

hemisphere; that they have difficulties in stimulus recognition/

recall in complex auditory tasks and that they lag in tests
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of sensory-motor response. The interaction of neurological

findings in stutterers and of those bilingual pose a wide'

range of questions.

Clinical reports from Speech Therapists working in the Donegal

region suggested that there was a higher prevalence of

speech disorders in the Gaeltacht area. Those who presented

with disorders obviously posed different and difficult

questions for the Therapist working with the bilingual

population. It Was in an attempt to address these questions

that the present work was undertaken.

Initially, all of the schools listed as Gaeltacht schools

were asked to complete a questionnaire indicating the numbers,

ages and sex of children with speech disorders and of those

with stuttering. Following this, the non-Gaeltacht schools

in County Donegal were surveYed. Replies received indicated

that the numbers with speech disorders were slightly lower

than expected. Table 1 shows a comparison of prevalences

of disorders found in the various surveys.

Table 1

PREVALENCE OF SPEECH DISORDERS IN IRELAND

Disorders as assessed By:

No.Surveyed Region Teachers Therapists Year Ref.

36,955 General 4.39% 1961

4,418 ., 6.45% Supple
(1980)

15,249 General 3.48% 1980

1,138 ,, 3.86%

Co.Clare 3.00% 1978 Collins
(1978)

2,924 Donegal -
naeltncht 2.90% 1982

9,225 Non- 4.70% 1984

Gaeltacht

In general, theio estimates of nrevalence coincide with

thome done in other eountries, with the "moet upperentiy
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reliable ...(Surveys).. varying from 2.5% to 5.0%" (Quirk

Report, 1972). When the prevalence of stuttering is

considered, once again a lower number than expected was

found. This is presented in Table

Table II

PREVALENCE OF STUTTERING IN DONEGAL SCHOOLS

in general
Gaeltacht Schools Non-Gaeltacht (Van Riper, 1971)

0.721 1.06% 4 2%

The data presented by Van Riper (1971) represents a range

of studies done in the U.S., in Europe and in Japan.

Apparently, the number of stutterers in the Donegal

Gaeltacht is well within the expected range for the general

population. So evidently, the clinical indications are

misleading. The reasons for this are unclear but many

possibilities can be considered. Among these we can

consider first, that clinicians are probably ill-prepared

for intervention with bilingual speech disordered children

since there is a veritable dearth of research studies in

this area. Miller (1984) makes this point when he calls

for an "expansion of disordered acquisition studies in

bilinguals". Second, bilingualism per se may have an

ameliorative effect, or at least no negative effect, on the

language acquisition and usage process. This controversial

aspect of bilingualism is well documented ( Eisenstein, 1980;

Myers & Goldstein, 1979; Magiste, 1980, 1981 (a), Okoh, 1980;

Oren, 1981; Politzer, 1978; Wijnstra, 1980). Thirdly, that

the familial tendency for stuttering (be it genetic and/or

environmental) referred to earlier is presenting a misleading

picture of higher than average prevalence of the disorder,

since family awareness and exploitation of services is to be

expected.
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Also, if stuttering is a family problem, there may well

be a high tolerance of the disorder which may affect

therapy outcome.

Whatever speculations are made, there is ample opportunity

to do research in the special problems presented by the

numbers of bilingual children with disfluency and indeed

with other speech disorders and one can only agree that

"better intervention will only result from further insight

into diagnostic and other evaluative procedures and into the

process of the bilingual's language developement" (Miller

Atudarham, 1984).

In conclusion, there are more questions than answers arising

from this survey - which is a very healthy state of affairs.

Let us hope that interest, energy and endeavour can be

speedily invested in this area of special importance.
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SCME DIFFICULTIES EXPERIENCED IN TEACHING GERMAN GRAMMAR

AS IN/TIO TO THIRD LEVEL STUDENTS

BY:

Helen O'Connell
R.T.C.,
GALWAY.

The vast majority of the students in Galway R.T.C. who choose German

as a subject have not had the opportunity of having it offered

in their post-primary curriculum. Consequently, though having

Leaving Certificate in other subjects, they are complete beginn-

ers in German at the start of their third level courses of study.

A Lack of understanding of grammatical concepts exists among many

of these students, even in English and Irish, often despite their

having achieved good grades in the higher papers at Leaving

Certificate level in these subjects.

They seem to be unsure of what constitutes a valid sentence,of

the function of a verb, of the difference between a subject and

an object. Once the structure of a basic valid sentence with

its subject and predicate has been made clear, the place and funct-

ion of the object has to be taught. The whole concept of what

constitutes an object presents any amount of difficulty to many

of them. Numerous illustrations have to be presented of e.g.

Johnny/Mary kicking the ball, reading the book (bearing in mind,

though, that neuter or ftminine nouns are wasted as examples when

teaching the German Accusative), buying the wine,etc. Sometimes

things (objects) even have to be physically kicked to demonstrate

impact and its grammatical effect!

Other difficulties for some students are the differences between

nouns and adjectives and the different functions of adverbs and

adjectives. Abstract nouns ar2 a puzzle to mahy (the concept

of an abstraction as a noun seems hard to grapple with), but prove

useful in the compilation of lists of nouns with feminine endings

e.g. die Gleichheit, die Freundschaft, die Tendenz,'die Hoffnung etc.
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Gender really is the first big puzzle to most beginners in German.

Wh-y should the word for "girt" (des Mlbchen) be neuter and one

of the words for "female/woman" (das Weib) be neuter? Only when

the significance of word-endings is explained and understood, does

some light appear in the gender-problem tunnel.

The first tense taught, the PrAens (present), lands the English-

speaking learner in more difficulty. German (mercifully) has

only one way of expressing the present, but Standard English

has three and Hiberno-English has an additional one, the Continuous

Present (a direct translation of the very expressive Irish tense

- an ghrath aithreach - e.g.

German Pasens:

Standard English:

Hiberno-English:

I listen (to the radio)

I listen (to the radio)

I am listening (to the radio)

I do listen

I do be listening (to the radio)

Many students have to be advised, time and time again, against

attempting to translate "am" and "ing" and "do" and "do be".

Expressing the future also harbours difficulties. In spite of

the welcome news that the German Prisens is now more and more used

to express the future, some students persist in seeking out the

actual future form e.g. "ich werde fahren", which, in practice,

most Germans only use when there might be some doubt implied.

The main past tenses (Perfekt and /mperfekt) and their different

uses can also be a source of confusion. Distinguishing between

weak, strong and mixed verbs, using their different past participles,

and knowing which of the two auxiliary verbs to take when using

the Perfekt, has to be continuously explained and practised..

Word-order, particularly the fact that the verb is always the second

idea in a German statement, has to be grasped from the very start.

Otherwise, for some students, it is a source of constant confusion.
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The grammatical importance of punctuation when forming subordinate

clauses in German has to be stressed and restressed. Since proper

Punctuation has become very lax in both English and Irish (mistakes

in the print media abound), forming good punctuation habits in

German is an uphill struggle.

What can be done then to remedy the situation outlined above, so

that the valuable time spent teaching remedial grammar could be

used to plough ahead with the actual course content? Surely

more stress could be laid on basic grammatical literacy during

the junior cycle of second level? Ideally, however, the foundations

should be laid during fifth and sixth class of primary school,

so that the average thirteen year old starts his/her post-primary

education well able to parse, analyse and put together a proper

sentence. His/her work in the wider post-primary curriculum

will be all the better for the solid foundation and the learning

of a foreign language, particularly German, will be a far more

pleasurable activity.

42
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APPLIED LINGUISTICS: MACRO-PROBI2MS AND MICRO-PROBLEMS

David L. Parris

Department of French

Trinity College, Dublin

INTRODUCTION

The underlying assumption of this paper is that there are three orders

of problem: large, medium and small. In the main, applied linguistics

in Ireland has dealt with the medium order of problem, especially in

the field of teaching methodology. There is an inbuilt human desire to

solve problems. But equally, people are loath to tackle problems they

see as insolsble, or beyond their competence. In other words, effort

is only expended when there is a chance of success. The three orders

of problem I have mentioned correspond, in broad terms, at least, to

three levels of administration or planning: large (macro) problems can

only be solved with the support, and possibly finance of state agencies;

medium problems can be solved by'research groups and the third level;

while small (micro) problems can only be solved, and often perceived

by practitioners, at "grass-roots" level.

THE MIDDLE GROUND

In Ireland, applied linguistics has much to be proud of. Inter-

nationally, our reputation stands high, and people abroad often talk

of Ireland as some kind of paradise of applied linguistics. From our

own vantage point, that might seem a rather exaggerated claim, but it

is easy to see how one might be impressed by what has been done in

Ireland over the last few years:

a) an overhaul of the modern languages examination syllabus,

b) two modern languages conventions,

c) the establishment of a defined content syllabus,

d) the Salut project,

e) the Authentik project,

f) the creation of, first a diploma, then a master's programme in

linguistics and applied linguistics at the CLCS,

g) the holding of several IRAAL and AILA conferences,
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h) the CLCS auto-tutor development programme.

There are undoubtedly many olid achievements that one can point to.

For the record, it might be worth recalling vhat has not been achievvd:

a) More attention has been paid to starting beginners off on the language

learning process than on finishing the process, or even on deter-

mining what the end-point of the process should be. Thus, junior

cycle is well catered for, but che senior cycle, and indeed, third

level, &re still a mess.

b) Although excellent teaching materials like Salut and Authentik

have been devised, their penetration is patchy and haphazard due

to the decentralized nature of the school system.

c) There are a number of university lecturers who have a serious

interest in language teaching, but this number falIs well short

of the total number of university language teachers. Recently,

the Royal Irish Academy devoted a wholeresearch seminar to language

teaching. The attendance was gtatifying, but drawn in large part

from non-university third-level institutions. Thus, for example,

the two Dublin departmentsof French, with some 30 staff between

them, were represented by four souls at the seminar.

d) With the implications of the new examination structurebeing assimi-

lated at different rates by different schools in the decentralized

school system, third-level teaching is, more than ever, becoming

"mixed ability" teaching. Not only are there different levels of

ability, which one might learn to cope with, but increasingly, there

are different kinds of ability.

By way of conclusion to this first section, one might say that

applied linguistics in Ireland has had a better than middling stab at

solving middle order problems.

MICRO PROBLEMS

The middle order of problems On which, as we have seen, applied

linguistics in Ireland has done so much work, is very much concerned

with practice: otherwise it would not be properly the field of applied

linguistics. However, the practical implications stem from theoretical

considerations. Nevertheless, the practical implications have to be

implemented at "grass roots" level, and there, a new order of problem
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springs up: the micro problem. A few examples should suffice:

a) After years of campaigning, an oral examination is introduced, but

no sooner is this point of principle won, than a discussion about

the best date, the acoustic problems of examination rooms, the

availability of tape-recorders, multiple copies of tapes, access

to examination rooms for teaching staff etc. begins.

b) Authentik is published, but it is discovered that the pages are coo

big.

c) Seminars on the advantages of authentic materials and paired work

are held, but teachers complain they have nowhere to put up posters,

and they are not allowed to move desks, and in any event, the

headmaster does not approve of children talking in class time.

It would be wrong to belittle these little problems and the people

who give voice to them. They are, as one can see, questions of logistics

rather than of principle. But they are real problems for all that, and

have to be addressed.

However, these micro problems do represent a danger for the applied

linguist. The danger is that of being so diverted by the practical

problems arising from the implementation of ideas that (s)he will be

side-tracked from dealing with other, perhaps more major problems.

MACRO PROBLEMS

Macro problems, like micro problems, may in a sense be logistical,

but they have resource and planning implications. There is a reluctance

to stray from the middle ground to tackle these problems because, when

they are perceived at all, they ar,. not perceived as soluble. It has

to be admitted that not all macro problems are of equal magnitude, but

I think it will be agreed that those I intend to discuss have one thing

in common: they all go beyond what we usually think it "safe" to think

about.

1) Is the time-table provision for language teaching either rational

or adequate?

2) Are we making adequate overall provision of language teaching?

3) Does the rather general curriculum of language teaching provided

at secondary and university level actually take account of the

communicative approach we pretend to favour?
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4) What, if anything, has applied linguistics done for mother tongue

teaching?

5) Have we ever considered the role of language in subjects which do

not announce themselves as specifically language subjects?

6) Have we ever considered how we might improve the native language

so as to make it more learnable?

7) Do we really mind what happens to Irish?

1) Is the time-table provision for language teaching either rational or

141.SISLe?

Much has chang4d in language teaching over the last few years.

Authentic materials, paired working, taped and video documents have

been introduced. Careful thought has been given to the revision of the

examination syllabus. But no one seems to have contested that 2 hours

40 minute. a week is the most adequate or the optimal time-table provision.

This is not the place to propose solutions. But even assuming 2 hours

40 minutes to be the right provision, ought it to be grouped on one

morning, divided into two blocks, or divided equally throughout the

week. If 4 hours a week were to be the optimum weekly provision, would

we campaign for that? If language teachers were to have 4 hours a

week at their disposal, would they then need five years of language

teaching? Might we find that two or three week immersion courses in

vacation time would give better results? There is not enough data to

allow us to pronounce on the matter, but it is the case that university

language departments claim to be able to teach a language ab initio.

2) Are we making adequate overall provision of language teachinK?

On 4 June 1984, at their 932nd meeting, at which Ireland was

represented by Mr Liam 6 Laidhin, the European ministers of education

decided to live a fresh impetus to the teaching of foreign languages to

pupils, students and adults and took the following resolutions:

46

One modern language in addition to the mother tongue should
be studied in depth, and the learning of other languages should

be encouraged. At least one of the languages taught should be

an official language of the European Communities. The member

states agree to promote all appropriate measures to enable the
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maximum number of pupils to acquire, before the end of
compulsory education, a practical knowledge of two languages
in addition to their mother tongue ...

At this point, it is worth examining how far, since 1984, Ireland has

come towards fulfilling this pious wish.

Lanouane Teachinn Ui Secondary

Education 11I Ireland

Intermediate Level

Languages offered French German Spanish Italian

Number of schools

in which e given

language subject

can be taken to

Inter Cert. out of

805

Percentage of such

schools in which

a given language

subjeCt can be

taken to Inter

Cert.

Number of pupils

taking a given

language subject

to Inter Cert. out

of 205 317

Percentage of pupils

taking a given

language subject to

744

96%

146 361

71.28%

170

21%

12 729

6.2%

6

89

11%

257

3.054

10

1.25%

408

0.2%
Inter Cert.
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Language Teaching in SecOndarv

Education ih Ireland

Leaving-Certifitate LeVel

Languages offered French German Spanish Italian

Number of schools

in which a given

language subject

can be taken to
732 163 118 lf

Leaving out of

775

Percentage of such

schools in which

a given language

subject can be

taken to

94% 21% 15% 2%

Leaving

Number of pupils

taking a given

language subject

to Leaving out

of 96 024

58 727 3 188 2 428 146

Percentage of pupils

taking a given

language subject to
61.15% 3.32% 2.53% 0.15%

Leaving

48
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It is impossible to say whether language teaching is available in

all Irish secondary schools. But it is clear that soma provision is

made in the vast majority of schools. On the other hand, the actual

percentage of students receiving language instruction is quite low,

and the vast majority of students have access to only one foreign

language, most commonly French.

Recently, a number of schemes have been advanced to stop pupils

taking French in preference to other languages, to practise a form of

positive discrimination in favour of what have come to be called

"minority languages". These schemes should be looked at critically.

Their object is not to increase overall language provision, but to

redistribute the existing market share. If crowned with success, their

result would be to leave us with approximately 152 of pupils studying

French, 152 German, 152 Spanish and 15% Italian. That would give us

four more minority languages, and a subject area which would easily

be disregarded. It would be much more in the spirit of the European

ministers' statement, much more positive, and much more in the interests

of pupils and teachers alike, to increase overall language teaching

provision. With less than 102 of pupils studying two foreign languages,

the scope for expansion is great.

Moreover, it has to be said that the so-called "minority" languages

are only minority languages within an Irish context: that is to say:

a) they are not widely taught, but

b) may be examined, and

c) have a subject association.

In fact, even Italian is infinitely better off than, say, Dutch, or

Portuguese. If it is known why four and only four foreign languages

are taught in Ireland, the rationale behind this choice has been

forgotten, and has not been reexamined for a long time. The monolithic

examination structure developed under the aegis of the Department of

Education did not lend itself to innovation. Only prolonged pressure

and lobbying could bring about any change. It is permissible at least

to hope that the new Curriculum and Examinations board will allow new

configurations of language subjects to arise.

I am personally convinced that there are excellent reasons for

which French should occupy an important place in the educational system:
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it stands in a close historical relationship with English, has always

been an important cultural language to English speakers, and is the

nearest foreign language in geographical terms as well as an important

administrative language in the EEC. Equally, it seems unlikely that

it owes its strong position in Ireland to these considerations. It

is taught because it has come to be regarded, in some sense, as the

minimum modern language.

I have also long felt that a language awareness subject should be

created which would include elements of linguistics, grammar, style

and register, the use of the native language for special purposes and

some notions of contrastive linguistics with a few insights into some

other languages. It would be a mixture of theory and practical work to

set alongside the amorphous and ill-defined subject area English..

Whatever the merits of such a language awareness programme, it must be

recognized that it does not exist for the same reason that French does:

inertia! In the absence of a professional association of graduates to

undertake active lobbying, nothing will change. Very little serious

planning goes on in the area of curriculum pLanning. It is desirable

that when these matters come to be examined, pressure from vested

interests should not be mistaken for principle, and that the reform

should be got right.

3) Does the rather general curriculum of language teaching provided

secondary and university level actually take account of the communica-

tive approach we pretend to favour?

Time was when structure based language courses concentrated on

following a grammatical progression, to the virtual, sometimes almost

complete,exclusion of vocabulary. The notion was, of course, that once

the structures had been mastered, vocabulary could be added, fitted into

the empty structures, as it were, when and as they were required. Now

we are all aware of the folly of that view, but we do something very

similar. We tell our pupils that languages are useful, that they will

need them throughout their lives, but we do not provide many opportunities

for continued language work after leaving certificate, and we do not

try to equip them with the specialized vocabulary they might actually

need.
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Naturally, language teachers know that the majority of their

pupils will not follow a specialist language course at university. They

no doubt recognize that this is necessarily so. But language teachers

are not in a position to provide pupils with the specialist vocabulary

they will eventually need. It would seem that modern language teaching

suffers from being separated from the rest of the curriculum, much as

mother tongue teaching does. In a chemistry class, for example, it

would seem inevitable that the teacher should eventually explain that

oxygen is so called from Greek al, meaning sharp, and .ges as in Genesis,

meaning producing, because it vas discovered to be an essential

ingredient in the formation of acid, which is bitter to the taste. At

this point, it would be so easy to add that the French is oxyene

(rather like English), and the German is Sauerstoff. In this way,

students would take away a mass of technical vocabulary, and the

chemistry lessons would be in no way weakened, because these digressions

would almost certainly help pupils to memorize the subject material. Time

and time again it has been brought home to me that scientific colleagues

po sssss an encyclopaedic knowledge of the specialist vocabulary of their

area, and it seems a great shame not to spread this knowledge around

on a more systematic basis.

4) What, if anything, has applied linguistics done for mother tongue

teaching?

Few IRAAL members are actually teachers of mother tongue. Most

of those who would so describe themselves are teachers of Irish. It

seems to be taken as axiomatic that not only is the linguistic content

of the English course of little account, but that linguistics has little

to say about the teaching of the subject. It is odd that applied

linguistics should devote so much time and attention to child language

acquisition, and its possible implications for second language learning,

while scant attention is paid to its importance for first language

teaching.

A variety of factors have contributed to the sorry state of English

in Ireland. The ambiguous status of Irish may be one: it is alleged

that if you tell children that English is not really their language,

second-best, a sort of expedient, to be used pending the full restoration
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of Irish, you can scarcely expect them to like and respect English. I

have no doubt that this attitude exists. But I doubt whether it would

be fair to use it to explain away all the misfortunes of English. Many

Irish enthusiasts, being linguists, have as much feeling and love

for English as anyone.

/n many ways, one might maintain that Irish has an important lesson

for English in the Irish context. In any university department of

Irish, one will find one or several language specialists. However,

there are no Professors of English language, except in its earlier states.

The assumption seems to be that English is such a negligible quantity

that no scholarly attention needs to be devoted to it. I find it

difficult to believe that in the Netherlands or Denmark, one would not

find specialists in the local language. In Belgium, for example, the

"Belgian" languages (Dutch and French) are taught in sections of

Germanic and Romance philology, alongside English, German, Italian and

Spanish. Thus, there is no difference in treatment between first and

foreign languages. In this country, English is perceived, by those

who practise it, as a solely literary discipline. I mention university

professors, who are a symptom rather than the root of the problem, for

three reasons:

a) they have a symbolic role as incarnating the importance attached

to a discipline,

b) they create sn expectation in the graduates who go out and teach,

and,

c) they have a hand in devising the curriculum.

What use do we make of our native tongue, beyond purely utilitarian

oral communication? Reading for pleasure is an important, though largely

class-bound activity. But mostly, our written production is utilitarian,

undertaken within a set of stylistic conventions.and constraints:

articles, reports, etc. These utilitarian uses of language, language

for special purposes, should not be considered as inferior to literature

by society at large. Conversely, one might say that literature, and the

reading of literature are not necessarily a good preparation for them.

The literary text has value and is marked by deviating from certain

stylistic or grammatical norms. Because the literary text is deviant,

it is seldom a proper model for imitation. The imitation of a literary
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text marked by a deviant style is a pastiche. Reading Shakespeare, J-yce,

or even Jane Austen will not give pupils a good Engliih style. A physics

report or history essay in the style of Joyce would simply not be

a good piece of work.

English is, paradoxically, handicapped by having Shakespeare as the

classical corpus. French school-children may arguably write better

French through having read Racine. At best, English-speaking school-

children will learnto stuff their writing and conversation with quotations.

Where pupils' English may be at variance with standard written dialect,

apart from any aesthetic pleasure gained, Shakespeare is a dead loss:

the pupil has no'possibility of extrapolating from his reading to his

own language practice; in general, comprehension is slight, and that is

demotivating.

On the other hand, the skills of good practical writing can be

taught: the appropriate length for a sentence, the arrangement of

paragraphs, format of notes etc. can readily be codified. In university,

and I suspect elsewhere, the experience is that these skills have not

been mastered at school. The masterly achievement of producing a

generation of illiterates who have all read Shakespeare is a bizarre

tribute to the misplaced faith of English teachers in the pedagogical

virtues of literary analysis.

5) Have we ever considered the role of language in subjects which do not

announce themselves as specifically language subjects?

This is not the place to resolve the dispute over the place of

language in thoughtprocesses. But without claiming it to be necessarily

the only element, perhaps it will be agreed that language is an important

element in our conceptual ability. Little informed linguistic (though

some philosophical) attention has been paid to the epistemological role

of language in academic disciplines. The general assumption seems to

run as follows:

a) some subjects are languages, and in those cases, language is the

object of study, and hence is important;

b) other subjects are concerned with things, not language, so that

language impinges only insofar as it is better to have things well
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written rather than badly.

This view would broadly be shared by arts and science specialists alike.

It would be better to express the difference as follows:

a) arts disciplines are basically concerned with some kind of commentary

on language materials: the formulation of grammatical rules, the

criticism or exegesis of texts sacred and profana, the evaluation

of the validitysof propositions, etc.

b) scientific disciplines are concerned with writing about the physical

world in such terms as to have the greatest, and ever greater

conformity between the physical world and the description given:

this descriptive process begins with naming, or taxonomy. To

establish the same distinction more succinctly, science disciplines

are about evolving a language, whereas arts disciplines are a study

of language through language. In other words, science subjects are

linguistic, while arts subjects are metalinguistic.

Examples of science subjects whose scientific status has been

established through the invention of an appropriate taxonomy are legion:

botany, zoology, chemistry and physics. Chemistry really became a

science when Lavoisier devised a vocabulary which allows the name of a

substance to be a direct reflection of its chemical composition, thus

making the graphic representation of formulfe and the periodic table etc.

possible.

One might claim that science subjects are a form of linguistic

engineering. Less widely spoken languages must take stock of this when

they need to invent (in an organized way) equivalents for neologisms

which have been generated (in an un-organized way) by more widely spoken

languages. Given that this linguistic activity is,in effect, an

application of linguistics, it would be in everyone's interest if it were

subjected to more informed scrutiny.

6) Have we ever considered how we might improve the native language so

as to make it more learnable?

Notwithstanding all that was said earlier about the need to train

young people in language skills, including and especially native language

skills, I believe there are other services one can render English and the
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community. Complaining about pupils is one of the foibles of the

pedaiogue. And when it seems unreasonable to put all the blame on the

pupil, one can complain about (other) teachers (as elsewhere in the

present article). However, when the failure of the teaching process is

great and consistent, it is only intellectually honest to ask whether the

fault might not lie with the matter taught.

Concern is often expressed as to whether foreign language teaching

gives value for money, whether enough or too much time is devoted to it,

etc. However, discontinuing foreign language teaching is a possible

(if undesirable) option. Discontinuing native language teaching is not.

If a reasonable level of literacy cannot be achieved within the existing

conventions, perhaps the conventions should be looked at.

The case of the secondary teacher who submits an article for

publication with spelling errors is known to anyone who has been in an

association of any sort. In fact, the situation is scarcely better in

university, where draft submissions for the university Calendar are

painstakingly revised, and where reports submitted to committees often

arrive accompanied by apologies for the English. Although, with practice,

I have developed a certain sensitivity to other peoples' spelling mistakes,

I still, in middle life, cannot write without a dictionary. The

reason is that English has devised a Mandarin spelling. Consider the

following word-list:

bath-chair, bath-house, bathroom, bed-pan, bedridden, bedroom,

bed-spread, shipbuilder, ship-chandler, ship-owner, shipwrisht,

shipyard, shop-assistant, shopping-bag, etc.

Knowing when to use a hyphen, when to write as a single word, and when to

write as two eAparate words, is a life(-)time's study. Amazingly, most

languages have resolved the problem, and it would be easy to adopt a

single convention which would obviate the difficulty.

In point of fact, most languages, except English and French, have

reformed spelling relatively recently. There are special problems in the

case of an international language like English, it is true, but any

practical reform vnuld have to stop short of phonetic transcription, would

have to co-exist with the present orthography for a while. However, there
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is something (aintly ludicrous about saying that when we cnn put men on

the moon, and conflate years of painstaking calculation into a few seconds

of computer time, we cannot give ourselves a simple and logical spelling,

given that there are institutes full of applied linguists, all with great

expertise in phonetics and phonemics.

The reaction to such proposals is generally one of horror. People

who have struggled for years to master the.present anarchic system feel

they are being robbed. What they are being robbed of is their superiority,

the prestige that knowing spelling for sure confers on the Mandarin. The

thought that anyone after a few months practice could do as well seems

an intolerable injustice.

The Mandarin view is that English spelling represents the greatest

achievement of English civilisation. The corollary would be to dismiss

the Italians as a lesser cultural breed merely on the grounds that they

have failed to rise above a perfectly logical orthography.

In education, as elsewhere, there is a sort of Parkinson's law.

What has to be taught will always expand to fill the time available. But

nowt filling the available time is no longer the problem. Inventing

spurious justificationsfor imposing dead languages or rendering complex

things which might be simpler is not the problem. Unfortunately, once a

subject has been invested with false prestige, it is rather more difficult

to revert to simplicity. One would have hoped that headmasters, for whom

fitting all the timetable subjects into the available time is a constant

headache, would see the advantages of reducing the initiation into the

mother tongue to a minimun.

In point of fact, paring minutes off the timetable is not the main

reason for contemplating such a reform. The fact of the matter is that

a Mandarin spelling creates a Mandarin society in which a substantial

proportion of society feels alienated from their own language, and cannot

always accede to the posts to which their intelligence might otherwise

entitle them to aspire. This caste system, the Mandarins versus the rest,

is neither in the interests of society nor of the language.

7) Do we really care what happens to Irish?

That Irish should be fostered and protected is one of the central

tenets of Irish education. Irish does not have to compete for attention
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in the same way some other subjects do. It is privileged, room must be

made for it, and advantages accrue to those who use it. And until

recently, there were special penalties for those who could not. What

politicians think deep down is not known, of course, but any suggestion

that they are not personally committed to the language, or proficient in

it, would draw strong and hostile reaction.

Still, it has to be admitted that it I. in some ways a liability.

One way or another, it will always be an extra call on the curriculum,

either as an extra subject when the medium of instruction is English, or

because English will nevertheless be an essential tool where the medium

of instruction is Irish. Irish is often seen as the badge of national

identity. Conversely, it is scarcely an advantage in the search for

national unity. Even those who believe, or persuade themselves they

believAthat Northerners of the unionist tradition could one day be

attracted by the idea of closer ties with the Republic may have sone

difficulty in envisaging their ultimate linguistic conversion.

Still, in eatters of language and language policy, pragmatise and

reason are not the only considerations. Sentiment and the strong desire

to protect an inheritance, even on the part of a vocal einority,are

legitimate and frequent elements in language policy. And given that

even enthusiasts have their doubts about the long-term chances of the

language, an all-out effort to maximise its chances of renewal could be

mounted.

What seems less acceptable, however, is to perpetuate a situation

which combines the worst of both worlds, which gives maximum inconvenience

and minimum advantage. That is very nearly the situation which exists

at present. Irish does take up a considerable amount of school time.

The net benefit would seem to be slight insofar as few university students

after eleven years of Irish are able to supply simple vocabulary items

on request. The language policy is not attractive to many Northerners.

On the other hand, there is little sign that Irish is improving its

position as a vehicular language, or even that it is surviving especially

well in the gaeltacht.

Perhaps it is worth asking in what conditions the situation of a

language might be improved through government tncouragement. Irish
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language nthusiasts have often drawn strength from the case of Hebrew,

a "dead" language which was, so to speak, rgsurrected. However,

there are many differences between the two cases: Biblical Hebrew was

already known by most of those who would be called upon to use it, before

the founding of Israel; with a people that did not share a common

language there was an urgent need for a lingua franca, and although

Hebrew was not the only possible choice, it did have certain advantages,

such as establishing a national identity. There is no case history

exactly like that of Irish.

A language, to exist fully, should possess a full range of oral and

written manifestations, that is to say speakers, and a range of textual

naterial, not principally literary. Irish, it must be admitted, is poorly

provided in both respects.

There are cases of languages spoken not written: many African

languages, Basque or Welsh are cases in point. But they do start from

the base of a large number of willing and enthusiastic speakers.

On the other hand, there are authenticatedcasescfgovernments having

some success in increasing the overall presence of the language in

textual material. The Irish government has done sone things, such as

making a range of attractive children's reading matter at very reasonable

prices. And supplying Irish language tax forms. Though tax forma are

not universally perceived as motivating, and there are a number of ways

in which attempts at increasing the presence of Irish have actually

demeaned it. A habit of using Irish decoratively, that is, in situations

where the meaning is imaaterial, has grown up. The A chars and mise le

mess of official correspondence is a glaring example. I recently

purchased a pre-paid post card with a sepia picture on it. At the top

are the words CARTA POIST, and under the sepia print, one reads: Mail

Coaches leaving the General Post Office, Dublin, 1820. Of course, I

could see that it was a post card. Indeed, I had asked for one. So the

CARTA POIST is neither here nor there. On the other hand, the content

of the picture might be the subject of some doubt, abroad if not in

Dublin. There, English alone is used. Often, attempts at using Irish

do even more tangible harm, such as when comnon nouns are used as brand

names: Fiacla toothpaste, Ola petrol, Slainte soft drinks, etc. It is

difficult to imagine Tooth toothpaste, for example. And if seriously
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used in conversation in Irish, these misguided genuflexions before the

altar of the language could cause confusion.

Yet there are cases in which governments have successfully provided

languages with a firmer textual base. Quebec offers a useful example.

Under the influence of monolingual English.siens, the French of Quebec

was being seriously affected by interference. A series of laws

concerning the use of the language were enacted, the details of which

need not concern us here. But the Quebec experience points to a few

things which could easily be done in Ireland. The law could require all

packaging material to give equal prominence to both national languages.

Thus, cornflakes packets would be in Irish on one side, and in English

on the other. The same might be dons for advertising. Or WTI could be

required to offer a concessionary rate for advertisements in Irish, or

to observe a certain proportion of English to Irish publicity. Now that

teletext is available, Irish subtitles could be supplied for films, etc.

There are two principles underlying these suggestions: ono is that

they should not directly cost the tax-payer anything. The second is

that they would vastly increase the amount nf written Irish in circulation,

so as to give teachers a more favourable gener.1 environment in which

to teach.

Of itself, the mere fact of having more Irish textual material visible

would not do anything to change the fortunes of the language. But it

would provide more general motivation. I do not believe measures like

these to be a sufficient condition for a renewal of the language, but I

do believe them to be a necessary condition. If a link between Irish and

the modern world cannot bt. graphically demonstrated, Irish may continue

to benefit from the affection of the majority, but not their active support.

But it remains to be seen whether anyone cares enough to do it.

CONCLUSION

In an article putting forward a variety of ideas, it is difficult to

come to any very firm conclusion. Obviously, some ideas will appeal to

some people more than to others. But applied linguistics is an important

discipline because language is an important business. It would be a pity

if applied linguists allowed themselves to come to be preoccupied with

micro problems, and to be deflected from the larger considerations, which,

in the long run, could do much to change the quality of life.
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David Singleton and David Little
Trinity College, Dublin

GRAMMATICAL INSTRUCTION IN THE SECOND LANGUAGE CLASS: BEWARE
THE PENDULUM (1)

f INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been a distinct eclipsing of the
audio-lingual orthodoxy which banned explicit grammatical
instruction from the second language classroom. This can be
explained partly in terms of theoretical difficulties with the
behaviourist paradigm of language learning on which audio-lingual
methodology was based, but partly also (perhaps indeed principal-
ly) in terms of teachers' disappointment with their experience of
using this methodology. In any case, many language courses and
teaching manuals which have appeared in the last ten years or so
- particularly those claiming inspiration from the "communica-
tive" movement - are quite uninhibited in approving the overt
treatment of grammatical form.

There are, in our view, two things to be said about the new
atmosphere in relation to the teaching of grammar:

(i) it is most certainly to be welcomed, since the former
dogmatism was warranted neither by research findings
nor by teaching experience; and

(ii) like virtually every other situation, it contains
temptations and dangers.

To expand iii) just a little: there is, for instance, the danger
that, despite the very sensible qualifications and provisos which
adyocates of some grammar teaching attach to their proposals, the
impression may be gained by some teachers that grammar is simply
"in" again and that a reversion to good old-fashioned "grammar
bashing" is in order. Another, more subtle, danger might be that
teachers using the communicative approach, and accordingly
deploying in class large quantities of authentic spoken and
written samples of the target language, might be cowed by the
comparison between such samples and their own, often rather
obviously inauthentic, productions in the target language. In
order to preserve a role for themselves without, as they might
see it, dragging down the general level of authenticity of input
to which their pupils were being exposed, such teachers might in
their own contributions be tempted to devote a disproportionate
amount of time and energy to grammatical explanations in the
learners' mother tongue.

In the light of these dangers it is apprcilriate to remind
ourselves of the limitations of grammatical instruction. Three
recent studies conducted in Ireland yield findings which are apt
for this purpose. The studies in question were not specifically
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focussed on the role of grammar in language learning; moreover,
they differ considerably.from each other in terms ofthe kinds of
inforMation they sougtit to gather. Nor is there any homogeneity
amongst the subjects of the studies, which range from primary
school pupils to adults following a broadcast language course.
Nevertheless, all three studies provide evidence which is rele-
vant to the question in hand and which taken together constitutes
a warning against any excessive rehabilitation of explicit gram-
matical instruction.

2 THE THREE STUDIES

The three studies in question are:

(a) Devitt et al.'s study of a group of subjects who agreed to
have their prog;ess monitored while following the first
level of the RTE/Bord na Gaeilge course in Irish, Anois is
Aria (Devitt et al. 1982-3);

(b) Little and Grant's study of an experimental self-
instructional programme in German available to students of
Engineering Science at Trinity College, Dublin, and featur-
ing a counselling service offering both pedagogic and thera-
peutic support (Little and Grant 1984 and forthcoming);

(c) Harris's series of surveys-of the oral-aural competence in
Irish of Irish primary school pupils at 2nd, 4th and 6th
grade (Harris 1984).

Each of these studies provides information on a different
aspect of the problem of explicit grammar teaching. Same of the
'findings of study (a) relate to the palatability of grammar
teaching, those of study (b) shed some light on how grammar
teaching can affect the learner's sense of difficulty, and those
of study (c) bear on the usefulness of grammar teaching in terms
of the kind of progress it promotes. The next three sections of
this paper focus on each of these issues in turn.

3 HOW PALATABLE IS GRAMMATICAL INSTRUCTION?

The first question we consider is: how palatable is gramma-
tical instruction to learners? What we mean by this is: how
positively or negatively do learners feel about being taught
grammar as an experience, as it were, in itself? Of the three
studies summarised above, the one which provides the most inter-
esting evidence on the palatability or otherwise of grammar
teaching is, as we have indicated, that conducted by Devitt et
al. (1982-3). The relevant data come from subjects' responses to
four questions in the questionnaire administered just prior to
the commencement of the broadcast course, on subjects' use of
which the study was principally focused. These questions relate
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on the one hand to subjects' previous experience of learning

Irish and on the other to subjects' experience of learning lan-

guages other than Irish. They are:

(i) What did you enjoy most about learning Irish?

(ii) What did you enjoy least about learning Irish?

(iii) What did you enjoy most about learning this language/
these languages (other than Irish)?

(iv) What did you enjoy least about learning this language/

these languages (other than Irish)?

It should be noted that these questions are quite open.

That is to say, they are associated in the questionnaire not with

a list of items for subjects to choose from, but merely a large

white space. Of those subjects who responded to these questions

some wrote "nothing", others mentioned just one aspect of their

learning experience, others mentioned up to five, and others

wrote "everything". Also worth noting is the fact that, on the

face of it, these subjects were exceptionally well-disposed both

towards Irish and towards language learning generally. They had

not only spontaneously decided to follow a broadcast language

course in Irish, but were also interested enough in their past

and prospective language learning experience to volunteer to

report on it in some detail.

The responses to the four questions specified are quantified

in Tables 1-4 (see Appendix). What emerges from these tables is

that whereas not a single subject specifically mentioned "gram-

mar" as an aspect of language learning he/she had most enjoyed,

in respect of both Irish and other languages "grammar" was easily

the most frequently mentioned "least enjoyed" factor.

One might qualify this a little by arguing that some of
those respondents who said they had most enjoyed "the language
itself/languages themselves" (re Irish 18.5%; re other languages

17.5%) might have been referring obliquely to enjoyment of gram-

matical instruction. One might further argue that some of those

who mentioned the "teaching approach" as a "most enjoyed" factor

(re Irish 0.7%; re other languages 6.3%) might have had grammar

teaching in mind, especially in view of the fact that from

responses to other areas of the questionnaire it appears that,

for example, oral and written grammar
exercises were very much a

part of the language pedagogy to which most subjects were exposed

(Devitt et al., Tables 23, 25, 29; pp. 19, 20, 23 respectively).

Even if such qualifications are
valid, however, it has to be said

that the percentages of subjects involved are relatively modest.

Moreover, rather higher percentages of subjects than claimed they

had most enjoyed the "teaching approach" claimed they had enjoyed

it least (re Irish 15.9%; re other languages 11.1%).
411

Another approach to the data would be to interpret "grammar"

in Tables 2 and 4 as alluding not to the experience of grammati-
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cal instruction but rather to the inherent grammatical difficul-
ties of the languages learned. Whilst such an interpretation is
certainly-admissible, it seems to us quite implausible not to
read subjects' references to "grammar" as relating at least in
part to "the position given to grammar in their learnitg
materials and ... the approach adopted by their teachers (Devitt
et al., p.25). One notes that in relation to Irish 2% of sub-
jects reported specifically that they had least enjoyed the
"emphasis on grammar and written Irish'.

In short, although the above data fall very far short of
proving anything, they do suggest that even amongst apparently
well-motivated language learners many regard grammatical instruc-
tion as one of the least pleasant aspects of learning a second
language.

4 HOW DOES GRAMMATICAL INSTRUCTION AFFECT LEARNERS' SENSEOF
DIFFICULTY?

The next question we address is: how does grammatical
instruction affect learners' sense of difficulty? And we turn to
Little and Grant's (1984 and forthcoming) study of the operation
of a counsellor-based self-instructional programme in German
available to undergraduate students of Engineering Science at
Trinity College, Dublin, and based, at least in its initial
stages, on the BBC German Kit. ,The data that relate to the
question in hand emerged from a cOunselling session with one
particular student. The following extract from Little and
Grant's report of this interview more or lest speaks for itself;

During the second term of the programme one participant
who had taken German at Leaving Certificate visited the
counsellor in order to express doubts about both the suit-
ability of the BBC German Kit to his needs and his own
ability to adapt to self-instructional learning. He
appeared to be on the point of abandoning the programme. The
chief source of his difficulties seemed to be irrational
beliefs about both his own ability and the language learning.
process. Although he expressed great enthuciasm for lan-
guage learning, he confessed that he had found it a boring
process at school, where he had not been a particularly
successful language learner. He believed that he was good
at picking up languages in a natural setting, but doubted
his capacity to organize a self-instructional learning pro-
gramme and develop a pattern of regular learning. It became
clear to the counsellor that he was setting himself unreal-
istic goals and became despondent when he failed to attain
them with a minimum of effort.

The negative image that this participant had formed of
himself as a language learner constantly impeded his at-
tempts to learn. He used evaluative adjectives like "wrong"
and "hopeless" to describe his learning experiences and the
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language he produced. In discussion with the counsellor it
emerged that these labels derived from the criteria which
had been used in his German classroom to evaluate pupils' .

linguistic performance. He performed "badly" in his (or his
former teacher's) terms if he failed to produce a complete
sentence in response to a question, even though in most
cases a native speaker would respond with no more than a
word or two. During his first counselling session he ad-
mitted that he found the oral/aural dimension of the BBC
German Kit off-putting as his- previous learning experieTme
had been almost exclusively focussed on written forms of the
language. From the beginning of the programme he found that
he had considerable problems with the pronunciation of Ger-
man, and he attempted to overcome this by constantly repeat-
ing and memorizing phrases and sentences from the early
units of the Kit. Thus he spent a lot of time and energy
learning by heart material which was already familiar to him
and which was far too simple to be of-enduring interest. At
school learning by heart had proved an effective means of
obtaining satisfactory marks, but in the context of self-
instructional learning it produced boredom and a sense of
failure.

(Little and Grant forthcoming)

Evevthing in the above extract points to the fact that the
learner in question wao. z..,bjected to a very rigid grammar-
translation variety of langua7e teaching. It further shows that
at its worst th44 approadh can make language learning-seem so
boring and difficult as to svAously damage a learner's capacity
to engage in autonomous lanyJage learning at a later date. How
much the specific component of grammar teaching contributed to
the above learner's problems is far from evident; and one has to
recognize that every rgethodo:iogy has its better and its worse
exponents. However, 'to attempt to explain this learner's
negative self-Waist entirely in terms of elements other than
grammatical inst:uction or J.n terms of the inadequacies of his
particular teacher's manner of teaching grammar would in our view
be unwarrantedly complace:A.

5 HOW DOES GRAMMATICAL INSTRUCTION AFFECT LEARNERS' PROGRESS
IN CONTROLLING THE TARGET LANGUAGE SYSTEM?

The third question on our agenda - how does grammatical
instruction affect learners' progress in controlling the target
language system? - is perhaps the most pertinent to teachers'
preoccupations. After all, most teachers (and a good many
learners) would be prepared to put up with the unpalatability of
grammatical irstruction and even any unfortunate effects it might .

have on perceptions of difficulty, if only it were efficacious in
promoting a secure command of the target system. Harris's (1984)
study, to which we now turn, and which is focussed not on
learners' emotional responses or perceptions but on their actual
oral-aural competence in a second language, does not provide
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evidence of any such efficacy.

The study comprises.three
large-scale surveys of primary

level learners of Irish. Each of the surveys was directed at a

different primary school grade - six, four and two respectively

(and in that order) -, the aim being to assess the oral-aural

competence in Irish of representative samples of pupils from

these different grades in relation to particular ctiterial objec-

tives derived from the relevant levels of the so-called Nue-

chdrsaf (new courses), that is, the officially sanctioner-RI:eery

1=sclprogramme on which most teaching of Irish at primary level

is based. The bulk of the data come from predominantly English-

medium schools in predominantly
English-speaking areas, although

some comparative data were collected from schools in the Gael-

tacht (predominantly
Irish-speaking areas) and from Irish-medium

schools in English-speaking areas.

The criterial objectives used in the surveys of the differ-

ent grades were:

- for the 6th grade survey: sound discrimination; listening

vocabulary; general comprehension of speech; understanding

the morphology of verbs, prepositions, qualifiers and

nouns; pronunciation; speaking vocabulary; fluency of oral

description; control of the morphology of verbs, preposi-

tions, qualifiers and nouns; control of the syntax of

statements and questions;

- for the 4th grade survey: sound discrimination; listening

vocabulary; general comprehension of speech; understanding

the morphology of verbs, prepositions, qualifiers and

nouns; understanding the syntax of statements and questions;

pronunciation; speaking vocabulary; fluency of oral

description; control of the morphology of verbs,

prepositions, qualifiers and nouns; control of the syntax of

statements and questions;

- for the 2nd grade survey: listening vocabulary; general

comprehension of speech; understanding the morphology of

verbs, prepositions and pronouns;
understanding the syntax

of questions; speaking vocabulary; communication; control of

the morphology of verbs, prepositions and pronouns; control

of the syntax of questions.

At this point it is appropriate to describe the Nuachdisat.

They are based on a structural syllabus drawing on th1777ani-of

a quantitative study of /rish similar to that, for example, which

led to the establishment of le frangais fondamental (see, e.g.,

0 Domhnalltin 1967; 1977) and they have the appearance of audio-

visual courses of the classic kind:

The Nuachdrsai teacher's handbooks for each grade consist of

up to 40 lessons, some of which may be revision lessons.

Each of the regular lessons follows a structured five-step

plan (a) "hearing and recognition* (b) *imitation"
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Cc) 'repetition from stimulus" (d) "speech mould and
vocabulary exercises" and (e) "free creative conversation".

However, at no stage has .the teaching of Irish at this (or any
other) level been characterized by an-absence of explicit gram-
matical instruction. The official Department of Education hand-book is somewhat ambivalent on the question of grammar teaching
(An Roinn Oideachais 1971, pp.55-77), but certainly does not
explicitly proscribe it (2), and in practice, "at the chalkface"
the exposition of grammar points and even the rote-learning of
paradigms have continued to loom large, as the most cursory
glance at the wallcharts on display in most Irish primary school
classrooms will confirm. What most primary level learners of
Irish experience, therefore, is a structurally graded syllabus
realized via a combination of audio-visual pedagogy and tradi-
tional grammatical instruction.

To return to Harris's study, three levels of achievement
were recognized in relation to each Objective - "mastery" (75% or
more of the maximum possible test score), "at least minimal
progress" (40% or more of the maximum possible test score), and
"failure to make even minimum progress" (less than 40% of the
maximum possible test score). Of particular interest in the
present context is the fact that, notwithstanding structural
grading and drills and explicit grammatical instruction,
"mastery" and "minimal progress" were On average markedly less
often exhibited in respect of the grammar-related objectives than
in respect of the non-grammar-related objectives (Table 5; see
Appendix).(3)

The relae,vely poor performance of Harris's subjects in
grammar tests, that is to saylin those which related most close-
ly to the principal orientation of both syllabus and pedagogy,
must of itself cast doubt upon any vezy strong claim with regard
to grammar teaching. However, there is some further evidence
from Harris's study to suggest that real progress in mastering
the target system depends on factors other than grammatical
instruction. This evidence is presented in Tables 6-9 (seeAppendix).

First there is the evidence concerning the influence of home
language use on the Irish competencies of pupils attending pre-
dominantly English-medium schools (Tables 6 and 7). In the 4th
and 2nd grade surveys subjects were asked about languages used at
home. It was thus possible to categorize these subjects accord-
ing to home language use and to compare the average performance
of the different categories. As one might expect, it was found
that subjects who reported some use of Irish at home performed
overall much better in Irish than subjects reporting no such homeuse of Irish. What is particularly interesting about the reault,
however, is that the difference between the performance of the
two groups is very much more marked in respect of the grammar-
related objectives than in respect of the non-grammar-related
objectives (70.99% vs. 31.93% re 4th grade; 187.51% vs. 84.36%
re 2nd grade). The inescapable inference is that the major
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factor in developing control of the target system is the degree

of meaningful use of the target language.

This inference is strongly supported by what-eMet-ged from a

comparison of data from English-medium schools with data from
non-Gaeltacht Irish-medium schools collected in the course of the

4th and 2nd grade surveys (Tables 8 and 9). As was predictable,
the general performance in Irish of pupils from schools where the
predominant language of instruction and administration was Irish

was dramatically better than that of pupils from predominantly
English-medium schools. Again, however, the less expected find-
ing was that the "Irish-medium effect" was far more dramatic in
regard to grammar-related objectives than in regard to non-
grammar-related objectives (270.76% Vs. 81.00% re 4th grade;

281.80% vs. 98.81% re 2nd grade). Again, what seems to make the
difference in relation to grammatical accuracy is the level of
meaningful use of the language.

CONCLUSION

Our general conclusions from the foregoing are

(i) that grammatical instruction can be unpalatable to

learners;

(ii) that it can heighten their sense of difficulty; and

(iii) that as a factor in promoting control of the target
system it is less important than a high level of
meaningful use of the target language.

It is tempting to link these three points and to relate them to

the so-called Affective Filter Hypothesis - posited by Dulay and
Burt (1977) and subsequently adopted by Krashen -, which predicts
that acquisition of the target system will be hindered if
learners are "anxious, 'on the defensive' or not motivated"
(Krashen 1981a, p.56). Point (iii) can also be taken as support-
ing the now widely held view that what is most important in
developing learners' control of the target system is the foster-
ing of "meaningful interaction in the target language - natural

communication - in which speakers are concerned not with the form
of their utterances but with the messages they are conveying and

understanding" (Krashen 1981b, p.1).

None of this constitutes a case against grammar teaching in

any absolute sense. It should be noted that Krashen himself
stresses that grammar teaching does have a role (see, e.g.,

Krashen 1982, pp.83ff.). What it does appear to suggest, how-
ever, is that grammatical instruction is an instrument to be
wielded imaginatively, sensitively and proportionately.
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NOTES

1 An earlier version of this paper was presented at the IAAL
colloquium "Language and International Understanding",
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 3 May 1985. We are grateful
for feedback from those who attended this colloquium and in
particular from Andrew Cohen.

2 The handbook merely states that, in view of the fact that
there is "no formal grammar on the programme" ("nach fuil
aon ghramadach fhoirmi6ii ar an gclgr"), special importance
is assuilled by the practice of "forms and vocabulary"
("m6nlai agus foclbra"), the drill ("an druil"), and "func-
tional grammar exercises" ("cleachtaf i ngramadach
fheidhmillil"). This last expression refers to form-oriented
slot-filling exercises of a rather traditional kind. As for
"formal grammar", it seems to have the narrow sense of
explaining grammatical rules in terms of traditional gram-
matical categories. It is to be noted that the phrase "no
formal grammar on the programme" occurs as a simple state-
ment of fact concerning the Nuachursai and is not in the
nature of a directive. (See especially An Roinn Oideachais
1971, p.64)

3 Grammar-related objectives are those which specifically
focus on morphology and syntax. Harris himself (1984,
pp.90f.) calls into question the usefulness of comparing
grammar-related and non-grammar-related performance at
second grade level because of the limited scope and number
of the non-grammar-related objectives isolated for this
level. He also suggests that at this very basic level the
distinction between grammar-related and non-grammar-related
objectives is not as meaningful as at other levels. We take
his points. However, the pattern which emerges from a
comparison of performance on the two categories of objec-
tives at second grade level is broadly similar to that which
emerges from corresponding comparisons drawing on 6th and
4th grade data. This may indicate that to set grammar-
related performance and non-grammar-related performance
against each other has some validity even at second grade
level.
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TABLE 5 Mean percentages of 6th, 4th and 2nd grade pupils in
predominantly English-medium schools attaining mastery/
making at least minimal progress in 'grammar-related'
and 'non-grammar-related objectives

Attaining mastery Making at least
minimal progress

'Grammar-related
objectives' 17.98

6th grade pupils
N 1.984

62.07

'Non-grammar-related
objectives' 44.75 75.72

Objectives overall 28.02 67.19

"Grammar-related
objectives" 25.96

4th grade pupils
N . 1,981

58.52

"Non-grammar-related
objectives" 54.48 88.07

Objectives overall 36.65 69.60

"Grammar-related

2nd grade pupils
Na 1,143"
Nb 1,082"

objectives" 19.95 63.42

"Non-grammar-related
objectives' 47.91 82.39

Objectives overall 31.13 71.01

72

All 2nd grade pupils (Na+b) were administered the

listening items. Approximately half the 2nd grade
pupils, Na or Nb, were administered each of the
speaking items.

(Based on Harris 1984, Tables 3.4, 4.4, 5.3, 5.7
- pp.36, 51, 80 and 86 respectively.)
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TABLE 6 Mean percentages of 4th grade pupils in predominantly
English-medium schools attaining mastery of 'grammar-
related° and 'non-grammar-related' objectives by home
language

'English only'

'Grammar-related
objectives'

'Non-grammar-
related
objectives'

Objectives
overall

at home 25.34 53.90 36.05
1,901*

'English and
Irish at home' 43.33 71.11 53.75
N w 60

Difference
(E+1)-(E) +17.99 +17.11 +17.70

Difference as
percentage of 70.99 31.93 49.10
'English only'
mean

4 pupils came from homes where 'Irish only' was used
and were discounted for present purposes. Home
language was not recorded at all for 16 pupils.

(Based on Harris 1984, Table 4.6, p.54)

TABLE 7 Mean percentages of 2nd grade pupils in predominantly
English-medium schools attaining mastery of 'grammar-
related" and 'non-grammar-related' objectives by home
language

'English only'

'Grammar-related
objectives'

'Non-grammar-
related
objectives'

Objectives
overall

at home 19.54 47.45 30.70
Na 1,122"
Nb 1,068'

'English and
Iri:! at home' 56.18 87.48 68.70
Na 14'
Nb 12'

Difference
(E+1)-(E) +36.64 +40.03 .38.00

Difference as
percentage of 187.51 84.36 123.7$
'English only'
mean

On Na and Nb see note under Table S. 1 pupil came
from a home where 'Irish only' was used and was
discounted for present purposes. Home language
was not recorded at all for 8 pupils

(Based on Harris 1984, Table 5.6, p.84)
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TABLE Moan percentages of 4th grade pupils in predomimantly
English-medium schools and in non-Gaeltacht Irish-

medium schools attaining mastery of "grammar-related"

and 'non-grammar-related" objectives

'Grammar-related
objectives'

Predominantly

"Non-grammar-
related
objectives'

Objectives
overall

English-medium
schools

25.96 54.48 36.65

N 1,981

+Non-Gaeltacht
Irish-medium
schools

96.25 98.61 97.14

N 24*

Difference
(I med)-(E med) *70.29 +44.13 +60.49

Difference as
percentage of 270.76 81.00 165.05

English-medium
mean

From a non-random selection of cl

(Based on Harris 1984, Table 4.10, p.66)

TABLE 9 Mean percenteles ot 2nd grade pupils in predominantly
English-median schools and in non-Gaoltacht Irish-

medium schools attaining mastery of 'grammar-related'

and *non-grammar-related objectives

'Grammar-related
objectives'

Predominantly

'Non-grammar-
related
objectives'

Objectives
overall

English-medium
schools

19.95 47.91 31.13

Na 1,143"
Nb 1,012*

Non-Gaeltacht
Irish-medium
schools

76.17 95.25 83.80

Na Ill'
Nb 105*

Difference
(I med)-(E med) +56.22 .47.34 +52.67

Difference as
percentage of 281.80 98.81 169.19

English-medium
mean

74

On Na and Nb see note under Table S. The Irish-medium

sample is in this instance a random one

(Based on Harris 1984, Table 6.22, p.119)
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ASSESSMENT OF NASALITY IN PATNOLOGICAL SPEECH

Triona Sweeney
Temple St. Hospital,
Dublin 1.

Many of the approaches and techniques of assesseent of nasality in pathological

speech can and often aro used in analysis of nasality in normal speech. When

lookiAg at nasality in general phonetic theory and in speech pathology, one of

the major problems is that of definitions. Swab, (1971) stmessed that the

concept of nasality must be restricted by definition, if it is to be used

reliably. So before evaluating any assessment techniques, we must first look

at the definition of nasality.

Laver, (19E03) stated that the leek of explieit distinctions made between many

of the terms used to describe nasality results in a vaguenees of the concept.

The literature indicates that the term nasality oonveys many different

meanings. Perhaps the variations in use of the term may be explained by the

different motives for defining nasality, e.g. nasality may be defined for general

phonetic theory or for the theory of speech pathology. In general phonetic

theory, nasality is defined by Laver,(1980), in terms of neutral welopharyngeal

setting where there is velopharyngeal closure on all phonetic segments, except

those where audible nasality is critical for phoneme identity and on contextually

nasalised segments immediately preceding and following them. Hence neutral

velopharyngeal setting or normal nasality will vary from speech sample to speech

sample, depending on the presence of nasal phonemes. Acceptable degrees of

nasality will also vary from language to language e.g. French contains

phonemically nasslited vowels as well as contextually nasalised vowels, whereee

English contains only contextually nasalised vowels. Hence the degree of nasality

is greater in the French language than in the English language. In general

phonetic theory, nasality is seen as a normal phenomenon.

In speech pathology, there is some controversy over the use of the term.

Luschinetr & Arnold (1965) see nasality as an abnormal concept, they defined

it as the addition of nasal resonance to vowels and consonants or the total

replacement of oral enunciationby constant nasal airflow.

Kaplan, (1960) defines it as too much nasal resonance. Other theorists in

644
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speech pathology define nasality as A normal quality.

Laver, (1980), points out that there are various meanings associated with the

term nasality but there are also various terms used to describe the abnormal

aspects of nasality, e.g. nasality/denasality, rhinolalia, open nasality/closed

nasality, hypernasality and hyponasality. When you consider the vagueness of

the concept and the wide variations of definitions, is it any wonder that

phoneticians and speech pathologists cringe at the mention of the word nasality.

In order to evaluate the procedures of assessment of nasality, Ai detailed

comprehensive working definition is necessary. If you look at the literature

you will find that nasality is usually defined under one of the following

headings:- auditory, acoustic, articulatory and aerodynamic.

An auditory definition defines nasality as nasal resonance perceived by

a listener. They emphasise the importance of listener judgements. Such a

definition is highly subective. What i7 excessively nasal to one listener

may not be nasal to another. An acceptable degree of nasality depends on

the linguistic background of the listener e.g. French v English.

An acoustic definition defines nasality in terms of sound waves. It describes

the effect on vowel formants of nasal resonance (i.e. amplified harmonics).

An acoustic definition is more detailed and less vague than an auditory

definition, however the acoustic output of nasality is highly variable and complex.

Articulatory definitions define the muse of nasality rather than the

concept itself. It highlights the articulatory movements of the velum and

pharyngeal walls. Laver (1980) gives a detailed definition - he states that

the vital factor in inducing nasal resonance is the ratio of the nasopharyngeal

port size to the oropharyngeal port size.

An aerodynamic definition defines nasality in terns of nasal airflow. There

are fewer aerodynamic definitions, however there has been much research on

nasal airflow as a oorrelateof nasality and velopharyngeal port size.
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Our definition then, includes auditory, acoustic, articulatory and aerodynamic

factors.

Nasality may be defined as the degree of perceived nasal resonance, resulting

from the addition of the nasal tract to the resonating cavities of the vocal

tract, due to the adjustment of the size ratio of the nasopharyngeal port

to the oropharyngeal port, using normal respiratory effort for speech.

This describes a normal voice quality. In order to describe abnormal nasal

resonances in speech pathology, two more terms need to be defined - hypernasality

and hyPonasality. BYpernasality is excessive nasal perceived on sounds,

remelting from an increase in nasopharyngeal port site in relation to the

oropharingsal port size. Eyponasality iv 'neufficient nasal resonance

perceived on sounds, especially nasal consonants and adjacent vowels,

resulting from a deorease in nasopharyngeal port size in relation to the

oropharyngeal port size. Both hypernasality and hyponasality can be

affectedly a respiratory effort.

As our working definition includes the four parameters of nasality, it

follows that our assessment of nasality should include the four approaches.

1/ Auditory essessment.of nasality involves subjective listener judgement

of the degree of nasality present in the gpmeCh sample. Auditory assessments

range from a vague classification of nasality in terms of mild, moderato

and severe, to a detailed scaler evaluation of degree* of nasality. Weatherly

et al (1964) pointed out the classification of nasality in terms of mild

moderate and severe in a gross classification, and that there are oonsiderable

Variations between listeners. Scaler judgements are used widely in research

and in clinical practice. An example of this is the Buffalo resonance profile

devised by Wilson. This includes parameters of hypernesality and hyponasality,

and nasal emission. Each parameter is judged as present or absent, and If

present, it is rated on a 7 point equi-distant scale, where on. slight deviation

and 7 severe deviation. Tho problems with this scale is that each point on

the scale ie not clearly defined.

6 4 6
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The problems with auditory assessment are as follows:

1. There is no baseline for re-assessment.

2. There is poor inter-Jags reliability.

5. Lack of definition of degrees or scaler points.

4. What's called Halo Effect.

Halo effect is the contamination of the judgements of nasality by

influencing factors, such as pitch usage, articulation, effectiveness in

conveying meaning and cuss associated with particular disorders of voice.

Although an auditory aasesement of nasality has many problems, re must remember

that the ultimate test of acceptability of speeeli involves the perceptual

acceptability to the listener, (Moll,1964). However, Counihan in 1971 points

out that although the human ear is the final detector of nasality, it does not

follow that the human judgements are valid and reliable measures of nasality.

2/ Acoustic Assessment- looks at the variations in sound waves resulting from

coupling or substitutions of nasal resonance. The

first type of acoustic assessment looks at the effect of nasal resonanoe on

the foments of vowel sounds. Formants are amplified harmonics, whose frequency

varies according to the shape of the vocal tract. The coupling of nasal resonance

to resonance in the vocal tract alters the shape of the vowel spectra.

The second type of acoustic assessment measures sound pressure levels of

nasal sound in relation to oral ound. Problems with acoustic analysis is that

it is very oomplex,and specific training in data analysis is necessary. The

aooustic output of a normal speaker is widely variable due to the anatomical

differences of the nasal tracts.

3/ The third approach to assessment is Articulatory Assessment. This

primarily looks at velopharyngeal movement. The two main-types of articulatory

assessment techniques are radiography and fiberoptics.

a) Radiography - 1) still lateral x-raym of the position of the velum in

relation to the pharyngeal walls. This can only assess velopharyngeal

closure on isolated sounds.

11) Cinerediography is continuous x-ray which is projected on to a screen

7I1
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-which oan-bm-recordft, on t video or tini-film. It provides a dynamic

record of movement of speech organs during the production of oonneCted speedh.

This not only analyses velopharyngeal closure, but also the co-ordinated

movement of tho velum and pharyngeal walls.

b) Fiberoptics. Nasendoscopy allows observation of the velopharyngeal port

and its surrounding muscles during continuous speech. An endoscope, which

is a fiberoptic scope is passed along the floor of tho patients nose, and

allows observation of the velopharyngeal port from above. The patient is asked

to recite words, and co-ordinated movement of the velum and pharyngeal wells can

be observed.

Both techniques are used widely in clinics for assessment of velopharyngsal

incompetence. It is important to note that not all normal speaker* have

velopharyngeal closure, and hence inadequate closure does not mean that therapy/

surgery is indicated.

4/ The fourth approach to assessment is the at2dzmigUllimisga of nasality.

This measures nasal and oral airflow during speedh. There are two main systems

used to assess airflow in speedh -

1) Pnrumotachograph - which measures pressure differences, and

2) Warn Wire Anemometer - which measures airflow scoording to temperature
change.

A pneumotachograph system is in use in various clinics, however at present the

system is very large and expensive and difficult to use. The system has

to be calibrated, and therefore is not immediately accessible for use in the

clinic. The anemometer is cheaper and easier to use, however it is not as

reliable as the pneumotachograph and can only assess single words.

Although there has been a great deal of research into the area of aerodynamic

assessment of nasality, results have been inconclusive. There in a wide variation

in the airflow measures in normal speakers, and this makes assessments of

pathological speech difficult.

The literature indicated that assessment of nasality is fraught with problems.

Varying definitions result in confusion and varied use of the term nasality.
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A sell defined term and the precise use of the term should id the development

of a better approach to assessment.

Purther work is necessary to develop normal baselines in the four parameters

of nasality.

Isolated techniques have proved to have poor test retest reliability, and poor

interjudge reliability. The literature indicates that one technique is not

adequate to assess nasality in speech.

If we recall our working definition of nasality, which includes the four

parameters of nasality, it follows that our assessment should also cover the

four parameters. Results of studies strongly support the use of subjective

assessment of nasality, implying that auditory judgement should act as a base

assessment and this should be verified and quantified .by objective measures. The

combined approach to assessment is strongly indicated.

An ideal battery of tests would provide the following information:-

1. A reliable estimate of degree of nasality.

2. The cause of nasality disorder.

3. Ihe prognosis for improvement of vocal quality with various approaches

to treatment.

So far a oombination of tho four types of assessment comes closest to

providing the necessary information.
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Hak, T., Haafkens, J., I. Nijhof, G. (Ede.) Ronteksten (Vbl. 6). Wbrkinq papers
on discourse and conversational analysis. Rotterdam: Instituut Preventieve en
Sociale Psychiatrie (Postbus 1738, 3000 DR). 212 pages. Price: 12f (c. £7.00)

In this book, written mostly by sociologists and psychologists of the
phenomenological/hermeneutic school, the term 'discourse" has a very general
meaning. It refers not merely to discourse in'the linguistic sense (extended
passages of written or spoken language) but also to social exchanges
generally, insofar as they can be said to 'express', in the broadest sense,
social realities, especially the realities of inequality, class
discrimination, racism, sexism, and so on. For example, in the present volume,
we hear about a 'discourse of.mosculinity' which includes, in the case of the
working-class adolescent boy, activities such as 'fooling with his mother' or
'firing spit-balls around the classroom' (p. 166). And this discourse, in
turn, can be taken as part of the larger social-political discourse,
expressingtealities such as 'the interchangeability of abstract labour in
advanced capitalism' (p. 166).

If you think that this stretches the notion of discourse beyond the
limits of usefulness the book is probably not for you. It is true that
discussion continually returns to matters of discourse in the narrower sense.
Indeed a particular model of discourse analysis features in several of the
papers, the Harris/Pecheux model, of which something must be said in a moment.
Nonetheless the most constant theme of t:-.e collection, it appears to me, is
not discourse, even in its broad sense, but social inequality and the
attendant phenomena of domination, manipulation, stereotypes, pcajudice, and
so on. Language, as we think of it in linguistics, pure or applied, features
in a secondary role only. It is brought in to support or refute more central
claims about infer:polity. I say this not as a criticism but merely as a
clarification for IRAAL members who will want to know in what sense the book
is about 'discourse', as they will understand the term. Nor do I wish to
suggest that a book on social dynamics, as manifested in discourse, will be of no
interest to IRAAL members. Depending on your interests, it may well be.

It contains 15 articles in all. They originated in three different
conferences, one organised by the Institute of Preventive and Social
Psychiatry of Erasmus University in Rotterdam, and two more organised by other
working groups of Dutch social scientists. It is possible that the present
volume, and its predecessors, would not have come to our attenticn except that
Brian Torode, of the Department of Sociology in Trinity C011ege, is closely
involved in the work. He wrote 4 of the 15 articles, including the opening and
closing contributions. He is also author of a previous volume in the series.
(The present volume brings the series to six.)

The 5 psychiatric papers stand out as a group. They deal with
inequalities found in patient-client interviews, including inequalities
between doctors and lay people, and between men and women. There are studies
here dealing, for example, with stereotypes of mental illness and pregnancy.
Two other pepers also stand out as a group, a study (done in this country by
Brian Tbrode) of parents attitudes to parent-teacher organizations, and a
commentary on the studY which suggests an alternative analysis of some
interview transcripts. There are 7 papers which may be loosely grouped
together on the grounds that they deal, directly or indirectly, with
socio-political inequality: a review of Willis' Learning to labour; a reply to
the review: commentary on the work of a contemporary Russian critic writing
on Gogol's 'Dead Souls': an analysis of conversations with Neo-Nazis; and
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three papers dealing with the work of the socicaogist and discourse analyst
PeCheux. There is a connection between the three groups of papers insofar as
Pecheux's method, adapted from Zelig Harris' distributional grammar (Harris,
1963), features in all of them. (However, in some of the papers the references
to the model appeared to me to be quite extrinsic, amounting simply to an
acknowle3gement of its existence and the hope that it might prove useful
eventually.) The final tuo papers discuss alternative views of sociology
itself, as a discipline, in the light of the Harris -Pecheux formalism.

A brief comment is needed on the Harris model, and the idea that Pecheux,
by drawing attention to it once more, is returning to things which linguists
have overlooked in the meantime. In the context of contemporary linguistics
the mcdel is a dead duck. It pre-dates transformational grammar and, in the
behaviourist ethos of the pericd, atteapts to construct a smnanticSfor an
extended text by defining first-level elements in terms of recurring
word-strings, going on from there to define second and higher-level elements
by sequentially relaxing the definition of equivalence to allow Strings
occurring within equivalent strings to be themselves counted as equivalent.
With the coming of transformational grammar such formalisms were reassigned to
the theory of mechanized pattern recognition. For the time being, at any rate,
mechanisms based on equivalence-classes of surface features have no role in
linguistics. It is possible, however, that they might find one if they are
confined to pragmatic and interpersonal aspects of disourse, working in tandem
with regular 'bottom-up° parsers. The use of the model on its own, as an
all-encompassing 'top-down' parser amounts to a lightly-structured form of
mentalistic analysis and will not have any interest for those working in
linguistic semantics.

I found the volume well worth reading. The hermeneutic approach, alas,
irritated me as mach as ever. From my ywn (equally entrenched) position it
continues to be characterized chiefly by its majestic indifference to the
problems of subjectivity, coatined, quite inoongrously, with a weakness for
logical and mathematical formalisms. I also found the volume a little tco
'chummy' in places. Very fro ooncessions were made to the 'others', i.e. the
broader readership envisaged.for this volume, who would eventually cast a
slightly colder eye on the proceedings than the participants did. On the
other hand, my problems with phenomenology may be of my own making. I have
exactly the same trouble with Herleau-Ponty, Sartre, Foucault, Habermas, et
al. as I had with Bak et al. And on the subject of chumminess, it must be
conceded there is now some acceptance of the principle (enunciated in in the
foreword) that working papers, like working groups, are entitled to a break
from the more ispersonal criteria of the journals.

The collection is efficiently prolucei and presented --in the familiar
A4 -reduced -to-AS formatwith English translation from the Dutch where
necessary. The individual papers hang together better than most collections
of this sort, largely, I suspect, because the contributors are familiar with
each others work, and also tecause 03110 of the papers originate in a common
projects. For me, the book was a useful demonstration of the hermeneutic
method as applied to some areas of linguistics which I am accustomed to look
at quite differently. I feel we owe Brian Tbrode a special debt of gratitude
for making the alternative viewpoint, which is largely a continental way of
looming at things, so readily available to us in this country.

Eoghan Mac Acgiin (ITE)

Reference: Harris, Z. (1963). Discourse analysis reprints. lbe Hague: Houton.
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WHY IS VARIABILITY A NECESSARY PART OF LANGUAGE LEARNING?

Richard Towell

University of Salford

Both as a learner of a foreign language and as a

teacher of a foreign language I am continually being

made aware of the irregular and frustrating nature of

the foreign language learning process.

Part of the experience of foreign language learning

is the inevitable sense of "getting it wrong" when you

shouldn't have "got it wrong", of saying or writing

something which is 'silly' and which you know to be

'silly' when someone points it out to you. The exper-

ience is rather like losing control of some faculty or

knowledge which you thought you possessed but which,

when you come to use it, somehow isn't there in quite

the form you thought it was. I say inevitably because

it would seem to me that this is nothing to do with

intelligence and that it is a universal part of language

learning. Most teachers (when they are teachers but not

when they are learners!) put this down to carelessness.

Clearly carelessness has a role to play in this exper-

ience, but it would seem that even those of us who are

most 'careful' in other aspects of our lives are none-

theless incapable of giving to our foreign language

learning that smooth progression towards our goal which

we would like to achieve. Instead our language prod-

uction seems uncertain and irregular. In non-technical

terms this is the phenomenon I am referring to when I

talk about variability: our ability in the foreign

language is variable, sometimes we are good at it, some-

times we are bad at it and it frequently seems that we

are getting worse rather than better even over lengthy

periods of time.
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Later I will produce evidence to show that this

'feeling' has some foundation in the actual performance

of undergraduate language learners over a period of four

years.

About ten years ago now I decided to start a re-

search project to see if I could understand more about

this problem and to collect data from undergraduate

learners of French throughout their four year course in

order to be able to describe and interpret the nature of

their language development: it is this set of data which

I will describe in greater detail later which will serve

as illustrative material for this article.

There are, of course, many theories to explain this

kind of phenomenon: the Monitor Theory (Krashen 1981,

1982), the Natural Order Hypothesis (Dulay, Burt and

Krashen, 1982), the Variable Competence Theory (Ellis

1984), The Capability Continuum (Tarone 1982), The

Acculturation Model (Schumann 1976), The Pidginisation

Hypothesis (SchUmann 1978), Interlangtiage (Selinker 1972),

The Production Hypotheses (Dechert 1984), Interlanguage

Strategies (Faerch and Kasper 1983), Proceduralisation

(Raupach 1985), Error Analysis (Richards 1974) and Cont-

rastive Analysis (James 1980) to name but a few.

When I first set out on this project, however, there

were probably three areas of theory which bore centrally

on the procedures to be adopted, one which was mainly

linguistic or applied linguistic, one mainly socioling-

uistic and one psycholinguistic. The first and the most

important was certainly 'Interlanguage' (Selinker 1972)

as it had been developed in the early seventies. The

second contribution came from the sociolinguistically

oriented writings of Tarone (1982) and others warning of

the influence of sociolinguistic factors and situational

factors on the production of interlanguage. The third
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was a psycholinguiStic approach to speech production as

exemplified by the work of F. Goldman-Eisler (1968) in

which the significance of pausing, of hesitations etc was

examined. This work has been applied to second language

learners by researchers such as Dechert (19d4) and

Raupach (1980) in Germany.

Interlanguage was introduced as a concept by

Selinker in 1972 and very similar ideas were put forward

at almost exactly the same time by Corder (1971) and

Nemser (1972). Th-ey all wished to consider the language

used by the second language learner as "systematic" in so

far as it could be considered as an independent natural

language system which was neither LI nor L2 but which

nevertheless contained its own set of rules which might

well be idiosyncratic but which also might be shared by

a number of learners.

In so far as these ideas gave central importance to

the notion that the learning was controlled by something

which was already in the learnert mind and which deter-

mined what was learnt and perhaps when it was learnt, the

concept of interlanguage owed a great deal to the views

on language acquisition put forward by Chomsky (1965) who

argues, on logical grounds and not on empirical grounds

that in order to explain the child's capacity to acquire

any language to which it is exposed (generally without

negative feedback and on the basis of degenerats data) we

must p:sit as axiomatic the existence of an 'innate

language acquisition device' which contains a set of

linguistic universals which are then triggered by the

environment.

Part of the same inheritance is the separation of

language into 'competence' and 'performance' involving

the idealisation of the data on the basis of the reliable

intuitions of a native speaker-hearer.
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I therefore consider that a set of expectations or

hypotheses can be set up on the basis of transferring

these ideas into the area of second language acquisition:

1) that the learner has a series of intermediate

linguistic 'competences' which it is possible to describe

at different stages of the learning process

. 2) that the forms in the later 'competences' will be

nearer to the 1.2 than the forms in the earlier

'competences'

3) that the process will be systematic at least for

any given learner and probably for-any homogeneous group

of learners and possibly even for all learners

As I said earlier, I am interested in advanced

learners, young adults, and whilst there is no reason why

the basic interlanguage position should not apply to these

learners there are,four areas where the direct applicab-

ility of the theory as described above might be

questioned:

1) given that these learners have been given a great

deal of negative feedback and that the data to which they

have been exposed is not degenerate but 'potted' and that

the learners actually take much longer to acquire the

language, it may be that the 'logic' of Chomsky's argu-

ment does not apply so well to these learners

2) it is difficult to see how interlanguage data can

be idealised on the basis of the reliable intuitions of

native speaker-hearers because the data is constantly in

a state of flux and inherently unstable

3) whereas it can be argued that for the child the

process of maturation and the acquisition of other cog-

nitive skills go hand in hand with the first language

development process, it is obvious that those other cog-

nitive abilities are already available in the Ll for the

older learner and this has to be taken into account. I
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would like to introduce here a term to cover all those

other cognitive skills/abilities which contribute to lan-

guage use: 'channel capacity' borrowed from V. Cook (1985)

4) the 'innate language acquisition device is said

to contain 'linguisitc universals' which belong to the

'core' of any language. In addition to these 'core'

features-every language contains a large number of non-

universal 'particular' features which have to be learnt

as a spacific property of that language. The peripheral

features may not be learnt in the same way as the core

features and- the advanced learner may be more concerned

with peripheral features

So, whilst I do not wish to question the central

importance of the learner's contribution to the learning

process, I shall be wary of borrowing too many ideas from

the Chomskyan paradigm which, after all, was set up with

very different objectives in mind.

We will return to these considerations as part of

our final discussion.

I will now turn to a brief presentation of the other

two theories which guided my work. The second of my cen-

tral considerations is sociolinguistic in origin deriving

from the work of the other modern master of linguistics,

LAbov (1972). Elaine Tarone (1983) and others, taking their

lead from Labov's work on va.riability, have pointed out

that if an interlanguage is a natural language, which is

the basic claim, then it should be expected to have'

'varieties' which would be used by the speaker in dif-

ferent situations. She suggests that the interlanguage

consists of a 'capability continuum' containing varieties

of the interlanguage of a more or less formal nature:

she regards the least formal end of the continuum or the

'vernacular' as being the end which most clearly rep-

resents the learner's current 'competence' and suggests
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further that the capability continuum develops on the

basis of integrating new knowledge of the language at the

more formal end and then moving it along the continuum

until it becomes part of the learner's 'internalised

competence'.

Rod Ellis (1984) has built a psycholinguistic dim-

ension on to this basically sociolinguistic starting._

point by suggesting that the movement along the continuum

towards the less formal end also represents a movement

from knowledge of the language which has to be carefully

thought about or,conscious knowledge, to knowledge which_

doesn't nave to be thought about i.e. it becomes uncon-

scious or automatised (or proceduralised in another

approach).

This leads me into my third approach which is the

psychclinguistic dimension. If the approach based on

interlanguage, with or without variable rules, is seen as

the 'competence' dimension, then the approach based on

psycholinguistic processing is the 'performance' dimen-

sion. Work on hesitations and pauses by Goldman-Eisler

(19681 had suggested to me that the development of this

aspect of the ability to use a second language might well

be measured by sucn indications. Subsequent work by

Grcsjean and Deschamps 11975, 1980) on native speakers of

Frencn and English and the application of such studies to

second language learning research by writers such as

Dechert, Mdhle and Raupach (1984) seemed to offer a pos-

itive way of specifying the developing language ability.

I therefore set out to offer an analysis of the develop-

ing language skills in terms of whaChave come to be

known as the "temporal variables". I will define these

now so that they can be used later when I come to the

analysis of the data:

SPEAKING RATE is expressed in syllables per minute
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and gives an indication of how many syllables were prod-

uced on average per minute taking into account the time

used for pausing. The figure is obtained by dividing the

number of syllables produced by the total time taken to

produce them and multiplying the result by sixty. The

measure gives an overall indication of the speed at which

the speech is being formulated- and produced.

ARTICULATION RATE is expressed in syllables per sec-

ond and gives an indication-of how many syllables were

produced on-average per second of actual speech, not in-

cluding the time devoted to pausing. This figure is ob-

tained by dividing the number of syllables produced by

the time needed to produce them, not including any pause

time. This gives an indication of the speed at which the

speech is produced.

PHONATION/TIME RATIO gives a peecentage figure for

the amount of time spent speaking in relation to the total

time. It would be expected that a task requiring more

thought would have a lower percentage of the time spent

speaking and a higher percentage -of the time spent paus-

ing. In addit.on to the overall ratio attention needs

also to be paid to the distribution of pauses and to false

starts.

MEAN LENGTH OF U:TERANCE is the average number of

syllables which Lccurred between unfilled pauses oi not

less than .25 sec.: at-. the figures give a rough indication

of the learner's ability to encode smaller or larger

units. The mean is not always a reliable indicator be-

cause with very small amounts of data a number of one

syllable utterances could distort the figures very easily.

The presentation of the mean needs to be supplemented on

occasions with facts about the percentage of utterances

of various lengths.

The basic expectation in terms of psy,holinguistic
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processing was that the learners would improve on all

these measures over time.

The Measures could then be used as a means to the

end of discovering to what extent the language had become

'automatised' and perhaps what elements had become auto-

matised. They could also be seen as measures which would

enabje statements to be made about the transfer of channel

capacity and also allow investigation of any possible re-

lationship between the ability to process language and

the learning of the language system.

I have now-introduced- a linguistic, a _sociolinguis-

tic and 3 psycholinguistic dimension to the analysis:

each discipline has its own methodology and its own de-

mands which on occasions threaten to tear research such

as this apart, but it seems important to me to try and

oring these dimensions together-oecause, as I will now

att,mpt to demonstrate, each certainly has a role to play

in explicating the behaviour of the learner and to ignore

any one is to risk having competing explanations at a

later date.

Briefly the resulting research design was as follows:

The research project consisted of a longitudinal

study of undergraduate learners of French at the Univer-

sity of Lan:aster between 1975 and 1979. It followed a

group cf learners, all native speakers of English, from

first to final year, including a year in France and rec-

ordings were made once a term. The aim of the data col-

lection was to allow comparisons to be made both on a

"vertical" or longitudinal basis and on a "horizontal"

or cross-sectional basis keeping the topics and tasks

separate whilst maintaining as far as is possible over

four years a similar recording situation, thus allowing

any variability introduced by change in the task to be

spotted. I should say now that in actual fact very little
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difference was noted in the use of the language sys:em in

relation to each topic and therefore this area will not

be pursued in any great detail.

The research design and the topics covered are shown

in the following diagram:

Term One : Term Two : -Term Three

Topic/Task : Topic/Task : Topic/Task

General, conv-: Narrative : Describe how

Year I ersation on : based on a : a machine

a personally : book,-a film : works.

relevant : or on an event:

Year II topic, : Imagine the

e.g. why : Justify an : rest of a

choose : opinion on e : story.

Year III Lancaster? : subject where :

where co you : you hold a : Ask questions

live? what do: strong : in relation to

Year IV you think of : opinion. : an imaginary

it? : event.

The aim wan to collect twelve recordings for each

student where the topic/task was dealt with in a one-to-

one interview type situation. Ine interviewers were

"Iecteurs" in Lancaster and teachers in France. All were

briefed in detai' by the researcher. They were inst:uct-

ed to ask certain questions, repeated from year to year,

to conduct themselves as informally yet normally as poss-

ible and not to correct the learner's language unless the

learner in some way sought correction. The intention was

to allow as natural an interaction as possible and to

reproduce the same situation at each recording. There

were predictable difficulties in achieving this (and some

unpredictable difficulties) and certain recordings had to
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be rejected because of specific interferences in the data

collection situation. At the end of the study the sub-

jects were interviewed by the researcher and questioned

about the conduct of the interviews and only where assur-

ances about comparability have been received from the

subject have comparisons been made.

My first set of data is taken from the recordings

made of a male student in terms 1, 4, and 7 of him course

1.e. the first terms of years one, two and three (three

being the year spent in France). A recording was also

made In term 11 (year four) but was so different in c-or.-

Lent that the kind of detailed comparison of the actual

lang;.age used 15 not possible, but I have included figures

relating to the temporal variables for the fourth year.

The data presented shows the responses to the question:

"rourqloi as-tu de-cid4- de venir a l'universit&? (plut'd.t

4..le le travallIer par exemple7i Pourquoi venir a

Lancaster :plutCt que Bristol etc.:1. The questions

are in fac'_ eimilar rather than Identical as the Inter-

vie,:ers were asked to slip the questions in as ;art of a

'natural' conversation and in 50 doing they changed the

fochs of th. .q.:estions slightly tut the content of tne

answers Is similar enough in my opinion to justify the

kind cf csnparative statementn winh to te able to make.

The data are presented in transcribed form using

normal orthographic conventions but showing pauses of .?5

sec: and above. Information is given at the end of the

texts about the temporal variables as indicated above.
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DATA SET ONE

Term One (year one)

". I: pourquoi est-ce que tu es venu a l'Universite?

2. S: parce que (1.6) uh j'ai voulu (.8) etudier (.25)

3. le frangais ((.5) um (1.3) et (.9) devenir un

4. professeur (.3)

5. I: tu veux etre professeur?

6. S: oui

7. dans une ecole ou dans une université?

8. S: ((.4) probablement dans une école specialisée

9. (1.4) avec des jeunes handicapes peut-etre

10. I: handicapes physiques ou mentaux? dnc tu veux

11. leur enseigner le frangais?

12. S: um (.3) physiques je crois (.3) Lcest klus_

13. difficile de (.8) d'enseigner (.25) des

14. handicaps (1.3) handicapes uh (.6)

15. I: mentaux

16. S: mentaux je crois (.3)

17. I: c'est tout a fait autre chose et tu veux leur

18. enseigner quoi le frangais ou autre chose?

19. S: uh oui je sais pas (.8) exactement (.5) parce que

20. (1:5) uh (3.0))1ce qui m'intiresse beaucoup c'est

21. l'art(IF1E-1-Tet (.451)les 1angues(12.9) et-4..9c)um

22. (1.9) j'ai (.6) j'ai deja etudie le frangais

23. depuis (.6) sept ans (.65) ainsi* (.9) je

24. voudrais continuer (1.5) pour etre (.9) uh tres

25. courante

26. I: pour parler couramment

27. S: pour parler oui61.0)uh(2.11)ainsil* je je ne

28. sais pas (.9) je je voudrais uh enseigner (1.6)

29. en France je crois
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Term Three (year one)

- j'avais (.25) faim (1.0) ainsi* ((.4) je suis ent4

dans un bar ...

- nous sommes sur l'autre route (1.5) ainsi* (.25)

quand (.3) je suis (.6) venu....)

Term Four (year two)

1. I: pourquoi est-ce que tu as décide apres l'école

2. secondaire d'aller A l'université?

3. S: um (.3) parce que(TT.1) uh (2.1))j'ai voulu de

4. (1.2) me perfectionner le francais (.6) et (.8)

5. je crois que (2.0) c'est c'est une bonne methode

6. (.5) de de perfectionner la langue (1.01 venir

7. a dans une une universite (2.4)

B. I: et pourquoi ce choix precis de Lancaster pourquoi

9. Lancaster et non pas Bristol ou n'importe quelle

10. autre universite?

11. S: parce que (.4) um Lancaster (.7) nous offre (.4)

12. un un un tres bon cours (.91 um (.7) c'est um

13. (2.1) plus flexible (.5) je crois

14. il_y_a_beaucoup de choix (.8) on peut etudier um

15. (.3) trois sujets (.6) pendant le la premiere

16. annee (.7) la premiere annéeC1.0) et um (.225D

17. our moi sa c'est bon et aussi (.6) uh j'ai

18. tudie uh (.6) l'italien l'annee derniere( .7) et.

19. um et (.3je je n'ai jamais etudie cette langue

20. (.4) et (.9) on peut (.4) commencer61.1) uh

21. 272:5Dcompletement uh (1.0) au au debut (.8)

22. I: d'accord KEY
C-- . pause/filler/pause combination

= error
formula

* = hypothesis/formulation
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Term Seven (year three)

1. I: et uh pourquoi as-tu choisi Puniversite de

2. Lancaster?

3. S: uh (.3) je crois ii y a deux raisons (.8) le_

4. plus important (.5) c'est (0.8) pre (.3)

5. premierement c'est c'est le le (.25) la

6. structure des cours (.4) a Lancaster ils sont

7. (.5) c'est une universitg moderne (1.1) c'est

8. (.7) que je peux (.7) gtudier (.9) trois su'ets

9. au (.25) dans la premiere annee (:4) apres je

10. peux (.4) faire un choix (.9) pour spgcialiser

11. .(.3) pour moi c'est c'est le klus important(..7)

12. et_L6) je pouvais (t.61 um (1.0))je pouvais(L1.42_

13. 2h (.9 commencer a gtudier italien (.6) sans

14. avoir (.7) jamais (.25) étudié italien par avant

15. ((179) et (.25pdeuxiemement (.6) c'est (.5)

16. Lancaster c'est_dans la region des lacs c'est

17. une region tres pittoresque (.3) tres jolie CT)

18. .7"--(-78-))urt moi je prgfere la campagne c'est mieux

19. Rue (.3) um (.25) a Londres par exemple ou il_y

20. a beaucoup de bruit et (.5) c'est kollué ((.7) et

21. IEEDj'ai j'habitg mes parents habitent au sud

22. d'Angleterre bon je (1.2) je (.3) je voulais un

23. changement (1.1) c'est c'est keut-gtre le plus

24. imkortant chose.
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COMMENTARY ON DATA SET ONE

As indicated above I will seek to comment on the

data from tuo points of view in relation firstly to the

"interlanguage" development as revealed in particular

by the errors in the text and then in relation to the

temporal variables as indicators of psycholinguistic

processing. In order to back up what I wish to suggest

about interlanguage development I shall then comment on

data taken from all the learners in the study in those

areas of interest to us.

The errors in the text are underlined by continuous

lines, but to make reference easier I reproduce them here:

Year One. Year Two.

j'ai voulu :12 voulu de :13 (see Year 1 12)

devenir un :13 venir i dans :17

enseigner des :113 le la premiere :115

j'ai étudie je n'ai jamais

depuis :122/23 étudie :119

gtre courante :125

ainsi :1?3

ainsi :127

Year Three.

je crois ii y a :13 (see Year II 15)

le le la structure :15 (see Year II 115)

au dans la premiere annie:19(see Year II 17)

sujets :18

specialiser :110

etudier italien :113(see Year II 118)

itudier italien :114

au sud d'Angleterre :122

le plus important chose :123
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The kind of errora which occur present few surprises.

Typical persistent errors are those with gender, with

prepositions, with lexical items and with tenses.

What is perhaps more surprising is he distribution

of the errors and in particular the re-occurrence or the

same kind of error, or the same area of uncertainty, from

year to year and even more striking the re-appearance of

errors in the later years with structures which were ap-
parently well-controlled in the earlier years. For the

re-occurrence-of errors it i-s worth noting the hesita-

tions with gender which occur in Year 11,115 and Year III,

15 and the hesitations over "5" or "dans" which'occur in

Year 11,17 and Year 111,17. The errors with tenses also

refuse to go away. The re-appearance of errors is evid-

ent when a comparison is made between Year III "je crois

IL y a' (13) and Year II "je crois que c'est" (15) and

Year 111 "ftudier italien" (13.114) with Year II "etudier

l'italien" (118). The same phenomenon is also visible in

Year II with "voulu de" (13) compared with Year I "voulu

Studier" (12). It seems fairly evident even on the basis

of this tiny amount of evidence that no-one should assume

that just because this learner cculd use a given structure

in one year he will be able to use it a year later.

The use of "ainsi" is worthy of comment. It occurs

in Term One, lines 23 and 27 and it occurs elsewhere in

Year One tapes as is indicated in the examples quoted

from term three. In each case, it occurs with the same

meaning and in a context where a native speaker would be

unlikely to use it and that meaning is one which a nat-

ive speaker would be unlikely to give it. In fact, this

student appears to have hypothesised that "ainsi" "so"

in English and uses it in contexts where English "so"

would be used. This hypothesis persists throughout the

first year but cannot be found in any subsequent tapes.

7:16
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The hypothesis seems to have been reformulated in a way

which in this case does bring the learner nearer to nat-

ive speaker use.

In fact, there are also positive developments in this

learner's language. In terms of lexical development we

note that "etudier ie français" in term one becomes "se

perfectionner" in term four, although the construction is

not quite mastered. There is also an "improvement" in

the syntax used to express the idea of learning Italian

from scratch. In Year Two - lines 17-21 - there is a cer-

tain clumsiness about the use of co-ordinated c...auses

"j'ai etudie. ... et je je n'ai jamais etudi4 ... et on

peut commencer" which leaves the listener to woisk out what

the relation is between the clauses in terms of meaning.

In Year Three, however, lines 13-14 - he does manage to

make the meaning explicit and to embed one clause within

the other by the use of "sans avoir jamais etudie italien

par avant" even if the article for "itatien" is lost on

the way and if the use of "par avant" is ldicsyncratic.

The text in Year Three is also the only one to demonstrate

organisation at the text level by the introduction of "il

y a deux raisons premierement deuximement" which

is indicative of another kind of progress.

However, whilst it is indeed possible to cite some

examples of "progress" and, as I expected, it iv possible

to show that some "early" interlanguage forms are replaced

by more sophisticated "later" interlanguage forms, it is

equally, if not more, possible to demonstrate that certain

error types persist, are seemingly impervious to learning

and that learning is not linear in the way that interlang-

uage theory as outlined above might have led us to expect.

For reasons which have to do with the way in which stud-

ents internalise the language structures that which app-

ears to have been learnt at one stage may appear to have
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been "unlear;,t" or at least frequently unperformed at a

later stage and it is clear that non-systematic vari-

ability may persist for a long time.

I would now like to turn my attention to my second

approach Zo this same set Of data i.e. the approach which

places the emphasis on psycholinguistic processing. The

main evidence for,chnriges in psycholinguistic processing

are provided by the temporal variables listed above and

it is fairly,obvious from the figures quoted that this

student has progr,?ssed in this area. The SPEAKING RATE

remain3 low for the first two years (122.46 syll/min in

the first year, 121.50 syll/min in the second year) but

once the student is exposed to French in France the rate

rapidly increases (149.85 syll/min in year three and 177.

45 syll/min in year four). The PHONATION/TIME RATIO

shows a very similar pattern of development, maintaining

a low level in years _me and two (52.69% of the time

spent speaking in year one, 54.69% in yaar two), but imp-

roving considerably in year three ( 67.40%) and even more

in year four (78.50%). The MEAN LENGTH OF UTTERANCE pro-

gresses slowly from 4.27 sylls in year one to 6.20 in

year four and the figures for the percentages of runs of

various lengths show the longer runs becoming more and

more frequent. The exception for this student is ARTICU-

LATION RATE which, if anything, shows a decrease from 3.88

syll/sec in year one to 3.75 syll/sec in year four. This

is extremely unusual in the data and I can find no expla-

nation for it. With the odd exception of articulation

rate the other 'emporal variables show clearly that the

student is able to process language at a faster rate than

he could at the start of the data collection process.

This fact, however, does little more than confirm

what our ears would tell us anyway. These figures are

18
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not really an end in themselves but rather the means

towards the end of finding out what it is that the stu-

dent is doing to enable him to process language faster.

In order to find this out we have to look in greater

detail at two other aspects of language use. One is the

distribution of pauses or more precisely the distribution

of pause+filler+pause combihations in the data and the

other is the use of "automatised" structures.

If we look first at pause + filler + pause combina-

tions i.e. those occasions when the learner makra most

use of a time-gaining strategy during which language

planning can take place by combining a pause with a

"filler" like "um" or "et" (indicated by a circle

in the text), we find that there is an overall decrease

in the density of this pattern from year to year. In

year one a pause + filler + pause combination occurs

every fifteen words, in year two one occurs every six-

teen and a half words and in year three one occurs every

twenty-two and half words. The relative density appears

to be progressively diminishing as the learner needs less

time to encode the message.

It is possible that the learner needs less time

because the forms being used are more automatised and so

it is worth looking at thr use made of those forms wh:ch

have been described in the literature as "formulae'.

There are various terms in current use such as "schemata",

"routines" and "patterns" all of which are slightly diff-

erent from each other but which share the characteristics

of being frequently used by native speakers, restricted,

if not unique in their morphological form and they are

seen as being easily accessed by the native speaker who,

it is suggested, stores them in a way which is different

from the way in which "rule-governed" speech is stored.
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In fact, it soon becomes obvious that this is an

area where the learner's speech has evolved considerably.

In year one the use of formulae is confined to the three

examples of "je crois" in lines-12, 16 and 29 (underlined

by a non-continuous line in the text) and possibly "c'est

difficile de" in line 12. They are more frequent in year

two: je crois que (15), c'est + noun (-une bonne m6thode)

(15), ii y a (114), pour moi ea c*est bon (117) but they

are much more obvious in year three: le plus important,

c'est ... (14), c'est c'est le le la structure (15),

c'est une universite moderne (17), c'est que je peux

(17/8), pour moi, c-'est le plus Important (11), Lancaster,

c'est dans la region des lacs (116), moi, je prefere

(118), c'est mieux que (118/19), ii y a (119), c'est

pollue (120), c'est c'est peut-etre le plus important

chose (123/24).

"C'est" in particular becomes the answer to all

problems and if we look at the variety of structures

which follows "c'est" in this short extract we begin to

see the value of this formula for the would-be communi-

cator in oral French. In this short text we see the

following range of structures:

noun

que . clause

c'est . superlative

prepositional group

adverbial

adjective

This short examination of the development in psycho-

linguistic processing suggests to me that the "progress"

terms of an ability to process the language more

quickly and therefore more fluently has been achieved in

the main by taking greater advantage of linguistic forms
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which are easily automatised and by being more successful

in combining these with more "rule-governed" forms.

In terms of the expectations with which I began the

study:

1) I can trace "growth" but whether it can be

called growth in "competence" is doubtful

2) Later forms are not always . more akin to the L2

than earlier forms

3) The process seems more variable than systematic

and 4) A whole dimension is missing if I don't take

into account pausing and automatisation of structures.

Obviously this is only one student and it is clearly

not wise to draw conclusions on the basis of so little

evidence: but the texts cited here are typical of the

texts produced by the other subjects of the study.

In order to obtain a picture of the development of

the language system textual comparisons of the type just

demonstrated were carried out for all five students;

This comparative study suggested that it would be worth

exploring further the assignment of gender, the use of

prepositions, specific areas of lexis, certain syntactic

structures, the use of formulae and the.temporal variables

along with some other areas which will not be developed

here. All items except temporal variables were then

examined throughout the data in the search for patterns

which would help to explain the development of the sub-

jects' interlanguage.

I will briefly outline the results of such an

investigation:

1) Gender: throughout the data four out of the five

students continued to produce gender mistakes. The den-

sity of these mistakes lessened over the years but still

remained a distinctive feature of the interlanguage.
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It was noted that in particular words ending in a nasal

vowel and with certain other endings tended t have the

gender wrongly assigned.

2) PrepositioLs,like gendertremained a conSistent

problem throughout the data for virtually all the stud-

ents. No distributional pattern was visible, alchough it

is probable that the actual numbers of errors decreased

over the years. By the fourth year they were, however,

still a significant feature of the interlanguage.

3) Lexis produced a number of patterns. One kind

of pattern we have already seen with the use of 'ainsi'

by the subject studied in more detail:-the subject-seem-

ingly believed that 'ainsi' ='so`up to a certain point

and then suddenly revised that belief and as a result

that usage disappeared from the interlanguage.

Another pattern is exemplified by the following set

of examples in relation to the French term for 'language':

Term One: l'etude de langage

(apprendre) comment marchent les langages

Term Four: pas assez de langage de la langue

Term Five: pas le langage

Term Seven: c'etait la litterature pas la langue

et le russe pas la langue

cqtait juste les fondamentales de la

langue

Term Ten: oui la langue russe

This displays a pattern of learnina ,:n.ich goes from

the certainty in the first year (albeit mistaken) that

the correct word (perhaps the only word at this stage)

for English 'language' is 'Iangage', to doubt or uncert-

ainty in the second year caused by an awareness of the

existence of another word, which leads to the doubling

up of the two possible words, to renewed (and this time

correct) certainty that gangue' is to be used in these

22
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contexts.

Similar, but without the middle stage of uncertain-

ty is an example of the learning to distinguish the word

for the country from the word for the language of that

country:

Most students made the mistake at one point or other

but one had special difficulty:

Term One: je trouve le frangais plus facile que

l'allemagne

nous allons en allemagne ou en frangais

j'ai gtudig l'espagne a l'gcole

Term Four: Lancaster avait un bon cours en frangais

en allemagne

p'etudi4 le frangais mais non plus l'allemand

Term Seven: j'ai fait allemand

j'ai appris l'espagnol au lycée

These and other examples show that the confusion

existed in the mind of the student for at least the first

four terms, but that in or by term seven the problem was

swiftly resolved: unlike the 'language'/'langue' example

there was no period of using both forms.

4) Certain Syntactic Structures

The same is true of the next example which concern's

the use of:

'c'est preposition + infinitive

or 'de'

'c'est difficile a faire'

'c'est difficile de (le) faire

These examples are taken from the recordings made in

the terms indicated with the same female student and they

list the examples of the use of the structure "c'ent

facile/difficile -+ Infinitive". Some examples in the

list are cited with an * to indicate that, in my opinion
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(backed up by a number of native speakers), the choice

of "1" or "de", or in one case of 0, is not that which

would be expected of a native speaker. The * is used

only in relation to the structure under consideration

and some sentences are quite obviously "wrong" in other

ways.

Term One

1. je trouve que c'est tres facile uh de faire des amis

plrce que

2. et c'est tres facile aussi de faire des amies

speciales

3. sur le campus c'est plus :acile d'etre une etudiant

que

4. c'est peut-etre difficile de distinguer entre la vie

dans la maison et dans l'universite

5. j'aime j'aime le cours mais c'est difficile de

maintenir le niveau de travail

Term Two

6. mais dans les choses comme uh le travail manuel c'est

tres difficile pour une femme de dire que elle est

egale

7. mais c'est difficile de d'avoir des opinions comme

Term Four

8. *uh c'est difficile a connattre les professeurs

9. *uh c'est difficile les connaitre

O. *c'est plus facile a ouvrir une bofte

11. je je trouve l'accent de du Midi trs (laughs) c'est

mais la le vrai accent du Midi c'est tres difficile

1 comprendre

12. ?j'ai une amie qui habite a Voreppe elle est de

Montpellier et c'est tres difficile a comprendre



Term Five
13. *c'est difficile a sortir pendant les soirs

14. *c'est difficile aller au cinema (said without pause

and a unified intonation pattern)

15. ?il y a toujours des taxis mais c'ast difficile

trouver

16. *c'est diffic.ile a commencer 1 vivre ...

17. c'est difficile d'etre gargon et catholique

Term Seven

18. crest une ville clue c'est facile de d'aimer de

s'eloigner de (!)

19. c'est peut-etre tres facile A s'habituer plus facile-

1 s'habituer A quelque chose qu'on reconnait un peu

Term Eight

20. ga c'est plus facile 1 comprendre des quelqu'un riche

(= de (la part de) quelqu'un de riche)

Term Ten

21. c'est facile d'aller d'Irlande du Nord 1 Belfast

d'Irlande du Nord A Lancaster

22. *et souvent c'est plus facile I faire quelque chose

23. *c'est difficile I trouver les peut-etre quelque

chose pour le mettre dedans

24. *(le russe) c'etait difficile A parler

25. 1 cause de 1 c'etait difficile uh par exemple de

reconnaitre des choses comme adverbaux (=adverbiaux)

26. mais s'il faut habiter a Morecambe c'est Morecambe

c'est tras difficile 4 ... (unfinished sentence)

Term Eleven

27. c'est difficile expliquer parce qu'il faut vivre

dans ...

Term Twelve

28. donc c'est plus facile de de s'accoutumer 5 a le

(=au) sens d'humour
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29. *les differences entre les deux styles je crois que

c'est c'est difficile d'expliquer

30. bon familier c'est um difficile A expliquer hum un

peu comme

31. un peu non c'est difficile A expliquer mais c'est pas

tres intellectuel

The sentences demonstrate an evolution in the use of

this structure which, contrary to.my expectations, appears

to move away from the L2 rather than towards it, or at

best to approach it by a very circuitous route. At first

the student appears to controlthe structure 'c'est

difficile de' and this is correctly used in terms one and

two. Significantly, there are no examples of the use

of 'c'est difficile I', erroneous or otherwise. In term

four the use of 'de' is replaced systematically by in

all the examples giving rise to errors in at least three

out of five examples. In term five the systematic use of

is replaced by the non-systematic use of and 'de'

and this non-systematicity seems to continue then for t'he

rest of the data collection period ie. for more than two

years. In the last set of examples there may be signs of

a further change in the rule as, unusually, in example

29 'de' is used in a context where 'I' would have been

appropriate: but this doesn't change the fact that non-

systematic variability has persisted for a considerable

length of time. This example seems to follow the same

pattern as that seen for lexis where over time certainty

becomes uncertainty and remains in that state for some

time before any resolution can take place.

At this point it might be as well to offer an inter-

pretation of the evidence presented so far.

First of all I think that the evidence as presented

illustrates that the 'feeling' of a lack of progress, of

going backwards on occasions in language learning has



some foundation in fact and I think it has demonstrated

that this kind of data displays considerable variability.

The causes of that variability are a matter of

interpretation but let me offer at this stage two pos-

sible causes for the variability we have seen so far.

If we take first the variable assignment of gender

and the variable use of prepositions, I would suggest

that explanation for this kind of variability should be

sought in the nature of these language systems themselves.

Although Lambert and Tucker (77) have shown tLat the

French gender system is rule-governed according to the

endings of the words, the second language Iearner clearly

fails to perceive the patterns of regularity: I feel that

the answer lies in the peripheral nature of these rules

and the low-level of rule-governedness. The same applies

to the rules for the distribution of prepositions which

are at,such a low level of generality as to need individ-

ual learning. The cause of this kind of variability I

shall want to consider as vrely linguistic.

If we then take the learning patterns of lexis and

the learning of the 'c'est + A/de' I want to suggest that

the learning there may be caused by the nature of lang-

uage learning itself. The most obvious case is the learn-

ing of 'Iangue' where we see one 'certainty' being

replaced over time by another 'certainty' with an inter-

vening period of 'uncertainty'. The key is there: given

that we are talking about the progressive expansion of a

body of knowledge which is systematic (even if it toler-

ates considerable variability) then it follows that any

new 'entrant' into that body of knowledge must compete

for its place with the knowledge which is already there.

Integrating new knowledge destabilises the system. If

that new knowledge is not 'absolute' knowledge ie. it is

the kind of knowledge which says in the case of lexis

27
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'I know this 4ord fits into this semantic field somewhere

but I'm not quite sure where', which seems quite likely,

then the 'system' is going to have to tolerate that item

in an 'uncertain' state.until the learner has tried it out

in enough contexts to become more certain about where it

fits. Then the pressure for a more.economic system (and

the dislike of the uncertainty on the part of the learner)

will force the lexical items into separate identities.

I suggest that this is also what is happening with 'c'est

one form, one rule is learnt initially: to some

extent, in some contexts it works, until exposure to more

of the language reveals that this rule is only part of the

possibilities: then the new possibilities must be explored

and eventually the possibilities sorted into their defin-

able roles. This kind of variability I shall call

'interlinguistic' as it seems absolutely central to

interlingual growth.

What is very striking; however, is the fact that it

takes such a long time for probler. such as this to be

sorted out and this is the question to which I shall

return.

For the m)ment, however, I put forward the suggestion

that some variability is caused by the nature of the

language system being learnt and the suggestion that other

kinds of variability are caused by the learning process

itself which necessarily involves destabilising the

system. The problem then becomes, not why is the system

desCabilised, but why it takes so long to get it back on

course again.

Now I have to take into account the evidence from the

psy. olinguistic side of language development. This I

will do briefly under three headings: the use of temporal

variables, the use of pause+filler+pause combinations and

the use of 'formulae'.
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We have already seen from our single student example

in relation to a very restricted sample of data that his

performance greatly improved as far as the temporal

variablas were concerned.

Students obviously varied greatly in when and where

improvements in the temporal variables took place but here

we are only really interested in establishing the degree

of change which took place. When I average the figures

for all the students on the basis of their weakest and

their strongest performance on the interview task, I

establish that:

Speaking Rate improved

Articulation Rate "

Phonation/Time Ratio

on average by

Mean length of Utterance "

+ 60.10%

+ 19.70%

+ 38.61%

+ 101.07%

Whilst I wouldn't attach too much importance to these

averages because they hide considerable differences, I

feel they do demonstrate that improvement in this area is

spectacular.

If we then take the same data sets and examine the

distribution of the pause+filler+pause hesitation that we

looked at in some detail for the subject used as an

example of the data, then we find that there is great

improvement here as well as is indicated by the following

table:

TABLE 2

Pause/Filler/Pause Combinations in Data of Interviews

Subject Subject Subject Subject Subject
One Two Three Four Five

Year One 1:16

Year Four 1:53

1:17 1:20

1:112 1C11
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The table clearly shows a progressive reduction over

time in the use of this pattern showing how the subjects

came to be able to dispense with this time-gaining

strategy to a considerable degree and therefore indicat-

ing an increase in their ease of access to the data. The

improvement appears to be of the order of 300 or 400%.

The third part of the psycholinguistic dimension

consisted of an examination of the use of the farmula

'c'est' both in terms of its density of use and the

functions which it performed. The subjects were found to

vary greatly in the early stages as to the degree to

which they used 'c'est': there were high density users

and low density users who maintained more or less their

density of use and then there were those who increased

their use: the consequence was that by the end of the

data collection period the density of occurrence of 'c'est'

had reached a broadly similar level for all learners.

Clearly, however, increased use of the formula can only

be part of an explanation of an increased processing

ability because some learners increased that ability

without a parallel increase in the use of 'c'est'.

On the basis of these observations of the psycho-

linguistic dimension of language development it is fairly

obvious that the learners' develop their skills to a

considerable degree. Because this area is approached by

measurements it is easy to make quantitative statements

of the degree of progress as done above, but, of course,

no equivalent statement can be made for the growth of the

language system. It woUld appear, however, that the

degree of progress in each area is at least equal and on

that basis it is not illogical to argue that each demands

equal attention.

When I now put these observations of the growth in

psycholinguistic processing ability alongside the
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comments made above about variable progress in the

development of the language system, I feel I have at

least the beginnings of an answer to the question in my

title.

Numerous factors can be related directly to varia-

bility in the development of the language system. These

include, as demonstrated above, the nature of the ling-

uistic systems being learned, particularly the nature of

'peripheral' items in the language; the nature of the

language learning process which requires that existing

systems be 'destabilised before they can be- 'recon-

structed': the interaction between the LI and the L2 (as

illustrated by the example of 'ainsi' where a hypothesis

about the L2 was constructed on the basis of the LI); the

influence of situations on language production; all of

which mean that language learning must necessarily be

accompanied by a degree of variability. In addition to

these factors inherent in the development of the system

itself, there are other psychojinguistic factors which

are inherent in any use of that system. These factors,

as we have just seen, make their own demands on the over-

all learning process and these cannot be ignored by the

learner until (s)he has built up sufficient knowledge to

begin to use the language, but, on the contrary, have to

be integrated within the on-going learning process. The

learner has to pay attention to, devote energy to and

devote time to building up the processing capacity which

has to be developed to a considerable degree before the

whole system can be 'operational'. In this sense, the

development of the language system and the development

of the processing capacity are 'competing' with one

another for the time and attention of the learner who is

forced to trade off one against the other or switch from

one to the other constantly in an attempt to achieve the

31
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best balance and the best results. The task of the

learner, then, is to combine in the most effective way

possible the 'processing' system and the 'knowledge'

system so that bo.th progress and neither is sacrificed to

the other. -

In terms of understanding the learner's behaviour it

seems clear to me that only a theory which combines both

sides of the total operation can hope to account for the

Airocess of language learning. Su,:h a theory is not likely

to be available to us if we insist on looking at

'acquisition'and 'production' in isolation from one

another.

In terms of improving our teaching methods, it seems

to me that we must adjust our expectations of what learn-

ers can and will learn to take account of the necessary

character of variability as outlined in this article.

There is no doubt in my mind that variabilit4 is a neces-

sary part of the language learning process in the sense

that learning will not take place without it. In addition

to this fact, it is also true that the demands of the

processing system will mean that variability, systematic

or non-systematic, will persist for long periods of time

until the overall 'economy' of the learning process can

allow the relevant items a sufficiently high level of

priority for them to be int.ernalised in positions in the

grammar which correspond to thcse they hold in a native

speaker's grammar. This will unfortunately mean that any

expectations that a teacher may have that what has been

taught will be immediately available to the learner in

spontaneous speech are frequently going to be disappoint-

ed. The only answer is (as so often for teachers!) for

those expectations to be revised in line with what learn-

ers actually do as opposed to what teachers would like

them to do if the world was other than it is.
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VARIATION IN DUBLIN ENGLISH

Siegfried Bertz

College of Technology, Kevin Street, Dublin

Language consists of a system of syMbols connected

phonetically, syntactically and semantically in complex ways and

referring to our non-verbal environment. Language is both a

reaction to the world around us and at the same time,enables us

to structure it and react within it. "System" means that the

elements are related to one another in a predictable way. This

system is "variable" insofar as it is constantly undergoing change.

The various stages of this continuous process do not drop out of

the system but remain within as "variants". Changes are often

restricted to certain social groups of speakers ("sociolects"),

to certain geographical areas ("regional dialects") and styles

("stylistic variants"). When describing a language we usually

exclude certain variants, restricting ourselves to "Contemporary

English", "Standard English", "Colloquial English" etc. This

paper will focus on the variety of English spoken in Dublin at the

present time. my particular concern will be with those elements in

the system which show a particularly high degree of internal

variation. I will assume two constants: time and place. MY

observations refer to data within Dublin English of the 1970s and

80s. I am trying to Correlate the observed linguistic items with

social and stylistic parameters.

DUblin English is a variant of a Northern type of English

(including dialects of Ireland, Western England, Scotland, the

Northern United States) by virtue of retaining post-vocalic [r].

It differs from other Northern types with regard to the phonetic

quality of Mand (tfsounds, to take just one criterion.

The manifestations of Dublin English are described in terms

of different levels of linguistic structure. We distinguish
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DISTINCTIVE or "phonemic" units (such as the difference between

fill and full or kit and kid) and SIGNIFICATIVE units (morpho-

logical, syntactic, lexical). The latter have a FORMAL or

"expression" side and a SEMANTIC or "content" side. Variation

exists on all these levels. Language thrives on the creative

tension between speaker, linguistic forms and contents to be

expressed. Groups of speakers are defined by the linguistic forms

they use. The forms carry contents and thus structure the world

around us and within us. Vice versa,- linguistic forms develop as

a result of the interaction of speakers with one another and their

environment. Any social and technical developments, changes have

to be reflected in language. Language has to be a variable system

in order to be able to cope with this task. Speakers who

communicate a lot with one another adapt to eadh others' ways of

speaking. That is the motive for the formation of sociolects and

regional dialects. DUblin English is the variety of English

characteristic of speakers in the Dublin area. It cannot be

sharply set off against other varieties as communication processes

transcend regional limits. Due to the high mobility of the population

the speech community in the City of DUblin is rather complex and

this complexity is reflected in the variable linguistic norms

prevalent here.

The statements made about a particular language variety ob-

viously depend on a number of factors: the linguistic environment

selected, the data considered, the model of description, and the

linguist's skill in applying this model to the data. The results

are affected by problems of various kinds:

1. Access to the language used in a particular speech

community is always limited and observation of many data

is accidental. This makes the collection of lexical and

idiomatic data particularly difficult.

2. The data are not just there to be simply "discovered",

but they result from the (not always explicit) application
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of analytical categories to the linguistic environment

by the observer.

3. The analyst has to rely on the analytical categories at his

disposal. His interpretation of the data will very much

depend on the model of description he uses.

L. The observer's memory of data is always insufficient. Tape

recordings and written notes help, but many relevant data

slip through because they cannot be recalled.

5. The analyst's abilities to handle data are also limited,

of course. He will not always be able to generalize

sufficiently or he may be prone to overgeneralize. He may

also fail to relate the data properly to one another or to

outside terms of reference.

The accuracy and relevance of the statements is subject to

continuous matching with new data and listening experiences by

other observers. Verification is an ongoing and never-ending

process.

TYPES OF VARIATION

Studying variation means correlating linguistic with extra-

linguistic variables. A LINGUISTIC VARIABLE is an element or

structure within the system of language that is heteroform.

EXTRALINGUISTIC VARIABLES are circumstances determining liRguistic

expression. They fall into three basic categories: STYLISTIC,

SOCIAL and HISTORICAL.

1. Stylistic: One particular speaker has alternative linguistic

variants at his disposal. They will be used in different

situations according to the degree of FORMALITY required.

2. Social: The occurrence of a linguistic item is related to

one of the four social parameters: OCCUPATION/EDUCATION,

GEOGRAPHICAL AREA, AGE, SEX.

3. Historical: Language change does not affect all speakers

to the same extent and at the same time. Some tend to be

37
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CONSERVATIVE (holding on to traditional ways of speech),

others PROGRESSIVE (innovative) with regard to their use

of linguistic forms.

We talk about FREE VARIATION when the difference between two

functionally identical linguistic forms does not seem to be

conditioned by any of the three extralinguistic variables

mentioned above.

In classifying linguistic items according to their extra-

linguistic correlations it is often convenient not to relate them

to one specific extralinguistic variable but to a composite type

of variation which takes social, stylistic and historical factors

into account simultaneously. We distinguish three such major types

of Dublin English: POPULAR, GENERAL and EDUCATED DUBLIN ENGLISH

(PDE, GDE, EDE). These types reflect expectations whidh we connect

with speakers of a certain educational/occupational background and

on a certain stylistic level. EDUCATED DUBLIN ENGLISH comprises

linguistic characteristics which we associate with speakers with

secondary and possibly third level education and corresponding

occupations on a comparatively'formal stylistic level. POPULAR

DUBLIN ENGLISH comprises linguistic features associated with

speakers with primary school education and corresponding

occupations on a relatively informal stylistic level. GENERAL

DUBLIN EVGLISH refers to linguistic data typical for speakers

with post-primary education and with skilled occupations. The

stylistic level would be between INFORMAL and FORKAL.

LINGUISTIC VARIABLES

We distinguish PHONOLOGICAL, GRAMMATICAL (morphological,

syntactic, phraseological) and LEXICAL variables.

PHONOLOGICAL variables are classified either as VOWELS or

CONSONANTS. The phenomena exemplified in this paper relate either

to PHONEMIC INVENTORY, MORR1ONOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION or PHONETIC
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REALIZATION.

Phonemic inventory of DUblin English vowels:

Ione short dipt, .hort ler% thpil. AO,. 5rwrt long

high i I U u

md et a uo o

lor ai a au a

front centn.1 bacI

In our description of the phonemic inventory of stressed

vowels we characterise the individual phonemes (functional classes

of souns) according to the four distinctive features LENGTH,

HEIGHT OF TONGUE, POSITION OF THE HIGHEST PART OF TONGUE and

RETROFLEXION. The inventory varies between a minimum of 21 and a

maximum of 28 vowels. Examples of linguistic variables:

a) HIGH SHORT BACK vowel versus MID SHORT CENTRAL vowel

/u/ g= /a/ look 0= luck

TT/ 0= dull

The opposition is always neutralized in PDE. Conservative

GDE shows free variation between neutralization and

opposition. Conservative EDE neutralizes in informal style.

Progressive EDE never neutralizes.

b) MID SHORT BACK RETROFLEX vowel versus LOW LONG BACK

RETROFLEX vowel

sport 0= short

hoarse 0= horse

This variable correlates with the parameter CONSERVATIVE/

PROGRESSIVE. The opposition exists in conservative Dublin

English of all three types. Progressive speakers neutralize

it.
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c) LOW SHORT FRONT vowel versus LOW LONG CENTRAL vowel

/a/ $= /a/ Dathm father
lather rather

All speakers distinguish the two vowels

in this environment.

man $= MC Mahon
YE A CulL
The opposition is generally possible,

although not always realized, as MC Mahon

and ^Ahill have an alternative

pronunciation: /mok'mahan 'kahal/.

Sam = psalm
. Pam g= R412

The opposition correlates with SOCIAL CLASS,

SEX and AREA: Middle-class women from the

Southern and South-Eastern DUhlin suburbs

are most likely to have it.

ant = aunt

The opposition appears occasionally in EDE

and more frequently in metalinguistic usage

than in spontaneous discourse.

d) MID SHORT IETROFLEX FRONT/BACK vowels versus
MID DIPICHONGAL RETROFIEX FRONT/BACK vowels

/er/ 0= /eir/

/or/ 0= lour/

22E g. ElEtE
mare g= Dam
more 0= mower
roar .= rower

PDE neutralizes under /or« our/ resp.

eir/. The short vowels are in-ffee

variation with the diphthongal vowels. GDE

has a non-stable, EDE a stable opposition.
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e) LOW DIRMIONGAL FRONT versus MID DIPHITIONGAL CENTRAL

vowels (RurRorux and NON-RETROFLEX)

/ai/ 4= /oi/

/air/ 4. /oir/

tie ,.
s

liar 4= lawyer
buyers 0= Boyer's

Neutralization occurs in informal
PDE, particularly among female
speakers.

One of the most characteristic phonetic features of colloquial

Dublin English (with the exception of EDE) is the morphonological

distribution of /er/ and /or:: /er/ reflects Middle English

/,ir air/ as well as /er/ (hare, hair,heard, herd) and, in some

eases, /ir/. Middle English /ur/ as well as /ir/ in some cases is

refelected as /ar/: bird, word, turn. Thus we get the following

oppositions in PDE and GDE:

term, firm 4 turn, worm

heard I word

ea=7 Lir). g

Gertie 7.74Ty

On the other hand, there is a tendency, in progressive GDE,

to neutralize under /ar/ (the sc,called 'fur hur' accent):

hair fur
bbear urr

care = cur

Conservative PDE speakers have a characteristic distribution of

/i/ and /ei/. Wereas EDE and GDE speakers rhyme meat, sea, Behan,

Raheny, Whelan with muet, see, Liam, Mc Sweeney, wheelin', conser-

vative PDE speakers have /ei/, like in mate, say,, sayin', Blaney,

sailin'. Neutralization under /ei/ may even involve words like

see and me--- --- seeseasa
me : tea :

698
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The area with the most extensive variation is that of

PHONETIC REALIZATION of the stressed vowel phonemes.

CD C

v ç.

9

C ti

0 9

C&I

Some examples:

C C 153

?

cr
C

/ar/ Point of articulation and degree of opening of the variants

are related to SOCIAL CLASS, STYLE, HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

and AGE. A slightly raised low front vowel is characteristic

of older speakers of PDE arm, started, argument.

The low front variant la:riis generally used in PDE. Low

central (G: I.] features in EDE. [0:r] characterizes

progressive GDE and EDE. Younger progressive EDE speakers

have fo:r1 . The degree of FRONTING correlates with ACE and

EDUCATION.

42
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GDE, PDE (Docklands, Ringsend)

conservative PDE (principally olaer, female speakers)

occasionally GDE, PDC

male PDE speakers (principally Liberties, Northside

Inner City, GDE (casual style)

EDE (frequently nasalized)

The degree of CLOSING correlates with SEX. Otherwise the

variational pattern is rather complex.

/a/ progressive EDE

f4,] EDE and GDE

[n] GDE, PDE, conservative EDE

[61 conservative speakers of all social strata

PDE (children, occasionally)

[u] PDE (befone g 14: *ujcstle., num, pull

The degree of CENTRALIZING and OPENING correlates with

SOCIAL CLASS and PROGRESSIVENESS.

[2:]

Progressive EDE, used by some female middle class

speakers with third level education from the Southern

suburbs. Many speakers of this group reject it as

'affected'. Diphthongal variants [o:a] appear before

/z 1/: was, Ballsbridze.

Typical for progressive EDE. Before /1/ this variant

occurs also in GDE occasionally: all, also, small.

qt frequent in EDE and GDE: saw, water.

fo:] generally used by conservative speakers, typical

for PDE: was, stories.

[D1] casual style, typical for conservative PDE

defines conservative PDE

The degree of OPENING corresponds with STYLE and SOCIAL CLASS.
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The inventory of CONSONANTS in stressed syllables varies

only with regard to the DENTALS: PDE and informal GDE frequently

neutralize the correlation of plosives and spirants. Non-stable

oppositions exist between:

tin A= thin 04Y g= #PY.= bath ITEed A= TWUthe
tree i= three ladder A= lather

The neutralized consonant is always a plosive.

The social correlation of the presence or absence of the

opposition /w hw/ is a significant feature of.the morphono,

logical distribution of consonants: The opposition is observed in

EDE; GDE and older PDE speakers have free variation; younger PDE

speakers, particularly children, neutralize consistently (always

under /w/:

witCh A= which

wine A= whine
wear A= WEFF
W75aTher $= whether
waT7F-- 4= whales

PALATALIZATION and ASPIRATION modify consonants systematically.

Before /u/, PDE has a series of palatalized consonants:

[ p, b, t, d, k, g, f, m, r, h, 3, such as in Coombe,

s.:hools, two, Dooley (0 duly), Mooney (A immune), room.

Palatalization can also occur before some other vowels:

tax, aye, deaf, fel, PDE differs from EDE by having a much stronger
aspiration of initial voiceless plosives Eph th kh j.

The phonemes /t 9/ show a particularly varied phonetic

realization: About two dozen variants (with a very complex

positional distribution) can be distinguished. A few examples:

t DENTAL ASPIRATED PLOSIVE occurs in tati., tom, true.

PDE has it also in through, oonservative Dublin English

in three.

44
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[t1
VOICED DENrAL FORTIS PLOSIVE

PDE better

f;) UNASPIRATED ALVEOLAR FORTIS PLOSIVE

PDE city, duty, motor, less frequent in GDE and EDE.

[XI ALVEOLAR/PALATAL FRICATIVE ("split, soft, opened" t).

It is the typical GDE variant in final or intervccalic

position: fit, write, fittest, ssrittg. In PDE it is more

characteristic for female than male speakers, who tend to

use (V. cc can also be heard occasionally in initial

position, as in terrific, trao, three.

[5] ALVEOLAR FRICATIVE (advanced variant of [g] )

PDE in final and intervocalic position: what, water.

[f] VOICED FRICATIVE

Occasionally used in intervccalic position: eighteen,

scattered.

[v] three, through

[tg] network, later

These AFTRICATE variants occur in PDE, [ti ]can also be

heard in EDE.

GLOTTAL STOP

Characteristic of casual speech, principally of young PDE

speakers. Occurs intervocally and finally: writer, potato,

nothing, zElt, might, out of it.

[1] Short rapid flap of tongue against the alveoles at d posi-

tion. It is increasingly used by young speakers of PDE:

cut it, that it is, gave it up, about her, what I mean.

/t/ can also be realised as nasalisation of preceding

vowel: notice ['n5uos]

PDE pronunciation shows particular features under post-stress

conditions: insertion of /d/ before /n 1/ and insertion of
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schwa /a/ in /l/ and /r/ environnent:

orange i'ordnd3/', foreign Pfordlp,'wearing Pwer4/

general, fgenard1/, natural pnatjard16Carol Pkar4/

Dublin Pdubalrn/, film p frlonvrn /' firam/.

GRAMMATICAL VARIABLES

Among the most striking morphological features of PDE are

preterite forms with participial function, often accompanied

by special contracted forms of modal auxiliaries .1. have: He woulda

took a picture. I musta wrote it wrong. She must have gave re too

much. Everything mighta went on. Took, wrote, and went occur

frequently, other forms such as came (He shouldn'ta came out),

ate (I would've ate it) etc. occasionally. These preterital forms

enter other constructions as well: I'll get mrepicture took now.

That was gave to-her. I hope you havn't flew. Hada in If we hada

known that is an analogous formation acmrding to musta, woulda etc.

The preterites in the above construction are in free variation with

the participial forms. In PDE the preterites are dominant. EDE does

not use them. For GDE there is a correlation with STYLE. The more

casual the speech, the more frequently the preterites occur.

Vice versa, certain participles occur with preterital function:

And he seen this copper and he made sure this copper seen'him.

And what I done: I wrote two paragraphs. So they come uo and brought

me down to the car. The distribution of seen, core and done

resembles that of the preterites mentioned above.

PDE and informal GDE use be in a number of ways different from

EDE. These are variants of the standard present, future and

conditional forms. a) conditional be (= would be): If I sang I be

barred. b) future tense be (. will be): My eldest granddaughter be

twenty-five in May.c) present tense be in temporal clauses: Again you

be finished it'll be too late. When there be heavy rains.
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d) iterative be: And that's Joan, she be like that. Every morning

he be down on his knees. She often used to say that and I be there.

The SYNTAX of the VERB has a number of distinctive

characteristics Dublin English:

1. PDE, GDE and conservative EDE (with the exception of

formal style) make use of the HABITUAL do construction: -Sometimes

in the morning I do be tired. I do tell them jokes and everything.

You don't knoW what She ddes be doing in the kitchen. I do be often

thinking. What does he be sayin'?

2. A feature of DUblin English, and indeed Hiberno-English

syntax in general, is the construction after + EXPANDED FORM. It is

used in all varieties of DUblin English and will only be rejected

by purists in formal style: I'm after tellin' you. I'm after bein'

fast asleep. I'm just after havin' me tea. I'm only after waikin' in.

I'm 'lust only after comin'. Where are you after bein'? It's after

bein' lashin' rain, in combination with the HABITUAL do construction:

They do be after drinking.

3. for to adverbial clause: This construction is current in

Middle English and has been preserved in PDE and GDE. Semantically

it corresponds to the following questions: For what reason? For what

purpose? They call me Eddie for to make the distinction. We collected

money for to put a monument up. In what respect? John is a good man

for to sing a few ballads. To do what? To have what d-,ne? She asked re

for tc get her sirts mended.l love you for to meet him.

4. PARTICIPIAL constructions of four kinds: a) attribute to

adjective, participle or prepositional phrase: I got sick laughin'.

I was in stitches laughing. The baby was roarin' cryirA. I am not in

the humour fightin'. b) functioning as past participle in modal

ctnstruction: he shoulda tellin' me or as preterite: I readin' it.

c) in construction with and + subject: Here was Nellie and she

roarin' her head off. And he movin' and he lookin' at you like that.

And he afterplayin' three hours at the party. d) attribute to noun:

What doyou think of your woman's dress ccaing in?
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With regard to pronouns three variations are of particular

interest: me A, us, ya A, yous and these, those "I them.

1. The first variation is primarily a stylistic one. The

objective plural us meaning 'ne' is generally accepted in Dublin

as a variant belonging to casual speech: Give us a fag,. Tell us.

Excuse us. Can you do anything for us? Would you ever leave us into

the hall. The morphological opposition between singular and

plural is neutralized.

-2. Yous /jjzfas the second person plural is used in informal

speech by almost all DUblin speakers (with the exception of a small

group of EDE speakers that follow Standard British English usage).

It is used more widely than us and not limited to extreme casual

speech. EXamples: (as subject) What are yous after doin' now? Would

yous have the use of a car? I thought yous were jokin'. (as object)

See yous in the New Year. The night we left yous to the airport.

I have the weddin' album to show yous two. (with preposition) It's

well for yous. Nobody.can take it frcmyous. There is a_pair of yous

in it.

3. Informal PDE and GDE frequently use them, where EDE speakers

would only use these or those. Demonstrative them can modify subjects,

objects, complements and adverbials: They go wrong them things.

I dug up them roads out there. I don't believe in them things at all.

Have you any more, or is that them all? Five bob was a lot them days.

Durin' them days.

Conservative speakers (particularly PDE and GDE) show a number

of special features regarding the use of PREPOSITIONS and (ONJUNCTIONS.

1. again a) (temporal) 'by' It'll have to be done again the 28th.

b) 'against' they won't go again me 2. on a) 'belonging to' We broke

that up on you b) 'with' Would you have a penny on you? 3. of 'on'

(temporal) He died of a Tuesday. It doesn't be open of a Saturday

4. off 'from' I get them off the sister. There is a penny an hour

stopped off our wages.5. again (temporal conjunction 'by the time')

I might be an old man again I get the farm. Again we leave here
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Mammy and Joan be in London 6. except (conditional conjunction

'unless') Except you knew the grammar it's very difficult. I don't

believe people should take up this except they!re dedicated.

On the PHRASEOLOGICAL level we distinguish WORD-MODIFIERS and

SEHTU10E-MODIFIERS. The following word-modifiers are typical for

casual Dublin English:

aul': We had a good aul' laugh

fuckin', feckin', effin': Mind your own fuckin' business.

You must be fuckin' jokin'. Ten pound fuckin' fifty-. They were never

any feckin' where. Senti-fuckin'-mental.

bloody: He done a :.1)loody phantastic job. Whatever you bloody

want. A head bloody shrinker.

bleedin': A bleedin' millionaire. I'm gain' bleedin' home.

whorin': Their aul' whorin' pound.

blinkin': It's too blinkin' easy now.

flippin': Th a flippin' scranheeo of a bus.

Those elements differ in their sccial and stylistic distribution

and the frequency of their occurrence. Aul' is used equally by rale

and female speakers in informal speech. Fuckin' is one of the most

frequently used modifiers in casual speech among men. It is not

accepted for use in the public media and in the company of women,

although women use it among themselves, too, but rarely in the

presence of men, except in extreme casual speech. Men readily admit

that they use it, women often deny it. They tend to replace it by

feckin' or effin', which don't carry the same degree of taboo. Unlike

in Britain, bloody does not carry a taboo in Dublin. It is used in

EDE as well as PDE. Bleedin' is considered vulgar by all except PDE

speakers. It is used principally in informal style. Whorin' seems to

be restricted to male PDE. It occasionally replaces fuckin' or

bleedin' and carries the same taboo. Blinkin' and flippin', are rarer

and not taboo--d.
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A number of sentence-mcdifiers define colloquial Dublin

English generally. Their stylistic level extends from very CASUAL

to fairly FORMAL. The frequency of their occurrence increases with

the degree of informality. Tdiolectal pn riles of speakers show

different distributions of these modifiers. As rum- CUES they are

also rhetorical means fur structuring texts. They combine modifying

with linking functions. The principal PRE-VERBAL modifiers are:

sure (and its expansions ah sure, but sure, and sure, oh sure,

to be sure), says I/you/he/she, (but) still an' all.

EXamples: Sure look at the.Continental countries. Ah sure it doesn't

matter. Ah says you that book is smashing. But still an' all you

do it.

POST-VERBAL MODIFIERS occur with greater frequency And variety:

sure, says I/you/heIshe, so I am /so he is, though, like, kind of

(e way), so, an' all, Please God, like you know, though you know,

will you, to be honest with you, you know what I mean, but still an'

all.

Examples: I'll do it once sure. That's not bad says you. I am

exhausted so I am. I feel tired though. He wonldn't have time like.

She's out with a different fella every night kind of. I'm sure

it's not true sO. Did you ring an' all? And they will be here

tomormv again Please Goi. I saw the good days like you know.

Stet) it Will you. One is as bad as the other to be honest with you.

It is a great way of corresponding you know what I mean. I like her

very much but still an' all.

Finally, a brief look at LEXICAL variation. The use of certain

nouns referring to persons correlates with social and szylistic

factors. Fella is universally used to refer to a male person

(fellow in the case of some EDE speakers). One 'female person' is

characteristic of PDE and frequently has a slightly pejorative

connotation: She's a one that's always mutterin'. The one on the

switchboard is an awful old rip. I bet you anything the ones had

usses as long as today and tomorrow. One may also be neutral in
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connotation: I did me schoolwork up in a corner with all the ones.

I met this one last nignt. In the latter example one is in post-

stress position. One may assume the special meaning of 'girlfriend'

in your man and the one. Likewise, fella often means 'boyfriend':

She went out with her fella last night. Fella cannot refer to a

child or an old man. A boy is a yci. (with fella in post-

stress position). Y8Ung fella can also refer to a young nan in his

twenties. Viung one is hardly applied to a child, but tc a girl

in her teens or twenties. For EDE speakers ylszione can have

negative connotations: "a 'young one' is a sort of a minor

scrubber". Old men and old women are referred to as 411' fellas and

ones respectively. A'ul' fella can also be used by the wife,

referring to her husband, or by the son, referring to his father.

A husband can refer to his wife with the term L.O.' one. It can also

mean 'mother' or refer to other female relatives. These special uses

of Sul'-one and Sul' fella are limited to conservative PDE.and are

on the decline.

Otber terms used for male persons are: chap (neutral or

positive connotation); (not as frequent as fella), in common use

a) when a woman or girl talks About her brothers: The boys always

went out together, b) when a mother talks about her sons: The boys

were always very good to me, c) applied to babies: Is it a boy or

a girl:; lad refers a) to a man's friends or work mates: He is going

for a drink with the lads, b) to a male person in the context of

nationality: my wife's sister, she is married to a Scotch lad,

c) to a male speaker talking about his Childhood and youth: When I

was a lad, when I was a child. a& refers to a stranger; bloke is

used by proEressive speakers, it can replace fella, but is much

rarer. In conservative DE, a woman can use himself, referring t her

husband: I was talkin' to himself last night. Geezer, usually

combined with aul', refers to a man in general and expresbes a

ctrtain distance and detachment: A right aul' geezer. He's not a

bad aul' geezer.
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Terms referring to female persons: In conservative DE

(particularly among male speakers), girl is frequently replaced

by mot (although this use seems to be on the decline, particularly

in EDE). Mot can refer a) to a y..)ung girl in general: I met this

mot last night, b) to a man's girlfriend: He went ait with his mot,

c) to one's wife: The mot's expecting me home for tea. Speakers who

use mot regularly find that it sounds "endear'ng"; to speakers that

use it only occasionally it sounds "derogatory". The term for

'girlfriend' used by male progressive speakers in their teens and

twens is bird. Lassie for 'girl' is mainly used by older,

conservative speakers.

General term of address: PDE uses mister to address a

stranger: Mister, you dropped something. Conservative female

speakers may also use it to refer to their husband. Missis can be

used in PDE to address a stranger as well as a friend or

acquaintance. It is not used to address one's own wife. It is the

standard PDE term for wife: I know his missis well. My poor missis.

Missis is also used to address a married or older shop-assistant.

For a young shop-assistant miss is used in PDE. GDE and EDE do not

use a form of address at all unless the speakers know the person's

E.
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Teaching style and the leisure time reading of pupils in the upper

standards of some Irish primary schools

John Killeen

St. Patrick's College, Drumcondra, Dublin 9

Current debate in Ireland about standards in the primary school

gives added significance to research which attempts to investigate

the relationships between teaching style and learning outcomes. _The

research reported here was conducted in 1983 into the relative

effectiveness of two different approaches to the teaching of English

in upper standards of some Irish primary schools. References have

recently been made to the New Curriculum (1971) and the apparent

failure of the approaches advocated there to lead to the achievement

of an acceptable standard of literacy among a sizeable proportion of

primarV school children. The.stqdy reported here should provide a

context in which some aspects of the success or failure of primary

school pupils aY be viewed. It should also provide added evidence

of the complexity of the influences which govern the academic

development of the young.

With its focus on child-centred education and its recognition

of the English language as a formative influence in the lives of

young children. the New Curriculum promised more varied, flexible

and enriching approaches to the teaching of English than heretofore.

It was envisaged that greater emphasis on individualisation in

teaching and the adoption of exploratory rather than didactic

approaches to teaching would considerably enhance pupil motivation

to learn. In formulating the curriculum. account was taken of more

traditional approaches to the teaching of English. and the resulting

document indicated a compromise between traditional content and

methodology and an acceptance of more innovative and experimental

approaches.

Both before and after the introduction of the curriculum, the

question of priorities in the teaching of English had been debated.



Fervent voices had been raised to assert the importance of emphasis

on the basics in the teaching 3f English, while others had

counselled a more liberal, humane and creative approach to the

teaching of the subject (Cox and Dyson, 1969; Plowden. 1967). In

the decade following the introduction of the curriculum there were

indications that teachers in general had welcomed the new approaches

to the teaching of English which the curriculum advocated. In

particular, there was a welcome for the apparent improvement in most-

aspects of the teaching of English (INTO 1976; Fontes and Kellaghan

1977). It appeared that the new_approaches to the teaching of

English had succeeded. However, there was also evidence that 4

substantial number of teachers had not been persuaded to alter their

approach to teaching, and had retained traditional attitudes and

practices. For any teachers the dominant thrust of their teaching

was to ensure that their pupils gained the basic skills of reading

and writing; for others the personal development of their pupils

through eephasis on the creative and literary aspects of the

teaching of English claimed most attention.

Recent research indicated that there was a connection between

teaching style and pupil outcomes. Some teaChers had been

identified as having adopted a formal or didactic approach to the

teaching of English while others adopted a sore informal and

exploratory approach to the teaching of the subject (Bennett. 1976;

Egan. 1982). In this context it was considered important to

investigate the relative merits of two contrasting approaches to the

teaching of English in relationship to the promotion of children's

leisure time reading habits. Consequently, in 1983 an investigation

was undertaken into the relationship between teaching style and

attitudes of pupils to reading together with the range and quantity

of their leisure time reading and the amount of time devoted to such

reading.

To select the popalation for the study, a questionnaire was

designed to elicit contrasting approaches to a range of aspects of

the teaching of English. Consequently, in the spring of 1983, all
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teachers of single-grade, fifth classes in the City of Dublin were

invited to complete a questionnaire on the teart-ing of English.

There was a 72 per cent response rate. The population for the study

was selected on the basis of the responses of 203 teachers to

questions relating to the following: agreement or disagreement

about the rationale of the teaching of English. the amount of time

spent on English, the emphasis placed on'different aspects of the

subject by both individual teachers and by primary schools in

general and the importance attached to a range of classroom

activities such as vocabulary work. grammar. written comprehension.

voluntary silent reading._summarising, reading poetry aloud, and

dictionary skills.

On the basis of a factor analysis of responses to these

questions, two groups of teachers were selected." These two groups,

numbering 25 in each, were designated 'formal' and 'informal', one

of which placed the main emphasis in teaching English on the

acquisition of skills, and the other on the more personal and

creative approaches to the teaching of the subject. The terms

'formal' and 'informal' were used in a descriptive and not in an

evaluative sense. These 50 teachers and their 1,588 pupils became

the participants of the study. A colleague collaborated in the

selection of the teachers, and consequently, the investigator was

unaware of the categories to which each of the teachers had been

assigned as a result of their responses to the questionnaire.

Subsequently, teacher assignment to each of the two groups was

validated by classroom observation. To establish an overall profile

of the pupils, tests in ability, English attainment and attitudes to

reading were administered. Pupils were also asked to keep diaries

of their leisure time reading and to answer a questionnaire about

such reading. The socio-economic status of pupils was determined.
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Results of the Study

English Attainment Test

The Drumcondra Level 111, Form A. Attainment Test in English

was administered to all the pupils in the study (N=1588). The

English reading portion of the test consisted of two subtests. one

in comprehension and the other in vocabulary, the results from these

two tests composing the English score. Table 1 contains the results

of the test.

TABLE 1

English Attainment: Comparison Between Formal and Informal Pupils

Dependent
Variables

Formal

N X SD

Informal

N X SD t's

VocabularY 733 30.84 8.91 804 32.63 7.51 t(1535)-5.13"

Comprehension 690 28.88 7.66 784 30.94 7.12 t(1472)-5.86***

English
Reading 673 59.24 15.42 772 63.71 13.54 M4431=-5.86***

Punctuation/
Capitals 730 23.84 6.93 798 25.54 5.74 M5261-5.24***

Usage/Part of

Speech 737 25.07 6.38 793 25.46 5.96 t(1528)-1.25 NS

Language 729 49.01 11.97 789 52.14 10.25 t(1516)-3.75 **

Spelling 731 38.04 8.48 802 38.31 7.58 t(1531)-0.65 NS

p(.05
p<.01

p<.001

In both of these subtests informal pupils scored significantly

higher than formal pupils. Consequently. in English reading, the

overall score for the informal group was significantly higher than

that for the formal group. The Language portion of the test was

composed of two subtests, one in capitalisation/punctuation and the
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other in usage/parts of speech. There was also a spelling test. In

the capitalisation/punctuation subtest informal pupils scored

significantly higher than formal pupils. The results for the

usage/parts of speech subtest were not significant, both formal and

informal pupils scoring approximately equally. However, the overall

score in language for the informal group was significantly greater

than that for the formal group.

Spelling

In the Spelling test, the results of both groups were not

significantly different.

Birkbeck Test 1

The results of the application of the Birkbeck Test I indicated

that informal pupils scored significantly higher than formal pupils.

Boys scored significantly higher than girls and pupils from upper-

middle socio ...Agrounds scored significantly higher than pupils

from either skilled or unskilled backgrounds.

Attitudes to Reading Test

The attitude to reading test was composed of 18 questions. The

percentages of pupils who answered the various questions with

responses of 'yes', 'sometimes' and 'no are given in Table 2.
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Table 2

Attitudes to Reading lest: Responses ot 140-12

Yes Sometimee No

Attitudes

1. It is a good idea to spend money to
buy ..-noks and other things to read

2. I can find out many things from books
magazines or newmpapers

3. Reading a book is fun for most people
4. Reading is a good thing to db when I

have some extra time
5. Telling my class about a book I have

read is a lot of fun
6. I Would rather-read than play most

games
7. Reading is just for boys and girls

who study all the time

8. Books axe usually interesting enough
to read all the way to the end

9. Reading is a lot of fun for me

10. I get tired reading after a little
while

11. Most books or stories are too long

12. Reading whatever I want to read
teaches me many things

13. I wish there was more tine for me

to read
14. There are many bcoks that I would

like to read
15. Rooks shcold be read only to help

ne in school
16. I would rather do something else

besides read
17. Some time should be used for reading

during summer holidays
18. I like to get books or other things

to read for presents

47.02 4.31 48.67 1506

74.54 1.13 22.31 1506

55.12 5.19 39.69 1504

64.94 8.45 26.61 1503

36.88 23.90 39.22 1502

9.06 60.25 30.69 1502

5.38 89.37 5.25 1505

57.08 4.58 38.34 1505

40.56 12.17 47.27 1504

39.93 27.53 32.54 1500

28.18 31.65 40.17 1501

60.07 7.20 32.73 1500

43.27 24.07 32.67 1500

87.14 6.00 6.86 1501

8.78 81.84 9.30 1503

29.29 15.38 55.33 1502

57.15 22.09 20.76 1503

40.53 16.35 43.12 1503

The scores were summed for the answers to each of the 18 questions.

The maximum score obtainable was 54. a positive response carrying

three points and a negative response one point. A response of

'sometimes' was awarded two points. The results of the test

indicated that the mean score for formal pupils (N-671) was 41.5 (SD

5.39) and for informal pupils 42.8 (SD 5.19). These results

revealed that informal pupils possessed significantly more positive

attitudes to reading than did formal pupils, (1 1439) -4.88,

p < .001). Girls had significantly more positive attitudes to

reading than boys. An examination of the data indicated that pupils

form the upper-middle social class had significantly more positive



attitudes to reading than either pupils from skills or unskilled

backgrounds. It was also indicated that informal boys (X-42.15) had

more positive attitudes to reading than formal boys (X-41.0).

The Attitude to Reading Test indicated that a substantial

proportion of pupils had negative attitudes to aspects of reading.

Almost one-half did not find that reading vas a lot of fun for them,

and almost 40 per cent did not think that reading was much fun for

other people. Almost the same number did not think that books were

interesting to read to the end. Only one-third wished that there

was more time for reading. Nearly one-half did not think that it

was a good idea to buy books.

Pupil Questionnaire

Membership of a Public Library

In answer to a question about membership of a library other

than a school library, 60.82 per cent (W.916) of the pupils answered

positively, and 39.18 per cent (N=590) answered negatively. In

analysing the data, a positive response was coded 1 and a negative

response was coded 2. Results of 't° tests indicated that a

significantly greater proportion of informal pupils (X.,1.36; N-718)

responded positively than did formal pupils (X-1.48: 8-788). The

data indicated that upper-middle class pupils were more likely to be

members of a public library than were pupils with fathers in

unskilled occupations.

Leisure Time Reading

When asked whether they had read a book fully in the previous

month. 73.50 per cent (N-1101) said that they had, and the remainder

said that they had not. A positive response was coded 1 and a

negative response was coded 2. An analysis of the data indicated

that girls (X-1.20) were more likely to have read a book fully in

the previous month than boys (X-1.21). Significantly more inforal

pupils (X..1.22) had read a book fully in the previous month than had
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formal pupils (X-1.3(). Pupils form upper-middle social backgrounds

were more likely to have read a book fully in the previous onth

than pupils whose fathers were in skilled or unskilled occupations.

-It should he noted that data on ability. English attainment.

attitudes to reading. membership of a library other than a school

library, and the reading of a book fully in the previous month were

obtained on all pupils in the study (N-1588) in each of 49 classes.

The returns from one classroom were too late for inclusion in the

study. Data relating to leisuretime reading were obtained on a 25

per cent randomly selected sample of pupils. .

Pupils Questionnaire

In the questionnaire pupils were asked to name the books which

they had read either fully or partly since the previous Easter, a

period of approximately two months, and to indicate which of these

books they had read in the previous month. The results are

indicated in Table 3

TABLE 3

Average Number of Books Read Since Easter and Last Month

variable

No of books read:

since Easter

fully since Easter

last month

fully last month

The results of the study indicated that on average pupils read two

books fully per month. Girls read 2.4 books fully and boys read

1.94 books fully. If books which were read either fully or partly

were counted, girls read 3.31 books and boys read 2.74 books.

An analysis of the quantity of reading done by the pupils

indicated that girls read significantly more than boys both over the

period since Easter and in the previous month. However, in an

analysis of the amount of books which were read 'fully' either since

X SD

5.88 2.784 406

3.862 2.694 406

2.89 2.566 406

1.97 2.229 406
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Easter or in the previous month no significant differences were

found for sex. socio-economic status or teaching style.

Categories Used in Analysis of Pupil Reading

In analysing the distribution of pupil reading over the various

genres, the following categories were sued: traditional story, pre-

1945 fiction (to cater for traditional classics), post-1945 quality

fiction (the modern classics). post-1945 non-quality fiction,

popular series and non-fiction.

Categories Read

An analysis of the number of categories of books read it was

found that girls read more than boys, and that informal boys read

more than formal boys. The most read categories in order of the

amount of reading were as follows:

1. Post 1945 non-quality juvenile fiction (X-1.57)

2. Popular series (X=1.13)

3. Pre-1945-fiction (the classics) (X=0.86)

4. Post-1945 quality fiction (X=0.80)

5. Non-fiction (X=1.64)

The percentages of pupils (N=406) who chose the various categories

as their first preference were as follows:

Post-1945 non-quality juvenile fiction 24.14

Popular series 16.75

Post-1945 quality juvenile fiction 13.05

Pre-1945 fiction 12.81

Non-fiction 6.40

Traditional story 5.67
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The Reading of the Various-Genres

When an an analysis of variance was conducted in which sex and

socio-economic status of pupil and teaching style were treated as

independent variables, and in which the various genres of pupil

reading since Easter were treated as independent variables, it was

found that:

a) boys read more non-fiction than girls;

b) girls read ore of the traditional classics than boys;

c) girls read significantly more post-1945 quality fiction than

boys:

d) pupils from upper-middle class backgrounds read more post-I945

quality fiction than pupils form lower social groupings;

el informal pupils read more post-1945 quality fiction than formal

pupils;

f) no significant differences were found between the groups in the

reading of post-1945 non-quality fiction;

g) girls read more popular series books either 'partly' or 'fully'

than boys.

Amount of Time Spent on Reading

Diaries were used to discover the amount of time which the

pupils spent on reading over a period of one Sunday and two week

days after school The results indicated that about 4 per cent of

all the available time was spent on leisuretime reading. If times

for meals were excluded, the amount of time would rise at most to

about 6 per cent of the available time. Pupils spent about four

times more time on television than they did on all reading, and of

the 78.84 minutes given to all reading. 46.03 minutes were spent on

the reading of books, 16.92 minutes on comics and magazines and the

remainder on newspapers. Pupils spent relatively little time on the

reading of non-fiction, and they spent more time on comics than on

magazines.
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TABLE 4

Amount of Leisuretime in Minutes Spent on Various Activities as

Recorded in the Pupil Diaries

Activities Combined Formal Informal

Reading
X

N=156

x

14=193

X

Fact and Fiction 46.03 40.99 50.10

Reading
Comics and Magazines 16.92 19.87 14.53

Reading
Newspapers 15.89 8.21 22.10

All Reading 78.84 69.07 86.74

Television and Video 268.89 283.81 256.81

Playing (indoor,
outdoor) and hobbies 448.72 468.27 432.93

Homework 74.37 66.57 80.67

Aimless activity/
waiting around 266.19 283.14 252.49

An analysis of the amount of time spent on reading indicated

that there were no significant differences between formal and

informal pupils. According to the pupil diaries, the average amount

of time spent on the reading of books over the three days when pupil

reading was recorded. was 46.01 minutes, and the average amount of

time spent on all reading, including books, magazines and comics was

78.84 minutes. An analysis of the amount of tine spent on various

leisuretime activities indicated that pupils from the upper-middle

class social groupings spent more time on reading than pupils form

the other two social groupings; and that girls spent more time on

reading than boys. There was no significant difference between the

groups with regard to the reading of comics. agazines and

newspapers, or watching television. There was no significant
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difference between heavy and light readers and watching television.

On average pupils spent more than six times the amount of time on

television than on the reading of books.

Conclusion/Discussion

Limitations of the Study

A number of limiting features of the study have to be

recognized. It was realised that the teachers in each of the two

groups varied in their degrees of formality and informality, and

that each teacher in the study possessed to some extent both formal

and informal characteristics. There were differences, too, in the

familiarity of the teachers with their classes, insofar as some

teachers had taught the pupils in the previous year and others had

not. There were limitations associated with the reliability of the

responses of both teachers and pupils. It was also realised that in

answering questions about leisuretime reading some pupils would have

difficulty in determining whether they had read a book 'fully' or

'partly'. With regard to testing, a ceiling effect was found in

using the English attainment test which limited its applicability in

the study. The use of classroom observation was limited in its

duration and scope, and the assessments were made by the

investigator along. It has also to be borne in mind that the

population for the study was confined to teachers and pupils in the

City of Dublin and that the results could not be generalised to the

teaching and learning population as a whole.

A comparison of the results of the pupils of formal and

informal teachers indicated that informal pupils gained higher

scores than formal pupils on English Reading and Language and that

formal and informal pupils did not differ significantly on either

usage/parts of speech or spelling. In all other aspects of the

tests, informal pupils scored significantly higher than formal

pupils. The fact that in the present ..:tudy informal pupils gained

better results in 'skill' aspects of English indicates that these

features were not being neglected by teachers who put the main
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emphasis in their teaching on personal development and creativity.

The fact that informal pupils performed better than formal pupils on

the English Attainment Test would appear to be attributable to

ability. However, when sex and socio-economic status of pupil were

taken into account there was no significant difference between

formal and informal groups on the ability test. These results

should be borne in mind in the current debate about the

effectiveness of the New Curriculum.

The results of the Attitude Test ihdicated that informal pupils

appeared to have significantly more-positive attitudes to reading

than formar pupils. There was evidence then that there was a

connection between the generation of positive attitudes to reading

and informal approaches to teaching.

An examination of the responses to the pupil questionnaire

indicated that significantly more informal pupils than formal pupils

were members of libraries other than school libraries. There were

no significant differences between formal and informal pupils in the

amount of reading which they did over the previous month. The

results also showed that significantly more informal pupils than

formal pupils had read a book fully in the previous month. The

influence of social class and sex were evident. Girls were more

likely to have read a book fully in the past month than boys, and

pupils from the upper-middle social groups were more likely to have

done so than pupils from skilled and unskilled backgrounds. Formal

boys read least. Boys read more non-fiction than girls. When the

range of pupil reading was examined, a small, but significant

difference was noted with respect to the preference of informal

pupils over formal pupils for post-1945 quality fiction. These

results indicated a connection between style of teaching and pupil

reading and membership of a library other than a school library.

This study indicated that teachers matter and that approaches

to the teaching of English are an expression of their priorities in

the teaching of the subject. More research into practices is needed

to clarify the influence of such priorities on the act of teaching.



A. greater variety of approaches to the teaching of English in the

primary school should be developed and piloted to enable us to

understand more fully the options which are open to us as teachers

of English so as to enable us to achieve the best possible results

for each pupil. While pupils will be influenced to read by their

environment in general, the quality and diversity of their reading

can be more positively influenced by the teacher. It is important

to create a context in which books are readily available. It

appears to be equally important to attend to the ability of each

pupil to read beyond his/her untutorea inclinations (Anderson,

Hiebert, Scott and Wilkinson, 1985) Teachers should adopt

classroom strategies which are calculated to extend and diversity

the pupils' reading interests. The study suggests that informal

approaches to the teaching of English do not militate against a

pupil's progress in mastery of basic skills. It would appear too

that the promotion of reading interests both enhances the pupils'

facility to cope with the mechanical aspects of English while

providing the satisfaction of imaginative experiences.
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Jeffrey L. Kallen

Trinity College Dublin

Review of Anne McKenna and Eugene Wall, Acquisition of

Irish: Our First Language. Dublin: The Glendale Press,

1986. 110 pp. 15.00.

S6amas Mac Bhloscaidh states in his foreward to this

book (p. 7) that 'the,present study represents the

beginning of a research-effort Which we hope will lead to

a deepeninv of our theoretical understanding of the

acquisition of natural language and of ... Irish in

particular.' Similarly, the authors themselves conclude

(p. 100) with 'the feeling of a great deal left undone

with the existing data and with the hope that others may

use the language of our two young subjects for further

investigation.' In between these two comments lies much

valuable information, mixed with the frustration of a work

which does not reach its level of promise.

The bcok is based on material collected by Wall for

his M.A. thesis (1977) in Cnoc rola (Bloody Foreland), Co.

Donegal. The speech analysed is from two girls speaking

Irish as a mother tongue, aged approximately lyr., 9mos.

(henceforth 1;9) and 2;6, with Mean Lengths of Utterance

calculated at 1.45 and 1.35 morphemes respectively. The

interactions from which the material is taken were

relatively informal and naturalistic; the book includes

details of the collection and classification procedures

used and an appendix including some of the girls' tran-

scripts. As the authors recognise, the amount of material

analysed is not great, nor is the number of subjects, but

the material indicates some tendencies which may be com-

pared with other studies of Irish and other languages.

The ages and stages of the two children determine

that the corpora consist largely of two-element utteran-

ces, which may vary from those with only two adult words
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(e.g., amar bhocht) to longer sequences that include

learned subcomponent:. (e:g., buideal beag do babaf). The

one-element utterances of the corp.us are ommitted from

analysis. The analysed elements are categorised according

to a common plan for both speakers: a general guide to

the semantic relations expressed (e.g., 'recurrence,'

'non-existence,"possessor/possessed."agent/action/

object,' and modalities such as 'interrogatives' and

'imperatives/directives') is followed by tables listing

the child's utterances in each category. Thus, for

example, Table 2:0 (p. 28) tells us that fine used 28

tokens of the possessor/possessed relationship divided

across 23 types, while Table 2:3 (p. 32) gives the relevant

examples (peann Eugene, eochair Eugene, oh leabhar Eilcn

anois, gga kine 'Aine's shoes,' etc.). The categorisa-

tions are based largely on the work of Brown (1973) and

Bloom (1970 and elsewhere). The final chapter compares

the output- of the two children, and makes some attempt to

relate their common characteristics to similar studies of

other languages.

Of the many points for discussion suggested by this

book, space permits me to take up only one: the apparent

reluctance of young Irish-speaking children to use Yes/No

question forms. Although McKenna and Wall's two subjects

frequently used 'C-questions' (e.g., those specified with

el, ce", cad, etc.), neither corpus includes any 'Yes/No'

questions of the type represented in adult Irish with

interrogative particles (ar, an, etc.) plus appropriate

verbal mutations. Yet Yes/No questions are acquired early

in languages such as Japanese (Clancy n.d.), English,

German, Russian, Luo, and Samoan (Dale 1972). The well-

known exception to this trend is that of Finnish, which

lacks the device of intonation for question-marking, and

which requires both suffixation and movement to initial

position of the questioned word. Even here, however,
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Slobin (1973: 200) cites the unpublished work of Argoff

which reports the use of 'an earlier form of yes-no

qqestion in Finnish child speech' by the simple attachment

of an interrogative particle (based on an ddult morphologi-

cal model) to the end of the sentence.

Why, then, should lrish be apparently anomalous in

this regdrd? McKenna and Wall initially look for some

parallel with Finnish intonation restrictionS (p. 93),

but h,ving conceded thdt Irish also marks questions with

rising intonation, they suggest that the lack of an

equivalent to 'Yes' or 'No' in Irish, requiring instead

the repetition of the verb in a morphologically appropriate

form, may deter children from asking Yes/No questions due

'to difficulty of processing the answer' (p. 94). Never-

theless, McKenna and Wall also point out that their

subjects reply to YesP:o questions appropriately, using

both t and sea as general affirmative markers (see also

Mac Mathirna 1979 in this regard).

Further Irish data and a consideration of Slobin's

(1973) universals of language acquisition may shed more

light on thir matter. Nic Fhionnlaoich (1134: 34) cites

a two-word intonation question (cupan tae? for Ar mhaith

lest cupan tae?) from a child aged 2;2, as well as

related forms such as Ceann eile ann? from the same child

three months later. Roth Mac Mathiina (1979: 83) and Nic

Fhionnlaoirh 0984: 42-43) have found a favouring of

invariant markers such as tg, sea, nf hea, and English

'Yes' and 'No' in reply to Irish questions; McKenna and

Wall (p. 94) briefly indicate similar findings. It may

be, then, that young Irish children actually use two-

element intonation questions (if rarely), and it may be

significant that they seem to show nb special difficulties

comprehending them, particularly when comprehension is

exhibited using invariant markers rather than inflected

- verbs.
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:Ilobin's (1973: 192-193) Operating Principle A, 'Pay

attention to the ends of words' (with its associated

Univer.;a1 Al predicting that a sgmantic notion encoded by

a suffix will appear in acquisition before the same notion

encoded by a prefix) may have special relevance for Irish.

Since simple Yes/No questions in adult Irish are formed

using a clitic interrogative particle plus an only partly

regular phonological mutation in the initial se;ment of

the verb, any special processing difficulty for these

questions among young speakers is not surprising. The

data of Nic Fhionnlaoich (1984) and McKenna and Wall con-

cerning genitives bear out the importance of this prin-

ciple: while none of the genitives in the latter study

use the adult initial mutation marking genitive case, the

earliest age at which this marking appears in the former

study is 2;7. The youngest child studied by Nic

FhionnIaoich, aged 2;1, failed to use genitive marking at

all, while the two older children (aged 2;7 and 2;10)

alternated between forms such as mo teach and do theach.

Conversely, Nic Fhionnlaoich (1984: 40-41) reports that

plurals, though not always taking the correct adult form

(e.g., lachannar for lachain) typically use overt plural

suffixes, often correctly and sometimes with classic

overgeneralisation using plural markers on singular nouns.

Slobin's (1973) Universal El (p. 202), which predicts

early acquisition of semantic notions with morphology that

is 'more salient perceptually' may relate both to the

preference of young Trish speakers for C-questions and to

their use of invariant affirmative or negative markers

from English or Irish. C-question particles are more

perceptually salient than the often elided interrogative

particles of Yes/No questions, while an invariant marker

such as tg or sea is not only more salient than the wide

variety of means for answering Yes/No questions in adult
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Irish, but falls within a plausible extension of Slobin's

Universal G1 (p. 207), whieh predi.:ts that 'semantically

consistent grammatical riiles are acquired early and

without significant error.' In this case, a rule whi,h

says "use .:onsistent marker to indicate a positive or

negative response to .;
question" is more consistent than

the mature rule which dictates "use a morphologically

appropriate form of the verb in the question." Though any

discussion of these points is necessarily speculative at

this stage of our ;.:nowledge, I suggest that rfcKenna and

-Wall's approach is overly particularistic, in both failing

to make connections across the dAta they have collected,

and in failing to analyse their empirical observations in

terms of more powerful (psycho)linguistic theory than the

taxonmies of function on which the book is largely based.

-A better editorial policy would have been kinder to

the authrs' material. 'tore than the occasional'fada'has

gone missing or is poorly printed, and some passages (e.g.

the last paragraph on p. 73) are poorly edited. ?fore

seriously, some of the data are indecipherable due to poor

presentation. One utterance appears on p. 39 as tit an

leabhar and as thit an leabhar on p. 40: the difference

is important in view of-the suffix vs. prefix marking

issue discussed above. The phonetic transcription Eg3WA

on p. 68 is a bizarre hybrid: ds the second accent mark

an interference from spelling or a misplaced palatalisation

mark, and what exactly is the first one? A particularly

difficult problem arises on pp. 63-64, where child forms

such as tS Dadar shii) abhaile are discussed without

sufficient attention to various possible adult models and

justification of apparent misspellings. The use of

English orthography in the Irish data is sometimes jus-

tifiable, but at times creates absolute confusion, as in

bowtie 'bogeyman,' which I presume is related to Irish

badhbh but which looks too much like English 'bowtie.'
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some of the English-related data are questionable in this

study, anyway, as for example Hi, 'Sig, glossed as 'Hi,

Roisin,' and two tractor, not si;rprisingly glossed as 'two

tractor.' In all cases, some printing convention to

distinguish English material is needed, and more phonologi-

cal information would have made up for the ambiguities of

the orthography.

Although this book does not really fill a gap so much

,as provide a point of departure from which further work

may follow, it will still be valuable to anyone pursuing

research in the acquisition of Trish and to the field of

early child language generally.
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THE ROLE OF PRACTICE IN CLASSROOM LANGUAGE LEARNING

Rod Ellis

Ealing College of Higher Education

One of the advantages of the growth of empirical studies of

classroom language learning is that cherished assumptions about

language teaching can be subjected to scrutiny. Elsewhere (Ellis,

forthcoming), I have argued that this is the appropriate way to set

about making use of the findings of second language acquisition

(SLA) research. That is, what is needed is not research applied but

applied research. The starting point in such an approach should not

be the research itself but a pedagogical issue of importance. The

research provides a means for examining whether the assumptions that

lie implicit in pedagogic prescriptions are justified.

This is the approach that will be followed here. The pedagogical

issue which is the focus of attention is 'practice'. This construct

is an extremely slippery one, however, meaning many things to many

people. We shall begin, therefore, by defining what we mean by

'practice'. Following this, various pedagogic claims for practice

will be examined and a number of quantitative studies which have

investigated the effect of practice on language learning will be

considered. The results provided by these studies are inconsistent

and conflicting. We will argue that a more qualitative approach -

one that examines how 'practice' works out in actual classroom

interaction - is needed to illuminate the nature of the relationship

between practice and learning. Finally, a number of hypotheses,

compatible with the available research, will be advanced regarding

the role that practice plays in classroom language learning.

WHAT DD WE MEAN BY 'PRACTICE'?

Most methodologists distinguish two general stages in the teaching

of linguistic knowledge; presentation and practice. These stages

correspond to Rivers and Temperley's (1978) distinction between

'skill/knowledge getting' and 'skill/knowledge using'.
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In order to make sense of the term 'practice', therefore, we need to

see it as in opposition to 'presentation'. The purpose of the

presentation stage is to help the learner acquire new linguistic

knowledge or to restructure knowledge that has been wrongly

represented. The teacher's job in this stage of the lesson is

described by Byrne (1986) in this way:

At the presentation stage, your main task is to serve as a

kind of informant. You know the language; you select the new

material to be learned ... and you present this in such a way

that the meaning of_the new language is as clear and memorable

as possible. (p.2)

The 'practice' stage follows the 'presentation' stage. One of the

assumptions of 'practice', therefore, is that the learner already

knows the forms that are the target of the practice but needs to

gain control over them. The purpose of practice is to activate the

new knowledge to the point where it can be used autoMatically and

correctly in normal comnunication. For this reason the learner is

required to engage in extensive production of utterances containing

the new structure. In contrast to the presentation stage, emphasis

is placed on learner participation and the teacher needs a new role

in order to accommodate this:

You do the minimum amount of talking yourself. You are a

skilful conductor of an orchestra, giving each performer a

chance to participate and monitoring the performance to see it

is satisfactory.

(Byrne, 1986).

Thus, practice is something that learners have to do in order to

make the transition from knowing a feature to using it in real-life

communication. A clear analogy exists with learning to play the

piano; before the learner attempts to play a whole piece, she

practises scales and short phrases.

Helping learners to achieve control over their knowledge requires

different kinds of practice. A common distinction found in most

training manuals is that between controlled and free practice.
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Controlled practice takes the form of various drills which require

the mechanical production of specific linguistic forms-.

Free practice involves engaging in simulated communication which has

been set up to provide opportunities for the use of those forms that

have been presented and practised in a controlled manner.

Controlled and free practice are best viewed as the poles of a

continuum. The continuum reflects the degree of focus required by

the learner. In controlled practice the learner is required to

focus more or less exclusively on the correct production of the

target features. In free practice the learner is concerned with

meaning rather than with form. In between the two poles are kinds

of practice (e.g. guided and meaningful or contexualised practice).

It is possible to produce a fairly tight definition of_controlled

practice, as follows:

Controlled practice

(1) takes place when the learner has already internalised the

specific feature which is the leaining target.

(2) involves production on the part of the 'learner.

(3) involves the isolation of a specific linguistic feature.

(4) requires the learner to focus attention on this linguistic

feature.

(5) requires the learner to carry out a mechanical operation that

leads to correct production of the target feature.

(6) involves the provision of teacher feedback regarding the

accuracy of the learner's production of the target feature.

(7) provides the learner with the opportunity to repeat incorrect

productions correctly.

Although the list is an obvious one, it is important to be explicit,

as only in this way is it possible to carry out a rigorous empirical

investigation. Each defining characteristic of controlled practice

represents, in fact, a largely untested asumption about the nature

of language learning.

Free practice is not so easy to define. The problem lies in

establishing clear criteria f,r d-stinguishing 'free practice' from
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'communicative use'. One possible criterion is the purpose of the

performance. It can be argued that when the learner is concerned

with learning the L2, she engages in free practice, but when the

learner is concerned with conveying a real message, she engages in

'communicative use'. A similar distinction might be made in the

case of the pianist who plays a concerto in his studio as a

preliminary to a full public performance. The distinction is not an

easy one where the classroom language learner is concerned,

however. For one thing, the learner may be engaged in both learning

and communicating it the same time. That is, she may be entirely

focussed on meaning content but be fully aware that the real reason

why she is taking part in the activity is to learn the language.

The whole idea of practice is, in fact predicted upon a particular

view of what language teaching consists of.

Traditional methodology (the methodology we have been discussing to

date) envisages a three part process (cf Brumfit, 1979):

1 2 3

Present ----), Controlled -) Free

practice practice

A communicative model of teaching presupposes a different process;

'communicative use' provides the basis for any focussed language

work:

1 2 3

Communicative ----4Present --) Controlled

use practice

It is not clear whether any descriptive differences between learner

output in free practice and communicative use will occur. If, in

both cases, the performance is concerned with the exchange of

meaningful messages, one might expect the same type of discourse to

arise.
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Differences may arise if the learner spontaneously introduces the

new features during free practice (i.e. without recourse to any

conscious manipulation or editing of output). This, of course, is

exactly what is intended by those who advocate the traditional

methodology, but the everyday experience of teachers is that new

material is frequently not reflected in free practice:

... students often seem to master a structure in

drilling, but are then incapable of using it in

other contexts.

(Haycraft, p. 36)

Studies of the effects of formal_ instruction on SLA support

Haycraft's view (e.g. Felix, 1981; Ellis, 1984; Pienemann, 1984).

There are definite constraints on what is 'learnable' and,

therefore, on what can be freely used.

If may be that we would do better not to try to draw any distinction

between 'free practice' and 'communicative use', but to classify

both as 'unfocussed performance'. It would follow that the only

real disiinction is between focussed and unfocussed performance, as

I have proposed elsewhere (Ellis, forthcoming). Focussed

performance would include any kind of practice where the learner is

consciously attending to the accurate production of specific target

forms - irrespective of whether the language exercise is mechanical

or meaningful (i.e. contextualised). Unfocussed performande would

occur when the learner is oriented towards meaning exchange.

Practice, according to this view, would corresp nd to focussed

performance and would be largely analogous with controlled practice,

as described above.

All this may seem nothing more than semantic nit-picking, but it is

in fact crucially important to come to a clear understanding of what

is meant by 'practice'. The term is bandied about in a loose,

ill-defined with the result that precise research becomes very

difficult and pedagogic prescriptions opaque.
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THE PEDAGCGIC CLAIW FCR 'PRACTICE'

In considering the pegagogic claims we will restrict the discussion

to 'controlled practice'. The term practice from now on will be

used to refer exclusively to controlled practice.

In traditional methodology - as outlined in the previous section -

practice has a clear purpose. Practice helps to make perfect by

helping the learner to gain control over new knowledge. This claim

is closely associated with the precepts of behaviourist learning

theory. Providing that the stimulus is carefully identified with a

particular response and care is taken to ensure that the learner

produces correct responses 'habit strength' is built up. It is

interesting to note that even in an age when behaviourist theory is

largely discredited the view that language consists of a set of

habits which can be developed through concentrated practice does not

die, as this quotation from Gowers and Walters (1983) indicates:

Repetition practice helps to develop habits. However, in real

life we are most able to choose which languages to use and as

we are largely non-mechanical beings this makes for a

profoundly complex activity. Habit formation is a small, if

essential, part of learning to communicate. (p. 83)

For Gcmers and Walters the 'small part' which habit formation

comprises justifies some fifteen pages describing the teaching

strategies needed for controlled practice. A quick survey of the

current batch of training manuals (e.g. Hubbard et al, 1983; Harmer,

1984) reveals a similar firm commitment to controlled practice.

It is not necessary to invoke behaviourism in support of practice,

however. Cognitive learning theory can also provide a rationale.

Seliger (1977) suggests that the cognitive effects of practice

counter what Ausabel (1971) refers to as 'obliterative assumption'

by which process new material is subsumed within existing networks

so that its distinguishing features are lost. Seliger gives the

example of the learner who overgeneralizes the inverted word order

of nonembedded questions in eniadedded questions:
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* I don't know how is he going to do it.

Practice serves to draw the learner's attention to the salient

features of a new structure so that the essential attributes are not

obliterated through overgeneralization or transfer. According to

this view, therefore, practice has much the same function as

'presentation' - to develop awareness of linguistic form and in this

way to overcome the effects of other, powerful cognitive process.

This is rather different from the kind of claim advanced by many

methodologists, namely that practice aids control. Presumably a

cognitive view places less emphasis on the need for sheer quantity

of practice.

Most advocates of a communicative methodology are not prepared to

abandon practice. Littlewood (1981) justifies the inclusion of

structural practice as 'a point of departure' for the communicative

(i.e. meaning-focussed) activities. He justifies his position like

this;

.... we are still too ignorant about the basic processes of

language learning to be able to state dogmatically what can

and cannot contribute to them. Structural practice may still

be a useful tool, especially when the teacher wishes to focus

attention sharply and unambiguously on an important feature of

the structural system. (-2. 9-10)

Littlewood's communicative approach does not really differ from the

traditional approach in the sequence of teaching operations it

proposes. The difference is only one of emphasis - free practice or

communicative use (we have claimed they are synonymous) is allocated

more time with a corresponding reduction for controlled practice.

Other proponents of a communicative methodology are more radical,

advocating a re-ordering of the customary three steps of the

teaching process, so that instruction commences with communicative

use (cf. Brumfit's model, outlined above). Even here, however, a

place is still provided for the controlled practice of those

features of which the learner displays a lack of mastery.
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There are, however, a nuMber of 'natural' methods which reject any

role whatsoever for practice. Prabhu (1987) proposes that

grammatical competence can best be acquired if the learners are

engaged throughout in meaning-focussed activity. Prabhu set up the

Communicational Teaching Project in South India to explore to what

extent 'task based teaching' was feasible and whether it promoted

the successful acquisition of grammar. Prabhu writes about the

project:

Attempts to systematize input to the learner through a

linguistically organised syllabus, or to maximize the practice

of particular parts of language-structure through activities

deliberately planned for that purpose were seen as being

unhelpful to the development of grammatical competence and

also detrimental to the desired preoccupation with meaning in

the classroom.

Thus Prabhu rejected controlled practice because he believed it

obstructed the learner's engagement with meaning and so impeded

learning. Instead, Prabhu and his aides developed a series of

reasoning-gap activities designed to stimulate neaning-focusssed

interaction in the classroom.

To sum up, tnree different.pedagogic
positions regarding the role of

practice are evident in the current literature:

*(1) Practice is necessary to ensure that learners develop correct

language habits or to enable them to overcome 'obliterative

subsumption'.

(2) Practice is not necessary for language learning but is

desirable either as a precursor to comnunicative language use

or as a means of dealing with problems that arise in

comnunicative language use.

(3) Practice is neither necessary nor desirable for language

learning and, in fact, can have a detrimental effect.

We can now turn to the available empirical research to see which of

these positions it lends most support to.

8
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EMPIRICAL STUDIES oe THE EFFECT OP PRACTICE

We will begin by examining a umber of quantitative studies. These

provide conflicting results regarding the effectiveness of

practice. We consider why this is and then go on to consider

qualitative approaches.

Quantitative Studies

Quantitive approaches entail the collection of data relating to the

practice opportunities afforded to different learners (the

independent variable) and data relating to the learning outcomes of

the same learners (the dependent variable). Scores on_the

independent variable are then cOrrelated with scores on the

dependent variable in order to establish whether there is any

significant relationship between the two.

A number of such studies are summarised in Table 1. The results are

extremely varied. Some studies (e.g. Seliger, 1977; Naiman et al,

1978; Ellis and Rathbone, 1987) report positive relationships

between the amount of practice and learning. One study (Ellis,

1934) :eports a negative relationship; that is, those learners who

receive the most opportunities for loractice displayed the smallest

gains in acquisition. Other studies report either no relationship

between practice and learning (Day, 1984) or only a very weak

relationship (Ely, 1986).

What explanation can be given for these mixed results? One of the

problems is that different researchers work with different

definitions of 'practice'. For Seliger (1977), for instance,

practice consists of any speech act produced by a learner in the

classroom. For Ellis (1984) 'practice' consists of nominated

opportunities.for learners to produce utterances containing the

target feature when presented with picture cues. Other researchers

operationalize the construct in different ways. It is not always

clear whether 'practice' - in the sense we have defined it above -

is the target of study or whether it is participation in general.

In the case of the latter unfocussed as well as focussed production

is included.
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Another problem lies in the way that the dependent variable -

learning - is measured. Three of the studies (Naiman et al, 1977;

Day, 1984; Ely, 1986) employed general measures of proficiency while

the other three (Seliger, 1977; Ellis, 1984; Ellis and Rathbone.

1987) obtained measures of the learners knowledge of specific

grammatical features. One possible explanation for the differences

in the results obtained in the Seliger and Day studies (which

followed similar designs) is the different way that learning was

measured. It is also worth noting that in only two studies (Ellis,

1984; Ellis and Rathbone, 1987) was any attempt made to relate

practice in the production of a specific grammatical structure to

the acquisition of that structure. (see 10a and 10b).

The main problem, however, lies in the difficulty of interpreting

correlational statistics. A coefficient of correlation, however,

tells us only whAher there is a significant relationship between

two variables; it does not tell us about the direction of the

relationship. All the Studies in Table I were designed on the

assumption that practice influences acquisition, either negatively

or positively. Such an assumption may not be justified, however.

It would be possible to argue that it is how much a learner knows

that affects the amount of practice she receives. For example, weak

learners might find themselves nominated to practice more frequently

than strong learners. It would also be possible to argue that the

relationship between practice and learning is interactional, in

nature; that is, the amount of learning influences the amount of

practice which in turns affects the amount of learning. The

diversity of results obtained suggests that a theoretical model in

which practice is treated as a determinant of learning is far too

simplistic. The whole relationship is much more complex, subject to

the myriad variables that govern classroom behaviour.
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Study

Seliger

(1977)

Subiects Practice measures of learning Results

6 adults hount of verbal

learning English interaction in

as L2 in USA: the classrou:

divided into any student

high input and speech act

log input counted as in

generators. interaction;

initiations and

responses scored

separately.

Maim Learners of 12 Various uisures

et al French in Grades of classrou

(1978

Oay

(1980

8,10 and 12 of

ingloonone

schools in

Canada

26 adult

learners of

L2 English in

Kum:divided

Into high and

loy input

generators

behaviour (e.g.

student hand-

raising: student

complete/partial

responses:student

correct/incorrect

responses)

Responses to

teacher general

solicits; un-

initiated trrns

Cloze test: structure

test: aural

comprehension test

Comprehension test:

mitation test

Oral proficiency

linettemtetr Mess-

etnts of learners'

grauatical,prageatic,

and sociolinguistic

capetefice: doze

test.

Ellis 13 children Contextualised

(19e4) learning English opportunities to

as i L2 in produce OK Qs:

Britain nueber of practice

Whinges pte

learnt?

Ely 72 first year

(7986) adult learners

of 12 Spanish

at untversitY

in USA: half in

first and half

Muster of

self-initiated

utterances in

Spanish i.e.

volunteering a

Question or a

Suns in the accuracy

of production of

AKER Qs in an elici-

tation gm Oared

before and after

mristrottioa

Oral fluency in a

story foroduction

task ( absence of

self-interrupted

gues(s); oral

correctness (based

la 74 7

total interaction

scores correlated

significantly with

both structure and

and aural courehenston

scores: percentage

of initiations

correlated significantly

vith aural courtnension.

Positive signifi-

cant correlations

between hand-raising

coulee responses,

correct responses

and students resounding

idewt 10 tiees and both

ensures of learning

found: negative

significant relationships

existed between

incorrect/partmally

correct responses

and both learnmng

etasures.

No significant

correlations

between classrooe

participation and

oral proficiency

or doze test

scores.

Children vho

had fewest

opportunities

for practice

Shoved greatest

gains.

Asoutt of ileu-

m. Participation

of firSt Quarter

students correlated

significantly eitn

oral correctness.



Ellis

and

lath-

bone

(1917i

in second

garter

3, adult

learners of

LZAerean;

beginners

response

Sober of

occasions each

learner atteepted

to produce a

sentence with

vith V-ENC in

controlled

Practice: nunbet

of correct

V-93 sentences

on error counts in

stories): written

correctness (based

on final written

mutation)

Accuracy of V-END

Production in an

oral narrative:

discrete au test

of general grass-

atical proficiency

No other signifi-

cant correlations

reported.

Nude of correct

V-ENC sentences (but

not total V-ENO

Practice) correlated

significantly vith

V-ENC ecouisition.

Both correct and total

Practice of V-ENC correlated

vith general grasser Profic-

iency. Relationship vith

general proficiency

stronger than vith V-ENO

icoutsition.

Table 1: Survey of quantitative studies of the
role cf practice in language learning
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The results of the Ellis and Rathbone (1987) study, in particular

give reason for querying whether the 'practice-causes-learning'

model is tenable. They found that the amount of practice in V-END

was not significantly related to the acquisitiOn of V-END but was

significantly (and positively) related to scores on a disrete-item

test of grammatical prof..7iency. This test did not, in fact,

include any items for V-END. In other words, practice in feature x

was related more strongly to knowledge of features a,b n than

to knowledge of features x itself. Clearly a

'practice-causes-learning' explanation does not work here. However,

a 'learning-causes-practice' explanation is possible._ The learners'

general knowledge of £2 German in some way governed the quantity of

practice they took part in.

The quartitative,research into the role of practice which has been

undertaken to date provides a salutary warning of the dangers _:ef

nomothetic enquiry in such a coaplex area as classroom language

learning. Such research risks making assumptions about the nature

of the relationship between instruction and learning which may be

warranted. In formulating researchable hypotheses simplistic

cause-effect models of teaching may be invoked - perhaps because

such models are implicit in many pedagogic prescriptions - with

consequent confusion in the results obtained. A wiser approach is

to conduct careful qualitative studies first.

Qualitative studies

Qualitative studies involve the careful analysis of interactional

protocols. That is, the researcher examines what is actually said

and done in the name of practice. Alternatively, qualitative

studies may ask learners to introspect or retrospect on learning

processes. Both kinds of research provide insights into a number of

key aspects of practice:
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(1)

(2)

(3)

The natute of the learner's contribution to practice sessions.

The nature of the teacher's contribution to practice sessions.

Factors determining the distribution of opportunities for

practice.

We will briefly consider each of these.

Controlled practice results in three-phase interactional exchanges,

in which the teacher initiates, the learner responds and the teachet

suppliet feedback. Three-phase exchange are not restricted to

controlled practice however; they predominate interaction where the

pedagogic goal is to elicit a pre-determined response from the

learner (Sinclair and Courtlhard, 1975; Pica, 1987). What

differentiates IRF exchanges in controlled practice from similar

exchanges in more meaning-focussed instruction in the interactional

goal. In practice sessions the goal is to perform a specific

lingusitic feature correctly. This affects both the learner's and

the teacher's contributions.

Studies of classroom interaction in which a learner is attempting to

perform a new target structure reveal the difficulties which are

often experienced. Ellis (1984b) provides the following protocol in

which a 13 year old Punjabi girl

practising markers of plurality:

is struggling to perform a drill

1. T: Now, what is this?

2. (holds up pen) S: This is a pen.

3. T: What are these?

4. (holds up two pens) S: This are a pen.

S. T: These are

6. S: Are pens.

7. T: What is this?

8. (holds up a ruler) S: This is a ruler.

9. T: What are these?

10. (holds up two rulers) S: This is ... are ...
This are rulers

11. T: These are rulers. What

are these?

12. S: This are a rulers.
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13. T: Not 'a'. These are

14.

15. Rulers.

16.

S: Rulers.

T: Rulers.

The task requires the learner to encode a number of plural

markers; (1) the plural demonstrative article ('these'), (2)

the plural copula ('are'), (3) the zero article and (4) the

plural noun form ('rulers', 'pencils' etc.). As Ellis

obserVes, this learner fails to perform one or more of these

markers in each attempt (see Table 2). One explanation of

this is that the task of producing plural sentences is beyond

this learner's competence. Although the learner probably

'knows' what is required of her she is unable to comply

because she has not reached the appropriate stage of

development.

Utterance Missing plurality markers

4 (1), (4)

6 (1)

10 (1), (3)

12 (1), (3)

14 (1), (2)

16 (1), (2)

It is not certain what abilities a learner requires to perform

a drill such as one above successfully. Clearly, if the

learner already controls the .inguistic features which are the

focus of the practice, correct production should pose no

problem. In such a case, however, the practice is not

achieving anything, except allowing the learner to display

knowledge that has already been thoroughly acquired. What

happens when the learner lack the requisite control, as with

the Punjabi girl? Hosenfeld (1976) set out to answer this

question by asking learners to report on the strategies they

used when performing drills.



She concluded that what was being practised were procedures for

getting right answers rather than the grammatical items themselves.

Correct responses merely indicate that the learner has accessed the

approp. .ate cognitive strategies for reproducing the target

structure: they do not show that learning is taking place.

Qualitative studies, therefore, lead one to be sceptical

whether any grammar-learning takes place in controlled

practice.

Other qualitative studies have looked at the nature and

consistency of the teacher's feedback - in particular what the

teacher -does when the learner's response contains an error.

MCrear (1975), for instance, finds-that teachers sometimes

give up the task of correction and are often inconsistent,

sometiMes correcting an error and sometimes not. Allwright

(1975) points out that teachers, in fact, may have a duty to

be inconsistent as they need to respond to individual

differences among the learners. Finally, it has been sho4n

(Long, 1977) that the procedures that a teacher uses to

correct an error may not always be explicit, so that learners

have to interpret the teacher's treatment of error.

The effectiveness of the treatment will depend on whether the

learner is able to make the right interpretation. We can see

many of these factors at work in the feedback provided by the

Punjabi girl's teacher.

We now turn to consider the factors that influence the

distribution of practice opportunities in a classroom. Ellis

and Rathbone (1987) address this issue. They note that

practice may be volunteered or nominated and that this can

inflaence the learner's production. For example, if responses

are nominated in a predictable manner (e.g. alphabetically or

line-by-line), learners are able to prepare in advance,

whereas volunteered response are likely to be more spontaneous.

One factor that influences who teachers nominate to respond in

practice sessions is the learners' existing levels of

competence.
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The protocol below shows what can happen:

I. T: Nun, erm, aiif der nachsten
Seite. Und warum sind sie in
Schirmgeschaft? Mary.

2. SI: Erm, sie sind in
Schirmgeschaft, weil,
erm (.2.) sie (.)
mbchten eine Schirm
kaufen.

3. T: Was meinen die anderen?
ISt das richtig, was Mary
sagt? (.3.) Roger, Sie
schutteln den Kopf.
Verstehen Sie? Sie schutteln
der Kopf. Shaking your head.

Wie sagen. Sie es? Warum sind
sie im Schirmgeschaft?

4. Erm, weil sie einen
Schirm kaufen
mbchten.

5. T: ta,.-1:1 Frau Meyer einen Schirm

kaufen mochte. Und Mary sagte,
well Frau Meyer niichte einen
Echirm kaufen.

The focus of the practice here is V-END. The teacher begins by

noninating SI, who fails to produce a correct sentence. She then

turns to S2, who has shown signs (i.e. by shaking his head) that he

is both able and prepared to provide a correct answer. This he

does. S2 functions as a kind of proxy teacher; he is called on to

supply correct answers when other students make mistakes. It is not

surprising, perhaps, that it is S2 who receives the most

opportunities for practice in his class.

However, teachers probably vary considerably in the implicit

principles they follow in deciding who to nominate for practice.

Some may try to be egalitarian by ensuring that all students receive

equal shares. Others may try to direct practice at those students

who are most in need of it.
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Purely local factors can play a part.-Thus, in the case of Ellis

and Rathbone's study, the teachers tended to favour those learners

who had elected to continue with
German beyond the end of the year

at the expense of those students who had decided to give it up. In

short, a whole host of factors affect who gets nominated and how

often they get nominated.

What factors govern volunteered responses? One factor is the

learner's language ability. Learners who already 'know' how to

perform a structure are more likely to try their hand. Learners who

are uncertain are more likely to hold back. This leads us back to

the argument already advanced,
namely that it is acquisition that

determines practice rather than vice versa. There are other

factors, however. The nature of the practice activity can influence

whether a learner is allowed to volunteer. In the Ellis and

Rathbone study, volunteered responses
occurred more frequently in

freer practice activities (e.g. when students were allowed to

compose their own sentences) than in text book.exercises. Even more

important is the personal inclination of the individual learner.

Scme learners dislike being asked to perform in front of their peers

and, therefore, rarely volunteer.
Other learners are keen to try

and feel no anxiety about risking themselves in public. Ely (1986),

in the study referred to earlier, provides quantitative evidence of

this; he found that risktaking was a significant positive predictor

of classroom participation,
accounting for nearly 30% of learner

variance. Ellis and Rathbone provide
evidence from diary studies

kept by some of the learners in their study to illustrate the marked

difference in attitude to practice that learners hold. One learner

dreads teachers' questions:

I was really tense in this class when she was asking us

questions ...

As usual I was quite frightened when asked questions.

I was quite frightened when asked questions again. I don't

know why; the teacher does not
frighten me but my mind is

blocked when I'm asked questions. I fear lest I give the

wrong answer ...

16
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Another learner, however, has no qualms about making mistakes and

welcomes the opportunity to take part in productive practice:

Again today, volunteers were asked to read a passage. I find

it irritating that no-one seems to want to volunteer apart

from one or two people. I'd rather volunteer and make an

idiot of myself ... I think this is important because I want

to learn really quickly.

Quite apart from their general attitudes toWards practice, learners

can vary in the extent to which they willingly participate on a day

to day basis, as a result of purely personal factors or even the

time of day. A host of potentially interacting factors determine to

what extent and when a learner volunteers answers in class.

These qualitative studies lead us to see controlled practice in a

very different light from that shed by the quantitative,

pseudo-experimental studies. Practice comes to be seen as a social

event involving personal investment on the part of the learner.

Practic: cuizists of a particular kind of interaction which is

negotiated by the participants in accordance with the social and

personal factors that prevail in a given teaching context. Once

practice is seen in this way, it becomes difficult to seek a direct,

causative link between practice and learning. There are simply too

many intervening variables. Thus, even practice that meets clear

definitional criteria will be implemented variably and have

different outcomes.

DISCUSSION

So far we have considered the pedagogical argument for practice and

reviewed the empirical research - quantitative and qualitative -

which has examined the role that practice play in language

learning. We observed that mainstream pedagogy - in the form of

both traditional and communicative language teaching methodology -

finds a definite place for controlled practice.
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The empirical research, however, suggests that the relationship

between practice and learning is far more complex than is

presupposed in most methodological prescriptions and that there is

no clear evidence that practice does in fact promote SLA. Although

it would be difficult to come to any firm conclusion on the basis of

the limited research that has been conducted to date, it is clear

that practice can mean very different things in different classroom

depending on the social and personal relationships that prevail

between the teacher and the learners. In other words, it is a

mistake to treat controlled practice as a monolithic phenemenon.

In this section we will consider a number of other points that bear

on the role of practice, drawing more generally on the results of

SLA research.

First, the nature of the linguistic feature which is the

instructiOnal target may influence whether the practice works or

not. M.2isel, Clahsen and Pienemann (1981) distinguish developmental

and variational features of SLA. Developmental features are

features that are constrained by st.rategies of language processing.

They are acquired sequentially because the development of each

feature can only take place when the necessary processing strategies

have been activated. Pienemann (1934) has shown that formal

instruction is powerless to change the sequence of acquisition of

developmental features such as German word order rules. He found

that only those learners who were ready to learn INVERSION (i.e.

were at the immediately preceding stage), benefitted from

instruction; learners who were not ready showed no improvement and

some even regressed. Variational features are features that are not

constrained by language processing strategies and, theoretically

therefore, can be acquired at any time. Johnston (undated) argues

that because variational features are 'computationally simple' they

are teachable. He reports the results of a study designed to teach

immigrant German children the copula.
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This-showed that-they-responded-quite positively, with the rate of

omission of copula dropping by over 50% in some cases after a week

of targeted teaching of various kinds. Practice, therefore, may

have differential success depending on the structure that is the

focus of the instruction.

The second point concerns how practice is viewed. In the preceding

sections we-have viewed it as 'focussed instruction' in accordance

with a pedagogical perspective. However, practice could be viewed

simply as 'input'. That is, in the course of engaging in practice

the learner is exposed to a variety of L2 features, not just the

specific feature which is the instructional target. For example, a

lesson planned to practice markers of plurality (as in the protocol

considered earlier), also exposes the learners to input in the use

of the copula:

What is this?

This is a pen. etc.

It is possible that such input - although not the focus of the

lesson - will facilitate the acquisition of developmental features

for which the learner is ready or variational features such as

copula. It is also possible that because drills model specific L2

features with high frequency (e.g. Verb-ing) over-learning will take

place (cf. Lightbown, 1983). If we view practice as 'input' we have

to recognize that what is learnt may not be the same as what 'is

taught; the lesson may have been designed to teach feature x, but

the learners do not acquire x, although they do acquire y.

Researchers and methodologists may not be comfortable with this

possibility, as, once again, it is potentially threatening to the

value that is traditionally placed on practice. Also, if we view

practice as 'input', we are forced into asking whether the input

provided in this way is of equal quality for the purposes of

facilitating SLA as input provided through meaning-focussed

communication.
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The third point concerns the temporal relationship between practice

and acquisition. The assumption that underlies pedagogic statements

about practice is that the relationship is an immediate one; that

is, as a result of engaging in practice, acquisition (at least in

the form of a strengthening or automatizing of knowledge) takes

place then and there. It is perfectly feasible, however, that

practice has a delayed effect. Figure 1 suggests how this might

arise.

PRACTICE

INPUT

EXPLICIT IMPLICIT

KNOWLEDGE KNOWLEDGE

Figure 1: The delayed effect of practice

OUTPUT

Practice contributes directly to explicit (i.e. declarative)

knowledge, but not to implicit (i.e. procedural) knowledge.

Implicit knowledge is dependent on meaning-focussed input which the

learner processes in accordance with the current state of her

interlanguage. Communicative output draws predominantly on implicit

knowledge. However, practice contributes indirectly to implicit

knowledge in that the existence of ekplicit knowledge sensitizes the

learner to the occurrence of specific features in the input which

otherwise would not be attended to. According to this view of

classroom SLA, therefore, practice has a delayed effect. The real

value of practice is in enabling learners to formulate declarative

knowledge. If this is so, however, we need to ask whether practice

is the best way of raising consciousness about the formal properties

of a language. Practice is designed to automatize rather than tn

sensitize and for this reason is time-consuming. There may be more

efficient ways (such as problemrsolving tasks) of helping learners

develop useful explicit knowledge.

The points discussed in this section are all speculative. They

should be considered as hypotheses that are grounded in current SLA

research and theory. They all lead in the same direction - namely,

to question the conventional pedagogic arguments advanced in support

of practice.
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SUMMAR( MID 021CLUSION

One of the functions of applied linguistics is to submit pedagogical

assumptions to close scrutiny. In this article we have used both

the results of empirical SLA research and SLA theoretical

perspectives to examine the pedagogic claims that are frequently

made for controlled practice.

The following is a summary of the main points that have been raised:

(1) A model of teaching in which practice is seen as determining

learning (the-'practice-causes-acquisition' model) is

simplistic and not tenable. Practice is a form of classroom

interaction and, as such, is a varied phenomenon subject to a

host of social and personal factors. It is for this reason -

above any other - that quantitative studies of practice have

produced conflicting results.

(2) Frequently, it is acquisition that determines practice, rather

than vice-versa. That is, how much of the L2 a learner

already knows controls how much practice she gets, as

qualitative studies of practice have shown. Frequently the

way practice is conducted by the teacher reflects her

assessment of the proficiency attained by individual

learners. In this way, practice may simply serve to reinforce

the learners' and the teacher's preconceptions about who is

succeeding and.who is not succeeding. That is a kind of

self-fulfilling prophecy may be acted out through practice.

(3) Practice is designed to automatize items that are already part

of the learner's interlanguage; qualitative studies suggest

that it does not ach3eve this. Frequently learners fail to

produce correct exemplars of the target structure and the

teacher connives at this. Practice may do little more than

develop the strategies needed for reproductive competence.
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(4) Even if practice is credited with causing learning, there are

strong theoretical grounds for believing that only some

grammatical features (i.e. 'weriational' features that are

canputed simply (easily) can be influenced easily by

practice. Practice will only facilitate the acquisition of

'developmental' features if the necessary processing

prerequisites have been established.

(5) Practice provides 'inpuei the learner may select from this

input what she is ready and prepared td process, irrespective

of what structure is the target of the practice.

(6) The real role of practice may be to raise_the learner's

consciousness about language form. This consciousness may not

be convertable into implicit knowledge immediately but may

facilitate it in the long term. There may be better ways of

raising the learner's consciousness than practice, however.

We are led to conclude that-the old axiom 'practice makes perfect'

may not apply to language learning or, at least, mot in the way that

many teachers and methodologists think it does.
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Tilling Some Irish Lexical Fields

Liam Bac Mathana

(Coliiste Phadraig, Baile Atha Cliath)

Introduction

Some of you may recall Professor Kenneth Jackson's comprehensive

survey of the progress of Irish language studies during the course

of this century, which he delivered at the Sixth International

Congress of Celtic Studies, held in University College, Galway, in

1979. Speaking on the theme "The Historical Grammar of Irish: Some

Actualities and Some Desiderata", he noted that, in contrast to the

areas of phonology and morphology, which had engaged the attention

of scholars since the inception of modern Ct tic Studies in the

nineteenth century, and.also in contrast to syntax, which had

recently attracted increased interest, the study of the vocabulary

of the Irish language continued to be relatively neglected (Jackson

1983). However, his comments related particularly to the study of

the change in meanings of words within the language. Criticism of

sins of omission in many areas of Irish lexical studies are no doubt

quite justified, but, in fairness both to scholars and to

scholarship, one should also take stock of what has in fact been

achieved. Professor de Bhaldraithe has just been outlining the

lexicographical concerns which will continue to profitably occupy

scholars of the modern language.

The Royal Irish Academy's Dictionary of the Irish Language = (DIL),

begun in 1913, was only brought to a conclusion in 1976: this

dictionary deals with the language down to about the year 1650. An

etymological dictionary of this same, older, period of the language,

Lexique étymologique de l'Irlandais ancien, was begun by J. Vendryes

in 1959. Paris-based, it is being published with the support of the

Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies. These major dictionary

projects have necessarily absorbed quite considerable financial and

personnel resources unavoidably so.
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For they are the seCure foundation on WhiCh all Iiith-lafiguage

scholarship rests. Both the reception of the inherited tradition of

Irish culture (with its twin manuscript and oral strands) and the

dynamic facilitation of language community maintenance and growth

would be inconceivable in the absence of these major dictionary

projects. The energies of individual scholars have often been

profitably directed to the limited lexical objective of adequately

presenting the vocabulary content of single texts in notes or

indices. And of course, the prOblems of explanation associated with

individual words continue to attract short, but interesting,

contributions from scholars in the various journals.

However, it is to be noted that the lexical work so far outlined has

been primarily concerned with single words. In the case of the

dictionaries, this was virtually inevitable. In the case of

contributions to journals, it may perhaps rather result from the

lack of awareness of other valid, and valuable approaches. The

scholar's spotlight has been beamed on one word at a time. The

impingement of the senses or forms of other words on the one

currently receiving the attention of the lexicographer would of

course be implicitly borne in mind, but not explicitly dealt with.

Short notes in journals tend to focus on the exotic elements of

vocabulary, those words which, for one reason or another, stand out

from their fellows. And so the more structured approaches to

vocabulary study, which have become commonplace on the continent in

this century, have nad remarkably little impact on Irish studies - a

state of affairs i would be inclined to trace back to the founding

of the School of Irish Learning in Dublin in 1903. Ironically, it

was the very success of the effort to found Irish-based institutions

to foster the study of the Irish language and its literature which

gradually served to Leduce the influence of outside scholarship. An

excellent philogical tradition of text editing evolved here in

Ireland, but this may have been at the expense of closing off the

ventilating ducts which would have brought us the invigorating air

of novel developments in more genereal linguistics.
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It is not significant that it was a Swiss scholar, Heinrich Wagner,

who successfully undertook the collection of synchronic dialectal

material in the linguisitc geography approach and equally

significant that his field,work, carried out 1949-56, has not been

replicated since, neither within particular dialect areas, nor

indeed for individual points of enquiry? (of Wagner 1958-69).

Similarly, it is an American, Nancy Stenson, who has analysed

material from western Irish, grouping recorded informants into four

periods by date of birth, mid,19th century, late 19th century and

mid-20th century, and thereby illustrated morphological changes in

the verb and noun, which have taken place over a relatively short

period of time (Stenson 1982).

All of this preamble, as you may well have been surmising, is by way

of apologia for my own work in the lexical field tradition. The

lexical field approach of Jost Trier and Leo Weisgerber holds that

lexemes are not autonomous semantic units, having their senses in

isolation, but rather that the sense (and denotation) of each lexeme

is determined by its relationship with whatever other lexemes join

with it to make up the greater whole of a lexical field, and beyond

this, ultimately the vocabulary of a language. In the translated

words of J. Trier (1973):

"No word spoken exists on its own in the consciousness of the

speaker and hearer to the extent that one might conclude from its

phonetic isolation. Each word spoken calls to mind its opposite

in concept. And still more than this. In the totality of all

the relations of concept which are brought forth by the speaking

of a word, that of the opposite in concept is only one and it is

not by any means the most important. There are a host of other

words, to a greater or lesser extent close to the spoken word in

concept, which spring up.
They are its relat(ves in concept. They form among themselves

and together with the word spoken an organized whole, a
structure, which one may call a word-field or a linguistic
sign-filAd (sprachliches Zeichenfeld). The word-field is
apportioned in a symbolically meaningful manner, a more or less

closed complex of senses, the internal division of which is

represented by the organized structure of the signfield in which

(the wora-fieldl is provided for the members of a language

community ... The individual words are set in the word-field,
the work-cloak, the word-covering in the form of a mosaic and -

in regard to their number and positioning - they set out the

borders within the block of concept and divide it up."
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I should now like to illustrate some aspects of the application of

the lexical field approach to a variety of semantic areas in Irish

starting with the expresSions for some meterological phenomena.

Wagner's map headed "it is raining" (1958, I, p. 221) shows

fearthainn and bSisteach in complementary distribution as verbal

nouns in Munster, while Ulster is represented by another verbal

noun, cur. TS se ag basteach and closely related variants

predominate in counties Cork and Kerry (an exception is pt. 15 in

Cork with fearthainn) and in the south Connacht region. TS se ag

fearthainn is to be found in east Munster and the more inland

portions of Connacht.

Co. Mayo provides a characeristically complex picture as t& se ag

cur is to be found there along with both tS se ag fearthainn and tS

se ag bSisteach. 8Sisteach and fearthainn ocdur for "rain"

alongside ag basteach and ag fearthainn "raining", respectively,

while fearthainn is used in Donegal alongside ag cur. The

restricted distribution of cuir "put" as an auxiliary verb with

bSisteach and fearthainn to express "it is raining" is noteworthy as

this is the form most favoured by non-native speakers of /rish and

the restoration movement in general. Examples are, however, to be

found in Cork and Mayo: the co-existence of forms both with and

without baisteach at points 51 and 54 in Mayo seems particularly

instructive: this synchronic pattern suggests that diachronically

tS se ag cur derives from CA se ag cur bhaisti/tS se ag cur

f(h)earthainne, the verbal noun meaning "rain(ing)", having been

dropped as redundant.

Confining ourselves just to the Old Irish terms for "rain", we are

confronted by words quite different from those in general use

today. Flechud o, m., was the usual, semantically unmarked word for

"rain" at that time. "Light rain" was expressed by brSen o, m.,

while folc o, m., meant "heavy rain".
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However, the expression of "it is raining" by feraid flechud

provides us with a link to Modern Irish. In Middle Irish ferthain

f., was the verbal noun of this verb feraid. The observation

that the demise of Old Irish flechud was accompanied by the rise of

the verbal noun ferthain, which used to govern it, as a replacement,

which has given us one of the two regular Modern Irish words for

"rain", lends vi:tually conclusive support to the suggested

evolvement of northern ag cur from, let us assume, ag cur

f(h)earthainne. Within Irish, there is also evidence for the

substitution of the more colloquial ag stealladh "pouring" for

earlier ag stealladh bâisti "peuring rain". And of course the very

choice of English equivalents just quoted haS no doubt already

prompted you to call up the relevant cards in your mental filing

index. Parallels abound in English and in other European

languages. One can cite colloquial English it is lashing and it is

spillina, Mod. German es giesst and es schatet "it is pouring", as

well as Mod. Swed. det bser ned "it is pouring down". Welsh also

has examples which I shall be referring to shortly. The rise of the

second Mod. Ir. word for "rain", bâisteach, in the Middle Irish

period is none too abundantly attested, but it occurs at least

towards the end of that stage of the language, say late 12th

century. Of course a lexical interloper of a mere 700 years

standing can expect short shrift from our more conservative

scholars. Witness the following comments of the redoubtable Fr.

Richard Henebry (1909, p. 544), a native speaker of Irish from the

DeCies, Co. Waterford:

As to slang, bogha báisdighe is a word for the rainbow, but

the expressions stuagh nimhe and bogha ceatha are infinitely

better, especially the first, which is the Irish expression.

Misdeach is a very pcor derivative from bidhudh, "drowning,"

and never held a respectable position in Irish. It is about

as classic as if one said bogha steallta in the same sense.
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Now, ironically, Fr. Henebry has probably been led to this erroneous

oonclusion by his accurate etymological analysis.and by his

hyper-sensitive appreciation of the nuances of meaning in the

regional dialects. BSisteach comes from the stem loSidr.- of baidid

"submerges, drowns" and the suffix -sech, which would have given

first *badhsech, then let us say *baisdhech and finally loSistech

(i.e. through the stages of metathesis and delention of d = later

dh). It is not a word which Fr. Henebry would have had froM his own

dialect, and his comparison with stealladh is apt, and might

Orofitably be heeded by the many current speakers, who have

difficulty in adjusting to anything but the most informal of Irish

language registers.

You may be wondering whatever happened to OIr. flechud "rain". Well

it actually survived as fliaghey, the usual word for "rain" in Manx

Gaelic. And-interestingly, the Manx for "it is raining" was ta e

ceau equivalent to Irish ta s6 ag caitheamh, lit. "it is casting,

throwing"), paralleling well tS sé ag cur and the other Irish

expressions quoted.

Turning our attention briefly to "snow" and "it is snowing", it is

noteworthy that Scottish Gaelic seems to have specialized the use of

cur in relation to "snowing", a development which proceeds regularly

from the widespread occurrence in Middle Irish of cor with reference

to "snowing". Applying the insights gained from observing the

semantic regeneration within Irish of expressions for its "it is

raining", it has proved possible to supply plausible etymologies for

the more problematic cases. For example, I think it likely that the

none too common Car. ladg, Mod.Ir. laogh (DIL), ladhg (0 Dénall

1977) "snow" derives from a root *la-, to be found in tarla,

do-rala. Even more satisfactorily, was its contribution to an

analysis of the Welsh evidence. W. mae'n bwrw, mae hi'n bwrw, lit.

"it is pouring, throwing, casting" has dispensed with the word for

"rain" itself, glaw.
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This contrasts with the specialization of MOd.W. odi, bal as

"snowing, snows" in one area of N.E. Wales, although the verb odi

originally meant "casts, throws" and was followed by eira "snow".

The unusal expression for "it is snowing" is mae'n bwrw eira.

Thunder and lightning

The expression of "thunder" and "lightning" in Irish provides a fine

example of the innovation within continuity which one can find

spanning more than a thousand years of the Irish lexicon. Let us

juxtapose, from the Milan Glosses Ml. 96 c 11 intainid & intorainn,

lit. "the lightings and the thunders", and from Tomas 0 Criomthain's

An tOileinach (1973, p. 228) splancacha agus tcirneacha,

"(lightning-) flashes and thunders". The similarities are

striking: in the two citations the plural occurs with reference to

both phenomena, and the order of reference is the same

"lightnings" precedes "thunders" (both aspects contrasting with

English, one may note). The words for "li9htning" are different:

in fact there would seem to have been constant seeking after new

means of stressing the awesome power of lightning; but this has been

done by drawing on words from specific semantic areas. Tine "fire"

has at all times been an available productive element which may be

qualified by a suitable semantic companion indicating the type of

"fire" meant or may itself qualify some more or less metaphorically

employed word. The expressions for "thunderbolt" bring out this

point as well. At any rate, "fire" and "light" have supplied most

of the expressions for "(flash of) lightning". Examples are OIr.

teine "fire", later Mid. Ir. and early Mod. Irish teinntech and

teinntrech "lightning", MOd. Ir. splangc "flash", lasair "flame",

solas "light" and lasóg, another derivative of las- "light, fire".

The surface diversity of words for "(flash of) lightning" contrast

with the uniformity of expression of "thunder". OIr. torann, o, m.,

gave way to Mid.Ir. tocann a, f., and finally to late Mid.Ir, and

Mod.Ir. toirneach a, f., all of which derive from the same root.
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Water expanse

Switching our attention from meterological phenomena to the physical

environment, it will be seen that the two tables below conveniently

summarize the results of an investigation of the words for "water

expanse". However, just before we discuss the tables I should like

to make a few remarks about the four most common wordt for "the sea,

ocean" in Old and Middle Irish, nemely muir, ler, fairrge and

ocian. Muir i, n and m., later f., would seem to be the least

marked of the four principal words, being described in DIL as "The

sea in wide sense, both of sea as opposed to land and of particular

tracts of ocean With special designations, occasionally of inland

seas, ..." The custom of explaining ler o, later attested as m.,

later also with gen. sg. lera, "sea, ocean", in the Early Modern

Irish glossaries suggests that the word had slipped out of general

use as an unbound lexeme. But, even in Old Irish, ler is most

frequently met with in poetry. Of course, the phrase tar ler, later

thar lear "beyond the sea, (from) across the sea" is common at all

periods of the language. Perhaps prompted by Thurneysen's p_uusible

etymology of fairroe, ingeniously deriving it from *foirs(n)ge,

abstract noun from fairsing "ample, broad, spacious" lists the

senses of fair(r)ge ia, f., as I "extent, expanse (?)" and II "the

open sea, ocean", but only provides one example of sense I. Ocian

meant "the ocean, generally of deep sea as opposed to shallower

water near land". For instance, the Atlantic Ocean is referred to

in ond ocian thiar co muir sair "from the ocean in the west to the

sea in the east" (Fianaig. 30.17), which is a neat justaposition of

the reputedly boundless ocean in the west and a known, limited sea

in the east.
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The relative richness of the Old and Middle Irish material

extant allows one to trace quite finely the interrelation of inland,

coastal and open bodies of water. One may note considerable

overlapping of the three categories chosen, especially in marked

texts such as poetry. However, the fact that one is sometimes

dependent on placenames for attestations of a particular sense is a

reminder.of the limitations of our corpus of Early Irish, as regards

both range and extent, as well as an indication that the placename

element may represent an earlier usage. Only two of the eleven

words studied are first attested in Middle Irish (cam, ocian).

Only four shown specifically inner-/rish formation (ither, gobél,

muincenn, fairrge). No evidence of insular substratum influence has

emerged in the investigation of this wordfield. There is, on the

other hand, much evidence of cohesion within the Celtic languages

.1nd, more significantly perhaps, within the western grouping of

Indo-European languages. The links with Indo-European languages

further afield are rather tenuous: the roots of the Early Irish and

western Indo-European words are indeed widely represented in the

Indo-European languages in general, but the the extension employed

and the senses atsigned are seldom directly paralleled. This

distinctiveness of the western Indo-European groupino as regards the

wordfield "water expanse is supported by the substratum influence

which may be postulated for the cognates of OIr. loch and mar. The

loan of loch to Welsh and the borrowing of ocian into Middle Irish

for Latin show much later language contact in the same region of

Western Europe.

In the case of the lexemes which denote and describe physical

features it would also be instructive to contrast the distribution

in the narrative or free text with that in the placenames occurring

as fixed components of the same texts. I here examined the evidence

of the Milan Glosses (Ml.) and Bethu Phatraic (ed. K. Mulchrone)

(Trip.2) as regards substantives in the wordfield "heights",

concentration on the two most important lexemes tulach "hill" and

sliab "mountain, mountain-range; moor".
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This study-is part of a wider attempt to achieve a synthesis of the

Continental wordfield approach and the philological tradition of

Irish scholarship: it seeks to construct general wordfield surveys

and studies on the type of firm textual foundation which has been

the basis of so much of the Irish contribution to Celtic studies.

In the following listing the number of occurrences of a lexeme

in free composition is given first with the number of occurrences in

placenames enclosed afterwards in brackets. In the case of ard and

digas occurrences as adjectives are included, otherwise reference is

made only to substantives. Ml. yielded the following results:

ard "high place, height: high" 7(-) mullach "topmost

ardae "height" 1(-) sliab "mountain,

digas "height, high" 7(-) moor" 18(6)

digsa "height"1(-) tulach "hill" 3(-)

part, top" 1(-)
mountain-range;

The corresponding figures for Trip.

ard2(32)
ardae-(1)
benn "peak, summit"2(-)
bri "hill"-(4) and Brega (5)
cnocc "hill"-(1)
cnuchae "hillock" 3(-)

cr6ach "mountain, mountain stack"
2 (-) and crilachSn 9 (8)

2 are:

druimm "ridge, hill"2(29)
escir "ridge"1(-)
mullach 1(1)
slIab 11 (11) and sléibide
(ad).) "mountainous" 1(-)
temair "high place, eminence,
hill"-(28)

tulach 17 (9)

It is clear from the combined evidence of placenames elements,

knowledge of the situation of places mentioned in Trip.2 and lexemes

referring to heights that a great variety of social activity was

conducted on elevated ground. In a very real sense then the

citations containing tulach are of central importance for an

appreciation of this account of Patrick's life, and its depiction of

the type of society to which he belonged. Sliab, on the other hand,

is used of higher, rougher ground, inaccessible and difficult to

traverse. Accordingly, sliab is not associated with communal

functions but with the solitary activities of individuals.
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Most importantly, because they are far removed from man's everyday

life and because their summits are held to be close to heaven,

mountains are thought to be on the border of this world and the

preternatural other world: it is on them that holy men of this

world make contact with heavenly beings and have mystical

experiences.

We may note briefly the kinds of community activity associated with

hills in the textS in question. Patrick regularly founded churches

on high ground. He also baptized_on a hill. Charles Plummer (1910,

/ p. clxxiv) has already observed that "Curses and.blessings are

given from a height, in order that they may fall with full effect on

the objects [or persons:] at which they are aimed". However, it

seems to me that such a practice may result primarily from the use

of hills for a variety of religious and secular purposes of comnunal

importance. Hills would also appear to have been normal places of

habitation.

Two stories concerning the mountains Sliab Liacc in Co. Donegal and

CralchSn Aigle in Co. Mayo, now anglicized Slieve League and Croagh

Patrick, respectively, illustrate the role of mountains as boundary

points, touching and linking this material world and the other

world, the preternatural world. Bishop Assicus, Patrick's bronze

craftsman, is the subject of the first account:

"However, Assicus came in retreat to Sliab Liacc in Tir

Bogaint and he los seven years on an island there and his

monks were searching for him and after exertion they found him

in the mountainy glens and they took him wdth them out of

there, and Assicus died among them in the wilderness and they

buried him in lath Chunga in Seithi". (Trip.2 1080-4).

The significance of this tale would appear to be that Assicus' monks

considered that the length of his sojourn on the mountain and island

and in the remote mountainous area was excessive and they intended

to bring him back with them to return to living among men in

society. It is a case of humans feeling that the normal equilibrium

of heaven and earth was being upset by the holy man, who acts as

contact between the beings of both worlds, staying too long in the

marches.
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In the second story it is the heavenly beings who are incommoded by

the presence of a saint on a mountain. They show themselves quite

incapable of countering the bargaining power which the saint

acquired by his position on the doorstep of Heaven, as it were. It

is in fact the remarkable account in Hetha PhStraic of Patrick's

forty-day stay on Craachan Aigle and the extended negotiations which

he successfully conducted there.

Soon after Patrick's wish to settle in Arched Fhobhair had been

rejected by the angel the eighty-five line account begint (Trip.2

1289-374): "Patrick went on to CrUachan Aigle on the Saturday

before Lent. The angel came to speak to him, and said to him: 'God

will not give you what you seek, for he considers that it is

oppressive and selfish and that the requests are great.' 'Is that

his intention?' said 1-atrick. 'It is,' said the angel. 'It is my

intention,' said Patrick, 'that I shall not go from this mountain

stack ("ni reg-sa assin chruachan sa") until I shall be dead or

until all the wishes shall be granted". (Trip.2 1289-94). So the

scene is set. Patrick was depressed and troubled in spirit and this

ominous conflict with God loomed from the beginning. In fact,

Patrick's experiences on CrUachSn Aigle were traumatic. The

narrative continues: "Patrick was then on Crilachan in bad spirits

without drink, without food, from the Saturday before Lent until

Easter Saturday, like Moses son Armae."(Trip.2 1295-7). "Then at

the end of those forty nights and forty days the mountain was filled

against him with flocks of black birds, so that he could not

distinguish sky or earth". (Trip.2 1300-1). "He chanted

maledictory psalms against them. They did not go from him as a

result of it. Then his anger towards them increased. He struck his

bell against them so that the men of Ireland heard its sound and he

threw it at them so that its gap broke out of it, so that that is

called Berra Hrigte. Patrick then weeps so that his face and his

cloak in front of him became wet. No devil came to the land of

Ireland after that until seven nights had passed.
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The angel came then to comfort Patrick and it cleaned the cloak and

brought white flocks of birds about the mountain stack and they were

singing sweet tunes for him. 'You shall take that number yonder,'

said the angel, 'of souls from pain, and the equivalent of that

which your eye reaches on the sea.' 'That is not a matter for me to

boast about,' said Patrick, 'My eye can not reach far on the sea.'

"Then you shall have what is both on sea and on land," said the

angel.' (Trip.2 1302-13). 'Is there anything else which is obtained

for me besides that?' said Patrick. 'There is,' said the angel,

'seven to be taken every Saturday Uom the pains of hell until

doomsday.' 'If anything were given to me twelve men would be

greater."You shall have it,' said the angel, 'and depart from the

mountain stack."I shall not depart,' said Patrick, 'for I have

been tormented, until I be appeased."Is there anything else which

may be given to me?' said Patrick."

And so the dialogue between the angel and Patrick continues. Each

offer of the angel ends with the exhortation agus dingaib din

chruachan, "and depart from the mountain stack" and Patrick

invariably responds "Ni dingeb, ol rom chraided, co ndom

digdider". "I shall not depart, for I have been tormented, until I

be appeased." These formulaic expressions occur (with slight

orthographic variation) six times in all, i.e. at lines 1326-8,

1330-1, 1333-5, 1337-9, 1345-6, and 1353 (where Patrick's reply is

shortened to "I shall not depart"). For a while the inducements are

offered by the angel: seven sould to be taken from the torments of

hell every Thursday and twelve every Saturday; Ireland to be

suhnerged under the great sea seven years before doomsday. But then

the initative passes to the saint, with the angel enquiring what

else Patrick might seek: he wants Ireland to be free of Saxons

settling permanently there. And then the offers and the demands

alternate. Eventually Patrick requests that he himself be allowed

to be the judge of the men of Ireland on the day of judgment.
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At this stage the celestial negotiator fears that he may have

exceeded his brief and decides to refer the matter back to the

Lord: "Perhaps that thing is not obtained from the Lord,' said the

angel. 'Unless it is obtained from him, then the departure from the

mountain stack will not be obtained from mo from this day until

doomsday, though it be so, watch will be Opt there by me'. The

angel went to heaven. Patrick wnt to say mass. The angel came in

the evening. 'How is itt' said Patrick. 'It is thus,' said the

angel. 'All the creatures, visable F.nd invisable, prayed about the

twelve apostles, and they obtained it: the Lord said, there did not

come and there will not come after the apostles a man more amazing

than you as regards ys'.;" hardness (literally "save for thy

hardness", so DIL M 4.25-6). WhatYou prayed for you shall have ...

'A blessing on the generous king who gave it, said Patrick, and this

extra-ordinary episode ends with the saint's use of the future

impersonal form of do-ingaib: "dingibthar din chruaich". "The

mountain stack will be vacated". (Trip.2 1323-74).

Conclusion

With regard to the list of relevant studies by the speaker, provided

by way of Appendix, this paper has drawn on some of the more

striking results obtained, particularly in the first five articles.

The articles themselves give a more comprehensive picture of the

benefits of the lexical field approach. /t has not, however, been

possible to do more than hint at the advantages of applying the

approach in the cultural sphere of the last three articles.

I should now like to make some brief, general comments by the way of

conclusion. The lexical field approach has been around too long for

it to be wise to make the kind of extravagant claim on its behalf

which a more novel methodology might excite. But I do think that,

at the very least, it can provide a framework within which

synchronic similarities and dissimilarities and diacrOnic patterns

can be clearly observed.
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The lexical field approach is immediately applicable to vocabulary

study, but it can also be adapted to the analysis of individual

texts or groups of texts, thus helping us to gain important semantic

and cultrual insights into the way of life and thinking both of

whole communities and of their intellectually more gifted members.

APPENDIX

Lexical Field Studies

On the Expression of "Rain" and "It is Raining" in Irish, Sriu xxix

(1978) 39-57.

"Snow" and "It is Snowing" in Irish and Welsh: A Semantic Study?

Bulletin of the Board of Celtic Studies xxix 66-79.

On the Expression of Thunder and Lighting in Irith, in W. Meid, H.

blberg, H. Schmeja (eds.), Sprachwissenschaft in Innsbruck

(InnsbrUck 1982) (Innsbruck 1982) 95-106.

Continuity and Innovation in Early Wbrds for "Walter Expanse", in W.

Meid (ed.), Studien zum Indogermanischen Wbrtschatz (Innsbruck 1987)

83-99.

Old Irish Heights and Wordfield Potential, to appear in Studia

Hibernica 24 (1988) c. 20 pp.

On the Expression and Concept of Blindness in Irish, Studia

Hibernica 19 (1979) 26-62.

The Designation, Functions and Knowledge of the Irish Poet: A

Preliminary Semantic Study, Anzeiger der phil. -his. Klasse der

Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 119. Jahrgang (Wien

1982) 225-38.

An Introductory Survey of the Wbrdfield "Knowledge" in Old and

Middle Irish, in W. Meid and H. Schmeja (eds.), Philologie und

Sprachwissenschaft. Akten der 10. bsterreichischen

Linguisten-Tagung, Innsbruck, 23.-26. Oktober 1982 (Inntbruck 1983)

149-57.
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TRE OPEN DCOR: TERNINOLOGY IN I LESSER-USED LANGUAGE

fosold 6 Deirg

Institidid Teangeolaiochta firearm

Questions of terminology have traditionally been discussed in relation

to the needs of the more widely-spoken European languages: English,

French, German, Spanish, Russian, etc. The use of these languages by

international organisations and multinational concerns gives further

impetus to the study of terminology problems in the so-called

'languages of wider communication'. The efforts of the multilingual

European Communities to find linguistic equivalents in nine working

languages for the various concepts needed for the .:ransaction of

business have been well documented. With the exception of Danish, the

working languages of the Communities have been widely-spoken languages

until recently. The accessio- f Greece has added another lesser-used

lang,age to the linguistic network, posing a further challenge to

translators and terminologists.

Yet one may well ask what today is a lesser-used language? With the

exception of English, Russian and Spanish, are not all European

languages lesser-used languages in today's world? English is now the

standard against which other languages are compared, often - unfairly

- to their disadvantage. For English is the vehicle through which new

concepts, emanating mostly from the United States, are expressed and

disseminated world-wide. The all-pervasive Anglo-American culture
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reinforces further the dominance of English; it pays the same degree

of attention to French or German language and culture as it does to

Irish or Welsh! Thus it is not surprising that most of the new

concepts make their appearance in an English dress, for which

equivalents must then be sought for use in other languages. It

follows that bon widely-spoken and lesser-used languages are all in

the same situation viv-a-vis English.

Is terminology provision more difficult in small languages such as

Irish, than in a more widely used language such as French? (As will

be shown later, there is a certain similarity between the problems

faced by both languages, especially in the case of Canadian French).

The answer, based on experience of the Irish situation, is no. More

crucial than the fact of being a minority language is the type of

national culture of which the language is the expression. A country

with a long history of industrialisation and applied science will

obviously have less difficulty with modern terminology than a country

with a pre-industrial culture. The degree of economic and industrial

development attained within the national culture, will, it is

submitted, influence the effectiveness of the response made to the

problems of modern terminology.

Owing to Ireland's geographical position, between Britain on one side

and North America on the other, Irish speakers face the full force of

Anglo-American culture and ideas - the Irish David facing the

Anglo-American Goliath, or so many Irish speakers see their language,

resisting the full brunt of transatlantic assaults! And how have
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-these affected Irish? If its position is precarious, lt is certainly

not owing to inability to withstand the power of English in the field

of new terminology, as can be seen from the number of terms donoting

new concepts which have entered the language in the last twenty years.

The number of specialised vocabularies issued by the Department of

Education's terminology committees continues to grow. All in all.

then. Irish has shown that it is able to meet the challenge of English

in the sphere of terminology.

So far from being at a disadvantage because of the pervasiveness of

English as the linguistic vehicle of new developments, it can be

argued that Irish indirectly benefits from the challenge. The

geographical position of Ireland and the constant exposure of Irish

speakers to English familiarises them with new concepts and ideas at

an early stage of development. Irish benefits as it 16 continually

'stretched' in a way that preventS stagnation and complacency. This

is an advantage not always enjoyed by other languages geographically

and culturally more removed from the United States of America.

Cultural Problems

Let us now turn to the Irish terminology scene and discuss some of the

cultural difficulties which can arise.

With the exception of the northeastern part of the country,

large-scale industrialisation did not take place in Ireland until the

sixties of the present century. The Gaeltacht areas, located mainly

in the underdevelopee rural areas along the west coast, benefited from
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the economic and social changes inherent in industrialisation.

Language planning in the modern sense was then in its infancy, 30 that

the need for a linguistic component in economic and industrial

development plans was not generally realised. Some of the resulting

linguistic problems have been highlighted elsewhere (Mac an

/omaire.1983).

While Irish has a long tradition of-linguistic borrowing from English,

loanwords underwent complete assimilation. In recent times, however,

especially among the younger generation, English words tend to be used

in unassimilated form. The situation is analogous to that of French

speakers in some areas of rural Canada. In one such area, it was

found that the older generation could naMe all the parts of the

equiment they used in their time, while the younger speakers were

unable to do so; they needed to know the English terms to deal with

English-speaking salesmen, and French terms had simply not been

provided (Senior & Longpr6, 1987).

Veers of terminology

Who then are the actual and potential users of terminology of Irish?

1) Rural speakers residing in Gaeltacht areas. Many will have had

only primary school education. While the older generation

numbers many competent speakers, the speech of the younger

generation is increasingly influenced by the social and economic

changes experienced in rural areas and by exposure to English.

Popular reading materials in Irish are almost non-existant and
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English fills the void. Literacy in Irish suffers as a result.

It has been suggested that new terms would,be accepted by this

group if available when new equipment and procedures are first

introduced (Mac an Iomaire 1983 : 15).

2) Urbanised speakers. They consist of highly competent speakers,

Gaeltacht and non-Gaeltacht. Some live in Gaeltacht areas, but

a significant number now live in urban areas. The majority will

have received third-level education and many will have studied

Irish to degree level (third-level education generally

contributes to urbanisation at least of the mind). Competence

in spoken Irish is reinforced by a high degree of literacy.

Many would be able to make their own contribution to terminology

provision. Criticism of new terminology might well be voiced

among these speakers.

3) Learners. This category includes not only persons studying

Irish but also those who learned it at school and have had

little contact with it in adult life. While sympathetic to

Irish, their ability is not such as to allow them to use it with

confidence. Such persons generally accept new terminology

without question.

The ideal term

It may be helpful to summarise the main requirements for term

selection and formation as outlined by specialists in terminology

(Dubuc 1980; Picht & Draskau 1985) and ISO 704: 1987. They are,
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briefly. that the ideal tera should be

linguistically correct, that is, in accordance with the

syntactic rules of the language;

accurate. It should if possible be self-explanatory;

concise and as short as possible without obscuring the meaning;

productive of derivatives.

Picht and Draskau (1985) also recommend other factors for

consideration:

'sociolinguistic factors which may result in a rebuff for the

user;

consideration of the difficulties and advantages connected with

the revision of a terminology which, though defective, is well

established;

the degree of 'internationalness"(p. 117).

Let us now look at some examples of Irish equivalents of specialised

terms in the light of the foregoing. With the exception of E & F

below, all are taken from a bilingual vocabulary project in the field

of librarianship and information undertaken by the present author.

!be subject field

Librarianship is an old and respectaL.r. profession, the companion and

support of learning through the centuries. Up to the sixties,

librarians were generally viewed as scholarly, unworldly and
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conservative; their work served mainly the interests of the learned or

of popular education. All this changed when the new science of

information, with its attendant jargon, suddenly invaded the quiet

precincts of libraries. The language of the new discipline was thus

grafted on to the established.terminology of librarianship. The

advent of computers and automated routines in libraries further

accelerated this trend.

It has been said of the terminological dictionary that 'neither its

, content nor its,structure and methods are exclusively, or even

predominantly, determined by purely linguistic considerations' (Opitz

1983). Dubuc (1980) defines terimology work as 'L'art de rep6rer,

d'analyser, et, au besoin, de créer le vocabulaire pour une technique

donnee dans une situation concrete de fonctionnement de façon a

répondre aux besoins d'expression de l'usager'. The user's needs are

paramount'... la terminologie doit etre ax6e sur les besoins de

l'usager'. These principles are reflected in the aims of the present

project:

'1) , facilitate communication and the exchange of information;

2) to consider the views of users on the appropriateness of the

terminology.

Sources used

It is often helpful to find out how languages other than English deal

with specialist concepts. Unesco's Vocabukazium htlai.ictitte"alai

(Thompson, 1962) is invaluable for librarianship. Unfortunately it
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predates both the introduction of automation in libraries and the

formal study of information. Other works consulted were bilingual and

monolingual dictionaries and specialist glossaries for definitions

(Meadows et al.. 1984; Prytherch, 1987; Young, 1983).

The Examples

A) International versus established native term

There exists a certain preudice against the use of English loanwords.

Yet most of these are not English in origin; they are loanwords from

other languages which English has successfully assimilated. They

frequently have an international character in that they share with

other European languages a common Graeco-Roman root. Yet too often

they are perceived as English rather than international terms,

sometimes resulting in the choice of native terms which often lack

ispecialist connotations in the eyes of users. This is a practice

which frequently militates against communication for specialist

purposes.

Perhaps it is tine to ponder the remarks of JOrgensen to the effect

that influence of one language on another is rarely seen as enrichment

of the minority language. Yet a language that borrows a great deal

from another is alive and well, especially in countries undergoing

industrialisation (JOrgensen, 1987).
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English Irish: Native term Specialists' preferred term

Archive(s)0 cartlann airciv

Archival airciviüil

Archivist cartlannai airciveoir

*Fr. archives, Ger. Archly, Puss. ap)als

The 'international' term, suggested by specialist users, is a

transliterated version of the English source word. The medial

ch /0/ sound has been retained, tho'palatalised to conform with Irish

usage. Consideration might also be given to an alternative form

'airchivt, using Irish medial palatal Ch /y/ resulting in a very

familiar sound to Irish ears, which is also much closer to the German

and Russian forms.

The native equivalent is well established. It lacks an adjectival

form, but the problem is solved by the use of the genitive.

There could be no question of dropping the well-estahlished native

term. Although more restricted in meaning (as pointed out by

specialist users), it has long since acquired all the connotations

associated with the 'international' term. However, the fact that the

specialists have declared their preference for the 'international'

term guarantees its inclusion in the projected vocabulary.
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B) Adapting a source-language word into the target language

English

Browsing

Browser

Irish

brabhsAil

brabhsAlai

The concept has not so far been employed in Irish. It denotes an

activity carried out exclusively in libraries and bookshops. No

equivalent has been found in other languages. There would seem to be

no solution other than that here adopted.

C) Use of a corresponding term in the target language to designate

a new concept

English

Bookstack(s)

Lalti

cruach(a) leabhar

Truach' an old Irish word meaning stack or rick, is found in

placenames (Cruach Ph&draig, Na Cruacha Gorma) and in rural life

(cruach mh6na = stack of turf). It is usually associated with outdoor

life. Here, however, a determined efforL. has been made to house-train

it, bearing in mind how carefully sods of turf, like books, are placed

in stacks!
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D) Transliteration

English

Fiction

Irish

ficsean

Non-fiction neamhfhicsean

The distinction between fiction and non-fiction is a very important

one in public libraries. The concept is usually rendered by means of

definition in other languages. It was felt that a tidier solution

should be sought for Irish. The word 'finsc6al,, meaning a tale, could

be used, but it has a literary flavour and brings to mind tales of

Fionn and the Fianna and stories and legends from the older

literature. A neutral term covering all the types of novel found in

libraries, irrespective of merit or subject, was needed. a was

therefore felt that transliteration was indicated for the first

concept, and native prefix + transliteration (including lenition of

the second element of a compound noun as Irish usage prescribes) for

the second.

Foreign loanwords in sixteenth and seventeenth century texts retain

the suffix -ion unchanged as in aic4tan. di/Lexica', mainibion,

etc., a practice favoured by the present author especially if it were

to result in a new category or indeclinable nouns being added to the

language. Present day rules of transliteration prescribe the form

-tan. however. Other modern examples of this suffix are aiMan,

nOi4t4n, pinbean, etc.
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E) Calque

English Irish French

Hardware crua-earrai matAriel

Software bogearrai logiciel

The source words do not satisfy the criteria for the ideal term as

they are not self-explanatory. This is a characteristic of many

American terms in recent years which simply give no indication of the

concept at all. They are at best jargon, at worst slang, which is

untranslatable.

There was much discussion of this pair of terms in France. At first,

the American terms were used in parenthesis. Then consideration was

given to French equivalents. Louis Armand suggested 'la quincaille'

(quincaillerie = hardware, also slang term for cheap jewellery) and

'la mentaille'. These certainly give the flavour of the originals,

but they also share in their deficiencies as terms. The solution

finally agreed upon by the French authorities is, in this writer's

opinion, satisfactory and much superior to the source words.

The Irish solution, predictably, was a calque, which is in common use

for some years now. Given the widespread use of the source words, it

would probably have been difficult to gain general acceptance for more

ideal equivalents which would take time to provide. It WS3 decided to

'follow the crowd' in this instance.
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F) Competing terms

English Irish

Data base*

*Fr.: Base de donndes

bunachar sonrai

bunstdr sonrai

bonn sonral

The Irish equivalents were all generated independently of each other.

The first appears in an unpublished vocabulary of computer terms

compiled under the auspices of the Department of Education. The

meaning of ,bunachar, is given in 6 Dónaill's dictionary as base,

foundation, money put by, nest-egg. it is not a commonly used word,

however, and would not be familiar to many users.

Both 'bun, (base, bottom) and ,bonn, (base, foundation) appear to be

more obvious choices; both are in common use and immediately

comprehensible even to learners. The last .term was the first to

appear in print (in the newspaper ,Anois,). It is also a shade more

accurate than 'bun', as well as being more concise. These

considerations here combine to award the palm to 'Donn sonrait.

It is hoped that this aptAcu has given some indication of the type

of problems encountered in term provision in Irish, together with

suggested solutions.
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A Systematic Approach to Terminology for the Translator

Jennifer Pearson

Eithne O'Connell

School of Applied Languages, NINE, Glasnevin, Dublin 9

The NINE runs two degree programmes, the International Marketing

and Languages programme which is a joint business and languages

degree programme and the Applied Languages programme which is

designed to train future translators and interpreters. While

both involve the teaching of LSP, we intend to focus here on the

Applied Languages degree programme and, in particular, on the

role of terminology within the programme.

Our aims and objectives are to produce graduates with good

linguistic ability and a range of other very important skills,

not least the ability to adapt and work, in any number of

specialised fields. By 'good linguistic ability' we mean both

oral and written fluency in the LGP of mother tongue and at

least two foreign languages. However, as translating and

interpreting generally involves facilitating communication

between people with special interests, be they commercial,

legal, financial or scientific, our graduates must also be

equipped with the special skills required to work within these

areas. As it would have been foolish of us to attempt to cover

every possible field where our graduates might find employment,

we decided to focus on just a few, namely the fields of

economics and science and technology. Clearly, it would be

impossible to teach students the entire LSP of these areas and,

even if it were possible, new terms are constantly being

created, making this type of task a never-ending one. Therefore,

we do not aim to teach them everything they ever wanted to know
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about economics or science and technology. Rather, we tend to

place greater emphasis on the methodology of terminology and

documentation than would normally be the case in, for example, a

business and languages degree where the student is only

concentrating on LSPs within the business sphere.

Students of specific disciplines such as engineering, medicine

or law unwittingly acquire the special language of their field

during the course of their studies. The acquisition of the

special language is therefore, to a large extent, passive.

Furthermore,it is_unlikely that the subject specialist will ever

have to acquire the speciai language of an area with which he is

unfamiliar-. Not so the translator, who will, again and again,

be called upon to deal with areas which arc totally new to him

or her and he/she will generally have to make a conscious

effort, not only to undeestand the jargon of a given field but

also to obtain a thorough understanding of that field.

Our students, as previously mentioned, already have access to

the fields of economics and science and technology through

courses offered by the.Schools of Business Studies and Applied

Physics. Students attend courses in these areas for six hours

per week over a period of two years. Access to the special

languages in French and Cerman is provided through specialised

translation couises whi,h they take from second to fourth year.

Although we deemed this approach to be on the whole

satisfactory, we felt that we should also include a specific

terminology element. Not least because of the aforementioned

problems, namely thar our students need to learn the methodology

of LSP in general even mete than they need to learn any specific

LSP. It is of particular importance for ,the translator to know

how best to store the teminology in a systematic fashion for

future retrieval.
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A terminology component has become essential because many of the

traditional tools which a translator uses are no longer

adequate. Take, for example, specialised dictionaries of which

there are very many but which frequently prove inadequate, for a

variety of reasons.

Nowadays, it is not unusual to find that a word does not appear

in any dictionary. Whereas in the past special languages evolved

more slowly and dictionaries were on the whole able to keep up

with developments-as a result of revision taking Ilace every

number of years it has now become virtually iwpossible for

conventional specialised dictionaries to reflect the latest

state of the art particularly in areas like information

technology and other rapidly expanding fields. Translarors,

therefore, have to spend time trying to determine the meaning of

a term by locating the word in context in specialised

documentation. If this is not to be a waste of time, the

translator must also have some way of storing this information

for future use, once it has been found.

Standard monolingual specialised dictionary entries tend, on the

whole, to offer a definition of the term but do not usually show

how the term is used. For example, the entry will not contain

any information relating to the preposition(s) or verb(s) which

generally accompany the term. This sort of information is vital

for the trahslator.

Standard multilingual specialised dictionaries, on the other

hand, do indeed give a translation of the term and possibly even

some information regarding its use but frequently do not provide

a definition, thereby complicating the process for the

translator who has to go elsewhere to locate the meaning of the

term.
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Another problem which translators may encounter is that there

may well be no shortage of monolingual and bilingual specialised

dictionaries covering the field in question but the bilingual

dictionaries may not be in the language pairs which the

translator requires.

And then, of course, few translators actually have the resources

to own all of the specialised dictionaries which they may

require in the course of their career. Furthermore, if they are

not living in the vicinity of a well stocked library, they will

not even have access to any dictionaries that do, in fact,

exist.

There is one final factor in relation to dictionaries which we

should mention and which is of particular significance for the

translator. Name ly, dictionaries are ordered alphabetically,

rather than conceptually. lhus, even if the translator manages

to locate the definition of a term, he/she may still have no

idea how this term fits il,to the overall context of the field.

These observations apply, in particular, to freelance

translators working on their own. But what of the staff

translator working for . large firm? Will he/she too find that

specialised dictionarie have their shortcomings? Probably not

to the sam, extent as ho/she will probably be able to consult

with subject specialists within the company. Nonetheless. in

large firms employing a numher of translators who may be called

upon to work together on a long document, it makes sense to have

a specialised glossary tot in-company purposes. Moreover, if the

glossary is to he unol,l to new recruits to the service, it

should contain m.re than just a list of foreign language

equivalents for terws. The same applies to translation agencies
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which have regular clients. If their regular translator is

unavailable to do a translation job and another translator has

to step in, his/her task will be greatly lightened if a

terminological glossary is available. Furthermore, consistent

use of vocabulary is also ensured.

What makes the terminological approach so attractive is that it

enables students and translators alike to acquire an

understanding of a given field and grasp the terminology of the

field at one and the same time.

Terminology according to the Collins English Dictionary has two

meanings: 'the body of specialised words relating to a

particular subject' and 'the study of terms'.(1) More important,

however, from the point of view of the applied linguist is Prof.

Felber's definition - " Thc field of knowledge dealing with

concepts and their representations (terms, symbols, etc.)".(2)

This definition has its origins in the General Theory of .

Terminology developed by Prof. Eugen Wuester of the Vienna

School of Terminology in the 1920s. Wuester was an Austrian who

studied engineering in the 1920s and was struck by the need to

standardise and classify engineering terminology. He was all

too aware of examples of communication problems caused by

subject specialists from the same field using different terms

to refer to the same object or process even within the same

language community. The chaos experienced by an engineer or

translator operating between two languages under such conditions

can be easily imagined!

Wuester realised that if useful glossaries or indeed .

dictionaries were to be developed the shortcomings of

traditional lexicographical work would have to be overcome. He
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studied the work-of de Saussure and the linguists of the Ptague

School amongst others and combined aspects of contemporary

linguistic theory with his own knowledge of technical language to

develop a theory which was designed to improve communication in

technical areas. in 1931 his doctoral thesis entitled

"Internationale Sprachnormung in der Technik, besonders in der

Elektrotechnik" (3) appeared and contained the nucleus of his

theory of terminology -applied to the question of international

standardisation of terms within the field of engineering.

Basically, what made Wticster different from those who had gone

before him was his conviction that one should adopt a

concept-based approach to terminologY problems. The next stage

is to identify key concepts within a given field for which there

may be one or more term.; in any given language. These concepts

should be clearly defined by subject specialists who should also

be in a position to assign the appropriate term(s) to each

concept. 1,:liere more than one term exists, the specialist should

indicate which is the preferred term (something which is decided

according ta strict criteria) so as to prevent a terminological

free-for-all. This, in fact, represents the first stage in

terminological standardis,ition. This sort of work must be

conducted on a mono-lingual basis as it is clearly not the case

that all languages share the same concepts and, consequently,

terms which exist in ono language may have no true equivalents in

another - a point- which is often not clearly conveyed by

bilingual or multilingual dictionaries.

Wuester got away from the idea of alphabetical listings of words

with minimal indications of usage and advocated a new method of

classification which would provide the reader with a term plus

definition plus detailed information on the interrelationship

between it and other TOrIPS from the same field. Such
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interrelationships are best expressed, according to Wuester, in

a hierarchical system of concepts. This approach to terminology

has obvious advantages for the translator who can build up

detailed bilingual terminology records which accurately reflect

the similarities and differences that exist, for example,

between tvo apparently synonymous terms: e.g." divorce" in

English and French or " Rechtsanwalt" and solicitor or barrister

or indeed the German "Akademiker" which simply means graduate

and the more elitist English use of "academic".

You will appreciate that we at NINE are keen that our students

of translation should apply Wuester's approach to their LSP work

rather than approach it it in some ad hoc fashion. It is in

their second year that our scudents encounter substantial

amounts of LSP for the first time. They spend a total of 2 hours

per language per week doing specialised translations from

scientific/technical and economic/legal fields. These students

are also attending classes taught by our Physics and Economics

colleagues and are therefore acquiring a number of English LSPs

within a theoretical framework while they are being exposed for

the first time to Fr and Gr LSPs through the practical

experience of translation work.

Students left to their own devices might well endeavour to cope

with specialised translation texts by resorting first to general

bilingual dictionaries. As the deficiencies became obvious they

would turn, of necessity, to more specialised ones if available.

Shortcomings in these bilingual dictionaries too, would result

in increased reliance on monolingual specialised dictionaries
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and.encyclopediae.etc. After such tedious, and often fruitless

research, it would become clear to them that there has to be a

better way.

Having spent hours or even days researching some obscure term,

students will certainly want to record information on it for

future use. They could well slowly but surely build up their own

files and documentation. But_ we feel a well tested systematic

approach such as Wuescer's is likely to be of more benefit.

There is clearly no point in always recording new data in a

haphazard way particularly with new technological developments

making it increasingly likely that these future translators-will

sooner or latcr have the chance to store their terminological

files on computer

In year 1. students learn about basic computing using micros and

Vaxterminals. :hey alf.o attend courses offered.by library staff

on research methods and documentation. So when they come along

to second year courses.on tcrminology they are already

sufficiently computer-literate to appreciate the potential of

computerised terminolou ,,anagement. The second year course

combines ;homy olactice and is based on documentation from

the field of C.c.:I-Percy SO it is hoped that students will also

find themselves passively acquiring a substantial amount of

information and vocabulary relating to the commercial world in

addition to what they learn about terminological principles and

methods. Basically, what we do is divide the teaching year into

two and spend one hour per week in the first half explaining the

problems the translator encounters with traditional

lexicographical sources and pointing out the need for an

organised approach to terminology management. The theoretical

introduction concentrates to a large extent on the General



Theory of Terminology as developed by Wuester anci.extended by

his successors at INFOTERM, the International Information Centre

for Terminology in Vienna. We discuss ways of gathering and

ordering knowledge and point out the merits of various filing

methods from index cards to terminology data banks like Siemens'

TEAM. We stress the need for well thought out formatting of term

record sheets, the importance of being able to update records

quickly and the advantages of standardised record sheets for

on-line use if the translator wishes to exchange data with

colleagues possibly as part of an informal/formal network.

Once the students have an overview of the history of terminology

and current trends and are clear about those conventions which

can help them co conduct successful terminology work, we proceed

to the second stage. Here we are trying to apply theory in a

very practical way. Students are asked to gather monolingual

documentation relating to specific areas in the business world.

The documentation is then evatuated and filed systematically on

a monolingual basis. The next step is to identify key terms and

establish by consulting subject specialists and by reference to

contextual use the meaning of these terms and their role or

position within a system of concepts. Monolingual systems of

concepts/terms are compared and concept/term correspondence

between language pairs is noted. Finally, a glossary is drawn

up which provides an English concept plus definition plus FR/GE

equivalents as well as examples of each of the terms in context.

Where exact equivalence does not exist definitions of the

related FR/GE terms are given so that the area of intersection

is clear. e.g. Fr:president and Gr:Praesident or Gr:Beamte and

En: civil servant.
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As a result of this training all terminology work carried out by

a student is recorded and students avoid wasting time on

something that they looked up at some time in the past but

subsequently forgot. The results of this work will, in future,

be recorded and sent to the 8TI2 data base at the Copenhagen

School of Economics. 8112 is one of the many projects organised

by INFOTERM in Vienna. 8112 is the International Bibliography of

Terminological Theses and Dissertations art is endeavouring to

gather information about ail unpublished specialised glossaries

which have been completed in any country to date. This

centralised information can be accessed by people requiring

terminological information of.a specialised nature. It is hoped

that the availability of such information from 8112 will preempt

unnecessary duplica:ion of res_arch work in the field of

terminology.
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Lemke! constraints on syntattk anolyga

Jerry Narver
Educational Research Centre

St. Patrick's College

MISTRIICT

Current research within the field of computational linguistics

suggests that grammar formalism must provide not merely far
the generation of parse trees but oleo for their lenical-semantic
interpretation. A prominent enoMple of this type of two tiered
theory is Unice! Functional grammar (1.16) wherein the
legitimacy of a parse is determined by the application of lemical
constraint equations to the nodes of the parse tree. The parse
tree represents the constituent structure of an empression while
a collection of constraint equations define its (grammatical)
functional structure. if the equations, which are feature-value
pairs, can be sucessfulig merged then the parse tree is
legitimate. This processs ts known as vaifitetkw end it consists
of copying feature-value equations from lower level nodes up to
higher level nodes in the tree. If a contradiction is encountered
it Is treated as a constraint violation end the parse Is rejected.
This paper explains the basic principles of the theory end the
respective roles of constituent end functional structures. In
particular the Implications of functional structures for the
semantic isterpretation of an enpression ate esamined and a
number of problems involving ad luncts are presented. The

paper concludes with a brief ..4eatment of interrogative
phosomena within a slightly augmented LI6 and concludes with
suggestions as to further research. This research has been
supported by ESPRIT P527, an advanced Information processing
project.
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1.0 introduction

One of the main thrusts underlying the development of Lexical

Functional grammar (LF6) was the desire to moue away from a

transformational paradigm which postulated that virtually all

surface structure phenomena were only explicable in terms of

some series of froosfenrestimir of a purported deep syntactic

structure. Instead 116 assumes that a nontrensformational

account of sentential stuctures can be given in terms of a

suitably augmented phrase structure grammar (Kaplan

Bresnan 19112). The resulting grammar Is composed of two

layers (a) a cnntext free grammar, and NO a series of lexical

feature-value equations which annotate the nodes lid the phrase

structure trees generated by the CM. In terms of the

Chomskien hierarchy of formal languages the augmentations

define the class of Ms as weakly context sensitive which Is not

optimal for computational requirements as it entails that an

exponential amount of time will be needed to solve the parsing

recognition of a string problem. So for there are no known

efficient, i.e. deterministk, algorithms for grammars with this

quality (Berwick 1902; Barton es/ 19117). Nowever in whet

follows primary attenion is directed at some of the, perhaps,

more accessible linguistic claims of the theory with only passing

reference to its formal language properties.
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2.0 The structure of LF6

fl CM alone is obviously a fairly crude grid by which to analyse

an expression, before the analysis can be considered euen

Partial ly satisfactory some intern& detaits of the grammatical

properties f the terminals is necessary. it a facile leuel for

euample a minimally adequate analysis would be empected to

represent subject-vett agreement. A number of attempts have

been made to augment Cf6s to supply precisely this degree of

detail, the most well known of these results is probably the

Seneralised Phrase Structure 6rammar (6PS6) of Sazdar el sI

(1985). It is not possible to glue many details of 6PS6 here but

it is important to note tbe instances in which It is like and unlike

116. Formally 6PS6 is a US allowing one compleu level of

representation for an expresion. The syntactic categories

recognised in 6PS6 are composed of (Ware feature-mewl

pairs and a number of theory specific conuentions govern their

instantiation on a phrase structure tree. Superficially this may

suggest that 6PS6 and US heue many common properties but

this is not the case, meeting the usage of a CF6. LF6 insists on

two specific representations of an (impression. The first is

generated by a surface parse of an empression giving a phrase

structure tree (or set therof in cases of ambiguity) referred to

8 0 s
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as the tonsilluent structure, the c-structure: whereas the

second representation produces the functions/ structure,

f-structure, which describes the predicate-argument relations

present in the expression between verb, subject, object, etc.

Each element or node of a c-structure rule (a CF6 production)

has an associated f-structure equation. The primary function of

the (-equations is to encode agreement principles known as

cooccurrence restrictions. Consider the standard rule below:

S NP PP

I SUBJ 1 T = 1

The f-structure equations are interpreted straightforwardly as

follows. The first one (i SUBJ I) associated with the NP node

states that the value of the SUBJ feature Is found at a node

below that node and the pair must be copied up to the root node

S, (the I variable signifies the root node as the final destination

for the feature information). The process of copying, or

merging, feature information up from lower nodes to the root

node Is intrinsic to the feature-value pair matching procedure

known as unifethtlen Using the above rule plus the two below

allows the construction of simple subject-object sentences.
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NP BET N

NP 14

UP -4 U N

I OW. I

for wimple,

The boy kissed Mary.

is a simple subject-verb-object production. The following

lexical entries (written as (-structures) are associated with

each terminal in the production.

the: GET, (I SPEC)

0 NUM) SG

boy: N, (I NUM) - SG

IT PERSON) - 3rd

(1 PRED) - 'boy'

kissed II, IT TENSE) - PAST

(I PERSON) - ALL

(I PRED) 'kiss01 SUlkI)(1

Mary N, (I NUM) SG

(I PRO) 'marg.

The following 1-structure is produced:
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SIMI (SPEC 11)

INUM 561

WED llogi
TENSE Present
OBJ INusi $6)

(PRED 'mary'l
PIED SUBJHI 080.

In the above root f-structure redundant features (duplicates)

have been deleted leaving legitmate functional description of

the expression. The expression below, however, gives rise to an

f-structure which lacks this coherence (due to disagreement of

subject-number-verb disagreement).

The boy hate Mary

because the lexical entrg for bale specifically excludes the 3rd

person form of Ma

hate: U, (I TENSE) PRESENT

PERSON) = 111.1./em3rd

PRED) 'hate01 SUBJ)(1 OBJ),'

R phrase structure analysis is legitimate therefore if and only if

a coherent f-structure can be derived for the expression In

question. It is in this sense that the lexical-functional

equations can be said to constrain syntactic analysis.

The f-structure of an expression which results from a successful

unification procedure describes Its predicate-argument



relations in terms of the main verb form being applied to an

argument list, Le. ~belt arg14-11 ova,. Not

uneopectedly this situates the f-st.-ucture as the primary input

to a semiotic module. Consequently, the semantic

interpretation of an empression Is conditioned by the functional

equation associated with the main verb. In many cues no

problems arise, for instance uerbs such as 'give hove a lexical

entry uniquely specifying the subject, object and indirect

object argument list. Thus the talked form below provides for

the functional analysis of sentences such as (ignoring tense

feature)

John gave a card to Mary

give: PRE') 'give<IT SUBJUT Mgt Min

The euistence of leuical forms for ditransitWe uerbs such as

'give' ensures that the builiding of the process of constructing

an f-structure for an empression in which one is embedded is

straight-forward. functional representations are adequately

empresslue when dealing with relatively simple constructions

but a number of problems arise when attempts are made to

Mend the analysis to interrogative constructions with adjunct

attachments.
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3.0 L16 as on SOL

One of the main objectives underpinning a computational

Implementation of a grammar is that it be used in as natural a

manner as possible for tasks such as database querying. The

interface between the questioner end the database offers the

opportunity for framing requests in natural language (or a

restricted subset thereof) which are in turn translated Into a

Structured Query Language (SOL) command. For instance, a

request such as,

'Give me the home address of all students with surname

Murphy"

generates the folowing SQL statement,

SELECT type.add

FROM type.student

WHERE type.surname *MURPHY*

The eHample sentence is complem to analyse in the LFG

framework and the full f-structure is not listed here. Instead

the skeleton of the functional analysis is laid out. Firstly, the

CFG rule S IP MP if it can be successfully applied is a good

heuristic test for a verb-Initial question (It could be argued that

the above sentence Is an imperative. Noweuer, from the

recipient's perspective Interrogative and imperative have the

same force). Consequently the top level feature of the
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f-structure records that a question is in focus. The resulting

form contains the following:

TISELECT ergi

FROM arg2

WHER( arg3)

Eadier it was mentioned that the f-structure acts as the input

to a semantic module, and from a computationalperspective

this entails mapping into an SQL of some sort. In what follows

an euplanation ot how this is effected for a limited number of

cases is giuen and a number of current difficulties listed.

Firstly, if the semantic interpretation of a sentence Is to be

almost entirely determined by the main verb and its argument

list bindings then a number of oncillory constructions such as

prepositional phrases and adjuncts are not bound to the list. Rs

adjuncts often carry important locative or temporal information

concerning the action of the main verb it Is inspected that this

must be reflected in any semantic analysis of a construction in

which they occur. admittedly. the f-structure format of LF6

while being very general and empressluely powerful cannot of

itself deal with adjunct attachment, (Kaplan 0 Bresnan 1902).

Consequently, the semantic lulcrum'must be shifted from the

f-structure to a leuel of representation gluing a `cleaner
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semantic structure. This structure is generated from the base

f-structure's MED form for the main verb with ancillary

arguments listed as follows

Predicate 'uerb'

arg1 xl

ergo Nn

adjl y I

Linguistically, such alterations may appear ad Ace but if a

grammar is to be of use in an implementation precisely such

adjustments must be made. In the scenario outlined here each

argument to the predicate slier the first one is a condition on

the satisfaction of the first argument. This has a direct analogy

with the SRL conditional forms of WHERE and FROM.

4.0 Conclusion

While In theory constructing a translation procedure taking an

f-structure as input and generating an SOL command as output

is possible, (lialuorsen 1903), the inability of f-structures to

handle adjunct attachment in terms more formally desirable

than those discussed above suggests that a number of sd hot

methods are unavoidable. Furthermore, with increasing

syntactic complexity it may not be the case that the generated
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f-structures actually serve a useful mediation role between

surface syntax and the SQL commend. Our own research to date

suggests that It Is wasteful in all cases to generate f-structures

forsome fairly predictable and limited range of interrogatlue

forms encountered in the user interface. Instead the approach

favoured is to generate a skeletal f-structure which acts as

input to en SQL command generator. There are other

Interrrogatlues howeuer embracing wh-phenomena for which

this approach has yet to be successfully extended. This remains

the object of our current research.
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Christine Helot

Saint Patrick's College, Maynooth.

Review of Sean M. Devitt, Learning a Foreign Language Through

the Media. Dublin, T.C.D., CLCS Occasional Paper No.18,

Autumn 1986. 69pp. and .Meriel Bloor and Thomas Bloor,

Languages for Special Purposes: Practice and Theory. Dublin,

T.C.D., CLCS Occasional Paper No.19, Autumn 1986. 34pp.

S. Devitt's aim, in the first of these papers, is to

convince second language teachers that authentic materials can

be used most effectively in the classroom:even with students

at the very beginning of the process of language learning. In

the second paper, Bloor and Bloor write:

"The tendency on most courses has been to use
original or only slightly adjusted texts for
listening and reading, even with students
whose English is minimal and even, in some
cases in our experience, with beginners" (p.

11).

Indeed the use of original source materials is now at the

basis of most second language teaching and LSP course design.

The theoretical approach though, is different in the two

papers: S. Devitt looks at those theories of linguistic

ouput in first rnd second language acquisition which give

support to his argument for the use of authentic texts,

whereas Bloor and Bloor challenge established theories of

linguistic input (Krashen, 1985) and the Common Core

Hypothesis which has been ignored by most LSP practitioners.
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(A very useful diagram illustrating the LSP model shows how no

speaker can have command of the common core independently of a

variety).

Bloor and Bloor explain that practice in LSP teaching

differs

who too

discuss

considerably from that proposed by teaching theorists

rarely refer to the various approaches in LSP. They

several examples of ESP courses from the point of view

of methodology. Not only are most ESP courses specific in the

way they select contexts of language use but they also include

a task oriented approach. -In such approaches students are

involved in meaningful use of the target language and several

pages in the paper focus on the importance for the learner of

a certain command of the ways in which the grammar of a

language works to perform specific functions in specific

contexts. They give interesting examples of this and show

that the development of language capacity in learners is

closely related to their experience of language in specific

use; that is, linguistic competence comes from language in use

and language

situations.

teaching.

the

in use means language used in specific

To this, they attribute the success of LSP

Bloor and Bloor conclude their paper with a discussion of

relationship between language acquisition, learning and

teaching and point

cases involves

to the fact that language teaching in m:,st

much more than providing the optimum

circumstances for acquisition. Some aspects of language have

to be taught, even to native speakers and the teacher of
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second languages is also responsible for those aspects of

language use.

The role of the teacher is one aspect which is not

discussed in S. Devitt's paper as he focusses mainly on the

learner. According to this author and the theories he

reviews, the learner possesses a vertical structure of

conversation which is firmly in place before the development

of a horizontal structure that is, the way in which words are

strung together meaningfully. Furthermore, crucial to

successful conversation is shared experience and shared

knowledge of the world as well as linguistic knowledge. S.

Devitt shows convincingly with the use of a Danish text how

knowledge of the topic as well as knowledge of the structure

of the discourse enables the reader to get the general sense

of the text even with very little knowledge of the language.

However the learner could not always be presented with texts

relating to known topics and process materials are needed to

help the reader. S. Devitt describes seven different types

of activities, i.e. process materials (or exercises) designed

to facilitate access to the texts (content materials). These

activities are varied and focus on different points of

language structure; activity No 5 introduces the radio

broadcast to be listened to without transcript. It must be

said at this point that it would have been useful to mention

whether, these activities were tested in classroom situations,

how much time approximately was involved and whether as

claimed by the author, the beginner students were able to cope
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with the account of the story as given on the radio.

Activities 6 and 7 are interesting because they go beyond the

level of the sentence to the level of discouise, where the

text is looked at as a whole. But, as nentionned before, the

reader feels that the role of the teacher would be crucial for

the beginner particularly. Surely the teacher is also a

valuable resource in the language learning process!

The last part of the paper presents the now well known

(at least to teachers in Ireland) Authentik project.

Authentik presents many advantages, not least the regular

supply to

people and

teachers of press cuttings of interest to young

varied process materials of help to teachers.

Authentic also affords a means of remaining in contact with

the target language and culture for years to come, as well as

a way of constantly improving one's level of command of a

language rather than loosing a hard won competence. There is

no doubt also that it must be satisfying and motivating for

any learner from beginner to more advanced, to be able to have

access to real items of a foreign language and culture rather

than learning with contrived texts written by authors wishing

to put across grammaticzl points or lexical items presented

out of context. It is to be regretted, however that the Trish

version of Authentik had to be discontinued last April because

of lack of demand by Irish teachers.
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While S. Devitt's paptr will be of use to language

teachers who will want to put into practice some of the

activities described, the first paper is particularly thought

provoking for applied linguists, whether one accepts or

rejects the position of its authors, who argue that "applied

linguistic theory in some respects lags behind ESP practice".

However, as a non ESP practitioner the reader would have liked

to see some mention of or reference to linguistic evaluation

of some ESP courses which would convince us of their success,

if, as the authors claim, we are to draw lessons from the

practice and theory of LSI' for general language teaching.

Finally I would find it useful if the CLCS papers

included a table of contents.
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Review of Markku Filppula, Some Aspects of Hiberno-English in a

Functional Sentence Perspective. Joensuu: University of Joensuu

Publications in the Humanities, No. 7, 1986.

Jeffrey L. Kellen

Trinity College Dublin

Those who keep up with Hiberno-English research will be

familiar with the work of Filppula, some of which has appeared

previously in Teanga (Filppula 1981) and in the proceedings of the

First Symposium on Hiberno-English, held in 1985 (see Filppula 1986).

The current work, based on the author's doctoral dissertation

presented in University College Dublin in 1986, is Filppula's most

complete statement on the nature of the thematic structure of

Hiberno-English varieties, particularly as they relate to other forms

of English and to the Irish language. Since this work is the most

detailed empirical study of Hiberno-English outside Ulster which

has been published since Henry's very ditferent studies of 1957 and

1958, presenting an original approach to problems of Hiberno-English

syntax that have been noted generally by other authors but never

treated systematically, it is unfortunate that it will probably

receive only limited circulation in Ireland.

Filppula starts with a brief but informative historical intro-

duction that traces both the history of Hiberno-English scholarship

and the origins of English in Ireland generally. The second

chapter deals with the concept of thematic structure, surveying both

the Prague School's Functional Sentence Perspective and Halliday's

concept of functional structure. Filppula's treatment of this

material, as well as his treatment here of presupposition and

entailment, stands on its own as a good introduction to key concepts

which are often confused by problems of overlapping or unclear

definitions, problems of translation, etc. This section concludes

with an overview of thematic structures in Irish and English, in

which it is argued that whereas English shows a variety of devices

for performing what Filppula (p. 61) terms 'thematic movement ...

operations' (e.g., 'tough movement,' there insertion, and the

84
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passive), focusing in Irish is restricted almost entirely to copular

sentences. This distribution, according to Filppula, has the

consequence that English has fewer restrictions on non-clefted

thematicisations than Irish, while Irish has correspondingly fewer

restrictions on the use of clefts than are found in varieties of

English outside Ireland. Filppula illustrates this argument

(pp. 61-68) with examples of grammatical and ungrammatical

left-dislocation in Irish, the use of emphatic inflection, the

extended use of cleftings with the copula, and the use of non-clefted

classification sentences with the copula, illustrated by (1)-(5)

respectively-.

(1) Na buaichillf agus na cailini a rabh an lg saoire acu,

siadsan tuirseach ag si61 na srgideannar Smhaidin

?*(2) Na Sasanar, thainig siad go hiirinn sa mblian 1172

(3) Is fearr mo mhacsa n6 a macsan

(4) Is ag deanamh a chuid ceachtannar at Tadhg

[cf. English *It's doing his lessons that Tim is]

(5) Is cailin &g mlire

[cf. English *It's a young girl is Mary].

The heart of Filppula's investigations lies in his work with 23

informants from various parts of Ireland, selected on fairly

traditional grounds such as age, basic education, and a relative

lack of social or geographical mobility. Three different areas were

selected, representing a continuum of recency for vernacular Irish

usage in the community: (i) the Caherdaniel area of Co. Kerry plus

various localities around Liscannor Bay in Co. Clare, (ii) the

Localities of Killough, Calary, Downshill, Kilpedder, and

Toneygarrow in Co. Wicklow, and (iii) inner-city Dublin. The

informants, 21 of whom are male, are described in an appendix which

also lists British English informants whom Filppula used to provide

data for comparison with his Hiberno-English corpus. All the

informants have English as their 'first or native language.'

Speakers in the Clare/Kerry group showed varying degrees of

proficiency in Irish, with informants having parents or grandparents

8 9
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who were native Irish speakers, while the other informants had

little ability in the language. Filppula's basic corpus of

approximately 90,000 wOrds collected from informal interviews has

been supplemented by recordings from the Department of Irish

Folklore in UCD and from RTE radio. The provenance and style of

this supplementary material, which brings the corpus to a total of

roughly 154,000 words, is similar to that of Filppula's core

recordings.

Space does not permit a detailed discussion of the various

types of thematic operations discussed by Filppula; the general

conclusion, however, is that Hiberno-English allows for a wider

and qualitatively different range of constructions than British

English. Thus a sentence like

(6) It was all thatched houses was here one time

from a Kerry informant was judged unacceptable by all of Filppula's

British English informants. Similar results were obtained for

examples such as

(7) It wasn't as many run off and [er]listed either [Wicklow]

and

(8) No, I wouldn't say it is any o' them has moved [Wicklow],

although sentences such as

(9) I wouldn't think there's any o' them has moved at all

[Wicklow]

were generally accepted by the British English informant.: (pp. 162ff).

Even within Hiberno-English, however, there are divergent

patterns of use. Filppula demonstrates that the overall pattern of

variance from British English is strongest in Clare/Kerry, less

strong in Wicklow, and weakest in Dublin. Though this differential

distribution does not hold with equal strength for all the subtypes

which Filppula discusses, it is sufficiently general to provide

impetus for Filppula's claim that the root of the Hiberno-English

pattern lies in the Irish language.
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It is on this latter point that I would base my only substantive

query of Filppula's work. Filppula's approach juxtaposes two facts

which are not in dispute: (1) that significant differences exist

across the various Irish areas under study and between Hiberno-English

and at least some varieties of British English, and (2) that the

differences within Hiberno-English correlate roughly with the

recency of vernacular Irish usage in the community. The nature of

the relationship between these two findings is what is still

problematical. Bickerton (1977) has demonstrated both the crucial

role of speaker interaction in governing word order choices within

language contact situations and the limitations of substratuM

hypotheses. For Bickerton (1977, p. 64), the development of contact

varieties 'must consist of internalizing rules for which there is no

evidence in terms of linguistic outputs. If such rules are not

induced from primary data, they must be derived directly from the

human facult de langage,' i.e., through the operation of linguistic

universals. Though Filppula provides numerous examples of Irish

constructions which parallel those of Hiberno-English and which he

therefore takes to support the view (p. 164) that 'the existence of

Irish parallels for most of the peculiarly HE [Hiberno-English]

constructions makes it reasonable to conclude that substratum

influence has taken place,' Filppula has not presented any alter-

native accounts of the data for consideration.

The works of Silverstein (1972), Bickerton (1977 and elsewhere),

and others working in a broadly creolist framework strongly suggest

that the search for the origins of today's Hiberno-English, in any

given subdialect, may lead not only to structurally parallel

sentences of English and Irish (which in themselves do not prove

much), but to the process of interaction itself. The question of

universal vs. monogenetic origin could probably not be disentangled

without a more rule-oriented approach than the one Filppula has

adopted. Dik's Functional Grammar (Dik 1970, for example,

explicitly incorporates thematic operations of the type Filppula

discusses into the grammatical system, thus enabling a clearer



picture of the relationship between purely syntactic word order

principles and those which rely on theme, salience, givenness, and

other more pragmatic notions. Since the role of thematic operations

is conceived of on a universal basis in Functional Grammar, the

insights of this theory (and probably others) could provide a basis

for exploring alternatives to the substratum hypothesis.

A rule-based approach could also provide an efficient way to

examine factors such as the historical changes in British English

word order restrictions which form a relevant antecedent to

Filppula's data base. Such changes could be seen in a sociolinguis-

tic light to account for differences in the rate of imposing word

order restrictions in different parts of Ireland and Britain, the

role of prescriptivism in shaping contemporary patterns, and similar

questions. Criticism on these points is not meant to imply that

Filppula should have written a book fundamentally different from

the one he has produced, but rather that the theoretical side of

the work is simply too complacent in accepting 'substratum' as an

explanatory principle rather than seeing it as a metaphor for a

cluster of complex grammatical phenomena.

This book, then, while not focused on theoretical arguments,

is an important part of the basic core of published material on

Hiberno-English. Even the substratum question, with its limitations,

has been addressed with more thoroughness, originality, and good

sense than some other recent treatments (e.g., Lass 1986). The

scholarly mechanism is good, in that the data are well presented

and documented, the bibliography is comprehensive, and the book

itself is well produced. For the reader seriously interested in

Hiberno-English or thematic structure, this book is well worth the

trouble of obtaining it.
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RfianthrS .

TS 6 phSipear a tugadh ag an

siompoisiam a bhi againn i mi MhSrta,
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Education in Ireland" san eagrSn

seo de TEANGA. TS an papeat le

Liam Mac Mathana dar Teideal

"Tilling Some Irish Lexical Fields"
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dTEANGA 8 ann chomh maith. TS sail

againn go mbeidh tarraingt ag fir

léitheoiri am an Sbhar.

An tEagarthOir

Eanlir, 1989

iv

Introduction

Six of the papers delivered at the

symposium entitled "Mother Tongue

Education in Ireland" held last March,

appear in this edition of TEANGA.

Also included is the paper by Liam Mac

MathGna entitled "Tilling $ome /rish

Lexical Fields" an uncorrected copy

of which inadvertently appeared in

TEANGA 8. We hope the contents of all

the papers will appeal to our readers.

The Editor

January, 1989

An Bord Eagarthadreachta/The Editorial Board

DOnall P. 0 Baoill (Eagarthóir/Editor)

Jeffrey L. Kallen (EagarthOir Léirmheasanna/Review Editor)

David Singleton
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Kroon, Sjaak and Sturm, Jan.

(Tilburg University/Nijmegen University)

Language Teaching in a Multilingual Context: Some Reflections on

the Concept of Mother Tongue Education (1)

1 Paradoxes of language teaching in institutionalized contexts

1.1 Introduction

In February 1988 we participated in the 'Symposium Deutschdidaktik',

a symposium on the methodology of German teaching, in Bielefeld

(FRG). We were there on behalf of IMEN. IMEN stands for

International Mother Tongue Education Network and mother tongue

stands for (varieties of) Dutch, French, German, English etc.,

depending on the country in question (see section 2.2 for a detailed

discussion). IMEN is a fairly small, informal.group of people who

work at universities in some ten European countries and who are

engaged in research into mother tongue teaching and partly also in

training programs for mother tongue teachers. IMEN organises one or

two workshops per year, an international conference every three

years, and it publishes the mother Tongue Education Bulletin (in

collaboration with AILA's Scientific Commission on Mother Tongue

Education) and a series of books called Studies in Mother Tongue

Education (2).

The Bielefeld Symposium allows us to illustrate on the basis of our

personal experience one of the paradoxes which crop up if one thinks

about language teaching based on concepts of mother tongue

education. These paradoxes occur if one discusses, for example,

such language teaching

1 in an international context,

2 in a national context, and

3 in a school - i.e. institutionalized - context.

we will discuss the three paradoxes in the following sections.
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1.2 The 'Symposium Deutschdidaktik':
different mother tongues

The English that is used by non-English participants in

international conferences often sounds different from
English-English. Sometimes this difference may even lead to
difficulties in understanddng the content of what people want to
say. individual listeners' reactions to this deviant language use
are closely connected with personal

histories and especially with
their experiences in the field of language, language use and
language teaching, and therefore they are not easy to predict. It
seems to be no wild guess, however,

that at least some people in an
audience will think to themselves: 'Oh well, English isn't his
mother tongue, So what can you expect?'. The situation at the
Symposium Deutschdidaktik in Bielefeld, however, was a bit more
complex than this general conference picture. The organisers of the
symposium had expressly invited IMEN to make a contribution to one
of the twelve Sections in the Symposium, namely that on Comparative
Education in the field of Mother Tongue Education. At first there
seemed to be considerable interest in that section: before the
symposium, some forty out of 274 participants said that they were
interested. But in the end, only nine

German-speaking people took
part in the IMEN section, four of whom were by the way directly
connected with IMEN.

In spite of the fact that the
organisers had consciously tried to

internationalize the symposium and despite the fact that ten per
cent of the participants were

foreigners, the conclusion has to be
that the internationalization had largely failed. According to the
organisers, the decisive factor was that instead of German, English
was the official language in the international section. Again
according to the organisers,

German scholars in the field of mother
tongue education generally know so little English that they simply
don't dare to participate in

a section if English is the official
language. The question remains of course to what extent these are
attitudinal rather than proficiency problems.
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It is very difficult to get a clear picture of all the factors

which, especially from a German perspective, have
contributed to the

failure of this attempt at internationalization. Being-non-English

speakers ourselves, we know that fear of English can play an'

imp3rtant role, that one has to resist the temptation to simply

continue in ones's native
language when presenting a paper, and

that, especially in the
discussion, one cannot always put into words

exactly what one wants to say. But our experience has taught us

that at least within IMEN, all these barriers can be overcome. On

the One hand, because there is apparently a strong will to

communicate about the same subject, mother tongue education, which

leads to far-reaching linguistic tolerance.
And on the other hand,

because at least in our conception of 'mother tongue' one of the

meanings of the mother tongue is so dominant that it could remove

the tension between
language as a means of communication and

language proficiency in a
norm-oriented activity, even in an

international context. To put it differently: We dare to overcome

our fear of English, because our concept of the mother tongue not

only includes a telephone
conversation which one has with, for

example, relatives in a local dialect, but also a lecture in

non-native English at an international conference. Re suppose that

a 'concept of the mother tongue' which allows this range of

variation will sound extremely peculiar. And we will be the first

to admit that such a concept is a product of utopian thinking which

can hardly, if at all, survive the
confrontation with social

reality. The 'failure' of the
Bielefeld meeting may serve to

illustrate this point. Before restricting the utopia of this

concept of 'mother tongue', let us first highlight three aspects of

this utopia.
Fundamentally important for this utopian concept are:

1 a symme.rically
constructed will to communicate;

2 which can bear the test
of time, that is to say, which

continues to exist even if it is never entirely satisfied;

3 and which is truly based on
the possibility to have a rational

discussion about truth,
rightness, and authenticity.
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1.3 Paradoxes of language teaching

1.3.1 Introduction

Let us now give a few examples of the paradoxes which arise if
elements of this utopia

- which can often be found in some form or
another in articles on language teaching - clash with social
reality, especially w;th the social reality of our (language)
teaching.

Symmetrically constructed communication is by definition not
found in institutional contexts. It is after all
characteristic of institutions such as 'state' and 'school'
that for a mere survival they are structurally dependent on
the exercise of power over their participants; mother tongue
education as symmetrically

constructed communication at school
is therefore a paradox.

2 In our Western society
and particularly in the economic sector

of that society, time is usually counted in terms of money; so
time is defined as a scarce item. Time should therefore be
spent efficiently, also in education, and mother tongue
education as a communicative

education is therefore a paradox.
3 In social reality and

particularly in the political and
economic sectors of social reality, the promotion of interest
plays a very important role. Social institutions including
the educational system play a very important part in that
promotion, especially in the promotion of vested interests.
Promoters, even of 'non-vest'ed' interests, have

generally-speaking no need for rational discussion of their
truth, rightness and authenticity; the better they manage to
keep such issues out of

discussion, the better their interests
are served. Mother tongue education as rational discussion,
especially at school, is therefore a paradox.

1.3.2 The paradox of
mother tongue education for the 'fatherland'

It is obvious that the
fear of English as the official language has

played a very negative role in the Bielefeld attempt to
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internationalize the discussion on mother tongue education. But

according to us,.it is oonceivable.that another important reason was

that although the Bielefeld symposium was about mother tongue

education, that mother tongue alas explicitly equated with German -

witness the name of the symposium: Symposium Deutschdidaktik

(German teaching methodology). Whoever has an international

discussion on mother tongue education will undoubtedly be confronted

with a concept of mother tongue education in which a specific

meaning of the mother tongue is dominant, i.e., mother tongue as the

language of the fatherland, an identifying syMbol, shaping the

nation state. And whenever that concept of 'mother tongue' takes up

a central position in mother tongue education, an international

discussion will not be very fruitful but rather threatening.

Language as a symbol of national identity does not go together with

the principle of symmetrically structured communication, neither

externally nor internally. Related to the outside world, to other

states, this concept implies an enphasis on an unbridgeable

communication gap between languages, languages which are supposed to

be anchored in a unique historical culture which is shaped by an

unimpeachable truth, rightness and authenticity. For the insiders,

this concept requires the creation of an unbridgeable communication

gap between the language varieties used within the geographically

determined area of the nation state. Externally, that gap should be

maintained: internally, it should be expelled by the establishment

of a campulsory norm, admitting only one variant, with the result

that other variants become socially stigmatised. Obviously this

norm-variant largely coincides with the written language and the

culture of the dominant social groups.

1.3.3 The paradox of mother tongue education for literacy

There would be no point in discussing this problem any further. We

know that the mother tongue as the language of the fatherland is a

tcpical and public issue in Ireland. At the same time, it is clear

that in Ireland, too, mother tongue education is connected with what

is called "the unique language needs of (...) students, their

so-called 'scholastic' needs" (as it is put in the 1988 Curriculum
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and Examinations Board Discussion Paper Language in the Curriculum,
p. 32). The precarious position of the mother tongue.in the
relationahip between pupil, fatherland and school (which-is also
recognisable from a Dutch perspective)

is formulated in the first
recommendation in that same discussion paper: "Proficiency in the
mother-tOngue is a concern that extends

beyond the confines of the
English or Irish lesson, affeCting

as it does the total development
of the child continuously

through the school cycle" (op. cit. p.
36). If in this quote we replaced

'English' by 'standard Dutch' and
'Irish' by 'Frisian' or 'a regional or social dialect' or 'a
non-indigenous ethnic minority language', it wouldn't be difficult
to find a similar quote in a Dutch discussion paper on language
education.

Inasfar as it is possible to form a judgement on the basis of the
few publications on Ireland which we have read, an apparent
difference between /reland and the Netherlands (excluding Friesland)
seems to us to be that in the Irish

documents on mother tongue
education, the relationship between pupil and school is formulated
with an emphasis on the pupil's problems as member of an
indigenous language minority, while in the Dutch documents, an
emphasis is on the problems of pupils rib° are members of a
non-indigenous language minority and (less explicitly in recent
times) members of a social minority group.

But the main concern seems to be (both in Ireland and in the

Netherlands) to teach all pupils a differentiated 'scholastic
literacy' under the heading of mother tongue education. The problem
then is that 'scholastic literacy' by means of which pupils are
supposed to acquire necessary knowledge, imposes similar

restrictions on the acquisition of that knowledge, just as the
standard language imposes restrictions on mother tongue
development. /t seems sensible therefore to dwell on the concept of
'literacy' and on the way in which

(mother tongue) education makes
that concept operational and usable.

As Stubbs (1980) puts it, "it is useful to remember that (...)

literate is simply ambiguous in everyday English, as (...) is clear
from unnges such as: (1) to be fully literate, you have to know the
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classics; (2) students are not literate these days: they can't

spell".

Surprisingly, Stub)* does not explain why-he Considers this

ambiguity to he limited to everyday English: accord1.14 to Our

observations the dominant definition of literacy contains the full .

potential meaning of and between the two statements. The former,

representing the one pole on the continuum, refers to "wideness of

education" (op. cit., 14), originally the indigenous prerogative of

the aristocracy. The latter, being the other pole, refers to the

ability to read and write at least on a "mechanical" level, which in

the nineteenth century, with the start of popular education and the

introduction of ccmpulsory education with the minimum requirement of

literacy for all, was a powerful weans to moral regulation of the

masses (of. Grace 1978).
Wondering whether this, by and large,

holds true in our times, one should, for instance, note Anyon

(1980), especially concerning her
observations on language arts

pedagogy, which inescapstay lead to the conclusion that "in each of

the classrocms (...) students are learning class specific behaviour

for both understanding and
adapting to the world of work and the

larger society. Students appear to be developing a potential

relationship to different foam-of work, including domestic labor

and in doing so they are acquiring a specific form of symbolic

capital" (cited in Fitzolarence & Giroux 1984, 471).

By this very epitome on power and social control (cf. Young 1971)

and their covert relationships
with literacy and schooling in

general, we do of course not wean to suggest that nothing has

changed in the past 150 years. As a matter of fact the aristocracy

lost its dominant societal
position a longbime ago and its

definition of the hierarchy of
legitimate knowledge (at the top of

which knowledge of the classics was situated) was partly replaced by

a technocratic definition,
although Stubbs' observation makes it

clear that it has not disappeared completely. What really is at

stake here, is an illustration of the position that regards schools

(being the definite mediators of literacy) as "sites in which

contradictory cultures and social relations are subordinated to the

imperatives of a dominant culture, one that functions as the

mediating link between dominant class interests and everyday life"

(Fitzclarence 6 Giroux 1984, 467). Unfortunately we do not have the

opportunity here either to explore this position - clearly developed

7
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by the so-called new sociology of education (cf. Young 1971) - in
any great detail or_to

illustrate much more concretely "the way in
which schools legitimate dominant forms of culture through
hierarchically arranged bodies of knowledge that make up the
curriculum, as well as the way in which certain forms of linguistic
capital and individual rather than collective

appropriation of
knadledge get rewarded"

(Fitzclarence & Giroux 1984, 467).

From this position we just want to emphasize the inescapable
internal contradiction that is implied in the current claim to
educate for literacy by teaching the mother tocgue (of all pupils)
especially in multilingual and multicultural contexts. For,
acknowledging the assumed intimate relationship between mother
tongues and cultural

-identities, that claim
confronts especially the

language teacher with the dilemma of either legitimating or
resisting dominant forms of ideology and culture. If language
teachers are going to take seriously the need to develop workable
alternatives in order to implement that claim, they have to
recognize the struggle in which they will get involved over defining
what counts as legitimate

language and knowledge forms, over what .

constitutes the distinction
between normality and deviance, and over

the struggle as to what counts as acceptable social practice.
Furthermore they will have "to

investigate historically the nature
of the teaching field itself and how it has evolved

under conditions
through which racial, gendered and class-specific practices have
become part and parcel of the teaching profession" (Fitzclarence
Giroux 1984, 475 - 476).

As a matter of fact a language teacher definitely
cannot count on

the policy-makers'
official support, as it is ultimately their

interest to sustain the dominant
culture, which by definition is

deeply rooted in the administrative structure. Therefore teaching
literacy through teaching the mother tongue implies (at least in our
opinion, which agrees with the broader plea for a transformative
critical pedagogy) first of all developing forms of knowledge and
classroom social practices that work with the language experiences
that students bring to school.

This demands taking seriously the
language forms, styles of presentation,

dispositions, forms of
reasoning and cultural forma

that give meaning to student
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experiences. Secondly, this nevertheless
also implies the need to

work on the language
experiences that students bring to the school,

in the senee that it becomes clear what-students
need to learn

outside of their eXperiences,
so they can break the chains of

domination and sutordination
as they work on their own

personalities, as well as on the objective forces that bear down on

them daily (cf.
Fitzclarence & Giroux 1984).

In our opinion a very
important piece of evidence in this respect is

Shirly Brice Heath's (1983) rather provocative
research report on

language, life and work in communities and
classrooms, entitled Ways,

with words (cf. also Brandt 1985). Although she worked along with

students and teacher* to find ways to make the gulf between the

children's-families and the school the object of conscious attention

and study, aiming at and devising educational
approaches that allow

students to act in a literate way by integrating the ways of

community and school,
Heath's conclusions are not very encouraging.

Literally Heath (1983, 368) writes: "But structural and

institutional changes in the schools and patterns of control from

external sources, such as federal and state governments, have forced

many of the teachers
described here to choose either to leave the

classroom or to revert to
transmitting only mainstream language and

culture patterns." Heath's
experiences reflect that dominant

definitions of literacy are very hard to kill, despite the best

educational intentions.
Therefore it seems to be appropriate to

look askance at official proposals to strive for litercacy by

teaching the mother tongue.
It seems to be more realistic and at

least much fairer with respect to linguistic and cultural minority

groups, to consider every proposal and attempt to rethink the

definition of litercay, related to the practice of mother tongue

teaching and schooling
in general, as a covert endeavour to

counteract an attack on vested interests as
experienced by dominant

groups, unless the attempt is clearly based on the claim (in Heath's

words) "that a radical
restructuring of society or the system of

education is needed for (that) kind of cultural
bridging (...) to be

large scale and
continuous" (op. cit., 369).

Equally, the growing

awareness of the multicultural character of
Western society, as for

instance proclaimed by the Dutch government,
seems to be best

interpreted merely as a neat administrative reaction, allowing some

9
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individuals from minority
groups to ensconce themselves in the

existing power structure As a result the often highly esteemed
cultural and linguistic

identity of such-groups
is dooMed to

disappear or to deteriorate
to pure folklore.

1.4 Conclusion

Against this background,
roughly defining schooling as an activity

which is oriented to the protection of vested societal interests,
though leaving marginal scope for alternative

interpretations and
practices, especially.in a multilingual and multicultural
perspective, we are inclined to evaluate

the possibilities of mother
tongue education in a somewhat ambiguous way. This aMbiguity is
reflected in our preliminary

conclusions.

1. Concerning literacy as an aim of language
teaching there are,

from a historical
point of view, at least two discernible

dominant definitions - forming as a matter of fact the
extremes of a continuum

- which both treat the
written word as

a force to integrate'youngsters
into a specific societal

group, and to segregate
groups from each other. At the one

end of the continuum
one finds the most highly valued

definition of literacy
which has to do with breadth of

education, among other
things operationalized as knowledge of

the ancient and/or national classics, reflecting an
aristocratic definition, as readjusted by the rising
bourgeoisie during the

nineteenth century, in order to fit in
with their meritocratic culture. At the other extreme of the
continuum is a definition

of literacy which has to do with
moral regulation of the masses, mainly

operationalized as
mechanical reading and writing skills in standard language.2 Being not indigenously

and potentially literate in the
dominant sense, speakers of indigenous and non-indigenous
minority languages or dialects are supposed to shed the
idiosyncrasies of their languages and the cultural practices
of their social or ethnic group, to cross over to the dominant
ways of literacy, as defined

in and fostered by written
standard language.



3 Teaching the mother tongue east be interpreted:

- either as a mere bdind, promoting the flexibility of the

process of societal integration in order to maintain vested

interests, along which failures of reading and writing are not

in the end considered failures of technology, but failures of .

group membership,

- or as an incentive to reconsider fundamentally the nature of

mother tongue education, leading in the end to a radical

restructuring of the educaticmal system.

2 Trying to define 'mother tongue' and 'mother tongue education'

2.1 Introduction

we hope to have made clear in our introduction, that it would be

worthdhile to investigate extensively the historical and current

meanings of the notion of 'mother tcogue' in relation to the history

of institutionalized language teaching, be it ih multilingual

contexts or not. It would probably turnout that this notion can be

described and analysed from a number of different angles and that it

has indeed been given a number of different meanings. Similarly it

would probably turn cut that these meanings are intricately

intertwined, even though it would not be too difficult to indicate

in specific cases one dcainant meaning, with the other meanings

remaining implicit. The same seems to be true for 'mother tongue

education'. In this case too different perspectives are Fossible

and actually used. As far as we can see systematic and extensive

research into the conceptual basis of 'mother tongue' and 'mother

tongue education' has not yet been carried out. The sections to

follad contain a first attempt (cf. also Gagne et al. 1987).

2.2 On the concept 'mother tongue'

In the follading le will analytically distinguish between three

views of 'mother tongue'. We will refer to these as a

primary-sccializational, a politico-cultural and an educational

ooncept of the mother tongue. We are aware that in doing so, we

exclude from the discussion a historical or structural linguistic

meaning of 'mother tongue' as "an original language from which

others spring" (Oxford English Dictionary, p.659), and perhaps still

11
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other meanings. In the socializational concept of Mother tongue
(MT1), a major part is played by-primary language aoguisition, which

runs parallel to primary socialization. The concept refers to

language "teachinr by parents andlor other direct attendants,

traditionally often the mother, without any participation of school
or other institutions. It almost goes without saying that in many,
if not most, cases MT1 different from the official, national or

standard language of a country or language area. In fact MI is the

only real mother tongue in the literal sense of the word.

The second concept of mother tongue to be discussed here is the

politico-cultural one. This concept (MT2) is closely related to
national or regional identity formation or to state formation. The
awareness of a comma 'mother tongue' plays an important role in the

endeavour to establish and continue the awareness of a common

fatherland, national or fedral state. A fatherland needs a mother

tongue and education has to supply it, especially by teaching a

so-called 'standard language', sometimes also referred to as

'cultivated language'. Very instructive examples of the extremely

important role that the concept of mother tongue has played can be

found in the history of the formation of national states in Western

Europe, particularly the formation of the German states in the

nineteenth centurary (cf. Edwards 1985).

In the politico-cultural meaning of 'mother tongue' the integrating

and separating functions of language and of language use at a

nation-wide level are very much in the foreground. On the one hand,

a supra-personal, 'integrating' language, i.e. a 'refined' mother

tongue, has to be found, which is often looked for in a literary

tradition, handed down orally or in writing by an elite, from which
a norm is derived. Deviations from that norm are discarded as

insignificant or banned, mainly through (language) education. On

the other hand, nationally and culturally determined variations in
languages have to be strongly emphasized in order to profile sharply

the national, cultural political identity and loyalty of a national

group of language users as opposed to other nations. However, it
will be.clear that this struggle for politico-cultural identity

through the social construction of a mother tongue takes place at

ll ponnihle levels: continental, national and regional. ha a
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result, the conflict between national integration by means of

teaching a standard language and regional separation by supporting a

regional variety can cause considerable friction. Therefore, the

prcmotion of a mother tongue to a national language has to be

defended externaliY against other nationsl languages, and internally.

against tendencies towards regionalism by propagating or even

enforcing a dominant language as the standard language. Both the

integrating and the separating function of a mother tongue are

particularly well illustrated by the case of Dutch in Flanders, the

Dutch speaking part of Belgium. In a prccess of national and social

emancipation in the nineteenth and twentieth century a variant of

Dutch_developed as the standard language and as such contributed.to

a Flemish identity, different both from French and Netherlands

Dutch: at the same time it played a unifying role withing Flanders

(cf. Jasparet 1986).

In the educational concept of mother tongue (Mr3) finally, the

accent is mainly on the intertwining of knowledge of the 'real'

world (in terms of its social construction) and language and

language use: language is the symbolic representation of that

knowledge. The extent to which the nature of the knowledge (as

represented in language) that scneone has acquired during his/her

socialization deviates from the nature of the academic knowledge

that he/she is s4pposed to acquire, appears to influence the

learning process in formal education: the smaller the differences,

the more easily the academic learning prccess apFears to progress

and vice versa. Differences in knowledge are often operationalized

by means of differences in language use between different regional

or social groups. As the external democratization continues,

especially in secondary education (i.e. as more and more children

from various, completely different social and regional groups are

aupposed to acquire the same, ever more specialized knoiledge), the

number of learning problems seems to increase. As a result, Or

more and more children there will be a gap between their 'mother

tongue' (as a socializational concept) and the language in which

they are supposed to acquire this knowledge: the school language.

Education necessarily fails in its purpose to produce a prescribed

level of achievement in all pupils. Nevertheless, most

industrialized countries appear to be greatly in need of skilled

13
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workers, or at least have been since the 1950s. That is why that
gap has-to be bridged in education.

The educational concept of mother tongue education at the same time
implies a certain attitude towards the question whether every pupil
should have the right to at least start, and to continue al long as
possible, the learning process in school in his/her mother tongue or
home language, even if that may lead to a partial redefinItion of

school knowledge and of the school as an institution. The problem
here mainly-consists in the linguistic distance between the
languages and language varieties in use and especially the variety
used as a sChool language. In general the linguistic distance

between what is called a standard language .(the politico-cultural

concept) and its regional or social varieties (the socializational

concept) is felt to be much smaller than that between a national

language in use including its varieties and non-indigenous ethnic

minority languages (community languages: ancestral languages). This
question of ethnic minority languages in relation to education has

made itself felt quite clearly in western societies during the last
few decades. As a consequence, a growing =doer of political
measures relating to language and education are proposed, that

guarantee pupils of ethnic minority groups the possibility of
getting classes in their mother tongue or at least of using their
own mother tongue to acquire school knowledge. /t should be noticed
however that 'mother tongue' here in some cases refers to the

socializational concept (making use of the home language in teaching

and learning) and in others to the
politico-cultural concept (ethnic

minority standard language teaching as a subject).

It should be pointed out again that the analytical difference n
meaning between the three concepts of mother tongue discussed so far
probably does not accord with the use of 'mother tongue' taken for
granted in ordinary speech. It is likely that the everyday concept
of mother tongue, in principle, contains all three and even more

aspects of meaning at the same time. This does not, of course,

exclude the possibility of one being considered as dominant in
specific cases.
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2.3 On the concept 'mother tongue education'

Wven the preceding analysis, it will be obvious that the phrase

'mother tongue education' causes a serious terminological problem,

at least conceptually and in relation to different philosophies of

education. What are the possible meanings of 'mother tongue

education'? We will try to answer this question by using the

analytical notions of 'mother tongue' develoFed earlier, which have

led to a socializational (MrEl), a politico-cultural (NTE2) and an

educational (MrE3) concept of mother tongue education.

According to the meaning of mrl, the socializational concept, mother

tongue education would be the teaching of and learning through

language at school, aiming at the development and elaboration of the

language that the pupil has already aoquired and learned as his/her

native or first language during his/her infancy, his/her primary

socialization. As a matter of fact, this ideal-typical definition

of mother tongue education is far from.being the existing practice

either in regular nother tongue/standard language teaching, or in

so-called bilingual education, or in ethnic minority language and

culture teachirl as a school subject for immigrant children.

All over the world, 4 closer look at what is actually going on in

classrooms where so-called mother tongue education is in progress

shows that, at least from the pupil's perspective, this heading

covers a wide variety of possibilities. Most countries in the world

can be characterized as multilingual in one way or another (cf.

Hudson 1980). In mmt cases, however, there is only one language

allowed for learning and teaching in mother tcmgue education in

schools, namely the dcminant or national standard language of the

country or language area in question. Needless to say many children

in many countries do not have this particular language as their

native language, and are not therefore really taught in their mother

tongue (Mr1) and such children do not receive mother tongue

education when attending so-called mother tongue education classes.

An example can illustrate this point a little further.
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Despite its size, the Netherlands has a great deal of language

variation, which makes the use and meaning of mother tongue

education in relation to the MT1 concept, wben actually referring to
teaching practice, very confusing (for multilingualism in the

Netherlands cf. Extra & Vallen 1988 and.Kroon & Sturm 1988).

According to the meaning of MTE1, mother tongue teaching would mean

that dialect speakers all over the Netherlands would be taught and

allowed to learn in their own regional or social dialect. For

children from the province of Friesland (in the North of the

Netherlands), mother tongue education would have to be offered

either in the standard Frisian language (the only indigenous

language variety.with language status), or in standard Dutch, or in
a Dutch or a Frisian dialect. To complicate things even further,

for Moroccan immigrant children in the Netherlands, mrEl would mean

education in Berber or Moroccan Arabic, depending on what they speak

as a home language, and so on. Only for children who have standard

Dutch as their first language, can mother tongue education in Dutch

schools really be MTEl. Even in so-called bilingual education and

in ethnic minority language teaching, MTE1 seems to be the

exception, the rule being education in mother tongues in the

politico-cultural sense, i.e. in standard languages.

Similar examples could be listed for many countries. They are to be

found not only in tha Old World, but also in the New World and

especially in the developing countries in the so-called Third World,

where the issue of mother tongue education has its particular

characteristics and difficulites, which in most cases stem from

their colonial past (cf. Pattanayak 1986). Such examples should at

least make it clear that using the phrase 'mother tongue education'

in countries or language areas where, in addition to a standard

language, various indigenous and non-indigenous minority languages

and dialects are spoken by the inhabitants, is not at all as

unproblematic as it would appear. As long as mother tongue

education appears to be mainly'or almost exclusively concerned with

the politico-cultural concept of mother tongue, i.e. with the

dominant standard language of the country or language area under

consideration (in some cases the country of origin), and no

attention is paid to the 'native' mother tongues of the pupils

involved, it would in fact be better to speak of standard language
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education. Even if, as in the case for example in the Netherlands,

-there are legal possibilities within.schools for ethnic minority

language teaching and indigenous minority language (Frisian)

teaching as a subject, it will often turn out that in practice it is

not MTE1 that is taught. Practice shows that what we have here too

is in 'lost cases mrE2 in scme f!..:m or other. The fact, to give an

example from the UK; that Urdu is taught as a community language in

secondary education to children with a Pakistani background does not

mean that it is their mother tongue. Although Urdu is the national

language of Pakistan, it has in many Pakistani families Panjabi as

its home language complement. Teaching Urdu to Panjabi speaking

children in England therefore is in fact siftpay another fora of M1E2

- just like English. Apart from (ethnic) minority language teaching

as a subject, there seems to be an interest, especially in primary

education, in allowing children to use their mother tongue in the

teaching learning situation. And (at least in the Netherlands)

there are also legal possibilities to use Dutch dialects and

indigenous and non-indigenous minority languages and varieties as a

language of instruction in order to facilitate the learning

process. In these cases too it has to be carefully checked wether

Mfl or MT2 is used.

In the Dutch example given above, it was said that only for children

in Dutch classroass who speak standrad Dutch as their mother tongue,

would the lessons that are scheduled as mother tcmgue education

(Dutch) really be mother tongue education. This statement in fact

is only half of the truth, because it does not take into

consideration the implications of the educational concept of 'mother

tongue' given before. Also for Dutch speaking children, the

language of education is a specific variety that does not totally

coincide with their mother tongue, because of its specific subject

and instruction-oriented characteristics and because of its strong

emphasis on the written language. The language of education is a

technical language that uses its own 'lingo' with respect to the

subject that is taught and with respect to the way in which it is

taught. Mother tongue education therefore is not limited to the

subject of language. This insight leads to a 'Ianguge across the

curriculum' approach. This in fact is an MTE3 interpretation of
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mother tongue education, meaning that not only language teachers,

but also for example history teachers are involved in mother tongue

education.

2.4 Conclusions

combining our findings from sections 1 and 2 we reach the following

conclusions:

1 Unless there are radical changes in our Western society and

hence in our educational systems, education offers but feW, if

any, possibilities for collective social mObility with the

preservation of the cultural identity. Characteristic of the

current educational system is the use of monopolies on valid

knowledge and (linguistic) skills, whose rightness and

authenticity are hardly, if at all, justified or indeed

justifiable_on rational grounds.

2 The use of monopolies manifests itself in arbitrarily selected

norms on the basis of which individual pup(ils_ari: evaluated.

On the one hand, this norm makes it clear to most pupils that

they cannot and will not live up to this norm, which comes

down to a legitimation of their future social positions. And

on the other hand, it means that some pupils will obviously

live up to the norm, while others will have to adapt

themselves and work hard. Both monopoly and norm help to

preserve and reproduce the status quo, although they do allow

some degree of individual social mobility.
.

3 Monopolies and norms can be used in (mother tongue) education

since teachers have internalised them (because of their

socialisation and more in particular their professional

socialisation) and since they have become part of the

teachers' routines. The organisation of education is such

that the educational practice has largely developed into

routines. Routines are impervious to change and hardly

accessible for reflection.

4 The use of the phrase 'mother tongue education', when actually

referring to the teaching of a standard language, should be

avoided. Such a phrase is misleading and, as a matter of

fact, incorrect, because the standard language frequently is
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not the mother tongue of the pupils who are attending school.

'Mother tongue teaching' then appears to be just euphemism

for teaching a national language in'its standardised form.

And this conceals and at the same time enfeebles the pursuit

of alternatives to mother tongue education. Gtanting mother

tongue teaching facilities to minority groups (i.e. ethnic

minority language teaching) must ultimately be considered as a

means of fostering integration of these groups into the

dominant structures in society. Minority groups of whatever

kind have little to expect from education ifthey aim to solve

their collective probaems of discrimination.

S. It is a matter ct course that monopolies and norms are hardly

susceptible to change. On the basis of the conceptual

analysis of mother tongue and mother tongue education which

was presented earlier on, it is possible to ask critical

questions about the existing practice. Teachers who work in

that practice have little opportunity to do so. So in that

respect, research into mother tongue education could render

those .teachers a service by:

a) registering and analysing their practice;

b) offering them comparative knowledge which has been gained

from historical and comparative research;

c) offering joint interpretations of the practice of these

teachers.

3 Research in mother Tongue Education

3.1 Introduction

From the foregoing it may have become clear that we consider it

difficult to discuss mother tongue education in a systematic and

scientific way. Not only is there as yet little conceptual clarity,

there are moreover no clear criteria available for making choices,

choices in the field of aims and activities for instance. This lack

of conceptual clarity and choice criteria poses problems in

curriculum development, teacher training programmes and especially

in the daily teaching practice. But this lack also poses problems

for research into mother tongue education. After all, educational

research often pretends to yield relevant results for the teaching

practice. But educational research too is affected by the crisis



which pertains to all the social sciences, namely that the relevance

of their results is contested time and again.

In the following sections we want to deal with two research projects
in the field of mother tongue education in which we are engaged.

First of all we mill illustrate the kind of research that is being
carried out by the Nijmegen Research Group on Mother Tongue

Education. The Nijmegen Group is mainly concerned with historical

and schoolethnographic studies on the subject content of Dutch as a
mother tongue.

The second research project that we will comment on iS the work of

the International Mother Tongue Education Network. The IMEN, as was
said before, is a network of researchers at a number of European

universities who are conducting eqdrical interpretative research in

-the field of the subject content of the mother tongue and/or

standard language curriculum. .The research perspective of the IMEN

group is basically a comparative one. Its ultimate aim is to

internationalize research and discussions on mother tongue education

in order to make nationally and/or culturally determined definitions

of mother tongue education accessible for international carperison,
reflection and innovation.

3.2 The Nijmegen Research Group on Mother Tongue Education

3.2.1 /ntroduction

In the Nijmegen research project we have reached the conclusion (as

others have done before) that there is primarily a need for

empirically-based, descriptive knowledge of mother tongue

education. And so we are looking for answers to the following
questions:

1 what can be observed in mother tongue education classes?
2 How are those observations interpreted by all the people

involved, i.e. teachers, pupils and researchers?

3 How do these observations relate to reality?
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Tbese questions may at first sound pretty simple, but actually the

contrary is true. It is ispossible to give a full survey hers of

all the ins and auts of this kind of empirical-interpretative

research. For its epistemology it draws heavily on the so-called

symbolical interactionism as it has been developed in anthropology.

That same orientation can be recognised in its choice of research

methodology, which is taken from ethnographic research and in which

participant observation, ethnographic interviews and the content

analysis of documents take up a central position. In the following

we take just one example from the Nijmegen research. It comes form

a case study on writing instruction (cf. Kroon & Sturm 1987).

3.2.2 A case study in writing instruction

At a school for primary education in the Netherlands (6 to 12 year

olds), we interviewed and observed a 'good' teacher working

wholeheartedly together with curriculum developers on a project on

mother tongue education. This project, established by the National

Institute for Curriculum Development, aims at an innovation of

subject content in mother tongue education in ordinary classroom

practice. One could say, in rather abstract terms that the project

focuses on integrating language arts skills across the whole

curriculum. The emphasis is on the functional aspects of language

teaching and learning. On the one hand, fostering effective

comnunicative behaviour in everyday life (defined as an important

aspect of social competency) is aimed at. On the other hand,

developing language proficiency is considered a means to facilitate

the total learning process at school. The intentions of the prOject

members, inclAing the participating teachers are in one way or

another, obviously related to a child centred ethos, to recently

developed theories on language, language in use and communication in

general, and to a more or less progressive pedagogical and social

ideology.

The teacher appeared competent as regards formulating his innovative

intentions and the related adequate 'theories', especially in the

field of mother tongue teaching in general, and their implications

for practice. In his case we were searching for the characteristics

of writing instruction, writing assignments, writing guidance and
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the assesament of children's written work in the context of the
curriculum project he was participating in. /n the first,

non-directed interview the teacher seemed to maintain an almost
deadly silence on these topics, although he was well informed about
the focus of our research. Therefore, we felt compelled to examine
rather directly and in detail his rational and actual purpose for
developing writing abilities in children. Urged by our questions in
the more structured interviews

which followed,.he revealed notions
like 'the writer's sense of audience' and 'the pupils' intentions as
writers'. He eaphasized the importance of the context of work in
the classroom and the broader one of the out-of-school life as
shared with the teacher and

classmates, the necessity of

attractively displaying children's writing, and so on. At the same
time he alludei to apparent problems in putting these 'theoretical'
notions into practice.

In our research we audiotapea a series of the teacher's writing
lesons. , We transcribed these lessons and discussed the transcripts
with the teacher. Prom the transcripts and the discussions it
became fairly clear that-in his teaching of writing, especially

considering his writing guidance in m're or less informal contexts,
but also in his writing

instruction, his attention, albeit more
concealed, was prigmrily directed to surface criteria for

traditionally acceptable ccmposing: length (equally a massive
problem for the pupils, as their verbal interaction showed),

presentation, paragraphs, spelling and punctuation. Even if, in the
course of classroom action, it appeared unsvoidable to approach more
or less deep criteria - in his accounting system labelled as
ccarunicative aspects of writing - he otwicusly found it very
difficult to say anything likely to be of value to his pupils.
(Here it should be acknowledged that we did not find any operational

indication as to how to care for feedback in a comsinicative

approach in the documents we analyzed.) As far as deeper criteria
seemed to be at work in his writing

lessons, they seemed most
probably derived from his own experience as a pupil. As evidenced
in our reconstruction of his life history, unlike his present ideas
of teaching writing formalated within a camunicative conception,

his experiences in learning to write were related to an established

practice of Dutch teaching, likely based on a 'liberal Eta'
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conception. Within that conception learning to write globally means

observing classical-rhetorical prescripts, diluted in the course of

time, and reproducing vague, rhetorical examptes, as such beyond

reccgnition for an average teacher and/or pupil. To make a long

story short, in our case study um umre confronted with a gap between

the :hetoric of teaching writing as reflected in the teacher's

interviews and the 'reality' of teaching and learning to write, as

documented in our classroom observations.

In our opinion, that gap has to be interpreted in terms of

conflicting subject paradigms. Such a paradigm of mother tongue

teaching refe:s to a view of subject matter content, in terms of

topics, activities and legitimations (cf. Reid 1984),,which is

shared by both (educational) experts (such as linguists, literati,

educationalistt) and practitioners, tending together in a loosely

organized educational ccanunity. As members of the same

paradigmatic ccomunity they share common values, assumptions, goals,

norms, language beliefs and ways of perceiving and understanding the

educational prccess, i.e. the process of mother tongue education.

According to the proposal of Tuthill & Ashtca (1983, 9) the term

"educational paradigm" refers "to a paradigmatic view of the uvrld

that is shared by both educatiemal scientists and practitioners",

whereas the related term "educational conmunity" refers "to those

educational scientists, teacher educators and classroom teachers who

share a ccmcon paradigmatic view of the educational process". As

Ball & Lacey (1980) have shown in their research on mother tongue

education, one can distinguish several paradigms of mother tongue

education historically, one of them being more or less dominant in a

given period and/or in a given (sub)culture, the others being at

best an alternative or, at worst, nearly invisible. Furthermore,

Ball & Lacey (1980) defined a school, and more wpecifically, the

English Departnent, as an arena where among teachers several

paradigms of mother tongue education are negotiated mainly around

tuv fundamental questions: What ought to be done in mother tongue

education? and What can be done in mother tongue education, given

the actual circumstances?

Taking the notion of conflicting paradigms as a starting-point, we

interpret a gap between a teacher's accounting system and his
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substantive practice as a gap between two competing paradigms. For
instance, in oat tate study, the innovative paradigm as proclaimed
and Supported by the curriculum project is primarily a source for

answering the 'ought' -question, and, perhaps, for changing the
answer to the 'can' -question. While the paradigm internalized by
the teacher during his secondary and professional socialization
governs his classroom practice, albeit on a rather unconscious level.

In order to elaborate this tentatively developed interpretative
framework and at the same time to determine its potential for

understanding the complexities of teaching the mother tongue, it
will be clear that ethnographic

research of schooling has to be

ccmplemtented by historical research (cf. Goodson & Hall 1984; Ball

& Goodson 1984; Smith 1984). On the cther hand, cceparative

research can reveal the specificity of culturally hound perspectives

on mother tongue teaching (cf. Herrlitz & Peterse 1984). So, by

means of detailed analysis of the history of mother tongue teaching

within and across several (national) and (sub)cultural areas,
materials can be collected which may provide an answer to the rather

interesting question: What paradigms of mother tongue education are
to be reconstructed so as to account for the very complicated

situation in mother tongue education. As Barnes et al. (1984, 380)

conclude in their last chapter of Versions of English: "Empirical

reality in education is chary of lending itself to simplification:
the laching we saw varied in cogplex ways which could not all be
accounted for. Although in schools we were able to locate five

tendencies which we called 'versions', few teachers could be

allocated unambiguously to one or another without misrepresentation".

We are fully aware that this rather short description of an

extensive case study and its interpretation would hardly contribute

at this moment to develop a deep understanding of the intricacies of

mother tongue education as sketched in sections 1 and 2 of our
paper. At the same time we are aware that our type of research does
not allow for far-reaching conclusions; developing an

interpretative framework is not the same thing as shaping a shared

understanding of the intricacies of teaching a mother tongue in

practice, nor is it the same thing as bridging the gap between

rhetoric and practice. As a matter of fact, ethnographic research
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on schooling, be it histocical andlor comparative in character,

cannot meet a need for nomothetic knowledge and related 'if-then'

-advice. It aims at comunicative understanding es a basis for

comminicative action. In cur Dutch research on innovative

curriculum development in mother tongue teaching, the notion of

historically defined ccmpeting subject paradigms, which are active

within and across teachers, developers and researchers, appears to

afford understanding of what is happening in classrooms. At least,

that seems to be a possibility to, jointly coming to grips with

classroom reality, as perceived by the participants.

we are therefore inclined to conclude that it is worth a try to

generate by research a body of descriptive knowledge on mother

tongue education. With our present knowledge that is at least one

way to understand what is happening in mother tongue education.

3.3 The IMEN Research Program

3.3.1 Introduction

If one looks at mother tongue education from an international

perspective, one is likely to discover that the debate on research

and curriculum development in this field only marginally crosses the

boundaries of language areas or tmltural communities, often national

states. The development of general and therefore international

theories and concepts, which is common in other scientific fields,

has scarcely started in the field of mother tongue education. As a

result, attempts to initiate an international discussion on mother

tongue education have generally met with relatively little success.

This seems to be at least partly due to thefact that, although on

the surface much in the field of mother tongue education seams

similar if not identical, below this surface, the meaning and

function of apparently general concepts are to a large extent

culture-specific and may differ considerably from country to ccuntry

- sometimes even without the participants in the discussion being

aware of it. This state of affairs is of course bound to hamper a

fruitful exchange of views considerably (cf. Kroon S Sturm 1987).
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This situation may be illustrated by swans of the example of grammar

teaching. TraditionaI'grammar, modelled on the-classical tradition,

plays an important role in mother tiongue teaching in Europe. Almost

as universal as its existenee is the criticism of the role of

traditional grammar in mother tongue education. In spite of these

similarities, however, an international comparative discussion on

traditional grammar teaching and its criticism runs into

terminological and conceptual difficulties. In the Federal Republic

of Germany for example, the innovative concept "Reflexion Uber

Sprachew (Reflection on Language study) has a place within the

framework of "Grammatikunterricht" (Grammar Teaching) and is

basically an attempt to broaden the concept of grammar teaching and

to dissociate it from its classical models. /n The Netherlands, on

the other hand, the term "Grammatica" (Grammar) in recent

discussions almost invariably refers to traditional grammar or

syntax, and is associated with such activities as parsing. in the

Dutch context, therefore, the equivalent (more or less) of

"Reflexion Uber Sprathe", °Taalbeschouming", could hardly be

regarded as one element of the larger subject of grammar teaching,

as it is in the Federal Republic of Germany (cf. Herrlitz 1984).

Parallels between concepts in mother tongue education, such as

"grammatica", "grammar", "Grammatik" and so on, which,

notwithstanding their similarity, mean different things in different

countries, suggest a degree of homogeneity which in reality dOes not

exist in mother tongue education, whether we look at its contents,

its pedagogical traditions, the sciences it draws upon, or the

circumstances under which it takes place. This seeming homogenity,

in fact conceals the basic prOblems involved in an international

discussion on mother tongue education. /n general, mother tongue

education is to a large extent culture-specific and embedded in the

values and traditions of the national culture. Therefore ar

international discussion must go hand in hand with an intimate

knowledge of the nature of the interconnection between culture and

mother tongue education in each country involved (cf. Herrlitz

Peterse 1984).

Against this background the general aim of the /KEN research program

can be characterized as trying to provide a meaningful insight into



theory and practice of mother tongue/standard language teaching in

_the country of interest and its interrelationship with cultural

context and heritage-insights that are also accessible for experti

from outside. Such insights into characteristic meaning structures

of slather tongue education of a specific culture can serve - so he

hope - as a reliable foundation of a general theory of mother

tongue/standard language teaching that exceeds the limits of a

specific national tradition and therefore allows also a more distant

view on mother tongue education of the own culture, its

characteristics and limitations, its incoherencies and ideological

implications (cf. Herrlitz 1987).

Within this general aim the IMEN research program concentrates on

the subject content of mother tongue/standard language teaching.

This predominance of subject content is based on the fact that in

our view one of the major characteristics of socialization in

schools is the divition into well.defined subjects. Because this

central influence of subject content is hardly discussed, and is not

at all put in an intercultural perspective, it is placed in the core

of the IMEN research program.

In order to reach its aims the IMO research program mainly consists

of three phases, known aa the Rhetoric* Project, the Portraits

Project and the Case Study Project.

3.3.2 The Rhetoics Project

In the first phase of our research program, he concentrated on a

systematic comparative description and analysis of recent

developaents in the theory and rhetoric of mother tongue education,

mainly on the basis of documents such as textbooks, handbooks for

teacher training, curriculum documents, et cetera. The IMEN

correspondents from the countries involved were asked to describe

the state of the art in mother tongue education in their country

over the past ten years or so in terms of cuccent or dominant

paradigms and competing, innovative paradigms. Researchers from

nine European countries (Italy, France, the Federal Republic of

Germany, Hungary, Turkey, The Netherlands, Denmark, England and

Flanders, the Dutch speaking part of Belgium) participated in this

cooperative enterprise. They all gathered in an international
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conference in Veldhoven, The Netherlands, in 1983, in order to

present and discuss their research report*. These tePorts were

organized following four MajOr quesitions that were at the heart of a

carefully developed guideline:

1. Which was the dominant paradigm of mother tongue education in
your country around 1970?

2. Were there any competing paradigms, and what was - in theory

and in practice - their position?

3. How could the development of competing paradigms until 1982 be
characterized?

4. Which paradigm of mother tongue education in your country do

you consider promising for further development of the field?

The research reports (cf. Herrlitz et al. 1984a and 1984b) show that

the stages of development or tendencies in the rhetorics of mother

tongue education in Europe can, in fact, generally be described in
terms of a traditional stage of development or concept of mother

tongue education (a so-called canonical or dominant situation or

paradigm) and several lines of development leading away from it.

The following historical development or paradigm shift - admittedly

stated in rather crude terms - seems to have been taking place in

almost all countries under investigation.

Around 1965 a 'canonical situation' dominated mother tongue

education in Europe. This situation or paradigm had the following

characteristics:

- teaching practices in all schools and at all levels were modelled

on mother tongue teaching in the highest grades of the classical

gymnasium or grammar school;

- mother tongue education was primarily literary education: central
to it was the literary canqn which was traditionally accepted as the

cultural heritage in the respective speech communities;

- complementary to the teaching of literature a form of grammar
(i.e. parsing) was taught whiCh was modelled on classical grammar;

- in all systmes of mother tongue education a form of written

composition was taught, which, typically, Ass unrelated to forms of
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written-communication normally used in society.

Around 1970 this dominant paradigm came under attack from

progressive educationalists throughout Europe. This attack on

traditional teaching concepts and methods, which went on more or

less unhancered by cultural contexts or socio-pcditical

counterforces, created a general need for reform. Although the

traditional situation was to acne extent broken up it was not

replaced by a new canonical situation. It would be nearer the truth

to speak of a number of currents of innovation, which engendered

political and educational debates and controversies, and which

finally led to more or less far-reaching refonms. Cne of these

currents of innovation, which in one form or another is present in

almost all the countries under investigation, is the so-called _

ammunicative paradigm.

Incidentally, at present there are indications in some countries of

another change in the field of mother tongue education, set in the

context of a return towards a more conservative political and social

climate in Europe. The slogan cl this dhange seems to be "Back to

basics", meaning back to basic skills (in language proficiency) as

the major concern of mother tongue education, and away from

progressivism and concerns with emancipation and social issues which

are supposed to lead to declining standards and illiteracy. It is

hard to tell at the moment to what extent this movement is, or is

going to be, a general trend, and whether or not it will lead us

back to the canonical situation of the sixties.

3.3.3 The Portraits Project

/n its second phase, the IMEN research programm concentrated on the

documentation of the practice of mother tongue education in the

countries involved and on the reconstruction of meanings which

characterize the process of teaching and learning in mother

tongue/standard language education. As a relatively simple and

direct means of documentation, we chose the teacher's diary. This

means that the /HEN correspondents were to ask a teacher to write a

diary during his/her first two weeks of mother tongue education

after the 1985 Christmas holidays in the seventh year of schooling

(i.e. in most European countries the first year of secondary
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education), and to concentrate mainly on the subject matter content

of standard language/mother tongue education. This diarY should not

only contain a description of the mother tongue educational reality

frcm the teacher's podnt of view, but also his/her ccoments on the
documented classroom events.

Tbe IMEN correspondent, in addition, had to make a so-called

Portrait cut of the diary notes of the teacher by adding further

information on the general and specific context in which the diary

had to be-understood. This includes among other things:

- information about the educational system of the country, about the
pósition of mother tongue eduCation within that system, and about

the major principles of mother tougue education;

- information about the teacher, his/her training, his/her views of

mother tongue/standard language education;

- a general impression of the school and the class in which the
diary was written;

- the correspondent's comments.on the diary, its representativeness,

its peculiartities and the like;

- in an appendix: teaching materials, syllabi, witten work of the
pupils and & short bibliography.

In order to enable the teacher-diarist and the IMEN correspondent to

do their job properly extensive sets of guidelines for both were

developed (cf. Kroon & Sturm 1988).

The Portraits Project was carried out in nine ccuntries. The

resulting portraits (frcm Hungary, the Federa: Republic of Germany,

Turkey, The Netherlands, Denmark, England and Flanders) and diaries

(from Italy and France) were discussed at a conference in Antwerp.

Belgium, in December 1986 (cf. Sturm 1987 for a report and Delnoy et

al. 1988 for the conference papers). In cur opinion, one of the

main results of the Portraits Project has been the concretization in

terms of real classroom activities, of the paradigms in mother

tongue education that were found as a result of the Rhetorics
Project. The starting point of the Portraits Projects, namely the

idea that teacher diaries give a meaningful insight into specific

cultures of mother tongue education practice in Europe, was fully

confirmed. The description of a certain 'case', tcgether with the
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teacher's and the correspondent's comments, succeeded in clartifying

how in the framework of a national school system a characteristic

concept of mother tongue education is put into practice.

This general finding can be illustrated by a discussion that came

about when the protraits from France and England were compared in a

working group at the Antwerp Conference (cf. Kroon & Sturm 1987).

'Elucidating her portrait of twelve lessons of English mother tongue

education, a teacher from London was enthusiastically telling her

group about the win which she occupies herself during her lessons

with =batting inequality and discriminatión based on race, sex and

social class. She seemed to devote most of her English lessons to

that subject. MOst of the texts, discussions and essays that are

dealt with in class, tco are abcut that subject. Listening to this

story, her colleague from France became increasingly restless. From

her point of view, ss11 a content of English lessons had harly

anything to do with language teaching. It turned out that she did

nct regard ccmbatting racism, sexism and social inequality as

legitimate aims of mother tongue education. Language teaching in

her View, should be primarily concerned with language, the oral and

written, the structural and communicative- command of that

phenomenon, measured against a relatively strict norm of

correctness. The only way to make both practices or versions of

mother tongue education understandable in an international

ccmparative perspective, is to unravel and make explicit the frames

of reference that underly them. Tbe English version of mother

tongue education turned out to be closely related to ideas about

multicultural education, the French version to ideas about the

intrinsic importance of French as the national standard language.

As long as the frames of reference of the English and the French

teacher are not made emplicit, the example from London mould

probably leave an impression "that it is in fact social criticism

instead of mother tongue education", whereas the Paris example could

have been interpreted as demonstrating ar Acadamie Francaise-like

snobbery.

By giving this example we do not vent to suggest in any way

whatsoever that English mother tongue education can now be

11
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characterized as for example
'egalitarian' (whatever that means) or

that French mother
tongue-edOcation Could be defined as 'elitist':

empirical-interpretative research does not pursue generalizable
knowldege in that sense. What is important in a comparison of the
Frendh and the English situation is to discover which social reality
the teacher and the pupils

construct in mother tongue education and
on the basis of which culturally

determined value orientations they
do so. To that end the

empirical-interpretative researcher in
comparative research should be able to give up hie/her own
perspective on mother tongue educatiOn

for some time and change it
for that of 'the other'. As far as we can see the

Portraits Project
succeeded in enabling researchers to take this 'different'

perspective. As sudh the results of the project provide an
indispensable complement of the findings that were reached in the
Rhetorics Project.

3.3.4 The Case Study Project

In its third phase the /MEN research program has tried to develop
its route from theory to

practice still one step further. Having
depicted the rhetorics of mother tongue education and teachers'
interpretations of practices in this field, both in an international
comparative perspective, we now want to conduct case studies in the
practice of mother tongue education. Such case studies are
characterized by the following features (cf. Herrlitz 1987):

- they are conducted by (participant)
observers who have to document

their case on different dimensions and who have to interpret it in a
controlled way;

- domxnentation and interpretation
have to account for different

viewpoints: they have to confront
not only teachers' and learners'

perspectives, but also rhetorics with practice and progress with
tradition;

- they have tocontain more than
one dimension of data collection

and interpretation: they should combine data from different sources
and interpretations from different perspectives to form a reliable
picture of the case in question:

- they have to be comparative in the
sense that at least at one

point in the process of
interpretation, judgements from a specialist

outside the culture in question have to be provoked.
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As far ss the element 'judge from outside' is concerned we

distinguish two different models of cooperation: the 'help mo3e1'

and the 'ccoperation model' (cf. Stumm 1987). The first mo3e1

implies the 'assistance' of a researcher from abroad who is not

involved in any specific IMEN case study in progress: the second

model implies a cocveration between researchers doing similiar case

studies in several countries. Both madels are supposed to contain

three levels of cummitment: full assistance/cooperation by research

visits, working tcgether on the site, advisory

assistance/cooperation by research visits oriented towards analysis,

interpretation and ccmparison, and correspondence

assistance/cooperation, mainly tymmil.

So far there are four initiatives for ccmparative case studies. In

these research projects =operation in one form or another has been

planned between researchers from

- Belgim (Flanders), Italy and The Netherlands on the

identification of culture-specific characteristi41 of and

similarities between the rhetorics and pcactice of mother tongue

education in secondary education (cf. Hlankesteijn S Sturm-1988):

- Sweden, England and The Netherlands on reading literature in

secondary education (cf. malmgren 1988):

- England and Hungry on writing, literature, language teaching or

oracy (cf. Parker 1988):

- Fedral Republic of Germany, England and The Netherlands on what

pupils really learn in mother tongue education (cf. Haueis

Willenberg 1988). Apart from these initiatives a so called

duo-portrait project is carried out between The Netherlands and

Hungary (cf. Angyal I. Van der Sten 1988). All these plans will have

to be carried out between now and 1990, the year in which the third

IMEN conference will take place, with as we hope also a delegation

fram Ireland reporting on the practice of mother tongue education in

their country.

4 Conclusion

The research into mother tongue education which we have sketched

against the background of concepts and an initial attempt to

formulate choice criteria displays a number of obvious limitations.

First of all, this kind of research aims primarily at the content of
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the school sublect, its Interpretation, and the usethat is made

those interpceted Contents in the practice of mother tongue

ed=ation. There art of course other matters at play in education,

but this particular awpect of the educational reality seems

worthwhile in itself, also in view of our expertise, as researchers,

of course. In our research into the subject content of anther

tongue education the following three questions are crucial:

1 what does the school actually want to teach its pupils?

2 What does the teacher want to teach: what dOes he/she do in

the classroom?

3 How does the institutionalized educational process link up

with the pupils' natural learning through language?

These three questions derive their importance frca the educational

principle that education as such shculd contribute as little as

possible to the reproduction of social inequality - keeping in mind,

of course, that education on its own cannot produce social equality.

One could wonder, especially looking frca an Irish point of view,

why we have mainly limited ourselves in our research to the

ccnnunicative aspects of language and learning and barely took into

consideration aspects which are to do with the relationship between

language and ethnicity and nationality. This is probably due to the

fact that our research takes place in a situation in which (to quote

Edwards 1985, Ill) "the languge of daily use is (...) also the

variety which carries and reflects group culture and tradition".

According to Edwards "among minority groups, or within grow in
which language shift has occurred in the reasonably recent past, the

value of language as a symbol can remain in the absence of the

communicative function". On the one hand, the need for language as

a syttbol in the ateence of a comunicative function can also be

observed in sinority groups in the Netherlands. For the time being,

we tend to interpret this need in the Netherlands as an educational

and therefore legitimate need: in our utopian concept of mother

tongue education, Edwards' observation can be reserved: the

language variety which carries and reflects group culture and

tradition (including nationality and ethnicity) can also be the

language of learning. That is why we think that mother tongue

teaching has to deal with all the existing language varieties in a
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particular geographical area. As far as our international

--orientation is concerned: mother tongweducation should not

coutribute to segregate people on the basis of their class, sex or

race, nor should it divide them into peoples and nations.

Notes

1 This text is a slightly adopted version of a paper read at the

Symposium in Mother TOngue EdUcation in Ireland, Teachers'

Centre, St. Patrick's College, Drumcomdra, Ddblin, Ireland,

4-5 march 1988; we want to thank Bud Khleif for his valuable

comments on an earlier draft.

More information about IMEN: IMEN Secretariat, cio Dr.

Aransstraat 3, 3551 GB Berghem, The Netherland:L. Tbe Series

'Studies in Mother Tongue EdUcation' includes until now:

Herrlitz et al. (eds.) 1984a and 1984b, Kroon & Sturm (eds.)

1987 and Delnoy et al. (eds.) 1988.
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Working with Books, a Curriculum Development Project for Reading
Instruction and Literature Teaching to Children of 4 to 12 Years
Old.

Maiyan Werts

SLO, the Netherlands

In this contribution I will first of all give a description of
the reading instruction as it is aught at most Dutch primary
schools. I will also mention my objecdons to that approach. Then
I will indicate which facton have been considered in theliterature as possible causes of reading problems and which
recommendations hive been made in that same literature with
respect to the organiution of reading instruction. And finally,I will sketch the reading instruction which we are currently
developing with the teams of our project schools.

In our project 'Working with Books' we are mainly concerned with
improving the pupils' motivation to read. The primary aim of
reading instruction is that pupils should not only learn to read
but also continue to be motivated to read. However, we have foundthat a number of pupils lose that motivation because of the way
in which reading instruction is taught (a sham' point was made
by Tom Mu Hens).

Primary education in the Netherlands does not succeed in making a
reader of each and every pupil. Each year there are a number of
first pders (6 to 7-year-olds) who do not manage to master the
decoding process sufficiently. As a result, they either have to
repeat the first year, or they end up with a remedial teacher, orin the worst case they are relegated to a school for mentally
handicapped children.
There are also children, about ten per cent of all pupils, who do
learn to decode and do master the technical skill, but who areneither able nor willing to assimilate written information for
themselves. They leave school as illiterates or functional non-
readers.

In the Netherlands, too, a lot of research has been carried out
into the failure of reading instruction. But so far, only few
results have been obtained that can conuibute to the solution of
this problem. The reason for that is that a coherent theory of
reading has not yet been developed. According to Michael Stubbs,the subject is tackled from venous angles in various (socio-)
scientific disciplines, such as psychology, (ortho)pedagogy and
(socio)linguistics. These approaches have often been self-
contained; only rarely do they refer to work that has been donein other disciplines. This then leads to contradic-Ay
definitions of reading and reading proficiency, so that research
results are incommensurable. Moreover, too vague a distinction is
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made between what experienced readers do and what children do
when learning to read.

As I said before, because reeding instruction does not manage to
make a skilled and motivated reader out of each pupil, and
because we cannot yet make use of scientific research results or
experimental programmes in order to improve reading instruction,
we have locked for possibilities in teaching practice. To that
end, we studied reading insuuction in the classroom and analysed
some reading methods which are much used.

I. Reading instruction in the Netherlands

Some people believe that the reading process nuts from small
subparts to one bigger whole. First, _one reads letters: from
these letters one then forms words, word groups and sentences.
And only then is it possible to grasp the meaning of the text
(bottom-up model).
Others are of the opinion that reading is a psycholinguistic
process, an interaction between language and thought. The
decoding of written information is supported by the knowledge
which the reader already has of the sentence patterns and of the
subject (top-down model).
A third view of the reading process combines elements from both
these models, that is ki say, a reader sometimes reads merely to
convert letters into sounds, using hisdier previous knowledge
(interaction model).
In the Netherlands there are two programmes for elementary
reading which are used in nearly all the primary schools. The
first programme ('Lettertown') takes a bottom-up conception of
reading as its starting point and is based on a sltills approach.
The second, 'Learning to Read Safely', is based on the
interaction model and on a psycholinguistic approach.
The top-down model has not been implemented in a programme.
however, a few primary schools use it, basing their
reaches instruetion on ideas put forward by Freinet, Dorish Nash
or the Swedish LIGRU project.

In our county there is a rather strict separation between
elementary and what we call secondary reading Instruction. In the
former, children learn to decode, i.e. to convert letters into
sounds. Elementary reading instruction starts in the first form,
when the children are 6 or 7, and it ends by Christmu of that
SAM year.

Then follows secondary reading instruction, in which the
theoretical conceptions of reading are much less clearly present.
There is hardly any systematic programme. Reading instruction
largely consists in the application of a number of activities,
such as group reading, level reading and forum reading. But there
is no clarity as to which aims or skills are pursued and

developed.
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The main component of this type of reading instruction seems toconsist of reading texts and answering questions about thesetexts. However, there are some experimental programmes in which
the reading process has been subdivided into various pans, such
as summarizing, close reading and so on, which are learned assubskills.
The conclusion to be drawn from these experimental programmes isthat this type of task-oriented approach can have only a limitedfunction in learning, to read, since reading is more than anaddition of skills: it also appeals to the reada's knowledge.
Secondary reading instruction distinguishes the following goals:I. increasing the technical readin/ skill; the children

practise reading aloud, while paying attention to a correct
pronunciation, a good intonation and tempo.

2. comprehensive reading; the children have to read a text and
answer a number of questions about it.

3. close reading; the approach is the same as that in
comprehensive reading, but no fictional texts are used.
Moreover, the children often receive an additional task,viz. to make a summary of the text.

4. developing a positive attitude towards reading and reading
materials; in the programmes and handbooks, this aim is
considered the ultimate purpose of reading instruction.
However, there are hardly any indications or exercises that
can be used to achieve this purpose.

2. Some objections to this approach

There is a gap between the way in which children at kindergarten(4 to 6 years old) are intrcduced to books and the way in whichthey are introduced to reading at the age of 6 or 7. In
kindergarten, a lot of attention is paid to reading out from a
book, story telling and offering picture books. The children are
given the opportunity to react to what they see and hear. The
teacher makes it possible for the children to go deeper into the
story by means of all kinds of creative activities. Moreover,
every kindergarten has its own book corner, where a child canlook at a picture book if it wants to. 'The working method in
kindergarten is differentiated and individualised.
In primary school, learning to decode plays an important role. It
usually takes place in class teaching and according to one
specific proeramme. Reading instruction heavily emphasizes the
training of the technical skill and is one-sided cognitive. As a
result, the children build up a wrong definition of reading.
Most children will answer the question 'What is reading?' asfollows: 'it is reading out nicely without making mistakes or'it is reading silently and answering questions'. Hardly everwill they say: 'it is learning something about a subject' or 'itis enjoying a story'.
There is indeed a vast gap between the way in which texts are
dealt with in reading classes and the way iri which adults deal
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with texts outside school. After all, who would tiractiae
converting letters into sounds regnlarly in order to read aloud
ccarectly - except perhaps if one is supposed to prepare and read
a paper at a conference. And when does one have to answer
questions about a text?
Skilled readers who can manage the written language adequately
outside school know the answers to the following question!: 'What
can I read and why should I do so?'. 'What is then the hest thing
for me to read and where can I find that?' and 'How can I read as
effectively ss possible?'.
Reading instruction does not teach childrm to fmd the answers
to these quesdons. The school already has a cut-and-dried

answer: it is .obvious why you should learn to read: you should
learn and practise it in ceder to increase your Skill. What you
should read is determined by the textbook or- the teacher. And how
you should read is determined by the exercise or assignment in
the textbook
This could well be one of the reasons why pupils, who have no
experience in reading outside school and who do not gain that

experience either from reading instruction in school, are not

able to make the link between reading instruction and reading
outside school. And as a result, they are neither able nor
prepared to read foe themselves at home.

3. Factors which are considered possible causes of reading
problems and some recommendations for improving reading
instruction

If one studies the (predominantly Dutch) literature on reading,
one finds a number of factors which may cause the reading

problems of certain pupils:
- they get stuck on the verbal level, they have no

imagination;
they read very inefficiently and are not strate -sensitive;
they have too little linguistic and general development;
they lack the flexibility to unravel the meaning of a word
by spelling, guessing, associating or combinin;;
their knowledge of teality does not match with the language
system;
they do not know the function of signal words etc. and do
not make a connection between sentences, paragraphs and so
on.

Recommendations for reading instruction

Through education the pupil should experience that new

information can be processed and remembered more easily if

it links up with the knowledge that has already been

acquired; the pupil should learn that not every word in a
text is important for an understanding of that text as a
whole.
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The pupil should learn to make connections betweensentences, paragraphs and larger text
The pupil should learn to determine Caer reading aim andto choose an efficient grater, to achieve that giro.
Functional reading instruction should aim at developing thefollowing skills:

the ability to determine the main line of thought;
the ability to make connections between aim and means.cause and effect
the ability to make references and inferences;
the ability to increase conceptual knowledge.Reading instruction should be based on language as alogically Coherent series of conventions and it should aimat providing the pupils with an insight into the languagesystem and these conventions.

Reading instruction should not so much emphasize thechecking afterwards, but rather the instruction beforehand.That is to say, before the pupils actually start reading atext, the teacher should give them more information aboutthe purpose of their reading task and how it is best carriedout. What a teacher could do, for- instance, is todemonstrate how sthe would go about in a similar situation.
4. The reading didactics .of 'Working with Books'

In our project we have tried to make a connection between readinginstruction and the way in which reading takes place outsideschool. The reason why we have emphasized the development of apositive attitude towards reading and the reading matenal isthat so far, very little attention had been paid to thesematters. We have drawn a distinction between Reading in &locationand Education in Reading.
Education in reading aims at teaching the pupils those skills andtechniques that are accessory for reading both literary andreferential (i.e. non-fictional) texts. But it is merely a meansof helping the pupils to read independently. They should not begiven the impression that reading is nothing but the practisingof skills. Therefore learning and practising Mould be kept to aminimum; the pupils really increase their &kills by applying theabove two, i.e. by reading. And that is why reading in educationis so important. It is the school's responsibility to offer thepupils the experience of reading in the way an experienced reader

reads. And that means that the children should regularly be giventhe opportunity to lead what they want, without any questions ortasks being 'attached. They may choose a book from the class orschool library, but also from their homes and from the publiclibrary. However, it is also the school's responsibility to teachthe children what kinds of books there are, which I. why weconsider the reading circle very important. What is more, theteacher's reading out a story may help the children discoverwhat there is to be read: it brings them into contact withstories and with language use which they themselves would not be
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able to understand yet. Listening to a story and reacting to it
stimulates their reading experience. In the reading circle, they
are given the opportunity to verbalize their reading experience
and to tell their classmates about a book which they found worth
reading. Thus they hear from each other what kinds of things are
being read, which can help them choose their own books. Moreover,
by means of all kinds of activities the teacher may bring the
children into contact with books.
As far as comprehensive reading is concerned, we believe there is
more to be gained from asking the pupils to read a text and
discuss it with others than from answering questions about it. We
expect that various creative activities can help the children
asmilate the content of a story. In order to teach them to
gather information by means of reading, we use texts which they
need for other school subjects. Thus the pupil knows why sifie
should read this or that text. This so-called 'reading in the

content areas' (i.e. reading for other school subjects) should
make it clear to the pupils how they should go about if they want
to find out something. What we do is to give them a number of
texts and to discuss these *molding to a five-steps model:
1. to mobilise previous knowledge:
2. to formulate an expectation with respect to the content of

the text and to determine a reading strategy;
3. to read the tam
4. to penetrate to the content of the text, e.g. by making

'guiding remarks%
5. to evaluate the text and the way of reading.
It is our intention that the pupils experience a way of dealing
with texts and they lam to adapt their way of reading to the
text and to their reading aims.
Dwing 'reading in education' the pupils learn that reading is a
personal encounter between the text and the reader. During
'reading in the content area' they learn that reading can be
useful if the7 want to find out something and that reading does
not necessarily have to be intensive. Thus they will be motivated
for education in reading in which attention is paid to various
reading strategies. Practising reading skills need not be a

matter of endless hours and can also take place during other
lessons in other school subjects. Practisin, reading skills can
have a very positive effect if the pupils know what they are
practising and why and if it does not take too much time.
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OR/CY : A nee challenge in English Ttaching

Sean Farren
Fmzulty of EdOcation
University of Ulster, Coleraine

"The content of the examination must provide for a range of
experiences of (a) oral communication " (Department of
EdOcation and Science, 1985)

F!r many Englith teachers in Northern Ireland,,particularly those

whose work has hitherto focused on '0' level examinations the above

prescription is among the most innovatory and challenging aspects of

their new General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) syllabus.

It is so, not because oral work has not previously been a matter of

concern to them, but because oral communication has only minimally

featured, or has not featured at all, within the syllabi for which

their students have been prepared. As a result oracy has not

received the full attention which it warrants.

While voices have been raised in oppositicmtothis development

(Robson, 1985) mainly on the ground* that it is unnecessary and is

likely to be a distraction from what they regard as the essential

concern of English, i.e. literary studies, most teachers will welcome

the recognition which oral work is now being afforded. Such

recognition underlines the importance of oral communication alongside

the two other basic aspects of English, reading and writing. Oracy

has become the natural twin of literacy to thOse concerned with the

English curriculum.

The consequent issues facing teachers lie in addressing the question

of what precisely oracy entails, and in constructing curricula which

will ensure appropriate attention to what it does entail.

In this paper I am addressing some of the basic theoretical and

practical questions about oract in the hope that curriculum planning

in this area will take account of the central role of oracy in

language development.
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The nature and scope of oracy

When Wilkinson (1965) coined the term 'oracy' to describe a person's
"general ability in oral skills" ht. commented (p 11):

The spoken language in England has been thamefully
neglected ... teachers and edtcationalists have not considered
it important .... the ability to put one's own work next to
another of one's own in speech, to create rather than repeat askill which everybody is exercising most of the time, has notbeen regarded as worthy of serious attention.

Coincidentally Wilkinson's comments came at a time when

educationalists were beginning to take note of some significant

research within linguistics. In the intervening years this research
has contributed inmensely to our understanding of the role of
language in children's general development and has now led to the
'neglect' Wilkinson wrote About being positively tackled.

PrObably the most notable outcome of the research has been the

deepening appreciation of the role languagepdays in children's
intellectual, affective, social and cultural development. In their
early years it is spoken language

almost exclusively which plays
this role. Even latenwten the written language also exercises
influence, the spoken language, because it is the primary, means of
communication, remains for most people the dominant linguistic
influence on their development.

Precisely how language exercises its influence is still a matter of
controversy. Agreement is difficult to discover between th-a

various commentators and researchers. However, the views of one
eminent researcher in the field, Gordon Wells, may well commend

themselves to many teachers of English. Wells (1981) has called
attention not just to the development of the various structural

features in children's speech,
as many researchers have done, but.

more significantly, to the overall quality of what they actually
say.
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According to Wells it is not a question of how much language

children hear or use, nor whether the various structures they use

are simple or complex, or at what stage these structures appear. It

is, rather, a child's capacity to use language effectively as he/she

interacts with others, particularly with adults, that is the most

significant feature of language development. Wells (ibid p.115)

places a special emphasis on the collaborative nature of this

development, saying that:

Right up to the early years of sdhooling and beyond, the adult
is the more skilled participant, with a responSbility for
helping the chiid to develop and extend his communi.-stive
skills, at first pre-verbally, then verbally, and later in

written language. But at each stage the child has a con-
tribution to make, stemming from his own interests and
directed by his own purposes. The sort of interaction that
will be most beneficial for his development, therefore, is
that whidh gives dUe weight to the contribution of both
parties; and emphasises mutuality and reciprocity in the
meanings that are constructed and negotiated through talk.

In other words, Wells is pointing out that for young children, lust

as for older children and adUlts, meaningful talk engaged in on a

reciprocal basis is the kind of talk which promotes learning. Talk

which dbes not involve, or engage the listener in this manner dbes

not.

Paralleling studies of children's language development over this

period have been investigations into the language of the classroom,

in particular the language of oral interaction. One of the

pioneers of these investigations, James Britton (1970, p.129-30)

commenting on the necessity to promote meaningful and 'real' uses

of language in the classroom states that:

the infant learns by talking and that he learns to talk by
talking .... learning in the most general sense of the world,
and learning to talk - are .... closely enmeshed
Putting this at its simplest, what children v-q language for
in school must be 'operation' and not 'dummy runs'. They must

continue to make sense of the world; they must practise
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language in the sense in which a doctor 'practisesi.... and not
in the sense in which a juggeler 'practises' a new trick before
he performs it.

What emerges from the research evidence of Britton, Wells and indeed

many others, is confirmation of what many English teachers, but less

so curriculum policy makers, have known instinctively tor

generaticns. One, that oral interaction is a major factor in a

person's overall develcpment. Two, that oral interaction to have

positive effects ca that develcpment must.be both meaningful and

reciprocal. Three, aeglecting oral work amounts to a neglect of a

pmerful tool for linguistic, intellectual and affective develocuent.

Two concepts of speech development

Attitudes and traditions, however, die hard in ealcation generally.

This is no less true of English teaching. For some teachers and for

many parents, in particular, a narrow concept of speech develcpment

hai persisted competing as it were with the more comprehensive, but,

in the past, less forcibly advsncedconcept outlined above. I am

referring, of course, to what might be termed the 'elocution'

tradition in speech development. This tradition based, as it is, on

the narrow concept of 'correct speech and on techniques of 'voice

training' which focus on the public recitation of verse still has

considerable influence today, particularly in many parts of Northern

Ireland, (evidenced by the large numbers of children, generally

between the ages of 7 - 12, entered for the 'speech' sections of

local music and drama festivals).

It is, however, a tradition which, whatever its popularity, ignores

everyday and fundamental needs in oral communication. Reading or

reciting to an aud!ence in a town hall, however worthy an

accomplishment, is not the kind of speech situation in which

children or adults frequently find themselves. NI= are the needs of

speech development met by insisting on a 'correct' accent, often the

feature of children's speech which leads parents to seek out the

elocution class.
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Simply stated, the greatest and most essential 'speech need' plopple

have, is to effectively use the resources of the spoken language in

order to achieve the purpose(s) for which they speak to others.

This means developing a competence to speak in a variety of

situations, on a variety of topics choosing language likely.to be

as effective as possible in achieving the speaker's purpose. Such

a goal is not a narrowly prescriptive,nor is it a restrictive one.

Neither can it be described and dismissed as merely utilitarian.

It is in fact a very comprehensive view of speech development,

attempting as it does to take as full as possible an account of the

circumstances and functions of speech in order to propose

curriculum responses which would meet those circumstances and those

functions.

The key to curriculum planning

The key to curriculum development in this area lies in clarifying

the functions for which spoken language may be used, secondly, in

anticipating the circmstances for which our students most need

support in 'developing their UM of epoken languagwand, thirdly,

helping them develop the competency to effectively exploit spoken

language for those purposes,in those circumstances.

The rest of this ;,per is dedoted to trying to outline the

curriculum planning implications which this clarification process

holds for English teaching at secondary level.

Functichs of speech

A discussion of this concept involves a consideration of the

underlying psychological factors which determine why ue use

language in particular situations. In effect, in addressing the

concept of language function ue are attempting to ansuer basic

questions about the reasons uhy ue cc-...micate as we do, uhatever

mode of language ue chcose.



The usual answers to this question include the following functions,

or purposes: speaking to convey information, to express our feelings,

to ask questions, to speculate, to provide directions, to instruct,

to explain, to gceet, etc. etc. Several formal categorisations of

language functions can be found in the literature. Among the more

widely used is that proposed torHalliday (1969) from which the

summary below is derived. According to Halliday seven basic

functions, or purposes for language use can be identified. They are
as follow:

1. instrumental: using language in order to get things dam as
when we ounnand or instruct others to do certain things.

2. Regulatory: using language to ccotrca, regulate or influence
the behaviour of others.

3. Interactional: using language to establish and maintain
contact udth others as when ue greet each other.

4. Personal-Expressive: using language to express cne's
own feelings, opinions and attitudes.

5. Heuristic: using language in order to questicn and explore
one's experience of reality.

6. imaginative: using language to descrite in inmginative terms
and to fantasise.

' Representational: using language to inform,or narrate what
happens.

Such a categorisation is essentially for the purposes of discussicn

and does not suggest that every use of language can be discretely

placed under cne or other of the above headings. Particular

utterances may in fact realise more than one purpole. For instance,

information can be conveyed with a considerable degree of personal

feeling, instructions may be used tO convey information as well as

a comand to do sarething etc. However, the value of a category

system like the a' ,ve, is that in helping V3 define aft* precisely

the purposes for which we use language, it provides one basis fcc

directing and, ultimately, for assessing the actual linguistic

choices made in order to achieve our purposes.
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Circumstances of language use

Whatever purpose or func,ion language is made to serve, it does so

in some particular set of circumstances. So, while the functions

underlying any use of language will be the dominant formative

influence on why we speakthe circumstances in which we do so will

determine, or at least strongly influence the form our speeth will

take. By circumstances in this context is meant such factors as the

topic in question, the nature of the speech event, e.g. whether it

is_a talk, an interview, a conversation etc., the physical setting,

the participants in the event and the relationthips between them etc.

Cnce we begin to examine such factors it becomes clear that speech

can be quite closely associated with some of them in a variety of

different ways. Consider the contrasts which wouldl be likely in the

speech of the same person, spetking on the same topic and doing so

for the same general purposes, e.g. to inform, but doing so on one

occasion in a formal address, on another in a conversation in a

pdblic house. Castrasts would be likely at all levels of language;

lexical, grammatical as well as phonological. Such contrasts would

correlate also with factors like the formality or informality of

the setting, e.g. the talk being more formal than the conversation

in the public house; the possibility, in the public house, of con-

tributions by other participants and the absence of that

possibility in the course of the formal address.

The coMbination of factors which create the different circumstances

in which people speak is, of course, virtually limitless. However,

by identifying significant speech events and the more problematic

circumstances in which our students are likely to be participants

in such events, the second basic task of selecting the events which

could be included in the curriculum can be confidkitly undertaken.

Speech events which can be cited on this basis include talks,

interviews, speeches, discussions, and deflates. The actual contexts

in which our students might encounter such events could include the
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classroom and their classmates, the school and its community,

outside the school with members of the local community, and in a

variety of locations with members of special interest groups or

occupations etc. The nuMber and nature of the contexts and their

participants and the kind of speech events encountered will change

and grow as our students develop.

Outline of curriculum

The curriculum required for the GCSE obliges us to consider oracy

in the context of adolescent development. 'This is a time when our

students are widening their horizons, taking up new interests,

becoming more aware of themselves and of the world in which they

live. The oracy curriculum must, therefore, consist of activities

which mill gradually assist them to talk about an4ineeedilisten

with increasing confidence, effectiveness and ease in an ever

widening range of contexts and dealing with an ever increasing range

of topics and issues.

The curriculum structure which will emerge to enable them to achieve

this confidence, ease and effectiveness has to be one which begins

by ensuring that students are provided with opportunities to engage

in different speeCh events at eaCh stage of their course. This will

be done by planning to include in the curriculum opportunities for

'talks', 'interviews', 'reports','discussions', 'explanations' etc

on various topics in a variety of circumstances.

Simulation may well be an important means of adhieving some

objectives. Many mill, however, be adhieved in a more integrated

manner as part of more general activities within the English

curriculum. Discussion is a normal activity in studying a novel,

play or poem, or as part of the preparation for an essay. CUrrent

events, the students' own interests, class projects all provide

opportunities for oral communication. Students can present

different kinds of reports on their own work, can learn how to

question by interviewing others about their work, can acquire a
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basic competence in using audio-visual technology as a means of

reoording and presenting themselves and others.

Each event will require greater or lesser attention to uhat has to

be said and how it shall be said and, as with writing,students will

demonstrate their oun personal strengths and weaknesses to which ue

need, as their teachers, to respond.

What is isportant, therefore, is an overall view of uhat we are

trying to achieve in terms of oral communication, so that no

significant aspect of its development is left merely to chance.

From the above discussion three aspects, or levels of planning

emerge uhich can te used to summarise the kind of curriculum

planning necessary for this more comprehensive approach op oral

communication.

Coe level of planning for the oracy curriculum requires us to

recognise how the key dimensions in the.'circumetances of

language use' interact together. A second level requires that we

consider how this interaction is affected by the 'functions' or

'purposes' which underlie any particular instance of language use.

A third level, and perhaps the most difficult of all, is the need

to determine the most effective choices from our speech repertoires

in accordance with our purposes and the circumstanoes in which we

speak.

Finally, by way of illustrating the first two levels, consider how

in the folLowing circumstances the use of language might be

affected by the changing purposes of participants:

Topic: Capital Punishment

Possible speech events and participants: (i) debate udth classmates

(ii) talk to current affairs society, (iii) chaired interview/

discussion involving representatives of particular interests, e.g.

police, a victim's friend, anti-hanging group, a poLitician, a
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clergyman, etc. (iv) street interviews with passers-by.

Settings: (i) classroom, (ii) meeting room, (iii) television/radio

studio, (iv) street.

Functions/Purposes: (i) to inform about legal history of capital

punishment, (ii) to persuade audience that capital punishment

should be restored, (iii) interviewer to question, others to

persuAe for, or against restoration of capital punishment and to

initiate debate, (iv) to discover the views of ordinary people.

We can envisage several speech situations of the above kind being

included within the curriculum throughout the secondary cycle.

The timing and particular nature of each speech situation chosen

for the-curriculum must remain matters of details for each

department of English to decide on its own.
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WRITING IN 71-IE SECONDARY SCHOOL: A CASE STUDY

Anne a Donoghue-Kelly

During my childhood days in Co Reny, one of the hazards of the daily journey from school

along a country road, was the risk of being called into the house of an illiterate widower to

read to hlm the most recent letter from one of his emigrant children, or, worse still, to

prepare the latest report on neighbours, livestock and weather, to be dispatched to

Brooklyn or Boston.

With the advent of television, however, our relationship with this _man took on a new

dimension. We were fascinated by his compulsion to quarrel urgently and violently with

the reality presented on the screen. When the boy in the OMO ad came into the kitchen

muddy and bedraggled, he would erupt into scornful abuse.-What fools they think we are,

he would deciare."Sure don't we know there wasn't a drop since Sunday!'

But his finest hour came when we got a tape-recorder and *eked him to sing a belled for our

archives. It was a matter of complete indifference to him when the tape ran outhe
continued him song. And when we replayed the recording lo him, he look violent exception to

the singer's performance tut-tutting, interrupting and singing along in an earnest effort to

put matters right.'lie hasn't words nor air right,' he said,"and I'll have to finish it for

him myself'. Which he did.

These experiences established in my mind a childish connection between familiarity with

the written word, and the possession of certain imaginative and iniellectual capacities.

Much liter, I was Intrigued I', find this notion confirmed in the literature of the English

curriculum. Vernacular literacy is important, not Just because it teaches us to reed and write

for practical purposes, but because language development promotes a deeper sense of

personal identity. We learn to recognise ourselves, to know ourselves better and to express

ourselves rnore fully through reading and writing (Bruner, 1971).

The teaching of reading has always got its due measure of attention from researchers, and

the importance of oral competence has recently been recognised. Writing, however, has been

under-researched, and under-valued. Yet evidence has existed for half a century that

writing Is of great importance in the development of the capacity for abstract thought.

Language is not merely a means of communication: it controls human masoning, and builds
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human consciousness. The Russian psychologist Vygcusky (1962, pp. 44-55) claims that
writing promotes cognitional development in a unique way: it stimulates continuous word-
thought intasction in the writer, whose manipulation of the written word, a second-degree

abstraction, makes for conscious mastery and intellectual control.

The daims made for writing as an important aspect of the development of consciousness, do

not confine themselves to the purely intellectual sphere. The Romantic notion that truth is
not merely found, but created through language, has had a profound influenceon the English

classroom, at both primary and secondary level. Writers like F R Leavis (1975), David
Ho Ibmok (1961) and Peter Abbs (1982) emphasise the importance of encouraging the child
to exercise his imaginative and emotional apprehensions, as well as his intellect. Writing
provides the time and opportunity for the introspection and reflection necessary if the
young mind is to come to know itself and the world.

It might be expected that a writing-centred educational system such as ours would value

writing as an important means of learning. The project mentioned in the title of this paper
examined the writing of a small group of second-year pupils did during one tdm's normal
schoolwork in History, English and Science. Its purpose was to establish how much of the
writing done in this period In all three subjects was of developmental value, and lo esters
the proposal made, in the Bullock Report(1975), and more recently adopted by Peter Abbs,
that teachers of all subjects should share responsibility for language and writing
development. Abbs (1982, p.24) has rejected the idea that English should be a servicing-bay

for other subjects, and suggested that all subject teachers should do theirown linguistic
work, leaving the English teacher free to concentrate on'a particular kind of languge, the

language of literature and myth, the language of feeling and imagination,the potent
language of expressive utterance."

In the course of this study, I found that school writing is very context-bound, and hemmed in

by well-defined expectations and prejudices on the part of both teacher and pupil. The
study found, as previous studies in England and Scotland had done (Britton et al, 1975,

Spencer,1983), that few assignments in subjects other than English were of developments!

value. A large proportion of writing in History and Science was transcription. Assignments

set often required pupils to write as if they were mature scientists or historians. In Science,

pupils were expected to have command of the register appropdate to the subject, In order to

give objective and peed* accounts of experimental procedures. Their assumption ofan air
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of authority was frequently belied by the inadequacies of the text as regards information,

understanding, writing conventions and overall controL In History pupils were set

assignments wlich required sophistkated summarising skills: in predict, they merely

reproduced material launt, often without understanding, from the textbook. Genuine efforts

at comprehension and explanation produced work which was hopelessly confused, as a

result of the conflict between demand for a tone of authority and the child's fascination

with the personality or event on a more personal level. It is this combination the eemence

of expertness and the lack of real understanding which gives rise to the delightful

howlers which enliven the task of marking written work.

The teachers of other subjects interviewed in the course of the studyconfirmed that It was

difficult for them to use writing for initial exploratory work in History or Sciencm this

work is conducted orally in laboratory or classroom. The teachers tended to expect from the

beginning the surface characteristics of mature writing in the discipline, without any

intermediate phase of tentative or exploratory personal writing. Although they recognised

that writing ia an aid to learning, the conditions under which they camied out their work

made it impossible for them to provide for the open, exploratory kind of amignment

through which the pupil makes his own of material recently learnt.

While it is a good thing that teachers of other subjects should be aware of the linguistic

dimensions of th..* work, It seems to me that the language-across -the-curriculum movement

peoposed by the Bullock Report could pose gnat dangers to English as a discipline. Much of

the thinking behind this movement arises from the tendency, also evident in the Primary

School Handbook to equate language development with the acquisition and extension of

vocabulary. It is certainly am Science leacher's function to teach the pupils thespecialised

vocabulary of his discipline; but this in itself does not promote writing development.

Likewise, I would question the claim made in the Primary School Handbook (p. 110)

tharcoliecting favourite words"' make.; a significant contribution to the development of

written expression.

English cannot abandon its traditional responsibility for language and writing

development. The kik motivations for writingorpnising experience into words for the

writer's own delight, and organising language for othersmust continue to be recognised in a

programme which provides for self-expression as well as communication. Only the

vernacular classroom can provide the context to; he development of imaginstive and
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intellectual capadties, underpinned by a concern for communicative skills. The pupils must
continue to have the opportunity to attempt a wide range of writing assignments where
they are free to explore the world and their own consciousness, In composftion which is
committed and personal.

The English class , however, must be more than"a free-wheeling vehicle for the child's
emotional and social developrnenr.(Bullock, 1975, p.6 ) A commitment on the part of the
teacher of English to personal writing which invites the pupil to express his or her -
experiences of life and of literature, does not preclude a recegnition of the importance of the
objective and functional aspects of language and writing. In fact, this study found that it is
in the context of the study of literature, and of an interesting and wide-ranging programme
of written work that gains may best be made In the pupil's command of"the mechanics".
Pupils who begin to see themselves as apprentice writers will be better disposed to consider
the problems posed for their audience by poor punctuation, spelling and syntax, and will
have an incentive to improve all aspects of the presentation of their work.

The literature of the English curriculum has been a very polemical one; and our mistake has
been to regard the functional and aesthetic aspects of the teaching of writing as
diametrically opposed. The Primary school Handbook(p. 111) asserts that it would be a
great mistake to suggest that functional and creative writing are as one; on the conttary,it Is

a grave error not to regard them as aspects of an essential unity. The"functional" approach

to the teaching of writing has rigour and system. Its basic premise is that everything the

pupil will ever need to say or write is known to teachers and the writers of textbooks: allwe
need to do is to get them to practise saying and writing these things in as interesting a
context as possible. The aesthetic approach, on the other hand, stresses the primacy of the

imagination; claims that every utterance is unique; that neither speech nor writing can be

pre-programmed; that"functional" language work is peripheral, and does not touch the
heart of language, where the individual meets his culture, and expresses himself within it.
This school of thought sees flexibility, inspiration, opportunism and openness as the
cardinal virtues.

These two approaches need to be combined. The child needs to exercise his whole mind, his
imagination and his emotions as well as his intellect, in his written work. We needboth
fledbility and rigour in our attempts to meet the needs of today's children as regards basic
literacy. Work on the ancillary skills will be less of a dull routine if they are based on the
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child's own writing, and justified by the demands of presentation, and accessalsIlity to his

audience. The desire for effidency and elegance in expression and communication is the most

effective, as well as the most rational bssis for progressive command of the functional

aspects of written language.

At a time ol curricular change, which is also a time of financial stringency, it I. of the

utmost importance that the charges we make in the vernacular currkulum are not dictated

solely by pragmatism, and the desire to achieve measurable results. Talking and writing

are not simply acts of communication. Language and writing development will-always be in

a certain measure immeasurable: language is the'house of being", which gives access

lethe innermost regions of the heart's space (Heidegger,1971). This is a region that we

cannot hope to chart by means of assessment or certification. In Seamus Heaney's words

(1966), children must have time and space terhyme,to set the darkness echoing.'
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Irish as First Language: Text and Context

Geardid 0 Ciariin

Introduction

One may identify two distinct approaches to language study which

have implications for teaching methodology a:a course design. One

of_ these approaches takes language to be an outonomoUs formal

system which is studied without reference to the context in which

that language is used. In this light the study of language will

concentrate on the abstract system that constitutes the language

and the teacher will focus on the rules of syntax, sorphology etc.

Language is considerod to be a stable system usually conforming to

the norms associated with the ruling classes of the previous age.

Teaching approaches which are based on these assumptions generally

tend to be prescriptive.

Alternatively, language may be studied from the perspective of

language use. Immediately one enters such areas as the functions

of language, how the structure of language is organised so as to

fulfil these functions, dialectal variations etc. The language

teacher who adopts such an approach will tend to be less

prescriptive and to accept as legitimate any variety of language

which conforms to the norms of a particular speech community. In

this light language is closely related to social structure and to

context. The teacher aims to confirm the legitimacy of the

language variety used by the speech community and to prepare the

child for the wider social context to which he may be exposed at a

later date.

In Ireland we have tended in tha past to take the more formal

approach to the the study of language partly because of the strong
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influence which formal linguistics has had on the endeavours of our

professional linguists. Chomsky's claim that formal linguistics

had nothing to offer the language teacher by way of suggestions on

teaching methodology has never really been accepted. The second
major reason for this formal approach to language teaching related

to the position of the Irish language in the Republic. While it is
the first official language of the state it has at all times since

the foundation of the state been in danger of extinction. In this
situation the study of language-use is always suspect. The ideal
which is being ained at is the language variety of monolingual

speakers of the last century. Ey these standards complete

legitimacy cannot be conferred on any existing language variety.

Irish in Context

The 1981 census of population suggests that the Republic has now a

higher number of people who have Irish than has been the cast at

any time since the beginning of the poet famine period. The 1861

census recorded 24.52 of the population as.having Irish. This

percentage reached a low of 17.6 in 1911 and has now risen to
31.6. The Leinster area has had the greatest increase, moving from
2.42 in 1861 to having 28.22 at present. These figures represent

people's judgements about their own language competence and are,

therefore, difficult to interpret. A question designed to sssss s

the number of monolingual speakers of Irish has not appeared on a

census form since 1936. At that time there appeared to be 18,000

such people in the country but the accuracy of that figure has been

questioned (0 Riaglin, 1952). We do not have any criteria for

defining native speakers of Irish but rather than looking at the

population in global unidimensional terms it is worth identifying

children fros different categories of linguistic backgrounds:
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1. Those from Gaeltacht areas to whom Irish has been handed on in

an unbroken tradition.and whose community is primarily Irish

speaking.

2. Those whose parents belonged to category 1, who have Irish as

their nein home language, but who live in English speaking

communities.

3. Those whose parents are thenselves learners of Irish but who

use Irish as the vernacular within the home.

4. Those living in Oseltacht whose parents are not natives

of the area but who use Irish in the home to a greater or

lessei extent and Who attend schools where the ajority of the

children belong to cateogry 1 above.

The total number of children who belong to these categories may be

taken as the total number of children between the ages of 3 and 4

years who are classified in the census as having Irish. The 1981

figure stands at 6,700 or 4.92 of the age cohort. This figure Las

dropped from 5.51 for the corresponding group in 1971. Within the

official Gseltacht areas 52.82 of the 3 4 year old age cohort

have Irish. This realised a figure of 1,566 children in 1981. An

Comhchoiste 84amhscolaiochta (personal communication) have found

that only 301 of children from Gaeltacht sssss who attend Irish

preschool playgroups are native speakers in the category 1 sense.

These preschools serve what Ls probably representative ample of

Gaeltacht children and the Comhchoiste Rdamhscolatochts stimate

suggests that the census figures exaggerate the real nunber of

children who are native speakers of Irish. The discrepancy may be

accounted for by the Comhchoiste Riamhscolaiochte estimate that a

further 212 of the children in preschools have some Irish but do

not have native like competence. One may conclude from these

estimates that there are no more than a thousand children per year

in the country to whom Irish has been passed on in an unbroken line
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from the past. When one divides this group into seven distinct

Gaeltacht regions which have considerable dialectal variations from

each other the incohesiveness of the group becomes apparent. The

.optimism for the survival of the language, which is justified by

the increasing percentage of the population which claias to have

Irish, must be tempered by the very low percentage of children to

whom the language, as traditionally spoken, has been passed on.

This link with the past has become very tenuous indeed.

School and Community

In such a linguistically complex situation it is difficult to

formulate specific and explicit aims for the teaching of Irish as a

first language. The implicit aims of preserving the language as an

ethnic or cultural symbol certainly looms large, yet effective

pedagogical approaches to language teaching cannot be counted on to

have immediate or direct beneficial effects for the language in the

community at large (Cummins and Genesee, 1965). Effective language

teaching is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for language
aintenancs. Of equal importance for language maintenance is the

perceived ability of the language to deal with the major aspects of

the speakers' experiences. "The old ways of talking may persist as

long as the old ways of life go on" (Hammond, 19715). In Gaeltacht

*teas we see this prediction being realised in that Irish is more

likely to be used in domestic situations or in situations where the

traditional lifestyle is maintained than it is in the case of more

modern activities such as factory work, dealing with Government

agencies, etc.

Written Irish has traditionally had a very weak position in

Gaeltacht communities. The provision of widely accepted newspapers

has been largely unsuccessful. Up until the foundation of Radio na
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Gaeltachta in the mid-seventies there was little by way of direct

contact between tho different Caeltacht areas. Native speakers of

Irish have greater affinity with their own dialect than they have

with the more standard variety which is being promoted by the

education system.

On the question of general education provision, primary schools are

mainly organised on a parochial basis with the two teacher school

being the most common type. The post-primery sector is served by 5

secondary schools, 7 A= schools, 3 community schools and 1

comprehensive school. Many of those schools serve areas which are

outside the Gaeltacht, per se, and Irish may not be the dominant

language in some of them. For demographic and other reasons

considerable number of Gaeltacht children attend boarding schools

outside their oWn districts. The average-post primary school

enrolment is 160 which makei it difficult for them to offer a

comprehensive range of subjects. Only 401 of such schools can

offer-higher level mathematics and technical drawing for example

(MacDonncha, 1979). The Gaeltacht economy has been traditionally

dependent on emigration and for those who remain at home gnglish

tends to be the dominant language through which they deal with

outside agencies. All these factors add up to Irish having a poor

economic strength and makes gnglish the high status language in all

of Ireland. This emerging situation was recognised by Professor

Michael O'Tierney (1924). He claimed that:

The Gaeltacht should be fenced round as an Irish
reservation; it should be developed so that migration
from it should be stopped, given its own organs of
public life, and if possible its own press.

(P. 703)
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Describing the Geeltacht as a reservation is a somewhat colourful
use of language which may be resented by many. While there has
been some positive economic

discrimination in favour of Gaeltacht
areas by successive Governments the level of intervention required
to give the language a positive

social standing has not been
forthcoming.

The Schooling Process

At the outset one aust note the lack of educational research on the
dynamics of the child-teacher

relationships or oc the nature of
"text" in the Gaeltacht sehools. "Text" is being used here in a
very broad $0020 to refer to the language type which is used in
schools. As well as the language which is written in our typical
school boolipschool text also refers to the language which is
crested in the school by the teacher as an individual, by the
teacher/pupil interactions and by pupil/pupil interactions.

Gaeltscht primary schools by and large, tend to have teachers who
themselves are natives of the district and who speak the language
variety found in that district. Oral texts can therefore be

expected to have at least a school authenticity. Because of the
social structure of schools and the power structure inherent in
classrooms there is a severe limitation on the types of language
which can be promoted through schooling. There has been no
structured educational reeeee ch on the social organisation and
language structure found in the small two teacher Gaeltacht primary
school. In terms of dialogue structure what role is most commonly
assumed by the teacher? What are legitimate dialogue roles for
children? If the school does not in some way mirror society then
lts role in cultivating and

expanding the mother tongue of the
children will be restricted.

This analysis assumes thst language
arises out of the social situation

or context and to the extent
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that one restricts social roles and contexts one Ls restricting

language experience and development.

Reading Material

There is a general consensus that when children's background

values are similar to those values inherent in the school system

then maximum progress is likely to ensue (Labov and Robinson,

1972). This type of sociological argument is used to demonstrate

the disadvantages which children from working class backgrounds

have In a schooling system the ethos of which Is firmly based on

iddle-class values. In the case of Irish there is a linguistic

isaatch of a very fundamental nature between school reading texts

and the experiences of the typical child for whom Irish is a first

language. This can only suggest to the child that his own native

language belongs only to the restricted world of his own district

and has little or no use in the outside world. SOM4 attempts have

been made recently to redress this situation by the production of

reading materials specifically designed for some Caeltacht schools.

There is still a great shortage of reading aaterials suitable for

teenagers.

One may deduce from the above situation that the incentives and

motivation to read Irish must not be equated with those associated

with English reading. Unfortunately, we cannot assess the

influence which poor quality reading materials has on the reading

performance of Caeltacht children since there are no established

reading norms for children whose first language is Irish (de Faolte

et l., 1977).
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Approaches to Reading

It will be argued that the dominant approach to the teaching of

reading in Ireland is a functional one. In a society which places
a very high value on literacy learning

to read is its own reward.
Children hardly need reminding of the usefulness of the skill.

Reading is an important part of the culture of the child. The
essential job for the teacher is to create the situation in which
the child can attach meaning to the orthographic symbol. As a
guide or help for the learner the written text is elaborated by

pictures and embedded in a familiar context so as to maximize its
transparency. Pictorial context arises out of written text and its
sole function Is to convey the text. This written text in turn is
created primarily by a grading system based on the postulated

difficulty of words es determined by whatever teaching/learning

theory is being subscribed to. As an example of this a primary

reading text may begin with:

Ann

Barry

the shop

Ann Is in the shop

Barry Ls in the shop

Words are added purely for their assumed pedagogical value. It Is
not proposed to analyse the usefulness of this method of teaching
English reading to monolingual speakers of English in the present
paver. It way indeed give rise on occasion to problems associated
with poor reading motivation among children and it also may

encourage the use of fairly sterile unimaginative language. This
is also the reading model which has been transposed unquestioningly
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Into Irish. Ono may detect an urban middle class bias in these

Irish texts and it can hardly lo argued that they relate to the

everyday experiences of Irish speaking children, particularly those

with a rural background. The texts of Irish 'readers are the

products of linguistic research carried out In the sixties and they

ars designed es reinforcement for oral material which is

presented to the child during a prior period. No consideration is

given to the circumstances of the individual child. It is as

though language is a closed systee, en object of study in itself

which does not require reference to context. In the case of less

widely spoken languages this idea is particularly dangerous and

inhibits the child's motivation towards any kind of personnl

involvement in the so called learning process. Sartre remarked

If you name the behaviour of an individual you reveal it
to him; he sees himself. And since you are at the $4114
time naming it to all others, he knows that he is seen
at tha moment he sees hinself (1948, p.I2).

This argument was intended as a rationale for writing in general

but it has a particularly powerful application for ainority

languages. The language of the school must reflect and legitimise

the child's own linguistic background. It ust confirm the child

in his or her own identity and develop linguistic self-confidence.

As noted above, in relation to Irish as a first language we have s

great diversity of linguistic ids:- cies and relatively small

number of children in each category. For these two reasons the

provision of learning materials by central agency Is both

commercially unviable and educationally undesirable. The provision

of the necessary resources for such development must got priority

in any language planning process. Work of this kind has already

been initiated by Muintreas na n-011alin in Connemara and by Gaeil
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Uladh in Donegal in co-operation with &arts na Caeltachte. The

essential challenge for such curriculum development centres is to

produce materials which reflect and legitimize the life experiences

of the children and which gives them the functional literacy which

is necessary for the study of other areas of the curriculum.

Post Primary Schooling

Second level schools in ITelend are very strongly influenced by the

demands of our centralised examinations system. These examinations

serve as a selection echanism both for third level colleges and

for a substantial number of employers. The schools therefore

become cast in the role of preparing young people for entry to the

broader world of work. This means that there is a very strong

emphasis on equality of opportunity which in turn has been

interpreted in the case of Irish as necessitating a unidimensional

syllabus whore there is no distinction made between courses for

those who are native speakers of Irish and thome for whom it is a

second language. This of necessity places undue restrictions on

the type and quality of the materials which can be included on

course for native speakers.

Examinations have tended to be more concerned with the technical

deteils of literacy texts than about affording the opportunity to

individuals to react in any kind of personalised way to the tex.s.

The challenge of syllabus development at second level is one of

providing the structures which will give due encouragement and

recognition to the broader range of activities which may

justifiably be classed as language teaching. There is a need to

develop in the young adults a greater metalinguistic aaaaa nese

which transcends the study of form as an end in itself and explores

the connection between language form and language function.
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Conclusion

In the case of less widely used languages mother tongue is best

interpreted as the language variety of the community to which the

child belongs. In this light the development of teaching materials

is best done on a local basis rather than at national level so that

the life experiences of the child can be confirmed and xpanded.

The ultimate aim of first language teaching is.the-development of

the linguistically confident individual who has the ability and

sensitivity to adapt to the context in which he finds hieself. In

the case of Irish there is at present a need to explore more fully

the present context of language use so that authentic language

activitieican be fully explored at all levels of the education

system.
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THE TEACHING Or IRISH AS A FIRST LANGUAGE IN PRIMkRY ScilOOLS

IN THE GAELTAcHT

Peadar 0 Flatharta, ComhdhLil Niisifinta na Gaeilge.

Since the foundation of this state in 1922 it has been the

Irish Government's policy to restore the Irish language as a

general medium of comunicatiOn all over the country. It could

easily be xpected that the attainment of ouch an aim would

have required at least as much expense, research and adjustment

of adadmistration as was provided for electrification, defence,

housing, etc. etc. I can safely say that notody would disagree

with me when I state that no such effort has been made.

According to our Constitution, Article 8, Paragraph (.1.):

1. The Irish language as the national language is the

first official language.

2. The English language is recognised as a second
official language.

When the White Paper as it is commonly known, or to give it its

proper title, "The Restoration of the Irish Language' was

published in 1965, it reiterated government policy on the Irish

language - it reaffirmed the official status of the language:

"The national aim is to restore the national language as

a general medium of comnunication. Nevertheless, for a
consideratde time ahead, English will remain the language
chiefly used outside the Gaeltacht (Irish speaking areas)
for various pur;oses ... Because of our geographic
position and the pattern of cur economic and social
relationships, a competent knowledge of English will be

needed even in a xedminantly Irish-speaking Ireland.
With effective use of modern teaching methods and
facilities ... the standards of literacy and fluency
required in English for all our noels can be maintained
and general education standards raised, while cur
knowledge of Irish is advanced and its use extended to
realize the national aim ... No Irish child can be
regarded as fully eddcated if he grows up without a

knowledge of the Irish language. The educational system
will be seriously defective if it does not provide for
the teaching of Irish to all children".
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Further on in the report the use of Irish as a medium of

instrUCtion is mentioned:

"The Minister for Education considers that is is not
advisable that a general plan to secure teaching through
Irish in all schools should be drawn up until further
investigation of the general effects of teaching through
a language other than the home language have been made".

In general Irish was to be taught as a subject in all primary

schools and the use of Irish as a medium of instruction for

other subjects was to be allowed by the Department of Education

"only when the teacher is competent to.give such instruction

and where the pupils have sufficient Irish to profit by it".

While we are not concerned today with the success, or lack of

it, in achieving our national aim of restoring Irish, as a

general medium of communication nevertheless, I feel that we

cannot discuss the teaching of Irish as a first language in the

Gaeltacht area without looking at the tribulations of the

language at a national level. The nation as a whole is

practically speaking monolingual but there is a fa'-Iy

widespread knowledge of Irish and some use the language.

Bilingualism is more a feature of some schools than of the

communities in their immediate environment.

In the 1920's there were three strong dialects of Irish in the
country. However, the national language that the State aspired

to restore was an official version of those dialects made up of

a conglomeration of all three dialects and a liberal spattering

of made-up Irish. This version of the language was adopted by

the State and used when the various organs of state wished to

communicate with one another. This artificial language was

more than adequate and proper for official use but not to be

promoted through the educational system throughout the
country. Whatever reason d'etre can be made for its promotion

throughout the rest of the country, its promotion in Gaeltacht

areas, especially in the field of early childhood and early

primary schooling, is questionable.



mother tongue learning or first language learning or

rednforcement usually refers to a major language and

accordingly most if not all research on first language learning

deals with the learning of French, English, German, etc. as

first languages. This of course leaves us in a situation where

little or no research is carried cut on the difficulties of

first language learning where the Urst language in question is

a minor language, for of ccurse major difficulties and

differences exist.

Ordinarily a child learning his first language in a major

language environment is aided in his learning by many important

factors. The child learns language in his immediate

environment - his home and family, this aoluisition and

learning.is reinforced by the greater environment - this

entails playing in.the street, attending school, reading books,

through watching television, etc. Cther adults and children,

the broadcast and written media all aid the child in learning

new vccabulary, new structures and through such learning the

child makes new and hoFefully delightful discoveries 'which

mould his whole viewpoint on life. In a lesser used language

situation however, such mnsistencydoes not exist. The type

of reinforcement referred to dces not exist to the same

extent. The child experiences one language in the home and

perhaps in school but a whole other world exists only through a

different medium. This in itself is not necessarily a bad

thing - seeing different worlds through different languages -

it only became a disadvantage when opnflict arises in the mind

of the child. This conflict arises when the child associates

and makes value judgements about the usefulness and importance

of each language. Very quickly the child can associate a whole

world of imagination, action, colour, relationships with a

language used on mass media like television and books. Let me

quote you the words of Dr. Henning Johansson -

"Too often it is forgotten that from the beginning almost
every child is a monolingual child. A minority child,
however, is different from a majority child since the
former is generally not at liberty to refuse to
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participate in the majority culture and language unless
she/he can live in total isolation from others. The
protlems under consideration arise when the minority
culture and the first language are supplemented by the
majority culture. Through his/her first languwle the
child learns to obtain fundamental satisfactions such as
human response. He/she organizes and gives meaning to
everything perceived. In other words she/he develops as
a unique Wean being. This development is violated when
the child meets the dominant society that requires
another language and values another culture more than
his/her own.

The child has done nothing to create this situation and
does not understand it. His/her perception of the world
around him/her is a neaningful heritage from the parents
and their culture. Even if the development of this
heritage is violated it is not easy to destroy it. The
child may be made ashamed of it or even learn to despise
it, but he/she generally does not reject it. As school
the chtld begins to discover that the teachers sometimes
do not understand him/her. This situation can lead to
negative reactions to the education system. It may also
happen that the child will start accusing his/her parents
for providing him/her with an inferior view of the
world. We should not be surprised if this happens since
the child is not able to function within each culture,
when it is imposed upon him/her".

In the few areas of this country where Irish can still be said

to be the dominant language (the Gaeltacht areas) children from

bilingual homes attend schools in which Irish is the sole
medium of instruction. The area itself is bilingual with the

Irish language still dominating. These areas are in gradual

decline with English creeping in as a medium of instruction,

especially in peripheral areas of the Gaeltacht.

The minority language must compete successfully to gain the

attention, respect and the imagination of the child if it is to

be the first language of such a child. To do so it needs the

technology, the facilities, the aids used in major language

learning if indeed, not more. As regards the teaching of Irish

as a first language, children, parents and teachers lack the

most basic aids after sixty years of self-government. As there

is a serious lack of textbooks and teaching materials, English

language textbooks are used in certain subjects. Furthermore
the state pursued a policy of translation rather than producing

original indigenous textbooks and teaching aids in the Irish



language (geared to teaching Irish as a first language). A

vast amount of this translation work was carried out by

professional translators, 'sometimes far removed from the

classroom situation and sometimes far removed from the

Gaeltacht itself. This often resulted in teachers being

presented with textbooks suppbsedly geared for 10-12 year olds

in subject matter but in many cases in fact the reader would

need to have a reading age of 18-20 to be able to use the

textbooks. Naturally both pupils and teacher turned to the

English language version.

notice that the textbook problem has been referred to in a

recent report by the ail's Joint Committee on the Irish

Language. I quote:

*The members of the Joint Committee have the following
recommendation to make - that it be recognised at
Government level that a crisis prevails in relation to
textbooks and teaching materials in Irish in general and
that an announcement be made ... about what is intended
to overcome this difficulty*.

Joint Committee on the Irish Language, Pebruary '88.

It is only right to point out that there have been achievements

made in the provision of secondary reading materials,

especially for early childhood. r must say also that some of

the primary school inspectorate have initiated and backed up

study groups in the Gaeltacht in recent years and that An On

must be camended on taking the initial step of producing

reading material for native Irish speakers, in cooperation with

Muintearas na nOilein.

Such a situation could only arise with a minority or a lesser

used language. Can you imagine a situation where no suitable

textbook was provided for the teaching of a subject through

English? Or where children of ten years upwards had a shortage

of suitable reading materials. There would be uproar -

speeches about inadequate education, and the rights of the

child, and the duty of the State and the responsibilities of

the Department of Education etc., etc. Ironically none of

these problems are mentioned in the Curaclam na Bunscoile -
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the curriculum for the primary schools published. by-the
Department of Education in 1971. In the section dealing

specifically with /rish in the Gaeltacht primary school, the
emphasis seems to be on proper diction and elocution and
purifying the native Irish speaker's vocabulary. The section
sets a goal of ridding the native tongue of Hiberno-English

words that were ruining the
language and states that it is the

teachers' goal that native Irish speakers would use the bard
"rothar" instead of "bicycle" and that from then on "an clog a
thochrais" would.be heard instead of "an clog a windSil". The
section goes on to make an interesting supposition- that the
children coming from a country or rural environment have A

narrower range ct language and speech than their counterparts
from an urban environment.

(Don't forget that we are talking
about one of the richest areas of folklore in Europe). It goes
on to state that the majority of

Gaeltacht children are from
such a rural environment. It suffices to say that we hope that
we will see a more realistic approach from the Curriculum
Review presently under way.

I referred earlier to the problems that children with a

minority culture have overcome in the face of the dominant
culture. We cannot ignore the difficult situation that

teachers teaching in Gaeltadht area have to encounter.

Gaeltacht teachers are not at the stage where they are

requesting high technology teaching aids to reinforce the first
language of children under their care - they are still trying
in vain to get an adequate supply of basic teaching aids. They
are still at the stage where they are instructed to teach tte

same syllabus in the teaching of Irish to Gaeltacht children as
is taught in Ballymun or Foxrock or anywhere else in the
country. The problems arise immediately the child comes to
school. There are no aids to teach pre-reading skills to
native Irish speaking children - no reading tests to test their

abilities or determine their reading age, no reading scheme

designed to teach Irish reading to native Irish speaking

children - the children learn to cope with the stale reading

scheme produced by the publishing companies for the teaching of
Irish as a second language.

If the child is not so lucky to
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learn reading by the "look and say* method then I am afraid

that the child will be at a loss, for there is no other

-system. It seem incredible that we still don't have a-

phonetically based reading scheme designed to teachIriSh

reading as a seccad language, never mind catering for Gaeltacht

children. While teachers try to cope as well as they can using

the reading schemes designed to teach Irish as & second

language, they face major problems after fourth class. By that

time such reading sdhemes have come to an end and the children

desperately need an anthology of fiction that would foster a

love for reading Irish books later in life. Such an anthology

does not exist.

This same indifference permeates all aspects of the learning

situations exposed to the child - the lack of textbooks and

secondary reading materials, the lack of stimulating

educational and entertaining programmes on State Radio and

Television, the neglect of providing suitable challenging

syllabi- etc., etc.

Let us also look at the very provision of teachers to teach

native Irish speaking children through Irish. MOst of the

Gaeltacht schools are two teacher schools with a few three

teacher schools. Those of us who went through teacher training

college could not be faulted if most of us didn't know that

sudh an establishment as a two teacher school existed, not to

mention the two teacher Gaeltacht schools where the first

language is Irish. The system does not bother to recognise

that there are Gaeltacht areas where children speak a different

language, have different educational needs, come from a

minority culture rnd that some teachers will not be teaching

one class a year in a big one class/one teacher middle class

school where all the children speak English as their first

language, with around twenty-five in each class. There has

been some pilot work done in this area, or a related area,

concerning the provision of teachers, for all-Irish schools

outside the Gaeltacht.
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We cannot examine the teaching of Irishama first,language in
Gaeltacht schools without considering that provisions must be
made for teaching English as a second language. As you are all

aware, Gleltacht areas are continuously reckang in spite of
the official state policy that we referred to earlier. The

dominant language and culture has rapidly pushed its way and

imposed itself, changing families who have spoken Irish since

year dot into Emglish speaking families. Many reasons can be
put forward for this change and we have dealt with some of them
already. Wot must accept that parents want to do what's test

for their children as they see it. Parents wish that their

children would not suffer the linguistic difficulties they

suffered themselves when they were forced to emigrate. CI
course this is a valid point that must be recognized: /f we
hope to continue to teach Irish as a first language in

Gaeltacht schools it can only be done with the cooperation of
parents. In order to secure the parents cooperation, the

school zystem must be able to guarantee the parents that their

children will not be at a loss if they hold on to the minority
culture. In other words the parents are gcdng to rear their

children in the home language and if we want to teach Irish as

a first language in those schools, we must cater for the

genuine fears of those parents. Of course, we must provide the

necessary teaching aids for first language teaching. As well

as that we must provide the necessary teaching aids to teach

English as a second language. First and foremost we must

provide for the ccmmunication needs of the children so that

their own minority language will not hinder their progress in
the big world.

We are all familiar with the current debate going on in England

at present about a National Curriculum. Let me quote from a

dccument issued by the Welsh Office in December 1987, titled
'The National Curriculum'. We asscciate a national curriculum

with lack of room and flexibility and for that reason I make a

conscious decision to quote from it:

"The status of Welsh as a foundation subject means that
the Secretary of State can prescribe attainment targets,
prcqrammes of study and appropriate assessment and
testing arrangements. For Nalehi_it would be necessary
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to prescribe more than one set of attainment targets in
order to cover the various forms in which the abject is
taught. These will need to encompass Welsh as a fitst
language and Welsh as a second language, both of which
are commonly studied to GCSE cc eqpivalent level. There

will also be a need to provide appropriately for a basid
level of attainment in Welth, appropriate for pupils in
all parts of Wales who would not necessarily expect to
study the subject to GCSE standard".

To sum up, it seems that the most fundamental need of Gaeltacht

areas where Irish is taught as a first language is to develop a

school system that dOes not violate the development of the

child as a unique human being by valuing another culture more

than hia/her own. /t is only then that the child as a human

being can contribute-to the maintenance of scciety and in

broader terms the development of Our culture. As technology,

printing and development, ccmmunication, develops at a

fantastic rate there must be no reason for failing to achieve

this goal even in these days of dcmination in cultural terms

and fiscal rectitude.
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Tilling Some Irish Lexical Fields

Liam Mac Mathfina

(ColAiste PhAdraig, Baile Atha Cliath)

Introduction

Some of yco may recall Professor Kenneth Jackson's comprehensive

survey of the progress of Irish language studies during the course
of this century, which he delivered at the Sixth International

Congress of Celtic Studies, held in University College, Galway, in
1979. Speaking on the theme "The Historical Grammar of Irish: Some
Actualities and'Scme Desiderata", he noted that, in contrast to the

areas of phonology and morphology, which had engaged the attention

of.scholars since the inception of modern Celtic Studies in the

nineteenth century, and also in contrast to syntax, which had

recently attracted increased interest, the study of the vocabulary

of the Irish language continued to be relatively neglected (Jackson
1983). However, his comments related particularly to the study of
the change in meanings of words within the language. Criticism of
sins of omission in many areas of Irish lexical studies are no doubt
quite justified, but, in fairness both to scholars and to

scholarship, one should also take stock of what has in fact been
achieved. Professor de Bhaldraithe has just been outlining the

lexicographical concerns which will oantinue to profitably occupy

scholars of the modern language. The Royal Irish Academy's

Dictionary of the Irish Language sIDIL), begun in 1913, was only

brought to a conclusion in 1976: this dictionary deals with the

language dcwn to about the year 1650.
An ety'omlogical dictionary of

this same, older, period of the language, Lexique Atymologique de

l'Irlandais ancien, was begun by J. Vendryes in 1959. Paris-based,
it is being publishei with the support of the Dublin Institute for

Advanced Studies. These major dictionary projects have necessarily

absorbed quite considerable financial and personnel resaurces.

Unavoidably so, for they are the secure foundation on which all

Irish language scholarship rests. Both the reception of the

inherited tradition of Irish culture (with its twin manuscript and

oral strands) and the dynamic facilitation of language community

maintenance and growth would be inconceivable in the absence of
these major dictionary projects. The energies of individual
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scholars have often-been-profitably directed to the-limited lexical

otdective of adequately presenting the vocabulary content oE single

texts in notes or indices. And of course, the problems of

explanation associated with individual words continue to attract

short, but interesting, contribution* fran scholars in the various

jcurnals.

However, it is to be noted that the lexical work so far outlined has

been primarily concerned with single words. /n the case of the

dictionaries, this was virtually inevitable. /n the case of

contributions to journals, it may perhaps rather result from the

latk of awareness of other valid, and valuable, approaches. The

scholar's spotlight has been beamed on one word at a time. The

impingement of the senses or forms of other words on the one

currently receiving the attention of the lexicographer would of

course be implicitly borne in mind, but not explicitly dealt with.

Short notes in journals tend to focus on the exotic elements of

vocabulary, those words which, for one reason or another, stand but

from their fellows. And so the more structured approaches to

vocabulary study, which have become commonplace on the Continent in

this century, have had remarkably little impact on Irish studies - a

state of affairs I would be inclined.to trace back to the founding

of the School of Irish Learning in Dublin in 1903. Ironically, it

was the very success of the effort to found Irish-based institutions

to foster the study of the Irish language and its literature which

gradually served to reduce the influence of outside scholarship. An

excellent philological tradition of text editing evolved here in

Ireland, but this may have been at the expense of closing off the

ventilating ducts which would have trought us the invigorating air

of novel developments in more general linguistics. Is it not

significant that it was a Swiss scholar, Heinrich Wagner, who

successfully undertook the collection of synchronic dialectal

material in the linguistic geography approach and is it not equally

significant that his fiel&work, carried out 1949-56, has not been

replicated since, neither within particular dialect areas, nor

indeed for individual points of enquiry? (Cf Wagner 1958-69).

Similarly, it is an American, Nancy Stenson, who has analysed

material from western Irish, grouping recorded informants into four

periods by date of birth, mid-19th century, late 19th century, early
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20th century and mid-20th century, and thereby illustrated

mocphological changes in the verb and noun, which have taken place
over a relatively short period of time (Stenson 1982).

All of this preamble, as you may well have been surmising, is byway
of apologia for my own work in the lexical field tradition. The
lexical field approach of Jost Trier and Leo Weisgerber holds that
lexemes are not autonomous semantic units, having their senses in
isolation, but rather that the sense (and denotation) of each lexeme
is determined by its relationship with whatever other lexemes join
with it to make up the greater whole of a lexical field, and beyond
this, ultimately the vocabulary of a language. In the translated
words Of J. Trier (1973):

No word spoken exists pn its own in the consciousness of the
speaker and hearer to the extent that one might conclude from
its phonetic isolation. Each word spoken calls to mind its
opposite in concept. And still more than this. In the
totality of all the relations of concept which are brought
forth by the speaking of a word, that of the opposite in
concept is only one and it is not by any means the most
important. There are a host of other words, to a greater or
lesser extent close to the spoken word in concept, which
spring up.

They are its relatives in concept. They form among themselves
and together with the word spoken an organized whole, a
structure, which one may call a word-field or a linguistic
sign-field (sPrachliches Zeichenfeld). The word-field is
apporti:oned in a symbolically meaningful manner, a more or
less closed complex of senses, the internal division of which
is represented by the organized structure of the sign-field in
which (the vAd-field) is provided for the members of a
language community.... The individual words are set in the
word-field, the word-cloak, the wor&covering in the form of a
mosaic and - in regard to their number and positioning - they
set out the borders within the block of concept and divide itUp.

should now like to illustrate some aspects of the application of

the lexical field approach to a variety of semantic areas in Irish,

starting with the eXPressions for some meteorological phenomena.

wagner's map headed "it is raining" (1950, I, p. 221) shows

fearthainn and bfiisteach in complementary distribution as verbal
nouns in Munster, while Ulster is represented by another verbal
noun, cur. TA BA ag tAisteach and closely related variants

predominate in counties Cork and Kerry (an exception is pt. 15 in

Cork with feathainn) and in the south Connacht region. TS sS ag
fearthainn is to be founi in east Munster and the more inland
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portions of Connacht. Co. Mayo provides a charactiristicalW

complex picture as tf: ag.curis to be found there along with both

tS 5 ag fearthainn and ti tOr ag báisteach. BAisteach and

fearthainn occur for "rain" alongside ag bSisteach and aq fearthainn

"raining", respectively, while fearthainn is used in Donegal

alongside ag cur. The restricted distribution of cuir "put" as an

auxiliary verb with Misteach and fearthainn to express "it is

raining" is noteworthy as this is the form most favoured by

non,native speakers of Irish and the restoration movement in

general. Examples are, however, to be found in Cork and Mayo: the

co-existence of forma both with and without bSisteach at points 51

and 54 in Mayo seems particularly instructive: this synchronic

pattern suggests that diachronically tS sfi ag cur derives from tS 5

ag cur b(h)Sistf/tS 86 ag cur f(h)earthainne, the verbal noun

meaning "rain(ing)", having been dropped as redundant._

Confining ourselves just to the Old Irish terms for "rain", we are

confronted by words quite different from those in general use

today. Flechud o, m., was the usual, semantically unmarked word for

"rain" at that time. "Light rain" was expressed by brSen o, m.,

while folc oim., meant "heavy rain". However, the expression of "it

is raining" by feraid flechud provides us with a link to Modern

Irish. In Middle Irish ferthain i, f., was the verbal noun of this

verb feraid. The observation that the demise of Old Irish flechud

was accompanied by the rise of the verbal noun ferthain, which used

to govern it, as a replacement, which has given us one of the two

regular Modern Irish words for "rain", lends virtually oonclusive

support to the suggested evolvement of northern ag cur from, let us

assume, ag cur f(h)earthainne. Within Irish, there is also evidence

for the substitution of the more colloquial aq stealladh "pouring"

for earlier ag stealladh toSistf "pouring rain". And of course the

very choice of English equivalents just quoted has no doubt already

prompted you to call up the relevant cards in your mental filing

index. Parallels abound in English and in other European

languages. One can cite colloquial English it is lashing and it is

spilling, Mod. German es qiesst and es schatet "it is pouring", as

well as Mod. Swed. det Baer ned "it is pouring dOwn". Welsh also

has exaMples which I shall be referring to shortly. The rise of the
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second Modern Irish word for "rain", biisteach, in the Middle Irish
period is none too abundantly attested, but it occurs towards the
end 'of that stage of the language, say late 12th century. Of course
a lexical interloper of a mere 700 years standing can expect short
shrift from our wore ccoservative scholars. Witness the following
ccaments cd the redoubtable Fr. Richard Henebry (1909, p. 544), a
native speaker of Irish from the Decies, Co. Waterford:

As to slang, bogha bSisdighe is a word for the rainbow, but

the expressions stuagh nimhe and bogha ceatha are infinitely
better, eapecially the first, which is the Irish expression.

Beisdeach is a very poor derivative from bSdhudh, "drowning,"

and never held a respectable position in Irish. It is about
as classic as if one said bogha steallta in the same sense;

Now, ironically, Fr. Heilebry has probably been led to this erroneous
conclusion by his accurate etymological

analysis and by his

hyper-sensitive appreciation of the nuances of meaning in the
regional dialects. BSisteach comes from the stem !Aid- of beidid
"submerges, drowns" and the suffix -sech, which would have given
first *bSidhsech, then let us say *beisdhech and finally beistech

(i.e. through the stages of
metathesis and delenition of d a later

dh). /t is not a word which Pr. Hentbry would have had from his own
dialect, and his comparison with stealladh is apt, and might

profitably be heeded by the many current speakers, who have

difficulty in adjusting to anything but the most informal of Irish
language registers.

You may be wondering whatever happened to Olr. flechud "rain". Well
it actually survived as fliaohey, the usual word for "rain" in Manx
Gaelic. And interestingly, the Manx for "it is raining" was ta e
ceau (equivalent to Irish te se ag caitheamh, lit. "it is casting,

throwing"), paralleling well tS se ag cur and the other Irish

expressions quoted.

Turning our attention briefly to "snow" and "it is snowing", it is

noteworthy that Scottish Gaelic seems to have specialized the use of
cur in relation to "snowing", a development

which proceeds regularly
from the widespread

occurrence in Middle :rish of cor with reference
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to "snowing". Applying the insights gained from oteerving the

semantic regeneration within Irish of expressions for "it is

raining", it has proved possible to supply plausible etymologies for

the more problematic casem. For example, I think it. likely that the

none too common OIr. !tar Mod.Ir. laoqh (DIL), ladhq, (Oanaill

1977) "snow" derives frnm a root *la-, to be found in tarla,

do-rala. Even more satisfactory was its contribution to an analysis

of the Welsh evidence. W. mae'n berw, mae hi'n bwrw, lit. "it is

pouring, throwing, casting" has dispensed with the word for "rain"

itself, skt. This contrasts with the specialization of Mod.W. odi,

8d as "snowing, snow" in one area of M.E. Wales, although the verb

odi originally weant "casts, thross" and was followed by eira

"snow". Tbe usual expression for "it is snaiing" is mae'n turw eira.

Thunder and lightning.

The expression of "thunder" and "lightning" in Irish provides a fine

example of the innovation within continuity which one can find

spanning more than a thousand years of the Irish lexicon. Let us

juxtapose from the Milan Glosses Ml. 96 c 11 intainid 7 intorainn,

lit. "the lightnings and the thunders", and from Togs 0

Criomhthain's An tOileSnach (1973, p. 228) splancacha aqus

toirneacha, lit. "(lightning-) flashes and thunders". The

similarities are striking: in the two citations the plural occurs

with reference to both phenomena, and the order of reference is the

same - "lightnings" precedes "thunders" (both aspects contrasting

with English, one may note). The words for "lightning" are

different: in fact there would seem to have been constant seeking

after new means of stressing the awesome power of lightning; but

this has been done by drawing on words from specific semantic

areas. Tine "fire" has at all times been an available productive

element which may be qualified by a suitable semantic companion

indicating the type of "fire" meant or may itself qualify some more

or leas metaphorically employed word. The expressions for

"thunderbolt" bring out this point as well. At any rate, "fire" and

"light" have supplied most of the expressions for "(flash of)

lightning". Examples are OIr. teine "fire", later Mid. Ir. and

Early Mod. Irish teinntech and teinntrech "lightning", Mod. Ir.

sOlanqc "flash", lasair "flame", soles "light" and las8g, another

derivative of las- "light, fire". The surface diversity of words
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for "(flash of) lightning" contrasts with the uniformity of
expression of "thunder°. Olt. tocann, o, a., gave way to mid.Ir.
torann a, f., and finally to late Mid.Ir, and Mod.Ir. toirneach a,
f., all of which derive from the same root.

Water expanse

Switching our attention from
meteorological phenomena to the

physical environment, it will be seen that the two tables below
conveniently summarize the results of an investigation of the words
for "water expanse".

However, just before we discuss the tables I
should like to make a few remarks about the four most common words
for "the sea, ocean" in Old and Middle Irish, namely muir, ler,
fairrge and ocian. Muir i, n and m., later f., would seem to be the
least marked of the four principal

words, being described in DIL as
"The sea in wide sense, both of

sea as opposed to land and of

particular tracts of ocean with special designations, occasionally
of inland seas, ..." The custom of explaining ler o, later attested
as m., later also with gen. sg. lera, "sea, ocean", in the Early
modern Irish glossaries

suggests that the word had slipped out of
general use as an unbound lexeme. Hut, even in Old Irish, ler is
most frequently met with in poetry. Of course, the phrase tar ler,
later thar lear "beyond the

sea, (from) across the sea" is common at
all periods of the language. Perhaps prompted by Thurneysen's

plausible etymology of fairrqe,
ingeniously deriving it from

*foirs(n)ge, abstract noun from fairsing "ample, broad, spacious",
which it refers to, D/L F-28 lists the senses of fair(r)ee ia, f.,
as I "extent, expanse (7)" and II "the open sea, ocean", but only
provides one example of sense I. Ocian meant "the ocean, generally
of deep sea as opposed to shallower water near land". ror instance,
the Atlantic Ocean is referred to in ond ocian thiar co puir sair
"from the ocean in the west to the sea in the east" (rianaig.

30.17), which is a neat juxtaposition of the reputedly boundless
ocean in the west and a known, limited sea in the east.
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dartirg "atteetenceritiver, "-" ()actin] "mt. attesterykentinf.

'Mb le 1
Pint beer-Irish Imn Sas dm Has dm Has Close wend
attested in formal Celtic %astern IE 3E crgnates

demkpret coyotes agnates
Urn CU. - x x
loch 01r. Walsh x x
irbr Cir. x x -
gtul CU. x x
gztel ar. x -
din Mid. Ir. x
admen Cir. x
nuir Cir. x x x
ler ar. x x x
fainge Cir. x
crier' i Mid. Ir. - Latin -

'Ittle 2
Inland ;col, Cantal Ile ma Irner-Irish Elerert in
lake, etc' inlet serentic plamarres**

eevektrert
lim i x x x x
kch x x x x
irber x - x x
grill x x x x
schel - x x
den x x x x x
admen x x x x
nuir x - x
3er x
fairrge - x x ...**I

COM X

* Ircludirg <Jabal in de ease "brarh cf a river".

** Peferetre rey be rtede toirg. Cron. 5x earples in the

came of .(s.v. gtal, .) ad c:Can.
*ft Cre e : 1 trc interne only.

The relative rictries of the Old ard Midile Irish nrterial

cotat alias cne to tram %rite firmly the irterrelatim cf inlard,
°metal ad rpm totes ce Wen Ore oay rcte casiderable
aerlawirg ct the &tee cats/xi/warm, eqxcially in narked
texts srh as /retry. Hoever, the faX that ae is seed/nee
dexrdent ai plamreass fcc attar-adore cf a tertioilar same is a
reminiir cf the limitaticrs cf or corpus rt Drly Id" es regime
bth rarge ad etert, as Taell as an ialicatim that the &case'
elenert owlet:mut en earlier umge. Only no of the dem
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words studied are first attested in Middle Irish (elan, ocfan).
()ay four chow specifically

inner-Irish formation (inber, gob6l,
muincenn, fairrge). No evidence of insular substratum influence has
emerged in the investigation of this wordfield. There is, on the
other hand, much evidence of cohesion within the Celtic languages

and, more significantly perhaps, within the western grouping of

Indo-European languages. The links with Indo-European languages
further afield are rather tenuous: the rcots of the Early Irish and

western Indo-European words are indeed widely represented in the

Indo-European languages in general, but the extensions employed and
the senses assigned are seldcm directly paralleled. This
distinctiveness of the western Indo-European grouping as regards the

wordfield "water expanse" is supcorted by the Continental substratum

influence which may be postulated for the cognates of OIr. loch and
muir. The loan of loch to Welsh and the borrowing of ocian into
Middle Irish frcm Latin show such later language contact in the sure
region of Western Europe.

Heights

In the case of the lexemes which denote and describe physical

features it would also be instructive to contrast the distribution

in the narrative or free text with that in the placensmes occuring

as fixed components of tta same texts. I have examined the evidence
of the Milan Glosses (Ml.) and Bethu Pnitraic (ed. K. Mulchrone)
(Trip.4) as regards substantives in the wordfield "heights",

concentrating on the two most important lexemes tulach 'hill" and
sllab "mountain, mountain-range; moor". This study is part of a
wider attempt to achieve a synthesis of the Continental uordfield

approach and the philological tradition of Irish scholarship: it
seeks to construct general wordfield surveys and studies on the type
of firm textual foundation which has been the basis of so much of

the Irish contribution to Celtic studies.

In the following listing the number of occurrences of a lexeme in

free composition is given first with the number of occirrences in

placenames enclosed afterwards in brackets. In the case of ard and

digas occurrences as adjectives are included, otherwise reference is

made only to substantives. Ml. yielded the following results:
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atd "high-place,-heightt-high"-7(-)-mullach "topmost part, top" 1(,)--
ardae "height" l(-) sliab "mountain, mountain-
digas "height, high" 7(-) range, moor" 18(6)
digsa "height" 1(-) tulach "hill" 3(-)

The corresponding figures for Trip.X are:

ard 2(32)
ardae-(1)
benn "peak, summit" 2(-)
bri "hill" -(4) and Brew* (5)
cnocc "hill" -(1)
cnuchae "hillock" 3(-)
crunch "mountain, mountain
stack" 2(-) and craachan 9(8)

druimm "ridge, hill" 2(29)
escir "ridge"1(-)
mullach 1(1)
sliab 11(11) and sl6ibide (adj.)
"mountainous" 1(-)
temair "high place, eminence,
hill" -(28)
tulach 17(9)

It is clear from the cattbined evidence of placename elements,

knowledge of the situation of places mentioned in Triol and lexemes

referring to heights that a great variety of social activity was

conducted on elevated ground. In a very real sense then the

citations containing tulach are of central importance for an

appreciation of this account of Patrick's life, and its depiction of

the type of society to which he belonged. Sliab, on the other hand,

is used of higher, rougher ground, inaccessible and difficult to

traverse. Accordingly, :AU) is not associated with communal

functions but with the solitary activities of individuals. Most

importantly, because they are far removed from man's everyday life

and because their summits are held to be close to heaven, mountains

are thought to be on the border of this world and the preternatural

other world: it is on them that holy men of this world make contact

with heavenly beings and have mystical experiences.

We may note briefly the kinds of cammlnity activity associated with

hills in the texts in question. Patrick regularly founded churches

on high ground. He also baptized on a hill. Charles Plummer (1910,

I p. clxxiv) has already observed that "Curses and blessings are

given from a height, in order that they may fall with full effect on

the objects (or persons!) at which they are aimed". However, it

seems to me that such a practice may result primarily from the use

of hills for a variety of religious and secular purposes of communal

importance. Hills would also appear to have been normal places of

habitation.
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Two stories concerning the mountains Sliab Liacc in Co. Donegal and
CrisachSn Aigle in Co._Bayo, now anglicized Slieve League-and Croagh

Patrick, respectively, illustrate the role of mountains as boundary

points, touching and linking this material world and the other
world, the preternatural world. Bishop Assicus, Patrick's bronze

craftsman, is the sUbject of the first account:

Hcwever, Assicus came in retreat to Sliab Lfacc in Tir Bogaine
and he was seven years on an island there and his monks were
searching for him and after exertion they found him in the

mountainy glens and they took him with them out of there, and

Assicus died amang them in the wilderness and they buried him
in RSth Chunga in Seirthi. (Trip.2. 1080-4).

The significance of this tale would appear to be that Assicus' monks

considered that the length of his sojourn on the mountain and island
and in the remote mountainous

area was excessive and they intended

to bring him back with them to return to living among men in
soCiety. It is a case of humans feeling that the normal equilibrium
of heaven and earth was being upset by the holy man, who acts as

contact between the beings of both worlds, staying too long in the
marches.

In the second story it is the heavenly beings who are incommoded by

the presence of a saint on a mountain. They show themselves quite

incapable of countering the bargaining power which the saint

acquired by his position on the doorstep of Heaven, as it were. It
is in fact the remarkable account in Bethu PhStraic of Patrick's

forty-day stay on Cr6achSn Aigle and the extended negotiations which
he successfully conducted there.

Soon after Patrick's wish to settle in Ached Fhobair had been

rejected by the angel the eighty-five line account begins (Tripl
1289-374): "Patrick went on to Ca:act:Sri Aigle on the Saturday
before Lent. The angel came to speak to him, and said to him: 'God
will not give you what you seek, for he considers that it is

oppressive and selfish and that the requests'are great."Is that
his intention?' said Patrick. 'It is,' said the angel.
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'It is my intention,' said Patrick, 'that I shall not go frOm this

gcuntain stack (mni reg-sa assin chnsachin am") until I shall be

dead or until all the wishes shall oe granted". (yriol 1289-94).

So the scene is set. Patrick was depressed and trcubled in spirit

and this ominous ccaflict with God loomed from the beginning. In

fact,'Patrick's experiences on Cruachgn Aigle were traumatic. The

narrative continues: "Patrick was then on Crgachgn in bad spirits

without drink, without food, from the Saturday before Lent until

Easter Saturday, like Moses son of Amrae." (Tricia 1295-7). "Then

at the end of those forty nights and forty days the mountain was

filled against him with flocks of black birds, so that he could not

distinguish sky-or earth". (fripa 1300-1). "He chanted

maledictory psalms against them. They did not go from him as a

result of it. Then his anger towards them increased. He struck his

bell against them so that the men of Zreland heard its sound and he

threw it at them so that its gap broke out of it, so that that is

called Bernan Brigte. Patrick then weeps so that his face and his

cloak in front of him became wet. No devil came to the land of

Ireland after that until seven nights had passed. The angel came

then to comfort Patrick and it cleaned the cloak and brought white

flocks of birds about the mountain stack and they were singing sweet

tunes for him. 'You shall take that number yonder,' said the angel,

'of souls from pain, and the equivalent of that which your eye

reaches on the sea."That is not a matter for me to boast about.'

said Patrick, 'My eye can not reach far on the sea."Then you

shall have what is both on sea and on land," said the angel.'

(rripl 1302-13). 'Is there anything else which is obtained for me

besides that?' said Patrick. 'There is,' said the angel, 'seven to

be taken every Saturday free the pains of hell until docmsday."If

anything were given to me twelve men would be greater."You shall

have it,' said the angel, 'and depart frcm the mountain stack."I

shall not depart,' said Patrick, 'for I have been tormented, until I

be appeased."Is there anything else which may be given to me?'

said Patrick."

And so the dialogue between the angel and Patrick continues. Each

offer of the angel ends with the exhortation ocus dingaib din

chruachgn, "anl depart from the mountain stack" and Patrick

invariably responds "Ni dingéb, ol rom chrgided, co ndom



digdider". "I shall not depart, for I have been tormented, until I
be Appeased." These formulaic expressions occur (with slight

-Orthographic variation) six times in all, i.e. at lines 1326-8,

1330-1, 133-5, 1337-9, 1345-6, and 1353 (where Patrick's reply is
shortened to "I shall not depart"). For a while the inducements are
offered by the angel: seven souls to be taken from the torments of

hell every Thursday and twelve every Saturday; Ireland to be

zubmerged under the great sea seven years before doomsday. But then
the initiative passes to the saint, with the angel enviring what
else Patrick might seek: he wants Ireland to be free of Saxons
settling permanently there. And then the offers and the demands
alternate. Eventually Patrick requests that he himself be allowed
to be the judge of the men of Ireland on the day of judgment. At
this atage the celestial negotiator fears that he may have exceeded

his brief and decides to refer the matter back to the Lord:

"'Perhaps that thing is not obtained from the Lord,' said the
angel. 'Unless it is obtained from him, then the departure from the
mountain stack will not be obtained from me from this day until

doomsday, though it be so, watch will be kept there by me.' The
angel went to heaven. Patrick went to say mass. The angel came in
the evening. 'How is itt' said Patrick. 'It is thus,' said the
angel. 'All'the creatures, visible and invisible, prayed about the
twelve apostles, and they obtained it; the Lord said, there did not

come and there will not come after the apostles a man more amazing
than you as regards your hardness (literally "save for thy

hardness", so DIL M 4.25-6). What you prayed for you shall have ...

'A blessing on the generous king who gave it,' said Patrick, and

this extraordinary episode ends with the saint's use of the future

impersonal form of do-ingaib: "ding&thar din chamich". "The
mountain stack will be vacated". (Trip.2 1323-74).
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Conclusion

With regard to the list of relevant studies by the speaker, provided

by way of Appendix, this paper has drawn on some of the more

striking results obtained, particularly in Ehe first five articles.

The articles themselves give a more ccuprehensive picture of the

benefits of the lexical field approach. It has not, however, been

possible to do more than hint at the advantages of applying the

approach in the cultural sphere of the last three articles.

I should now like to make some brief, general comments by way of

conclusion. The lexical field approach has been around too long for

it to be wise to make the kind of extravagant claim on its behalf

which a more novel methodology might excite. But I do think that,

at the very least, it can provide a framework within which

synchronic similarities and dissimilarities and diachronic patterns

can be clearly observed. The lexical field approach is immediately

applicable to vocabulary study, but it can also be adapted to the

analysis of individual texts or groups of texts, thus helping us to

gain important semantic and cultural insights into the way of life

and thinking both of whole cAmunities and of their intellectually

more gifted members.
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APPENDIX

Lexical Field Studies

On the Expression of "Rain" and "It is Raining" in Irish, Eriu xxix,
(1978) 39-57.

"Snow" and "It is Snowing" in Irish and Welsh: A Semantic Study,
Bulletin of the Board of Celtic Studies xxix (1980) 66-79.

On the Expression of Thunder and Lightning in Irish, in W. Meid, H.
blberg, H. Schmeja (eds.), Sprachwissenschaft in Innsbruck

(Innsbruck 1982) 95-106.

Continuity and Innovation in Early Irish Words for mwater Expanse",
in W. Meid (ed.), Studien zum Indogermanischen Wortschatz (Innsbruck
1987) 83-99.

Old Irish Heights and Wordfield Potential, Studia Hibernica 24
(1984-8) 29-50.

On the Expression and Concept of Blindness in Irish, Studia

Hibernica 19 (1979) 26-62.

The Designation, Functions and Knowledge of the Irish Poet: A

Preliminary Semantic Study, Anzeiger der phil. -hist. Klasse der

österreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 119. Jahrgang (Wien
1982) 225-38.

An Introductory Survey of the Wordfield "Knowledge" in Old and

Middle Irish, in W. Meid and H. Schmeja (eds.), Philologie und
Sprachwissenschaft. Akten der 10. österreichischen

Linguisten-Tagung, Innsbruck, 23.-26. Oktober 1982 (Innsbruck 1983)
149-57.
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Review of Ailbhe Nf Chasaide and Eugene Davis, A Data
Processing System for Quantitative Analysis in Speech .

Production. Centre for Language and Communication Studies,
Trinity College Dublin, Occasional Paper No. 17. Autumn,
1986.

Triona Sweeney

Principal Speech Therapist,

The Children's Hospital

Temple Street, Dublin

This booklet, published by the Centre for Language and
Communication Studies, is aimed at researchers in the area
of phonetics and investigators of speech pathology. To
date, the instrumentation

described has been used by the
authors for research or investigation of normal speech,
however some implications for speech pathology are considered.

The paper is divided into four main sections, Section 1
being the introduction. Section 2, as the authors point
out, is aimed at the reader who is unfamiliar with the
instrumentation used in the phonetic laboratory. First it
gives a good basic description of the synchronous movements
of articulation during the production of certain sounds.
It explains how the instrumentation monitors and provides
information on aerodynamic and acoustic characteristics of
speech. In this section, the instrumentation is described
using seven channels, i.e., seven types of information.
This section may have been easier to follow if the diagram
and explanation were on opposite pages.

The authors briefly describe the use of this system for
linguistic description and give more detailed information
in the use and analysis of speech production. Here they
highlight the use of the system for research and investiga-
tion of pathologies of speech.
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The computer automated system is described in

Section 3. The entire system is described in detail with

good diagrammatic representations. The authors discuss the

signal conditioning unit in detail, however, this would be

difficult to understand if the reader was unfamiliar with

phonetic instrumentation. The paragraphs on data display,

software, and programme modules were well described, but

overall I found Section 3 complex and therefore difficult

to understand. This, however, may be due to the reader's

limited experience in this area.

This book highlights the advantages of a data proces-

sing system for researchers in speech production, giving

some ideas for areas of research. It is a good introduction

to this type of system although some sections would be

difficult to follow if the reader was unfamiliar with the

equipment. On the other hand, this type of system is

complex and difficult to describe, and I feel that the

authors have described it in the most simple terms possible.

It may have been useful to outline the clinical

usefulness of such a system and give more detailed

examples of the research and possibilities in the area of

speech pathology and general phonetics. The booklet would

be extremely useful for students or resetrchers in the

area of phonetics, particularly those interested in

aerodynamic and acoustic analysis of speech.
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Review of William E. Rutherford (ed.), Language Universals
and Second Language Acquisition. Second edition. John
Cenjamins, Amsterdam/Philadelphia, 1987.

David Singleton

Trinity College Dublin

This book, published as No. 5 in the Benjamins
Typological Studies in Language series, contains eight of
the ten papers presented at a conference on Language
Universals and Second

Language Acquisition hosted by the
American Language Institute, University of Southern
California, in February, 1982. Most of the papers are
followed by the remarks of discussants who had been
pre-designated, and there is one additional paper (by
Ferguson) which was submitted after the conference.

The aim of the conference was to explore the mutual
relevance of research into language universals (henceforth
LUs) and second language acquisition (henceforth SLA)
research. In this it succeeded so well that the volume it
generated is probably to be seen as required reading for
researchers in both of the above areas.

The book begins with an introductory overview of its
contents by its editor, William

Rutherford. This is
followed by a paper by Bernard Comrie which addresses the
LU-SLA relationship from the point of view of the
theoretical linguist and which shows how LU hypotheses can
be converted into hypotheses about ease of acquisition and
thus tested against SLA data. The second substantive
contribution to the volume -- from Susan Gass and Josh Ard --
attempts to establish and illustrate a framework within
which the influence of LUs on SLA can be investigated. The
third paper -- by Fred Eckman -- then discusses some of the
modalities of testing LU hypotheses against SLA data and



the inferences that can legitimately be drawn when

interlanguAge phenomena appear to violate a posited LU.

Up to this point in the book the focus has been on

syntax and phonology. With the fourth paper -- by T.

Givon -- however, attention shifts to discourse structure.

Drawing his examples from pidgins as well as from early

interlanguage, Givon argues that at the least marked end of

the 'rock bottom' universal hierarchy of topic marking one

finds COMMENT (TOPIC) rather than TOPIC COMMENT structures.

Derek Bickerton's characteristically provocative paper

then moves discussion back to more general theoretical

issues, namely those that arise from the fact that creoles

constructed by children across a range of cultures on the

basis of highly variable pidgin data tend to resemble each

other very closely. Bickerton's explanation of this fact

in terms of his 'language bioprogram hypothesis'

outchomskies Chomsky, but his extreme faculti de langue

position is immediately balanced by Jacquelyn Schachter's

contribution. Schachter effectively demonstrates the

reality of negative feedback in both first and second

language development, and in so doing refurbishes the

plausibility of the Chomskyan postulation of a hypothesis-

testing dimension to these processes.

The final three papers in the book, contributed by

Helmut Zobl, Kenui Hakuta, and Charles Ferguson respectively,

very much maintain the level of discussion set by what

precedes them, and ensure that the collection finishes on

a high note. Zobl -otes some striking similarities

between certain SU% routes and the historical development

of some languages, and on the basis of such similarities

argues for the notion of universals of diachronic change.

Hakuta, for his part, examines the ways in which language

typology and SLA research can conspire to supply information

concerning the 'n-dimensional space' within which all
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language acquisition must take place. Ferguson's
concluding piece then provides a powerful reprise of tive
book's leitmotiv by relating SLA to a broad array of LUs --
phonological, syntactic, and discoursal.

The signal success of this endeavour to bring into
interaction insights and data from LU and SLA research has
already been commented on. Another very pleasing feature
of the book is the balance it achieves between general
theoretical debate and the presentation of quite specific
possibilities for future research directions and approaches.
With virtues such as these the collection cannot but
become a standard and highly influential reference. Those
intending to use it should be aware, though, that the text
is in places fairly dense and assumes more than a nodding
acquaintance with both linguistic theory and recent models
of SLA. They should also be prepared to contend with a
liberal sprinkling of typographical errors.

In short, this is a book which will be of great value
to the theoretical

linguist and the SLA researcher alike.
Whilst 7ot the most accessible (or most carefully
proof-read) volume one is ever likely to encounter, it
more than repays any effort the reader expends on it.
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Lfirmheas ar Liam Mac Mathana, POBAL NA. GAZILGE: Oldhrf agus

Ceannr6daithe. COISCEIM 1987, v + 143 lch. £2:00. Cladach bog.

D6nall P. 0 Baoill,

InstitiGidTeangeolafcchta tireann,

Haile Atha Cliath 2.

BailidchAn thrf aiste dheag at& sa leabhar seo ar ghnfithe Sirithe

de shaol agus de theanga na Gaeilge. Idir 1977 aqua 1985 a

cfadfhoilsiodh na haltanna seo. T& cur sfos sa mh6rchuid dicbh ar

staid dhAtheangach na tfre seo go m5r mh6r chcmh fada agus a bhaineann

le dearcadh an phobail agus na bhfoghlaimeoirf de. Is f an teanga ffin

idir scrfoth agus chaint atA faoi scrOdO i gcuid eile dfobh agus

godpla aiste tA trAcht ar phobal-Gaeilge na prfamhchathrich. TS

mionaiste ann ar staid na Gaeilge sna Collistf Oideachais.

Is lfir treo machnaimh an ddair 6 theidil na n-aisti agus 6n s6rt

foclafochta a OsSidtear iontu, mar atS Gnéithe de staid dhAtheangach

na htireann; I dtreo pobal nua Gaeilge; Teanga an phobail agus friotal

an scribhneora chruthaithigh; Oidhreacht frga agus cinnidint dhorcha;

Ddshlan photel na Gaeilge inniu; An dream iontu ffin iad Gaeilgeoirf

Bhaile Atha Cliath?; Pobal Gaeilge Bhaile Atha Cliath: Oidhri agus

ceannr6daithe; Suirbheanna Gaeilge 1973 agus 1983: Impleachtaf polasaf;

Dearcadh na mac léinn ar chfirsai na gcolAisti samhraidh; Gnfithe

d'fhoghlaim agus d'Osfid dara teangacha in tirinn; Dearcaidh,

spriocanna agus cur i gerfch foghlaimeoirf Gaeilge; Sul corrach na

Gaeilge sna ColAistf Oideachais; I dtreo caighdeSin labhartha; I dtreo

anailfs chodarsnach Gaeilge-Bfarla.

Is in irisf Gaeilge a foilsfodh tromlach na n-altanna agus nf leir go

ndearnadh mon athscrfobh ar aon chuid dfobh don bhailidchAn seo.

PAgann sin athrS agus athrd beime ague tosafochta 6 aiste go chfile.

DA bhrf sin nf lufonn na haistf chcmh maith le chfile agus dl sorfofal

d'aonturas iad le leandrechas agus comhrfiteach arg6na agus

tuairimfcchta a thabhairt. Mar sin ffin tA mdrAn le rf ag an Oar faoi

staid reatha na teanga aqua faoi chuid de na deacrachtaf a fheiceann sl

sa bhealach ar this na teanga. Is leir leis gur beag cforadh

oibiachtdil, tcmhaiste, intleachtdil atS Manta acu sin atA dflis don

Ghaeilge ar an eolas go !fir atS ar Uil agus faoina hOsSid.
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Is camhartha marbhSntachta dar leis an fhailli atS deanta acu siOd sa
ghn6, 6ir:is deacair deibh ceannr6dalocht a thabhairt do ghluaiseacht

na-teanga mura mbionn na tuiaCinti agus na bealai oibre is deireanai

dilelite acu agus a gcuid fein deanta acu diobh.

Leirionn an t-adar a dhearcadh fell% at staid na teanga i stil at&

neamhchorraithe trid is trid. Deanann se iarracht a chuid tuairimi a
mheas de reir na fianaise atl at flil 6 thorthai taighde de chinellacha
6agsala. C6 go ndeanann se spionadh c6illi, r6alaioch ar na torthai
cianna braithim gut theith se uaireanta 6 chuid de na fioraici a bhi ag
Aamhsa amach as-leathanaigh na dtuarascelacha taighde air. Ba mhaith
leis pobal Gaelach a bheadh neamhspleSch 6 thaobh polaitiochta,

eacnamaiochta agus cultair de a fheicefiil sa

/s i an oidhreacht Ghaelach ate ague a figadh againn a dheanfas an

pobal seo a chotha, dar leis. Ni bheadh Itcht air sin ach gur leir 6
chuid de na torthai a phlkann sé f6in agus 6 thorthai eile 6 shin, nach
rbeadh sé 6asca a leith6id a chur i gcrich. Staid 6igin

dhetheangachais ate an pobal a iarraidh - Sit nach nbeadh is cosail an
1Smh uachtair ag an Ghaeilge (lgh 5-6). Is ceist liom fi6 an dtig le
daoine nach bhfuil an de theanga ar a dtoil acu aon bhreithianas de

leithkid a dheanamh ar char ar bith. Is l6ir go bhfuil an tuairim a
nocht na flisn6iseoiri faoi fhuaisnia na Gaeilge bun os cionn lamer

gcleachtadh ar a bheith ag eisteacht leo. Deir 40% diobh gur beag
deacracht atS acu le fuainnia. Chuirfeadh a leitheid lacheir ar mo
chroi ach te eagla orm go bhfuil ciall eile ag an mherchuid acu le

'deacracht' thar mar ate coitianta. Is tuar iontais dainn chomh maith

go bhfuil nios n6 stedais ag baint le Gaeilge scoile ne le Gaeilge na
Gaeltachta i measc lucht iarbhunscoile. TS an tuairim choitianta ann

mach mairfidh an Ghaeilge, nach bhfuil si nua-aimseartha go leor agus
ar nd6igh go bhfuil an Ghaeltacht sa d6anach.

Molatul an t-adar Gaeltachtai Gra a bhuna i gceantair Ghalltachta aon

Sit a bhfuil lion m6r Gaeilgetiri. Ba mhaith leis Gaeilge na

Gaeltachta a chur i reim sna Gaeltachtai ara seo ainneoin a nteadh de

dheacrachtai praiticiala 6 thaobh siceolaitchta agus socheolaicchta
lera leithéid. Bheadh deacrachtai ann mar is rileir 6n deilia ate ar
r6imeanna cainte Bhfarla na hEireann agus ar an chineel Gaeilge a

sheachnaionn agus a chleachtaionn foghlaimeoiri cheana fein. Cen

Ghaeilge ba cheart a chur i bhfeidhm i Mane Atha Cliath abair agus

c6n t-adares a bheadh taobh thiar den chineel a mholtar?
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An bilfuil aeons ar bdth go nd6anfaidh Duibhleannaigh i gcoitinne agus

as a gcon1Sn fain aithris-ar bh6as urlabhra via Gaeltachta? Is lair rud

amakin 6n chinell Marla a d'fhorbair ague atS go forleathan ar fud na

tfre se*, is 6 sin go mbeidh an cineS1Gaeilge a bheas coitianta inti

amach anseo (m6 bhfonn) 6agsOil go leor 6n chineS1 Gaeilge atSthar a

thairiscint mar eiseam1Sir anois.

Ach Ca bhfuil an phleanSil agus an r6iteach ar sidl chuige sin?

Ceisteanna iad sin agus tuilleadh nach iad nSr mhiste iad a ardG agus

freagra a thabhairt orthu.

molann an t-Odar athehachnamh agus sformemoineamh a bheith ar si61 faoi

choincheapiama agus faoi id6i1 i mbund na W,aeltachtaf nua seo go

Writhe maidir le infomhchathair Eireann. D'aont6inn leis go gcaithfl

a leithéid a dhfianarnh. Ach t ceist is bundsaf n& sin le freagairt

againn - cad chuige nar 6irigh linn go gill, trf sc6r go leith bliain

i ndiaidh ar saoirse, an dream m6r atS chornh b&dil sin leis an teanga,

infis flor d6itb f6in, a chur ag caint agus ag Gsáid na teanga i

ngmithchOrsaf an tsaoil? Cad chuige a bhfuil an oiread sin neamhthoil

acu ar a htisSid* Kis ffor do na c6atadSin ba cheart don teanga bheith

rfias6nta elan ach nil n6 leathshl&n.

Ardaitear ceist caighde&in labhartha i dh.S aiste sa chnuasach agus c6

go 16irftear tuairiad dhaoine eile faoina leith6id, ba mhdr againn

tuairimi an 6dair f6in faoin scial ach nfor 6irigh liam a sheasamh ea

scell a aimsiO go cinnte. Is baolach gur ceist seo ar fearr le

daotne I a sheachaint ar fad, sin n6 bheith chomh mishoi14ir fOithi

agus is féidir. Ach mfis rud 6 go bhfuil athr6imni6 na Gaeilge le

theacht caithfear a bheith macanta faoin sc6a1 ague treoracha cinnte a

thabhairt do mhOinteoiri asus don lucht foghlamtha faoi mh6rSn

reimeanna teanga agus a n-OsSid.

Molaim an iarracht a rinne an t-6dar san alt 'IdrREO ANAILfS

CHCOARSNACII GAEILGE-BEARGA' na prlomhdhifrfochtaf at& idir an d&

theanga a thabhairt chun solais. C6 go ndeir s6 f6in "... go bhfuil

teorainneacha an-soiléire le ccep mn ailt scow, is 16ir gur tOs maith 6

le dfosp6ireacht faoin Stbar an-insp4ise.seo a mhuscailt agus a

choth6. Ta s6 thar am againn ar fad cur go m6r ague go fada fairsing

lena bhfuil anseo le heolas agus tuiscint ar bhonn leathan a chur ar

f&il do .na sluaite ati amuigh ansin ag fanacht leis.



chsact aird ar leith a thabhairt i gcrAnthSacs dile at a bhfuil

Site ar leathanaigh 20/21 dar licm. Fe° samla as a bhfuil i gceist

"Ttama_"`...b'ffnearr go gcraithfinds dinn Mirsheasttareacht an bhOil bh.iin a
.77.-sho1ann iarracht an fhir Ghaeltachta as dOchas Gaelach a chuid Gaeilge

agus a sholann iarracht an fhir Ghallda as bacadh le scriobh ma teanga
in aan chor Ti diolaim liricl ar na baciin ag gach ré
Gantilwir faiseanta. TS caismdrnesch sruthltin na gearracialaiochta
ag sni lki thar leathanaigh na n-irisi siosOla i go5nal. Ach ni 14ir
go bhfull aan choiscEis coiligh chun tosaigh A togSil ag an atftheochan
di sbarr".

TS &bar iontach sp6isi0il chosh saith san alt 'PCEAL GAEILGE MILE

ATHA CLIATH: CEDHR1 AGUS CE014410AITHE'. Lfiirionn al ilghnEitheacht na

Gaeilge i mBaile Atha Cliath. PlIitear le focail, le fuaiseanna, le

logainmneacha, le Gaeilgeoiri ionrSiteacha agus le fls na Gaeilge sa

chathair le 150 bliain anuas. TS Sthar splise ann don stairi agus don

teangeolai.

Ainneoin a bhfuil rlite agas thuas is diol suime do gach man duine

Sbhar na n-aisti sa leabhar S03. TS Sbhar sachnainh agus dilelite

iontu. Direaidh siad an potal ar fhoinsi eolaiocha taighde atS ar fIji
faoin cheist. Spreagfaidh siad tuilles4h caibidle agus p11 faoi

ghnlithe tSbhachtacha den teanga agus faoin ionad is ceart a theith ag

lucht labhartha na teanga i gaol na tire seo. TS sc6pm5r Shhair ann

atl ciortha go mion agus go ndn. Bhi feidhm lena leithlid de leabhar.

TI feidhs le tuilleadh leabhar a dManfas cioradh ar Sbhair eile, an

cSs agus ar cOis do phobal na Gaeilge iad. Biodh an leabhar seo mar

threoir agus mar chloch blal cloch&in acu. Go soirbhi Dia a shaothar

do Liam Mac MathOna.
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Input and interactiom
some reflect' ns on resources for

language learning

David Little
Centre for Language and Communication Studies

Ilinity College
Dublin

0 Introduction

This paper seeks tO outline a general approach to resources for
language learning that arises from a number of related preoccupations. It

is perhaps important to make clear atthe outset that it is not concerned with

issues of methodological detail - in other words, what follows will not be a

catalogue of hints for the successful exploitation of media technologies in
language teaching. This does not mean that I am not interested in
methodological detail quite the contrary. But it does mean that I believe

we can usefully confront methodological matters only when we have
elaborated a principled framework. That framework is the concern of this

paper.

In the first part of the paper I consider what I take to be the four
obligatory components of language learning; In the second part I focus on

one of them, the process of learning; in the third part I look at the role that

media technologies have to play in the provision of input; In the fourth part

I explain how the same technologies can promote two kinds of interaction

that appear to be essential to successful language learning; and in the final

part !consider the implications of my arguments for teachers, learners and

the learning environment.
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1 The components of learning

I take it that every course of learning has four obligatory compo-

nents: learner, goal, content, and process. Note that I have excluded the
teacher from my list. This is partly because it is possible to learn without

the intervention of a teacher, and partly because the teacher always
remains estentially external to the learner's concerns. She may determine,

or help to determine, the goal; mayselect and mediate the content; and may

shape the learning process in a variety of ways. But in the end she has much

less control than is commonly supposed over the way in which the four
obligatory components interact with one another.

Learners, to the extent that they are normally endowed, share the

same human capacities - cognitive and language processing mechanisms,

memory, etc. They differ from one another in regard to such factors as age,

their rust language, the other languages they have learned, the degree of
success they have attained in previous langur::: lerzning, their preferred

learning methods, their interests, their learniug purpose. Once we admit

that each learner is in some respect different from all other learners,
learner-centredness follows. The implications of this for the definition of

syllabuses and the development of curricula are by now well known.

Within the learner-centred paradigm, of course, the goal of a course

of learning is defined in terms of the learner's needs (subjective and
objective), expectations and interests. Communicative syllabuses specify

learning objectives as a repertoire of communicative behaviour that the

successful learner will be capable of at the end of the course of learning.

aearly, a syllabus intended for nadonal use must behead on a generalized

image of the typical learner. But that is not to say that the implementation

of the syllabus at individual school or class level cannot proceed from this

generalized image to true learner-centredness (a process that requires
sensitivity on the part of the teacher and negotiation between herself and
her learners).

945
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When we talk about the content of (say) a course in history, the
relation between what is "on the course" and what the successful learner
masters is relatively unproblematic. In the case of language learning this

is not so, and I attribute this principally to the fact that language learning

is a matter not only of learning so as to be able to recall on demand with

conscious effort, but also of internalizing so as to be able to respond
appropriately but without conscious effort to many different kinds of cue.

This bring us to the fourth obliptory component of learning, process, and
the second part of the paper.

The process of learning

Contrary to what I have just said, traditional approaches to lan-
guage teaching have assumed that the content of learning is unproblematic

and the process of learning straightforward. These approaches produce a

teacher-dominated"frontar dauroom discourse of the kind uncovered by

Sinclair and Coulthard in their pioneering study Towards an Analysis of
Dircourse (1975). In this kind of discourse exchanges are typically initiated

and controlled by the teacher, who provides information, asks questions to

test whether tbe information has been understood, and evaluates the
learners responses. (I should perhaps make dear that I believe exchanges

of this kind are essential not only to efficient classrooms but to any
organized behaviour. But their role is essentially to organize and some-
times to teach; it is not dear that they actually help learners to learn.)

Research into first language acquisition has confirmed the com-

monsense intuition that normelly endowed children learn their first lan-
guage by communicating through it. Social interaction with parents,
siblings, relatives and caregivers seems to be the engine that drives normal

first language development; but it is crucially supported by processes of

psychologcal interaction by which tbe child integrates new material with

what it has already learned. Of course, there are well-documented
exceptions to this general pattern: handicapped children who were ince-

3
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----warvable of speaking but nevertheless acquired a first language and have
---subsequendy managed to express themselvon linguistically, perhaps by

using a specially designed typewriter. In these cases psychological interac-
tion bas apparently been enough; though it seems to me evident from the
writings of Christopher Nolan (1981, 1987) that silent participation in
social interactions must have played a central role in his acquisition
process.

These thoughts, of course, are encapsulated in the first part of my
title, "input and interaction", for itseems to me self-evident that provision
for second and foreign language learning should be based as closely as
possible on an understanding of naturalistic language acquisition proc-
esses. This is not just a matter of common sense; the research evidence
indicates that using a target language in an acquisition-rich environment
is the surest way to achieve both fluency and accuracy (see, for example,
Singleton & Little, 1986). The problem for classroom learning, of course,
is that it is impossible to replicate either the amount or the intensity of the
first language learner's exposure to and interaction through and with his
mother tongue. However, this does not alter the fact that in the language
classroom we come closest to the circumstances of naturalistic language
acquisition whenwe persuade our learners to interact as much as possible,
psychologically and socially, with and through thetarget language. Accord-
ingly, our essential pedagogical task is the provision of a large and varied
target language input and the promotion of psychological and social
interaction. Input and interactionare respectively the concerns of the third
and fourth parts of the paper.

3 Input and channel

We can define input as those instances ofthe target language in use
to which the learner is exposed during his course of learning. They include
printed texts and the use made of the target language by the teacher and
other learners; but increasingly they should also include instances of the
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target language transmitted via media other than print.

Unul about thirty years ago it was posuble to provide most class-

room language learners in these islands with only ttvo sources of input, the
teacher and their course book; a minority hadaccess to a third source of
input in the person of a language assistant. In these circumstances it is
hardly surprising that the sIdlls of reading and writingwere often valued
above the skills of listening and speakin& Interestingly, tbe shift of
emphasis achieved bythe audio-lingual metbodwent hand in hand with the

introduction of the language laboratory, and it seemsprobable that theone
would not have happened without tbe other.

Sincie the late 1960s first the audio cassette, then the domesticvideo

recorder, and most recently the microcomputer have arrived on the scene
as possible teaching aids. There has been much discussion of the extent to

which they can replace the teacher, but by and large the fact that these
technologies have revolutionized communication within and between
societies has gone unremarked and undiscussed by the language teaching
profession. The development of media technologies has given riseto new
kinds of communicative event, which are characterized bynew configura-
tions of language. For example, in Ceefax the constraint of screen size
combines with the requirement of legibility to produce texts whoseecon-
omy of style and structure is not exactly reproduced elsewhere; while the

interactional configurations of television quiz shows are apparently unique

to teleVion quiz shows. Much work remains to be done hy sociolinguists

and discourse analysts on these and a multitude of similar phenomena.

If a language course planner of thirty years ago had drawn up a list
of the target language text types that successful learners should be ableto
cope with, it is likely that most items on his list timid have been printed
texts. Cettain kinds of radio and television programme might also have

been mentioned, though at tbat time they presented the problem that they

were often broadcast at inconvenient times and could not easily be
recorded; so that it was difficult to perceive them as potential learning
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materials.

It is a sad fact that the reality in many, perhaps -most, language

classroom remains largely unchanged from thirty years ago. Of course, it
should be very different. For nowadays it is not only the case that the
successful general language learner needs to be able to cope with a variety
of media texts that simply did not exist in earlier times; it is also possible
to record examples of all these text types for use as learning materials in
the classroom.

We are here, of course, in the territory of the authentic text; that is,
the text which has been created for some purpose other than teaching
language. I suspect that for most language teachers theterm "authentic
text" means simply newspaper or magazine article. But thanks to the
development of media technologies, the term logically embracesnot only
every conceivable kind of printed text, from chewing-gum wrapper to
classic novel, but every conceivable kind of radio and television broadcast

and the multifarious products of hybrid media like Ceefax.

In terms of our learners' behavioural objectives we need to distin-
guish between authentic text types that they should be qble to cope with
receptively as part of the everyday culture of their target language, and
authentic text types that they should themselves be able to produce. It is
important to recognize that input belonging to this lattercategory may also
be specially devised for language learners, loss of authenticity being
compensated for by greater sharpness of focus.

It is also important to recognize that media technologies make it

increasingly difficult to keep channels separate in the traditional wanner
of the separation of the four skills: we are used to simultaneously reading
text and hearing speech on television, and the mixture of text, graphics,

sound and vision is increasingly common in computer applications. It
seems to me entirely possible that the strict separation of the four skills of

listening, speaking, reading and writing 'm audio-lingual theory was in part
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conditioned by the limitations of media technologies thirty or so years ago.

These arguments tend towards two concluskms: first, that language

learners' behavioural objectives should be defined partly in terms of the

text types, inailmedia, that they should be able to cope with receptively and

in some cases produce; and secondly, that most language learners are
exposed to a 1.-ange of input that is seriously impoverished when set beside

the reality of media communication in target language communities. Of

course, any attempt to make good this deficiency involves not only

gatheringa corpus of input,but devisingways of tramformIng it into intake;

and that thc4ght brings me to the fourth part of the paper.

4 Interaction

I have already referred to the traditional pattern of classroom
interaction in which the teacher initiates, the learners respond, and the

teacher provides evaluation and feedback. In recent years it has been

widely recognized that we must loosen this structure. For one thin& if our

learners are to become effident communicators in their target language
they will need plenty of practice in taking initiatives; for another, social

interaction of the kind likely to promote language learning is effectively

excluded from traditional classroom discourse.

The first question that teachers usually ask of a piece of technology

is: Will this replace me? It is easy to mock this amdety, but equally easy to

forget that the language laboratory was originally designed as a teaching

machine rather than as a learning resource. Its technical functions were

shaped by the classic audio4ingual fourishu structure da, which in turn

was shaped by a Skinnerian view of language processing and language

learning.

According to Skinner (1957) speakers learn "standard patterns" or

"skeletal frames" as the basis of sentence composition; these "patterns" or
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"frames" are composed of "key responses" NOUNS, VERBS, ADJEC-
TIVES; knowledge of "pauerns" or "frames" permits a speaker to order
"key responses"; once "key responses" are ordered, other words may be
added for "quantification" or "qualification". Thus the "key responses"
hwtry and man are ordered on the basis of the "frame" NOUN +
ADJECTIVE and are then respectively "quantified" and "qualified" by
the and ii to give "The man is hungry".

One of the language laboratory's strongest selling points was that it
gave all learners an equal chance to speak the target language. But of
course the structure of the standard language laboratory drill is another
version of traditional classroom discourse. It allocates the first and third
turns in each exchange (initiation and feedback) to the teacher's voice,
leaving the learner the second and fourth turns (response and echo). When

it is used in accordance with the intention that underlay its original design,

the language laboratory is unlfitely to promote the kind of interaction we
are looking for and neither, it is worth adding here, will many of the
computer programmes developed for language learners, which are con-
structed on the same discourse pattern. However, when I first mentioned

traditional classroom discourse I argued that it has an important but
essentially supporting role to play in organizing classroom activities; and

it seems to me that language laboratory and computer drills can likewise

play an important supporting role despite their poverty of input.

So the question remains, how can we promote the right kinds of

interaction between learner and input? One answer lies with the approach

to the exploitation of authentic printed and audio texts that has been
developed in association with the Authentik newspapers and cassettes (for

a fuller account ofwhat follows, see Devitt 1986 and Ilttle et al. 19E8). The

essence of the approach is that it sets out to activate and exploit as much

as possible of the learnere existing knowledge of the world, of text types
and the norms of interaction, of linguistic forms - in order to lead them to
understand input texts but also to produce texts of theirown. One example
will serve to illustrate the approach.
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Learners working in groups of three or four are given a jumbt of
_ derived from an authentic text. Their fug. task is to organize thetst-

into four overlapping categories, PERSON, EVENT, TIME,
--IPLACE, and their secood task is to use the words to construct a story

dine. Their third task is put into an appropriate order the jumbled

ntences of a sinsplifsed version of the authentic text, and their fourth task

to use the resulting ton to flesh out their own story. Their fifth task is to

9-
sitthontir trvt

There are many variants on this chainof actMties, some giving more

prominence to comprehension, others =phasing oral or written produc-

lion. They are quick and euy to devise; and experience has shown that they

are highly successful in promoting social interaction among learners and

:cal interaction between the individual learner mad the target

_ .anotagie. In particular they prompt learners to ask themselves and one

quesdons about linguistic form and structure that often go to the

- eaxtoLtarget language grammar. This approach was developed for use
iith the exisdng Authendk padmp of newspaper and audio cassette. It

-7.-Jororba particularly we3 when It embraces tem in both media - typically

newspaper and radio rerorts of the same event; and there is no reason why

it timid not be extended to embalm video tuft too.

We have found that pupils using the Authentik approach attach
great importance to the texts that they themselves produce and are

prepared to go to considerable lengths to ensure that they are as free from

error as possible. Audio and video recorders allow us to encourage

learners to attach the same importance to the production of spoken texts

- for wimple, sketches and playlets, spoof news bulletins or weather

forecasts, quiz games or commercials. The discussion, preparation, script-
ing, rehearsal, recording and playback of an audio or video text of this sort

t.pt to promote intense interaction in both kinds.

I conclude this part of the paper by addressing briefly the specific
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challenge of the computer, which is after all interactive in a sense that other
media technologies are not: in order to function at all, the computer
requires sustained input from a user. Clearly there are modes of interac-
tion between learner and machine that fall a long way short of the
interaction that supports language learning - I have already referred in
passing to programmes that follow the same structure as the classic
languaii latotatory pattern drill. But equally dearly, the computer offers
the possibility of simulating sodal interaction (think of computer games:
think of the language learn* programme Granviik, which simulates a
five-day holiday in France) and at the same time stimulating psychological

interaction. What is more, it does this via printed text and graphics and
(though mostly still in experimental configurations) sound and vision. In

other words, it offers itself as an interactive microcosm of enormous
potential benefit to language learners, whether they are using it in groups
or individually, in the classroom or at home. (In the Centre for Language
and Communication studies we have devised the AUTOTUTOR, which
goes some of the way down the road I have just sketched; see Little and
Davis, 1986, Little, 1988.) As we stand on the threshold ofa fully integrated
CD technology, it is vitally important that more applied linguists and
language teachers involve themselves ia research and development work
in this uea.

S Teachers, learners and learning environments

I turn by way of conclusion to the implications of my arguments for
teachers, learners and learning environments.

If we provide our learners with a large quantity of input in different

media, it follows that input provided directly by the teacher should occupy
much let learning time than has traditionally been the case; and if social

and psycnological interaction is the engine that dzives successful language

learning, it follows that the teacher must reduce "frontal" teaching to the
essential minimum and resist the temptation to dominate all discourse that
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occurs in the classroom. This amounts to a shift in the teacher's role that

is already familiar enough from communicative theory but (I suspect)
rarely realized in practice.

As far as learners are concerned, the need to stimulate social
interaction gives prominence to work in pairs or small groups, while the

need to stimulate psychological interaction emphasizes the uniqueness of

the individual learner and the importance of learner autonomy. Again this

is familiar enough from communicative theory though rarely realized in
practice. Teachers are all too aware of the ground that they have to cover,

so that it cannot be said too often that learners need discourse space and
time in which to learn. At a recent Authentik in-service course a weak
learner was obviously ha;ing difficulty understanding the activity she and

three other learners were engaged on. One of the teachers taking the
course noticed this and intervened. It was clear that tke teacher's
intervention increased the learner's confusion. However, as the activity

proceeded the learner gradually got the hang of it. Afterwards she

remarked: "It was eader without the teacher."

Perhaps the typical learning environment is the chief reason not
only for the relatively small impact that media technologies have made on

language teaching, but also for the widespread failure of &caul teachers

and learners to correspond to the communiadve ideal. Languages are
among the subjects that are thought to need no special facilities, with the

possible exception of a language laboratory. Audio and video equipment

is often difficult of access, and the use of an audio or video recorder in an

ordinary classroom may well disturb the class next door. In other words,

in most learning environments it is all but impossible for teachers to use

media other than print and (sparingly) audio.

My solution to this problem is radical: the importance of media

technologies as sources of input and sdmulators of interaction demands

that we create special language learning environments to accommodate
them. languages should be taught in large room which have (minimally)
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easily movable tables and chairs, a language laboratory installation for
drills and listening practice, at least one video playback facility, several
computers, simple audio and video recording facilities, and enough spare
space to devise a simple set I can imagine that this proposal would be
dismissed as wildly unrealistic by most school managers - to say nothing of

the Department of Education. Such a reaction would accurately reflect the

extent to trhich language teaching has failed to come to terms with media

technologies and their implications for language, communication and
learning. It would also confirm the essential emptiness of all the talk about

how badly we need to teach more foreign languages more efficiently to
more learners.
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SOCIOUNGUISIICS AND SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION: A
VARIATIONIST PERSPECTIVE
Vera Regan
University College, Dublin

This article will consider the potential contribution of Sociolinguistics, and

especially variationist sociolinguistics, to the field of Second Language

Acquisition. It will examine the relationship between the two domains and
some implications of this relationship for process of language learning - both
in instructed and naturalistic language learning situations.

Second Language Acquisition (SIA) research is finding itself, increasingly,
in need of a unifying theory. Since the seventies, the discipline has been

involved in psychological concerns, and sociolinguistics and SLA have tended

to remain separate from each other. However these two domains have much
in common, in contrast to the field of theoretical linguistics. The theoretical

linguist bases her observations on introspective knowledge. The sociolinguist,

on the other hand, uses an empirical database from fieldwork in the speech

community. SLA likewise, uses such empirical data and needs an equally
practical method of analysis. It is in fact very difficult to study linguistic and
psycholinguistic phenomena apart from sociolinguistic considerations, and
SIA is rapidly adopting sociolinguistic methods.

SOCIOLINGUISTICS kND SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

Sociolinguistics, as it is currently generally understood, is concerned with the

importance of the social setting to language. Where structural linguistics had

talked of "free variation", sociolinguistics as defit td by Labov in the 60's

stressed that these variations are socially conditioned. Sociolinguistics has
evolved out of an effort to resolve questions about variation in language. It is
concerned with change and systematic variation.

As regards SLA, there are many general reasons for being aware of the

contributions of sociclingustic studies to language learning, and these are by
now widely accepted by language teachers and researchers. For instance, the

question of which sort of language to teach to the learner is of major

impoitance to language teachers. A sociolinguistic description of the spoken

language of a speech community is generally a more accurate indicator of the
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sort of language the learner will be confronted with in a real communicative

situation. The dissaray of the learner when confronted with ''real French" for

instance, is well documented.

In addition, increasingly, much SLA research has ate looked to

sociolinguistic techniques of data elicitation, particularly Labov's technique of

eliciting personal narratives. The narrative is taken as the discourse unit

which reflects the most systematic and least monitored interlanguage speech

(Tarone 1982, 0 Connor 1987). For Inter language also, it is important to get

natural, unmonitored speech, as this is where, according to Labov, we best see

the system, rather than in elicited speech, which is, by definition, an artificial

form. The speakers' system is in their relaxed speech: "In isolated linguistic

tasks, for example, speech is no longer a meaningful activity but is instead an

object of study in iiself..." Trevise and Noyau (1984, P. 166).
Essentially variationist sociolinguistics permits the necessary study of the

grammatical, discourse and psychosocial factors influencing variation in

narrative structure in order to be able to take cognisance of the fimctions of

variation in IL narratives and to understand the ways in which IL variation

may indicate second language processes and developmental paths.

A VARIATIONIST PERSPECITVE
Much sociolinguistic study is done from the perspective of "variation theory"

developed by Labov in the 60's. Variation theory provides tools and constructs

for analysing very variable data such as regional dialects, pidgins and creoles.

It also looks for systematicity in such variable data.

It would seem that Inter language is another such variable domain to which

this can be applied. The language of the learner has been felt to be

systematic, to a certain extent, ever since Se linker's Inter language theory

(1972). So variation theory, on the face of it, would seem to be an appropriate

perspective from which to view learner language or Interlanguage, or

"approximative system", as it has been variouslY called. The domain of SLA

has, in general, taken as axiomatic that systematicity is a feature of IL

However, this should perhaps be looked at more closely, rather than be

assumed.

Interlanguage variation is explicable by: (a) constraints -- linguistic

15
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environment, and (b) reference to developmental or sociolinguistic factors.
There is interaction between linguistic environment and developmental
variation and therefore probably also interaction between linguistic
environment and sociolinguistic factors. An analysis which takes into

consideration all possible factors requires a sophisticated way of measuring the

influence of each of them individually and in combination.

VARIABLE RULE ANALYSIS
Variable Rule analysis is a statistical technique for measuring the relative

contribution of several factors to the production of any speech variant. It has
been perfected progressively by Sankoff, and has been much used by

variationists in sociolinguistics for the analysis of variation in native speech

studies (Cedergren and Sankoff 1974, Sankoff and Sankoff 1973, Guy 1980).

Oa French, work in this area has been done by Sankoff and Cedergren's team,
which has done a long term, comprehensive study of spoken French in
Montreal, begun in 1971.

However variable rule analysis has dcen very little used for the analysis of
second language acquisition data. The two main studies are those of Adamson

and Kovac (1981) and Young (1988). Many previous studies show one
variable: for instante; Gatbonton (1975), phonological environment; Tarone
(1985), style; Adamson (1981), semantic prototypes; Wolfram (1973),

phonological environment and lexical subcategorisation; Wolfson (1976),

discourse. Each took one independent variable. But variation cannot be due

to just one factor. What is needed is a multivariate factor analysis, which is the

aim of variable rule analysis.

A variable rule describes the variation that is found in the spoken

production of a given linguistic form. Mamson (1988) says, "Variable rules

are written in transformation-generative notation (T-G) but they are

conceptually vety different from Chompskyean rules". There are two types of
variable rules- optional and obligatory. An optional rule is when two different
forms can be used to mean the same thing. For example:

Je vois pas"

Ie ne vois pas."

A variable rule is more precise than a TG rule because it specifies which
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-linguistic context the form occurs in. A TO grammar is interested in which
forms occur and which do not, not how often they occur. A Chompskyean
grammar describes idealised and abstract data. The variationist, on the other

hand, is interested in performance data.
A method which has been developed to analyse such variation is associated

with Labov. This variable rule analysis is a heuristic procedure for discovering

the relative influence of a number of hypothesised factors on the operation of
a particular rule. If, for instance, our IL. data, say from Irish learners of

French, show a variable alternation between the use of the negative "ne .. pas",

ne", we may hypothesize that this variation is conditioned by a number
of factors; phonological, syntactic, transfer or style. It is unlikely that any

single factor can account for all the variation involved. We may now want to

estimate the weight of each factor. This is calculated by considering the
probability of the application of the rule if only one factor is present, and so on

throughout all the factors. Data on each particular combination of factors are
fed into the Varbrul computer programme, and by estimating themaximum
likelihood, the programme calculates the conditional probabilities for each
factor (the Varbrul programme uses maximum-likelihood algorithm, see

Sankoff and Labov 1979).
The advantage of this technique is that it is able to handle complex relations

between multiple variables. The independent variable under consideration
may have more than two values. Also, it is able to deal with the simultaneous

effect of factors in the linguistic environment of a form, factors of

sociolinguistic context, and variables such as age, sex, language background,

and level of proficiency in the 12 and to estimate the probable effect of each
factor individually. We can also look at possible interactions between factors

within the same factor group and across different factor groups.

VARBRUL AND SLA DATA: TWO STUDIES .

Two studies have applied the Varbrul to SLA data. The first is by Adamson

and Kovac (1981) who did a re-analysis of Schumann's English I-2 data from

Alberto (Spanish L1) and found that changes in the distribution of the

variables "no + verb" and "don't + verb" reflect changes in the function of the

variable 'don't" as an indicator of shifts in style.
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Young (1988) did a study on the acquisition of (s) as plural marker in
English by native speakers of Chinese. He found that three majorgroups of
factors influenced variation: stage of acquisition, linguistic environment and
communicative redundancy. The low proficiency speakerswere strongly
influenced by phonological processes. The effect of phonology decreased,
however, as acquisition proceeded. High proficiency speakers, on the other
hand, apiiiiked to be sensitive to the social needs of the communicative act.. .

They accommodated more to the native speakers.

He concludes by comparing his study of (s) plural marking to previous
studies of the same phenomenon, and says that the Varbrul analysis yields a
"far richer, more complex, and more descriptively adequate representation"
(1988: p. 300). He attributes this to two reasons: first to the theoretical
assumption that variation cannot be attributed to one factor or factor group
only; and second to the sophistication of the Varbrul as an analytical tool. He
says that the Varbrul takes into account the number and diversity of the
factors - linguistic, developmental and contextual-which affect variation.
Previous studies which considered the effect of only one independent variable,
produced necessarily "inconclusive and contradictory results", because they did
not control all the other relevant variables.

SOCIOLINGUISTICS AND FRENCH SIA: A RESEARCH PROJECT
There is still a lack of longitudinal studies in SI A. The more notable

exceptions ne include Sato (1985), Huebner (1983), Schumann(1987) and
Schmidt (1983). This lack is even more noticable in the area of variationist
studies of SLA. It would seem thei..1 is a case for longitudinal studies from
both the perspectives of Sociolinguistic and SLA. To demonstrate this, and
provide an expanded discussion of the issues previously raised, I will now
describe an on-going reserch project. This study uses the Varbrul programme
on data from Hiberno-English learners of French. It focuses particularly on
the acquisition of the negative. It is a longitudinal study done covering a
period of three years.

There is a large body of research on the acquisition of French by
Anglophone speakers in the SLA literature. However little of it is done from
a sociolinguistic perspective, and the only work using the varbrul on French, as
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we have seen earlier, is the Sankoff Cedergren study of Montreal French. So

there is so far no SLA study of French using the Vubrul programme. Ideally,
a longitudinal study is the best context in which to study the developmental

and environmental features of Inter language.
A well documented area of SLA is negation. While there is art abundance

of material on the acquisition of negation in English, the area has been much

Jess thoroughly treated in the-literature on the acquisition of French. The
most notable studies include the one by Trevise and Noyau on the use of 'We

.... pas" in Spanish learners of French (Trevise am! Noyau 1984). 'there is a

short term study which contains a small section on negation in relation to

English learners of French, by Ughtbown and d'Anglejan (1985) called "Some
input considerations for word order in French LI and 1.2 acquisition." This

article focuses on the role of input. It advances a more balanced view of the
relative importance of input which avoids the extremes of saying on the one-
hand that 'what goes in, comes out", and, on the other, that input has no effect

whatever. It is important to leave aside the polemic of "whetheeto focus

more on 'When", 'how", and 'in what aspects". In relation to negation, the

formal/written code in French uses a discontinuous morpheme; "ne pas*

(".1e ne veux pas"). Informal speech almost invariably, towever, drops the "ne"

and uses 0 +Vb + pas: le veux pas". The study found that whereas, in the
initial stages of learning, 1.2 speakers used both "ne" and 'pas", after six months

they dropped "ne` for the more native-like vb + pas form (le veux pas").

One could call this behaviour an indication of the trough in U-shaped

behaviour or the learner's sensitivity toward and modelling of input. However,

as the trough and learners awareness of input are often reflective of each

other, it is difficult to determine exactly what motivated the interlanguage
change in the use of negative. In addition, if input is as important as the

authors claim, then it seems curious that the learners made so little apparent

use of the input from their grammar books, which present only the standard

double segment negative.
So there are various questions to be raised in relation to the acquisition of

negation in French:
- Firstly, which are the linguistic constraints in operation? In universal

terms,"pas" is less marked for the languages of the world. Stops, in fact, are
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very common. So, in theory, "pas" should be more common than the nasal

"ne".. On the other hand, nasal is used for negation in many languages

English, Italian, Spanish, Russian and so on. There is in facta general
tendency to preverbal negation -- the ROIllae languages are preverbal.
English is also preverbal. However, we could say French is both pre-and post-
verbal. For the native speaker, 'pas" seems to be more salient. This may even
have to do witfi the suprasegmentals of the language. The stress falls at the
end of a rhythmic group, which is, of course, where 'pas"occurs.

- Does verb class in French -er, -ir -re, affect the use of the negative.

- Does verb tense affect the use of the negative.

Does the difficulty of the task being undertaken ain affectusage. Does the
speaker tend to drop the "pas" more, for instance, when she is doing a more
complicated "job"?

- Does the use of negative correlate with style shifting?

- On the psychosocial level, it would be interesting to know whether the use

of 'he ... pas" changes following a stay in the authentic speech community. For
instance, does accommodation take place between native speaker andnon-
native speaker? Is integrative motivation a factor?

Some wider research questions which the study also explores are questions
such as whether morphosyntactic variation in IL is systematic, whether IL is
systematic, whether the learner's system or subsystems change as acquisition
proceeds, and what are the relative contributions to morphosyntactic variation

in IL of 3 factors: (a) linguistic environment, (b) context of situation, (c) stage
of acquisition for a given form.

CORPUS AND SPEAKERS

For this longitudinal study, ten subjects have been chosen. These are all
first year university students, all of them Irish learners of French. Ingeneral,
they have the same language background. All have English as a first language
and all speak Irish. Many of them speak one continental language as well.

The study aims to follow the progress of the speakers over a period of three
years, interviewing them at the end of their first year at university, then

subsequently after a stay in France and finally at the end of their degree
programme.
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The data consists exclusively of interviews in which the speakers are

encouraged to speak informally on the basis of questions from a number of

modules. These modules are adapted from Labov's modules. Personal
narratives are elicited wherever possible. Any learneri social, linguistic and
cognitive activity is complex and leads to more than one style. However style

shifting is easily elicited by introducing topics which tend to produce a more

formal response. Such topics as language, the student's own language learning
process, education in general are generally useful for eliciting formal speech.
The most spontaneous unmonitered speech has been elicited by an adaptation

into French of Labov's famous "danger of death " module.

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
The variation of "ne ... pas" in the learners speech is analysed using the

Varbrul computer programme (Cedergren and Sankoff 1972). The researcher

identifies the factors which are felt to constrain the appearance of the variable.

As we have seen above, these factors can be linguistic and extra-linguistic.
Then, these factor groups are divided into the individual factors which make

them up. After this, each token is coded. A correlation between the variable
and the factors is noted where it occurs. As many factors as possible are
taken, because extraneous factors can easily be collapsed when the data is

analysed. However, if it is suspected that a factor is at work that has not been

coded for, the entire coding must be done again.
The Varbrul programme produces a coefficient for each factor. A

coefficient of .5 indicates no relation between factors. The greater the

deviation from .5, whether it be positive or negative, the greater the relation

between the two factors. The programme has two statistical measures of "best
fit", that is, how the researcher's analysis of the data actually fits the data. The

first is a chi square per cell figure. The second is a log likelihood figure. The

data is first analysed using all the factors. Then one factor group is eliminated

and the data is analysed again. If the log likelihood score for the second run is
notica'oly different from the log likelihood of the first run, then the particular
factor group significantly contributes to the variation. However, if the two

results are not significantly different, then the factor in question does not

contribute to the variation. We proceed in the same way systematically for all
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of the factors. Ultimately in this way, the relative contribution of each factor
can be gauged.

Thus, after the collection and analysis of the data, it will be clearer which

are the relevant factors in the acquisition of negation by the speakers. In

addition to providing information on that specific issue, the data will also

provide a database for further research into other aspects of French morph°

syntax by Irish people. As a more gafteral contribution, it will also provide

information about the overall process of second language learning.

On another level, the research broadens the relationship between

sociolinguistics and SLA. Sociolinguistics can contriubte to SLA such

techniques such as the Varbrul statistics program which, as a multivariate

factoring process, permits us to determine the relative weight of the multiple

factors involved in the learning process. Ando so, it provides an elaborated

example of possible directions for SI.A in the future.
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TEACHING CIVILISATION THROUGH CARTOONS

Third-level students in traditional modern language

departments are increasingly reluctant to study

literature. In Ireland, they have been protected from

literature, at least French literature, throUghout their

entire secondary studies. Consequently, they sometimes

seem to feel rather cheated that they are now expected to

read novels, poems and plays, since they have got this

far by reading none. How should one cope with this

situation? Should it give cause for alarm? Should one try

to change their minds? Or should one, like a colleague of

mine in a French university, simply call one's literature

classes 'cours de civilisation', thus ensuring many

satisfied takers and no change of content?! In my

experience, by capitalising on our students' increasing

desire to become acquainted not solely with the

literature but also with the civilisation of the country

they are studying, one can initiate them into academic

skills such as socio-cultural, linguistic and ideological

analysis. This, in turn, can constitute a useful and

stimulating background to literary studies, if needed.

In the study of modern French civilisation and in

particular of the high-profile, ubiquitous Parisian
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intelligentia, the cartoons of Claire Bretecher can be

extremely useful. Boone could suggest that these cartoons

capture any situation totally or objectively, any more

than Montesquieu's sideways looks at the Paris of his

generation do. However, recent studies of the Parisian

intelligentia by urban anthropologists (Chalvon-Demersey,

1984, dutoirth, 1987) interestingly corroborate many of

Bretecher'S conclusions. Another case of nature imitating

Lrt, perhaps:

Claire Bretecher's cartoons first came to the attention

of a wide audience when they were published in 'les BD

(bandes dessinas) pour adultes' or adult comics such as

Pilote and L'Echo des Savannes in the late 1960s and

early 1970s. This coincided with the growing

popularisation of cartoons of social comment at that.

time:

Au debut des annees 70, une tornade secoua le monde
jusqu'alors paisible de la BD. Un courant adulte
s'affirmait dans l'ocean moraliste et enfantin des BD
franco-belges, jusqu'l devenir un veritable maelstrOm
(Chante, 1986, p. 18).

It was in this atmosphere of maelstrem and tornado that

on 24 October 1973, the news weekly Le Nouvel Observateur

(no. 463) began publishing a series of Bretecher's

cartoons which she later entitled Les Prustres. Between

1975 and 1980, Bretecher herself as Breticher Editions

published five volumes of these cartoons, each selling

over 100,000 copies. /t is on Les Frustres (volumes 1 -

5).aa well as on Les Mares (also published by Bretecher

Editions) - making a total of 417 pages of cartoons -

that this article is based. These have been chosen

because / believe they represent the best of her work to

date.
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As everyone (or almost everyone!) knows, Roland Barthes

is reputed to have hailed BretScher as 'le meilleur

sociologue franqais'. Depending on how one interprets

this accolade, it means that Barthes either had a very
high opinion of Bretcher's powers of observation or a
very low opinion of French sociologists! At all events,

the society or more specifically the 'tribu' portrayed in
these cartoons is essentially the self-styled Parisian

intelligentia of the 1970s : Left-Bank left-wing and

left-over from 1968, pseudo-radical chic, intellectual

'poseurs', 'ces conformistes de l'anti-conformisme'

(Jacques, 1978, p.68) with left-wing hearts and right-

wing wallets, self-styled liberals who do not even bother

to discover their cleaning lady's surname, Gallic cousins

of the characters created by other contemporary women

cartoonists like Posy Simmonds, Ros Asquith *and Francesca
Becker.

A useful and feasable introduction to the study of this

society or tribe can be a systematic analysis of the

vocabulary they use. By their words, we shall know them;

thus, by dissecting their vocabulary, students can

capture the Frustris : their interests/obsessions, their

pretentiousness, their ambitions and their self-image. In

all, six main 'langues de spEcialitis', corresponding to

six main areas of interest, can be identified in these

cartoons:

I political analysis

II femLnism

II/ psychoanalysis

IV medicine

V literary analysis

VI linguistics

27
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Coincidentally, all the above headings (with the

exception of feminism) figure among the specialised

vocabularies ('indication* de spocialitos') analysed by

Bernard Quemada in his INaLF (Institut National de la

Langue Française) lexicography studies at the CNRS

(Centre National de la Recherche Scientifigue) (1983).

I POLITICAL ANALYSIS:

The political discourse of Breticher's characters, who

are true children of 1968 or 'soixante-huitards'. is

essentially Marxist in origin. Key Marxist concepts such

as class-struggle feature prominently in Les Frustres and

Les Mères. Bretécher's characters see 'le conflit de

classe' and '1a lutte des classes' as being at the very

heart of 'le systeme bourgeois' / 'la socilte nto-

bourgeoise' in which they live, with its 'culture

bourgeoise dominante'. 'Le proletariat' / 'les

travailleurs' are ranged on one side of the struggle and

'les priviligies' with their 'mentalite ilitiste' on the

other. The relationship between the two is one of

'dominant -domine'. Alienation, a central psycho-economic

concept in Marx' and indeed in Hegel's analysis of work

and of society in general, is pervasive: the workers

featured in Bretecher's cartoons are 'alienis par leur

travail' and by 'lea structures alienantes, of society in

general. They are victims not just of alienation but also

of 'imperialisme americain', 'impirialisme cultural',

'repression culturelle' and 'le poujadisme culturel'. For

the clams-struggle to succeed, 'les militants' must

'aid(er) les ouvriers 1 prendre conscience'. As they say

themselves, 'c'est a la minoritt des intellctuels

(i.e.themselvesl) d'activer la prise de conscience'. This

'prise de conscience' is a key-term oft-repeated and even

abused here: 'des tables rondes de prise de conscience'l.
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It may help to bring about an end to 'l'abrutisation des

travailleurs' and 'les barriares de.classe' and the

emergence of 'la wont& de la conscience de classe'

leading to 'les revendications des travailleurs' and

ultimately to 'l'action rgvolutionnaire' i.e. 'la lutte

des travailleurs dant une perspective marxiste-

lininiste'.

Since BretScher's characters are children of the

sixties, Marx_and Mao rub shoulders in her work:_there.

are references here not just to Marx but also to 'le bon'

mao' (Maoist). Les Frustr6s' political credentials are

Impeccable: one 'militante' boasts of her 'dix ans de

militantisme'. Their political genealogies are equally

flawless, as they never tire of pointing out: when one _

character name-drops by referring pointedly: to 'un copain

de cellule de mon pare', one senses his pride in the fact

that not only is he a militant but his father was one

before him toot Stalin appears to have been the dominant

political character in Les Frustrgs' childhood presumably

because of their fathers' political sympathies (or, one

suspects, alleged political sympathies). More recent

political events also figure prominently: there are

references to 'la querre froide', 'le programme commun',

'l'union de la gauche' and the suspicion that 'le PC a

6t6 piCW. In one particularly well-observed cartoon,

some characters boast about the 'peintre sovifitique

dissident' they have managed to acquire - un 'must', an

indispensible status-symbol for any self-respecting

member of this 'happy few'.

In their comfortable Left-Bank apartments or country

houses, les Frustris prefer discussion to action, wards

to deeds.

29
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L'aCtion -proprement dite est -rgcluite il-ta portion
congrue et les hgros de Claire Breticher parlent
beaucoup plus qu'ils n'agissent : on peut meMe dire que
leur activiti essentielle est la conversation, voire le
'baratin' (Barkera-Vidal, 1986, p. 36).

Hence their vocabulary is correspondingly poor in words

relating to political action (I have found just one :

'manifteitationr) and rich in terminology referring to

discussion : 'un politologue', 'la conceptualisation

idgologique, 'une problfimatique rivolutionnaire',. Their

ostensibly Marxist discourse is aemonstrably sub-Marxist,

totally lacking in the complexity and indeed in the

humanity of their alleged hero. Cme wonders if they have

ever actually read him! In their own way, they are as

dogmatic and as imperialist vis-l-vis the workIrs as the

'r4acs', 'ploutocrates' and 'fachos' - those perennial

targets of their oppIabrium - ever were. They see

themselves as the saviours of their inferiors, the

working classes, on whom they will foist their ideas and

solutions along with - in one cartoon - their home-made

consciousness-raising video-film even though the workers,

tired after a long day in a biscuit-factory in Nantes,

just want to go home.

II FEMINISM:

Feminism, or more specifically radical feminism, is a

second 'Lingua do spgcialiti' much in evidence in these

cartoons. Insofaras radical feminist analysis sees itself

as a form of radicsl political discourse, it is

interesting to note the influence on this vocabulary of

the political vocabulary analysed above. For many of

Bretgcher's characters, 'le coMbat des femmes' is at the.

very heart of society. On one side of this conflict, one.,.

finds 'les lutteuses', 'les battantes' and 'les

militantes' who 'Ifont) du fiminisme' and on the other
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one finds the 'phallocrates', 'les machos' and worst of

all 'les collabos' i.e. former feminists 'qui se sont

désolidarisdes des femmes'. This latter group are all

'sexistes' and represent 'le pouvoir male' , 'Des]

schemes masculins', rle mythe de la virilit;', 'les

valeurs viriles' and 'l'antifdminisme primaire'. The aim

of 'les militantes' is to bring about 'la libdration des

femmes', especially that of 'la femme au foyer', 'la

femme -fleur', 'la femme-objet' and 'la femme-alibi' who'

areall victims of 'la phallocratie', 'le chauvinisme

male', '1'imperialisme erotique dominant', 'alienation

mentale', 'repression culturelle' and 'le conditionnement

des femmes', to such an extent that their personalities

have been 'ecras[desP, their sexe 'nie'/ 'colonisd' and

their 'corps invaging'. Once liberated, however, these

women will be able to 's'assumer' or - more specifically

- 'assumer tleur) sexualitP. Concrete examples of the

'prise de conscience' that leads to liberation vary from

at one extreme references to 'des &dresses d'avortement'

(i.e. abortion agencies) to, at the other extreme, 'un

groupe bricolage femme', 'de la poterie ffininiste' and .

'un one-woman sex-show'. As for the enemy, man, if he

learns how to change his baby's nappies, he may become a

'nouval homme' i.e. a token liberated woman and thus

merit salvation.

Once again, words interest Breticher's characters more

than deeds, 'la problimatique fiminine' being for the

Frustris an essentially verbal phenomenon. Thus, here

too, vocabulary referring to action is quite scarce

whereas terminology for discussion is plentiful: 'la

thiorisation de la fiminitude', 'la phEnominologis du

sexe', 'les questions fSministes', 'le discursif feminin'

and those Ubiquitous 'tables rondes de prise de

conscience'. 'Le vgcu fSminin qu'on englobe' as opposed

31
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to 'le vgcu feminin de son corps' are the subject of
endless discussion.

Whi'-e they use the vocabulary of feminists like Greer
and Friedan, the Frustrgs' analyses are totally lacking
in the intelligence, the humanity and indeed the deep
humour that infuse the writings of their mentors. Once
again, like the political crusaders mentioned earlier,
these self-styled liberated saviours are arguably as

imperialist as their enemies: the 'machos' they advise
women to 'plaquer' : they see themselves as

'l'intelligentia du fgminisme who have a right to foist
their own opinions and solutions (neuroses?) on.women who
may not be liberated by their standards but who,

nonetheless, lead happy and satisfied lives - which is
something one could not say about the Frustr4s

themselves.

III PSYCHOANALYSIS

The language of psychoanalysis is a third 'argot

professionnel' that has ceased to be an esoteric domain
and has begun to filter into everyday conversation. The
very title of these cartoons, Les Frustrgs, is obviously
a nod in the direction of the master, Freud, whose work
on frustration, especially sexual frustration, gives
these volumes their title. In these cartoons, mankind is
again divided into differeat camps, this time
psychoanalytic ones : the 'narcissiste', the

'masolchisteP, the 'parano[Ide)', the 'cinglie anormale'
(as opposed to the 'cinglge normale'?), the 'maniaco-
dgpressif', the 'schizophrine' or, more typically, the
'complet schizo'. Such abbreviations indicate familiarity
with and even affection towards these conditions. The
Frustrgs experience 'des diPrimes rgiAtition', 'des
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spasmes', 'des fantasmes', 'des desirs inconscients',

'des complexes terribles', 'des inhib[itions]' and 'des

angoisses atroces'. They 'somatisent', 'fantasment' and

'cajolent le traumatisme'. Their children are future

Frustres: as well as being 'surdouis', they are.

'nevroaes' and 'neurotiques' (according to their parents

at any rate).

One important motif running right through this auto-

analysis is that of 'milt, 'la culpabilitg'. Around this

key-term one finds a whole constellation of 'mots

satellites':

'culpabiliser' : verb, transitive or intransitive as in

essaie de me culpabiliser' or 'on culpabiliserait'

(i.e. feel guilty),

'culpabilise' : past participle or adjective as in 'les

mecs ne sont pas culpabilises par les details',

'culpabilisant' : present participle or adjective as in

'le discours culpabilisant'.

Even insults are couched in the language of

psychoanalysis: 'une demande infantile', retorts a peeved

Frustrie to her companion, 'tu regresses au stade anal'

or, elsewhere, 'tu fais preuve d'un infantilism.

deprimant'. They interpret the world around them in

psychoanalytic terms: a couple having a row about whether

forks should be placed pointing up or down on a table

conclude: 'nous avons pris conscience que cela recouvre

quelquechose d, trls profond'. And Freud is everywhere: a

father reading a book entitled L'Enfant Neurotique

remarks of his son 'son oedipe se manifests'. Elsewhere,

'le tabou de la mere' and 'la revolts contre le pere' are
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evoked as well as 'des complexes de castration'.

The saviour who will lead the way back to 'la

normalite' and help les Frustres to 'reintegrer' their

'deviations' is the 'psy(chiatrel', the 'analyste' i.e.

psychoanalysis in person. Many of the Frustres are thus

about io 'commencer une analyse', 'en analyse' or

'analyse(s)'. Again, as in the earlier category, they

Coast of their impecCable credentials : 'mes huit ans

d'analyse' or, better still, 'mes seize ens d'analyse'.

The world of psychoanalysis is their spiritual home for

here words are everything: there is no place for action

(at least not in psychoanalysis 'revue et corrigge' by

the Frustrei). They are thus free to devote all their

energy to psychoanalysing themselves with a grasp of pop-

psychoanalysis almost worthy of Cosmopolitan Magazine!

IV MEDICINE

Their vocabulary also reflects their interest in

medical matters: a fourth 'langue de speCialitg' here.

Their lives are full of Valium, Tranquilline, Tranquilax,

'pilules apras-coup', 'cardiologues',

'electrocardiogrammes', 'ionisation', 'massages 1 l'iode'

and injections of 'corticdides'. They are victims of

'cloisons fibreuses', 'graisse fibrosee', 'grippes

intestinales' and 'une espace d'angine sans fiavre'. Even

their reading matter, such as Illich on doctors, reflects

this obsession. However, if one examines them carefully,

one discovers that they are suffering from nothing more

serious than 'cellulite' and 'maladies psycho-somatiques'

i.e. fat thighs and imaginary illnesses. In other words,

their obsession with the medical world, like their

interest in psychoanalysis, is simply a reflection of

their profound narcissism.
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v LITERARY ANALYSIS

As well as politics, feminism, psychoanalysis and

medicine, the Frustrgs are passionately interested in

literature, but not just any kind of literature : the

authors they read (or pretend to read and even to re-

-read) are Lacan, Barthes, Proust, Gluckman... In one

cartoon, the popular fiction we.ter, Guy des Cars, is

scorned presumably because he is too accessible. Again,

the writing favoured by the Frustrgs is not just any kind

of writing : it is 'la dgsgcriture', the more

impenetrable the better. It is full of 'artitoations

structurales', '61gments non-symbolisables' and final

chapters on which one is 'bloqug'. Again, as in earlier

categories, political vocabulary is echoed in phrases

such as 'le terrorisme du torte'. Like literature,

theatrwand cinema have to be steeped in 'distanciation'

and 'brechtisme' to be acceptable.

VI ART

Art constitutes one of the Frustrgs' main interests as

long as it is 'la contre-ptinture' full of 'non-couleur'

and 'a-couleur'. Chagall is referred to disparagingly

presumably because, like Guy des Cars, he is too

accessible. Art is regarded as vital for everyone,

especially children, as it will develop their

'crdativitg'. Children are thus dispatched to 'ateliers

de criativitg' which are in reality merely up-market

babysitting services. Indeed, so intense is les Frustrgs'

interest in 'la crikativit$' that the worst thing that

could happen to them would be to 'se sentir dgpossgdg de

son individualitg criatrice'. Breacher herself leaves us

in no doubt as to her thoughts on this obsessiot with 'la

35
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creativite when she introduces one Frustree as the

'creatrice de la saucisse musicale et de la structure
ludique de Bagneux't

VII LINGUISTICS

. . .

Linguistics is a constant target for Breacher's

satire. In Les Frustres, simple terms Iike 'conversation'

become 'discours' or 'verbalisations' which consist of

'la partie emergente' and- 'It pestle sOuslacente''. Les

Frustres see the world around them as consisting of 'le

contenu' and 'le contenant' , and life as a perpetual

struggle with 'signifiants' and 'signifies' that do not

quite match. Once again, Breticher's feelings on these

'verbalisations' become clear when she features a

Frustree who laments the difficulty of fitting the

'signifiant' into the 'signifie' when what she means is

thr-t she cannot fit into her new swim-suitt

CONCLUSION

Why do the Frustris speak like that? Why do they not

use 'proper' French? They speak like that less for

reasons of communication than for socio-cultural ones:

they wish to be clearly identified as members of a

particular socio-cultural in-group (the left-wing

Parisian intelligentia), so they adopt what they perceive

to be its I.D card, its designer label i.e. its language,

its 'sociolecte'.

On shit que les langues de sOcialit6 utilistes en
dehors de leur contexts normal dinotont moins qu'elles
no connotent. De cc fait elles ne sont pas tent faites
pour communiques des informations que pour permitter* 1
ceux qui les utilisent de se ddmarquer socialement ou
intellectuillement par rapport d'autres groupes
('out-groups') et en mime temps de dtmontrer leur
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appartenance un groupe qui leur serait propre
group') (Barrera -Vidal, 1986, p. 37).

It is significant in this context that one Frusttee

declares that without an understanding of structuralism,

one cannot really 'briller dans les salons' : that, after

all, is all that Counts. /n other words, wbat matters is

not what they say but the way in which they say it, the

'forme, not the fond. Language is evacuated of meaning:

only the outer shell counts; one might go so far as to

say that only the outer shell exists.

The targets of BretScher's satire are, paradoxically,

the kind of people who buy her books; her employer, Le

Nouvsl Observateur, comes in for constant satire in her

work as does her most illustrious fan, Barthes

Fragments d'un Discours Amoureux is a 'must' on any

FrustrS's bookshelf. It is as if, by immortalising the

FrustrSa in her cartoons, she is recognising their

existence and thus investing them with some kind of

identity. After all, to be featured in Le Nouvel

Observateur one must exist! Underneath the satire,

however, one senses Breticher's affection for these

'paum4s', these lost souls who are fundamentally innocent

but who have forgotten who they are.

Apart from their immediate use in the study of a

particular section of French society, these cartoons

afford constant pleasure and amusement to the reader.

Claire Breacher is popular culture at its best. By her
intelligence, her gift as a draftswoman, her knack to
capture tho essence of a situation and her desire to
deconstruct beliefs and ideologies, Breticher offers
refined entertainment. This intellectual pleasure she
gives us through laconicity and condensation is a
liberating force more effective perhaps than political
slogans and moral preachings (8herser, 1980, p. 403).
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SUPPORT FOR TNIC SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL LANGUAGE LEARNER: THE
. CASE OF THE TCD ENGINEERS

David Singleton

C.L.C.S., Trinity College, Dublin

The general issue I au going to address in this paper

is that of providing support for the second language

learner which goes beyond information and activities focused

on the object of learning, the target language, and which

also concentrates on aspects of the learning process.

Process-oriented support of this latter kind is sometimes

'called "counselling", but is also referred to by connotatively

more neutral expressions such as "guidance", "advice", or

simply "help".

The classic model for language learner counselling has

been supplied by the Centrede Recherches etd'Applications

en Leagues (C.R.A.P.Z.L.) of the University of Nancy II. At

this centre some exteemely interesting work has been carried

out with what the C.R.A.F.E.L. team call their "sutonomes",

that is learners who, for ono reason or another, cannot or

do not wish to participate in language classes and who there-

fore do their learning in isolation from a pre-determined

routine of instruction, from set materials and from teacher

and peer-group support. C.R.A.P.I.L.'s experience has been

that one can greatly assist such learners by making available

to them a helper whom they can see on a one-to-one basis and

who will advise them as to learning materials relevant to

their needs, discuss with them the kinds of organizational

and learning strategies they might appropriately develop,

and who will talk through with them their difficulties and

discouragement. as well as their successes and satisfaction*

(see, e.g., Abe A Grosso Mt). C.I.A.P.Z.L.'s findings in

this regard have been echoed by the results of similar

schemes in other places - the Department of Linguistics,

University of Cambridge tad the Centre for Language and
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Communication Studies (C.L.C.S.), Trinity College, Dublin, to
name but tvo (see, e.g., Harding & Tealby 1981; Little & Grant
1986).

A question that has confronted the C.L.C.S. scheme in
recent years is the folloving: is it possible to provide a
counselling dimension to self-instructional language-learning
in contexts vliere one-to-one encounters between learners and
helpers are not normally taking place? What I wish to suggest
on the basis of our experience vith a programme where just
such a provision in just such a context has been attempted is
that the answer to this question is, reassuringly, yes.

The programme in question is a programme in German open
to students of Engineering Science and may be taken by both
complete beginners in German and students who already know
some German. It runs over two years, at the end of which an
examination may be taken. Successful candidates in this
examination are avarded a certificate of proficiency at
either "beginners"or "intermediate" level. Thus, at syny
time there are four categories of student following the
programme (usually in very small numbers): beginners end non-
beginners in the first year of the programme, and beginners
and non-beginners in the second year of the programme.

The core of the programme is the BBC German Kit, a

self-instructional package based on the BBC's multi-media
course Kontakte. The assessment at the end of the programme
has a compulsory component based on these materials and

comprising a ton-minute oral test (four role-plays) and a

one-and-a-half hour pencil-and-paper test that uses partly
printed and partly audio materials as stimuli. All learners
are encouraged to develop some special interest that they can
pursue through German, and additional assessment is provided
for this if desired.

During the pilot phase of this programme funds were
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available-to:employ-a full-time-research-asiistent, Aedamar

Grant, whose responsibility it was to overate and monitor the

programme and to provide councelling for its participants

(see, e.g., Little A Grant 1986; Little 1988). At the end of

this phase it vas decided to try and maintain the counselling

dimension of the programme, even though this would have to be

provided by permanent CLCS staff members in a somewhat more

ad hoc manner than during the period when a full-time research

assistant was available to us. Accordingly, at meetings

arranged at the beginning of the academic years 1984-5 and

1985-6 for students embarking on or continuing Vith-the

protramme, times were negoriated when individual learners

could consult one or other of tvo C.L.C.S. staff members.

In fact, though, very few consultations took place under the

new regime, and those that did mostly concerned practical,

organizational matters.

Precisely why this offer of counselling back-up vas not

more widely taken up ve still do not know. However, the

fall-off must be connected in some way to the transition

from a situation where counselling was available virtually

constantly from person for whom the programme and the prog'rees

of its participants were the principal foci of her working day

to one where the counsellors who proposed themselves were

rather obviously otherwise preoccupied for most of the time.

In Any event, we had to take seriously our clients' all too

clearly negative assessment of the new arrangements. We

simply had to revise these arrangements if the service we

ware endeavouring to provide vas to be of any use to our

clients in terms of genuinely facilitating their learning or

indeed to us in terms of yielding research data.

Our second attempt to offer a counselling service without

benefit of a full-time counsellor drew on something that had

been noticed in the pilot stage of the programme when meetings

were arranged between groups of learners and native speakers:
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These meetings came to play an important role in
maintaining learners' motivation. Although they
were not originally conceived as such, they
sometimes assumed the status of group counselling
sessions where participants in the scheme compared
their progress and discussed one another's
difficulties.

(Little 1988, p. 81)

It seemed to us that the group dynamic so clearly evidenced

in such meetings might well be more systematically exploit-

able - and to good effect. Out of this insight evolved our

current practice, which is to organise at fairly regular

intervals during the programme group meetings at which, by

pre-arrangement, particular parts/aspects of the programme

are focused on, but at which learners are also free to bring

up any problem or issue that is of concern to them.

Each session lasts between forty and fifty-five minutes.

In the early stages of the new arrangements the observation

of those sessions which were observed was less than systematic;

written notes were taken concerning their general content and

particularly "interesting" episodes and utterances. More

recently, however, audio recordings have been made of eight

of the sessions . four involving students in the first year

of the programme and four involving continuing students. The

discussion that follows is based on an examination of data

gathered from all the group sessions observed, but detailed

allusion is made only to the taped sessions. These are

referred to as iniicated in Tables 1 and 2 in Appendix A. It

will be noted that the numbers of students attending these

sessions have been consistently small - very small in the case

of Year Two sessions. No more than nine participated in any

of the recorded sessions. In one instance - the session

recorded on Tape II (iv) - only one student turned up, so that

this particular encounter vas a group session in conception

alone:
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From the outset the group sessions have been "sold" to

the programme participants as additional opportunities to

practise what they have covered self-instructionally and to

monitor their progress in German. Our hope was always,

however, that other uses would be made of the sessions, end

that is indeed what has happened. Thus, whilst for the bulk

of the time during these sessiona learners and animateur are

talking in or about the target language or discussing aspects

of the associated culture, time is regularly devoted to other

matters - roughly summarisable as follows:

(i) contextualising the arrangements and procedures

proposed by reference to learners' background and

progress to date;

(ii) exchanging information and comment about the

organization and content of the programae;

(iii) discussing particular learning problems and

strategies.

Under (i) is included the seeking and giving of general

information about students' language learning experience

(whether or not they studied Carman or other second languages

at school; if so, to what level; etc.) and recapitulations

regarding the number of units of the self-instructional

materials that have been covered to date, what was practised/

monitored in the previous session, etc. Examples of events

falling within category (ii) are: the seeking and giving of

information about the nature of the learning materials, the

negotiation of borrowing arrangements, the fixing of dates

and times for future sessions and the final examination, and

comments on various aspects of the materials and the group

meetings. Category (iii) subsumes all instances where

learners seek advice: about or simply describe a learning

difficulty or dilemma and whore guidance or feedback,

solicited or-otherwise, is offered to learners.

With regard to activities focussing on the target



language and culture for present purposes all such activities

are considered together. However, this is not to imply a

monolith. On the contrary, a whole range of processes,

orientations and emphases are bedfellows in this category -

a rough schematization of vhich is attempted in Figure 1 in

Appendix S.

Table 3 in Appendix A provides a breakdown of the taped

sessions in terms of percentages of time accounted for by

each of the above-mentioned categories. Mese percentages

are very approximate - in at least two sense,-. First, the

analyses operated in terms of foci of entire stretches of

conversation without regard to odd words and phrases whose

focus diverged from that of the whole. Second, the percent-

ages are based on timings which have been rounded to the

nearest minute and are themselves rounded to the nearest

integer. The role of this breakdown in the present context

is simply to show the range of uses to which each session

was put and to give a rough idea of the relative prominence

of each dimension of each session as measured by a real time

criterion.

There is nothing especially surprising about these

figures. It is worth.noting, however, that in every single

session there was some contextualizing, some discussion of

programme organization and/or content and some attention

given to particular learning problems and/or strategies, as

well as a range of activities concentrated on the target

language and culture. Whilst this last dimension of the

sessions consistently accounted for most of the time avail-

able, time devoted to other uses never fell below 19% of the

total and averAged out at well over a quarter (28.25%).

In order to illustrate concretely the variety of ground

covered during these group sessions, I have in Figure 2 in

Appendix IS tried to outline from start to finish the course
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taken by the interaction between animatour and learners in

tha session recorded on Tape II (iii). The point of taking

this particular session is that it is in a sense a test case,

being, as can be seen from Table 3, one of those where

activities other than those focussed on the target language

and culture occupied the minimum percentage of time (192)

recorded for such activities. It should be apparent frou

rigure 2 that despite the dominance, in tanporal terms, of

the "practice mode", the interaction in question was a

genuinely dynamic and fairly "freewheeling" affair. In thia

respect, as wall as in relpect of the kind of ground covered,

it is difficult not to see a close resemblance between this

session and one-to-one counselling sessions of the "classic"

type - described in such documents as Abe i'Grammo 1981,

Harding & Tealby 1981, and Little & Grant 1986.

If it is the case that group practice sessions of the

type described can be seen as rsambling in important respects

the kind of individual counselling session that has ketone

familiar frost the "automony" literature, this would sees to

have two implications of a rather practical nature. The

first, and perhaps more obvious, of these is that those of ui

who are responsible for managing and supporting self-

instructional language learning programmes in situations where

a one-to-one counselling service is logistically impossible

or unattractive to the clientele may plausibly infer that

group sessions offer an alternative which is worthy of serious

consideration. Within a group session framework opportunities

can, it appears, be created for discussion to take place and

guidance to be given across a variety of domains, and this

seems to be the case even where the group sessions are I

perceived by the participants as having language practice as

their principal purpose.

The other implication has to do with the relationship

.between the kind of learning context described above and
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ordinary classroom language learning. The point has often
enough been mad, that "autonomy", the phenomenon of learners'
taking responsibility for their own learning, is not some-
thing which should be associated exclusively vith the self-
instructional learner, but should be encouraged and promoted
in all language learners (for some recent papers supporting
this point of view see, e.g., Nolen 1988; Dam & Cabrielsen
19884 Nuttunen 1988; Dahmen 1988). ks has also been pointed
out, notably by Grasso A Abe (1983), the corollary of this
desideratum is that teacher* need to forsake their traditional
magisterial role for that of helper and guide. The importance
of the foregoing is that Lt demonstrates the feasibility bf
such a move. The group sessions referred to were viewed by
the learners as essentially language classes - albeit on a
small scale. Nevertheless, far from resisting a diversifi-
cation of the uses to which the sessions vere put - with its
concomitant effects on the role of the animateur - these
learners activey collaborated in the process.

In fact, one suspects that oven in traditional language
classes learners have always expected their teachers to do a
lot more for them than simply hand down information *bout the
target language and that good teachers have always recognized
the guiding/counselling aspect of their duties. This would
certainly explain the TCD learners' ready acceptance and
exploitation of the multidimensionality of what they were
offered in the group sessions described. In any case, the
lesson is, surely, that we must resist any tendency for
discussion of counselling for second language learners to be
confined to any kind of self-instructionaIly oriented ghetto.
If autonomy is an issue in the context of second language

learning generally, than so is counselling, and for precisely
the same reasons.
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APPENDIX A

TABLE 1: TAPES or GROUP SESSIONS INVOLVING STUDENTS IN YEAR
ONE OF THE TCD SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL GERMAN PROGRAMME

Reference Date of recording No. of participating
number students

I (i) 27 January, 1987 9

I (ii) 17 November, 1987 7

I (iii) 26 January, 1988 5

I (iv) 23 February, 1988 3

TABLE 2: TAPES OF GROUP SESSION INVOLVING STUDENTS IN YEAR
TWO OF THE TCD SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL GERMAN
PROGRAMME

Reference Date of recording No. of participating
number students

II (i) 3 February, 1987 2

II (ii) 10 March, 1987 2

II (iii) 8 December, 1987 4

II (iv) 16 March, 1988 1

TABLE 3: BREAKDOWN OF TAPED GROUP SESSIONS IN TERMS OF
APPROXIMATE PERCENTAGES OF TIME ACCOUNTED roR BY
EACH OY FOUR FOCI

Tape no. Contextualising Programme Learning German
references organisation problems & language

content strategies I culture

I (i) 101 17% 7% 66%

I (ii) 3% 16% 6% 75%

I (iii) 5% 162 9% 70%

I (iv) 4% 11% 42 81%

II (i) 2% 29% 21 67%

II (ii) 4% 17% 2% 77%

II (iii) 4% 11% 4; 81%

II (iv) 121 29% 21 57%

MEANS 5.52 18.252 4.5% 71.752
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APPENDIX E

Figure 1: ACTIVITIES A/MED AT ENHANCING/MONITORING KNOWLEDGE
OF TARGET LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

ANIMATEUIL-GENERATED GROUP-ORIENTED
INPUT IN L2

ANIMATEUL7LEARNER
INTERACTION IN L2

EXPLANATION BY
alliAIIMLIN LI

ANIMATKUL-LEARNER
DISCUSSION IN LI

INDIVIDUAL-ORIENTED

ASED ON MATERIAL COVERED

GOING BEYOND MATER/AL COVERED

DISCOURSALLY FOCUSSED

MORPHOSYNTACTICALLY FOCUSSED

LEXICALLY FOCUSSED

SOCIOCULTURALLY FOCUSSED

Figure 2: STRUCTURE OF GROUP SESSION RECORDED ON TAPE II (iii)

Contextualizing Programme Learning problems German
references organization & strategies language &

culture

General
recap. on
material
covered to
date

Recap. on
material
covered in
previous

Discussion of
arrangements
for book
borrowing Advice to use

books without
tapes only for
revision/
reinforcement
purposes
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Contextualizing Programme Learning problems German
references organization & strategies language &

culture

session and
progress
since.

Focus on
objective in
ono recently
covered unit:
"Understandi'..4
key directions"

Info, about how
course produced
(corpus of data
elicited'from
native informants)

993

110

Discussion
of question
of native
speaker
intelligi-
bility

Practice of
recently
covered
material

Query about
use of bitte
in repltes
to requests
for info.

Discussion
of style-
shifting
triggered
by e.g.s
presence of
microphone

Practice of
recently
covered
material

Discussion of
importance of
signalling
speech intent-
ion through
Entschulditsx
Sie



Beginnings of
winding-up
remarks

Decxsion to
continue for
a while

Enquiry as to
whether problems
encountered with
der-die-das

Admission by one
student that she
found this area
difficult

Anecdote
about German
au pair girl

Practice of
recently
covered
material

Re-eLphasis
of importance
of using
Entschuldigen
Sic to
preface requests
for info.

51

Comment that it
might be worth
paying'particular
attention to
German numbers

Comment that the
material practised
in this session had

994

Return to
question of
native
speaker
intelligi-
bility

Discussion
of numbers
in German
with
reference to
paying in
shops, etc.

Practice of
recently
covered
material



Winding-up
remarks

Arrangenent
of next
session
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Mat makes a test communicative?

Frank Wright

European:School, Luxembourg

This paper explores the concepts of communicative language

testing and reduced redundancy testing. There is a discussion

of a correlation study between the RSA Communicative Use of

English test and C-Test results, and of the testees' reactions

to both tests.

I What is communicative language testing?

it is clear from the literature that attempting to define camunicative

language testing will not be easy. Ami Davies (1985) points out, it often

means different things to different people: Harrison (1983) seems to

maintain that it is as elusive as the jam in Alice in Wonderland.

The origins of ccarunicative language testing are to be found in the need

for language tests to match the development of ccmmunicative approaches

to syllabus design and language teaching. There uas a feeling that

important aecects Of language performance were being neglected by

traditional testing. AsCarroll said:

It seems, (as Morro. (1978)), that conventional tests ignore
certain features of language use, which are that language is
interactive, unpredictable, purposeful, authentic,
contextualissd, based in performance and assessed in terms of

behavioural outcomes. Indemi, it could te claimed that at
present we are not testing genuine communicative performance at
all, tut an artificial, language-like behaviour.

(Carroll, 1980 p12)

Davies (1985) described three continuum categories which are helpful in

situating communicative language testing. The first of these is the

continuum between discrete point and integrative tests. Discrete point

testing, by definition, seeks to estabaish whether one point has been

acquired: the integrative test seeks to teat several elements of language

tcgether - on the basis that this is the way that language is found in

the real world. Communicative lam:page testing will tend to be at the

integrative pole of the continuum.
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The second continuum concerns the distinction between direct and indirect

forms of testing and compunicative language testing will be situated at

the direct pole of the continuum. The indirect approach will seek to

test language behaviour without replicating the behaviour being tested -

for example, Ledo (1961) has even devised pencil and paper techniques of

assessing oral performance.

The third continuum is-between the extremes of norm-referenced and

criterion-referenced tests. Communicative language testing will situate

itself at the criterion pole of the continuum. In other words, the

candidate will be reasured against his ability to fulfill a communicative

criterion and not against his peer or putative peers.

Other writers such as Wesche (1983), Carroll (1980) and Harrison (1983)

have written on the question of defining communicative language testing

and one can perhaps summarise their efforts by saying that carmunicative

language testing is concerned with language in as real a situation as

possible to be judged in terms of the outcome of that situation.

II Reduced Redundancy Testing

If carmunicative language testing attempts to test real language

behaviour in a real context and not merely 'language-like behaviour',

where do tests such as cloze fit in the scheme of things? There are

certainly not cconunicative in the sense that we have discussed above:

they are indirect and usually norm-referenced, and it could te also

argued that they are discrete-point in type.

Some applied linguists, such as Harrison (1983), take the extreme view

that tests such as cloze and dictation are to be viewed as

uncoenanicative linguistic artifacts. Davies (1985, p.31) wonders,

rather ingeniously, whether ws should be concentrating on the testing of

carmunicative language and not the comnunicative testing of language. In

other words, it may not be so much hot we test that is incortant tot

rather what we are testing. He suggests that tests which are more

abstract, less authentic but still 'needs based' have a useful role to

play. He argues that such tests should meet 011er's (1979) two criteria

for a pragmatic test; they are (1) that it mast require the processing of

temporal sequences of language constrained by the normal meaningful

relations of such elements in discourae and (2) that it mist require the

perfozmer of the task to relate the smutyyst elements to
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extralinguistic content. Furthermore, the test must also have an,

'appropriate and feasible! scoring technique. The results of such tests,

. he argues, are generalisatde in away that careunicative tests may not be.

The C-Test is one of the more recently invented tests to claim pragmatic

status in the sense discussed above and it is with this test that this

paper is chiefly concerned. The theoretical foundation of both cloce and

C-Tests is that language is redundant; that is, it contains information

which is superfluous (see $polsky, 1973). This natural redundancy allows

one to 'mutilate' the text, be it aural or written, and to ask the testee

to restore it. For the adult native speaker with a fullydeveloped

competence restoring a text, such as a radio broadcast with interference,

is possible; for a non-native learner the same task can only be donmwith

difficulty. His success rate will indicate, according to the theory, how

far he has progressed in language learning. Klein-Braley, one of the

originators of the C-Test, in discussing close tests explains the theory

succinctly.

The rationale behind these is that a language learher presented
with a piece of mutilated language can use his or her aoquired
competence to restore either the original text or an acceptable
text. The astumption being Ade it that a regular, presumably
linear, relationship exists between the oteerved test score and
the unobservable construct of language competence.

(Klein-Braley, 1984 p134)

This 'assunption' is the basis of the construct validity of all reduced

redundancy testing. There is little new in the general theory outlined

above: Raatz (1987) traces the origins, albeit unaystematic, of such

techniques back to the German psychologist, Ebbinghaus.

Problems with llove procedure

As Aldermen (1979) and Klein-Braley (1981) have shown, there are problems

associated with close and the summary of these problems is to be found in

Klein-Braley (1984).

1) systautic nth word deletion does not necessarily produce a
random sample of the elements of the text;
2) different deletion rates and starting points applied to the
same text produce tests which can differ considerably in
difficulty, reliability ad validity;
3) particularly for homogeneous samples (classroom groups or
monolingual groups) close tests tend to have unsatisfactory
reliability and validity coefficients;
4) there are major problems with the scoring since the scorers
are very much less than unanimous about the acceptability of
individual solutions offered in scoring procedures, while the use
of exact scoring produces extremely difficult and therefore
frustrating tests:
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5) in factorial analysis often a separate close factor appears,
and in Klein-Braley's comergent/discriminant

validation study not
even convergent validity (correlation between two close tests)
could be demonstrated.

(Klein-Braley, 1984 p135)

She also outlines further problems, the most bmportant of which is that

in practice native speakers are rarely able to obta-n a perfect score on
cloze tests. Furthermore, examinees are usually presented with one text
which may lead to biased results depending of the content of the text

chosen; indeed, the Whole problem of text suitability is problematic.

The Carest Procedure

The C-Test was devised by Klein-Braley and Raatz as an attempt to solve

all these problems while retaining all that was desirable about clozc

tests. They set themselves the following criteria for the new test:

it should have several different texts;
it should have at least 100 deletions;
adult native speakers should obtain virtually perfect scores;
the deletions should affect a representative saxple of the text;
only exact scoring should be possible;
the test should have high reliatdlity and validity;

(Klein-Braley, 1984 p136)

The 'C-Test principle' is given below:

starting at the second sentence remove the second half of every
second word. Replace it with a blank. After 20 or 25 blanks let
the text run on to its natural conclusion. If a word has an odd
number of letters, remove the larger half. bawds with only one
letter (English I or a, for example) are ignored in the counting.

(Raatz, 1987 p2)

An example of a C-Test is provided below.

Dr. Jarvis Bastien tried to teach a male dolphin, Buzz, and a
female dolphin, Doris, to caumunicate across an opaque barrier.
First o all, wh they we still toge , Bastien
tau the dolp to pr buttons wh they sa a
li If t light w kept ste they h to
pr the ri -hand but first. I it fla the
le -hand o 'When th did th correctly t
were rewa with fish. As soon as they had learned to do
this, he separated them. They could hear one another, tut they
could not see one another. Cmly Doris could see the light. But
in order to get fish both dolphins had to press the buttcem in
the correct order. Doris had to tell Buzz which button to
press. Amazingly the dolphins demonstrated almost perfect
success over thousands of trials of this task.

Five or six texts of about sixty words are used and the testees are given

about five minutes per test. As the individual deletions are

interdependent each test is treated'as a ampecites meson test contains
five or six soOk items. 999



III The Masorch Project

The aim of my research is to correlate the results of an 'off-the-shelf'

communicative test of Englith with regults from. C-JTests and to assess the

backwash effect of both types of test. / choae the RSA-tests in the

Communicative use of English as a Foreign Language series whieh set out

to measure whether or not the candidates can do certain things in English

and claim to be authentic both in terms of the tasks which Lhe candidates

are asked to perform and in terms of the type of texts which the

candidates are required to process and-produce.

The RSA examination is offered at three levels: Basic, Intermediate and

Advanced. These levels are defined by the very precise specifications

laid down fot eath. -The examination is divided into four independent

tests at each level: Reading, Listening, Wtiting and Oral interaction.

Candidates are normally free toenter any combination of levels.

The subjects of this research did the testa at the Intermediate level in

all cases. For practical reasons it was not possible to include the Oral

interaction ccmponent of the RSA examination. The Writing Test consitted

of 6 writing assignments - wetly letter writing; the Listening Test

cc:misted of sultiple choice questions and 'fill-ins' based on a
.

selection of radio excerpts; and the Reading Test consisted of multiple

choice questions and 'fill-in' questions based on a selection of articles;

from the 'Observer'.

Despite the aspirations of the RSA test to be an ideal of comunicative

purity there are two features of the tests which are not ca:patible with

this ideal. Firstly, there is the division of the tests into four

discrete skills; real-life ccmmunication is integrated; to divide a test

into four discrete skills is almost of necessity to lessen the life-like

nature of the tests. Secondly, the extensive use of multiple choice

questions in the reading and listening tests is not done in a way that

seeks to replicate real-life language use - if indeed it is possible to

make the multiple choice question wholly ccepunicative.

Nevertheless these tests are highly reputed and widely used and it was

for this reason that they were preferred to any idealised ccrmunicative

test that could have been concocted by the researcher.
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For the purposes of certification by the RSA only a distinction between

those who have reached the target level and those who have not ie

required. In order to draw up a rank order of the pupils, I have sought

to establish how far above or below that target .P'el the pupils have

achieved. This more detailed information is available to the RSA but is

not made available to their candidates.

The papers were marked'by the writer using the marking schemes of the RSA

where these were atrailable and keeping as close to the spirit of the

examination as pcosible.

The C-Tests used were six tests devLsedloy the University of Duisburg for

use with advanced students English. There were 25 deletion pet tett.

The Subjects

The subjects of this research were 55 pupils of the European School in

Luxembourg studying English as a second foreign language in three

different sixth year classes aged between 16-18. It was decided to take

a second foreign language because this is comparable with the first

toreign language situation in most Eptopean countries. (In the European

School a first foreign language is started in the first class in primary

school and used as a medium of instruction in some subjects in the

secondary school).

Method

As the data produced by both the tests are non,parametric, the

statistical test used to correlate had to take this into account. The

appropriate test was the Spearman test for rank order correlation.

Below is the list of variables included in the study.

1 RSA Writing Test (Intermediate)
2 RSA Listening Test (Intermediate)
3 RSA Reading Test (Intermediate)
4 RSA Total (the three tests above given equal weighting)
5 C-Test
6 Teachers' rank order of their pupils in terms of global

ability in English.

The results of 1-6 above were used to draw up the rank order of the

pupils performance within the individual teacher's grcep and across the

entire sample of 55 pupils. A profile of each candidate such as the

illustrative example belad was arrived at:
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Pupil X Rank

RSA Writing- 9
RSA Listening 21.5

RSA Reading 15

RSA Total 11

C-Test -.12 .. .

Teacher's rank 2*

*This rank order is only used for correlations within the
individual teacher's group as they had little meaning outside

this group.

Using this information, it was then possible to derive correlations

between the rank order results. Statistical analysis was also carried

out within the individual teacher group but I shall deal in this paper

exclusively with the results of the entire_sapple as these results are of

most interest.

The fact that there was a high number of tied observations (i.e. two or

more pupils with the same score and hence occupying the same rank) in

some of the tests has been allowed fcr in the statistical analysis by the

use of the alternative formula for the lpearman test (Siegel 1956, p210).

it is interesting to note on this point that some of the tests spread the

candidates more than others in terms of ranks. This is at least partly

due to the scale against which they were markei. Por example, in the RSA

reading test 20 elements were assessed and these elements constitute the

scales in the 0-Test there were 150.

The marking of the items for all but one of the tests was on a

right/wrong basis; the exception to this rule was the RSA Writing test

where the examiner asseSied the written production against the criteria

laid down by the RSA.

The rank orders provided by the marks of the various tests were

correlated with each other and with the teachers' rank order. The latter

was supplied three weeks before any of the tests took place.

Conclusions of correlational findings

A summary of the main findings is provided below. The full correlation

matrix and analysis will be found in Wright (forthcoming).

1 The RSA test as a whole, the RSA Writing test, the RSA Listening

Test and C-Test are valid tests in terms of correlation with

teacher assessment of their pupils.
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2 If we accept that the RSA test as a whole (Total) is valid in terms

of communicative design, then this research shows that Cirests have

a strong concurrent validity (dorrelation of .706).

3 The RSA Reading Test does not have a significant correlation with

teachers' ranks or the C-Tests and so its validity must be called

into question.

Questionnaire Findings

The second part of this research was to establish the 'consumer reaction'

to the two types of test. Two separate but identical questionnaires

which were filled in by the student* concerning the RSA test and the
C-Tests. The aim of the questionnaires was to determine reactions and to

attempt to determine the backwash effect of the two tests. The pupils
had done only the writing, reading and listening components of the RSA

test but were told of the existence of a fourth, oral component. They
had no knowledge of their results at the time of the questionnaire. A
very brief summary of the main findings is set out below:

1 The level oi enjoyment of the RSA test was significantly higher

than that for the C-Test.

2 In terms of the acceptance of the tests as a basis for important

decisions, the face validity of the RSA test was greater than that
for the C-Test. There was a clear majority judgement that CTests
are unsuitable or very unsuitable for important examinations (56%).

3 The pupils found that the preparation for the RSA test would be

easier than preparation for C-Tests.

4 In order to determine the washback effect of the test, the pupils

were asked to select language activities which they would use to

prepare for the tests. The results of the questionnaires were

similar in that reading was perceived as the number one priority in
both cases however, test practice was perceived as having a more

important role in the preparation for C-Tests than in the

preparation for the RSA test. The RSA test would seem to encourage

a wider range of language activities than the C-Test. Furthermore,

the RSA test was perceived as easier to prepare for than the C-Test

and, therefore, it could be apeculadd more preparation would
11be attempted.
-
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AlOngaide-the'eAplicit information-seeking natime-iii theaUtual questions

I was also attempting to establish whether there was any correlation

between the results of the pupils in the test in question and the

selection orany particular questionnaire item. As the data were

analysed it became apparent that there ums no disoernible correlation.

IV Discussion

In the C=Tes6 procedure, we have a powerful norm-based method of

preparing tests that produces tests which have a high degree concurrent

validity with at least one crerunicative language test. It is clear that

with this sample of pupils at least that it has a lower face validity

than the RSA camunicative tests. It may be argued that this need not be

a disadvantage in many testing situations as most of cur testees are

'captives'. The question, of the washback effect (what Morrow 1905) has

called.'washback validity') will be of major concern especially in the

context of national examinations. The RSA test is viewed more positively
by the testees and would seem to be capable of having a more positive

influence on their approach to preparation.

It would seem that the C-Test, while not attempting to replicate

real-life camel:libation, is capable of providing us - in a most

economical manner -mith limited, but nevertheless, useful information

regarding the testee's ccumunicative ability. Does this make it a

comunicative test? Three factors would suggest that the answer mast

reflain in the negative: lack of face validity; lack of washback validity;

and, most importantly, the fact that its construct validity is based on a

very different xodel of language competence from that of cansunicative
language tests.

This paper is based uPon research carried out for an

M.Litt thesis for Trinity College, Dublin.
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IMPROVING THE RELIABILITY OF AN ORAL TEST

OF COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE

Marie-Annick Gash, Dublin Institute of Technology, Kevin Street.

In an earlier paper (1984) a method of

assessing the oral communicative competence of first-year

pupils learning French with the communicative approach
was presented and discussed.

Briefly, the assessment instrument used consists of a
face-to-face interaction between a learner and a native
speaker of French. There are two parts to the

interaction. Firstly, the interaction takes the form of

an interview between the candidate and the interviewer

during which precise questions about the participants
have to be asked and answered. Secondly, the participants

engage in two task-based
role-play activities. The

assessor records and evaluates the interaction and

evaluates it on the basis of a three-band instrument

which permitted real-time coding (see 1984 pp.21-22).

It was argued that the assessment instrument was a valid
test of communicative behaviour as the language it

elicits from the candidates does not alter the features
of language in use spelled out by Morrow (1977) and which

we claim are in theoretical agreement with the
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communicative approach. Firstly, language in use is

unpredictable:.the prooessing of unpredictable data in

real time is a vital aspect of oral communication. The

language used in role-playing tasks is without doubt

unpredictable and, if the forms of the language used in

the interview are highly prediotable (quel 2ge-as-tu will

predictably be answered by a fora of the following type:

j'ai + figure + ans or figure + ans), interaotive and

illocutionary features of the interaction are not, as the

analysis of the data at the level of discourse will show.

Sacondly, language in use is ccntextualised: a language

user must be able to handle appropriacy in terms of the

context of the situation, this is why the context of the

role-play situations was clearly defined. Thirdly, it

has purpose: the candidate and the interviewer exchange

talk to fulfil a purpose: learn about each other for

example. Samples from the data show that the cand'iates

feel personally involved in the tasks and play the

communicative game without cheating. For example, when

asked about her brothers and sisters one candidate

mentioned the death of a baby brother. Fourthly,

language in use is authentic: the interviewer, a native

speaker, naturally resorted to authentic (non-contrived)

language, and the learner produced unrehearsed,

non-fabricated language, especially in the role-PlaY

tasks. Finally, it is behaviour-based: the



participants will achieve something through language.

It was felt.that the instrument was a valid test of.

communicative competence, but that its reliability needed

to be improved. The aim of this paper is to present the

application of a discourse analysis instrument to the

data as a way of improving the reliability of the method

of assessment used.

The Burton (1981) instrument is first applied to the data

from the conversations between the candidate and the

interviewer. It analyses the tyies of moves (there are

three categories: opening, supporting and challenging

moves) then the types of acts used by the participants

(see appendix for some examples). Analysing the data in

this way allows a detailed analysis of the candidates'

use of language to complement the holistic evaluation of

their competence done at the time of interview. For

example, studying the nature of oandidates'moves will

show whether a candidate takes on an active role in the

discourse, which will be revealed by a high proportion of

opening moves, or whether a learner is content with a

passive role which will be revealed by a high proportion

of supporting moves.

The data are analysed further to allow an analysis of the

candidates's use of strategic competence. This refers

to strategies, verbal and non-verbal, used

by non-native speakers to compensate for real or possible
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breakdown in communication. It was felt that, while

interacting with a native speaker (NS) during the oral

interview, the learners would readily make use of such

communication strategies and that it would be

illuminating to study them because it would help in our

effort to refine the assessment instrument further,

particularly with the aim of improving its reliability.

Faerch and Kasper (1986) define strategic competence

as the learner's ability "to solve problems in performing

and understanding communicative aots (p.180). The

problems referred to here may be due to gaps in the

learner's linguistic and pragmatic knowledge or to

"low accessibility of such knowledge" (ibid.). Tarone

(1976) proposes the following list of communication

strategies:

a- paraphrase which includes approximation, word-coinage

and ciroumlooution.
b- borrowing such as literal translation.
c- appeal for assistance such as " how do you say.."

d- mime.
e- avoidance: topic avoidance and message abandonment.

Communication strategies have a potentially

positive effeot on second language learning for two

reasons. Because they keep the communication

going, they increase the amount of target language

(TL) input (Corder 1981), and they lead the learners to

establish and test hypotheses about TL (Faerch and

Kasper 1986). Also, apart from the last category,

communication strategies are creative devices and
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are probably related to the abilitiesof the

language users. Tarone (1977) found that more able

learners preferred paraphrase whereas the less able

preferred avoidance strategies. In 1984 Ellis

suggested that the notion of communication

strategy might be a helpful one for evaluating the

commuhicative competence of L2 learners. Since

then, some researchers and institutions have

included communication strategies as an evaluation

criterion. Haastrup (1988), using the model

proposed by Faerch et al (1984), includes a

detailed description of communication strategies in

her assessment instrument. She specifies which

communication strategies are to be expected and

accepted ("paraphrasing, and appealing in English

for a repetition" for example) and which ones are

unacceptable ("replacing missing words ineffecti-

vely with mime or gesture and appealing for assis-

tance in Danish" (pp74-75) are two other examples).

Harding (1083) feels that the term communication

strategies, which includes unconscious

communication strategies, does not convey the

"conscious character of the strategies used by

learners to compensate for their deficiencies"

(p.2), and for clarity's sake she prefers

"compensation strategies". They have two

0



functions:a preventive one - they help a

non-native avert problems in a conversation with a

native speaker; and a therapeutic one - they

help a non-native repair the communication

process after problems have arisen. Repair is a

control mechanism that enables the participants in

an interaction to ensure that everything is going

satisfactorily for themselves, and to indicate to

their interlocutor, if necessary, that a problem

exists. The distinction is made between self-re-

pair and other-repair and between self-correction

and other-correction. The distinction between self

and other is a crucial one because it is linked to

the interactive nature of the interaction: who has

control over turn-taking. Using a detailed system

to analyse repair strategies, Tealby (1980, quoted

by Harding) has shown that there is a clear

correlation between level of proficiency of the

speaker and the quantity and distribution of other

repair. At a low level of proficiency one would

expect to observe an increase in the number of

other-initiations and in the number of

self-repairs. For the purpose of our research it

was decided to analyse the number, distribution and

type of repair strategies in the data collected

during oral interviews. Compensation strategies
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of a preVentive measure which, by nature, are very difficult-to observe,

are therefore not studies. The system used is based on Tealby's and

takes account of the following factors:

initiation of repair: pupil or interviewer-initiaied:

PI or II

repair: pupil or interviewer repaired: PR or IR.

means employed to repair:

1 silent pause,

2 filled pause,

3 repeats,

4 unretraced false starts,

5 retraced false starts,

6 corrections: replacement of what is incorrect by

what is correct,

7 interjections,

8 stutters,

9 - questions (hein, quoi, comment, pardon? tu veux dire...)

10 - questions plus partial trouble source repetition

11 - components unused in trouble source turn.

In summary, analysing the repair strategies used by the learners should

confirm their real-time assessment. Learners rated at the top of the

scale (tank 1) would be expected to self-repair more frequently and more

creatively than less able learners (tand 2 or 3). The latter would be

expected to rely on the interviewer to initiate repair (IR) and would

resort to less creative repair strategies such as silent pauses. Data

frca interview were analysed. Excerpts are presented in the appendix

and some aspects of the analysis are presented below.
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a-David and Annetta

'David'rated 1+ And Annetta rated 3, who had taken park in the same

role-play situations were compared first. In the seoond part of the

interview, interesting differences emerged: David's moves were more

varied than Annetta's. For example he would support a preceding move by

the interviewer (in 5 and 12) and he closed the interaction with a

boundary move (in 15) whereas Annetta's moves were only of one kind:

openings.

The analysis at the level of acts confirmed this: David is aware of

features of face-to-face interaction: one acknowledges the contribution

of one's interlocutors (in 5 and 12) before taking the interaction a step

further and one must mark the end of the interaction (here with a moui"

and falling intonation).

b-Elve and Paula

In the case of these candidates, we look solely at nuMber and proportions

of repair strategies.

Excerpts from the data

The data are presented here over six columns. Speaking turns are

numbered for ease of analysis and reference in column one. Moves are

.then presented in column two, the data are written in column three and

analysed at the level of acts in column four, repair strategies aie

indicated in column five, and the real-time coding figures in column six.

1013
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Elve 1+ Paula 3
Interview part 1

26 turns 27

1 PI 0
2 PR 0
1 II 0
1 IR 0

Interview part 2
16 turns 18

O PI 0
2 PR 3
O II 3
O IR 2

Role-play 1
17 turns 12
O P/ 1
3 PR 1
1 II 0
O IR 1

Role-play 2
29 turns 18
1 PI 3
7 PR 0
2 II 0
2 IR 3

total
88 turns 73
2 0.02 PI 4 0.05

14 0.15 PR 4 0.05
4 0.04 II 3 0.04
3 0.03 IR 6 0.08

These figures highlight three differences between the

candidates: 1- Elve initiates repairs less often than

Paula which means that she is less dependant on the

interviewer; 2- The interviewer repairs Paula's

utterances more often than Elve's; 3- Elve

self-repairs her utterances a lot more often than

Paula. A study of the self-repair strategies used by

Elve shows that she uses a wide variety of repair

strategies showing thus that she is quite skilled at
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compensating-for any-deficiencies that may arise in

her speaking turns. She uses filled pauses (PR2), she

retraces false starts (PR5), she repeats parts of her

utterances (PR3) which gives her time to plan the

rest of her turns. In other words, she is more

skilled than Paula at maintaining her position in

the interaction.

Percentages of repair strategies used by
s x can a es.

Band 1 Band 2 Band 3

David Isabelle Annettaturns 125 135 181
PI 0.03 0.08 0.06PR 0.08 0.06 0.03II 0.02 0.05 0.03IR 0.08 0.07 0.11

Elve Michelle Paula
turns 88 124 73
PI 0.02 0.08 0.05PR 0.15 0.03 0.05
II 0.04 0.01 0.04IR 0.03 0.08 0.08

Looking at these figures, it is quite

obvious that candidates rated 2 or 3 at the time of

interview appeal for help (PI) more often than

candidates rated 1. The latter's ability to cope

with difficulties is highlighted by the high

proportion of self-repair (PR) in their interviews:

0.08 for David compared to 0.03 for Annetta

0.15 for Elve compared to 0.05 for Paula.

The number of subjects used in this study.
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is too small to allow statistical treatment of the

. results. However we feel that the percentages obtained

are interesting enough to allow us to state, although

with caution, that the disoourse analysis treatment of

the data seems to confirm the real-time assessment of the

candidates and therefore to strengthen the reliability of

the instrument. The fact remains that there are features

of interaction which influence the perception of the

participants and which cannot, at the present, be

measured. For example, the personality of the candidates

or the interviewer's fatigue might influence her

perception of the interaotion to some degree and

therefore modify somewhat the assessment. Developing a

reliable test of CC is an ongoing task.

I 0 m
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Appendix:

Examples of acts from the Burton model:

Label Symbol Definition
accept acc Realised by a olosed class of items;

"oui" "d'a000rd" etc. Its function
is to indicate that the speaker has
heard and understood the previous
utterance and is compliant.

acknowledge ack

elicitation el

Realised by "oui, mm, d'accord" and
expressive particles. Its function
is to show that an informative has
been understood, and its
significance appreoiated.

Realised by a question. Its function
is to request a linguistic response.
Occasionally it may be realised by a
command requesting a linguistic
response.



tur.mov. .acts .rep .rtc.
Interview, part 2

1 0 P : Ccament t'appelles-tu? el A
2 S I : Frangoise. rep
3 OP : em + + oil em le, oa l'habites-tu? el PI PR5 A
4 S I : J'habite oa

Dun Laoghaire.
1

rep
IR10

5 S P : Ah oui _- ack
6 0 : em, tu as des frame, des soeurs el A
7 S I : Oui, j'ai un fare + et une soeur. rep
8 OP : Comment ga s'appelle une soeur? el A
9 S I : Covalent s'appelle ma soeur

Pascale.
1

rep
IR10

10 0 P : Et frac* el A
11 S I : Jean-Louis. rep
12 S P : Oui acck
13 0 : em + + oG est, c'est ani +

un animal 4 la mison.
el PR5

A
14 S I : Euh oui, + j'ai deux chats. rep
15 B P : Oui. m

Elve 1+
Role-play 1: the post-office.

1 0 I : Pardon mademoiselle, la poste s'il
vous plait.

su
el

2 S P : em, la poste, allez em, prenez la pr,
la premiere A gauche.

ack
rep

PR5

3 S I : A gauche. auk
4 0 : euh + je traverse la Loire? el
5 S P : em + + non, em rep PR2
6 0 I : nous sommes 11 (points to road map). inf IR11
7 S P : oui, ack
8 0 : vous/allez tout droit et prenez la

pcsmiere rue A + gauche
inf

9 S I : ah, d'accord, tresbien, oui, ack
10 0 : ensuite? el
11

12

S P : et + pc, pcenez la premiere rue A +
dtoite,

S I : oui,

inf

ack

PR5

13

14

OP : avec (?) allez tout droit et +
prenez la premiere rue A + gauche,

S I : oui,

inf

ack
15 0 P : et 1 droite et + la poste. inf
16 S / : trey; bien, d'accord WC
17 F : merci beaucoup, au revoir m
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Paula 3
Role-play 2: French girl visiting.

1 0 P : tu veux un café el

2 S I : oh oui, s'il te paait rep

3 0 P : + es, tu 6ccutes pe la ausique? el

4 S I : maintenant el

5 S P : mn rep

6 S I : d'acoord, qu'est-ce que tu as ack

ccmme disques? el

7 C P : + pardon 1 *P19

8 R:o I: qu'est-ce que tu as + cane disques el IR

9 S P : + + je ne sais pas. rep

10 S I : tu ne sais pas / boa. + + c, ack

11 0 P : + tu es/ / regeder la t616? el

12 S 1 : est-ce que j'ai regard6 la t616,
quand, hier non.

1

rep
IR10

13 OP : + tu as jou6 au ping-cong? el

14 S 1 : non, je n'ai pas de pdng-pong. rep

15 C P : + + + - PI1

16 RD I: em, ga va? el IR

- F R : °W.. m

(R: researcher, involved in real-time coding)
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Testing and First Language Acquisition

Tina Hickey

Institidid Teangeolaiochta Eireann

When language testing is mentioned, one tends to think of the

testing of a first or second-language in school-age children or

older learners. But the brief for the IRAAL symposium on testing

was that it should cover the testing of oral and written language

in the xany different kinds of learners, including first language

acquisition, language disability and bilingualism, as well as

second-language learning. The differences between the subjects

should not cause us to overlook the similarities in the examiner's

task, which is to gain information abolt the current status of the

subject's language. The study and testing of young children

acquiring their first language has contributed to an outline of

what is a reasonably normal rate and course of acquisition in a

particular language, and it is against this outline that tests are

carried out for language disability, for example. It is

appropriate to begin this symposium on language testing with a look

at some of the issues and methods used in the testing and analysis

of language in young children acquiring their mother-tongue. The

forging of closer links betueen the different areas of language

testing will lead to a better awareness of had the solutions of one

area can be applied to the problems of another.

Child language research is an interdisciplinary field, and many of
the differences in methodology found reflect the different

backgrounds in peychology or linguistics of its researchers. Most

of the experimental studies of child language in the 1960s and 70s

were carried out by psychologists, while linguists tended to prefer

naturalistic observation. While there has been a narrowing of the

gaps in recent years, it should be remembered, as Kaplan (1984)
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argues, that complementary approaches are an asset in scientific

enquiry. Fletcher (1985:1) claims that the major contribution of

the linguist to the study of language acquisition has been in the

provision of analytic frameworks for organizing the data: it sight

be said that psychology has made a major contribution to the field

at the methodological level. However, there are many difficulties

in the testing of young children's language, and there remains a

need to regularize the methods of treating those difficulties.

Considerations of feasibility are sometimes allowed to overshadow

the usual principles of validity, and more especially, reliability.

There are many dacisions made in the design of a 4udy to assess

children's language development which influence the _data

collected, and explanations Lased trpon them. Some of these

decisions hill be discussed in this paper. I will examine

decisions relating to the choice of subjects, the savpling

interval, wethods of data collection, some practical aspects of

testing young children, transcription, and briefly, data analysis.

Choice of Subjects

A major decision in any study of language achievement is the choice

of subjects. Unless there are a priori theoretical grounds for

distinguishing ;articular subgroups, the sample most represent

adequately the variation within that population of children. Wells

(1986: 114) points out that while the need for a representative

sample is well understood in experimental psychology, child

language research has frequently ignored it as a result of the

dominating interest in the field in the universal characteristics

of language development. Chaasky's theory (1980, 1981) claims the

existence of a Universal Grammar, which is a set of general

principles (rather than the rules of a particular grammar) which

sets the limits within which human languages can vary. This

assumption of an innate and universal language acquisition.device

has underpinned the use of small samples in the study of
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acquisition, since it emphasises the unfolding of a common process

in children, rather than individual differences.

Some researchers have produced diary studies of their own children,

for example, Leopold's (1939) famous stday of- his daughter's

bilingual acquisition, or Smith's (1973) study of his son's

phonolo3ical development. Such studies provide information which

the researcher has selected as relevant. Clearly there is

selection operating here not only in the choice of child for study,

but also in the data collected.

At the other extreme to diary studies of individual children are

studies which -use large sanples selected randomly, such as Wells's

(1974, 1981) study of 128 children in Sristca. In that study, 1000

names were drawn at rendre frail the record of births during a

particular timespan. Details of each of these children were taken

so that they could be classified into various grc4s, and their

parents' permission sought. Sane children, such as maltiple birth

children, those with kmmal handicaps, or those whose parents were

not English speakers, were excluded. FinalLy, from the remaining

children 128 were selected randomly to fill the cells of the
design, which was divided between two age groups, with equal

nunbers of boys and girls, an equal number born in each season of

the year and equal numbers from each of four family background

types.

An even bigger ample was used by Templin (1957) who collected data

from 480 children between the ages of 3;0 and 8;0. Nelson's (1973)

sample of 18 Children aged between 14 and 24 months, although far

smaller than Templin's, would still count as large compared to most

studies, since most child language researchers have operated with

small nunbers of children, between one and five. Brown's landmark

study examined the development of three children. The main reason
for restricting the number of sdbjects is the difficulty of dealing

with the enormous amount of data generated from even one child.
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Even- in the case of Brown, who had a research team backing him, the

design of the study and the frequency of. the data collection

necessitated the restriction to three mibjects. Templin's enormous

sample was possible because she needed only a small sample of 50

utterances from each child for her study of type/token ratios.

There is usually a trade-off between the number of sUbjects and the

degree of depth of the study.

when subjects are not selected randomly how are children chosen?

There may be some restrictions imposed by the need to sample from a

Particular age-group, -social-class or language comunity. In my.own

study of the acquisition of Irish as first language there were

various constraints on the sample. The first waathe choice of a

specific dialect, and the second was a particular geographical

areas the children had to live within a certain radius of each

other in order to make the testing feasible. They had to live in

Irish-speaking homes and be within certain age bands, because the

study was cross-sectional in age. Finally, the parents had to be

willing to participate. Cut of the (fairly small) group of

children fulfilling'these conditions, four were selected. Given

that the design Aimed to sample the children's language in acme

depth at frequent intervals over a nine month pericd, this nusber

represented as many as the lone researcher can handle in a

longitudinal language study.

Brown noted that his three subjects were selected from some thirty

who were initially considered, and were chosen ultimately because

they were all just beginning to speak multi-word utterances, had

highly intelligible speech and were highly voluble. Research by

Nelson (1973) and Peters (1983) has suggested that such children

use distinct strategies in the course of their aoquisition, so that

generalisations from them may be misleading. Nelson's simple of 18

was selected from a pool of 160 =zithers who had earlier chosen to

take part in another study, so the pool was self-selected. That

study pointed to differences in strategy am3ng children acquiring
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their first language, finding that first-born children of the most

highly educated families in the sample (college education and

better) tended to be more referential than expressive in their

language use. Despite this finding of possible bias resulting fran

restriction to a particular type of child, -itudiee of acquisition

have with great frequency selected first-torn children from

middle-class educated families on the basis of their

intelligibility and accessibility.

Sampling Interval

Given that there are always constraints of sane kind on the time or-

assistance available to a researcher attempting to assess language

development, the decision on the nuMber of subjects usually has an

effect on the type or frequency of data collection from those

subjects. Itere tends to be a trade-off between sampling size and

sampling interval; that is, the More subjects you have, the less

often you can visit them. Fletcher (1985:10) points out that there

are advantages and disadvantages to both large-smsle studies such

as the Wells study and small-sample studies such as 1:tram's. The

use of large sawles which are randanly selected fran a population

means that statistical results of analyses are more likely to be

representative of that population. This approach seems to be

preferred when one aspect of acquisition in studied, in a

'once-off' design (e.g. Wales's (1979) sample of 80 in a study of

the use of deictic terms), or when children are taped at wide

intervals, as in. the Wells study, which had a three-month gap

between taping sessions. However, %ten the aim is to have a

fine-grained analysis of development over time, as the child

develops, then the interval at which sampling occurs becomes

relevant, since frequent sampling is necessary to adequately

represent this. So there are in fact two aims regarding sampling:
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1) the selection of a representative sample of children, and

2) the collection from them of representative samples of their

language at intervals which are sufficiently close to allow the

course of their development to be traced.

The dilemma is that the sample which is representative of the

population may be unrepresentative of an individual child's

language at that time, and conversely, where one child's

development is sampled comprehensively, we cannot assume that we

can generalize frce that child's acquisition strategies to the

general population.

Brown's subjects were tapel on a two-hour visit every second week

in the case of Adam and Eve, while the third child, Sarah, hes

taped for one half-hour each week. Brown noted that this was the

basic schedule, the minimum amount ol data collected, and that

when "interesting thing seemed to be happening fast, much more

speech ums recorded". In my study, the four sUbjects were tested

at an interval of about 2 weeks for approximately 2 hours each

time. This allowed their development to be followed fairly closely

while allowing the transcription of each testing session before

beginning another, an ixportant factor. The ideal appears to be

the use of studies with large samples as back-ups for comparison

with the more detailed small-sample study. The best approach in

the case of a language whose acquisition has not teen studied for

long, such as Irish, mould be to carry out a number of small-sample

studies initially, pcesibly with different orientations; and to

conduct large-sample studies later in order to check the

generalizability of the findings, and to examine in greater detail

specific aspects of the acquisition which the smaller studies have

shown to be of interest.
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Methods of data collection

Having decided whom to tape, and hat often, what does the

collection of data in first language testing actually involve?

This again, like the testing interval, is deiindent- on the domain
of interest of the study. Data can be collected in either an
experimental or a naturalistic context. In the naturalistic
context, the interaction may te between the child and the examiner
or between the child and parent, with the researcher either distant
from the interaction, or less artificially, playing sane part, but

leaving most of the direction to the parent. Even if a naturalistic
observational approach is adcpted, the researcher may still choose

to use some intervention ln order to elicit particular language
behaviour. 'Vas again represents a compromdse, with part of the

data collected with the child interacting with his or her parent,
and part in a more formal context with the researcher.

The obvious advantage of having one of the child's parents present
is that the child is consequently far more comfortible, but the
parent's unease in the test situation must not be underestimated.

It is often the parents who feel that they are on test, and they
may react by 'grilling' the -hild in order to get him or her to
'perform'. Asking questions and qiving commands are not the most
productive methods of getting a young child to talk. Parents need

to be assured that they do not have to do anything unusual, and
inevitably there is a period of adjustment while parent and child

get La:0d to the test situation and begins to relax. For this
reason, the first few minutes of any session are usually not
analyzed.

It must be remembered that, apart from Wells's study which randomly
selected times when the child was taped, unbeknownst to either

child or adult, naturalistic observation does involve intervention
of a sort, and some oontrols exerted by the researcher. The
seeming 'naturalness' of observing a child and its parent can
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obscure the fact that intervention is occurring (Labov (1971:12)

called attention to.the 'Observer's Paradox': "we want to observe

how people talk when they are not being observed"). In the case of

naturalistic oteervation in the child's home, the hardest part is

getting the young child to talk. Some useful strategies here

include saying nothing for the first few minutes after a friendly

greeting, and just playing in parallel, with any talking directed

at a toy rather than the child. This de-eaptesises speech and

gives the child sarething to talk about, rather than just expecting

him or her to perform. Toys and other materialecan help to focus

the conversation. In my study, the children were encouraged to

choose from materials I brought with me, in order to increase the

ccmperability of the situation between children. This method of

eliciting language on a core of topics works well, and the children

were happy to do this, since these toys and hooks were a novelty to

then. Their favourite was a farm, complete with Dutch barn and

byre, a lake with ducks, and gates to be opened and closed. This

related to their own experience of living in the country and they

were able to dismantle parts of the farm, and talk about the toy

animals and individual figures, whom they often identified as

family members. Another favourite was a baby doll whom they could

uesh, dress and feed. The boys especially loved this, perhaps

because they had no other access to dolls. Sessions typically

included a period o free speech between the child and parent, a

period of play with the researcher's toys and books and sometimes a

period of everyday activities when the child ues eating, being

washed or dressed.

Same studies of language acquisition use elicited proluction

procedures, because they are attempting to assess development of

specific items (e.g. particular phonemes or morphemes) or features

which only occur very infrequently in spontaneous speech. These

procedures usually involve the use of specific contexts or

situations which atteept to elicit particular types of language

behaviour, such as questions, plurals or negatives. However, While
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such procedures increase control over_the situation, they may _not

work with young children. The child may not understand the task in

such elicited procedures, and failure to respond does not

necessarily mean that the behaviour is outside the child's

caapetence. The results of such elicitationneed -to be coapared

with free speech data. Generally elicitation works best with

children who are more than about three years of age, who can handle

the role-play involved. An example of a procedure designed to

elicit negatives developed by Schmidt (1981) involves telling the

child first that he/she is to play 'mammy', and the researcher is a

really naughty child. The 'mammy' must refuse every request put to

her. .1Por example the reseucher asks 'can I watch-T.1/.7' in the

hope of eliciting Ino you can't (watch t.v.') from the child. This

idioms acme control over the verbs introduced, and the use of

modals such as can or may. Of course save children adcpt a

conservative strategy of simply saying 'no'.in such a situation,

and the recamanded prompt 'No what?' may elicit a simple 'no thank

yc

Other elicitation procAures involve asking the child to imitate

swathing the researcher says. There is saw doubt about the

validity of conclusions drawn frca elicited imitation. Some studies

(e.g. Fraser, Bellugi and Brcmn 1963) concluded that there is no

evidence of language processing in elicited imitation, but others

(e.g. Slobin and Welsh 1973; Kuczaj and Maratsos 1975; Miller 1981)

argued that this procedure can be a fruitful method, allowing some

inferences about the child's syntactic system, if carbined with

spontaneous speech. Miller and Yoder (1973) developed sets of

soMmaces for imitation in which the number of elements and their

complexity are controlled, allcming comparison of performance

across sentence types, length and complexity. However, it must be

noted that young children asked to imitate a sentence may respond

to its truth value and refuse to repeat something which contradicts

their awn experience, e.g. my shoes are green.
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Cther tyres of testing of first language
aoquisition may focus on_

specific features of
language and use a range of test situations to

study them. Examples here are Earmilloff-Smith's (1979) study of

children's use of determiners in their first language, or

maratsos's (1976) study of definite and indefinite reference.

These studies set up a range of test situations in which the

children's responses were
constrained in wee uey.

Another type of elicitation procedure developed by Fleto_er and

Garman et al. (1986) aims to standard:me the whole interaction to

some extent between subjects and between repeated samples. This

elicitation procedure_involves
six techniques for testing children

who uere aged 3, 5, and 9 years:

1) A stick-on game
used as a warm-up to help the child relax;

2) 'Free' guided conversation which aims to collect free speech

on a range of atbjects and
including a wide variety of

structures and tenses (on topics such as family, pets, past

outings to seaside/cinema, future holidays/birthd48); _

3) A game entitled
'storyboard outside the house' which is used

to sample, particular structures (specifically, postmodifying

structures), where the child requests e.g. 'T want the man who

is kneeling down";

4) A sentence completion task, which attempts to elicit

structures which occur with low frequency in free speech data;

5) A puppet game which elicits passive transformations (this

task vas found to be unsuccessful with the youngest children,

who were frightened by the tiger puppet used);

6) Finally the
children are asked to describe what is happening

in a picture book sequence.

Fletcher et al. (1986) point out that this procedure is an attempt

to square the circle between naturalness and comprehensiveness,

allowing the collection of data which are comparable tetween

children.

Clearly, it is possible to coMbine naturalistic observation with

more constrained
situations which allow the examiner more control

over the type of
language used. There is a place for all typos of

testing situation with young children. What frequently hexens is

that more averimental
situations are used to test us* of specific
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behaviours-only after a naturalistic study bas indicated that thereis something interesting going on.

Practical aspects of the test situation

Data can be collected either on audio-tape, -on video-tape, or as awritten record. Recordings are generally preferred, since theyallow greater precision in the representation of the child'slanguage. Video recording is the most satisfactory
record of the

child's language in context, but may be too intrusive. Good sound
equipment is essential, since children's speech is frequently
unclear. An FM microphone transmits a clear signal to a recorder
without needing a cord, but the child may object to the fairly
heavy transmitter which must be morn as well as the microphone. Atie-tack or lavalier microphone is a cheaper

alternative and is
lighter for the child, but I found that children under two years
protested about wearing it. When the child was sitting close to an
adult, for example when looking at -a book, then the adult couldwear the microphone and

the child's language was still picked up
clearly. But when the child was playing actively, it was incortantto persuade him or her to wear the

microphone. Wells's solution tothis problem was a special harness, incorporating a cordlessmicrophone, which the child wore under its top layer of clothes. I
found that, once the child was persuaded to wear the microphone,
the cord connecting it to the recorder,

which was about five meters
long, did not seam to bother them. They would hesitate to cycleover it on their tricycles,

but they did not notice it when walking
around the room.

Any data collection with young children which does not use
video-tape needs detailed context notes, since otherwise it is
difficult to know what a child is referring to. Bloom (1970) foundthat her contextual

notes allowed a richer
interpretation of the

child's utterances than would othereise have been possitae.
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Context includes- the objects the child is handling or looking at,

gestures and the events which are relevant to the interaction.

Preceding utterances are also part of the context of course, and

the adult's utterances therefore need to be transcribed

carefully. Experience tells that one never remembers as much

about the context as one imagines, so it is imperative that notes

should be made during the interaction, irthe transcripts are to be

meaningful to the researcher and to others at any time in the

future.

TransaiptiOn

The amount of transcription time for child language tapes is

estimated at about seven times the recorded time. Transcription

is highly skilled work, even when orthographic rather than

phonemic, since it involves the division_ of the child's language

into utterances, the representation of pauses and unintelligible

speech and if possible, the marking of intonation ccotcurs.

Individual children have their own idiosyncrasies and the

transcriber suet become accustomed to these and to the child's

voice. Parents can be a great help in the interpretation of the

child's language, but they are by no means infallible, or they may

unconsciously correct the child's utterance before passing it on.

Alternatively, a parent may feel that, because the child is not yet

a competent interlocutcm, there is little advantage in trying to

understand him or her at that point, whereas careful listening to

the tape may show a meaningful utterance. Listening to the taped

voice of a very young child can sometimes be like listening to a

tape of a foreign language: at first little may be intelligible,

but on paaying it back over and over, the segments become clearer.

But this is time-consuming and latour intensive and it limits the

amount of data which can be processed.
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Data Analysis

In the case Of experimental studies or stmlies which have an
elicited procedure, the methoi of analysis is usually clear-cut,
and dependent on the test or situation used. Towevei, where a free
speech sample is collected, there is an enormous range of possible

analysis procedures. These include general,' analyses such as mean
length of utterance or type/token ratio, syntactic analyses or
semantic analyses. The method chosenwill of course depend on the
aims of the -researcher. Klee and Paul (1981) give a brief
ccsmarison of six structural analysis procedures and A discussion
Of grammar %Titing, with transcript examples, which might be useful
to a researcher trying to evaluate %tether any of these_ methods are
appropriate for his or her purpoees. Other analysis procedures look
at the children's intentions, using functional categories such as
agent and action rather than the grammatical categories of subject
and verb. The aims and orientation of the research usually
determine the type of analysis used.

Regardless of the proceiure chosen, the first stage in the analysis
is to decide what each utterance means, drawing on the linguistic
and nom-linguistic context. This is not always possible, and there
will be a percentage of utterances which are unintelligible or
ambiguous in any study testing young children. Fletcher (1986:21)
points out that it is not easy to justify an unequivocal
interpretation of a particular context, and that the interpretation

of the child's intention and of the relations represented in the.
utterance may well vary between occasions and persons
analyzingthem. Cn this point, first language testing has such to
learn from 1.2 testing, where inter-rater reliability scores are
more often calculated.

Cn a final note, let me again stress that there is a closer
connection between methoSology and explanation in child language
study than is often acknowledged. As Pletcher states:
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Data selection,,decitions atout how to transcribe
the -data, and what to count as data can all have
subtle or not so subtle effects on the way the
data are explained.

(Fletcher 1985:23)

Too often the iiportance of methodology in first language

acquisition studies has been underestimated. I think that by

forging links with cther areas cl language testing, the importance

of methodology will be heightened. This will not only raise

standards, but mill encourage a more fruitful interchange of ideas

on problems and solutions in the field of language testing.
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A MOM MOUNCIATION FOR IRISH: ISCIILEPIS AND IMLICAT/CWS

anall P. 0 snail

Institidid Teangeolaiochta Eireann

Introduction:

DeVeloping and prcnoting a standard spoken language for a linguistic community

which dces not already possess one is always a daunting task. This is

particularly true in the case of minority languages. Data would seem to

indicate, however, that in the case of both majority and minority langueges a

precondition of standardisation is superposition, whereby a language camounity

restricts its native vernacular to 'low' *ere* while allotting prestiguous

functions to sane other preVioUsly standerdieed 'high' language. This has

certainly been the case with the different roles played by Irish and English

here in Ireland since the beginning of the 19th century. Where the 'low'

vernacular and the 'high' standardised forms exist, situational contexts

dictate utich are used on any particular occasion.

vernaculars can of course attain 'standard' status but this only happens after

a long and arduous process of acculturation to the superposed language, which

serves as a model. Various sentiments whether of national or ethnic pride

will eventually ccagel those within the low community, who have gained a

cannand of the superposed language and its exclusive functions, to attempt

these prestiguous functions in the native vernacular.. This in turn will raise

the status of the vernacular and indeed may influence its linguistic

structure. Staniardisation has now begun.

The vernacular is not a hcnogeneous entity but may comprise diverse but

cognate dialects whose speakers share an awareness of unity. The drive

towards extending the vernacular's contextual range also dictates that one of

the dialects, and one only, te recognised as standard. This 'common language'

became a symbol of unity, an ideology, which becomes indispensable when the

sense of oneness is not stoong within the larger speech ccarunity. In

addition, of course the new 'standard language' will act as a koine to

facilitate exchanges between the various dialect groups and among those who

have learned it as the 'official' language.

Since the new merging standard will be assigned many new roles including

technology, advanced education, broadcasting, publishing codified grasmatical

treatises as well as the ideological and koine roles already mentioned, many

advantages /ACCTOO to the apeakers whoee dialect somas as standard.
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speakers of ckher dialects can now be trained to perform these functions but

only after they have mastered the linguistic vehicle, the new emerging

atandard. Smokers' prestige is therefore augmented by their use of the

standard-ddalect.

Standard dialects come into being in two major wawa (a) _their emergence may

be classified as cimumstantial due to social, literary, economic or political

reasons or (b) they may be engineered by conscious effort. The method chosen

depends to a large degree on how strongly speakers feel about the adVantages

to be gained and how aware they are of the actioni they must take to promote

the new dialect. They must above all be willing and able to take these

actions. Standardised languages do not exist in what we may term 'a pure

state'. Whether standards emerge by circumstance or are engineered it is

nemssary to continually revisit and update both varieties, more so the latter

than the former. The success of engineered standards depends largely on the

prevailing strengths which serve as the promoters' selling points.

Circumstantial mergence:

Dialect prestige is one of the most important factors in the promotion of a

standard. This prestige does not,manifest itself as some innate superiority

but is more of a socialpsychological Menmenon. Dialect status is usually

determined by a group's extralinguistic advantage and in this sense it is

transferred from persons within the group to their possessions and vice versa.

In England and Spain, for example, standard dialects arose via political and

socioeconomic primacy. Standard /talian emerged to a large extent on the

basis of literary prestige. Prestige arising from a dialect's structural

felicities is problematic because all objective inquiries come to the

conclusion that there is no foundation for it. Since prestige tends

to be psychological rather than logical, and if enough people believe that

the standard variety has emerged because of the superiority of its intrinsic

qualities, then these inner qualities whatever their merits can prove very

significant and must enter into consideration.

The illogicality of the internal linguistic 'superiority' of an emerging

standard dialect scarcely diminishes its influence. If a majority of speakers

accept that variety A is mom 'elegant' or more 'logical' that variety B, then

dialect A has prestige on that account.
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Dialect types:

Dialects can be analysed along various parameters: geographic (Munster vs.

Ulster Irish), temporal (Classical vs. Mbdern /rish), social (Foxrock vs.

'lower class' Dublin English). Given the importance of the prestige factor,

the emerging standard dialect should appear more the property of a given

social class than of any geographical area - in other words it should be a

social rather than a regional dialect. It is well known that the language of

the privileged or higher socio-eocoomic classes tends to ekhibit fewer and

fewer local traits over time. Such speakers have always enjoyed the best

opportunities for travel and thus to come into contact with others of similar

standing in other locales.

Until very recently, in upper-class dialect was thought the-most viable

candidate for standard because of two main reasons:

(a) their speakers already have prestige (by definition) which in turn

allows them the easiest access to the 'high' functions mentioned earlier,

(b) its nonlocalised nature makes it accessible to a greater number of

people and well suited.fcr use as a koine.

The increased mobility, both social and geographical, gained by the 'lower

classes' of industrialised nations and the introduction of revolutionary wedia

techniques, has shown that locality/nonlocality as a function of social class

may no longer be operative in such conilitione. Developing nations undergoing

standardisation tend however to retain the old class boundaries which are

already in the process of diffusion in industrialised nations. After

emergence, however, most standard varieties undergo a change which we can term

'delocaliaation', an essential phase of the standardising process in which

many local peculiarities are eliminated. This type of centrality is perhaps

better treated as being subordinate to social-class considerations.

Engineering a standard:

Engineering the emergence of a standard is a complicated task under any

circumstances. Firstly, all other candidates coveting with the standard must

be conquered. Those who speak other varieties/dialects of the language must

be persuaded tc accept the ned standard. Then they must be trained and made

proficient in the new variety in order to be capable of conducting official

'high' level matters in it.
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This can be accomplished in different ways:

(i) The standard dialect's overall-prestige-can be boostoi.by

intrcducing many elements into vernacular usage which were formerly

associated with the superposed language. Ste new standard's superiority

can be pconoted by the deliberate spread of various untruths and

generalisations through the publication of relevant pamphlets or books.

The overall effect and success of such promotional activities will vary

depending on the author's status and the circulation received.

(ii) Support for the new emerging dialeJt gust be sought amongst the

native speech ccmsunity. /t is well known that 'language loyalty'

(Weinreich 1953: 99-102) and speaketpride and respect contribute to

prestige, and while enthusiasm alone cannot guarantee emerging success

for the new standard, nevertheless, without it an otherwise strong and

ably suited contender may be hampered in its development.

(iii) Sources which form the real key to engineered emergence must be

exploited, especially the tranfer of prestige to the new dialect.

Speaker status is something over which promoters of any 'standard' have
little or no control. Yet the success of the emerging standard depends

to a large extent on its use in 'high' contexts by speakers with

status. We should bear in mind that people in general do not improve

their personal status in order to promote their native dialect: in fact

the very opposite is the case.

To strengthen the emerging standard dialect in its earliest phases, promoters

can begin to apply it to the high functions as though already definitely
emerged. One of the most effective routes to standardisation, then, may be to

assume that one has already arrived and thus to treat the vernacular as though

it were in fact a standard language. The requisite adjustments and accretions

should be made in a logical, controlled ind enlightened way with ample time
for trial and readjustment. This latter procedure may be the most accesible

means of increasing external prestige and internal loyalty to the newly

emerging standard.
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The prestigious contexts in which the new emerging standard mist now function

'will not only affect the dialect's status, but will necessitate certain

alternations in its linguistic form and structure. -Thus a long procese of

'elaboration' begins. In time then the 'new' dialect becomes an established

star ard language, with few truly native speakers (or none, depending on the

degree of reshaping and elaboration) within the community over which it is

superposed. The standard may take decades or even centuries to evolve.

During that time the vernacular's steady evolution will continue while the

standard itself is maintained largely 'incorrupt'. A new avant-garde or

perhaps several of them will emerge from the ranks of the 'low' speakers.

They in turn will begin to pose Certain questions about the use of the

vernacular and at that stage a new standard language mill begin to emerge.

The case of Irish:

This background information on the evolution of standard languages is

important and if any new emerging standard for Irish is to succeed, it must be

developed along similar lines. None of the Roden spoken Irish dialects has

presented itself as a viable candidate for use as a standard language. This

is dtm mainly to the linguistic and geographical isolation and separation of

the dialects and the lack of a cultivated written language and literature over

a period of two hundred years. While speakers of the cognate or related

dialects share a certain awareness of unity, the emergence of a standard

spoken form in the case of Irish has teen hampered by the geographical

isolation of the dialectsand also to the absence of a standard written form.

The respect and special statue required of an emerging standard in terms of

prestige, social standing and overall acceptability, dictates that none of the

existing dialects can be seriously proposed as a candidate for a 'cocoon

spoken language'.

In the case of Irish, therefore, any emerging standard sust be 'engineered' to

some extent. This must involve a high degree of linguistic planning resulting

in the elatorate codification of the phonological and morphological structures

of the mdern language, with particular reference to the existing standard

written form 'An CaighdeSn Oifigiail'. 'there are also many other factors to

be considered, about utich very little definite information is available.

They include social and geographical acceptability, ease of learning,

comprehension over a wide area, regularity and a close harmonizing

relationship with the standard written language.
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Irish as a second langusge:

Since the vast majority of Irish people learn Irish as a second language, a

unified standard pronunciation should contribute to the rapid acquisition of

an acceptatae, intelligent pronunciation level. Bearing this imivrtant fact

in mind it is isperative that the emerging dialect should as far as possible:

a) Be based on rules and forms current and of widespread use in the

modern dialects.

b) Contain all the phonological rules and iorms common to all dialects

(the common core) without question.

c) Simplicity and regularity within rules must be kept to the fore.

Mist standard languages entertain a certain amount of irregularity and

the Irish language, even in its present mostly uncultivated state,

should be able to tolerate a certain amount of irregularity. A proper

understanding and respect for the may standard languages work lends

support to the observation that total regularity is something which is

seldom achieved.

d) Tbe role and influence of the standard written language in the

selection cf. tbe recommended standard forms must bt clarified.

This latter point is particularly relevant when we consider that the

recommended standard Urchanaint don Ghaeilge' now being proposed is the

product of a co-operative undertaking between the Department of Educatiodand

institieid Teengeolalochta tireann. Cur brief was to recommend a single

pronunciation for each headword in the Pocket Dictionary (1986) While this

proposal proved very restrictive, nevertheless it focussed our attention more

clearly on dialectal divisions and could not have been achieved without a

certain degree of compromise and harsonisation between dialects. The outoure

is a linguistic system characteristically Irish but not carpletely identical

to any of the main modern sparen varieties. The 'core' of this new dialect

contains all the ingredients necessary for the crystallization process which

must take place if this 'new standard dialect' is to become a viable and

respected tool for wider dissemination and extensive comninication.
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The problems encountered in outlining all the relevant features of the

'LArchanflint' have been described in detail elsewhere, (6 Saoill, 1986,

Lárchan(int don Ghaeilge and Teangeolas 23, 8-12.). Neverthelets, owing to

the restrictive nature of the original brief on which the pronunication in the

Pocket Dictionary is based and to the linguistic and sociolinguistic problems

already alluded to in the above publications, the newly harmonised

phonological system should now be subjected to detailed analysis with the

specific objective of seeing how a wider spectrum of permissible alternations

could best be accommodated within its overall structure. I refer in

particular to the phonological and morphological variation of such words as

r_l_Vpoill/ 'hole/holes', ceann/cinn 'heed/heads', ueal1/qeal1aim(geellfaidh1

'you (sg) promise'/'I promis0/'(someone) will promise' etc. and to the stress

patterns and subsequent vocalic changes in unstressed syllables in Munster

Irish generally. In a forthcoming article2 I have indicated in detail how the

'LfirchanOint' could be revised to accomodate such common and regular

alternations within the basic root forms of many lexical items.

To create or engineer a standard dialect/language is an awesome task no matter

what conditions or circumstances prevail at the time the task is undertaken.

In the case of Irish this is even more difficult because of the weak position

of the language in Irish society generally and the prevailing tendency arongst

academics, native speakers and those who have acquired Irish es a second

language to adhere sternly to one dialectal pronunciation. This tendency has

been cultivated over a long Feriod due to historical and geographical reasons

and has been eagerly pronoted throughout our educational system and

particularly so in universities and in third level institutions.

1 The pair poll/Mill alone show the following cross-dialectal variation

pertaining mostly to the vocalic nucleus:

/pol:poly, /pol:pilj/, /paul:Failj/ end /win:40y.

/FV and /1/ denote velarised consonants and /15/ a palatalised '1'.

2 The article is due to appear in "OsSid egus Porbairt na LArchantinam, a joint

publication by Institi6id Teangeolaiochta Eireann and lord na Gasilge. This

publication contains scam twelve articles which are the proceedings of a

symposium held in Novomber, 1988 on the use of the Orchandint in

broadcasting, in the public service and at all levels of the educational

system. The expected publication date is Mey, 1990.
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Conclusion:

To prove successful, therefore, it is imperative that the proposed standard be
promoted in two key areas, namely, the educational system and on national
ccemunication networks such as radio and television. Such widespread and
controllmi usage will cultivate the kind of prestige amongst the public which
is a necessary prerequisite for securing the success on any energing
standard. In this way the allegience and

loyalty necessary to establish and
protect the status of the new standard will have been secured.

Irish has had a long and chequered history. Its future, however, is now very
much in the balance, and in initiating a process of promoting and cultivating

a unified standard pronunciation, it faces its greatest challenge. Success
will be achieved only by conscientious

and prudent planning and the goodwill
and co-operation of all concerned. I have no doubt but that future

generations will applaud us for having faced that challenge.
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MAT MIGHT,UNVE HEENHIN '88 AND WAT MIGHTY= DE:

Esperanto's Potential for-international exchanges-

Mire Mullarney

Esperanto-Asocio de Irlando

INTRODUCTION

This paper has two sections. First, a translation of an open letter sent

-to the Director General of the World Health Ozganisation in 1975. The

writer, Claude Piron, had been a polyvalent translator with that

organization. For reammurwhich are evident in the text he resigned, and

returned to the study of psychology, in which he now lectures in the

University of Geneva. After his resignation he felt free to wzite this

letter. I attended a course that he gave last summer (1988) in a centre

set up by French teachers of Esperanto, enquired about the matter and was

given this letter, with permission to use it. / think it should be more

widely known.

The second section consistmof comments on the same topic related to my

own experience.

opm Ler= TO THE DIM/CR GENERAL OF MO

1975. 06, 26.

Sir, What would be your opinion of an official responsible for health

services who, being faced with a uorld-wide malady which impeded normal

htman activity, would refuse to even consider a tested remedy, the value

of which had never teen denied by anyone who had made the necessary

experiments and checks? Such an official would take on himself a

terrifying responsibility in respect of all the people on earth.

The malady of which I speak is in the field of social psydhiatry. You

yourself will be in a position to evaluate the remedy during the

International Summer University, to be held in your own country, in

Copenhagen, during July and August this year.

This illness attacks its victims at the level of interpersonal

communication and it may be called the Babel syndrome. WHO, like most

international organisations, is infected. The *rad Health Asesmbly has

just accepted two resolutions whidh grant the position of working

language to Arabic and Chingos. This decisioeceill raise omits of IMO by

five million dollars every year.
1 0 4 6
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Certainly, it is unfair.that Chinese and Arabic speaking delegates should
not have the right to express themselves in their own languages, while
their-American, Seviet and French colleagues have this right. But is it
not equally unjust that the Brazilian, Finnish, Iranian and Korean
delegates should have to use some language other than their own?

At first sight it may seem that a saution which would take cost

effectiveness and linguistic justice equally into account is quite
impossible. Nevertheless, it is in order to offer a concrete proposal
that I decided to write to ycu. But first permit me to draw your
attention to the financial implicaticos of the direction which the
assembly has just chosen.

The Official Records, No-223 contain a list of projects, technically

possible and of proven value on social, economic and public health

grounds - which were requested by governments, but which the organization

could not undertake for want of funds. For the whole African region

thesepcojects amount to U$ $ 4,205,422, almost a million less than the

cost of introducing Chinese and Arabic. Cc take the-category,

"Development of health Services": the amount for the whole world comes to

$2,124,750 that is, less than half of the amount which the Organization

is ready to pay for work which will not bring about so much as a single
cure ammg the worlds sufferers. Is it ethical for governments to

approve this way of spending money which their citizens pay in taxes?

During 1976 the contributions to the WHO from the tiordic countries,

Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden, amounted to $3,052,160,

that is, two million less than the extra ccet of the new working
languages. Do the citizens of those ccuntries really agree that all the
money which they had given to your organization should be sucked up by

Babel, while so much remains to be done in the world? Here are same of
the exampaes of the work which htiO did not undertake, because of lack of

funds (Official Records NO. 233, addendtm 5).

Guinea Hygiene for Conakry $165,280.00
Malaysia Rehabilitation of handicapped $130,000.00
Burma Leprosy campaign 83,000.00
Dcminican Republic Basic hygiene 26,000.00

The WHO cannot lay its hands on $26,000 to enable a very poor country to

give clean water to some of its citizens, or to let thPm have sewers, but

it is prepared every single year to spend five sallion US dollars on an

activity which is simply adsiaiStrative, relating to its own discussions.
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How might it be possible to make sure that no state enjoyed linguistic

privilege, while saving the millions of dollars that are fruitlessly

devoted to the multilingual system?

Tbere is a my to solve the problem. There is so much prejudice against

it that I would not risk mentioning it, if your courage, and

opermindminess were not well known; you are well aware that in such a

case as this only a scientific approach is valid, and that cm mast not

give in to those who, *priori, disparage a solution about which they have

no factual knowledge. Only scmeone who is competent has the right to

have their minion listened to. To those who say, "Your proposal is

simply laughable" - and people do say that - you can reply, "How do you

know? What practical experience do you have-in the-matter?" Therapy can

be judged only on the basis of clinical experience.

The solution is to be found in Esperanto. if you remain in Copenhagen

you will be able, duringtheWorld Congress of Esperanto, to listen to

discussions that are just as international as the W.H. Assembly, bUt

these discussions take place directly and spontaneously, and the cost of

translation and interpretation is zero.

During the Congress university professors from all parts of the world

give papers about aspects of their own sdbjects. You will have evidence

that here at least Babel is defeated; that the remedy is effective.

How to go about it on a large scale? Here I must emphasize that it's

rossible to master Esperanto relatively rapidly; one needs less than 170

hours to reach the level which in English requires twelve hundred hours

of study. There's nothing miraculous about it; 80% to 90% Of the

difficulties of language study add nothing to commanication.

If the international organizations would announce that in 10 or 15 years

time the only language adMissible in official meetings and 6ocupents

would be Esperanto, this announcement itself would prompt the appropriate

authorities to organise instruction in Esperanto. /t is quite certain

that, by the end of the first ten year period every national group of

delegates would include several younger seMberawloo would be as competent

in the international language ac in their mothertongue. The older

ambers might not have mastered it to quite the seem level, but they

would have a pod passive knowledge. Attic ell, at present almost every
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delegate understands either English. French or Spanish. to go on from_

understanding one of these languages to understanding Esperanto is simply

child's play.

Further, the suggested declaration avuld encourage governments to

introduce the language in schools and universities (as recommended by

UNESCO in 1986. MM). in Africa, which the changes of colonization cut up

.into linguistically isolated areas, and where in order to understand one

another people have to use languages which do not reflect their own

culture,.the barriers between Arabic, English, French and Portuguese

speaking populations would be_broken down.

At this point in his 'open letter' Claude Piron suggested to the Director

how he might approach the Assembly, reminded him that the petition

addressed to the UN in Cctober 1966 had been signed by one Head of State,

two Prime Ministers, 110 Ministers, 1359 MPs, 632 uaiversity professors,

about a million individuals, together with organizations representing 73

million in 74 countries.

He went on to say, with erchasis, that he had not used the work "illness"

metaphorically.

"Cnly psychopathology can explain why, when faced with a problem
that has very serious oonseguences both humanly and financially, so
many refuse apciori to even consider a solution, the value of which.
is can easily' be investigated. The fact that nallions share this
illness does not cancel out its pathological character.
Psychiatric illness can also be endemic".

Since Claude Piron is now a psychologist and psychotherapist he may be

considered qualified to make such a statenent. I have already explained

that he had been a polyvalent translator. I feel I must add that he is

very far from being a fanatic. It was the wit and style of his detective

stories that first showed me hod enjoyable Esperanto could be.

This summer I met him through a course in writing which he conducted at a

French Esperanto centre; sixteen of us wrote a short story together,

under hie non-directive guidance; I have never, since childhood,

condensed so ouch laughter into a single week. / had heard something

atout his encounter with the MO and asked about it. He promised to send

me a copy of the letter and told me several stories illustrating experts'

astonishment when-shown that Esperanto works.



The letter concludes with references.to Piron's own experience when

involved wih translation and, in contrast, when using only Esperanto.

My own expeJrience is sufficiently illuminating to allow me abandon

quotation.

I am sufficiently familiar with simultaneous interpreting at the level of

the European parliament; the EllropeiVi Green Co-ordination, to which I am

a delegate, quite often has the use of a room in the Parliament building,

complete with interpreters. Again, as a journalist, I have been present

at meetings here with similar facilities.

But the European Greens often decide to meet at week-ends, when the

Parliament is closed; a team of volunteer interpreters - two or sometimes

three pairs - take over on Saturday. On Sunday everyone does the best

they can with English. The last meeting I attended had delegates from

'.ighteen countries; three of us were native speakers of English.

This experience gives me an advantage over Piron; he has made, elsewhere,

interesting comparisons of meetings using interpreters and similar

international neetings using only Esperanto. Where he is, there are

interpreters, so he is not JP) likely, to know, at first hand, hem when

things are organized in this way, it just happens that the native

speakers of English, even though they may be newcomers to the gathering,

find themselves taking mipates and acting as rappocteurs for working

groups. This was the system I had taken for granted in meetings of the

European Region of International Planned parenthood- the largest MO

associated with UNESCO - which included 4elegates from Finland, Poland,

Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia and Turkey.

(English was the language used for meetings of the MacBride Commission of

Communication - it seem that language was not brought into question,

whether as an aspect of the problem or of how it should be discussed).

Nlw, for several years pest I found myself not only taking part in

Esperanto congresses, but, because of the shortage of speakers in this

country, acting as Irish representative on the 80 person Romitato of the

Universals Esperanto Asocio, whose members mry come from 48 countries.
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During its first meeting, usually at 8.30 a.114 the Kositato makes a rapid

survey of how decisions taken during meetings a year previously have been

dealt with.- Then sub-cceimittees* koalas:not- are appointed:or

re-convened to look into different questions. The groups of 8 or 10

people, a rand= mix of nationalities, get through their discussions,

agree on a report or reccneendations; these are photocopied and batches

of reports are distributed to all the members of the komitato op the

following morning. The only problem is whether the photocopier is

working. Boring all discussions, whether large scale or small scale,

everyone present is capable of making an intervention.

meetings of the Komitato occupy about three days of the week-long

congress. Every year to far, I have received a copy of quite detailed

minutes within ten days of my arrival home - the General Secretary, a

Hungarian lawyer, is remarkably efficient, but so is the language she is
using.

I could easily continue; I could, for example mention the rapid growth of

scientific and technical congresses in China, using Esperanto. Instead,

I shall qpote the final sentence of the original preface to Roget's

Thesaurus, which can be fcond at the end of current editions:

"... the probable results of the construction of such a language
would be its eventual adoption by every civilized notion, thus
realizing that splendid aspiration of philanthropists - the
establishment of a Universal Language. However utopian such a
project may appear to the present generation, and however abortive ,

may have teen the former endeavours of Bishop Wilkins and others to
realize it, its accomplishment is surely not beset with greater
difficulties than have impeded the progress to many other
beneficial objects which in former tines appearei to be no less
visionary and which were yet successfully achieved in later ages by
the continued and persevering exertions of the human intellect...
Nothing, indeed, would conduce more directly to bring about a
golden age of unity and harsony among the several nations and races
of mankind than the reeoval of that barrier to the interchange of
thought and mutual good understanding between man and nan which is
now interposed by the diversity of their respective languages".

[Note: the complete text of Piron's letter, in Esperanto, can now be
found in MULLARNEY, M. (1989) Esperanto for Hope, Poolbeg, Dublin.]
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After Minims Parsaidh: Aspects of Translation in modern Zeeland

Michael Cronin

school of Applied Languages, Duhlin City University

Seethed:1 Cditinn in his History of Ireland describes how Peinius

Fareaidh, Xing of Scythia and ancestor cs,! the posterity of Gaedheal,

wanted to become acquainted with the languages which appeared after the

destruction of Nimrod's tower in Babel. With this aim in mind, he sent

72 disciples to various countries on the three continents then kmmal to

be inhabited. The disciples were to spend 7 years in their respective

country during which time they would acquire a thorough knowledge of that

counter* language, (thus incidentally, anticipating by millenia the

concept of the 'year abroad' in language training and acquisition).

At the end of the seven years, Pdinius went with his disciples to the

Plain of Seanair to learn the lingua humane, Hebrew, and set up schools

for the teaching of different languages, in the city of Eathena. The

principal school was presided over by three sages, Pdinius himself,

Gaedheal, son of Eathor of the race of Gteer from, Greece and Caoi

Caoinbhreathach from Judea. F6inius remained in charge of the school for

twenty years, long enough to allow Nidl his son acquire fluency in a

number of lartguages. .It was on his return to Scythia that Pdinius

ordered Gaedheal to arrange and regulate the Gaelic language (Cditinn,

1908, pp. 3-13).

Cme poet described Pfinius as a:

A man renowned, wise, learned

In each language.

We will describe here a number of ways in which the posterity of Peinius

have coped and are coping with the polyglot realities of the 20th century.

Translation in theNew State

In the earlier part of this century, translation activity wasaminly

centred araind the Irish language. At the first meeting of ail Eireann

on the 21th January 191, no translation facilities were provided even

though all the proceedings were in Irish. However, the need was soon

felt for the services of a translator and the first official translator
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to the Dail, Micheal 6 Loinsigh, was appointed in June 1919. In

September 1922 a Standing Order of Dail Eireann stipulated that the texts

of legislation be available both in.Irish and in English. This led to

the setting up of the Translation Section of Dail Eireann - Rannag an
Aistriachain. It was the Rannag which translated the constitution in

1922 tut not in 1937 when it was translated primarily by Micheal 6 Grfofa

(Dalt6n, 1983, pp. 12-17). Apart from its translation work, the Rannac

was also veryactive in the area of the simplification and

standardEsation of Irish grammar and spelling. Trois Page's simplified

spelling system Litri6 naGaeilge: limblesther ah chaighdeain appeared in-

1945 and.Slamas Daltan'sGramadach na Gseilge agus atria na Gaeilge came
out in 1958. Dentin's book waxen inetant suommul with the Irish Press

at the time headlining 1'1,200 Grammars Sold on First Day".

Ireland's membership of the European Community in 1973 required that the

relevant treaties be translated into Irish, thus representing a new

linguistic challenge for the translators in Rannag an Aistridchain. It

is not always easy, however, for the translators in the Rann6g, to deal

adequately with the sheer volume of translation work that is generated by

Dail Eireann and the European Community. There are only 11 full-time

translators working in the Rana% at present and they are already 3-4

years behind in translation of government legislation. In indicating the

size ct the backlog to an Irish Translators Association seminar on the

Translator and the /rish Language, Sean 0 Se, Assistant Chief Translator:

in Dail Eireann, also pointed to the unsatisfaCtcry situation at present

in the Dail where translators from the Rannag are expected to act at

interpreters if a TD or a weaber ot the Press Corps require

interpretation. Given that it is widely acknowledged that translating

and interpreting are two distinct skills, the interpretation requirement

would seem to place an unfair burden on the Rannag's translators (6

Murtha, 1988 pp. 9-10). The anomalous position of Irish in the European

Community where it does not have the status of a working language

seriously limits the occortunities available to professional translators

in Irish. In terms of the status of Irish language translation and the

terminological swhistication resulting from daily contact with other

European languages, Irish language translators would stand to benefit

greatly from a change in the present situation.
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Literary Translation: A Growth Ares

The Arts council in recent years has become more actively involved.in the

area Of translaticmi In particUlarilt has favoured translation of I

literature from the Irish language into English with Hord na Leabhar

Gaeilge concentrating on backing the publication of translations in

Irish. The Arts Council provides support for translations in two ways:

(1) Publication Assistance and (2) The Author's Royalty Sthese.

Publication Assistance is the offer of a'grant or a loan to assist the

publication of a title. The Author's Royalty Stheme is, among other

things, a mechanism for helping publishers ccmmission translations

(Cassidy, 1988, p. 8). Active support for Irish/English literary

translation has led to the publication of a number of translations over

the last five years. Miran el Direan's Seletted Poems/Tatar DAnta,

translated tyTtlas Mac Sfomdin and Douglas Sealy was published by

Goldsmith Press in 1984. Nuala MI Ehomhnaill's Selected Poems/Rogha

ante translatel by the poet and Michael Hartnett %AS brought cut by

Raven Arts Press in 1986, the same year that Raven published An Tonn

Gheal/The Bright Wave, a selection of translations by English language

poets of poems by writers in Irish. In the area of prose translation

Wolfhcond Press in 1987 published translations of short stories by SeSn

Mac Methane originally written in /rish for his collection Ding egos

scSalta eile. Theee appeared in English under the title ;he Atheist.

Translation activity has not been confined, however, to translation from

Irish (Cronin, 1978, p. 8).

Two publishers haVe been very much to the fore in pdblishing translations

from other languages, Dedalus Press and Raven Arts Press. Dedalus Press

in 1985 published the Swedish poet Tomas Transtromer's The Wild market

Place translated by John P. Deane. In 1987 it brought out Michael

Smith's version of poems by Miguel Hernandez in a collection called

Unceasing Lightning and versions of poems by the Romanian poet Martin

Sorescu by John P. Deane entitled The /both of Don Quixote. In 1988,

translations of selected poems by the Hungarian poet Agnes Names Nagy

appeared in a collection published by Dedalus in association with Corvine

Press in Budapest. Hugh Nekton was the trenzlator and the title of the

collection was Between. Men Arts Press have published translations

from German and Dutch, 65 Poems, selected poems of Paul Celan translated

by Brian Lynch and Peter Jankowski (1906) and Middenthddings, selected

poems of Gerrit Achterberg translated by Michael O'Loughlin (1987).
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As well as translation into English there are txansiations of work into

Irish mainly piblished by An Gam and 'smaller publishers such as Coiec6im

and C16 Iar-Chonnathta. A comprehensive listing of these translations in

recent years but an example of the variety of such translation can be
seen in some of the titles published in 1987: 'Niece an Wain (C16
Iar-Chonnachta) by Laurent Escudie and Yann tench Jam, translated from

Breton by Deities Mac Gearailt, Saibhreas Chnoic chaspair (An G0m) by J.

Selwyn Lloyd, translated from Welsh by Liam Mac C6i1 and Sneachta

(Coiscdim) again by a Welsh author, Pair Wynn Hughes and translated by

Miire Nic Mhaollin. A relatively new development in literary translation

in Ireland has been the translation of works by modern writers in /ash
into languages other then English. In 1984, the French publisher

Calligrammes publishel Une Ile et d'autres iles. This collection

contained French translatinns by Eamon 0 Ciosfin of poems by Mciirtin 0

Diredin, Pidraig Mac Piarais, Sean 0 Riordlin, Eoghan 0 Tuaraisc, Mare

Mhac an tSaoi and Caitlin Maude. Italian translations of poems by

Padraig 0 Snodaigh appeared under the title Solitudine e Compagnia

(Edizioni del Sud, 1987). The translations were by Posangela Barone and
G. Lendazo Camiless.

Given the level of activity in literary translation in Ireland as present

,and the likelihood of this increasing with greater European integration,

there is a need for a coordinated policy with respect to translation from

Irish and English into other languages or vice versa. The European

Community has already committed itself to a major translation project

which will ultimately involve a number of translations from Irish into

other European languages each year. The project is at present under

consideration by the Arts Council, the Capartment of the Taoiseach and

the Irish Translators Association and is evidence of the increasing

internationslisatim of literary translation in Ireland. There are
obvious advantages as a result of this develorment: increased prestige
for Irish writing in both languages abroad, particularly important in the

case of Irish which will have more opportunities to see itself in

languages other than English. In addition, translation often represents

a useful source of income and a valuable training for creative writers.

Literal, Translation: Problems and Possible Solutions

A policy that would seek to address the difficulties faced by literary

translators in Ireland would have to begin with the vexed questions of

lack of proper training and poor rates of pay. There are a nuMber of

ways in vhich these poobleassight be tackled.
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1. LiteracylVenelatian Pro:frames. The University at COsseldorf runs

a training programme for literary translators which involves an

obligatory Stay/it the European Translators College in Straelen on the

German-DutCh harder. The Boole Saphiedre de Traducteure-Interpretes

LOCien Cooremans (ESTI) in Brussels has started a two year postgraduate

course in literary translation for literary translators working into

French. /t would seem both desirable and feasible for Irish universities

to folly the German and Belgian examples and institute specific ccurses

for those wishing to work in the area of literary translation. The

active involvement of experienced literacy translators would be crucial

to the success of such courres.

2. Translators Colleges. The aforementioned Ttanslators dallege in

Straelen has 20 apartments and library which contains ever 20,000 books

including 2,000 dictionaries and encyclopedias. These are at the

disposal of literary translators who may stay at the College free of

charge. In 1987 "Le College international des traducteurs littraires"

was set up in Arles and there are plans to establish a "Casa del

Traductor" in Tarragon (Spain) and a similar college in Viterbo (Italy).

The setting up of &Translators College or Centre in Ireland along the

lines of the College in Straelen would be a major boost to literary

translation in Ireland. it would give literary translators a place to

work, an access to dictionaries and other reference material and a

valuable chance to meet other people working in the sane area. Such a

project would seem timely in the light of Dublin's taking on the mantle

of the Cultural Capital of Europe of 1991.

3. Low Rates of Pay. One eminent French specialist of Pushkin

complained bitterly that he received approximately 50p per poem for

translation that cost him years of work. The story is not untypical of

the low rates offered by literary publishers for translations. The usual

practice is for the translator to be paid a lump sum for a translation

but they very rarely receive any royalties. Thus, even if the book is a

bestseller, which can in part be attributed to the goality of the

translation, the translator will not receive any further payment. As

well as putting pressure on publishers to offer better rates to

translators, translators' &associations in Ireland and abroad have argued

for the institution of translators royalties thus ensuring that

translators benefit from the commercial success of a translate8 work.
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4. Translation Prizes and Bursaries. Helmut Scheffel, translator and

editor of the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung pointed out at a symposium

on European culture in Paris that literary translation prizes and

bursaries are generally awarded to thstanguished or esinent translators

often towards the end of their career in recognition of work done.

Scheffel suggested that burssries in particular might just as usefully te

awarded to young translatomswith well defined translation projects

(Scheffel, 1988, pp. 285-89). If such bursaries were to exist in

Ireland, they would be an important incentive for young translators to

get involved in literary translation, thereby secualig continuity and

quality for the profession.

New Teclnoaogies and the Translator

Joel de Rosnay, former Director of Research Applications at the Pasteur

Institute in-Paris and now French Presidential Appointee to the Science

Centre in Paris argues in Le Cerveau P1an6taire that a new type of

econamic development is coming to the fore in developed countries which

is 'reticular' or network-based (De Rosnay, 1983, pp. 22-23). The Oil

Crisis of the early 1970's coupled with a growing ecological awareness

made many countries realise that the earth's resources were limited and

that untrammelled quantitative economic growth was no longer possible.

This latter point of view was expressed most cogently in the report

commissioned by the Club of Rome and published in 1972 as The Limits to

Growth (Behrens, Meadows, Meadows, Randers, 1972). Thus, the move is

increasingly away from an economic growth based on the u.ploitation of

raw materials and towards the establishment of a new infrastructure

centred on informatics and telecomsunications. The component parts of

this infrastructure which are frequently organised around the principle

of the network are optical fibre links, satellite communications,

videodisks, databanks and databases.

The consequences for Ireland and the translation profession are important

and not always fully recognised. A reticular growth model allows Ireland

to overomne its geographical isolation and indeed turns its peripleral

location into an advantmge. Given a proper telecomnunications network

(there has in fact been extensive if belated government investment in

this area over the last decade) and requisite sophistication in

information, Irish firms can benefit from being located away from

congested high mat centres of production in England or continental
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Europe. A number of recent developeents in Ireland indicate the

opportunities that arecpening up for Irish translators as a results of

the advent of new technologies,

1. FAX. Facsimile machines allow the instantaneous, high-quality

transmission of documents over the telecomnications network. This

means that 'enters of the Irish Translators Association living in Sligo

county or West Cork can work for clients in Holland or West Germany. The

clients receive the finished translation as quickly as if the translators

lived in the same street in either of these countries.

2. Videointeroretiuq. This is the combinationi of videoconferancthg

and simultaneous interpreting. In post-1992 Europe there is_likely to be

an even greater Lacrosse in the number of international meetings which

means-more travel, a saturated airspace and inconvenience for delegates

and interpreters. Thus, videoconferencing would be one wey of cutting

travel costs and reducing the physical fatigue occasioned by

Eurocormuting. The European Community has tegun to experiment with this

as has DUblin City University and the Universita de Baute-Alsace

(Mulhouse). Using a technique known asaultipoint mwitching DCU and the

universitê de Haute-Alsace intent to organise a link-up with partners in

Barcelona and Germersheim (West German). Six languages would te

involved, Irish, English, French, German, Spanish and Catalan

illustrating the multi-lingual potential of videointerpreting.

3. Terrbanks. Ttanslators in Ireland with a modem can gain access to

Eurodicatcm, the European Community's terebank.

Alternatively, they can build up their own on-line dictionaries using

terminology software such as Termer marketed by Multi-Lingua in the

United Kingdom or ALPS (Automated Language Processing Systems)

interactive translation software used by translation students in D:U.

4. Eurotra. The Eurotra project aims at developing a machine

translation system capable of dealing with all Community languages. The

Eurotra Ireland project is based in Dublin City University and is

currently working on terminology and the importance of sablanguages for

translation. Itle Irish teem is determining the form and function of the

terminology component within the machine translation system. This

involves building up a database of telecomminications terms (the special
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subject field selected for the pilot phase) and ultimately designing a

facility tolncorporate these terms into general ronolingual dictionaries.

5. D2-MAC Packet and Direct Broadcasting Satellites. D2-MAc/Packet is

the new French and German television standard which is intended to

replace the existing PAL and SECAM standards. France and West Germany

Are launching four Direct Broadcasting Satellites which are designed to

transmit D2 -MAC Signals. This will pave the way for High-Definition

television currently being developed by Philips (The Netherlands) and

Thanson (Prance).

The importance of the adoption of this new standard for translators lies

in its multiple sound capability. In the old systeme, the luminance and

chrominance signals (-responsible for picture and colour) were interlaced

in what was known as frequential multiplexing. In the transmission of

each scanning line, 52 microseconds were given over to the transmission

of luminance and chrominance signals and 12 microseconds to sound and

data signals which were transmitted in analog form. The new standard

transmits the luminance and chrominance signals in bursts aa packets so

that there is no interference between different signals and hence no loss

of picture quality. This is known as temporal multiplexing. The sound

and data signals which include film subtitles and teletest are

transmitted in digital form using duebinary coding.

The D2 -MAC standard allaas for four separate digital audio channels which

means that a programne can be broaacast simmltaneously in eight different

languages. British researchers have in fact developed a 0-1AC system

which double the number of audio channels but there is the danger of

scectrun congestion and it is also incrapatible with cable networks

(Gould, Lum, 1976: Bousquet, harah, Pares, 1982).

This multiple dubbing capacity of the new D2-MAC standard is certain to

provide translators in the 1990's with new wportunities and challenges.

It would seem important that those training Irish translators respond

appropriately and prepare Irish graduates for the expanding area of

dubbing and sub-titling in the era of European satellite television.

Of course, cultures differ and so do approaches to dUbbing. In Cambodia,

actors used to hide behind the screen and thus hidden from the audience
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speak the lines of the foreign film actors in Khmer. Actors in Thailand

used loudspeskers for this purpoee in a tschniqUe that came to be know%

as 'Adamand Ewing'. Irish Adams and Eves mvi find that failure to

respond in time to develcpments in state/lite television will lead to

banishment fran the linguistic Eden of the 1990's.

The Language Industry

The 'Language Industry' is a concept that is being actively prcmoted by

the European Commission. In Prance, the notion of 'Les industries de la

langue' has enjoyed a certain currer as the result of Bernard Cassen's

report presented to the French Minister for Research and Technology in

1985 entitled Les Industries de la langue, un grand enieu culturel,

scientificlue et_technologimicur la France. Basically, it is anything

that is a product or an application of natural language processing and

covers such areas as:

spelling checkers, style and grammar checkers/correctors
terminological databases
information retrieval systems
machine translation

- lexical and linguistic workstations
natural language interface to database in a multilingual

environment
Desktcp publishing
Ctfice automation including machines that will read mail
autanatically in several languages

The development of language industries will certainly have implications

both for the training and employment prcmpects of Irish translators

(Davis, 1989, pp. 40-46). The extent of investment in these areas is

quite considerable and continues to gra/. In 1985 there was a turnover

of 35m dollars in natural language interface with databases and this is

growing at the rate of 100% a year. The market for speech recognition

and synthesis was valued at 25 million dollars in 1987 but it could be

worth anyWhere between 1,000 and 5,000 million dollars in the 1990's.

machine translation which currently accounta for 10% of all translation

activity is variously valued at between 160 and 480 million dollars

(Rosselin, 1987, p. 22).

Though scepticism is necessary to temper the heady optimism of market

growth predictions, it is nonetheless true that the Ccmaunity and

individual member states are increasingly interested in the economic

potential of the language industry. Part of the EC's concern is

competition from Japan in this area. The Japanese are currently
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financing 30 MT projects and in 1987 decided to invest 400 million
dollars over 15 years in a telephone translation

system (Launet, 1987,
pp. 35-40).

It could be argued that
to some extent the fate of languages like French

or inZeed Irish depend on the degree to which linguists can produce
systematic descriptions of these languages for use by computers. Thus,
there is an economic case to be made for

proper government funding of
applied linguistics research. If commercial and scientific translation
has alueys teen

interdisciplinary in terms of subject areas handled, the
language industry development

takes this one step further. The activity
itself becomes interdisciplinary

as the translators work alongside
engineers, computer specialists and linguists.

The Irish Translators
Association

If the Irish Free State on its inception
made provision for translation

it would te over 60
years before Irish translators

organised themselves
into an association.

The Irish Translators
Association (ITA) was founded

in June 1986 and unlike
similaz associations elsewhere is open to both

literacy and technical
translators. The Association has at present

around 160 members. The first two events ocganised by the ITA reflected
the dual interests of its members. In March 1987, at an ITA poetry
reading Brian Lynch and Peter Jankowski read their translations of Paul
Celan's poems and discussed some of the difficulties involved. In May
1987, a Translation Day held at NIHE Dublin

heard talks on terminology in
Irish, the history of translation theory and workshops were organised for
commercial, technical and literary translators. The following are some
of the areas that the ITA has been involved in over the last three years.

1. The establishment of a database of translators in Ireland and the
compilation ct a Register of Translators.

2. The setting up of a sub-committee to draw up a Code of Practice for
Irish translators.

3. A survey of the working conditions of translators in Ireland.
4. The organisation of an annual Poetry Translation

Competition.
5. The publication of a Newsletter which comes out four times a year.
6. The ITA became a candidate member of the Fed6ration Internationale

des Ttaducteurs (F/T) in 1988 and is due to become a full =Ober in
August 1990 at the FIT World Congress in Belgrade.
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7. In 1987 the ITft become en affiliate member of the Irish Writers

Union.

8. Cmganisation of seminars on mew Technology and the Translator, the

Business of Translation, An t-Aistritheoir ague an Ohmage and

readings by distinguished literary translators.

The ITA is at present studying the advantages and disadvantages of

eStablish!ng criteria for meMbership in line with current practice

elseubere and in an attempt to give the organisation prcper professicmal

status (Cronin, 1988, pp. 6-7). Such a tove might have consequences for

the,eclectic nature of the ITA and thus is being carefully considered

before any decisions are taken.

Translator Training

Though the question of translator training has exercised the minds of

participents at numerous international conferences, literature contains

instances of those who acquire foreign languages with remarkable

facility. In Edgar Rice Burrcegh's 12 volume saga Tarzan when Miss Jane

Porter is first formally introduced to Tarzan, he could read and write

English, speak "ape and a little elephant" and French. By the 6th volume

Tarzan speaks Arabic, English, German, Bantu, a great deal of elephant,

suehili, French, monkey, Middle English, lion, Abyssinian and he has a

fair understanding of American (Davenport, 1984, pp. 343-44).

Polyglot Tarzana are rare and mlch attention in educational circles is

devoted to equipping apprentice translators with the necessary language

skills for an increasingly carpetitive translation market. However,

there are two problem arms in translator training which I will only

dwell on briefly here but which merit consideration in any evaluation of

the effectiveness of translator training.

Firstly, translation is a written medium which is being taught to

students whose cultural beckground is increasingly dcminated by the

orality of the telephone, transistor radio and television. Though the

influence of these media is difficult to quantify, confusion of

registers, inappropriate use of oral form and repeated difficulties in

written expression in the pother tongue point to an apparent lack of

familiarity with written media in the culture. This, incidentally, is an

argument for the retention of literature courees on translation ccerses
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to draw the student's attention to the resources available in written

language (Cronin, 1988, pp. 125-28).

Secondly, there is the challenge of teaching scientific and technical

subjects to a non-traditional audience. This task is not always easy

when science lecturers are faced with students who have frequently

expressed a preference for languages a* opposed to science subjects in

seoondary schoal. The use of inductive approaches to the teaching of

scientific and technical subjects, the historical contextualisation of

scientific theories using &heuristic approach and drawing attention to

the sodus operandi a scientific understanding (Gile, 1986, p. 368) are

possible usys of overcoming initial resistance to scientific and

technical instruction on translation degrees.

Conclusion

In recent years, Ttanslation Studies and the translation profession in

Ireland have emerged from a relative obscurity. The scope for further

uork and development.is immense though three areas in particular :/ould

seem particularly promdsing.

1. The development of translation as a new service industry playinc; an

important role in a reticular eoonoey.

2. The dissemination Of Irish litmrature and culture in both languages

through translation in a positive European environment.
3. The mpansion of Translation Studies building on Ireland's

experience as a bilingual state.

Ni01, the-youngest wan of Fêinius Farsaidh was not bequeathed the

sovereignty of Scyth:a which went to réinius' eldest son, Neandil.

Céitinn remarks rather ruefully that Nidl uss "only left what profit he

derived from the sciences and the various languages which he used to

teach in the public schools of the country" (aitinn, 1948, F4 13). It

is Niel's inheritance which may yet prove to be the most valuable.
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Review of Kim Grundy (ed.), Linguistics in Clinical
Practice. London: Taylor and Francis, 1989. 305 pp.

Jeffrey L. Kallen

Trinity College Dublin

Eight years after David Crystal's depiction of the
field of 'clinical linguistics' (Crystai 1981), and five
years after his more whimsically phrased attempts at
'close encounters' between linguistics and language
disability (Crystal 1984), the appearance of this collection-
of 15 articles relating to linguistics and clinical
practice offers a good opportunity to assess the nature of

current encounters between these two fields.

The work, which is organised and intended as a

textbook, is divided into three basic sections:. two
introductory articles by Grundy on 'Essential linguistics
for clinicians,' eight contributions on language assessment
techniques, and five concluding articles which focus on the
role of linguistics in clinical intervention. The scope of
the book includes both the better-known areas of childhood
phonology and syntax as well as less frequently discussed
topics such as pragmatics, prosody, fluency, and acquired
language disorders.

Grundy's task in the first section is a difficult one.
Defining 'essential linguistics for clinicians' is a

selective and simplifying exercise; in a book of this kind,
it also defines the relationship between linguistics and
clinical practice. We are given an overview of Saussurean

linguistics, some rather simple illustrations of Whorfian
relativism, a sketch of the phrase structure component of
classic transformational grammar and some discussion of the

competence/performance distinction, and a contrast of
Skinnerian versus cognitively-oriented theories of

language acquisition. Much is claimed for linguistics, as
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throughout the volume, exemplified in Grundy's view (p. 15)

that

The theory of PS rules, ... leads to an appreciation
of the structured and generative nature of language
and, with this concept in mind, clinicians can plan
language programmes which provide opportunities for
the acquisition and generation of specific language
structures.

The contributions in Part Two of the book run in two

different directions: one towards a 'literature review'

in which different existing methods of linguistic

assessment are compared and discussed as clinical tools,

and the other towards a concrete presentation of performance

data subject to linguistic analysis. The diviling line

between these approaches ls, of course, not rigid, but

together they suggest two uses of the term 'linguistic':

one pertaining simply to language, the other more

specifically to linguistics (see Luelsdorff 1986 for a

formal definition of the:e too senses). Pamela Grunwell's

'Assessment of phonology,' which deals essentially with

child phonology, represents the first trend well: following

arguments for a scientific approach to phonology, Grunwell

contrasts features of several established methods for

collecting and analysing phonological data. Florence L.

Myers's overview of 'Language assessment in the United

States' is somewhat anomalous in that it contains a

geographic rationale rather than one based in linguistics

or speech pathology: in any event, much of the material

in the appendix listing 'selected language assessment

instruments' is quite familiar on this side of the Atlantic,

as are the general issues raised by Myers.

A closer look at linguistic disability is afforded i.

this section by Michael Garman, Michael F. McTear and Gina

Conti-Ramsden, and Keith Brewster. Garman's paper on

'Syntactic assessment of expressive language' starts by

declining to 'review recent assessment procedures' (p. 92)
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but concentrates instead on a substantive clinical

transcript which is examined in general terms and

according'to several well-known protocols for syntactic
analysis. McTear and Conti-Ramsden discuss basic concepts

in the field of pragmatics, focusing on tne relative

advantages of ethnographic methods and formal checklists

in clinical discourse analysis. Both papers are lucid and

useful, proceeding from theory to application while

retaining contact with the 'real world' of clinical data.

The lack of attention paid to adult disorders is, however,

regrettable. Brewster's contribution on 'The assessment of

prosody' should be useful for many readers as it displays

terminology, concepts, and practical notational conventions

from an area which is still largely overlooked in linguistic

phonetics. His presentation, however, is marred by a

tendency towards overly schematic writing and a willingness

to trade in truism: short, prosody is closely involved

in total language performance' (p. 177). How could it be
otherwise?

In the final section, Grundy comes closest to making

a 'close encounter' between linguistics and clinical

practice. In 'Developmental speech disorders,' devoted to

childhood articulation and phonological disorder, Grundy is

refreshingly straightforward in describing clinical

examples and depicting methods for selecting courses of

therapy that are compatible with at least the broad thrust

of most modern phonological theory. Conti-Ramsden's work

on 'Developmental language disorders,' dealing with

general linguistic and communicative ability and focusing

on syntax, benefits more often than not from a concrete

approach to some case history-type data and from a

pragmatically-oriented analysis of a therapeutic

intervention in syntactic disability. Niklas Miller's

'Acquired speech disorders is a welcome shift to the adult
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area, benefiting from practical suggestions for treatment,

but in some ways attempting to survey too big a field

without returning to the base of linguistics in any

theoretical sense.

Contrasting with Chomsky's cynicism about the viability

of 'applied linguistics' in language learning (see Chomsky

1973), Crystal's optimism about the possibility of 'clo'se

encounters' between linguistics and language disability is

more than reflected in the Grundy volume, which_ positively

exudes optimism about the usefulness of linguistics in

clinical description, evaluation, and therapy. Yet the

picture presented here leaves open many questions about the

possibility of such 'encounters.' The linguistics

discussed here is not of the abstract type. Syntactic

theory stops with the short reference to classic

transformational grammar, leaving out any current work in

Government and Binding or other grammatical theories which,

ironically in this context, contain goals of describing

universal grammars that would be more relevant to the study

of language acquisition and disability than the earlier

transformational models. Similarly, a rather elementary

generative-type phonological theory appears to be implicit

in the phonological theory base, without regard to

developments in metrical phonology, lexical phonology, etc.

Metrical phonology (see Hogg and McCully 1987) offers

particular promise for clinical insight, as clinical

problems often defy solutions which use rules in linear

derivations. The brief mention of sociolinguistics is at

times naive (see especially the account of language

standardisation, p. 42) and ignores the critical role of

language attitudes in the assessment of spoken language

(see Milroy 1987 for discussion).

While the linguistics here may not be abstract, neither

is the clinical side as concrete as it might have been. We
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are expos.ed at times to a dizzying barrage of metaphor ('The
atsove approaches would seem to differ along several

dimensions which pivot around certain key issues,' p. 190),
while the sections which review previous work are at times
no more informative than the accompanying bibliography. Too

infrequently does one feel a real breakthrough between the
concerns of linguistics, the nature of linguistic disorder,
and clinical intervention.

Many phonetic symbols in the book are poorly presented,

and differences in typeface and character size sometimes
render phonetic transcriptions quite unsatisfactory.
Misprints are a problem: most readers will be able to

decode 'pidgeon' (pigeon) (p. 192), 'phenome' (p. 273), and
'lingusitic' (p. 294), but 'emotional liability' (p. 286)
is plausible enough to obscure the intended (I assume)
'emotional labiality.' Grundy mistranslates 'dummy' (i.e.,

soother, etc.) as used on this side of the Atlantic into

American 'comforter'; the American term for dummyjsoother
is pacifier, while a comforter is a kind of quilt. -he

'linguist's paradox' referred to by Brewster (p. 173) in

discussing thi work of Labov i3 better known as the

'observer's paradox.' Most of these editorial slips and

technical problems are merely annoying, but they do detract
from t*e reading of the book as a whole.

Despite the reservations expressed here, this book is

a useful contribution to clinical linguistics, if only for

helping to define the way that further such linguistic
encounters may take shape. As a textbook, it would
necessarily be supplementary: the linvuistics introduction

is insufficient to stand on its own, while the clinical

insights often refer to other works which the reader would
need to read for full benefit. In this supplementary

function, however, the book would be a welcome addition to

any syllabus on clinical linguistics.
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Leirmheas ar IMAM NA GABILGE 6. Eagartheir: ciaran 0 coigligh. Iris
-Chcmhar na MOinteoiri Gaeilge, 1989. (84 lth.).

Denall P. 6 Baoill,

Institidid"Teangeolaiochta Eireann.

TS dh& alt &Lag agus tri leirmheas san eagan seo de Theagasc na
Baineann a bhformher le tarsal oideachais ar fud oilean Eireann. Ta tacht
iontu ar chars& curaclaim,

ar an Teastas ShiSisearach, ar an idirbhliain, ar
ricmhaireacht tri Ghaeilge, ar thraenailmainteoiri bunscoile, ar mhaineadh na
Gaeilge sa tuaisceart, ar athbhreithnia na Rtdnnecddeachais ar charsal
Gaeilge tri Mheitheal S.Ibre na Roinne at& ag cbair le rcdnnt taianta anuas
agus at deireadb alt fada ar scriobh na Gaeilge sa bhunscoil.

TS an cur sios ar an Teastas Oisearach lom, simpli. Is lair go bhfuil 'roan
feola le crochadh ar na cnamha ad agus treoracha ciallmhara le tabhairt do
mhainteoiri ionas go mbeidh eifeacht leis an mhdinteoireacht. TS na tri
leibheal a bheas ann feasts luaite ach is eagal liom 6na bhfuil aite fathu
nach leigheas ar bith iadsar chuid mhaith den chur i gceill at& cheana fain
leitheadach. Is rishoileir 6 na leabhair uile go le1r attar fAil ar an
mhargadh agus at& dirithe ar an Teastas Sheisearach sa Ghaeilge gur beag
idirthuiscint ata ag foilsitheoiri agus ag mainteoiri ar a bhfuilag teastail.

Pleitear an idirbhliain I. gcdpla alt. Is lair gun smaointeoireacht ar ficl ati
at sial faithi go feill agus is with ann i. Nil carte ar bith fid i bhfoirm

creatlaigh ann go %ill. An bhfuil ccahthuiscint ann faoina leitheid fid?

Braithim go bhfuil cuid mhaith acaddlachais ag baint lena bhfuiltear a mholadh

sna haltanna. Ta na hiarrachtai ati tugtha mar eiseamlairl teanntaithe go
maith. Is athinsint chomh tur cianna iad ar an seanrudai at& ar sial le fada
riamh. Ti inspioridd agus santaaiccht ag teastail go crua ma tither le cOrsa

f6ir3teenach a mholadh gan tracht ar chur leis. Is lair gur tri Bhearla a
chaithfear go leor dena daltai a theagasc 'gum ni lair dcm freagra

adh6chasach a bheith ar fill faoina bealai a bhfeadfai deileitil leis an
drisin cosSin seo. Is.measa aria gur chun leasa na hArdteiste a asaidtear an
idirbhlaiin i mean scoileanna nuair is abhar oifigidil charsa na hArdteiste a
mhdinteer. Ti se that am ag mainteoiri na Gaeilge a ghabhill'ag chair ar
phaciisti taitneanhacha a bheadh inasaide aqua inliimhsithe ag gach aicme
daltai a chur or fail. Bids nua 6 taw go deireadh agus biodh samhlaiocht

agus taitneamh agus eolas ag rith leo.



rI moltal ciallshara Manta faoin rianhaireacht i qcSs na Gaailge. Ba smith

ann iad fosta na Miseanna uile at& molta a bheith ar fIll ag scoileanna

lfinGhaeilge agus.ag an phobal i gcoitinns. air earball chat Mhanainn atS

rfomhaireacht na Gleilge is tn.* liana a mops iS sleamhain engrain I. IS

beag is fid moltaf murar lIlt aign. &gin 1Sn adrift a bheith ag an sat agus

acu sin a ctuireann feidtaklena gn6thal.

Is lIlt imnf orthu sin a acrid% na hailt faoi staid na Gaeilge sa

tuaisceart. Baineann an imnf sa chlad Sit leis na hiarrachtaf a rinne

Mawhinney, cfi go bhfuil athra intinne agus dearcaidh air 6 scrfahadh na

pdipfiir seo, de thairbhe an bha a thlinig In phobal. Is cosdil go saastar na

treoracha faoi Chdrsaf measdnaithe a bheith an-lom. Axis eile a trf leithfal

ann mar at& againn flin agus gan sainid ceart Manta ar son chesnnacu.

Mheasadh duine go bhfuil an GCSE A chur i bbfaidhm faoi dhriopAs aqua an rud a

dhlantar faai dhriopSs cha bhfonn al craicneach. Mil slacht ar na

heiseamairf teanga, ar an ghramadach, ar na socruithe do na scrdduithe de

air cosdlachta. TS Eirinn uile faoi Iidtreoir is cosdil.

T5 cdras traenAla na rbunmainteoiri roimh agus i ndiaidh 1974 rianaithe go

maith in alt eile. Is st-ir anois I 6 tharla goMbaineann a& le CoUiste pan

Chtirigh. Cuirtear an traemiil i gcdrsaf Gaeilge faoin seanchdras ar a

rbronntai dioplessa agus an traerriil a fhaigheann siad sidd, a mbronntar an

chlim B.Cld orthu, igcomparkid le calls. is fid na concldidi a l&amh ague a

thfuil idir na ante choMh maith.

TS an t-alt le BreandSn 6 Cainfn 6n Roinn Cldeachais insOisi mar gur tuar

Mchais Sigin a thfuil I a ann. TS athbhreithnid ioman ar situ ag an

Mheitheal Cdbre I leith na Gasilge - go fid gurb f prIcehaidlat theagasc na

Gaeilge feast& an teanga labhartha a fhorbairt. TS radial nithe faoi scrddd ag

an mheitheal cleachtais Isgsdla d&theangachais i scoiloanna, teastas braise

do mhdintecdri le ghabh&il ag xdineadh I scoileannn lfthseilge n6 sa

Ghaeltacht, curaclam nua don Ghaeltacht ina masc. Luaitear carat taighde

ague chair Woad churaclaim na Roinne Oideachais. War dUhais na scoileanna

anGhaellge agus a bhfuil i ndlin d8ith. a thuar Mchais Minn uile mcdtal na

meithle sec a fheiceSil i ngnfoMh.
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Baineann an t-alt deiridh le hEoghan 6 SOilleathilin, alt,a bhfuil leathanach_
ls fiche ann, le sctiobh na cosi*. Is i an bhuncheist at& aige CA huair is
fearr dO fhoglaimeoir na data teanga tosO ar an scriobh. TA mdrAn sleachtai
tugtha le dearcadh na Roinne, etumann mOinteoirf Eireann agus mar sin a
lEiriO. Luaitear an taighde nub.. a fh6ireann don arg6int agus sleachta as
rkitis 6 dh& theangeolai i cites na seacht6idi. Lagaionn tuairimi na
dteaNeolaithe teoiricidla Eifeacht.na hargdna, dar liom, agus is beag duine a
sneasfadh leo mar thuairimi le fada.

-Tugtar fwin gCur Chuige Cumars&ideach agus faoin Threshold Level agus
luaitear gur smeareolas at& ag teastAil 6 dhaoine a Eilionn an leibhEal

Airithe seo. Aonduine a leigh a bhfuil sa Threshold Level beidh a fhios aige
gur beag dalta ArdteisteGaeilge

a bhfuil smacht aige ar a bhfuil de theanga

agus d'eolas teanga sa Threshold chbanna. Luaitear fosta 'metalinguistic

reasons for which we learn languages' as lAirmheas le hroghan Mac Aogkin, 1984
&it a ndeir 56 nach renhaith a cheaptar a leithéid sa Chur Chuige

Cumars&ideach. Cibé faoi dhaoine asta a thugann faoi theanga, is ceist lion
an bhfuilp&isti ar bith ar bhuncoileanna na tire seo a mbionn

'metalinguistic reasons' i gcOl a goinn acu ague iad i whun na Galilge? Is
beag acu A a dEarfainn.

TS suplai d'iarrachtai roinnt daltal de gach aois in aguisin i ndeireadh an
ailt. CE gur shuimidil le duine iad, is Air orthu gut 6n chlirduth a
scriobhadh an mh6cchuid acu. Is beag iarsma den chruthaiocht atS le feiceSil

iontu, fid iad sin at as rang a sA iad. Is trua sin Ids scAil iad ar

mhothOchAin ague ar smaointe na ndaltai.

An cioradh ati 'Manta agamsa ar an alt deiridh sec is ar Ohaithe le so:tip nios

leithne a thabhairt do phi* an Athair a rinne mA A. Et d6igh lion go bhfuil
freagrai deasa caws ar an cheist. Measaim fosta gur fearr a sheasfadh

arg6inti an Odair di bhfanfadh et slAn 6 thuairimi theangeolaithe/acsairi

eile nach raibh riamh ag plA le piisti den aois 4-12. Ti g& liqean do phdisti
iad fkin a chur in iel. Ach ti faitios m6r orm, m& t& fonn scribhneoireachta

orthu, qur sinne idir dhaoine.f&sta aqua mhOinteoiri at& ag cur dlOis lena
bhfonn. Is gniomhaiocht scoile i an scribhneoireacht a gcuirtear riachtanas
lEi. Ach sin mar ati, t& an ceart go hiomlin ag an Odar nuair a deir sE gur
ch6ir "aidhm an teagaisc a athrO ague sistacht an dalta a choinnail chun
tosaigh".
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Is Saar an-Arnach 4, seo at& pl*ite go hiontsic ;manta ag an Oder ague is

ceart sin agus molaim a dhdthracht leis an Abhar. Is Mir gur leis at& a

chroi.- B'fMidir go weagfaidh iadsin a bhfuil smacht acu-ar ni gn6thal

an cheist a chioradh aqus r61 ac;Cs &it na scribhneoireachta sa ch6ras

scolaicchta a leagan sios ar bhonn a bheas intuigthe, inghlactha, rEadOil agus

ag teacht le fiseog na haoise ina maireann muid. Char bheaq sin.

c16 A4 at& ar an iris anois. Nil si chomh slachtmhar i gcuma &gm a bhi na

heagdin roimpi ach is d6cha gur saoire an cur amach Gr. Braithim fosta go

bhfuil athrd dearcaidh ag an eagartMir ar ds&id an chaighde&in oifigidil char

mar a bhiodh, mar is Mir 6 na samplai sec a thug m& faoi deara in ailt

Aagsdla:

fachta; sara dtbann; nios dcmhaine; den ts6rt; leithanacha; molted

praicticidla; thuile dhuine acu; achan sccil.

Ba chuma lion fdthu sin ach neamhOslid an chaighde&in a bheith A chur i

bhfeidhm go tuisceanach criochnOil. Is maasa liom go m6r ni sin na

bunlochtanne teanga seo thios ar scaoilindh leo:

go bhfuil sE de ddh orthu i a bheith ceadaithe acu ag an Boinn Oideachais

dtreo cinell &lathe de shlite bath*

faoi nithe a bhfuil sibhse ag saothrd leo,

cOrsai inseirthise fidntacha

Is m6r an &is a bhfuil d'eolas agus de thuairimiccht ar fill san eagrin sec de

Theagasc na Gaeilge. Char whaith liom go measadh daoine de thairbht a bhfuil

r&ite agam go bhfuilim sq lochtil an esgriin. Ch t_. fhuil ach is A gn6 an

lAirmheastela aird an Aitheora a tharraingt ar an libber mar is Air d6 A.

Spreag an t-eagr&n reatha miss le amsointe go leor a nochtadh. Manfaidh at

aMblaidh libhse. Cha beag sin de theist ar a bhfuil riite ann. Nolainds

Cashar na Ndinteoiri Gaeilge as an seothar a chuireenn siad otthu Ain an iris

a chur amach go rialta. Mra fada uainn an chiad eagrin eile.
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Language International, VOlume 1, Issue 1 (1589). Jcbn Benjamins Publishing

Company, Amsterdam/Philadelphia. General Editor: Geoffrey Xingscoti. ISSN in
application.

The Phonetician, A Publication.of ISPhS International Society of Phonetic
Sciences, CD-47/48, Spring/Pall, 1988. ISSN 0741-6164

ridnall P. 45 twill,

Institidid Teangsolalochta tireann.

Language International is published six times a year. Tbe volume under review
is the first of the 1989 issues. It has a very pleasing format and the

articles on the whole mak& for verylight reading. The content is varied,

ranging over such areas as languages and the computer, lexicography,-

terminology, the Omer language of Cambodia,:translation and an international

calendar of language events. It focusses mainly on practical issues such as

the use of language in computers; the contribution of different textbook

designs and recent advances in technology to teaching and training of

personnel in large companies and other institutianii. 'There are a number of

articles on the promotion of minority and local rather than imposed languages

and the practical problems that can ensue.: All in all this is an attraCtive

publication and a welcome addition to the ongoing debate atbout the prarti.1

contribution of.computers and microprocessors in storing and analysing

literature and data dealing with any aspect of language. We wish the journal

every success.

The Phonetician is a slight public&- .of some 28 pages. It contains three

fairly short articles on phonetics ana its role in the Phonetic Sciences and

linguistic theory generally. The rest of the journal is taken up with neus

itons about various meetingWoonferances, new equipment, new publications and

a report on the ISPhS business meetings during 1988 and early 1989.

The three articles focus mainly on the role of phonetic theory and its future

development &swell as the interaction of Application and theory. It is

ooncluded that phonetics is interdisciplinary in nature contributing to

developments in many different areas not only of an academic nature but also

in clinical and commercial fields. Phoneticians sb ;141 be proud of the

tremendous advances that have been made in the phonetic sciences in the last

30 years. Indeed it is a record of which we can all be proud.
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Review of Robert F. Ilson (ed.), A Spectrum of Lexicography:

Papers from AILA Brussels 1984. Amsterdam/Philadelphis:

John Benjamins, 1987.

David Singleton.

Trinity College Dublin

Thercare at least two elements in the title of the

volume under review that may put off potential readers.

The first is the word 'lexicography," which could suggest

that the book is only of interest to people involved in

dictionary-making. lae second is the indication that the

volume is baSed on papers from the 1984 AILA World

Congress; it is unfortunately the case that conference

proceedings are not always an enticing prospect.

To take the second point first, not the least

achievement of the book is that it sets the record

straight with regard to AILA 84. It shows that, if this

congress -- like most other events of its kind -- had its

hiccups, there is absolutely no doubt but that there were

some very good papers on offer in Brussels. As far as the

lexicographical focus of the collection is concerned, in

fact what these papers demonstrate is that, of its nature,

lexicography impinges on and interacts with virtually

every other area of linguistics and applied linguistics.

Thus, every single contribution to this volume treats of

topics and issues that have relevance far beyond the

realm of dictionary-making -- from semantic prototypes to

word-frequency counts and from valency theory to language

transfer.

The collection comprises ten papers, plus an editorial

introduction. The papers are arranged in three broad

groupings. First come five pieces dealing with

monolingual dictionaries, next a group of four papers
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relating to bilingual dictionaries and foreign language

vocabulary teaching, and finally a single paper on the use

of the computer in the processing of lexicographical data.

In the opening paper of the "monolingual" section,

"Types of semantic information In dictionaries," Dirk

Geeraerts reflects on the not altogether straightforward

relationship between theoretical linguistics and

lexicography, and attempts a three'old classification-of

dictionaries in terms of the kind of description they

offer, _the purpose they serve, and their knowledge-constitu-

tive interest ("reflective," "communicative/hermeneutic,"

or "technical"). This is followed by Luis Fernando Lara's

"Methodology in a non-Spanish dictionary of the Spanish

language: The Diccionario del espaffol de Mexico," which

describes a project to produce a dictionary of Mexican

Spanish without shrinking from discussing the serious

theoretical and practical problems posed by the delineation

of the regional variety in question and by the definition

and compilation of an appropriate corpus of source

material. The third paper, "A proposal for a valency table

of English" by Thomas Herbst, argues that entries in

monolingual dictionaries for advanced learners should be

organized around valency information (i.e., information

about complementation possibilities), and explores not only

the types of criteria which might be deployed in

establishing such information but also the precise forms

that valency-based entries might take. Fritz Neubauer, in

his paper "How to define a defining vocabulary," which is

the fourth of the "monolingual" group, is concerned with a

rather different aspect of dictionary entries, namely, the

vocabulary used in defining the lexical items which the

dictionary seeks to elucidate; his suggestion for limiting

this defining vocabulary in a principled manner is that it

should be based on a "sense-marked" frequency count of terms
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actually attested in the definitions of a range of already
existing monolingual dictionaries for a given language.
The last paper in the "monolingual" section of the book is
Robert F. Ilson's "Towards a taxonomy of dictionary
definitions," which like Neubauer's contribution is
focused on definitions in dictionaries, but which is
concerned not with the actual terminology of definition so
much as the various ways in which a dictionary definition
may arrange and distribute information about the syntactic
and semantic category and subcategory of its deflniendum.

The first paper in the "bilingual" grouping is by
Jean-Claude Choul and has the title "Contrele de
l'gquivalence dans les dictionnaires bilingues." As this
title indicates, the paper looks at the problem of

cross-lingual equivalence; it proposes some "objective"
tests of the equivalence of items presented as translations
of each other in bilingual dictionaries -- tests which on
the one hand refer to actual use and on the other to
definitions of the items in question in monolingual

dictionaries of the relevant languages. Gabrielle Schorr
in the paper that follows -- "Deux types de dictionnaires
bilingues de poche" -- is less preoccupied with equivalence

per se than with the two very different uses to which small
bilingual dictionaries are put, es aids to decoding and

encoding respectively, and the implications these
different uses have for the amount and varieties of
informaiion that need to be provided relative to the two
languages treated. The next paper, "Scientific and

practical problems of a Hindi-German dictionary" by Lutz
Baganz, is largely devoted to the difficulties involved jn
coping -- in the context of a Hindi-German dictionary --

with the fact that Hindi, unlike German, has ergative
constructions, is heavily aspectual, and lacks articles.
Finally in the group of papers concerned with bilingual
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dictionaries and foreign language vocabulary teaching,

Bruno Callebaut's contribution, "De l'intertgrence au

transfert, ou peut-on enseigner le SAE?", offers some

arguments and evidence in favour of the view that formal
and semantic similarities between the lexical systems of
European languages should be exploited pedagogically
through the incorporation of an explicitly contrastive-

analytic dimension into foreign language vocabulary
teaching.

The last paper of the collection is entitled "A
practical semi-automated strategy for homograph

discrimination" and is contributed by Nina Devons. It

presents in some detail the "FREQSUCON Homograph

Discrimination Strategy," which is applied to "keyword in

context" concordances and consists in five procedures, the
first three manual and the remaining two mechanical -- an
elementary FORTRAN program and a SORT routine. This

strategy, which was developed in a strictly lexicographical
context, would seem to be usable in many other types of
research based on concordances drawn from large-scale
corpora.

Perversely enough, my conclusion is largely supplied
by Robert Ilson's introduction to the book, in the last
paragraph of which he says:

The range of the subjects (the authors of these
papers] chose to discuss, and the common concerns
that emerge in their papers, bear witness both to
the extraordinary diversity of contemporary
lexicography and lexicology, and to their underlying
unity. This collection does not by any means treat
every lexicographic problem or discuss every type of
dictionary. But it does illustrate the breadth and
depth of lexicography and lexicology today. (p. ix.)

This, as far as I 4m concerned, sums the book up admirably.

I would add only tnat, with one or two exceptions, the
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contributions are remarkably accessible, and certainly do

not assume a high degree of lexicographical expertise on

the part of their readers. Any linguist or language

teacher with an interest in lexical aspects of language

and/or language learning would find this collection a most

enriching read.
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OTHER BOOKS RECEIVED
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standpoints, and working hypotheses' on apraxia and its treatment.

Eleven papers examine general aspects of apraxia of speech and other

apraxias, clinical issues related to diagnosis and therapeutic

strategies, the efficacy of specific intervention techniques, and

treatments involving severe apraxia (including apractic mutism and

the role of augmentative communication systems).

Little, D.G. and D.M. Singleton. (1988). Authentic Matetials and the
Role of Fixed Support in Language Teaching. CLCS Occasional Paper

No. 20. Centre for Language and Communication Studies, Trinity
College Dublin. 26pp.

A critical examination of the role of 'authentic' texts (e.g.,

Authentik materials) in language teaching/learning which concludes that

learners require 'an information bank and a text-exploitation kit'

in addition to appropriate textual materials: the information bank

would include 'information about the target language and information

about acquiring and performing in a second language,' while the

text-exploitation kit 'is envisaged as a source of detailed, practical

suggestions about text-processing.'
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ACCULTURATION AND HE PIDGINIZATION PROCESS
IN SECOND.LANGAUGE ACQUISITION:A CASE STUDY.

Brian Mac Anna
University College, Dublin

ABSTRACT

This paper hypothesizes that success in learning a second language is dependent
on social and psychological factors; the greater the social and psychological
distance between the learner and the TL community the more difficult it is to
acquire the TL. This hypothesis is supported by a data-based longitudinal study
of an adult second language learner. The case study suggests that the learner
must undergo a proccss of acculturation into the second language culture if L2
acquisition is to develop. The research provides evidence that a learner's failure
to acculturate can result in a fossilized reduction and simplification or
pidginization of L2 output.

Schumann's pidginization hypothesis

Schumann (1978) predicted that
"where social and psychological distance prevail one will find
pidginization persisting in the speech of second language learners"
(Schumann, 1978, p.viii)

Schumann drew on thc extensive literature on pidginization and creolization in
order to throw light on SLA.

A pidgin is characterized by a reduced, simplified grammatical structure, stylistic
range and lexicon (Crystal, 1985). Schumann observed many similarities
between pidgins and interlanguage. Both evolve from thc use of a simplified
register and a broken language. Furthermore, pidgins arc second rather than
primary languages and according to Ferguson and DeBose (1977) a weakness of
inflectional morphology obtains in both together with an elimination of many of
the syntactic transformations necessary for corrcct utterances (Ibid.,p.261)..

The Decreolization Continuum.

In relation to the differential degrees of proficiency and variability in linguistic
development Stauble (1978) makes an analogy between SLA and decreolization.
This followed evidence from Bickerton (1975) on how decreolization involves a
plethora of stages along the continuum between a creole (a pidgin language that
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has been adopted by the whole community) and a "model" U.

Bickerton suggested that the transmutation of the creole as it passes along the line
to the model language resembles SLA in its more advanced phases. This
development involves the abolition of non-standard forms by replazing them with
new restructured ones. Post-creole development is divisible into Basilect,
Mesolect and Acrolect. In a presentation on Guyanese Creole, Bickerton (1975,
Cit. Staub le 1978) discussed the importance of contact between creole and model
language speakers. Inadequate contact with model U speakers reduces
reinforcement and the Creole speaker can betome fossilized in any of the lectal
phases.

Alleyne (1971,p. 180) adopted the opinion that acculturation allowed a
deereolization along the SLA path. Where pidginization is characterized by
restricitive simplification that reduces grammar to a controllable level,
elaborative simplification complexities grammar bringing it towards the standard

in a wave of decreolization (Meisel 1976). This study fixes on a pre-
decreolization phase where the subject is trapped as a deculturated learner.

Social and Psychological Distance

Schumann considered social and psychological distance between the learner and
the U community to be largely responsible for pidginization. Social and
psychological distance can confine a learner to the communicative function of
language thereby falling short of a more integrative and expressive use.
Restricting a language to the communicative function can mean transmitting only
the most referential and denotative information.

Schumann and his fellow researchers (1976) managed to link up this construct of
social and psychological distance with the phenomenon of pidginization. They
predicted that a stronger sense of social and psychological cohesion between the
learner and the TL group would produce a healthier, more facilitative learning
environment.

This viewpoint was shared by Roger Anderson (1981), who exemplified it by
reference to the experience of immigrants who would normally have abundant
opportunities to access the TL community on a social level but due to the
difference in mentalities the L2 group may not acquire the ii with the same
degree of speed or accuracy as they might have done had they been more
psychologically receptive to the TL group.

For Evelyn !latch (1978c) this who!e idea made perfect sense. She interpreted
second language learning as a discovery or gradual assimilation of its semantic
properties. This exfoliation ofi vteffh system was achieved by means of



inter-personal communication which obviously requires some social and
psychological understanding between the parties.

Guiora et a/ (1972a) expounded on the connection between personal interaction
and SLA by focusing on the notion of the ego permeability of the learner. He
claimed that language ego is cultivated by the growing appearance of language
boundaries. In early SLA these boundaries are flexible and permeable, but as
SLA escalates the boundaries hardcn and settle into a relative impermeability
leaving language learning as more difficult to achieve.

It is important for the learner to be able to relax ego boundaries to maintain a
flexible psychic state which would allow on empathic ebb and flow of empathy
between the learner and the TL community. The Alcohol study (Guiora a al,
1972) analysed the pronunciation of Thai sentences after small, measured
quantities of alcohbl had been administered to non-native speakers of the
language. The project revealed that one and a half ounces of alcohol produced
sentences that were closest to the pronunciation of Thai native speakers. It was
conditional that the subjects had eaten prior to the test. The results varied
according to the quantity of food or alcohol consumed.

The experiMent demonstrated that alcohol induces a pliable psychic condition
which reduces inhibition equipping the subject with a more permeable "affective
filter". (Krashen, 1981,p. 167). Such evidence would lead one to speculate that
ego permeability positively responds to social and psychological proximity.

In 1978 Schumann mviewed his views on pidginization and social and
psychological distance and expressed the idea that the point at which a learner
acculturates to the target language group controls his acquisition rate.
Acculturation became for Schumann. Larsen and Smalley (1972) and Staub le
(1963 ) the chief variable in SLA.

Acculturation refers to the adaptation of the learner to the socio-cultural norms of
the second culture vb hile at the same time keeping grip of previously acquired
cultural patterns from the first culture. Thc situation permits a certain relaxation
of ego boundaries, a sufficient lowering of the affective filter to allow L2 input
into the learner's internal system (Krashen, 1982). At this partial level of
integration with the L2 group input would not be fully transformed as intake.
Fuller integration or assimilation may be required before the learner's speech
begins to decrcolize or approximate to the complex structures of the target
language.

According to this ideology, linguistic and cultural development in the learner
ought to synchronize. Whenever this coordination breaks down between
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language learning and culture learning one can witness a fossilization (Se linker,
1972) of TL linguistic forms; that is to say a learner can incorporate into his
linguistic competence a relatively permanent set of defective linguistic forms
which can manifest as resembling those forms typical of pidgin languages.
Pidginization, as the reduction of morphological and syntactic complexities to
their universal base, is quite normal in early SLA, but the problem arises where
acculturation is not acceded to. In this case the learner would seem to debar
himself from any progressive acquisition of the more specific features of tIr .
second language.

Acculturative Influences on Motivation.

Acculturation really involves a transmutation in onc's whole epistemology. And
there appears to be an increascd motivation to learn the target language once the
acculturative process has commenced. Both the learner's behavioural system and
corpus of knowledge alter with the shedding of elements from the learner's own
culture and the adoption of new cultural values. Social and psychological
adjustment ensues with the closer acceptance of a new belief and value system.

Rosenthal (1966, p275-88) presents acculturation in contradistinction to
assimilation by reference to the settlement pattern of the Jewish community in
Chigago earlier this century. This pattern flows as a "race-relations cycle"
ranging from acculturation to assimilation.

There was a relocation of the Jewish population which was to some extent based
on a voluntary segregation from Gentiles, on a preservation of ethnicity and a
reluctance to assimilate into secular American life. This account demonstrates
how an acculturative condition can be sustained in a relatively permanent state.
This appears to be the case with language learners who hover in suspension
between a native and non-native culture with distortive linguistic implications
incarnating as pidginization.

A Case Study

To examine the effects of acculturation and the phenomenon of pidginization a
case study was carried out (Mac Anna, 1988). A subject was sought whose
English was still at an early stage of acquisition but who would have ample
exposure to the TL. Furthermore, a subject was needed whose English had
fossilized and who came from a non-European background. This was because a
subject from a European environment might have shared too many cultural norms
with the TL group rendering social and psychological distance too close.
A subject from a Romance or Teutonic language background could conjecture
meanings in thc TL whereas a speaker of a Semitic or Oriental language would
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encounter minimal interlingual similarities and would be forced to depend more
solidly on social and psychological proximity as a learning facility. This led to
the selection of an Arabic speaker, Hesham.
Hesham is a temperemental individual with high social outreach; an "impulsive
speaker" (1973 cit. Du lay and Burt 1975, p.57). He was an anomie learner,
distrustful of the TL culture (Durkheim, 1987). His openness was more to the
culture of Spain which had provided him with a fiance.

He was experiencing a loss of status due to an involuntary dependency on native
L2 speakers, with a satellized, subordinate connection centered on them
(Au.subel, Sullivan and Ives, 1980). His underdeveloped linguistic competence
left him "infantilized" (Stern, 1981 ,p.382).

He had some regular exposure to the T.L. both formally and informally though this
brought no significant observable change in the level of his L2.

He was instrumentally motivated to learn English in the first instance though
integratively motivated to learn Spanish (Gardner and Lambert, 1972).
Acquisition in the latter superseded that of the former.

As Hesham's L2 input was highly restricted and his motivation to communicate
in L2 robust it can be said that acquisition occurred within a pidgin setting.

Measurement instruments used to test the subject's affective
variables, language aptitude and proficiency.

Aptitude and intelligence tests were administered but Hesham showed 'no
psychological difficulties. This leaves the way open to hypothesize that his
pidginized speech was due to his social and psychological distance from
group members.

Placement tests in English and Spanish showed Hcsham's differential proficiency
and tests on attitudes and motivation revealed his need to learn the TL was
instrumentally based.

The first test administered was the Wechster Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS).
This showed an absence of any intellectual impairment and an exceptionally high
Ianguage learning aptitude. Next camc a fully comprehensive test battery which
checked auditory comprehension, syntax and semantics. This Clinical Evaluation
of Language Functions (CELF) was applied as a general screening.
Originally the test was designed



"to provide differentiated measures of selected language functions in
the area of phonology, syntax, semantics, memory and word finding
retrieval"

(Semel and Wiig, 1980)

The test revealed the subject was devoid of language disorders which appeared to
countenance the acculturation-pidginization hypothesis.

In another variant the subject was presented with a questionnaire stating possibk
reasons for needing to learn English. The objective was to establish a rating of
instrumental and integrative motivation. This, together with a semantic
differential scale devised by Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum (1957), confirmed
Hesham's negative attitudc to the TL community and instrumental requirement
for the language.

His proficiency in : nglish was calculated by means of both the standardized
Oxford Placement Test which was administred in week one of the study and
tested his control of phonology and the writint, system in English. A second part
to the test gauged his command of grammatical structures. The overall aim was
to measure communicative performance. The result was upper elementary.

A Spanish language test disigned by the Spanish Cultural Institute Dublin was
administered by a native Spanish speaker. Hesham passed the test which he sat at
the end of the five months data collection period when sufficicnt effort had been
invested in learning Spanish.

Data was collected by recording spontaneous speech, through elicitation using
pictures to stimulate the production of grammatical structures, and through
pre-planned sociolinguistic interaction. It took an average of eight hours to
transcribe each tape. The transcriptions exceeded two hundred and fifty pages.

Results

The data analysis was based on the developmental sequence of certain sub-
systems: the negative, the interrogative, the possessive, the past tenses, .

progressive and plural morphemes and the auxiliaries.

The analysis revealed that, with the exception of the aux-negative and the plural
and progressive morphemes, Hesham's speech evidenced no development.
Obligatory contexts of use for WH - questions were left totally unused and
possessive morphemes were clearly eschewed. Control of past tenses
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deteriorated throughout the five months and there was a sharp drop in the
acquisition rate of auxiliaries.

It may be deduced from all of this that Hesham's linguistic performance in
English was reduced and simplified in form; that is, pidginized. In spite of
formal instruction at university his English remained in early SLA.
From all the tests carried out, social and psychological distance from the TL
group was seen as responsible for this fossilized, pidginized speech. The study
hypothesized the solution that a development of social and psychological
proximity would allow acquisition naturally to complete its course through to a
complexification of grammatical structures just as a creole language
complexifies as it steadily approximates to the native language to which it is
drawn.

The subject's social and psychological proximity to Spanish culture and the need
to acculturate into the Spanish language community can be seen in the light of
Hesham's rapid acquisition of Spanish during the five months. There would
seem to be a positive correlation between acculturation and language acquisition
in thiS case.

The call of this paper thcn is for furthcr studies to be done on this correlation
between acculturation and SLA in order for final decisions to be made.
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THE RELEVANCE OF LINGUISTIC CONSTRAINTS ON
INTER-LANGUAGE TRANSFER:

EVIDENCE FROM IRISH ENGLISH

Markku Filppula
The Academy of FinlandlUniversity of Joensuu

LINTRODUCTION

To talk about the relevance of linguistic constraints on phenomena of language
contact and transfer sounds a little outdated in view of the fact that much of the
recent literature on the subject is devoted to proving that linguistic factors do not
suffice to explain contact-induced change. Onc good example is Thomason and
Kaufman's book Language Contact, Creolization and Genetic Linguistics.
They bring forward masses of evidence from numerous language contact situ-
ations to refute the view, according to them commonly held in previous research,
that a "languages.structurc determines its subsequent development", and mom
specifically, what will happen to it in a situation of interface with some other
language (Thomason and Kaufman 1988,9. 34). Instead, they - along with many
others - argue for a conjunction of linguistic and extra-linguistic factors, of which
the latter are claimed to be more important and capable of overriding the linguis-
tic constraints.

So why bother to swim against the tide? Because, firstly, even acknowledging
the influence of extralinguistic factors, the linguistic factors have also been
shown to have some role in determining the outcome of contact situations; and,
secondly, because this role has been satisfactorily explained in hardly any of the
contact situations discussed in thc literature, including the Irish situation. There-
fore, there is a need to explore the boundaries or domains of applicability of
linguistic factors so as to ascertain to what extent they can be used to account for
the specifics of any given contact situation.

My aim in this paper is to discuss briefly three familiar linguistic constraints
against this general background. They arc language distance, markedness, and
the (systemic) level of grammar. Since it is very hard to assess the relevance of
these concepts in abstracto, I will mainly use the Irish contact situation, and
especially Irish English (IrE), as a ' testease' to confirm or disconfirm their
validity. My discussion is necessarily lim ited to very few 'clear cases', and it
mus t be understood as proposing a research programme rather than arguing for a
definitive point of view.
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2. LANGUAGE DISTANCE

Language distance is here used as a convenient cover term for structural and
typological similarities or differences between the languages concerned. These
are perhaps the most often cited sources of transfer. Besides language contact
studies, they have been a popular topic in the field of second-language acquisition
(SLA) studies, and at one stage even led to the establishing of a whole line of
research known as Contrastive Analysis.

From the literature on language contact and inter-language transfer it is possible
to extract a number of generalizations concerning the role of language distance
and the effects which similarities or differences between languages may have, or
have had, on the outcomes of contact. Thus, speaking of grammatical interfer-
ence, Weinreich (1953, p.39) menfions formal and/or functional similarity of
morphemes or categories as one of the factors which lead to interference in the
speech of a bilingual. Similarly, the greater the `linguistic affinity' or 'typologi-
cal fit' between the languages in contact the more likely it is that features will be
transferred from one language to anothcr (Lehiste 1988, p.59). On the other
hand, lack of typological fit has equally been shown to be a source of transfer
pheneomena. Word order, for example, is one of the areas which easily gives rise
to transfer if the languages at issue are typologically different in this respect
(Weinreich 1953, p.38).

In order to better understand the nature of transfcr based on cross- linguistic
similarities and differences, numcrous attempts have been made to classify the
effects of such transfer. One such attempt is that made by Weinreich in his
account of the different types of phonic interference (1953, p.18). These include
(i) under-differentiation of phonemes, (2) over-differentiation of phonemes, (3)
reinterpretation of distinctions, and (4) phone substitution. On a more general
level, Odlin (1989, p.36) classifies similar effects as follows (his point of view
being mainly SLA):

A. Positive Transfer
B. Negative Transfer

a. Underproduction
b. Overproduction
c. Production Errors
d. Misinterpretation

C. Differing lengths of acquisition (of thc language studied as a
second language).

Odlin's classification has a special advantage that it takes into account the



Odlin's classification has a special advantage that it takes into account the
possibility that one's native language can also have a facilitating influence on the
acquisition of the target language. Transfer can thus be either positive or
negative, whereas the other common term used for these types of influenceint

erference - usually implies only negative transfer. This is actually explicitly
stated, e.g. in Weinreich's definition of interference phenomena. By these he
means "those instances of deviation [emphasis added - MF1 from the norms of
either language which occur in the speech of bilinguals as a result of thetr
familiarity with more than one language" (Weinreich 1953, p.1).

We could now look at some data from Irish English to sec if there are any 'clear
cases' of the influence of language distance. It is of course easier to cite
examples of negative transfer, which are perhaps more noticeable at the level of
phonology. An obvious and oft-mentioned source of negative transfer is the
presence in the Irish consonant system of the distinction between palatal and
non-palatal consonants. This has led to a reinterpretation (rather than misint
erpretation) of some features of the corresponding English consonants so that
some IrE consonants (especially [t, d,5 , 3, n, 1) correspond to the Irish palatal
consonants, and others (1.i, d, s, z, r]) correspond to the Irish non-palatal
consonants (for details, see, e.g. Bliss 1984, pp .137-138). This I think is a clear
case, where it would be very hard to argue for any other motivation for transfer
than language distance, i.e. dissimilarities of the Irish and English consonant
systems.

From IrE syntax we can also point out some features which are due to either
positive or negative transfer based on the similarities or differences between Irish
and English. The IrE uses of so-called cleft sentences is one such feature: on the
one hand they reflect positive transfer in that a formally and structurally very
close parallel exists between the two languages in this respect (i.e. a close
resemblance between the Irish `copula construction' and the English it was John
who did it - type of cleft sentence). But on the other hand IrE cleft sentences arc
also thc result of negative transfer, because some of the patterns used, e.g. putting
a part of the verbal predicate into focus as in it is looking for more land they
are, are not encountered in the original target language (for further discussion of
similar examples, see Filppula 1986 , p.136ff)'. Hence, we have here a clear
case of 'overproduction' and possibly 'reinterpretation' of a syntactic pattern of
the target language.

Other, equally clear cases could be mentioned which demonstrate the role of such
purely linguistic constraints as language distance in a language contact situation.
Ideally, these could be presented in the form of a 'chart' covering all levels of
grammar - phonetic/phonological, grammatical, and lexical - and specifying
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way as Weinreich (1953, pp. 64-65) has done.
However, some fundamental problems arise with this type of argumentation,
problems which are largely common to language contact studies and contrastive
analysis in SLA research. The basic problem is this: our explanations based on
considerations of language distance are almost without exception post hoc in
nature, and incapable of predicting which differences or similarities will lead to
transfer. Or indeed, which are more likely to result in transfer - differences or
similarities. Therefore, we don't have satisfactory explanations for why some
features of Irish have been transferred, while others have not. In the absence of
such knowledge, we don't have a clear picture of the real extent of transfer
based on considerations of language distance, typological fit or the lack of it.

I now move on to the second major linguistic contraint, which is that of marked-
ness.

3. MARKEDNESS

Markedness or ummarkedness of a given feature is another linguistic factor which
has been claimed to play a significant role in language transfer. The majority of
opinion seems to favour a view according to which universally marked features
are less likely to be transferred in language contact that those which are un-
marked. In a language shift situation in particular, this results in the simplifica-
tion of the contact-language grammar (i.e. simplification in relation to the target-
language grammar). In learning the target language, speakers 'fail to acquire'
marked features, and even if some of them do acquire them, they are less likely to
spread to the whole population shifting to the new, lanivage. (Thomason &
Kaufman 1988, p.51). The usual formula is thus m->m ('from more marked to
less marked').

This generalization has emerged especially from studies in pidgins and creoles;
there the term 'naturalness' is often used instead of markedness, but with little or
no difference in meaning. The work of Peter Mühlhäusler (see, e.g. Mahlhausler
1986) and of Derek Bickerton (e.g. Bickerton 1981) can be especially mentioned
in this connection.

Thc main problem with the concept of markedness is a definitional one: what
constitutes a 'universally marked' feature (or a 'natural' feature, if that term is
preferred)? Note that markedness is ultimately defined in universal terms, and
this already reveals that it is a highly theory-bound concept, i.e. its definition
follows from the general theoretical framework, theory of grammar or of lan-
guage, which one happens to subscribe to.
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It is possible to detect a difference in general theoretical orientation between
those who speak of markedness and those who prefer naturalness. The last-
mentioned tend to be more functionalist in their approach; associating the
concepts of markedness and naturalness with relative productive and perceptual
ease (see, e.g. Thomason & Kaufman 1988, p.26). Elaborating on the notion of
naturalness, Mühlhäusler (1986, p.61-62) lists the following properties of what he
calls language-internal natural rules': they are more resistant to change; more
frequent with respect to token frequency, and also more frequent across lan-
guages; more likely to be the basis of neutralization; and, finally, natural rules are
more likely to be the model in analogical change than 'abnatural categories'.

For Millhäusler, the best evidence of the operation of 'natural rules' is to be
found in pidgins (for others, like Bickerton, the best source is first-generation
creoles). Pidgins are characterised by the absence of highly marked sounds, such
as rounded front vowels and clicks; voiced sibilants_are replaced by voiceless
ones; tonal distinctions are lost, so is the passive; the present infinitive is used for
verbs in almost all tenses; the masculine is used for all gender's, the singular form
of the noun caters for the plural meaning as well, etc. In Miihlhausler's words,
pidgins arc thus 'maximally natural languages' (Aliihlhdusler 1986, p.62).

By contrast with the functionalist view, those who prefer the term markedness are
associated with Chomsky-type generative grammar, and more specifically, with
the notion of Universal Grammar (UG). It is assumed to form the main contents
of the genetically inherited 'language acquisition device', which is activated in
conditions of restricted input from the linguistic environment, i.e. typically in
circumstances of first-language acquisition, or again, pidgin and creole genesis,
which is equally characterised by the 'poverty of the stimulus' from the environ-
ment. A central component of UG is the theory of markedness, which (ideally)
specifies the unmarked/marked values for the parameters laid down by the theory
of UG. The set of unmarked options (rules) then forms the core grammar, with
the marked options being relegated to a marked periphery in the overall struc-
ture of grammar. A child learning a language, although he is innately endowed
with UG and the associated theory of markedness, needs the experience from the
linguistic environment to be able to fix the values of the parameters of core
grammar; if there is no evidence to the contrary, he will always select the un-
marked option - hence the maximally unmarked nature of the child's grammar in
the initial stages of the acquisition process (for further discussion, see e.g.
Chomsky 1981, chapter 1 .).

It is obvious that the gencrativists' notion of markedness is in a certain sense
more demanding than that of the functionalists: it cannot be simply defined as
something that is easy to produce and perceive, but it should rathcr derive from



the thcory of UG which is supposed to define the parameters and boundaries of a
possible human language grammar. It is also noteworthy that these parameters
do not necessarily entail features which are more frequent cross-linguistically or
easier to produce. For example, Kaye (1990) - working within the framework of
so-called Charm and Government Theory - explicitly denies that markedness is a
function of frequency at the representational level (i.e. at the level of segmental
markedness), and this is also revealed by his list of the universally most un-
marked vowels, which include [II, [IA [41 (lax high, back/central, unrounded
vowel), [a], and (the tense counterpart of fil) Note especially the absence
from this list of [el and [o], which according to the theory, are actually combina-
tions of [a] and [II, and of [al and [Ul, respectively. All this follows from the
theory worked out by Kaye and others, on the basis of a long chain of argumenta-
tion which I cannot go into in any detail here.

There are researchers who have abandoned the whole notion of markedness
because of its elusive nature (see, e.g. Odlin 1989, p.121 , fn.6). Yet it seems to
be one of those concepts which keeps coming back no matter how hard one tries
to dispense with it. Therefore, it may be wiser to look for some common ground
between the differing views and, for purposes of language-contact studies in
particular, to lean on some 'clear cases', which may then be used to further
develop the theory of markedness.

The usual examples of marked features are drawn from phonology, and in most
cases one can point to some articulatory, acoustic, functional or cognitive consid-
erations which can be used as some sort of 'objective' criteria for markedness.
For instance, a language with an eleven-vowel system (like Vietnamese) is
definitely more marked with respect to this feature than one with a five-vowel
system (like Spanish) (cf. Odlin 1989, p.46).

In syntax, markedness is admittedly a lot more difficult to define. Chomskyan
'core grammar' with its set of unmarked values of syntactic parameters presents
itself as one possibility; a complicating factor is the abstract and fragmentary
nature of most of the work in this arca so far, which makes it difficult to apply the
framework to the study of particular languages and contact situations. The more
surface-oriented typologies established by linguists like Greenberg, Comrie,
Keenan and Dik are more concrete and therefore 'readier' to be used as yard-
sticks. For instance, in defining marked word order one could resort to the typc
of functional universals proposed by Dik: on thosc grounds we might say that an
English sentence which starts with a fronted, focussed constituent (as in A great
orator he is) exhibits marked word order by virtue of the universal 'Pl-Rule',
which assigns special prominence to the initial position in the clause. Similarly,
leaning on the universals established by Greenberg, we could argue that a Ian-
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leaning on the universals established by Greenberg, we could argue that a lan-
guage with a VSO order combined with postpositions is more marked with
respect to this feature that one with prepositions. This follows from 'Universal
3', which states : "Languages with dominant VSO order are always preposi-
tional". (For further discussion, see Dik 1980; Greenberg 1963).

Let us now consider the possible role of markedness constraints in the genesis of
IrE. Not surprisingly, phonology provides the clearest examples of their obvious
influence. It is a well-documented fact that Irish speakers shifting to English
'failed to acquire' the English voiced/voiceless dental fricatives IS and 19]. This
can now be said to have simplified the IrE phonological system in the sense that
some marked features of the superstratum were not transferred (although the
opposition itself is retained and expressed in IrE by using dental stops). In this
case there is strong independent evidence to show that the existence of this
distinction in English is, indeed, universally marked: among the fricatives, the
distinction between voiced and voiceless dental fricatives is both functionally and
phonetically (acoustically) the weakest one (considering languages in general),
and therefore, it has only a very restricted distribution in the languages of the
world. Thus the presence of this distinction in English - and the very existence of
these sounds in English - can with a fair amount of justification be described as a
marked feature. (Cf Lauttamus 1984, p.2591).

If the general formula predicting a change from marked features to unmarked
ones was confirmed on that phonological point, Matters are not so straight-
forward with IrE syntax. One can find there examples of some evidently marked
syntactic features being transferred from Irish to IrE, leading to complication
rather than simplification of the target-language grammar. One example would
be the so-called after-perfect, as in 'They're after building a big block of
offices here in Tralee' (i.e. 'They've recently built...'). It would seem unrea-
sonable to argue that this feature amounts to a simplification of the English tense/
aspect system, or that it could be part of the 'unmarked core' of tense/aspect
options.

Another apparent counterexample questioning the broad generalization would be
the so-called subordinating and-construction of IrE, as in I only thought of
him there and I cooking my dinner ('...whilc I was cooking my dinner'). This
feature, too, can scarcely be said to represent an unmarked coordinating (or
subordinating) construc.ion in any type of syntactic theory.

These fcw examples already indicate that markedness constraints arc particularly
sensitive to the level of grammar - at least it seems easier to demonstrate their
role in phonology than in syntax, for example (matters may of course change



discussed, especially, by Thomason and Kaufman (1988), the influence of
markedness also appears to crucially depend on the type of contact situation. In
a language shift situation, where we are dealing with substratum transfer, the_
aforementioned formula (Isom marked to unmarked') generally yields the right
predictions according to Thomason and Kaufman, whereas in a language main-
tenance situation, which is characterised by borrowing transfer, marked
features may also be transferred with consequent complication of the grammar.
As Thomason and Kaufman further point out, typological considerations also
enter more prominently into the latter type of situation (for more detailed discus-
sion and examples, see Thomason and Kaufman 1988, pi lf)

Thomason and Kaufman's observations open up interesting possibilities for
further research in the Irish context, which is rather unusual in that both types of
contact situation are still represented here. At the same time, inclusion of these
considerations reveals some of the limitations of purely linguistic constraints;
distinguishing between different types of contact situations already leads us to the
domain of extra-linguistic factors.

4. THE SYSTEMIC LEVEL OF CRAMMAR

There is nothing new in the observation that the different systemic levels of
language are not equally liable to change under contact influences. The usual
generalization offered states that the more arbitrary the level, the more liable it is
to absorb influences from another language. In other words, the lexicon is likely
to be affcctcd most (through the various kinds of borrowing), whereas syntax and
especially inflectional and derivational morphology, being the most non-arbitrary
areas of grammar, are relatively impervious to contact influences.

This view, already expressed in the earliest literature on language contacts,
lingers on even in the most recent discussions. One example is Givon's (1979)
article, one subsection of which carries a telling title 'Why languages do not
borrow grammar?' A largely similar view is presented by Miihlhiiusler (1986)
with regard to the development of creolcs. There is a strongly dissenting voice,
however, and it is that of Thomason and Kaufman (1988). According to them all
levels of grammar can be affected by contact, including syntax and inflectional
('bound') morphology, and this can happen even between typologically different
languages. One of their best examples is Asia Minor Greek, which has borrowed
grammatical categories of all levels from Turkish; an even more compelling
example is the Aleut spoken on Mednyj Island, which is reported to have lost its
agglutinative verb inflectional system in favour of a flectional one due to the
strong pressure from Russian (Thomason and Kaufman 1988, p.18).



Again it seems that we have to transgress thc boundaries of linguistic constraints
to reach significant generalizations about the role of the level of grammar in the
process of inter-language transfer. According to Thomason
and Kaufman (1988), the type of contact situation is yet again the crucial extra-
linguistic factor here: transfer affects the different levels of grammar in a differ-
ent order, depending on whether the situation is one of borrowing or one of
substratum transfer ('interference through shift' in Thomason and Kaufman's
terminology).

Borrowing starts from the lexicon, from where it spreads on to syntax and other
levels (if there is intensive contact over a long period of time). Substratum
transfer, on the other hand, follows a different course, beginning generally with
the phonetic/phonological, and syntactic levels (Thomason and Kaufman 1988.
p.49ff.). Within each level, it is furthermore possible to note hierarchies of
transfer. On thc basis of Weinreich's discussion of interference 'in grammatical
relations' (i.e. syntax), it seems possible to generalize that, at the syntactic level,
word order patterns are perhaps the most liable to be transferred (provided that
significant differences exist between the languages at issue), whereas less
pervasive, relatively rare, syntactic patterns are not so likely to be transferred
(Weinreich 1953, p.37ff.).

The Irish situation gives us a good opportunity to test these generalizations, and
there the facts about IrE seem to confirm Thomason and Kaufman's prediction
about the course of substratum transfer: phonetic/phonological (inlcuding pro-
sodic) and syntactic influence from the Irish substratum has been considerable,
but there has been relatively little lexical transfer, at least judging on the basis of
the number of direct loans from Irish. As Bliss (1984, p.141) writes, "the number
of actual Irish words used in Southern Hiberno-English is small, even in rural
areas; educated people do not use them at all, except by conscious rusticism". Of
course, Irish has also exerted various kinds of indirect influence on IrE vocabu-
lary and idiomatic usage, and a closer investigation of these aspects may well
change the overall picture of the extent of Irish impact (cf. also Bliss 1984,
p.140).

The other major type of-contact situation, language maintenance, also exists in
Ireland, but it remains almost totally unexplored from a general language-contact
point of view (see, however, Stenson's (1990) recent work on borrowing and
code-switching in the speech of Irish speakers). The interesting question would
he whether the present-day Irish language (and its earlier stages) displays a
different profile from that of IrE: if the general prediction is borne out by facts
about Irish usage, we ought to find there a lot more lexical borrowing from
English, with relatively less influence on phonetics/phonology and syntax.
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5. CoNctusioNs: Tim BOUNDARIES OF LINGUISTIC CONSTRAMS

Summing up, I hope to have shown that linguistic constraints do have a certain
role to play in inter-language transfer, and also that, despite the problems in-
volved in reaching agreement on the exact nature of concepts like markedness,
these type of contraints are worth investigating, and they can be applied to the
study of actual transfer phenomena such as those found in the linguistic situation
in Ireland. Further work will no doubt have to address more thoroughly the
problem of the interplay of the various linguistic factors. Even the short discus-
sion here has made it obvious that the linguistic constraints do not work inde-
pendently of each other; thus, we saw, for example, that markedness and the level
of grammar act together in determining the outcome of contact, and quite possi-
bly there is interaction between all of the linguistic factors mentioned (and
several others not even touched upon here).

Finally, the discussion of markedness awl the level of grammar, especially,
revealed the importance of combining linguistic factors with extra-linguistic
factors, such as the type of contact situation, its intensity and length, the size of
the population concerned, and many more. Although we can abstract from the
extra-linguistic factors in order to see how far the purely linguistic constraints
will take us, it remains clear that the best explanations and predictions, if we are
to try and formulate a more general theory of language contact, will crucially
involve a conjunction of both types of evidence.

The examples from IrE arc drawn from my tape-recorded corpus of present-day
spoken Irish English (for further details, see Filppula 1986).
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INTRA-LANGUAGE TRANSFER AND PLURAL SUBJECT
CONCORD IN IRISH AND APPALACHIAN ENGLISH

Jeffrey Kal len,
Trinity College Dublin

INTRODUCTION

Studies of Irish English (IrE) have traditionally focused on putative cases of
inter-language transfer from Irish to English, mediated by the effects of
widespread bilingualism and language contact, or on the retention in modern IrE
of older British English linguistic features: for review see Kal len 1985 and
Corrigan 1990. More-recent approaches include the examination of the role of
linguistic universals in the development of Irish English, as seen, for example in
Filppula 1990 and Ka llen 1988, 1990. Yet another way in which to view IrE,
however, is suggested by Harris 1986, 1990, Rickford 1986, Montgomery 1989,
and others who have examined the role of IrE in the intra-language transfer of
features from 'Old World' into 'New World Englishes'. In particular,
Montgomery (1989, n.d.) has both presented empirical investigations of selected
features which may establish a link between IrE (especially Ulster English) and
Appalachian English, and suggested theoretical criteria by which to evaluate
claims of language transfer. As Montgomery (1989) makes clear, there are good
demographic reasons to suppose a link between Ulster and Appalachia: what is
more difficult to establish is whether strong linguistic affinities can be recovered
from historical and contemporary data'.

'Plural subject concord' refers to the use of verb forms with plural subjects: those
forms with zero-markings show concord (they go, children read, Pat and Robin
walk, people are sick), while forms with -s marking show lack of concord (they
goes, children reads, Pat and Robin walks, people is sick). The starting point
of the following discussion is the supposition that Scottish, Ulster, and
Appalachian English arc all sensitive to what Montgomery (1989, n.d.) tcrms the
'subject type constraint,' i.e., a constraint which is sensitive to the type of plural
subject governing the verb. Specifically, this constraint excludes non-concordant
verb forms with pronoun subjects. Implicit in Montgomery's analysis of links
between Scottish, Ulster and Appalachian English is the view that the subject
type constraint is not a widespread feature of British English dialects. Overall,
Montvmery (1989, pp. 248ff) provides evidence that the pattern with the plural
subject type contraint 'was largely confined to ScIrE and Northern BrE' (p.253),
citing among other things modern Cockney non-concordance with all types of
plural including pronominal we, you, and they.
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This paper examines the status of 19th century Southern IrE (SIrE) and the
subject type constraint. The works of Montgomery (n.d.) and Policansky (1982)
demonstrate that Ulster English (UE), both historically and in modern times,
shares the subject type constraint with Scottish English. Fragmentary data
presented by Henry (1958), however, suggest that contemporary SIrE does not
follow the subject type constraint, but, rather, allows for non-concordant verb
forms with all types of subject. If there is a clear split between Ulster and non-
Ulster varieties of IrE with regard to this grammatical variable, then there is
strong support for the suggestion of a specific Ulster link between the Scottish
pattern of non-concordance found in Appalachia. On the other hand, if SIrE
follows the same subject type constraint as UE, the possibility of an Ulster link to
Appalachia, while not necessarily diminished, must be understood in the wider
context of English historical variation and calls for further enquiry.

THE SUBJECT TYPE CONSTRAINT

Montgomery (1989) provides ample evidence for the existence of a plural subject
type constraint in Scottish and Appalachian English. Drawing on unpublished
work by Jack Aitken, Montgomery (1989, p.250) notes that 14th century Scottish
English (ScE) had -is endings for all verb forms whose subjects were not adjacent
personal pronouns. Where the subject was an adjacent personal pronoun, the -is
ending was used only with singular subjects in the 2nd and 3rd person: the 1st
person singular and all plural forms received the zero-ending. Montgomery
(1989) cites 19th century work by J. Murray as well as an unpublished study by
C. Macafee to indicate that the same pattern holds in more recent ScE.
Analysing a set of letters from a 17th century Scottish household, Montgomery
(n.d. p.15) quantifies the nature of the plural subject type constraint: out of 83
tokens of 3rd person plural subjects, only one in 14 (7.1%) with they as the
subject shows lack of verb concord. For the remaining 69 non-pronominal
subjects, however, some 33.3% show lack of concord between subject and verb.

Further studies cited by Montgomery (1989, n.d.) also establish the existence of a
subject type constraint in Appalachian English which is remarkably similar to the
paradigm reported for Scotland. Additionally, though, Appalachian English
shows a further dynamic, in which lack of concord is most strongly favoured for
the verb la (henceforth 'BE' to refer to all forms), while other verbs show
nonconcordance at a significantly lesser rate. Table 1 demonstrates this pattern,
using the results of Montgomery's (n.d.) analysis of interviews of natives of the
Great Smoky Mountains National Park in Tennessee and North Carolina,
recorded in the kite 1930s and early 1940s. (See also Montgomery 1989, pp. 258-
59. A typographical error in this source prevents its use as the basis for Table 1
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here.)
Table I: Concord in the Smoky Mountains (from Montgomery n.d.)

Type of Verb (+ or - concord)

BE present Other verbs
Type of + - % - concord + - % - concord
Subject

They 35 2 5.4 149 1 0.7
Conjoined 1 1 50.0 1 3 75.0
There NP 3 24 88.9 0 3 100.0
Other NP 9 24 72.7 27 35 56.5
TOTAL 48 51 51.5 177 42 19.2

PLURAL SUBJECT CONCORD IN IRELAND

Very little evidence has been available by which to assess the nature of plural
subject concord in Ireland. Montgomery (n.d.) has analysed a group of 47 letters
from Ulster emigrants to the United States, written over the years 1736 to 1871,
observing a subject type constraint similar to that discussed thus far. Hence, in
Montgomery's sample, while roughly 50% of tokens of BE show lack of concord,
only 10% of tokens with pronominal they are non-concordant. With other verbs
the pattern is even more striking: the overall percentage of nonconcordance
reduces to 36.4% of 77 tokens, with all 22 tokens of subject they showing verbal
concord. In contemporary Ulster, Policansky (1982) confirms the existence of
the plural subject type constraint, as do the comments of Milroy 1981, pp. 12-13.

Plural subject concord does not appear to have made an impression on the early
writers of general accounts of IrE: Burke (1896), Hayden and Hartog (1909), and
Joyce (1910) do not discuss this feature. Henry (1958, pp. 130-131), however,
cit .s 25 examples of nonconcordant verb forms from around Ireland, including
there is accidents. people rejects them, and they learns it. Henry's account is
simply a list of forms, without reference to frequency and without an indication
as to whether the list is exhaustive or merely a sample of available data. It is thus
not analysable in the same terms as the data in Table I. Table II, however,
arranges the nonconcordant verb forms cited by Henry according to subject type
and location. Significantly, while Henry lists 11 examples of nonconcordant
verbs with they, none comes from Ulster: all Ulster forms are in the 'Other Noun'
category. This pattern, if upheld by a more systematic sample, would indicate a
clear separation between Ulster and nor, Ulster varie..ies of IrE.
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Table II: Location of Non-concordant Forms in Henry (1958)
Subject Type

We

Wexford
Waterford
Tipperary
Limerick
Kerry
Cork

TOTAL: 6

They There _NP Other NP

Galway
Kilkenny
Waterford
Tipperary
Clare (2)
Limerick
Kerry(2)
Cork (2)

11

Galway Tyrone
Antrim
Armagh
Co. Dublin
Wicklow
Galway
Mayo

1 7

Continuing with contemporary SIrE, Table III presents material from my own
data files based primarily in Dublin (see Kallen 1989). Seventy one tokens with
plural subjects are analysed here, representing familiar nonconcordant types such
as Wednesdays does be 50p now and Sundays does be 30 versus conec.dant the
past couple o nights are after bein marvellous. In order to present a more
detailed picture of the 'Other NP' category, two subcategories are introduced:
'Them NP' (e.g., them potatoes is nice) and 'Mass/quantifier' where mass nouns
such as people or quantifiers such as many, few, several, and the likes of may be
used (see also Montgomery 1989, p. 258 and Milroy 1981, p.. 12). The do be
construction is treated as an `Other' verb, rather than a BE type, as tense/number
is marked on do rathcr than BE.

TABLE III: Concord in Dublin (Kallen data file)
Type of Verb (+ or - concord)

Type of
Subject

BE present

% - concord

Other Verbs

+ % - concord

We 0 0 0 4 0 0
You 0 0 0 2 0 0
They 11 0 0 28 0 0
Conjoined NP 0 0 0 0 0 0
There NP 0 2 100 1 1 50
Them NP 2 1 33.3 1 0 0
Mass/quant 0 1 100 0 1 100
Other NP 7 0 0 7 2 22 .



Perhaps surprisingly in the light of Henry's observations, Table III, like Table I,
demonstrates the plural subject type constraint and shows a preference for
nonconcord with BE. Concord is categorical with pronouns, while the percentage
of nonconcordant forms with BE is nearly double that of the other verbs. In view
of this possible modern counter-evidence to the distinctiveness of the plural
subject type constraint as an Ulster feature, it becomes necessary to establish
What patterns may have been prevalent in different regions of 19th ccntury
Ireland.

The most accessible source of information on 19th century IrE is that of Anglo-
Irish literature. The use of literary dialect for evidence of the spoken vernacular
presents many problems: for an overview, see Ives 1971, and for specific
comments on the relationship between spoken IrE and Irish characters in 17th to
19th century drama, see Sullivan 1980. Of particular concern in the analysis of
literary material are factors such as (1) the author's familiarity with the speech
portrayed, (2) the author's intmtion in portraying speech patterns, and (3) the
textual history of the material itself. There are no automatic assumptions to be
made with these considerations: no matter what the author's degree of familiarity
with actual vernacular usage, for example, there is no inherent reason that an
author will aim for 'naturalistic' dialogue. Some writers appear consciously to
develop a literary language based on, but not intended as purely reflective of,
vernacular norms; others, such as many of the playwrights cited by Bliss 1979,
use features of IrE for caricature and burlesque. Literary convention and the
expectations of readers may also influence the choice of form. Moreover, as
Wall 1990 points out, editors and publishers unfamiliar with IrE have at times
made textual changes which obscure significant characteristics of spoken lin-
gunge present in the original manuscript.

The analysis which follows is based on four prose literary works. Three of these
works are from writers with strong regional affiliations: William Carleton from
Tyrone, John and Michael Banim from Kilkenny, and Gerald Griffin from
Limerick. These authors are all critically regarded as having both a knowledge of
the peasant population portrayed in the works discussed here, and a sympathetic
attitude in their portrayal. Thus, Sloan (1986, p.58) comments that the Banims'
long story 'Crohoore of the Bill-Hook' (analysed here) 'is the first Anglo-lrish
novel to tap the feelings, intimacy, loyalties and hostilities of such desperate
people' as the Whitcboys. He further observes (p.73) that the works of the Banim
brothers and the early work of Griffin 'advance the reader's understanding of
Ireland and the Irish not least because of the spirit and sensibilities of the writers
themselves.' As for Carleton, Sloan takes the view (p.139) that 'Carleton was an
Irish peasant, and there was no distance between his own feelings and way of
thought and those of his characters,' arguing as well (p.171) that 'his dialogue in
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particular, captures the idiom of the changing language .... and he succeeds in
giving Anglo-lrish fiction its first unique voice.'

The fourth piece, an anonymously presented work by Edward Adder ly Stopford,
is not strongly localised nor is it part of the canon of Anglo-Irish literature.
Stopford, Archdeacon of Meath at the time he wrote this work, did not intend a
realistic depiction of Irish peasant life in general, but rather used dialogue as a
background for what is essentially a tract furthering the cause of Protestant
evangelism. Accounts of Stopford's personality stress his close involvement with
his parishoners and interest in education (see for example Mc
Dowell 1967). The dialectal orientation of the work analysed here, however, is
unclear. Authorial footnotes refer to Navan (Stopford 1854,1, P.145 and 11, p.25)
and thcrc is no linguistic or other evidence of an attempt to set the dialogue
elsewhere than in the Meath region. Stopford's father, however, had served in
various ecclesiastical capacities in Ulster during Stopford's youth before becom-
ing Bishop of Meath in 1842 and appointing the younger Stopford as Archdeacon
in 1844 (sec Leslie 1911, p.56,151). Hence, while it is plausible to understand
Stopford as writing with Meath in mind, one cannot discount the possibility that
he may have been influenced by UE.

Bearing in mind the above considerations, the following discussion concentrates
on plural subject concord as portrayed in passages of vernacular IrE speech.
Code switching is found in the -.exts both inter-linguistically between Irish and
English (occasionally interspersed with Latin) and intra-linguistically between
various registers of IrE. Authors often mark a vernacular register with dialect
spelling or a high frequency of Irish loanwords from solidary rather than status
domains, yet this marking is by no means universal or consistent. Though some
characters speak only in a marked vernacular register, others engage in code-
switching which is problematical for linguistic analysis. Brief speeches in a more
formal register may be averaged with vernacular passages to show variation, yet a
long formal passage (as in a speech to a courtroom judge) may distort the search
for vernacular patterns. It has not been possible here to exclude all tokens which
may have been intended as part of a formal register, yet the weight of evidence is
towards the exclusion of any long passages in a formal register. Also excluded
from analysis are: (1) the author's voice, which is invariably in a literary register,
(2) material presented as the author's translation of the Irish spoken by the
character, a!,o generally given in a literary register, and (3) dialogue from non-
Irish characters. The emphasis in analysing texts linguistically is on passages of
conversation: narrative passages have a tendency to slip away from vernacular
usage and into the author's voice.

Table IV thus shows the distribution of a sample of plural subject tokens from
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Table IV thus shows the distribution of a sample of plural subject tokens from
Carleton's Tales and Sketches Illustrating the Character of the Irish
Peasantry (1845). As with the work of the Banim brothers and Griffin, Carleton
(1845) consists of a collection of short sketches and narratives; of these sources,
Carleton contains the highest percentage of naturalistic dialogue in relation to the
text as a whole. Note that in the following tables, BE tabulations include both
present tense and a small number of past tense forms.

Table IV: Concord in Carleton's Tales and Sketches (1845)
Type of Verb (+ or - concord)

Type of
Subject

BE

% - concord

Other Verbs

+ % - concord

We 19 0 0 23 0 0

You 8 0 0 11 0 0

They 33 0 0 26 0 0

Conjoined NP 3 7 70 4 4 50

There NP 1 14 93.3 0 0 0
Them NP 1 3 75 2 1 33.3

Mass/quant 1 2 66.7 0 2 100

Other NP 14 9 39.1 5 13 72.2

TOTAL 80 35 30.4 71 20 22.0

Carleton follows the subject type constraint categorically, also favouring noncon-
cordant forms with BE over other verbs. This later balance, though, is largely
accounted for by the near-categorical use of non-concord in the 'There NP'

sentence frame: in the 'Other NP' subject category, other verbs actually pre-
dominate over BE for nonconcordance. Small sample numbers in some catego-
ries indicate the need for further data collection.

That Carleton should follow the plural subject type constraint is not surprising:
the real test for the status of southern IrE comes with the examination of other
works. In view of the pattcrn suggested in Table H, these works would not be
expected to follow thc plural subject type constraint. In Table V, then, a sample
of plural subject tokens from Tales, by the O'Hara Family, written by John and
Michael Banim and published in 1825, is analysed according to the conventions

discussed above.
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Table V: Concord in Banin and Baniminkg, (1825)
Type of Verb (+ or - concord)

Type of
Subject

BE
% - concord

Other Verbs
+ - % - concord

We 10 0 0 37 1 2.6
You 3 0 0 1 0 0
They 17 1 5.6 19 2 9.5
Conjoined NP 6 0 0 2 0 0
There NP 0 5 100 0 0 0
Them NP 2 1 33.3 1 2 66.7
Mass/quant 4 2 33.3 1 4 80.0
Other NP 14 5 26.3 10 4 28.6

TOTAL 56 14 20.0 71 13 15.5

The Banim brothers present our first significant exceptions to the pronoun subject
constraint. These exceptions would appear to be genuine countcr-examples to the
constraint, as they do not involve any material intervening between verb and
subject and do not represent historical presents (sea Montgomery n.d.):

(I) there they is, now (I, p.185)
(2) as if they gives one o' them to a young creature (I, pp. 284-5)
(3) fen dey sees myself pcepin' out at 'em (II, p.47)

Yet these three examples are decidedly in the minority among all uses of they,
and the overall percentage of nonconcordande with pronouns (4.4%) is quite low.
It may even be possible to discount (3) above on thc grounds that the speaker
portrayed here, unlike the other characters of the story, shows marked character-
istics of Irish - English contact phonology as conveyed in literature (see Bliss
1979). Hence this speaker may not have been portrayed as a speaker of the local
dialect, but as one whose knowledge of English was at a more rudimentary, first
contact stage. The pattern of distribution for nonconcordance of BE and other
vcrbs is not altogether like that of Carleton. As with Carleton, though BE
nonconcordance outweighs that of other verbs, it does so only when the 'There
NP' category is included. Unlike Carleton, however, the Banim brothers' pattern
within the 'Other NP' category shows a virtually even breakdown between BE
and other verbs.

Gerald Griffin's Tales of the Munster Festivals (1827) are unabashedly oriented
towards the portrayal of life in Munster, and it is in his work that one might
expect to see the clearest violations of the subject type constraint if a
geographical restriction operates within IrE. The style of Griffin does not
demonstrate as much vernacular speech as that of Carleton or the
Banim brothers, yet a clear pattern emerges in Table VI below.
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Table WI: Concord in Griffin, Tales of the Munster Festivals (1827)
Type of Verb (+ or - concord)

Type of
Subject

BE
%-concord

Other Verbs
%-concord

We 10 0 0 4 I 20.0
You 3 0 0 2 0 0
They 10 1 9.1 28 4 12.5

Conjoined NP 0 1 100 1 2 66.7

There NP 0 6 100 0 0 0
Them NP 0 1 100 0 2 100

Mass/quant 3 0 0 2 1 33.3

Other NP 8 5 38.5 3 25.0

TOTAL 34 14 29.2 40 I I 21.6

In Table VI, we see the subject type constraiht once again, though not with the
same categorical strength as with Carleton. The one token of a singular verb
form with subject we does not show immediate adjacency between subject and
verb.:

(4) it's now we both feels it to our cost (p.340).
Of the examples with subject they, only a minority involve immediately adjacent
verbs in affirmative sentences. Thus the relative clause in (5) and the first plural
subject form in (6) are the only absolute violations of the pronoun subject con-
straint:

(5) that they says hasn't e'er a bottom at all to it (p.324).
(6) its no great friends hc has in me, only the cracter [character] they
gives of him, that knows him best (p.319). Emphasis supplied).

Thc second plural verb with -1 is a complex elliptical structure which may be
glossed as 'they ... that knowi him best,' while sentences (7) and (8) include
intervening material and a negative marker respectively:

(7) it's they that does come round uz (p.325)
(8) thcy doesn't care how many Lumens they'll make (p.183).

Considering, then, that the total percentage of pronouns forms showing lack of
concord is only six out of 63 (9.5%), as opposed to 52.8% nonconcordance for
non-pronoun subjects, Griffin's adherence to the subject type constraint is strong.

Griffin also demonstrates the pattern in which nonconcordance with BE and other
verbs is roughly balanced. Though BE is favoured overall for noconcordance, the
six nonconcordant tokens of the 'There NP' type count significantly. Unlike



Carleton, though, Griffin does nor favour nonconcordance with other verbs and
the 'Other NP' subject type; rather, Griffin shows a moderate favour:ng of
nonconcordance with BE and this subject type. Finally, one may note the striking
similarity between Griffin and Carleton in the total rate of nonconcordance: these
two writers, though geographically separated, show a substantially greater use of
nonconcordance than the Banim brothers.

Stopford's The Talk of the Road (1854) was originally published in serial form
in the Catholic Layman in 1852 and 1853. Though Stopford displays no
particular literary intentions and shows no strong localisation, he does show a
desire to use dialect faithfully. Thus the anonymous voice of the author claims
(pp. iv-v) that he 'has but recorded faithfully the expressions which plain men
have actually used in their own plain way', observing moreover that the influence
of a peculiar language on models of thought sometimes Survives the general use
of the language itself; and when Irishmen come to speak English they, almost of
necessity, use it in an Irish fashion.

With the author's promise to present a true to life picture of the 'talk of the road'
in mind, it may be helpful to consider Stopford (1854) not only as showing
further evidence of the plural subject type constraint, but as illustrating the
relationship between this type of source and the material of mainstream Anglo-
Irish writers. Table VII presents the distribution of plural subject forms.

Table VII: Concord in Stopford, Talk of the Road (1854)
Type ofVerb (+ or - concord)

Type of
Subject

BE

% - concord

Other Verbs

% - concord

We 3 0 0 22 0 0
You 1 0 0 1 0 0
They 10 0 0 20 2 9.1
Conjoined Nr 0 3 100 0 3 1(10
There _TV 2 8 80.0 0 0 0
Them NP 0 6 100 3 3 50.0
Mass/quant 1 9 90.0 1 10 90.9
Other NP 5 16 76.2 8 6 42.9

TOTAL 22 39 63.9 55 24 30.4

Stopford, then, approaches categorical use of the plural subject type constraint.
Though Stopford uses nonconcordant forms liberally, reaching nonconcordance
of 90% or more in fiye subject categories, oxicordance is still the rule with all
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pronoun types. Even the two examples of nonconcordance with they do not meet
the strict criterion of adjacency between verb and subject, occurring within the
complex construction of (9) below (emphasis supplied):

(9) they that gives us the Bible always wants us to leave the Catholic
Church (p.I4)

The other major pattern seen in Table VII is the favouring of BE for nonconcor-
dance. Although the balance is again affected by the eight nonconcordant 'There
NP' tokens, a more significant pattern lies in the favouring of nonconcordance
with BE in the 'Other NP' and `Them NP' categories. This last finding is more
compatible with the Appalachian pattern than that found in any of the sources
examined thus far. Thus Stopford, apparently writing from a Meath perspective,
but perhaps influenced by Ulster, demonstrates both the pronoun subject
constraint and the preference for nonconcordance with BE.

PATTERNS IN PLURAL SUBJECT CONCORD

Comparison of the data sets presented here shows variation grouped around two
themes: the strength of the plural subject type constraint and the favouring of
nonconcordance with BE. Table VIII compares the patterns of all previous
tables, collapsing the separate categories of pronouns and other NPs into two
larger 'Pronoun' and 'Other NP' categories. (Note, however, that for the
Montgomery Smoky Mountain data, only the pronoun they is considered.) The
strong tendency in all data sets to preserve the plural subject type constraint, as
well as the differentiation between BE and other verbs, is clearly evident in the
table.

Table VIII: Plural Subject Concord in all Sources Exained
Typ! of Verb (+ or - concord)

BE Otber Verbs

PRONOUNS % - concord + % - concord

Montgomery data 35 2 05.4 149 1 0.7

Kallen data 11 0 0 34 0 0

Carleton (1845) 60 0 0 60 0 0

Banim & Banim (1825) 30 1 03.2 57 3 5.0

Griffin (1827) 23 1 04.2 34 5 12.8

Stopford (1854) 14 0 0 43 2 4.4

OTHER NPs

Montgomery data 13 49 79.0 28 41 59.4

Kallen data 9 4 30.8 9 4 30.8

Carleton (1845) 20 35 63.6 11 20 64.5

Banim & Banim (1825) 26 13 33.3 14 10 41.7

Griffin (1827) 11 13 54.2 6 6 50.0

Stopford (1854) 8 39 83.0 12 22 64.7



Scanning these figures carefully, two points of special interest may be noted.
Considering the initial hypothesis that the plural subject pronoun constraint is
strongly associated with Ulster, it is tempting to sec something of a continuum
from the work of Carleton, who shows categorical prohibition of nonconcordance
with plural subjects, to the Munster dialect of Griffin, whose frequency of
nonconcordance with pronouns rises to 12.8% with verbs other than BE. This
continuum would be in keeping with the fragmentary data of Henry (1958),
though it would not be compatible with the contemporary Dublin data, where the
pronoun constraint is also categorical across 44 tokens. The suggestion of this
continuum should not overshadow the relative distribution of nonconcordance
across subject typcs: in all cases, non-pronoun subjects greatly outweigh pronoun
subjects for nonconcordance. Even Griffin's 12.8% must be compared to 50%
nonconcordance with other subjects and verbs other than BE, alongside 54.2%
nonconcordance with BE and non-pronoun subjects. Whatever the percentage of
nonconcordance with pronoun subjects in the data, then, the frequency of
nonconcordance with other NY's is in all cases substantially greater.

Turning to the comparison between BE and other verbs, Stopford (1854) shows
the strongest affinity to the. Appalachian pattern. Indeed Stopford's shift in the
non-pronoun NP category from 83% with BE to 64.7% with other verbis, is quite
parallel to the Smoky Mountain 'Other NP' figures of 79% and 59.4% respec-
tively. This pattern is not, however, seen in any of the other Irish sources: the
Dublin figures arc identical across thc two verb classes, while
Carleton roughly balances the two and the Banim brothers show a higher
percentage of nonconcordance with other verbs than with BE. Excluding the

possibility of variation due to chance, though, the Stoprord sample does imply the
existence of a pattern in 19th century Ireland which faioured nonconcord with
BE and non-pronoun subjects.

CONCLUSION

The preceding discussion has examined the possible link between Scottish, Irish,
and Appalachian constraints on plural subject concord, focusing on the hypothe-
sis that the constraint against nonconcordancc with pronoun subjects is particu-
larly associated with Scottish and, by extension, UE. The use of literary data has
been guided by linguistic and sociolinguistic principles, noting, for example,
Labov's (1972) observation that literary evidence may he a valuable complement
to the evidence of actual speech provided that it is evaluated in the light of what
is known about linguistic variation in the spoken medium. In thc case of plural
subject concord, we are fortunate to have a variable whose history in Ireland
spans both a period of sympathetic (rather than satirical) dialect writing and the
present. The selection of a variable with relatively little salience as a marker of



'Irishism' (cf. Gocke and Kornelius 1976) has enhanced the possibility of finding
vernacular norms in Labov's sense of the vernacular as showing the least
conscious monitoring of speech. Thus the 19th century literary evidence is close
enough in general character to the oral data of the later period to suggest a
reasonable degree of confidence in the analysis.

This analysis suggests that the subject type constraint was widespread throughout
Ireland and is still important. There is an implication that the samples provided
b. Henry (1958) do not give a valid impression of the overall pattern of plural
.ubject concord. Ruling out the possibility that IrE outside of Ulster selectively
borrowed this particular feature of UE, the pattern seen here suggests that the
plural subject type constraint is more widely spread than the original hypothesis
suggested. It may have been brought independently to Ulster and to the rest of
Ireland; it may have developed outside of Ulster from some inherent fcature of
general English; it may be that some conspiracy of phonological and semantic
factors contributed to the development of this pattern. (Perhaps, for example, the
ready availability of pronouns for contraction with be and have contributes to the
pronoun subject constraint; or perhaps some constructions such as the 'There
NP' frame relates differently from other sequences to the functioning of subject-
verb agreement in English.) Of course the results here are also perfectly compat-
ible with the suggestion that the Appalachian constraint developed from
transmission via Ulster and Scotland; the point made is simply that the subject
type constraint does not appear to be limited to Ulster within IrE.

A final point for further research is raised by the distribution of nonconcord for
BE and other verbs. Although the balance of Irish historical evidence is in line
with Montgomery's suggestion (1989, n.d.) that the favouring of BE is an Appa-
lachian innovation, the Stopford (1854) pattern must not be discounted. Again,
the 19th century Irish data may be related not to a single British variety (Scottish,
in this case), but to several varieties, each of which may have contributed in
interacting ways to the development of plural subject patterns. Thus the Stopford
pattern may reflect an Irish development which may or may not have been
transferred to the New World, a British pattern which has yet to be uncovered, or
other possibilities. Clearly, there is sufficient literary material to allow for the
further investigation of these and other suggestions in complement to the
continued analysis of contemporary spoken IrE.

NOTE

'I am grateful for early discussion in this connection to Michael Montgomery and
Annc Clunc, and for feedback on thc oral version of this paper to John Kirk,
Markku Filppula, and others at thc IRAAL seminar on Language Transfer.
Responsibility fur the content, of course, rests with nie.
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TRANSFER FAILURE: AN EXPLORATION OF REASONS
FOR FAILURE TO TRANSFER FLUENCY SKILLS,
FROM THE CLINIC TO THE OUTSIDE WORLD

Margaret Leahy,
School of Clinical Speech and Language Studies,

Trinity College Dublin.

Speech pathology and therapy are fields that have developed relatively recently.
Although interest in speech and language disorders was shown by eminent
neurologists such as Broca, Wemicke and Marie towards the end of the 19th
century, it was not until the 1940's and 50's that speech and language thcrapy
assumed professional status. This coincides interestingly enough, with the
beginning of discussions on language transfer with the work of Charles Fries and
Robert Lado (Odlin, 1989). Despite the fact that transfer means different things
in different disciplines, there are several links between the concepts as used in
applied linguistics and in speech and language therapy.

FLUENCY TRANSFER

In therapy for stuttering, transfer represents the third and arguably the most
difficult stage. The first two stages are identification and establishment or
modification of fluency. In identification, the problem is analysed with core
features, accessory and secondary behaviours specified and identified by both
clinician and client. The selection of technique and orientation of therapy is
determined after this. During the establishment or modification stage, the client
changes elements of the suprasegmental features of speech, reduces the degree of
articulatory contact in plosives that are produced with excessive tension, and
unlearns accessory features such as concomitant body movements that are not
usual in speech performance. The therapy process may also involve experiment-
ing with social skills and aspects of self presentation e.g., acting as if confident,
relaxed, in control etc.

Although this may a be a fairly intricate and involved process, it is relatively easy
in comparison to the transfer stage. After 10-15 hours in therapy, the client will
usually be adept at using normal sounding fluency inside the clinic. Appropriate
eye contact and gestures will be established here and involvement in group
sessions to help ease thc transfer of teamed behaviours to the outside world
would be typical.

Initially transfer assignments will be scaled from easy to difficult, and thc newly
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acquired fluency will be used in a limited number of situations. Behaviourist
principles of reward and punishment are generally exploited to some degree
(Boberg, 1976; Mowrer, 1975). For the majority of clients, however, fluency will
not be transferred into the more difficult situations and switching to stuttering
patterns is common, despite high levels of motivation and establishment of the
necessary fluency skills.

TRANSFER AILURE

The suggested reasons for transfer failure include: habit strength (Sheehan, 1984);
the punishing effect of practice for the client whose fluency has improved
dramatically in therapy; loss of spontaneity because of the careful monitoring
required to be fluent, and the delayed reward for fluency practice (Boberg, Howie
& Woods, 1979). Gregory (1989) refers to 'personality characteristics' that may
influence relapse to stuttering and Kuhr and Rustin (1985) noted the depressing
effect of fluency on some participants in their programme.

While these suggestions may account for some failure in therapy, other issues
arise in relation to the roles played by the client in self-presentation. Leahy &
O' Sullivan (1987) addressed these by questioning the relative degree to which
stuttering and fluency may be indicated as part of the self-definition and whether
there are indications of a greater ability to elaborate the stuttering experience than
the fluent one. Where stuttering is strongly part of the self-definition it is likely
that the elaboration of stuttering is also strong and therefore relapse to stuttering
easier for thc person who has recently become fluent in therapy. In this sense, the
stuttering and the newly-learned fluent speech may bc compared to the high and
low speech styles used in different roles, which Ferguson (1959) referred to as
diglossia.

SPEECH STYLES AND STUTTERING

Lehiste (1988) reports studies on different speech styles that closely resemble
studies on the 'stutterer stereotype'. Arthur et al. (1974) used a semantic
differential scale to check responses of UCLA students to matched guises
speaking Chicano-English and local L.A. standard dialect. The scale rated
success, ability and social awareness. They found that speakers using standard
dialect were considered to be more friendly, intelligent, strong, honest,
hardworking, ambitious, upper class, dependable and educated. Woods and
Williams (1971, 1976) used a similar semantic differential scale for checking
perceptions of stutterers and fluent males and found that fluent males are
considered as more friendly, at ease, intelligent, ambitious, decisive, trustworthy
and agreeable than their stuttering counterparts. Such negative stereotyping may
have dircct implications for transfer failure, particularly where stuttering is part
of the self-definition1
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LANGUAGE TRANSFER AND LANGUAGE FAILURE

Odlin' s (1989:27) working definition of language transfer is that it is "the influ-
ence resulting from similarities and differences between the targct language and
any other language that has been previously (and perhaps imperfectly) acquired".
He considers that it is not simply a consequence of habit formation, nor just of
interference, nor simply of falling back on native language. He also refers to the
psychological aspects of transfer and to conditions that trigger judgements of
identity or similarity with the rative language. Lehiste (1988) too considers the
effect of different settings e.g., the cultural versus the school settings on transfer
of rules. In general transfer occurs where LI is better or longer established than
L2.

It could be argued that fluency is the 'mother tongue' of the person who stutters,
as it is almost always established before the child begins to stutter. However, the
stuttering pattern will have built up over many years and is probably the major
'style' of speaking for the adult who stutters. In stuttering therapy, fluency can
be learned and established in the clinical setting. Here, the role of 'the stutterer'
is played by a highly motivated client who is becoming fluent in a relaxed,
accepting and understanding setting. Even if he does stutter, he is assured of
being accepted by the therapist whose warmth and genuineness he can trust. But
in the outside world, the role of 'the stutterer' is one that is rejected. He is likely
to be treated as handicapped, with his intelligence, decision-making ability and
trustworthiness called into question. In a sense, since stuttering is so undesirable,
the expectation might be that transfer of fluency skills would be eased instead of
disrupted. After all, it is far more desirable that hc does not stutter and so be
treated in the same way as othcrs. So why is transfer difficult?
We may refer back to habit formation, or interference, or falling back on the
'native' stuttering, but as with language transfer, these do not fully explain the
failure to bc fluent.

When old, familiar patterns of behaviour take precedence over more desirable
ones, the person may experience a relative comfort or security that comes with
familiarity. Returning to the familiar role of 'the stutterer' even with all the
negative traits that are associatcd with it, may have other meaning and may serve
to 'justify' one's role in a particular setting.

For example, the person who cannot transfer fluency into situations at home and
at work, and is also the youngest at home and at work, regards his role as
'vulnerable', 'protected', 'non-threatening' and 'gentle'. The stutterer role means
that he is not treated as equal to others, but this may have some good
consequences as well as bad. The possible results of being fluent is these two



situations include losing the 'protection' that stuttering brings even if this
stuttering role has several negative implications. And the conflict experienced
also includes the loss of being non-threatening. If being non-threatening is
integral to his self-definition, then the implications of being fluent are too great.
So even if equality may be gained from being fluent, there may be too much lost.
The "depressing effect!' of fluency (Kuhr & Rustin, 1985) and the "personality
characteristics" (Gregory, 1989) mentioned earlier, may also be linked to the loss
of an element of integral importance - such as being non-threatening - to the
person who has a history of stuttering in a particular situation.

In another instance, the clergyman who had acquired fluency and is successful at
transferring it into all situations, except one - preaching a sermon - may also be
threatened by being fluent. In exploring similarities and differences between his
role as counsellor/confessor and that as preacher, it emerged that by being fluent
he was at risk of losing an important element of his self-definition, that of being
on an equal standing with members of his congregation.

Habit strength or loss of spontaneity when using a fluency technique cannot
account for the failure to transfer in either of these two cases, but perhaps an
identity with the stuttering and its dual set of implications may begin to shed
some light on the issue.

Resolving the problem remains, but it may be eased by exploring similarities and
differences between the different settings and the meaningfulness of the stuttering
and the fluency roles adopted. Such understanding, as suggested by Odlin (1989)
and Lehiste (1988), may also shed some light on the problems of language e
transfer experienced by second language learners.
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TRANSFER IN L2 PRODUCTION: A CASY STUDY

Jennifer Ridley
Trinity College Dublin

INTRODUCTION

The tcrm transfer covers a wide field and it is difficult to be sure where its
boundaries lie. In the area of second language acquisition transfer has been
constantly redefined - one only has to see the broad range of definitions in Gass
and Selinker (1983), for example. Research into transfer in interlanguage has
tended to shift focus from the kinds of errors which learners produce to the
different cognitive processes involved in second language learning and use. This
paper looks at one aspect of a longitudinal study I made, namely the role of
mother tongue knowledge in second language performance. The study uncovered
a phenomenon which can occur in the speech of some second language learners
who, in spite of considerable exposure to and practice in the target language,
remain entrenched in LI-based linguistic behaviour. Such was the case of one of
the subjects who took part in the study. She was an advanced learner of French
with English as her LI. Written tests showed that she had a good command of
the target language's grammatical system. Along with three other subjects she
spent six months immersed in a French-speaking environment. Whereas the
other three subjects developed an L2-based communicative style during their
time away, this particular learner's speech style did not change significantly; on
her return to Ireland it was still strongly influenced by Ll-bascd features. In
particular the pragmatic level of her communicative style was still heavily based
in the LI; what Scarcella (1983) calls 'discourse accent' had not changed, in that
she continued to use Ll discourse markers. The use of LI-based performance
features instead of native-like discourse markers and fillers raises questions about
the development of communicative competence in advanced learners. If an
advanced learner, with a sound knowledge of the L2's grammatical system,
seems unwilling or unable to transfer aspects of strategic competence (which
presumably are already developed in his or her LI) to the L2 situation, then non-
linguistic as well as linguistic factors need to be considered to explain this type of
verbal behaviour.

THE STUDY

The four subjects had all attained good grades in Leaving Certificate French and
none had been to France before. They were interviewed in French by their
teacher, a native-speaker, and the recordings were transcribed. In addition, each
subject gave an introspective report immediately after each interview. The) were
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remembered experiencing a problem. It was usually quite apparent when they
had been in linguistic difficulties because of the hesitations which preceded the
problem. Usually the hesitations were due to lack of L2 lexical knowledge, or
because the task stress was such that they could not recall a lexical item on the
spot. Other studies of L2 production of advanced learners have shown that causes
of problematicity tend to be lexical (for example, Haastrup and Phillipson 1983).
This procedure took place twice: once before they left for France and once again
on their return to Ireland. A profile of each subject's coping style in oral
performance was built up at each stage. The term coping style was used to
describe their use of communicative strategies and other performance features
when faced with linguistic difficulties in the two interviews, and the following
taxonomy was used:

I . Compensatory strategies:
code-switching (use of an Ll word)
word-coinage (a word made up from LI or L2
knowledge)
Paraphrase in the L2
direct appeal to the interlocutor
waiting until a lexical item was recalled

2. Performance features
self-correction
restructuring
repetition
pauses, drawls and gambits

In the first set of interviews, made before they wcnt away, all four subjects used
the above communication strategies and performance features with similar
frequency. In other words their communicative styles when analysed according
to these criteria were not significantly different from each other. They all
occasionally code-switched or coined words. Two subjects used L2 paraphrase
occasionally, the others did not use them at all.

There were varying degrees of self-correction, repetition and restructuring, as
indeed there would have been if they were speaking in their mother tongue, but it
was not possible at this stage to identify a particular communicative style which
was peculiar to each subject. It was interesting to see that not one subject made
use of L2 type drawls or fillers (for example, the French filler 'euh') although the
interviewer, their teacher, uscd them constantly. You could say that a drawl in
French is a typical way of gaining planning time, but the subjects gained planning
timc by using L I fillers, such as `uh' or `oh' and they did not drawl. The
occasional nervous cough was used to fill in the keep communication going.
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When the subjects returned from France, it was clear that each of them had
developed her own individual coping style. As outlined above, one of the four
subjects seemed to have come to rely on her knowledge of L I-based strategies,
structures and performance feature when speaking the second language, even
though she had been surrounded by the spoken word for six months, and had not
spoken any English for that time, apart from a weekly phone call home.

Mother tongue influence showed itself in the oral interview of this learner at
various linguistic levels. Although her pronunciation had become more native-
like, she nevertheless surprised the interviewer by pronouncing 'Brussels" (where
she had spent some time) in a distinctly mother-tongue way. At the syntactic
level she simplified structures and made obvious literal translAtions of LI
grammatical structures. For example, when asked how she made up a baby's
bottle, she started her reply with 'la premiere chose j'ai fait' - a literal translation
of 'the first thing I did'. This structure is appropriate in an English context, of
course, but not in French. It was clear that this learner was often translating her
thoughts word for word. Her slow, deliberate speech style fuelled this
impression: it sounded at times more like that of a beginner rather than that of an
advanced learner. As Blum-Kulka and Levenson (1983 ) observe:

All second language learners begin by assuming that for every word in
their mother-tongue there is a single transl ition equivalent in the
second language. (p.132)

Because thc particular subject in my study was an advanced learner, with an
advanced knowledge of L2 structures, one is tempted to infer that she had come
habitually to rely on using literal translation as a regular communication strategy
when speaking the L2.

At the pragmatic level, this subject's speech performance had changed very little
over the six month period. It was noticeable too that, unlike the others, she had
not icquired the use of drawls - although in a similar study Raupach (1987) found
too that not all of his subjects (advanced German-speaking learners of French)
had acquired drawls as part of their repertoire during an extended stay in France.

COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES AND PROFICIENCY LEVELS

Although separate grammatical written tests showed that this subject's
grammatical competence had grown during the six monthe period, she did not
make any use of L2 paraphrase in the second interview. This finding raises the
question whether we can assume that the more proficient a learner is in terms of
knowledge of a language's grammatical system, the morc likely it is that the
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learner will use L2-based strategies (for instance L2 paraphrase) as a device to
cope with lack of lexical knowledge. Two studies of the use of communication
strategies - 'Throne (1977) and Bialystok (1983)-- suggest that advanced learners
use L2 paraphrase more frequently than less advanced (and clearly this is to a
certain extent predictable, since a learner needs to have acquired a certain
minimum proficiency level in order to paraphrase in the target language). In
contrast to these two studies, my subject did itOt use paraphrase in her oral
performance. In their study of learners with five years' learning of the target
language, Haastrup and Phillipson find the same phenomenon among some of
their subjects. They say

we were quite suprised that most of our learners make frequent use of
Ll-bascd strategies, as one might expect that learners, after five years
of English teaching, would rely more on IL-based strategies. (1983,
p.154)

In a review of studies which raise the question of a link between strategy
preference and proficiency levels of learners, Bialystok (1990, p.48) concludes
that the results are either mixed or inconclusive. It seems that other factors may
determine preferences for different kinds of communication strategies, for
example, personality factors. However, my own study was too small-scaled to
undertake personality tests with the subjects, and indeed other studies like that of
Haarstrup and Phillipson have not specified what kind of personality is likely to
use Ll -based stiategies rather than L2-based strategies.

TRANSFER AS A COPING MECHANISM

LI knowledge can be instrumental in maintaining communication when lack of
L2 knowledge threatens a breakdown or the effectiveness of L2 communication.
LI knowledge can be used in a compensatory way to make up for lack of L2
lexical knovilcdge, for example. Faerch and Kasper (1989,2.186) call this type
of transfer 'strategic transfer'. In such instances this type of transfer occurs with
the learner being to a certain extent conscious of the process. An LI lexical item
may be used as a substitute for the intended, but unknown or forgotten, L2 item.
Corder (1983, p.94) refers to this procedure as 'borrowing' and its function is to
help keep communication going. As example from my dtaa: the subject had
forgotten the word in French for 'walk'. (Introspection revealed that this was
entirely due to task stress.) She uttered therefore: 'jc () walk (-) je jc walk je
prom je me promenser'. Whcn L I knowledge is activated in this way, the
speaker's attention is focussed on a) the linguistic problem and b) the solution.
This was clear from the introspective data.
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A second use of LI knowledge is again triggered by a desire to keep communica-
tion going, but transfer occurs at an automatic level. The learner's attention is
focussed at a planning level other than at the lexical level: for example, the
learner intends to avoid a topic or needs to gain message planning time.
Automatised LI fillers such as 'well' or '0' help smooth over message
production difficulties without the speaker being aware of using them. The
subject in the study who had not acquired the use of L2-type fillers was unaw::re
that her L2 utterances were interspersed with Ll-type fillers until it was pointe.::
out to her later. She had been entirely unaware of her linguistic habit when
listening to the recording of her performance.

IDENTIFYING TRANSFER IN L2 PRODUCTION

Because LI knowledge has different functions in L2 production, it is problematic
to identify what kind of transfer is being used: whether it is a performance
phenomenon or whether it reflects the state of the learner's interlanguage.
Interlanguage is by definition an interaction of LI and L2 knowledge, and the
cognitive processes involved in speech production are not always open to
analysis. A traditional way of detecting transfer has been error analysis: how-
ever, this method of data analysis is also not without its problems - Kellermann
(1984) warns against assuming that LI influence is 'proven whenever the
erroneous presence of features in the L2 which are reminiscent of the LI is
detected' (p.98).

If we want to avoid error analysis, an alternative method of gaining insight into
the process of transfer is introspection. This method I found was effective with
three subjects, who were perfectly al-le to recall linguistic problems and to talk
about how they had solved them. However, the learner who was most heavily
influenced by her LI could not recall experiencing linguistic problems - apart
from a few instances which were extremely obvious because they were
announced by massive hesitation. This learner also found it almost impossible to
explain how she had solved these problems - she did not have the metalinguistic
wherewithall to do so. It is tempting to hypothesise a link between lack of
metalinguistic awareness and heavy use of transfer, but that would demand a
separate study.

An alternative, possibly globally my- successful way of using introspective
report is that used by Zimmermann (1989). In a study of lexical search he uses a
think-aloud protocol in a translatio'n task, and finds that some learners retrieve an
L2 Icy ,:al item via the use of LI knowledge, a procedure which may take place
in oral production. but which is hard to find evidence for. The interactive nature
of the tace-to-face interview makes different demands on the learner from the
more relaxed translation task, and therefore we cannot assume that the processes
involving transfer arc 'belga= from task to task.
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NON-LINGUISTIC FACTORS AND TRANSFER

With regard to the subjects in my study. I was curious to find out why one learner
seemed apparently unwilling to take on more L2-based strategies and L2-type
performances features. On her return from France and Belgium she answered a
questionnaire about her experiences there. Along with the other subjects, she
evaluated her stay abroad most positively, describing it as the best six months of
her life. I could not therefore put her non-nativelike performance down to some
kind of unhappy conflict of identity when she was in France or Belgium, but this
may be a factor with other learners.

Brown (1973) suggests that 'a person is forced to take on a new identity if he is to
become competent in a second language. The very definition of
comniunication implies a process of revealing oneself to another' (p.233). In
other words, some learners may feel a need to show the L2 speech community
that they wish to preserve aseparate identity, and they may do this by adhering to
LI-based structures and features as a means of establishing their difference from
the L2 speech community. In a slightly different approach, Schumann (1975)
suggests that positive or negative attitudes to the L2 environment can affect
processes involved in second language learning.

Another factor which needs to be taken into account when a learner's speech is
heavily influenced by the Ll is what Kellermann (1983, p.114) calls the learner's
'psychotypology' - that is, the learner's perception of the distance between the
mother tongue and the second language. According to Kellermann, the learner's
notion of the relationship between the Ll and the L2 can either act as a limiting
constrainer or as a trigger of transfer (p.113). In addition, the learner's
perception of his or her mother-tongue may be a factor in determining whether
transfcr will occur, and to what degree. The learner may have a notion of which
LI items or structures are transferable or However, any introspective report
by the learner on a language as system tfiesupposes that the learner has a
minimum level of linguistic awarenesF, and my study showed that introspection
and consciousness-raising about language do not come easily to all learners.

CONCUJSION

Clearly, after a small-scale study like this, there arc many unanswered questions.
On reflection its methodology was incomplete, in that it did not take into account
the communicative style of the subjects' Li performance. Studies comparing LI
and L2 performance are starting to be undertaken more widely than previously:
for example, Bongaeris and Poulisse (1989) have made a study of the similarities
between LI and L2 referential behaviour. In addition, more in-depth
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questionnaires would have had to be answered by the four subjects to find out
more about their relationship to a) the target language, b) the country where they
had lived, and c) their personal experiences there. Thirdly, useful data could
have been elicited in the form of different tasks and text types to see whether
each subject used the same levels of transfer from task to task. The study showed
that identifying transfer in a face-to-face interview is difficult - strategic transfer,
used consciously as a resource to help communication, is visible and that is
because LI knowledge is usually used consciously to overcome a possible
breakdown in communication. Introspection into strategic transfer is possible,
but not necessarily with all learners. If introspection is not possible, or is
inadequate, then systematic analysis of transfer patterns is also difficult. All one
can say is that there is some evidence of LI influence at work.

The study showed that a learner can have knowledge of an L2 system, and not be
able to use it procedurally in oral performance. Since learners' proficiency in the
L2 is sometimes assessed orally (for instance in job interviews in the target
language) then the question is raised whether strategic competence can be taught;
whether it is possible to teach a learner to use effective native-like performance
features and L2-based strategies as a means of coping. In my experience it is
possible actively to encourage learners to exchange LI -based strategies and other
Ll-based performance features for L2 features, but only when the learner has
reached sufficient maturity and ability to talk about his or her oral performance in
an objective way.
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LINGUISTIC AND PEDAGOGICAL ASPECTS OF ENGLISH
PASSIVE CONSTRUCTIONS*

Claus Gnutzmann
Universitlit Hannover, F.R.G.

1. Linguistics and language teaching: Why the passive is linguistically
interesting and pedagogically relevant

The passive, which is dealt with under "voice" in English and "genus verbi" as
well as "Diathese" in German, has always, among the grammatical phenomena of
these, though also of many other languages, been given special attention. There
are a number of good linguistic and pedagogical rcasons for this, for example:

1) The close syntactic relationship between active and passive, already
postulated by traditional linguists, whereby the active assumes the role of
"source" or "underlying structure" for the passive, i.e. where a sentence
like "Columbus discovered America" is seen as the basis for "America
was discovered by Columbus."

2) The question of semantic similarity or even identity of active and passive
sentences on the one hand, and their fundamental semantic diffet mces on
the other.

3) The special use of the passive (probably best explained within text
linguistics) which manifests itself above all in the omission of the agent
constituent; in this way about 80% of all English passive sentences do not
contain prepositional phrases starting with "by".

4) The discourse and register-specific use of the passive, which is character-
istic of ncwscasts, and of legal and scientific texts. This register-specific
use correlates with the situation-specific use of the passive in texts of a
more formal nature.

5) The differences between German and English, more specifically with
reference to the structural possibilities in forming the passive in English,
for example with three-place verbs:
(/) The regular was immediately given a beer and two bags of

crisps by the barman
(1) *Der Stammgast wurde sofort cin Bier und zwei Viten

Kartoffel chips gegeben



In contrast, the German language has a larger stock of lexical and gram-
matical alternatives available, for expressing the meaning of the passive,
e.g.
(2) Dans la& sich nicht Andern
(2') Nothing can be done about that

6) The above mentioned characteristics and the linguistic problems sur-
rounding the English passive demonstrate clearly the relevance of this
construction for the teaching of general language- and LSP-courses.
Keeping this in mind, it is the following areas that I will concentrate on in
my discussion of English passive constructions: syntax and semantics, text
linguistics, register-specific uses and differences between English and
German.

1.1 The passive transformation: generative but also traditional

1.1.1 Syntax: Restrictions and expansions

The most famous quotation of the passive can be found in N. Chomsky' Syntactic
Structures (1957), and it serves as an indication of the superiority of generative
grammar.
(A) If SI is a grammatical sentence of the form

NPI - Aux - V - NP2,
then the corresponding string of the form

NP2 - Aux + be + en V - by + NP1
is also a grammatical sentence. (Chomsky 1957:43)

This formulation is based on the assumption that, in the active-passive area,
we're dealing exclusively with a structural relationship between sentences -
without any sort of semantic implication - and that consequently this relationship
is best presented as a syntactic transformation. On first reading, the meaning of
this quotation seems quite straightforward, however it soon becomes clear that it
is empirically false. In spite of this it cannot bc said that we're dealing with a
useless statement; after all, it does come from Chomsky! Furthermore it is an
adequate characterisation of the core part of the passive spectrum. Essentially it
is that which is described as "agentive passive" by Svartivik (1966:141) and as
"central passive" by Quirk et al. (1985:171). Incidentally, the assumption of
relationships between active and passive sentences is nothing new. This can
easily be shown by referring to the appropriate traditional grammars of English,
for example Jespersen, Kruisinga or Poutsma. It was left to Chomsky to present
the passive in the contcxt of a general linguistic theory - at the expense of
empirical adequacy.
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Let us now have a look at those cases which can't be handled with Chomsky's
rules, at cases which therefOre represent the restrictions. The rulc "fails" for
example:

- when NP2 is a reflexive pronoun:

(3) She taught herself
(3') *Herself was taught

but

(3") She was taught by herself

- with symmetrical verbs like resemble. equal, marry:

(4) Fred resembles his brother
(4') *Fred is resembled by his brother

with the occurrence of quantifiers likc many, few, some, all etc.

(5) Many people read few books
(5') #Few books are read by many people

Furthermore, there are a number of passive constructions which cannot be traced
back to an active structure it la Chomsky or indeed any active structure. In these
cases, the rule doesn't. have to be constrained in its capacity, but it needs expand-
ing. The following expansions would therefore also have to be taken into ac-
count, for example:

- with the passive subjects which do not refer back to an NP, but to a PP of a
corresponding active sentence ("stranded prepositions")

(8) The affair was looked into by the committee
(8') The committee looked into the affair

Those NP's which act as part of a prepositional phrase of an active sentence,
expressing locative meaning, and functioning as the subject of a passive sentence,
are particularly interesting from a contrastive point of view:

(9) Five people have slept in this bed
(9') This hed has been slept in by five people
(9") *Dieses Bett wurde von ffinf Leuten geschlafen
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- furthermore the so-called "statal passive":

(10) The cups arc broken
(10') *Someone breaks the cups
(10") ?Someone has broken the cups

then "adjectival passives":

(11) Bill was (very) worried by the new plan

There are also passive constructions, which appear agentless, where there is no
agent - and which therefore cannot be related to any active equivalent:

(12) Suddenly our friendly neighbour was taken ill
(12') *Our friendly neighbour was taken ill by bronchitis

or even:

(12") *Bronchitis took ill our friendly neighbour

and similarly:

(13) Her new husband is said to be an excellent cook
(13') *They say her new husband to be an excellent cook

- finally the use of gel and other auxiliary verbs like become, grow, appear, seem
as quasi-alternatives to be. Quasi-alternatives, because these verbs differ from be
in their syntactic behaviour, as they require periphrastic constructions with do in
questions and negations:

(14) He got (himself) arrested
(14') *Got he himself arrested?

*He got not himself arrested
(14") Did he get himself arrested?

He didn't gct himself arrested

The restrictions on the "conventional" passive transformation or passive Corre-
spondence, illustrated by examples (3)-(5), as well as the existence of examples
of the form (6)-(14) make it clear that:
1) there is no direct 1:1 correspondence between active and passive, and
2) an appropriate description is not possible without invoking semantics.
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Therefore, instead of starting out with a distinctive, homogeneous passive
category with an unambiguous and direct relationship to the active, I'll follow the
proposal of Quirk et al. (1985:167,171), who postulate a so-called passive
gradient.
(B)

This violin was made by my father 11 1

This conclusion is hardly justified by the results [2]

Cbal has been replaced by oil 131

This difficulty can be avoided in several ways [4)

We are encouraged to go on with the project 151

Leonard was interested in linguistics 161

The building is already demolished 171

The modern world is getting ['becoming'] more
highly industrialized and mechanized 181

1 Central passives
(a) Wiih expressed agents: [1],121,13j
(b) With3ut expressed agents: [4]

II Semi-passives: [5],[6]

III Pseudo-passives:
(a) With 'current' popular verbs be, feel, look, etc.: [7]
(h) With 'resulting' popular verbs get, become, grow ctc.: [8]

(Quirk et al. 1985:167, 171)

All sentences in (B) are similar in that they contain the structure be (get) + past
participle, and this common ground is defined syntactically.

1.1.2 Semantics: identity vs. distinctiveness

Considering the semantic qualities of the passive one can say that, in contrast to
the active, the passive reports events in the opposite order:

(15) My father made this violin
(/5') This violin was made by my father

Whereas in example (15) the starting point of the sentence is represented by a
human agent as the grammatical subject, the direction of the sequence is changed
in (15'), where the object of the active sentence becomes the grammatical subject
of the passive. From a semantic point of view the passive subject, although only
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occasionally connected with suffering, has nearly always got something to do
with "having something done to something/someone".

Using this semantic definition of the passive as a basis, we can observe along
with the structure

be
+ past participle

get

a few other alternative possibilities to express the semantic concept "passive":
(16) T-shirts wash easily
(17) T-shirts are easily washable
(16',17') T-shirts can easily be washed

Sentences like (16) are described in the English language as "niediopassives" or
"notional passives" (Quirk et al. 1985: 170), they imply an agent which is never
syntactically realised. In Gcrman "mediopassives" are generally translated by
Lassen, Konnen, or by reflexives. The highly productive morpheme - able (see
(17)) is another possibility in English to render the passive.

My discussion of the syntactic (formal) and semantic (functional) characteristics
of the English passive has shown that neither of the two definitions alone can
supply a comprehensive and satisfactory definition of the passive. The relation-
ship between linguistic form and function must be seen as dialectical, not only in
this particular case; it is a phenomenon holding true for the description of
individual languages in general. Form cannot truly exist without function, and
vice versa.

The general disadvantage of a semantic approach lies in the danger of its subjec-
tive application and the concomitant difficulty in identifying its linguistic
correlates. On the other hand, such approaches offer the advantage of being able
to relatively easily manage cross-linguistic comparisons, as languages often have
the common quality and task of having to express similar semantic relationships
and, of course, at the same time it is in the formal-syntactic areas where
languages differ most. A further advantage of a semantic approach is that it often
allows a native-speaker to express intuitions about his language better than a
structural approach would. This may be a reason for the lasting success of
traditional grammar in language teaching, i.e. that the conceptually and
notionally defined categories of this grammatical model comply with the intuition
of the learner as well as his linguistic awareness, brought about by the teaching
and acquisition of his own mother tongue. The disadvantage of a structural,
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syntactic passive classification can be illustrated using the example of the medi-
opassives - in other words in constructions whose passive meaning is felt also by
English native speakers, but which lie outside the formal defintion of the passive.
The advantage of a formal approach to the passive exists in the easy identifica-
tion of the respective constructions, so that data on formally defined passives can
be quickly collected and statistical analyses can be easily carried out.

In connection with the discussion on a semantic approach to the passive we are
also faced with the question of semantic identity vs. distinctiveness of active and
passive sentences. In retrospect it is hard to understand how passionately both
positions, especially the identity hypothesis, have been put forward. Basically,
we're dealing with a fictitious controversy, which can be put down relatively
easily to the different use of the concept of "semantics". Assuming the semantic
identity of active and passive sentences, the wrtiurn comparationis for identity in
this case refers to the cognitive meaning or the propositional content, the truth
value and the respective illocutionary potential of the statement. The second
position, which cmphasizes the functional character i.e. the semantic differentiat-
ing potential of different syntactic forms, has been notably - and very success-
fully - presented by linguists like Randolph Quirk and Dwight Bolinger. The
latter once wrote:

(C)
"Tell him (the man in the street] that if two ways of saying something diffcr
in their words or their arrangement they will also differ in meaning, and he will
show as much surprise as if y.ou told him'that walking in the rain is conducive to
getting wct. Only a scienti t can wrap himself up in enough sophistication to
keep dry under these circula Aances". (Bolinger 1977:1)

Meanwhile there has been sufficient proof to show that in this issue it is best to
trust Bolinger and the man in the street, as long as one doesn't want to stand in
the rain. As soon as one includes the component "style" in semantic analysis i.e.
interpreting a certain language not as one homogeneous system, but as a system
of subsystems with specific communicative functions, the dogmatic character of
the identity position can no longer be sustained. In this case, the linguist is
obliged to explain the diverse usages - i.e. why a choice took place in one or
another direction, and the language teacher has to teach their usages. Obviously,
there are semantic and stylistic differences between active and passive, but these
differences arc, however, not so serious that they rule out once and for all the
basic relationship between active and passivc, as regards, for instance, the
common propositional contents of active and passive constructions.
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2. Text linguistics: Why the agent can disappear

Almost all accounts of the passive point towards the ability to leave out the agent
constituent and, as already mentioned, it's missing in about 80% of the cases.
Huddleston even claims that "it [the agent] is always ommissible". Of course,
that is not true, as the examples (18)-(20) show:

(18) An irresistible desire to run away possessed me
(18) *I was possessed
(18") I was possessed by an irresistible desire to run away
(19) Unworthy motives actuated him
(19) *He was actuated
(/9") He was actuated by unworthy motives
(20) On his death his daughter succeeded him
(20') *On his death he was succeeded
(20") On his death he was succeeded by his daughter

(for (18)-(20) cf. Stein 1979:127)

An adequate description of the passive must, with regard to the agent, describe
when its presence is obligatory, under which conditions it can be omitted, and
under which communicative circumstances it does appear, where it could be left
out from a syntactic point of view. It is obvious that adequate results cannot be
expected from a description which doesn't reach beyond the sentence boundary;
linguistic context beyond the sentence and extra-lingaistic context must be
included as relevant factors.

The following pieces of advice on signs can be found in parks (21), the under-
ground (22) in London and in a plane (23):

(21) Ball games must not be played in these gardens
Exercising dogs and cycling prohibited

(22) Tools and appliaaces are kept in the guard's compartment for use
in an emergency

(23) Passengers are kindly (*please) requested to abstain from smoking

In all three cases the agent is easily deduced from the context: (21) for instance
"by anyone entering these gardens", (22) "by the guard", (23) "by the airline
company" or "by the crew". In this respect it is redundant, and its omission in
the passive structure makes the sentence linguistically more economical. The
passive, therefore, offers the possibility of not having to express, but saving
information, which would be obligatory in a corresponding active sentence. The
use of the passive in examples (21)-(23) is in line with the formal use of the
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sentences and points out their illocutionary force "request" only indirectly.

Sentences like (24) and (25) differ in their surface structure, essentially in the
sequence of their syntactic constituents.

(24) Our neighbour nicked a bicycle
(25 ) The bicycle was nicked by our neighbour

The varying sequence of otherwise identical constituents can be interpreted as an
expression of the speaker or writer informing the reader or hearer of events from
a different perspective. In accordance with the theory of functional sentence
perspective, developed by the Prague School in the 1920's and later on further
developed by other linguists, it is appropriate to state that for English and
German "known" or "given" information (theme) is introduced at the beginning
of a sentence and that "new information (theme) is brought in later, so that the
most important information in a sentence appears at the end. Whereas in
example (24) "a bicycle" functions as the "theme", "the bicycle" becomes the
"theme" in (25) notice the concomitant switch from the indefinite to the difinite
article. This change in syntactic order goes together with the changing into the
theme of the thematic agent of our active sentence, namely "our neighbour"
becoming "by our neighbour".

It is true that in a normal, unmarked active sentence in English, theme, agent and
grammatical subject coincide. The rigid word order of English, brought about by
the almost complete loss of inflection, does not generally allow for the subject to
be taken out of the initial position. This results in the identity of theme and
grammatical subject, which is characteristic of English. The passive structure
therefore is assigned the task of disassociating the agent from the theme and
subjeet, with the possible, though rather rare result, that in this way the agent of
the active sentence becomes the theme in the passive sentence. However, it is
more often the case that the theme of a potential equivalent active sentence,
which is grammaticak an object, is simply made the theme and the agent is left
out. Consequently, and here we find the specific communicative function of the
passive - the result of an action is made the focal point of the information.

This possibility may be the main rea m why the passive is frequently used in
LSP-texts. Along with the cases of omission of the agent already mentioned and
illustrated using the examples (21)-(23), a few more cases can be distinguished,
cases in which the non-occurrence of the agent can best be explained from a text-

linguistic perspective, e.g. when
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- the agent can be deduced from the linguistic context:

(26) In this paper, it is argued [?*by me] that a wide range of sound
change phenomena can only bc explained in social terms

- the passive form appears in a subordinate clause and so, for example,
retention of the subject is made possible:

(27) The car, which had been severely damaged, wasn't worth repairing

- or vhen it is advisable to retain the subject in a coordinated structure:

(28) She rose to speak, and [she] was listened to with great enthusiasm

- Furthermore, the agent is omitted when he or she is unknown, when he is
supposed to be kept secret or when the speaker deliberately wants to keep
the identity of the agent vague:

(29) I have been told that you're only after my money (but I won't tell
you by who)

3 Discourse types/registers: Why LSP-texis prefer the passive

3.1 Comments on inter-subject comparison

There arc various works on the use of the passive according to discourse type
(e.g. Svartvik 1966, Huddleston 1971, Beier 1977, Gerbert 1970). The table
given here is taken from Ce lce-Murcia/Larsen-Freeman (1983:228).

(D)

least number of converation, journalistic scientific highest number
passives per fiction writing writing of passives per
number of words number of

words

(Ce lce-Murcialarsen-Freeman 1983 :228)

Gerber: (1970:88), in his monograph on thc syntax of technical languages in
English, attributes the frequent use of the passive in such texts to the relative
unimportance of thc researchers, i.c. the agents, and thc great importance of thc
object of thc research. As a corollary of this, Gerbert maintains that - due to the
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authors' intentions to rcport on their research objectively and impersonally - the
personal pronouns / and i.sg are hardly ever employed in LSP-text

The first analyses that we carried out, however, did not always confirm the
alleged "almost complete disappearance" of Ilwe.

Almost all the works dealing with the use of the passive in scientific texts
differmtiate in their analyses according to subject areas, but they do not question
the general linguistic homogeneity of such texts. Basically, they work on the
assumption that the grammatical phenomena are evenly distributed throughout a
text. In the course of a research project on contrastive text analysis of German
and English scientific articles, we were, however, able to show, for example, that
differences between certain text parts such as abstract, introduction and
conclusion are also reflected on the linguistic-structural level. As regards the use
of the passive we have been able to ascertain with the help of a few random
samples that its distribution within text parts can vary. This firstpicce of
research was carried out using articles from different journals covering diffc rent
subject areas, namely theoretical and applied linguistics (Language, Applied
Linguistics), physics (Journal of Physics), as well as mechanical engineering
(Transactions of the ASME).

(E)

Abstr
LG
Concl

finite verb- active
forms

65 39
(60%)

237 196

passive

26
(40c)

41

1.p.

1

(1.5%)
33

3.p.

38
(98.5%)

163

LG (82.7%) (17.3%) (16.8%) (83.2%)

Abstr 142 109 33 15 94
AL (76.8%) (23.2%) (13.8c/o) (86.20)
Concl 297 242 55 34 208
AL (81.5%) (18.5%) (18%) (85.9%)

Abstr 94 52 42 5 47

JP (55.3%) (44.7%) (9.6%) (90.4%)
Concl 166 115 51 6 109

JP (69.3%) (30.7%) (5.2%) (94.8%)

Abstr 73 25 48 1 24

TA (55.3%) (65.8% ) (4% ) (96%)
Conc.! 132 76 56 7 69

TA (57.6%) (42.4%) (9.25 ) (90.8%)
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LG (Language), AL (Applied Linguistics), JP (Journal of Physics), TA (Transac-
tions of the ASME)

The results put together in Table E show clearly that the proportion of passive
forms in the abstracts is always larger than that in the conclusions. Moreover,
this difference looks smallest in the application-oriented journals. How can the
varying distribution of the passive in the text parts abstract and conclusion be
explained?

3.2 Abstract and conclusion: How to distinguish between them
functionally and structurally

Firstly, a definition of the abstract in scientific journals in accordance with the
German industrial 1426:

"An abstract is a non-committal statement of the contents of a document,
essential for information and documentation purposes. Its aim is to make
it easier for the user to judge the relevance of the document."
(translated from Fluck 1988:69)

The fact of it being a non-committal account is therefore the most important
feature of this text-type. As the above discussion on the passive has shown, the
essential feature of the passive is that it brings the result of an action or event into
the foreground, thereby achieving an objective and impersonal representation of
scientific facts by omitting the agent. In this respect the agentless passive con-
struction proves itself to be an especially suitable structural equivalent of a non-_
comm ittal mode of representation. Conclusions which arc found at the end of an
essay look rather different. Our communicative-functional analysis of conclu-
sions has shown that the authors lay great emphasis on presenting implications,
and the scientific value of the results of the research that they themselves have
carried out (see Gnutzmann/Oldenhurg in print). Here we give three typical
examples.

Whin

(31) To my knowledge, it is the most general solution that fits the data
(Language)

(32) ... wc have been able to incorporate a large number of heretofore
puzzling phenomena
(Language)

(33) As a theory of SURFACE case, our position is quite different from
and superior to GB Case Theory (Language)

shifting the results of one's own research into the foreground, thus

fi()
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stressing the importance of the author and the researcher, the complementary
voice, i.e. the active, presents itsellas the adequate mode of expression. The
results from table E support this view. As illustrated in the example sentences
(31)-(33) as well as partly by table E, the use of the form of the first person is a
further - in principle the ideal - means to stress the author's own results. The
fact, however, that abstracts are formed using other conventions is clarified in
example (34), whest all finite verbs show an agentless passive structure.

(34) The pressure dependence of the normal conductivity with respect
to volume in mixed insulating crystals is investigated. The
logarithmic derivative of the thermal conductivity with respect to
volume is calculated assuming the presence of phonon-phonon
mklapp and simple mass defect scattering processes alone, this
quantity being expressed in terms of the elastic, thermal and
structural parameters of the material. Results are compared with
the experimental data for the mixed-crystal system AgCl-AgBr.
(Journal of Physics)

4. The passive in comparison: Why there are more active-passive
correspondences in English than in German

In a comparison between the English and German passive one must firstly
ascertain the status of this category. Should the passive be defined as a formal
structure or understood as a semantic concept? In the first case, the structure
would consist of an auxilliary verb and past participle,

be, get (become, grow, appear, feel, seem) + Ven

On the other hand, from a semantic point of view an affected subject and the
change of the unmarkcd or normal sequence of the event, i.e. a change i .1 the
perspective, would have to be considered as important criteria for a definition.
Using a formal definition of the passive I would like to put forward the
hypothesis that the passive appears more often in English than in German. The
following arguments can be used to substantiate this claim:

(1) Under the assumption that transitivity constitutes an essential, perhaps the
most important pre-condition for passivisation, it comes to light that passivisation
is made a lot easier in English, as evet y nominal object can appear morphologi-
cally unchanged as the passive subject, and no formal distinctionsbetween
nominative, dative and accusative forms have to be made. As a result, one can
argue that due to the more or less complete neutralisation of the English as direct
objects and therefore can become subjects in passive constructions.
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(35) She helped him
(35') He was helped (by her)
(36) Sic half ihm
(36') *Er wurde geholfen

A similar example in a text-linguistic context:

(37) It's sherry with the soup. This is followed by white wine with the
fish.

There is no passive counterpart for (37) in German, so that an active form is used
instead:

(37') Es gibt Sherry zur Suppe. Darauf folgt WeiBwein zum Fisch.

(2) The English language has the possibility of double passivation of three-place
verbs:

(38) His new firm gave him a company car
(38') He was given a company car by his new firm
(38") A company car was given to him by his new firm

From a semantic point of view of the passive it can be observed that English - in
spite of thc mcdiopassive and the passive morpheme -able - is inferior to German
in its structural possibilities of realising this semantically defined passive;
numerically inferior, a German has more alternative constructions available.
Here arc just a few of the various possibilities:

(39) It is to be assumed...
(30) Eine LOsung dieses Problems wird s.ich linden
(40') A solution to this problem will be found
(41) Die Mitgliedschaft ist schriftlich zu beantragen
(4I') Membership must be applied for in writing
(42) Finanzkiirzungen und Stellenstreichungen lassen sich kaum als

niitzliche Beitrage far eine erfolgreiche Universitlitsreform
rorstellen

(42') Financial cuts and the elimination of vacant positions can hardly
be thought of as useful contributions to a successful university
reform

(3) Furthermore, there are constructions where German gives preference to
the active form and where English uses the passive. The choice in both
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languages of a different voice category is, on the one hand, determined by the
tight connection between theme, agent and grammatical subject in English, due to
the rigid word order. On the other hand, in German we can afford a greater vari-
ability in word-order quite often resulting in a breaking-up of theme and subject.
This is because in German a large part of marking grammatical relations is
handled by the inflection systcm - a task which English, being to a large extent an
inflection-laking language, has to compensate for with the rigidness of its word
order.

(43) Dem Kanzler bercitenten Reaktionen auf die Interviews wenig
Unbchagen

(43') The chancellor wai . not in the least worried by the response to the
interviews

(44) Der gewerkschaftlichen Zusammenarbeit in dieser Frage entstand
dadurch groBer Schaden

(44') As a consequence, union cooperation on the issue was seriously
harmed

(45 ) lhm schuldete die Firma noch drei Monatsgehalter
(45') Ile was owed three monihs' salary by the company

5 Implications for the teaching of general English and Eirglish for
special purposes

In this section, I will be dealing with a few pedagogical implications of our
linguistic description of the passive, implications which mostly concern German
learners of English.

I . Due to the widc applicability of the concept of transitivity in English (e.g. with
verbs like help, follow, with complek verbal expressions such as take account of,
by the possibility of double passivization with 3-place verbs like give, offer)
structural exercises on the active-passive correspondence in English arc justified
in spite of their being frowned upon by "dogmatic" communicative language
teachers. Moreover, their application mcans that potential interferences, such as
e.g. (46) can be counteracted:

(46) *Him was offered a free trip to Dublin

2. Our earlier account of thc omittance and appearance of the agent suggests that
the example ssntences for active-passive transformations arc to be selected in

such a way that they demand a decision from the learner regarding the possible or

even necessary deletion of the agent, in order to avoid them being turned into
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(47) .Someone had invited him to the party by mistake
(47) He had been invited to the triarty by mistake (?*by someone)

3. Thc explanations and exemplifications of the communicative structuring of
passive sentences in the framework of the theme-rheme-sequence of utterances
make it clear that it is necessary to use the passive in its text linguistic contexts,
as in the following example, in which the learners would have to identify the
text-linguistically "more natural" variant.

(48) After going through a series of difficult spells the young couple
decided to celebrate the first anniversary of thcir wedding in style.
So they went to the best and most expensive restaurant in town,
a) where they were welcomed by their marriage guidance

-.counsellor,
b) where their marriage guidance counsellor welcomed them.

As "their mairiage guidance" represents the "new" information in the sentence
and "thcy" refers to the already mentioned "young couple", which is "known"
information, the passive sentence structure would be the more probable, even
though we cannot obviously exclude the active.

4. The use of the passive in special languages makes it necessary to treat the
application of the passive in this context in a different way. Here, it should be
based on authentic LSP-matcrial, and the language teaching should
-ideally - be closely linked with the contents of the subject. The specific purpose
of thc passive can be explained relatively clearly by a linguistic analysis and
partly by translation.

(49) A sedimentary rock is modeled by a random packing of identical
spherical particles. The connected pore space is fi!led with an
inviscid, compressible fluid. A low frequency expansion
technique is used to calculate the effective wave speeds
explicitly in terms of the microstructural properties of the rock
considered. The effect of both the pore fluid and the initial
confining pressure to which the rock is subjected can be included
in thc calculation (Transactions of the ASME 1987. )

When doing these exercises one should be aware of the danger of an over-
learning effect with the negative result that excessive use. of the passive could
result in an over distanced and I.00 impersonal mode of representation. There arc,
as we have seen, a few important differences in the conclusions of German and
English articles in journals: firstly, in English, particularly American, conclusions
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the authors mOre readily make reference to themselves, probably in order to stress
the importance of their own resuAs. This is, for example, indicated by the
explicit use of the pronouns Pitt and mx/Q/E. In German, however, the idea of a
conclusion or summary seems to play a less important role; take, for example, the
following statement from an article by W.Klein and Chr. von Stutterheim:

(50) Wenn dcr Gedanke, den wir darzulegen versucht haben, bis hier
nicht klar geworden ist, dann wird dics auch im SchluBwort nicht
gelingen. (Linguistische Berichte 10911987)

(51) If the idea that we have tried to present has not become clear yet,
we will not succeed in clarifying it in a conclusion, either.
(translation of (50))

I would not say that this quotation is representative of German articles, but the
idea put forward in it is not atypical, either.

6 Summary

Lct me now finish with a brief summary. The main aim of this paper has been to
provide an appropriate linguistic basis for teaching the English passive,
particularly to German students. In pursuing this aim I have concentrated on the
following areas in my discussion of the passive: syntax and semantics, text
linguistics, register-specific uses and differences between English and German.

I thought it important to underline the functional character of the passive, i.e. to
show that the passive is not a "linguistic luzury" and that it does not, after all,
belong to thc "swindles and perversions", as Geroge Orwell described it in his
1945 essay "Politics and the English Language" . I'd much prefer to quote
William Wordsworth, who speaks of the "wise passiveness", even though it was
in another, neither linguiQtic nor pedagogical contcxt.

* This version is the revised version of a paper given at the Annual General
Meeting of the Irish Asscociation of Applied Linguistics in Dublin on 15th
Fcbruary 1990.
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THE ANATOMY OF CHAOS: TRANSLATION THEORY
AND

THE TRAINEE TRANSLATOR

Michael Cronin,
School of Applied Languages

Dublin City University

In 1645 the French scholar, Sorbiere, asked Descartes what were the works in
physics he valued most. Descartes showed Sorbiere into a back-yard where a calf
was being dissected and declared pointing to the animal, "that is my library"
(Droit, 1988) The philosopher and critic Roger-Poi Droit quotes the anecdote to
demonstrate how Descartes' mechanical and medical theories have been unjustly
neglected in favour of his metaphysics. Thus, he claims historians of philosophy
have consistently failed to see the experimental basis of Cartesian thought.

Even for the linguistically squeamish, the teaching of translation theory at
undergraduate level ideally takes the form of anatomy lessons. The study of
authentic texts leads to the inductive extrapolation of more general translation
principles. Gideon Toury argues in his In Search of a Theory of Translation that
translation theory must be strongly supported by description which "focuses on
existing translations rather than on hypothetical ones, on actual products rather
than on the process of translation on the one hand and on a priori 'translatability'
on the other" (his emphasis) (Toury, 1980, p.7). In the following article we
would like to explore two questions. Firstly, certain difficulties that are intrinsic
to translation theory and that must be faced up to by researchers in the field.
Secondly, the problenis encountered in teaching translation theory on an under-
graduate translation course.

The goal of a Unified Translation Theory has proved as elusive as the Grand
Unified Theory in particle physics. The production of a plausible or scientifically
acceptable principle or body of principles to explain translation phenomena is far
from achieved. As Susan Bassnet McGuire observed in 1980, "the systematic
study of translation is still in swaddling bands" (McGuire, 1980, p.1). One of the
most obvious and recurrent problems is the diversity of the translation phenome-
non encompassing areas such as text translation, interpreting, dubbing, sub-
titling, in addition to the various divisions within text translation itself such as
literary, scientific, commercial and technical translation. Wittgenstein's hope
expressed earlier this century seems touchingly naive: "Translation from one
language into another is a mathematical task, and the translation of a lyrical
poem, for example, into a foreign language is quite analogous to a mathematical
problem?" (Gorlee, l987j7,167).
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The problem has of course been solving the problem. To continue the mathe-
matical analogy it would appear that Goedel's incompleteness theorem is also
applicable to translation theory, there are always undecidable propositions,
statements or cases outside the remit of theory.

A major problem in work to date on translation is terminology. Translators
whose brief is frequently to standardize terminology in various fields are not very
good at standardizing their own. Indeed Roda Roberts in "The Need for
Systematization of Translation Theory" claims that terminological confusion
hampers the growth and effectiveness of translation theory (Roberts, 1987, pp.
117-123).

In the case of a concept as fundamental as meaning, scholars such as Delisle,
Seleskovitch, Pergnier, Vinay and Darbelnet use different terms to designate the
same concept. Even theoreticians belonging to the same school such as the Paris
school of translation theory do not use a standard terminology. The converse
problem is polysemy. In the case of a term like "signification', the same designa-
tion is used to denote markedly different concepts. The consequences for a
translation theory is that the basic similartities between theoreticians are masked
by new technologies. An illusion of progress is sustained by coinages that
confuse rather than clarify. Roberts argues that the emphasis should be placed on
what theories have in common, not where they differ. There is a need to move
from a disjunctive model (based on juxtaposition/opposition of competing
theories) to a linear, logically consistent model, theory moving cumulatively from
partial result to partial result.

Like writers who distrust literary critics and the industry of scholarship, transla-
tors arc wary of theoreticiar.3. This is despite the fact that many theorists are also
practising translators. However, there has been a tendency hitherto for translation
theory to be prescriptive rather than descriptive. Referring to Etienne Doke s La
maniere de bien traduire d'une langue en aultre (1540), B. F. Tytler's Essays
on the Principles of Translation (1790) and Nida and Tabcr's The Theory and
Practice of Translation (1969), Raymond van den Broeck claims that the
principles they advance for a good translation mean that "they more rightly
deserve to be labelled translation poetics. Their statements mainly refer to
translational norms i.e. socially shared opinions about desirable, favourable or at
least tolerable translational behavior in historically determined situations" (his
emphasis) (van den Broeck, 1987, p. 136). Undue pessimism in translation
theory, though fashionable, is not, however, particularly helpful. Despite the
numerous difficulties encountered, translations appear every minute on the planet
and a certain amount of useful theorisation is possible.
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A course on contrastive stylistics (CS) is offered to students of French, German
and Spanish on the translation degree in Dublin City University. In this article,
we will confide our remarks to the Frcnch course. As the title would suggest the
approach to theory is explicitly rooted in a comparative approach to language, an
examination of recurrent lexical and syntactic differences between English and
French. It its conception the course owes much to the work of Jean-Paul Vinay,
Jean Darbelnet, Michel Pail lard, Hdlène Chuquet and Jean De lisle. Authentic
texts are used to illustrate principles both to clarify points and facilitate their
recognition and retention by the student. The topics covered include the follow-
ing: transposition, modulation, expansion, contraction, tense usage, passive/active
shifts, word order, clause typcs, aspect, translation units, valency and collocation.

Thc course also examines questions of register, metaphorical and figurative
language and the role of deixis and anaphora in English and French. The text
linguistics of De Bcaugrandc and Dressler is considered with its stress on the
function and style of a text, categorisation cf readership and investigation of
different kinds of contact. The tendency to simply consider sentences in isolation
is discouraged by emphasising the organic structure of a text, what De lisle calls
the "organicitd textuelle" (De lisle, 1980. p. 198). It is important that students
realize that one translates not only from one language to another but also from
one text to another. However, Peter Newmark is right to point to the limitations
of a text-bound approach to'translation (Newmark, 1987, pp. 66-71). Words on
the page is all there is after all. Ideology and situation, extra-textual circum-
stances have to be considered in translation but unlike words, they can often be a
matter of conjecture.

There are three main advantages in having such a course on a translation degree.
Firstly, there is a remedial function. Students are given a proper linguistic
description of the languages with which they work. This knowledge is
particularly important for MT and NL applications in the language industry.
Secondly, students arc alerted to syntactic and lexical contrasts between
languages which reduces the dangers of SL interference whcn translating into the
TL or vice-versa. Wojnicki and Ulijn have pointed out in "Contrasting Structures
in LSP Translation" that even at high levels of linguistic proficiency, students arc
often hampered by a failure to recognize syntactic differences (Wojnicki and
Ulijn, 1987, pp. 110-116). Thus, for example, more concise idiomatic translation
can be achieved through appropriate substitution of relative clauses in translation
from French to English or by the modulation of repetitive elements in the shift
from the AL to TL. Similarly, it is possible to avoid translatorese or what De lisle
calls "la traduction anémique" (De lislc, 1980, p. 212) through the awareness of
the ability of metaphorical and metonymical modulations to retain the figurative



force of language.
The third benefit of CS lies in "linguistic revisionism" i.e. it demythologises the
translation process. For students, translation can often be synonymous with a
conjuring trick where they muddle around in outer darkness with gnashing of
morphemes and non-restrictive clauses until the lecturer whisks the fair copy
from his/her briefcase and the light tends not so much to clarify as to blind. CS
foregrounds translation procedures and features of language which help to
objectify the translation process. This has the additional effect of widening the
range of possibilities open to the student, for example, transposition exercises
often encourage the student to overcome an initial reluctance to change the
grammatical categories of the source text in translation.

There arc a number of difficulties with the CS approach. A restrictive version of
CS based on linguistic relativism leads to somewhat dubious propositions about
the psychology of different peoples. French as an "abstract" language is opposed
to English as a "concrete" language. De Buisseret has strongly criticised the
Vinay and Darbelnet distinction between the "plan du reel" and the "plan de

entendernent" which underpins this alleged opposition between the two lan-
guages in her Deux langues, six idiomes (De Buisseret, 1975, p. 93,94,96,98,
314, 409). Sauvageot in his Portrait du vocabulaire francais contends that
there is no valid linguistic basis for the abstract/concrete opposition posited by
Vinay and Darbelnet (Sauvageot, 1964, pp. 123-132). Traditional CS exercises
often neglect the importance of context. In the absence of context, however,
translation becomes merely transcoding. In addition, the definition of key
notions such as modulation and the translation unit is highly problematic.
Modulation, in particular, if loosely employed can cover just about anything that
happens in translation.

It is not the aim of CS to provide translation algorithms. In its narrowest defini-
tion, it is more akin to an a posteriori taxonomy of translation problems than an
investigation of the cognitive process of translation. On the other hand, used in
cenjunction with the more recent insights of translation thcory and with a proper
attention to textual, contextual and extra-linguistic factors it does help students to
a) improve the quality of translations b) give thcm a valuable linguistic and
theoretical knowledge of their language pairs and c) make them more curious
about the nature of the translation process.

Moving backwards in the history of philosophy, from Descartes's dissecting table
to Aristotle's animate world, it is worth noting an observation of Richard L.
Gregory in his Mind in Science. Hc claims that thc Greek philosopher would not
have supported the notion of Animism if autonomous power sources other than
living organisms were in existence at the time, a claim based on Gregory's main
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thesis that "technological innovations typically come before conceptual bases by
which they are understood; as understanding grows, principles can be described
with increasing generalization to allow deeper analogies" (Gregory, 1981, p. 43).
At a more mundane level, Bud Scott from the American Logos Corporation has
argued that the United States has fallen behind Japan in the area of machine
translation because the projects are technology rather than language driven.
Linguists unlike engineers can never agree on how to do a MT job (loscelyne,
1989, p.28). It is arguable that it is technological innovation in the area of
machine translation which will lead to advances in translation theory, signifi-
cantly altering the contents of translation theory courses on translation degrees.
The Cartesian translation library of the next few decades may well lie in the heart
of Tracy Kidder's new machines.
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HORSES FOR COURSES: QUESTIONS OF
TRANSLATOR PROFILE

Jennifer Williams,
Dublin City University.

Niany discussions in Translation Studies in recent years have concentrated on text
types, translation strategies, translation procedures and terminology. In this paper
I wish to focus attention on the most important element in the translation process,
namely the translator. It is, after all, the translator who takes decisions about
strategy, procedures and terminology and who is responsible for producing an
appropriate register and style in the target language (Wilss 1990. p.26). The
theorists can devise the most comprehensive theoretical framework - their efforts
will be in vain if an unsuitable translator is chosen for the job, for thc result will
be disappointing. Dissatisfied clients then conclude that translation is a waste of
moncy and the profession as a whole suffers a further setback it its search for
appropriate status and remuneration.

There is a widespread view, mostly outside the profession, that a translator should
be able to tackle any translation job simply by virtue of being a translator. This
kind of logic is not applied to other professions: for example, the term 'doctor' is
applied to both an obstetrician and a dermatologist yet people would not dream of
going to an obstetrician if they developed a rash. Our drive for professional
status must include a discussion about translator profile and the need to match
translator profile to translation job.

To illustrate the point, I have analysed a corpus of translated mat:rial, involving
one tcxt type and two languages between which a considerable cuiv..ira: gap
exists. The purpose of this investigation is twofold: firstly, to establish the
elements of the ideal translator profile for this particular job, and secondly, to
draw some conclusions about translator profile in general.

The analysis is based on 12 issues of DDR Revue and its English-language
version GDR Review (August 1988 - July 1989). This is an official government
publication which, during the period under review, attempted to present GDR
society in its most positive light. It is therefore an informative/vocative text
type, i.e. it aims to inform and persuade. The language pair (GDR-German and
British-English) present particular difficulties in view of the different social
systems in operation in the two linguistic communities at the time. It would, of
course, be quite possibe to demonstrate the point by reference to a different text
type. The advantage of an informative/vocative text lies in the fact that it
requires a translation which will persuade and convince the TL reader and it
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therefore tests a translator's creative powers to the limit. It is also to be hoped
that the following discussion will dispel any lingering doubts that so-called
`general' translation (i.e. DDR Review/GDR Review) is easier than so-called
`specialised' translation.

The first requirement of a translator for this job is that sihe can identify the text
type and understands the overriding importance of its persuasive function.
Secondly, the translator must be able to produce and sustain an appropriate
register and style in English; in other words, s/he must be a native English
speaker. Related to this is the requirement that s/he should have a basically
sympathetic attitude to the GDR - or at least be willing to adopt one for the
duration of the job, what Fritz Paepcke (1986, p.99) calls `solidarity with the
text', otherwise the persuasive function might fail to be conveyed. At the same
time, the translator who identifies strongly with the SL text must resist the
temptation to alter the original meaning, e.g. through amplification (Nida 1976,
p.59).

Culture specific terms present the translator(s) of DDR Revue with a major
problem, for they range from items with no equivalents in English to those which
have a high degree of equivalence. This paper will concentrate on the handling
of these terms as an indicator of the translation skills required and, thereby, of an
appropriate translator file.

A daunting aspect of DDR Revue from a translator's point of view, is the very
wide range of subjects covered. Besides the regular reports on social, economic
and political aspects of GDR life and international affairs, there arc interviews
with prominent scientists and authors (including extracts from their works) as
well as features on topics as diverse as new industrial processes, the arts, all kinds
of sport (from women jockeys to Olympic skiers), ethnic minorities, the Churches
and the twins club. The translator or, in this case more likely, the translating
team would need to be extremely widely read in English. It is, of course, a basic
requirement for every translator to read regularly, enthusiastically and widely in
their native language. This presents a particular challenge in translator training
where we need to achieve a balance between the specific skills required - in
terminoiggy, in questions of register, in technology and in the nuts and bolts of
the profession - and the more general requirements such as intellectual curiosity,
enthusiasm about language, and a love of reading. From the point of view of
translating, the translator's first foreign language is his/her native language. In
the case of GDR Review, for instance, the translator would need to be aware that
'The Federation of Evangelical Churches in the GDR' is not an appropriate
translation for "Bund der Evangelischen Kirchen in der DDR' (April 1989, p.21).
on two counts: firstly. because 'Council of Churches' is the usual collocation in
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English, prefixed in this instance with 'The GDR', and secundly, because the
connotations of 'evangelical' do not corrspond to those of 'evangelisch'. Further-
more, the translator ought to be familiar with the standard, published titles of
GDR novels in translation. Readers wishing to follow up the article on Stefan
Heym's Der Konig David Bericht (June 1989, p.48) should be given the title of
the published English translation The King David Report and not, as in GDR
Review, 'King David's Account' .

As a result of the emphasis on contemporary events and issues in GDR Review
the translator is frequently faced with neologisms. The successful tranilation of
neologisms requires not just an English native speaker but one who is in close
contact with an English-speaking community. In some instances `close-contact
with an Eng tisk:speaking community' can be defined as 'regular access to the
quality British Press'. For example, the standard translation of `das gemeinsame
Haus Europa' which appears in GDR Review variously as 'common European
house' (February 1989, p.I9), 'joint European home' March 1989, p.21) and
'common European home' March 1989, p.19) could ;T checked by reference to
English-language newspapers. The same probably applies to `fun run', a more
usual translation of 'die Volkssport-Wettbewerbe Mei le, 5 Kilometer...' (October
1989, p.21) than 'mass participation mile'. However, a translator who took up
residence in the SL culture 10 years ago and only returns for short visits is
unlikely to be familiar with `Dinosaar Park' (der "Urtierzoo", February 1989,
p.51) or 'conservation volunteers' (ehrenamtliche Naturschutzhelfer', January
1989, p.3).

Prolonged absence from the TL community results is such "contaminated"
translations as 'baby year' (Babyjahr' , October 1988, p.5) instead of '12 months'
maternity leave' , and the ubiquitous translation of 'Haus' in the
titles 'Haus der lehrer', 'llaus der Kultur und Bildung' , 'Haus der Pioniere' as
1 louse' instead of 'Centre'. As linguists we arc aware of the process of interfer-

ence which sets in after a certain period of residence in another culture. The
particular circumstances pertaining in thc GDR between August 1961 and
November 1989 intensified this process with the result that linguistic interference
from the SL culture is responsible for many of the translation errors in GDR
Review. The obvious conclusion to be drawn is that translators engaged in this
type of work should be principally resident in the TL community. The wide
range of electronic aids which arc becoming more and more available makes this
an increasingly viable proposition. As Sue Etien Wright (1987, p.123) of the
American Translators Association has stated pithily: 'Made in Germany" may
be a mark of quality on an automobile, but it is the kiss of death for an English
tcxt'. However, the opposite extreme is also to be avoided, i.e. The person who
writes beautiful English but whose knowledge of German is faulty and who has
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never been to the GDR. In-depth knowledge of the SL and prnlonged exposure to
the SL culture are as essential as the It requirements already mentioned. The
GDR term for 'translator' - Sprachmiuler (a kind of linguistic go-between or
'intermediary'), similar to Brislin's concept of 'mediating persons' (1976, 9.35) -
provides a good illustration of the two aspects of the translator's role.

Two reasons for residence in the TL community have already been discussed: the
problem of SL interference and the need to be aware of developments in the TL.
Another equally important one relates to the handling of culture-specific terms.
Only an English native speaker, mainly resident in an English-speaking
community, is in a position to decide on appropriate translation procedures for
culture-specific terms for s/he will be aware of improbable collocations, possible
connotations and unhelpful association in the TL.

For certain recurring categories of terms viable equivalents exist in English.
These include terms relating to local and central government, to childcare as well
as to aspects of industrial and commercial life in the GDR. The translation of
educational terms is a universal problem and not specific to GDR Review,
although it is unlikely that an English native speaker resident, for example, in
Britain would have produced 'rector of the Technical College of Applied Arts' as
a translation for 'Rektor der Fachschule fur angewandte Kunst' (March 1989,
p.32) instead of 'Director of the College of Art and Design'.

A TL native speaker translator should have little difficulty in handling terms
which have viable cultural equivalents. A much stiffer test is posed by terms
which have a low degree of equivalence in English or none at all. Here the
translators of GDR Review appear to operate on the principle 'when in doubt
translate literally', i.c. word-for-word translation is the preferred procedure in the
majority of cases. W!tile this works quite well in a few instances, e.g.
'democratic land reform' ('die demokratische Bodenreform' , September 1988,
p.9), it produces improbable collocations in others such as 'factory-based voca-
tional guidance cabinets' (Berufsberatungskabinets von Betrieben' , Fcbruary
1989, p.30), instead of 'career guidence units' .Some word-for-word translations
tend to obscure rather than convey meaning. A `Kommunalvertrag' (September
1988, p.18) denotes a contract agreed between industry and the local community
to aid thc restoration of old buildings, or the construction of community facilities.
The translation 'communal agreement' simply does not convey this meaning.
Word-for-word translations frequently producc undesirable connotations. A
`SchiedAkommission' is a lay tribunal which carries out some of the functions of a
small claims court but also deals with problems of petty ci ime, truancy and
absenteeism from work. Thc translation 'arbitration commission' (December
1988, p.33) is inappropriate, firstly because `arbitration' is used almost
exclusively in the field of industrial relations, and secondly because
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'commission' does not in this instance equate with `Kommission' .
Solidaritiit' causes problems since 'solidarity is used in English either in connec-
tion with industrial disputes or with political movements overseas. 'The People's
Solidarity Organisation' (September 1988, p.19), therefore, suggests an
organisation devoted, for example, to the Third World rather than, as in the case
in the GDR, to community service. Similarly, ;he article dealing with flooding
on the Oderbruch region of the GDR and which is entitled 'Solidarity with the
people of the Oderbruch' (September 1988, p.4) should read simply 'Help for the
people of the Oderbruch' .

'Residential District Committee' (November 1988, p.37) has overtones of middle-
class suburbia which do not correspond to the connotations of
Wohnbeiirkausschuss' , a WOhnbezirk' being the smallest unit of Municipal
organisation, siinilar to the English 'ward'. Word-for-word translation becomes
particularly problematical when the translator fails to recognize 'faux arnis' and
writes about 'evergreens' (January 1989, p.62) when s/he means pieces of music
which have maintained their popularity over a long period, i.e. 'golden oldies' or
'old favourites' .

Such examples illustrate not only the inappropriateness of the word-for-word
translation procedure for this type of text but they underscore the need for the
translator to be both aware of and sensitive to the problems of collocation,
connotation and readership reaction. Only if the choice of translation procedures
is informed by this degree of sensitivity are they likely to be successful.

One procedure which the translators of GDR Review use to great effect for the
handling of culture-specific terms is what Newmark (1988) calls a 'translation
couplet' i.e. the combination of two procedures, in this instance transference and
explanation: 'Dresden' s "Kulturpalast" Civic Centre' (January 1989, p.62) for
'der Dresdener Kulturpalast' ; 'the "Jugendtourist" youth travel agency' (May
1989, p.41) for Jugendtourise. This procedure conveys meaning succinctly
while retaining a key term, a very useful means of dealing with culture-specific
tcrms. In the absence of cultural equivalents the translators of GDR Review
would otherwise have to resort to Newmark's functional equivalents.

The expectation of the readerMip arc an important consideration in any
translation job. Nowhere does this apply more than in a text which aims to
inform and persuade. Here, the translator must be able to anticipate the reactions
of the readership and shape his/her translation accordingly. For example, the
terms 'nationalised industries' and 'nationalisation' have taken on very negative
connotations in Britain during the past ten years, so much so that the Labour
Party has replaced them in it.s literature with 'social ownership' . The translator
should bear this in mind when handling 'yolkseigener Betrieb' I'VEB' .
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In the case of GDR Review, as in other vocative texts such as the Bible, the
question of readership is a difficult one, as it includes people who are very
knowledgeable about the (3DR as well as the cagual reader who may know very
little about the subject. Clearly, the translator must take this range of knowledge
into account and ensure both attention to detail for the well-informed reader and
clarity for the less well-informed.
In conclusion, the ideal translator profile for this informative/vocative type of text
would contain a number of elements which can be classified as follows:

I. GENERAL

i) a high degree of fluency in the SL (German)
ii) the ability to understand the contents of the text, recognise the text type

andidentify its function
iii) respect for the contents of the text
iv) respect for the requirement of the commissioner
v) the ability to produce and sustain an appropriate register in the TL (i.e.

English)
vi) a love of reading

II. IN RELATION TO THE SL TEXT

i) extensive knowledge of the specific SL community and its linguistic
characteristics (in this instance: the GDR and GDR-German)

ii) a period of residence in the SL community (i.e. GDR)
iii) a sympathetic attitude to the SL community (i.e. GDR)

III. IN RELATION TO THE TL TEXT

i) a native TL speaker
ii) mainly resident in the TL community
iii) sensitivity to problems of collocation, connotation and association in

the TL
iv) knowledge of readership expectations and norms.

This type of classification could serve as a basis for determining translator profile
in general. The elements in the first category are probably universal but
requirements relating to the SL and TL will vary according to thc type of
translation job in hand and the needs of the person commissioning the translation.
For instance, it may not always be necessary for a translator to be a native TL
speaker; the translator's attitude to the contents of the text will not bc as crucial
in every instance as it is here. These categories might also form a useful starting
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point for a discussion of the core and variable elements in a translator-training
Programthe.

I hope, therefore, to have shown that different translation jobs require different
translator profiles. Failure to recognize this, both inside and outside the profes-
sion, will have serious consequences for the future of theiranslator and of
translation itself. To return to the equestrian metaphor: a donkey is quite
adequate for the beach but the requirements for the steeplechase, the point-to-
point and the show ring arc entirely different.
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CURRENT TRENDS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE TESTING IN
THE UNITED STATES

David Barnwell,
Columbia University,

New York

It was in the United States that foreign language testing was initiated as a discrete
activity. Its beginings as such, can be dated to the 1920s, when several books and
many articles on testing grew out of the Modern Foreign Language Study of that
decade. For the first time testing began to be seen as a field in its own right, and
not merely as an appendage of foreign language teaching. Those practising the
measurement of foreign language attainment in the late 1920s attempted to carry
out their business within a very objective and scientific methodology, and this
strong psychometric element has ever since been an important part of the United
States language testing tradition.

The testing wave associated with the expansion of foreign language study in the
1920s subsided with the depression of the 1930s, and it was not until the Second
World War that interest was renewed in language teaching and testing. The War
created a demand for personnel able to function in a foreign language environ-
ment. To this end, the U.S. military, operating through the Army Specialized
Training Program, set up a large number of courses. Dozens of languages were
taught, to a student body numbering in the thousands. While there was never an
official Army methodology in either teaching or testing, some of these courses
gave rise to innovative testing approaches. Many were literally survival tests,
aiming to test how well a soldier might survive in the foreign language and
culture. The articulation of the view that a language test should forecast "readi-
ness to perform in a life-situation" (Kaulfers 1944) marks the beginning of one of
the great strands of the United States foreign language tradition. This goal in
testing has ever since typified the practice of the United States governmental
bodies. Born in the wartime Army programmes, and subsequently maturing in
thc U.S. Foreign Service in the 1950s and 1960s, the interest in functional lan-
guage use is still very much in evidence today.

Though testing at U.S. government agencies concentrated on the measurement of'
overall ability to operate in a foreign language environment, testing within
academe at the same period moved in a very different direction. Thc discrete-
point and contrastive analysis framework, in theory at least, dominated formal
approaches to academic language testing in thc 1960s (Lado 1964). The 1970s
was a crucial time in the evolution of language testing theory, with the publica-
tion of a large numbcr of studies on test formats such as the doze and dictation,
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and the theoretical contributions of people like John 01 ler. 01 lei and other

researchers for the first time began to see themselves as forming a cadre that

shared not just an activity but an academic discipline, one whose foundations

were built on linguistic theory and buttressed by the incorporation of a new

awareness of techniques of statistical analysis. Language testing finally came of

age in the 1970s.

The great theoretical debates in foreign language testing of the 1970s centred
around the testing of English as a Second Language, with foreign languages

occupying but a peripheral place. This changed in 1981, when the American
Council of the Teaching of Foreign Languages and the Educational Testing
Service collaborated in the creation of a new scale for the measurement of
language. proficiency. This new scale was in large degree built upon the tradition

of the Oral Interview used at the Foreign Service Institute in Washington. The
ACTFL/ETS scale was published in 1982 and a reworked version published in

1986.

In many ways, the ACTFL/ETS "proficiency" concept dominated the decades of

the 1980s. hundreds of persons were certified to administer the oral proficiency

test, and in countless workshops ane seminars many more acquired an informal

familiarity with the ACTPL/ETS procedure. The scales were incorporated into

teacher certification programmes (Hip le and Manley 1987) and were used by

universities as a means of defining entry and exit requirements to their foreign

language programme (Freed 1987). In many states the proficiency movement
had a significant impact on curricula and testing at the high school level, course
goals being expounded in terms of points on the ACTFL/ETS scale (Gutieriez

1988). Some writers saw the possibility that the Oral Proficiency Interview might

serve as a national proficiency examination (Magnan 1988). The venerable New
York State foreign language Regents Examination, a test broadly comparable to

the Irish Leaving Certificate examination level, was redesigned to reflect the
proficiency orientation. The Federal Government and individual state education
authorities proved especially fond of using the ACTFL/ETS scale in defining

curricular goals and measuring outcomes.

At present there is considerable division within the United States on the status

that should accrue to "proficiency" testing. There is unease in many quarters at
the lack of a sound empirical base for the assertions andassumptions of the
proficiency movement, as well as dissatisfaction with the haphazard way in

which these notions have been disseminated throughout the profession (Gaudiani

1987). Proponents of the ACTFL test have perhaps fallen into the oldpitfall of

too quickly believing that a test measures what it claims to measure. Premature
claims were made for the scale, it was thrust upon the foreign language
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community without proper explanatory and background information, and it rests
on a very tenuous empirical base. Rather than institute its own programme of
research on proficiency testing, ACTFL has preferred to hitch its test to the
Foreign Service Institute star, despite the very narrow use for which the FSI
interview is intended.

The ACTFL/ETS procedure has thus been subjected to attack on a variety of
fronts. It has been pointed out that the concept of the "educated native speaker"
as norm was incorporated from the Foreign Service Institute although it is by no
means clear that such a construct has validity in the teaching and testing of
students who have very different needs to those of Foreign Service officers.
There is no evidence that the ACTFL scale really reflects the behaviour of native
speakers, either in exhibiting proficiency or in evaluating it (Barnwell 1989).
Several commentators (Bachman 1988, Magnan 1987) warn that the validity of
ACTFL/ETS oral proficiency scores might not stand up to legal challenge, very
relevant if such scores were to be used in hiring or promotion decisions.

Generally proponents of the scale have been quite introverted in the way their
discussion focuses on the U.S. high school and university and ignores global
language perspectives. ACTFL has tended to ignore the whole question of the
assessment of the (semi-) bilingual speaker. an extraordinary omission in a nation
that has a great diversity and richness of such speakers.

ACTFL has sought to control through certification those who arc to administer
and rate oral proficiency interviews, and has insisted on a long training period for
prospective interviewer/raters. ACTFL justifies this lengthy process by claiming
that the OPI instrument is a difficult one to use, and that care must be taken that
the application of the scale in rating standards be aniform. The training of oral
interviewers and the presentation of prallel workshops and seminars provide an
important source of revenues for ACTFL. However, there is really no evidence
that ACTFL's claims about the amount or kind of training needed to rate
foreigners' speech arc true. Indeed, studies with variations of the Foreign Service
Interview have shown that a long training period is nOt necessary for the making
of reliable judgetnents on proficiency-type interviews (Frith 1979Shohamy
1983). ACTFL does not specify any chL:itation mechanism for the other language
modalities, though additional separate scales exist for listening, reading and
writing. This is something of an anomaly, given the great stress that ACTFL has
placed on the training and certification of oral interviewers._ The listening and
reading -A:ales have themselves been subjected to critiqu,:. Valdes et al. (1988)
report a study which seems to show that real-life learners do not follow the
ACTFL scale's progression in listening comprehension. Lee and Musumeci
(1988) have shown that the reading lev:ls do not exist as separate hierarchical
entities. Even a prominent spokesperson z)f the proficiency movement (Phillips
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1988) admits that some students do not necessarily go through the hierarchical
stages posited for reading.

Nevertheless, despite its deficiencies the ACTFL/ETS scale has proven the
stimulus for useful work in testing. Some researchers working within the ACTFL
model have wrestled with the difficulties posed in measuring the proficiency of
speakers of languages that are remote from the west European core (Stransfield
and Harman 1988). It has been found that, when testing departs from the tradi-
tional European languages, interesting problems of elicitation and appropriate-
ness arc encountered. The entire formal interview setting, and especially the
elicitation mechanism of the role play, can evoke very different reactions from
thosc of other cultures. In order to do well on the ACTFL/ETS test, at times it
seems that a speaker needs to break some of the cultural or sociolinguistic rules
of a language, even while apparently performing at a high linguistic level in that
language. Another question relates to code-switching. Speakers of Hindhi, for
instance, actually use English in professional and formal domains, Hindhi being
used in informal and social settings. Hence the educated native speaker of
Hindhi rarely gets the opportunity to operate at what ACTFL would call the
professional levels of proficiency. To be a proficient speaker of Hindhi one
needs to know when not to use Hindhi. This is hard to test. The case of Arabic
also provides some interesting insights, related to the treatment of diglossia.
Rather than accept the breaking of the mosaic of Arabic into a dozen or more
regional dialects, those working on proficiency guidelines in that language have
set up the scale to reflect Modern Standard Arabic. Ironically, this causes them
to diverge from the native speaker and create an artificial norm, since the kinds of
functions and contexts specified at the lower end of the ACTFL/ETS scale are
ones for which MSA would never be used.

The position of Irish in Ireland is obviously quite different to that of Hindhi or
Arabic in the U.S. yet those considering the testing of Irish might do well to be
aware of the research carried out on the so-called "uncommonly taught" lan-
guages in the U.S. For instance, are there any theoretical implications for testing
in the fact that few if any monolingual speakers of Irish survive? Could a scale
such as ACTFL's, which describes proficiency in terms such as "Survival Profi-
ciency" or "Professional Proficiency", be applicable in a setting in which we all
know that Irish is rarely if ever required for such functions? Does the notion of
"educated native speaker" have validity at a time whcn all-Irish cducation is in
praztice unattainable at the university level? We have many "educated native
speakers" of Irish, but a decreasing number of them received all their education
in that language. In this light, would it make sense to use the same scale for
rating proficiency in say French, as for rating proficiency in Irish? And if not,
how should the Irish scale differ &on that employed in French, German or
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Spanish? How could the unique cultural worth of Irish to Irish people be built
into a testing scheme?

Returning to the American experience, it can bc conceded that one good thing
about the ACTFL/ETS proficiency scale is that it fostcred interest in measuring
advanced levels of foreign language attainment; its predecessors in the discrete-
point tradition had focused excessively on beginners. The new interest in the
higher reaches of proficiency has opened up some interesting fields for specula-
tion. For instance, it may be that the invocation of the native speaker as the
paragon towards which foreigners should strive is more complicated that might
first appear. We possess few systematic studies of how societies react to the
foreign speaker who effortlessly uses certain types of idiomatic language, for
example,,of very informal registers of speech. Instead of being admired for
dominating such modes of expression, it may be that the foreigner somehow
breaks a taboo by becoming too proficient. Natives have two sets of expectation,
one for their fellows and one for non-nativcs. People, in some cultures at least,
may react most positively to the speech of foreigners whose proficiency is not
uncomfortably high. Hence rater behaviour when faced with the higher levels of
proficiency can be less predictable than is assumed by an easy acceptance of the
native speaker as the ideal to emulate. Standardized proficiency scaling
presupposes what Nichols (1988. p.15 ) calls "uniform, incremental, and
monotonic increases in the ability to speak a language". Such a model may not
correspond to the sociolinguistic reality of communication. In short, a scale such
as ACTFL's may bc simplistic in viewing language proficency as a continuum
which curves uncxplorably upward. Rather than cleaving to the "Educated
Native Speaker" norm, perhaps we should direct our attention to creating some
kind of alternative model of abstraction to emulate thc good foreign language
speaker, perhaps, or some such term.

ACTFL/ETS notions of testing "proficiency" have in practice had little influence
outside. foreign language education. The testing of English as a Second/Foreign
Language has proceeded with little input from foreign language, and still focuses
to a large degree on traditional tests such as TOEFL and the Michigan test.
These tests, however, have been revised in recent years towards a more integra-
tive format, with less emphasis on discrete points and multiple-choice.

On the theoretical level, interest in the use of the close format has continued,
even though the close could scarcely be considered to respond to the "
communicative" spirit of the age in language teaching. There is, however, little
evidence of progress in building on the other testing format initially supported by
John 011er in the 1970s, that of dictation and other "reduced redundancy" tests.
Other integrative formats such as translation have for long been unpopular in the
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United States, and remain out in the cold. One arca which is recently reappearing
as a focus for research is that of language aptitude testing. Little progress had
been made in the science since the 1960s, but there now appears to be renewed
interest (Parry and Stansfield 1990).

CONCLUSION

Language testing has become one of the most international areas of activity in
applied linguistics. It is rather striking that, in spite of the large numbers of
American practitioners of the art, the only journal specifically devoted to the
topic is published in England. There is no longer a single figure who dominates
United States language testing in the way that Robert Lado did in the 60s and
John 011er did in the 70s. The debate 011er stimulated in the 1970s and early
1980s are no longer heated, and indeed 011er himself has admitted (1983) that he
was in error in hypothesizing a "unitary factor" of language proficiency.

A focus that is solely on the theoretical can easily blind us to what is really going
on in the classroom. As early as the 1920s researchers realized that the great
majority of teachers worked oblivious of the debates in thc professional journals -
theory and practice were quite divorced. During the heyday of Audiolingualism's
discrete-point and contrastive analysis tenets, it is certain that many classroom
teachers were still committing the heresy of using compositions, translations and
dictations. Decades later, with communicative goals apparently at their apogee,
it is evident that many teachers are using non-communicative tests. No one has
sought to find out what actually goes on in the classroom, and hence any discus-
sion of testing that is based on the scholarly journals or proceedings at profes-
sional conferences is quite incomplete. A proper survey of testing would have to
find out what teachers are actually doing in the classroom, what kinds of tests
they were using and how they were grading them. To date no such survey has
been carried out. Even the many studies to observe foreign language teachers at
work in the classroom have ignored how teachers assessed learning outcomes.
This is a great pity, since most tests arc ephemeral, having a life-history no longer
that the time it takes a teacher to clear the blackboard, clean off his desk, or
simply reach the end of a conversation with a student.
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Review of Bruce E. Murdoch (ed.) Acquired Neurological Speech/ Language
Disorders in Childhood. Taylor Francis, 1990 347 pp.

Irene P. Walsh
Speech Therapist,
Children' s Department, Cluain Mhuire Family Centre.

Acquired Neurological Speech/Language Disorders in Childhood is a recent
addition to the already popular `Brain Damage, Behaviour and Cognition' series.
There is little doubt, (as the series editors point out in the preface), that
neuro-psychology is rapidly developing into 'an arca of central concern for a
range of disciplines'; this book goes a long way to convince the reader that this is
so, especially with regard to thc subject of Speech and Language Pathology.

The book (comprising a variety of papers written by speech therapists, doctoral
students and lecturers in Audiology and Speech Pathology), attempts a detailed
coverage of those acquired specch/language disorders that may result from, or are
associated with, various forms of injury to the developing Central Nervous
Systcm in Childhood. Along with discussions of the better known acquired
neurological speech/language disorders in childhood (e.g. childhood aphasia/
dysarthria/dyspraxia) resulting from cerebral damage (e.g. closed head injuries,
cerebrorascular accidents, tumours), communicative impairments associated with
less familiar conditions arc examined. These include speech/language problems
associated with inborn metabolic disturbance, infectious diseases and neural tubc
disorders (e.g. spina bifida). A discussion of thc effects of certain prophylactic
drugs (used in the treatment of childhood cancer) on a child's speech and lan-
guage functioning, adds yet a further dimension to thc notion of `acquired'
speech and language disorders in children.

The introductory two papers arc devoted to Acquired Childhood Aphasia. The
first looks at the neuropathology, linguistic characteristics and prognostic factors
of the condition (Anne E. Ozanne and Bruce Murdoch), while the second deals
with assessment and treaunent procedures, (Jill Cross and Anne Ozanne). Cross
and Ozanne provide a comprehensive overview of many up-to-date standardised
and non-standardised procedures that may be employed in evaluating the aphasic
child's level of linguistic functioning. They advocate an essentially holistic
approach to assessment and this theme is carried through to a discussion of
treatment issues. All areas of linguistic functioning are considered, including thc
highly fashionable area of pragmatics; treatment suggestions reflect this, as the
authors rccommcnd for example, the introduction of creative dramatics and
humour as part of group therapy programmes. Furthermore, the innovative
assessment and treatment options outlined in this paper could effectively be
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applied to other areas of child language dysfunction. Though the authors admit
that the procedures described have not been fully researched, it is apparent that
such ideas are a valuable by-product of `years of clinical experience in a rehabili-
tation setting' (p.66).

Faye Jordan's paper on 'Speech and Language Disorders following Childhood
Closed /lead Injury' emphasizes the need for long-term follow-up review on
children who suffer these injuries; such children are prone to high-level language
deficits which may only become apparent when advanced academic demands are
placed upon them. Jordon questions the previously held belief that young
children often make a `complete' recovery from such cerebral damage. Simi-
larly, a certain vigilence towards comprehensive evaluations of children with
infectious diseases is recommended by Veronica Smyth and her colleagues in
'Communicative Disorders in Childhood Infectious Diseases' .
This paper encourages:

'the need for clinical surveillance well beyond the normal medical
regimen in order to detect residual dificits which range from hearing
impairment to subtle cognitive dysfunction and possible speech/language
disturbances' (p.174).

Similar sentiments are echoed in Murdoch and Ozanne's paper on 'Linguistic
Status following Acute Cerebral Anoxia' where they warn that any child who may
have experienced a type of anoxic episode is at risk for developing speech and
language problems. Defining the `linguistic status' of such children however
proves a difficult task as a paucity of research in the arca prevents making any
generalisation, as to the exact nature of the linguistic difficulties these children
may encounter.

When the speech and language functioning of children who suffer inborn meta-
bolic disorders (e.g. phenylketonuria, galactosaemia, Wilson's disease) come
under discussion by Ozanne, Murdoch and Krimmer, a lack of research in the arca
again prohibits any detailed description of the types of communicative
impairments present, other than being described as part of the concomitant
depressed intellectual functioning. However, though close monitoring of children
with metabolic disorders, by the speech/language therapist is advised as
essentially routine, thc suggestion of each child needing assessment and treatment
on an individual basis is unnecessary as surely this is taken as 'given' in dealing
with any speechAanguage impaired population, at least as far as assessment is
concerned.

That communicative impairments arc also associated with Neural Tube Disorders
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and Childhood Brain Tumours, is discussed in papers by Murdoch, Ozanne and
Smith and Lisa I I udson respectively. These papers are heavily weighted with
medical/anatomical/chemical terminology which may be off-putting for the less
medically oriented reader (in fact the same comment could apply to some of the
other contributions in the book). Though both papers set out with the intcntion of
looking at associated speech and language difficulties per se, the main discursive
component of each paper is taken up with detailed expositions of both conditions
(i.e. varying forms of spina bifida, and the nature of posterier fossa tumours),
leaving discussions of speech/language issues being considered only in brief.

The penultimate paper in the book (Hudson, Buttersworth and Murdoch) looks at
the effects of radio- and chemotherapy, in the treatment of childhood cancers, on
speech/language functioning. Again, the reader is exposed to in-depth descrip-
tions of what both therapies involve coupled with a three page listing of 'agents
commonly used in protocols for the treatment of childhood cancer'. Aside from
stating that radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy can have negative effects on
cognitive and speech and language functions, no further details are given to
delineate the possible form of such difficulties. The final paper however is
devoted specifically to the motor speech disorders of acquired dysarthria and
dyspraxia. The authors, Murdoch, Ozanne and Cross offcr an extensive account
of the varying types of acquired dysarthrias, (hypokinctic, hyperkinetic, ataxic
etc), the naturc of acquired dyspraxia along with an informative section on
assessment and treatment of such motor speech disorders. The paper concludes
with two, in dcpth case reports, thus serving to set the content of the paper into a
realistic and practical framework.

Despite the reservations already alluded to, this book certainly makes for a
stimulating rcad, particularly from a speech/language therapist's viewpoint. It is
clear, and it certainly comes through from the text, that the area of acquired
neurological speccManguage disorders is poorly researched. Consequently it is
difficult to detect common patterns of disorder across various neurological
conditions and even more difficult to delineate the true nature of such
communicative impairments. However, despite this, assessment and treatment
procedures, (though often borrowed from work on adult aphasia) are showing
innovative and exciting new directions, encompassing many aspects of language
function, with particular emphasis on thc functional and pragmatic *roaches to
intervention. In addition, the wide range of neurological conditions that may
have associated speech/language difficulties, urges thc speech/language therapist
to keep a vigilant watch over any child who may present with, or who may have
had a history of CNs damage, however minor.
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'Acquired Neurological Speech and Language Disorders in Childhood' would
be an extremely welcome and essential text and/or reference book to any course
dealing with childhood communication disorders. In addition riot only speech/
language therapists, but also clinicians and researchers in psychology and
medicine and other related fields would find the contributions, that make up this
book, to be fundamental to any future research in this fascinating area of speech
and language pathology.
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Review of Devitt, S. (1989), Classroom Discourse: Its Nature and its Poten-
tial for Language,Learning, CLCS Occasional Paper No. 21, CLCS, Trinity
College Dublin, 72 pp.; Cook, V.J. (1989), The Relevance of Grammar in the
Applied Linguistics of Language Teaching, CLCS Occational Paper No. 22,
CLCS, Trinity College Dublin, 43pp.; De Vriendt, S. and Van de Craen, P.
(1990), Bilingualism in Belgium: A History and Appraisal, CLCS Occasional
Paper No. 23, CLCS, Trinity College Dublin, 52pp.

Jeffrey L. Ka llen
Trinity College Dublin

These three papers represent a good spread across the field of applied linguistics.
Cook's is addressed specifically to the link between linguistic theory and the
applied linguistics of language teaching, while Devitt starts from the insights of
discourse analysis to suggest improved methods by which to bring about language
learning in the classroom. Through the approach of de Vriendt and Van de Caen
is largely historical and descriptive, the material which they present is essential in
the process of language planning, an activity which may itself be seen as a branch
of applied sociolinguistics (cf. Eastman 1983).

Cook's paper updates the encounter between linguistic thcory and language
teaching. Cook begins by reviewing the growth of grammatical theories in the
1980s, pointing out that approaches such as Government and Binding (Chomsky
1988), Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (Gazdar et al. 1985), and.
Lexical Functional Grammar (Kaplan and Bresnan 1982) have gone well
beyond the early insights of Transformational Grammar (TG) and its immediate
descendants to provide the basis for a considerable amount of psycholinguistic
research into first language acquisition (see also Sells 1985 and 1 lorrocks 1987
for general theoretical reviews). Cook's use of Chomsky's distinction between
'E-language' (external) and 'I-language' (internal) approaches to grammar runs
as a crucial theme throughout the work: as Cook (p. 3) characterises it,

An 1-language approach concentrates on the knowledge of language stored
in the mind of the individual ...; an 1-language grammar tries to mirror
this mental reality. An E-language approach on the other hand studies a
collection of data separate from the speaker's mind; an E-language
grammar describes the regularities and patterns found in the collection.

Despite the heuristic value of distinguishing between approaches in this way, and
despite the continued development of theories which offer insight into the nature
of linguistic.knowledge, Cook points out that most language teaching materials
and recent research on second language learning appears to 'have concentrated on
thc E-language perspectives' (p. 4).
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Following from this point, then, Cook divides the field of second language
teaching materials into two broad approcahes: 'Structuralist Applied Grammar'
(SAG), which emphasises. `structures' as seen, for example, in substitution tables,
and focuses on the sequential nature of syntax, and 'Descriptive Applied
Grammar' (DAG), which is based on descriptive grammars that attempt to
catalogue the permissable sentence types and constructions of a language on the
assumption that `the learner can convert consciously acquired and imderstood
grammatical rules into grammatical competence' (Cook, p. 17).

Not surprisingly, however, Cook finds both SAG and DAG approaches wanting,
and devotes the remainder of this paper to a demonstration of ways in which the
universalistic and knowledge-based approaches of recent syntactic theory may be
applied in language teaching. Cook concentrates on the importance of implica-
tional universals and on the role of universal grammar in linguistic
theory. The former appear to condition the possibilities of learner's interlan-
guage, while the latter allow for comparison across languages in a particularly
insightful way. In considering both implicational universals, with their
orientation towards E-language characteristics, and universal grammar (strictly an
I-language approach), an overall re-analysis of L2 learning arises, in which the
learner's LI capability is seen not as the source of interference nor as the basis of
'structural' comparison, but as a point of departure for generalising about
language so as to mover from one set of language-specific principles to another.
In a final statement, Cook argues (p.35) that

applied linguists will have to look seriously at the advantages of
contemporary models of grammar, ... rather than go back to the
grammatical solutions of earlier generations ... Why should applied
linguists take seriously versions of grammar that fail to encompass
developments in the study of grammar since the 1950s versions
that are at least as far removed from contemporary views as the
alchemists from modern chemistry?

Happily, Cook's critique does not apply to Dcviu's paper, concerned as it is with
the substance of communication in language teaching over and above the
traditional preoccupation with linguistic form. This work may be divided into
three parts: thc analysis of what Devitt terms `frameworks of knowledge,' both
in the classroom and in general, a critique of language learning classrooms with
particular emphasis on the `communicative' approach, and some practical
suggestions for overcoming the deficits which Devitt identifies in these classroom
situations.

For Devitt, three types of knowledge are seen to underlie 'linguistic
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communication!: (1) 'knowledge of the world,' (2) knowledge of the 'vertical
structure of discourse,' and (3) knowledge of the 'horizontal structure' of
discourse, i.e., of 'how words are combined correctly within and across individual
utterances' (p. 3). Types (1) and (3) are fairly unproblematical: the thrust of
Devitt's argument is that 'vertical structure,' which enables us to get messages
across by the temporally sequenced juxtaposition of elements without necessarily
fulfilling the conditie as of well-formedness at sentence level, is neglected in
estimating what language learners can actually do. Devitt suggests (p. 7) that
'second language learners are capable of understanding and even creating
meaningful texts in the target language, even though they possess only minimal
knowledge of the linguistic system, precisely because they possess' knowledge
types (1) and (2) already. The force of this argument is demonstrated with
several concrete examples of text-generation using variable levels of 'horizontal'
organisational skill ,.

Turning,to classroom discourse, Devitt illustrates a distinction between 'content'
classes such as History and Geography, and the language class whereL emphasis
is still largely on form and considerations of real-world communi ative function
largely peripheral. It would appear that many language classrooms, though
adhering in principle to an approach which is 'communicative,' in fact fall short
of their stated goals. This shortcoming, says Devitt, may be due to 'misinterpre-
tation of principles,"problems in the principles themselves,' difficulties in
putting communicative principles into practice, and the lack of 'pedagogical
coherence' in the choice of topics in language lessons.

As a way out of these difficulties, Devitt concludes by proposing (p 49) that
'language should be taught through the teaching of other subjects,' especially
aspects of history and culture which are 'necessary for an understanding of
the people' in the target language community, and which 'already form part of
the learner's history programme' (p. 50). Authentic texts could be used to great
advantage, and the 'content' rather than 'form' made of discourse would naturally
predominate in the classroom.

While Cook and Devitt both make proposals for practical application, De Vriendt
and Van de Craen remain steadfastly detached, presenting a factual account of
bilingualism between Dutch and French in Belgium from the Middle Ages to
today. The complexity of Belgian demographics and language policy presents an
ideal case study for the dynamics of language policy, yct standard works often
contain only brief discussions (sec Eastman 1983, p. 31 Fasold 1984, p. 11 , and
passing discussions in Batens Beardsmore 1982). The authors thus assure us (p.
2) that 'surprisingly enough, there has never been an in-depth study of' the
'history and evolution' of bilingualism in Belgium. The paper then traces the
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development of modern Belgium through three major periods: the years prior to
the establishment of the Belgian kingdom in 1830, a middle period from 1830 to
1945, and contemporary times following 1945; The approach used combines
historical and anecdotal material for the earlier period with quantified survey data
in recent years: domains of language use considered include home and the
family, civil service and administration, education, and language attitudes.

Cook's emphasis on the role of parameters and implicational universals in the
learning process and Devitt's on the usc of vertical structure as opposed to
horizontal form are clearly applicable to a variety of fields in applied linguistics.
I have, for example, already used some of Devitt's comments in lectures on_
clinical linguistics. Cook's comments on the need to use currert linguistic theocy
take up the early challenge issued by Crystal, Fletcher, and Gar tan (1976), who
observed (pp. 36-37) that `if-the inquirer after syntactic truth seeks to avoid the
theoretical disputes of the early TG models by turning to the more recent work,
there is no solace: controversy and change abound still ... with few frameworks of
any descriptive range and depth of detail emerging.' If this 'controversy and
change' characterised syntax in the 1970s, how much more so in the 1990s yet
Cook has argued persuasively that it is just this controversy that provides the
applied linguist with the tools for real insight into the language learning and
teaching process. (Cf. Spencer 1988 for similar arguments in phonology.)

Disappointments with any of these works may in part be related to their necessar-
ily limited scope. Cook, for example, could be criticised for not going further in
demonstrating the consequences of applying contemporary theory to language
teaching: The few hypothetical examples of what could be involved would not
satisfy the language teacher looking for practical suggestions or expirically-tested
teaching programmes. Though Devitt's theoretical framework is insightful and
critical, his ultimate suggestions concerning the use of cultural and historical
material are somewhat anticlimactic, as they could be interpreted simply to
suggest a return to
traditional 'civilisation' materials. Identifying a target language speech commu-
nity may also be problematical: considering Frcnch, what community is the
cultural focus? Paris? Brittany? Quebec? West Africa? The Caribbean?
Different students may have different answers. For De Vriendt and Van de
Cracn, more depth would be needed to examine issues such as language and the
media, the role of diglossia throughout the historical period considered, and
details of the political and legal instruments which have shaped Belgian language
policy and attitudes.

The papers arc generally well produced, with typoraphical errors too few to
mention. The printing and reproducing of the ctil rent CLCS papers arc not as
clear as with some of the older p.:pers; new technology will hopefully bring in a
better typeface.
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Turning to editorial matters, finally, I would note just a few small problems.
Devitt's language classroom transcripts would be more informative if glossed for
those who do not know the respective languages, which the Appendix, presented
in a highly schematic form, is difficult to extract useful information from. De
Vriendt and Van de Craen would have benefited greatly from the inclusion of a
map or two, and some Tables could be improved. Tables 7 and 9, for example,
give figures for the number of Dutch-medium schools in Brussels, but these
figures are difficult to evaluate without comparable figures for French (or other)
schools. Table 8, one presumes, shows percentages of speakers in various
categories, rather than the `numbers' referred to in the text, but does not indicate
the size of the communities attached to these proportions: the geographical
dimension and the dynamics of diffusion are, in general, rather neglected.

Despite any such problems, the papers considered here reflect well on the series
as a whole, and contain many valuable and provocative arguments and findings.
They will be useful to a wide audience.
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Review of Mary Snell-Hornby and Esther Pohl, eds, Translation and
Lexicography: Papers read at the EURALEX Colloquium held at Innsbruck
2 - S July 1987, Kirksville, Missouri: John Benjamins, Pdintbrush and
EURALEX, 1989. Pp. 238. $60.

Liam Mac Mathima,
St Patrick' s College, Drumcondra, Dublin.

Translation and Lexicography contains 19 of the 21 papers read at the 1987
Colloquium of the same title, organized in co-operation with the Institute of
Translating and Interpreting at the University of Innsbruck. The Colloquium had
been prompted by "the current deficit in suitable dictionaries for professional and
trainee translators" and 'the observation made at lexicographic conferences that
dictionary makers seem unaware that translators have any special needs at all" (p.
5). The main focus was actually on "the reference needs of the professional and
trainee-translator, mainly with German as the target language" (p. 225). In fact
seven of the published contributions are in German. The proceedings concluded
with a lively and insightful closing symposium on "Translation and the
Lexicogapher".

The papers are of a high standard, reflecting their authors' continuous profes-
sional interaction with lexicogaphical works. Perhaps inevitably, however, the
overall impression conveyed is a negative one as many shortcomings of bilingual
and monolingual dictionaries are discussed. Time and again, attention is drawn
to the inability of particular dictionaries to rise to the occasion and help the hard-
pressed translator by supplying the equivalent of a neologism, a slang word, a
technical term, a phrase, a collocation, or other requisite cultural information,
including gesticulation (cf. the paper by Renate Rathmayr). Internal
inconsistencies are pointed out, as is the inertia which allows dated usage to be

presented as current, and which permits information proper to a monolingual
work to be carried over and hog precious space in a bilingual one. But, in
fairness to the translators, they do repeatedly affirm their awareness that the task
of the lexicographer is to encapsulate the general lexicon, while that of the
translator is to render a particular text from one language into another. At any
rate, it must be self-evident that the advance of computerisation should greatly
facilitate dictionary making, both as regards corpus control and handling
consistency, thus eliminating many of the inherited handicaps.

On the other hard, it has to be said that the variety of characteristics desired of
dictionaries by contributors to Translation and Lexicography - if not actually
incompatible - would run the risk of bloating dictionaries to user-unfriendly size
and ironically, would also have the practical side-effect of making the mot juste



_

more elusive that ever. Given that dictionaries, traditionally at least, have been
charged with data-basing a language's essence in a standard form, and that
publishers cannot hope to recoup their research outlay in the short-term, one must
beware of building in obsolescence. After all, today's lexical-organizational
dream-plan might well be out of favour by the time any work it inspires comes
off the presses. A certain caution, if not actual wariness, if probably an under-
standable ingredient in any major lexicographical project extending over years of
preparation, publishing and selling.

But in point of fact the remedy is at hand and is adverted to by several contribu-
tors. What translators really require are first-rate general bilingual dictionaries,
built on thc foundations of monolingual dictionaries,
that is bilingual dictionaries which have been prepared according to agreed
concepts with specific groups of users in mind. These can be complemented by
specialist terminological dictionaries and the translator's own personal library of
helpful supplementary texts dealing with particular arcas of knowledge or
literature. However, over and over again, contributors refer to the potential
usefulness of thesaurus-type works and lexical field groupings (e.g. Radegundis
Stolze, p. 24, citing Eugenio Coseriu, whose influence is to be seen elsewhere in
this work, and Klaus and Renate Birkenhauer, who head the first section of their
paper "Why literary translators prefer monolingual dictionaries arranged accord-
ing to word-fields (Thesauri)", p. 89). Of course, it is ironic that these should be
found lacking in the very Central European area which has done so much to
advance them theoretically.

Translation and Lexicography is finely produced on "acid-free paper that
exceeds the requirements of the American National Standard for Permanence of
Paper for Printed Library Materials" (p. 2), although blank spaces stretching
across the greater part of some lines suggest the incorrigible nature of word-
processing right-hand margins. The standard of English achieved throughout the
volume is almost uniformly excellent and testifies to the coming of age of "Euro-
English" (practice as verb does. however, continue its advance against practise,
and outrules is apparently used for rules out on p. 214). There are only a few
misprints.

The need for more work "in fields of translation theory and lexicographic theory"
is explicitly stated by Hans-Pcdcr Kromann on p. 232, hut is of course implicit
throughout the volume. It is a call which should not go unheeded here in Ireland,
where there is a robust tradition of translation and dictionary making, particularly
for Irish, but where there is a dearth of published reflection on the principles
underlying the work, and inadequate assessment of the calibre of the various
productions. For instance, the question as to whether or not there is a cultural
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distance dimension between Irish and English (even Hiberno-English), which
needs to be taken into account, has not been addressed by lexicographers (cf.
Radegundis Stolze's comments on p. 22 and those of Reinhard Hartmann on pp.
9-10). Similarly, several practical difficulties compound the intellectual reluc-
tance to acknowledge adequately a specifically Irish (including Hiberno-English)
component in this country's increasing activity both with regards to continental
European languages and the teaching of English as a foreign language (cf. Torn
Doyle, Teangeolas No. 27 (Summer 1990), p. 12). One might contrast the
vibrancy of Modern Hebrew linguistic scholarship, as evidenced by the contribu-
tions of Yishai Tobin and Gideon Toury in the volume under review.

Fritz Senn's felicitous discussion of several translation cruxes from the prose of
James Joyce is particularly arresting, and he confronts his fellow literary transla-
tors with a challenging conclusion: "Literary texts are overdetermined. Ideally,
they carry no wastage, no noise, their fittingness is all-round. One result is that
many diverse, partial, translations become possible, different according to
preferences. It does not seem that translatology has made too many efforts as yet
to even tabulate all the various aspects to be considered." (p. 86.) Practitioners of
dictionary making will be interested in incidental references to particular ap-
proaches. For instance, Veronika Schnorr explains her modus operandi: "Verifi-
cation is done uniquely against monolingual material; in a final checking phrase
[sic, read phase?), each lexicographer checks those articles involving vocabulary
from his or her hobbies, for example. In addition, articles written by male
lexicographers are checked by female lexicographers and vice versa." (p.228.)

All in all, Translation and Lexicography is indeed a fine, readable collection of
papers. It is of relevance to translators and lexicographers alike, even if one must
agree with Christopher Marsh's comment (p. 229): "We've let the translators off
the hook at this colloquium; only the lexicographers have been criticized."
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Ta 1RAAL ag leanfiint ar aghaidh le
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deireadh 1991. Is beag nach sainuimhir
inti Minait-eagrinseomarsin. Cuirtear
TEANGA a fhoilsitear gach bliain,
TEANGLITIR a fhoilsitear faoi dh6 sa
bhliain agus foilseachain AILA ar fail
do bhaill IRAAL. Le tuilleadh eolais a
than faoibhalhaiocht in IRAAL, scriobh
chuig: An Rimai, IRAAL, f/ch ITE, 31
Plás Mhic Liam, Baile Atha Cliath 2.

An tEagarthair,
Mean Pamhair, 1992.

Introduction

1RAAL continues to publish TEANGA
12 in the neW format introduced last
year. We would like to extend our
thanks to Institiüid Teangeolalochta
Eircann for providing us with dcsktop
and typesetting facilities. The articles
contained in this issue were delivered
at a seminar on Language and Gcndcr
held at the end of 1991. This issue,
therefore, is in many ways a special-
ised one.
Members of DUAL automatically re-
ceive TEANGA published yearly,
TEANGLIT1R publishar twice a year
and A1LA publications. For informa-
tion regarding membership contact:
The Secretary, IRAAL, do ITE, 31
Fitwilliam Place, Dublin 2.

The Editor,
September 1992.

Ni ga gurb ionann na tuairimi ati nochta in aon
alt agus tuairimi IRAAL n6 An Bhorid Eagarth6ireachta.

The views expressed in any of the articles are not
necessarily those of IRAAL or of The Editorial Board.
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Religiously Imitating his Every Gesture:
Plath, Madonna, and the Language

of Paternity

Denis Flannery
Dept of Modern English and American Literature

University College, Dublin

Towards the end of her life, Sylvia Plath was writing regularly, dutifully, and
optimistically to her mother. The picture she gives of her life circa 1961 is one of
domestic joy, spiritual expansion, and above all order. She and TedHughes had just

moved into their house in Devon, along with their daughter Frieda, and Plath was
expecting their second son, Nick. In these accounts the sweet literary family group

lives in harmony among itself and with the surrounding community. A balance is
achieved between the differing gender roles demanded in the marriage and the
continued pursuit by both Plath and Hughes of their writing careers:-

Right after breakfast I go up to my study to work at the
marvelous 6 foot natural wood table ... while Ted carpenters
or gardens in the back with Frieda along. He gives her lunch
and puts her to bed about noon and I come down and make our
lunch and by the time I am through picking up the house and
doing dishes, Frieda is up and out front with me, gardening,
mending, or whatever, and Ted is in his study. Thus both of us
get half a day out of doors and half a day writing (which is all either

of us wants) and Frieda is out all the time .... I

In this account both Plath and Hughes parent and both write. But the imbalances

of gender on which the maintenance of this balanced world depends remain intact.

He gardens, she gardens, he carpenters, she does the dishes and tidies up the house.

This lack of equivalence within what is represented as a charmed balancemaintains

a stability but does so at the potential cost of the vet), stability it is supposed to
guarantee. In maintaining the balance, the gender difference on which it rests is under

threat. Therefore, with a McCarthyite logic, the balance and harmony must be
undermined. This tenuous domestic bliss, then, requires that a fine line be drawn
between the imitation which threatens to dissolve gender difference and the
separation which maintains it. Because recent accounts of gender have emphasised
how imitation is at the centre of its production, that fine line between imitation and
separaration is both crucial and illustrative. For i& as Judith Butler has claimed,
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gender is to a radical degree an imitative structum, that imitation can turn either way.2
Channelled in sanctioned directions it produces the naturalised sysian of gender
relations which narratives of domestic bliss such as Plath sent to her mother represent
and perpetuate. When that imitation moves in non-legitimated directions the
production of naturalised order through imitation becomes an opportunity for
parody, subversion and, literally, travesty. In both instances the means thmugh which
the order potentially perpetuates itself is the means through which that order can be
potentially undone.

The phrase which gives this discussion its title comes from a letter by Plath to her
mother in which she discusses her daughter, Frieda. The image of Ted Hughes as
gardener is maintained by Plath's account and nurtured by her observational role:

I went out to see them in the garden this morning,
and Ted was planting strawberries, and Frieda was
following him with her little shovel, religiously
imitating his every gesture ... 3

The tenuous balance between imitation and differentiation is again in evidence and
under threat here. For if the daughter's identity is partially constructed on the basis
that she religiously imitates her father's every gesture that compromises, at least
potentially, the process of gender division and differentiation which it is the family's
role to reproduce. This tension between imitation and diferentiation in relation to
paternity is present to an extreme degree in Plath's poem "Daddy", written on
October 12, 1962 nearly a year after the letter just quoted, and published posthu-
mously in Mel (1963). It is also present in Madonna's 1989 song "Oh Father", and
in much of her worlc. Before considering why Madonna and Plath should be looked
at together in this way, I want to consider some of the problems attached to talking
about differentiation and imitation as part of the production of gender.

In a lucid discussion of gender as a term in literary criticism Myra Jehlen places great
emphasis on the status of gender as a product of culture as opposed to nature. She
writes, for example, that "Implicating literature in the making of society has a
reciprocal implication for literature. If gender is a matter of nurture and not nature,
the character conventionally assigned men and women in novels reflects history and
culture rather than nature, and novels, poems and plays are neither timeless nor
transcendent." The separation of nature and culture which Jehlen so necessarily and
effectively makes is essential to an understanding of how gender works in literature
and culture. Left there, however, it can run into two problems. Firstly, gender
operates most visibly on the site where the separation between nature and culture is
difficult to make, the human body, although it is evidendy not confined thereto. Even
if this is looked on as big a discursive effect, even if it is the discourse on the body
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and not the body itself that makes if the merely apparent origin of gender division,
then that illusory point of origin needs to be taken on board. Secondly, the collective
sigh of liberal relief which occun when somethLig is shown to be cultural as opposed
to nannal is equally problesnatic, even equally illusory. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick has
written on this in relation to homophobia:-

I remember the buoyant enthusiasm with which feminist scholars
used to greet the finding that one or another brutal form of oppression
was not biological but "only" cultural! I have often wondered what the
basis was for our optimism about the malleability of culture by any one
group or program. At any rate, never so far as I know has there been a
sufficiently powerful place from which to argue that such
manipulations, however triumphal the ethical imperative behind them.
were not a right that belonged to anyone who might have the power to
perform them'.

One of the values of Sedgwick's account, and one that is particularly pertinent here,
is the extent to which she shows cultural forces tobe ofsuch an extent that they operate
with effectively the same perceived inevitability as natural forces. This is not to say
that Sedgwick condones the homophobia she analyses, rather it is to say that she
forces her readers to accept the difference between analysis in the academy and
succesful npposition in a real, institutional, and physical world. It has never seemed
to me that power which is labelled "conservative or "reactionary" is made any the
less conservative or any the less powerful by having those labels pejoratively applied.
Secondly, and this is important for any examination of Plath and Madonna, Sedgwick
insists on the way in which inconsistency and contradiction, rather than devaluing the
operation of power or weakening a process of victimisation furthers both processes
through placing intolerable demands, demands whose intolerability resides precisely
in their contradictory nature, on its objects or victims. While this discussion deals
with gender as an effect ofculture, it firstly takes onboard how in this sphere culture's
distance from nature is far from easily measured and how therefore die separation is
always partially tenuous. It also does not assume that the exposition of a particular
set of circumstances as "merely" cultural is an immediate green light for immediate
change. This is firstly because such change is ethically problematic in terms of the
precedents it sets and secondly because such exposition can have a variety of
relationships with what is exposed, including that of collusion. There is - to take a
crass example - often nothing more middle class than the criticism of the middle class,
nothing that serves patriarchy or homophobia better than the plea of equality or the
statement of tolerance. I proceed, therefore, along this route with some circumspec-
tion.

To return to Plath and Madonna, the question of why the two should he looked at
together needs to be asked. Firstly, there is the status of both figures in popular and



"high" culture.- Although used of Plath in a collection of critical essayt on her work,
the phrase "a cult figure, a dramatic presence whose dramatic absence shrouds the
woman and her work in conjecture's cloak of holes"could also be used of Madonna.'
The absence in Plath's case is obviously caused by her suicide, in Madonna's through
the profusion of personae both performative and "intimate" which she perpetuates.
Related to the issues of cersonae and suicide another more imediate and disturbing
connection between them is &course the figure of Marilyn Monroe who =united
suicide the year before Plath and on whom Madonna, with much publicity, partially
models herself. This connection is far from speculative, and if it strikes us as
surprising in any way then that points to how effectively we have blinded ourselves
and others to the historical continuum which exists between popular and high culture.
Two years after Plath's death, Anne Sexton, a colleague of Plath's in many different
ways, read avidly about Arthur Miller's 'then hew play After the Fall, which,
according to Diane Wood Middlebrook, drew- one of its main characters from
MarilynNonroe. With both suicide and Monroe very much on her mind, Stxton
wrote: "I have a big interest (don't know why) in kicking time in the face, shuffling
it up like a pack of cards & reordering it to suit my style.° We will see later that this
reshuffling of time is something which Plath works towards in the opening verses of
"Daddy". There is more than ample evidence for expanding the dyadic relationship
of Plath and Sexton as poets who existed in a relationship of inspiration and
competition around the issue of suicide into a tryad with Monroe as a linking figure.
In the dyad of Plath and Madonna which this paper constructs Monroe functions, I
think, as a similar linking figure, although Madonna's insistence on the suppression
of suicide is a differing, and optimistic, factor.

A second point of connection between Plath and Madonna is their highly charged
and ambivalent relation to radical movements in sexual politics, in Plath's case her
adoption by the feminist movement; and in Madonna's her ambivalent, albeit
supportive, relationship to both the feminist and gay movements. In both instances
Plath and Madonna are figures who provoke thorny questions of representation,
political dissent, and most importantly and uncomfortably, implication in the
oppressive structures which they seek to contest.

A third connection, more basic again, is that both figures provoke extreme reactions.
In Madonna's case the controversy surrounding her videos "Like a Prayer" and
"Justify my Love" and the equally vivid controversy surrounding her BlondAmbition
shows testify amply to this. In Plath's case this effect has evidently been less global
but in its way no less intense. Jacqueline Rose's recent book The Haunting oPylvia
Plath testifies to this intensity by documenting the destructive allure of the legal,
editiorial, and critical controversies surrounding Plath's work, literary estate, and
evaulations of her as daughter, wife, and mother" The gendered instability,
pertaining to imitation and differentiation which Madonna demonstrates and cel-
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ebrates in extremis in the video for "Justify my Love" echoes the oscillation from
dutiful daughter, accusing wife, haranguing child, victim and femme fatale, which
one finds in Plath's work, particularly "Lady Lams". The difference between them
is one of extremity and province. Whereas Plath's poetic work presupposes a stable
heterosexuality and confines its adoption of gender roles to the feminine this process
is taken into the field of vazying sexualities and the masculine in Madonna's bands.
The difference of degree does not, in my view, invalidate the analogy. I should
emphasise that I am not taking Plath as a representative of high culture and Madonna
as a representative of popular culture since both are awareallow different cultural
levels feed into each other in such a way as to make any absolute distinction between
high and popular culture open, at the very least, to considerable questioning. Neither
am I insisting on a banal equivalence between them. No matterwhat analogies,
_however plausible, are made between Plath's poetic and Madonna's performative
enteprises both are radically different in kind, and while this discussion shies away
from evaluative comparison this does not mean that such comparison can not be made
at all. In Madonna's case, this relationship to high culture has been described in
eulogisitc terms by Camille Paglia in her discussion of the video for "Vogue":-

Modelling her glowing, languotous postures on the great
high-glamour photography of Hurrell, Madonna reprises
the epiphanic iconography of our modem Age of Hollywood.
Feminism is infested with white, middle-class, literary twits
ignorant of art and smugly hostile to fashion photography
and advertisement which contain the whole history of art.9

Paglia's glowing evaluation emphasies the intuitive grasp which both publicised and
marginalised figures in western culture have of the continuum of insight which
aspects of "high" and "popular" culture share and which institutionally sanctioned
discussions of culture downplay or ignore. In a more specific instance, Plath's
ambitions as a prose vaiter testify to how she desired recognition in the commerically
and popularly sanctioned world of women's magazines. This is an aspect of her work
which her publishers and her critics have downplayed immensely. I would refer the
reader to the terminology ofTed Hughes's introduction to Johnny Panic and the Bible
of Dreams where, for example, he comments on how Plath "tried her hand at stories
for the more sentimental English women's magazines". Hughes's anachronism here
insists on the inherent remove of Plath's work (and by extension his own) from the

very world in which she sought success. i° Again, some reference to Anne Sexton's
career exposes the fictitious nature of the high/popular culturedivide. Not only did
Sexton petform with a rock band, Anne Sexton and Her Kind, at one stage of her
career, but, no matter how anthologized or Canonised Sexton now is, much of her
work appeared in popular women's magazine, those repositories of fashion photog-
raphy and advettisment on whose impottance Nei& insists, such as Comoopolitan,
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as well as The New Yorker and Playboy. Sexton's agent once had occasion to remind
her how her work was loved, appropriately enough in a discussion of Madonna, by
Vogue." There are therefore, many good reasons for considering Plath and Madonna
in relation to each other, their status as elusive and provocative icons in our culture,
their fraught relationship to sexual politics and, something they share with Sexton,
their imploding effect on the relationship between high and popular culture. And
more basically we should bear in mind, as if we could ever forget, their intensely
provocative effect on their audience and their critics. On a more immediate level both
demonstrate potentially radical but ambivalent insight into the vortex of fantasy, role
play, . violence, and projection around which gender roles constitute themselves.
When this potentially radical insight is turned to paternity, to the role-playings of
fathers, the situation becomes even more aggravated. Why is this so?

Firstly, Plath's depiction of the father-daughter relationship sharply illustrates the
dynamics of imitation and differentiation which nuclear family roles as she lived
them out in the early sixties demanded. Secondly, there is the problem, a more
linguistic one, of address. If, in Barbara Johnson's words, lyric poetry...comes to
look like the fantastically intricate history of endless elaborations and displacements
of the single cry, "Mama"!, what happens when lyric poetry, or something analogous

to it, cries "Papa" or something analogous to it, "Daddy" or "Father" for example 2
What happens when the demand inherent in that cry becomes one for forgiveness, as
well as the daughter's demand of herself that she forgive combined with the
contradictory appeal that the parent so addressed address the speaker in return and
simultaneously die? These problems are among those which Plath's "Daddy" and
Madonna's "Oh Father" raise. I now wish to approach them through looking at the
language of paternity in both instances.

If we talk about the language of paternity in Plath and Madonna are we really being
accurate? In one sense no, for the simple reason that while paternity can be described
as ostensibly the major issue in both "Daddy" and "Oh Father" the language in both
instances docs not speak of paternity but to the figure in the paternal role. "Daddy"
and "Oh Father" - most explicitly in thc latter instance - use thcir different terms of
address to the father vocatively in that they call on and partially animate their object
of address. In one sense they employ the figure of apostrophe as defined by Barbara
Johnson: "the direct address of an absent, dead, or inanimate being by a first person
speaker..."13 How does apostrophe fimction in "Daddy" and "Oh Father"?

Both the poem and the song lay great emphasis on adressing the father as "you". Yet
before the speaker in either context can address the paternal figure a first "you" has
to be found and dealt with. Thus Plath:-
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You do not do, you do not do
Any more, black shoe
In which I have lived like a foot
For thirty years, poor and white,
Barely daring to breathe or Achoo.

Daddy, I have had to kill you."
And Madonna:-

It's funny that way, you can get used
To the tears and the pain
What a child will believe
You never loved me.'

Before setting up an I-thou structure of address, therefore, both Plath and Madonna

find it necessary to try out this address on something or someone else, the "black shoe"
which functions as a metaphor for the speaker's state up to this point, for the limits
of her emotional world, and -by extension- for the speakerherself. The unspecified
"you" of the first line of "Oh Father" which is more inclusive of the Father addressed

as well as the audience functions as an impersonal pronoun and -I would contend- in
effect a first-person pronoun. There is a level on which Madonna's "you" is
reminiscent of Edna O'Brien's use ofthe second person pronoun in an autobiographi-
cal context, her novel A Pagan Place which opens:-

Manny Parker was a botanist, out in all weathers, lived with his
sister that ran the sweetshop, they ate meat Fridays, they were
Protestants. Your mother dealt there, found them honest."

One could also think of the sentence near the opening of James Joyce's Portrait

"When you wet the bed, first it is warm then it gets cold.""

What, more immediately, these preliminary objects of address both mean is that not

only is the Father apostrophized in both the poem and the song but he is also a point

of destination. The speakers in both instances have to go through other channels to
get to him. Furthermore, the state whereby the Father can be apostrophized is
presented in both contexts as something to be desired, to be worked towards, albeit

reached with relative ease.

Once launched into the main body of their apostrophes the poem and the song start
to work differently. That difference consists in Plath's consistent use of the wrxd
"Daddy" and Madonna's "Oh Father", which is equally consistent. In Madonna's
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case this consistency differs from another context where paternity is dealt with, 'Papa
Don't Preach", whose term of address is sometimes *Papa", sometimes 'Daddy", and
sometimes, echoing the last line of Plath's poem,"Daddy, daddy".

The word "Daddy" occurs seven times in Plath's poem. Firstly there is the title which
merges the poem's topic and its object of address- the first of many more extreme
mergings which are to come. Then there is the opening of Stanza 2, line 1, "Daddy,
I have had to kill you", Stanza 11, 1.1, "You stand at the blackboard, Daddy" Stanza
14, 1.3. "So, daddy, I'm finally through", Stanza 15, 1.5, "Daddy you can lie back
now," and twice in Stanza 16, 1.5. "Daddy, daddy, you bastard, I'm through."

What are we to make of these uses? Firstly, although the speaker is thirty years old,
the terthinology used is fixedly the diminutive form of childhood. This fixity has a
jarring tonal impact. The term of address used for the father, linked already with a,
term of address which operates metaphorically for the speaker, operates in a context
of tonal contradictions which lead thc reader into an equally contradictory emotional
vortex. The line, "Daddy, I have had to kill you", for example, is followed by "You
died before I had time". A narrative contradiction echoes the tonal one and develops
it tortuously, addressing as if alive the person just killed and then pointing out how
the murder= was inconveniently dead before the necessaiy killing could take place.
In this sense the speaker's (and the reader's) sense of temporal and linguistic stability
is bayonetted by the simple childlike structure of address which should, one would
intuitively expect, guarantee both forms of stability. It is this kind of contradiction
which gives "Daddy" so much in common with Sexton's interest in reshuffling time.
An important factor in this is the simple consistency with which it is used. In stanza
11, "You stand at the blackboard, daddy, in the picture I have ofyou.", there is a fixity
and stability in the linguistic relation of address and the visual relation between
viewer and model. This stability is undermined by the merging of"daddy's" identity
with "" he black man who/ Bit my pretty red heart in two", the last line of which begins
the equation between thevampire, the father, and such is the mania to isolate Plath's
work in the isolated context of a single life, hers,- her husband, Ted Hughes. We'll
accept this marital interpretation for the time being and go on to the next instance,
stanza 14, line 3 "So, daddy, I'm finally through." The phrase "I'm finally through"
follows on from "do, I do", what we are for the time being taking to be the terms of
the marriage contract. The step from the words of acceptance to those of rejection
is a short one and in a nightmarish fashion the acceptance of the husband, the rejection
of the father, the rejection of the husband and the attempt to kill and revive both
through apostrophe all intertwine. In itself this maelstrom coincides with the
speaker's arrival at an end point where "I'm through" can be read metaphorically in
its colloquial sense of "I'm finished, defeated." By the last lines of stanza 14 "The
black telephone's off at the root, the voices just can't worm through.", the spsaker
has undergone a process where, just as the act of aspostrophe could only be
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successfully carried out by the initial address of a substitute, voices which wish to
address ber now have to go through algae= of substitution and filteringbefore she
can be reached. She is, therefore, in the position formerlyoccupied by her "Daddy"
at the start of the poem. This is not, however, a clear narrative shift since in the first
place she is both the subject and the metaphorical object of address. Thedynamics
of imitation and the maintenance of gender difference, both of which operate with
equal violence in the daughter-father relationship, are all too evident here.

The words 'Daddy" and "through"also occur in the poem's final line "Daddy, daddy,
you bastard, I'm through." This last line provokes a further distinction between the
literal and the metaphoric-colloquial intepretations of thc word *bastard" and
"through". I'm throughTM, read literally, isa gatement of triumph through rejection,
the achievement of successful address. The problem is, though, that since this is the
poem's last line we do not know to whom or what the speaker has got through other
than the reader. When interpreted in a metaphoric-colloquial sense "I'mthrough" can
be read as "I'm finished" or "defeated". It can also be read as pertaining to the end

of the poem. In all these instances the clarity of distinctions between speaker, objects

of address, and now reader is blurred so that any one of these continuallyimplicates

the other in a process of imitation and rejection.

Equally uncertain is the term "bastard". Read metaphorically this is a term of abuse,
read literally in its anachronistic sense it oampromises the father's authoritative
relationship to the paternal line be has perpetuated and of which the speaker is the
product Jacqueline Rose's comment on this line is of interest here. Shepoints out bow
*the final vengeance in itself turns on an identification - 'you bastard.- that is, 'you

father without a father', 'you, whose father, like my own, is in the wrongplace" I
would take this slightly further than Rose and claim that the object of address in
"Daddy" becomes, like the "you" of the first line of Madonna's song, so unspecified

as to include everything including the speakerherself , thereby making ber the object
of her own rage, her own "Daddy", existing in a restructured but nonetheless no-win
relationship of imitation and rejection. What conclusions can we drawfrom all this?

These uses of the term "Daddy" are, to say the least, savagely ironic- the simple term
designating a child's calling of its father becomes a means for unhinging that
relationship and for simultaneously homogenising and putting into conflict four
identities- the father, the husband, the speaker and, ultimately, the reader. Bytaking
the language of paternity to its visible extremes the poem takes it close to the point
of invalidating parody, thereby illustrating the imitative crux at at at the centre of

the construction of gender in language. The balance between imitation and
differentiation fails to occur because imitative processes are carried out to the extent
not that they parody paternity but that they show paternity andits objects operating
in a viciously interlocking dynamic close to parody, but without the consoling

distance from the object which parody guarantee&
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The difference between a poem like 'Daddy" and a popular song like 'Oh Father" is
that 'Daddy's" primary mode is the visual printed page, "Oh Father's" is the aural
recorded performance and, of course, its visual presentation on video and in concert
Bearing this distinction in mind, I now want to look, with greater brevity, at
Madonna's use of the term "Oh Father" in her song. Evoking the "boot in the face,
the brute/Brute heart of a brute like you' of stanza 10 of Plath's "Daddy" the word
"father" first occurs evidently in the title. For this more immediate and violent use
in the song we have to wait until the third verse:-

Seems like yesterday
I lay down next to your boots and I prayed
For your anger to end
Oh Father I have sinned

Here the boot of familial violence, echoing the Nazi boot of Plath's poem, becomes
the property not just of the speaker's father but -in an extension of the blurring of
identities surrounding the terms "Oh Father" and "you" in the song- the Father figure
and a Roman Catholic priest. The separation of identities on which the accusation
of "You never loved me" depends becomes blurred here -the accuser begging the
father's clemency in a childhood memory finds herself using the language of the
guilty in the context of the Roman Catholic confession ceremony and internalising
a different, unspecified counter-accusation "Oh Father I have sinned". Plath's
amalgamation ofFather, Nazi, husband, reader in a structure of murder and rejection
is echoed here in an imitative amalgamation of Father, Priest, Listener. The third use
of the phrase "Oh Fathee' occurs in the fifth verse:-

Oh Father, if you never wanted to live that way
If you never wanted to hurt me,
Why am I running away

Here there is less blurring of identities. The repeated "ifs" maintain a questioning
distance between the speaker and the object of address- they beg, indeed demand, an
answer to a question, a question not about the father but about the speaker: "Why am
I running away"? The song would then appear to move in a direction opposed to that
of Plath's poem- maintaining the balance and the separation of "I-thou" speech. Here
we come to a problem of the relationship between printed and aural performance. The
verse as I have quoted it is taken from the lyric sheet of like a Prayer. Ihave listened
to this song dozens of times, however, and that cool, judging, consoling "if' is simply
not there. As sung, therefore, the verse goes:-

Oh Father, you never wanted to live that way
You never wanted to hurt me
Why am I running away
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This ism different indeed from the verse as printed In print the separation between
speaker and object of address, judge and judged is maintained. These separations
parallel and maintain the factor of differentiation in the production el gender. As
sung, the separation abandons judgement and places the Father and tbe speaker in a
maelstrom of irrationality, contradiction, and particularly guilt, which is emphasised
all the more through the religious connotations of the term Father. Tbe move,
therefore, goes from separation in a scenario ofjudgement to imitation in a religious,
partially confessional, scenario. The tension between imitation and separation
evident in the Plath letters about her daughter and "Daddy" is evident here where, in
Madonna's song, sbe moves from apostrophising accusation to religiously imitating
not the father's every gesture but, more disturbingly, the fundamental obscurity of
his motivation.

There are two other points of analogy here. The metrical weight of the missing Ifs"
in Madonna's recording of the song is taken by two very conspicuous breaths. The
aural foregrounding of these breaths in the production makes the simple involuntary
act of breathing an issue in the song's address to its father-figure. This operates
similarly as an issue in Plath's poem where the speaker describes her life up to the
point at which the poem begins as "Barely daring to breathe or Achoe. Occurring
at the beginning of the poem, the problematisation of breath makes of the poem in
one sense a breath of rage which goes on to confound that rage's structure of address.
Secondly, the separation between written and aural performance exists also in
relation to Plath's poem. In fact Plath's biographer Anne Stevenson documents three
versions. Firstly, there is a version striking for "the pure fury in her articulation, the
smoldering rage with which she is declaring herself free, both of her ghostly father
and of husband."19 Plath also read "Daddy" and "Lady Lazarus" aloud to Alvarez,
having first decribed both poems as some light verse, light verse which, however,
left him feeling as if he had undergone assault and battery." When Plath was visited
by her friend Clarissa Roche, she read "Daddy" aloud in, as Stevenson comments, "a

mocking, comical voice that made both women fall about with laughter."21 The
vortex of roles and rage into which Plath's poem drags the reader continues in its aural
performances- this time with the factor of humour- Plath's sardonic description of the
poems as light verse to Alvarez, the hilarity of her reading of the poem to Clarissa
Roche.

So far I have given no attention to the visual presentation of "Oh Father" either as part
of Madonna's stage show or to the video which accompanied the songs release as a
single in the US. One aspect of the concert presentation raises, however, an important
issue. In the Blond Ambition shows "Oh Father" was performed by Madonna
slumped over a prie-dieu in a set made up to look like a Roman Catholic church.
Behind her stood one of her male dancers dressed like a priest with whom Madonna
performed a ballet both imitative and erotic in the course of the song. What is
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important here is that Madonna was also dressed as a priest and, therefore, dressed
as a man. It is not stretching a point to say that the song is performed in a form of drag.

Most basically, drag is a cultural phenomenon which highlights dramatically and
comically the tension between imitation and differentiation in gender. Along with
the elements of taus culture which Camille Paglia praises for their compressed
cultural storage space and their insight into gendered behaviour, drag represents a
stimulating problematic for feminism and for theories of gender which see its
production as "merely" cultural. Here, for example, is Elaine Showalter reflecting
(and reminiscing) on the subject:-

It is true that, traditionally, drag has been the minstrel show of a
virulent misogyny, a cruel travesty of the feminine. I found that
being a woman spectator at drag shows, from the Black Capin
London to Provincetown, was sometimes a humiliating experience.
But even drag can be refrarned to speak for women in a ritual of

inversion... 22

Once the supposedly inherent misogyny of drag is overcome, in Showalter's view,
it can have a potentially liberating effect on it audience. The (male) drag artist
becomes, to use her phrase, "a shamanistic figure of release."23 There are several
problems with Showalter's comments on drag which I resist going into here, but its
main formulations are such that they assume that drag is always a male prerogative
and that the deconstructive impact of drag on feminine roles can not work the other
way round. Although Showalter's account assumes that drag is exclusively a male
activity (her account assumes that drag artists are always men) the last form ofhuman
activity it can be said to scrutinise is masculinity. What Madonna's performance of
"Oh Father" reveals is in fact that the mechanics of drag can have an equally
deconstructive aspect not just on masculine roles in themselves but on the feminine
roles with which they interact and against which they must define themselves.
Furthermore there is a disturbing homogeneity implicit in the "women" who
Showalter envisages as the audience for this new form of drag with its mysogyny
magically eliminated, as if that mysogyny (and that homogeneity) can be safely
assumed in the first place. Taking up on the feminist critique of drag as misogynist
Judith Butler goes a lot further than Showalter. In Butler's view the interiority and
essences of masculinity and feminity are utterly, if powerfidly, fictional. She writes:-

...acts, gestures, and desire produce the effect of an internal core
or substance, but produce this on the surface of the body, through
the play of signifying absences that suggest, but never reveal, the
organizing principle of identity as a cause. ...That the gendeted
body is performative suggests that it has no ontological status apart

from the various acts which constitute its reality.24
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Whatever the resistance, be it scientifically or intuitively based, to Butler's statement

it does place an emphasis on the crucial aspect of performance in the production of

gender. For Buller lhe supposed misogyny ofdrag is not a hurdle to be overcome in

the interests of creating a version congruent with a liberal agenda, but really a lateral

issue given drag's emphasis on the vital aspect ofperformance in the construction of

gender. She writes (again operating on the presupposition that drag always refers to

a male artist's impersonation of behaviour assumed to be feminine):-

As much as drag creates a unified picture of *woman* (what it

critics often oppose) it also reveals the distinctness of those

aspects of gendered experience which are falsely naturalized

as a unity through the regulatolyfiction of heterosexual coherence.
In imitating gender, drag implcitly reveals the imitative structure

ofgender itself- as well as its confingency.3

It is worth pointing out that Butler's argument hinges not on the idea that what is

revealed through the expository parody ofdrag is aconstructed original but that what

drag in its common sense as well as in the context of a performance such as that of

Madonna's "Oh Father" in theillondAmbition show patodies, is the very idea of an

iginal in the first place.

I mentioned earlier the mania to ascribe Plath'swork to her life, a mania which was

also evident in the revieva of Madonna's Like a Prayer on its release in 1989. In
Plath's case, this 5erves many insidious functions, but the worst of them, in my view,

is that it ultimately suggests that the crises and contradicitions which her work

confronts are hers and hers alone. Like car accidents, such a biographically orientated

approach suggests, the issues Plath forces her reader toconfront are things which only

happen to other people, never to the audience and, God forbid, the critic. Although
such biographical connections can be forged, they have the twin defect of being
misogynistically intrusive and also of deflecting our attention from the issues, in this

case issues relating to paternity and gender, that a poem such as "Daddy" can raise.

A more intelligent response is that of Seamus Heaney to Plath's work where he

emphasises the objective value ofPlath's poetry, the status of her writing, particularly

the poetry ofAriel as an event in itself rather thanjust a representation of events. He

vaites:-

These poems are the vehicles of their own impulses, and it was

entirely right that the title which gathered them together should not
only tecall Shakespeare's pure spirit but also the headlong gallop of

a runaway horse. They are full ofexhilaration in themselves, the
exhilaration of a mind that creates in some sort of mocking spirit,
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outstripping the person who has suffered They move without
hesitiation and assume the right to be heard; they,the poems,

are what we attend to, not the poet.%

I have so far stressed how "Daddy" should be read as a performance, an event that
is both intensely interpersonal and intensely impersonal. On that level there is a
congruity between my description and Heaney's evaluation. It is striking, though,
that having emphasised the objective value ofPlath's work, how that work is an event,
the status of her poetry as object and performance, the one poem which Heaney
singles out for exception is "Daddy". These are his reasons:-

A poem like "Daddy", however brilliant a tour de force it can
be acknowledged to be, and however its violence and vindictiveness
can be understood or excused in light of the poet's parental and
marital relations, remains, nevertheless, so entangled in biographical
circumstances and rampages so permissively in the history of other
people's SOITOVis that it simply overdraws its rights (0 our sympathy.27

It is interesting that the poem which Heaney singles out for exception is "Daddy"
which has many aspects that invite reading it almost as a dramatic monologue and
not as an autobiographical piece. "Medusa", a poem written about the same time,
could also be condemned on similar grounds, but is simply not considered in
Heaney's discussion. Is the objection to "Daddy" that it is too particular and too
personal, or that it is too fantastic and too general, the argument used to condemn its

use of holocaust imagery, or is it somewhere in betweenT2s In any case, the strategy

of confining it to the poet's life, which is something the poem does not necessarily,
in my view, invite, serves the insidious purpose of preventing its readers from
thinking about what the poem might suggest to them about their lives.

Again, in relation to Madonna, this bitter retreat into the assumption that her work
has direct relevance to her life and therefore only obliquely to the lives of her audience
and commentators is more than evident. Nowhere was this more cringe-makingly
clear than in the response to "Like a Prayer", the album on which "Oh Father"
appeared in 1989:-

Gone is the boy toy image, the naivety of "Lucky Star" and the
mere mischeviousness of Tme Blue. In fact, she's even given up
being a Material girl (for Lent, at least). What we now have is a thirty-
year old philosophical Madonna with a thoughtful album about the
effects of Catholicism, marriage and her parents on her life but one that
also incorporates all the humour, cheekiness, carnality, arrogance,
profanity and devotion of her earlier work."
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In commonwith many critics, this commentator limits the implicafions of the lyrical
content *Mice a Prayer" to Madonna's life not to the lives other auoiences, not
certainly, despite the autobiographical anecdote with which this article is peppered,
to his own. This is not a question ofindivkkal blame here firstly because this response
is simply so common and secondly because such an autobiographical reading is far
from uninvited. This does not, however, warrant the limitation oldie implications
of Plath's "Daddy' or Madonna's "Oh Father" to the lives of their producers.
Whatever relevance they have to those lives, however directly that can be traced and
assessed, this does not mean that this (auto) biographical aspect should be ghettoized
through becoming the sole object of critical attention. In Plath's case, there is also
no good reason to assume that the life to which her work has most relevance or the
life without a thorough knowledge of which any understanding of that luirk is
incomplete is her own. Given their performative aspects, their bridging of the
opposition between the personal and imper4, nal, I now want to conclude by thinking
about the gendered possibilities of "Daddy" and "Oh Fathers.

The poem and the song are both the utterance, I have emphasised, of a "speaker" and
I have operated on the assumption that that speaker is a woman. Given the amenability
of "Oh Father" to perfonnance in drag, however, we can pose the question of that
speaker's gender. What ifthe speaker in Madonna's case is, or can be read as, a man?

What does this do to the gendered dynamics of assimilation, hnitation, and rejection
evident in the song. What again if this claim can be made for "Daddy"? What if the
line "every woman adores a fascist" can be read as male utterance and fantasy, or a
parody thereof. This might seem like stretching a point but is worth considering on
many levels. Firstly, once we stop hugging the shore of biographical reference in
relation to *Daddy" and read it as what it is at the most painfully obvious, a text in
the world, there are several things about its gender identity that should be taken on
board. Firstly, there is absolutely no internal textual evidence, up until stanza 14, and
there are sixteen stanzas in this poem, that the speaker is -or maybe- a woman. What,
therefore, if the "I do, I do" of stanza 14 can be taken as referring not to a marriage
but to obedience to a created male authority figure? What if the marital connotations
of "I do, I do" are used, however unconsciously, in Plath's text to highlight the
homoerotics of such a situation? There are some other points relating to this phrase.
Why is "I do" repeated? The phrase of acceptance and consent in the marriage
ceremony is not uttered once merely, thereby indicating the speaker's fulfilment of
the feminine role in that ceremony, but twice. This could link it to "Daddy's" stylistic
flirtations with nonsense verse, as in the lines "You Luftwaffe/your gobbledygoo".
One could say that the line "I do, I do" reduces the words of the ceremony to vicious
nonsense. That is one possiblility, and there is another. We have already seen that
"Daddy" is a poem that Rath found rmenable to different tones of voice, the violent
readings on tadio and to Alvaree the comic reading to Clarissa Roche. What if there
is a difference that parallels that between those readings, not a tonal difference
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betWeen different readings but a tonal difference within one reading? What if there
exists the pcissiblity that "I do, I de din be read say first in the deep trines of received
expectations of masculine utterance, and then in the higher pitched but equally
received and constructed tones of traditional feminine utterance? This would give
us three possibilities for "Daddy', the first being the long discussed feminine persona,
the second being the masculine persona in which the marital vocabulary of stanza 14
would have a metaphorical function, and a third one which exists in a parodic space
which simulatneously incorporates and rejects both identities and gives the reader the
liberty to posit unspecifiedothers. This is a claim that can be pursued more stringently
than has been done here, but it is a claim congruent with the simultaneous
amalgamation and unsettling ofgendered identities through the language of paternity
in both "DaddY" -and "Oh Father". That they both facilitate the asking Of these

. questions, thereby inching us into territor* as familiar as it is Strange, is evidence of
their radicalism, the achievement of that radicalism through sensation, and above all
their insistence on the kind of reponse and thought which moves us from away from
thinking about paternity, gender, language,Sylvia Plath, and even Madonna in terms
that are either simple or fatuous.
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Gender and Language

Hugh Gash
St Patrick's College - Drumcondra

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to propose the use ofcertain forms of language in teaching
about gender issues. The views expressed have developed in the context of an EC-
funded project (TENET) in which teachers and children considered gender stereotypes
in class in primary schools with a view to promoting more flexible ideas about what
it is appropriate for girls, boys, women and men to do and to be. The theoretical
approach sought to be rigourously constructivist.

One element in this theory is a clear separation between the domain of experience and
the domain of explanation (Maturana). The educational implications of this element
invite close consideration of the interpersonal dynamics of classroom questioning
strategies, their intentions, and their linguistic features. Forms of questioning known
as distancing strategies (Sigel) are offered as a means of facilitating the move from
experience to explanation, in a manner both appropriate to the facilitation of equality
of girls and boys in schools and respectful of the children's identities and autonomy.

Another element in the constructivist theory is an emphasis on radical constructivism
(Von Glasersfeld) which underlines the limits placed on the val idity ofany explanation
of phenomena. This view led to a recommendation that teachers develop their
awareness of and competence in the use of linguistic forms likely to facilitate
reconsideration of gender stereotypes. These include circular questioning and
parenthesising, techniques which originated in writings about constructivist theory
and psychotherapy.

********

These materials are based on activities supported by the EC and the Department of
Education (Ireland) under the TENET Programme at St Patrick's College, (Director
Dr. Hugh Gash). The opinions expressed herein, however, do hot necessarily reflect
the position or policy of the EC or the Department of Education in Ireland, or of St
Patrick's College.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose ofthis paper is topmost the use aspecitic forms of language in teaching
about gender issues and to raise awareness of fUndamental epistemological
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considerations. The views expressed have developed in the framework of an EC-

funded project (TENET Programme) in which teachers and children considered

gender stereotypes with a view to facilitating the development of more flexible ideas

about what it is appropriate for girls, boys, men and women to do and to be (Gash

1991). The theoittical approach taken sought to be rigourously constructivist.

The attempt to be consistently constructivist is difficult for there are well known

experts in the field who write in a manner which, at least, does not make clear the

rather unusual implications of the theoiy. Consider the following quote fromGelman

and Baillargeon (1983. p.216):

In an assimilation, external elements are structured by, or

adjusted to, the individual's schemes. In an accommodation by

contrast the individual's schemes must adjust themselves to the

demands of the environment.

In this quote there is nothing to suggestthe peculiar status of the environment in a

constructivist theory, nothing to warn the reader to be on the watch for a relationship

between individual and environment which jars with one's sensibilities. Small

wonder then that some writers like Motorola (e.g., 1988) resort to difficult forms of

language. One aim of this present paper is to draw attention to what constitutes the

educational environment of pupils in a constructivist theory.

There are three elements in a constructivig theory which I will try to explain here.

First, there is the process of thinking; next, there is the separation of the domains of

.experience and of explanation; and third, there is the view of human cognition as a

closed structure-determined system. Role-taking is involved in both the attribution

and reconsideration of gender stereotypes. So it will be helpful to make some

comments about gender stereotypingand about role-taking. Finally the educational

implications of these considerations forteaching about gender issues will beoutlined.

ELEMENTS IN A CONSTRUCTIVIST THEORY

Thinking in Piaget's (1970) theory is described as a process of maintaining an

equilibrium via assimilation and accommodation. Assimilation is the inevitable

filtering of experience imposed by existing structures; we can only understandevents

in terms of what we know. Accommodation is the change which takes place in

structures when something new is noticed in experience. Readers who work in

languages and language teaching will be familiar with the notions of assimilationand

accommodation in areas such as ernw analysis and interferes= from one language

to another. Assimilation is always an act of interpretation, and as such is motivated.

It is this intentional nature of the learners' processes which gives most difficulty in
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teaching about issues which touch on values, for in these cases the nature of the
learners' past experiences can detennine whether the teacher's agenda is acceptable
or unacceptable. Gender stereotypes are Mit this.

A more modern metaphorfordescribing process is that ofthe negative feedback device
used in aircraft landing systems, or closer to home, in thermostats. In human terms
this means that we behave to control our perceptions. Soa question teachers need to
ask regularly is "what is the learner controlling? As Glasser (1985) put it; teachers
have an almost impossible task when they face children whodo not have learning
pictures in their heads". Learners need to feel that learning is ofsomevalue, otherwise
they stop finding it valuable to spend time learning. An introductory detailed
examination of this metaphor can be found in Segal (1986) and in Powers (1973)
evocative title - Behavior: The Control of Perception.

A second key element in the constructivist theory is found in the juxtaposition of "the
domain of experience" and "the domain of explanation", Maturana (1988). The key
idea which is being expressed here is that of Korzybski (1941), "the map is not the
territory" quoted earlier by Bateson (1972 p. 180). Depending on the background and
history of the observervarious descriptions may arise which may be equally valid. For
example, one is offered what seems to be a glass of vrine. Depending on one's
experience and history one may describe it as red, dry, full-bodied, low in volatile
acidity, with agreeable levels of tannin mostly fi am the grape and not tbe oak, with
hints of blackcurrants and raspberries, from the left but not the right bank of the
Gironde, not a Margaux but possibly a St Julien, and relatively recent but not a great
year, possibly 1987. Howfar onegets reliably with sucha construction clearly depends
on one's history. Further a constructivist theory acknowledges that an obseiver is not
certain whether s/he is experiencing an illusion or not. The glass of wine which you
have been bravely trying to identify using vision, smell, taste, and possibly hearing
may, in fact, not be wine in a strict sense. It mightjust be the result of a judicious blend
of fruit juices, grape juice concentrate, acids, tannin, and sugar, fermented at an
appropriate temperature, racked, and matured lovingly in French oak ina tiny barrel
in the attic.

The third and final issue which I want to introduce in this discussion about
constructivist theories is the view of (human) cognition as a closed structure-
determined system. This can be explained using Maturana's (1988) account of
science and explanations.

An explanation is a reformulation of an experience which is accepted by a listener
according to some criterion of acceptance. Maturana (1988) describes two sorts of
explanations: one using "objectivity without parenthesis" and the other "objectivity
in parenthesis". In the former, reality is the goal of cognition, and the process of
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cognition is taken for granted. As a result explanations claim privileged access to
reality, and observers do not take responsibility for their negation of others in their
arguments because they are blind to the limits of their cognitive processing. "You are

wrong I have evidence to the contrary!"

In the latter type of explanation, based on "objectivity in parenthesisTM, the activities
of observers are recognized as being responsible for generating the "reality" which is
being explained So no claims can be made about aureality" independent of what it
is that the observer does. As observers we see another organism and its environment
- we must not assume that the environment we see is the same as what the organism
sees. "We have different explanations, do we have different realities or is there

common ground?"

These considerations have explicit implications for the study oflanguage initiaturana 's

(e.g.. 1988, theory. One of the conditions necessary for a scientific explanation is that
there be a mechanism which when it operates produces the phenomenon to be
explained. It follows that science only deals with structure-determined systems which
specify completely how they will act in a given situation and independently of the
interactions they may undergo. In other words there cannot be a scientific explanation
of language referring to a reality outside the organism.

A simpler discuision of this third feature ofa constructivist theory is presented in Von

Glaser.Old (1987). His position is that it is in principle impossible to get outside of
one's sense receptors. We have our sense impressions, we construct our'experience
as being outside of ourselves during the first year of life. In general, however, the
position taken by post-Piagetian constmctivists is that their epistemology is part of the
current postmodernist and deconstructionist movement (flare-Mustin & Marecek,

1990).

Gender stereotypes and role-taking will be introduced as constructs before discussing
the pedagogical implications of these aspects of constructivist theory.

STEREOTWES AND ROLE-TAKING

The Piagetian account of process when applied to experience produces cognitive
structuns which develop and become more sophisticated with use. A familiar idea
is the notion ofconservation which is defined in terms of identity in spiteofperceptual
transformation; thus you conserve your identity even though you may change your
appearance, and lemonade conserves its quantity even though it may be removed from

a tall thin glass and put into a short fat one. The kmonade will no longer look the
same but its quantity will remain constant. Gender stereotypes arelike conservations
which children use to understand regularities in their experience. At about the time
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three-year olds show that they understand gender (passing conservation of gender
tasks) theybegin to tkmonstrate that theyare slotting men and women into stereotyped
career roles. On the basis of the limited experience that they have at that age it is not
surprising thattheirjudgmaitsaboutcarcers, interests,or personal-social characteristics
for men and women are not very comprehensive.

The ideas which children have about gender stereotypes form part ofthe way the child
expects to experience his or her world. Talking about what we expect is part of our
social lives which aligns us with others who think in the same way. So our
expectancies form part of the way others expect us to be. In this way our expectancies
form pait of our identity. Further, a boy who announces that it is women's work to
cook and clean up for men is very likely to be reflecting attitudes which are held by
someone or some group he knows. If he changes his mind on this issue he is likely
to experience group pressure to conform. So there is a context, for him, in which it
is appropriate to hold sexist attitudes.

To reconsider his attitude, in this example, this child will have to experience
uncertainty about the view which works in the group. Such uncertainty may be
experienced by imagining how others, like sisters or his mother feel about having him
try to refuse to do any house work when they want him to do some. This will require
some role-taking which can be defined in terms of the ability to coordinate two
perspectives on an issue, one's own and another person's different perspective (e.g.,
Flaw!! 1968, Gash 1982). Children in the first years of primary school experience
difficulty with role-taking. A general term for this difficulty in developmental
psychology is egocentrism. This difficulty will place certain developmental and
educational constraints on efforts to promote more mature thinking about gender
stereotypes.

PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

Children, indeed people in general, will change their thinking when the experience
they encounter is sufficiently discrepant with their previous thinking. This follows
from the Piagetian account of the process of thinking. One assimilates in terms of
one's previous expectations, with a desire to be able to anticipate accurately. One
needs the right balance between one's expectancies and one's experience. A teacher,
therefore, can wobble a child's expectancies by asking questions which get children
to reconsider their ideas, or by arranging for counter- examples to be experienced by
the children. Notice that in this description the model is of the child's cognition as
a closed system: it is up to the children whether they change their thoughts. It is up
to the teacher to try to present experiences which may conflict with the children's
expectancies.
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The task °tasking questions which will provide conditions in which the children will
be lardy to reconsider their ideas has been studied extensively by Irving Sigel and his
colleagues. Sigel was interested in the development of representational competence
in disadvantaged black children. OM of this concern grew intervention programmes
using what he called "distancing strategic?. The history of the use of the phrase
distancing strategies includes a shift in the language used to describe the process.
Sigel and Cocking (1977), for example, spoke about distancing as a class ofbehaviours
which separate individuals from their experience of the environment. Two comments
can be made about that formulation. First, it is not clear that anyone can be separated
from their experience. We are inherently stuck in our experience. We can make light
of it perhaps, we can view it more or less seriously, but we cannot separate ourselves
from it. Second, note the phrasing Sigel and Cocking use when talking about the
environment One cannot talk about the environment in an unqualified way when one
is dealing with closed systems, one must try to remember that we each have different

ekperiences and so different environments. More recent formulations (Sige11986) are

more precise in their use of language and avoid the pitfalls emphasised here.

Distancing is the process by which one mcves from the domain of experience to the
domain of explanation. In insisting on the separateness of these domains one is
emphasising the possibility of different linguistic formulations of the experience.
Consider the difficulty of accounting for one's feelings when a close friend dies. What
do you say? Initially you may be unable to speak at all, or if you do yourvoice will
reveal much emotion. With time you will find words and manners ofexpression which
do justice to the way you feel and think about the person and their death. In a sense
then, you have come to terms, or begun to come to terms with the event - you arethereby

distanced from the immediacy ofthe experience. Less poignant, but no less complex
processes are involved in giving an account of why you liked a theatrical performance
or a film, or indeed any experience which hasn't been crystalized in language.

In earlier research Sigel had noticed that lower class black children were poor at
1. :trims problems which required representation and also the parent-child interactions
in their families which heobserved seemed to present few opportunities for distancing.
He hypothesized that such children would benefit from educational experienceswhich
encouraged distancing There are a number of reasons why his approach is valuable:
the learner is the focus; there is an emphasis on the movement from the domain of
experience to the domain of explanation; there are specific strategies which the
teacher can use; and the emphasis is non-manipulative and developmental.

Examples of distancing strategies for teachers

Sigel has listed questions which are likely to promote distancing in learners in many
publications including(Sigel and Cocking 1977. Sige11986). One should emphasize
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that distancing might or might not result from any of Sigel's "distancing strategies"
because any child might haves ready answer fora question which a teacher might ask.
Distancing would only take place when a child was ready to reconsider an idea which
sfhe possessed, or extend an understanding as a result of one of the questions. One
of our aim's was to think about questions which would help children come to see
stereotyping as a construction and to avoid seeing stereotypes as characteristics
which are generally and normatively applicable. Another aim is to help children
gain confidence in their own thinking in class. In this the projea had a common
goal with the movement for philosophy for children (Lipman et al).

A list of Sigel's distancing behaviours is as follows: observing, labelling, describing,
interpreting, demonstrating, sequencing, reproducing, comparing, proposing
alternatives, combining, evaluating inferring, resolving conflict, generalizing,
transforming, planning (Sigel and Cocking 1977). Later these strategies have been
grouped into low level distancing, medium level distancing, and high level distancing
according to the type of rethinking being required of the child (Sigel 1986). They are
listed in Table I.

Observing, describing and labelling might be quite similar requests from a teacher
questioning about gender stereotyping. Observing (examining or asking the child
to examine); what is this woman or man doing? Teachers might be encouraged to ask
children to make records ofwomen's roles on their television programmes, books, and
comics. Initially all that was required was observation. While observing may not
involve any uncertainty on the yrt of the child, careful probing on the part of the
teacher or another child may con...iderably extend what is observed. For example, in
looking at advertisements, questions can be asked about how an individual seems to
be feeling or to comment about the voices which are on the sound-track (e.g. females
talking with male voices, as in the E.S.B. "Nightsaver" advertisement), or to see in
how many advertisements men or women are doing the "sell". By sucA probing
children can learn to notice some of the messages which had been hidden until they
were observed. For another example observe the toy advertisements currently running
on your TV channels. In particular, observe the ratio of boys' toys to girls' toys, and
are there different musical forms as background for boys' toys and for girls' toys?

Labelling (what do you call what she is doing?) and describing (what is s/he doing?
is a question for a description which might require a definition or an interpretation)
would seem to play a very similar role to observing in the analysis of simple gender
related situations.

The final example of low level distancing is demonstrating. Most simply asking a
child to demonstrate a procedure requires that s/he understands it. This could be used
in conjunction with role-taking. One telling example of role-taking which appeared
on BBC television during the last year or so was a programme in which the teenage
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boys and girls in an English school were in class talking about how they each perceived
each other's behaviour. The miming by the girls of the boys' behaviour on the bus
to and from school was hilarious. It was an excellent demonstration of the way in
which the girls perceived the boys. It is hard to believe that it did not give the boys
some food for thought on their behaviour.

In the project described by Gash (1991) some teachers went out of their way to provide
counter-examples to what the children expected in terms ofjobs for men and women.
In one class the teacher engaged her class of five-year-old boys in a discussion on
soldiers. They were all convinced that soldiers were men. In fact the teacher had
arranged for female army cadcts to visit the class so they knocked on thc door and
talked with the class for some time. A variety of distancing strategies could be used
in this context. Children could be asked to describe or infer similarities between the
work of men and women soldiers, and to enquire whether there were any differences.

Situations in which men and women or boys and girls are in competition offer
opportunities to engage the children in distancing strategies in the high level column.
Imagine an analysis of the results of a survey which a class did on the content of
television programmes. This analysis could be expected to find men and women in
stereotyped roles; with the men in active, adventurous, exciting roles and the women
in traditional, passive ones. Various evaluation questions could be asked: how do you
think women feel about this/ what are the consequences of people thinking about this
and being more aware of it? Could pressure be brought on the television company not
to offer only passive models of women (plan)? What alternative plans could you think
of to change the situation?

The purpose of disAncing is to enable people to be more aware of their experiences.
By carefully asking questions teachers can help their pupils to notice aspects of the
experience which heretofore have remained hidden.

Parenthesising

An element mentioned earlier was that cognition be considered a closed system.
While distancing was explicitly proposed to open up the social context within which
teachers can facilitate the development of cognitive structures, the learner's cognitive
systems remain *closed". To highlight this it is helpful to think of phrases which allow
teachers to parenthesise statements which children make. Take provocative sexist
remarks as an example. What advice can be given from this point of view?
Parenthesising offers some solace here because to react as one might feel inclined, i.e.
vigourously, is as likely to consolidate the child's view as it is to help the child
reconsider. What parenthesising offers is the acceptance of the view of the child for
what it is worth as an expression of a valid feeling, but denying the child the right to
consider the view as having general validity.
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"So that is what you think now, good, does anyone else have a different view?" Or,
"That perspective is based on an idea which has certain implications. Alternatively
one could describe the situation differently and this has other consequences.. Each
position has its own validity and truth."

Such sentiments could be spelled out. Implicit in the idea of parenthesising is a
recognition that there are assumptions on which statements are based which may be
hidden and which if they were brought out would make seemingly implausible
statements understandable from a different viewpoint.

This tactic will allow the child a place in the discussion but not allow the child the
expert status which often is expected and demanded. In fact it is the expectation of
explanations based on "objectivity without parenthesis" which demand expert status
because they are only ready to 1hink about one perspective.

Circular questioning

Circular questioning is used by constructivist therapists as a device for members of
a group, such as a family, to come to appreciate the different perceptions of group
members and their dynamic. While it has been defined as gossiping about group
members in their presence (Deissler, 1987), an example will perhaps make this
clearer. How do a father and a mother perceive their daughter? At the next level, how
does the father perceive tne mother to perceive the daughter; and how does the mother
perceive the father to perceive the daughter. At the next level, how does the mother
perceive the father's perception of the mother's perception of the daughter. Before
the reader becomes lost this recursive looping will end. Such examination of the
different perceptions which people have and thcir influence on each other seems to
be a powerful way in which to provide opportunities to individuals to reconsider their
ways of seeing things.

Neutrality

Neutrality is a way of holding one's self in a special analytic position during therapy
which is adopted by therapists so that they do not confirm or disconfirm positions
taken up by individual group/family members at certain points during the process of
therapy. It is cited in a number of different therapeutic approaches. Neutrality
certainly is part of the contcxt in which both circular questioning and parenthesising
arc offered as tools to therapists. As a technique it would also seem to be very useful
in any effort to ekamine distancing, particularly if the distancing is to be that sort of
experimental questioning which is genuinely interested in the kind of processing in
which the learner is engaged and it is the experience of this processing which
constitutes the learner's eri,22T,
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Table 1.

Mental operational demands on the Child
through parent distancing strategies

High level dktancing Medium level Low level

evaluate consequence sequence label

evaluate competence reproduce produce information

evaluate affect describe similarities describe, define

evaluate performance describe
differences

describe
interpretation

evaluate necessary
and or sufficient

infer
similarities

demonstrate /
infer cause-effect infer differences observe

infer affect symmetrical
classification

infer effect estimating

generalize asymmetrical
classification

transform enumerating

plan synthesizing within
classifying

confirmation of plan

conclude

propose alternatives

resolve conflict
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Diminutives and female language usage
Theo Harden

University College Dublin

There is certainly no doubt about the fact that gender has an impact on language, or
more precisely, on language use and usage, although it remains very often unclear
in which way the language used by men and women differ because the evidence is
sometimes rather anecdotal. Furthermore, much of feminist linguistics is more
concerned with the way women are represented in a language than with clearly
identifiable differences in language usage. One of the features frequently associated
with female language usage is the use of diminutives especially in those languages
where synthetic diminutives exist and where di minuation by suffixation is a productive
rule, i.e. for example in Spanish, Portuguese and German. I would like to show in this
article that this association is to quite a large extent unjustified and due to some
misconceptions with regard to the function of diminutive forms.

As the expression of affection is seen as the main function of diminutive forms', the
conclusions which arc drawn can be summarized as follows: the romance languages
(Spanish and Portuguese in particular) have such an abundance ofdiminutive suffixes
because they are used by peoples which are more affectionate (warmer, more friendly
etc.) than others and hence need more ways of expressing their feelings. Diminutives
occur more frequently in female language usage because latin women are even more
affectionate and emotional than the latin men'.

The same opinions are expressed for German', only that Germans are generally less
emotional and consequently make much less use of their possibilities with regards to
thc diminutive.

It seems, however, that these observations are made regardless of the domain. This
means that certain features, in this cast diminuation, which are, in my opinion,
basically, determined by domain, are listed as gender specific phenomena just because
members of one sex find themselves, for socially determined reasons, more often in
a specific type of situation than the members of the other. If we then say that feature
x is typical for female language usage we neglect the fact that it is so only beause
women are dealing with certain areas of everyday life more frequently than men. Or,
the other way round: x is an overall feature of a certain domain and if men arc in a
given situation S. which requires a register R. of which x is a feature they employ x
with the same frequency as women.

What I would like to show is that the analysis of the use of diminutive forms', and their
association with "women talk", probably suffers from the kind of misconception
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already mentioned above and also from a lack of proper distinction. The use of
diminutives can, in my opinon, not be interpreted as a gender determined feature. It
is largely a domain relat:d phenomenon used by everybody, irrespective of gender,
when the situational context requires it.

My argument is then: firstly that the function of the diminutives has traditionally been
analized inadequatly, secondly that empirical evidence has not been interpreted
properly.

The extended definition of the diminutive, which is based rather on function than on
form, comprises not only the synthetically derived ones (e.g.-inho in Portuguese and
-chen in German) but also analytic forms such as little, petit, pequeno, klein + noun
and extended formulae such as English tiny little or wee bit . I wish to work with a
narrower category here and I will limit my analysis to the synthectic forms, i. e.
basically Portuguese -inho with some references to German -cher'''.

Certain areas of language - seemingly especially those, which express in some way
or other the phatie component of language - resist quite successfully any attempt at
precise analysis. This was true until a couple ofyears ago for German modal particles'°
and is still true for the diminutive and augmentative forms of Portuguese and Spanish.
One should not be deceived by the sheer quantity of literature on this topic, because
most of it deals mainly with frequency counts, i.e. how many diminuntives occur in
a given corpus, normally a set of literary texts, and leaves much to be desiredin terms
of functional analysis". Indeed, the conclusion with regards to their function, which
are normally drawn, are: diminutives express firstly smallness, secondly an emotive
or phatic component, normally affection, sometimes contempt, depending on the
context they occur in'2. The question how one suffix can express such diverse and at
times even contradictory facts and attitudes is rarely put and when it is asked the
explanations usually refer to context, style or situtation as the responsible factors for
the various effects it can have. Undoubtedly these factors play an important role, but
on a different level. For instance, some words become almost always more affectionate
when carrying the suffix, with others it takes a lot of imagination to contrive a situation
where the affection becomes the dominating factor. I will come back to this later.

I would like to make a few remarks here with regard to the various functions of
diminutives.

1. Smallness

It is true that diminutives are frequently used when the objects thcy are referring to
arc indeed small. But they do not necessarily have to be. It is perfectly pirssible to call
an enormous building "casinha" (little house) or a Rolls Royce "carrozinho" (little car)
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or a fully grown and fierce RottWeiler "caozinho" (little dog). It is therefore slightly
incorrect to say that dimimitives express smallness.

2. Affection

In cases where size is not the motivation for using diminutive forms the affectionate
component is taken to be the prevalent factor. That is someone who refers to his/her
dog as caozinho, even when referring to the already mentioned fully grown fierce
Rottweiler, he/she expresses his/her affection for the beast.

3. Contempt

The element of contempt, which can be expressed by using a diminutive is grossly
neglected in the relevant literature, even though this facet occurs quite often in spoken
and written Portuguese. For instance if someone bought an assumedly fierce guard-
dog which turns out to be a friendly coward might use the same word as in the example
given above i.e. caozinho to express his/her dissatisfaction or contempt. And if
someone refers to their superior as "chefezinho" in most cases it does not mean that
the person in question is physically undersized or that the speaker is particularlyfond

of him/her. It is one of these cases where it is difficult to construct a context which
would match with affection, for normally one would take the word to be meant
pejoratively. The conclusions so far are that diminutives can refer to small objects but
they do not necessarily have to, but that in all cases they express emotions and these
range from affection to contempt.

To state that an element expresses emotions does not get us any fiirther in the analysis.
The more interesting question is, how it is done. This consequently leads to a second
question: how can we measure the emotional charge of a given element, E word in this
case, with the diminutive suffix and without it, as it wouldcertainly be highly desirable

to find one explanation which caters for all diminutive functions.

A quite powerful instrument to measure the emotional charge ofwords ;s the semantic
differential developed by OSGOOD and his school". The semantic differential works
basically with bipolar scales from +3 to -3 where both extremes are marked by
antonyms. The semantic space covered by the semantic differential is three
dimensional and defined by the axes evalutation, potency and activity. Evaluation
is basically determined by a good/bad dichotomy, patency by stronglweak and activity
by active/passive. The classic example to illustrate this is :he evaluation of the concept
father.

The interpretation then is, thatfather has a tendency towardsgooa on the evaluation
scale, towards strong on the potency scale and towards active on the activity scale. The
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conceptfather thus has an overall positive semantic profile, or, in other words, the
concept has a positive emotional charge'.

Father

3 2 1 0 -1 -2 -3

good X bad_

strong X weak_

active X passive

For my analysis of diminuntive forms I chose the following items: Portuguese: chefe,
casa, mulher, goo (boss, howse. woman, cat) and their respective diminutives, i. e,
chefezinho, casinha, mulherzinha. gatinho.
The ratings were as follows:

EVALUATION POTENCY ACTIVITY

?chefe 1 2 2
chefezinho -2 -1

mulher 3 1 2
mulherzinha 2 -1 1

casa 3 1 0
casinha 2 1 0

gato -1 1 2
gatinho 2 -2 2

These results need some kind of interpretation, but it would certainly be too much of
a digression ifI tried to give a detailed analysis here. I will limit myself to the following
observations. The concept of chefezinho gets much lower ratings than thechefe. The
chefezinho is seen as quite bad, far less powerful and quite passive. This could mean
that he lacks, in the speakers opinion, everything that is normally attributed to
someone in a superior position. Hence, there is no reason for respect. The element
of contempt could then be localized in the fact that the chefezinho does not live up to
the expections but is nevertheless in a formally superior position.

We find the same tendency in mulherzinha, but not as strong. Similarly one could
say that the rati,- ris show that a lack of certain qualities subjectively felt. In this case
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the diminutive is usually used to express affection, but it is not necessarily the case.
Casinha remains remarkably unaffected. This suggests that in this casethe diminuation
does not change the emotional charge very much. Or, in other words, the normal and
the diminutive form can be used indiscriminately without giving any indication about
the speakers attitude.

Gatinho shows a positve tendency on the evaluation scale and a markedly negative
one on the potency scale. Interestingly enough gatinho is almost exclusively used to
express affection, i.e., the lack of potency, unlike in chefezinho is probably not seen
as negative.

Even though the sample is far too small to draw far reaching conclusions it certainly
indicates, that the diminutive forms as such do express some kind of subjective attitude
or even judgement. The question still is, how can one element express an attitude
which is very often quite positive, in some cases more or less neutral and in some cases
markedly negative?

The tentative explanations I would like to suggest refer firstlytothelevel of pragmatics
and secondly to the level of word semantics.

The diminutive suffi x as such is neutral as far as any contents or meaning is concerned.
Its main pragmatic function is to signal that the speaker minimizes the distance
between him/her and the object or person in question. That is, the speaker indicates
that hrs/her relationship with the object or person is an intimate one. Getting verbally
closer to an object or person means, however, that whatever it is the speaker is verbally
approaching, does not pose any threat or danger. That is, by using the diminutive the
speaker signals: Everything under control".

Minimizing for instance the distance verbally between the speaker and the boss, which
is objectively determined by a hierachical relationship means that the speaker, for
some reason or other does not feel this distance any more, i.e. the actual boss who is
characterized as chefezinho lacks certain features which would justi4, the distance.
To call a fierce dog a caozinho expresses the same lack of distance. The one who does
so, feels that the dog and the boss are manageable, that he/she has no reason to be afraid
or even cautious3.

The suggested diminutive function of minimizing distances would also account for
the fact that certain lexemes hardly ever take the suffix, lexemes which denote
repulsive" objects, animals or persons like cobra (snake), barata(cockroach) etc. It
would also explain that diminutive forms are used frequently for objects which are
small in size, as it is quite evident that it is much easier to minimize the distance to
something that is controllable just because it is small.
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On the level of word semantics one could imagine that it works like an operator which
combines with certain semantic features" of the lexeme it is attached to, i.e., it has
the power to convert features with positive (in the mathematical sense) features into
negative ones, as for instance in the case ofchefezinho. This does not mean that the
conversion is nece,:sarily seen as negative with regard to the speaker's appreciation
or even affection. Much to the contrary: such a conversion could be the prerequisite
for appreciation or affection. It is exactly the subjectively felt lack of fierceness or
potency (in the OSGOOD terminology) in a dog that causes me to call it caozinho.
The two levels, word semantics and pragmatics, interact in such a way, that the
semantic level offers possibilities of converting features which facilitate a verbal
approximation. But only the pragmatic levetshows if this approximation is based on
a lack of respect or on genuine affection or just on the fact that the object in question
is for some reason or other deemed as controllable.

This, admittedly very tentative explanation, however, would certainly not explain the
alleged higher frequency of diminutive forms in female language usage, because one
would assume that in our present western societies men still would have more need
for expressing that they are in control, that they have no respect, than women, i.e. that
one would expect a higher frequency of diminutive forms in male language usage.

And indeed in art analysis" of four novels by JORGE AMADO, probably the most
popular present day Brazilian novelist, I found, that of the 1234 diminutive forms 719
were use by male characters and 515 by female character. Far, from supporting my
hypothesis, i.e. that diminutives are not gender related, these figures indicate at least
a tendency which does not contradict my assumption.

The fact that in all the major contributions the opposite is still maintained is perhaps
due to the fact that many authors confuse the domain and the truly gender determined
usage.

As womcn are still more engaged in child rearing than men, a domain where
diminutive forms own:- more frequently than elsewhere, the absolute frequency of
diminutive forms might in some cascs even bc higher in their usage, hut only because
thc situational context. For various reasons, small things invite the use of the
diminutive. Secondly, parents, often haw. the task of demonstrating to their children
that a given object, animal or person is not dangerous, i. e., manageable even for them.
A mother thus would probably say "Sieh mal, ist das nicht ein liebes Pferdchen" in
an attempt to convince her child, that there is no reason to be afraid of the horse.

We could thus conclude that diminutive forms cannot be classified as markers of
female language usage on the basis that women are more affectionate than men. And
there is certainly not enough evidence to classify them as markers of male language
usage as a means to express a male attitude of demonstrating control. The impression
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that women use these forms more often than men is determined socially rather than
linguistically.

Foo mons

1. COATES (1986:160) states "...that in our society and others like it, there are clear
male/female differences in language. In a society where sex/gender is a highly
signigicant category, it is not surprising that language reflects and reinforces such a
category."

2. Cf. for example the works of MILLER/SWIFT (1979) and PUSCH (1984).

3. Cf. ALONSO (1951: 24f1), GOOCH (1967:3ff), POTTIER (1953 237f), RUDOLPH
(1990 25311).

4. Cf. VAZQUES CUESTA/MENDES DA LUZ (1971:141): "El papel de los sufijos
diminutivos ... es muy importante en una lengua como la portuguesa en la que el
sentimiento predomina sobre las puras concepciones intelectuales. ... en los sufljos se
concentra todo el apasionamento meridional e iberico del portugues."

5. See TROMEL-PLOTZ (1982:451).

6. See ETTINGER'S critical survey. (ETTINGER 1974).

7. cf. TROMEL-PLOTZ (1982:450.

8. Some authors maintain that the synthetic diminutive where it competes with
analytic diminutives has the function of expressing smallness whereas the analytic
forms have an emotive function. (cf.CLJNHA 1983:140f and HENTSCHEL/WEYDT
1990:1731).

9. The term "phatic" will be used throughout the article in the sense in which it has
been used by MALINOWSKY (1972),i.e. to refer to any information that is not strictly

propositional.

10. For more details cf. WEYDT (1969), HARDEN(1983)

11. Cf. SKORGE (1956).

12. Sec HILLIS/FORD/COUTINHO (1944:229ff), HUNDERTMARKS-SANTOS-
MARTINS (1982:5711). DE MELLO/NEVES/HENRIQUES (1985:15111), VAZQUEZ
CUESTA/MENDES DA LUZ (1971:140ff).
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13. For further reference see OSGOOD/SUCCl/TANNENBAUM (1957) and for a
critical evaluation WEINREICH (1958) and BROWN (1958).

14. This seems to be the case for the majority of language communities as was shown
by a number of cross-cultural studies.Cf. KUMATA/SCHRAMM (1956),
YASUMASA/TADASU/OSGOOD (1963), OSGOOD (1964).

15. GARCIA LORCA (1957:3) observed with regard to the function of diminutives:
"No queremos que el mundo sea tan grande ni el mar tan hondo. Hay necesidad de
limitar, de domesticar los tirminos inmensos."

16. Cf. ENGEL (1988:5160.

17. Cf. HENTSCHEL/WEYDT (1990:174).

18. For a very comprehensive overview of Structural Semantic Theory see COSERUI/
GECKELER (1981).

19. The results presented here are only a very superficial account of more detailed but
still unpublished research findings. The novels analized were: Os capitaes da areia,
Gabriela, Cravo e canela, Tieta do Agreste and Tocaia Grande.
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Gender Differences in Language Use:
Linguistics and Folk linguistics

Tina Hickey
Teangeolaiochta Eireann

INTRODUCTION

Studies of the relationship between language and gender have become morefrequent

in the last fifteen years. Gender is now recognized as a significant variable in the fields
of dialectology, sociolinguistics, second language learning and child development,
for example. However, there is generally a time lag between the establishment of
research findings among the academic community and their acceptance among the
general population. For this reason, it is valuable periodically to examine the
prevailing folklinguistic beliefs concerning language and gender in the light of
research findings on this subject.

Research does not occur in a vacuum, but in a political and social context; the
assumptions of a society tend to be built into research. For example, the nineteenth
century French scientist Paul Broca, working on the prevailing assumption that
women were less intelligent than men, found that his data on craniometry supported
this belief. However, he also assumed that French men were Lolless intelligent than
German men, which caused him to re-examine his craniometric data and make
allowances for age and body size (ignored in his male/female comparisons) which
produced a result accceptable to his system of beliefs.

Research on women's language use has also reflected prevailing attitudes, and this
in many ways accounts for its conflicting results. Coates 0986) attributed this to the
"Androcentric Rule*:

Mcn will be seen to behave linguistically to a way that fits the
writer's view of what is desirable or admirable; women on the
other hand will be blamed for any linguistic state or development
which is regarded by the writer as reprehensible.

Coates (1986:15)

Thus, when lexical innovation was frowned on in the eighteenth century, women were
judged to be the main offenders, whereas when lexical change was accepted as
inevitable in a living language in the early twentieth century, the noted linguist Otto
Jespersen (1922) attributed "the renovation" of language to men.
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Coates's Adrocentric Rule could, of course, be applied to a whole range of other
disadvantaged groups, such as ethnic minorities or those of lower socio-economic
status, in that the language use of the more powerful group is regularly seen as the
desirable standard. There are in fact many similarities between the negative attitudes
to women's language and to the language of oppressed minorities'. An openness to
these similarities will ultimately benefit the study of language and gender.

There is also a danger in focussing too exclusively on gender as the determining factor
in differential language use since this obscures the similarities across sex which are
determined by other factqrs. Women exist as a group which is distinct from men in
many experiences, but other factors also define us: for example, our race, social class
and education, and research on language and gender must not lose sight of these other
factors.

Change in the social and political situation of women has been profound and
continuous in this century and this has contributed to intergenerational differences
in women's language. When Robin Lakoff described women's language in 1975,
many of today's researchers were children or teenagers, and the society in which they
live is significantly different from that of Lakoff's generation. About the time of
Lakoff's seminal study, there was a significant widening of the choices available to
women in Ireland: 1973 saw the removal of the "marriage bar", by which women
working in the public service were prohibited from continuing in their posts after
marriage. There have been other fundamental changes in legislation regarding
equality in the last twenty years in this country. The study of language and gender
must continually take stock in order to keep up with the pace of these social changes
and their possible effects on language use.

Such an attempt to take stock also highlights the stereotypes which still operate,
though they may no longer be appropriate for today's reality. Despite the changes in
equality legislation and the widening of choices available to women in the last twenty
years, many of the attitudes to women, including those concerning their use of
language, reflect the assumptions of earlier timcs. What Coates (1986) describes as
"folklinguistic beliefs" are still common, based on stereotypes or on out-dated or
flawed research. This paper will examine briefly some of these folklinguistic beliefs
regarding women's language, and contrast them with research findings on these
topics. Finally, some of the differences which have been established between the use
of language by women and men will be briefly discussed.

LINGUISTICS AND FOLKLINGUISTICS

Linguistics has a history of assuming that men's language is the norm, and that
women's language deviates from that norm in various ways. Linguists' generaliza-
tions concerning women's language have historically tended to focus on its negative
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characteristics. For example, Otto Jespersen in the 1920s concluded that women
speak more softly than men, use diminutives like "teeny-weeny', construct their
sentences loosely, leave them unfinished more often, and jump from topic to topic.
When Jespersen found that some women read faster than "highly distinguished men",
he claimed that a fast reading rate was the consequence of a vacant mind which
admitted the text to short-term memory without inspection. Because it was assumed
that women were less intelligent than men, their were judged to have smaller
vocabularies. Men's language, it was argued, was more analytical and used more
abstract constructions, whereas women's language was simple-minded and emo-
tional. Such negative characteristics of womcn's language tcndcd to bc attributed to
biology rather than to soci-alization. While such assumptions about women's
language are no longer held by linguists, they frequently form the basis of the
folklinguistic beliefs of our culture. One of the most frequently encountered
folklinguistic beliefs is outlined below:

GENDER AND TALKATIVENESS

Folklinguistic Belief 1:
Women are more talkative than men.

A glance through a dictionary of quotations reveals that many notable quotations on
the subject of women refer to their garrulousness. For example, one ofBeaumont and
Fletcher's (early 17th century) characters says:

As men do walk a mile, women should talk an hour after supper: "tis.their
exercise".

Elizabeth Barrett Browning (1856) has her heroine Aurora Lee say:

A woman's function plainly is - to talk.

A more recent example of this attitude is found in the Andy Capp joke:

When two wives get together, who has the last word?

The assumption that women are more talkative than mcn led to thc idea that women
cannot keep a secret, but blurt everything out. In Old Irish this was expressed as
follows:

Ni tabhair do nin do mhni.
Run rtma ni maith a cheiltear'
"Do not reveal your secret to women
A woman's secret is ill-concealcd"
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Later still Shakespeare's Julius Caesar said:

How hard it is for women to keep counsel!

A modern version of this attitude is encapsulated in:

Telegram, Telephone, Tell-a-woman.

Children may be exposed to this stereotype early. For example, Coates (1986) reports
that children in Bristol and Birkenhead were taught a version of a children's song that
goes:

All the daddies on the bus go read read read.
All the mammies on the bus go chatter chatter chatter...

Dale Spender (1980) argues that women's talkativeness is not measured against
men's, but against the idealization that the feminine woman is silent.

When silence is the desired state for women...then any talk in which
woman engages can be too much.

Spender 1980:42

Spender claims that because of this association between an ideal of femininity and
silence or quietness, then anyamou nt of tal k from women is considered to be toomuch.

Cutler and Scott (1990:295) note that because women speakers' contributions to
conversation are undervalued, they are often considered to have "gone on too long
relative to what female speakers are held to deserve", thus bolstering the impression
of garrulity.

Recent research has attempted to determine whether the standards used in judging the
relative talkativenss of women and men are, in fact, different. CutlerandScott (1990)
tested 55 subjects (25 males, 30 females) on a number of identical two-party
conversations in which the speaker sex was systematically varied. Listeners were
asked to judge the relative proportional contribution of each speaker. Their results
showed that the contribution of female speakers was invariably judged as greater than
that of male speakers, despite the fact that their contributions were identical. Sadker

and Sadker (1985) found that teachers asked to judge the talkativeness of boys and
gi rls on a videotape of a class usually identified the girls as being more talkative, when
in fact the boys were talking significantly more.

Swacker (1975) compared the volubility of women and men when asked to describe
a set of pictures. She found that the men in this study took on average 13 minutes pct.
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picture compared with only 3.17 minutes for women. Swacker (1976, citedby Tannen,
1991) studied the question-and-answer sessions at academic conferences. Her results
showed that even though women made up about 42% of the audience and contributed
40% of the papers, they volunteered only 27% of the questions in open discussion.
Their quegions were also significantly shorter (more than 50%) than the men's,
because the women tended to ask questions directly, without the prefacing statements
frequently used by the men. At MAAL's 'Language and Gender' conference in 1991,
it was noticeable that while the majorityof the audience were women (over 70%), most
of those asking questions were men.

Spender (1980) observed spontaneous group discussions, and also noted that men
contributed a greater proportion of the discussion even when in the minority. A
number of other studies (for example, Eakins and Eakins, 1978; Kramarae, 1981)
found that it was men who talked most in a whole range of settings, including
laboratory situations, staff meeti ngs and television panel discussions. Cutler and Scott
(1990) conclude from their study that:

On balance....there is actually better evidence for men speaking
more than women than vice versa. There is certainly no evidence
to support the widespread folk belief than women are over-
whelmingly the more garrulous sex.

Tannen (1991) points out that the conflict between the research showing that men
speak more and the folklinguistic belief that it is women who are more talkative is
explained by the different behaviour of the sexes regarding "public" and "private"
speaking. She observes that more men engage in public speaking or "report-talk"
because they use language to negotiate inter-group status whereas more women
engage in conversation or "rapport-talk" because they use language to establish
connections and negotiate relationships. The folklinguistic belief regarding women's
garrulity therefore reflects the observation that women engage in more 'private' talk
than men. Men's greater talkativeness in public situations is viewed positively, while
women's greater talkativeness in more private conversational settings is viewed
negatively. It is not talkativeness per se which is criticized, but the use to which
women's talk is put, the subjects discussed. Thus, beliefs regarding women's
talkativeness are bound up with assumptions regarding the triviality of the topics
women discuss and the purpose to which women put language. This brings us to a

related folklinguistie belief:

Folklinguistic Belief 2:
Women talk about trivial subjects more often than men.

A song heard recently on a folkmusic programme on RTE Radio 1 contained the
following verse:
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Put four old women around four cups of tea
They'll talk of more gossip than ever could be.

. Put four old men round a barrel of beer
They'll talk of more work than they'd do in a year.

This reflects the view that women "gossip" while men are more likely to talk about
serious subjects such as work. There is long-standing evidence that women and men
tend to discuss different topics (e.g. Landis 1927). In a more recent study,Aries (1976)
found that a group of men meeting regularly talked about

competition and teasing, sports, and general activities;

while the women in the study talked to each other about:

themselves, their relationships, home and family.

The problem with such research is that the topic of conversation is significantly
influenced by such factors as the level of acquaintance between the interlocutors, the
setting, their shared information, their social class and educational standard, their
work experience and age. Women who work together are more likely to discuss their
work than women with dissimilar occupations, or women who work in the home. Men
are more likely to discuss more personal topics within longstanding friendships than
in looser groups. Thus we need to be cautious in deriving generalizations about these
differences.

Nevertheless, there is evidence that women and men talk about different subjects in
part because they assign different functions to talk. Tannen (1991) argues that because
women are more likely to use language to connect rather than simply to convey
informa:ion, thcy talk in situations when men are relatively silent, such as in social
situations with acquaintances or strangers, or at home with their partners and families.
Women's talk is frequently described pejoratively as "gossip" whereas men are
generally not deemed to gossip, even when talking about non-scrious subjects.
Women counter the stereotype regarding their garrulity in the private sphere by
arguing that is not they who are too talkative, but men who are too silent. The
comedienne Roseanne Barr in a recent "Roseanne" episode has a character say to
another woman:

Tell us what's wrong: after all, if we can't talk to each other, we
might as well be men.

Thus, the folklinguistic belief regarding women's talkativeness on so-called "trivial"
topics is a criticism of women, but studies such as Malt: and Borker's (1982) point
to women's disappointment with men's relative silence on personal topics. The
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denigration of "women's talk" and women's dissatisfaction with men's silence in the

private sphere must be viewed in light of the different perceptions regarding the
purpose of talking which appear to be broadly linked with gender. Understanding
differences represents progress from the stage of general criticism contained in the

persistence of folklinguistic beliefs. Tannen notes:

Such impasses will perhaps never be settled to the complete
satisfaction of both parties, but understanding the differing
views can help detoxify the situation, and both can make
adjustments.

Tannen 1991:85

MORE RECENT (LINGUISTIC) MYTHS: LAKOFF

Robin Lakors (1975) book "Language and Woman's Place" was consideredby many

to mark the beginning of twentieth-century interest in gender differences in language.
However, after the initial burst of enthusiasm, it was criticized for its lack of rigour

and its overreliance on anecdotes which bolstered old myths andproduced new ones.

Nevertheless, as Janet Holmes points out:

Though Robin Lakoff's (1975) claims about the linguistic
forms she considered characteristic of women's language have
been attacked, misrepresemed, qualified, refuted and constantly
criticized over the last 15 years, no one can say they have been
uninfluential.

Holmes, 1990:185

Lakoffs conclusions were widely accepted, and are still frequently cited. However,

more recent research has questioned the validity of some of her claims, though these

findings are not yet as widely known. For example, Lakoff (1975) claimed that features

such as hesitations, rising intonation, tag questions, hedges such as "I think" and "you

know" and intensifiers such as "so" arc characteristic of women's speech. Holmes

(1990) examined the use of some of these features with the following results:

TAGS

Holmes found that the frequency of tag questions varies in both sexes according to the

context and dialect, but that overall:
Men use tags more often than women do to express un-
certainty and ask for confirmation, while women use them
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more often than men in their facilitative positivt politeness
function.

Holmes 1990:197.

Thus, when taking account of the different frinctions of tag questions for men and
women, Holmes found significant differences in their usage. While men's tags
conformed to the stereotype of expressing uncertainty, women's tags were found more
often to be attempts to involve the listener and facilitate the beginning of the next tyrn.
Thus, simple quantificational analysis of the use of a feature by men and women can
overlook a qualitative difference.

"You KNo*"

Contrary to Lakoff's assertion, the incidence of "you know" was higher in the male
subjects' speech than in the female subjects in Holmes's study, and again there were
differences in its function in the two sexes. The men used "you know" significantly
more often to express uncertainty than confidence, whereas the women used it about
equally often with each function.

"I THINK"

Holmes found that her female and male subjects used "I think" with about equal
frequency, but with different functions. The women used "I think" to indicate
deliberation more often than uncertainty, whereas the men used it to indicate
tentativeness more often than deliberation.

Overall. Holmes's results do not support Lakoff's claim that women use these features
significantly more often than men. Nor do they support her assumption that their
function is to mark uncertainty only. Instead, analysis of women's discourse found
that they may be used as positive politeness devices or to express solidarity, confidence
or deliberation. Lakoffassumed that women used them to express uncertainty, as men
do, and her conclusions have been widely accepted as showing that women's language
contains more markers of unccrtainty and tentativeness. Analysis of their functions
however, undermines what has, in fact, become a recent folklinguistic belief.

Another challenge to Lakoffs analysis came from 0 'Barr &Atkins (1980). They re-
examined Lakoff's claims with data from male and female witnesses in court, arguing
that the features idcntified by Lakoff as characteristic of "women's language"
correlated not with scx, but with the speaker's social status and experience in court.
They identified this speech style as *powerless" and argued that women's language
has been confused with powerless language because of women's generally less
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powerful position in society. This represents a valuable broadening of the focus from
exclusively gender-linked differences to the inclusion of other variables and empha-
sizes the fact that male/female differences in language style may point to socialized
rather than inherent differences.

Reviewing Lakoffs claims as contributing further to some of the inaccurate
folklinguistic beliefs concerning female and male speech is a salutary reminder for
modern studies that mythology is easily created, but destroyed only with difficulty.
The range of factors which underlie gender differences in language use must be
examined and findings must also be reviewed in thc light of inter-generational
change. Lakoff(1980) has pointed to such change in the languageof male and female
academics in the U.S.:

"the distinction between men's and women's language seem
to be blurred..." The traits I listed as characteristic of women's
speech are frequent in academic men's speech, and academic
women's speech tends at the same time to use these devices less
that does the speech of traditional women.

Lakoff 1980:84

Lakoff attributes this blurring of distinctions to the fact that male and female
professionals in academia have a common perception of their role and the contexts
in which they work. Such developments may indicate the neutralization of some
features in some domains, and point again to the contribution of factors other than
gender in male/female differences in language use. Research on language use must
become more sensitive to such changes and examine them in their wider contexts.

SOME ESTABLISHED DIFFERENCES IN WOMEN'S AND MEN'S USE OF

LANGUAGE

INTERRUPTIONS

Despite these indications of shifts towards some neutralization in particular &coups,
there is also evidence regarding current male/female differences in conversational
style. For example, the pattern of interruptions found in mixed-sex dyads has been
found to differ from that of single-sex dyads. West and Zimmerman (1983, 1985) and
Zimmerman and West (1975) showed that, i. mixed-sex conversations men interrupt
women far more frequently than women interrupt men. 96% of interruptions in
woman-man dyads in their study were instances of the man interrupting the woman.
In same-sex conversations, women interrupted women about as often as men
interrupted men.
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In place of interruptions, women are found to use more "minimal responses" while
listening (such as "yeah", "mmh", "you're right" and nods) which overlap with, but
do not interrupt the speaker's turn. These responses support the speaker and present
the image of an "active listener" which is often judged to be missing in maIe listeners.

USE OF QUESTIONS

Fishman (1983) carried out a study of the conversations of a number of married
couples. She found that women asked 71% of questions in these conversations.
Questionselicit a response and thus help to keep the conversation going. Tannen
(1991) argues that men are more inhibited about asking questions, since this places
them in the role of the less powerful interactor, and because the requesting of
information involves a greater loss of face for men than women.

LISTENING VERSUS NOT SPEAKING

Several studies (e.g. Tannen, 1991. Jones, 1980, Aries 1976) indicate that men and
womcn tend to conduct conversations on somewhat different principles. As already
discussed, Tannen claims that more women uselalk to establish rapport, while more
men use it to convey information and establish status. Men's conversation indicates
that they are more likely to think of silence during a conversation as "not speaking"
while women tend more to see it as "active listening". Observations of male group
conversations show more competition for turns, and a more hierarchical division
among speakers emerges as a results. Conversations among women's groups show
more encouragement of all speakers and less competition.

CONCLUSION

This paper has re-examined some of the folklinguistic beliefs concerning women's
speech and contrasted them with research findings. Some of the strongest stereotypes
concerning women's language use are shown to be inaccurate or simple value
judgcmcnts. Such negative stereotypes are not exclusive to women, but have been
applied to many marginalised groups in our society. Talkativeness has been
attributcd, for example, to the Celt also. Thus the stereotypes regarding women's
language must bc linked with the stereotypes applied to other disempowered groups,
sincc such an analysis points not to inherent differences duc to sex, but to conditioncd
ones duc to a less powerful position in society.

Nevertheless, some differences in the way womcn and mcn currently conduct
conversations and use language in Western society have been substantiated. The task
of future research on language and gender will be to describe these differences, but
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also to remain open to change influenced by other factors such as increasirigflexibility
in sex roles and decreasing marginalisation. We must guard against the research
findings of today becoming the imoopropriate folklinguistic beliefs of the next

century.

I. This extract is from a Modern Irish version of the Old Irish tale Scala Mucce
Mek Dath6, edited by Rudolf Thurneysen and published by the Dublin
Institute for Advanced Studies in 1935. The Modem Irish translation is by

Liam Mac Mathnna and appeared in FEASTA, April 1972. The original tale
belongs to the 9th century.
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The teaching of translation : exploring
gender differences

John P. Kirby
University of Mons

THE STATUS OF TRANSLATION STUDIES

It is appropriate to begin the present study with a few remarks on what has become
known as " translation studies". By this we understand teaching students to translate
in a third-level context. It is only fair to add that this particular discipline has suffered
from a bad press historically. Two reasons come to mind as tile most likely
explanations for this state of affairs. One writer has summed up succinctly the way
in which translation was usually viewed:

avant meme de pratiquer la traduction, on préjuge sa possibilité,
en tranchant par la negative... (Ladmiral: 1979.46).

Before the task was even undertaken, it was discredited in advance. At best the
outcome of the translation process was often viewed as an inferior version of the
original; at worst as a form of betrayal. This position, though extreme, has a certain
justification in practice, since most commentators would agree that the translation
process usually involves some meaning loss.

The second reason has something to do with the way translation was often used in
the teaching of modcrn languages, especially in the now discredited "grammar-
translation method". Students were required to perform endless translation tasks at
levels way beyond their competence with disappointing results. Yet a host of recent
developments in the field of business, economics as well as in social and cultural life,
taking place against a background of rapidly altering political horizons in Europe and
the world have served to highlight the importance of translation and interpreting.
Some rccent estimates of the growth in demand for advanced language skills in the
Belgian context arc reckoned as being in the region of 25% per annum. It has been
stated that: "translators at thc EEC get through one million pages of work a year and
more than a thousand people at the Commission have the task of making sure that
readable final drafts arc produced" (Verset,1991). Of course, every now and again thc
old argument surfaces to the effect that it would be cheaper and easier if we all used
onc or maybe two languages. This line of rcasoning loses sight of two important facts.
1) Very few second language learners attain true native-like mastery in all the
registers and areas of specialisation in a foreign language 2) The relative costs of
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translating , say, an international contract worth millions ofECUs, will just represent
a drop in the ocean compared to the profits that ensue. To conclude this section it
seems obvious that for some time into the future the increasing demand for advanced
language skills will continue to increase.

TRANSLATION PEDAGOGY

The lack of serious interest in translation studies already mentioned has meant that
very little research has been done in the field of translation pedagogy. To quote Dodds,
who has had the remarkable distinction, while studying in France and the U.K., of
having had both Georges Mounin and Peter Newmark as teachers: "the training of
the translation teacher is very little talked about and yet is of fundamental importance
to the passing down of experience from generation to generation" ( Dodds 1991, 579).

Although a considerable literature exists on the theoretical aspects of the translation
process, little research has been done on the way budding translators acquire their

skills. There is little in the way of an "applied linguistics" of translation. This is not
to say that there are not a good many course books available usually of a contrastive
nature which aim to instruct the student regarding the difficulties of rendering the
Source language meassage in the Target Language. However, little research ofa truly
psycholinguistic nature has been done on how this learning process takes place. In
his 1991 book, Newmark attests that there is hardly any literature on the subject.

Indeed, I would not question the fact that a good deal of excellent teaching is done in
the various university departments where courses of this sort are given throughout
Europe. Yet the feeling remains that the organization of this instruction is carried out
in a rather piecemeal affair for the reasons alluded to above. It is difficult not to agree
with the view that: "...teachers still tend to rely on intuition and practice as the only
way to train translators." (Baker, 1990: 167).

To round off this section I would suggest that therc are three myths which have dogged
the field in question for a number of years. These are:

I. The translator only works into his mother tongue.
2. He/She always works alone.
3. There is only one right translation.

However the experience of the real world shows that translators are frequently called
upon to work into languages which are not their own but which they are supposed to
have mastered; assignments are increasingly a team effort especially where special-
ized or technical work is concerned; and most controversially, perhaps, that a given
stretch of the source language can be rendered in a number of ways in the target

language.
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APPROACIIiS TO TRANSLATION

Most commentators agree that there are a number of strategic approaches which can
be adopted when carrying out a given assignment. Few w rid contest Newmark's
well-known principle that the end product should produce an "equivalent effect" on
its readers as the original text had on its readership. It is this very requirement which
makes translation a difficult and frustrating business. We are not merely required to
understand the source text with all the subletics and cultural overtones which it may
contain but we have to transform this into the most appropriate form of the target
language. It is common to place uanstaion types under a number of headings which
for the sake of brevity I will reduce to four:

1. Communicative translation.
-message alo;te is transmitted.

2. Faithful/Semantic translation.
-attempts to reproduce all effects of original.

3. Literal translation.
-translation starts on unit-by-unit basis. Result may then be

polished.

4. Adaptations of/or restricted version of original in target language.
-no attempt to render source-text as a whole.

In the present discussion, I will not be too concerned with the last mentioned since
many theorists would hold that it does not constitute true translation at all. However,
I will be concerned with 3. since despite what is often propounded on the subject there
arc occasions where a high degree of convergence between source and target texts is

both desirable and practicable. Here, I have in mind : legal and administrative papers,
des,iiptive and instructive documents and diplomatic agreements. One only has to
recall the well-known incident during the negociations at the end of the Korean war
where the failure to translate the key phrase: "despite our many outstanding
differences" in a speech by Chou-en-lai, caused the Belgians make a positive overture
to what they thought to be a peace proposal, only to precipitate a row with other
Western delegates who thought they had gone over to the "other side". The overall
impression is that impression if the translator had produced a less polished but more
literal version the misunderstanding could have been avoided.

It can of course be argued that where general texts are concerned - neither very
specialized or very literary in nature there is a sort of optimal approach situated
somewhere between 2. and 3. Thetranslatoranempts to reamian faithful to the feeling



o( the original without losing sight &those details conveying aucial information. In

this context I find the concept "engaged text" advanced by A. C. Crust (1992) very
useful. The job of the translator is to locate that part of the source text to which the
author commits himself totally. To use extreme examples, in a stock market report
the engaged text might be restricted to the data presented, while in a poem it might

constitute virtually everything.

It is an important principle since it opens up the the possibility of different strategir
approaches being relevant and valid depending on the kind of source text involved.
Clearly, where general texts are concerned we are faced with contexts where
sometimes onc sometimes thc other, sometimes a variety of approaches could be
justified. Broadly speaking however, it stalls to me that these can be divided into those
which are convergent - which tend to mirror the patterns of the source text and those

which are divergent - exhibiting the opposite tendency.

In the case of French and English, the two languages under discussion an example of
this can easily be provided. Let us examine the following sentence found midways
in a text on the need to improve language skills:

...le monde commerant n'dtait pu le derider a l'avoir compris...

At least three translations can be anticipated.

a) The business wt-rld was not the last to understand this.

b) This fact did not escape the business world.

c) The business world grasped this fact right from the start.

I would tend to reject (a) as sounding unidiomatic in English. The second sentence
retains a negative construction in the communication of positive infc !motion andis

still close in spirit to the original. (c) diverges in structure and style from the original
while expressing the same message with greater vividness.

LOOKING FOR VARIABLES

One of the surprises that I had when beginning to teach translation French/English
at the Ecole d'Interprtes Internationaux was the variety of solutions provided for a
given translation problem. Put very bluntly: when a given stretch of language of a
certain level of sophistication is presented to twenty students it is likely to produce
anything up to twenty differing answers. Some will attempt reproduce the outline of
sentence in the source text, others will west uniquely of on the basic message while
others may concentrate on adapting their output to the overall text.

SS :-
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The question inevitably arises: why do students respond differently? A number of
factors come to mind as responsible for different types of response. The extent of their
experience in using the Target Language. Yet since all of our students have at least
six years' experience uith English and some seem to pursue a convergent strategy
even in their final year, the value of this variable seems questionable to say the least.
Another variable which might arguably affect performance is that of language
combination. The student group with which we are conceri-d can be divided roughly
into those studyirs Germanic language combinations and those having Romance
languages in addition to English. The final variable and the one which forms the main
focus of the present study is that of the gender differences. Put bluntly: do males and
females tend to translate differently?

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MALE AND FEMALE PERFORMANCE

The starting point here must be : on the basis of linguistic studies, what differences
are to be expected ? Wide-ranging reviews such as those of Tnidgill !1974) suggest
strongly that differences in the way men and women use linguistic codesare to be
observed regardless of the language involved. Of course as Regan & Hickey point out
in the present volume, the evidence for many of these alleged differences is somewhat
tenuous in places and often fails to stand up to sustained empirical investigation.
Nonetheless, given the widespread nature of the phenomenon the feeling persists that
there are some gender-linked differences. The next question concerns what psycholo-
gists have to say on the subject. In her 1972 book Corinne Hutt concluded that "boys
tend to be more object-oriented", while girls are "more person-oriented". In
creativity scores boys scored much higher than girls. The conclusion was that boys
showed "a more divergent style" where objects - concrete things were concerned
(Hun, 1972:104). She quoted some other studies which purported to indicate that
"while men are found to be autonomous and independent women are more conforming
and persuasible" (op. cit: 123!. On this basis, one would expect females to be cling
more closely to the form of the original text and for males to diverge from it.

TIlE TEST

Some prior examination of term papers where students are required to translate two
pieces of work - a poem and a film review - did not prove very useful as a means of
comparing malegemale performance. The reason for this is that the texts were freely
chosen and we were not comparing like with like. The next attempt at comparison
involved comparing translations of the samc French text into English done* six boys
and six girls. Again the outcome was less than conclusive. Though females seemed
marginally moreconcerned with accuracy and in fact made fewer mistakes lathe strict
pedagogical sense of the word than boys, it seemed that both groups exhiliited
convergent and divergent strategies at different places in the sense I have outlined
above. In short ft wardifficuft to draw any conclusionlivm the data as a whole:
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Another approach which came to mind, was that of requiting a-class-to-fill in a
questionnaire composed of ten questions concerning the method employed when
doing translations. These ranged from (1) vay literal -concerned more with source

test to (10) vesy creative - concerned mole with final outcome. The rationale behind

this test is that it was easy to administer to one hundred-students, easy to assess and

would allow the testees to evaluate their own strategicapproach to the subject.

In the table inserted below (the bars of the histogram represent proportions not

numbers) it can be observed that attitudes exhibited by boys and girls did differ
considerably. The most popular response among the females was by far number 4.
while the most favoured response for the bOys was 9.

TABLE I

FEMALES 0
MALES 1111

3 S 6
571252
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I read whole or part of text, try to understand meaning, analyse each item
which I then translate into target language.

9. I rerid and understand the original text, communicate ideas as best I can
ig target language. I make sure that the final product reads nicely.

Regardless of how the data art viewed a clear difference in approach between males
and females emerges. Where girls are concerned, for example, items 1. to 5. account
for twice the amount of responses as in the case of (6) to (10). In the case of boys
there are slightly more responses to be found in the second half of the questionaire.
The results would seem to indicate that girls in general approach the source text with
rather more respect for its content and a greater concern for the individual items of
which it is composed, while males on the other hand are more conerned with the
communication of the message and the form of the final product.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the present paper, I have been able to do no more than touch upon a tiny part of what
is a very large and to date rather unexplored area, namely, the acquisition of
translation skills. There seems to be little doubt that translators differ in the way they
approach their assignments. One of the variables may be that of gender. However,
before strong claims =advanced a good deal more research will be reqtrired. It would
be interesting to know, for example, if detailed exhaustive examination of translation
work by large groups of students would support these findings. Other variables would
also have to be taken into account. It would also be necessary to cany out longitudinal
studies in order to see if the trend is a permanent phenomenon or a temporary trend
stemming from lack of experience in doing translations on the part of the testees.
Finally, we would need to extend our research to experienced professionals.
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TRANSIATION QUESIIONNAIRE

NAME IAPIG. cows. No. YIARS ENc. sax M/F

When faced with a translation assignment how do you proceed? Imagine that the text
in question is general (neither specialised or literary) and that there are no major
lexical problems. Study each of the following approaches and tick one and only one.

1. I study each word individually, analyse it and search for the equivalent in
the target language, then translate.

2. I analyse each word or group of words, look for equivalents in target
language then I translate separately.

3. I read whole or large parts of text, then re-read carefully analysing indi-
- vidual words and phrases before translating.

4. I read whole or part of text, try to understand meaning, analyse each item
which I then translate into target language.

5. I try to understand context then I attempt to translate meaning into target
language. I then work on details.

6. I try to understand context then I attempt ot translate meaning into target
language. I try to produce a polished result.

7. I understand context, uncover essential message which I communicate into
target language.

8. I understand context, uncnver essential message which I communicate into
target language. If a few minor details get lost that's alright.

9. I read and understand original text, communicate idvas as best I can in
target language. I make sure that the final product reads nicely.

10. I read text and then using a bit of imagination work into the target
langauge. It's important to produce a nice final version even if it's a bit
different from original.



"Resisting and Surviving America"
The Use of Languages as Gendered
Subversion in the Work of American

Jewish Poet Irena Klepfisz.
Ronk Lentin

Trinity College, Dublin

The main questions for Rena Kkpfisz, questions she poses both in her poeuy and in
her essays, are what it means to grow up as a Jew in the United Statet after the
Holocaust; and what it means to grow into a Jewish woman, single, childless, a lesbian,
an artist, in a community of survivors who see their great hope for meaning in a new

generation of Jewish children.

kens Klepfisz, born in 1941 in Vogrsaw, emigrated to the United States when she was
eight. She teaches English, creative writing, Women's Studies and Yiddish and is an
activist in the lesbian/feminist magazine Conditions. In 1986 she co-edited The Tribe
of Dina: A Jewish Woman's Anthology' and in 1989 A Jewish Woman's Call for
Peace: A HandbookforJewish Women on the Isrveli/Palestinian Conflict. In 1990
she published a t:Jok of essays Dreams of an Insomniac: Jewish Feminist Essays.
Speeches and Diatribes2and a collection of poetry, titled, significantly,A Few Words
in the Mother Tongue3, at which she experiments with language and where she
includes several bi-lingual poems written in English and Yiddish.

Klepfisz's life has been shaped by being a child Holocaust survivor. In her 1982 essay
"Resisting and Surviving America", she says: "As a child, I was old with terror and
the brutality, the haphazardness of survival" (Dreams, 61).

As a child survivor she had to grapple with a dead, heroic father, whose absence
becomes enormous presence. Killed in action during the Warsaw Ghetto uprising,
Michal Klepfisz, Jew, engineer, socialist, underground soldier, haunts his poet-
daughter so much that she feared at various stages ofher writing life that her Holocaust
poetry dwarfed anything else she had written.

In the poem "Searching for My Father's Body" (A Few Words, 29), Klepfisz
describes what happened to her father's grave when she went back to Warsaw in 1983.
In it she interweaves documentary extracts depicting her father's heroic death with
lines mourning

that his body was not discovered
and remains buried Itt am unmarked grave.
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In an essay, which has a Yiddish title OyfKeyver Oves, 1983 (meaning on ancestors'
graves), she completes the picture: "When the ghetto was totally destroyed my
father's grave became part of the rubble. We have photographs taken right after the
war of Marek placing flowers on the debris where he had buried my father ... In 1966
my mother had a symbolic gravestone erected for my father in the Jewish cemetery
in Warsaw" (Dreams, 87).

This search for her father's grave is a central linguistic device, charting displacement
and exile and the interweaving of documentary extracts with poetry lines is deliberate
to make a clear link between past and pmsent.

But while doing so, Klepfisz, who is trying to make a tangible connection to her past,
is aware that symbols, even words, are not enough: "I am sick to death of symbols."
she writes, "Rocks may have their own lives. Jews certainly have theirs. To substitute
one for the other ... is wrong and a real evasion of history" (Dreams, 104).

As a Jew she knows: "the major Jewish activity in Warsaw occurs in the Jewish
cemetery and consists of the unchecked sinking of gravestones into the ground.
Deeper and deeper. It is clear that at this rate, there will be no trace left in 20 years
and all evidence ofJewish life in Poland will be completely obliterated" (Dreams, 94).

She has a need to use very direct terms when she articulates the emptiness in the face
of the uncertainty of not having a grave, not having a father:

I want more details
to fill my emptiness
I do not want this death
Instead I leap towards life
When my father
slept (A Few Words, 32-3)

Having been deserted by her heroic father has shaped all of Kleptisz life and poetry.
She begins the poem "The Widow and Daughter" (A Few Words, 35), again, inspired
by a document, and extract from the history book Generations of Bundists: "The
widow Rose and small daughter Irena survived and now reside in New York", with:

The widow
a shadow of the wife Rose ...
at one time expected
to live
not survive.
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The poem ends by charting her complex emotions aroused by having been deserted
by her heroic father, who, by his death, condemned her to mere survival:

And when the two crowded
into the kitchen at night
he would press himself between them
pushing, thrusting, forcing them to remember,
even though he had made his decision,
had chosen kis own way
rather than listening to the pleas of her silences ...
he would press himself between them -
hero and betrayer
legend and deserter -
so when they sat down to eat
they could taste his ashes.

Mary Dearborn in her study of gender and ethnicity in American culture', says that
just as understanding ethnicity permits readings of American culture in new ways
beCause "the immigrants were American history", so a study ofethnic women vaiters
in America can reveal the female version of the American "national character".
Generational conflict, Dearborn says, is considered the most striking feature of ethnic
Amerkan identity. While Jewish immigrant writers, such as Anzia Yezierska,
snuggle against a rigorous, orthodox Old World Father, eventually replacing him
with America' "Founding Fathers", Irena Klepfisz, apart from negotiating a place
for herself within her new country and its linguistics, also struggles to negotiate her
place as daughter, this time ofa dead Jewish hero. It is indeed impossible to say which
is harder to negotiate - a strictly orthodox Old World father whose rebellious daughter
must reinvent her own New World if she is to survive in America, or a dead hero, whose
daughter has to face his loss every moment of her American exile.

ken Klepfirt's exile is linguistically a very real one. By the time she was eight she
had lived in three countries and spoke four languages. Hidden by Polish peasants with
her blue-eyed Jewish mother, who was able to 'pass' as gentile, Polish became her first
language. After the war mother and daughter emigrated to Sweden, where Klepfisz
learned Swedish. The next stop was the United States, where she learned English at
school while living in a world of spoken Yiddish.

Exile is ever-present in Klepfisz's consciousness. She knows that as a Jew she has
n o o t h e r option b u t o t h e r n e s s . In A Few Words she quotes a poem by her colleague
Melanie Kaye/Kantrowitz:
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i can't go back
where i came from
burned off the map

i'm a jew
anywhere is someone else's land.

Instead of bemoaning her fate, Klepfisz uses it in her work. Poet Adrienne Rich, who
knows all about self-creation, says in her introduction to Klepfisz's collected poems:
"The relationship to mom than one culture, nonassimilating in spirit and therefore
living amid contradictions, is a constant act of self-creation" (A Few Words, 13).

In her essays Klepfisz repeatedly expresses her awareness of the contradictions from
which she has to create a self. She speaks alternatively as a Jewish child growing up
in America, as a Jewish lesbian in misogynist American society, as a Jew among
American lesbians and feminists and as an outcast lesbian feminist amongst
mainstream American Jews.

Thematically, outsiderness figures prominently in all her work. The essay "Women
without Children/Women without Families/Women alone" opens with striking
images of a baglady: "her face looks blank, her skin grey" (Dreams, 3).

The baglady is the ultimate outsider, "a species apart", but Klepfisz senses "my
connection to her" and is "afraid I too will end up alone". For Klepfisz the baglady
is the embodiment of the Jew, the lesbian, the survivor, who, though feared and
rejected is nonetheless human: "she came from the same world as I did, underwent
the same life process: she was born, grew up, lives."

Klepfisz comes back to similar bruiscd images as that of the baglady in "The Monkey
House" poems, which she describes as "thevoices of female monkeysborn and raised
in a zoo". The caged monkeys, besides being the ultimate in female isolation and
humiliation, are, according to Klepfisz, "very Jewish - a direct outgrowth of my
Holocaust poetry - but now the primary focus was women" (Dreams, 169).

Caged monkeys could indeed be Auschwitz inmates:

when they first come
they screech with wildness
flinging themselves against the wall
and then against the bars.

some sit and cry for days
some never recover and

(A Few Words, 1922)
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In the "Monkey Howse" sequence there is an overriding image of separateness, of
exile, ofhaving no choice. Andofbeing, 1etbebaglady, "a species apart."asfemales
given to male incploitation ("he penetrated withdrew / over and over / till i wasdry
/ and hard" - A Few Words, 116); and as creatures span given to the whims of society
(the use of the pronoun "they" to denote society's control recurs: "they took her away
/ and when she came back / she did not look at me" - 124).

Klepfisz the Jew, Klepfisz the %%man, Klepfisz the orphan-daughter is clearly in
exile. But it is Klepfisz the writer who found the process of self creation in her new
language was the most difficult. "For years", she says in the 1986 essay "Secular
Yiddish Identity: Yiddishkayt in America", "I suffered over my inability to use
English effectively ... until the age of sixteen or seventeen, I really had no language
in which I was completely rooted" (Dreams, 148).

Like many other immigrant women writers, Klepfisz tried at first to adopt America's
Founding Fathers by writing poems in "the voices of old men" (Dreams, 167). In
her 1988 essay "Forging a woman's link in di goldene keye: Some possibilitiesfor
Jewish American poetry", she tells about opting to major in English in college against
school counsellors' advice and about going on to graduate school and ultimately

receiving her MA and PhD.

At the same period, Elza a close friend, another child survivor, committed suicide. "I
abandoned the old men's voice and instead frequently wrote in Elza'svoice - the dead
poet, the child survivor, the woman incapable of being rescued ... it just poured out

- one depressing poem after another, one airocity after another, death always the
central motif I suspect that it was solid therapy, that it saved me" (Dreams, 168).
Her early Holocaust poems, according to Adrienne Rich, "floodlight the neglected
dimension of the genocide: the survival strategies, the visceral responses, of women
... (the poem) 'death camp' exploded by the change of tone, the relief of the open
vowels in the last four lines, can never be complete" (19).

Not quite sure how or why this changed. Klepfisz began to develop a recognisable
voi ce. It was a struggle and she wrote in "Forging a Woman 's fink in di roldeitekeyt"
that her poems "were as much about speaking as about silence ... silence had become
and remains a central theme in my writing" (168) - perhaps silence is theonly way

to deal with Holocaust materials?

It was feminism, however, what she calls in Yiddish di bevagnng, "the movement",
which, she says in her introduction to her collected essays: "had pushed, encouraged,
and given me space ... above all ... challenged me to present publicly what I discuss
privately, to raise issues that I cam about and that am central to my experience as a
feminist and lesbian, as a Jew sorting out my identity and my relationship to Jewish
history" (Draw
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Other influences in this change were the office work she was forced to do and through
which she shared `ordinary' female experiences (and which she describes in her essay
"The Distances behveen Us: Feminism, Consciousness and the Girls in the Office"
and in the long poems "Contexts" and "Work Sonnets with Notes and a Mono-
logue"); her Jewish sociahA background; and the writings of feminists like Tillie
Olsen and lesbian poets like Judy Graham.

Here is where gendered subversion comes into Irena Klepfisz's language and
contents. Always refusing to conform and write linear, patriarchal prose and poetry,
Klepfisz traces her difficulty to "create anything coherent out of the tangled emotions
and ideas that rushed through me when I thought about a topic" to her early schooling,
when, as exile-child, she found herself "continually failing English" (Dreams, x).
But she turns this disadvantage to advantage and as a result, in her prose essays she
tries to capture the zigzag nature of conversations, free association, and fragmenta-
tion, finding herself "returning to the fragmented and nonlinear approach" again
and again. The form of her essays is dictated by circumstances and limited writing
time: she writes short journal entries, statements and memories and strings them
together.

For example:- because her essay ":"IyfKeyver Oves",which charts her 1983 journey
to Poland, is written in this fragmented, journal-entries form, she manages to include
n it some powerful set pieces like the one d=ribing a meeting with Marysia, a

Catholic who sheltered Jews during the war. Though Catholic, Marysia wants now
to be buried beside Irena's aunt, Gina, her friend of forty years ago. Her request is
moving as it is trapping, as Klepfisz cannot ask aloud: "Will Marysia want a cross
on the grave?" Evelyn Torton Beck asks in her introduction to Klepfisz's collected
essays: "We are left to ponder the complex feelinp aroused by this unexpected turn
of events. Will this symbolic gesture of love and good will on the part of a Christian
finally obliterate the Jew altogether, even in death?" (Dreams, xxii).

In her poetry too Klepfisz began to experiment. In her "Monkey House" sequence,
she pares down her language as much as possible. In "Work Sonnets", inspircd by
her belief that feminism much touch the lives of ordinary women, she does the
opposite, alternating between prose poems and lyrics. "These experiments," she
writes, "taught me that the new contem frequently demands new genres, definitions
and boundaries" (Dreams, 170).

For a while she abandoned Jewish subjects, but the 1982 publication ofNice Jewish
Girls: a Lesbian Anthology' in /he same year when Israel invaded Lebanon and the
growing anti-semitism emerging inside and outside the women's movement - all
contributed to her turning again directly to Jewish themes and to the Holocaust. She
articulates the multi-layered contradictions, some of which I can attest to as well, as
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an Israeli-born Jewish woman living and working in Ireland, in "Resisting and
SurvivingAmerica": "This is the =Anion. Being Jewish. Being a lesbian. Being
an American. It all converges. It is like feelings about one's parents. Love and
embarrasment. The painful radization that they are not perfect" (Dreams, 67).

She confronts the issues of her multiple exile on what she calls America's "Inhospi-
table soil" head on. "This time the approach was not exclusively private or
experimental. Now I tried to untangle both past and present if SIMS as faced by a
contemporary Jew in America. In addition, the Jewish content informed by my
feminism" (Dreams, 170).

As she begins to allow feminism to inform her writing, thus carving a place for herself
in a section of American society, the focus moves from dead father to -loved, needed
mother. Although "the missing one / was surely / the most / important / link" (as
she writes in "The Widow and Daughter" A Few Words, 37), her most powerful
poems, the last section of Keeper ofAccounts, focus on women in her family. They
apply what she has learnt in the feminist movement to the Jewish experience - gender
and enthnicity inform language. All the figures in this section, she writes, "are
women who struggled to survive in Europe, women who struggle to survive here"
(Dreams, 170).

In Bashed (meaning in Yiddish inevitable, predestined), Klet dsz relates her
mother's early Polish experiences to her own present American experiences. Aliena-
tion remains the key theme.

I am walking home alone at midnight. The universiOrseems
an island underground Most ofits swrounding streets have
been emptied On some. all evidence of previous 10 removed
except occasional fringes of rubble that reveal vague outlines
that hint at things that were.

(A Few Words, 190).

The landscape might suggest a blasted Jewish ghetto in an eastern European city but
is a black ghetto surrounding an elite American university.

I wonder. It is inevitable? Everything that happened to us
afterward:, to all of us, does none of it matter? ... And that
which should have happened in 1944 in Poland and didn't, must
it happen now? In 1964? In Chicago? Or can history be
tricked and cheated?
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I see the rubble of this unbombed landscape, see that the city,
like the rest of this alien country, is not simply a geographic place,
but a time sone, an era in which I, by my very presence in it, am
moted (192).

Bashert, according to Adrienne Rich, is a "poem unlike any other I can think of in
American, including Jewish-American poetry, in its delineation not only of survivor
experience (in the skin of the mother 'passing' as gentile with her infant daughter)
but of what happens after survival: the life that seems to go on, but cannot preserve;
that life that does go on, struggling with a vast alienation, in a state of 'equidistance
from two continents', trjing to fathom her place as a Jew in the larger American
gentile world" (A Few Words, 19).

These words are dedicated to those who died
because they had no love and felt alone in the world
because they were afraid to be alone and tried to stick it out
because they could not ask
because they were shunned

because they were sick and their bodies could not resist the disease
because they played it safe
because they had no connections
because they had no faith
because they felt they did not belong and wanted to die ...

These words are dedicated to those who survived
because their second grade teacher gave them books
because they did not drmv attention to themselves and got lost
in the shuffle
because they !mew someone who knew someone else who could
help them and bumped into them on a corner on Thursday
because they played it safe
because they were lucky ...

There are no happy endings here. Klepfisz does not share the immigrant daughters'
American dream that if you are hard-workin& virtuous, motivated and tenacious, you
can have freedom, security and happiness. In the rhytlunic, relentless, circular
dedication, Bashert mourns dead father and survivor daughter alike, denying such
ideas as the survival of the fittest and that the victims choose their destiny. Adrienne
Rich again: "Klepfisz has written one of the great 'borderland' poems - poems which
emerge from the consciousness ofbeing of no one geography, time zone or culture ...
a consciousness which cannot be, and refuses to be assimilated" (A Few Words, 21).
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After experimenting with poetic and prose forms, moving to write bilingual poetry.
was the natural next stage in securing a place for herself between isolation and
celebration of individualism.. Kleplisz quotes Yiddish poet Kadia Molodowe
who, in the first poem of her "Women Poems " series, says "her life as a woman was
a torn page from a sacred book and the page's first line was illegible". But she,
Klepfisz, realizes that for her - as a Jew and as a Jewish woman - "the sacred and
secular books were lost altogether" (Dreams, 171).

Influences by Chicane poet Gloria Anzaldua, who mixes Spanish and English in her
writing, Klepfisz's latest sequel, A Few Words ln theMother Tongue 1983-1990,
includcs several bilingual pocms, not surprisingly, on the theme of being a Jewish
woman. Yiddish; the mother tongue, has been fondly ascribed bygenerations ofJews

to mothers and motherhood, as opposed to Hebrew, the patriarchal holy language of
the bible, allowed by -orthodox Jews only for prayer. Interestingly, married women
did nc- have to pray three times a day like the mcn and to make it easier for them,since

their household duties were crucial in order to perpetuate the Jewish family and
therefore the Jewish nation, they had their own prayer book, in the more colloquial,
and feminine, Yiddish.

Although there is a revival ofYiddishboth in the United Statesand even, surprisingly,
in Israel, where the more robust, male Hebrew took over in an attempt to eradicate the
concept ofeitik from the lives ofJews,Kleptisz is one ofvety few contemporary poets
who write bilingual poetry.

However, accoiding to Hana Wirth Nether, classic American Jewish "writers like
Henry Roth, Abraham Cahan, Saul Bellow and Delmore Schwartz, composing in the
English language, often draw on quotations from Jewish sources, interspersing
Yiddish words, and turn their characters into typm within two cultural frames of
reference'''.

Klepfisz's bilingual poetry belongs to a multicultural literature of discontinuity,
migration and difference, which invents its poetics out of a mixture of traditions and
styles, out of the struggle to name what has been unnameable in the dominant
European tradition. Her bilingual poems don't make it easier for the reader, Jew or
non-Jew. She does not drop cosy, familiar Yiddish phrases, as a kind of a Jewish
seasoning but rather bilingualism here is created bY the experience of being
immigrant, displaced, exiled. Theme bilingual poems explore the world of a woman
located not only between the Polish and Chicago landscapes, but also in the twilight
zone between languages, without pretence that the language she chose to graduate and

write poetry in is the language of choice. Because in IreniKlegiu's life and poetry
even simple choices, after the Holccaust - when the chokewho to take on a journey,

who to leave behind, to mt out early or late, was a nightmare - remain difficult and
fnught with Nolo&
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Her bilingual poetry starts by simply repeating the English line with a Yiddish line
like in Kashes/Questions.

In velkhn yor?

Nit venem?

Di sibes?

Der rezultat?

di geshikhte

fun der milkhome

fun der sholem

fun di lebn geblibene

tvishn fremde

oyf der zayt

among ghosts

on this side.

in what year?

with whom?

the causes?

the outcome?

the history

of the war

of the peace

of the survivors

among strangers

on this side
Mshn meysim

oyf der sayt

Later it becomes more complex, making less allowances for the reader, like in the
poem Etlekhe verter oyf mame-loshnl A few words in the mother tongue, where she
does riot juxtapose Yiddish and English and where, later in the poem, she presumes
upon the reader's memory.

Immigrant Jewish writers like Anzia Yezierska learnt the language to become
American and only later learnt to identify their true' father and were able to
participate in the 'ritual of errand' by which Americans seek to fulfill the mission of
those fathers". Irene Klepfisz, on the other hand, having made the difficult, if
necessary, decision, to write in her adopted tongue, seemed to have learnt the
language, to quote Mary Dearborn, in order to "reinvigorate American language to
include women and outsiders" (Dearborn, 1986: 89, 91).

Adrienne Rich, daughter of aa assimilated Jewish thther who denied his daughter her
Judaism, chose to declare her Judaism, particularly after she came out as a lesbian.
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ForKlepfisz, the question of coming out as a Jew was never an issue: she had always
been `out'. Rich, for whom "blood" is the "all powafid, awful theme", saw herself
as "savagely fathered and unmothered" lxicause, I believe, she was denied her
Judaism and therefore carried her youthful rebellion against her father into adult
radical activism. Klepfisz's life and poetry is shaped first and foremost by being a
child, a girl Holocaust survivor, a fact she expresses succintly in the first poem in the
sequence "Periods of Stress

during the war
germans were known
to pick up infants
by their feet
swing them through the air
and smash their heads
against plaster walls
somehow
i managed
to escape that fate (A Few Words, 43).

I would like to end with one of Klepfisz's most powerful Holocaust poems, "death
camp", in which the experiences of two women, the narrator and the rebitsin, the
rabbi 's wife, inside the gm. chambers, are retold. In contrast to Paul Celan' s celebrated
"Death Fugue ' ", one of the most poignant Holocaust poems, where he compares the
German Margarete's golden hair with the Jewish Shulamit's ashen hair and where,
despite the horror, therels much frozen, opaque lyricism. Klepfisz's language is stark.
She has gone through her multiple exiles, she has confronted being a woman in a
patriarchal society and a Jew in an antisemitic one, to emerge able to use language at
its most direct, most subversively simple.

death camp

when they took us to the shower i saw
the rebitsin her sagging breasts sparse
pubic hairs i knew and remembered
the old rebe and turned my eyes away
i could still hear her advice a woman
with a husband a scholar

when they turned on the gas I smelled
it first coming at me pressed myself
hard to the wall crying rebitsn, rebitsin
i am here with you and the advice you gave me
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i screamed into the wall as the blood burst from
my lungs cracking her nails in women 'sflesh i watched
her capsize beneath me my blood in her mouth i screamed

when they dragged my body into the oven i burned
slowly at first i could smell my ow u flesh and could
hear them grunt with the weight of the rebitsin
and they flung her on top of me and i could smell
her hair burning against my stomach

when i pressed through the chimney
it was sunny and clear my smoke
was distinct i rose quiet left her
beneath

1267
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Grammatical Gender and Language Usage:
Is it possible to make language

gender-neutral?

Cliona Marsh
University College Dublin

Is it possible to make language gender neutral? This paper attempts to show how
nouns ofOccupation (Berufsbenennung)and nouns naming people (Personennennung)
can be considered as sexist

This category of words will be examined from a grammatical point of view, that is
from their actual grammatical gender. It will also examine how grammatical gender
is asssigned to such words to make them semantically acceptable when applied to the
female of the human species. The actual usage will also be examined and finally the
paper will make some suggestions as to whether these words should be retained at all
in the language due to the connotations attached to them.

Trying to cope with sexism in language is of course nothing new in this day and age.
The movement to rid language of sexist vocabulary went hand in hand with the
feminist movement. One of the many aims of the feminist movement was (and still
is ) to rid society of barriers, which prevented women having equal rights and equal
access to work in society. Legislation was introduced in the USA and in Europe to
allow women access to the labour force, particularly to professions hitherto denied to
them. The EC was instnunental in legislating in this area of equal opportunity for
women. When Ireland joined the EC it was compelled by the European Courts to
introduce this equality legislation. This brought with it the recognition of women's
place in society and with this went the attempt to rid language of what was widely
accepted to be sexist language.

Language is one of the central features of social behaviour. "Language is at once the
expression of culture and a part of ir, as Calvert Watkins puts it. Language can be
used to control and dominate groups, be they the black communities in the USA, the
"Gastarbeiter" in Germany, the underprivileged or women. Sexism in language can
be loosely defined as a phenomenon which offends women by using language which
debases them, devalues their position in nciety and depicts them in a negative light.
The main goal of feminist linguists was lastly to identify such sexist language, then
to suggest possible refonnsfor alternate language usage, which would notdiscriminate

against women.
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Language can also be termed sexist when it describes women and their activities or
occupstions in terms ofmen, as beingdepeadant on men. Pejorative language is often
used to describe sums, using words or phrases which can be applied to women only,
and which would neve: be applied to men. What constitutes negative or devaluing
vocabulary is itselfopen to discussion. The changes over the past twenty years, which
have altered the lives of many women have been achieved after long and hard battles.
These changes inevitably bring in their wake linguistic changes.

It is important to try to situate the main schools of feminist linguistics. Some
researchers concern themselves with the philosophy of language, the acquisition of
language by women,and whether this differs from the acquisition of language by men
or not. The French Feminist school (led byKristeva and Irigaray) concernsitselfWith
the question of how women enter into the symbolic order. The Anglo-American-
Australian school, that is those writing in English primarily about English in its
various forms, has concerned itself mainly with languageper se, not so much with
how women acquire language but how language is used by women. Cheris Kramer,

Barrie Thorneand Nancy Henley (1978) sum up the main pre-occupations of the so-
called Anglo-American-Australian school as follows:

(1) Sex differences and similarities in language use, in speech and
non-verbal communication

(2) sexism in language, with emphasis on language structure and
content

(3) relations between language structure and language use (two topics
treated separately)

(4) efforts and prospects for change.

The German school ofFeminists, led byPusch, Titmmel PlOtzand Guentherodtmore

or less follows the Anglo-American school, whereas the French school is more
interested in the philosophy of language. To date the Anglo-American school would
appear to have failed to have debated the question of whatlanguage might mean and
the School has firmly adopted a structuralist and determinist approach. Kristeva's
semiotics do not concern themselves with this view of language: she has never
published any comments on this kind of linguistics. She did however give a talk, as
yet unPublished, on *Sex differences ia language" to the Oxford Women's Studies
Committee lecture series on Women and Language in 1983.

These comments are simply intended to help to situate this &Welt in the debate, and
wb ;ch ideally wvuld like to tackle both questions: what is the meaning of language
aD what are the obvious sexisms in language in both English and German?

Before one can start a discussion about non-sexist language, a few points have to be
made about leagues; in genetal. Without *vim a synopsisof linguistic thought from
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Saussure to the present, certain premises *cart language will be discussed, which are
relevant to this paper. Language is a major component in any cult= as it encodes
the culture's values and ideas and passes these on to following generations. Therefore
it is of importance to feminists to examine bow issues of gender are represented in
language as these linguistic representations highlight the position of women in the
culture. It is worth examining in some detail one very small area to see how women
are spoken about in German. Feminist critique of language (in particular the Anglo-
American and German schools) concerns itself with representation or naming in
language; languages have been shown to be sexist by the naming of the world from
a male point of view and also more interestingly from a male-dominated or a male-
centered society. The stereotypical view of women in society is reflected in the use
of language and the words used to describe women. Mary Daly has pointed out in
her book Beyond God the Father that it is Adam ,the man, who gives names to God's
creation: so it began and so it continues.

How names are given in language has been the source of lengthy arguments. Some
feminists claim that the names given are not arbitrary labels, but rather culture's way
of determining reality. Western discourse on language has been preoccupied for a
long time with the question of whether linguini': categories define or reflect one's
perception of the world. Sapir and Whorf held the determinant position. One knows
that different cultures and speech communities have different notions of such
apparent human fundamentals as the concept of time, or space Of the make-up of the
colour spectrum to name but a few examples. Although the determinist approach of
Sapir and Whorfhas been challenged by most present day linguists, certain Whorfian
views adapt themselves to the feminist critique of language. Language has certain
underlying grammatical and semantic categories which are needed to organise our
experience.

Although it is not strictly germane to the main thrust of this article, the author feels
that because language is sexist, (and this is exemplified by the act of morning which
has been carried out by men), there is not only a bias in language but the male tends
also to be seen as positive and the female as negative. There is also the problem or
the lack or absence of terms/words for certain feelings or experiences relating to
women's perception of the world. Women have been excluded from the miming and
definition process, thus language rules have been *man-mode. Since these feelings
or ideas do not fit into the official male view ofthe world, they are omitted -or perhaps
the male language makers have decided not to name them.

Therefore it is accepted that language has an underlying grammatical and semantic
rule which posits that the male I. positive and the female negative. Feminist critique
of language does not ameasarily OMB diet lame creates reality which is dmply
one view of the Martian thew, this is readily applicable to feminism and kminid
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theories of languagat is not, however, within the scope of this article to deal with

the various theories of linpistics from Sausage, Jakason, Levi- Strauss to Loran,

for whom the universal character of gangue* seem tobe inevitable. Lacan, using

Saussurian insights in his interpretat ion *Menden theory, deals with bow children

take their place in and eater the symbolic order and claims that male and female

children enter it differendy: similarly, their relationships to language differ. Thatthe

unconscious is structured like a language isamends frequent daims; however, many

feminists disagree with him, for if language is unique and always the same for men

and women he is only bringing one back to a very traditional position regarding the

feminine.Again, to take another perhaps far-fetched example, psychoanalysis

maintains there is no feminine libido. This should be re-phrased to state that there

is no language to describe or express or represent the desires women have. Thistheme

frequently occurs in literature by women on women. Women writers both in fiction

and poeuy have discussed this point over and over again. One does not have to be

determinist in the Whorl= sense to see that language can be understood as a

reflection of a sexist culture: sexism is not merely reflected in, but reinforced by

language.

For example it is clear to all that one of the most common instances of sexism in

English is tbeway that man, pronominalisedasbe, hasbeen used as synonymous with

humanity. Thus in English it has been accepted that there is a rule which states that

all generic or indefinite (this point is important for German later) referents are of

masculine gender, for example, the generic person in all text books is masculine: the

conventional male.

Men in language are seen as active, women as passive. One needs only to lOok at

certain verbs or nouns used to describe males exclusively : penetration / enclosure.

Women get laid. Men don't.

Women also were tradionally seen as property. The law relating to women as chattels

has been changed. In the traditional naming conventions women were seen as the

property of men. Today there is an interesting reaction to this, whereby women DO

longer adopt the husband's name automatically and are often, if they have already

taken it, reverting to °new" names, using another female name as their surname,

(often not their maiden name, which in turn came from another male, their father).

Linguistic habits often reflect ideas about thinp which no longer exist in law, but

which continue to be significant however covert in our culture. One cannot legislate

for -attitudes, and this is why feminists have paid detailed attention to language and

discourse: certain ways of talking about thinp reveal attitudes which feministswish

to disown; sexism is very deeprooted and such language is very androcentric.

Dale Spender's book (1980), M. Mode Unsnap, Win to detach language from

its cultural and social roots; on the otherhead, km be argued thatthiscannotbe done.
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Scotism in language is due to social and historical conventions. None acknowledges
that conventions of naming or representation havebeen historically constructed, it is
evident that they can bede- and reconstructed. Andcurrent feminist critique has made
a certain amount of progress with this de- and reconstruction.

Let us take as an example the use of thepronoun be and man in English. Apparently
the use of the generic masculinewas only fully established as a norm of correctness
fairly late in the histozy of English and this by a group of prescriptive grammarians.
How long this will remain will be due to the success of the feminists, who are battling
for the right to use she or they Miller and Swift have interesting remarks to make
on this point. What feminists have done is to highlight the fact that language is not
non-neutral. Notions of Masculine, feminine and neutral conventions in speech are
being challenge& Debate is gOing on in the discourse ofthe law, religion and science
as well as the literary domain-. The changes called for cannot be passed over in silence.

Now what should one aim at? A sex-neutral discourse, which refers equally to men
and women? Or do we make men gendered, i.e. speak of them as male only while
women represent both sexes? The relationship between rules ofgrammarwhich have
become part of the system as used by linguists and the conventionalised rules of
language are complicated.

The de- and reconstruction of sexism inone area of grammar, upon which this paper
wishes to concentrate, will be shown with examples from the German language.
German has three grammatical genders. However, ratherlike English, the masculine
form of nouns (particularly in nouns of occupation) is the generic masculine form.

In German it is possible to specify gender as follows:

I. Words which in themselves are gendered such as der Vater. der
Bruder as opposed to die Muller. die Sckwester.

2 The use of suffixes such as '-in' to denote feminine gender der
Lehrer/ die Lehrerin

3 Words derived ftom adjectives and participles dieAbgeordnete/
der Abgeordnete

One thesis in the discussion about generic forms is that words such asder Lehrer or
der Wissenschaftler includes want,' : they me considered to be neutral and refer to
both men and womenin German there are vety few words which can be considered
as neutral or gexhlechtsneutral :
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dos Madam, das Kind der Jame. der Braden -die Gesdnoisier, die
Sthwester.

In other instances the neutral form is also the masculinefonn (linguistically marked),
which therefore cannot strictly be called neutral.

der Lehrer die Lehrerin
der Wissenschaflter die Wissenschafilerin

As in other languages, such as French ifone had twenty female teachers and one male
teacher, in German the word /,ehrer would be used. One female teacher and twenty
males would still be addressed by the word Lehrer.

German deals with gender specification in three ways:

1. Lexicon: using the adjectives (more corectly the German term is
Attribut) Sveiblich'I'manalich or lexically determined gender
differences in words such as 'der Bruder %Vie Schwester' pairs.

2. Grammatical genders: masculine and feminine

3. Derivations using suffixes to show the feminine gender such as the
classical -1a.This is called lafoviersong' in German or
modification.Other suffixes are ease', 74sre' and =ice' which art
no longer in common use and also the more recent :frau ',which is
being used more and more frequently.

In .:nglish gender specification is mostly lexical, whereas in German it is mostly
grammatical (use of genders and suffixes.) The solution in English is to use, for
example, the phrases i'the doctor. . ..she", "the laywer. .. she which works for English,
but not for languages with grammatical gender such as German.

There are a few words in German which refer to both sexes or which could becalled
gender neutral such as those mentioned before: das KineL der Mensch, diePerson,

as well as compound words ending in krill% such as in Lehrkraft Hilfskrajl,
Fachkraft. They are gender neutral, because they neither belong to the gender specific
lexemes, nor to the clus of nouns referring to people with different gender
possibilities such as der Abgeordnets /die Abgeordenete, nor to the class of gender

affixes: ',

Here are sane examples:

Windalonxh' are either gender abstract or are without gender.
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Otherwise if gender has to be specified, then such examples as weibliches Kindor
memnliches Kind or mttnnlicher Mensch could be possible (but would neverbe used).
Therefore sentences such as:

Das weibliche Kind verabschiedete sich von .dem mannlichen Kind

would be considered very odd, although grammatically correct. But one would
say: Das Meidchen verabschiedete sich von dem Jungen.

Redundant features would be the addition of adjectives such as mannlicher Vater,
where grammatical and semantic gender is used to express the gender differencesasin der,Bruder, or die Schwester. In other words such as der/die Abgeordnete this
feature distinguishes German and Romance languages from English.

In German the nouns derived from adjectives and participles behave differently:
gender is specified here by using grammatical gender markers die/der and the gender
is not inherent in the lexeme : der Jugendliche or die Jugendliche depends on the
gender of the person whereas with the words such as der Mensch or die Personone
does not have a choice.One must choose either derMenseh or die Person. Interestingly
enoUgh this is one word English-learners of German cannot cope with: they find it
difficult to imagine that Person in German is feminine, where feminine gender stands
for the generic.

Another lexeme must be chosen to replace "derMenscie "die FraserderMann'or
a gender specific adjective must be chosen such as "die weibliche Person' / "die
mannliche Person".

The masculine form is the generic one, which in turn demands masculine pronouns;
in German these are er, sein, ihn, ihn, der,den and dem. What happens however in
the case of der Ingenieur referring to a woman? Does one say der Ingenieur und ihr
Mann or sein Mann? Only der Ingenieur und sein Mann is grammatically possible.
Neither does it seem feasible to insist that the adjective "nsdnnlich" is used to ensure
that one is referring to the masculine asiedermannliche Student", because it is taken
to be masculine in the first place.

So it seems that one is left with the suffix -in. Some examples will show how thiscan
in fact define, on the one hand, the feminine gender, but cause all sorts of other
problems on the other hand. The other feminine suffixes in German are -ess
Stewardess, -,issin: Abtissin; - arse: Masseuse and the more recent -.frau.

The German Feminist movement went for what they called Du Splitting, that is for
every masculine form of a word denoting occupation (used in the broadest sense) to
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insist on a feminine form using the suffix The use o* this suffix has been
incorporated into certain employment legislation, as in the following egract from
equality legislation referring to the advertisement of positions in Germany.

Der Arbeitgeber soli eines Admitsplatz weder Offendich noch
innerhalb eines Betriebes nur fur Minner oder nur für Frauen
ausschreiben.'

Nowadays one uses the term die- splittenden Ausschreibungen versus the
nichtsplittendenAusschreibungen, which mains usingboth male and female versions
ofa noundenotingoccupation. Onewill nowget ein/eProfessor/InzwelDozenginn)en
Errieher/in but interestingly enough one will also sec leitender Arst as if there
could be no female equivalent.

One other attempt to rid German of the masculine generic was to use a neuter case.
This happened in fact and in some official papers it is found. The University of
Konstanz , (undoubtedly due to the influence of Pusch) used the neuter form in official
documents in the Faculty of Arts, when referring to staff members.

The following is an extract from matriculation regulations of the University of
Konstanz:

Dem Zulassungsausschub geharen an:
1. das Rektor als Vorsitzendes oder das Prorektor

far die Lehre als dessen Stellvertreter
3. Ein AngehOriges des wissenschaftlichen Dienstes
5. das Leiter der studentischen Abteilung.

What is prescribed in German? The Duden bible of German language prescription is
revealing. The 1966 edition of the Duden Grammar has the following paragraph:

Bei Berufsbezeichnungen und Titeln dringt die weibliche Form
sehr schwach durch: Frau Schulze ig SchlOsser. Fraulein Schmidt
ist Doktor der Philosophic. Nur einige sind bisher Oblich geworden.
Sie ist eine techtige Lehrerin, Arztin.

However, in the most recent '84 edition, the following may be found:

Besonders bei Berufsbezeichnungen und Substantiven, die
den 'Diger eines Geschchens bezeichnen,verwendet man die
maskuline Form vielfach auch dannmenn das natftrliche Geschlecht
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unwichtig ist oder mannliche und weibliche Personen gleichermaften
gemeint sind. Man empfindet hier das Maskulinum als neutralisierend.
Das Institut hat 270 Mitarbeiter (= mlinnliche und weibfiche).
Bundestagpusident Frau N.N. Maria will Autoschlosser werden.

The other way of dealing with a feminine form of Ca: masculine word in German is
to use the suffix - frau. One has always used - Hausfiwu, Putzfrau, Klofrau and
Gemasefrau. Now the suffix -frau has become extremely common and has been used
by the feminists since the 70s. Women talk to each other, about each other and about
other women, and they therefore need their own language. Since the beginning of the
women's movement it has been common to have several institutions and groups,
which include women only. Therefore as a restilt of this, new vocabulary had to be
formed to describe this sitaation.e.g. Fraitenseitung, Frauenhaus, not to mention
Filmfrau and -Gewerkschaftsfrauen which now exist in everdaY speech. Mitglieder
becomes Mitgliederfrau, which is preferable to Mitgliederin. The word Medienfrau
has its neoloOsmMedienmann. There is also the tendency in Modern German to use
the suffix -kraft, as in Kassenkraft which replaces Kassierer and Kassererin .

One will also find the word Gymnasium and the Aiddchen= gymnasium side by side,
not however a Jungengymnasium.

It is obvious that to cater for the unusual, the new or for that which does not fit into
the norm a linguistically marked form is used to denote the feminine form. It is
interesting to note that the suffix - herr/herrn occurs to include men in vocabulary
which up to the present has been recognised as referring exclusively to matters
feminine e.g Parfum : Herrnparfion.

Men are now employed in what were considered solely female occupations,this has
not led to marking the feminine word with masculine gender. Krankenschwester does
notbecomeKrankenbruderorevenntannlicheKrankenschwestembutKrankenpf/eger.
Linguists always stress that the male form of an occupation is the unmarked form and
are supposedly gender neutral, but in fact this point is debatable. What is happening
is far more sinister: one only has to look at the guidelines laid down by the German
Ministry of Labour regarding feminine forms of nouns of occupations to see what is
actually going on.

It is clear that women were excluded from ceriain professions: the more prestigious
ones. They were always in jobs which involved caring/cleaning and Erzieherin/
Lehrerin fits into this category. These jobs were seen as having lower prestige, and,
as one knows only too well, were the lower paid jobs. They were also often women -
only jobs. Even with the advent of equal pay, those.women in lower paidjobs are still
being discrimiated apinst financially, as they could not demand a decent wage,
because men did not work in such jobs.
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Once men entered women's professions, two thinp happened: firstli a lame had to
be found to describe the wort done: this usually involved what is linguistically known
asA ufrertung or amelioration, but Manual= catered a field which was considered
a man's field, the new term coined was seen asAbwertung, in other wordsdevaluing
the work.

It is clear that the modification ofGennan words using the suffix "-in" causes the same
linguistic change in the root word as the diminutive endings, such as- kin,- II OP- ek,
that is, vowel mutation Of the umlaut These words are seen SS women words, not
serious words, which are confined to the realm of the house/children/women's
language. Certainly the feminine forms as in the famous text book example of der
And:mann, feminine die Ansi:mambo cannot be taken seriously or perhaps was
never meant to be taken seriously.

Therefore this underlines the fact that the modification suffix - in carries all the same
connotations as the diminutive suffixes and thus, as already pointed out, cannot be
treated and will not be treated as an equal to the equivalent masculine term. However,
this insistence on a distinct feminine form has raised public consciousness. It is no
longer acceptable to include all females under the same heading as all males and
whatever the outcome may be at a future stage in language, at least there has been a
considerable conscious-raising exercise among the public at large. It is no longer
acceptable to ignore the presence of women in what were heretofore solely male
domains.

Extract from German Equality Employment Legislation BOB, paragraph.61 l b.
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A Few Observations On Planning and
Gender

Mike Mu Varney
Esperanto-Aced° de Mande

Estimataj - I commence with this useful plural gender-free adjective. It permits the
speaker or writer ofEsperanto to dodge such openings asDear Sir /Ms, orLord Mayor,
reverend fathers, reverend sisters, ladies and gentlemen...

My case is that a language planned to avoid .; many difficulties as the planner has
become aware of, or at least as many as he can think of a way to circumvent, has an
inherent interest for linguists. The planner of Esperanto was aware of the complica-
tions of gender in language and endeavoured to reduce them.

Ludovik Lazarus Zamenhof was born in Russia or Lithuania or Poland in 1859. (His
native town, Byalostok, had even been Prussian for ten years at the turn of the century)
By the time he was sixteen he had sketched the first version of his soultion to the
problems of misunderstanding that seethed around him. He was fimililar with a
number of languages spoken in the region, including Yiddish, and learnt Greek and
Latin at school. He says, 'The German and French languages I learnt in childhood
when it vas impossible to make comparisons or arrive at conclusions." Most to these
languages are fairly heavily burdened with gender variations, but some escape one
hazard, some another. Some have options not found in others. Young Zamenhof tried
to select out the ones that looked most useful. He wrote, "When in the fifth class of
the Academy I began the study ofEnglish the simplicity of the English grammar was
striking, especially with the sudden change from the Greek and Latin grammars".

It is certainly more simple; English adjectives and articles do not have to agree with
the gender of the noun, but it is well known that English-speaking churches are having
difficulties with "sexist' language. In my parish church one of the priests has alerted
his colleagues to the way in which the standard text of the Mass in English may be
seen to ignore the existence of women. He says "brothers and sisters" instead of
"brothers", "humankind" instead of "mankind". Where the Creed as printed says "for
us men and for our salvation' I have noticed that one celebrant says "for us people"
while another simply says "us" but both must end with "was made man".

I can remember when the text said, "qui propter nos homines et propter nostrum
salutem, descendit de caelo et incanatus al de Spiritu Sancto ex Maria virgine, at
homo foetus est". So, when I attentl Mass said, or sung, in Esperanto I feel comfortable
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with: Kiu por nihomojkaj por nia savo descendis de la Cieloj kaj per laSankta Spirito
Li enkarnitis el Maria, la virgulino, kaj faritis homo.

Zamenhof, then, elected to make use of the Latin distinction between "vir" and
"homo". It is interesting to see how Chinese esperanto speakers have adapted the
former. We have cocks and hens. Spain has gallos and gallinas, Esperanto originally
had koko for cock, kokino hen and kokido, chicken, in being the feminine suffix, as
in virgulino above, and id indicating offspring.

However in Chinese books we find virkoko and kokino; cock and hen; virbovo is
bull, bovino, cow.

"So, what does 'bovo' mean?" an Irish student asked recently.
"The singular of cattle", was the illuminating reply.

As you see, a feminine termination is inescepably there. An intelligent young woman,
who intended to learn the langauge, revolted when she found on the first page of
"Teach Yourself".

Patro = father
Patrino = mother

Frato = brother
Fratino = sister

I wonder is it only English speakers who are conscious of the menace of patriarchy?
I have tried to discourage colleagues from Belgium and the Netherlands from using
Patro. Patrino as an example when explaining the elements of Esperanto but they do
not seem to recognise that there nright be anything displeasing about the notion of
mothers as a subset of fathers, which is how it strikes me. True, the colleagues in
question are both men. On the other hand, they do address me as Kara kolego, not
Kolegino.

Young Zamenhof himself discovered with great satisfaction how he could abbreviate
his dictionary by making the fullest possible use of the potential of suffixes -"kiu en
lingvoj naturaj efikis nur parte, blinde, neregule kaj ne plene" - this potential which
in natural languages is exploited only in part, blindly, irregularly, and not in depth.
He was able every day to throw out of his dictionary whole series of words, finding
that he could replace them by combinations of roots and and suffixes. And what is
the very first word he gives as an example? Why, Patrino. This, though his mother
had sympathized with his sense of mission and his father opposed him.

The solution found by Claude Piron in his book La Bona Lingvo gives me much
satisfaction. His books sell better than those ofany other writer in Esperanto, this one
especially well. He points to patrino as an example of how fimdamental in the
language is the principle of affixation - la prinelpo kunglul erojn por vortformi -but
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takes up another important principle, number fifteen in the Rules,_ that so!.called
foreign words, that i; words which in the greater number ofIanguages have derived
from the same source, undergo no change in the international language, beyond
conforming to its orthography.

Piron points out that many people who in Zamenhof's time did not take part in
international life are now actively engaged, so that the concept of "foreign word" must
be modified accordingly.

Since the root mama is found in Chinese, Bengali, Hausa, Swahili etc. as well as in
Indo-European languages, it seems that this is a root to which the definition of
'international' is peculiarly applicable.

I must add that Piron is a psychologist. He goes on to say that though mamao has never
been used until now it certainly belongs to the language, by right of that fifteenth rule,
and that the fact that such a fundamentally proper word -fundamente gusta -has not
been in use may have deep psychological roots, well worth exploring. And I diffidently
hope that I may have prompted him to take this question up. During the Esperanto
congress in Beijing I was startled to hear a child behind me calling Mama, sounding
exactly like one of my own. I had the good fortune to spend one morningkvarope in
a group of four, Claude and Mme. Piron and an Italian priest when we were invited
to Mass by a Chinese parish priest. (Astonishing; a Requiem Mass sung completely
in Latin). I am fairly sure I mentioned my preference for mama to patrino, or rather,
my outrage at patrino. That was in 1986; the book was published in 1989.

I have referred to in and id as suffixes, but in fact Piron's term ero which here
corresponds to morpheme, is more appropriate. Research has shown that Zamenhof
understood that each affix could stand alone, and intended that they should, but he
thought it practical to conform to more familiar terms when teaching. Ero itself is
introduced in current textbooks as a suffix, with the exampleft/fro, "fire", fajrero,
"sparkTM. Howeverido is commonly used for offspring, and it seems that in recent years
it is becoming more and more usual to use inoand the adjective ina instead of virino,
the word which translates "woman" in any dictionary.

Strangely, when investigating sexual discrimination in his doctoral theses,Liberte ou
Authorite dans l'evolution de I 'esperanto, (1981) Francois lo Jacomo deprecates the
use ofvira and Ina toindicatethe sex of persons filling in application forms for lodging
at congresses, etc. He says that the feminine ofviro is virino,"ino, femelle, ayant un
setis legrment pejoratir.

Lo Jacomo disapproves also of usingvir to signify sex but not humanity, as invirbovo,
"taureau", in opposition to bovo, "boeur and bovino, "vache". How, he asks, would
one translate "minotaurr By bovoviro?
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Leaving aside the question whether the French are so fortunate as to have a singular
for cattle (is boeuf like fowl or sheep?) I-note that lo Jacomo published in 1981 and
points to virbovo as a novelty. I also think he is mistaken; one might as well think
of translating Pasiphae as of translating Minotaur.

But he is also helpful, making available evidence of Zamenhofs concern. In 1893
Zamenhof stated that in English and Esperanto words take their natural gender, so
that when speaking of children, animals or objects, of which one does not know the
natural sex, willy nilly, without wishing to offend whatsoever/whomsoever, one uses
the pronoun median between II and the pronoun ii: (the pronoun between he and
she: it)

French-speaking lo Jacomo is not happy about using i for children. He wonders
whether infano had for Zamenhof exactly the same meaning as enfant in his (French)

"Mais ce qui est certain, c'est que le pronom gi n'a pas exactment la meme
signification pour mi que pour Zamenhof."

One realises that French has not got a distinct 'it' but one still finds this difficulty with
somewhat puzzling.

However, Zamenhof had not solved everything. In 1907, in response tO a question,
he said that if we speak ofhomo which,like Mfano does not indicate either sex, it would
be grammatically correct to use the pronoun II, but since there is something slightly
disagreeable, even pejorative, about this, he would advise the questioner to follow the
custom of other languages and use li - the masculine pronoun, since wv have tacitly
agreed that when we are not speaking specifically about the feminine sex we may use
the masculine form to refer to both. Zamenhof even produces the unacceptable form
homino while explaining that riulo, "a rich person", can refer to man or woman,
riu10 or redulino.

By 1979 when the Universala Esperanto Asocio was revising its statutes, this problem
was still alive. The very first matter considered was whether tochange "throughout
to 1iii. (that is, to change he to her/she) or to change to ei which the authoritiative
dictionary defines as pronoun of the third person singular, when it is not necessary
to i ndicate the sex. (I now refrain from translatingki as "it", since thisdefinition shows

that i can have a wider significance.)

Francois lo Jacomo reports that on this occasion he suggested that zi, the pronoun
proposed by Jonathan Pool might be taken on board. This was not accepted, but in
the following year, 1980, the theme of the annual congress was "Discrimination", and
it was pointed out that in that context it simply wouldn't do to use masculine pronouns
for a person whose sex is not known. The solution then was to use the indefinite
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correlative, tiu, which can be both "who" and "which", modifyingsentences to make
this fit.

Pool, then a lecturer in political science in New York University had used zi in 1977,
in a lecture on equal rights in communication. H. is interested in sociolinguistics and
linguistic politics and has made various proposals for what one might call gender
balance.

The one that could be most easily adopted is a masculine suffix, 48to balance -in.
There would be no objection to saying stiristieo, stiristino to differentiate between
male and female drivers. In practice, one simply says stiristo, while the feminine
ending is more and more often dropped from words like kuracistino, sekretariino,
prezidantino, aktorino, "doctor, secretary, president ... actress".

Pool has another suggestion: his research has shown that li is used more often to
indicate an individual of unspecified sex than to indicate a male; he proposes in the
latter case a new pronoun hi. It's true that most other suitable lettersare already in
use, (except R, which would not suit Japanese samideanoj) but I do not see much
chance ofthis one catching on. To add is acceptable, but radical change in Zamenhof s
fundamental rules is not. These include the pronouns mi, vi, Ii, i, ni, ii I, and ii.

I focused on this discussion because it is interesting to observe ongoing change. Even
as I write I realise that I can take part in it by making use of the suffix. But before
I conclude I must introduce another indication of Zamenhofs concern. He took the
prefixge-, as i n geschwester and extended it widely to any collection ofpersonsofboth
sexes:gepatroj,"parents",gekurnj,"cousins",gepolicistoj,(police)gejuiistoj, while
geedzik means to get married. Probably the most frequentuse in gesinjoroj, which
would have been as normal an opening to this paperas estimataj. So would Estimataj
gekolegoj. Sinjoro of course is sinjoro, feminine sinjorino, but it may bc worth
mentioning that unmarried persons maybe addressed asfraii7ino andfraiilo, the male
form being derived from the female, and making available the useful gefratiloj.

And I have saved up for the end what now seems to me to have been Zamenhof s most
challenging choice. We perhaps need to realise how novel it is for speakers of some
other languages to have a joint-gender term - for a Spaniard, miaj gefiloj instead of
mis hips, la gepatroj instead of los padres. No novelty for people who are used to
talking about parents and children.

But consider the article. Zamenhofwondered seriously whetherto have such a thing.
A dream decided the matter. Now, I spoke Spanish sufficiently early in life to have
perhaps internalized some of the feelings of a native speaker. I remember being
startled by la arbo instead of the natural el arbol I got over it, have no hesitation a oout
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la libro or la lardeno and when I take account of the fact that the Taoiseach is la Sef-
ministro; the T.Ds la parlamentanoj, the bishop la episkopo and the father himself,
/a patro I feel perhaps the balance has been redressed on the side of la patrino.
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Variation and Gender

Vera Regan
French Department

University College Dublin

Research done on women's language, no matter which perspective is chosen
(sociological, anthropological or linguistic), seems to conclude that the language used
by women is conservative. Women use prestige forms more than men, and women
pass on the more so-called correct speech forms to their children.

Within linguistics, the variationist model has been among the more successful in
providing empirical data on the question of women's language. Variationist studies
confirm the view that women's speech is conservative, but, as is the case with any
generalization, the reality is somewhat more complex. Variationist work looks at sex
differences in language variation and asks why they occur. Traditionally, variationist
studies have focused on phonological variables which are sociolinguistically sensitive
(that is, sounds which differ according to sociological factors). Over the last thirty
years or so, it has produced much data and fine-grained analysis in the course of wide-
ranging studies of different linguistic communities. These studies provided facts
against which general mythologies and folk beliefs could be checked and measured.
In variation studies, correlations are sought between linguistic variables and social
variables, such as social class, sex or age.

However, where social class, for instance, has been studied in great detail by
sociologists, and linguists have had the benefit of such finesse, sex, or for that matter,
age, has not had the advantage of the same close scrutiny. As Eckert (1989) points
out, while there are objectivised indices used to measure social class (such as
education, occupation and so on), there has been much less attention focused on
gender. Sex is a biological category; gender, on the other hand is a social category.
Sex, like age, is a universal basis for distinctive social roles. This is what constitutes
gender, the social constructionuf sex. This is not a new idea for sociologists but has
not been adequately considered by linguists. What has been happening in variationist
studies (and probably in sociolinguistics studies in general) is that "differences in
patterns of variation between men and women have been studied as though they are
a function of sex, whereas in fact they are a function of gender, and only indirectly a
function of sex" (Eckhart 1989). It is much easier to usc the biological critcrion of sex,
which is an easily observable binary variable, than to try to begin to analyse the many
factors which go into the construction of gender. It is much easier to proceed on the
basis that sex roughly corresponds to gender and so to use the biological category. In
addition, the infbrmation regarding the speaker's sex is available, so there is no need
to inquire about the construction of gender in that particular speech community. The
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result is that there has been a blurring in the interpretation of data where unanalysed
notions about gender amused to interpret whatever sex correlations emerge. It is often
the case, in fact, that gender variation occurs within the same sex group as well as
across sex groups. It must be said that in many variationist studies, much general and
intuitive knowledge was brought to bear on the data and in these CUM the analyses
were correspondingly fine-grained and sensitive. It seems, however, that it would be
desirable to make explicit the problematic nature of the relationship betwen sex and
gender rather than relying on the knowledge of the individual researcher.

There are numerous variationist studies whieh have produced interesting data on sex
differences in language, and a number of these will be reviewed in the following
paragraphs. In one of the earliest studies, Fisher. in 1958. examined the use of (-lag),
a much studied phonological variable. This is an on-going stable soundchange, and
there seems to be no change in progress. Even age, which usually helps in testing for
change in progress, suggests nothing in the line of change. Fisher studied the use of
(-ing) in children in a New England town, and found a stylistic effect. School-related
verbs took the velar (-Mg) but verbs like playin' took the apical. In relation to sex,
Fisher found that girls used more (-ing) than (-in ') and concludes that girls had more
careful linguistic behaviour.

From John L. Fischer's study of (-ing) in a New England town (1958):

more -ing than -in' more -in' than -Mg

boys 5 7

girls 10 2 pco5

In 1966 Labov studied several variables in the speech of New York City. In relation
to the voiced /d/ for the interdental fricative in "these", " then", "those", he found that
women used the form which is given prestige by the global community.

From W. Labov's study of the social stratification of English in New York City (1966)

Index of Pronunciation of Id) in these; them those

All classes All classes except
upper middle

Men 54 68
Women 31 34

In 1972, Trudgill studied (-ing) in British English in Norwich, and found that the use
of (-in ) is vet), high in working-class speech, which even retains it in careful spcech,
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where it is only slightly lower than in casual speech. The middle class use little (-in )
in all styles. In general women use less (-in 7 than men. Sex differences hold in every
cell except the underlined ones.

From Peter Trudgill's study of the social differentiation of English in Norwich (1972)

Percent -in' Used by Men and Women By Style and Class

Class

Middle Middle

Word
lists

Reading
style

Careful
Speech

Casual
Speech

Men 00 00 04 31

Women 00 00 00 00

Lower Middle
Men 00 20 27 77
Women 00 00 03 67

Upper Working
Men 00 18 81 95
Women 11 13 68 77

Middle Working
Men 24 43 91 97
Women 20 46 81 88

Lower Working
Men 66 100 100 100
Women 17 54 97 100

In 1966 and 1969, Shuy and Wolfram studied multiple negation in Detroit. In every
case women again use the more prestigious form.
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From Roger Shuy and Walt Wolfram's studies of the social stratification of English
in Detroit (1966, 1969).

Per cent Multiple Negation in Detroit for Men and Women
Class

While

Upper
Middle

Lower
Middle

Upper
Working

Lower
Working

Men 06 32 40 90
Women 00 01 36 55

Black
Men 10 27 68 81
Women 06 02 41 74

In 1973, Macaulay studied the use of glottal stop for /t/ in Glasgow, and found once
again that males used more non-prestige glottal stops than women. In 1981, Eisikovits
did a study of inner Sydney English, and found that in responses to adult speech, girls
shift towards the standard in Australia, but boys shift in the opposite direction. In a
variationist study of (-ing) in first language acquisition, Roberts' found that threeyear
old female children already used more (-Ing) than males. In relation to the behaviour
of men and women in the acquisition of a second language, Adamson and Regan
(1991), found that non-native males use (-in) more frequently than females,
especially in monitored speech (perhaps reflecting their desire to accomodate to a
male speaker norm rather than an overall native speaker norm).So it does seem that
in this selection of studies on usage by males and females, women use the forms which
are perceived as prestigious by society in general. Men, on the other hand, use those
forms which are often seen as having a kind of covert prestige (as Trudgill terms it)
and which confer a macho tough image.

However, as we intimated earlier, the reality is more complex than this. From 1899
to 1904, Gauchat studied the French of French speaking Switzerland in Charmey. He
found that in various on-going sound changes there women, in fact, were leading and
they tended to forget the old sound more quickly than men. A second study of the same
community in 1929 (thirty years later) found that women were still leading in on-
going changes but that the figures were similiar for the older change. In 1975-77,
Lenning studied vowel shifts in Parisian French, and found that men were remaining
stable with respect to these changes and the new changes were being carried by
women. In a recent study of a large corpus of spoken French from the area of Tours
in 1976, Ashby (1991)finds that women again are ahead in what he considers the on-
going sound change of "new deletion in French negative constructions, and 'I"
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effacement in clitic pronouns of the third person. Females dropped "ne" more
frequently than males.

These studies suggest that women may lead in sound change from below, which is
relatively new sound change. This is sound change that is not consciously recognised
and is not stigmatised. '7;7.1en new, it has no social evaluation. However, after a while,
many sound changes from below are subject to correction from above. In this case,
the new variant has acquired some degree of social value, and identifies the speaker
as an innovator. According to Trudgill, new forms emerging from below are
stigmatized and women are more conservative than men because they are more
insecure socially. Therefore they oppose Me spread of socially significant forms
emerging from below.

Thus, the generalization that women are more conservative is not totally accurate. In
some respects, women are more innovative in their linguistic usage, in addition to
being more conservative in other respects. Even the view that women are more likely
to use prestige forms must be questioned. In natural science research, or in literary
analysis, the data being analysed does not change as a result of being observed.
However, in studies of naturalistic speech, the speech data is affected by the presence
ofthe researcher. Thedata on women's useofprestigeforms comes from sociolinguistic
studies carried out, in the case of Labov and Trudgill, for instance, by upper middle
class male academics. These, by their sex and occupation, as well as in their capacity
as intetviewers, were in a dominant position vis-i-vis their female subjects. A point
that is made cogently by Wolfson (1989) is that Labov, in his study of adolescent males
in Harlem, wascareful touse black interviewers for fear ofa serious research bias. The
same research bias Must certainly have been a danger in the studies where males were
interviewing female speakers.

One of the more interesting studies of variation in relation to gender is Eckert 's 1989
study of adolescents in Detroit. Eckert studied the behaviour of these speakers in
relation to the vowel shift known as the Northern Cities Chain shift (Labov, Yaeger,
and Steiner 1972). There arc both older changcs and ncwcr ones involved hcrc. Thc
older ones are the fronting of (ae) and (a) and the lowering and fronting of (oh). The
newer ones are the backing of (e) and (uh). One interesting question which this study
raises, even if it does not solve, is the question of gender in its totality, as opposed to
the simple binary variable "sex". The work is based on participant observation over
two years in a linguistic community, during which an attempt was made to explore
what constituted gender in this particular adolescent community through the use of
social network analysis. There are two perceptibly different social categories in the
culture of American public high schools. Briefly, one of these is linked with middle
class culture, and one with working class culture. The first category has school as the
focus of social activities, the other attaches itself to the neighbourhood community and
tends to rebel against school.In pivit, members of the first caw...2;0:y are called Jncks
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and the second,_ Burnouts. Within each category, males and females have very
different ways of achieving power and status. In general boys do "real* things that
show specific skill and talents, other than purely social ones. Often this takes the form
of physical autonomy. Eckert gives the example of the freedom Burnout boys have
to go to Detroit alone, where girls need the protection of boys to do this. The result
ofth is is that females, deprived of real means of marking their solidarity and belonging
to the group, must find other ways of doing it. So girls made great efforts to maintain
symbolic differences at all levels - clothing and jewelly, behaviour, sexual activity.
The question was: do females use language also to underlis) these symbolic
differences?

The results are complex and can be found in Eckert, 1989. However the main lines
can be summarized briefly. In only three of the five sound changes was there a direct
correlation with gender. though gender did play a role in four out of the five, in relation
to group membership. So there seems to be no simple relation between sex and any
sound change.

In both sorts of changes, girls arc using variation more than boys. In the newer
changes, girls' patterns of variation show a greater difference between Jocks and
Burnouts than the boys'.

TABLE I. Percentage ofadvanced tokens ofthefivevowelsfor each combination
of social category and sex (numbers of tokens in parentheses).

Jocks
Boys

Burnouts Jocks
Girls

Burnouts

(ac) 39.7 35.3 62.2 62

(a) 21.4 22 33.8 38.2

(oh) 7.4 10.2 29.8 38.7

(e) 26.2 33.2 23.8 30.9

(uh) 24.6 35.3 25.8 43

95 1230

(From Eckert 1989)



Eckert's results seem to question the assertion that women lead in sound change. In
both old and new sound changes, gills used variation more than boys. In the newer
changes, the girls' patterns of variation show a greater difference between Jocks and
Burnouts than the boys. In the older changes, all the girls use variables not associated
with social category. The newer changes, according to Eckert, which are more
advanced closer to the city, are "ripe for association with counteradult norms". The
older changes have a more generalised function associated with expressiveness and
general membership. In both cases, females showed greater differentiation of the new
changes, and their greater use of older ones are seen by Eckert as being yet one more
means of symbolic self presentation.

Neither sex nor social category is in themselves sufficient to explain the sound
changes, but both together tell us something. It is not true to say that for (oh) and (uh)
for instance, there are large sex differences in one category and not in the other. In
other words, sex is rarely more salient in one category than the other. There are greater
category differences in one sex group than the other. Category membership is more
salient to members done sex group than the other.

These results relating to adolescent linguistic behaviour, for Eckert, would seem to
confirm the view that women (having little access to real power) claim power by the
use of symbols of membership of certain social groups.

Eckert's study seems to point to the fact that often when we talk about male and female
as independent variables, we may in fact be talking about something which is not just
"female" but powerlessness, or economic deprivation and so on. If Eckert had
analysed her data simply in terms of sex, or simply in terms of group membership, it
might not have told very much, but where sex is taken in conjunction with group
membership, the results are different and potentially more interesting. So there may
be features which characterise women's speech, not only in opposition to male speech,
but which may involve others things like group membership.

So it seems as if we must question over-simplistic blanket statements that women are
consetvative in their use of language. There can be no assumption of direct
correlations between sex and linguistic behaviour. In addition, it would seem as if
"sex" as a variable is too narrow to permit any conclusions as to the relationship
between gender and language.

It is not necessarily true to say, simply that women are more conservative in their use
of language, but that they may be particularly aware of the symbolic power of
language, especially because real power is frequently denied to them.

I. Personal communication: J. Roberts, Department of Linguistics. University of
Pennsylvania.
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Review of Paul Farrell, Vocabulary in ESP. A Lexical Analysis of the English of
Electronics and a Study of Semi-Technical Vocabulary. CLCS Occasional Paper
No. 25. Centre for Language and Communicatio.. Studies, Trinity College Dublin,
Dublin, Autumn 1990. Pp. 83. ISSN 0332-3889.
Susan Abbey, A Case for On-Going Evaluation in English Language Teaching
Project& CLCS Occasional Paper No. 29. Centre for Language and Communication
Studies, Trinity College Dublin, Dublin, Spring 1991. Pp. 43. ISSN 0332-3889.

Eoghan Mac Aogiin
Institiüid Teangeolalochta Eireann

These are two scaled-down M.Phil. theses in the familiar format of CLCS Occasional
Papers. They remind me * little of the Condensed Books of the Readers' Digest. I
found the papers interesting and easy to read. We should be grateful to CLCS for
making it so easy for us to keep up with the things that students of Applied Linguistics
are doing these days.

The first is based on a word-count on twenty corpora of 2,000 words or so of scientific
English relating to electronics. But it is a good deal more than that, because the
introductory chapters raise a whole lot of interesting issues about the so-called lexical
approach to language learning (take care of the words and the text will take care of
itself), the claims of language teaching for specific purposes (LSP) to be considered
a unique discipline of Applied Linguistics, and the usefulness of word frequency
couats as an approach to syllabus design in ESP.

The appeal of word-frequency lists is enduring, and is related to the seductive idea of
a "core" or a "working" vocabulary. I once bought a book that claimed to contain
the "working vocabulary ofHomer" in a few pages. Using a cutoff of200 occurrences
or more (in the Iliad and Odyssey) it contained a mere 34 verbs, 30 nouns, and 79 other
parts of speech (pronouns, particles, adjectives, conjunctives, and so on). The learner
is tempted to think that these words, once learned, would be like stepping stones
scattered around the text. But while the frequency of these words, relative to others,
is strikingly high, their absolute frequency, corresponding to the probability that the
next word will be one of them, is still pitifully low. You would want very long legs
indeed to step from one of them to the next in a typical page of Homer. So you lower
the threshold to, say, all words with 100 occurrences or more. But the number of words
that you now have to learn shoots up, doubles in fact, and the stepping stones only move
a fraction of an inch closer to each other. This is obviously a losing battle, so you just
get a dictionary and take the text as it comes, which is a more civilised way to treat
it in any case.

As a front-line reading aid, word-frequency counts have little use. At best they give
you lists of words that will cause you constant trouble if you are not comfortable with
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them. On those grounds they can, ofcourse, be extremely useful toteachers and course

designers, or even to students who want to plan some revision. Farrell notes that the
word "since" occurs (22 tim.$) in the corpus only in the sense of"because". The
fact that the other "since" dominates typical FL courses is evidently related to its
usefulness in casual conversation with stranger& This is one of the many arguments
used by Farrell to back up the case for the autonomy of ESP as a discipline. The fact
that a nice set of basic scientific "notions" can be listed is another one that he uses.

He also makes a strong argument for the existence of semi-technicalEnglish, the kind

of English that is found in technical writing over a variety ofdifferent specialist areas,

including, for example, terms such as "figure", "show", "produced", "change",
"measure". etc. This is perhaps the strongest argument of all for the autonomy of

ESP.

The case for teaching language students more about words, in glorious isolation from
each other and from communicative intentions of all kinds, is also made, and some
interesting procedures for building and classifying words are presented. One of
Farrell's sources is surely exaggerating a little in claiming that vocabulary is taught
nowadays in communicative courses "merely as a means of exemplifying other
features of the language" (p. 19). But we know what he is getting at.

Finally Farrell presents the frequency study, prefaced by athoughtful discussion of all

the problems with counts of this kind, and followed by the word-lists themseves and
associated statistics. It would be a most uncurious teacher or student of scientific
English who would not want to go through the lists verycarefully.

The second paper takes us into the area of educational evaluation, specifically,
programme evaluation for TEFIIIESOL projects. The author, Susan Abbey, rejects

narrow interpretations of evaluation, external evaluation, for example, or summative
evaluation through student assessment. She broadens the concept of evaluation until

it means nothing less than intelligent reflection on all aspects of the programme, by
all the parties involved, with a view to managing the programme to their mutual

advantage. This is now a well-established point ofview, particularly in the evaluation

ofbroad-aim projects that have objectives that are difficult to defineand which require

a good deal of improvisation and personal involvement on the part of the participants.

The strength of the position is the huge scope it gives to evaluation: nothing is
excluded. Its weakness is that it sometimes makes evaluation too flabby a concept to
sustain any meaningful debate. We are all in favour of critical reflection and rational

planning, of course, so we can hardly disagree with the opinion thatall projects would

be evaluated, that evaluation should be on-going, that all theparticipants should be
involved, that all aspects of the project should be covered, and so on. On a narrower

view of evaluation we might well disagree, and the narrow interpretationcould be the

more appropriate one in a given situation.
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The paper starts by looking at reports of eight ELT (English Language Teaching) -

projects, in which Fnglkh is in effect either a second or a foreign language. The
reports date from 1977 (1), 1980 (2), and 1983 (5) and come from various countries,
the UK, Tanzania, Sierra Leone, Saudi Arabia, Cameroon, Somalia, Egypt, and
Kenya. In the course of her commentary on the eight studies the author's criteria for
good evaluation gradually emerge. They are presented more formally in the second
part of the paper, which raises all the most general questions that can be asked about
evaluation: why it should be done at all, who should do it, in what form, when from
whom, and so on. The section ends with the author's list of eight requirements for
good evaluation, which are along the lines we would expect, given the identification
of evaluation with good management. Evaluation must cover everything, process as
well as product, all the participants must be involved, all the circumstances of the
project need to be taken into account, etc.

The third section of the paper introduces the idea of innovation. It might have been
treated as just one feature of educational projects that needs to be monitored like any
other, but the author makes "innovation" more or less synonymous with "project",
which in turn makes "evaluation" the same thing as "management of innovation".
In this section, therefore, she recasts what she has said in the previous two sections
in terms of innovation management.

In Section 4 the author looks back at a TEFL project in which she was involved in
Malaysia. She assesses its approach to evaluation against the eight criteria proposed
in Section 2. In Section 5 she proposes eight guidelines, which in some cases are sets
of guidelines, for those who wish to draw up a programme of evaluation of a TEFL
project. These could be extremely useful to project planners and designers. In line
with the author's theoretical position on the open-endedness of language projects, the
list of guidelines is also a trouble-shooter's list to some extent, thus giving the
evaluative scheme the capacity to "bend with the wind" according as the project
encounters the unexpected.

Two features of the paper attracted my attention, principally on the grounds that I did
not become aware of them until I was well into the study. Thc first is the paper's
concern with prescriptive documents, "design doucuments" in particular, which set
out the objectives and methods of projects. In fact thc paper is frequently talking about
prescriptive models ofproject evaluation as much as actual projects, and the transition
between the two is not always flagged. In the commentaty on eight reports, the author
sometimes quotes a design document with approval, even though we don't know
whether it was implemented to any degree. At other times she wonders what actually
happened in practice, regardless of edifying statements in the design document. This
tension between description and prescription occurs continullly. Section 4 is not
really a critique of the Malaysian Study Skills Project but only of its "design
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document" and there is a suggestion (p. 38) that the document in question may not
have played much of a role in the project in practice. Similarly, I thought the
concluding section, perhaps in an attempt to finish on a practical note, did an injustice
to the paper as a whole by making such a strong plea for a large design document, "a
larger document than is usually the case", which should ideally become the constant
"course companion" of all the project's participants in all phases of their work,
"planning, management, implementation and evaluation".

This is a veiy extreme expression of the "evaluation-driven" approach to educational
management, and the faith it pins on prescription contrasts strikingly with the
sceptical and eclectic attitudes expressed earlier in regard to educational methods and
techniques of all kinds, let alone lowly :calla such as docments listing desiderata for
evaluation. In the spirit of Sections 2 and 3, which I found excellent, one would surely
have felt that the "design document" would be treated as just another fallible piece
of project equipment, perceived and misperceived by the participants in different
ways, acted on or ignored as the circumstances dictate. I was surprised to see how
much was expected of it in the closing section. The "case for on-going evaluation"
in the paper's title now becomes the case for evaluation-driven project management
and detailed design documents.

The second feature of the paper that attracted my attention was its abstractness. What
it says on evaluation would apply to almost any educational project. Indeed references
to language learning practically dry up in the closing section of the paper. There is
nothing wrong with abstraction. We are always entitled to take an aerial view of
things. I am a little uneasy about it in this instance, nonetheless, because it suggests
that the actual learning and teaching of languages are private matters between the
teachers and the students, and need not be discussed in any detail as long as the
management ensures, firstly, that teachers are clear on the course objectives, and
secondly, that sufficient data are gathered to keep tabs on
the outcomes. This is the old black box model of evaluation that was rejected out of
hand in the early sections of the paper, In the later sections I sometimes had the
impression that it was still lurking in the aisles.

I mention these two points not because they lessen the value of the paper in any way
but only because they cause me, given my view of things, to file it away under slightly
different headings than those suggested initially by its title. But the fact remains that
we do need prescriptive models of evaluation in any event, and broad specifications
of project implementation. The present paper provides them for us. With a narrower
perspective on evaluation, one focussed more on the students, one might wish to say
that the author's concluding "guidelines" deal not so much with programme
evaluation as they do with programme implementation and management. But the
important thing is that they art comprehensive and well thought out, however one
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chooses to label them. Apart from anything else they constitute a ready-made agenda
for a project management meeting They are also a good checklist of organisational
bottlenecks that any programme disigner or director should look out for. And if it is
true that they apply to other things besides ELT, so much the better.
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Review of Margaret M. Leahy (ed.) Journal of Clinical Speech and Language
Studies, Volume I, Number 1 (1991). Pp. 147 ISSN 0791-5985.

Irene Walsh
Speech and Language Therapist
Children's Department, Cluain Mhuire Family Centre

The first edition of the Journal of Clinical Speech and Language Studies represents
an exciting step forward for practising clinicians in Ireland and provides a welcome
forum to report and discuss research and other clinical issues in speech and language
therapy.

The journal is a result of a co-operative effort between the School of ClinicalSpeech
and Language Studies, Trinity College, and the Irish Association of Speech and
Language Therapists. Described as a "practitioner based research journal with
emphasis on clinical issues", it is predicted that future editions will also provide scope
for the discussion of other related philosophical, theoretical and practical matters.

Contributions to this journal are invited from practising clinicians on all types of
communication impairments and therapy. In this edition there are seven papers in
all, covering a wide range of topics representing the diverse interests embodied in the

area of speech and language therapy. Also included are reviews of recent publications
of related interest, coupled with some useful reports on evaluationsof new equipment

currently available to the speech and language therapist.

The first paper entitled "Practitioners as Researchers" (Roy McConkey), not only

serves as a fitting introduction to the collection of papers presented, but also as an
appropriate starting point as the first edition of this journal is launched.

McConkey begins by stating that "the gulf between practice and research is
apparently unbridgeable" as far as health and social services are concerned. He
questions if such a gap stems from "an image rather than a reality problem", and thus
sets about dispelling the myth of research as something only "experimenters" can do.

He believes that "skilled practitioners" are ready-made "effective researchers" and,
once enabled to do so, can refrazne much of their work, thus allowing it to qualify as

research.

In presenting a model to aid in the planning of research, McConkey remains ever-
conscious of matching methods to available resources. His discussion of research
proculures fall under the following heading: What needs researching? (Client
Characteristics, Effecting Change, Service Effectiveness) Finding answers (Meas-
ures, Designs, Samples)/Ohtaining assistance with. research. All these topics are
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clearly and succinctly dealt with, rendering them easily understood as McConkey
refrains from using research jargon which is often confusing and off-putting.

McConkey's optimistic and encouraging paper concludes with the hope of a "New
Image" for researchers and in the expansion of what her terms "reactitioner-
researchers"

"Setting up a Client Database " (Mary Rafferty) continues the theme of practitioner-
based research. This paper describes the stages involved in
establishing a client database for a large service catering for a mentally handicapped
population. The need to set up such a database arose from the requirement to have
information about clients readily available and easily accessible when needed. Such
information, Rafferty.suggests, is not only needed by funding authorities, but also is
essential if the therapist is to plan for the future provision of services and to promote
the optimum use of existing resources as the number and type of clients increase.

The author goes on to outline in detail how such a database was set up, and emphasizes
the need to plan carefully what information is relevant to the service's needs, whilst
avoiding the inclusion of superfluous information and falling prey to the "you never
know when it will come in handy" attitude. Ongoing consultation with staff,
colleagues and other similar agencies is seen as an essential part of the setting-up
process and indeed Rafferty believes that the ultimate success fo the database depends
on the careful, strict, planning of the design - "Investing in these aspects of the system
during the set up period is as important as any aspect of hardware or software" (p.
26). The use of such computerised databases once set up, present, according to the
author: "the possibility of efficiency of some aspects of our own record keeping with
that of collecting data for research and sharing information with our colleagues"
(p.26). Rafferty thus confirms McConkey's description of a database as being "an
invaluable tool" - a tool that would prove particularly useful, if not necessary, for the
busy practitioner and would-be researcher.

In "The Relationship between Interpersonal Auditory Discrimination and Phono-
logical Disability", Dr de Montfort outlines a study where the discrimination errors
of a group of subjects with phonological disability are compared to the errors of
matched subjects with normal articulation. Whilst presenting her study, Dr dc
Montfort warns of the habit-based therapeutic interventions which may prove
unsuitable in the light of her own findings.

Auditory discrimination activities have in the past, featured prominently in the
therapeutic regimen for phonological difficulties. This study was undertaken "to
justify the continued inclusion or exclusion" of such activities in therapy, (i.e. where
open/interpersonal discrimination techniques are concerned).
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The study's findings "clearly demonstrate the lack of any relationship between
phonological disability and open auditory discrimination" (p. 37).

The implication is, therefore, that work on auditory discrimination is not altogether
useful or relevant when working with children with phonological disabilities, aside
from serving to focus the child's attention on target phonemes. It is this reviewer's
opinion that open auditory discrimination techniques, though not, as proven in de
Montfort's study, directly relevant, help the child with a phonological disability to
discriminate errors in his/her own speech, so functioning as a facilitatory device.

The study's conclusions therefore should encourage therapists (who have not done so
already) to .review their therapeutic techniques and to consider and apply such
research findings to practice, instead oftaking the safe option and "keep doing what's
always been done" (McConkey in same volume).

Focusing on adult communication disorders Margaret McQuillan's paper takes a look

at how adults with autism differ from adults with mental handicap (a) in the way they
view themselves and (b) in their construing of other people in their social world. The

study, entitled "The Construing of Self and Others ofAdults with Autism"success-
fully implements techniques derived from Kelly's (1965) Personal Construct Theory.
Findings suggest that adults with autism do indeed view themselves differently, i.e.
in a restricted manner, whilst also viewing others in a limited way, rendering social
interaction problematic. Such findings have useful implications for therapeutic
practices - the author suggests that by "focusing on developing the adult's ability to
construe self and others in order to facilitate the formulation ofpredictions in social
contexts, may increase self-esteem and result in more socially appropriate behav-

iour". (p. 43).

Despite some limitations of the study which are acknowledged by the author (e.g.
failing to include subjects with neither autism nor mental handicap for comparison),
and a printer's error in omitting Appendix II (referred to in the text and outlining
interpretations of "particular Temarks made by the subjects with autism"), this study
makes for thought-provoking reading being well supported by a discussion of theories
on autism in the introductory paragraphs.

For the remainder of the papers, the focus shifts back to discussing children with

communication problems. "The Language andAuditoryPerceptualSkillsofFebrile
Convulsion Children" is the topic under discussion in Libby Kinneen's study. In this
study she looks at the development of Speech and Language skills in children who
have had a history of febrile convulsions (f.c.) and such development in a group of
matched controls. Though, as reported in the literature, f.c. children are more likely
to develop speech and language difficulties, on investigation the author discovered
that it was only in certain areas of language development (i.e. phonology and auditory
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memory) that this was so. Previous studies had apparently faded to spetify the types
of speech/language disorders occurring in these children.

In conclusion, the author suggests that f.c. children should be considered an "at-risk"
group for the development of speech/language difficulties. Regular screening may
thus be necessary as, although such children may "reorwer" from an early speech and
language delay, they may present at a later stage with subtle language difficulties
which only become apparent as the linguistic demands upon them become greater.

The final two papers are case studies, the first of which demonstrates the problems
encountered in the 'Assessment of Interaction Patterns and MC use" (AAC -
augmentative and alternative communication). The author, Martine Smith, presents
an in-depth case report of a female non-speaking subject, who relied on AAC use for
communication purposes.

The case study examines the communicative interaction patterns and considers some
of the assessment issues involved in such a situation. Emphasis on the multi-modal
nature of the communication process focuses attention on the sender, the receiver, the
medium and the context of the communication process focuses attention on the sender,
the receiver, the medium and the context of the communication. The author
highlights the role of the "important listener" in maintaining the "communication
equilibrium" - aspects we take so much for granted in conversations among speakers.

The second case study, and indeed the final paper in this collection, is an account of
the complex speech and language difficultia associated with a rare condition, termed
"Moebius Syndrome". In "Moebius Syndrome - A Case Study", the authors
Caitriona Heslin and Rene Lyons emphasise the importance of the speech and
language therapists' contribution at the diagnostic, assessment and treatment stages
of the syndrome; being an integral member of a multi- disciplinary team and the
implications thereof are also discussed.

In SIIIIII11411y, therefore, this first edition of the Journal of Clinical Speech and
Language Studies presents a fine, readable collection of papers, all of a very high
standard. The research presented and the proposals for practical applications
challenge the speech and language therapist to constantly evaluate his/her therapeutic
regimen, as new and ever-changing attitudes, beliefs and treatment approaches
appear.

The hope which McConkey expressed in the opening paper, i.e. that clinicians may
become practitioner researchers is almost certainly borne out when one reviews the
seven papers that go to make up this volume. This journal and its future editions will
make essential reading, not only for speech and language therapists, but for anyone
interested in language and the intricacies of linguistic binctioning.
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Review of David Little, Learner Autonomy. 1: Definitions, Issues and Problems.
Authentik Language Learning Resources Ltd, Trinity College Dublin, Dublin, 1991.
Pp. vi + 62. ISBN 1-871730-02-3.
David Singleton, The TCD Modern Languages Research Project. Objectives,
Instruments and Preliminary Results. CLCS Occasional Paper No. 26. Centre for
Language and Communication Studies, Trinity College Dublin, Dublin, Autumn
1990. Pp. 19. ISSN 0332-3889.

Michael Cronin
School ofApplied Languages
Dublin City University

The world of language learning can sometimes resemble the historian Norman
Cohn's vision of the Middle Ages, a territory periodically swept by the mystical
crusades of millenarian movements. Linguistic salvation is variously promised by
unquestioning faith in the "communicative method" or "authentic materials" or
"CALL". David Little in addressing the subject of learner autonomy is acutely
sensitive to the tyranny of fashion and the manner in which a core concept such as
"autonomy" can fast become a mindless mantra, emptied of its content by a plethora
of misconceptions.

Little explodes the more common myths surrounding the notion of learner autonomy.
Autonomy does not mean self-instruction, teachers will not be made redundant,
autonomy is not a new results in the achievement of a steady state. He defines
autonomy in the following terms, "autonomy is a capacity - for detachment, critical
reflection, decision-making and independent action" (p. 14). Autonomy is predicted
on interdependence as total detachment implies the terminal solitude of autism.
Hence, there willalways be a role for the teacher to assist the development ofautonomy
but more in the guise of a counsellor and manager of resources than as a purveyor of
information.

Ivan Illich is an important influence on Little's thinking in the former's advocacy of
the dismantling of the barriers between living and learning. Indeed, drawing on the
work of Barnes and Rogers and the developmental psychology of Piaget and Bruner,
the author of Learner Autonomy wonders whether any learning is possible in the
absence of autonomy. If learning implies the ability to integrate new information into
the sum of experiences already acquired by the learner, it follows that each learner is
unique. The psychology of pirsonal constructs developed by the American psycholo-
gist and psychotherapist George Kelly is used by Little to address and deal with the
question of learner specificity. The autonomons language clauroom realises the
imponance of personal beliefs, prejudices and experiences ('eonstructs) in learning
and is less about showing end telling and more about negotiation, problem-solving
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and interaction. The change to an autonomous mode of learning can be as traumatic
for the teacher as for the learner. Teachers used to the expository mode (the vast
majority) can feel that when they stop talking, they are no longer working. Not only
learners, but teachers also, must identify their own set of constructs.

Learner Autonomy, while concerned with the theoretical implications of the notion
of autonomy, is preeminently practical. Little anticipates the complaints of hard-
pressed language teachers who feel themselves hostages to syllabi, examinations and
the need to cover a certain 'grammatical' ground. While understanding the problems
and pressures, he nonetheless points out that within these constraints a lotcan be done.
Learners must at all times be given as many opportunities as possible to interact with
and through the language and be invited to adopt a wide variety of discourse roles. In
this way, they will acquire a level of self-reflexivity in the learning process and the
capacity to solve prd3lems in the context of social interaction which is fundamental
to the acquisition ol a language.

The Authentik team are to be complimented on the idea of producing accessible,
informed books on key topics for language teachers. Class preparation and a high
number of contact hours often make it difficult for teachers to set aside time for
consulting the extensive material that now exists in the area of language acquisition.
In this respect, David little's authoritative, clearly-written discussion of learner
autonomy is an excellent start to the new series.

David Singleton's Occasional Paper offers an account of the early stages of the TCD
Modern Languages Research Project and discusses some preliminary findings. On
the question of the use of C-tests to elicit the state of learners' L2 competence,
Singleton argues interestingly that most subjects' responses were obviously se mantico-
pragmatically motivated. This contradicts claims by other researchers that C-tests fail
to take account of the sematico-pragmatic aspects of words. The paper presents a
number of preliminary findings on the basis of relatively small sets of pilot data that
have been manually processed. Language learners who are in contact with the L2
outside the classroom perform better than those who lack this contact (this does not
just mean meeting native speakers, it can involve private reading of foreign-language
material). There would appear to be a strong case for the interconnection of LI and
L2 lexical processing contrary to the assertions of certain psycholinguists. A number
of suggestions are made for improving the C-test procedure and the linguistic
performance of bilinguals is briefly discussed along with the contrastive dimension
of problematicity in L2 acquisition. On the basis of the evidence to date, it certainly
would appear that the TCD Modern Languages Research Project in the words of David
Singleton, "will have some important contributions to add to the second language
research pool."
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Review ofJennifer Ridley, Strategic Competence in Second Language Perform-
ance: A Study of Four Advanced Learners. CLCS Occasional Paper No. 28. Centre

for Language and Communication Studies, Trinity College Dublin, Spring 1991. Pp.

95. ISSN 0332-3889.

Eithne O'Connell
School ofApplied Languages
Dublin City University

This 95-page booklet by Jennifer Ridley, published by the CLCS at Trinity College
Dublin, is an amended version of the author's M. Phil. in Applied Linguistics thesis,
submitted in September 1989. The aim of the study described in the booklet was (a)

to test the hypothesis that individual second language learners develop their own quite

different distinct strategies to copewith linguistic problems oforal interaction and (b)

to investigate the extent to which the same learners' introspection might be used to
increase students' awareness of their particular areas ofdifficulty and the role that

strategic competence can play in oral performance.

By way of background to the study, I should point out that the author is a very
experienced teacher who has specialised for many years in the language training of
prospective bilingual secretaries. In the course of her work, she noticed that students
seemed to develop their own particular ways of coping orally when caught in
linguistically tight corners. Each student seemed to make a personal selection from

the wide range of (at least theoretically) available communication strategies to
overcome problems which tended to be largely lexical in nature. She also noticed that
when students were given the opportunity to listen to recordings of their own oral

performance in mock interview situations, they were frequentlyunable to differentiate

between the LW of various communication styles. This lack of awareness suggested

that a more conscious approach towards the development of what Ridley calls
"strategic competence" might be of considerable assistance to advanced language

learners.

For the purposes of the study, four students enrolled on a two-yearbilingual secretarial

course were selected. They were interviewed in French twice: the first interview
(Stage One) being held shortly before their departure for France or Belgium where

they were to spend a six-month period and the second interview (Stage Two) being

held shortly after their return to Ireland. On both occasions, the interviews were
conducted by a native speaker of French and tape-recorded infull. Transcripts of all
eight interviews are provided in the Appendix as, indeed, are the very revealing

transcripts of each student's attempt at introspection immediately after each Stage

One interview. (Stage Two introspection transcripts are to befound in the body of the

study where they are discussed in detail.)
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The study is divided into five -sections. Section one provides the theoretical
background to the study and commences with the obligatory, though thankfully brief,
reference to Chomsky. Moving from the Chornskian distinction between competence
and performance, Ridley goes on to explore the more pertinent concept of communi-
cative competence and, subsequently, pragmatic and grammatical competence. The
types of difficulty experienced by advanced language learners are looked at with
reference to declarative and procedural knowledge and the section concludes by
looking at the types of communication strategies which can be used to cope in L2 oral
interaction in an effective, authentic manner.

Section two outlines the methodology used in the study while sections three and four
present Stage One and Stage Two findings respectively. It is the comparison of these
findings that forms the substance of the study and the transcripts of the interviews and
introspections make interesting reading. Section five presents the conclusions arising
from the study and suggests some pedagogic implications of the findings.

The initial hypothesis that L2 language learners develop their own distinctive ways
of coping in oral interaction is confirmed. As far as testing learner introspection as
a way of gaining insight into the processes involved during L2 oral performance is
concerned, the study suggests that learners vary greatly in their linguistic awareness
during and after oral performance, as they also do in their ability to remember or speak
coherently about the strategies they adopt in L2 oral communication.

Ridley's investigation is exciting in its approach in that she is determined to view
communicative strategies as much more than "an imperfect manifestation of
grammatical competence" and argues convincingly that strategic competence is
worthy of study by researchers and L2 learners alike as an end in itself.

I do, however, have a few criticisms. While personal experience leaves me well
disposed to Ridley's conclusions, I feel that it is very difficult to try to argue a case on
empirical grounds on the basis of a study which is so limited in scope. Ridley, herself,
is aware of this and reminds us that the study deals with "only four subjects from a
specific learning environment, performing a specific task '.

Moreover, I feel it was a shame, having argued for a broader, more holistic approach,
to then limit an analysis of students' communicative strategics to those which showed
up on a sound tape-recording as opposed to a video tape- recording. What appear as
blanks or silences on a tape may well represent moments in the communication
process when eyebrows are raised or shoulders shrugged in a very fluent French
fashion. That said, I realise that there may well have been all kinds of financial, time
or other constraints which prevented such an approach from being adopted.
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Finally, while I found the material very-clearly and systematically presented, I would
have greatly appreciated a table of contents complett with page numbers on the first
page. Conclusion - well worth reading if you are involved in modern language
teaching.
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Redefining motivation from the L2
learner's point of view

Ema Ushioda
Trinity College, Dublin

INTRODUCTION
In the December 1991 issue of Language Learning, a radical challenge to the
wealth of literature and empirical research on L2 learning mcgivation is voiced by
Graham Crookes and Iti,z.hard Schmidt:

From a conceptual point ot' view, much of the work on motivation in
SL learning has not dealt with motivation at all. ('Crookes and
Schmidt 1991, p.502)

They argue that the SLA researcher's theories of motivation, firmly rooted in the
social-psychological conceptual framework that has dominated the field since the
early 1970s, bear little relaticnship to the so-called practitioner-validated concept of
motivation, as it is underst xxl by language teachers, educators and textbook or
materials designers.

What then of the learner-validated concept of motivation? Is there not yet a third
important perspective to add to that of the SLA researcher-theorist and that of the
language teacher-practitioner? The L2 learner after all is the person who directly
experiences and acts upon dlr.. complex psychological processes loosely labelled
motivation, and would seem to be at a unique vantage point to offer insight into
something of their operation.

This paper reports findings from a small-scale exploration of learner perceptions of
motivation currently in progress at TCD, in conjunction with the college's on-going
Modem Languages Research Project (Singleton 1990). A total of twenty first and
second year students taking French with one or two other subjects have been
interviewed. On the basis of asking each student to explain his or her motivation for
studying French, the structure of each tape-recorded interview was dictated as much
as possible by the student's own rationale, allowing perceived motivational features

to emerge in terms of their psychological immediacy and meaningfulness to the
individual. The interviews lasted 15-20 minutes each and were conducted by the
same researcher (myselt). Limitations of time and space restrictthis paper largely to
theoretical discussion in the light of early findings obtained, and fuller treatment of
methodological issues and presentation of data must await a later detailed research
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report The paper begins by briefly examining two major assumptions central to the
dominant social-psychological research tradition.

ASSUMPTION ONE: MOTIVATION AS GOAL-DIRECTED
The figure principally identified with social-psychological theories of L2 learning
motivation is Robert thirdner, who defines the motivational construct in terms of
four elements (Gardner 1985, pp.50-6):

goal (=ORIENTATION/class of reasons
for learning the L2 with reference
to future .use - instrumental/
integrative, etc.)

desire to achieve the goal/learn the L2

motivational intensity/effort) (=MOTIVATION)

attitudes toward learning the L2

Although for purposes of clarity Gardner maintains a conceptual distinction between
orientation and the three-part motivational component, the existence of motivation is
viewed as depending on the given of goal-orientation. In his own words, the goal
"is a stimulu which gives rise to motivation" and the motivated individual
necessarily "naplays some goal-directed activity" (ibid., p.50).

The pervasive impact of social-psychological theory on SLA research has of course
become crystallised in the instrumental-integrative distinction. While differing
degrees of effectiveness have been ascribed to these orientations in differing
linguistic and cultural contexts (e.g., Gardner and Lambert 1972, Lukmani 1972,
Loulidi 1990), and other orientations also postulated (e.g.. Clement and Kruidenier
1983), the goal-based rationale of the motivational construct has never really been
seriously questioned. Moreover, the three constituents of the motivational
component - desire, effort and attitudes toward learning the L2 - are likewise
defined with reference to the more immediate goal, i.e., the goal of learning the L2,
which itself mediates the ultimate social, personal or vocational goals of the learner.

ASSUMPTION TWO: £2 SUCCESS AS THE DEPENDENT CRITERION
VARIABLE
Added to Gardner's definition of the motivational construct in terms of goal-
orientation and a complex of three motivational characteristics is a series of group-
related and context-related attitudinal variables, labelled Integrativeness and
Attitudes Toward the Language Learning Situation (Gardner, Lalonde and Pierson
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1983, p.2). "Group' refers to foreign language conununities in general and the
specific target language community. Gardner el al. define Integrativeness as a
"cluster of attitudes relating to outgroups and foreign languages in general as well as
attitudes toward the specific language community and integrative orientations to
language study". (Gardner, Lalonde & Pierson 1983, p.2). Gardner uses the term
"group-related" (e.g., Gardner 1985, p. 168) to distinguish this set of attitudes from

those attitudes relating to the language learning context (i.e., evaluative reactions to

the 12 tcacher/course). Gardner underlines their importance hut hypothesises that
they function as support for rather than constituents of motivation. His argument is

that attitUdes correlate less strongly with measures of L2 achievement than
motivation does, iti stipport of which he provides evidence from partial correlation's

(Gardner 1979).

However, it may be recalled that the tripartite definition of motivation itself contains

an attitudinal constituent - namely Attitudes Toward Learning the L2. Its inclusion
is warranted by Gardner on the basis of its superior strength of association with L2
achievement indices (compared with the other attitudinal variables) (Gardner 1985,

p.50). In short, the theoretical definition of motivation seems essentially determined

in terms of those elements which correlate most significantly with indices of L2
achievement. The underlying, assumPtion is that success in learning a language is
the key dependent criterion variable not only in discussing the effects of motivation,

but also, by implication, in identifying the theoretical components of this complex

construct.

One could however name other possible "effects" of motivation, such as
pers;stence, classroom participation, productivity, attentiveness, enthusiasm, high

input generation, high amount of L2 use, etc., which might equally be considered
significant outcomes in themselves, or at least crucial to the process and progress of

L2 development. Gardner indeed makes reference to studies which have
investigated relationships between motivation and both persistence in language

study and classroom behaviour (ibid., pp.56.60).

Yet if these possible effects of motivation seem numerous and varied and the
interrelationships complex, a definition of 12 learning motivation should perhaps

avoid making arbitrary assumptions about any specific kinds of dependent criteria.

It is advocated that the descriptive focus needs to be on the whole complex of
features which motivate the individual to engage in the task of leaning a language,

rather than on distilled motivational elements seleCted for their strength of
association with predetermined linguistic or non-linguistic outcomes.

CLASSIFYING AND CODING LEARNER PERCEPTIONS
In this quest for an empirically-based descriptive approach to L2 learning
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motivation, the present investigation aims to draw attention to salient motivational
features which impinge on the consciousness of the young adult learner. Initially a
simple taxonomy of feature identified in the interviews was built. Features sharing
common characteristics were classified together, resulting in the emergence of eight
broad motivational categories to provide a descriptive framework:

A Motivation arisingfrom academic interest
R Motivation arising from karguage-related enjoyment/liking
C Motivation arisingfrom kmguage attainment aims
D Motivation arising from personal goalsldirections
E Motivation arising from prior language learning experience
F Motivation arising from personal satisfaction
G Motivation arising from affective orientation
H Motivation arisingfrom external sources of stimulation

The individual motivational determinants featuring in each category were then
further refmed to provide a set of coded variables, as illustrated below for Category
A:

A Motivation arising from academic interest
language and languages
the French language
aspects of the French language

France
the French people
French culture
French literature
other francophone literature

On the basis of these eight motivational categories and the coded variables defining
each, twenty individual motivational profiles were then constructed from the
interview data, the organising principle for each being the order of perceived
salience or strength in which the learner identified motivational elements. The
individual motivational profile consists of the set of motivational variables identified
by the student. These variables are categorised according to the eight motivational
categories discussed above. In each profile the categories are ranked from the top in
descending order according to the relative importance ascribed to the relevant
variables by the student. A sample profile is illustrated below.
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SAMPLE MOTIVATIONAL PROFILE
Category A: Motivation arising from academic interest

France
the French people
French culture
French literature

Category B: Motivation arising from language-related enjoyment/liking

learning French
learning languages
sound of the French language

Category C: Motivation arising from language attainmentaims

maximum spoken fluency

Category E: Motivation arising from prior language learning experience

ease of learning French
facility for language learning
good academic record in France

Category 0: Motivation arising from affective orientation
desire to visit France
romantic/attractive image of France

Category D: Motivation arising from personal goals/directions
regard French as potentially useful asset
live in France short term

Category H: Motivation arising from external sources of stimulation

degree award

The grouping of two or more categories together within the hierarchy (e.g.,

categories B, C, E, in the sample profile illustrated) arises from the un-differentiated

importance attributed to those motivational features by the learner (i.e., in the

sample shown, motivational elements relating to enjoyment, the desire to achieve

fluency, and prior success are cited by the learner as equally salient, but these factors

are all subordinated to the primary motivating appeal of academic interest in France,

its people, culture and literature). Categories pertaining to elements attributed

similar emphasis were ranked together, and dominant or forefronted categories

featured at the head of each learner profile, followed by those of lesser perceived

importance.
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THE TEMPORAL DIMENSIONS OF PERCEIVED MOTIVATION
Contrary to expectation, motivational categories relating to personal
goals/directions (Category D) and language attainment aims (Category C) feature
in the top and second-ranked positions in only about half the profiles (1 I and 10 out
of 20 respectively). The predominant categories featuring in these upper rankings
are in fact motivation arising from prior language learning experience (Category
E - 16 out of 20) and motivation arising from language-related enjoyment/liking
(Category B - 14 out of 20).

A frequency count does not of course indicate whether most learners may ascribe
similar motivational emphasis to goal-orientation and past or present experience,or
whether learners tend to prioritise one temporal dimension or the other. A
Spearman rank correlation coefficient was thus calculated between each pair of
motivational categories as they feature in each profile.

Strength of motivation attributed to prior experience or language-related
enjoyment/liking showed no significant positive correlations with strength of
motivation attributed to personal goals or language aims. Strength of motivation
was calculated on the basis of the rank order of the motivational categories in the 20
profiles.

The lack of any significant positive correlations between strengths of motivation
attributed to factors such as prior experience/enjoyment on the one hand, and factors
such as personal goals/language aims on the other, suggests that learners who
identify future L2-related goals and aims as providing the principal motivational
impetus are unlikely to be strongly motivated as well by enjoyment factors and
perceptions of prior success. Similarly, learners who stress the motivational appeal
of enjoyment and prior positive L2 experience are unlikely to identify future goals as
equally motivating factors.

Moreover in this sample it is reference to past and present experience which
clearly predominates. The ratios of variable scores relating to these differing
motivational timescales (put-present experience versus future goals) were
calculated (see Table 1). With a mean ratio of over 2 to 1 (2.45), the results
indicate a general predominance of motivation ascribed to past and present L2-
learning and 12-related activity. The ratio of variable scores was computed for
each learner profile as follows. A score was assigned to each motivational
variable acconfing to the ranking of the respective motivational category.
Variables featuring in top-ranking categories were scored 3 points, those in
second-ranking categories 4 points, and so on. Separate totals were then
obtained of the scores for variables relating to the Li experience, put and
present (e.g., enjoyment of learning French, ease of learning French, learning
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atmosphere, positive experience of being in France), and of the scores of
variables with future reference (e.g., definite career plans using French, live in

France short-tenn or long-term, aim for maximum spoken fluency, getting a
good degree). The ratio was thai calculated of the total score for past-present

variables to the total for future variables.

Table 1
Ratio Index Of Past-Present Motivation

Student Past-Present
Total

Future
Total

Ratio
Index

Student Peut-Present Future
Total Total

Ratio
Index

18 22 0.82 11 8 23 0.35

2 56 9 6.22 12 20 14 1.43

3 59 7 8.43 13 26 18 1.44

4 35 16 2.19 14 31 18 1.72

5 47 13 3.62 15 22 9 2.44

6 33 18 1.83 16 34 25 1.36

7 41 23 1.78 17 30 13 2.31

8 33 19 1.74 18 31 27 1.15

9 34 21 1.62 19 36 20 1.80

10 40 22 1.82 20 20 4 5.00

Mean ratio index of past-present motivation: 2.45

This finding is all the more surprising since, in the context of third-level education,

it seems reasonable to predict that personal and vocational goals should function as

major motivational determinants (e.g., Wankowksi 1978). The fact that goal-
orientation does not emerge as the dominant motivational feature among this student

sample not only calls into question the assumption of the goal-based rationale of
motivation in social-psychological theory, but also draws attention to the salience of

intrinsic motivation in the L2 learner's attributed rationale - i.e., motivational factors

stemming from the process and experience of L2 learning and L2-related activity.

INTRINSIC MOTIVATION AND THE ROLE OF POSITIVE AFFECT
In cognitive motivational theory, despite the emphasis on a goal-directed intentional

psychology, typically within an Expectancy x Value framework (e.g., Atkinson and

Raynor 1978, Weiner 1980), attention has also turned to theories of intrinsic

motivation. As Csikszentmihalyi comments, research on intrinsic motivation

"reveals that a considerable privation of behaviour cannot be explained in terms of

anticipated goals or rewards but rather in tams of goals or rewards that arise out of

direct involvement with an ongoing activity" (Csikszentrnihalyi 1978, p.206).
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Theories vary, with some focusing on the intrinsic/extrinsic distinction, i.e., internal
versui external causation (e.g.. Deci 1980), and others focusing on the
intrinsic/instrumental distinction, i.e., the motivation to pursue an activity as an end
in itself or as a means to an end (e.g., Kruglanski 1978). Intrinsic motivation
nevertheless is commonly identified with the characteristics of positive affect and
self-perpetuation:

It is assumed that intrinsic motivation would be reflected in the actor's
verbal statements about an interest in, enjoyrnent of, and freedom at the
activity as well as in (the actor's) overt behaviour - notably, persistence
at or resumption of the activity in circumstances where this does not
appear to mediate exogenous rewards. (Kruglanski 1978, p.92)

In sociid-psychological theories of SLA, positive affect has typically been
conceptualised in terms of those emotional characteristics underlying an integrative
or affiliative orientation towards L2 speakers (Gardner and Lambert 1972), or
empathy and ego permeability (Schumann 1975). Among the present sample of
students, however, dr affective rewards of intrinsic motivation emerge far more
consistently as a major feature of the learner's attributed rationale (e.g., pleasure in
speaking the L2, sheer enjoyment of learning, fondness for the sounds and rhythms
of the L2). By contrast, motivation arising from affective orientation (Category
G) is forefronted by only 6 of the 20 students. Moreover, the variables featuring in
this category suggest that attribution of motivation to an affective disposition is less
an indication of integrative goals than a reflection of prior positive experience in the
L2-environment (by far the most frequently cited variable in this category). Once
again the dominant temporal frame of reference is the past rather than the future.

THE MOTIVATIONAL ROLE OF PERCEIVED ABILITY
According to theories of intrinsic motivation, one of the principal sources of positive
affect and hence a powerful motivational determinant is posited to be one's sense of
competence in a particular area or skill:

intrinsically motivated activities are ones in which people engage to
experience a sense of competence and self-determination - that is, to feel
good about themselves as effective causal agents. (Deci and Porac
1978, p.159)

The link between subjective evaluations of competence and intrinsic motivation is
given particular emphasis by educational psychologists, who commonly advocate
the pursuit of absolute performance criteria rather than norm-referenced competitive
criteria, in order to enhance students' perceptions of their ability and hence their
intrinsic motivation (e.&, Maehr 1984, Block 1971). Even within the goal-based
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Expectancy x Value framework of motivational psychology, perceived ability is
theorised to function as a key motivational determinant for successful learners:

Success at academic tests and tasks attributed to stable factors such as
high ability result in higher future expectancies than does success
ascribed to unstable factors such as luck. (Weiner 1984. p.25)

In social-psychological theories of SLA, however, ability or aptitude is hypothesised
to be independent of motivation as a variable affecting L2 development, while
motivation is viewed principally as a cause rather than an effect of L2 sticcess
(Gardner 1985). Yet the self-report data from the current investigation provides
several simple unequivocal statements of motivation attributed to perceptions of
ability, a facility for L2 learning or successful L2 learning history, while the overall
category (Motivation arising from prior language learning experience) is the
most frequent top or second-ranking category across the profiles. In the words of
one student: "You keep up something you're good at". The statements moreover
seem well-founded, since a rank correlation calculated between strength of
motivation arising from Prior language learning experience and post-primary
French grades (for half the sample for whom examination records were available)
indicates a strong positive association of 0.70, significant at the 5 per cent level.

An association between earlier and later success/ability is hardly surprising. My
point, however, is that those who have done well in the past (as documented by
post-primary French grades) commonly (and spontaneously) cite prior
success/ability as an important motivating factor for further learning (no doubt they
believe they will continue to do well). Cause and effect are here identified by the
learner's perceptions (i.e., "I'm motivated to study French because I've always been
good at French"). This is in contrast to other correlational aid factor analytic studies
(e.g., Gardner et al.) where cause and effect are determined by manipulating and
controlling variables, and which commonly demonstrate that motivation is

independent of ability/aptitude.

A resultativc hypothesis of SLA motivation has indeu.1 been proposed by some
researchers - i.e., the notion that nothing succoeds like success (Burstall el al. 1974,
Hermann 1980, Strong 1984). Such studies have generally been conducted in a
social-psychological framework, whereby the motivational variables measured are
largely confined to cultural and group-related attitudes. If as indicated by the data
from the present investigation, however, affective attitudes toward L2 speakers and
their culture are not ascribed a major role it. the learner's own rationale, any effects
of success on motivation seem unlikely to emerge within this restricted research
focus.
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It may accordingly be more fmitful to reconsider a resultative hypothesis in the
context of psychological theory, with reference to the concept of causal stability
(ascription's of success to ability/aptitude) in attributions! theories (Weiner 1984),
and the role of perceived competence in intrinsic motivation (Deci 1980). Of
particular relevance in this latter regard may be the inference from the data obtained
that students who express a high degree of intrinsic motivation (Language-related
enjoyment/liking) also tend to be highly motivated by perceptions of L2 ability and
success. (Prior language learning experience). A Spearman rank correlation
calculated between the strengths of the two categories as they feature in the profiles
indicates a positive association of 0.49, significant at the 5 per cent level.

CONCLUSION
This paper does not of course claim to provide a new definition of L2 learning
motivation. Nevertheless, although contextualised within the kind of learning
environment investigated, the findings do offer some basis support for a new
descriptive framcwork which takes account of differing temporal dimensions. It
seems that not all learners perceive the impetus to learn a language primarily in
tenns of future reference - i.e., goals and aims - but rather in terms of factors
intrinsic to the process and experience of learning. In view of the amount of time
and effort required to learn a language, and the reality that few ever achieve native-
Taker competence, ultimate goals which may or may not be attained perhaps offer
too distant or too idealistic a prospect to sustain motivation in the here and now.
Motivation which is principally founded on immediate intrinsic rewards arising
directly from involvement in L2 learning activity, and which is bolstered by
experience of such affective rewards and perceptions of ability gained from prior L2
history, seems a rather more solid sustaining basis for cor.tinued engagement in L2
!coining. Whatever the "effectiveness" of this type of motivation on specific
linguistic or non-linguistic outcomes, the value of its self-perpetuating rationale
speaks for itself.

By self-perpetuating rationale I mean the sense in which this kind of motivation
provides its own rewards (enjoyment, satisfaction, pleasure) and is therefore likely
to sustain itself. Other types of language learning motivation governed by language-
extrinsic goals or concerns (getting a job, passing exams) are less likely to endure
beyond the attainment of these goals unless new goals are too difficult, the process
is too long or other concerns intervene.
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Oral performance of Erasmus students:
An assessment

Oaire Laudet
Triniv College, Dublin

This paper reports preliminary results of an analysis
of the oral production of three students at three
different stages of their development, using as data
recordings of their oral performances when they were
asked to perform various tasks of different levels of
cognitive difficulty. Based mainly on an analysis of
the psycho-linguistic processing of the L2, this paper
shows that a period abroad contributes to a quicker
processing of the L2 by the three subjects. Further
research is needed to assess whether all aspects of the
performance are affected in the same way and whether
the level of cognitive difficulty of the task has a
detrimental effect on the students' interlanguage.

From its inception in 1989, I have been involved in the French course offered to first
and second year students in the Business, Economic and Social Studies [B.E.S.S.]
Faculty in Trinity College. One of the principles underlying the BESS French
programme is the integration of content and language. Little formal language
instruction is given: students are encouraged to be users rather than just learners of
L2 and this involves, among other activities, a programme of lectures and seminars
in French on contemporary France. One of our specific aims is to prepare students
to cope with the linguistic demands of an Erasmus exchange. The overall emphasis
is on developing their communicative competence in an academic setting. The first
cohort of students who followed the 2-year programme before spending a period
abroad under the Erasmus scheme are now back in Dublin.

For a long time, second language acquisition at advanced level seemed to be
neglected by researchers in comparison with beginners or those at intermediate
levels. Most of the studies concerned with the interlanguage of advanced language
learners that I know of, use as their data, recordings of learners performing
cognitively non-demanding tasks in an informal setting. For example, informal
interviews with a native-speaker known to the learner can be found in studies
undertaken by M. Raupach (1987), R. Towel! (1987) or J. Ridley (1991). In these
studies the interviews are concerned with general conversations on a personally
relevant topic such as why are you studying French? Which subjects did you study
this year? or what did you do in France? Although they are not natural conversations
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and are not dealing with the "here and now", these interviews give the learner some
flexibility with regard to the content of what they are saying. This allows them io
devote some attention to what they are saying and how they are saying it. Now as
R. Ellis shows in Discourse Processes in Classroom Second Language
Development, "the cognitive complexity of specific tasks influenced the success
with which the L2 learners performed the tasks, and also the complexity and
accuracy of their use of language". Cognitively non-demanding tasks in other
words are more likely to result in the production of spontaneous speech which is a
better representation of the learners' interlanguage than speech produced under
contrived circumstancts.

However, if our aim is to evaluate the validity of content-based language
programmes and of some of their components such as a period of study abroad, and
if we wish to increase our understanding of the pace and the direction of second
language acquisition amongst learners involved in such programmes, I believe we
should study their language production when they perform tasks requiring them to
deal with content through the L2. Such tasks are, by definition, cognitively
demanding. As will be shown later, the tasks required from our BESS students for
the assessment of their oral performances fall into this category.

Furthermore, if we believe that interlanguage is a variable system, then a
comparison of the interlanguage used when performing tasks of different levels of
cognitive difficulty should give us an insight into the nature of this variability and a
better understanding of second language acquisition.

By carrying out research in this area we should be able to provide answers to the
following three questions:

(1). Does a period abrocal contribute to a progression of the learners'
interlanguage towards native-speaker use of the L2 when they perform a
cognitivety demanding task?

(2). If there is such a progression, are all aspects of the performance (fluency,
lexical and/or syntactic accuracy, pragmatic competence) affected in the
same way?

(3). To what extent is the learner's interlanguage affected by the performance
of a cognitivety demanding task as opposed to a non-demanding one?

In this paper, I will report on the preliminary results of an analysis of the L2 oral
production duvet BESS students.

In their oral examinations BESS students are asked in their first year to present a
statistical document (task I), and in their second year, a summary of a text (task 2).
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Both documents are closely related to the content of the course. These presentations
are followed by a short discussion of the issues raised by the document. Both
activities can be described u cognitively demanding: they require students to devote
some attention to the content of the document, so that they cannot concentrate
exclusively on what they are saying and how.

For each of our 3 subjects, the data comprises 5 sets of recordings.

Table 1

Date Task Data-Set Student
Fiachra Sinead Sheila

June 90 I I Yes yes yes

June 91 2 2 yes yes yes

Oct. 92 1 3 yes yes yes

Oct 92 2 4 yes Yes yes

Oct. 92 3 5 no yes yes

Set 1 and 2 are recordings of their end-of-year I and end-of-year 2 oral
examinations. Sets 3 and 4 are recordings of their oral production when they were
asked to perform tasks 1 and 2 after their return from Strasbourg in October 1992
where all three had spent 9 months following.courses in business and social studies
in French academic institutions.

A further set of data [set 51 is available for each of the two female students as, after
their return from abroad, 1 was able to record conversations in French on topics of
personal interest to them [task 31.

The present study focuses on the formal presentation element of tasks 1 and 2 for
sets 1 to 4 and on the first two and a half minutes of the set 5 conversations.

The relevant extracts from the recordings were transcribed, using standard
orthographic conventions. Filled and unfilled pauses, drawls [extended vowels],
repetitions, hesitations and false starts were noted. Excerpts from these

transcriptions can be found in the appendix.

Comparisons of data-sets 1 and 3 and of sets 2 and 4 for each student are used to
answer questions (I) & (2) referred to earlier szonceming the impact of the year
abroad on oral performance, A companion of sets 3, 4 and 5 should allow us to
analyse the effect of the level of cognitive difficulty of the task on the learners' oral
performance.
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In order to gain a better understanding of the students' second language acquisition,
I feel it is necessary to compare the data along two different dimensions.

The first is based on a study of the psycholinguistic processing of the language and
allows us, I believe, to gain an insight into the "performance" dimension, that is to
say, how the learner produces language.

The second dimension involves a study of the students' interlanguage as a ivay to
better understand the "competence" dimension, in the Chornskyan sense. By
studying the interlanguage and the way it changes over a certain period of time we
are trying to assess the level of internalisation of some of the rules that govern L2.
The occurrence or non-occurrence of syntactic errors at different points in time
allows us to map the learners progress towards a native-like mastery of the L2. It
gives us some indication of the direction followed during SLA.

I believe fluency and accuracy to be the main areas in which, intuitively, we all
expect "progress" from our advanced learners.

Looking at the way these two "parameters" change in the 5 sets of data from each
learner, within the dual perspective of psycholinguistic processing and
interlanguage, will allow us flesh out our intuitive expectations and gain some
insight into the acquisition processes at work at advanced level.

The results I will now present concern the way the three learners process the L2 in
psycholinguitic terms. The second dimension will be touched upon briefly in my
conclusion but this paper does not attempt to analyse it syst,matically.

First, I have attempted to chart their progress in terms of fluency as they were
performing different tasks, at different times, hoping to be able to infer from an
analysis of the results the impact both the year abroad and the nature of the task had
on the way they process the language.

To do so, I used three temporal variables:
(i) The speaking rate is expressed in syllables per minutes and takes into

account the time spent in pauses. It gives an indication of the average
number of syllables uttered during the performance and is an overall
indication of the speed at which speech is produced.

(ii) The articulation rate is given in syllables per second of actual speech and
excludes the time spent pausing, and final6f

(iii) the phonatioWtime ratio gives the proportion of the total time spent
actmaI6, speaking.
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The values of these itariables are very individual, in LI as in L2 and I am not
interested here in comparisons between our three students but in the changes which
took place over a period of time for each individual.

Other temporal variables can be used such as the average length of utterance
between pauses or the mean length of pauses. Although they can give us valuable
information on the way Immers process the language, I was unable, due to pressure
of time to use them here.

My hypoiheses were, that for each individual learner performing the same or a
similar task at different points in time, all three temporal variables should increase.
As their exposure to L2 and their opportunities to use it increased, they would
become more proficient at processing the language: they would need to spend less
time looking for words or retrieving syntactic structures and their speaking rate
would improve. Their articulation rate would increase as well. I suspected that the
increase in the phonation/time ratio might be less marked as some of the pause time
is devoted to thinking about what to say rather than to how to say it. Therefore the
nature of the task and its level of cognitive difficulty would influence the score on

this variable.

For all three variables in our particular study, I was expecting some improvements
between sets I and 2, as, hopefully, students would have benefited from their second
year of the BESS prograMme. A bigger improvement should be evident between set
2 on the one hand and sets 3 and 4 [both recorded at the same time] on the other,
reflecting the impact of the year abroad. The results for sets 3 and 4 should be
almost identical as they are samples of oral production obtained under similar
circumstances, at the same stage of second language acquisition. Since I felt that
the task involved in set 5 was less demanding in cognitive terms, I was expecting
yet higher figures for the three variables and in particular for the speaking rate
(which takes '. pauses into account) and for the phonation/time ratio: a less
demanding task would lead to less time spent pausing and reflecting about content.
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Table 2
Temporal Variables

Speaking Rate
[syllables per minute]

Data-set Mehra Sinead Sheila
1 [Year 11 131.73 121.95 173
2 [Year 21 164.75 131.70 158.85
3 [Year 31 198.57 185.93 188.05
4 [Year 3] 201.20 207.65 179.04
5 [Year 3] na 206.55 205.25

Articulation Rate
[syllables per second of actual speech]

Data-set Fiachra Siniad Sheila
1 1Year 11 3.08 3.82 4
2 [Year 21 3.64 3.66 3.73
3 gear 3] 4.07 3.91 4.54
4 [Year 31 4.27 4.40 4.71
5 [Year 3] na 4.60 5.33

Phonation/Time Ratio
[% total time spend speaking]

Data-set Fiachra Sinead Sheila
1 [Year 1) 71.32 53.19 71.99
2 [Year 2] 75.38 59.93 71.01
3 [Year 3] 81.21 79.15 69.02
4 [Year 3] 78.50 78.55 63.38
5 [Year 31 na 74.83 64.13

In general terms, our hypotheses appear to have been verified but an analysis of the
case of each student should give us a clearer idea of what is happening to their
processing of the U.

In the case of Fiachra, on the whole, the results are consistent with our hypotheses.
As expected, his spatking rate inereues steadily over the three years of the study, as
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does his articulation rate. The pattem for the phonationAime ratio verifies the
hypothesis of improvement over time when performing the same teak before and
after the period abroad. The differences between the results for sets 3 and 4 for the
speaking rate are too small to be significant. The only explanation I can so far offer
fcr the difference in the phonation/time ratios of sets 3 and 4, recorded on the same
day, is the different nature of the two tasks: he probably needs to stop and think
about what to say less often when he is presenting a graph than when he is
summarising a text. The language processing involved in the latter task is also
twofold as it involves reading and understanding the 12 text before deciding on thc
content-of the summary. This would seem to indicate that this mead task is both
linguistically and cognitively more demanding. But once these difficulties are
overcome, the processing ability is restored. One explanation for the slight increase
in the articulation rate between the second performance of tasks I and 2 could be
that task I involves a higher proportion of numbers and figures which appears to
remain an area of difficulty even for advanced students. Another explanation could
be the effect of a "warming-up" factor: when the-recordings were made in October,
the leamers had been back in Dublin for a few weeks and since their return, had
little opportunity to speak French until the day of the recording. It seems plausible to
arguc that at first they fcel a little "rusty" but that they progressively reactivate their
L2 processing abilities to or near the. level they were at when leaving Strasbourg.

In Sinéad's case the progression for all three variables is somewhat limited between
years I and 2. But the progress indicated by the data for the three later sets is

striking. Her period abroad has quite significantly improved her ability to process
the language quickly. Like Fiachra, she appears to need more time to stop and think
when performing the summary task. More surprisingly she seems to require even
more time to stop and think when she recounts, in set 5, how she tackled her
problems with conversational French just after her arrival in Strasbourg. In her case,
the increase in the articulation rate between sets 4 and 5 cannot be explained by the
"warning-up" factor as the recordings were made a few days apart. One way of
investigating the impact of the "warming-up" factor would be to analyse samples of
the students' performances at regular intervals during each recording session rather
than the first few minutes of each as has been the case in this study.

In Sheila's case the general evolution of the speaking and articulation rates are
consistent with our hypotheses with the exception of set 2 [task 2 in Year 21, when
the two rates are lower than in both Year I and Year 3. The only explanation I can
offer is that she is finding task 2 more demanding, both in cognitive and linguistic
terms. This seems to be confirmed by the lower speaking rate for set 4 [task 2 in
Year 3). The pattern followed by the phonation/lime ratio is intriguing: she shows a
slight reduction in the time spent speaking after her year abroad. The nature of the
task appears to hve more influence than the passage of time : the differences
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between sets I, 2 and 3 are minimal and probably statistically insignificant but the
results of sets 3 and 4 are quite contrasted. She needs much more time to think
when summarising the text in set 4. Her speaking rate is slightly higher in set 5
when she is talking about the courses she followed in Strasbourg.

So far, we have mainly confirmed what most of us know intuitively: that students
speak the L2 more fluently after a period abroad. They process the language more
quickly. We now need to understand what allows them to process the L2 more
quickly. Do they change their processing strategies, and how? Are these changes
likely to have an impact on the temporal variables? Are these new strategies similar
to those used by native speakers?

I have spent quite a few hours over the last few weeks transcribing recordings of
these three young adults at various stages of their language learning careers and I
have tried to capture not only what they were saying, but also how they were saying
it by recording their pauses, their hesitations, their false starts, etc.. This work also
involved transcribing a number of interventions from the native-speakers acting as
interlocutors. Of course native-speakers use various strategies to give themselves
time to think when they are speaking but, usually they don't remain silent for any
significant period of time. They think, so to speak, on the spot. As I was
transcribing our three learners, I was under the impression that gradually they were
becoming more able to think "on the spot": my impression was that unfilled, silent,
pauses were progressively giving way to filled pauses of the um or the euh type.
Drawls or extended vowels seemed to become more frequent. False starts or
repetitions of various elements [articles, first syllables, etc.) seemed to be more
frequent in the later reoordings. If these impressions were confirmed, we would
have identified some of the devices used to process the language more quickly, with
less silent pauses and without breaking the flow of communication. A reduction in
the number of pauses would result in an increase both of the speaking rate and the
phonation/time ratio. I was also under the impression that each student had
developed his or her own favourite strategies.

The following tables shows the average number of times, pet minute of speech, that
unfilled and filled pauses, drawls, combined drawls and filled pauses [ex: et cub]
and repetition are used in the various sets of data.
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Table 3
- (average number of ocf:urrences per minute of total speech)

Data-set

I [Year I]
2 (Year 2]
3 [Year 3]

,4 [Year 3/

Fiachra

Unfilled
Pauses

Filled
Pauses

Drawls Combination Repetition

2.88 10.41 0 0 2.21

1.62 8.50 0.62 0.62 2

1.08 6.21 5.15 0 2.71

3.45 6.21 5.06 0.92 4.37

Sinead

Data-set Unfilled Filled Drawls Combination Repetition

Pauses Pauses
1 [Year 1] 5.99 8.13 2.99 0 0.43

2 [Year 2] 6.32 8.75 0.49 1,46 0.97

3 [Year 3] 3.75 3.28 7.51 0.94 1.88

4 [Year 3] 6.73 3.14 2.69 0 2.24

5 [Year 3] 7.18 5.58 4.39 0.80 1.20

Sheila

Data-set Unfilled Filled Drawls Combination Repetition

Pauses Pauses
1 [Year 1] 6.52 11.15 1.09 0 3.54

2 2] 6.08 7.77 2.43 0.24 2.67[Year
3 [Year 3]
4 [Yeai 3]
5 [Year 3

6.22 5.53 3.22 1.38 4.15

7.35 4.90 3.67 2.20 7.35

12.22 3.37 3.79 2.53 5.48

Fiachra, in his end of year one performance, relies quite heavily on filled pauses and

makes no use at all of drawls. In subsequent years, he reduces his reliance on filled

pauses and he has very clearly developed his use of drawls in Strasbourg. His use of
repetition appears to be affected more by the nature of the task than by his rate of

progress in French.
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Sinead uses unfilled pauses at all three stages, whatever the task. Her use of filled
pauses and drawls has changed over time and appears to verify our hypothesis but
the nature of the task influences her communication strategies. During the year
abroad, she has developed the use of repetition as a device to process the language
more effectively.

Sheila is wry clearly making less use of filled pauses and more use of drawls and
repetition in year 3 than in previous years. Her particular trait is the combination of
drawls and filled pauses. There again, the stay abroad appears to have been a major
influence.

There are also other devices that can be used to gain time to think, refereed to by
some writers as automated units of language, chunks or formulae : they are units of
language that are so well internalised that they can be used to give yourself time to
think, either about the ccrttent of what you are going to say next or about how to say
it Even beginners will have a few at their disposal. Advanced learners would have
more, and they would probably be more complex or allow the use of more complex
constructions. Over a period of time, an increaseas well as a change in the formulae
used would be expected as the learner becomes more proficient. A task requiring
more thought should generate proportionally greater use of chunks and formulae and
less use of more creative forms.

In my sample, I have noted a tendency by all 3 students to add to the il y a and the
ça c 'est + noun group that they heavily rely on in the earlier stages. A greater
variety of constructions based on c 'est are used, such as c 'est + adv + adjective,
c 'est + noun group, c 'est + comparative, etc.

Both Sinead and Sheila seem to make more use of these constructions in what I see
as the less cognitively demanding task of set 5. A close study of their interlanguage
would now be necessary to draw further conclusions.

I anr aware that this remains a very crude indication of what is happening and that
further investigations are needed to identi6, which of these devices are being used to
disguise which types of processing difficulties. I would nevertheless suggest that
during their stay abroad students have refined their own way of coping with
processing difficulties and have developed ways of sounding more like native
speakers whilst giving themselves time to think.

As I have said earlier, my aim was to report on my findings concerning the
psycholinguistic processing mechanisms of the three subjects. To understand more
fully what is happening to the L2 competence during an Erasmus exchange abroad
and to evaluate how the cognitive nature of the task performed affects the learners
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interlanguage, we need to embark on the second axis of study. But this is for
another time.

To conclude, I return to the three questions posed earlier and conclude that:
(1). Yes, a period abroad contributes to a quicker processing of the L2 by our

subjects and their production becomes somewhat closer to that of native-

speakers.

(2). I am not at this stage, however, in a position to say whether all aspects of
the performance are affected in the same way. I have only just begun an
analysis of the students interlanguage and can only say that the
progression in terms of syntactic accuracy does not appear to be linear.
The areas of improvement vary from one student to the next suggesting
that the path of SLA at this stage is not universal.

(3). I believe that the psycholinguistic analysis doesn't allow us to conclude
with any certainty what the effect of the level of cognitive difficulty on the
students interlanguage is. My impression is that this effect is limited but I
am not sure now that the data at my disposal is entirely suitable to
investigate the problem.

If the second axis of investigation confirms this impression, then we will have to
question the applicability to my advanced learners of Ellis's proposition that
cognitive difficulty has a detrimental effect on L2 performance.

APPENDIX
Key to symbols:

euh ..0.91 ..1

(1.32)
halic

FIACHRA

: filled pause in seconds
unfilled pause in seconds

: error
formula

: drawl, lenghtening of syllable
unfinished word

Data-set I : END OF YEAR 1 : Le commerce extérkur de la France par zones
et par pays.
[ cub .97 j Ce schema [ cub .28 1 nous donne les chiffres j tub .60 j de la
commerce exterieur de la France ( euh .881 par les as.. zones et pays de Franc

euh 2.30 1 on peut voir premitre vue que 1 euh 1.38 1 beaucoup dcs j.. euh .75

soldes est en deficit et que euh euh c 'est p.. [ euh 3.22 1 sin posi.. une position [
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cull 1.35] fres grave pour la France [ euh 1.75 1 presque chaque [ euh 1.381 pays
est a un solde deficitaire avec le France sauf l'Italie et les pays de rEst [ euh 1.68 ]

y await un [ euh 2.93] petit augmentation là [ euh..2.04 ] la la Orande-Betagne
Bretagne et la PVD [ euh.. 1.28 ] ici d y a un [ euh..1.161 solde supplementaire de [
euh..1.93 ] treize virgule un pour cent [ euh..1.25] en quatre-vingt huit et quinze
virgule trois pour cent en quatre-vingt (1.22) neuff euh..1.85] en chaque pays.

Data-set 2: END OF YEAR 2: entries et sorties des itrangers en 1988 .

Cet article est [ euh 1.28 J un article qui nous dit des chose: comme les
Emigrations et les mouvements des ouvritres [ euh -.88] entre les pays Europe
surtout eux qui vient de France [ euh 1.62 ] fa nous dit que ilyavait un grand
nombre de personnes cheque Ann& qui f euh 1.091 fait des demandes sur le sur
l'office [ euh. 1.12 ] Nur [ tub 1.03 1 utiliser des Mugu; et et binificer des [ euh
1.20 1 medicaments et des choses comme ça framais [ euh 1.30 ] au total il y
avait environ [ euh . euh 2.37 j soixante diz mille pour cent [ tub 2.12 1 de
composant des travailleurs et des personnes qui vient des pays euh avec de avec qui
le France a avait un conjoint coniiint env.. environ deux mille [ euh 1.25 ] des
personnes de des techniciens de haut niveau et des cadres qui v.. qui a qui ont un
contrat avec des organise [ cub .82 ] franfais [ euh 1.63 ] et qui bEnEficent le
pays ...

Data-set 3: RETURN FROM YEAR ABROAD: Le commerce eitirieur de la
France par zones et par pays.
euh ce feuille nous donne le: solde: (1.03) par zone et pays de le commerce extérieur
de la France [ euh 2.00 ] on peut voir que (.87) Ely avail une augmentation de tous
les soldes c 'est une: d'habitude c 'est un solde [ euh 2.47 1 negatif et 9a 9a nous
ditqueilya une dependonce euh sur par lel cult 1.12 ] de la France: (1.10) sur
les autres pays surtout dans la CEE parce que le pourcentagc c 'est assez fort et 9a a
augmenté environ dix pour cent dans dans entre les deux les deux periodes euh la
dependance dependance le plus grand c 'est avec: U ( .69) l'Allemagne [ euh 1.75
lilyaun solde [ euh 1.41 1 negatif de quarante-cinq virgule deux milliards de
francs [ euh .97 1 c 'est aussi assez grand I euh .69 1 avec le OCDE 9a c 'est hors
de CEE et c 'est moins fort avec: les Etat-Unis ct/es el/es 16 Japon le Japon *parce
que c 'est il y a les frais .

Data-set 4: ON RETURN FROM YEAR ABROAD : Entries et sorties des
etrangers en 1988
Ce feuifle e:sit concerne avec immigration dans le (.53) dans en France [ euh 1.13
j iiya des grands trEs grands nombres de personnes qui veulent entrer en France
cub cheque armee ily a environ euh 1.31 1 cinquante mille demandes de d'asile
en France et [ euh 2.50 1 beaucoup de personnes environ trente mille ( euh 1.10

veut re.. rejoigne le chef de famille en France es c'est quelqu'un qui est &jai en
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France, ckjil implanté et les autres metaces de fesnilk veulent rejoignerca c 'est un
méthode assez subtile ( euh 139 ] aussi ily a [ cult tub 1.88 ] deu.. douz douze
milk a demi travailleurs [ euh 1.28 lily environ six six travailkurs qui Went de k
CEE [ euh 1.32 1 soc mine hors de CEE mais qui a: (1.34) qui (1.19) sont [ euh
1.53] qui petit entrer I cause de la: libre circulation des travailleurs [ euh 1.88) ...

SINEAD

Data-set 1: END OF YEAR 1 evolution du chtomage dans 6 pays dc l'OCDE
[ euh- 1.25 1 on otesente une: (.47) graphe a:vec les annoes (.65YMille neufcent:
(.87) quatre -vingt sept 1 milk neuf cent quatre-vingt neuf au rizontal et: (.85) les
pourcentages euh 1.18 j de chameurs en verticale ( cub 1.811 les variations
saisonnieres sont corrigées ct on pent voir la tendance genera(e pour chaque pays
(1.88) c 'est ( cuh 1.22 1 six pays (.78) decrits ici ) euh 5.40 ] une ily a euh
1.661 entre les amides (.90) quatre-ving( sept et: quatre-vingt neuf [ euh 1.97] on
petit voir une petite amelioration dans les pays de France I cub 1.871 klemagne
EtatUnis et Japon euh 1.90] la France l'amelioration en( cull 1.87 ] 1 dix (.97)
virg.. vers dix virgule cinq pour cent (1.25) en qu.. quatre-vingt sept et dix pour cent
en mille neuf cent quatre-vingt neuf [ euh 3.28 1

Data-set 2: END OF YEAR 2 - La nigoeiation d'entrepriseen 1989
Le texte conceme des entreprises (.90)et f cull 1.09 1 les syndicats et (1.06) les
nombres d'accord qui I euh 1.81) emit conclus (.84)dans les woks quatre-vingt
huit [ tub 1.31] de quatre-vingt neanon euh 1.85 1 quatre-vingt dix (.90) oui ok
[ cub 1.50 ) au debut ) euh 2.10 ] on dit quei (.66) scion une etude [ cub 1.15 ]
pu.. publiee en mille neuf cent quatre-vingt neuf [ cub 1.81] le nombre d'accords
(.84) a conclu en entreprises a augmenti euh 1.44] dans ] euh .78 ] cette armee
et ) euh 1.06] les accordes concement des entreprises petits est augmenté [ euh
1.911

Data-sct 3: ON RETURN FROM YEAR ABROAD - Evolution du chlmage
dans 6 pays de l'OCDE
Je voui présente une graphe sur le taux de chilmage [ euh 1.44 j dans sis pays
pendant les annee:s quatre-vingt sept et quatre-vingt neuf alors d'abord [ euh 1.31 1
la premiere chose qu'on peut voir c 'est qu'il y a une &art enonne entre: les sis pays
le: taux de chômage le plus: (.78) bas c 'est celui du Japon et le plus haut c 'est: (.78)
celui de: l'Italie les :is pays aussi [ euh .97 ] les quatre pays avec le taux de
ch6mage le pluz haut c'est les pays du C.E.E. le R.F.A. la Grande-Bretagne la
France et !Italie et (1.00) la: deux Etats les Etats-Unis et le Japon ils ont une: (.47)
un taux de ch6mage pas Imp las gr.. trop grand (1.80) OK aussi euh on veil une
amelioration dans: chaque pays sauf [ cub 1.47 1
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Data-set 4: ON RETURN OF YEAR ABROAD - La négoclation d'entreprise
en 1989
Le nombre d'accord conclu en entreprises a augmenté de (.68) quarante pour euh
.631 quarante pour cent sony quatorze pour cent entre quatre-vingt huit et quatre-
vingt neuf ( euh 2.21 1 mais ils touchent moins de salaries en quatre-vingt neuf que
en quatre-vingt huit et concement les entreprises de plus petites tailles que: (.43)
quatre-vingt huit le theme le plus evident (.84) conceme les salaires et les prix
cinquante six virgule quatre pour cent puis l'amenagement du temps de travail
trente six virgule deux pour cent (1.06) la: representation des entreprises dans les
accords sont (.63) son: interessants c'est interessant I cull 1.63 les entreprises
avec moins de cinquante sakries reoresentent moins de sis pour cent dcs accords
(.97) et viriule trait pour cent des salaries (1.34) les entreprises de cinquante entre
cinquante et quarante quatre cent quatre-vingt dix neuf (.65) salaries représentent
six cent soixante huit des ac: puur cent des accords et vingt-quatre pour cent des
salaries mais les entreprises avec plus de cinq cent salaries [ euh 1.221 sont (1.12)
ils ont cin.. vingt-cinq pour cent des accords et soixante quinze pour cent des
salaries...

Data-set 5 - INTERVIEW ON RETURN FROM YEAR ABROAD
C. : et c'etait organise comment ces ces cours de langue?
S. : fly avait I euh .85 1 cinq heures par jour je crois quatre heures peut-etre
cheque matin ily avait les cows de gramrnaire (1.28) et linguistique et l'aprés-midi

cub 1.85 1 quelques fois ily avail des gens qui sont venus et: ils nous a donne un-
petit discours (.94) ou on a fait des (.53) petits excursions euh on a fait la route de
vins (.84) une fois c Vtait super alms comaw ca on a rencontre beaucoup de
d'êtrangCres apses les trois semaines tous les Francais ils sont venus (.81) et: (.50)
on a: on a commence les cours (1.53) et (1.19) je sais pas oui d'abord rn.. (84) le:
mon intonation [ cub 1.94 1 etait trés (.50) anglophone it is (1.25) meme
maintenant c'est terrible je sais mais ( cub 1.16 1 d'abord c 'emit juste incroyable et
quekfols ii avait du mal de me comprendre alors ily4wail quelques amis euh qui me
donnaient les petits cows pas des cows mais l.euh 1.60 J on a discute des
problemes les plus grands...

SHEILA

Data-set 1: END OF YEAR 1 - PNB, psis et ehtsmage dans ks pays de l'OCDE
OK euh je vats parler des ( euh .531 des statitiques statistiques de OCDE et il
$ 'aglt de trois variables [ euh 1.28) pendant les armies ( euh 1.72 quatre-vingt

cinq quatre-vingt neuf et d'abord je wris parler de (.65) PNBe B en pour cent (.97)
en pouroentage de variation et apses ca ( euh .87 )les prix c'est-eldire l'inflation
et: cam euh le chemise (.78) et (1.25) d'abord euh k PNB euh 1.35 1 en mille
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neuf cent quatre-vingt cinq I cull 1.47 le PNB s'agit de trois virgule gum= pour
cent mais spas c euh y a une chute de euh 1.09 I zero virgule huit point euh
jusqu'au euh deux virgule six pour cent en mille neuf cent quatre-vingt six et ca
c'est le niveiw le plus basse (1.47) le plus bas et ares ca euh .911 ily a une
progression constante ( cub 1.41 1 jusqu'au trois virgule cinq pour cent en mine
neuf cent quatre-vingt se.. sept ate ...

Data-set 2: END OF YEAR 2 - Le eats de Pentreprise Girodet
Euh well ce texte cub 1.68 ) est titre Girodet a mis l'Allemagne dans sa poche et
il s'agit de: (.81) une un couple Martine et Jean-Michel Cirodet Girodet [ euh 1.72
1 qui ont fait un succ.. succos de [ cuh 1.32 j l'entreprise de.(1.10)fournissier des
tissus [ cub .87 1 que (1.00) Jean-Michel a (.91) unhêri.. (.53) a hérité de son Ore
mais quand il a (.53) unherité l'en.. l'entreprise euh 1.13 J c est tits endettée et:
ii doit changer les strategies pow [ euh 1.12 j faire un su.. pour faire un succès
(1.31) et (1.66) premierement il: (1.78) change les les (.72) tissus que il fait [ euh
3.84 j quand le p.. son pare euh 1.03 1 dirige l'entreprise [ euh 1.25 1

l'entreprise fait les (2.22) ruhains pour etiquettes

Data-set 3: ON RETURN FROM YEAR ABROAD - PNB, inflation et
chamage dans les pays de l'OCDE.

S. : Done c est un c 'est un document de: (.72) le l'organisation pour la cooperation
et le: (.75) developpement Cconomique je crois j'espere et: il s 'agit de trois trois:
euh 1.75 I trois tableaux ( cub 1.72 j un sur le produit nation., non le produit
national bru.. brut [ cub 1.31 j un sur le les prix et un sur le chômage et: (.82) c'est
ce sont ils sont pour le (.47) les armies de mine (.60) neuf cent quatre-vingt cinq
quarante quatre-vingt cinq a quatre-vingt neuf done pour le produit produit nation le

PNB c est( cuh euh 2.28 I c 'est le pourcentage de variation entre les annees (.84)
pour le (.47) pour ce stat..eette statistique donc (1.06) en mille neuf cent guar..
cinquante (.47) guar.. quatre-vingt cinq [ euh 2.31 I il le: le produit natio le PNB a
augmente de (.75) plus trois virgule quatre pour cent puis iii chute dcl euh 1.25 1
par un virgule deux pour cent [ euh .85 len quatre-vingt six I euh 1.841 ...

Data-set 4: ON RETURN FROM YEAR ABROAD - Le cas de Pentreprise
GIRODET
Done c Wait un document document sur: euh une entreprise 1 euh 1.56 1 textile [
euh 1.25 J et sur le: la l'amelioration de: de leur performance economique cub
quand le: (1.43) le Ills on: ete euh en charge a a pris la charge de l'entreprise de son
Ore done il s'agit d'un entreprise qui a fabrique [ euh .63 I du ruban tiour les
etiquettes et I cull 1.25 lIe le ills a decide de tout changer et: ili ( euh 1.50 1
diversifie vers les la cub I production des soieries je ne sais pas le (1.16) le lien
entre (.97) les les Etiquettes et les soi.. les soieries mai: (1.50) et 1 cult 1.91 I done
avec u fame il a: (72) ils ont iis ont travaille ensemble et ils out ifiversijii cub
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2.12 ] vers le la soierie avec mais us ont axe tout leur (.87) tout tout leur strategic
sur le !Integration de tous les (.94) tous les procedes de fabrication (.97) et (.47)
done ils ont acheti beaucoup des masch.. des machines de textiles pour faire tout
dans la méme usine

Data-set S : Interview on return from year abroad
C. : La politique, c'est ea qui vous interesse?
S. : mm mm oui parce que je (.43) li-bas j'ai fait [ euh 91 l'histoire des relations
internationales depuis la deuxitme guerre mondiale (.94) et c 'd tail (.68) vraiment
tits interessant et euh 1.00 1 le prof a Ca (.90) il a ete yes tits f euh .75 1 tres
interessant et I euh .56 1 la presentation tout ca (1.09) et (1.31) pour moi j'ai fait
l'histoire [ cub .56] a l'ecole pour le: leaving cert mais (.63) c sur un nivesu
beaucoup plus specialise (.88) et main.. en France loui] et [..euh 1.56 1 c 'flail
chouette vraiment c 'est le (.53) c Wait le (.68)1e (.78)1e cours le plus interessant que
j'ai fait je crois dans ma vie (.60) parce que c'etait jusqu'au quatre-vingt neuf (1.38)
done c iris trés interessant de voir le (.56)1e (.78) les chutes et les (1.03) le le
(2.40) le quoi je ne sais pas [ euh 2.00 1 c'etait c 'est intiressant de voir le (.87)
comment les choses ont change (1.25) entre les les ennees cinquante et les ennies
quatre-vingt et tous les les (.72) re.. relations les liens entre les di les les pays
differents (1.12) et aussi j'ai fait un cours de (.75) sur les problemes contemporains

c 'dtait Sur le (56) l'Inde et l'Asie du Sud-Est et moi j'ai (1.10) j'ai su rien sur ces
ecs (.50) ces pays et c Wait tres interessant aussi...
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Some aspects of phonological transfer
from Arabic to English1

Ghiath El Marzouk
Dublin City University

ABBREVIATIONS

AE: Actual Error
C: Consonant

-1-1: First Language or Mother Tongue
L2: Second Language or Target Language

12': the second variety of the LI, e.g. MSA for the Syrian Arab
'L3': the first L2 in a language-learning context where Arabic is the LI

MSA: Modem Standard Arabic, i.e. the modern extension of Classical
Arabic

SCA: Syrian Colloquial Arabic
v: Short Vowel

V: Long Vowel

INTRODUCTION
Within the constant reconsideration .:1' the term 'language transfer' (see, for example,
Gus and Selinker (1983); Dechert an Raupach (1989)), it has become clear that
the individual's past experience of histher first language (LI) has a significant role
to play in the !canting of a second language (L2). However, one of the most difficult
problems that arise for language-transfer specialists is to spcci1j exactly how the
L2-learner can 'behave' linguistically in order to evade the negative effects of
transfer identifications2.

The purpose of this article is to examine the specific effects of transfer from Arabic
on the English interlanguage system of a group of Syrian-Arab adult learners. By
recourse to both the Standard and Colloquial varieties of Arabic, the areas of
language transfer are identified with some features of the phonological
subcomponent; namely, epenthetic phenomena which affect several types of
consonant clusters. Given that Arabic offers tremendous variation between the two
main varieties (a seemingly unique language situation in the world), the article will
indicate that it is the Colloquial, rather than the Standard variety, which acts as the
strongest trigger of language transfer at a phonological level. This will be
demonstrated by analysing a number of interlingual identifications of epenthesis
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actually produced by the Syrian-Arab learners in their oral production of English.
The article will conclude with some suggestions and implications for teaching the
aspects of English phonology under discussion to Syrian-Arab learners in general.

PRELIMINARIES
The concrete data (which include a selection of certain forms of epenthesis for
analysis in this paper) have been collected from a group of Syrian-Arab learners of
English in completely naturalistic settings. These informants are postgraduate
students reading for higher degrees in Engineering at several universities in Dublin.
Therefore, given the learners' LI whose principles and parameters are not easy to
describe in explicit terms, it is believed that Syrian Colloquial Arabic (SCA), like
any other colloquial dialect of Arabic, is much more prone to phonological transfer
in the context of English learning than Classical Arabic or its modern extension,
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA).

In the 'intralingual' operation3 of Arabic phonology (where the phonological
'deviation' from the MSA-norm can be observed within the Arabic speech
community), there is a strong possibility that Colloquial-Arabic phonology may
interfere in the production of spoken Classical Arabic. This can be seen when a
number of native speakers of Arabic with different colloquial dialects are induced to
orally perform a given text written in Classical Arabic. For such Intralinguistic'
manifestation it is not hard to find empirical corroboration in the literature of Arabic
linguistics. Harrel (1960), for instance, points to the fact that "any Arab's use of
spoken Classical Arabic is always influenced in some way by his native colloquial
dialect" (Harrel (1960:4)).

It seems, therefore, that the native speaker of Arabic is historically confronted with
at least two different, but 'diglossically' related, varieties of his/her mother tongue:
the Colloquial variety (i.e. his/her native colloquial dialect) and the Classical variety
whose modem extension (MSA) is used as a standard written form all over the Arab
World (see, for example, Ferguson (1959)). In particular, with regard to the
phonological subcomponent whose linguistic interpretation can largely be
determined by surface-structure constituents, the Arab's native colloquial dialect
seems to represent his/her LI (which is, in this case, SCA for the Syrian Arab)
whereas Classical Arabic represents his/her 'L2' (or rather his/her 'second' 1.1) in
the sociolinguistic sense. From this point of view, it appears that the Syrian Arab's
phonological knowledge of the LI (SCA) is internal in nature as opposed to his/her
phonological knowledge of the 'L2' (Classical Arabic) which can be looked upon as
external. SCA, therefore, is the language which he/she has been exposed to during
the language acquisition period and is presumably the language used in most
domains, excluding formal domains (such as education and mass media) where
MSA is used. This would lead one to suggest that, in such a perspective, English,
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when being learnt as the 'first' foreign language by the Syrian Arab, would represent
histher 'L3' chronologically and thus gain access to a second 'external' but third
phonological system.

It follows from the above that, in an Arabic speech community such as Syria, the LI
(SCA)appears to be much more phonologically dominant than the 'L2' (Classical
Arabic) as the 'intralinguistic' effects of the former variety can be easily discemed
in the Syrian Arab's attempt to orally perform the latter variety (see Harrel above).
In other words, because of the phonological domination of the LI system (SCA),
activating this potential phonological knowledge (as internalised in the Syrian
Arab's mind) is much more automatised as compared with the 'L2' system
(Classical Arabic). Therefore, in the case of learning the 'L3' system (English) in
the sense discussed here, the most phonologically dominant variety (i.e. the most
automatised variety LI (SCA)) seems to be the strongest trigger of language transfer
at the phonological level. Among the large number of interlingual identifications
that can be invoked to support this point of view are the epenthesis errors made by
the Syrian-Arab learners when using their English interlanguages orally. Hence, it
will be presently illustrated that the process of short vowel epenthesis, which breaks
up several types of English consonant clusters, is triggered by an equivalent
phenomenon occurring in the Colloquial variety (SCA) but not in either the
Classical variety or in its modern extension (MSA).

ATTESTED FORMS OF EPENTHESIS
Epenthesis is one of two sorts of phonological intrusion (the other being prothesis)
where an extra short vowel is inserted initially or medially into a consonant cluster.
This phonological intrusion can be observed in some regional dialects of
Hiberno-English (e.g. [filim1 versus /film/ 'film). In this context, an attempt was
made by Broselow (1983) to analyse the epenthesis errors made by members of two
Arabic-dialect groups: Egyptian Colloquial Arabic and Iraqi Colloquial Arabic.
The researcher observed that the epenthesis of short vovi,vls into two-segment and
three-segment clusters differed in treatment by members of the two
colloquial-dialect groups (see Broselow (1983)). For example:

Errors by Egyptian speakers4
(1) a Kilos) floor' (AE)

b. (aid.] (AE)'three'
C. children' (AE)

Errors by Iraqi speakers
(2) a. Iiflo:r1 'floor' (AE)

b. 'three' (AE)
c. Itilidrin1 'children' (AE)
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This phonological intrusion can be attributed to the fact that Egyptian speakers, in
their colloquial dialect, teno to insert the short vowel i between the rust and second
consonants of an initial two-consonant cluster as in [ail) 'she carries' (cf. la-b).
They also tend to insert the same vowel after the second consonant of a final
three-consonant cluster as in [katabtilul *I wrote to him' (cf. lc). Iraqi speakers, on
the other hand, tend to insert the short vowel i before an initial two-consonant
cluster as in fitti:11 (cf. 2a-b), and after the first consonant of a final three-consonant
cluster as in Ikitabitial (cf. 2c). Attested interlingual identifications such as (la-c)
and (2a-c) are, among many others, clear evidence of phonological transfer from the
internalised knowledge of Colloquial Arabic rather than the externalised knowledge
of Classical Arabic or its modern extension (MSA). The MSA-counterparts of the
above LI - examples (taken from Egyptian and Iraqi colloquial Arabic) are Itali:lu1
'she carries' and [katabtu lahul 'I wrote to him' respectively.

With respect to the Syrian learners in question5, epenthetic phenomena are
observable in their attempts to produce some final consonant clusters in English.
For example:

(3) a. [fe:riml 'firm' (AE)
b. [no:riml 'norm' (AE)
c. [le:rinj 'learn' (AE)
d. [bo:rinl 'born' (AE)

The insertion of the short vowel i into the final two-segment cluster ([1+Inasalp can
be ascribed to the articulation of alveolar AI of English as an alveolar [ or N. The
articulation of /r/ in MSA involves a single tap [ made by the tip of the tongue
against the dento-alveolar ridge. It is, therefore, similar to one of the variants of the
English alveolar /r/, namely, the intervocalic flapped alveolar [ 1 It follows that, if
this one-tap articulation was maintained in the Syrian learner's English
interlanguage, the resultant identification would very likely lead to positive transfer.
Ip SCA, on the Other hand, most speakers, if not all, tend to use more than one tap
when pronouncing /r/. Thus, it is similar to the Scottish English counterpart /r/
when trilled. The insertion of the short vowel i into the final two-segment clusters
Ir-m1 and Ir-n1 makes their pronunciation easier in SCA. Consequently, when
phonological transfer operates, the more-than-one-tap articulation of hi, and
therefore the insertion of i, is directly transferable from SCA but not from MSA. For
example:

SCA MSA
(4) a. I &rim] [ f arm ] 'mincing/chopping'

b. Wrimj [ j cm] 'mass/bulk'
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c. [win] [ qarn
d. [firin] [ f urn]

'horn/century'
'oven'

Furthermore, the epenthesis of the short vowel i within this phonological
representation is readily apparent if the more-than-one-tap articulation of Id happens
to precede the final two-segment cluster /k-t/ in English. For example:

(5) a. ko:rkid I 'worked' (AE)
b. l wo:rkiti 'worked' (AE)
c. tma:rkid] 'marked' (AE)
d. (rna:rkit) 'marked' (AE)

These examples suggest that, because the English alveolar Id is articulated by the
Syrian learners as alveolar Irl, the resultant interlingual cluster appears (in their
focus of attention and attempted utilisation) to be a final three-segment cluster (cf.
1r-k-d] in (5a,c) and Ir-k-t1 in (5b,d)), into which the short vowel is inserted. Thus,
the learner's tendency to insert an extra short vqwel into a final consonant cluster is
systematic; that is, the epenthesis of i normally occurs before the final segment of a
final consonant cluster whether it contains two segments or three segments. For
example:

(6) a. fa:skidi 'asked' (AE)

b. fa:skiti 'asked' (AE)

c. [moneizi 'months' (AE)
d. [moneisj 'months' (AE)

The Syrian speakers' tendency to systematically insert the short vowel i in such a
position (particularly when the final consonant cluster is not followed by a vowel)
occurs only recurrent in the sound system of SCA as compared with that of MSA.

For example:

(7)

SCA MSA
a. 1sakabit] (sakabt) 'poured out (I)'

b. itarakiti [ tarakt ] 'left (1).

c. [sal:A] fsabtj 'Saturday'

d. pahitj I taliti 'under/beneath'

This substantially demonstrates that it is SCA-influence (and not MSA -influence)
which underlies the operation of epenthesis in the English interlanguage of the
Syrian learner (el also 4a-d).
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Examples of epenthesis are also observable in the Syrian learners' attempts to
produce three-segment clusters in initial position. These, too, appear to be
systematic; that is, vowel-insertion normally occurs between the first and second
segments of an initial three-segment cluster. For example:

(8) a. [sikri:nI 'screen' (AE)
b. Isipri ill 'spring' (AE)
c. Esitri:tl 'street' (AE)
d. (sitri 'string' (AE)

Epenthetic phenomena are more explicitly observable in the Syrian learners'
attempts to produce intervocalic four-segment clusters, which normally occur as the
first consonant clusters in some English words. Again, vowel-insertion occurs
systematically between the second and third segments of these clusters. For
example:

(9) a. liksikyu:z] 'excuse (AE)
b. liksiple:nj 'explain' (AE)
c. (iksiprein) 'expression' (AE)
d. [iksitri:mli] 'extremely' (AE)

So far as the actual examples (8a-d) and (9a-d) are concerned, phonological transfer
requires a more detailed analysis in this case due to the intricacy of the phonological
processes which underlie the equivalent phenomena in SCA. To avoid possible
confusion, some abbreviations will be employed here: (C) stands for a consonant,
(v) for a short vowel, and (V) for a long vowel. In MSA, soms simple present verbs
are governed by the phonological structure (CvCVC) as in (lOn-c) below:

(10) a. [ turi: d 'you (sing. masc.) want' (MSA)
b. [ tarn: ] 'you (sing. masc.) go' (MSA)
c. tana:m] 'you (sing. masc.) sleep' (MSA)

In MSA, in particular, one of the interrogative forms is formulated by prefixing tfie
question particle [a] to a simple present verb. This particle is phonekally
represented as a glottal stop IT) followed by the short vowel (a). Since it always
occurs initially, the symbol (TI is usually dropped and thus the interrogative prefix is
represented by the short vowel [2)6. Consequently, the phonological structure of the
above verb class will be (vCvCVC):

(I 1) a. [ aturi; d ] 'do you want?' NSA)
b. [ atatu h ] 'do you go?' (MSA)
c. latana:m1 'do you sleep?' (MSA)
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In SCA, on the other hand, the phonological structure of the verb class (CvCVC) as
in (10a-c) is changed by dropping the short vowel (v), and the resultant structure
will be (CCVC):

(12) a. [tri:d] (SCA)
b. [tru:hl (SCA)
c. ltna:m) (SCA)

Specifically, the initial two-segment clusters not preceded by a vowel as in (12a-c)
seem to occur in SCA only7. This would imply that the Syrian learners experience
no difficulty in producing initial two-segment clusters in English (cf. la-b; 2a-b in

Broselow's data). It follows that when Syrian speakers prefix, for example, the
consonant [b-I (one of whose functions is to create interrogative forms)8 to the verb -

class (CCVC) as in (12a-c), the result would apparently lead to a formulation of
initial three-segment clusters within the phonological structure (C-CCVC):

(13) a. Ib-tri:dI (SCA)
b. [b-tru:h (SCA)
c. [b-tna:m) (SCA)

However, when the consonant [b-I is prefixed to the verb class (CCVC) in order to
form interrogative forms in SCA, Syrian speakers tend to systematically insert the
short vowel i after that consonant. Hence, the phonological structure of the above
verb class will be (CvCCVC):

(14) a. lbitri:dl 'do you want? (SCA)

b. [bitru:hI 'do you go?' (SCA)

c. [bitna:m] 'do you sleep?' (SCA)
(cf. the actual utterances (8a-d))

Notice, here, that the insertion of the short vowel i into initial three-segment clustcrs
as in (14a-c) occurs systematically between the first and second segments.
Therefore, by analysing some exami les from the (CyCVC) and comparing it with
their corresponding forms in SCA, it can be shown that it is SCA-influence (and not
MSA-influence) which triggers phonological transfer in the actual examples (Sa-d).

By analogy, phonological transfer in the actual examples (9a-d) can be explored
with reference to some examples of another MSA verb class and their

SCA-representations. If, for instance, the processes (illustrated in (11) to (14)
above) are applied, within more or less the 3atTle phonological representation, to
other verb classes such as (CvCCvC) in MSA, we get the following:
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(15) a. [tadius1 'you (sing.masc.) study' (MSA)
b. Itaskulg 'you (sing. masc.) pour out' (MSA)
c. 1taksalg 'you (sing. masc.) win' (MSA)

Since the interrogative prefix in SCA is [b] then the resultant SCA-realisation of this
verb class will involve an initial four-segment cluster due to the occunence of a
medial two-segment cluster in the MSA-form. The short vowel 1a1 in these verbs is
replaced by a shorter vowel [i] as in (14a-c) but its insertion occurs systematically
after the second consonant of the resultant four-segment cluster. Thus, the
SCA-representation of the above MSA verb class will be governed by the
phonological structure (CCveCvC):

(16) a. lutidros1 'do you study?' (SCA)
b. [btiskolg 'do you pour out?' (SCA)
c. [Iptiksab] 'do you win?' (SCA)

Furthermore, 1g-insertion in (16a-c) will still be maintained in its underlying
position even if Syrian speakers emphasise these verbs by SCA-particles such as

le19:

(17) a. lebtidros) 'do you (really) study?' (SCA)
b. 1ebtiskolg 'do you (really) pour out?' (SCA)
c. [ebtiltsabl 'do you (really) win?' (SCA)

(cf. (9a-d))

It now becomes evident that epenthetic phenomena, which occur systematically in
SCA-examples such as (I4a-c) and (17a-c), seem to be systematically transferable
onto the Syrian learners' English interlanguages as in (8a-d) and (9a-d)
respectively. In other words, when the learners attempt to produce English words
beginning with a three-segment cluster: /skri:n/, they usually insert the short vowel i
between the first and second segments of this cluster [sikri:n] by falling back on a
systematic SCA-representation as in [bitrix1). When the learners attempt to produce
English words containing an intervocalic four-segment cluster: fikskjul/, they tend"
to divide the cluster into two two-segment clusters by inserting the short vowel i
between the second and third segments of this cluster [iksikyu:z), which relates to a
similar process in SCA as shown by [ebtidros).

PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
As noted at the outset of this paper, one of the most problematic tasks is to ascertain
the 'remedial' linguistic cues for the L2-leamer whcn he/she faces tenacious
obstacles as a result of negative transfer. This is due to the fact that the pnxesses
underlying L2-learning are still not fully understood in current research, and that
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language transfer is one such process. Traditionally, the pedagogical issue rested on

the belief that language teachers should be encouraged to focus their teaching plans

on the formal differences between the learner's LI and the L2, since these

differences were assumed to be the main source ofnegative transfer. This approach,

however, had its problems as the degree of formal difference does not necessarily

correlate with the magnitude of the learning difficulty; provided that the formai
similarities (particularly, those which arc only available in the learner's perception)

cannot always guarantee learning facilitation (see Kellerman (1983)).

Despite contradicting viewpoints on contrastive studies, there has been a recent

interest in research into the crosslinguistic similarities between LI and L2, and in

their relevance for foreign-language teaching. It =MS that the ongoing debate and

controversy over language transfer does not call into question the fact of
LI-influence on L2-learning, but arises from the use of appropriate and clearcut

terminology to describe the linguistic as well as the nonlinguistic paradigms of this

fact. Therefore, whether it is a behaviouristic or a cognitive interpretation, the

greater the potential for crosslinguistic similarity between LI and L2, the larger the

scope of facilitation (positive transfer) there will be in the process of L2-learning.
Furthermore, facilitation is also conditioned by the learner's real perception of
crosslinguistic similarity, where such similarity would lead to positive transfcr. In

this case, the possibilities of negative transfer decrease and the pedagogical issue
should place special emphasis on the utilisation of the LI-items or rules that are to

varying degrees similar to their L2-counterparts, particularly those L1-items or rules

which are 'known' to the learner, but that he/she does not perceive as
crosslinguistically similar to the L2-counterparts. Hence, widening the learner's

perception of the 'unknown' similarities at the early stages of learning is necessary

for him/her to make - and therefore automatise - the relevant crosslingual tie-ups,

since the ability to associate incoming data with already existing linguistic

knowledge is a natural tendency (see, for example, Ringbom (1987:1430).

Concerning the epenthesis errors discussed here, it is the task of the language
teacher to affirm the facilitative role of Arabic (SCA and MSA) by inducing his/her

students to make the necessary crosslingual tie-ups for the production of the

English consonant clusters in question, since the analysis of the data illustrated that

the Syrian learners relied on what they could find 'phonologically legitimate' in SCA

as a feasible strategy in their real attempts to produce the clusters. These English

consonant clusters can, therefore, be classified according to their positions within a

word and the number of segments which they contain, into four main types:

1. Final two-segment clusters
These clusters refer to the occurrence of (/r/+/nasal0 in word final position in some

English words (cf. 3a-d). Given that the articulation of the English alveolar Id is the
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main problem as shown above, the Syrian learner could have two options for the
production of the nearest approximation to these clusters: Either maintain the
one-tap articulation of /r/,namely 1, in MSA and draw on the equivalent clusters
(cf. 4a-d MSA); or drop id completely and draw on long vowels preceding a final
nasal in SCA-words such as Ige:m1 'clouds', [no:m] [be:n] 'between',
[bo:n] 'distance', etc 10.

2. Final three-segment clusters
This type refers to the occurrence of the English alveolar /r/ before a final
two-segment cluster as in /r-k-t/ (cf.5a-d). Again, since the articulation of the
English alveolar /r/ is the main problem, the best thing to do, from the learner's point
of view, is to drop /r/ and draw on a final two-segment cluster in MSA-words such
as [sabakt) 'cast (V, Itarakr] 'left (I)', etc. (cf. 7a-d). Similar strategies could be
applied in the case of the final three-segment clusters Is-k-t1 and /n-e-s/ (cf.6a-d) by
drawing on the linguistic resources of both MSA and SCA.

3. Initial three-segment clusters
In most cases, the English sound /s/ occurs as the first segment of these clusters (cf.
8a-d). The Syrian learner, must make a greater effort in this case at producing the
three consonant clusters, since they do not occur in SCA without vowel-intrusion
(cf. 14a-c). Thus, the articulation of initial three-segment clusters with the sound /s/
should entail the following strategy: produce a voiceless sibilant [s] with a very
sliM pause intervening between it and the production of the two-segment cluster
which folhws it. This should be facilitated by the canonical structure of SCA itself.

4. Intervocalic four-segment clusters
Analogous with the previous type, the English sounds /k-s/ occur as the first two
segments of these clusters (cf. 9a-d). The effort required, here, is far greater as the
cluster never occurs in SCA without vowel-intrusion (cf. 16 a-c; 17a-c). Thus the
following strategy is recommended: break up the cluster into two two-segment
clusters; the syllabic break should occur with a very slight pause between the 2nd
and 3rd segments. The production of the last two segment cluster should be
facilitated by the structure of SCA (cf. I 2a - c).

CONCLUSION
hope that what I have said above will have illuminated some of the complexities

that manifest themselves when learners transfer certain rules and processes from
Arabic to English. Given that SCA, rather than MSA, was the strongest
precondition for phonological transfer in the production of several types of English
consonant clusters, certain solutions have been offered with reference to the
crosslinguistic similarities that exist between English and Arabic within its two
main varieties. It is the responsibility of the teacher to reinforce the facilitative role
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of Arabic by focusing on the learner's perception of these similarities. This of course
demands of the teacher that, besides his/her mutely of English, he/she possesses
wide knowledge of both MSA and SCA. In addition, he/she has available a set of
paradigms in terms of which he/she is able to elucidate how a given MSA-item .is
realised through the highly flexible boundaries of SCA and processed when acting
as a trigger for language transfer. In such a perspective, the teacher would be in a
better position to over-stress the crosslinguistic similarities of which the learner is
not aware. Thus, L I-knowledge, as an aiding reference frame, can be t itomatised
from the beginning, since crosslinguistic relations are always being modified during
the interlanguage experience.

Notes
I. This paper is based on the empirical research conducted for a PhD thesis entitled
"The Potential for Arabic Transfer in the Oral Interlanguage of English" at Dublin
City University. I wcold like to thank Mull P. c3 Baoill and two external readers
for their comments on an initial version of this paper.

2. Transfer or interlingual 'identifications' refer to those 'deviant' or 'non-deviant'
structures produced in the L2, which are deemed to be a reflection of L1-influence.
Structures of this category, therefore, result in one sort of linguistic solution
(interlingual), which involves hypotheses about the application of items: riles or
properties of rules by generalisation from the LI.

3. 'Intralingual' operation indicates, here, the making of phonological errors by
native speakers of Arabic in their L 1 , when these errors are judged from the
viewpoint of the MSA-norm of phonological representations.

4. To avoid possible confusion in this paper, the square brackets [J are used to
indicate the phonetic transcription of learner interlanguage, Arabic, and any other
language where necessary; whereas the oblique dashes indicate the phonemic
contrast within either English or Arabic.

5. The home colloquial dialects of these informants are: Northern Colloquial Dialect
(the dialect of Aleppo), Southern Colloquial Dialect (The dialect of Damascus), and
Western Colloquial Dialect (the dialect of Tartus).

6. The glottal stop PI is usually used to represent the Arabic radical Ihamza) when
it occurs both medially and finally due to its importance in these two positions.
Since this radical has a full consonantal value, it can be governed by each of the
three short vowels in MSA: [faehal 'sign of accusative (al', (dammaj 'sign of
nominative lur, and lkas'ral 'sign of genitive lir. In initial position, however, the

symbol is usually dropped in Roman transcription, and the short vowel that
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governs [hamzal represents the whole phonological structure. Thus, there is no
difference in pronunciation between the following contrasts: palaml/[alaml 'pain',
Ilurnamj/jumaml 'nations', Pibar1/1 /bail 'needles', etc. (cf. I I a-c).

7. Two-segment clusters in MSA, however, can oecur initially (but preceded by a
short vowel) as in [ifia:s] 'bankruptcy', or medially as in Ita#111] 'pour out (you)', or
finally as in (7a-d MSA).
8. The consonant lb-I is derived from the initial radical of the SCA-word [biddakj
'do you like/prefer?' (whose MSA-counterpart is [abiwiddikap and is used as an
interrogative particle prefixed to the simple present verb in SCA.

9. The particle [ej, which is derived from the SCA-word [el 'yes', can be prefixed to
the simple present verb in SCA to str -.ngthen or affirm the information portrayed by
the verb.

10. The MSA-variants of these words are: [gaym), lnawml, [bayn), and [bawn)
respectively.
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Research study on affective anti
environmental factors of older learners

during second language immersion

Marie 7hdrese Batardière
University of Limerick

INTRODUCTION
The University of Limerick has links under the Erasmus and ECTS scheme with
several institutions in France and Belgium and participates in many exchanges.
Students who follow the course "Business with a language are very strongly
encouraged to avail of the opportunity to study in the country of the target language
and to improve their language skills. However, this experience of study abroad is at
an early stage and its format is constantly changing to achieve the best conditions and

results for students.

Therefore, in order to understand the students' language expectations and to create the
optimum learning environment during the period of immersion, it was decided to
conduct a survey on a sample of students who had completed a six month period of
study abroad. This paper is part of an in-depth study (doctoral thesis) examining the
overall value of immersion in the target language on the written skills of second
language learners, focusing extensively on error analysis of collected data. The

number of students tested therefore was limited to 7. It comprises a longitudinal
study which evaluates the performance of students with various degrees of
proficiency. Based on a questionnaire completed by the same students which
investigated their level of exposure to the language, their attitude to French language
and culture and their perception of achievements in the language prior to departure
and upon their return from France, this paper examines the students' affective and
language educational factors and how these variables interacted with the different
environmental factors encountered by these students during their language immersion
period.

This is a first exploration of preliminary results. Nonetheless the findings provide
some first clues about favourable and ur favourable aspects of study abroad which
may facilitate the structuring of such programmes in the future.

AFFECTIVE FACTORS
After the immersion period in France (or Belgium), students' motivation was so high
and their attitude towards further learning was so positive that the investigation of the
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affective factors contributing to this infatuation for the French language aroused my
interest and spurred me onwards to look into the causes for this infatuation. At the
time the task undertaken was the collection of data in order to cany out an error
analysis of their written work. The feeling was that the students' reflection on their
own experience of learning might help to evaluate their degree of competence, to see
later on if their performance was really affected by these factors and finally to
comprehend better the evolution of their written skills in the French language. In
order to allow them to get a more balanced view of their study abroad programme
they answered a questionnaire six months idler their return; they emphasised the fact
that their responses would not have been the same if they had teen tested
immediately upon their return as opposed to six months later. To classi6r affective
factors while setting up the questionnaire, Bllis's definition of general factors
commonly known as effective factors as distinct from personal factors, was adopted:

Personal factors are highly idiosyncratic features of each individual's
approach to learning a 1.2. 1...) The general factors are variables that are
characteristic of all learners. They differ not in whether they are present in
a particular individual's learning, but in the extent to which they are
present, or the manner in which they are realised.

(Ellis 1985:100)

So, the general factors which were retained for the survey were the following:
gender, linguistic and academic background, previous immersion, age, attitude,
motivation, perceptions of achievement towards integration and performance. The
personality factor remains so difficult to deal with on its own that it will be taken into
account only when discussing students' integration with the French community.

GENDER
Among the students who study "Business studies with a language" a greater number
of female students is found (of a total class of 46 students, 13 were boys and 33 were
girls). This clarifies the high percentage of girls represented: 5 of the 7 students
tested were girls.

LINGUISTIC AND ACADEMIC BACKGROUND
Among these students only one is a native speaker of the Irish language; they are all
fluent speakers of English and have various degrees of proficiency in Irish and
French. At the University of Limerick they chose to follow the *Business studies
with a Language programme which requires very high overall results in the Leaving
Certificate and entails attending French lectures and tutorials for 4 hours each week.
They had spent 4 terms of 10 weeks duration in UL before they went to France.
These students were excellent, good, and average (some were weak in their written
French).
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Swain and Lapkin (1989) posit that an older second language learner has a strong
advantage when teaming a second language, compared to a very young learner,
because of the good command of his first language:

Thus an individual who has a well-established first language has important
cognitive and learning strategies as resources to call upon in learning and
using a second language, particularly with respect to literacy-related
activities.

(Swain mid Lapkin 1989:151)

Given this perspective, an excellent first language learner could be expected to be
more effective in learning a second language than the weaker first language learner.
On examining some of the grades obtained by the students in English at their
Leaving Certificate and in comparing them with their French results at the same
exam (see Appendix I) the discrepancy seems to contradict the above prediction.
After the immersion period, even though the French grades of these students had
altered somewhat, they were still contrasting with their previous English grades.

The results for the English and French examinations for our sample of students seem
to indicate that the degree of competence in the first language is iv,: a sufficient factor

in itself to predict the rate of success of second language learners.

PREVIOUS IMMERSION IN THE TARGET LANGUAGE
Although 5 of the 7 students had been to France, their stay only involved a holiday
either with their family or with friends (all English speakers). None had previous
real interaction in French with French people.

Age
By the time they went to study in France the students were 20 or 21 years old and had

been studying French for about 8 years. Although they were about 12 years old when
they started learning their second language and therefore were "older beginners", one
would think the age factor to be of benefit to their learning in this situation since
language learners of mature years are able to reflect on their own language use and to
attend consciously to language per se (Swain and Lapkin, 1989) and are particularly
well-suited to more autonomous modes of learning (David Little, 1989).

Attitude
Regarding their general attitude to the French language: on being asked how they
found learning French, their answer was either easy (4 students) or average (3

students), in other words, not difficult. Regarding their kture study experienoe: five

students were very enthusiastic about their time abroad and IWO Were quite happy.
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On the whole, they all were reasonably positive in their outlook on the future study
experience.

Before leaving for France the majority of them (5 students) considered that they bad
an active role to play in the process of learning French abroad; one had never
thought about it and the weakest felt that she had no active role to play. This
response came from the weakest student and the only one who never read any French
book (extra reading being left to her own discretion) while abroad. The
environmental factors section should give us an answer as to whether the eagerness
to take part in the learning process was put into action by the others or not.

Motivation
When asked to specify their reasons for studying abroad (see Appendix 2), the
majority of them said that they were going to France first and foremost to learn the
language (6), the second reason was either to get to know the culture (5) or for a
minority (2), to enhance post university employment prospects. It is an interesting
answer considering the course of study that they follow - "Business Studies with a
Language*. One would have expected their second main reason for studying abroad
to be for future employment prospects rather than for a better knowledge of the
culture.

Gardner and Lambert (1972) define motivation which reflects practical
considerations as "instrumental", while motivation reflecting a sincere and personal
interest in the people and cu re is defined as "integrative". In the case of these
Business Studies students, the integrative motive outweighed the instrumental
motive. This was confirmed during the immersion period where some students felt
that their motivation grew, together with their awareness of a new dimension of the
language. One student wrote: "increased mvareness of French culture also spurs
you on to improving your language skills as you wish to learn more about the

culture".

PERCEPTION OF ACHIEVEMENTS

Integration
When asked if they felt integrated with the French community, four answered
positively but three did not. Of these three, one said that she felt integrated only
when she started to work as an au pair after her period of study. It appears that those
who felt isolated did not mix with the French students as much as they would have
liked to (see environmental factors section) but rather with foreign students or the
Arab community. These particular students did stay on at the end of their study
period to work (as waiters, guides, among French staff. .) but still die not feel part of
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the French community despite efforts to achieve this aim. This gives rise to the
question of whether this phenomenon can be explained by the personality of the three
students concerned or not, as they all appeared to be introvert, quite ambitious and
rather anxious.

PERFORMANCE IN THE LANGUAGE
Before going to France, the students perceived their oral skills to be either average or
poor whereas on their return they perceived thcm as good or very good; one had
changed her perception from poor to very good - she was a student who thrived on
the au pair system. She mentioned that she enjoyed dealing with people on a one to
one basis, being corrected by the hosts and getting explanations of vocabulary when

necessary. The students' experience showed that the regular use of French
accelerated the development of their oral skills. They were very pleased with the
significant improvement in these skills.

On the contrary, they stated that their written skills were not fuelled during their
immersion petiod and they Lired that their previous level of performance in written
French had either worsened from very good to poor (1), remained the same (2) or
dropped (4) after their six month study abroad. They complainexl about the lack of
formal French classes for foreign students as being the main contributory factor.
They said that the only opportunity for writing in French was mostly for essays and
exams (one exam-session during their stay) and for this reason were never actually
corrected grammatically. The same comment applied to lectures where they took
many notes but were never sure if these were grammatically coned. The general
feeling was that time was wasted by not having more formal instruction, apart from
the case of one student who attended formal classes - but did not improve greatly in
her written work.

On the whole, they felt that they had achieved a much greater autonomy in language
learning and that this experience also boosted their confidence immensely. The

following comment illustrates this positive feeling about their competence: "In my
eyes the main achievement of those six months in France was to have been able to

get on and to communicate successfully with French people through French". This

was stated by the weakest student of the group.

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
One student's comment expresses the general feeling of the group about the
immersion experience: "Living so far mvay from home makes one become more
independent, more balanced and more responsible". Some students (4) decided to
stay on in France after their study period to gain work experience and to get to know
other sections of the French community. This was a personal choice which shows

some maturity. The students were all unanimous in their praise of the benefits of
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such an experience. They generally felt that it broadened their horizons, that it gave
them an insight into the European mentality and that they matured both as persons
and as learners, the two things being insepareble.

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
Since the learning environment provides the input data necessary for language
acquisition it is imperative to define and anatyse the various elements of this
environment;

These three different emphases - on environment, learner, and interaction -
correspond to Corder's notions of input as the outcome of activity which
involves both environment and learner.

(Pica 1991:189).

This investigation should lead us to outline the factors which are essential to a
conducive learning background during language immersion. Only the more
important environmental factors which may have a significant influence upon
students' acquisition of. a foreign language were considered: instruction, cultural
activities, sport, reading, watching T.V., work experience, exposure to the language
and mixing with the community.

Instruction
Since these students are from the Business Studies course in UL, it is an integral part
of their programme to study or work in the target language counuy. These students
who studied in France or Belgium had to follow an equivalent course to the Business
one offered in UL. This type of course is provided by an "Ecole Superieure de
Commerce" or "la Faculte des Sciences" of the different universities.

The type of lectures that they followed were held in large theatres and did not
contribute to a good interaction between students. Very little project work was
undertaken so the integration of foreign students with their French counterparts was
difficult. Nonetheless, the amount of input that, the students received was quite large
as they had to attend many lectures, often in specialised subjects like economics or
accountancy. It must be stressed that the grades obtained abroad for the different
assignments undertaken by our students did not alter their overall results on their
return (it is a work experience period Tor students remaining in Ireland). This could
explain the fact that they tend in their responses to show more interest in performing
in the language rather than in the content of classes. The strongest complaint made
by all the students about their foreign university program was the absence of formal
French classcs for foreign studcnts. Thcir comments speak for themselves: "/felt
that my wri.ten French deteriorated due to the lack of French classes/1 was not
given the opportuniry to improve my grammar through a French course/My
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language capabilities were not exploited to the extent I hopedas no French classes

were provided in the host university/etc".

They felt that their degree of fluency was stunted by the absence of formal French
classes. Their belief in the real benefit of this type of instruction to their learning
could be disputed. Many empirical studies have been conducted on the effects of
formal instruction on the success of second language learning (as opposed to the
effects of exposure alone...). This produced mixed results ranging from rejecting the
notion that instruction has any value Fathman, (1976) to Krashen (1978) who sees
instruction as necessary only in "acquisition-poor" environments:

"Instruction will be of value in acquisition poor environments, where the
learner may not be able to obtain adequate input through exposure, but of
no significant value in acquisition rich environments, where there is plenty
of comprehensible input".

(Krashen 1978:259)

However, Swain and Lapkin's strong belief in integration of content teaching and
language teaching in the foreign language classroom is relevant here:

We have learned that grammar should not be taught without regard to
content. But then, neither should content be taught without regard to the
language involved. A earthily planned integration of language and
.content, however, holds considerable promise.

(Swain and Lapkin 1989:153)

Also other reviews show that comprehensible input alone seems insufficient, as far as
older learners are concerned, to fine-tune the internalised L2 grammar and lexicon
(Long 1983).

In any case, we have to take into account the needs expressed by the students and try
to understand why they felt so strongly about formal instruction. It must be
remembered that these students had been used to formal instruction as well as
continuous assessment in second language learning in Ireland. Without feedback,
guidelines or reference points, they felt at a loss as to how to evaluate and improve
their language performance. The consequences of the absence of formal instruction
on their strategies as learners should be analysed in order to discover if they
compensated for it or just complained without any remedial action. The next section
on cultural activities should throw light on this question.
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Cultural activities
This section includes all activities performed during leisure time; socialising itself
will come under another heading. These activities include: sport/reading/watching
T.V./listening to the radio/going to the pictures.

Sport
A majority of students (6) joined a sports' club. However, the choice of sport made
by the students (4): swimming, skiing and tennis did not give them a chance to
practise the language or to get to know many other young people. They did not
partake in any team sport although they had done so in Ireland.

Reading
This activity includes reading books, newspapers and periodicals.

During the six month period of study, the number of course related books prescribed
by the university that the students were attending varied substantially in number:
some had no book to read at all for their study, some had up to 4 books to real but
despite this most students (6) read 3 to 4 more literary books of their choice. Some
who took the same subjects did not agree on the required amount, which shows a
difference in attitude towards reading. In the case of one student who was very
dissatisfied with her very poor level of written French it transpired that she had read
no extra books at all. Her experience would tend to confirm the very important role
that outside reading can play in the language learning process.

In fact, unlike the previous cases, an intensive English progam here does
not sccm to help non-readers, while the readers seem to do quite well
whether or not they have taken intensive English. This observation
certainly confirms our previous findings that outside reading is a very
important factor in promoting language learning, and it strongly suggests
the ESL (and foreign language) programs would do well to encourage this
language activity.

(Gradman and Hanania 1991:47)

As for newspapers and magazines some students (4) said that they rarely read them
and some (3) shid that they often did. Unfortunately, French newspapers were not
always readily available in the different universities but students in the same
surroundings gave opposite answers. It could be concluded that interest vas more
important than availability.
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Watching t.v.aistening to the radio/going to the pictures
All students who had access to television said that they watched it. The number of
hours spent watching T.V. every week varied a lot between students: One hour
weekly to 21 hours! The student who watched T.V. for such an amount of time did
add that he found it an important tool for language input and acquisition. All of them
had &mess to the French radio and all used it in a moderate way: 4 to 12 hours
weekly. Very few went to the pictures (to see films in French) more than once or
twice a month. The striking point of this section is that the students (3) who watched
T.V., listened.to the radio and went to the pictures the most frequently, wcrc the very
same students who complained strongly of the absence of formal classes for foreign
students and who felt that some of their time was not used to its full potential.
Therefore, they decided and took upon themselves to take advantage of every day
language input available to them.

But, unfortunately, these students are also the ones who felt the least integrated with
the French community. It may well be that this particular solution reinforced their
isolation from the community, or perhaps that their sense of isolation pushed them
into more solitary activities.

Accommodation
The French towns hosting the Irish students are big in size (150,000 to 500,000
inhabitants) and have many immigrants, mostly Arabs. Also, their universities offer
international courses and have a large number of foreign students. The cheapest
accommodation available to students is that offered on campus: a room in a hall of
residence. Most foreign students stay there (Arab and ERASMUS students:
English. Spanish fir Germans mostly); French students rarely stay there. Despite
this, foreigners tend to speak the language of the country they live in so Irish students
spoke French on campus at all times. Their main criticism of this type of
accommodation was the lack of privacy (communal showers and kitchens) and
considerable verbal harassment from other students', as a result some Irish students
picked up slang words that they have a tendency to use even in more formal
circumstances. A minority of students chose to live in town and rented a room in a
family home; they found that it gave them a great opportunity to get to know a cross-
section of the community through the circle of family friends.

Social life
For most students (5) social life was reponed as the most helpful way of learning
French far outweighing lectures and activities. (see Appendix 3). This is an
interesting statement, given that France does not have the same type of social life as
is experienced in Ireland (cafés are quite different from pubs, striking uc casual
acquaintances is more difficult...). Perhaps the good uffects of a friendly stmosvhere
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rather than being in a studying or performing situation helped them to get rid of
inhibitions and enhanced communication.

Work experience
The study period finished in early June. The students who left France (3 out of the 7)
had a summer job to return to in Ireland (or America). Those who decided to stay on
in France had to look for a job. They were very anxious to continue on with their
progress; they felt that they needed to extend their immersion period and they were
curious about getting better acquainted with a working environment. They realised
that to fmd a summer job in a film was an impossible task due to the economic
recession and decided to take up any job that would give them a chance to be in
contact with French people and practice their French. They found themselves
working as hostesses, waiters and au pair and stayed for a period of 2 to 3 months.
Apart from the "au pair" experience they still did not feel integrated.

The "au pair" experience proved to be very successful if one considers the fact that the
student involved felt well integrated with the French community once she was
working in a family and that she felt much more in control of her learning under their
supervision. She pointed out the fact that she acquired more formal French there than
while amongst students and that she became aware of the various language registers
thanks to mixing with a wider spectrum of the French community. As for the
remaining 3 students, they felt that they got to know what living in France entailed,
having studied an4 worked there, that the work environment gave them another
perspective on the French language and culture and that it gave them "a chance to

see life through the eyes of French people".

.posure to the language
When asked to quantify the number of hours of spoken French per day (outside
lectures), the students said that it could vaty greatly according to circumstances:
from 2 hours up to 6 hours but averaging between 2 to 4 hours per day for most
students; this is quite an extensive amount of input and output.

Mixing with the community
Even though Irish students met more foreign students than French ones on the
university campus (as akoady explained), through everyday situations they came in
contact with various sections of the French community: lecturers/bank and university

employees/shopkeepers and waiters/sport club members/French students

relations/work colleagues/immigrants.

Obviously one can argue that meeting (Wier individuals does not necessarily imply
mixing with them and that the amount of interaction can be minimal. The point is
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that the students felt that any form of dealing with native speakers was beneficial to
them in sorne way (linguistieally or culturally or both).

CONCLUSION
Although this report was based on a vety small sample of students, one can argue
that they are representative of a group of third level students following a Business
Studies course with varying levels of proficiency and involving both male and female
students. In the future, it is intended to extend the research to a much larger group of
learners and to compare the results.

Designed to explore the internal and external factors affecting second language
learning during immersion, the investigation produced quite surprising results.
Against all expectations, students had two primary complaints to make, the first one
being the lack of formal instruction and the second one being the difficulty to
integrate with the French community.

The former complaint seems the easiest onc to resolve since the resources required to
set up a formal instruction course would be qualified personnel and finance. At
present many universities offer short intensive courses at the beginning of each
academic year. Unfortunately these courses are expensive, not always attended and
often a mere introductory course on French civilisation. The kind of course that these
business students appeared to be seeking was one that "focused on fonn" and raised
their general awareness of the language itself. Such a course should not be too
difficult to provide since most of the universities in question have access to or are
connected with Arts universities and can avail of the presence of teachers of "Le
Francais Langue Etrangare". The cost of such a course could be funded from the
grants allocated each year and left to the discretion of each university.

The second complaint, that of the lack of integration felt by some students, is more
intricate and seems to be as a consequence of a complex interaction of affective and
environmental factors. Fortunately, some affective factors as well as some
environmental factors are modifiable. If a better distribution of the number of foreign
students between various universities were organised and a better liaison between
hosting exchange organisers and foreign students established, greater integration
could almost certainly be achieved.

This survey which reinforces the importance of attending to students affective needs
when planning study abroad programme highlights the necessity of revising our
exchange prognmmes on a mutual and regular basis.
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APPENDIX I

Leaving Certificate
results in English

Leaving Certificate
results in French

UL Grade
before
studying
abroad

1. A C C

2. B B A

3. B C C

4. B B B

5. B C B

6. C C C

7. C A A

UL Grade
after
studying
abroad

A

A

APPENDIX 2
Please indicate (in order of preference) which of the following activities you

found the most helpful

Lectures
Social life

Cultural activities
Contact with native speakers

Personal study
Work experience
Other (please specify)

APPENDIX 3
SpecirY (in order of preference) your reasons for studying in France or Belgium

To improve your level of French
To get to know the French culture

To enhance post-university employment prospects
Definite travel/residence abroad plans

European dimension
Other category
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Matching learner perceptions of language
and cultural needs in cross-cultural sales

negotiations with the realities of the
negotiation situation

Gillian S. Martin
Trinity College, Dublin

In March 1991 a features page examining attitudes to language training within
Irish-owned and multi-national companies 1 ased in Ireland, appeared in an edition
of the 'Sunday Business Post'. It is certainly not surprising to learn on the one hand
that there is a general feeling within industry that langtiage proficiency should be
encouraged in export-oriented firms and on the other, that many firms lack coherent
planning in respect of their language training policy. Such observations are by no
means new. The message as to the impOrtance of foreign languages has in recent
years been emphasised in numerous articles of this kind. The problem has always
been and continues to be that there is a quantum leap between recognising a need
and taking the appropriate concrete steps to satisfy this need. In this respect
businm people represent an extremely vulnerable group. Many of those who
determine company policy on language training have themselves never participated
in such programmes and the tendency is to apply general business principles, such
as value for money, to language learning. One has only to take the example,
featured in one of the articles in the Sunday Business Post, of a programme which
involves learning a language over the telephone: "It costs £350 for a 20 x 20 minute
course, and the student has a free trial lesson. "Both the approach itself and the
wording of the description are clearly pitched at the busy executive who equates the
process of language learning with the way in which he conducts his daily business.
One might also posit that the growing tendency amongst adult business learners to
opt for one to one tuition, above and beyond the advantages of flexibility which this
type of arrangement offers, is a reflection of the belief that intensive exposure is the
most cost-effective way to learn the L2. In reality this naive view of language
learning must oflen result in business executives embarking on programmes which
do not best correspond to their needs.

The question which, however, has not yet been satisfactorily answered is how the
needs of adult business learners can be identified more precisely and the right types
of programme designed. Language audits have become more popular in recent
years and are a useful tool in the hands of the experienced language trainer, yet
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research has shown that it is not always possible to depend on the perceptions
expressed by potential learners during such surveys regardless of whether the
researcher selects a 'diagnostic', 'discrepancy' or 'democratic' approach(Berwick,
1989).

The first part of this paper sets out to highlight some of the particular
methodological issues facing language trainers when they are required to identify
the language needs of adult learners within one specific vocational context, namely
the area of sales-negotiation, and to propose a research model which responds to the
difficulties of matching learner perceptions of language and cultural needs with the
realities of the negotiating situation.

The second part of the paper aims to demonstrate, using this model and taking

concrete examples from an ongoing research project focused on Irish-German sales

negotiation, the dangers of relying on learner identified needs.

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Ideally, research into learner needs in intracultural and intercultural negotiation
should be based on empirical analysis of learner behaviour in observed real sales
negotiations, recorded on video and subsequently examined using the techniques of
discourse and conversational analysis. In reality, for reasons of confidentiality and
the effect which the presence of a third-party can have on the process and outcome
of negotiations, alternative methods of data collection must be explored. Some

researchers encountering similar problems have adopted qualitative techniques such
as guided interviews (Beneke and Nothnagel 1988) or had recourse to quantitative

methods involving the use of negotiating games and subsequently, subjecting
identified variables to statistical evaluation (Graham, 1989; Neu, 1985). Although
both approaches allow us to examine the process of negotiation, which is important
from the perspective of identifying specific language behaviours which recur during
the interaction, neither provides on its own a sufficiently generalisable and reliable

measure of negotiating behaviour.

Several problems arise in the case of interviews: the possibility of leading the
interviewee thus producing a halo effect, distortion in interpretation, with the
researcher interpreting the data according to his/her own subjective norms, which
are themselves culturally detennined, and the respondent often expressing attitudes

purely on the basis of personal experiences. Similarly and more critical to the
present study are the doubts as to the reliability of respondent perceptions of their

own behaviour. As Richterich (1983, p.3) pointed out: 'Experience has shown that
the learner is, in general, little aware of his needs!. Neil Rackham of the Huthwaite
Research Group, one of the few training organisations to have adopted participant
observation techniques as a means of analysing smaller and larger sales
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negotiations, underlines this latter caveat in respect of using interviews to elicit from
top salespeople the behaviours which determine successful negotiation: " Good
performers often do things naturally without even realising what it is that makes
them different."(1987, p.2)

An alternative to the interview strategy has been the use of negotiating games. The
choice of negotiating game must also, however, consider that the criteria of analysis
are often culturally determined and that many games are outcome rather than
process oriented. The use of negotiating games has tended to go hand in hand with
deductive, quantitative methods of analysis. Hypotheses are generated and tested
using statistical procedures to overcome the problems of generalisability. Advocates
of thisapproach point to the fact that the vast number of situational and individual
constraints in any communicative event diminish the value of participant
observation (Graham, 1981, p.103). Saville-Troike(1982, p.119) in the ethno-
graphic tradition, states that quantitative measures are essential to an empirical
study in order to ensure sufficient generalisability, but are alone inadequate as they
often suppress variables which although statistically insignificant can prove
instrumental in the outcome of a particular interaction. Yet, arguably, even if one
attempts to limit the number of situational variables, it is impossible to control the
range of individual variables, a factor which on the positive side surely lends greater
authenticity to this technique of data collection. In spite of any effort to reduce the
complexity of negotiation, it is ultimately a speech event which is constructed on
the basis of how individuals interact with one another. Those larger companies
which propound a particular type of selling culture and try to train their salesforce in
this mould, must reckon with the preponderance of individual personality traits in
pressurised negotiating situations. It might also be argued that statistical methods,
when applied to a restricted sample size, as has been the tendency to date, have
limited validity.

Obviously, generalisability and reliability are central to any research which takes as
its brief the design of course materials. It is important, however, to develop a model
of data collection which allows the researcher to separate the individual dimension
of negotiation from the shared components. Using retrospective interview-
techniques should ideally create a broad context in which to establish a profile of
Irish export sales personnel, provide access to individual and collective affective
factors which impinge on negotiation processes and help to identify recurring types
of language behaviour and difficulties in the L2 negotiating situation, all of which
are products of the L 1 culture and the way in which the foreign language has been
learned. This does not, however, by itself guarantee an appropriate level of
reliability and generalisability. It is necessity to test the 'subjective needs' generated
through interviews as to the perceived language and cultural behaviours of Irish
negotiators against 'objective needs' (Richterich, 1980), in other words, what
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happens in reality. The desired outcome of this approach should be a model based

more centrally on 'process-oriented' interpretation which, to quote Geoffrey
Brindley(1989, p.63), sees needs *primarily in terms of the needs of the learner as an

individual in the learning situation*.

In the absence of any opportunity to observe real negotiations, the use of simulations

can provide the essential counterbalance to the subjectivity of qualitative interview
techniques. Critics of simulations emphasise. above all, their lack of authenticity.

yet fail to- suggcst an alternative. l3earing such misgivings in mind. it is important
that-the simulation exercise is designed so as to allow the participants tobuild their

own personality traits and negotiating experience into the role brief and to retain
their usual selling/buying behaviour. Only in this way can a significantly higher
degee of authenticity and reliability of the observations be achieved. Once an
element of emotional involvement enters into the simulation the experienced
negotiator is unlikely to alter his behaviour radically and the dynamics of thc
interaction prevail. Likewise, the concept of face is once again a powerful factor in

ensuring the commitment ofisoth+anies to the task which they have been set and

ultimately helps to strike a balance between the integrative and competitive

dimensions of negotiation. To quote Goffmann(Brown and Levinson, 1978, p.66):

(...) normally everyones face depends on everyone else's
being maintained, and since people can be expected to
defend their faces if threatened, and in defending their
own to threaten others' faces, it is in general in every
participant's best interest to maintain each others' face(...).

Negotiation represents one of the most extreme examples of the role of 'positive' face

which even in simulated situations regulates thc interaction between the various

parties.

Where adult leartwrs are concerned, the subjective cultural baggage brought to the

intercultural negotiating situation i arguably one of the critical factors influencing
their approach to doing businesc in L2. If the researcher is to try to relate individual

perceptions of Irish-German sales negotiations to obsentd negotiating behaviour a

dual approach such as that outlined above is necessary. The case for a dual approach

can be argued more tangibly with reference to an analysis of 30 interviews
conducted between June 1992 and September 1992 with experienced Irish export

salespeople in small, mid-sized and large companies based in Ireland and to one of
the recorded simulations. The interviews consisting of 49 open and close-ended

questions and lasting on average VA hours, draw attention io learner perceptions of

language and cultural needs, whilst the simulation underlines just how wide the gap

between subjective and objectiv., needs can be.
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ANALYSIS OF THE INTERVIEW DATA
The 30 interviewees are broadly made up of exporters who have studied German
post Leaving Certificate at third-level, subsequently acquiring a business
qualification, those who have pursued an interdisciplinary degree course such as
Business Studies and German, and those who have been thrown into the L2 culture
with no previous knowledge of German and forced to sink or swim after minimal
training in the foreign language, usually in the form of an intensive course. The
majority fit into the last category, although within this grouping some of the
respondents had spent several years in the interim in a German speaking country.
Others had some exposure to German prior to moving to the L2 culture and built on
this knowledge by attending intensive courses in Germany.

The majority of the interviewees, irrespective of group, have received no formal
sales training in L2. Learning inductively or "on the job" is the norm: many have
simply accompanied a senior manager to the export market and watched him/her in
action. Others have learned by observing German agents or distributors. For a
competent L2 speaker the latter can offer a useful means of refming one's selling
skills, improving presentation techniques and familiarising oneself with specialist
vocabulary. However, for a less fluent L2 speaker the capacity to filter and evaluate
received information is initially limited. Unless the learner brings a critical and
reflective eye to the performance of his colleague, the pitfalls of this situational
approach can outweigh its advantages and ultimately leave the learner in a more
vulnerable position. In addition, it leads us to reassess the relationship between
erwerhen and krnen and the point at which the latter can successfully give way to
the former.

Equally, a significant number of interviewees claim to have simply transferred their
LI sales techniques to the L2 situation. The dangers of adopting this approach are
particularly insidious in a situation where the cultural differences are less overt, say
for example in Irish-German as opposed to Irish-Japanese negotiations. In the less
competent L2 speaker who has not developed the capacity for critical reflection in
the foreign language and tries to explain the foreign culture by LI terms of
reference, seeking explanations for behaviour within his own cultural frames, the
opportunities for misunderstanding are multiplied. Moreover, the indication by
some researchers that listeners tend to explain and evaluate human behaviour more
in terms of the personal characteristics of the speaker than on the basis of situational
criteria (Lalljee, 1987), might lead us to posit that if the learner possesses limited
linguistic and cultural competence in the L2 , the likelihood of this is increased
considerably, thus serving to further cultural stereotypes and to reinforce existing
affective preconceptions.
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Within each of the groups, there is clear evidence of considerable difficulty
experienced by the respondents in describing their language needs in respect of sales
negotiation situations, and more specifically the linguistic and cultural problems
encountered during negotiation. We might expect this trend to predominate
amongst sellers who have little or no formal training in L2. in reality many of those
interviewed who have studied the foreign language over a much longer period
interpret their experiences in the same black and white terms.

All interviewees asserted that they felt confident in negotiating sales in the L2.
Looking et answers to one particular question which asked respondents to pinpoint
difficulties which they encountered in understanding, speaking, non-verbal
communication and in respect of cultural differences during the conrse of a typical
negotiation, there would on the surface appear to be few major problems. Most
apparent was the claim made by the overWhelming majority of respondents that
difficulties with 'understanding' were restricted to certain dialect forms and technical

terminolov. In respect of speaking, approximately one sixth of negotiators
indicated that they find themselves concentrating so hard on how to phrase an idea

that it is hard to keep the train of thought, thereby nmning the danger of forgetting to

listen to the customer. On a similar note the lack of time available to think proved
problematic to negotiators at all levels of language proficiency. Five of the
interviewees, particularly those who have learned the language situafionally,
professed to have difficulty in expressing themselves with the appropriate precision

in the L2, notably where the sale of high technology products was involved, and in

verbalising nuances in the language. No seller identified problems with turn-taking

or structuring arguments and only a couple alluded to difficulties with cultural

differences. Those identified were the most obvious, i.e. formality and use of

honorific.

One would rapidly gain the impression that sales negotiations between Irish sellers
and German buyers run like clockwork or that there is a widespread absence of
reflective capacity in the L2. There is an apparent reluctance on the part of the
interviewees to admit to having anything other than minor difficulties, a factor

which is again conceivably tied up with the concept of face, yet, some of the
anecdotal material offered by the respondents in the course of the interviews,
particularly by those who have received little formal L2 training, would imply that
they have encountered problems and learned in some instances by their mistakes,
One seller told of an incident when he interspersed a number of foreign words into
his sales pitch, only to disoover subsequently that the buyer didn't understand anyof
them. Other anecdotes indirectly highlight the consequences of a lack of
appreciation of the socio-cultural implications of hierarchy within German
companies. Whilst the value and generalisability of anecdotal evidence is
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questionable, it sometimes constitutes, as in this case, an invitation to look beyond
the picture presented by the seller to the interviewer.

It is by examining the way in which Irish exporters describe their approach to
negotiation in the foreign culture, how they perceive their German counterparts and
the manner in which they seek to deal with these issues, that provides us with more
varied insights into potential areas of friction, and a more comprehensive source of
information as to the perceived components of successful negotiations.

Negotiators who have studied the L2 at third-level would appear, in general, to
adopt a more cautious approach to the negotiating situation in so far as their
responses attest a greater awareness of the necessity to earn credibility and to assess
each sales negotiation and customer individually, thereby intentionally avoiding the
perpetuation of stereotypes. Ideas as to how personal credibility can be achieved
also tend to advocate a strategy which shows respect for the L2 culture, whilst
stressing that the negotiator should assert his identity in a positive manner, rather
than simply hoping to cash in on being Irish. In this vein, several of the respondents
have mentioned the fact that Irish negotiators should be more prepared to argue with
the German buyer, a point which might be interpreted as a desire to be seen and
treated as an equal and to be establish oneself as a serious contender.

The notion of credibility also seems to he linked to a perception expressed by some
of the interviewees as to the need to speak accurately, i.e. grammatically correct
German and to master some of the basic rules of discourse competence (Canale,
1983, p. 9); even if the latter are expressed in general terms, such as stressing the
importance of link words/conjunctions so as to avoid sounding stilted and knowing
when to interrupt someone Indeed, the role of grammar is attributed considerably
more weight amongst respondents with third-level language training. As one
exporter pointed out: "Speaking fluent, correct German gives you a psychological
advantage." Those with less formal L2 training tend to emphasise fluency before
accuracy, in one case underlining potential tactical advantages which can be gleaned
from using a badly constructed sentence: "It makes the customer think". In such
cases there is no recognition as to how the German buyer might actually interpret
this type of language behaviour and how, even allowing for a certain level of
tolerance, it ultimately affects his perception of the seller, his oompany and product.
These conflicting attitudes to grammar simply underpin the fact that as in all
interviews the perceptions are based on individual experience.

There is a more general appreciation of the significance of gaining a broader cultural
perspective on the context of the negotiation, of understanding the socio-cultural
boundaries created, for example, by the du/Sie demarcation and variations on same,
and their implications for the development of the business relationship. By the same
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token. opinions differ widely as to how such an appreciation can be developed.
Three respondents who had learned the language in the L2 culture express the
strong belief that cultural awareness cannot be taught, rather it must be acquired
through a process of cultural inunersion. Interestingly, analysis of the
questionnaires would appear to indicate that negotiators with less formal training in
L2 are more likely to take socio-cultural risks in the L2 situation. One negotiator
noted that he intentionally breaks etiquette by suggesting use of du after 5 minutes
if he feels that he has judged the situation correctly. He views this as a tactical ploy
and believes that being a foreigner allows him to get away with it. Obviously there
are other factors which influence the chances of acciptance of this strategy,
including the branch of industry, the size of the company and the status of the
customer within- the company hierarchy, but the seller did not verbalise such criteria

to the interviewer. It is also evident from the interviews that in the case of two of
the less experienced L2 speakers, whilst respecting German business procedures,
they would appear to be more eager to try to get the German buyer to accept aspects
of the Irish business approach notably in respect of attitudes to formality and
informality. One can only hypothesise that this might be traceable to a more
constricted sense of identification with the socio-cultural norms of the foreign
culture.

The majority of interviewees believe that German buyers are tolerant and patient and
less likely to correct you than their French counterparts, as long as they understand
what you are saying and don't have to concentrate too hard. There is, however, an
obvious tendency amongst our exportas to exploit the generally positive image
enjoyed by Ireland and the Irish in Germany, although few respondents are prepared
to admit that an interest in Ireland offers no guarantee of ultimately getting the
business. The danger of relying on the ostensible tolerance of German buyers is that
it can lull the seller into a sense of complacency with little or no incentive to reflect

critically on his L2 performance and, if necessary, to improve L2 skills.

Moreover, most Irish sellers perceive Southern Germans to be more like themselves
and the atmosphere during such negotiations to be more relaxed. Only a small
proportion of those interviewed stated that underneath it all they are just as
demanding as their North German counterparts cnd cash in on their 'easy-going'
image. Indeed, it would be a wathwhile exercise to carry out a study of the
influence of accent and dialect on the perceptions of non-native speakers of their
native speaker counterparts and vice-versa. In this context reference might be nisi.e

to Giles and Powesland's research 097p into the relationship between accent r ad
perception of the speaker amongst native speakers. They report on a study carriai
out in Britain showing that nonstandard accented speakers were often 'found to be

MOM favourably evaluated ... with respect to personal integrity and social
attractiveness ... More specifically, the nonstandard speakers were perceived as less
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serious and more talkative, good natured and humorous than the RP speakers.'(p.
68) One can only speculate at this stage on the transferability of these fmdings to
intercultural contexts.

Although there is only limited cognisance of the role of accent, pronunciation and
intonation in L2 negotiation and this tends to be recognised by those who have taken
the language at third-level, it is possible to detect more widespread awareness of
other language and cultural skills required by negotiators. Listening skills and
maintaining concentration over long periods are seen as crucial. Moreover, aspects
of strategic competence, notably how to win time to think by recourse to
paraphrasing, summarising, asking for clarification and the use of fillers would
seem to be recognised as having relevance for negotiation. Ability to use and
understand widely used business terms in the 'Fachsprache' of individual branches
is seen globally as a prerequisite. An ability to use more complex tenses, such as
the conditional, and the subjunctive mood is also considered necessaty. Only a very
small number of interviewees, however, admitted to having any difficulties in
dealing with any of the above.

Two of the main points confirmed by the interviews are that the way in which
sellers approach negotiation is to a large extent determined by individual personality
and perception and that there is little critical reflection on language performance.
Whilst some of the observations in the questionnaires are recorded by a significant
number cl the respondents, there are equally as many contradictions, illustrating the
impossibility of drawing any generalisable conclusions as to the language and
cultural needs of Irish sellers in Germany using only qualitative interview
techniques. With reference to the criterion of reliability, the researcher is left with
the impression that whilst all the sellers are convinced of the authenticity of the
record which they have presented of their negotiating performance in the L2, this is
not the full picture.

ANALYSIS OF A SIMULATED NEGOTIATION
To exemplify the extent to which self-perception and reality can differ and to
illustrate the potential value of the research model presented above, it is useful to
examine in greater detail one of the negotiation simulations featuring an experienced
seller who had been learning German for I I years and had studied German and
Business at third-level. The buyer was employed by a German company based in
Ireland. The simulation exercise which was designed by this researcher, focused on
the sale of facsimile equipment by an Irish firm to a large German food import and
distribution company. Negotiation time was limited to 90 minutes and the
negotiators were allowed to structure the negotiation over more than one meeting.
The simulation was recorded on video and subsequently transcribed according to the
guidelines used by Levinson (1983, pp.369-370). Questionnaires wee completed
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by the seller and the buyer before the simulaticc was recorded, in order to provide an
insight into their objectives and the strategies to be used.

The seller had also been interviewed at an earlier date during which she did not
idea* any areas of difficulty in negotiating with Germsn buyers, other than
understanding dialect and coping with 'off days'. It is important, she noted, to
adapt one's Feesentation to German norms, with the necessary attention to detail and
hard evidence of product achievement. Fluent communication, rather than accuracy
is critical, in other words, the objective should be to get the message across with as
few errors as possible. She also noted that negotiators should be able to exploit
intonation to make themselves sound interesting.

In the pre-simulation questionnaire the seller stated as part o her strategy that she
intended to ask plenty of questions in order to find out as much as possible about the
buyer's current position and to get him to listen. The approach is central to her
negotiating philosophy, expressed also in tho earlier interview, and relies on the fact
that the buyer will ultimately recognise his own needs. She also stressed that she
was interested in developing a long term relationship with the buyer and in getting
him interested in the solutions to problems that he as yet doesn't know that he has.

As the negotiation progressed it became obvious that the seller was encountering
problems in flailing her intended strategy. One of the main objectives of any seller
is to gain control of the conversation, usually by asking questions and listening
carefully to the responses of the buyer and subsequently turning the information
obtained in this way into sales advantages. Analysis of the simulation shows that
the seller does not have control of the conversation, nor does she succeed in
controlling its direction and pace. This aspect is underlined by the internal rhythm of
her speech. Changes in the rate of articulation fluctuate between extremes of
hesitation and fluency, giving alternately the impression of uncertainty and over-
eagerness. Her credibility and conviction threatens to be compromised at times by
repeated use of hedges and imprecise qualifiers, which might equally be interpreted
as indicators of a desire to be cautious. Faesch and Kaspar (1989, p.76f.) have
underlined this tendency amongst non-native speakers *Rather than assessing the
external contextual parameters as subject to cultural variation, the learners may
perceive their role as non-native speakers as calling for more tentative verbal
behaviour.* In this particular oontext the result is that instead of giving precise facts
which most German buyers tend to be looking for, the presention of the company
and its products comes across as woolly. It is apparent that the buyer endeavours to
huny up the conversation, in some instances by completing sentences for the seller,
elsewhere by interrupting her, usually with a request for confirmation such as dos
heifir, provoked by the seller's tendency to longwindedness which obscures
important and relevant facts. The irritation of the buyer, obvious through his abrupt
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tone, at not getting factual answers to his questions becomes particularly
pronounced during the price negotiation. In the post hoc interview he simply noted
that a German salesperion would make his presentation knapper and killer and
provide more focused information on his product.

The fust part of the sales presentation is guided largely by the buyer's questions.
When the seller does take the initiative and asks the buyer about his own firm, many
questions show what appears to be a lack of focus and uncertainty as to the nature of
the information required. At one point, a question posed by the seller serves the
purpose of introducing an irrelevant discussion about car telephones. By the same
token, some of the responses of the buyer provide details about the company
structure which would have offered an ideal opportunity for the seller to ask more
appropriately targeted questions and turn the information into arguments to promote
her product. This demands both intensive listening skills and an ability to convert
the points made by the buyer into benefits or advantages in favour of the product.
Whilst the buyer is describing his firm, the seller seems to have some difficulty in
getting her turn. When she does succeed and poses a question its force is often
weakened or lost completely by falling intonation and low voice. At a later stage in
the negotiation, the cogency of many ot' the seller's arguments is compromised
through poor structuring and insufficient use of appropriate cohesive devices,
particularly when put under pressure by the buyer, further contributing to the lack of
consequentiality and unbalanced rhythm of many of her utterances. This aspect is
also aggravated by inconsistent use of deistic markers. In the debriefing the buyer
makes the observation: 'Nicht elle Gedanken wurden konsequent in Vorteile
tthersetzt.' (Not all thoughts were translated logically into advantages).

Indeed, one of thc most obvious examples of the potential unreliability of subjective
perceptions emerged in respect of listening. In the post hoc interview the seller
expressed the belief that the behaviour which had the most impact on the buyer was
her listening ability. By stark contrast, the buyer recorded that the seller had
difficulties with listening and was more interested in reeling off general arguments
than responding to his needs.

Whilst the seller recognised in the debriefing that she had been longwinded and
'chewed over words' causing the buyer to complete sentences for her, and that she
had some difficulties with technical details, facts and figures, she did not identity
any other problem areas relating to conversztional management, and expressed
satisfaction with her performance. The sale was not closed as a question about
maintenance costs remained unclarified, however, the seller was confident that she
would get the business.
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In conclusion, it is useful to recall a point raised earlier in the paper, namely the
general level of confidence expressed by Irish exporters as to their L2 negotiating
competence. If one seeks to interpret this apparent ccenfixt one possible explanation
can be offered: sales negotiations are highly structured speech events which follow a
more or less clearly defined pattern. It is relatively easy to predict the stages through
which they progress in a specific culture and to identify cultural differences with
regard to the approximate amount of time spent on each phase. In Irish-Gemum
sales negotiations the structural differences are minimal progress: negotiations
progress through comparable stages and the most obvious cultural variation is the
amount and position of small talk. This undoubtedly provides the seller with a
sense of security which, in turn, may conceivably deflect attention from his actual
linguistic performance and distort his evaluation of same.

In this paper I have set out to illustrate the relationship between learner self-
perception, at all levels of competence, and actual performance. The research
methodology outlined above with its emphasis on a combination of qualitative
interview techniques and simulation exercises carried out in a more controlled
environment proposes, in the absence of participant observation, offers one possible
solution to the difficulties of generalisability and reliability which arise in needs
analyses. From a pedagogical perspective, it is hoped that the model will provide a
basis for the development of teaching materials which endeavour to mediate
between objective and subjective needs and thereby respond more accurately to the
requirements of the adult business learner.
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Language measurement and the year
abroad

Theo Harden/Riana Walsh
University College, Dublin

ABSTRACT
The purpose of this article is to provide background information on a longitudinal
Second Language Acquisition research project initiated in the German Department
UCD in May 1991. The materials used, the participants involved, the procedures
undertaken and an analysis of the information acquired shall be described. Finally,
the purpose of the project, its present status, our objectives during the course of this
research project and its potential contribution to the teaching of DaF (Deutsch als
Fremdsprache), shall be outlined.

INTRODUCTORY REM! RKS
Language assessment has always been and still is a very delicate area. Especially
when the broader concept of "communicative competence" rather than that of
grammatical correctness and accuracy is employed. Most people will probably know
at least one foreigner whose communicative competence is beyond doubt but who
hardly utters a sentence without a grammatical mistake of some kindt. As we will
concentrate on the linguistic development i.e. measure the language achievement,
mainly by means of error analysis in the more restricted sense of grammatical errors,
the question might arise whether such a procedure is compatible with modem
language teaching which is principally focused on the acquisition of communicative
skills. However, the notion that a large number of grammatical errors might affect
the communication negatively or render it even impossible seems to be commonly
accepted2.

The principal objective behind this project *Language Measurement and the Year
Abroad" is to attempt to assess the value of the Junior Year Abroad in terms of
linguistic and, to a lesser extent, personal development. Or, to put the question
quite bluntly: What is achieved by whom and why? As a long term objective, and
with the co-operation of other universities participating in the project (Turin, Porto,
Berlin), we shall eventually be in a position to compare and contrast the linguistic
development and range of errors amongst learners of German with different mother
tongues who have also completed two years studying German at University in order
to suggest various hypotheses which might add to an overall theory of second
language acquisition.
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THE ADMINISTRATIVE SETTING
As an optional part of their three year Degree oourse and in preparation for their
final year at the home university, students of German at UCD spend a one year
period in a German speaking country at the end of their second year of study
Normally students who participate in the Year Abroad scheme are employed as
English Language Assistants with the PAD, receive DAAD scholarships, or
Erasmus grants to study at a university in the target country. For the period 91192 a
total of 39 students from the Department of German were in Germany undcr such
schemes. (excluding B.Comm. International). The year abroad is becoming
increasingly popular and the competition for places on some of the schemes is quite
strong.

INSTRUMENTS
In order to measure their German oral competence before commencing the year
abroad, we employed the "Soziolinguistisches Erhebungsinstmment zur
Sprachentwicklung" as designed by CAROL PFAFF and RENATE PORTZ of the
Padagogisches Zentrum Berlin 1981. The "Soziolinguistisches
Erhebungsinstrument zur Sprachentwicklung" (SES) is a sociolinguistic research
instrument: "...ein Instrument, mit dessen Hilfe die mOndlichen Sprach- und
KommunikationsfMigkeiten von Sprechem des Deutschen als Erst- und vor allem
als Zweitsprache eingeschatzt werden kernnen" (PFAFF/PORTZ 1981:1) When the
SES was being developed in 1981 research into language learning amongst foreign
children within the German school system had only commenced3. The SES enables
the researcher to assess the linguistic and communicative competence of foreign
pupils in German schools i.e. German for Foreign Students . It consists of a set of
pictures (see Figure I) to which the candidates have to react i.e. either to describe
the story depicted or answer specific questions, and a questionnaire section.

The SES concentrates predominantly on assessing language and communicative
ability of pupils who speak Gennan as a Second Language.

During the course of their research PFAFF/PORTZ used the SES on a range of age
groups amongst foreign school children using German as a Second Language. The
materials cater for a variety of ethnic groups of varying cultural backgrounds and
varying degrees of linguistic ability. Ultimately the SES assists the language
teacher or researcher in diagnosing the linguistic standard of a particular learner or
group of learners at a particular time. If the teacher can assess which linguistic
structures are being used by the leamer at a given time in hisiber language
development the teacher can assess what exactly has been correctly acquired, what
language strategies are employed when communicating, what learning strategies are
used and, ultimately, receives feedback relating to pupil needs and can thus decide
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on appropriate measures based on the insights and data provided by the longitudinal

study.

There has been much research conducted in the area of Getman as a Foreign
Language/Second language amongst the adult population of foreign workers in

Germany4. Such research has resulted in hypotheses on the concept of Pidgin
Gennan'S Pfaff and Portz (1970) outlined the limitations of research methods
employed to date in this area. The principal method of extracting linguistic data has

been the informal interview technique which according to the designers of the SES

causes the following problems:

I. The linguistic intentions of the speaker remain unclear.

2. The probability that certain linguistic stnictums will be employed is totally

unpredictable and depends entirely on how the interview is conducted.

3. Comparing the language performance ofthe various speakers is not facilitated by

this informal interview technique. What is more readily observable in this

unstructured technique is the interlanguage6 employed by the speaker of German as

a Second Language.

The questionnaire (see Annex) designed by us in the German Department UCD, to

provide information pertaining to attitudes towards the language, culture and people

of the target country (in this case Austria and Switzerland were excluded), was also

completed by the students ready to embark on their year abroad.

The information we gather throughout the course of the research project will provide

us with information regarding the preparation, structure and value of the yearabroad

and the necessary improvements required in order to assist the students in getting

the maximum benefit both linguistically andpersonally from their study abroad.

As a result of the SES interviews a further field of enquiry has emerged which we

consider merits investigation, namely, ihe assessment of the level of conmunicative

competence achieved by those students taught German prior to their university

studies by teachers employing the communicative method and the communicative

competence of those students who commenced their university studies as
Nullanfinger (i.e. those students who commence German studies at third level

with no previous knowledge of the language). Whilst conducting the oral
assessment using the SES it emerged that previc,. NullanfInger", were noticeably

more advanced in cal competence and accuracy than those students with 5-6 years

Getman at second level.
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It might be worthwhile interrupting the argument here and speculating about the
reasons. Motivation7 is possibly one explanation for the relatively weak
performance of the ''normal" Arts students. Although the majority gave Interest in
German language and culture (see Question 11) as their chief motivation for taking
up German as a subject, it remains dubious whether this can be taken seriously.
Especially in light of the fact that the average rating they gave themselves was 4 on
a 7 point scale (7 being native-speaker competence) (see question 14). Assuming
that motivation drops as soon as a target objective is achieved, we might infer that
the students subjectively feel that they have mastered the language and therefore do
not see any point in putting more effott into the process of further acquisition. Or,
as Krusche (1983:252), pointed out, as soon as stimulating curiosity (stirnulierende
Neugier) is discouraged, Secondly, language acquisition becomes an extremely
laborious and anrewarding affair.8

The fact that the "Nullanfhnger" performed on average better than the regular
students supports this claim, i.e. for them the language is still new enough to offer
challenges and has enough areas which still have to be explored.

It seems that further research in language teaching at secondary level will provide us
with interesting infonnation relating to methodologies employed within the field of
DaF, the role of native/non-native speakers as teachers, motivation amongst
students of DaF etc.

As well as conducting research in the areas of language assessment and personal
development during the course of the research project, more specific linguistic
topics within this broader context shall be examined, topics such as fossilisation9,
error correction in oral performance and methods of self-correction.

According to Pfaff/Portz (1981:7) the precondition for satisfactory analysis and
evaluation of oral linguistic and communicative competence amongst learners is, of
course, an adequate research instrument which fulfils the following requirements:

a) It should facilitate coherent conversation using natural, everyday language.
h) It should relate to everyday communicative situations.
c) It should encourage a range of linguistic, pragmatic and stylistic structures.
d) It should guarantee comparison ofdata both from a content and structural

point of view.
e) It should cater for children ofvarious ages, sex, and of different regional,

social and linguistic backgrourds and of varying degrees of oral and
communicative competence.

.1) It should cater for the unequal social status of the adult interviewer and the
child. The topic, presentation of the topic, manner in which the
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conversation is conducted, should facilitate openness and the interview
should be conducted in cm informal, personaL interesting and 1ive4t
manner.

g) It should be easy to administer and evaluate.

The SES promotes a coherent and informal conversation. It makes use of everyday
situations, and encourages the speaker to use particular structures central to these
topics of communication. It thereby facilitates the analysis of certain
communicative strategies which are employed by the learner.

The SES consists, as already mentioned, of two parts: Part I is a series of 21
questions extracting information which provides social, socio-psychological and
sociolinguistic background data. For our purposes, however, we did not use the
SES Interviewleitfadee but designed our own questionnaire consisting of 39
questions eliciting data relating to students' profile, linguistic background and
attitudes. (See appendix).

Part II consists of 20 pictures which in the interview situation elicit linguistic data

on the level of morphology, syntax and pragmatics. The pictures used do not restrict
the speaker to describing exactly what is presented visually but may extend beyond
the scene portrayed and lead into spontaneous convenation at times. So although
certain structures are vital in order to describe what is portrayed in the scene, the
speaker is also provided with the scope to extend beyond this. The pictures merely

provide a framework.

Picture 6 Picture 7

Reasons for choosing the SES materials were mainly due to the fact that the SES
was already designed and tested in Janifeb 1979 in Berlin Gnmdschulen and
Hauptschulen amongst 50 schoolchildren with ages ranging 5-15 and of various
nationalities. The series of tests carried out resulted in the conclusion that the SES
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could be used on a variety of age groups and with pupils of varying degrees nf
linguistic competence. The materials appear to elicit exactly those
elements we wish to examine. In some cases the student elicited as anticipated, in

other cases an alternative elicitation was produced. As the range of possible
reponses is to some extent unlimited, so too is the rangeof possible errors.

However, as the SES materials are designed principally for schoolchildren in the age
range 5-15, living in Germany and participating as foreigners in the school system,
it may be valid criticism that the SES materials are not in fact entirely suitable for

use at university level, amongst 18-20 year olds, in a non-German speakir -
environment. The following questions arise in this respect:

1) Is the informal interview technique a.s successful with students as it is with
schoolchildren who might be less sceptical as to the motivation behind the

interview?
2) Are thc picture materials suitable for our target group?

To question 1: When informed that they were participating in a language research
project and not an interview which would assess their oral competence for

continuous assessment purposes in the German Department, students were inclined

to relax and regard the interview as a once-off situation which would have no
negative repercussions if errors were made, unlike an oral examination situation. To

this extent they probably performed in a manner approaching that of a relaxed
conversation. In this latter case the need to communicate as effectively as possible
would be the main objective and there would be no overriding need to impress the
listener as was probably the case here at the University where the interview was
conducted with a member of staff

To question 2: This question appears central to the pertinence of the entire interview

i.e. if the student regards the pictures as infantile he/she is likely to ridicule the
interview - but the overriding fact is that regardless of the student's attitude towards
the materials he/she was either fully capable or incapable of using particular
structures. We would therefore claim that even if we had selected' materials from
authentic sources e.g. newspaper photos depicting scenes which would promote
elicitation of similar structures to those promoted by the SES, the student would be

capable of either responding correctly or incapable of doing so. It is immaterial
which Bildmaterial is used.

THE QUESTIONNAIRE
34 students completed the questionnaire section of the project and 30 of these
students then patticipated in the interview section. The interview was conducted on
a one to one basis.
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23 students were 2nd Arts. 6 of these 2nd Arts students had only 2 years of German
i.e. had commenced their German studies at UCD as Nullanflinger. 7 students were
B.Comm. Int. students. 5 of these B.Comm. ha. students had only 2 years of
German.

Broadly speaking, information relating to the following sub.* areas was obtained.

Student profile: Questions 1,2,3,4,10,11
Language background: Questions 4,5,6,7
German language: Questions 8,9,12,14,18,19,22,25,27,30
General language: Questions 26,31
Our teaching: Questions 15,16,20,21,22,30,32,33,34
Cultural stereotyping: Questions 13,23,24,29,35,36,37,39
Junior year abroad: Questions 17,20,21,28,38

Profile of subjects
Questions 1,2,3,4,10,11
A total of 34 students, 27 females and 7 males, completed the questionnaire. Their
ages ranged from 18-20 years. All respondents have English as a mother tongue.
All candidates have completed their 2nd Year of either an Arts Degree or B.Comrn.
Int.

Amongst the Arts undergraduates the combination subject with German varied:
9 French; 1 Greek and Roman;
4 Politics; I Geography;
4 English; 1 Philosophy;
3 Economics; 1 Linguistics;
2 Italian; 1 Archaeology.

7 of the 34 students are B.Comm. Int. candidates. These students study a B.Conun.
course and also the B.A. course in German language and literature. Their studies
include a compulsory year abroad in a German third level institution.

In Question 11 students were presented with 4 possible reasons as to why they had
selected German as a university subject.

Question 11
Which of the following reasons most accurately describes why you chose to study
German?

a) interest in German language and culture
b) an additional qualification - better career opportunities
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c) undecided at the time when subject choices being made so opted for
German

d) other reasons (please specify)

The most frequent response was: (a) followed by (b), followed in turn by a
combination of (a + d). Response to (d) as follows: / wanted to learn a language;
Interested in combining German language with business with a view to working in
German I like the actual sound of German language when spoken fluent4k Partly
the reason given in (b) i.e. an additional qualification and equally because of an
ambition to be truly bilingual generally like learning languages. The (e) option
received a frequency of I, as did the (d) option on its own, and also the
combinations (a+b), 0+0, (a+b+d).

LANGUAGE BACKGROUND/GERMAN LANGUAGE
In terms of their language background all 34 candidates have English as their
mother tongue. Four stated that they had a bilingual upbringing i.e. Irish and
English. They explained that they had either attended an all Irish school as part of
their education or spoke Irish at home. Of the 34 candidates 22 had learned German
in school. One had attended a Goethe Institute course. Eleven had no German
language instruction prior to commencing their 1 hird Level studies. The number of
years spent on formal German language instruction varied. Ten candidates had
received the norm of 5 years i.e. commencing in first year post-primary and
continuing to Leaving Certificate level. Nine candidates had received 6 years formal
instruction, presumably due to either the provision of a transition year in their
particular school, or due to the fact that they repeated a year. Twelve candidates had
received 7 years instruction. One candidate had received 3 years instruction,
possibly to Intermediate Certificate level or alternatively a 3 year Leaving Certificate
cycle. Information on how difficult German was percived was elicited by Question
I 2.

Question 12
Do you find German:
a) very d(fficult
h) of average difficulty
c) of less than average difficulty
d) easy

Thirty of the 34 students regard German 'of average difficulty': three 'of less than
average difficulty'; one 'very difficult'. No respondents regard German as 'easy'.

Question 12 relates also to Questions 14 and 27.
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Question 14
How do you rate your overall performance in German? Please rate from I (very
limited knowledge) to 7 (almost mother tongue ability)

In the case of Question 14, fourteen optet: for a rating of 4, eight for a rating of 5,
three for a rating of 3 and one for a rating of 2. Four candidates proposed a rating of
4-5, three one of 3-4 and one a rating of 2-3.
No candidate selected a rating of 6 or 7.

Question27
Imagine that you have been asked to accompany a group of Gennan business people
around your country. You will have to explain everything in German of course.
However, you will eam 200 per day. The tour lasts 3 days. Do you feel confident
enough to take on.the job?

Bearing in mind the responses given by students to Questions 12 and 14 a majority
of 21 students felt they could take on the job and 13 gave a decisive No. So students
who rated their German performance at e.g. 3,4, and 5 felt competent enough to
undertake such an ambitious task. This would seem to indicate a certain amount of
overestimating competence and underestimating exactly what language proficiency
requires in terms of linguistic knowledge.

Question 18
Have you already spent a significant period of time abroad? (longer than 3 months)

Question 18 should have been amended and rephrased to "Have you already spent a
significant period of time in a German speaking country" as some responses
included English and French speaking countries in the follow-up Question 19.
18 of the candidates had already spent 2'4 - 3 months or longer in a German
speaking country, predominantly the southern regions of Germany, in most cases
presumably consisting of seasonal work during summer holidays.

THE INTERVIEW
Our Students were shown the series of pictures one by one and the guidelines for
questioning, as provided by the SES, were roughly adhered to. Native speakers were
used for the interview section. ULRICH STEINMOLLER, of the Technische
Universitat Berlin participated in the administration of the SES during the pilot
phase in Berlin and reported that if a Turkish interviewer was used to interview
Turkish children the interviewer tended to correct errors and thereby cause unease. It
is also unnatural to have two native speakers of Turkish converse in German.
Depending on student reaction the question was rephrased if necessary, prompts
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provided etc. Each conversation was recorded and the student was aware of this fact.
The recorded conversations were then transcribed and cralysed.

TRANSCRIPT SAMPLES
Pfaff/Portz provide the SES user with a "Tabelle der grammatischen Merkmale in
which those grammatical elements which one would expect to be elicited are
outlined. For example, pictures 6 and 7 elicit the following:

Picture 6

Priiposition
Frage: Was ist hier der Unterschied?
Antwort Er steht auf dem Kopf und er steht auf den

Beinen

Picture 7

Singular und Pluralformcn
Frage: Was siehst du da auf dem Baum?
Antwort: VogelNogel

Ind irektcs Objckt
Frage: Was macht die Vogelmutter?
Antwort: Sie bringt ihren Kindern was zum Essen

Ncbcnsatz mit Weil (Wortstcllung)
Frage: Warum?
Antwort: Weil die Hunger hahen

Modalverb und Infinitiv
Frage: Was macht dieser Vogel da?
Antwort: Er fliegt. Er will fliegen

Wortstcllung
Frage: Warum?
Antwort: Er will selbst was zum Essen holen

Below are extracts of the recordings corresponding to pictures 6 and 7. In each

extract those items which the SES expects to elicit are underlined.The SES "Tabelle
der grammatischen Merkmale" serves only as a guideline.
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DUB 2,1 (male/6 years German/Italian second subject)
Und was ist da der Unterschied?

a: Ahm der Erste stAnds auf seine Kopf
Ja

a: Der andere ist Ah II senkrecht
i: OK, was macht dic Vogelmuttcr?
a: ihm /siegibi Are Kinder etwas zuhn Essen

DUB 2,9 (fcmak/beginner/B.Comm.Int.)
Ja und hies, weak du nicht?

a: Ich kann nicht das Wort errinern
Aha, OK, und bier?

a: Eine Vogel nahert die Baum, in der seine Jungvogel wartet warten. Sic

fusser! ihnen.

DUB 2,13 (male17 years German/Economics)
Mm. Was ist hier der Unterschied?

a: Dieser Clown steht auf ihm seinem Kopf
i: OK. Und was siehst du auf dem Bild?
a: Ahm ibm Ieh sehe VI:Wein. Es gibt kleine Vageln in Ahm wie heiBt das? ahm

es es gibt ein Vogel, der Ahm Mit
seinem Wurm Ahm. Das ist Idles, was ich erkennen kann.

DUB 2,16 (femak/beginner/French)
i: Was ist hier der Unterschied?
a: Dieser Clown er steht und es steht nicht

Steht nicht
a: Er steht auf aufdie Hande

Ja. OK. Gut. Also was siehst du hier an diesem Bild?
a: Ein ein Baum mit viele V6gel und viele Vogel
i: Was macht die Muttervogel?
a: Die kfuttervagel bring: ein Wormchen fir die kkine Vogel

Picture 14
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Picture 14 elicits the following:

Modalverb und InfmithgWortstellung
Frage: ErzAhle die Gesehichte von der Katze und der Mulch!

Antwort: Die Katze willdie Mitch trinken

Priisens, Personalendungen, Priipositionen
Frage: Was denkt die Katze hier?
Antwort: Sic springt auf den Tisch

Dann springt sie wieder runter

Verbstellung im Nebensatz mit weil
Frage: Wartun springt sie so plAtzlich runter7

Antwort: Weil die Mutter kommt

Again, those elicitations anticipated by the SES are underlined in the following

transcripts. The errors which occurred are categorised10.

DUB 2,1
Kannst du hier die Geschichte erzAhlen?

a: Mt, die Katze sieht ein Glas Mitch auf den Tisch

Ja
a: Ah // sie denkt wie, Ah, sie es bekommen kann

mlun
a: Ah, die Katze spring auf dcm Tisch, Ali, sie trinkt das Mitch

mhm
a: Ahm // das Glas thllt auf den Boden

auf dem Tisch - prepositional error
- and case

die Katze spring auf den Tisch - morphological error
verb ending

das Mitch - gender error

DUB 2,9
i: OK. Kannst du diese Geschichte etzAhlen?
a: Der Kat die Katze sieht eine eine Glasse Milch auf dem Tisch. Sie will sie

will das Mach hahen,
Mlun

a: Sie wirfe sie wirfe das Mulch auf des auf der Tisch und sie trinkt das und sie

lauft vom von der Tisch

1 3 "
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eine Glasse Milch - gender error
- ladcal error

das Mileh - gender error
sie wirfe - moiphological error

(irreg. verb)
auf das auf der Tisch - error in use of prep.

and case/gender error
sic trinkt das - gender error

- pronoun error

sie lauft - morphological error
(irreg. verb)

von der Tisch - gender/case error

DUB 2,13
i: Was ist das hier? Was ist das far eine Geschichte?
a: ahm..ahm..ahm..die die Katze !film sieht ahm einen

Glas ahm von Wasser auf dem Tisch Und sie ahm sie
ahm f f fragt sich, was drin ist und dann ibm ahm
ging sic auf den Tisch und lihm hat ahm
glaube, daB es Wasser ist und ahm die Katze trinkt
das Wsaser und Illun das Glas ihm fallt und ihm das
Wasser ahm gcht auf dem Tisch und die Katze dim
trinkt dann trinkt das die Katze das Wasser

Und hier?
a: Dann ahm I laBt die Kat= dem Tisch den Tisch

Die Katze sieht einen Glas
sieht einen Glas von Wasser

dann ging sie
das Glas fallt
das Wasser geht auf dem Tisch

dann laBt die Katze dem Tisch laBt
den Tisch

gender error
gender error

error in use of prep.
- error in tense
- lexical error
- error in use of prep.
and case and lexical error
- lexical error

case error

DUB 2,16
Kannst du hier die Geschichte erzahlen?

a: Eine Kat= sitzt neben einem Tisch und ein Glas
Wasser steht auf dem Tisch und die Katze will
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trinken und sie springt auf dem Tisch und trinkt das
Wasser und dann geht sit

sie si?ringt auf dem Tisch - case error prep.+ acc

Admittedly, the above transcripts are unlikely to representcommunicative scenarios
which our Year Abroad students are likely to encounter but the grammatical
structures required for these simple tasks are necessary for a range of everyday
communicative acts. However, these grammatical structures apparently continue to
pose difficulty (even after seven years of German in the case of some students).
Overall, the quantity and type of errors encountered in the transcripts far exceeded
anything we had anticipated.

CONCLUSION
Having conducted the questionnaire and interview sections of the SES with our Year
Abroad students before their departure, our attention has been drawn to several
areas which we believe merit further investigation. As we shall be using the SES
materials on two more occasions during the students period abroad, questions
concerning the reliability and validity of the materials have arisen. Conclusions so
far would indicate that we will be pursuing the following lines of inquiry.

Do the materials represent a realistic communicative task?
Are the SES materials regarded by the participants as a valid tool for
eliciting a sample of their oral proficiency?1
Does the repeated use of the same materials on several occasions result in
overfamiliarisation with the materials thus encouraging repetition of
similar errors on the three occasions that the SES materials are used?
Such errors might in fact be avoided if the student were engaged in free
conversation and could apply various communication strategies?12
Given that the SES materials promote elicitation of fossilised errors could
the interview section be supplemented by a conversational section?
Which examples of error fossilisation emerge over the course of our
research and error analysis?
Can methods and materials be developed to undo fossilisation?
Which factors might explain the discrepancy which emerged between the
German produced by the "Nullanflinger" and that produced by students who
have previous knowledge of German before commencing Third Level? At
this preliminary stage motivation appears to be one source of explanation.
In the event that certain students make no noticeable linguistic progress
during the course of the Year Abroad despite the fact that we employed the SES
on three separate occasions, which factors might be responsible for this?

To what extent do the students themselves consciously 4npt to improve
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their language skills whilst abroad?
Which aspects of our language teaching do students find most useful?
To what extent do student attitudes towards grammar hinder or facilitate
learning?
Which aspects of our course prove adequate/inadequate as a preparation for
the Year Abroad.

Our longitudinal study to date, rather than coneborating the methods of the SES,
has yielded more questions than answers, questions which we shall be endeavouring
to provide answers to over the course of the study and with the feedback and
cooperation of our Year Abroad students.
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FOOTNOTES
1 Lai (1972:35) distinguiehes between "dews' end "silly errors. The former may be interpreted by

ths native speaker because they occur in an *appropriate* communicative context. The latter is not open

so unembigous interpereation by the native speaker and the communicative act is unsucceuful. See also

Kaufmann (1974:6).

2 Kolde (1975:157).

3 See Stating (19711), Pienernann (1978). Meyer-Ingwersen Et.AL. (1977), Steinm011er (1979).

4 SeeHarkowski/Hunisch/Kumm (1930).
5 The term 'Pidgin-Gennan' was used by the 'I leirklbager Forschunprojekt 'Pidgin-German'. It is
misleading because according to Moulmein (1976:391)Pidgin languages am defined as simplified and

reduced variations which occur when people of different language backgrounds communicate in a third

language which is not the mother tongue of either of the participants. For example "oaken of English

and Oerman using French as a regular maw of communication would thus create a Tidgin-French'.
6 Sankey (1972:209) describes Interlanguage as the learner's language system which is neither that of
the mother tongue nor that of L2 but contains elements from both. If we imagine a continuum between
LI and U. Interlanguage is the language spoken by the learner at various points along this continuum.
Similar to this concept is Cordees Transitional Competence i.e. the system of rules the learner has
developed at a particular stage and of a temporary nature. (see Corder 1967:161) Also Nemsees
Approximative System i.e. *specie of the learner's language which approximate the full L2 system.
(Hamer 1971:115)
7 We follow Atkinson in our definition and interpretation of motivation as cognitively determined and

success oriented behaviour. (cf. Atkinson 1964:21ff/Weiner 1972:1950)

8 Kntadte (1943:252) continues his criticism of didactic materials as follows: "Es ist du Bend und der

Fluch yid« lArbuchlule, dell sic die Besondetheiten der jeweiligen Fremdkultur auf deren
niedriptem. unanschaulichstem und unkonkretesten Niveau reprisentieren."

9 As the learner's Interlanguage moves closer to the Target language system, it contains less and leu

errors. However some errors never disappear completely and these are referred to as fossilised

i.e. they are permanent features of the learner's U. (see Selinker)

10 The clarsification of errors is still a much discussed area. Cf. Hach/MoestrupiWagner

(1978:1190.Bierwisch (1970:3910)and Bausch/Raabe (1978:60f). What we present here is merely a

lin based on syntactic and morphologic critens.

11 See Hendrickson (1979:357)

12 See Tarone (1980:417)
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Problem-solving strategies in ab initio
learning: A study of two adult learners
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INTRODUCTION
This paper is concemed with a particular type of adult learner: university students

with previous experience of language learning at school, who start to learn a foreign

language ab initio (completely from scratch) u amainstream subject in their degree

programme. A skill which learners taking part in a language-oriented course need

to develop is the ability to analyse linguistic structures and their various functions in

a range of text types. In class, focus is likely to be on explicit grammatical rule
knowledge. At the same time learners need to learn how to access and use this

knowledge when actually performing in the target language. Since the performance
of ab initio learners is frequently hindered by inadequate L2 knowledge, they also

have to develop problem-solving strategies to cope with the demands of the various

tasks set for them.

The general purpose of this paper is to explore some of the ways in which individual

learners develop their own coping style when producing L2. It focuses on two
aspects of language use and language learning; first, the extent to which learners

operate on the basis of implicit and explicit knowledge when solving lexical and
syntactic problems in writing; and secondly, the possible link between learners'
conscious beliefs about what is entailed in learning a foreign language and

individual strategy styles. Adults are usually able to reflect on their own language
learning (Wenden 1986); thc type of learner under discussion here is especially

likely to have some kind of conscious awareness about the learning process and

about his or her role in it.

In a model of language learning and language use Bialystok (1978) proposes that

the learner has three types of underlying knowledge sources from which to draw:

explicit knowledge ("the conscious facts the learner has about the language");

implicit knowledge ("the intuitive information upon which the learner operates in

order to produce responses") and other knowledge ("knowledge of the native
language and of other languages, knowledge of the world, etc.") (p.72). Although

the relationship between implicit and explicit knowledge is notoriously problematic

(see Odlin, 1986), it is possible to use Bialystok's paradigm as a framework to

distinguish between on the one hand a learner solving linguistic problems by

.7.
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coming up with compensatory strategies on the basis of immediate intuitive "feel",
(implicit knowledge); or, on the other hand, on the basis of a more reflective,
conscious use of explicit knowledge, which may be expressed in metalinguistic
unns. Linked to these two types of problem-solving behaviour is the procedure of
editing or monitoring, which can be on the basis of intuitive 'feel' (Morrison and
Low. 1983), or on the basis of partial evlicit knowledge, or on more conscious
metalinguistic knowledge. Peach, Haastrup and Phillipson (1984) see implicit and
explicit knowledge as a continuum of awareness, with metalinguistic knowledge at
the most conscious end.

One way of gaining insight into some of these process= is to use learner
introspection (see Faerch and Kasper, 1987). The use of think aloud protocol -
getting learners to talk aloud all the thoughts which go on inside their heads as they
perform in the L2 - is seen as providing a reliable, although naturally incomplete,
source of information about the more conscious aspects of language processing.
Problcm-solving tends to take place at a conscious level (Newell and Simon, 1972).
The task of written translation with think aloud protocol is one way of accessing
learners' problem-solving strategies. Faerch and Kasper (1986) use such a task to
elicit information about the role of explicit and implicit knowledge in performance.

THE STUDY
A longitudinal study was made of a group of university-level ab initio students of
German, some of the volunteers taking part in the TCD Modern Languages
Resew: h Project (Singleton, 1990). The subjects performed & series of L2
production tasks across a two year period, during which they spent a few months in
Germany. In addition they were informally interviewed about their approaches to
language learning and their past language learning experience. At intervals they
were asked to complete a translation from English to German, without the use of a
dictionary, and to give a think aloud verbal report which was tape-recorded and
transcribed. On the eviden their hesitations, intonation, sighing and other
more direct statements in the think aloud protocol, it was possible to identify how
many times each learner perceived a problem and how the problem seemed to be
overcome (although the process of categorising strategies was itself at times
problematic). A taxonomy was built up of strategies used to overcome problems,
based on that of lexical retrieval (Glahn, 1980) and of translation strategies (Krings,
1986).

ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM-SOLVING STRATEGIES
The data showed that one or two learners in the group tended to use preferred
strategies and monitoring procedures consistently in the translation tasks throughout
the two year period. From listening to the think aloud introspection it was possible
to identify those lexical problems which were solved by more or less immediate
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intuitive feel. For example, the subjects jumped straightaway into a rendering of
which they were clearly uncertain. This was sometimes followed by think aloud
monitoring according to what they (mtuitively) thought looked or sounded right -
often it was: "does that sound right?" or solutions were repeated over again. In

other instances subjects stated they were operating entirely on the basis of pure
guesswork - "I'm making this word up" - a process which was presumably linked to
a feel for correctness. At other times words were coined on the basis of explicit L2
knowledge, for example, the think aloud translation of the word "range" (of goods
for sale) was: "I'll make a noun from 'verschieden', 'das Verschiedenee".

Two ab initio learners, X and Y, had noticeably different strategy styles from each
other when translating. Moreover, their strategy styles did not change across the
two year period The following table shows how X and Y approached their lexical
problems in two of the translation tasks, and the extent to which they monitored out
loud after they had uttered. These tasks were performed six and twenty months into
the course. Translation text 1 was an excerpt from Cara, Aer Lingus' in-flight
magazine; text 2 was an excerpt from Maeve Binchy's Circle of Friends).

TEXT 1, MARCH '91 TEXT 2, MAY '92

Strategy and source
(Implicit source)
- recall via

immediate feel
- word coinage

(stated guesswork)
(Explicit source)

L2 synonym or
paraphrase of which
the subject felt sure

- explicit monitoring
for grammatical correctness

(Other Knowledge)
- word coinage using LI
knowledge or with L I
influence
word coinage based on Ln
knowledge

- code switch to L I or Ln
- think aloud monitoring

for appropriateness of the
lexical solution

S.X S.Y S.X S.Y

4 0 12 3

2 0 2 0

8 10 5 6

I 11 9 26

2 1 0

2 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

3 9 6 18
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Other strategies:
- silent waiting to
recall item 0 2 2 2

- recall via the learning 4 2 0 0

situation
restructuring of the
original L I message 0 0 3 13

The number in each column represents the number of times a particular strategy was
used. It must be mentioned that in text 2 Subject les allotted time ran out before he
had finished; it is likely therefore that the number of strategies shown here would
have increased had he finished.

From the table we can infer that X has a tendency to rely on intuitive feel more than
Y when faced with lack of L2 knowledge. In contrast, Y is more reflective, tending
to use explicit knowledge of which he feels sure and think aloud monitoring for
grammatical correctness more frequently than X. Moreover he seems to be more
consciously aware than X of the pragmat: - aspects of translation, pausing to monitor
for the semantic appropriacy of his translation equivalent. In the second text he
spends time restructuring the L I message to make it more manageable as a basis for
his L2 version. On the other hand X tends to translate literally word for word, a
process not shown in the table.

In general, X allowed little time for metalinguistic reflection - her longest pauses
were filled by recitation of rules (for example, "der die das den die du') rather than
by conscious reflection on how to apply the rule or feature. In general she did not
stand back from her performance and evaluate it, even though she had time to do so.
She finished both texts with plenty of time to spare.

Linked to the titne factor is the affective factor of attention capacity. There is the
possibility that attention overload, exacerbated by the difficulty of the linguistic
problems to be solved, caused subject X to direct her focal attention to lexical
problems to such a degree that what she regarded as peripheral problems (for
example, morpho-syntactic features) tended to be ignored. This possibility is borne
out by observation made of the way she skipped over, or ignored, features on which
subject Y focussed attention. Examples of features which X did not apparently
regard as problematic to produce, (in that she did not hesitate but waded straight
into them in her rendering) were adjectival agreements and case after certain
prepositions. Later, she revealed that she found adjectival agreement and cue were
wry problematic concepts. It was as though X defined her own agenda of
acquisition of target language features. (Both students attended the same language
classes for the two year period and were exposed to the same instructional input.)
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A third, related point is the question of representation of rules in learners* minds. It
is impossible to speculate on how the rules to which the students had been explicitly
exposed were actually represented in their minds at the time when the tasks were
performed. Moreover, it cannot be assumed that X's recitation of 'der die das' etc.
meant that she knew how to apply these structures. There is also the possibility that
the subjects may have previously 'known", in the sense of possessing knowledge of
a rule or feature, but had forgotten it. Or the interlanguage rule had been
automatised so that it did not require careful, controlled processing. Alternatively
the learners had not acquired sufficient cognitive control, a skill involving selection
and retrieval of underlying knowledge (Bialystok and Ryan, 1985).

PERFORMANCE STRATEGIES AND LEARNING STRATEGIES
To turn to the possible link between the problem-solving behaviour of these two
learners and their approach to the language learning process; McLaughlin et al
(1983) suggest that learners select different strategies as a function of their learning

style.

In the series of informal, semi-structured interviews held with X and Y during their
first two years of learning German, it appeared at first that they were remarkably
similar learner types. First, both were highly aware of, and able to articulate,
aspects of their own language learning and language use. Secondly, previous
academic results indicated that they were highly successful language learners. In the
language aptitude test which they took on entry to their degiee programme, both
displayed a high level of grammatical sensitivity. Thirdly, both seemed well
motivated and said they were consistently .:nxious to perform well. Fourthly, when
asked about their priorities in learning and performing in Getman, both stated the
belief that language use is all about communicating; getting the message across
should be a priority. Whcn asked about any specific strategies they used for
learning grammar and lexis outside class, both said they tended to leave conscious
effort for learning grammatical rules and vocabulary lists until a few weeks before
the end of year examination. Finally, both expressed a disFke for German grammar;
calling it a "chore" and a "bore".

However, two differences of approach were expressed, one relating to the degree of
attention they paid to grammatical accuracy in written German, and the other
relating to their concept of the language learning process and of their own role in it.

In spite of his dislike for German grammar, Y's comment after the second
translation was: "I'd like to do it properly, I'd need much longer to go through it all
again and look at the ins and outs of the grammar". This remark summarised his
approach to writing German, which was, according to him, based on the specific
training he had received in producing accurate written Latin while at school. Y also
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expressed a belief that grammar had to be formally learned, again drawing on
experience with learning Latin.

In contrast, X did not appear to make a distinction between oral and written
performance. With reference to her knowledge and use of French grammar she said
she had always performed on the basis of' what felt right; as she put it: "it either
sounded right or it didn't". When asked about her progress in learning how to
produce German she said she really enjoyed making up words on the basis of what
felt right, or what sounded German. Early on she gave an account of her habit of
putting the prefix "ge" at the start of every verb because it sounded so Germ .n.

With regard to her learning strategies, X believed that she just *picked up"
languages and language rules, which did not have to he formally learned. She said,
for example: "the things you use in conversation are the things you remember". For
X language learning took place through language use. She was a very successful
performer in French, and because she prided herself in picking up languages easily,
X was annoyed at the thought of "having to sit down and learn German" as she put
it. Her hypothesis-testing approach to language learning and language use was
carried over into her three month stay in Germany, after which she reported that she
had often made up and practised new phrases in her head which she then tried out
on her employer, even at the risk of annoying him. X clearly thrived on feedback.

CONCLUSION
There seems to be a loose link between both learners' style of problem-solving and
their general approach to learning German, and this approach is bound up with
some of their past language learning experience. Their different styles of writing
German can be described as impulsive and reflective. From the interviews X
presented herself as an all round impulsive language learner and language user. Y
on the other hand was reflective only when writing; his strategy style when spealmg
German was as risk-taking as that of X. Y seemed to have the ability to stand back
from his performance behaviour and exercise conscious cognitive control over his
output according to the type of discourse.

The nature of a translation task is such that it requires an ability to consciously
reflect on and manipulate two language systems, therefore it can be described as a
metalinguistic task (Bialystok, 1991). Whereas implicit feel is an invaluable
source on which to operate, its use it the expense of more conscious monitoring in
such a task, particularly in the beginning stage of learning the language is risky to
say the :east. It can be inferred from the linguistic behaviour of subject X that she
had not yet discovemd how to fully exploit her explicit knowledge, either as a basis
for problem-solving, or in order to meet the task's demands.
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Flexibility in strategy use, in accordance with the demands of the task and text type
is a hallmark of a successful language learner (Rubin 1981). The study raises an
issue relevant to learners with knowledge of other languages who start to learn a
new one; the question of transfer of already established, preferred performance and
learning behaviour patterns to the new learning situation. Strategies which have
been successfiilly used in a previous language learning context, for example while at
school, may not be the most suitable in the context of a different type of learning
programme such as a university level, literature and language-oriented degree
programme.

The issue is raised, what, if anything, might learners do in a situation where their
performance and learning strategy styles do not seem to match the behavioural
objectives of the new learning programme or its type of instructional input. There is
evidence to suggest that successful learners develop metacognitive strategies;
conscious attention to the learning task and an ability to review and monitor their
own progress (O'Malley et al, 1985, Rubin 1987). Self appraisal usually cannot be
achieved without some kind of consciousness raising exercise on the part of the
teacher. Reappraisal of oneself as a language learner in a new context is even
harder. However, of all learners, cognitively mature adults are possibly in the best
position to achieve this, provided they understand the course's objectives, the kinds
of demands which different types of tasks impose on them, and the rationale of the
use of those performance strategies which are most likely to be effective.
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Bilingualism and revitalisation in a
Newfoundland French-speaking

community: An ethnographic approach
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Today, bilingualism is much at the centre of the Canadian political and cultural
debate. New Brunswick/Nouveau Brunswick is the only one of tcn provinces
which has an officially recognised bilingual status; that is, its citizens are legally
entitled any and all services in either or both French and English. Quebec's official
language is French and the other eight provinces operate in English. At the federal
level, however, namely for all services offered or under the jurisdiction of the
federal government, the option exists for one or the other language.

This situation is evidently the result of patterns of settlement rooted in historical
conflicts between the former British and French empires. Yet nowadays, recent
political debates centring on issues of cultural identity within the confederation
context are relevant to the existing conflictual dynamics separating the two main
linguistic communities. Not unsimilar to the debate surrounding the ratification of
the Maastricht treaty in Europe, the principle of the "Meech Lake" accord in
Canada was an attempt to unify the country under one constitution ratified by all
ten provinces. The complexity and length of the debate which lasted well over a
year resulted in the "accord" being eventually defeated as it did not recognise or
attribute equal constitutional rights to native people and other members of
Canadian society. The main issue at stake had a sociocultural dimension and was
referred to in terms of the constitutional recognition of distinct societies which
initially was to apply to the sole province of Quebec which would then qualify as a
linguistically* distinct society. I Problems of definition emerged however when
notions of ethnicity and their political and economical dimensions entered the
parameters of the debate.2

Newfoundland, whose premier Clyde Wells was seen as one of the main
perpetrators of the failure of the Meech Lake accord was indeed in a singular
position. The last province to enter confederation in 1949, as the result of yet
another controversial political twist, is divided into two sections: the island of
Newfoundland and the mainland portion of Labrador.3 Economic realities, such as
the declining fishery and the sale of electricity from the installations at Churchill
Falls in Labrador were at the centre of the Newfoundlanders concerns when it
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came to the non-ratification of the Meech Lake accord in 1991. Most
Newfoundlanders then were opposed to the said accord.

French Newfoundlanders on the other hand were or a different opinion. The saw
the accord as a potential guaranty to their retaining the benefits obtained from the
federal government for the validation of their cultural and linguistic identity in this
particular political context.

Nowadays, French Newfoundlanders who constitute leu than two percent of the
total population of the province are settled in three conununities or villages, on the
Port-au-Port Peninsula on the West coast of the island. Linguistically they find
themselves in a conffictual situation where their first language has gradually
become alienated from their culture and ethnic identity. To understand the
background and reasons for this situation it is necessary to refer to the historical
context of the French-Newfoundland settlement.

John Cabot 'discovered" Newfoundland in 1497.4 Soon after, Breton and Norman
fishermen began to organise fishing expeditions to the Grand Banks. Real trade
started to flourish when Norman fishermen established trade with England for cod
caught on the Newfoundland banks.5 However, it was the Bretons who were
among the first to really exploit this new discovery. St. Malo was then the main
port of departure for many fishing expeditions to the Newfoundland Banks.

French settlement in Newfoundland began at a much later date. The exact date of
arrival of the first Acadians in Newfoundland is not known. Charles de la
Morandiôre reported the presence of eighteen families in the area of St. George's in
1821, two of which had apparently been there since 1780.6 The author, quoting a
letter from a French officer to the governor of St. Pierre, mentions the presence of
over a thousand Acadians around St. George's Bay in 1830. The presence of 400
English-speaking people and 400 Indians and Metropolitan French was also
mentioned.7 The content was already fertile for linguistic exchange between
members of the different groups. As can be deducted from the family names
around that time, the Acadian were firmly settled in the area. Such names as
Aucoin, Benoit and Bourgeois to name but a few examples are still common in the
area nowadays.8

Long term French-speaking settlers also came from Normandy and Brittany via St.
Pierre et Miquelon. Thus a good number of young Breton men enrolled as shore
workers in the fishing expeditions. Some of these young men stayed in
Newfoundland rather than return to an economically deprived Brittany or join the
Royal navy with the risk of embarking on the Napoleonic wars, a prior condition to
their enrolment in the fishery. Family names such as Comic, now spelt Comect,
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Lagatdu, Kerfont etc. reflect the Breton origins of these 'people and are also still
conunon nowadays.9 Spelling changes in family names are partly due to contact
with the English-speaking settlers, and the Catholic Church in charge of
administrative registers but also due to reasons associated with illegal settlement.

Following the treaty of Utrecht in 1713, France lost control of the Newfoundland
coastline also known as the French Shore, only to retain fishing and drying
fights.10 After the Anglo-French agreements of' 1783, St. Pierre-based companies
were allocated the harbours of Codroy, Red Island, St George's Bay and Port-au-
Port, all situated on the West coast of the island. Part of the manpower consisted
of Breton and Norman fishermen. The political and economic situation at the time
resulted in a state of affairs whereby many of the French settlers on the Port-au-Port
Peninsula were deserters who had "jumped ship" to avoid military conscription on
their return. Eventually following agreements signed between England and France
in 1884-85, whole families were allowed to winter at the French fishing stations.' I.
They finally became permanent settlers. English-speaking settlers coming from the
Eastern part of the island also established themselves on the Port-au-Port
Peninsula. Intermarriages between members of the two linguistic communities
contributed to the erosion of the French language in the area. However, although
economic and social factors encouraged linguistic assimilation to the anglophone
majority in Newfoundland, the French on the Port-au-Port Peninsula have retained
and revived their ethnic and linguistic identity.

Because of isolation and the irregular patterns of settlement referred to above, the
use of French in the area has been maintained despite precarious conditions
consequent on social and economic structures. English domination in these
domains has led the community into a situation of effective bilingualism.12
Although a majority of the population knows and occasionally uses French,
interaction in mixed linguistic social contexts predominantly occurs in English.

The contemporary form of French spoken on the Port-au-Port Peninsula is the
result of an amalgamation of different types of French.13 Due to the various
origins of the first settlers, it is reasonable to assume that their dialects influenced
each other. Thus, despite the minor differences identifiable in the three
communities or villages, the variety of French spoken on the Port-au-Port
Peninsula is not readily identifiable with any other specific dialect. Rather, the
language that developed in the area is unique, considering its combined phonetic,
morphological, syntactical and lexical levels. Moreover, the dialect is constantly in
process as interference and influences from Québec and France affect it through the
media and more importantly the school system. Newfoundland French exists and
is used in a purely oral form at the moment. There is no standard written literaty
form of' the dialect available or in use, except for academic transcriptions of verbal
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art such as folktales. However, French-Newforindlander Geraldine Barter is
currently working on a dictionary of the dialect. This tool will undoubtedly form a
written standard for the dialect for its users and other interested parties.

Until now I have referred to the French dialect spoken on the Port-au-Port
Peninsula as Newfoundland French. Its speakers simply call it French, although
the dialect is also heavily loaded with Newfoundland-English influences at all
levels. It has been described by some as a macaronic language.14 The same can
be said about the English dialect spoken in the area.15 Gallicisms and/or
anglicisms are common characteristics of either language. Yet to understand the
problems posed by the situation of bilingualism in the area, one must know that
French is no longer the sole language spoken on the Port-au-Port Peninsula. In fact
it has become secondary to the English language which everyone is now able to use
and actually uses to a greater or lesser extent according to context and ability.
While some people may express a preference for French in everyday life situations,
all are able to communicate in English. The reverse however is not true. A rather
large number of people and especially women are not able to hold a conversation in
French.16 Yet the two languages coexist in the area.

Conversations during prevkats fieldwork led me to perceive that, according to the
inhabitants, the bilingual situation in the area, is not to be regarded as the result of
the coexistence of two cultures. Rather, we are dealing with one culture wherein a
unique mode of expression has emerged from an initial process of cultural
assimilation conflictingly combined with a factor of cultural resistance which
because of its politica' significance prevented total integration of the two cultures.
The major influence of the English language on the original French population has
been the Catholic Church, which also dispensed education beginning as early as
the turn of the century. Later, in 1935-36, a relatively large group of English and
Irish fishermen and their families were transplanted from the South East coast of
Newfoundland to the communiry of Lourdes.117 The major process of assimilation
however did not start until 1940 when an American base wu constructed in the
nearby town of Stephenville. The base provided non-military employment and
many people from the Port-au-Port Peninsula saw a chance to alleviate the harsh
economic situation they had found themselves in during and after the Depression.

The newly gained economic wealth had a cultural cost. Traditional occupations
were partly abandoned and for the next twenty years, the new and different cultural
environment readily available in Stephenville pushed French speakers to learn and
value the English language as an essential means to achieve proapeeity. The
French language was neglected. Many of the people bom between 1940 and 1965
were discouraged from using, if not denied access to their parents' first language.
A feeling of shame and inferiority was emerging among French Newfoundlanders
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as their contacts with the English-speaking world increased. Many of the men and
women who are now in their forties and fifties recognise and attribute these
feelings to the doings of the Church still in control of the schoolboards. Many tell
of incidents in which they were physicallypunished by their educators for speaking
French at school. Because they were told at school that French was a shameffil
language associated with backwardness, the children grew up confused about their
own identity as they were coming home to their French-speaking parents in the
evening. Some of my informants remember being terrorised about speaking
altogether. Thus, although it is difficult to provide precise dates, the fact remains
that Anglicisation became more and more prominent. Eventually, parents and
especially mothers communicated exclusively in English with their younger
children, hoping they would not encounter the same problems as their elders by the
time they reached school age.

Some families however, have continued to function in French first by tradition and
now also by political choice. They are aware of its value as a vehicle for realising a
distinct identity and for validating the status of the community as an ethnic
minority in the eyes of the political superstructure. In order to make this conscious
language choice and achieve socio-political aims, French-Newfoundlanders
involved in the revival movement in the early seventies, recognised the need to get
academic recognition and university degrees. It is not surprising that the first
residents to become involved in the revival movement advocating ethnic and
linguistic awareness were teachers and their families.

In 1971, the Canadian government legislated on bilingualism and as a result
funding became available to various social and cultural organisations in French
communities all over the country. One of the major programmes was an
educational scheme designed to equip students with knowledge of both official
languages as most services were now to be provided in French and English. The
programme was called "immersion* and in Newfoundland, aimed at the intensive
teaching of French as a second language. This was an opportunity for a revival of
the French Newfoundland culture and the revitalisation of the French language.
The latter issue of course was not without problems as Newfoundland French is
radically different from the French used in the textbooks printed in Québec and in
France.

In the early seventies, a meeting was organised in Stephenville in the presence
among others, of the then chancellor of Memorial University, himself a French
speaker native of St. Piene, Father Kelly the local priest, Gerald Thomas of the
French department at the University, a representative of the School board and one
teacher from the French-Newfoundland community of Cape St. George. The
putpose of the meeting was to set up the immersion school in Cape St. George The
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immersion school where all classes are taught in French was not really the answer
to the needs of the people in the area. Ethnically it made no sense as the variety of
French taught in no way reflected the reality and culture of the pupils. If anything
it probably revived the feelings of shame people had about their own language, as
now there was insistence on the "correct" way to speak French. Teachers who had
to be 'imported" from Quebec and sometimes France were &lien to the local
dialect. Even local teachers had to cast out or renege on their own dialect to the
benefit of standardisation of the language which they had been exposed to during
their university years. But the immersion school was in place and French was
indeed taught as a second language. Thus initially there was revitalisation of the
language but certainly not revival as the cultural dimension was totally left out.
Taken to the extreme, the immersion school, aside from providing limited local
employment, was a failure as far as acknowledgement and validation of local
French culture went.

Native French-Newfoundlander and linguist Geraldine Barter realised the cultural
implications of the immersion school programme in Cape St. George in that it was
far from enhancing local values and identity, and was in fact undermining
whatever claim French Newfoundlanders had to their own variety of French.

In the early eighties, Geraldine Barter who had been involved in the Folklore
department and the Linguistics department at Memorial University, went back to
her community of La Grand' Terre as oo-editor wifh Cecil Kerfont from Cape St.
George, of the newly formed Francophone newspaper Le Gaboteur, published with
federal funding. Ms Barter organised the people of her community into an
association called "L'Heritage de rile Rouge" whose mandate was to promote
French Newfoundland culture. A similar organisation, "Les Terreneuviens
Francais" had already been in place in Cape St. George for approximately the same
time as the immersion school. "Les Terreneuviens Francais" was the cultural wing
of the school and organised such events as carnivals and the most important folk
festivals of francophone folk art, traditional music and songs in Newfoundland and
the maritime provinces.

'L' Heritage de rile Rouge" was totally independent of the immersion school. The
main achievement of the organisation was the implementation of & French school
in the community of La Grand' Terre. The political problems raised by the issue
were most interesting and somehow confusing to the school board and other
authorities who did not see the point in having a French school when there already
was an immersion school twenty miles away. It was a long and strenuous battle
for Geraldine Barter and her peers to get the school board authorities to accept that
French was the local people's first language and that most of all it was time that the
local dialect was validated by the educational authorities. Thus the French school,
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now teaching children up to grade eight in La Grand Terre, is an integral part of
the community's cultural and ethnic endeavour. The situation has evolved in the
immersion. school in Cape St. George where the number of local teachers has
increased and cultural and etluric awareness has been such that efforts are bein--
made to expose students to both standard and the local variety of the French
language.

In conclusion and in view of the historical and cultural developments of the French
Newfoundlanders, we are still dealing with a situation of effective bilingualism.
That is both French and English are still tools of communication in the everyday
life of the inhabitants. The situation however has evolved into one where the local
French dialect is no longer automatically associated with feelings of shame and
backwardness and is the course of being integrated into the school curriculum.
However, Newfoundland French remains solely an orally trammitted language as
are many other aspects of French Newfoundland tradition and culture. The French
school in La Grand' Terre has played an important role in validating the local
dialect and reviving positive feelings of ethnic identity. A similar school has
started in L'Anse-II-Canards, the third French community on the Peninsula. La
Grand' Terre also has its own local community television station where
programmes are aired in the local dialect.

Finally and with regard to the broader Canadian political context alluded to in the
introduction, one still wonders what would have happened to the French
Newfoundlanders had tha Meech Lake accord teen signed. The optimists say that
their ethnic identity would have been encouraged and reinforced Others, also
French Newfoundlanders, are of the opinion that there might have been a pull back
towards standardisation and the "Quebec way". Most agree that very little is to be
obtained at the moment from the Newfoundland provincial government towards the
practical realisation of a Franco-Newfoundland identity.
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Language maintenance, loss, and
ethnicity in the United States:

Perspectives on Irish

Jeffrey L. Kallen,
Trinity College, Dublin

INTRODUCTION
Any theory of ethnicity must consider at least thrce interlocked aspects:
'peoplehood', territory, and political organisation (see Eastman 1983 and Faso Id
1984 for reviews). Peoplehood involves biological elements (such as common
descent, kinship, and physical characteristics) as wen as selected elements of value
and behaviow which form an ethnic worldview. These two sets of elements are
labelled by Fishman (1977) as 'paternity' and 'patrimony', respectively. Geertz
(1973, p. 259) suggests that ethnicity involves a sense of 'primordial' attachmerA
which 'sterns from the "givens* ... of social existence', transcending the practical
demands of economic and political life to yield what he terms (p. 260) a 'natural
some would say spiritual affinity' within the group (cf. Shils 1957). Though
primordiality may be defined on the basis of a mixture oftishman's 'paternity' and
'patrimony' dimensions, there is no . ,ngle criterion for primordial attachment: one
group may place more emphasis on physical characteristics, another on religion, and
so forth. Geertz's (1973) discussion of primordiality leaves lar.zuage in a somewhat
undefined position, citing ethnic divisions which exist despite a common language
and other situations in which different languages appear not to create ethnic conflict.
Yet in Eastman's (1983) demonstration of the complexity of primordial attachments,
it becomes clear that it is often just this attachment to language, sometimes in
opposition to the instrumental use of language, which forms the key to ethnic
definition.

Peoplehood itself does not imply a demand for territorial nationhood. Nahirny and
Fishman (1965) point out that early immigrants to the United States frequently
understood their ethnicity not in terms of national-type categories such as 'Polish' or
'Hungarian', but in terms of local village affiliations or more directly affective
domains such as religion. It is another step, they suggest, from this kind of closely,
felt ethnicity to a broader concept of nation. Ben-Rafael and Sharot (1991, pp. 4-5)
distinguish between 'ethnonationalism', which links ethnicity to 'a demand for an
independent state or at least considerable autonomy' and 'non-nationalist forms of
ethnicity' which call for a different mode of understanding. Fishman, Mayerfeld,
and Fishman (1985) likewise discuss the Western historical separation (well
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entrenched in the semantic fields of Hebrew, Latin, Greek, and English) between
ethnicity as 'peoplehrrod1 versus the 'organizational or concrete aspixts of a people'

which include land, government, and statehood (p. 20). In rough terms, we may

take it that a nation is the territorial embodiment of an extended sense of
peoplehood, though them is no necessity for a people to require the status of

nationhood.

An ethnic category in one setting may not be one in another. The category 'Jewish'

in the United States is frequently, though not always, seen both by Jews and non-

Jews as an ethnic one, yet it does not give rise to separatist ethnonationalism. In

Israel, however, Jewishness is the dominant defining category for the nation itself.

There are, nevertheless, many significant ethnic subgroupings within the Jewish
nationhood, based largely on a combination of cultural and historicaligeogaphical
features (see Ben-Rafael and Sharot 1991). Mac (heirs (1977) study of attitudes in

Ireland shows 'Jewishness typically perceived as a religious , rather than an ethnic

or national category: among respondents who displayed social distance towards

Jews, for example, 79.3% explained their feelings on the basis of religion, while

only 10.9% saw ethnicity as the significant factor (p. 236).

The political element in sociolinguistic relations is best seen in the category of state.

This construct is non-committal as to the presenoe of one or many nations within it.

Some states are composed of ethnonational units and are thus avowedly
multinational. Great Britain, leaving aside Northem Ireland, is a relatively stable
example of one such state, while instability can be seen in past or present
multinational states such as Yugoslavia, the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, and the

disputed position of Cyprus. Alternatively, states such as Iceland. Finland, or Japan

are basically derived from a single ethnicity and nationhood, though this derivation

does not suggest the absence of ethnic minorities. The United States fits into neither

of these two models, since it is a multiethnic state with few ethnonational units and

is not derived from any single primordial ethnicity. A crucial question, then, is

whether the American model of state can be translated into the develocenent of a

new nation. If not, it may be that the existence of many sepamte ethnicities, often

linked to social class, housing and economic patterns, and other aspects of access to

power, at times lead to territorial conflicts (racial segregation, gang fighting, urban

riots, etc.) which are essentially, though covertly, ethnonational. (Cf. Horowitz

1983.)

Consider now the questions of language maintenance and loss. Sociolinguists

assume that the determination of language status rests on many non-linguistic
variables. Political recopition, existence and distinctiveness of a writing system, a

tradition of literacy and literature, religious association, linkage to a visible ethnic

group, and the establishment of a 'standard' for use in education and official
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functions frequently outweigh structural factors or the question of 'mutual
intelligibility' in determining the question of whether two linguistic codes are to be
seen as different languages or dialects of the same language. The belief in a
'standard variety of a language also frequently asserts the superiority of the standard
to any number of other dialects. Attitudes towards 'non-standard' dialects or
languages may range from the outright disavowal of the existence of a variety
(frequently reported in creole situations) to the evaluation of non-standard speech as
defective and aberrant and to the use of non-standard codes as indicative of
'stupidity, ignorance, perversity, moral degeneracy' and so forth (Milroy and Milroy
1985, p. 40):

This basic po'int takes on special significance in the immigrant setting. Linguistic
codes do not come with equal footing to their host countries. Denial of the existence
of a language variety in the home country may not be a problem for intergenerational
language continuity as long as there is a community of speakers which, gives the
variety functional status as a means of communication. In the environment of the
United States, however, where the dominance of English immediately puts the
intergenerational maintenance of any non-English language under threat, a
'nonexistent' code will have few mechanisms available to it for language
maintenance. The demographic and economic factors which affect the development
or loss of immigrant languages should thus be seen in relationship to the 'old
country' linguistic hierarchies which precede emigration.

We may be tempted to think of language maintenance and loss in unitary terms: a
language is lost, or it is maintained. Recognition of diglossia, the stratification of
linguistic codes according to domains of usage (Ferguson 1959, Fasold 1984,
Fishman 1985), however, shows that language maintenance cannot be seen in this
way. The language of 'everyday, ordinary public communication' need not be the
language of religion, of the home, of private education, the press, radio and
television, mother tongue identification, or other domains. Rather than take a value-
laden stand that any one domain of language use is more 'real' or 'legitimate' than
any other, I suggest that each domain be understood in its own terms. There may be
qualitative and quantitative differences among different types of language use, yet
each represents a contextually appropriate response to the demands of the different
speech domains in the immigrant environment.

SOME ASPECTS OF THE AMERICAN MODEL
The foregoing outline of relationships between language maintenance, loss, and
ethnicity could serve as a point of departure for many nationally-specific
investigations. Yet an overly general model obscures important typological
differences in these relationships. A broad distinction can be made between 'old
world' dynamics which seek to conserve an equation of land, peoplehood, and
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language versus 'new world' relationships which cannot rely co primordial links
between land and peoplebood and which therefore render the position of language

more open to change. In the United States, the dominant culture is clad), of the
'new world' type, distingui.thed in particular by an expectation of change, non-
territoriality, and a resistance to centralised language planning. Each of these
features is discussed below.

The assumption of change . Though thPsaries of ethnicity inevitably invoke
qucstions of nation and tcnitory, a more compelling dimension to American ethnic

studies is that of change. Postiglione (1983) identifies five majce theoretical and
ideological interpretations of change in American ethnicity: 'Anglo-conformity; the
'melting pot', in which the juxtaposition of two cultures yields a third one which is

not that of either pre-existing group; 'cultural pluralism', which envisages the side-

by-side co-existence of traditional ethnicities; 'emerging culture', in which two
groups enter into new relationships which are partly traditional and partly changed
by interaction with the other; and an 'impact-integration' approach which resembles
'emerging culture' but sees a greater degree of synthesis between juxtaposed
ethnicities. Each of these interpretations runs the risk of overgeneralisation, in that

no single model may hold for all ethnic groups, and in so far as the locally dominant
'other' is not uniform across the United States. Whatever their relative merits,
though, there is within all these approaches a crucial distinction between those

which focus on the continuity between old world realities and post-immigration
ethnicity and others which stress the importance of new ways of defining an old

world ethnicity.

For Nahirny and Fishman (1965), following the first type of approach, the loss of
ethnicity is seen as a natural outcome of the immigration process. While the first
generation of immigrants is seen to be guided by the way of life and worldview

shaped in the old country, these ways for the second generation cannot be 'realities'

but stand '(at best) for ideals to be appreciated and cherished' (pp. 316-17). This
second generation, shaped by the experience of the first, may react against the
immigrant's experience and become highly assimilated, but even in so doing
demonstrates an emotional involvement with this experience. For the third
generation, no such personal involvement is possible: such individuals 'become
outsiders to their ancestral heritage' (p. 323), and their relationship to it becomes

increasingly limited.

Arguing from a different understanding, however, Novak (1979, p. 17) defines 'new

ethnicity' in the United States as one which 'does not entail (a) speaking a foreign

language; (b) living in a subculture; (c) living in a *tight-knit' ethnic neighborhood;

(d) belonging to fraternal organizations; (e) responding to "ethnic* appeals; (f)
exalting one's own nationality or culture'. Rather, Novak views this new ethnicity as
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a reaction against American universalism, 'a growing avreciation for the potential
wisdom of one's own gut reactions ... and their hi,torical roots', and a sense of
'injustice' in conflicts over ' legitimate" minorities and "illegitimate" ones' within
the United States. The position of Nahirny and Fishman (1965) thus contrasts with
that of Novak (1979) in that the former rests on an essentially 'old world' concept of
ethnic continuity, while the latter assumes a concept peculiar to the new settiv.g.
What unites the two, however, is an underlying assumption of large-scale change in
language usage over a relatively short period of time.

Non-territoriality. Few groups in the United States can lay claim to a primordial tie
between land and ethnicity. Amerindians have the most obvious primordial claims,
though native Hawaiians and residents of American overseas possessions such as
Guam and Puerto Rico should also be considered (see Kloss 1977). The relative
lack of ethnonationalist separatism in the United States today, however, does not
mean that tenitory has been irrelevant in American language diversity. The
acquisition of what is now New Mexico, as Marshall (1986, pp. 40f1) documents,
suddenly gave the United States a large population of Spanish-speakers whose
citizenship rights were immediately recognised rather than made subject to language
or other requirements. Marshall traces the development of a relatively pro-Spanish
language policy in New Mexico back to this early time. Even more recognition has
been given to Hawaiian in Hawaii (Marshall 1986, pp. 46f1). French in both
Louisiana and Maine has been helped by the link between language and territory: in
the former case particularly by French-speaking settlement prior to the Louisiana
Purchase, in the latter by, among other things, close proximity to French-speaking
Canada. Though Leap (1981, p. 134) points out the 'full-scale destruction of many
Indian tribes either through deliberate genocide or through more subtle processes
such as the removal of Indian people into "Indian cOuntry" ' and the establishment of
the reservation system, he also notes (p. 116) thaf some 206 Amerindian languages
are now in use, both in and out of the reservation system.

While the strongest tie between language and territory in the United States is seen
with indigenous groups or those which had arrived prior to the area becoming part
of the United States, some such ties can be seen in later immigration. The work of
Fishman a al. (I 985b) suggests that the strength of these ties depends on many
variables, including (1) large population concentrations to the exclusion of other
language groups (including English speakers), (2) economic self-sufliciency, and (3)
diglossia which gives a definite role (often a liturgical one) to the non-English
language, combined with (4) bilingualism which allows for interaction and
accommodation with the dominant society. Pennsylvania German among the Old
Order Arnish and Yiddish in Chasidic neighbourhoods in New York are two
examples which Fishman (1985) sees as particularly indicative.
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An anti-planning ideology. Heath (1981, p. 19) identifies three major themes in the
'language heritage' of the United States: legal tolerance of other languages, a
consensual value placed on the ability to use English, and general recognition of
Standard American English as a means and mark of socio-economic advancement'.
Rather than merely neglecting to legislate for language use, says Marshall (1986, p.
11), the founders of the United States held that free choioe in league/0 matters
would be 'more conducive to the democratic spirit of the early republic than those
[ideas] which argued for linguistic unity imposed from the top down'. At least since
the case of Meyer vs. Nebtaska in 1923, the legal system has upheld minority
language rights not out of a specific legislative provision for them, but as an
extension of the more general rights of citizenship. As Marshall (1986,_pp. 560)
also notes, the existence of a state language in Illinois ('American' in 1923, changed
to 'English' in 1969) has had little or no visible effect in any domain of language
use. The tolerance of American linguistic policy (cf. Kloss 1977), arising as it does
out of more general principles, has not been changed by the recent 'pro-English'
movement (see Nunberg 1989 and Baron 1990) and there is no concrete reason to
predict a radical change at this time.

A CASE STUDY
Within a general model of American ethnicity and language maintenance as
outlined above, each language has a distinctive history. To give an indication of the
dynamics of one such history, the case study which follows concentrates on the Irish
language in the United States.

The Status of Irish. There are many problems of language status which Irish has
not had to face. Within Irish society, there is no question as to whether or not Irish
is a language. Irish hes had a Roman-based writing system *CO at least the 6th
century, and an extensive written and oral literature had been developed in Irish well
before the European colonisation of America. Irish retained numerical superiority
over other languages such as Old Norse, Norman French, and, until the 19th
century, English as the language of the 'peoplehood' which defined Ireland as a
nation. On a naive account, it would appear that Irish had many of the prerequisites
for maintenance as an American immigrant language. The naive account, of course,
ignores the profound changes in Irish society which coincided with the growth of the
United States. These changes and their effects on the Irish language have been
documented by 0 Cuiv (1951), De Faine (1965), Hindley (1990), and others; any
understanding of Irish language maintenance and loss in the United States must be
seen in the context of concurrent language loss in the home country.

Irish as an immigrant language. The position of Irish as an immigrant language in
the United States has frequently been ignored or discounted (see also Kellen 1983,
Ito appear] and Nilsen 1990).. Fishman (1966) makes no referenoe to Irish in
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colonial times or as an immigrant language, while Kloss (1977) excludes the Irish
from the listing of 'foreign language minorities' (p. 17) and follows the U.S. Census
in incorporating 'English plus Celtic' immigration, despite their obvious linguistic
differences. Until fairly recently (see Doyle 1981 and Miller 1985), Irish-American
social commentators and historians have been either silent on the subject (Willigan
1934, Walsh 1968) or generally dismissive (Adams 1932, Hutson 1947, McAvoy
1969, Glazer and Moynihan 1970). Even a partisan commentator such as O'Brien
(1919), who sought to redress what he saw as the underestimation of the role or
Irish people in American colonial history, had little to say about the Irish language

The discounting of Irish as an immigrant language is puzzling in view of the
considerable Irish immigration during the colonial period and the first half of the
19th century. Doyle's (1981, p. 75) state-by-state analysis of the percentages of Irish
immigrants at the time of the first United States Census shows an Iris3 population
of up to 26.3% in Georgia, though the general average was considerably lower and
the proportion of Ulster Scots Irish quite high. Later figures (Census 1960, p. 57)
show that Irish immigration to the United States was consistently close to 50% of
total European immigration in nearly all years from 1820 to 1850. In 1825, for
example, 4888 Irish people accounted for 48% of the Piropean total, wiOle 53% of
total European migration in 1850 is accounted for by 164, 004 post-Famine Irish
immigrants (see also Kallen 1983).

It is generally assumed that a large proportion of these early immigrants consisted of
Irish speakers, especially Famine-era emigrants from depressed regions in the west
and south of Ireland. Table I gives a quantitative view of this trend. The ten Irish
counties with the highest rates of emigration account for 54.8% of total emigration
during the 1851-1855 period. According to census repoils, these counties also
ranked among the highest in their proportion of the population speaking Irish.
While not all emigrants left for the United States, the U.S. is the predominant
destination during the years discussed here (Miller 1985, p. 569). These statistics
lead Miller (1985, pp. 297, 618-I9fn) to speculate that 500,000 Irish-speakers left
Ireland during the Famine years, accounting for betwecn one quarter and one third
of all Irish emigration at the time.
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Table I
Rates of emigration and percentages of Irish speakers

Total
Emigration

% of Irish 4

speakers

County Estimated
Irish-spealdng
emigrants

County 1851-1855 1851-1855 Railk (1851 onlyI
Cork 90,552 47.2 6 42,470

Tipperary 59,597 18.9 12 11,264

Limerick 44,423 31.4 8 13,949

Keny 39,520 61.5 3 24,305

Clare 37,368 59.8 4 22,346

Galway 37,609 69.1 1 25,988

Donegal 26,437 28.7 9 7,587

Kilkenny 25,000 15.0 13 3,750
Waterford 25,071 55.4 5 13,899

Antrim 24,039 1.2% 23 289

TOTAL 409,616 166,107

% of total
emigration 54.8% 22.2%

Source: adapted from Miller (1985, pp. 570, 580).

Irish as an Ethnic Language. Irish emigration and immigration statistics show that
Irish was certainly a potential presence in the United States from colonial times
onwards. The model sketched out above offers a basis for understanding the
apparent contradiction between the size of Irish-speaking immigration and the

subsequent loss of Irish as an immigrant language.

Time has worked against the maintenance of Irish in the United States both in the
old world and in the new. In the immigrant setting, the strong pressure of English
put Irish under the constraint of the 'three generation' rule for language loss. The
calculation of 'three generations' for Irish begins at an early date in American
history, well before the Famine emigration. The privations and stigma of indentured
servitude provided an incentive for at least one class of early Irish immigrant to shift
to English as rapidly as possible (see Lockhart 1976 and Doyle 1981). Doyle
(1981) and McWhiney (1988) depict a colonial American Irish populatiOn which
de-ethnicised rapidly, changing names, speech patterrs, and religion in the process.
This settlement, continued by the developmmt of urban Irish-American
communities in the- early 19th century (complete with social clubs such es the Sens
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of St. Tamtnany and the Ancient Order of Hibernians), provided just the sort of
environment described by Fishman's principle (1985, p. 62) in which the existence'
of a group of 'old timers' who have already shifted to English may hasten language
shift among new immigrants, even while strengthening ethnic ties.

The decline in the use of Irish in Ireland during the 18th and 19th centuries also had
effects in the United States. Unlike most other immigrant languages, Irish could not
assume vitality in the old world, but rather had to contend with language shift on its
own territory. Literacy in Irish was at an extremely tow level by this time, and the
educational-system, whether the national school system established in 1831 or the
hedge school system of earlier years, oniy reinforced English as the primary
language of literacy (see Akenson 1989). Thus the race against time for the
maintenance of Irish in th* United States had also to contend with a similar race
againit the same language which was being run at the same time in the old world.

Following the model of Fishman (1985b) cited earlier, it could be expected that
religion would have provided a vital domain for the support of Irish in the United
States. The close tie-in between Irish Catholicism and Irish American identity
which is frequently assumed today, however, did not hold to a strong degree in the
first formative period of Irish immigration. During the colonial period, the level of
Irish Catholic religious observance, as measured by attendance at Mass, degree of
religious knowledge, etc., was much lower than it became after the Famine (see
Dolan 1975, Doyle 1981, Miller 1985, MeWhiney 1988). Though there are
accounts of the instrumental usage of Irish in places such as Pennsylvania (Rupp

1845, p. 18), Massachusetts (De Freine 1965, pp. 126-27, Mac Aonghusa 1979, p.

17), and Virginia (Miller 1985, p. 298), the later 19th century Irish-American
Catholic leadership generally supported the development of a single English-
speaking American institution, rather than a linguistically fragmented, ethnically-
based one (see McAvoy 1969, p. 138 and McCaffrey 1976, pp. 89-90, 97). The

education of Irish priests in the seminaries established in Carlow in 1790 and

Maynooth in 1795, both of which used English as thlt language of instruction, could
only intensify the de-ethnicising stance of the Irish-AT, ftrican leadership. The lack

of any religious necessity to use Irish (comparable to the favoured position of Latin,
or to the position of Arabic in Islam and Hebrew in Judaism) also worked against

maintenance in this domain.

I. ish and Irish-American Ethnicity. Though early Irish immigrants and subsequent
generations were quickly relinguified in favour of English, Irish has not disappeared
from the American scene. A mixture of popular, antiquarian, literary, and
political/nationalist interests has given rise to some publication in Irish since the
time of the Irish language columns of the Irish-American, starting in 1857, to Irish-
language organisations such as the Philo-Celtic Society founded in 1873, and to the
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establishment of a Chair of Celtic Studies in the Catholic University of America in
1895. Anecdotal evidence confwms the existence of early and contemporary Irish-
speaking networks in New England, Chicago, and elsewluxe, while today's
commercial book-tape combinations published in the United States have enabled
Irish Americans and others to study Irish without ever meeting a native speaker of
the language. (For further reference to the use of Irish in the United States, see in
particular Murray (1912-15), De Frtine (1965), hAnnrachiin (1979), Miller
(1985, pp. 236, 274), Niiscn (1990), and Ihde Ito appear]. )

More systematically, we may.note a survey of ethnic language resources compiled in
1982 (Fishman et al. 1985a, p. 198) that lists some 49 radio stations which use Irish
for at least some programmes and 17 periodicals wit.1!- regular Irish-language
material. These domains account for 98.5% of total Irish maintenance units, as the
survey cites only one religious unit and no schools in which Irish is used. Though
this distribution is weighted towards bilingual environments and away from the
domains of religion and education, which are often more effective in ensuring
intergenerational continuity, it is still worth someone's while to carry on
broadcasting and publishing at least partly in Irish. Following this kind of evidence,
then, it would be wrong to suggest that hish is not used in the United States, but,
rather, appropriate to consider that it still manakins an identifying function, whether
for recent immigrants or for later-generation Irish Americans.

The existence and strength of Irish-American ethnicity needs no exhaustive proof.
Leaving aside the well-known 19th century urban immigrations, if McWhiney's
(1988) Celtic culture hypothesis is correct, Irish people who bad given up many of
the outward signs of ethnicity in colonial times have nevertheless maintained an
ethnic sense of difference from their Anglo-Saxon neighbours. This difference,
which translates today into an ostensibly North-South regional division, still
springs, on McWhiney's account, from an ethnic divide, albeit within a 'new world'
perspective on ethnic definition.

In the industrial centres of the North, later immigrations have meant that Irish
Americans have become increasingly powerful politically, both at borne and in
being able to contribute to unmet nationalist aspirations in Ireland (see Brown
1966). This degree of involvement with old countsy politics, one which continues in
different form to the present day, has been seen by some commentators as itself
indicative of an unintegrated ethnicity (Postiglione 1983, p. 22). Irish-American
ethnicity is highly visible in St. Patrick's Day parades and parties, Irish-American
'Irish pubs', the popularity of traditional Irish music and dance, voting patterns and
blocs, and other ways. At the surface level, we may conclude that Irish-Americans
have become relinguified but not de-ethnicised. At a deeper level, largely ignored in
Kellen (1983), the various Irish revival movements in the United States, the use of
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Irish in the electronic media; and the opportunities for Americans to learn Irish in
classes and from books should not be discounted as 'merely symbolic': they are
significant just because they are symbolic: They ultimately suggest that the Irish
language continues to play a role in ethnicity definition.

CONCLUSION
The trend against ethnonationalism and centralised language planning in the United
States has left each language to its own fate within an overall environment in which
English is the dominant language. Where circumstances permit, an immigrant
language may be preserved is an ethnic American one. In- the vast majority of
cases. though, English will become increasingly dominant and theethnic language
will recede from many or all of the domains which it occupied in the old country.
Considering the ease with which immigrant groups such as Irish-Americans have
been able to abandon ethnic languages in favour of English, we may be tempted to
understand language not as a primordial characteristic of ethnicity, one inherent in
the category itself, but as one that is contingent and dispensable. This view may
find some support in 'new ethnicity' theories.

The challenge for ethnolinguistics, however, is to understand the subtle relationships
between language and ethnicity in changing environments. Ethnicity redefinition
may entail a redefinition of the role of particular languages, but it does not
determine that language becomes irrelevant. Eastman's discussion (1983, p. 48) of
language among the Haida Indians gives evidence that 'even though a languagels
no longer used as a means of communication, it can still fimction as a factor of
ethnic identity' through the use of lexical items and other stnictural features carried
over from .the ethnic language. Similarly, Gold's (1981) discussion of 'Jewish
English' in the United States demonstrates the continuity of an ethnic speech style,
relevant to culturally significant discourse, which is capable of transcending the loss
of, especially, Yiddish by later descendants of immigrants.

An ethnographic view of Irish-American ethnicity could reveal a range of
relationships between ethnicity and communicative behaviour. Differences within
the Irish-American community should not, of course, be ignored. Social class, age,
education, length of time since first generation immigration, religious background,
geographical location and density of the local Irish-American community, inter-
ethnic marriage, and other factors may all derermine subgroupings, as yet unstudied,
which would take different approaches to questions of language and Irish-American
identity.1 Within this complex community, many areas could be suggested for
further study.

The existence of an Irish-American discourse or speech style has not, to my
knowledge, been examined. Yet it would be a plausible development in view of
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Irish-American relations with the dominant (i.e., Anglo-Saxon Protestant) culture,
and it would be a vital comp ant of ethnicity as modelled and reflected through
language (see Gumperz and Cook-Gumpea 1981). Ethnolinguisties could also take
account of culturally significant behaviours which tie in with language but usually
fall outside the sociolinguist's net: foodways (Camp 1989), in which attitudes and
beliefs about food, its preparation and consumption, form a part of ethnicity
defmition; literature (Sollors 1986 and Bedrosian 1987); urban folklore and
childlore (considering, especially, the separate pools of socialisation which are
established in denominational schools in the United States); and parades (Schneider
1990), to name but a few. With such work done for a broad range of American
ethnicities, it should become possible to understand not only each ethnicity, but to
develop a more powerful theory of ethnolinguistic development in general.

FOOTNOTE
I am grateful to an anonymous reviewer for sUISIS60111 in this wee.
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Review of Jonathan West, Progressive Grammar of German. 1: Authentic
Texts and their Structures and 2: Sentences and their Realization.
Authentik Language Learning Resources Ltd, Trinity College, Dublin, 1992.
Pp. v + 78 and v + 100. ISBN 1 871730 07 4 and ISBN 1 871730 08 2.

Eithne M. T. O'Connell. Dublin City University.

Volumes I and 2 of Jonathan West's Progressive Grammar of German are
the first two of a total of six books in this series. Volumes 3-6 have not yet been
published. They are to deal with the following topics:

Vol. 3: Categories and their Exponents
Vol. 4: Particles and their Use
Vol. 5: Words and their Constituents
Vol. 6: . The Lexicon and its Organisation

Many who have learned or half-learned a language the hard way might feel
there is something of a paradox in the series title "Progressive Grainmar". So it is not
surprising that West.explains on page 1 that he does not wish to use "granunar" in the
traditional sense of a prescriptive reference grammar. He aims, rather, to present
teacher and learner with "ways of eliciting systematic information about German"
through the use of discovery procedures on a variety of texts. Not surprisingly, all
examples used are taken from "Authentisch auf Deutsch" and the idea is that the user
will gradually become familiar with the way in which German works as a
communicative system as a result of performing "authentic operations on authentic
texts".

As West points out in his introductory remarks in both Vols 1 and 2: "There is a
profound difference between simply copying the speech habits of native speakers in an
unreflective way and analysing their production in order to reveal its inner structure.
The analytical process reveals text elements which can be put together, using the
patterns which the analytical process has also revealed, to achieve a new synthesis".
(my italics).

So far, this just sounds like good "communicative" common sense. But West
does not stop here. He has studied the output of German grammarians and linguists
over the last twenty years and uses their findings to good advantage. In this genuinely
progressive granunar we have an unpretentious work which combines the practical
methodology of notional-functional language teaching with relevant theoretical
concepts from the field of (mainly German) text linguistics.

In emphatic response to those who still do not fully appreciate the central
importance of grammar to language learning, he states:



Teachers are called on to be theorists and not simply to introduce and use
grammatical terms for their own sake. For it is the theory underlying the
grammatical terms which is the key to their successful application with
new material. Likewise, learners are called upon to be theorists, so that
they may become truly autonomous in their learning.
VOI. 1 deals with the idea of a text grammar, the general structure of German

and the various possible lexical, grammatical and rhetorical permutations and
combinations. It also looks at typical sentence structure and aspects of style and text
type before concluding with a short section on text-based teaching. Here the
importance of the development and use of analytical skills in language learning is
stressed as is the view that the primary medium of instsuction should be German.

In Vol. 2, West bases his analysis on the premise that sentences must be seen as
pragmatic rather than grammatical entities, in which phrases rather than individual
words should be the focus of attention. According to West's dependency model, the
verb is the central constituent of the sentence and "a single sentence is nothing other
than a verb phrase and complex sentences sentences are nothing other than sequences
of verb phrases". Such an approach is clearly more appropriate to German than the sort
of subject-predicate double Dutch that English-speaking learners may be familiar with
from their school days.

However, there is a chance that abandoning the admittedly inappropriate
terminology of traditional English grammar for the modish and more appropriate
vocabulary of valency grammar and text linguistics may terrify would-be 'learners of
German even'more than the unfamiliar (authentic!) German compound nouns used in
some of West's examples e.g. "Verielfaltigungseffekt" or "Schullwaffengebrauch".

West himself recommends caution in relation to new terms for grammatical
description and suggests that a well-informed teacher at ease with the concepts and
terminology of the Progressive Grammar, should be able to guide the learner through
exercises without the student actually needingiuying to desnribe what is being done.

Vols 1 and 2 suggest to me that this series is likely to be of tremendous use to
anyone who wants a practical general introduction to the state of text linguistics with
particular references to German language teaching research. In his first chapter, West
says he is aiming the book (based to a large extent on first year undergraduate work) at
teachers, hoping that it will end up "eventually in learners' hands". Yet the publisher's
blurb on the back does not mention teachers but rather claims the grammar is "ideally
suited to learners working with authentic texts and pursuing communicative aims".
That description fits any secondary school pupil. I feel this sales pitch is rather
misleading and could result in the books being purchased by pupils who actually
wanted something quite different, more traditional and basic. Since West states the
books re aimed in the first instance at teachers and then at learners (and this appears to
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mean learners at third level), this really ought to be clear from the text on the cover.
There are a number of misprints and many strings of English text are printed without
gaps between words giving a strangely German effect e.g. "producingauthentic
German" but otherwise the format and layout of the books are extremely clear and
at -active.

Review of Dina 6 Baoill, eagJed., Insealbhh na Gaellge mar Chead
Teanga / Acquisition of Irish as a First Language. Cumann na
Teangeolaivlita Fei4hmi/Irish Association for Applied Linguistics, Baile Atha
Cliath/Dublin, 1992. Pp. iv + 96. ISBN 0 95091 32 5 1.

Mdire Owens

This collection of articles consists of four papers delivered at a seminar held on
27th April 1991 to discuss some of the findings from research in progress into the
acquisition of Irish as a first language and a fifth article commissioned specially for the
volume from J. F. Kallen and M. Smith on Speech and Language Therapy for
Learners of Irish as a First Language. Four of the articles are in English with
examples from data in Irish; most of the data is translated and in the case of D. 6
Baoill's Developmental Stages in the Acquisition of Irish Phonology and Initial
Mutations, -a phonetic version is also given for each attempted utterance. Despite
writing in English, G. Maguire makes little allowance for the reader who does not
understand Irish or who may have an imperfect grasp of irregular verbs, dependent
forms, complex use of numerals etc.

Ti alt amhiin as Gaeilge, is 6 sin Lin Bell le D. 6 Donnchadha, liosta focal a
tthailigh sé 6na mhac, se bliana d'aois. Laistigh de mhi, bhf breis is daichead mile
focal mime uaidh, idir Ghaeilge agus Bhearla, agus ti cuntas tugtha anseo v an gcead
mhile focal Gaeilge agus ar an pead mhile focal Beads. Tugann 6 Donnchadhay faoi
deara gurb ionann cuid mher de na focail is minicf ar a Hosts Vein agus "Liosta
Miniciochta na nllfhocal is Coitianta" ag 6 Huallachiin (1966) a bunaiodh ar chuasach
a bhi dad uair tilos m6 ni an ceann a bhf faoi chaibidil aige Iin agus gurb "i dtosach
an tsealbhaithe is ea is lionnthaire Hon na bhfocal a sealbhahear." Is i an saunas
sealtthaithe sin, n1 hamhiin sa Ghaeilge ach sa ditheangachu, a spreagann suim
leitheoiri; is trua nach ful leis an (War compariid a dheanamh idir foiremacha sa di
theanga. Roinneadh suas abairti an phiiste idir abairti riiteasacha dearfacha (92),
abairtf c6nasctha (9), abairti claochlaithe (6) agus "brathaithe" (91). Deirtear gur
'tharla a laghad sin ceisteanna sa mhlle focal gur fearr iad a thabhairt seachu bheith ag
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deanamh cur sios orthu". Mar sin Min, ar na samplaf ti ceisteanna de shaghsanna
difrifila a thabharfadh le fios go bhfuil reimse fairsing ceisteanna ag an bpaiste. Is 161r
go MINI saibhreas teanga bailithe ag Donnchadha, saibhreas nach féidir a mheas ar

liosta focal.
The article specially commissioned from Ka lien and Smith sets down some of

the problems and issues facing those who have a need for language therapy in Irish
(many of which are equally relevant to those involved with Irish in the education
system). While some of the issues must be shared by speakers of English as a first

language, in particular those relating to selection of language goals and targets, where

regional dialect and standardisation must be taken into consideration, many problems
are caused by the socio-linguistic status of Irish itself - attitudes to Irish, bilingualism,
lack of assessment methodologies, lack of trained personnel and absence of' structures
for training such personnel. Although the authors point to the absence of a centralised

policy with regard to language and speecManguage therapy services, education and
public service policies indicate that citizens have a right to such services and efforts

should be made to provide them.
Among the personal variables which have to be taken into consideration, are

language attitudes. Status and prestige are not easily defined in relation to language in

Ireland. The low prestige and status attached to Irish in the 19th century seems to have

shifted and successive studies have shown that there is a positive attitude towards the

language throughout the country.
Irish is nonetheless a minority language and many would argue that those

already suffering language problems would be better served if they wcre introduced

directly to English, which would allow them access to a wider circle of contact and for

which assessment methods and materials already exist. Kallen and Smith recommend

that individual circumstances be taken into account; there will be times when it is in a
child's best interest to receive therapy through Irish, e.g. where it is the language of the

'iome, the neighbourhood, and others when switching to the "dominant" language may

opear most beneficial.
As well as the common problem of which variant to choose to teach to a child,

it must be considered that Irish speakers today are bilingual and that code-switching is

an integral part of their linguistic repertoire. Should a therapist seek to help a client

separate the languages or try to enhance communication possibilities in a way which is

perfectly 'normal for the majority? The authors make the point that the "one person,

one language" principle is a simplification strategy which facilitates bilingual language

learning (Romaine 1989) and that the therapist might be better to stick to it.

Conversely one might argue that it is the child who makes sense of the complexity of

language(s) by developing his own strategies; reduced and impoverished input may not

allow the same scope. If anything the child suffering from language deficiency may

1 4 3
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require a richer input and- more dedicated interest from more speakers and if
bilingualism and code-switching form a natural part of tbe environment, then that
richness must be included. While the authors acknowledge that for some children
"whose learning potential is reduced", learning Irish may be important, (e.g. a learning
disabled child from a primarily Irish-spealcing home or district), they point out the
practical difficulties (not least of which is the fact that Irish is not a requirement for
entry to the only professional S/LT course in the Republic of Ireland) rather too
persuasively.

Other difficulties mentioned concern the lack of research on
normal development in Irish - both phonological and syntactical

- the early stages as well as later more complex sentences
- pragmatic development
- development of cowles, terminology and materials for therapists.
T. Hickey's article and the ongoing research which she summarises here makes

a major contribution of filling that research gap: Hickey has developed an Irish
language version of LARSP (Language, Assessment, Remediation and Screening
Procedure) developed by Crystal, Fletcher and Garman (1976, 1981) which provides a
means of assessing both normal and abnormal language development. LARSP can
show development at word, phrase and clause level in relation to different types of
utterance (question, command, statement) and age norms have been developed (for
English-speaking children). Hickey has collected data in Irish from a longitudinal
study of 4 children and analysed the data according to ILARSP, but obviously a much
larger number of children must be analysed before similar age norms caa be established
for ILARSP.

As well as the emerging picture of the build-up of grammatical competence for
the acquisition of Irish, Hickey highlights certain features which are language specific,
such as initial mutations and word order. In relation to word order her subjects offer
some indication that the so-called "natural order" - agent, action, object (Brown
1973:157) is an anglo-centric myth in that the children acquired VS0 order first which
they later differentiated from (V)S Vn. More information is clearly required on what
must be of major interest to therapists and teachers alike. Other topics mentioned are
emergence of pronouns and negation and other work by the same author is cited in the
bibliography.

D. Baoill de&cribes in his paper, the phonological development of two
children acquiring Irish, in particular their development of the palatalised/velarised
contrast (broad and slender consonants) and initial mutation. He indicates .that work is
in preparation on sematic, pragmatic and syntactic issues. The data was collected by
recordings and also in a diary. While he is careful to describe his findings in relation to
phonology as "possible developmental stages", he has at least made a start and
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provided a basis for comparison for other data collectors.
lit relation to initial mutations, whereas Hickey cited examples where mutated

forms were sometimes treated as the root e.g. an gcathaoir, an mborvi (a common
feature of child language acquisition as in English where for example, some children
pick the plural for mice as the root form), O Baoill seems not to have found any such
examples. He discusses the usage of s4imhiti in three stages, (a) 18-21 months where
there were no examples, (b) a period where the mutations were observed but not
applied consistently and (c) a period from 24-26 months where the mutations began to
stabilise. He talks, though, only of use of the rule or non-use of the rule. With
something as variable as initial mutation one would expect to fmd some instances of
over-generalisation. The children at one point wed stimhhi instead of wit e.g. an

fheiceann tsi an ntarean? which he interprets as a grammatical strategy, i.e. that the
child has realised the need for a mutation following certain words. More data, more
comparisons are obviously needed.

In terms of chronological acquisition, the final article in the collection is by G.
Maguire and is drawn from her study of the urban Gaeltacht in Belfast. Her book Our
Own Language - an Irish Initiative gives a fascinating picture of the impossible being
achieved in a place many people would think the most unlikely for such an
undertaking. The present article describes the vibrancy of the language of that
community and points to ways in which the language is developing within the context.
The variation she describes will not be liked by purists but it is a fact of life which must
be considered, particularly in relation to the issues raised by Kallen and Smith and also
in relation to the teaching of Irish in schools and the promotion of the language as a
mediium of education in the Scoileanna linGhaeilge.

Ovenill, this collection gives a tantalising introduction to language research
which promises invaluable insights for speakers and teachers of Irish on the one hand,
and those interested in language, language acquisition, bilingualism and child
psychology on the other.
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